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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
JANUARY 3, 1984
The meeting of the County Commissioners was held on Tuesday, January 3, 1984, at
2:30 p.m. in the Commissioners Hearing Room with President Borries presiding.

I

This being the first meeting of the month and the first for the year 1984, it was
officially opened by Sheriff Shepard.
The minutes of the previous meeting was approved with one correction being made,
that being that the last meeting was held on a Tuesday, not a Monday, as shown. Reading of the minutes were dispensed with.
RE:

REORGANIZATION OF THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

President Borries said this being a new year it is once again time to elect the President and Vice President for 1984 ..
Commissioner Willner moved that Commissioner Borries retain the seat of President for_
the year 1984. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
Commissioner Borries moved Commissioner Willner.be Vice President for the year 1984 ..
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.

I

President Borries said for Mrs. Cox• benefit, since she has been out of town, that
perhaps she has read in Evansville paper of the near disaster concerning the Lin-Gas
leak, on the county•s west side. He has received some inquiries as to what alternatives
the county might have, or what follow up the county should do in relation to this matter. He will personally contact the Lin-Gas people in an effort to gain a greater understanding of what the situation was out there. We would have agencies, such as Weights
and Measures, that he feels caul d perhaps check with Lin-Gas· in regards to any potential
problems. It has also been brought to his attention that the Enyironmental Protection
Agency would also be someone that would probably be very interested in this area. With
the other two (2) Commissioners• agreeing he would make contact this week in regards to
this matter._ .•• they all agreed.
President Borries said another visit he will try to make this week concerns the city
county dog pound, that there have been people concerned about the condition out there
and he has contacted Mr. Sam Elder of the Vanderburgh County Health Department and will
be meeting with him .this week to visit the facility. He understands there we·re people
on duty out there over the holidays, in the morning. They cleaned the kennels, fed and
watered the animals and they were not left unattended for long periods of time, as some
people have thought, however, he.will continue to work on this matte~ in the coming days.
RE:

APPOINTMENT TO SOUTHWEST MENTAL HEALTH AND AREA PLAN COMMISSION

President Borries said he would move that Commissioner Cox continue to be the County
Commissioners representative on both the Area Plan Commission and the Southwest Mental
Health Board.
Commissioner Cox agreed to serve on both boards.
Commissioner Willner seconded the motion.
RE:

I

Sa. ordered.

COUNTY EMPLOYEES FOR 1984

P;esident Borries said the e~ployees for 1984 have been submitted by the various
offices, as is done the first of every year.
Commissioner Willner said he has not seen them. and asked if everyone has them in and
Janice Decker said she believed they were all in with the exception of Circuit Court,
Superior Court and the Drainage Board.
Commissioner Willner moved the employees for 1984 be accepted and approved as submitted.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

So ordered.

The employees for 1984, as submitted, are as follows:

. u

.
(2)
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CLERK OF CIRCUIT AND SUPERIOR COURTS

COUNTY AUDITOR

Helen L. Kuebler
Jean Ritter
linda Withrow
Florence Hess
Nancy Kleiman
Joyce Fields
Dorothy Wolf
Frances Gates
Kris Johnson
Tina Cardin
Jean Schaefer
Bertha Greube 1
Suzanne Demsey
Rose Smith
Dorothy Cole
Helen Middleton
Susan Heberer
Darlene Maveety
Virginia Seybold
Susie Garrett
Martha Brinker
Norma Dickens
Ann Wilson
Jeri Warner

Alice McBride
Roy P. Tuley
Gloria Evans
Luci 11 e Musgrave
Dolores Gugin
Terri Woodward
Janet Mob1ey
Anne Virgin
Jean Haskins
Janice Decker
Jean Wilkey
Peggy Powless
Cindy Mayo
Georgia Benson
Vanessa Adams
JoAnne Matthews
Marian Ellsperman
Terri Pace
Tammy Angermeier
Dorothy Wi 1son
Lena Sherman
Betty Frankl in
Kathy Lowe
Virginia Singer

Betty Burton
Paula Gallo
Edna Martens
Grace Wohlhueter
Linda Oldham
Doretta Fairchild
Deborah Hunter
linda Webster
Etta Mae Mueller
Sharon Yunker
Ruth Porter
Dortha Buente
Lorraine Dean
Dor·is Cato
Jacqueline Head
Beverly Abell
Janet Ward
Pamela Higgenbotham
Karen Jo. Conley
Lee M. Crow
Judy Bumput
Deborah Mottley
Sharon Green
Doris Schroeder

Martha Calkin
Michelle Nolan

TREASURER

COUNTY RECORDER

Lewis F. Volpe
John 0. Dixon
Carmen L. McAttee
Barbara S. Hedges
Rhonda A. McClarney
Beatrice M. Freeman
Faith 0. Hart
Tara L. Stokes
TollliTlY A. Edwards
Mattie M. Dickerson
Mary E. Esparza
Mary E. Frank
Mary E. Hatfield
Georgiana A. Harris
Barbara R. Harrison
Martha J. Green
Beverly A. Nance
Doris M. Whobrey

Estella M. Moss
Lucille Elliott
Alice L. Williams
Margaret Sue Blaxton
Virginia Coleman
Aline Payne
Dorothy Lindsey
Vonna Marie Wagner
Sharon G. Oates

PROSECUTOR

PROSECUTOR - IV-D PROGRAM

I
./

I

COUNTY CORONER
David Wilson, M.D.
Earl K. Cos
Allen Byers
William Sandefur
Mary F. Westfall

Richard G. D'Amour
Sandra Millard
Bernice M. Roth
Mark S. Foster
Susan D. Hohnson
Mary Jo Kingan
Charlie P. Andrus
William E. Riat
Sylvia Y. Reutter
Jerry A. Atkinson
Joseph M. Goodrid, -· Lesa Conkling
J. Douglas Knight
Debbie Wa 11 ace
Nancy G. Hankins
. James E. Rode
Susan G. Barrett
Benjamin E. Haddox, Jr.
Robert E. Zoss, Sr.
Brenda Robbins
Nancy Bowers
William C. Welborn, Jr. Carol Hartman
Charlie A. Spaetti
Angela Mitchell
COUNTY ASSESSOR
John P. Brinson
Doloris Savage
Steve L. Bohleber
James L. Angermeier
David K. Robinson
Monica E. Mindrup
Scott Bowers
Zreeta Hardin
Stanley M. Levco
Evelyn Lannert
Dana Shuler
Cheryl Lawrence
Madge Bunker
Carolyn Garrison
LaTosha Pitt
Janice Lindauer

I

(3)

ARMSTRONG ASSESSOR

COUNTY SHERIFF

a

0

~

Clarence C. Shepard
Randall Korff
Donald R. Humston
James Truitt
James Moers
Gilbert D. Humphrey
Michael Craddock
Robert Miller
Charlie Gibbs
Stephen Moser
David Ludwig
James Meighbors
Gary 0' Risky
Ronald Newman
Thomas Overfield
Jimmie Tucker
Kenneth Patterson
S. Lee West
Seney Banks
Roy Perkins
John Reutter
William Pierce
Gary Cast rup
Arella Ray
Peter Swaim
Thomas Wallis
Terry Hayes
Larry Weatherford
Mary J ~.Russell
Gary Kassel
Lois Scruggs
John Lancaster
William Roberts
Margaret Smith
Stever Woodall
Michael Sturgeon
Bryan Kl aser
Clifford Trainer
Steve Sparks
Bradley Ellsworth
Michael Taylor
Steve Schnell
Robert Trible
Robert Coleman
Steve Griggs
Danny Armstrong
Thomas Brandsasse
Thomas Rademacher
Paul Bice
John Crosser
Michael Duckworth
William Droll
Larry Ba rchet
Michael Kingston
Stanley Garrett
Bruce Crider
James Fravel
Larry Craddock
Roberts Beckham
Thomas Wedding
Phillip Strange
Rodney Buchanon
Kenneth Collins
Michael Higdon
Michael Daws
Mark Sloat
Ronald Hartman
Dennis Daniel
James Spence
Tim Lennartz
Thomas Rademacher
Mike Hertweck
Joseph Winfield
·Mary Beavins
Marvin Cooper
Tim Heath
Roy Burris
Michael Mentzel
William Roland
Jerry Oschner
John Engelbrecht
Jeffrey Johnson
Eric Herrmann
. Frank Lutz
Sandra Shuler
Ke.vi n Merritt
Richard Bennett
Peter L. Evers
Robert Carl
Sandra L. Funk
Kenneth Mitz
Richard Reed
Michael Jones
Wilma Kerner
Clarence Cotton
JoAnn Reed
Charles LaVanchy
David Wires
William Denton
Dale Thene
,,
Michael Forshee
Don Schnabel
Stephen Bequette
Jim Oldham
Danny Hape
James Bacham
. -Kent Todi sea
· · Dan Collins
Kent Walker
Paula Buickel
Robert Vessels
Pamela West
Jacqueline Trail
F.B. Shoulders
. Mary Evans
01 i ver Hayek
Richard O'Risky
AREA. PLAN COMMISSION
Barbara Cunningham
Joseph Ba 11 ard
Chris Forney
Beverly Behme
Keith Martin

1-3-84

Brenda Hi 11
Kathie Gehlhausen
Virginia Wirthwein
Sandra Weinzapfel
Donna Holderfield

William C. Hepler
Marian L. Hepler
Louise Luigs
Francis J. Martin
CENTER ASSESSOR
A1vi n E. Stucki
Shirley E. Stucki
Brian E. Gates
Joyce C. Fields
Evelyn Meyer
Ramona G. Plassmeyer
Dorothy C. Grubb
KNIGHT ASSESSOR
/

H. Jane Nicholson
Maxine F. Ginger
Jerome R. Zeller
Shirley J. Reeder
Rae Longist Oglesby
Marjorie Keeney
Susan J. Behme
PERRY ASSESSOR
Harry A. Tornatta
Glen E. Koob
Karen Lewis
Nancy L. Scheller
PIGEON ASSESSOR
Robert T. Dors~y
Joan M. Dorsey
David L. Fox
Judith E. Stricker
Mary Ann Eickhoff
Meraloyd Stansberry
Betty Radcliff
SCOTT ASSESSOR
Bob F. Harris
UNION ASSESSOR
Aleen Basham
ELECTION OFFICE
Susie Kirk
Fred Roeder
Edna Henry
Casey Rando 1ph
VOTERS REGISTRATION
.Carolyn Sauer
Paul J. Bi tz
Travis Rayburn
Amelia L. Tornatta
Cathleen Gorman
Pamela Bailey
Virginia Massey
Ella Mae Sheets

: .l~·

.

.•
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VETERANS SERVICE OFFICER

LEGAL AID SOCIETY

Carl M. Wallace
Mark D. Acker
Judith A. Becking

Barton Alan Bates
James Ethridge, .Jr.
Kathleen Powers
Karen Paul in
F. Wesley Bowers
William W. Deems
Richard Gumberts
Lawrence Daly
Carolyn Prior
Stephen Gass
Jane Backham
Alan Jones
Robert Saunders
Sheila Corcoran
Jane Baskett
Robert Matthews

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
Richard J. Borries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley J. Cox
David Jones
David Miller
Margaret A. Meeks
Kathy Jo Stonestreet
Michael T. Wathen
SUPT. OF COUNTY BUILDINGS
James N. Lindenschmidt
Bennie Gossar
DRUG AND ALCOHOL DEFERRAL
William M. Campbell
Carl A. Miller
Deborah A. Ransom
De 1oris L. Koch
Sherri L. Page
Sheila M. Clark
AUDITORIUM
Kim Patrick Bitz
Geraldine Gass
Jessie Byers
Ruby Norris
Wa 1ter vles ton
Bruce Cook
Dwight Taylor
BURDETTE PARK
Mark Tuley
Don Chambliss
Joyce Moers
Charles Newton
Kim Betts
Corey Brunck
William Murphy
George Peaugh Jr.
Tina Coones
Jess Mi tche 11
Maria Sanders
Perry Gostley

I

COUNTY COUNCIL
Kathy Mann
Mark Owen
Larry Lawrence
Curt Wortman
Robert Lutz
William Taylor
Harold Elliott
David Jones .
COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
William Bethel
M~tk Montgomery
Jerry Linzy
Sidney Brown .
Cletus Muensterman · Donald Wi 11 iams
Mi 1ton Hayden
George Cummings
Susan Kirk
Sam Robinson
Lillian Young
John Deown
Lee Stuckey
Delbert Deig
R. Andrew Easley
Thomas Schmitz
Donald Gartner
Andrew Wade
Jacke Crawford
Thomas Waterman
Cecil Sills
Dennis Merideth
Fred Blair
James Triplett
Gary Page
Kirk Humphrey
Harold Stuckey
William Boring
Darryl .Chamberlain
Albert Gartner
Larry Phillips
Larry Babbs
Harold Steckler
Harry Woods
Russell Schroeder
Thomas Jameson
James Smith
Billy Downing
Ronald Martin
James. Howell
Rayfnond Cook
Roy Tuley
Kenneth Palmer
Alfred Lindsey
Tracy Jones
Clayton Jenkins

I

I

t
i
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WELFARE DEPARTMENT

HILLCREST WASHINGTON HOME

Mary L. Ahles
Sue McCool
Gayle A. Angle
Bettye R. Mclean
Maury Anthony
Beth A. Melton
Coradella Baker
Ruth A. Metz
Gary C. Barnett
Marie A. Nelson
Tracy Barnhi 11
Jean Newman
Sherry G. Barth
Cynthia L. Ohl
Ruth A. Baumgartner
Robert C. O'Tain
Wayne Baumgartner
Louisa F. Paris
James E. Baxter
Carol S. Parmenter
Jeannette E. Bey
Wilhelmina Perkins
Lee Ann Blume
Carolyn A. Platts
Michael L. Boenigk
Carolyn J. Prior
Glenda M. Bott
Patritia A. Rager
Mary J. Boyd
Thomas w-. Ree 1
Shirley A. Boyd
Mary A. Reitz
Nan E. Britton
Janice F. Reutter
Cynthia E. Brown
Nancy C. Rhoades
Norman C. Butler
Elissa B. Rice
Mary N. Carroll
Gerri A. Rice
Susan B. Carson
Danial L. Riordan
Vernoica J. Chittenden C. Dawn Ritz
Elizabeth Collins
Teresa A. Rizen
Virginia L. Combs
Donald R. Roberts
Robyn E. Conard
Joan M. Roberts
Helen M. Cook
Dale E. Robertson
Virginia Cox
Mildred C. Ross
Mary L. Daniels
Hilda M. Schatz
Elizabeth M. Dick
John M. Schroder
Beverly A. D;i cks
Donald A. Schuldt
Phyllis A. Donahue
Thomas E. Sergesketter
Sue S. Duvall
Beverly A. Sherman
Ethel A. El k·ins
Jeffrey W. Smith
Denise A. Elvestrom
Susan E. Smith
R. Charlene Ethridge
Joyce M. Spayd
Beral d L. Flick
Theorore E. Specht
Irene M. Frakes
Patsy A. Sproatt
John A. Fyffe
Anthony J. Starks
Dionna L. Garrison
Frank L. Staton
Jane H. Gerard
P. Michael Stofleth
Jon K. Golding
Phyllis·E. Stokes
Robert A. Hay
Cynthia A. Stricklin
Michael R. Hazen
Elizabeth Sutton
Phoebe E. Heaa
Inez K. Thew
Phyllis A. Geise
Dorothy J. Thomas
Alen D. Hert
Shirley A. Tyree
Clifford E. Higgason
Mary E. Welch
J. Kathleen Hirsch
Mary E. Werner
Shirley S. Hopple
Shirley M. Wesner
Eugenia A. Horn
Peggy L. White
Leanne Hudson
Thelma M. Williams ~
Susan J. Hudson
Kathi L. Willis
Mary L. Hudspeth
Faye A. Wilson
Kathlees M. Hunt
' ···Samuel Wilson Jr.
Frances Hyatt
Timothy B. Wirtz
William M. Igleheart
Willie M. Work
Edna L. Jarvis
R. Daly Work
Walter A. Julian
Robert E. Young
Zola M. Kramer
John Yuschak Jr.
Jo Ann Lang
_
Frank M. Fish
Terry S. Lindsey
Phillip L. Kiely
Catherine M. Lovelace
Rubylee Lowe
Elbert A. Lynch
Marilyn S. McClain

Philip A. Hedrick
Bernice I. Roedel
Mary J. Alvis
Mary F. Arvin
Versie M. Burgdorf
Mab 1e L• Carro 11
Norma L. Carro 11 .
Charlotte L. Cole
Ollie E. Cullison
Sylvia A. Edwards
Dorothy L. Furgerson
Marjorie L. Ham
Raymond Ha 1e
Jo Ann Hill
John Herad Jr.
Christine Howard
Ruth M. Patrick
Rhonda F. Perry
Jane Rauck
Mary Sweet
Lois VanWay
Bertie Slaton
Edna DeTalente
Carolyn Kirby
Diana L. Reherman
Edwin H. Zenthoefer
Jeanetta Bacon
Donna Daughtery
Caroline Herak
Dorothy M. Kramer
Mary Jo Richardson
Nancy c. Woolsey
Kenneth D. Harper
Annie ·E. Hawkins
Orval G. Sanford
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DATA PROCESSING CONSULTANT CONTRACT

President Berries said the commissioners have very recently completed a much detailed
and complex set of negotiations with the Pulse Systems for data processing services
for the county, for the next five (5) years and that agreement has been concluded, however, because of the importance of maintaining the continuity of the county's data
processing work which is generated from various offices and will continue to grow, it
is his belief that we need to retain a person such. as Mr~ Robert Fortune, on a consulting
arrangement for the duration of the conversion time because when there is a conversion
of something as major as this there are going to be problems and Mr. Fortune's long
experience with the county in regards to our computer system and the many programs and
daily functions therein are very essential and his personal feeling would be that the
county retain Mr. Fortune on a consulting basis, for both the city and county. The
agreement calls for one (1) initial term of three (3) months from the date hereof
and for month to month therafter, provided, however, that in any event this agreement
shall terminate on December 31, 1984. The consultants fee shall be $3,000.00 per month,
with 83% being paid by the county and 17% being paid by the city. Mr. Fortune has
agreed to the terms stated in the agreement and it is his personal opinion that the
county needs someone of Mr. Fortune's caliber and thorough knowledge of data processing
as it relates to computers.

I·
/

Commissioner Willner said the only comment he would have on the Agreement is a couple
of what he believes to be typo errors, that on page 2, paragraph 5, it says this Agreement shall terminate on December 31,. 1983 and it should read December 31, 1984. Also on
page 4 it reads 4ANDERBURGH COUNTY and it should read VANDERBURGH COUNTY.
Commissioner Cox asked if Mr. Fortune agrees with this Consultant Agreement as it is
written and President Borries said yes, that he has discussed this with Mr. Fortune,.and
he is in agreement with th.e terms. Mr. Fortune also recommended to the Commissioners
that a Data Processing Board be set up, composed of city and county officials and that
this board study the system and make recommendations to the Commissioners and the city.
Commissioner Willner moved the Consultant Agreement be approved, with the two (2)
typographical errors corrected. Commissio·ner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

COUNTY ATTORNEY .•... PAUL WALLACE

I

During the absence of the two (2) County Attorney's, Mr. Paul Wallace was present as
acting county attorney.
Issuance of Bonds for Poor Relief: Mr. Wallace said in the rather involved process
of issuing bonds for poor relief in both Pigeon and Knight Townships, we have before
us today what is called the Commissioners' Final Finding and Order to Issue Advancement
Fund Bonds. He has a foremat that he would like for the Commissioners to look at today,
that there have been a great deal of changes recently, basically because of the change
from registered bonds from the form of bearer bonds and there is now a law requiring
that all holders bonds be registered and they be trackable, basically for the IRS'
convenience and changes had to be made in order to comply with that law. We have received approval from the State Board of Tax Commissioners both for the issuance of the
bonds and for the bonds to exceed five percent (5%) and this order contains the manner
of issuance, the manner of advertising and the form of the bond. At this time he would
like to submit these documents for the Commissioners review and approval today.
Commissioner Cox asked what kind of time frame are we on in regards to this matter and
Mr. Wallace replied a tight time frame because of the practical situation facing the
township trustees and the Auditor's office.
Commissioner Willner asked if these documents satisfy the county attorney and Mr.
Wallace replied yes. Commissioner Willner moved they be approved. Commissioner Cox
seconded the motion. So ordered with three {3) affirmative votes.
All three (3). of the Commissioners signed the document and returned it to Mr. Wallace,
so that any typo errors could be corrected.
RE:

BILL BETHEL .... COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly absentee report of the employees at the county garage for the period of December 26 thru 30, 1983 •... report received
and filed. ·

I

1.
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Weekly Work Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly work report of the employees at
the county garage for the period of December 26 thru 30, 1983 •..• received and filed.
Mr. Beth~l reported all they have done this past week is remove ice and snow. They
had seven (7) trucks out and they also worked Friday and Saturday.
Commissioner Willner commended Mr. Bethel and his men for an excellent job, that it
is very hard to deal with ice.
Mr. Bethel said yes and especially when it is so cold because even the salt doesn't
work when it is as cold as it was then. He said a lot of people thought his men
wasn't out at all, but when the temperature begin to rise they changed their minds
and many have called back in -and apologized.
Sheriff Shepard said he would also commend the County Highway and their crews, that
when their units called in for assistance, they were right there on top of things .
..

RE:

BOB BRENNER .•.• COUNTY SURVEYOR

Weekly Bridge and Guardrail Report: Submitted was the weekly bridge and guardrail report of the bridge crews for the period of Dec~mber 26 thru 30, 1983 .••• report received
and filed.
RE:

ANDY EASLEY .•.• COUNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER

Acceptance of Four (4) Streets in Lant Manor Subdivision: Mr. Easley submitted
several pieces of correspondence in regards to the acceptance of streets and storm
drainage improvements in Lant Manor Subdivision - Phase II, along with the following
cover letter from his department, dated January 3, 1984.
Dear Mr. Borries:

0

On November 16, 1983, Mr. Bill Bethel and the undersigned made an inspection of
subject street and storm drainage improvements.
All streets are paved with 6 inches of concrete and have been constructed in
accordance with the appY10'Ved plans. All joints in the pavement have been sealed
and the curbs have been properly backfilled. All storm drainage inlets and storm
sewers have been constructed in accordance with the approved plans.
The inspection team was in agreement that the street and storm drainage improvements were in excellent condition and we could find no repairs to be made or discrepancies to be corrected.
Enclosed is a copy of a letter from Albert.Holtz concerning the construction
inspection of the streets together with a copy of the report of the concrete cylind~r
tests which give the strength of the concrete in the pavement.
The following is a summary of the length of the streets in Phase II of Lant
Manor Subdivision.
Brighton Drive .••.••.... 1364
Cherry Circle .•.•...••.• 169
East Chestnut Court .••.. 409
lant Lane ••.••••••.••••• 279
TOTAL

feet
feet
feet
feet

2218 feet

= 0.420 miles

It is recommended that the street and storm drainage improvements in this
Subdivision be accepted for maintenance.
If you have any questions, please contact the undersigned.
Sincerely,
R.Andrew Easley, Jr.
County Highway Engineer
**********

...

(8)
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Mr. Easley said these streets were also inspected when Mr. South was the Highway
Engineer and since that time there were some things taken care of out there and they
are now in good condition and he would recommend approval.
Commissioner Willner asked in previous meetings were these streets accepted, subject
to the things being done that Mr. South recommended and Mr. Easley replied he .could
find nothing in prior minutes showing they had been tentatively approved.
Commissioner Willner moved the four (4) streets as stated in Mr. Easley's letter be
approved for county maintenance.

I

Commissioner Cox said she sees where two {2) of these streets show cul-de-sacs and
she is wondering if our snow removal equipment can get into them without going into
someones yard and Mr. Easley replied they are standard size, that the street designs
for Lant Manor were approved back in 1979, however, he personally has not gone out
there and physically measured them himself.
Commissioner Willner said the equipment would have to back up a couple of times and
make turns to get into them.
. I

Commissioner Cox said.also:'on the cover letter 'it states.there are 2218 total feet
to be approved and she is wondering if Mr. Easley measured these or nots because she
notices there is a difference in footage on East Chestnut Court, from 406' to 409' and
Mr. Easly said he did not, that they were taken from the planss that one of them obviously is a typo error.
Mr. Bethel said the equipment can turn around in the street and will not have to use
a private driveway.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion for acceptance of the four (4) streets, subject
to the correction being made on the footage of East Chestnut Court. So ordered.
Mr. Easley said .he will see these get to the state in the proper. time table.
Railroad Switch on Lynch Road: Mr. Easley said he has a copy of a letter received from
the state concerning the railroad switch problem on Lynch Road. He met just this morning with an Assistant Engineer, Mr. Al Batey, with the L&N Railroad and they verified
this 16-18' vs. 32' and the 16' might get it in a place where there.could be a sidewalk
in the future, but he personally does not think there will ever be a sidewalk on Lynch
Road, but if we get it clear of sidewalks it will have to go 32'. The railroad is going
to make an estimate for both ways and they will try to have that ready for us this
Thursday. If this is approved the federal people have indicated they can submit a
change order to relocate it.

I

Commissioner Willner said this is no longer the L&N Railroad, that it is now the Seaboard Systems, so perhaps they are taking a little different look at ite so perhaps we
can keep it from court, however, he would want any changes in writing before it is taken
from the court docket.
·
Mr. Easley said he will certainly get everything in writing and will continue to work
with Carl Heldt on it and make reports to the Commissioners as things progress.
RE:

ORDINANCE AMENDING CODE OF ORDINANCE

The following Ordinance was approved on first reading by the Commissioners on December
19, 1983, was properly advertised in the Evansville Courier and Press and is now back
·for final approval.
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 153.139 OF THE CODE OF ORDINANCE OF VAND. COUNTY, INDIANA
WHEREAS, Chapter 153 of the Code of Ordinances of Vanderburgh County, Indiana
generally regulates the use of land within Vanderburgh County, and ; said chapter is
commonly known as the "Zoning Code", and
WHEREAS, an amendment to Cha.pter 153.139 of the Zoning Code has been determined
to be in the best interest of the residents of Vanderburgh County, Indiana, and otherwise in conformity with the purposes of the Zoning Code;

I

·.
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the County Commissioners of the County of Vanderburgh, Indiana, as follows:
Section I. Amendment •.

I

Chapter 153.139 of the Code of Ordinances of Vanderburgh County, Indiana is hereby amended by deleting the following languarg:
11
Mineral Extractions and Storage
SU-19, Section 211
Section II. Further Amendment.
Chapter 153.139 of the Code of Ordinances of Vanderburgh County, Indiana is
further amended by adding a new portion to said section as follows:
Mineral estraction, storage and processing, limited
to that reasonably related to the preparation for sale
of the eype of mineral primarily extracted from the site,
limited processing shall not include the refining of oil
products.
11

SU-19, Section 2"

**********
Commissioner Willner moved the Ordinance be approved on final reading.
Cox seconded the motion. So ordered with three (3) affirmative votes.
RE:

Commissioner

RESOLUTION CONCERNING. COMMISSIONERS r.1EETING DATES

President Berries read aloud the following Resolution concerning the Commissioners
Hearing dates for 1984.

I

In accordance with Indiana Code 36-2-2-6, as amended by Acts 1982, P.L. 17,
Section 8,. is amended in Section 6, in that the executive shall hold a regular
meeting at. least once each month and at other times as needed to conduct all necessary
business, and dates of regular meetins shall be established by resolution at the first
meeting in. January of each year.
NOW THEREFORE, let it be known that the meetings of the Vanderburgh County
Commissioners shall be held on the first, second and fourth Monday of each month at
2:30p.m. and on the third Monday of each month at 7:30p.m .. If a holiday falls on
Monday, then the meeting will be held on the following day.
The evening meetings on the third Monday of each month are being held at such time
for the convenience of the public, at which time the Rezoning Petitions will be heard.
**********
Commissioner Willner moved the Resolution be approved.
motion. So ordered.
RE:

Commissioner Cox seconded the

FINANCIAL REPORT FROM COUNTY TREASURER

The following financial report was submitted by County Treasurer, Lewis Volpe.
Interest receipted into the various county funds in the calendar year 1983 is
as follows:

I

COUNTY REVENUE
FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING
REASSESSMENT
CONGRESSIONAL SCHOOL
BRIDGE FUND
TOTAL

$1,206,503.59
2,347.92
11,688.64
5,133.33
$1,225,884.72

As far as.the County Revenue Fund is concerned, this is a surplus of $306,503.59.
In the other funds, everything receipted into the fund \>Jas a surplus, since no estimate
was entered into the budget adopted in September 1982 for the year 1983.

/0.
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OUTSTANDING INVESTMENTS ARE:
1.

Investments $2,000,000, dated December 28, 1983 due February 3, 1983.
Estimated income $17,500.00. Rate 8.55%.

2.

Investments $3,000,000, dated December 28, 1983 due December 27, 1984. .
Estimated income $237,700.00. Rate 9.125%. Of this income, $22,812.00 will
go to the· Reassessment Fund.

3.

Investments $500,000, dated December 29, 1983 due December 27, 1984.
Estimated income $46,200.00. Rate 9.25%.

I

Yours truly,
Lewis F. Volpe
Vanderburgh County Treasurer
**********
Report received and filed.
Also attached to the report was a note stating that Mr. Volpe requested the County
Attorney to prepare an Ordinance in regards to county funds for the year 1984.
Commissioner Cox said she has a question concerning some of the funds listed on Mr.
Volpe's report, that sometime back the Commissioners instructed him to set aside some
$5,000.00 for the Pigeon Creek Log Jam and she would like. to know the statis of this
fund and if the interest money was credited to it so that the work could be done.
She sees $5,133.33 credited to what is called 11 Bridge Fund 11 on the report, but she
believes this is the Cumulative Bridge Fund and not for the Pigeon Creek Log Jam.
Commissioner Willner said we do not have that $5,000.00 under contract and he would
hate to lose it, so hi:s question is, was it encumbered, or could we.encumber it?
President Berries said we should get the attorney's opinion on this.
Commissioner Willner said he believed Warrick county was going to handle all the paper
work and the contractor and we were then to pay the $5,000.00 to Warrick.

I

Mr. Easley said he spoke with Mr. Mike Feldbush and he was working on the right of entry
agreements and they had an estimate from one (1) contractor, therefore he personally believes this $5,000.00 is obligated. He was under the i,mpression nothing could be paid
until after the first of the year.
President Berries said the County Council approved this at their last meeting.
Commissioner Willner said then we are talking about 1983 money and it would have had
to been encumbered for us to still have it.
Mr. Easley said he will continue to make contact concerning this and see what the statis
is on it.
RE: APPOINTMENTS TO VARIOUS BOARDS
President Berries said in relation to appointments that need to be made by the Commissioners, there are several that have previously been made by the Courts and now there is
.-a new law that says these appointments must be made by the County Commissioners. They
are as follows:
Southwest Mental Health: Commissioner Cox agreed earlier in this meeting to continue
her service to this board. as the Commissioners• representative,for the annual meeting.
Area Plan Commission:· Commissioner Cox was appointed earlier in this meeting to continue her service on this board, as the Commissioners• representative. Mr. Elmer
Tornatta is currently serving on the APC Board and he has agreed to serve another term.
Board of Zoning Appeals: President Berries said both gentlemen presently serving on
this board have agreed to continue another term.

I

·.
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Commissioner Willner moved that Dr.Daniel T. Burn, of 3201 Washington Avenue and Mr.
Clifford Ford, Jr., of Baumgart Road both be reappointed to serve on the Board of
Zoning Appeals. Commissioner Cox. seconded the motion. So ordered.
County Board of Public Welfare: President Berries said Mr. William Kessler is presently
serving on the Welfare Board.
Commissioner Willner moved that William Kessler be reappointed to the County Board of
Public Welfare. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
County Hospital ·Building Authority: President Berries said Patrick Corcoran and George
Riecken are currently serving in this capacity.
Commissioner Willner moved that Patrick Corcoran and George Riecken be reappointed to
serve on the County Hospital Building Authority. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.
So ordered.
Betty Hopkins is currently serving in this capacity.

Health Department:

Commissioner Willner moved that Betty Hopkins be reappointed to serve on the Health
Department Board. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
Voter's Registration:
President Berries said he is not certain the Commissioners
should make these appointments.
Commissioner Willner said he understands the County Chairman makes recommendation to the
Commissioners and we authorize the hiring of them with a pink slip (employment change
form).
·
Commissioner Cox said always before, the County Chairman nominated them for the Circuit
Court Judge, the Judge would then appoint them and swear them into the position.
Visitor and Convention Bureau: President Berries said Mr. Robert Green and .Mr. Ira Neal
are presently serving on this board.
Commissioner Willner moved both Mr. Green· and Mr. Neal.be reappointed to serve another
term on this board. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

COMMENT CONCERNING THE PIGEON CREEK LOG JAM FUND

President Berries said after checking with the County Auditor, by phone, she has the
understanding the $5,133.33 shown on Mr. Volpe's report is for the Pigeon Creek Log Jam,
however, he would like to get further clarification on this matter.
RE:

CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE

A certificate of insurance was submitted for J.H. Rudolph &Company, Inc.
A certificate of insurance was submitted by. the Helfrich Insurance Agency for the
sheriff's patrol boat {1979 Century 23' ~·)
A certificate of insurance was submitted by the Wausau Insurance Company for BucyreErie Company.
All certificates ordered received and filed .
. -RE:

CLAIMS

President Berries said he believes a line item was approved at budget time for litiga-.
tion, in the Commissioners budget, therefore, we will be having some claims from our
county attorneys that can be approved, without going before the County Council for
funds at this time, and when that fund is depleted then we will start appearing before
the county cou~cil as we have in the past.
A claim was submitted by Attorney David Miller, in the amount of $426.00, for legal
services, with an itemized statement attached, to the tenth of the hour.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

'''i

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

/
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A claim was submitted-for Attorney David Jones, in the amount of $3,567.25, for legal
services rendered for the month of November, 1983, with itemized statement attached to
the tenth of the hour.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for Attorney David Jones, in the amount of $168.00, for legal
serv1ces in connection with the H.J. Lubbenhusen suit, in regards to the State Tax
Board•s position in relation to taxes collected at the Vanderburgh Auditorium. This
was a Knight Township tax controversy.
Commissioner Cox moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

I

Commissioner Willner seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for Schmitt Refrigeration for a refund on permit #6994V, through
the Building Commission office (This was because of a duplicate permit). Claim is in
the amount of $15.00.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for the Vanderburgh County Soil and Water Conservation District•s
first half of the 1984 budget, in the amount of $985.00.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.
RE:

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES .... APPOINTMENTS

VOTERS REGISTRATION
Paul J. Bitz
Ella Mae Sheets

514 Lewis Avenue
3307 Bayard Park

$16,600~00

Yr.

Eff: 1-1-84

Board Member
Deputy

$10,760.00

Deputy

$413.85

Eff: 1-1-84

$520.00 Yr.

Eff: 1-1-84

Dep. Inspector

$30.00 Day

Eff: 1-3-83

Investigator

$520.00 Yr.

Eff: 12-31-84

$394.61

Eff: 12-31-83

Deputy
Board Member

$10,260.00 Yr.
$16,111.00 Yr.

Eff:
Eff: 1-1-84

Asst. Hwy. Eng.

$18,893.00 Yr.

Eff: 12-31-83

Yr~

Eff:

1-1-841

CENTER ASSESSOR
Rebecca A. Fulkerson 1805 Pueblo Pass
GERMAN TOWNSHIP TRUSTEE
Mary H. Happe

R.R. 4 Box 302-A

.Investigator

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
David B. Acker
RE:

113 N. Elm Street

EMPLOYMENT CHAGNES ..••• RELEASES

GERMAN TRUSTEE
Mary H. Happe

R.R. 4 Box 302-A

CENTER ASSESSOR
. .Qorothy C. Grubb

1121 W. Heerdink Ave....

Deputy

VOTERS REGISTRATION
Rebecca Fulkerson
James Mcintyre

18-5 Pueblo Pass
1214 E. Walnut St.

1-1-841

COUNTY LOCAL ROADS AND STREETS
Dale Willis

1104 Madison Ave.

/J.
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Releases Continued
BURDETTE PARK

I

James Render
Paul Short
David Weiss
Anita Southard
Linda Hanauer
Wilma Wendholt
Steven Craig

2143 Frisse
1628 S. Red Bank
1018 N. Third Ave.
4905 Lakeside Dr.
1405 Taylor
2716 W. Mill Rd.
Old Henderson Rd.

Custodian
Union
Security
Rink Manager
Union
Union
Union

$13,350.00 Yr.
$6.44 Hour
$6.00 Hour
$46.00 Day
$6.44 Hour
$6.44 Hour
$6.44 Hour

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

$30.00 Day

Eff: 12-31-84

1-1-84
12-13-83
1-1-84
1-1-84
1-1-84
1-1-84
1-1-84

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
Frank Lutz II I
RE:

538 Stanley Ave.

· Dep. Inspector

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

President Borries said the Commissioners are to meet with the residents at Mann and
Bixler Roads tomorrow at 1:30 p.m., in regards to the drainage problem in that area.
RE:

BRIEF COMMENT ON PRECINCT CHANGES

Commissioner Cox said some weeks ago the County Clerk came before the Commissioners and
requested some changes in some precinct lines and she would like to know the statis of
this that the filing date is the first part of February and we should be working on this.
President Borries said in reviewing his mail this week he had communication from Mrs.
Kuebler and he immediately sent it to the Surbeyor's office and he will personally contact the Surveyor• s office this week and see what progress . has been made in the matter.

I

RE:

BRIEF COMMENT ON DRAINAGE PROBLEM AT AIRPORT

Commissioner Cox said concerning the drainage at the Airport, did we ever receive a report from Elvis Douglas, of the Soil and Water Conservation Department.
President Berries said to his knowledge ..•. no, but he will also try to make contact with
Mr. Douglas and see what progress has been made in that area.

There being no further business, President Borries declared the meeting recessed at
3:45 p.m.
PRESENT:

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

COUNTY AUD !TOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard Rick Berries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Pat Tuley (Chief
Deputy Auditor)

Paul Wallace (Acting
County Attorney

11

SECRETARY:

I

Janice Decker

11

...

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
JANUARY 9, 1984
The meeting of the County Commissioners was held on Monday, January 9, 1984, at
2:30 p.m. in the Commissioners Hearing Room.
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as engrossed by the County Auditor
and the reading dispensed with.
RE:

OPENING OF BIDS FOR GUARDRAILS, POSTS, TERMINAL END SECTIONS, ETC.

.

I

Commissioner vJillner moved the County Attorney proceed with the opening of the bids.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

DAVID GERARD - E.U.T.S.

~

COVERT AVENUE EXTENSION

Claim: Mr. Gerard said his first order of business is to submit a blue claim from
the City of Evansville, in regards to the Covert Avenue Extension Project. He explain~
ed this is in the amount of $120,000.00 and is an estimated fee for right of way
acquisition and it is the full 100%, so as the city, being the lead agent, files for
reimbursements back from the Federal Highway Administration·, then 75% of that total
will be reimbursed back to the county.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.
· ·

Mr. Gerard said also in regards to the Covert Avenue Extension Project, he would like to
present a Resolution which will cause the city to continue to be the lead agency for this
project. The Resolution reads as follows:
WHEREAS, the Covert Avenue Extension is a major component of theAdopted Trans·
portation Plan for the Evansville Urbanized Area, and.
WHEREAS, the Covert Avenue Extension is a cooperative project pf the City of
Evansville, Vanderburgh County and Warrick County.

I

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Vanderburgh County Commissioners that
the City of Evansville shall continue as the lead Local Public Agency and the City of
Evansville and its agents shall continue to represent Vanderburgh County in the rightof-way and construction phases of the Covert Avenue Extension.
**********
Mr. Gerard said if the Commissioners would like to change the foremat this Resolution
can be taken under advisement.
Commissioner Cox asked if the Commissioners have done this before and he replied no, they
have not, that when the funds were applied for, for the engineering work, the County,
the City and Warrick County each individually submitted an application for federal funds.
In looking at the paper work he would guess the State Highway designated the City as the
lead agency.
Commissioner Cox asked if Warrick County will have to sign one of these Resolutions also
and Mr. Gerard replied yes.
., .
Commissioner Willner said he sees no problem with the a~rangement as it presently is,
therefore, he would move the Resolution be approved and signed today. Commissioner
Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

KIM BITZ .... VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM

Bitz said he would merely like to update the Commissioners on the progress: being
made at the Auditorium, that dates· are now being set_up to begin work on the terrazzo
floor in the Gold Room and the stage. They had several windows and one door, in the
lobby, that had been shot at with a BB gun and they just finished replacing those today,
and he will see this is turned into the insurance company immediately. _

~1r.
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This past Friday the inspection was completed on the stage house and he is expecting a
report within the next two (2} weeks. They did however see a few things wrong and they
took some photographs and notes and he believes the recommendations will be sent directly to the Commi.ssi.oners. The Philharmonic Show is presently hang·ing on a pipe that is
bent and they recommend that as soon as the Philharmonic is over that we take that piece
down and rest it up against the back wall. These recommendations were made by Tiffin
Scenic Studio, of Tiffin, Ohio,who originally installed the equipment and stage curtains
at the Auditorium.
He reported concerning the accousticals at the Auditorium, that he understands the report
is completed and has been mailed to John Wright, in New Orleans, who is the consultant
with the firm and we should be receiving this very soon.. This study was conducted by
Jaffe Accoustics, Inc. of Norwalk, Conn.
The only other thing he would like to report is that the Carrier representative, Harvey
French, \':ill be in town this Wednesday afternoon and would like to meet with the Board
of Commissioners concerning the water treatment at the Auditorium.
President Berries told Mr. Bitz·to check with him later and they would set up a convenient time, that he would be happy to meet with him.
RE:

MARK TULEY ..•• BURDETTE PARK

Check Received for Reimbursement for BSA Grant: Mr. Tuley said he received the check
. from the state for $10,688.19 for the reimbursement for our Small Business Administration Parks and Recreation Development grant and he would submit a quietus showing it was
deposited in account 505-145 A, through the County Auditor•s office.
Year End Financial Report:

Mr. Tuley submitted the following report:

1983 Starting Budget
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1983
1982
1982
1983

Budgeted
Encumbered by P.O.
Encumbered by Contract
Insurance Reimbursement

$509,237.00
$ 17,475.92
$ 67,764.92
$ 6,116.44

Total 1983 Budget

$600,594.28

Returned to General Fund

-$ 41,500.00

Remaining 1983 Budget

$559,094.28

Insurance Reimbursement

$ 2,116.00

Total 1983 Budget

$561,210.28

Appropriation from County Council

$ 50,000.00

Total 1983 Budget

$611,210.28

Expenditures and Balance 1/1/83 to 12/31/83
Total Expenditures

$533,165.94

Encumbrances Carried Forward to 1984 $ 76,851.88

I

Total -Balance

$ 1,192.46

Income 1/1/83 to 12/31/83
Pool
Rink
Rentals
Miscellaneous

$ 89,543.90

Total

$ 38,755.11
$ 56~808.47
$ 16,235.72
$201,343.20

/~,
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1/1/83 to 12/31/83
Total Expenditures

$533,165.94

Total Income

$201,343.20

Total Deficit

$331,822.74
**********

President Borries asked Mr. Tuley if there has ever been a time when the income exceeded $200,000.00 and he replied no,' that the highest it has ever been was $159,000.00.
Mr. Tuley said the second page of his report shows previous

~eficits,

I

as follows:

1981 ..•.•. $471,421.52
1982 .••••• $427,748.15
1983 •••.•• $331,822.74
Commissioner Cox said, in regards to Total Expenditures, in the amount of $533,165.94,
that in addition to this you also will be spending the $76,851.88 that you encumbered
into 1984, and also the $76,000.00 plus that you encumbered, is this by P.O. or by
contract and Mr. Tuley said he does not have that breakdown but he believes Mrs. Me
Bride does.

/

Mrs. McBride said the entire $76,800.00 is by contract.
Commissioner Cox said the $331,822.74 showed for total deficit, is this actual and Mr.
Tuley said yes, because the money you see there will not be spent until 1984.
President Berries said he believes Mr. Tuley has made some significant steps at the
park and it is still going to be a tight situation with the cuts that have had to be
made.
RE:

COUNTY ATTORNEY ..• DAVID JONES

Bids for Guardrails, poSJts, etc Read Aloud: Mr. Jones said there w~re three (3)' bids
received for the guardrails, posts, terminal end sections, etc. received and they are
as follows:

I

ALLMETAL OF EVANSVILLE, INDIANA
12 Ga. Guardrail 12'6 11 length Galv. with Bolts and Nuts................... $4.55
Galv. Guardrail post 4" X 611 X 5'9 11 8.5# ft .•..•••.•••..••.••.•.•.•...••• $27.75
Galv. Guardrail post 4" X 6" X 5'9 15.5# ft •••..•...•......•••......••..• $45.80
Terminal End Sections (1'6" dia.) ..•..••...•••••••...•••..•..••••.•...•••.. $23.50
11

Ft.
Ca.
Ca.
Ca.

Flared End Sections ........................................................ $20. 75 Ca.

Transition End Sections (Bridge to Rail) .. ~································$24.24 Ca.
Bid in order.
Delivery can be made within 7-14 days after receipt of order.
Prices are firm for one year from above date.
To be delivered anywhere within Vanderburgh County as directed by the Supervisor.
BAUER BROTHERS GENERAL CONTRACTORS, INC. OF EVANSVILLE, INDIANA
12 Gauge Guardrail •.•••••••••••••.• $3.89
Posts 4' X 6" X 5'9 11 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $27.00
.Terminal End Sections ••••••••••••• $23.00
Transition End Sections .• : •••••••• $23.00

Ft.
Each
Each
Each

(Bid in order)

1,000 l.f. minimum order required.
Allow two (2) to four (4) weeks delivery.
These prices are firm through the 1984 calendar year.
Mr. Jones said the County Auditor would have to check and see if all three of these
bidders have filed the mandatory questionaire, that they are not enclosed with their
bids, however, the statute provides they have to file it only one (1) time per year,
so he will condition his acceptance of these bids to their having filed that document,
and if there is not one on file the bid is not in order and should be-thrown out.

I
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JAMES H. DREW CORP. OF INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
10 Ga. Guardrail 12'6 Galv. w/hctWe ..•.•••..• ~ ••.... $5.40 per l.f.
10 Ga. Guardrail 12'6 (Shop Curved) Galv. w/hdwe ..• $6.55 per l.f.
11
11

D

12 Ga. Guardrail 12'6 11 Galv. w/hdwe ••.•....•..•.•.•• $4.55 per l.f.
12 Ga. Guardrail 12'6 11 {Ship Curved) Galv. w/hdwe .•• $5.70 per l.f.

Standard End Wings .•........••..•..•.•••.•..••..•.• $20.00
Posts 4' X 6" X 6'0 11 Galv. w/hdwe •..•.•••••••....•• $36.40
Posts 6' X 6" X 6'3" Galv. w/hdwe .•....•..••...•.•. $59.20
"C" Splice Plates •..•••.••••••....•••.••••.•.• ~ •..• $28.50

Each
Each
Each
Each

Bridge Post 6" X 6" X lingth Galv •...•..••..••••••• $13.85 per l.f.
Bridge Posts 5" X~~~ X !a" X length Galv •..••..••.• $12.50 per l.f.
Bridge Inserts for Bridge Rail Posts 3/4"
(Furnished and Installed) ..•.••••.•.•....• $30.00 Each
Bridge Post Spacers ....••.•••••....•.•••••.•....••. $ 4.00 Each
3/4" Bridge Post Hardware ••...•..•.••.•.••..•••..•• $ 2.00 Each
5" Channel. Galv. Punched 6'3" ...•.•...•....•.•.... $5.00 per l.f.
USED GUARDRAIL IF AVAILABLE F.O.B. OUR YARD
12 ga Guardrail w/hdwe •..•.••..•.•...•••..•.•.•••.• $2.25 per l.f.
4" X 6" X 5'9" or 6'0" Post w/hdwe. Painted ..••.••• $10.00 Each
4" X 6" X 5'9" or 6'0" Post w/hdwe. Galv .••.•.••... $15.00 Each
6" X 6" X 6'3 11 Post w/hdwe. Galv .••.•••••.••..•.•.. $20.00 Each
End Wings w/hdwe. Galv .••••.•.•.•..•......••..•..•. $ 7.50 Each
"C" Splice Plates w/hdwe. Galv ••••••••••.••....••.• $10.00 Each

INSTALLATION PRICES
1----300 l~f •••...•.••••••..•.••.•••••••• $1,200.00 Minimum
301--500 l.f ••••••••.•..••••.••••••.••••• $4.00 per l.f.
501--750 L f ..•..•......•••••••••••••.••• $3.85 per l. f.
751--1,000 l.f ••••••••.••••.••••.•••...•• $3.70 per l.f.
Over 1,000 l.f •..••••••••...•..•.•••••••. $3.50 per l.f.
2 or 3 Panel Buried Ends into Ground Level •••.• $50.00 Each

ALL OF THE ABOVE NEW MATERIAL CONFORMS TO THE INDIANA HIGHWAY SPECIFICATIONS.
Mr. Jones said a lot of the items listed in the above bid, he does not know whatthey
are, however, he would leave that to someone in the Surveyor's offiee to qualify.
Commissioner Willner mo~ed the bids be taken under advisement and referred to the Purchasing Department and the Surveyor's office, for their recommendation next week. ·
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
Agreement With Alexander Ambulance Service: Mr. Jones submitted the original and a
copy for each Commissioner of the Agreement with Alexander Ambulance Service, as prepared by Attorney Miller. He is not requesting any action be taken at this time, merely
that the Commissioners take tt under advisement •
...

Ordinance to Regulate Inspection and Copying of Public Records: Mr. Jones presented·
each Commission with a copy of an Ordinance to regulate inspection and copying of pub; .'1 i c records and in regards to the same matter he presented each one with a copy of
'·
a memorandum from himself which he proposes to be sent out to all department heads
and officeholders. His memorandum explains the new ordinance. Since the Ordinance
contains a penalty section, it would have to be properly advertised for two (2)
successive weeks before adopted. ·He knows there has been a lot of confusion in the·
offices about what is public record and what isn't and the Ordinance as well as the
memorandum is designed to try to address these problems. Basically it calls for each
office to set their own fees for copies because of the various copying equipment, that
some costs more than others do to make copies on. He explained there are three {3)
types of public records, that there are Mandatory Disclosure, Discretionary Disclosure
and Mandatory Non-Disclosure records, and these are all explained in his memorandum.
President Berries said this ordinance and memorandum should be taken under.advisement.
Commissioner Willner asked if this needs to be advertised and Mr. Jones replied yes
it will have to be before final action can be taken on it.
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Preliminary Report in Regards to Autopsies Being Performed: Mr. Jones said he could
give a preliminary report with respect to the Coroner's office, that he would give
the Commissioners the same legal advice that he gave the County Council. He said the
jurisdiction of the Coroner covers the autopsies to be performed for a person who has
died in the county that there is no jurisdiction for the Coroner to perform an
autopsy wherein the death occurred outside of Vanderburgh County. There is an Attorney
General's opinion that says it cannot go beyond the boundary of the county and that
itself may very well answer the question of can we perform autopsies for .other units of
governments. He said there iS also another statute that provides costs of any positions
that are employed, etc. to perform autopsies, lab tests and all that goes with it, is to
come from the County Treasurer. We have found no authority anywhere which would justify
for instance collection from the decedent •s estate and he .believes it has been this way
ever since state government was set up. He would also say that when the death occurs in
our county, it doesn't matter where the person resided, that the key is ..• the death
occurred in this county. Finally, because of the inability to lay hands on anything in
the law which would authorize this, he would recommend the Commissioners have one of our
area Legislators request an Attorney Generals opinion on the question of whether or not
the Coroner can charge fees and under what circumstances he can do so, because he believes he has reached his limits of being able to say he finds any authority to do so.
He has not found anything that says no, but without anything that gives that authority
he would not do so in this instance, that he believes the consequences could be too
great.
11

11

,
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Report on Jail Suit: Mr. Jones reported that although we have reached a written settlement on the jail suit, with Legal Services and the inmates, we have hit a snag. He has·
forwarded copies of the settlement agreement to the Sheriff, the Commissioners, the
County Council and asked each one to review it and advise him of any questions, problems,
corrections, additions, etc. and it was then his intent to make any changes and then it
would con.e back for public meetings for approval, however, that is. now going to be delayed because all of the bids on the jail project came back in excess of the amount of the
grant, therefore, we cannot go forward. He has taken the 1iberty,·of'· requesting and
seeking additional monies from Washington to come up with the difference and if we can't
get additional monies from Washingto·n, which is about $10,000.00, then we will have to
ask the Bui 1ding Authori t~ ~o b~ar some addition a1 -~xpense and havjn_. g the. arc hi teet to
prepare a new set of spec1f1cat1ons, because the agreement says tryat no b1d can be
accepted that exceeds the $250,000.00 grant, and that is where we stand right now.

I

Notice of Claim .•• Danny McGill: Mr. Jones said he has received a notice of claim from
a one Danny McGill, concerning a traffic accident on State Road 66 and this should be
referred to the County's Roads and Streets Insurance carrier.
Notice of Claim ..•. Judy Oldham: Mr. Jones said he has received a notice of claim from
a one Judy Oldham, which is a property loss claim, that her purse was stolen while
visiting the Vanderburgh County Jail. This claim should be referred to the County's
Liability carrier.
Suit Filed by Elizabeth May: Mr. Jones said the county has once again been sued byElizabeth May, who sued us previously, and in spite of the fact that suit was dismissed
in State Court she is now going back, with counsel, and filed again in Federal Court.
He has taken the liberty of immediately referring this one to the Law Enforcement
Liability carrier, who defended the last one she brought before the county
and he assumes they will pick up the defense of this second go around with her.
Suit Filed by KFL, Inc.:
Mr. Jones we have been in hearings for preliminary injunction
in an action that was brought by KFL, Inc., of Ft. Wayne,· Indiana. KLF was an unsuccess_ful bidder for the new telephone system ·for this building. As a result of that litigation and a finding to be entered by the court, the bid which had been initially accepted
by the Building Authority, which is AT&T Information Systems, has been declared not
responsive to the specifications and a permanent injunction has been issued by the
Vanderburgh Superior Court restraining the Building Authority of Vanderburgh County/City
of Evansville and the Evansville-Vanderburgh School Corporation from entering into a contract with AT&T. It was apparent to all counsel for the defendants, as a result of
testimony from the expert witness produced by KLF, that AT&T did not comply with the
Specifications and in particular with Alternate #7, which called for electronic telephones. There was a great deal of technical information produced and much of it was way
over his head and he did not understand much of it. He said AT&T is now out and it goes
back to the Building Authority and they could accept the next lowest responsive bid or
they could reject all bids and start over again. In view of the fact that_our own expert who prepared the specifications indicated that they weren~t really qualified to do

I
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so may have a bearing on what happens.
Mr. Lear, President of KLF was present in the audience and came forth to speak at this
time. He stated his main purpose is to discuss what he sees are the benefits and the
pros and cons of proc~ding with awarding the bid to the next lowest responsive remaining bidder vs throwing all bids out, developing new specifications and starting over.
He would say that in an effort of good faith from the Building Authority they set out
to develop a very open set of specifications so that all interested parties could bid
to those specs and there is a certain hazard when you do that, in that, whenever they,
who are engaged in the business on a daily activity, they have a lot of knowledge of
their competitors product and they know, for instance, on any given bid, probably what
AT&T is going to bid and about where they are going to be on price and they all likewise try to figure out those things with respect to KLF s bid. He said there was a
specific specification requirement within the bid specs, in terms of the amount of
traffic, that is the simultaneous calls going on at any one given time in the telacummunications system, and the number that was set in the bid specs gave us enough
insite information about the·competitors bid to know they would be bidding a low price
system, that it simply afforded--them the opportunity to sell a Volkswagen when a
Cadillac may have been required, and since KLF sells only one product ..•• lets say it is
the Cadillac and we offered it at the Volkswagen price. If you were to hire a knowledgable tele-communications consultant and he were to sew up all the holes in the bid and
tighten them up, so that you were getting a quality telephone system, then you would be
better off. It would cost additional money to prepare new specifications and ther_e
would be delays and for every month•s delay you are going to have to continue to pay
rent on the existing system, so he beleives there are some favorable economies toward
taking action now.
Lastly he would like to indicate to the Commissioners that they brought this action because they felt it was justified and he believes the action of the court proved this.
He believes AT&T placed the governmental units in jeopardy because they misrepresented
their product. He would ask the Commissioners to give serious consideration to allowing the Building Authority to simply proceed with their eva.luation of the remaining
bids.
He thanked .the Commisisoners for allowing himto be heard.
1

Letter Concerning the Evansville Psychiatric Children•s Hospital: Mr. Jones received
the following letter dated December 27, 1983, that it is a copy of a correspondence
from Judge Lensing to Mr. Tom Jones. Attorney Jones real the letter aloud at this time.
Dear Mr. Jones:
For several months we have been receiving billing notices for care provided by your
hospital for children including William Slaton, Philemon Dillard, Kristina Murphy,
Carole Villines and Timothy Gene Stewart. These bills total over $48,745.
When I inquired as to why your agency was. billing Vanderburgh County for this care
I was informed that it was at the direction of Indianapolis and that Indianapolis was
relying on a state statute 31-6-4-18, a copy of which is enclosed in this letter. ·
This is a statute which empowers the Juvenile Court as part of a dispositional hearing
to order treatment for a child or parents and order the costs of said treatment paid
by the local county. However in each of the cases at hand after reviewing the individual docket sheets, I have not ordered the county to pay the costs, therefore, the statute
does not apply in these cases.
We appreciate the close cooperation between the court and your institution and feel
fortunate to have such a facility, with such an excellent staff in our community.

•
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If you haveoany questions concerning this matter, please contact me at my private
telephone number 426-5125
Respectfully,
Robert W. Lensing, Judge
Vanderburgh Superior Court
Juvenile Deivision
**********
Mr. Jones said he believes that any billings we receive in the future should certainly
be flagged and not paid automatically and verified with Judge Lensing and he feels this
should be done on a case by case basis. He does not 'know about the $48,0oo·.oo, however,
he feels we are in a good position to refuse to pay it, that at this point and time he
does not feel the county has a liability for it, however, we will probably hear from the
state on the matter.
~
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Comment Concerning the Notice of Claim from Danny McGills: Commissioner Willner said
concerning the notice of claim against the County in regards to an accident at the
intersection of S.R. 66 and Burkhardt Road, that signal surely belongs to the state of
Indiana and not Vanderburgh County, so rather then send this notice to our insurance
company he would suggest to go to another authority.
Mr. Jones responded by saying we should still refer them to our insurance carrier, because if there is an error in the facts, that still does not mean they will not sue us,
that even if they can't prove it and if we do not notify the insurance carrier they will
not defend a fraudulent suit because we violated the policy that anytime we want an
insurance company to defend us we must put them on notice, whether it is a good or bad
suit.
Commissioner Willner
the county's and Mr.
Commissioner Willner
light belongs to the

I

said could we enclose with this notice a statement that it is not
Jones said yes, in fact, we should do so.
said Ms. Meeks should enclose a note telling Helfrich the signal
State and not the county.

Comment on County Finances: Mr. Jones said he received a brief note requesting him to
prepare an ordinance concerning the investments and interest received in regards to the
county's funds, that the last one has expired and therefore he would ask the Commissioners to advise him as to what they want in respect to the interest monies and the disposition of them for 1984.

/
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President Berries said he would like for the Commissioners to give thought to the
interest monies so that Mr. Jones can be instructed as. soon as possible.
Comment Concerning the Children's Hospital Billing: Commissioner Cox said in regards
to the letter that Mr. Jones read from Judge Lensing concerning the children's hospital
bills, could these bills be first sent to Judge Lensing by the County Auditor's office,
for review before payment is made, that could possibly help the situation.
President Berries said we had some. past due bills from another county at the last County
Co unci 1 meeting and Judge Lensing attended that meeting and the riamas', sounded familiar
to him so he took the claims with him and was able· to work out the matter with the
School Corporation in respect to reimbursement, so he would agree w,i.;:l:h r~rs. Cox that
Judge Lensing should see these claims before they are paid..
<·
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President Borries asked the County Audi.tor if her office would forward the bills to
Judge Lensing before she pays them and she said yes, she would instruct her bookkeeper
to do so.
Ordinance Regulating Computer Usage:
Mr. Jones said he has drafted an Ordinance
regulating computer usage by all county departments and he has not had a chance to
proof it, however, he will mail each Commissioner a copy to read and study and then
advise him of any changes to be made. He will also enclose with the Ordinance a copy
of an inter-governmental agreement with the city which would create.a joint Data Processing Review Board to oversee the operation of the leased computer operation, as it
exists. It is in real rough form right now, but he will be sending the Commissioners
copies of both documents very soon. He will also be sending the city copies of it.
RE:

CHECK RECEIVED FROM CLERK VANDERBURGH CIRCUIT COURT

Mr. Mark Tuley, Manager of Burdette Park received a check in the amount of $12.50, with
the following letter of explanation enclosed .
.Dear Mr. Tuley:
Enclosed please find check #55330 from the Clerk of the Vanderburgh Circuit Court in
the amount of $12.50.
This represents the amount paid by one juvenile of ~is portion of restitution for an
incident which occurred on 6-23. 6-24-83 involving the burglary of the concession
stand at the park.
Thank you for your patience and support in our efforts for juvenile rehabilitation.
We are sorry for the delay in transmitting this to you.
Sincerely,
Theodore K. Gore
Probation Officer

I
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Commissioner Willner moved the check be accepted _and endorsed.
seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

D

Commissioner Cox

BILL BETHEL ..•.. COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly absentee report of the
employees at the county garage for the period of January 2 thru 6, 1984 •.. received and
filed.
Weekly Work Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly work report of the employees at
the county garage for the period of January 2 thru 6, 1984 •.• received and filed.
Attached to the work report was the following work schedule:
Gradall:
Tree Crew:
Patch Crew:

Trash:

Pollack Avenue, #6 School Road, Lynn Road and Hillcrest Home.
#6 School Road and St. Wendel.
Evergreen Old State, Arla Jane Drive, Mill Road, Pollack Avenue, Green
River Road, Spry Road, Green Briar, Owensville Road, Boonville/New
Harmony Road, Baseline Road, St. Wendel Road, Old Henderson Road,
Jennings Lane and Nisbet Station Road ..
South Weinbach, Green River Road, Bayou Creek, River Road, Lynn Road
and Old Green River.

Washed and polished all snow trucks.
Completed guardrail on Pollack Avenue.
**********
Complaint of Birch Drive: Commissioner Cox said she recieved a complaint of a bad dip
on Birch Drive, immediately as you turn east off of Highway 41 and if this is our jurisdiection she would like it inspected.
·

0

Complaint of Woods Avenue:
Woods Avenue, between Hogue
side of Woods Avenue, about
standing and there are also

Commissioner Cox said another complaint she recieved is on
Road and Upper.·Mt.Vernon Road, that the shoulder on the west
mid-way, are eroded and the pavement is broken and water is
some large holes along the right-of-way.

Mr. Bethel· took note of the locations and said he would certainly check them out.
Guardrail on Pollack: President Berries said the guardrail on Pollack Avenue really
looks nice since it has been completed and he believes it is very adequate.
Mr. Bethel said they are painti·ng the new posts out there today.
President Berries read.aloud

Letter of Commendation on a County Highway Employee:
the following letter of commendation.
Dear Sir:

My car became disabled on route to work on Highway 62 early Tuesday morning and
while stranded on the bridge before reaching the downtown area one of the county snow
plow drivers pulled up behind me and assisted in getting my car restarted. He was a
young, blond man and unfortunately I failed.-.to get his name and in the confusion I may
have even failed to say "Thank You
The courtesy displayed by this driver, not to
mention his much needed help reflected well on all city and county employees.
11
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I am most greatful for his help and will be most appreciative if you can determine
which employee rendered the aid and join me in commending his work.
Sincerely,
Mr. Craig McKee
**********
President Berries said we have since found out that the employee is J.D. Smith and we
do want to commend him.
Mr. Bethel took the letter and said it will be posted on his bulletin board at the
garage.
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RE: . BOB BRENNER .... COUNTY SURVEYOR
Weekly Bridge and Guardrail Report: The weekly bridge and guardrail report of the
bridge crew for the period of January 2 thru 6, 1984 was received and filed.
Commissioner Cox said she has something for the Surveyors office to check out, that its
a ditch on the south side of Schnucks-Walgreen, out in the north park area. It is full
of debris and is blocking the large concrete culvert, where it goes under First Avenue.
She talked to David Guillaum about this around three (3) weeks ago and he said they do
not have the equipment to get in there and get the job done, but she feels with the
water. problems we have at north park that this area needs to be cleaned out and if we
need invitaional bids on it she would like to see it pursued.

1

Commissioner Willner said he does not think it is .a legal drain and that it is the city's
problem, instead of the county's.
Commissioner Cox said no, it isn't a legal drain, but it is a culvert under the road
and the city people pay into the Cumulative Bridge Fund also and this effects a lot of
businesses and residents living in north park, so if bridge fun~s can be legally used
for it she thinks we should go ahead and do the work.
President Berries said Mrs. Cox• request can be forwarded to the Surveyors office and
see what action can be taken.
Commissioner Cox gave her note to Mr. Jim Lindenschmidt to forward to the Suryeyor.
RE:

ANDY EASLEY ...• COUNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER

Railroad Crossing on Lynch Road~ Mr. Easley reported that the L&N has staked out the
curve on Lynch Road, however, he has not yet received an estimate from them, that perhaps he will get it in a few days.
ReJort of Elmridge Drive: Mr. Easley reported that he and Mr. Bethel spent about two
(2 hours last Friday on Elmridge Drive marking pavement to be removed and replaced, as
a courtesy to those residents. He has contacted a contractor to get· a price to do the
work. He has been in contact with some of the residents out there. and they have retained legal counsel and they are going to check into the feasibility Qf.using the Barrett
Law and he told them that as long as there was no administrative bl.irden to the county
that the Commissioners might consider that. He will continue to work on this.
RE:

I

LETTER FROM EVANSVILLE WATER AND SEWER DEPARTMENT - WOLFCREEK SANITARY SEWER

Commissioner Berries read aloud the following letter, dated December 12, 1984 and
directed to the Board of County .Commissioners.
Dear Mr. Borries:
The purpose of this letter is to respond to your request for a preliminary
estimate as to the cost of connecting the above sewer system, located in the area
of the University Heights subdivision, to the city sewer system.
The attached estimate total approximately $399,850.00 is our current estimate
for such work. If you require any further information, please don't hesitate to give
me a call.
Sincerely yours
Robert M. Leich, Jr., President
.,, , EVANSVILLE UTILITY BOARD
Letter Received and Filed.
RE:

**********

LETTER FROM HELFRICH INSURANCE AGENCY - SURETY BONDS

President Borries read aloud the following letter from Helfrich Insurance Agency, in regards to Surety Bonds. Letter was dated January 3, 1984 and was directed to the Board
of County Commissioners.

I
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Gentlemen;
Per your request, I have rev.iewed House Bill 2005 regarding bond requirements
for County Officials. I have also discussed this matter with several bonding companies and the County Attorney.

I

Home Insurance Company is currently providing a Public Employees Blanket Bond
covering all employees of Vanderburgh County except those required by law to have an
individual bond. No blanket bonds are necessary for the indivdual offices unless
mandated by a County Ordinance.
We feel that bonds are necessary only for the following officeholders:
Prosecuting Attorneys, Auditor, Treasurers, Recorder, Surveyor, Sheriff, Coroner,
Assessor, Clerk, all Township Trustees and Assessors, plus all appointed board members,
commission members, council members, and any employee required by the Board of
Commissioners to be bonded. ·
The amount of each bond shall be determined as quoted from HB 2005.
"The fiscal bodies of the respective units shall fix the amount of the bond of
city controllers, city clerk-treasurers, town ·clerk-treasurers, Barrett Law fund
custodians, county treasurers, county sheriffs, circuit court clerks, township trustees,
and conservancy district financial clerks as follows:
1. The amount should equal fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) for each one million
dollars ($1,000,000) of receipts of the officer's office during the last complete fis'cal
year before the purchase of the bond, subject to subdivision (2).
2. The amount may not be less than fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) nor more
than three hundred thousand dollars ($300,000).

I

County Auditors shall file bonds in amounts of not less than fifteen thousand
dollars ($15,000), as fixed by the fiscal body of the county. The amount of the bond
of any other person required to file an individual bond shall be fixed by the fiscal
body of the unit at not less than eight thousand, five hundred dollars ($8,500.00)"
Our agency can provide these bonds for you at the normal rates established by the
Surety Association of America. Please advise us which individuals need to have new bonds.
Very truly yours
John D. Hodge
**********
Commissioner Cox said in his letter, Mr. Hodge recommended that all appointed officials
should be bonded.
President Borries said perhaps we should underline 11 all appointed board members 11 and
have Mr. Lindenschmidt contact Mr. Hodge and get further clarification on that point.
Mr. Lindenschmidt said he has a meeting with Mr. Hodge tomorrow and he will seek
clarification on the matter and report back.,,
RE:

I

LETTER FROM CLERK CONCERNING PRECINCT CHANGES

· ·President Borri es read a1oud the fo 11 owing 1etter dated January 4, 1984 and dfrected
to the Board of County Commissioners.
Re:

Precinct Changes

Just as a reminder, knowing what a busy schedule we all have at this time of year,
I have attache~ a copy of the.calendar from the State Election Board with the dates for
the changes requested for precinct 2 in· Knight and precinct 20 in vlard I.
Your attention in this matter will be appreciated.
Helen L. Kuebler

(11)
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President Borries said he talked with Mr. Brenner earlier today and his office is
working on this matter and he's hoping to have a proposal from him by next meeting.
RE:

LETTER FROM COUNTY ASSESSOR REQUESTING MILEAGE

President Borries read aloud the following letter, dated January 3, 1984, and directed
to the Board of County Commissioners.
In the years past this office has cooperated to the fullest with the office of
the County Commissioners providing basis of appraisal and review, on site, of tax
sale properties. Thus saving the County Commissioners considerable amounts of money.
This service was rendered without any compensation; mileage or otherwise. It would Qe
greatly appreciated if money for mileage would be provided.

I

Sincerely,
James L. Angermeier
Vanderburgh County Assessor
**********

Commissioner Willner said by statute the County Commissioners must have a piece of
property appraised before it can go on tax sale and years ago we paid private appraisers
to do this for us, sometimes costing us $500.00 per property and it was only apprais.ed
at say $100.00, so right off the top we would lose $400.00. The Commissioners decided
to have the County Assessor to do the appraising for us, at no cost to the county and
he has been doing this for about eight (8) years. He personally feels like we should
be paying mileage for this, that they are using their private cars and saving the
county untold numbers of dollars.
Commissioner Cox. asked if Mr. Angermeier has a mileage account in his budget and Mrs.
McBride said yes,. but she believes it is for the Inheritance Tax Deputy.
Commissioner Willner said another thing that was discussed upon receipt of this letter
is that we do have a county vehicle that we could make available to.Mr. Angermeier for
the purpose of appraising these properties for us.

I

Commissioner Cox said if it doesn't.work out concerning Mr. Lindenschmidt's county
owned vehicle for Mr. Angermeier to use, then he could certainly submit a mileage
voucher.
Commissioner Willner said either way that is best, that it doesn't make any difference
to him.
Commissioner Cox asked what does the mileage come from for example, the Board of
Review, should someone have to go out and review a certain parcel. ·
Mrs. McBride said Mr. Angermeier does not charge extra for that service, that she has
traveled around town with Mr. Angermeier with respect to the Board of Review and he
has never turned in mileage for that.
President Borries said to simplify things lets have Mr. Angermeier to submit mileage
claims.
Commissioner Willner moved that the reqeust for mileage, as submitted by Mr. Angermeier
be approved. Commissioner Cox. seconded the motion. So ordered.
.
.
,:\. '

RE:

LETTER OF RECOGNITION FOR DANIEL T.. BYRNE, M,D,

President Borries said we recently reappointed Dr. Byrne to the Board of Zoning Appeals
and it has been called to our attention that he has served on this board faithfully for
the past twenty (20) years, therefore the Commissioners would like to present Dr.Byrne
with the following:
LETTER OF RECOGNITION
At this time we would like to acknowledge your unselfish and dedicated service
on the Board of Zoning Appeals, having served on this Board faithfully for twenty (20)
consecutive years.

I
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There aren't many people who involve themselves with community service for a
thankless job, and for you to have served in this capacity for the past twenty (20)
years is indeed an accomplishment on your part.
We wish you continued success on your reappointment and hope you will continue
to serve the community for many years to come.
**********
RE:

TRAVEL REQUEST •.•. VANDERBURGH CIRCUIT COURT

President Berries read aloud the following travel request submitted by Judge William
Miller, dated January 5, 1984.
I have been requested by the State Medical Association to meet with them regarding
the drunk driving program at ·their meeting in Indianapolis on January 18.
Please allow reimbursement of expenses for this trip.
William H. Miller, Judge
Vanderburgh Circuit Court
**********
Commissioner Willner moved the request be granted.
Commissioner Cox said this is not a state mandated meeting and also, how much were we ·
allowed in our travel account.
Commissioner Willner said he believes they were allowed $5;000.00.
Commissioner Cox said she would remind everyone they would be opening the door for a
lot of requests for non-mandated meetings if we start with this one.
Corrimissioner Willner said yes, this is true, but he really feels that if the Judge has
an answer to a very definite problem over the whole United States, that he should be
allowed to help. He would say that he thinks the State Medical Association should pay
his expenses though.
Commissioner Cox said they could very well pick them up if they are asked to do so.
Commissioner Willner said he would amend his motion to read the request be a.pproved,
subject to Judge Miller asking the State Medical Association to pay-his travel expenses
and if they say no, in writing, then we.will pay them from county funds. Commissioner
Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE: AGREH4ENT WITH DAVID M. GRIFFITH
President Berries said the Commissioners have received the annual agreement to provide
professional consulting services from David M. Griffith and Associatess, LTD~
Mrs. McBride said we received $74,161.03 in 1983 as a result of this service and it cost
us almost $12,000.00, so we received quite a savings. Their fee will never be greater
then what is collected.
· President Borri es said according to the population chart, the fee for 1984 will again
be $11,90o:oo to the county.
.
·
·
Commissioner Willner moved the Agreement be approved.
motion. So ordered.
RE:

Commissioner Cox seconded the

AGREEMENT WITH SZABO FOODS ..•. FOR THE VANDERBURGH COUNTY JAIL

President Berries said before the Board today is an amendment to the contract with Szabo
Foods, for 1984. Also received was thE~ fall owing letter, dated January 3, 1984 and
directed to Clarence C. Shepard, Sheriff.
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Dear Sheriff Shepard:
Attached you will find the amendment to the contract for the 1984 calendar year.
This amendment is based upon the revised menu, which you received in November. At
your earliest convenience please have the appropriate signature affixed and return
two signed originals for our files.
·
Once again, I wish to think you for the opportunity to serve the needs of Vanderburgh
County. Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,
Nicholas J. Guaetta
District Manager

I

**********
Sheriff Shepard was present and stated this increase was anticipated last year and the
county council approved additional funds.
·
Commissioner Cox asked what will be the price, per meal and the Sheriff replied $1.18.
which is a 19¢ increase.
Sheriff Shepard said this meets all state and federal standards and also, if we are ever
sued over the food, the suit will be defended by their (SZABO) attorneys.
Commissioner Willner asked if we are required to bid this out and the Sheriff said no,
this is an ongoing thing, that we have researched this and as long as we maintain SZABO
we do not have to rebid it every year.
Commissioner Willner moved SZABo•s amemded contract be approved.
seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

Commissioner Cox

ANNUAL REPORT FOR VANDERBURGH JAIL

Received and f i 1 ed was the ann ua 1 report for 1983 , for the Van de rb

ur'~.h

Co un cy J a i 1.

I

RE: ANNUAL REPORT FOR THE VETERANS SERVICE OFFICE
Received and filed was the annual report, for 1983, for the City/County Veterans
Service Office.
RE:

ENCUMBRANCES FOR 1984

Submitted by the County Auditor•s office was a list of monies encumbered to 1984.
Received and filed.
Commissioner Cox asked if the money for the Pigeon Creek Log Jam is on this list and
Mrs. McBride said no, that the request for this appropriation will go before the County
Council on the 16th of this month and then we must wait for state approval.
Mr. Easley said in regards to the log jam, when will we be in a position to pay a claim
on this, or to award a contract.
Commissioner Willner informed him a contract cannot be awarded until County Council
approves the appropriation and also not until we receive state approval .
. Commissioner Willner moved the. -.:encumbrances be approved as presented.
Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

Commissioner

PUBLIC OFFICIAL BOND ON COUNTY DEPUTY CORONER

Received and filed and submitted to the County Auditor for proper.recording in the
County Recorder•s office was a public-officials bond for Earl K. Cox, Deputy Coroner.
RE:

CLAIMS

A claim was submitted for Torian Agency, Inc. for public official bonds for David
Wilson M.D. Coroner and for Earl K. Cox, Deputy Coroner, in the total amount of $60.00
($30.00 each).
.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

I
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The following claims were submitted by Helfrich Insurance Agency for our 1984 policies.
Work Release- Comprehensive Business Policy- Home Insurance Company .•...•• $652.00
Work Release- Workers Compensation Insurance- Home Insurance Company ..•.•. $374.00
Highway Department- Business Auto Policy- Home Insurance Company ....•.• $11,754.00
Highway Department- Comprehensine Business Policy- Home Insurance Co ... $35,647.00
Highway Department- Workers Compensation Insurance- Home Ins. Company .• $ 8,773.00
General Fund- Non-owned Aircraft Liability- Ins. Co. of North America ••••• $892.00
General Fund- Workers Compensation Insurance- Home Insurance Company .•. $25,365.00
General Fund- Umbrella Liability- Integrity Insurance Company .••...•... $17,500.00
General Fund- Public Official Liability- Home Indemnity Ins. Company •.• $14,123.00
General Fund- Police Professional Liability- Imperial Ins. Company ••••• $14,966.00
General Fund- Yacht Hull Coverage- Indiana Insurance Company •.•••....••••. $720.00
General Fund- Comprehensince Business PolicY- Indiana Ins. Cornpany •.••• $26,444.00
General Fund- Business Auto Policy- Home Insurance Company •.••..•••.•.. $23,509.00
General Fund- Comprehensive-Business Policy- Home Insurance Company .... $32,621.00
Mr. Jim Lindenschmidt said he and Mr. John Hodge, of the Helfrich Insurance Company went
through all the above claims and they are all valid.
Commissioner Willner moved the claims be approved.
motion. So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the

A claim was submitted by County Attorney David Jones for legal services rendered,
in the amount of $318.00. Attached was an itemized statement to the tenth of the hour.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for Robert E. Fortune for the computer consultant contract,
that the County is to pay 83% of it - or - $2,490.00,-for the month of January.
Mr. Fortun~ should send a claim to the city for the remaining 17% due.
·
Commissioner Willner asked where the funds are available at to pay the claim for Mr.
Fortune and President Berries replied funds are available in the Data Processing budget, however, more funds will have to be put into that budget because we are going to
need funds for final payment to Sperry-Univac, and he will have to appear before County
Council in regards to those funds.
Commissioner Cox moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Willner seconded the motion.

Mrs. McBride said for the Commissioners to be sure and get a written request into her
office for the additional monies needed for Sperry-Univac, by the 15th of this month,
if they want it heard at the February council call.
Commissioner Cox said she has some question concerning the furniture and office machines
in the Data Processing Department, that in looking over the contract she sees no mention
of Pulse using our office furniture and machinery, such as typewriters, desks, chairs,
etc.
Mr. Jones said you can take them out, that there was no agreement for them to use them,
that the agreement calls for office space only.
Mr. Jones said he has requested, from Mr. Fortune, an inventory list, so that we will
know exactly what went out of there and what stayed, because some of that stuff in there
',:we bought. Secondly we needed the Commissioners have a written appraisal of what went
out so we would have record of its value should a suit ever be filed. If and when he
receives this inventory from Mr. Fortune he will inform the Commissioners.
Mrs. McBride said at the beginning of this year inventory lists were sent to all offices
requesting they be completed and sent back. to her office, so she should be receiving
such a list fr9m Mr. Fortune.
Commissioner Cox said if they submitted one last year, then we could compare it with
that one, and we could also get notices out to the various offices that this equipment
will now be available to anyone needing it.
·

"'% "'

/
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A claim was submitted for Pulse Systems, for the Data Processing Services from
January 1, 1984 thru March 31, 1984, in the amount of $86,320.00. The following
note was attached to the claim.
"Due to the fact that this agreement was not signed until December 22, 1983, we
were not able to submit the first invoice 60 days prior to the first calendar
quarter beginning January 1984.
It was agreed by all parties that this first. invoice would be expedited for
payment."
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

I

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for Ashby-Rauscher Agency, Inc. for the public official bond
renewal for Alvin E. Stucki, Center Township Assessor, in the amount of $30.00.
Mr. Lindenschmidt said the Commissioners will find several of these claims for public
officials bonds before them today, that they have all been reviewed by John Hodge, of
the Helfrich Insurance Agency and they are all valid claims. ·
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
. . So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for Citizens Realty and Insurance, Inc. for the public official
bond for Helen Jane Nicholson, Knight Township Assessor, in the amount of $30.00.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for Schultheis Insurance for public official bond for Sheriff
Clarence Shepard, in the amount of $75.00.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner CQ)(1~seconded the motion.

I

A claim was submitted for Millers Associates Insurance Agency for public officials
bonds for the following.
Alice McBride, County Auditor •••••.••.•..•••.•••• $53.00
James L. Angermeier, County Assessor .••..•.••.••. $30.00
Estella M. Moss, County Recorder .•.•••.•.••.•.•.• $30.00
Lucille Elliott, Chief Deputy Recorder •.•.•.•••.• $30.00
Lewis F. Volpe, County Treasurer .••••••••••••••• $508.00

Total ..•.• $651.00

Mr. Lindenschmidt said as the Commissioners will notice there have been two (2) items
marked off of this claim, one being for the Auditor's employees. and one being for the
Treasurer's employees, that after they were reviewed by Mr. Hodge, it was discovered
these people are covered by the county's blanket bond. The rest of the bonds are valid.
Commissioner Cox said why is Mr. Volpe's so high, at $508.00 and President Berries said
evidently it is because of the enormous amount of money that goes through his office.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
'
· · . So ordered.
RE:

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

I

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES .••• APPOINTMENTS

VANDERBURGH COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Steven J. Craig

R.R. 2·.Box 90

Laborer

PIGEON TOWNSHIP TRUSTEE
June Hallenberger

1409 Fountain

$6.47 Hour

Eff: 1-1-84

$11,500.00 Yr.

Eff: 1-1-84

\
Clerk
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1129 E. Chandler
1219 S. Governor
2615 Glenn Avenue
509 E. Riverside
112 Althaus
1301 W. Missouri
4206 Tremont
741 Herndon
16040 Valley Ct.
1018 N. Third Ave.

Pro.Patrolman
Pro. Patrolman
Pro. Patrolman
Pro. Patrolman
Pro. Patrolman
Pro. Patrolman
Pro. Patrolman
Pro. Patrolman
Pro. Patrolman
Civ. Jailer

$15,743.00
$15,743.00
$15,743.00
$15,743.00
$15,743.00
$15,743.00
$15,743.00
$15,743.00
$15,743.00
$15,743.00

710 E. Christian
6433 Newburgh Rd.

Dep. Prosecutor
Dep. Prosecutor

$18,000.00 Yr.
$18,500.00 Yr.

VANDERBURGH COUNTY SHERIFF

0

Kevin J. Merritt
Timothy W. Heath
Mary L. Beaven
Roy J. Burris
Jerry W. Oschner
Frank G. Lutz III
James W. Spence
Michael Hertweck Sr.
Jeffery C. Johnson
David A. Weiss

Yr.
Yr.
Yr.
Yr.
Yr.
Yr.
Yr.
Yr.
Yr.
Yr.

Eff:.
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

1-1-84
1-1-84
1-1-84
1-1-84
1-1-84
1-1-84
1-1-84
1-1-84
1-1-84
1-1-84

PROSECUTOR
Mark A. Foster
Scott R. Bowers

Eff: 1-1-84
Eff: 1-1-84

CLERK OF CIRCUIT AND SUPERIOR COURTS
Dorothy Wo 1f
Jackie Head
Beverly Abe 11

/

125 N. Weinbach
Support Clerk
$11,298.00 Yr.
614 S. Red Bank Rd. Asst. Sup. Clerk $11,490.00 Yr.
Deputy Clerk
$10,760.00 Yr.
3417 Austin

Eff: 1-1-84
Eff: 1-l-84
Eff: 1-1-84

P.O. Box 3902
Asst. Prob. Off. $20,262.00 Yr.
$17,179.00 Yr.
1101 S. Lombard Ave. Pro. Officer
1709 S. Vann Ave.
Law Librarian
$10,760.00 Yr.

Eff: 1-1-84
Eff: 1-1-84
Eff: 1-1-84

CIRCUIT COURT
Robert L. Saunders
Larry G. McDowell
Sh i r 1ey A. Ro 11
RE:
.

0
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EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ••.••• RELEASES

PROSECUTOR '
Mark A. Foster

710 E. Christi an

Dep. Prosecutor

$16,000.00 Yr.

Eff: 1-1-84

Civ. Jailer

$11,808.00 Yr.

.Eff: 12-31-84

$10,760.00
$10,760.00
$11,490.00
$10,760.00
$11,298.00
$10,760.00

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

VANDERBURGH COUNTY SHERIFF
Jeffery C. Johnson

16040 Valley Ct.

CLERK OF CIRCUIT AND SUPERIOR COURT
Dorothy Wolf
Jackie Head
Beverly Abell
. Ella Mae Sheets
Beatrice Phillips
Anna Mae Wolf ·

125 N. Weinbach
B & F Clerk
614 S. Red Bank Rd. Deputy Clerk
3417 Austin
Assist.Support
3307 Bayard Park
Deputy Clerk
1132 Lohoff
Support Clerk
Deputy Clerk
3124 W. Maryland

Yr.
Yr.
Yr.
Yr •
Yr.
Yr.

1-1-84
1-1-84
1-1-84
r..:l-84
1-1-84
1-1-84

PtGEON TOWNSHIP TRUSTEE
Carol S. Robbins

1249 E. Illinois

Clerk

$11,000.00 Yr.

Eff: 12-31-84

118 E. Chandler
112 Althaus Ave.

Project. Eng.
Instrumentman

$18,000.00 Yr.
$14,905.00 Yr~·

Eff: 1-1-84.
Eff: 1-1-84

,.

SURVEYOR

0

pene Kautzman (203)
Jerry Oschn~r (106)

VANDERBURGH COUNTY DATA PROCESSING
Sarah J. Read
Steven D. Schuetz
LaDonna S. Ralpn
Betty J. Denk
David B. Musgrave
Katie Dee Hewins

753 Douglas Dr.
4600 Greencove
R.R.1 Mt. Vernon
1254 Western Hills
4304 Pennington
2315 East Powell

$ 5.00 Hour
$ 4.00 Hour
Part-time
Programmer/Anal. $20,929.00 Yr ..
Programmer
$15,500.00 Yr.
Operations Mang. $10,431.00 Yr.
$ 8,300.00 Yr.
Night Operator
P~rt-time

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

1-1-84
1-1-84
1-1-84
1-1-84
1-1-84
1-1-84

1-9-84
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Releases Continued:
CIRCUIT COURT
Larry G. McDowell
Robert L. Saunders
Shirley A. Roll

RE:

1101 S. Lombard Ave. Asst. Prob. Off. $19,762.00 Yr.
P.O. Box 3902
Probation Officer $16,679.00 Yr.
1709 S. Vann Ave.
P/T Law Librarian $5.00 Hour

Eff: 1-1-84
Eff: 1-1-84
Eff: 1-1-84

I

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

President Berries reported he will be talking to the Mayor's office in regards to a
meeting with the Humane Society, concerning complaints at the Dog Pound. The time and
day has not yet been set, but it will be some day this week.
President Berries reported that this coming Thursday he will be in Indianapolis,
chaperoning a group of Central High School students on a trip to the Indiana State
Legislature. At 10:00 a.m. on Thursday the I.S.U.E. Independence Bill will be heard
/
in the Senate Education Committee and we hope being there will lend support to that effort.
The Commissioners approved a Resolution on this sometime ago and perhaps he could take
that with him.
President Berries reported that also this week he will be meeting with the Lyn-gas
officials, that he understands their chief executive officer will be in town one day
this week and when he arrives a time and date will be set up to meet with him.
RE:

OLD BUSINESS TO BE DISCUSSED

President Berries said concerning old business, he did meet this past week with the
Humane Society offici a1s and he did view the Dog Pound with Mr. Sam.:>El der of the CityI
County Health Department. He said at this point and time he has not seen anything in
writing from the Humane Society but they have expressed some interest as to the future
of the operationof the Dog Pound. He did find the Dog Pound clean:when he visited it
and the animals were properly provided with food and water. He wi)Jrcontinue to meet
with the Humane Society and try to get their concerns in writing and he will keep the
other commissioners informed of any progress and/or changes.

I

President Berries said there was a meeting concerning consolidation .. issues this week,
however he did not attend. He has not seen any plan concerning this issue, therefore,
he is not prepared at this time to give any type of report, but the Commissioners should
always keep an open mind in anything that could be feasible and more efficient.
President Borries said in regards to the
with their representative this week.

Lyn~gas,

as he previously stated, he will meet

In regards to the Airport drainage problem, we hope to receive a report from Mr. Elvis
Douglas very soon.
There being no further business, President Berries declared the meeting recessed at
4:50 p.m.

-PRESENT:

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
Richard "Rick" Berries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

SECRETARY;

Janice Decker

· COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

I

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
JANUARY 16, 1984
The meeting of the County Commissioners was held on January 16, 1984, at 7:30 p.m.
in the Commissioners Hearing Room with President Borries presiding.
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as engrossed by the County Auditor
and the reading of them dispensed with.

I

RE:

REZONING PETITION .•. VC-12-83 .•. FIRST READING

Petitioner: Busler Enter. Inc .•..• 401 Diamond Avenue, Evansville, Indiana
Owner of Record: Same
. Premises affected are situated on the east side of St. Joseph Avenue, on the south side
of the corner formed by the intersection of St. Joe Avenue and Diamond Avenue. The
common address is 2331 Buchanan Road and the above described real estate is presently
zoned C-4. The requested change is to M-l. The present existing land use is resturant, warehouse, office and service station and the proposed land use is same with
addition of Class III Sanitary Landfill.
Commissioner Willn~r moved rezoning petition VC-12-83 be approved on first reading and
referred to the Area Plan Commission. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

REZONING PETITION .•. VC-13-83 ... FIRST READING

Petitioner:William Jack Nellis .•• 6526 Old State Road, Evansville, Indiana
Owner of Record: Same

I

Premises affected are situated on the west side of St. Joseph Avneue on the south side
of the corner formed by the intersection of Diamond Avenue and St. Joe Avenue. The
common address is 2520 N. St. Joe Avenue and the above descrjbed real estate is
presently zoned A and the requested change is to C-4. Present existing land use is none
and the proposed land use is for a car wash and office.
Commissioner.Willner moved rezoning petition VC-13-83 be approved on first reading and
referred to the Area Plan Commission. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion which
carried unanimously in the affirmative.
RE:

REZONING PETITION ... VC-14-83 ... FIRST READING

Petitioners: Citizens National Bank .• 20 NW 3rd, Evansville, Indiana
Paul K. Neville .. P.O. Box 2359, Evansville, Indiana
Owner of Record: Citizens National Bank
Premises affected are situated on the east side of North Green River Road, a distance
of 1500 feet north of the corner formed by the intersection of Theater Drive and North
Green River Road. The common address is 2600 N. Green River Road and the above des-·
cribed real estate · is presently zoned A and the requested change is to R-3. Present
existing land use is agricultural and the proposed land use is to build a 268-unit
apartment complex.
Commissioner Willner moved rezoning petition VC-14-83 be approved on first reading and
referred to the Area Plan Commission. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion which
carried unanimously in the affirmative.
·
RE:

I

REZONING PETITION •.• VC-10~83 •.• THIRD READING

Petitioner: :Hardee Glisson, Jr., 2220 First Avenue, Evansville, Indiana
Owner of Record: Robert Hornbrook, 225 LaDonna Blvd, Evansville, Indiana
Premises affected are situated on the west side of St. Joseph Avenue, a distance of
400 feet south of the corner formed by the i_ntersection of Lexington Avenue and North
St. Joseph Avenue. The common address is 3820 N. St. Joseph Avenue and the above
described real estate is presently zoned A and the reqeusted change is to M-1. The
present existing land use is vacant and the proposed land use is.a salvage yard.
Mr. Curt John, attorney, was present to represent the petitioner, Mr. Glisson and he
came forth at this time and stated approximately one (1) month ago the Commissioners had
third reading on this same petition and at that time it was indicated that upon the
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submission and approval of a site plan, which we would stipulate to, you would grant the
request to rezone this particular property located at 3820 North St. Joseph Avenue. He
submitted a stipulated site plan to the Area Plan this past Thursday and he has since
received a call informing him they need a 25 green area, plus some additional parking
space, so in order to satisfy that request. he has drafted and he will present to the
Board, right now, the amended site plans. He also presented an artist•s concept of
what Mr. Glisson would like to do with the property should this rezoning be approved.
He explained the only difference in the site plan he just submitted and the one he had
submitted last Thursday is the new one shows a 25 green area along with a 75• parking
area and the new one also shows the approximate area of the existing curb cut, which is
on the bottom right hand corner. The chain link fence which surrounds the entire back
area of the property will be opaque (strips on the chain links). On the amended ordinance which was submitted to the Auditor•s office you will find there is a word which
needs to be stricken, that word being .. substantially 11 and is located in Section 4 of
the amended ordinance, which will make the ordinance read as follows:
1

1

I

Section 4. That this ordinance is enacted with the express stipulation and agreement of the petitioners, Hardee Glisson and Greg Glisson, that the structure
built on the real estate being zoned will be as set forth in the site plan which
is now hereby stipulated to and a copy of which is marked Exhibit 11 A11 , attached
hereto and made a part hereof.
Mr. John said the only change from the original site plan, which was submitted with the
orginal ordinance is the direction the building is facing along with the change that it
is ten (10) foot smaller. The original one shows 100• X so• and this one shows go• X so•
which is the 10• difference.
Commissioner Willner said will. the parking lot be used for customers and employees
vehicles only and there will never be any junk vehicles parked in that .lot and Mr. John
replied this is true, that there will be no junk vehicles in the parking lot, ever.
Commissioner Willner said that fact is very important.
Commissioner Cox said what type of surface will be on the drive, :where you come off of
St. Joe Avenue, into the Salvage Yard and Mr. Glisson said it will all be rock, as will
the parking lot and all the other drives on the premises.
Commissioner Cox said we have a problem with one out on Hogue Road ri.ght now, that the
section where the vehicles are towed and stored is .. not a hard surface.and there is a
problem with mud being carried out onto the roadway.
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Mr. Glisson said that distance would be over 10o•,.that his gates would be 100• from
the roadway.
·
Commissioner Cox said that she would assume the chain link fence would be the standard
height and Mr. John said it would be eight (8) foc/lt high, that he had intended to use
a possible ten (10) foot fence, but one of the remonstrators wanted an eight (8) foot,
so he amended it down.
Commissioner Cox asked if all cars will be kept below this fence, other words, there
will be no vehicles stacked above the fence and Mr. Glisson said this is correct, that
he will stack no vehicles higher then the fence.
Mr. David Lamont, attorney for the remonstrators was present and stated he represents
a group of people who live in the area in question concerning the rezoning petition.
Last month he provided several arguments as to even allowing a second junk yard to be
placed by the residents and families in this area, due to the health problems and the
fact there are over 250 Vanderburgh County voters who have objected to this junk yard
and also the fact that it is going to be built by a Mt~ Vernon resident. One of the
concerns they have and it was mentioned by Mrs. Cox, that there be no double stacking of
cars. Also of the fifty (50) or so remonstrators present, only one (1) wanted an
eight (8) foot fence, that the remainder wanted a ten (10} foot fence, so we would ask
that a ten (10) foot be installed at least along both sides and the back. Another concern which has not been addressed is the fact there is a median across the front of this
property which does not allow a turn into Glisson Auto Parts when traveling north on St.
Joe Avenue and this certainly creates a safety problem in that the only way to get in
is to go down into the residential neighborhood and make a U-turn, so before this is
approved they feel the county highway or the state highway should consider making a
median cut. Another concern is this is a junk yard and sometimes it is very convenient
to start hauling cars in there before it is totally completed and they would like it
stipulated that there will be no hauling onto the premises until the work is complete.
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Another concern is the fact this will have a rock parking lot and it sets only 100'
back and this will obviously cause mud. The junk yard that Mrs. Cox made reference
to on Hogue road sets some 200' off the road and they still carry mud onto the roadway.
They would like to have the parking lot and entrance drive paved and have the back
rocked ••• where they are going to park their junk vehicles.
Mr. Joe Titzer who owns 3900 and 3906 N. St. Joe Avenue was present and stated he
lives directly north of the property in question and where they show a 1,320' depth,
his property goes the whole length of that, on the north side. Also he would like to
know if the 100' it shows, is that from the center of the road or edge of drive-way, or
exactly where.
Mr. John said due to the change which was requested today, the right-of-way will be
50' from the center of the road, so we are talking about 150' from the center of the
road to the beginning of the building.
Mr. Titzer said also concerning the fence that is going along his property, how close
will it be to the property line and Mrs. Cunningham, Director of Area Plan explained
it would be on the property line.
Mr. Titzer said he would like it stipulated the fence be moved to the south four (4)
foot, so that Mr. Glisson can maintain both sides of it without coming onto his property.
Mr. Glisson agreed to moving the.fence in some 4' to the south.
Mr. Titzer said he also does not see where the entrance to this property is going to be
located and Mr. John explained to him that it is on the new site plan and that it is
approximaetly 36' from the property line. and this will be done to comply with any
standards ?S set forth by the Area Plan Commission and the State Highway. Mr. Titzer
said the curb cut presently is only 12' wide and there is no way you are going to get
a tow truck pulling a vehicle to turn into there, that the driveway will have to be
widened.
Mr. Glisson said he has only ten (lG) feet where he is presently located and they can
make it from the right hand lane, turning right into his establishment.
Mr. John said he is certain his client will agree to make a larger curb cut· if it
causes problems getting in and out of the business.
Mrs. Cunningham said EUTS recommendation.is a 30' curb cut, with a 20' radius.
Mr. John said if they are allowed to extend the drive, it will be extended to the south.
Mr. Titzer ask if a median cut could be made in front of Glisson's and Commissioner
Willner said he agrees with the median cut, that the Commissioners had to do the same
thing for Commercial Court after the state highway was through with it. Our County
Highway Engineer could study the feasibility of having a median cut in that location.
Commissioner Cox said if a median cut would be allowed, would the petitioner be willing
to pay the expenses for it and Mr. Glisson said that would depend upon what the expense
would be •
. ·Commissioner Willner as an example, on Commercial Court, the subdivider paid to. have
the curb removed and the county paved it, so it wasn't too much for either concerned.
Mr. Bill Bethel, County Highway Supervisor said this is correct.
Commissioner Willner said we tried to get some median cuts in St. Joe, but the road
was already being built and we were too late to get them changed without a large cost
to the county and that is why they weren't put in at the time the road was built.
Mr. Titzer said he understands there is an ordinance concerning junk yards, etc. and
that it states this particular business must be necessary and that it cannot be a
nuisance to the neighborhood .•. well this junk yard is not necessary because there is
already one out there and it certainly would be a nuisance to the neighborhood, as
many have already stated5 prior to tonight.
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Mr. Robert Jarvis was present and stated he also spoke before this board last month and
he would have to hand it to Mr. John because he stated earlier in his presentation for
the petitioner that the County Commissioners had already approved this except bringing
some of these things in force and he personally does not believe that is what happened
last month. He, along with some of the others are back to remonstrate against this
again tonight because a junk yard is a junk yard anyway you cut it but they are really
concerned because this is a residential area and we are going to have traffic problems,
noise problems and rodent problems and the people out there do not want this, so why
not listen to the residents out there that will have to put up with all this, he
would ask that it be denied.
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Mr. Lamont said another concern is why the overhead garage door in the front of the new
structure.
·
Commissioner Cox said right across the road and down a little bit, there is an area that
is properly zoned and down from that we have Commercial Court which was set aside for
commercial development and she noticed there are some vacant areas and she is wondering
if Mr. Glisson couldn't go to the east of St. Joe Avenue because when we had our hearings on the Comprehensive overall development plan for Vanderburgh County and met at
various residents and various schools, it was said the western portion of St. Joe
Avenue was to remain a residential area and this is what bothers her the most about the
entire thing is that we would be putting an M-1 directly in the middle of a residential
area ..• not as a buffer on one end, but in the middle. It is true there is a Salvage
Yard already out there but the zoning has not been changed and it will not change, that
they are a non-conforming legal and if something happens and they go out of business,
that property reverts back to an agricultural or residential, whichever it originally
was. She would say had she of been here in December when this was discussed she would
have spoken out against it then.
Mr. John said this is going in directly next to an existing salvage yard and secondly
Mrs. Cox said the west side of St; Joe is all residential, but we have the K-Mart store
and the Commerdal area at the corner of Diamond Avenue and St. Joe;:' which has been rezoned.
Commissioner Cox said when
within the past six {6) or
in that plan that the area
residential and the K-Mart
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we had these comprehensive overall land development hearings
eight {8) months, all over, at various locations, it showed
north of Allens Lane and west of St. Joe would remain as
and Penny Auto Parts is not past Allens Lane (Road).

Mr. John said the meetings which you speak of that he believes there was one held in
German Township and he is not aware if they keep attendance records or not, but he
understands there was four {4) or five {5) German Township residents present, according
to Mrs. Cunningham.
Commissioner Cox said it makes no difference how many attended the hearings, because
we did adopt the plan providing for this and that is what the plans showed.
Commissioner Willner said when he first became aware there was to be a request to have
another salvage yard in the area he thought there was no way he could approve of it.
He realizes a salvage yard is a no-no to the public, that no one wants to be near them.
Since there is already one out there he has somewhat changed his mind and he started
off seeing if we could get a good one that would not be offensive to the general public
and he believes we have one, that Mr. Glisson has bent over backwards to try to get a
beautiful project in out there. The important thing is that he would continue this
. -process and be a good neighbor which he be 1i eves he wi 11 be.
· ·
Commissioner Willner moved that Rezoning Petition VC-10-83 be approved with the amended
site plan, with the following stipulations.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Driveway extended from 12' to 30'
The fence down the north side of the property be brought in to the south 4'.
The chain link fence be ten (10) feet instead of eight (8} feet high.
No stacking of vehicles higher then the fence.
Only customer and employee parking in the front lot and driveway.
That the word "substantially be stricken from the amended ordinance.
11

Commissioner Cox said what about the rock drive and parking lot, are we going to have
the roadway clear of mud and debris with this type of surface.
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Willner said he believes it would be asking too much to have that area
all paved and he thinks that keeping the roadway clean is part of being a good neighbor and Mr. Glisson can treat the. rock with oil or calcium chloride and keep the dust
down.
·

Commissione~

Mr. Lamont said they would also like a median cut considered and Commissioner Willner
said that will be our job to see that gets done at county expense.
President Berries said a study and estimate will be made by our County Highway Engineer and if a cut is feasible, it will be made part of the site plan.
Mr. Joseph Rupp, 4420 St. Joe Avenue was present and said he owns about 1400' fronting
St. Joe Avenue and. if median cuts are going to come so freely he would like for the
Commissioners to put one in front of his place because it is a very dangerous situation
out there.
Commissioner Willner said he would agree 100% and if this would come before the Board
of Commissioners as an official ·request he would certainly see to it that it is studied
by the proper authorities.
Mr. Titzer said he would like for the Commissioners to also come out and look at his
property, that at one time he had two driveways, one on 3900 and one on 3906 and he
was informed he could not have but one driveway, so he now only has one 12' driveway
at the 3900 address and he personally feels this was stolen from him.
Commissioner Willner said he will go out and look the property over and get back with
Mr. Titzer.

.

Commissioner Cox said the question of the overhead garage door was mentioned earlier
by Mr. Lamont so she would like to ask Mr. Glisson what this door, in the front of the
building is to be used for and he replied it would make a better entryway for unloading
parts, but he will assure the Board there will be no junk cars going in and out of it, ·
that they ~tYill be using only the fence for those.
President Berries said there is a motion on the floor •.. is there a second.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.
Mrs. Titzer asked if there will be any steps taken to control the rodents this junk yard
will have.
Commissioner Willner said usually rodents are caused by junk yard dogs, the feeding of
animals, that automobiles have nothing for rodents to eat and if there are no dogs and
no food on the premises there will be no rodents and he would certainly hope there will
be no dogs to bark at night out there.
A gentleman standing (no name given) asked about the drainage in the front of the property, that will Mr. Glisson put a pipe in, or what.
Commissioner Willner said Mr. Glisson cannot stop up the ditch, that if he has a 30'
driveway he will have to put pipe under all of it.
The same gentleman asked if the Commissioners approved the comprehensive overall land
development plan through the Area Plan Commi-ssion then how can this now be changed to

M-1.

.

. Commissioner Cox said it is what is called "creeping commer-cialism". We have had new
zoning law~ to go into effect and anything that was there prior to the adoption of
the new laws came in under a Grandfather Clause and as she explained earlier, as long
as the AAA Auto Parts stays in operation it is .alright, that it is a non-conforming
use.
President Berries said the Comprehensive Plan is a set of recommendations that does hold
for a given time, however, it does have to reflect the changes that do come about in
certain areas.
Mrs. Cunningham said AAA Auto Parts was a court decision, that the Area Plan Commission
took them to court in 1972 and they are allowed to continue to operate.
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Mr. Lamont said one fact the Commissioners really need to consider is that there is the
potential that someday the AAA Auto Parts may go:out of business and it will once again
be Agricultural property and you are taking that potential away when you allow another
junk yard to be built out there beside the existing one. Years ago the Area Plan
Commission did not want a junk yard out there and they went to court over it and the
people who wrote the Master Plan do not want one out there and now you, the Commissioners, are about to take a step that will make the first junk yard right. You and I both
know if this new one is allowed to go in, with the proper zoning and variances, then
even if the existing junk yard should go out of business, you will never take it away
from them.
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Mr. Rudd said the state and county put in one of the finest roads anyone could want out
there and now you are considering putting in spot zoning and you are going to mess up
the whole thing.
Mr. John said he would agree a very nice road has been put in out there and one of the
reasons that road was installed was that a large portion of that. area is now manufacturing, commercial and industrial.
Commissioner Cox said to enlarge on Mr. Johns' statement, St. Joe Avenue was not built
for the utlimate purpose of commercial development, that it was built to help move
traffic in a north-south pattern and alleviate some of the traffic off of Kratzville
Road, Stringtown Road and some smaller, curvier roads.

/

President Borries called for a vote at this time and received the following:
Commissioner Cox ..• No

Commissioner Willner •.• Yes

President Borries ..• Yes

Motion carried with two {2) votes.
RE:

REZONING PETITION .•. VC-11-83 .•• THIRD READING

Petitioner: Blazer Construction Co., 9000 Keystone Crossing, Indianapolis, Indiana
Owner of Record: Dr. Milton J. Miller, 15 West Franklin Street, Evansville, Indiana
Premises affected are situated on the east side of Burkhardt Road,. a,distance of
1,340 feet south of the corner f. med by the intersection of Division Street and
Burkhardt Road. The common address is 420 South Burkhardt and the'above described
real estate is presently zoned R-1 and the requested change is to R~3. Present existing land use is agriculture and the proposed land use is multi-family residential.
Dr. Milton Miller was present .and stated he is the owner of the ground, approximately
12.6 acreas on Burkhardt Road and Blazer Construction Company of Indianapolis, Indiana
has petitioned the Area Plan Commission and the County Commissioners for a rezoning of
this 12.6 acres to an R-3 zoning. This request was denied by the Area Plan Commission
with eleven (11) negative votes, however, he does not feel that was a proper procedure
First of all some of the people living in the area were
in view of several facts.
represented by an attorney who had a number of people appear at that meeting who did
not even live in the area in question. There were about thirty {30) people at the
APC meeting compared to about two thousand {2,000) living in the near vicinity. He has
been told the attorney sent out flyers in a large area and to some people who did not
even live in the close proximity. One of the questions that always arises in the changing of zones is that of water flooding and traffic. He has owned this particular parcel
of land for about twenty (20) years and it has been farmed during that period of time
and it always yielded crops, therefore, you know very well it could not be a complete
flood area~ There are legal drains on three (3) sides of this property and the one on
. -the north side .has been dug out by the County Surveyor's office and there are some large
piles of dirt on his property, which is what they took from the ditch. The ditch is
approximately 12' - 15' wide and approximately 10' deep and holds a great deal of water.
He can drain his property anytime he desires by merely grading it, and the water will
run directly into the legal drain. The reason the water has recently stood on his land
when we had a five (5) inch rain was because of the piles of dirt removed in the past
from the ditch, by the Surveyo.r. He wanted the dirt, because it is good fi 11 dirt and
there is a ridge out there that keeps the water from running into the ditch, but that
can be corrected very easily, by grading. A great deal of the water that comes onto his
property is the water coming from the south of his property and there are no storm
sewers out in that area and what does not go into the ditch, goes onto his property.
He has sanitary sewers on his property at the present time and there is also a large
sanitary sewer, approximately 30' in diameter, that runs down Burkhardt Road, so that
is no problem at all.
The project that Blazer wishes to build is going to cost anywhere from five to seven
million dollars, so it is very obvious that it will not be a slum area.
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In his opinion this would be an asset to the community and also to the county as a
whole, that it would be a tax paying thing, would not be subsidized through HUD and
would be financed by the people building it. People living there would be elderly
and obviously many of them would not own autombiles which would cause a lot of
additional traffic and they would be renting apartments in the $500 to $600 range. so
be assured they would be nice apartments. It was mentioned there may be a small shop
in the building but it would not be a commercial proposition for people from the outside, that it would be strickly for the tenants.
As far as water is concerned again he would say Blazer has agreed to do some pending out
there, however, he personally does not think this would be necessary. When he bought out
there some twenty {20) years ago it was all agriculture and since then Mr. Bussing has
built a project on the west, there is a group of houses built on the east and another
group of houses built just off of Newburgh Road and all of these he has mentioned has
their water draining into the three (3) legal drains he mentioned earlier and this is
how it should be, however, they are now saying this would hinder their drainage if
Blazer is allowed to build this project, which is ridiculous, that it is sort of like
the hen and the egg .••. which was first. He is at the low end so everyone is draining
toward him, not he towards. them.
He would ask the Commissioners consideration on this, that he believes they will be fair
to him and he would be happy to answer any questions. He would like to say there are
.over twelve (12) acreas out there and the new building would take up less than two (2)
acreas, therefore, they would be crowding no one.
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Commissioner Cox said would that two (2) acres also include the paved drives and the
asphalt areas for parking and the loading docks, because in looking at the proposed
site plan it shows the proposed 133 unit building to be 282' X 340', that it would be
three (3) stories high and what would be the height of the building.
Dr. Miller said he would say approximately 36' high.
Mr. Jim Schields was present and stated he is a resident in this particular area and
he is not an attorney, but he is the one that Dr. Miller referred to as having passed
out flyers .in the area. He is a Counselor in the Evansville School System. The flyers
were distributed in the Carolton Court homes, the Plaza Terra homes and also in Lant
Manor, which are all areas quite close to this proposed construction.
He also attended the Area Plan meeting and as far as he knows there was no one brought
in from the outside to be there as a remonstrator. We do have several remonstrators
present tonight and h~ would ask for each one to stand ..• there was approximately forty
five (45) in count.
He said the original petition called for an R-4 zoning, however the APC amended that
to an R-3 in order to limit use to multi-family and that is how it came to the County
Commissioners.
He and many of the people he has talked with all feel that a project such as the one
being proposed by Blazer Construction is something that would be worthwhile in Evansville, that there certainly is a need for senior citizens centers and a need for a
nursing home concept, but it should not be constructed in a single family residential
area such as we have, where there are homes ranging from $70,000.00 to $250,000.00.
Creeping commercialism is a term he mentioned at the APC meeting and Mrs. Cox used it
again earlier tonight and they believe that is what is being attempted here.and they
do not want it. They have Williamburg on the Lake and they have the MOTTO Service
Station on the corner and they simply do not want anything else coming down their way.
The people living out there want to preserve the character of their homes and keep it
alive and functioning as single family residential. In regards to the drainage problems, this proposed construction would have ··to add to their problems and they do not
need that. He would also say the ditch Dr. Miller mentioned as 10' deep, he would have
to say it is more like 8' - 10' wide and approximately 7' deep.
·
. in regards to the traffic, we all know Burkhardt Road is narrow and very dangerous
right now and this would have to add to that traffic problem. He believes it is· someday proposed that Burkhardt will be four (4) lanes, but right now it is not and it is
very dangerous.
At this time Mr. Schields submitted a petition to the Board,· containing names that
represented ninety (90) families in the area, that greatly opposed to the rezoning.
Mr. Jerry Evans, attorney, was present to represent the Fielding Court Home Owners
Association and he is also a resident in the area in question. The group he represents
are his neighbors and he has known them for a number of years and have represented them
in several rezoning petitions and in his working with them he has not found them to be
a negative group, in fact, the last time he appeared before the Commissioners as a
representative of the Association they were in favor of the Williamsburg project.
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What we are here talking about tonight is not a buffer, but rather an intrusion of a
huge building sandwiched into the middle of single family dwellings. The project proposed is over a city block wide and almost a city block long and would have a tremendous amount of blacktop. When the developers appeared before the Area Plan Commission, they referred to this building as resembling a Hyatt-Regency ..•. and that is not
good zoning. The developers also said during the APC meeting that they had not
bothered yet to develop drainage plans and he does not believe they have submitted one
to the County Commissioners. Simply tearing away some berm and allowing the water to
drain into the legal drain is not acceptable drainage plans.
He would say traffic •.. drainage .•. and the size of the proposed building are some of the
things that would make this not be good zoning and he would ask denial of the request.
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One of the lady remonstrators (no name given) stated there would have been more people
present to remonstrate against this tonight but several of them thought when it was
denied by the Area Plan Commission at their last meeting that that would be the end of
it, therefore, the sho~ing here is not as heavy as it could have been.
Mr. Thomas Lang was present and stated he lives in the closest house to where this proposed project is being requested and he can appreciate the fact that Dr. Miller v10uld
like to sell his land. He lives in a $250,000.00 home right across the road from this
proposed site and he would ask Dr. Miller if he would like for this·to be butlt right
across from him, because he is sure that Dr .. Miller also has a beautiful home. He
had no idea when he started building in Lant Manor that he would be before this Board
opposing something like this and perhaps this means not so much to the Commissioners,
but it means a lot to him •••. he does not want it there, and he feels that he and the
other residents out there should be considered. In regards to the traffic, he would
like for any or all of the Commissioners to try to travel south on Burkhardt Road at
5:25 p.m. and they would see what a mess it is.
Dr. Miller said he would like to repute some of the statements made here tonight, that
it was said the developers compared this building as to a Hyatt Regency .•• well that is
ridiculous, that when Blazer Construction representative made that statement he was
referring to the atrium which will.be in the middle of the building, that this building will be only around 36 high and that is a far cry from a Hyatt' Regency in Indiana-·
polis, Indiana. In regards to the water, he has nothing to .do with:;::the water on Cherry
Street and if this gentleman has a car that won•t go through the. water, then that is
his problem, but the water on Cherry Street has nothing whatsoever to do with this
property in question. All the water drains to the north towards Pigeon Creek so the
water on Cherry probably comes from Newburgh Roa.d.
1
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Commissioner Willner said he would not want to discourage Dr. Miller this evening, that
he feels the proposal is a good one, but he does not buy the drainage and he would have
to vote against this and hope that sometime in the future something will go in there
that he can vote for.
Commissioner Willner moved that Rezoning Petition VC-11-83 be approved.
Cox seconded the motion which failed with three {3) negative votes.

Commissioner

RE: SPECIAL USE PERMIT 5-84-APC ... FIRST READING
Applicant:

Busler Enterprises

Commissioner Cox· said she believes this goes along with the first reading tonight for
Busler Enterprises, for a landfill and President Berries said this is correct.
·#' .~~~
Commissioner Cox moved Special Use Permit 5-84-APC be approved on first reading and
.-forwarded to Area Plan. Commissioner Willner seconded the motion which carried unanimously in the affirmative.
·
RE:

SPECIAL USE PERMIT 7-84-APC~ .. FIRST READING

Applicant: Turris Coal Company.
This is for special use #19 - for mineral extraction, storage and processing, limited
to that reasonably related to the preparation for sale of the type of minerals primarily extracted from the site; limited process shall not include the refining of oil
products.
Commissioner Willner moved Special Use Permit 7-84-APC be approved on first reading and
referred to APC. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion which carried unanimously in the
affirmative.
(

I
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SPECIAL USE PERMIT 8-84-APC ... FIRST READING

Applicant:

Howell Dock Corporation

This is for special use #20 for a Class III Landfill.

I

Commissioner Willner moved Special Use permit 8-84-APC be approved on first reading
and referred to the Area Plan Commission. r· Commissioner Cox seconded the motion which
carried unanimously in the affirmative.
RE:

SPECIAL USE PERMIT 39-83-APC ..• THIRD READING

Applicant:

Hardee Glisson, Jr.

Mr. Curt John said the rezoning petition approved tonight by the Commissioners also
requires a special use #9 and that the appropriate completed paperwork has been submitted for this.
Commissioner Willner moved Special Use Permit 39-83-APC be approved on final reading.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion, which was approved with the following roll call
vote.
Commissioner Cox •..• No

Commissioner Willner ••.• Yes

President Borries .••• Yes

RE: AWARDING OF BIDS ON GUARDRAIL, POSTS, TERMINAL END SECTIONS, ETC
Mr. Tom Dorsey, director of the City/County Purchasing Department, was present and
stated there were three (3) bids received for guardrail, posts, terminal end sections
and transition end sections for the County Surveyor•s office, that all of them were in
order and after reviewing them as submitted he found that Bauer Brothers was the low
bidder and he would recommend they receive the award. He discussed the bids with Mr.
David Guillaum and he is in agreement.

I

Commissioner Willner moved the bid for guardrail, posts, terminal end section and
transition end sections be awarded to Bauer Brothers as recommended by the Purchasing
Department. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered. ·
Commissioner Cox said last week Attorney Jones said the County Auditor should check
the records to see if each of the three bidders had filed the mandatory questionaire,
and she is wondering if that had been done.
Mr. Jones said he stands to be corrected, that the questionaire is not required on the
purchase of materials.
RE:

I

COUNTY ATTORNEY •..• DAVID JONES

Notice of Tort Claim: Mr. Jones said a notice of tort claim was received on January
12, 1984 by the Commissioners, from a Mr. Benjamin Gay, by his counsel, Robert John.
Mr. Gay claims that on or about the 4th of November 1983, at approximately 6:30 p.m.
in close proximity to the drunk tank, in the Vanderburgh County Jail, where he was in
the process of serving week-ends in connection with a drunk driving conviction, that
he slipped on a wet floor, sustaining serious, permanent, disabling injuries. The
floor was wet as a result of a Deputy Sheriff turning .on the water near the drunk tank
for reasons known only by that Deputy Sherif.f, but for no apparent, legitimate reason.
The claimant was hospita1 i zed and the me<E'li cal bills incurred to date are in excess of
$20,000.00 and the claimant is now arid very possible for the rest of his life will be
. -unable to perform substantial gainful employment. Monetary damages are therefore in
excess of the statutory ceiling of $300,000.00. The claim is made against the Vanderburgh County Sheriff•s Department and Vanderburgh County.
Mr. Jones said he has referred this to the County•s Law Enforcement Liability and
General Premises Insurer.
Report on Jail ·Improvement Project: Mr. Jones said that he sent a letter to President
Berries after carefully reviewing the statutes concerning public construction and
bidding, with regard to the Jail Improvement Project, and that in the absence of any
additional local money, could find no authority for the Building Authority to accept
the apparent low bid, which was $10,000.00 in excess of the amount of the federal
grant. The agreement between the county and the Building Authority required that no

/
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bid be accepted in excess of $250,000.00, which is the amount of the fe,dera 1 grant.
Also, on behalf of the County he has submitted a letter to the state requesting an additional $10,000.00 to the United States Marshall Service, so that we could proceed with this
project and he has, to date, had no response from them and have no way of knowing at
this point if they can find unused funds from 1983 or come up with some additional 1984
funds. This past Friday there was a hearing in Judge Brooks chamber concerning this
law suit with all attorney s present and at that point and time he explained to the
court and the counsel for the jail inmates that there were problems with the bids and
it was tentatively agreed that we could proceed to execute and sign the settlement
agreement with the understanding that the county was attempting, in good faith, to
proceed and do all that it could to carry out that intent, but that it would take some
additional time. It would then be his recommendation that in the absence of any money
from the feds or locally that the next best course of action to keep this thing moving
is to simply ask the Building Authority to prepare new specifications with the view
towards reducing the costs of materials or the scope of the work without substantially
altering or effecting either the security or safety or quality of the project. It is
his understanding in an informal discussion with the architect that this could be done,
for instance, substituting the grade or quality of the fencing itself could change the
figure by more then $10,000.00 by itself, so again he would recommend the Building
Authority have new specifications prepared.
/
1

I

1

Commissioner Cox said would the alteration in the fencing effect the security in anyway
and Mr · Jones said no and if Mr. Hafer would in anyway indicate that it would then he
does not believe anyone would want to proceed along that line.
Commissioner Willner said then are you saying it is legal to go forth and deal with the
low bidder, as to a reduction in his bid.
Mr. Jones said no sir, that he cannot find any authority whereby we could do that, because the agreement says the Building Authority cannot accept a bid that exceeds
$250,000.00.
Commissioner Willner said then we cannot deal with the low bidder to get that bid down
even further and Mr. Jones saici no, he cannot find anything, any law, that would
authorize that.
Commissioner Willner said but you also have not found any law that would prevent us from
doing it and Mr. Jones said true but having come through the recent litigation with the
telephones he is not anxious to jump in there and litigate it concerning jails or any
other thing, quite frankly. If anyone wants to take thatrisk •.• ffne, but he cannot
find a law to authorize it.

I

Commissioner Willner sa~.d his personal opinion is that he would like to deal with the
low bidder to reduce his bid price by $10,000.00 and proceed with it.
County Surveyor Bob Brenner said if you do that you must be careful because if you take
a step to reduce his bid then make sure you take a look at the second lowest bidder.
President Berries said he would not want to see this delayed any longer than necessary
but he would hope we could somehow find the additional $10,000.00.
Mr. Jones said everyone was quite surprised when the bids came in as high as they did,
however, he would restate this is not a threat to the law suit settlement as long as we
are talking a couple of months. The Marshal Service is very anxious to see this program
work and said they will do everything within their power to try to find the extra money •
. .Commissioner Cox said this is not a threat to the law suit but they certainly wouldn t
settle it without knowing that this was definitely going forward would they?
1

Mr. Jones said they are now signing off on the settlement agreement and he has sent to
each of the Commissioners a copy of that settlement agreement and we received express
understanding in Judge Brooks chamber that we could. go ahead and sign off on this
agreement and he represented to them during that·-ll'feeting that it is technically possible
that we could not comply with it and if this happens, then we will scrap it, but they
were willing to go ahead and sign off on it eventhough the improvement is not built yet,
because they believe we have demonstrated good faith.
1

Commissioner Willner asked how many bidders there were and Mr. Jones said there were at
least four.(4) and possibly five (5).
Commissioner Willner said he would like to see the Building Authority have a pre-bid
letting conference with all bidders and see if they can work the problem out.

I
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President Berries said he would prefer to let the bids stand and try to come up with
the extra $10,000.00.

I

Mr. Jones said to save that bid you would not only have to find the funds but there has
got to be an appropriation before sixty (60) days are up and you need to communicate
that to the Building Authority in the affirmative way that you are coming with the
monies so that they can notify the bidder and hold his bid and you would have to do
that in writing, under the statute. You can·extend the sixty (60) day period, but it
must be done in writing.
Commissioner Willner said we may not even be able to get on the council until March and
that is why he suggested the pre-bid conference.
Mr. Andy Easley spoke with ~1r. Jones concerning this matter and he knows after the
telephone suit that everyone is very careful, but that was a very technical set of
specifications and he supposes it was proven there was a change in the scope. In the
private sector, in regards to a-bid like this, the owner would negotiate with the low
bidder to reduce the scope and if you would agree to pay him very quickly, the bidder
might even agree to give you a 2% discount. Most general contractors have been in this
position before and they would not oppose you negotiating with the low bidder.
Commissioner Cox said when you look at all of the bids the only one that wquld even
qualify by reducing all of them by $10,000.00 would be Deig Brothers.
4Mr. Easley asked if this was bid lump sum and Mr. Jones said there are different parts
in there, that there is smoke removal equipment, furniture and two way telephone units,
etc., that it was a lump sum project for a number of things.
·
Commissioner Cox said she would agree that the news media had enough publicity that
the bidders knew the grant was for $250,000.00.

I

Mr. Jones ~aid he hears what Mr. Easley is saying, but he has referred to the private
sector and he agrees that if you have private clients, you have no problems because
you don't have open door laws, advertising, notices, etc. but when you go back and do
something and you get only one (1) person. into that bid situation then we've got some
potential law suits, against the County and the Building Authority.
President Berries asked Mr. Jones to contact the federal authorities and based on
what we find out, we could have the County Council call a special m~eting in regards
to the $10,000.00.
Mr. Jones said in terms of what we should do the feds have already told us that it is
up to us.
Commissioner Cox said if we can get a safe,. secure fence for $10,000.00 less, regardless
of who's money it is and if it's going to take a rebidding procedure \'lith that in the
specs, then lets go ahead and get it done and clear.the air.
Mr. Jones said that is what he has recommended but evidently there is some strong
resistance to go that route.
President Berries said how quickly can this be done and Mr. Jones said the same length
of time it takes to put a bid out but you need to relay that on to the Building Authority .

I

. ~r. Easley said do you not think there is a document that can be prepared that the other
bidders could sign that would allow the Commissioners or the Building Authority to
negotiate with the low bidder, because he does not think you can worry about someone who
did not pick up any plans or specifications and did not bid, because to worry about that
seems kind of far out to him.
Mr. Jones told_Mr. Easley if he will put his signature on a document when the law suit
comes, then he will prepare anything he wants. He has already discussed this with the
Building Authority's attorney, the City Attorney and the State Board of Accounts. He
cannot say it any plainer and if anyone else thinks th~y can do it then.he would invite
them to step up here and dictate it and he will prepare it.

/
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Commissioner Cox said she understands this,that there may be other items within the
scope that would be negotiable with other companies
Commissioner Cox moved the Commissioners notify the Building Authority that they should
reject all bids that have been submitted and that they readvertise and amend the specs
to include the suggestion concerning the fencing.
President Berries seconded the motion which carried with two affirmative votes.
Commissioner Willner was out of the room.

I

President Berries said he will see their secretary drafts that letter tomorrow.
RE:

ORDINANCE REGULATING INSPECTION AND COPYING OF PUBLIC RECORDS

Mr. Jones said he previously submitted to the commissioners an ordinance regulating
inspection and copying of public records and because it carried a penalty clause it
must be advertised. This ordinance had been taken under advisement so that the
Commissioners would have a chance to look it over before advertising it.
Commissioner Willner moved the Ordinance be approved for advertising.
Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
The County Auditor's office is responsible for having it
RE:

Commissioner
/

~dvertised.

ORDINANCE TO AMEND SECTION 150.134 OF THE BUILDING CODE

Mr. Jones said he has submitted an ordinance to amend. section 150.134 of the Building
Code and it is to bring the fee schedule for the licensing of tradesmen into conformity
with the amended fee schedule· passed by the City of Evansville, so that it is the same
in both city and County.
Commissioner Cox asked if this would also have to be advertised and Mr. Jones said perhaps we'd better.
Commissioner Willner said he received a phone call from a gentleman and he had a real
legitimate complaint by saying that the master license went up do.ug],e and the journeymans license went up five (5) times, so perhaps we could get somalf1arification on this
increase.
~
.

.

I

.

Mr. Jones said that person should contact ·Bill Zimmerman, Bujlding Commissioner, to get
these answers. Mr. Zimmerman contacted him several times and said the county must pass
this to get it in conformity with the city and beyond that, he cannot speak for or
against it.
Commissioner Willner said he doesn't have a real big problemwith·it, he merely wonders
how they arrived at their prices. He would like to have a week to research this.
President Berries made note they would contact Mr. Zimmerman this,'week and ask for a
better clarification on the fee increases.
·
RE:

WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT IN UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS SUBDIVISION

Mr. Jones said he received a telephone call from a Mr. Schotte, with the State Board
of Health regarding Broadview Utility Corporation, in the waste water treatment plant
in University Heights. Mr. Schotte renewed the contention that tne county must apply
for a permit to operate that faci 1i ty because the county is th~ :o~mer and he then
attempted to di sti ngui sh with Mr. Schotte the difference between::()wni ng property and
. 'Operating a facility .that sits on the property and at that pai,nt·they traced through
the permit history and it appears that the permit was in Mr. ;s;ggerstaff's name and
the permit expired in 1977 and that nobody renewed it. . He thep a$'-ked Mr. Schotte •.• you
mean to tell me you folks allowed that place to operate without a permit from 1977 until
this year. He then stopped and said he had better not discuss:this with us anymore
.
until he spoke with his lawyer about it~ He gave Mr. Schotte his name and telephone
number and said he would encourage his lawyer to contact us, however, to date, he has
not heard from anyone.

thatl

Commissioner Cox said there may be acertai-n reprieve for those people out in that area
because a new subdivision is going in and they are going to extend~the sanitary sewer
·"
so that would lower their costs somewhat.

-i1.
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Mr. Jones said he attempted to explain that he understands the policy taken by the
Board of Commissioners was that we weren•t in the waste treatment business and the
way it was handled in this county was that when you are required to do that, then
the land owners have to tap-in, that it is extended from the City operation and
everyone pays their own way.
RE:

I

BILL BETHEL .... COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly absentee report of the county
garage employees for the period of January 9 thru 13, 1984 ... received and filed.
Weekly Work Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the-weekly work report of the employees at
the county garage for the period of January 9 thru 13, 1984 ...• received and filed.
Attached to the work report was the following work schedule for the same time period.
Gradall:
Tree Crew:
Grader:
Snow Removal:

Lynn Road and Folz Road.
#6 School Road·
County Line Road East, Young Road, Hornby Road·," Ruston Road, Huebner
Road, Lutterbach Road and Mossberg Road.
School Bus Routes - Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.
Seven (7) trucks spreaders, Four (4) trucks hand spreader.
(Intersections)

Commissioner Cox said she just talked to one of the Posey County Commissioners and
there was concern over the maintenance of County Line Road, along the Posey County line
with Vanderburgh County and she thought there was some agreement made in the past that
Posey County was 'to maintain it from the Ohio River up to a certain point.
Mr. Bethel said Posey County maintains the County Line Road .•• west and we maintain
the County Line Road ••. east, and that is a state law.

I

Commissioner Cox said she referred Mr. Postleweight to Mr. Easley, so when he.calls he
can refer him to the state law regulating the maintenance of County Line Roads.
t

RE:

BOB BRENN'ER •...• COUNTY SURVEYOR

Weekly Bridge and Guardrail Report: Mr. Brenner submitted the weekly bridge and guardrail report of the bridge crews for the period of January 9 through 13, 1984 ..• report
received and filed. ·
First Avenue Bridge Project: Mr. Brenner said they went into the city and plugged
a 24 concrete drain pipe, which was to divert water away from the-slope on the north
side of the bridge .and they diverted it out through the park property.
11

Precinct Boundary Changes: Mr. Brenner said the Commissioners requested his office
come up with some precinct boundary changes necessitated by annexation to the city and
the construction of a large apartment complex, in K-2, in Knight Out. They also gave
a new description of K-1 and they split K-2 into two (2} precincts and they used the
natural boundary of Burkhardt Road. The Indian Woods Apartments caused a problem with
1-20, thatit became extremely large, so they modified 1-3, 1-4 and 1-20 and created
no new precincts. They have the legal descriptions for the Board today and when it is
signed it should be submitted to the State Election Board. Mr. Brenner pointed out on
the map the locations of the precincts in question and their new boundaries •

I

. Commissioner Willner moved the changes be approved and sent to the state. Commissioner
Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
·
·
Mr. Brenner said the Commissioners should submit a cover letter with these changes,
that there is a statute telling what exactly should be done in order to get state
approval •••.• however, they could deny it as. they did the last time.
Claim for Barnett Brothers, Inc. Mr. Brenner said there is a claim today for Barnett
Brothers and the contractor still has a list of ten (10} items ·that are not completed,
so he recommends we reduce his withho'lding on this to 2 percent (2%), so we will pay him
down to $30,000.00, which is adequate for the items still left. We have s~nt letters
informing him that the slope on both sides of the bridge .••. that if we have any trouble
with them we will expect him to come back and make it right and we do still have his
bond to assure us that he will. The price on the claim is $9,400.00 cheaper then the
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bid price and this was accopmlished by deleting a line item, that it was a seal in the
bottom of a coffer dam that we didn't have to put in, that they have the right to do
that in any of their contracts, if it will benefit the county.
Commissioner Willner said if Mr. Barnett would send a letter stating he would complete
the ten (10) items, would you then release the other two percent and Mr. Brenner said
no, that Barnett presented that proposition to him already .... when he finished the job
he will get paid and he believes this is reasoable because in his private affairs he
would not pay someone until the job is done and he does not believe the county should
either.

1

The claim is as follows:
Billing No. 7 Attached .•..•.• $1,482,883.42
Less Previous Payments .•.•.•• 1,375,851.34
TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

$ 107,532.08

Less 2% Retainage

$

29,657.77

Amount of Claim

$

77 ,874 •. 31

Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
motion. So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the

Overpass on Bender Road and Boonville-New Harmony Road: Mr. Brenner said he received
word from the attorney for the railroad that they have the signed agreements allowing
us to remove the bridge culverts at Bender and at Boonville-New Harmony Road and if
this is true we will start this week.
Volkman Road Project: Mr. Brenner said concerning Volkman Road, that we had planned
to put a new bridge in there and eliminate two (2) culverts. There were four (4)
property owners .out there that all agree to sign for right-of-wayxand now that we are
to the point of actually getting them to sign, all four (4) of them are reluctant to
do so. If Attorney Miller cannot get them to sign them he would,x:;~_pommend we simply
drop the project because those four {4) are the main ones to benefi't from it anyway.
County Bridge at the
discussed the county
plans to abandon it.
iately. He said the

I

end of Mill Road: Commissioner Willner said in the past we have
bridge at the end of Mill Road and he would like to proceed with
He has been up to look at it and we should get rid of it immedroad is no longer there and all it does is service a farm field.

Mr. Brenner said the property owner could remonstrate and we could also tear the thing
down, if thats what it takes.
·
Commissioner Willner moved Mr. Brenner contact the property owner to see what his
intentions are. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
Commissioner Willner said he needs some additional time to study the structures an
County Line.
RE:

ANDY EASLEY •... COUNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER

Burkhardt Road Widening: Mr. Easley said Mr. Jim Marley is present today and they have
some appraisal reports on the right-of-ways on Burkhardt Road and he would let Mr. Mor. ..:Jey present those at this time.
·
Mr. Morley said there are seventeen (17) parcels in the package· he is presenting today
which he received from Mr. Victor Funke. These parcels lie on the west side of Burkhardt Road and he believes totally there is less than $2,000.00 worth of R/W acquisition involved. These should be officially approved by the Commissioners. What they
actually are are appraisals and that is the value that accrues to the homeowner to go
in and fix his driveway to match the new road, that you are actually entering onto
private property with a temporary construction easement. The benefit accrues to the
property owner, but this must be done. If the Commissioners approve these then Ken
Hansen can go ahead and make the offers this week.

I
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The. appraisals showed the following land owner and amount due to them:
Proper of:

I

Sherman T. Nance
Phyllis Eifler and Larry Eifler
Benjamin P. and Vonda M. Donatiello
REH Mechanical Contractors, Inc.
A&H Oil Salvage Company
Ronnie E. & Cherrel H. Underwood
David W. & Donna S. Hirsch
Edmund, Albert and Irene Unfried
Irene Unfried
Larry L. & Rosalie T. Hirsch
Theodore J. & Anna M. Mercker
Elvis H. Sr. and Truda E.- Payne
Duane Alen Duvall
H. and Betty A. Nalley
Wyman Holder
Julius and Mildred Heerdink
Willi am R. and Margaret Fiscus
Thomas J. and Rosemary V. Hirsch

Total Owed Landowner
$236.23
$ 10.85
$1,113.27
$ 67.49
$ 84.37
$ 7.23
$ 12.65
$ 18.08
$ 7.23
$ 7.23
$ 7.23
$ 7.23
$ 7.23
$ 7.23
$ 7.23
$ 9.04
$ 7.23
$ 7.23

Commissioner Willner moved the above appraisals be approved as submitted.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
Copies of each of the above appraisals are on file in the County Auditor's office.
Mr. Morley said he will need copies of the appraisals, however they can be given to
the secretary at this time.

I

Mr. Morley.said in addition to the ones he submitted today he also has five (5) parcels
on the east side of the road, two of which are the Hirsch parcels that are involved in
the settlement on the widening of the Crawford-Brandies Ditch. He met with David
Miller and-the case has gone through the course and is now down to the final agreement
on the appraised price between the two, and part of the settlement price on that law
suit involved a payment for the bridges and part of the Burkhardt Road project is
construction of those very same bridges, so after he and Mr. Miller reviewed the construction plans he called the Hirschs' attorney and proposed a settlement attd to date
he does not know if the Hirschs' attorney has responded.
He said there are three (3) properties immediately north of the Hirschs~ and he would
suggest it might be better to wait a week before approving them for purchase.
He said none of the R/W purchases are being done with Federal funds~ but rather local
monies.
He said back on October 25, 1983 the Commissioners received a letter from the state and
in it they outlined the various items that needed to be taken care of before they would
schedule this project for letting and as it stands right now, from his meeting with
Mr. Stephen 11ilk, Area Engineer, Division of Local Assistance, that the deadline for
the May State. letting for the Burkhardt Road project is the end of January and perhaps
a few little items in the first week of February. Everything, including the right-ofway clearance, final plans and engineer assignment for construction, must be done by
that time. If we miss that January date and if some of the people along Burkhardt
Road were to object, then we would move to the June letting.
At this time Mr. Morley submitted to the Commissioners a copy of a "Determination of
Construction Engineering and Construction Staking Fee for Burkhardt Road and because
·.-their overhead rate had gone down to only 114.36%, and being local, they are able to
get the entire construction staking, as well as construction inspection into the· contract for less than a 10% figure, so we are proposing that rather than putting it as
a part of the construction dollars, that the construction engineering contract also
include staking. He also submitted copies of the man hours justification that has to
go along with the job and all the state wiJl accept is actual man hours needed to do
the job times your audited overhead rate, that they will not agree to merely a lump
sum or any other method of contract.
.
11

I

President Borries said at this point we would need a motion to forward Mr. Morley's
name to the State, as the Engineer Assignment for Construction and also supply the
state with the sheet showing the actual man hours it will take to do the job, for
State Highway approval.
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COITDTiissioner Willner moved the request be approved. Commissioner Cox seconded the
motion and said on the salary costs - it shows an assistant project engineer and an
inspector and she assumes: this is two (2) people and Mr. Morley said this is correct
and at sometime there may even be three (3) on the job, that this shows an average
figure. Motion carried with three (3) affirmative votes.
President Borries asked Mr. Morley if he will draft the letter to go to the state and
then get the CoiTDTiisisoners approval and signatures on it and he replied that he would.
Mr. Morley said if we start construction in June, we will probably have most of the
work done by the end of the year but we will still have some approach work to do and
because of the winter months 'it probably will not be finalized until May or June of
1985.
He is talking about the final paving of the approaches.

I

RE: ADDITIONAL EMPLOYEES FOR 1984
Submitted were additional employees for 1984.
SUPERIOR COURT

GERMAN ASSESSOR

Terry D. Dietsch
Jill L. Hendricks
Randall T. Shepard
Daniel James Wagner
William D. Stephens
·Bernie Faraone
Thomas M. Swain
Patricia Sutton
Robert W. Lensing
Lisa P. Leavitt
Maurice C. O'Connor
Nina.L. Lockyear
William J. Brune
Mary J. Stucki
Michelle A. Link
Jane L. Schmuck
Robert P. Carithers
Laura A. Cunningham
M. Jane Dooley
Debra M. Settle
Gayle Spalding
Rebecca M. Roth
Sue G. Steele
Sarah E. Cu 11 ey
Georgia Williams
Toni Ann Brinson
Karen Fl ittner
Rosemary Norbury
Deborah L. Ray
Stephen Haas
Mary M. Clerk
Ralph E. Moore
Sarah L. Cook
Ronald J. Freson •. Sr.
Carrla A. Rasco
Thomas Lockyear
Robert J. Jourdan
David M. Shaw
Frank E. Hooper
Mary Lee. Hahn
Edward J. Davine
William W. Deems
Alvis C. Herrenbruck
Fred 0. Vetter
Frederich E. Althaus
Gloria J. Fark
Louis J. Carnaghi
Arletta L. Turpin
James T. Barron
Mildred Morgan
Bart F. O'Connor
Arthur L. Edwards
Susan E. Metz
Devonna K. Brown
Ronald S. Barron
Virginia N. Lomax
Gregory W. Combs
Tracey L. Statz
Joycelin G. Brinkmeyer Karen A. Haas
Fred A. Haton, Jr.
Sharon J. Boardman
Theodore K. Gore
Paul V. Partington
Joseph R. Lutz
James E. Co 1e

Gary W. Wagner
Margaret Effinger
Karen Wagner
KNIGHT TRUSTEE
Ronald J. Saulman
Judy Bensman
Emarie S. West
E. Annette Dickman
Tim Alexander
William Baumeyer
Gladys Hillenbrand
CO-OPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE

I

Jack D. Wade
Betty M. Bumb
Debra E. Etienne
Betty J. Kompst
A11 en E. Boger
Jane E. Heramb
Susan E. Plank
James L. Jordan
Rosalie Mesker
Janice Dugan

PERRY TRUSTEE
Norman 11 Red 11 Mosby
Betty J. Hempfling
Norman J. Smith
Lloyd Jost
Jerome Richey
Edward Beal
Jack Caine
. Marcella Strange
Commissioner Willner moved the above employees be approved.
the motion. So ordered.

I
CoiTDTiissioner Cox seocnded
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RE:
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LETTER FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Recieved was a letter from the Department of Natural Resources, State of Indiana informing us that the Evansville Municipal Market, 813 Pennsylvania Street,Evansville,
Indiana was entered on the National Register of Historic Places on December 22, 1983.
Letter received and filed.

I

RE:

LETTER FROM CORPS OF ENGINEERS ON STREAMBANK STABILIZATION PROJECT

Received was the following letter from the Department of the Army, Louisville, Kentucky, dated January 6, 1984 and directed to the Honorable Richard J. Berries.
Dear Mr. Berries:
Through the cooperative. efforts of the County of Vanderburgh, Indiana and the
United States Government, construction of the Vanderburgh County, Ind.i ana, Streambank
Stabilization Project on the Ohio River has been completed.
In accordance with the authorizing legislation of the Congress of the United
States, the Vanderburgh County, Indiana, Streambank Stabilization Project is hereby
transferred to the County of Vanderburgh, Indiana for maintenance, effective January
9, 1984.
One of.the requirements of the authorizing legislation contained in the Agreement for Local Eooperation, dated April 18, 1983, is that Vanderburgh County, Indiana
will maintain the project in accordance with the regulations prescribed by the
Secretary of the ArmY.
11

11

Annual inspections of the project will be made by representatives of this office.
Your office will be notified in advance of the inspection so that a representative of
Vanderburgh County can accompany our representative.

I

Enclosed are 10 copies of a suggested "Project Inspection Checklist 11 for use in
submitting the required semiannual reports by your organization. The reports should
be submitted to. this office (ATTN: ORLOP-E) by April 15 and October 15.
Sincerely,
Dwayne G. Lee
Colonel, Corps of Engineers
District Engineer
**********
Received, filed and referred to Andy Easley, County Highway Engineer.
RE:

MONTHLY REPORT FROM THE BUILDING COMMISSION

Recieved and filed was .the monthly report of permits issued by the Building Commission,
for the month of December, 1983.
Report ordered received and filed.
RE:

I

CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE

. A certificate of insurance was submitted for the Vanderburgh County Democratic
· Central Committee for the Inaugural Ball II in the Gold Room on January 20, 1984.
A certificate of insurance was submitted .•.• Evansville Alumni Chapter of Kappa Alpha
Psi Fraternity, Inc.for the scholarship ball/dance open to the public on February 25,
1984 at the Vanderburgh Auditorium.
A certificate of insurance was submitted for the Hadi Temple A.A.O.N.M.S. and Hadi
Temple Association, Inc. for the potentate ball on January 28, 1984 in the Gold Room.
A certificate of insurance was submitted for Whirlpool Management Club for a dinner on
Tuesday, January 17, 1984.
All certificates ordered received and filed.
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RE:

MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS TO DISCUSS

Phone System: President Borries said he has again been discussing the phone system with
Attorney Jones and he would like to recommend to the other Commissioners that we forward
a letter to the Building Authority requesting they prepare a new set of specifications,
and the School Corporation and City are also in agreement with that.
Commissioner Cox said in the judgment that was handed down on January 9, 1984 by
Superior Court Jundge Brune, on page three (3} of the document it says it is further
ordered, judged and decreed that this matter is remanded for consideration of the remaining bids to the Evansville-Vanderburgh Building Authority for further action, not
inconsi stant with these findings and judgments
11

11

I

•

President Borries said, to reject all bids, could that be an action they could take, and
could we recommend that.
Mr. Jones said that simply restates what their options are, that they can accept the
next lowest responsive bid or they can reject all bids and re-bid or they can reject all
bids and do nothing.

/

Commissioner Cox said she does not think the county can become a part of any of the remaining bids due to the up-front monies required, so perhaps we should state this fact
in the letter we send them.
Mr. Jones said you want to reject all bids that are there and redo the specifications,
because it was the specs that got you in trouble, to this extent •.•• that the bid received was found not to be responsive to ·one of the alternate bids and the so called
experts that the Building Authority retained weren't really experts. As far as the upfront money is concerned it was part of the defense we used for the county selecting
the bid they did, .that it wasn't as important whether it was a mechanical or electrical
telephone, or how fast the buttons went up and down, but it was how much it cost and
when it had to be paid that was the. county's biggest consideration.

our~'letter

··~I

Commissioner Cox said then we should perhaps incorporate that in
and Mr.
Jones said yes, he would think that wise also. He would say that!~"~:' thinks there was
ample testimony presented in the trial from a number of people in a position to know
that the.cost has come tumbling down on some of the systems that were bid because new
technology has been introduced since they responded, that the company.who filed the
suit, that being KLF, had a Rolm phone system that a new version of it came out after
they submitted their bid that is now one half to one third less money.
He will not get into the specifications and who should write them, etc. because that is
not his field but he will say that perhaps we don't want specs that are as stringent,
that you want them written more generally so that you can allow for a greater response,
and that the key becomes on who advises you on whether these things are responsive. He
would say he believes eventually the system we get will be much cheaper than if that
suit had not occurred.
Commissioner Willner moved correspondance be sent to the Building Authority requesting
them to reject all bids, rebid with a very minimal set of specifications to include
purchase of the phones we now use. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

President Borries said he will be in Indianapolis tomorrow for several matters of local
interest~ mainly those that have to do with a Food and Beverage Tax that could be used
. specifically to fund any kind.of proposed improvements to our.Airport. He also understands some type of an amended ISUE independence bill might also be heard.
Last week he met again with Lyn-gas officials and also their Chief Executive Officer
from Michigan and they discussed the reason for the leak that occurred here a few weeks
ago and the frequency of the checks that take place at that facility. The severe
weather had caused the ground to freeze and that triggered a very low leak at an excess
flow fitting valve. There is a safety valve that would be automatically triggered when
the leak would occur at forty (40) to sixty (60) gallons per minute and this particular
leak that occurred was diagnosed at five (5) gallon per minute, therefore the safety
valve had not triggered yet. Their solution has been to look at a flexible joint.
They assured us the State Fire Marshal and the Perry Township Fire Chief had all made
their inspection of the facility and also assured us they would do nothing that would
endanger their people or the residents in the area and they believe the flexible joint
will solve the problem~and they were most anxious to cooperate in anyway possible.

I
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He will also have a meeting, possibly this Wednesday with the Hillcrest advisory
committee.
He has also had another meeting with Mrs. Schmadel concerning the matter of the Dog
Pound and those talks will continue this week and he will keep everyone informed.
RE:

I

CLAIMS

A claim was submitted for Attorney David Jones, for contractual services rendered
for the month of December, 1983, in the amount of $108.00 and this is for services
to the.Vanderburgh County Council in regards to the H.J. Lubbehusen law suit.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be allowed.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for Attorney Jerry D. Stilwell for services rendered in connection
with suit of H.J. Lubbehausen et al vs. Vanderburgh County, in the amount of $120.00.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox s·econded the motion.

A claim was submitted for Attorney David Jones for contractual services rendered to
Vanderburgh County in various suits in December, 1983, in the amount of $3,421.00.
Attached statement showing the tenth of the hour.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.
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Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

Mr. Jones entered the room and President Berries asked him for a brief explanation on
the claim for Jerry Stilwell and he stated the Lubbehausen case was venued to Gibson
County, that it has to do with the class action property tax suit and the County
Council authorized him retain legal counsel in Gibson County so that he would not have
to drive back and forth to Princeton, that Mr. Stilwell has an office in their court
house and it was much cheaper for our county to do it this way.
Commissioner Cox said if some of these charges are for the County Council then do they
have a legal services account to pay these claims from.
·
After obtaining a budget book from the Commissioners office it was found that there was
nothing in· the Council •s budget these claim could. be paid from, therefore they will have
to be paid from the Commissioners budget.
Three (3) claims were received from the Vanderburgh Building Authority, signed by Mr.
Gil Ruston and they were in regards to computer cables being run in Small Claims Court,
Misdemeanor Court and he does not understand why we have these claims since they are
·
in connection with the computer service.
At this time he submitted the claims to Ms. Meeks and instructed her to contact Mr.
Ruston for further clarification.
Commissioner Willner said he thought we set aside some $5,000.00 for items such as these
claims however we need to check and see if this is part of the contract because we do
not want to pay any added expense.
Four (4) claims were submitted for travel to Indianapolis to attend the Association
of Indiana Counties Conference. They were as follows:

I

Mark Owen .••. County Councilman .•••••.•.•.• $196.48
. -Bi 11 Taylor .• County Co unci 1man ••..•••.••·•. $196.48
Kathy Mann:... County Councilman ••.•••.•.•.. $ 33.00
Alice McBride •• County Auitor •••.••••••.••. $183.51
Both Mr. Taylor's and Mr. Owen's have mileage claims on theirs.
Commissioner C9x asked if they asked permission to travel prior to the conference and
Mr. Tuley said he believes they did. {later in the meeting Ms. Meeks presented the
letter of request which had been approved upon the availibility of funds on 11-21-83)
Commissioner Cox said it is unreasonable that they did not all go together because when
groups from one {1) office travel to such meetings, they allow one (1) mileage and one
{1) only, according to the State Board of Accounts. She asked how many of them have
mileage on them and President Borries replied only two {2) of them.

--··
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President Borries said he understands what Mrs. Cox is questioning and he cannot comment
as to why they did not all go together.
Commissioner Cox said we have the Auditor•s office represented and the County Council
represented and they have requested two (2) mileages and that is the only way that she
could accept it.
Commissioner Willner moved the claims be approved.
motion. So ordered.
RE:

Commissioner Cox seconded the

I

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES •... APPOINTMENTS

PROSECUTOR
Scott R. Bowers
RE:

6433 Newburgh Rd.

Deputy Pros.

$30,000.00 Yr.

Eff: 1-1-84

Deputy Pros.
Deputy Pros.

$18,500.00 Yr.
$13,100.00 Yr.

Eff: 1-1-84
Eff: 1-1-84

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ..•• RELEASES

PROSECUTOR
Scott R. Bowers
David K. Robinson
RE:

6433 Newburgh Rd.
3034 W. Indiana

REQUESTS TO GO TO COUNTY COUNCIL .•.• COMMISSIONERS

President Borries said the Commissioners are requesting $47,014.00 in account 130-386,
Contractual Services and $49,478.00 in account 130-314, Telephones, with the following
exp 1anati on.
·
130-386 - For Computer Services - $14,940.00 is needed for the contract with Mr. Fortune
to pay him 83% of $3,000.00 per month for six months for the County . s share. Also the
amount of $312,926.00 was allowed for Computer Services in the 198¢':budget, but the
amount of the contract is $345,000.00 so $32,074.00 is needed in addition to the
$312,926.00 for Pulse Systems.
130-314 - Telephones - We need the. $49,478.00 since this is the amoynt that was owed
to Sperry Univac. $16,316.00 for each of the months of October, November and December
plus $530.00 for maintenance fees •. In order to pay this $49,478.oo·to Sperry Univac
for the past bills owed, we transferred this amount from the Telephone Account and we
are asking that this account be reimbursed.
·
There being no further business, President Borries declared the meeting recessed at
11:15 p.m.

PRESENT:

SECRETARY:

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard 11 Rick 11 Borries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Pat Tuley (Chief
Deputy Auditor)

David L. Jones

Janice Decker

I

COUNTY C0Mf.1ISSIONERS MEETING
JANUARY 23, 1984
The meeting of the County Commissioners was held on January 23, 1984, at 2:30 p.m.
in the Commissioners Hearing Room with President Berries presiding.

I

The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as engrossed by the County Auditor
and the reading of them dispensed with.
RE:

POOR RELIEF ...• KNIGHT TOWNSHIP

Applicant: Joyce Berry
Investigator: Emarie West
County Councilman William Taylor was present and ask permission to speak in behalf of
Joyce Betry, who was also present •••• permission granted.
Mr. Taylor said Ms. Berry is a foster parent for a young lady (Portia) who is also
present here today. Portia had-a baby that lived only approximately two (2) weeks and
as a result of the income of Ms. Berry the Knight Township Trustee's office says the income in the household does not fall within their standards and guidelines for them to
pay the funeral expenses. He said in the audience today is Mr~ Bill Igleheart, who
will speak on behalf of the Welfare Department and their position in this case.
Mr. Taylor said the infant did not live long enough to be put on ADC, therefore the
Welfare Department say they cannot pay the expenses either. Portia would be within
the standards of the Trustee, however, she is not the head of the household~
Mr. Igleheart said their position in this matter is that a person has to be a recipient
of one of their programs and while the young mother of the infant is a ward of the '.
court, the infant was not, and we have no authority to pay the funeral expense for the
infant. It was the intent of Portia to have her infant put on Aid to Dependent Children, however, the infant died before this was done. If this would hav.e been done and
action taken prior to death then they could pay the funeral expenses.
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Commissioner Willner asked who signed the death certificate and Mr. Taylor said he does
not have a ·copy of the death certificate, however, it was a physician at-Welborn Baptist
-.
Hospital, which is where the infant died.
President Berries said in regards to the Welfare Department, if the mother of the infant
would have· died, would the expenses have.been paid at that time for her and Mr. Igleheart
replied yes. Mr. Berries said what had the child been stillborn and Mr. Igleheart re- ·
plied they would not have authority to pay that expense either.
Attorney Miller asked if there was any dispute that.this infant was in fact qualified _
for aid through the Welfare Department if it would have lived long enough for the proper paper work to have been completed and Mr. Igleheart said no dispute, as far as ADC
is concerned. Mr. Miller said is there anyway to qualify the infant pulsemously and
Mr. Igleheart replied he is not aware of any, and these are not guidelines they have
established here locally, but rather Medicaid Guidelines.
Commissioner Willner asked if the child had been in the hospital since birth or had it
gone home prior to passing away and Portia said she had taken it home after birth, that
it died of crib death within two (2) weeks.
Commissioner Willner asked what the funera 1 . expenses are and Mr. Taylor submitted a
document showing the amount due is $350.00, to Mason Funeral Home .

I

..,;. Emarie West, Investigator for KrHght Township was present and stated that Ms. Berry is
the one they had to take application from, since she is the head of the household.and
she was overincomed according to Knight's standards and she also did not comply with the
standards in regards to the telephones and televisions in the home. With Portia being a
ward of the court, to Ms. Berry, she does not know if the Welfare Department is responsi-·
ble, however, she does not believe the Trustee is responsible either.
Commissioner Cox asked at what income level Ms: Berry. is and Ms .• West repl1ed there are
a total of nine (9) people in her household and she receives ADC in the amount of
$713.00 per month for her foster children (4 of them). Ms. Berry is employed at Welborn
Hospital earning $6.31 per hour, which figures her a net income of $705.00 per month, for
a total of $1,418.60 per month. The nine (9) persons in the household includes Ms.Berry,
four (4) foster children, two (2) sons and one {1} daughter and one (1} grandson.
President Berries said if the mother {Portia) would have applied. to the Trustee, wa.uld
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Ms. Phyllis Donahue said Portia is a ward of the court, that so to speak, she belongs
to DPW and she has been in foster homes before and it just happens that Ms. Berry is
her foster parent now, on a temporary basis, so Ms. Berry is in no way responsible for
her ..•. we are. We pay Ms. Berry a daily per diem rate and a clothing allowance of so
much per year. Had the baby been made a ward of the court it would have made a different circumstances, but it was not. We do not automatically make an infant a ward of the
court just because the mother is. At one time they did do it that way, but they no longer do it, since the Juvenile Code change of 1979. There would have been steps to take to
make the infant a ward if they felt like it was in jeopardy, but they did not think it
was at the time.

I

Commissioner Cox asked how was this infant to be taken care of and Ms. Donahue replied
at the point of birth the actual, real grandmother was helping out and paying for formula,
clothing, diapers, etc. from her own personal money because she was working part time
then and the grandmother was also drawing ADC for three (3) other children in her home.
Commissioner Cox said yes, but that does not have anything to do with this infant and
Ms. Donahue said this is correct, however, the grandmother was merely helping out, but
we talked to Portia about perhaps going to court to establish wardship because someone
would have to take care of the new baby, but it had not reached that point when the infant died and they cannot do anything posthumously.
·

/

Commissioner Cox said it seems logical to her that if the mother is your responsibility
then the acts of the mother are also your responsibility.
Commissioner Willner said we have no authority over the Welfare's position.and action.
Commissioner Willner asked Mr·. Miller if there is a Federal Attorney General and he
replied yes, but we could perhaps go through the State Department of. Welfare to see if
there is someway we could recoop these costs through a federal program, however, he
would say we could spend ten (10) times the $350.00 trying to recoop it.
Commissioner Cox said the Welfare says they cannot pay these expenses but can the
Commissioners over-ride that interpretation and Mr. Miller said the~Board of County
Commissioners cannot over-ride the interpretation of the Department;;,pf Public Welfare.

I
_

Mr. Miller said perhaps we could have the infant posthumously declared a ward of the
court, as its mother was ••. he really does not know, because this is~~~,something he has
never researched before, and if this can be done then perhaps Welfare can respond at a
later time.
Mr. Igleheart said he would raise that possibility, however, it has never been done,
but that would put a different light on things.
Mr. Taylor said Mason Funeral Home contacted him and ask him to please appear before
the Commissioners with this matter to try to get it cleared up.
Mr. Miller said he would think it fruitful to delay this for one (1) week and the
Township Attorney should be the one to enter an appearance in the. courts and see if the
infant could be made a ward of the court. He said he will be happy to contact the
Trustee's attorney, Jim Kiely and discuss this matter with him.
Mr. Taylor asked if Ms. Berry will have to appear again next week and President Berries
said no.
~r.

Taylor thanked the Commissioners for hearing him today and he will be in

touch~

President Berries said our County Attorney will contact Attorney James Kiely and ask
him to enter an appearance before the court asking for a judgment and consideration of
a posthumous consideration of this infant as a ward of the court.
RE:

POOR RELIEF .••. PIGEON TOWNSHIP

Applicant: Albert Anderson
Investigator: Rebecca Hittner
Mr. Anderson was present and stated he is presently living at 105 Edgar Street although
he has lived there only about two (2) weeks. He stated he has received a disability
pension for over four (4) years and now he feels as though he is able to go back to
work, on light duty, but he does need some assistance until he can find a job and he
believes that is what Welfare is for.

I
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President Borries said you have lived in Pigeon Township for two (2) weeks, is this
correct and Mr. Anderson said he came here on the 31st. of December, however, he stayed at the Civic Plaza Hotel for awhile.

I

Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Anderson where was he last employed and he replied in
Rock Island, Illinois, at the J.I. Case Company and he was injured while working~ that
he busted his ankle and they had to put some pins in it. The company did pay for all
of those medical expenses. He was a transmission assembler, he washed parts and then
they put him on a different job and that is when he was injured.
Commissioner Willner said when you are able to go back to work, is the job not still
open to you and Mr. Anderson said yes, it was open to him, but d·ue to the fact the
personnel manager told him the last man to work it got his ribs or his ankle busted
and they did nothing to make the job safe then he would not work with them again, so
now he wi 11 only work for the city or the state.
Mr. Anderson said also when he was working for the J.I. Case Company he· was in the mental
hospital five (5) times per month, for four (4) years and that cost the insurance
company approximately $50,000.00. The reason he thinks he had this mental problem is.
that people were putting stuff in his food, which they are also doing right here in
Evansville and he has been to the Health Department and reported it. People were putting
pills in his food and that is why he had to go into the mental hospital.
Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Anderson if he is from Illinois, or where and he replied he
is from Iowa and then he went to work across the river in Illinois and also a long time
ago he worked in Elkhart, Indiana ..• pulling house trailers and he just thought he would
come to Evansville for awhile.
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Mr. Anderson said he has been before rehabilitation boards in about four (4) different
states and none of them can help him, so the only thing he knows to do is get on Welfare
~nd apply for a job with the city or the state. which he has done .. If he could draw
unemployment he would, but he cannot. He is a bachelor and does not need a high paying
job, just something to keep him going.
Ms. Hittner said Mr. Anderson came into the Pigeon Trustee's office on January lOth and
applied for rent and he was denied because of voluntary resignation of alternate programs, that he had a form with him stating he had voluntarily withdrawn from.disability
from which he had been drawing $603.00 per month. She feels Mr. Anderson should have
had someone to help him make a decision such as that. At the time he withdrew from
disability he was living in Phoenix, Arizona. She said he informed her that 1ast time
he worked was in 1978.
Mr. Anderson said beg pardon, he worked about three

(~)

weeks .•• part time.

Ms. Hittner said also, at that time, Mr. Anderson was not on the food stamp program
and we do not pay rent for anyone who is not on food stamps, plus the fact he was not
thrity {3) days behind in rent, because he hadn't even been here that long. She talked
to the Social Security office about this matter and they told her it would take from
sixty (60) to ninety (90) days for him to be reinstated, that is, if he would consent
·
to reapply.
Mr. Anderson said isn't social security for people that aren't able to" work and.who are
sixty five (65) years old, well he isn't that·.old and he is able to work and t.hat is
why he doesn't want to draw it.

I

,,},President Borries said without having all the social security guidlines in front of him
right now he·could not say exactly what it covers, however, he does have the Pigeon
Trustees• Guidelines, and he is sure Mr. Anderson received these when he made application to them and one of the stipulations and reasons for denial is voluntary resignation
from alternate programs. He would say that social security is not only for persons over
sixty five (65) but also for people who qual_ify in any number of ways in some form of
disability.
Mr. Anderson said he is able to work and is not interested in drawing disability. because that would not be the right thing to do.
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Commissioner Cox said Mr. Anderson's attitude is commendable in regards to not wanting
to draw disability when he is able to work, but she would like to know if he understands
what the term alternate means, that he did sign the form that he was not interested in
alternate means of assistance. The Trustee is saying you must be denied by the other
sources before applying to them for as.sistance.
Ms. Hittner said when Mr. Anderson applied for help she did tell him that he must apply
for food stamps, but her main problem was that he had voluntarily withdrawn from social
security disability, however, Mr. Anderson must eat and have shelter and he should have
a job before withdrawing from alternate means, such as disability and that is what she
referred to when he was denied. There may be a couple of places where he could perhaps
get a weeks rent, however, she believes they would look at it in the same light she did
and that is he should at least reapply for social security.

I

President Borries said perhaps Mr. Anderson needs some legal advice because perhaps he
does not understand all of this.
Commissioner Cox said Mr. Anderson needs a medical statement showing if he has a five
percent (5%) disability because of his injury, or whatever his disability is and even
though he is able to work at some employment, he would also be ..eligible, with no hard
feelings about accepting the money on a certain level of disability, but he has told
us the doctor has released him to go back to work, which to her eliminates his qualification for disability.
Ms. Hittner said that is not what Mr. Anderson told her.
Mr. Anderson said the doctor released him to go back to work and then about four (4)
years later is when he was found to be eligible for disability social security.
Commissioner Willner moved the request be denied and that Mr. Anderson consults the
legal Services office for advice and he should reapply for social security benefits
and if Mr.' Anderson,. in the future , should find gainful employment; then he could
drop his disability. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
President Borries asked r·1s. Hittner if she would please go with Mr~~lrAnderson to the .
Legal Service office so that he can get some legal counsel and she.:;said that she. would.
RE:

I

POOR RELIEF .... PIGEON TOWNSHIP

Appli·cant: Delores Shuck
Investigator: Mary Lancaster
Ms. Shuck was present and stated she is presently living at the YWCA, at 118 Vine Street
and she went to the Pigeon Trustee's office this past Friday afternoon and requested her
rent be paid at the YWCA for one (1) week until she receives her check from Project Safe
which she should receive any time now.
President Borries asked Ms. Shuck if she pays her rent bi-weekly at the YWCA and he replied she ha~ paid nothing yet.
.
President Borries asked her why she gets checks from Project Safe and she replied she
has received several checks from them, that it has something to do with the electricity
and these checks are sent to her post office box and she has .this post office box because
she does not want her mail being destroyed. She also receives. her social security checks
there.
Commissioner Cox asked Ms. Shuck where she lived prior to the YWCA and she replied she
; returned from.Florida only about one (1) week ago. Commissioner Cox asked Ms. Shuck
·· that when she applied for Project Safe what address did she use and she replied she does
not think she used any address, but it could have been 926 S.E. 6th. Street.
President Borries asked Ms. Shuck where she lived before going to Florida and she replied at the 6th. Street address and that she lived there from the 3rd of June until the
end of December, at which time she went to Florida.
President Borries asked Ms. Shuck if she receives food stamps and she said yes. He then
asked her if she had received aid from the Trustee before and she replied yes, one time
when she returned from Florida they did refill three (3) prescriptions for her.

I
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President Berries asked what was the nature of the Florida trip and Ms. Shuck replied
she had a part-time job there as an aid in a center for the elderly, that she had
worked there for about a year in 1982. Her son lives in Florida and she visited with
him and her daughter lives in California.

I

President Berries asked Ms. Shuck why she is not living at the 6th. Street address now
and she replied her rent was due on the 3rd of the month and when she came back from
Florida they told her they were going to keep her things until she paid $150.00 or
$200.00 or mayb~ $300.00 and she does not have that much money to give them to get her
stuff back. They have all her belongings, her television, radio and a tape recorder.
President Berries said were you behind on you rent when you went to Florida and she
replied yes, she was supposed to pay it, but she didn•t,. that she was very upset the
day she left here and now she feels really bad about it, but she was so concerned about
her mother.
Commissioner Cox asked if the apartment on 6th. Street _is still available and Ms. Shuck
said no, that she does not know if they have rented it or not, but they told her that her
belongings were there in that attic and when she got another place to live she could get
them, but they also told her they were going to hold the television, radio and tape re- .
corder until she paid them.

I

Ms. Lancaster, Investigator from Pigeon Township stated Ms. Shuck came into their
office about 2:30 p.m. this past Friday and made application for rent, stating she wanted a months rent at the YWCA. She stated she was on social security disability at that
time and when asked how much, she did not remember, however, we have an old affidavit
on record which expired on November, 1983 and at that time she was receiving $289.00
per month. She asked Ms. Shuck what she did with her social security check and was
told she took it and·Jwent to Florida. She asked Ms. Shuck i.f the Florida trip was an
emergency and was told no, that she wanted to go and visit .a lady friend, have a few
drinks and .have dinner with her friend and she spent all her money while she was there
and someon~ had to pay her bus fare back to Evansville, where she went to the YWCA and
they then sent her to the Trustee•s office. She disallowed Ms. Shuck because·of overincomed and alternate sources (her social security checks).
Commissioner Willner asked Ms. Shuck if she has other relatives living i.n Evansville
and she replied no, that her son is in Florida, her daughter in California and her
Mother is now living in a nursing home in Owensville, Indiana. She would like to make
one thing clear though and that is the fact that she does not drink any alcoholic
beverages whatsoever, only milk, coffee, tea and juices.
President Berries said the limit
month, according to the Trustees
He said a person can spend their
the Trustee•s office could be of

to one•s income for one (1) person is $250.00 per
guidelines, therefore Ms. Shuck would not qualify.
money anyway they choose,. but perhaps someone in
some assistance in making decisions of this kind.

Commissioner Cox said there are some very nice people at the YWCA and she is sur.e they
would be happy to help Ms. Shuck manage her money.
President Borries informed Ms. Shuck there would be no action the Commissioners could
take in regards to this appeal.
RE:

I

COUNTY ATTORNEY .•..• DAVID MILLER

Jail Improvement Project: Mr. Miller said the Sheriff has called his attention to the
following letter addressed to the Board of County Commissioners regarding the additional
$10,000.00 that has been authorized by the United State Marshal Service. for the Jail
Improvement Project. The letter, dated January 20, 1984, read as follows:
Re: Jail Improvement Project and Class Action Litigation Regarding the Jail.
Dear Commissioners:
Upon the assurance of the U.S. Marshal•s Service that the amount of funds provided
pursuant to the cooperative agreement for jail improvements will be if\creased by Ten
Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) to a maximum of Two Hundred Sixty Thousand,pollars
($260,000.00), I have prepared the enclosed Addendum to the Intergovernmerital~eement
with the Evansville-Vanderburgh County Building Authority (the Building Authority..._)---~
dated August 31, 1983. The Addendum authorizes the Building Authority to accept a project bid up to a maximum of Two Hundred Sixty Thousand Dollars ($260,000.00). If this
11
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Addendum meets with your approval, it should be signed and forwarded to the Building
Authority for consideration at their meeting of January 25, 1984. Please return a copy
for my fi l es •
I would also request a joint executive session with the named defendants in the
class action litigation concerning the County jail for the purposes of discussing the
proposed settlement agreement. At the convenience of the County Council, Sheriff and
County Commissioners such an executive session should be scheduled.
Very truly yours,
BOWERS, HARRISON, KENT AND MILLER

I

David L. Jones
cc: Mark Owen
Clarence Shepard
***********
Mr. Miller said the following is the Addendum to Intergovernmental Agreement which has
been prepared by David Jones and they would recommend it be signed and delivered to
the Building Authority.
Re: Addendum to Intergovernmental Agreement concerning jail improvements.
Gentlemen:
The Board of County Commissioners has been advised by the United States Marshal's
Service of an increase in the grant funds to be provided by the Un.ited States Department of Justice for improvements to the Vanderburgh County Jail which increase is in ·
the amount of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00). ·With the increase~Jn available funds
for the jai 1 improvement project, the Board of County Commissioners'. hereby authorizes
you to accept any responsive bid for the proposed jail improvemen~s,, which does not
exceed the sum of Two Hundred Sixty Thousand Dollars {$260 ,000 .OO):;f~.nd hereby grants
such consent as a modification to the Intergovernmental Agreement J:)y . and between Vanderburgh County and the Evansville-Vanderburgh Building Authority.dated
August 31, 1983 .
.

I

';.."

Very truly yours,
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
**********
Sheriff Shepard was present and stated he received the letter from Mr. Jones just this
morning and he is sure the Commissioners all received copies also, that we have received a verbal from the Marshal's Service in Washington that we will be allowed the
additional $10,000.00, so Mr. Jones is asking the Commissioners sign the Addendum to
the Intergovernmental Agreement with the Building Authority and forward it on to the
Building Authority so that they will have it for their meeting on January 25th. and
they can then change the bid from $250,000.00 to $260,000.00~ the awarding of the contract can be made and construction can start, hopefully within.thirty (30) to forty
five (45) days.
Commissioner Willner asked who is the low bidder and the Sheriff replied Deig Brothers
Lumber and Construction Company, Inc.
:
.;',\Iff:~,.< ~-.:~ :

-.•.:;,.

Commissioner Willner moved the Addendum be approved and forwarded to the Building
Authority and he would also like to take a minute to thank Mr. Jones, the Sheriff,
the Building Authority and everyone else involved for all the hard work put into this
effort.
·
·
Commissioner Cox said last week the Commissioners agreed and sent a letter to the
Building Authority authorizing them to reject all bids and readvertise, so now will
this Addendum supercede that action taken last week and Mr. Miller replied yes it will.
Commissioner Cox then seconded Commissioner Willner's motion. So ordered.
President Borries said he would also like to thank everyone who worked very hard on
this project.
Sheriff Shepard said he would remind the Commissioners that Mr. Jones does want to set
up a meeting to discuss the proposed settlement ag~e~ment.

I
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Agreement between the Commissioners and Teamsters Union: Mr. Miller informed the
Commissioners he has fully reviewed the proposed written forms of agreement between
the County Commissioners and the Teamsters Local 215 Union and he finds substantial
problems and potential problems ih various language changes which are suggested in
these agreements and he does not think it is appropriate to recommend they be signed
at this time. He will contact the business agent of the union, Mr. Whobrey, and
begin to start working out some of these problems.
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Law Suit~ •. John Shackelford: Mr. Miller said we have received, this week, a third
party complaint, f1led on behalf of John Shackelford, a former Deputy Sheriff of
Vanderburgh County, who apparently while he was suspended without pay from the Vanderburgh County Sheriff's Department, incurred medical expenses which amount to at
least $6,270.30, or that is the amount that Deaconess Hospital is suing Mr. Shackelford for and Mr. Shackelford has in turn filed a third party complaint against Vanderburgh County, the Sheriff's Department and the Vanderburgh County Council asking that
Vanderburgh County be required to reimburse him for any sums that he is liable for to
Deaconess Hospital, to the extent of the medical insurance that was carried on him and
his family during the time he was employed by the Sheriff's Department. Vanderburgh
County has previously taken the position that the county did not provide medical
insurance to Mr. Shackelford.duri.ng this period of time that he was suspended without
pay and therefore it is necessary to enter upon a defense of that law suit and he needs
authority to do so.
Commissioner Willner moved the case of John Shackelford vs Vanderburgh County be referred
to the County Attorney for his legal expertise. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.
So ordered.
Commissioner Willner said he would also like to have some additional information on this
suit and Mr. Miller said as soon as he receives additional information he will make it
available to Mr. Willner.
Agreement on Eichoff/Koressel: Mr. Miller said he has been provided and has· reviewed
an agreement which is proposed to be entered into between Vanderburgh County and the
United Consultants Engineers, Inc. in regards to Eichoff/Koressel. This is a lump sum
agreement as opposed to a hourly arrangement. that ·n:as.-~taused some prob 1ems in the past.
The legal form of this agreement is fine and he has signed it and approved it and
subject to the Commissioners judgment about the merits of the contract, he believes it
is appropriate for the Commissioners signatures.

I

Commissioner Willner moved the agreement be approved.
Commissioner Cox asked if it states the cost in the agreement and Mr. Miller said it
does, that there are three (3) separate catagories and the cost is dependent upon the
extent of various services, but it is in Appendix D, Paragraph 2, if the Commissioners
want to know where it is at. He said Paragraph 2 provides for three (3) catagories of
potential work, that the original study is set forth in three (3) separate catagories
totally approximately $22,000.00. Catagory 2 sets forth what appears to be additional
work that could amount to a total of approximately $13,000.00 and there is a third
catagory of additional work for ISUE and if that work comes to past it shows a total of
$17,000.00, but these are all.the maximum figures and he rounded them off also.
Commissioner Cox asked if ISUE has agreed to pay their cost and President Berries said
this is true and he understands the total is not to exceed $32,820.00, and this has
been back and forth to the state, etc. and he believes at this point it is ready for
signatures.
t'
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Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

Sp ordered.

All the agreements were given to Mr. Lindenschmidt, who will see the Auditor's office
receives a fully executed copy.
Law Suit ... Hirsch vs Vanderburgh County: . Mr. Miller said there is an old case that
has been pending against Vanderburgh County for some time now, filed on behalf of a
family by the name of Hirsch, on Burkhardt Road. He is presently in the middle of some
settlement negotiations, which we are trying to complete prior to the time the Burkhardt
Road improvement is finalized. He will send the Commissioners, within the next two (2)
weeks, a recommendation for settlement. He has a tentative proposal out to the Hirschs'
and he hopes to hear from them within the next seven (7) days.

S8',
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BILL ZIMMERMAN ..• BUILDING COMMISSIONER

Discussion of Licensin~ of Tradesmen: President Berries said Mr. Zimmerman is present,
as requested, to expla1n the licensing of tradesmen and the new fees. The city, he believes, has adopted these fees and the Commisisoners had some questions on them. He
asked Mr. Zimmerman when was the last time these fees were increased.
Mr. Zimmerman said the last increase was in 1974, however, he cannot find where the
old fees were ever approved by the City. The"new fees are at the suggestion of the
City Controller and the City Council has already adopted the new fee schedule, however
he is not charging them until they are also passed by the County.

I

President Berries said then in your opinion Mr. Zimmerman and also to add to the
efficiency of this office, is it your feeling we should standardize these current
fees.
Mr. Zimmerman said he understands, yes, they should be standardized.
Commissioner Willner said the Commissioners had a gentleman to come into the office last
week who raised a valid question, that being, the Master License, that lets say the old
fee was $100.00 and the next one down was say $10.00 and then they raised the $10.00
cost to $30.00 and the $100.00 fee to on1y $150.00 and he ·questioned why the fees would
not just be doubled as they existed, why three times more on the Journeyman's license
then on the Master's license.

/'

Mr. Zimmerman said this was his objection in the raising of fees, that an Apprentice has
not been charged a fee in the· past and the City Controller now asks that they be charged
a fee. It is $20.00 per year for a fourth year apprentice and $10.00 for a Journeyman,
but to him that is not quite fair that a Journeyman be charged less than an Apprentice,
so they changed it so that the Journeyman is. paying $25.00. The Master went from $200.00
to $250.00. This .is not his request and he wants the Commissioners:to understand that,
that it came from the City. Controller.
.
·
.
Mr. Zimmerman said he would like to ask Mr. Miller if this new feEfffischedu~e has to begin
at the first of the year, that does it have to be delayed until1~~5 and 'Mr. Miller said
he sees no reason to de 1ay it.
;
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President Berries said the Ordinance states each license, certificate and registration
shall expire on December 31 of each year. All renewals thereof shall be obtained before
January 31 of the succeeding year.
Mr. Zimmerman said right now· he is charging both the city and county the old fees.
Commissioner Cox said she recalls Mr •. Zimmerman coming before the Commissioners a few
months ago concerning a matter of charg,ing someone too small of a fee and wanted to
collect the remainder of it and Mr. Zimmerman said that d.id not concern this, that it
was a different matter and concerned Roofers License.
Commissioner Willner moved the Ordinance be advertised.
Mr. Miller said his recommendation would be to make this Ordinance effective the day it
is signed and that it not be retroactive where someone would have to go back and try
to collect from people who have already paid for their license, certificate and registration, that he.believes that would not be proper.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.
RE:

So ordered.

BILL BETHEL. ... COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

employee~

Weekll Absentee Reeort: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly absentee report of the
at the county garage for the period of January 16 thru 20, 1984 ..•• received and filed.
Weekly Work Report: .Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly work report of the employees at
the county garage for the period of January 16 thru 20, 1984 ..• received and filed.
Attached to the weekly work report was the following work schedule:
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Snow Removal:
Trash Trucks:
Barricades:

I

All Routes - Five (5) Days
Lynn Road, South Weinbach, River Road, Folz Road and Waterworks
Road
Built and Painted barricades and cleaned equipment

Commissioner Cox said she would like to thank Mr. Bethel and all of his workers for the
·super job that was done on the snow removal last week, out in the county, that she was
very proud of a job that was very well done.
Mr. Bethel said his workers are the ones that deserve the praise and he will tell them.
President Berries said to clarify how the snow removal system works at the county garage
he believes there are priority routes.
Mr. Bethel said this is correct, that they have snow routes and they take them first.
The Sheriff notifys him, by pager, whenever the roads become a problem.
The Sheriff said Mr. Bethel has-supplied him with a list of on-call people for the entire
year, that he can reach by radio.
RE:

BOB BRENNER .... COUNTY SURVEYOR

Weekly Bridge and Guardrail Report: Mr. David Guillaum, Chief Deputy Surveyor, submitted the weekly bridge and guardrail report of the bridge crews for the period of
January 16 thru 20, 1984 .••• received and filed.
Mr. Guillaum reported they have started cutting and burning trees in regards to the
Bender Road railroad overpass, which they received approval from the rqilroad to do.
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Mill Road Structure: Mr. Guillaum stated he has with him today a topo map of the Mill
Road Structure that has recently been discussed. They have put a letter together, with
a legal description of the area they want vacated, and this would be from the State
Highway lir,nits to the bridge itself. He would like for this to be.turned over to the
county attorney at this point. They also have the names of the property owners who
would be involve.d, in the area •. ·
Commissioner Willner pointed the area out on the map to Mr. Miller and showed him the
portion proposed to be abandoned.
Mr. Miller asked if the bridge is still in existance and President Berries said yes, but
the county is no longer interested in maintaining it.
Mr. Guillaum said we either want it turned over, the liability and responsibility, to
the property owners or close it off.
Mr. Miller said he will contact the property owners.
Morgan Avenue Structure: Mr. Guillaum said his office received a report from the State
Highway as to the bridge over Harper Di.tch, on 62. He really has not much to report
at this time other than the design they are calling for is a 65' .width and a 73' span.
We currently have a bridge out there with a 20' span and they would have no argument on
the width, because the plans call for the four (4) laning out there.
Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Guillaum if he knows the width of the Morgan Avenue widening
and he said right now we have close to a 24 1· wide road and with four (4) laning we could .
approach 48' plus 6' sidewalks, so we are talking close to 60'.

I

"····(··commissioner Willner said what is frightening to him is the 73' span and the cost involved.
·He asked Mr·. Guillaum if he has an estimate and he replied weare probably
looking at a quarter of million dollars.
Commissioner Cox asked if this is the only bridge we are concerned with on the Morgan
Avenue Improvement and President Berries said yes, there is only one {1).
Commissioner Cox asked if we have a right-of-way problem on this bridge and Commissioner
Willner said the state is taking care of that and it is adequate.
Commissioner Willner said when we agreed to the bridge we were talking about $40,000.00
or $50,000.00 and now we're talking about a quarter of a million dollars and the decision we will have to make is will we go along with that expenditure for the State
Highway and he believes we should get Andy Easley involved at this point.
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President Borries said our purpose was to expedite the entire flow of traffic, but at
that time we weren't talking about a quarter of a million dollars.
Commissioner Willner said it looks to him like instead of using earthen approaches for
the bridge they are going to use the bridge for approaches and that goes beyond what
we originally agreed to do.
Mr. Easley asked how soon is the state going to advertise for bids on this project
and Mr. Guillaum said there is no time schedule, or at least he has seen none.
Commissioner Willner said he believes this is to go in 1984.

I

Mr. Easley asked if that section is being designed by a Consultant and President Borries
said he believes not.
Check from Indiana Insurance Co. Mr. Guillaum submitted a check in the amount of
$357.95 from the Indiana Insurance Company for a chain saw they had stolen on September
16, 1983. He would like for this to go back into the equipment account of the
Cumulative Bridge Fund.
Commissioner Willner moved the check be signed and put back into the Equipment Account
of the Cumulative Bridge Fund. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. ·So ordered.
RE:

ANDY EASLEY •.•. COUNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER

Railroad Switch on Lynch Road: Mr. Easley said he was in contact with the L&N again
this week and they are still working on their estimate in regards to the switch located
on Lynch Road.
Three (3) Utility Agreements: Submitted for approval .was the following three (3)
utility agreements for relocations:
Southern Indiana Gas and Electric Company, for utility facilities consisting of power
and wire lines, underground lines and other related items located atBurkhardt Road
from Lincoln Avenue north to Boonville Highway.
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Indiana Bell Telephone Company, for utility facilities consisting of pole and wire lines,
underground lines and other releated items located at Burkhardt Road from Lincoln
Avenue north to Boonville Highway.
··;,
Evansville Water and Sewer Utility, for utility facilities consisting of water lines,
fire hydrants, valves and other related items located at Burkhardt Road from Lincoln
Avenue north to Boonville Highway.
President Borries said after reading down through the Agreement, it appears the costs
will be handled by the Utility making the cut.
There was a representative from SIGECO in the audience and he stated if they stay within
their right-of-way they absorb the expense and if its outside their right-of-way, the
county pays the expense.
President Borries said these agreements give them permission to relocate within their
own right-of-way.
Commissioner Willner moved the agreements (3) be approved and signed.
.seconded the motion. So ordered.
·
RE:

Commissioner Cox

LETTER FROM CITIZENS REALTY ON THE BURKHARDT ROAD WIDENING PROJECT

President Borries read aloud the following letter from Citizens Realty, dated January
13, 1984 and directed to the Board of County Commissioners.
Re:

I

Burkhardt Road Widening Project

Dear Commissioners:
Pursuant to the above and certain requirements by the Indiana Real Estate Commission,
we should have a general understanding of the scope of our .association. This letter is
intended to serve as a letter of authority to: negotiate for the purchase of right-of-way
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for Burkhardt Road between Boonville Highway and Outer Lincoln Avenue.
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It is our under.standing that we are to negotiate with certain property owners
along Burkhardt Road for the purchase of temporary and permanent easements and rightof-ways as specified by drawings made by Morley and Associates,legal documents prepared
by David L. Jones, Attorney at Law and only values as specified in appraisals by Victor
L. Funke, S.R.A. Pursuant to the scope of our job, we will prepare offer to purchase
form, submit said forms to owners, discuss the project and sign the 9ffer forms as
negotiator for the Vanderburgh County Commissioners, but only for the amount of the
appraisal by Victor Funke. After signing offer, the legal documents will be submitted
to owners for execution and after execution a check from Vanderburgh County will be
delivered.
It is hereby agreed and understood that Citizens Realty and Insurance Inc. will
receive a fee· of $250.00 per parcel for its services. This fee does not include a fee
which may be charged for court services.
We will aggressively procure and perform the duties as specified ·under this agreement.
Respectfully submitted,
CITIZENS REALTY AND INSURANCE INC.
Kenneth F. Hansen, Negotiator
**********
Commissioner Willner said some of those appraisals that Mr. Morley submitted to us last
week were only $7.00 in some instances.
Commissioner Cox said those submitted last week were for temporary easements for driveways, but this letter from Citizens is talking about the purchase of right-of-way, and
those two are not the same.
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Mr. Easley; said he thinks it would be a good idea to clarify this matter before
approving the $250.00 for each parcel, through Citizens.
President Borries asked Mr. Easley to please contact Mr. Hansen in regards to this
matter and report back when he has a clarification.
RE:

LETT-ER FROM CONVENTION AND VISITORS BUREAU

The following letter was read aloud by President Borries, dated January 23,· 1984 and
directed to the Board of County Commissioners.
Subject:

Request for participation in area travel shows

The Convention and Visitors Bureau has extended an invitation to County visitor
attractions to send a representative to work at area travel shows in order to personally
promote their own facilities and at the same time provide relief for Bureau staff who
will be involved in overlapping sales and travel scheduling. Attached is a copy of the
schedule.
Mark Tuley has offered to staff the booth in Louisville on Tuesday, January 31,
(while we re hosting a customer reception) and on February 1 and 2 (while we attend a
Tourism Conference in Indianapolis). Hotel, meal and travel expenses will be borne by
the Convention and Visitors Bureau. He has also offered to help in Indianapolis on
February 21 and 22. A hotel reservation schedule is attached.
,;,
1
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We request your consideration in allowing Mark to take part in these· shows. They
are an exrremely important promotional activity and will provide Mark an' excellent
opportunity to not only gain more exposure for Burdette Park but also to become familiar
with this very important and successful though strenuous promotion.
Jan Thuerbach
Executive Director, Evansville
Convention &Visitors Bureau
**********
Commissioner Willner moved the request be approved.
motion. So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the
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REPORT FROM ALEXANDER AMBULANCE SERVICE, INC.

President Berries said the Commissioners received a report from Alexander Ambulance
Service, Inc. for county receivables as of December 31, 1983 ..• received and filed.
Mr. Miller said Alexander has indicated that after a draft of the 1984 contract has
been sent to them they would like to meet with everyone involved and go over the
various provisions. He has sent them this draft and they shoul'd have received it a
few days ago, so we do need to set up a date. and if possible, he would like for all
of the Commissioners to attend.
·
President Berries said they will work on a date for that meeting.
RE:

I

ORDINANCE ON PROPOSED PRECINCT CHANGES

President Berries said the. precinct changes were approved last week, however, due to
the importance and also procedural steps that need to be taken, the Commissioner•s
secretary, Margie Meeks, did not wish to rubber stamp the ordinance, therefore it is
before us today to be signed, advertised and sent to the State Election Board.
All three (3) of the Commissioners signed the Ordinance. ·
There was also a document concerning the precinct changes, that is to be filled out
by the County Auditor and forwarded to the State Election Board with all of the other
data, therefore it was referred to the Auditor for completion.
RE:

DRAINAGE PROBLEMS AT THE AIRPORT

President Berries said the Commissioners had requested a report from Mr. Elvis Douglas,
District Conservationist concerning the flooding or the drainage at the Airport and
that report has been received,.with the following cover letter, dated January 19, 1984.
Mr. Borri es:

cause'll~undue

I hope that the de 1ay in getting this i nforma ti on hasn't
tnconveni ences
But, due to the nature of your request, I felt that .it was most irnB9:1'tant that we get
a more qualified person than myself, to address the question regarding the potential
flooding problem, as a result of the proposed airport expansion.":'!;;l:herefore, I requested that a Soil Conservation Service engineer, experienced in hydrology and hydraulics,
evaluate the drainage analysis prepared by.Morley and Associates, Inc. However, I must
point out, that due to staffing goals and work priority, we are limited in the amount of
time that can be devoted to urban work.

-I

Douglas Stradtner, a Civil Engineer on the Area V Soil Conservation Service Staff
has briefly reviewed the drawings and amended drainage analysis prepared by Morley and
Associates, Inc., and offered the following comments.
Attached is a copy of Mr. Stradtner•s comments, in their entirety, as presented to
me. I hope that his comments will shed some light on the proposed Dress Regional Airport expansion, and potential flooding problem, for the betterment of all.
If you have any questions, please let me

know~

Elvis 0. Douglas
District Conservationist
"1·"'·:··, ..

********** '

The following is the report submitted to Mr. Douglas from Mr. Douglas D. Stradtner, P.E.I
Area Engineer.
This review was requested by your office and is to be used as you feel is necessary.
It was prompted out of the controversy that surrounds the subject improvements and the
apparent philosophy that SCS has the answers to help put the issue to rest.
I must point out that while SCS has, in the past, had some involvement in urban
hydrology matters, i't is, in this area, vastly more experienced in rural hydrology
work than in urban. We are also limited in the amount of time that we have to devote
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to urban work. As you know, SCS ha$ placed such work far down on the list of priorities that need·our attention. For these reasons and the inordinate amount of time re-:,¥·.quired to fully evaluate the drainage analysis of Morley and Associates, Inc., I have
given a brief review of the drawings and the Amended Drainage Analysis.

I

I feel that Morley's report has tried to address the change in hydrology in a
very professional way. I feel he has tried to effect a prudent and professional
product. I cannot and will not attest as to whether he is correct in his analysis.
As you know, hydrology is a highly statistical and difficult science to evaluate.
I will therefore, not attempt to say whether flooding will increase,remain the same,
or decrease as a result of the airport improvements.
I do believe, however, that his attempt to provide for natural storage behind
newly installed pipes is a good way to handle the surplus; water above the 25 year
storm. This will serve to insure that any flooding potential will be minimized.
Also, in reviewing the hydrology, I wonder if the various existing ponds, planned
forested areas, and removal of concrete in old industrial areas were considered.
These changes will quite likely have some effect to reduce peak flows from the dra~nage areas and may thereby offset some of the increases due to the improvements.
In looking over some of the background information that you sent to me, I noted
a comment in a "SPEAKOUT" article by Mr. Richard Lythgoe. In the article he states
in effect that in 1974 the· SCS warned the airport that the capacity of the creek is
"very inadequate for handling storm water
I must point out that this report is
nearly ten years old and cannot be.safely used as an axiom in predicting today what
will happen to water from the improved area. Also, the preliminary report in which.
this statement was published did not consider or study the hydrology and hydraulics
of Little Pigeon Creek. It merely resounded the problem at the current airport site
in that at certain times Little Pigeon Creek is apparently too high to allow the
existing large tiles handling airport drainage to drain as· fast as needed. Please
realize that the timing of the storms on Little Pigeon Creek, elevations of backwater
from Pigeo~ Creek, etc. were not studied in the SCS report. However, these items
were studied and addressed in the Morley Report.
11
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Hope this letter help some. Call if questions.
Douglas D. Stradtner, P.E.
Area·Engineer
Received and filed.

**********

Mr. Richard Lythgoe was present and asked to be heard at this time and stated he believes it is comparable to the highway situation where the relocated State Road 57, to
meet state and federal standards, should have been four (4) lanes, but because the
Airport designed it largely two (2) lane, the state now is going to move 57 down the
interstate and that will become a county liability and the county attorneys will get
the wrongful death suits instead of the state getting them and he does not think this
is prudent and he does not think it is prudent to encroach on the flood plains.
Mr. Lythgoe said this report was available about a week ago, however, they would not
give it to him, but informed him he would have to go before the Commissioners to get
it and the reason for that is that the Airport had a priority to rebuttal it before
the media and other concerned people could get a copy of it. He would also like a
copy of the Airport's rebuttal to the letter read aloud today, which he understands
Mr. Mar1ey de 1i ve red to the Commissioners just a few mi.nutes ago.

I

President Berries said he has not seen the Airport's comments in this matter and in
regards to the letter he read from Mr. Stradtner, he understands the Commissioners·
office received it Thursday, January 19th and it was his concern that the information
be shared first with the Commissioners.
Mr. Lythgoe said he did not appear today to talk, only to get the information and he
is now requestfng that he be allowed a copy of the Airport's rebuttal and would ask a
copy be mailed to him.
President Berries said you, Mr. Lythgoe, are certainly en.titled
port and we would be happy to mail you a copy of it.

~to

the Airport's re-

Both Commissioners' Cox and Willner stated they had not yet seen a report from the
Airport regarding this matter.

. · ··
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RE: · CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE
A certificate of insurance was submitted for Conren, Inc. for the annual salesmen
appreciation party at the Auditorium on February 7, 1984.
A certificate of insurance was submitted for the Tri-State Association of Grocers
for a dance being held in the Gold Room, Saturday, February 11 and Sunday, February
12' 1984.
A certificate of insurance was submitted for the Evansville Vanderburgh School
Corporation for programs held at the Audi·torium during Black History Month on
specified days of January 22, 1984 ·and February 11, 1984.
·

I

All certificates received and filed.
RE: . CLAIMS
President Berries said last week three (3) claims were submitted by the EvansvilleVanderburgh Building Authority for computer wire installation and they were deferred
until this week, for further information. Upon reviewing the agreement with Pulse
Systems, it does mention a one-time fee for wiring, up to $5,000.00, however, he is
not sure if this is an extra $5,000 .. 00 in addition to the . contract, or not, so we
will be paying these claims from the Data Processing account.and he would recommend
payment.

/

Commissioner Wi 11 ner moved the fall owing claims be approved, upon recommendation of
President Berries.
Labor and material to install breakers and terminated conductors for new computer
installation •.•...•••••. $711.28
Pull Back exi.sting cable from Sheriff's. Department and in Auditor's office to
computer services and to run computer cable from "J" box in wire closet to floor
outlet under counter in Voter's Registration ••••••••• $105.00
Run 3 computer cables from Computer Room to Small Claims Clerk. Run4 computer cables
from Computer Room to Misdemeanor Clerk Area and-Judge O'Conner. 'Run 4 new computer
runs from Judge Brune's office to Judge Dietsch, Judge Swain and Judge Stephen; in
the amount of $772.50.

I

"!'

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

So ordered.

Commissioner Cox said we may have a little money left in that account, because she
understands they cannot charge us the full amount until they have everything on-line,
and due to some problems things still aren't on-line so perhaps there can be an adjustment to the contract.
President Borries said he certainly will pursue that idea.
RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ..•• APPOINTMENTS

VOTERS REGISTRATION
Rosemary Muensterman 6025 Broadway
Part-time Clerk
Diane Eapmon
·
.1119 S.E. Riverside Part-time Clerk

$30.00 Day
$30.00 Day

Eff: 1-16-84
Eff: 1-18-84

,<,:''':CIRCUIT COURT
Paul Aarstad
Robert Rafferty
Betty Craig
Jeffrey Howerton
Leora Riesbeck
Michael Danks
Shawn E. DeVoy
Sara K. Wi 11 ett
Earl E. Chandler
Thomas Montgomery

'.

626 S. Norman Avenue
1209 McArthur Circle
514 S. Grand Avneue
1418 N. Villa Dr.
3712 Van Meter Crt.
1906 Ridgeway Ave.
1400 S. Grand Ave.
2837-B Washington
2805 Oak Hill Road
1274 Woodbine Lane

Special Intern
Special Intern
Special Intern
Special Intern
Special Intern
Special Intern
Special Intern
Special Intern
P/T Law Clerk
Probation Officer

$3.35
$3.35
$4.00
$3.35
$3.35
$3.35
$3.35
$3.35
$4.00
$3.35

Hour
Hour
Hour
Hour
Hour
Hour
Hour
Hour
Hour
Hour

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

·:"':

1-1-841
1-1-84
1-1-84
1-1-84
1-1-84
1-1-84
1-1-84
1-1-84
1-1-84
1-1-84
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1933 Newton ·
3607 Herrmann Rd.

Deputy Clerk
Deputy Clerk

$412.26
$412.26

3706 Covert Avenue

Ch. Draftsman

$13,600.00 Yr. Eff: 1-18-84
(End of Probation Period}

1928 S. Bosse Ave.

Rink Guard

$4.00 Hour

Eff: 1-2-84

1209 McArthur Cir.
514 S. Grand Ave.
1418 N. Villa Dr •.
3712 Van Meter Crt.
1400 S. Grand Ave.
626 S. Norman Ave.
2837-B Washington
1311 Parrett.St.
626 S. Norman
1614 Speaker Road
1906 Ridgeway Ave.

Special Intern
Special Intern
Special Intern
Special Intern
Special Intern
P/T Law Library
P/T Prob. Intern
P/T Prob. Intern
P/T Prob. Intern
P/T Prob. Intern
P/T Prob. Intern

$3.35
$3.35
$3.35
$3.35
$3.35
$3.35
$3.35
$3.35
$3.35
$3.35
$3.35

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

738 E. Powell
3005 Broadway

Deputy Clerk
Deputy Clerk

$412.26
$412.26

Eff: 1-16-84
Eff: 1-23-84

3706 Covert Ave.

Ch. Draftsman

$13,100.00 Yr.

Eff: 1-18-84

Appointments Continued:
CLERK OF CIRCUIT AND SUPERIOR COURT
Donna J. Perkins
Arlene Haralson

Eff: 1-23-84
Eff: 1-16-84

AREA PLAN COMMISSION

I

Keith Martin
RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ..•. RELEASES

BURDETTE PARK
Jeff Mitchell
CIRCUIT COURT
Robert Rafferty .
Betty Craig
Jeffrey Howerton
Leora J. Riesbeck
Shawn E. DeVoy
Paul N. Aarstad
Sara K. Willett
Bracken Darrell
Jon K. Aarstad .
James Dischinger ..
Michael J. Danks

Hour
Hour
Hour
Hour
Hour
Hour
Hour
Hour
Hour
Hour
Hour

1-1-84
1-1-84 , ,
1-1-84 '
1-1-84
1-1-84
12-31-83
12-31-83
12-31-83
12--31-83
12-31-83
12-31-83

CLERK OF CIRCUIT AND SUPERIOR COURTS

I

Deborah Hunter
Susan Heberer (LOA)
AREA PLAN COMMISSION
Keith Ma.rtin
RE:

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

President Berries said he doesn t have his calendar with him but there is to be a meeting in regards to I-164, this Wednesday.
There is also to be a EUTS meeting tomorrow at 4:00 p.m.
1

Mr. Lythgoe asked to speak and stated he agrees the Pigeon Township Bonding is necessary
however he has not read what the disposition of it ••.. and he would like to know where
this is at now. that he would like to see it.
Mr. Miller said the work is passing between Mr. Paul Wallace, in his office and the bond
counsel in Indianapolis and at the point when it becomes a public document Mr. Lythgoe
will be entitled to a copy of it.
.•.

There being no further business, President Berries declared the meeting recessed at
4:50 p.m.
·
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.COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
Richard "Rick 11 Berries
Robert Wi 11 ner
Shirley Jean Cox

SECRETARY:

Janice Decker

COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY
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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
JANUARY 30, 1984
The meeting of the County Commissioners was held on January 30, 1984, at 2:30 p.m.
in the Commissioners Hearing Room \IJith President Borries presiding.
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as engrossed by the County Auditor
and the reading of them dispensed with.
RE:

BOB JOHN - NATIONAL REVENUE CORPORATION

I

Mr. Bob John, representative of the National Revenue Corporation was present and stated
he has present with him today Mr. Michael Niemeyer, District Manager of the National
Revenue Corporation, and that they would both like to very briefly speak to the Board
of Commissioners in regards to collecting delinquent taxes for Vanderburgh County. He
has gone over the delinquent accounts \ttith the County Treasurer, Lewis Volpe and Vanderburgh County has over 1200 delinquent accounts, that total over $600,000.00 and this
is an accumulation over the past two (2) years. National Revenue is a little different
than other collection organizations in that we do guarantee 100% services to our clients
where an unusually low, one time fixed fee will collect any account on the books, re,/
gardless of its age or amount, or the debtors location anywhere in the free world. When
you give an account to us we do all the work and the money is paid directly to the
·
county. National Revenue represents over 70,000 clients all over the country, ranging
in size from a small flower shop to Uncle Sam, who is the largest in the world. We have
different levels of service and.the .county's accounts range from $13.00 to over $22,000
so obviously the efforts expended towards collecting the $22,000 would not be expended
over trying to collect a $13.00 account.
Mr. John presented each Commissioner with a folder containing several ~cuments in regards to their request today and at this time Mr. Niemeyer spoke in regards to those
documents.
Mr. John said before turning the discussion over to Mr .. Niemeyer that their firm is
licensed and bonded, as required by law and they are a participating member of the
conference board; they belong to the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and they maintain a
$1 mill ion dollar excess 1iabil ity policy for the protection ofotheir cli~nts and in
the folder submitted to each board member there is a letterfrom the Ohio State Bank
verifying that we do maintain substantial corporate accounts in an exce],,J,:Emt manner.

I

Mr. Niemeyer stated the National Revenue is one (1) of three (3) companies that has
been awarded federal treasury accounts out of Washington, so we do have quite a bit of
experience in the delinquent tax type of account. The following fee schedule was discussed at this time:
As of January 19, 1984, the charged off personal property taxes for the last two
years breakdown accordingly:
Balances

Fee for Collection

Number of Accounts

$13 to $25
$25 to $50
$50 to $150
$150 to $400
$400 to $1500
$1500 to $6000
·TOTAL

$6.25 per account
$6.25
$12.50
$37.50
$75.00
$150.00

217
212
303
220
213
75
525 Accounts total .for

Recommended collection service to collect

-

300
200
150
50

.· ' $600,000.00

Accounts •••.• @$6.25
Accounts •••.• @$12.50
Accounts •.••• @$75.00
Accounts •••.. @$150.00

I

23,125.00

**********
He said without getting into a lot of detail as far as the individual types of collection
activity that is provided for the different fees, he has included in the folder copies of
all the debtor documents that are used in a collection effort. These. debtor documents
are used in conjunction with personal contact by a regional collection officerand after
the collections are made the monies are put back into county government accounts, on a
monthly basis with a complete activity report, outlining each and every account what had
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transpired for the past previous four (4) weeks as well as a complete accounting of
all monies collected. He would very quickly like to go into the guarantees that are
offered with their program. The collection cycle that they use to effect collection
is normally a ninety (90) day cycle, from the first step taken to the last step and
if at the end of that ninety (90) day period the debtor has not made an effort to
cooperate and has not worked out any type of satisfactory payment, etc., we will replace that account with another account ••.• free of charge to the county, so if you
will refer to the schedule again, you will see as an example ..• 50 accounts at $150.00
per account, that means that we will collect 50 accounts for the county, in full, and
we will continue to collect until the full fifty (50) a.ccounts have been collected,
and these are designed for account balances over $1500.00. The second guarantee that
we make is in the form of a complete money back refund ..••• that when a check for
$23,125.00 is issued to National Revenue for the collection of these approximately
800 accounts, we then issue the county a bonded bank draft in the same amount
($23,125.00) and the county holds that bonded bank draft through the term of this
collection and if we have not returned a minimum of three (3) times that amount, or
300% return on your investment, the county can keep whatever we have collected and deposit the bank draft for a full money back refund, so this is a no lose situation for
the county. He said in talking with some of the people in this County that have been
..
involved in collection work the bottom line of the total $600,000.00 delinquency is
the fact that right now the county just simply does not have the means nor the people
to pursue the collection of these overdue accounts. These accounts have gone through
an enternal collection procedure which was comprised mainly of two (2) letters and on
some of them a certification was filed, but that has been the extent of the collection
activity. He also understands that during a Commissioners meeting, approximately one
(1) year ago that the County Treasurer, Lewis Volpe, recommended that an outside source
be pursued for a better collection effort. We feel that with our very reasonable fixed
fee per account, it would be very hard for the county to pursue these accounts, as
cheaply as we can do it and give the county the two (2) guarantees that we can give.

I

_

Commissioner Cox said in regards to the breakdown sheet, she is wondering if there is
any specific reason why those number of accounts that fall within ·$150.00 to $400.00,
at a charge of $37.50 per account is not included in the list at the bottom of that
same sheet, and Mr. Niemeyer replied that is an error on his part, that it should be
added 150 accounts at $37.50 each ••. arid why they are suggesting 150 accounts at $37.50
each instead of 220 accounts at $37.50 each, as shown-at the top of the sheet is that
we know we are not going to collect all of the accounts and out of the 220, if you
contract for 150 accounts then that leaves you with an additional seventy (70) accounts
to use as replacement accounts, that have .gone through the ninety (90) day pre-litigation process, without collection and at the end of that ninety (90) day period they
will come back and request the county's governmental body to litigate and this is
entirely at the county's discretion and you are by no means obligated to litigate.

I

Commissioner Willner said he firmly believes this is something our county has needed
for a long time now.
Mr. John said he has thoroughly discussed this proposal with Mr. Volpe and he is wholeheartedly in favor of it and he would cooperate in anyway possible to help out.
President Berries asked- Mr. John if their company presently works. with any other
governmental agencies in this area and Mr. Niemeyer responded to the question by saying
from the county's standpoint he cannot say they do, however, they are presently working
with some twelve (12) cities in the State of Kentucky for this same type of an account.

J··.~
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Mr. John said he is presently working with the State Attorney General, who is working
on the State Highway, in Indiana.
1-<,,
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Mr. Niemeyer said this week they hope to have a signed contract with the State of
Indiana, which will include accounts from a couple of different areas, one of those
being from the Highway Department out of the State of Indiana and the other one being
the collec'!;ii.on of State Sales Tax from firms located outside the State of Indiana,
that like Vanderburgh County, the state does not have the funds nor the manpower to
collect these accounts.
Commissioner Cox said if and when we should enter into a contract. agreement with
National Revenue, how long is the term of such a contract.
Mr. Niemeyer said there is no term on the contract, as far as a calendar date is con
cerned, however, based on your cttrrent accounts and needs we are looking at approximately a six (6) month type of committment.
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Commissioner Willner said the only thing he sees a problem with right now is the
$23,125.00 we would owe to National Revenue because we are not budgeted for that amount
and we do not have the funds available.
County Auditor, Alice McBride said that would really not create any kind of a problem,
because like in our contract to David M. Griffith &Associates, she can put this amount
in her estimates, because the money will be returned to us, however, the Commissioners
will have to go to Council and ask for the appropriation of the $23,125.00, that there
will be a line item set up for this, but we are assured the amount will be refunded to
us.
Mr. Niemeyer said since he errored in figuring the 150 accounts for $37.50 each, that
Mrs. Cox called his attention to, the amount of $23,125.00 is a little low, that it
would be a little closer to $30,000.00.

I

Mrs. McBride said then the $30,000.00 f1gure'·is wha·t the Commissioners-should request
from the Council.
Commissioner Willner asked how often the Commissioners would recieve an update of the
progress made and Mr. Niemeyer said monthly and at this time he showed the Board an
example of such monthly report stating that it is quite detailed and he pointed out
the features on it.
President Borries
could be left for
before taking any
he would be happy

asked Mr. Niemeyer if he would have with him today a contract that
our County Attorney to review so that we could get his legal opinion
action on any contract and he replied yes he did have one and that
to leave it.

The Commissioners thanked both Mr. John and Mr. Niemeyer for their presentation and
President Borries said .the Commissioners will try to .have a decision by next week.
.
RE:

MS. DEBBRA ROWLAND - COMMENTS ON I-164 ROUTE

Ms.Debbra Rowland was present and read aloud the following statement, dt~ected to the
Board of County Commissioners, concerning the routing of I-164.

I

My. name is Debb ra Dunning Row 1and. I 1i ve at 2036 East 1and Drive :i-n ·the East1and
Estates subdivision off outer Pollack in Vanderburgh County. As many of .:r-ou know,
the proposed design of the I-164 extension's southern leg will involve a~uiring the·
first three houses on either side of Eastland Drive as you enter the subdivision.
The public design hearing for the highway, which was held last Wednesday evening,
the 25th, was supposedly held to give the public an opportunity to express their views
on the social, economic and environmental impacts the project will have on the involved
area.
Although the spokesman for our subdivision and several others, including Mr.
Borries of this group, expressed the opinion that the highway should be moved further
south to avoid the disruption of residents in the Eastland Estates and Chickasaw subdivisions, it was stressed by the Highway officials that the hearing was not being held
to determine either the need or the location of the highway. Hearings concerning
various route alternatives were held before most of us in Eastland Estates had unknowingly bought our homes there.
Since it appears that the chances for getting the route changed are slim at this
point, we at Eastland Estates are planning to focus our energies and attention toward
-~- · the type of noise barrier which we would prefer in our area.
Noise barriers were a
major topic of discussion at last Wednesday's hearing, involving a slide presentation
of various types of barriers, ranging from steel to concrete to wooden walls up to 30
feet tall. The cost for putting up a barrier in our area was estimated by Highway
officials to range from $760,000.00 to $1.6 million, for a barrier at the shoulder,
and $2 million for a wall at the right-of-way. It was also stated that, due to the
costs, a barrier may be economically unfeasible for our area. Therefore, we proposed
the concept of a buffer zone between the highway and our homes, which would involve
acquiring a strip of additional land, 200 to 300 feet pas.t the proposed right-of-way,
on which evergreen trees would be planted - acting as a natural buffer for the noise.
Equivalent if not superior noise reduction could be obtained in this way at a much
lower cost. It would also be much less expensive to maintain a strip of trees than a
wall, would be much more aesthetically pleasing both to motorists and residents, and
may protect our property values to a certain extent. The buffer zone concept was also

I
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brought up at the hearing by Jim Morley, an engineer here in Evansville, who, as consulting engineer for the Dress Regional Airport project, is putting that concept to
use. A 300 foot buffer zone to separate the relocation of Hwy. 57 from homes in that
area is going to be used, and Hwy. 57 is going to have a lot less traffic than the
I-164 extension will.
I've come to you today to ask you to support us in our efforts to get a buffer
zone established in the Eastland Estates dubdivision, rather than a wall, or nothing
at all. We feel that the more support we can get, the better chance we may have to·
protect our property values and save taxpayer's dollars - by submitting a proposal
to the Indiana Department of Highways for a buffer zone. We are now in the process
of drafting a letter to the state, stating our arguments and supporting evidence for
this concept. which will be signed by as many residents of our subdivision as possible.
All written statements must be received by the Indiana Department of Highways in
Indianapolis by a week from this Wednesday, February 8th, to be included in the
official record. Your support in the form of a letter, or a copy of your minutes endorsing this concept, would be greatly appreciated by all of us. Thank you.
*********

Commissioner Cox said the statement made reference to an additional 200 or 300 feet
that would be necessary in acquiring the right-of-way to complete this buffer zone,
with the evergreen trees ••••• are there homes that would be effected in that 300 feet
and Ms. Rowland said taken from a map of their subdivision, the 200 foot would require
the acquisition of three (3) additional homes, and it looks like the 300 foot would
take another three (3) to·four (4) homes, but we remaining home owners, who would be
living so close to the new highway feel this would be a better alternative.
Commissioner Cox said then you feel it would be financially feasible to purchase these
three (3) or four (4) homes and Ms. Rowland said definitely yes, that the accepted cost,
per receiver, for a ·noise barrier is suppose to be approximately $15,000.00 and there
are about thirty five (35) homes in the front of the subdivision that would be most
effected by the.noise.
President Borries said he feels Ms. Rowland gave a superior presentation and he would
certainly support the request for a buffer zone. ·Anytime you get close to a National
Historical ~rea, such as Angel Mounds, it is a real buzz word to federal planners and
they always seems to move aside and it is a real tragegy in terms of having the luxury
of open space out there and not being able to use a more suitable corridor then to have
to take peoples homes. He does support the concept of the new highway and he believes
EUTS has conducted extensive studies and U.S. 41 has such a devastating record that we
need transportation improvement. He will also contact Congressman McClouskey•s office
and try to find someone at the federal level who could perhaps again review what could
be done near the Angel Mounds site, because he still isn't sure that it is all property
of Angel Mounds, that it certainly doesn't seem to be used, or at least a certain
portion of it isn't, on the western fringe. He finds the aspect of concrete walls
absolutely appalling and if we are going to have to take houses then lets take a few
more of them instead of constructing a concrete wall.
Commissioner Cox said she would be more than happy to support the concept of a buffer
zone.
Commissioner Willner sai.d he isn't sure he could support a recommendation, but he could
certainly support a letter asking the state to look at alternatives, because he has not
seen the recommendation and how it fits in, but he would be willing to ask the State
Highway to look at the feasibility of this.
Commissioner Cox asked if the state has agreed to a noise barrier, that she thought
they would have to do that. and President Borries said he believes they do not have to.
Mr. David Gerard, Director of Urban Transportation was present and stated that he has
been told that the State of Indiana has never built any noise barriers •••. anywhere, and
he believes they fully intented not do do anything about the noise, however he believes
the comments from the people that live out there and also support from the County
Commissioners, that something will have to be done .•.. and should be. We should also
remember that this area is probably the fastest growing area in the. entire county of
Vanderburgh, without a doubt, so by the time this highway is completed there will be
a much higher amount of receivers that will be affected, thus making it much more cost
effective.

,/
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Commissioner Willner moved the Commissioners draft a letter and forward it to the
State Highway Department and perhaps to the Federal Agency involved and to the
particular Architects on that portion of highway, asking them to reiterate their
plans for a noise barrier and to include trees and earthening noise barriers.
Ms. Rowland said earthen barriers would be totally different than a buffer strip and
Commissioner Willner said yes, but they are much more attractive than concrete. Ms.
Rowland said they are asking for a buffer strip to make more space away from the highway, for the homes and Commissioner Willner said in that buffer strip you can do landscaping, in otherwords he is saying the state can study the complete concept of noise
barriers, including earthen and trees, besides the concrete walls, which is out of the
do 11 ar figure.

I

President Berries said could we indicate in the letter what we would support ... that
being the buffer zone concept and Commissioner Willner said .•.• earthen and landscaping.
President Borries asked Mrs.· Cox if she finds this agreeable and she replied she does
not think that is very strong because you can study things to death and we have a person here (Ms. Rowland) who has presented a good plan and earthen barriers could very
well be a mound of dirt, similar to a levee, and she does not think this would be very
attractive either and also, she does not think the state is going to do very much more
studying, that she thinks they are going to look to us for some very strong direction
and the backing we have to offer and she doesn't know of anything that would fit in out
there any better than a buffer zone that she too finds the concrete walls absolutely
unacceptable and she cannot second Mr. Willner's motion if it includes all the other
alternatives in it, other than the buffer zone concept, as requested by~s. Rowland,
because the word "Earthen 11 bothers her.

,/

President Borries asked if the motion could be amended to say we support the buffer
zone concept of 200 1 to 300', with trees planted to insure adequate protection from
the noise.
Commissioner Willner said yes, if that is what you want, but you will not get the noise
barrier that you are planning on and he believes you are making a mistake.
President Berries asked Mr. Gerard if we have to specify exactly what wewant and he
replied Ms. Rowland is requesting a buffer zone that will provide equivale-nt or better
. noise reduction capabilites as the wall itself, without specifying wheth€r it is an
embankment or plants, per se, just that it provides equal or better noise reduction.

I

Commissioner Cox said that, to her, would be a very good motion.
Commissioner Willner said he would amend his motion to say 11 the buffer zone concept 11
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

COUNTY ATTORNEY .... DAVID JONES

Investment Resolution: Mr. Jones submitted the following Resolution for the County
Commissioners review and consideration, in regards to county funds.
INVESTMENT RESOLUTION, JANUARY, 1984
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
VANDERBURGH COUNTY
WHEREAS, the Board of County Commissioners of Vanderburgh County (the 11 Board 11 )
p~rsuant to.Indiana.Code 5-13-1-1 et seq. {Acts 1975, P.h. 44, 81, p. 222) is vested
w1th author1ty to d1rect the County Treasurer to invest county funds under the control
of the Board pending distribution to units of government; and,
WHEREAS, the Board desires to provide flexibility in meeting the financial obligations and budgetary considerations of the County while maintaining a maximum interest
yield on invested County funds:
NOW; THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, BY THE BOARD:
1. THAT the prior resolutions of this Board concerning investment of County
funds are expressly repealed to the extent that they may be in conflict with anything
contained herein.
2. THAT the Vanderburgh County Treasurer is hereby authorized and directed to
invest the maximum amount of tax collections and individual County funds which are not
otherwise governed by Federa1 or State statute which in the judgment and discretion of

I
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Resolution Continued:

I

the County Treasurer are not needed by units of local government in such amounts and
upon such terms as will at all times maximize the amount of interest to be earned
upon such invested funds.
3. The Vanderburgh County Treasurer shall report to the Board of County Commissioners at the first regular meeting of the Board of County Commissioners of each
month the amount invested, the term of each investment, the rate of interest, due
date and amount of interest to be earned for each investment and such other information pertaining to investment of County funds as may be requested by the County
Commissioners.
4. Until further instructed by this Board, the County Treasurer is directed to
place all interest monies earned from investment of County funds into the County
General Fund until the sum of One Million One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,100,000.00)
has been realized and deposited into such fund in the year 1984, or as otherwise directed by the Board.
**********
Commissioner Willner moved the Resolution be approved.
motion. So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the

Intergovernmental Agreement on Dog Pound: Mr. Jones submitted the following intergovernmental agreement between the City and County with respect to the Dog Pound.
INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT
THIS INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT made and entered into this
day of
,
1984, by and between Vanderburgh County, Indiana, (''COUNTY and the City of Evansville,
Indiana ( CITY
WHEREAS, the City and County jointly contribute to the funding.and operation of
a dog pound in conjunction with. the Evansville-Vanderburgh Board of Health; and,
WHEREAS, the County's current contribution to the dog pound includes two (2)
employees funded from the County's general fund and one (1} turck funded from the
County's general fund; and
WHEREAS, all other dog pound personnel are City employees and the City makes
available one (1) truck funded from the City's general fund; and,
. WHEREAS, the City and County have determined that the present arrangement creates
problems in administration and budgetary functions; and
WHEREAS, the City and County mutually desire to change the present method of
allocating the County's contribution to the joint operation of the dog pound;
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the mutual covenants herein
contained, the parties do enter into this intergovernmental agreement as authorized
by Acts of the Indiana General Assembly of 1980, P.L. 211 §1, upon the following terms
and conditions:
11

11
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1. DURATION: The term of this intergovernmental agreement is for a period of
two (2) years and shall be automatically renewed for a period of two (2) years, unless either party gives the other party written notice of its intent to terminate this
agreement. Written notice of termination must be received by the other party no later
than two (2) months before the expiration or termination. ·
2. PURPOSE: The purpose of this agreement is to provide for a change in the method
of allocation of the County's Contribution to the joint City-County operation of the
dog pound.

I

3. PERSONNEL: The County currently contributes two (2) county employees to the dog
pound operation and the City contributes the remaining employees. Each governmental
unit includes the salary and all benefits, including Social Security, PERF, uniform
rental, clothing allowance and health and life insurance as those amounts are reflected
in the City or Co1111ty budget· book, for its respective employees within its own budget.
Commencing with the 1984 budget year and each year thereafter until changed by
the parties hereto, the County's contribution to the joint operation of the dog pound
shall be the transfer to the City a sum of money equal to the salary and related employees benefits as defined above of two (2) dog pound employees as mutually approved
and budgeted by the City and County. Thereafter none of the employees of the dog pound
will be deemed County employees. The two (2) dog pound employee positions funded from
the contribution of the County shall be considered City employees for all employment
purposes.

/
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Agreement Continued:
Further, commencing with the 1984 budget year and each year thereafter until
changed by the parties hereto, the City shall hire a~ secretary for the dog pound~
The starting salary of said secretary shall be Seven Thousand Four Hundred Sixty-one
Dollars ($7,461.00) plus all benefits as defined above. After budget year 1984, the
secretary•s salary shall be the same as stated in the budget as passed by the City
Council. The County shall contribute in addition to the amount determined in the
paragraph above fifty percent (50%) of the salary and fringe benefits for said secretary by transferring to the City that sum of money. The payment shall be made by
the County to the City on or before March 1, 1984 and on or before January 1, of each
year thereafter in order that the City shall have the funds on hand to make the payments provided for in this agreement.

I
.

4. VEHICLE: The County currently contributes one (1} vehicle to the dog pound
operation and is responsible for the funding of repairs, gasoline and oil and insurance for that vehicle.. Commencing with the budget year 1984 and each year thereafter
until changed by the parties· hereto, the parties shall continue to supply the vehicles
as described above and be responsible for funding the repairs, gasoline and oil and
insurance on same.
5. AMENDMENT: This agreement may be amended in total or in any part without
affecting any other part of this agreement upon written amendment of the parties hereto.
6.

EFFECTIVE DATE: This agreement shall be effective as of January 1, 1984.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto set their hands the day and year
above written.

**********
Attorney Jones very briefly went over the contents of the above Agreement .and submitted
it for the Commissioners consideration at this time.
Commissioner Willner moved the Agreement be approved.
motion. So ordered.

Commissioner Cox .seconded the

Ordinance on Public Records:
Attorney Jones said in regards to the Ordinance Regu~ ·
lating Inspection and Copying of Public Records, he has received some ad~~nced comments
from several of the abstracters with respect to this Ordinance and he would say the
comments made were very valid. This Ordinance is basically designed to .provide the
mechanism in accordance with the new statute that has recently been put into effect to
make uniform procedures throughout this.building for the public to come in and get
records, to know what is open to the public and how they can obtain copies of same. It
also provides guidance to the employees so they will know what they can give out and
what they cannot. It also provides the ability for each office to recoop the
cost of these copies that are requested One word in this entire Ordinance does make
it appear that it could change what he believes is the intended effect and that is the
word shall as it appears in Section 2. Request for Inspection or Copying. He said
the manner of doing business now, for instance in the Recorders Office, if this Ordinance were to be passed and literally construed would require the abstracters fill out
a written application and pay a fee for every single document they lay hands on ••• and
this was not the intent. The Commissioners cannot, by law, interfer with the operation
of the office of each of the elected officials and this wasn•t his intent when he drafted the Ordinance, that it was simply to carry out what the Legislature put in place and
in effect set the table for each office to give them a standard, uniform way of providIt would be his recommendation that the Commissioners allow him to change
ing records.
·>< the word 11 Shall 11 to the word 11 may 11 • ·However, with respect to the Sheriff's office, he
believes the Sheriff does want to have the people fill out a request application, that
they handle very sensitive information. There also is no attempt in this Ordinance to
set a uniform fee, that it should be left up to the officeholder since it costs different amounts of monies to operate different copying machines.
11

I
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Commissioner Cox said she understood that there was a Memo drafted by Mr. Jones that
was to go to all officeholders and she wondered if that was done and Mr. Jones said the
memo he drafted along with the Ordinance is to go to each officeholder after the Ordinance is approved.
Commissioner Willner moved that the Ordinance be taken under advisement for a period of
one (1) month, as requested by the Abstracters. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.
So ordered.

I
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Proposed Settlement Agreement in Jail Class Action Suit: Attorney Jones said he has
mailed each of the Commissioners a copy of the proposed settlement agreement in the
Vanderburgh County Jail Inmate vs. James DeGroote et al, in the Class Action Jail suit
and he has with him today the proposed settlement of the complete settlement agreement.
He asked each, the Commissioners, the Sheriff and tne County Council, approximately
two (2) weeks ago to please advise him of any comments, questions or changes or objections concerning the settlement and to date he has heard none. He originally indicated he would ask for a closed door Executive Session, but since he has heard no
comments he does not know that we should have to have the Executive Session. Mark
Owen has advised him that the County Council will consider the settlement. This
settlement required some additional Deputies and the County Council has already put
these deputies in place, in fact, they are presently undergoing training at the
academy in Indianapolis. The balance of it would be the construction phase which is
being funded by the Marshal Service. He said there is nothing in the agreement that
requires additional expenditures of monies, in fact, he knows of nothing in the agreement that the Commissioners do not already know about. He has the original signature
page with him and he will assure the Commissioners before it gets attached to the
Agreement that he will screen the balance of it.
Commissioner Willner asked Attorney Jones if the Building Authority has already signed
the contractor's contract and he said he believes yes.
Sheriff Shepard said he attended the Building Authority's meeting last week at which
time they did award the contract to Dei:g Brothers and we are to meeting with Deig sometime this week to set up a starting date and weather permitting it should be completed
in one hundred twenty (120) days.
Attorney Jones submitted the following letter directed to him from the U.S. Department
of Justice, United States Marshals Service, dated January 19, 1984.
Dear Mr. Jones,

I

This is in response to your letter of January 8, 1984, along with six {6) bid
tabulations, concerning the need for an additional $10,000.00 for the Vanderburgh County
Ja41 Improvement Project (CAP 05-28-83).
I have reviewed the bids and noted that the lowest bid exceeds the $250,000 CAP
amount by $9,802.00. In view of the needs of Vanderburgh County and the United States
Marshals Service, I find the request to be justified and therefore have approved a
modification to the existing Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) to raise the level of
funding from -$250,000.00 to $260,0QO.OO. A formal modification to the CAP will be
forthcoming within the next few days.
In order to avoid further delay, you may proceed with the award so that the project can get underway as soon as possible.

cc Ralph Morgan
United States Marsha 1 .
Southern District of Indiana

Sincerely,
Joseph B. Enders, Chief
Prisoner Support Division

**********
Letter ordered recei·ved and filed, with a copy to be sent to Attorney Jones.

I

Commissioner Cox moved the Settlement Agreement be signed.
ed the motion. So ordered.
RE:

Commissioner Willner second-

DAVID GERARD ...•• EUTS

David Gerard, Director of Evansville Urban Transportation Study was present and submitted the following information for the Commissioner's review.
FY'85 Federal Aid Funds
1.

Federal Aid Urban
Approximately $800,000 - $1,000,000 available for the Indiana portion of
the Urbanized Area

,/
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2. Minimum Allocation
A.

Evansville:

$ 200,000

B.

Vanderburgh County:
Warrick County:
Town of Newburgh:

$2,000,000
$2,000,000
$2,000,000

I

**********
FY'l985 Projects ••.• Vanderburgh County
Project

Phase*

Estimated Federal Share · Local Share
Total Cost
$2,156,521
$304,704
$2,875,362

Funding
Source**

Covert Avenue Extension

CN

Fulton Avenue Bridge

CN

$2,210,000

$1,768.000

$442,000***

BR

St. Joseph/ Schenk

CN

$ 260,000

$ 195,000

$ 65,000

RS

St. Joseph/Meier

CN

$ 270,000

$ 202,500

$ 67,500

RS

MA

*PE - Preliminary Engineering
RW - Right-of-Way
CN - Construction
**FAU - Federal Aid Urban
MA - Minimum Allocation
BR - Bridge Replacement
RRP - Railroad Protection
RS - Rural Secondary
*** - Vanderburgh County's portion of the Local Share to finance the bridge would be
$280,000.00
**********
Mr. Gerard said on February 15th. the applications for federal funds for our road projects, city and county, are due, to the Indiana Department·of Highways.and in preparation of that he would like to give the Board a little information today~d come back
next week with all the proper forn~ to be signed. He said most of our rnad projects
are built with Federal Aid Urban, such as Lynch Road Extension, Green River Road widening and also Covert Avenue Extension and in the coming fiscal year there is about $3.5
million dollars in Federal Aid Urban available and there are about seven (7) other
cities we must compete with to get these funds. In this current fiscal year we got
about one third of what was available in Federal Aid Urban funds. He said the minimum
allocation funds was really a new catagory of monies that became available last year
and that really refers to the stipulation that every state would receive 85¢ on the
$1.00 that was paid in taxes and the transportation coordinating board, in reviewing
the money that is coming in to the state, made the decision that during the four (4)
year life of the bill, every local public agency, and the four (4) of them that are in
our area are listed, will receive $2 million dollars. He is showing the city of
Evansville as having approximately $200,000.00 left and that is because of the First
Avenue widening project, that it is being paid for with their (City's) minimum alloca.tion money. We received about $1 million dollars worth of Federal Aid Urban funds and
that will go to the Burkhardt Road project. There are two (2) other catagories of funds
and he is sure the Commissioners are aware of the Rural Secondary catagory, which is
75% federal and 25% local. The county does .have some rural secondary project, that part
·of the Lynch Road Extension is a rural secondary catagory. The.other funding catagory
we hope to use in the upcoming fiscal year is called Bridge Replacement Funds, which
is 80% federal and 20% local. In the past Vanderburgh County has not had any bridges
that were bad enough to be funded with these monies,.however, we believe the Fulton
Avenue bridge will come in under this catagory, therefore he is recommending we go ahead
and apply for it, at which he recommends the estimated cost of $2,210,000.00, and this
came from both the County Surveyor's office as well as the City Engineer's office. His
report shows that Vanderburgh County's portion of the local share to finance the bridge
will be approximately $280,000.00.
Mr. Gerard said there are other projects that the Commissioners may want on this list
he has submitted and there may be some on the list that the Commissioners do not want
on it, he merely wanted the Board to see this to give thought to it and then he will
have applications for signatures next week, but between now and then if the Commissioners have any changes he can be contacted.
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He would like to say, to clear up any confusion, that the Fulton Avenue is not shown
in the Transportation Improvement Program as being funded with federal funds at this
time~ that it is shown 100% local funds, just as the First Avenue bridge is, so this
will enable us to get federal participation on that project.
Commissioner Cox said in the reports the Commissioners have received in respect to the
Maryland Street Bridge is that it is deteriorating and needs to be replaced and we also
recently received, from the Indiana State Department of Highways, a proposal for a new
bridge concerned with the Morgan Avenue improvement, which was quite a bit higher than
originally thought so would there be a chance in asking for federal participation money
for the Maryland Street project also, so then some of the bridge money would be freed
up to use, as necessary, on Morgan Avenue, because she foresees us having to come up
with a quarter of a million dollars in bridge funds to actually construct the type of
bridge we need for that area, for the traffic it will be carrying.

I

Mr. Gerard said he previously supplied the Commissioners with a list of the rating of
that particular bridge and off hand he does not recall what it is, however, he will be
happy to check and see how close it is to the cut-off.
President Berries asked if the pool of funds available on these rural secondaries is
still available to us and Mr. Gerard said substantially.
RE:

I .

I

I

KIM BITZ .••• VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM

Mr. Bitz submitted copies of the Auditorium Rental Rate Calssifications to each Board
member, for their review and recommendations at a later meeting. He also supplied each
one with a copy of last years (1983) rates.
Mr. Bitz supplied each of the Commissioners with a letter from John S. Wright of Technical Directions, Inc. which is comments concerning their site visit to the Auditorium on
October 28, 1983. He would ask that the Commissioners take all the documents just
submitted under advisement and the Task Force will also receive copies of same, for
their review.
·Proposal from Ad-Craft for Outside Sign: Mr. Bitz said when the task force started
meeting several months ago there were many things put on the Wish List" which had to
be set aside to make way for immediate improvements to the Auditorium. One of the
things on that list was an outdoor marquee and the possi.bility of that has become a
reality and at this time he would like to introduce Mr. Arnold Bosse, who is a &ales
representative of Ad-Craft, with his firms proposal for the purchase, installation
and maintenance of an outdoor identification sign and message center for the Vanderburgh Auditorium.
11

Mr. Bosse said his company is proposing a new electronic message center and identification sign at the corner of Seventh Street and Walnut Street. This system would be
controlled completely by a computer which would be located in the Auditorium's manager's
office and operated by the manager or authorized staff. They would put this system in
at no cost to the Auditorium for a period of nine {9) years and during this period they
would recover their cost from the permanent ad panels, which he pointed out to the
Commissioners on a large pi.cture of the marquee, which he had with him. He also pointed
out that at the top of the sign there would be an aluminated portion that would remain
on anytime the bottom portion was on. This system is a 16X80 metric system and is
similar to the one at the Stadium (the one inside and the one outside) They would carry
all the insurance on it, which in this instance he believes is a $5 million liability
and they also supply the insurance in the event the unit is destroyed and for some
reason they were not able to restore it, they would have insurance to replace it. The
advertisers would get six (6) minutes each, per hour, on the metric system, so that
leaves the county 36 minutes out of every hour whereby you could either sell the advertising or promote the events in the Auditorium. They would also remove the old existing
marquee and dispose of it anyway the Commissioners desire. Their proposal also includes
all the electric cable that will be run between the marquee and the managers office. He
explained what materials all of the marquee would be made of and said the only steel you
would see would be the columns that would be holding it up. They agree to take care of
all maintenance for the full nine (9) year period, including all the light bulbs. The
only one thing they do not take care of is the electric bill received monthly from
SIGECO. He said in the event they do not have the four (4) sponsors, that is too bad
for them, because that is the only way they will receive any money from this marquee.
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Commissioner Willner said he has heard the fiqure of approximately $5,000.00 per year
for electricity for such a sign and Mr. Bitz replied about $500.00 per month.
Mr. Bosse said he would have to disagree with that cost, that he believes, because of
the amount of bulbs and the bulb sizes, he would say the utility bill would run closer
to between $250.00 and $300.00 per month. for its operation, however, he would think
enough time caul d be sold to pay for the utility costs.
Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Bosse if he knows the experience of the Stadium, that
is, have they sold any time on theirs and he replied that he hates to·acknowledge it
but that have never sold one (1) ad on theirs, but it is there for the selling.

I

President Borries asked if the Stadium ran their marquee 24 hours a day and Mr. Bosse
said he would estimate it to be more like 12 to 14 hours per day ••• that is, the outside
one.
Commissioner Cox asked the size of this sign they are proposing for the Auditorium and
Mr. Bosse said it is 20 high and 18 wide. She then asked what happens to the marquee
after the nine (9) years is up and Mr. Bosse said it then belongs to the county to take
over everything on, that they will do it only for the first nine {9) years.
1

1

Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Bosse if we would be allowed to keep the existing sign
where it presently is and he replied yes, that it would make them no difference whatsoever. Commissioner Willner said he can see some of the larger events wanting promotion
on the big marquee, but other smaller events may want to remain on the smaller existing
sign ..•. free of charge.
President Borries thanked Mr. Bosse for his presentation today and info~d him the
Board would take the proposal under consideration for a brief period of time.
Commissioner Willner said prior to the Commissioners making a decision on the Ad-Craft
proposal he would like for Mr. Bitz to check with other such companies'and see if they
would like to make a proposal.

Jll

Commissioner Cox said she could not see where any other proposal could"<fue more attractivJIII
than the one just presented to us, but she understands Mr. Willner 1 s connerns.
Discussion of Acoustics:. Mr. Bitz reported that the basic problems wi-th the Vanderburgh Auditorium room acoustic cannot be solved architecturally. The basic fan shape
configuration coupled with the low ceiling height creates a problem that cannot be
solved without drastically changing the geometry of the space such as by raising the
roof, etc. However, it is our opinion that for a much more modest cost an ElectroAcoustic solution can be implemented with better results than even physical changes to
the space and their cost estimate for that system is $100,000.00. He would also inform
·the Commissioners that the Philharmonic is researching writing a grant for possible payment for the installation of this system. He said ignoring its acoustic shortcomings
the VanQerburgh Auditorium is a comfortable, adequately equiped multi-purpose space.
RE:

··--·>.:-.'-''

MARK TULEY .•. BURDETTE PARK

Invitational Bids on Tractor Mower for Burdette: Mr. Tuley said dur.tng budget session
he discussed the possibilities of upgrading their grounds equipment. They have a
tractor out there that they have had a lot of maintenance problems with, as the
Commisisoners are aware of. At this time he would submit two (2) bids to the Board
for consideration at this time. The bids were .as follows:
Hendrickson Enterprise, Inc •.•.• Boonville, Indiana
1984 Ford Model 1100 Diesel
Manual Transmission 5 Speed
Undermounted Mower 48 11
Roll Bar and Seat Belts

FLEET PRICE

I
$6,400.00

Less trade in of YAZOO 48 Riding Mower
11
11
11
78 SATOH BEAVER Riding Mower

$ 325.00
$1,400.00

Making Difference

$4,670.00

11

Above prices does not include tax, tax exemption must be furnished

71,
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Farmers Equipment Company, Inc .... Evansville, Indiana

I

1110 Ford Diesel Tractor
10 X 2 Transmission
Roll Bar
Turf Tires (*Tractor Tires)
Freight and set-up

$5,905.00
149.00
275.00

$6,329.00

915 Ford 48 mid mounted mower
Freight and set-up

$1,208.00
175.00

$1,383.00

11

$7,712.00

Total New List
Trade in
Satoh Beaver
Woods RM48
Yazoo Rider #33BS60

- $3,237.00
Difference

*

$4,475.00
115.00
$4,360.00

'.

********
Mr. Tuley said in 1982 they purchased a Ford and they are very pleased with it, therefore he would recommend the bid be awarded to Farmers Equipment.
Commissioner Willner said he has a hard time comparing the bids and Mr. Tuley said they
are suppose to be the same tractor.
Commissioner Cox asked if the prices included delivery and Mr.

I

T~ley

replied yes.

Commissioner Willner moved the. tractor mower bid be awarded to Farmers Equipment, Inc.
in the amount of $4,360.00. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion .. So ordered.
Request From Big Ben Council of Boy Scouts: Mr. Tuley reported over the past week end
they had the Big Ben Council of Boy Scouts at the park for their winter olympics, that
about 400 scouts turned out and they .had a very enjoyable time with no problems whatsoever. They are now looking for a spot to have their Scout-0-Rama during the 19, 20 and
21 of May, which is the week-end before Memorial Day and for that event we would be
talking about some 2700 scouts plus leaders and counselors. He would want the Commissioners to know they want total control of the park for those three days, that is to
say, the entire park would be closed to the public, cabins included. He personally believes this would be a way to get a lot of people to the park that have not visited it
for years, or perhaps never, because the Scouts do sell tickets to this event.
Commissioner Cox said what about clean-up and Mr. Tuley said he sees no problem with
the Scouts, that any messes would probably come from persons attending the event.
Mrs. Cox said it would have to be made very clear that the park would have to be cleaned
and left in the same condition that it was when the event started and Mr. Tuley wholeheartedly agreed, as did the other two (2) Commissioners.
·

c·~,,.
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President Borries asked what the Scouts would be paying us for the use of the park and
Mr. Tuley said a very minimal fee •••••• $350.00, but he personally believes this is very
good community relations, that it leaves a good taste to the public for us to be a part
of this event and it is the Scouts. way of raising funds.
·
··
President Borries said at this point do we have any cabins rented that we would have to
cancel and Mr. Tuley said no •••• nothing.
Commissioner Cox said she has no problem with allowing this, that these kids are all
local kids and their parents also pay park taxes and this would be rather off season,
so she could vote for it.
Commissioner Cox moved the request be granted.
So ordered.

Commissioner Willner seconded the motion.

1(.
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BILL BETHEL .•.. COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly absentee report of the employees at the county garage for the period of January 23, thru 27, 1984 ... report received
and filed.
Weekly Work Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly work report of the employees at
the county garage for the period of January 23 thru 27, 1984 ..• received and filed.
Attached to the work report was the following work schedule for the same period of time.

I

Snow Removal:
Trash Crew:

Seven {7) trucks- Monday and Tuesday
Lynn Road, South Weinbach, River Road, Harmony Way, Middle Mt. Vernon
and Boehne Camp Road.
Cutting Bleeders: Union, Scott, Knight, Perry and German Townships.
Grader:
Wendell Street and Swope Road
Patch:
Mill Road, Hogue Road, Baseline Road, Old Petersburg Road and Upper
Mt. Vernon Road.
Tree Crew:
Diefenbach and Mann Road.
Cleaned Equipment and Grounds.
**********
RE:

BOB BRENNER .... COUNTY SURVEYOR

Weekly Bridge and Guardrail .Report: Mr. Brenner submitted the weekly bridge and
guardrail report of the bridge crew for the period of January 23 thru 27, 1984 .•. repor~
recieved and filed.
Mr. Brenner said the Commissioners can see from the report that the crew spent the entire
week on Bender Road cutting down and burning trees and removing railroad tracks and ties.
He said they will start removing dirt this week and his crew will be there for the rest
of the winter, removing the two {2) ·railroad underpasses.

I

Bridge at Hogue Road and Vanness Avenue: Mr. Brenner said there is a br.i..dge at Hogue
Road and Vanness that he would like for the Commissioners to all take a look it, that
it was covered with cold mix approximately two (2) years ago a~d within the past two
(2) weeks it has absolutely disintegrated and he would like to use this ;cme as an example
that we ought not put cold mix on top of bridges and we need to scrape it completely off
and put hot mix on it when the weather permits. A contractor did all the work out there
except for the paving of the bridge and we {the County) put the cold mix on it.
Informal Bids for Aerial Surveys: Mr. Brenner said we appropriated $5,000.00 to do an
aerial survey of the north KentuckY bridge and he received two (2) proposals. A flying
firm from Indianapolis bid $4,600.00 and Accu-Air from Seymour said they would do it for
$2,250.00 and after discussing this with the company and .the fact they would like our
business in the future they agreed to survey the Mill Road railroad overpass at no
additional charge, so he instructed them to start on it.
Commissioner Cox said she received some calls from interested citizens wanting to know
what the little orange flags were doing out in that area and she told them that was
probably what they were for.
Commissioner Cox .asked Mr. Brenner how many bridge crews he has and he replied only one
(1) which consists of One (1) supervisor and five (5) crew workers.
.
,
Commissioner Willner asked if anything further has occurred concerning the abandoning of
the bridge at the end of Mill Road and Mr. Brenner said all data was turned over to
County Attorney, David Miller, who was to handle it from then.
Request to Clean Culvert on Bosse Avenue:.
Mr. Roedel, resident of the 900 block of
South Bosse Avenue was present and stated he has been trying to get a culvert cleaned
out there for several years now and he has always been told its the. city and the city
tells him its the countys.
President Berries asked him if this is within the city limits and Mr. Roedel replied
yes it is.and last year he spent something like $8,000.00 to have the upper part of
the ditch cleaned and when he got to the culvert, that wasn't his responsibility, plus
the fact he would be tresspassing on city property.

I
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Mr. Roedel said the ditch is still closed~ that he would estimate it to be about 10%
open, that 90% is closed. He said if we ever have a very heavy rainfall in an hour
or two, there would be many homes in that area with water in them. He said this culvert
was installed in the 30 1 S and is 5 1 in diameter. He has been told they don 1 t have the
men and equipment to do the job but one (1) man with a shovel and a wheelbarrow could
do it in a days time.

I

Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Roedel if the city has been advised of this problem
and 1 he replied he has discussed it with Mrs. Cox, Kenneth Palmer and another gentleman
who S name he did not give and as far as he knows no one has ever been out to look at
it.
Mr. Brenner said there is good reason why this is not cleaned out by the county crew,
that being it is in the city and it is city storm drainage, that.when they annexed a
section of the city that was one of the things they assumed responsibility for. We
do their bridges but we stay away from anything under 20 1 , because that becomes a culvert. There are literally thousand culverts inside the city and if we start doing them
we will have to continue and if the county will do them he is sure the city would let
us. The city has funds to clean out legal storm drains and the county does not. The
Department of Public Works is the correct department to handle this matter.
Commissioner Cox 1 asked Mr. Roedel how long he would .~stimate that culvert to be and he
replied about 35 long. She said when she reads what the Cumulative Bridge fund monies
can be used for, that we use it to replace culverts not even this size out in the county
but the majority of the Cumulative Bridge fund monies come from city people.
Mr. Brenner said yes and we spend the majority of the money in the city too.
Commissioner Cox and President Borries both told Mr. Roedel that they would personally
contact Mr. John Vezzoso and see if they could get this cleaned out, and they thanked
him for appearing today.
RE:

I

ANDY EASLEY .... COUNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER

Burkhardt Road Widening Project: Mr. Easley said last week he was asked to contact Mr.
Ken Hansen and ask for a clarification on the $250.00 per parcel fee for negotiating
for the purchase of right-of-way for the Burkhardt Road Project. At this time he would
like to submit the following letter, for the record, dated January 27, 1984.
Dear Commissioners:

Re:

Burkhardt Road Widening Project

Pursuant to the above, my letter of January 13, 1984 and a request by Mr. Andy
Easley, I am submitting the following information:
1. To date I have been given Twenty-Six (26) parcels to acquire at a fee of Two
Hundred Fifty Dollars ($250.00) per parcel. My total estimated fee would be Six
Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($6,500.00).
2. In addition to temporary construction easement most of the parcels now have
additional right-of-ways to be purchased. This was determined only after my meeting
with several property owners. It will now be necessary for me to recontact several
property owners that have already signed the temporary construction agreement to
negotiate for the additional right-of-way which is needed.
I trust the information in this letter is acceptable.

I

Sincerely,
CITIZENS REALTY AND INSURANCE INC.
Kenneth F. Hansen
**********
Commissioner Cox said she too spoke with Mr. Hansen and he in.formed her that it didn•t
matter if the damages were $7.00 or $700.00, that the paper work involved takes the
same amount of time to do either one, therefore, she now understands it much better.
Mr. Jim Morley was present and said in regards to the additional right-of-way that Mr.
Hansen spoke of in his letter. that when Mr. Hansen approached a Ms. Herdink and a Mr.
Holder on their property, they indicated they would not sign the temporary right-ofway for the drive because we had it down at 30 1 and that footage does not apply to their
property and in going back and reviewing this we found them to be correct, that the older
parcels on the west side of the road had never had the 15 1 added, so the map they took

/
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this from in the City Engineer's office is wrong, so there are about eight (8) or
ten (10) pieces of 15' strips of right-of-way that will have to be added and he would
estimate this to be about $3,500.00 worth .••. so it will be necessary for us to go back
and acquire these additions. If its not on the deed at 30' then we only have 15', from
the original opening in 1869, therefore he would recommend approval of the additional
right-of-way, that they need to be given to Vic Funke to get the appraisals on.
Mr. Easley asked if there is any possibility we could have overlooked a conveyance that
would show up in an abstract search and Mr. Morley said he had Hoosier Abstract help
him with this and they concur with him.

·I

Mr. Morley said there is also the question of the three (3) parcels he has been holding, on the Durchholz and Lemmon property, north oh Hirsch, and he would now request
the Commissioners release those three (3) parcels for Ken Hansen, subject to County
Attorney Miller's okay, that Mr. Miller was to get with him this past week in regards
to the Hirsch settlement and he has not heard from him, to date. We really need to be
approaching these people, which are parcels #23, 24 and 25.
·
Commissioner Willner moved the following three (3) parcels be released for Mr. Ken
Hansen, subject to Mr. Miller's approval. and that Citizens be paid $250.00 for each
parcel they negotiate to purchase right-of-way on.
1. Lennon, Margaret J ••.••••••••••••••. $700.00
2. Albert and Mary Catherine Durchholz
&Mildred Durchholz ••••.•••..••.•••. $759.06
3. Floyd and Marga ret Lemmon .•••••••••• $ 45. 57
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

So ordered.

Mr. Morley said in regards to the extra right-of-way that is going .to have to be
purchased, that was discussed earlier, is there to be an additional charge by Citizens
for going back and getting these, that there should not be, that it will involve another
trip out there and it is from the same peop1e who have already signed ri,yht-of-ways and
Commissioner Cox said it is $250.00 per parcel, so she would not think s.o either.
·Letter From Indiana Bell on Equipment
on Green River and Miller.sburgh
Roads:·
.
. Located
.
.
.
...
.

1

Mr~ Easley submitted the following letter he·recieved from Indiana Bell .coocerning a

faci 1ity box at the corner of Green River Road and Millersburg Road, whi·:ch has been
topic of discussion for several.months. The letter was dated January 23, 1984.

Dear Sir:
This letter is to advise you that your request to relocate. our equipment cabinet
located in private easement on the northeast corner of Green River and Millersburg Roads
will be done but cannot be started until the ground dries out sufficiently to support
heavy machinery.
If you have any questions, feel free to contact me.
Yours turly,
K.R. Peters
Manager-Engineering DSDC
**********
Letter recieved and filed.

\.

~

.

Mr. Easley said they are going to rotate that cabinet 90 degrees.
Commissioner Willner said a copy of this letter is on its way to Mr. Melton, the person
so interested in getting this done, and he would like to thank Mr. Easley for his part
in getting it worked out.
Railroad Switch on Lynch Road: Mr. Easley said he would merely report he is to meet with
the Seaboard Systems railroad tomorrow in regards to the switch on Lynch Road and he
will report back on his findings.

I
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JIM LINDENSCHMIDT .... SUPERINTENDENT'OF COUNTY BUILDINGS

Report on Meeting Concerning County's Phone System: Mr. Lindenschmidt reported he
attended a meeting of the Building Authority's Board on Wednesday, January 25th. because the subject of the new telephone system was on their agenda. The Board accepted
the recommendation of the tenants and rejected all bids and they recommended engaging
the help of Mr. Jim Garden, an expert in tele-communications, from Nashville, to review the bid specifications and make necessary changes. They are trying to redo the
specs, readvertise and have the bids back in a period of two (2) months, and this may
be too short of a period of time, however, they will do it as soon as possible.
Check For Alexander Ambulance Service: Mr. Lindenschmidt said Alexander Ambulance
turned over to the county some accounts that are at least one hundred twenty {120)
days delinquent and he is in the process of mailinq statements to these people. At
this time he would turn over a check from Aetna Insurance Company for Mr. James E.
Montgomery, in the amount of $117.76, for payment of account# VC-381. The check was
sent to Alexander and they forwarded it on to us, since this particular account had
already been turned over to us for payment, and Alexander has already signed it.
Commissioner Willner moved the Commissioners sign the check and deposit it in the
General Fund. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

INVENTORY OF COUNTY PROPERTY IN COMPUTER ROOM

Received and filed and referred to the County Attorney was the following inventory list
submitted for the Computer Room.

I

1 Wooden Desk
4 Chairs
1-2 Drawer Horizontal File
1-2 Drawer Vertical File
2 Woodgrain Tables
2 Woodgrain End Tables
1 IBM-PC
1 Epson 80 Cal Printer
2 8' Bookshelves
1 3' Bookshelve
1 Tape Rack
11 8416 Disk Packs
55 Tape Reels
1 Black Stool
1 Tray Cart and Trays
1 IBM Typewriter
1 Adding Machine
RE:

LETTER FROM CITY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT {TO MR. GIL RUSTON)

President Borries read aloud the following letter sent to Mr. Gil Ruston from the
City Personnel Department, dated January 25, 1984.
Dear Mr. Ruston:
The City of Evansville and Vanderburgh County have agreed to make certain adjustments in the use of office space allocated to each. The proposed changes will
necessitate phone changes and possible changes Within the various offices. Rental
payments to the Building Authority will remain the same for both the City and County
during 1984.

I

Department Heads involved with the moves will contact you concerning specific
need. Should you have any questions concerning this matter, you may contact the City
Controller. Both parties will agree on any final arrangements prior to actual implementation.
Thank you for your assistance.
Leslie Blenner
Controller, City of Evansville
**********

ft.
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President Berries said there is a space for the Commissioners to sign, should we agree
with the moves and he understands the only moves that will effect the County funding
is COG and Purchasing, but that there will be no changes in the rent that we pay to the
Building Authority.
Commissioner Cox said we would be responsible for any telephone switching or new electric outlets installed.
County Councilman Bill Taylor was present and asked that with the Purchasing Department
now moving in with City Personnel, under Mr. Tom Dorsey, does that mean the County's
participation cost goes down, because if they are consolidating the two (2) then our
.participation should go down.

I

President Berries said he believes it will next year.
Commissioner Cox said she sees what Mr. Taylor is saying .•. but we are talking about two
(2) different things, that there is shared costs of space and there is also shared costs
of department operations, such as. salaries, etc. and she believes Mr. Taylor is speaking
of the department operations (he acknowledged that he was) and as far as she knows we
have not yet signed the Intergovernmental Agreement for 1984, for the Purchasing Department.

,/

President Berries said this is a separate.matter therefore he would like to take this
letter under advisement for one (1) week for further clarification.
RE:

LETTER FROM JUDGE MILLER ON COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS ADVISORY BOARD

President Berries said he received a letter from Judge William Miller, in respect to
the Community Corrections Advisory Board, with a copy of the statute attached, and he
indicates to the Commissioners the following names are being submitted fOr the County
Commissioners review as members of the Vanderburgh County Community Corrections Advisory
Board and the appointments. of these individuals are respectfully requested. The names
are as fallows:
John Harl, Chief Probation Officer of Vanderburgh Circuit and Superior.Court.
Raymond Bailey, Principal of Harrison High School.
Scott Danks, Director of the Second Chance Halfway House, Inc.
Robert Spears, Administrator of the Southwest Indiana Mental Health Center, Inc.
Roy Weightman, Ex-offender.
Alan Henson, Director of the Vanderburgh County Work Release Program
Kathy Mann, County Councilperson
Rev. Joseph Trask, Pastor of the Nazarene Baptist Church
Roy L~ Vanderford, Director of Southwest Indiana Manpower Consortium

I

Commissioner Willner moved the above persons be appointed, as recommended by Judge
Miller, to the Community Corrections Advisory Board. Commissioner Cox seconded the
motion.. So ordered.
RE:

CtiAMS

·A claim was submitted for Sperry-Univac in regards to shipping equipment from our
premises to the Sperry headquarters, by a freight carrier, in the amount of $1,949.52.

··-:r•·

President Borries said he understands this would complete any obligations that we would
have to the Sperry-Univac Company and Attorney Jones said no, it would not and he would
recommend this claim be taken under advisement and referred to him, that he knows of no
authority for us to pay it. The claim was given to Mr. Jones. for further review.
A claim was submitted for the Indiana Association of County Commissioners for member-·
ship dues for 1984, in the amount of $550.00.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for Larry Raley for a refund on a duplicate permit, through the
Building Commissioners office, in the amount of $70.00.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

I
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A claim was submitted for A.C. Tilley for:a permit refund for work done at 10,000
Kiddle Mt. Vernon Road, in the amount of $15.00.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

I

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

Two 2 claims were recei!ved for Helfrich Insurance Company,one in the amount of
374.00 and one in the amount of $652.00.
President Berries said the one for $374.00 is for Workmans Compensation Insurance,
and covers work release only.
Mr. Lindenschmidt said both claims are for work release and they were referred to
the Work Release Department for payment and they sent them back to us saying they did
not have the funds ava$.lable to pay them with. and that they have not paid it in the
past.
Attorney Jones said if these were employees of the county it would be different, but
they are not. If we would get thirty (30) or forty (40)work release people, it could
run into the thousands of dollars.
The claims were referred to Jim Lindenschmidt for further clarification next week.
RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ...•. APPOINTMENTS

PROSECUTOR
Susan G. Mattingly (Name Change Only)
RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES .... RELEASES

PROSECUTOR

I

William E. Riat 6615 Kratzville Rd.
David A. Robinson 3034 W. Indiana St.
Susan G. Barrett (Name Change Only)
RE:·

Investigator
Deputy Pros.

$13,600 Yr.
$13,100.Yr.

Eff: 1-27-84
Eff: 1-30-84

CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE

A certificate of insurance was submitted for the Metropolitan Evansville Advertising
Club for an Addy Awards Dinner on Feburary 21, 1984, at the Auditorium.
A certificate of insurance was submitted for the Evansville Alumni Chapter of Kappa
A1pha Psi Fraternity, Inc for club activities at the Auditorium.
A certificate of insurance was submitted for Gehlhausen Brothers, Inc. for a display and
promotion of merchandise show (open to the general public) for a period of Feb. 7, 1984
7:00a.m. to Feb. 20, 1984, at 12:00 p.m., at the Auditorium.
A certificates ordered received and filed.
R£:

OlD BUSINESS TO BE CONSIDERED

Poor Relief Appeal of Ms. Joyce Berry: County Attorney said the poor relief appeal of-.Ms. Joyce Berry is pending before this body, which concerns the burial expenses for·an
infant and he would site the following Indiana Code; pertaining to such things. The··
Code reads as follows:

I

12-2-1-20 DISTRESSED PERSON; TEMPORARY RELIEF; DEATH; FUNERAL EXPENSES
Sec. 20. It shall be the duty of the overseer of the poor, on complaint made to
him that any person within his township is lying sick therein or in distress,
.without frinds or money, so that he or she is likely to suffer, to examine into
the case of said person and grant such temporary relief as may be required. And
if any person shall die in any township who shall not leave money or other means
necessary to defray his or her funeral expenses, it shall be the duty of the overseer of the poor of such township to provide some person to provide for and superintend the burial of such deceased person, the necessary and reasonable expenses
whereof shall be paid by the county auditor upon the order of such overseer, as
are other claims for providing and furnishing poor relief to poor persons as herein provided.

,/
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Mr. Jones said the statute makes clear that it should be paid and it has nothing to do
with the head of the household or anything else. That infant died without any means
and the foster parents are not to be called into play here, that the statute calls for
payment of the burial expense and that is what the township should do.
Commissioner Willner asked if this decision has been conveyed to the Township Trustee
of Knight Township and Mr. Jones said not by him that he learned of this appeal only
today. Mr. Willner said that Attorney Miller was to contact Attorney James Kiely and
discusss this matter with him.
Mr. Jones said he seen the County Commissioners minutes of January 23rd and we do not
want to get into all of that •.• the statute says the township will pay its and it has
to be paid.

I

Mr. Taylor said since this is an appeal before the County Commissioners should this
board not rule one way or another and Mr. Jones said it is not even a question of the
appeal, that the statute says when it is called to the attention of the Trustee, he
is to pay it, in fact, he was to have appointed someone to get the burial .done. He
will be happy to read anyone the law in regards to this.
Commissioner Cox said to clear the Commissioners records she would move the matter of
appeal of Ms. Joyce Berry, upon the advice of County Attorney David Jones, be referred
to Knight Township Trustee for payment of funeral expenses in the amount of $350.00.
Commissioner Willner seconded the motion. So ordered.
Contracts Between Teamsters and County: President Berries said we have concluded
negotiations for the calendar year of 1984 in relation to the proposed ~ontracts between the County and the Teamsters Local 215, concerning employees at the County Highway, Burdette Park and the Auditorium and at this time he would entertain a motion to
approve those three (3) contracts.
Commissioner Cox moved the agreement between the Board of County Commissioners of
Vanderburgh County and Chauffeurs,Teamsters and Helpers Local Union No. 215 in regards
to the Vanderbur·gh County Auditorium .and Convention Center be approved, as negotiated.
Commissioner Willner said he cannot agree with the Agreements as presented, that at .
the. highway department there. are eleven (11) individuals that are getting almost twice
as much as the average approved by the County Council, which is $500.00~ There is one
(1) individual who will receive about three (3) times that amount and be cannot agree
with that. It is his understanding if his figures are correct that the national
average raises this year was 2.6% and the Vanderburgh County Council saw fit to give
everyone. an approximate 4% increase, depending upon what their salary was, and the
Agreement for the Highway Department would make ten (10) employees get a 7% increase
and one (1) person a 14% increase. He does not think that a few should be singled out
and get more monetary raises than others and he believes it leaves a bad taste in the
· other employees mouths and he simply will not go along with it. He would say the only
one (1) of the tree (3) before us today that he will agree to is the one for the
Auditorium. In regards to the Agreement for Burdette Park, there is a stipulation in
it that says the county cannot use the work release program out there and certainly he
cannot agree with that either.
·

I

Commissioner Cox said her motion is to approve the agreement only for the Vanderburgh
County Auditorium and Convention Center. Commissioner Willner said he will second the
motion. Motion carried with the following roll call vote.
Commissioner Cox ••• Yes

Commissioner Willner ••• Yes

President Borries .•• Yes

Commissioner Cox moved the Agreement between the Board of County Commissioners of
Vandderburgh County and Chauffeurs, ·Teamsters .and Helpers :Local Union No. 215, in regar s to Burdette Park be approved, as negotiated.

I

.

President Borries seconded the motion and stated that one of the more interesting and
educational experiences he has had while serving as a County Commissioner has bee·n in
negotiating salaries and Burdette Park has been under some very ob.vious publicity and
scrutiny concerning its budget and there have been some rather severe cuts in this area.
There are people who are presently layed off at the park and every effort is being made
to insure that those employees who are available for recall .and who wish to work will be
afforded that opportunity but unti:l that time exists it is a concern there may be further
cut backs in relation to Burdette Park. He has tried to assure the union employees that
every effort will be made towards a complete call-back.
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At this time President Borries called for a roll call vote. Motion carried with the
following votes.
Commissioner Cox ..• Yes

Commissioner Willner ..• No

President Borries ••• Yes

Commissioner Cox moved the Agreement between the Board of County Commissioners of
Vanderburgh County and Chauffeurs, Teamsters and Helpers Local Union No.215, in regards
to the Vanderburgh County Highway Department be approved~ as negotiated.

I

President Borries seconded the motion.
Commissioner Cox said Mr. Willner has already expressed his feelings in regards to this
Agreement and the salary differentials and she would like to say we are in a unique
situation out there, that we cannot compare our highway workers with all other county
employees, per se, that our funding depends on gas tax monies and mater vehicle highway at the County Garage. All three (3) of us (the Commissioners) intended two (2)
years ago to make some hourly adjustments at the garage and two (2) of the areas we
looked at were the heavy equipment operators and the truck drivers because the differentiation between a truck driver and a laborer was 9¢ per hour. We were not able, due
to the gas tax and mater vehicle funding, to accon~lish all that we requested be done
at that time. We did make an ajustment in the heavy equipment and the mechanics on
last years basis but we had to forego any differentiation for the truck drivers. This
year the council was apprised at budget hearings that we were in negotiations and
wanted to scale the wages a little different, so based on the fact we had talked about
this but was unable to accomplish it and the funding is presently there, we can now do
it to reward the people for a job well done, but also to help the differentiation between the responsibilities that go with the truck driver and the laborer position.
President Borries said in regards to one postion at the Highway, the classification
was changed to Utility/Mechanic and the reason was that this person performs· a considerable amount of mechanical services to the ungoing nature of the small equipment repair at the Garage.

I

County Councilman Bill Taylor said is he to understand this Agreement the Commissioners
are about to sign and the ones already signed, reflect the Council's budgeted percentage of increases and if these such signed agreements are still subject to a Salary
Ordinance change, in other words, these contracts do not reflect a Salary Ordinance
and President Borries said that is correct. Mr. Taylor said so eventhough you are
signing these agreements they are still subject to the Council approving a Salary
Ordinance and President Borries said that is correct.
Commissioner Cox said true, that this is merely an hourly agreement we are approving
today.
President Borries called for a roll call vote at this time. Motion carried with the
following votes.
Commissioner Cox ...• Yes

Commissioner Willner ••• No

President Borries ••• Yes

Mr. Chuck Whobrey, Local 215 representative was present and stated what the Council
did at budget time last July or August was to set the salaries in at the 1983 level,
create a new line item at that time, and put the entire $165,000.00 in that particular
line item, with the understanding we would be in negotiations and working with that
amount of money to reach an agreement.
0' 1~''·
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Mr. Taylor said but it .is still subject to the County Coucnil approving a Salary
Ordinance ·to distribute the $165,000.00 and President Borries said that is correct.
RE:

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

.

President Berries said the only meeting he is aware of is the regular County Council
meeting to be held Wednesday, February 1st at 2:30 p.m.
Mr. Taylor asked if the Union·Agreements will be on the Council Call for February and
President Borries said he has not seen a Council Agenda at this time, so he could not
say if it is or not.

(21)
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Commissioner Cox said she received a phone call immediately prior to today's meeting
which concerned one of the persons who's job was eliminated by the County Council at
budget time, that the position was eliminated as of January 1, 1984. This person is
unemployed and they are wondering if their insurance could continue, that is, could
they continue their insurance on an individual basis, and if so, for what period of
time.

President Borries said that

may

be a question we should ask the County Attorney.

II

County Auditor Alice McBride said she isn't too sure about whether Blue Cross would
let them continue coverage or not, however, she will discuss this with her insurance
girl and have her check the possibility out and report back later.
Commissioner Willner said he believes this was checked out some time ago and if memory
serves him correctly, they do have to convert, but Blue Cross/Blue Shield has to
accept them, however, they will have to pay the regular single plan premium.

There being no further business, ;President Berries declared the meeting recessed at
5:30 p.m.

PRESENT:

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard Rick Berries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Alice McBride

David Jones
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Janice G. Decker
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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
FEBRUARY 6, 1984
The meeting of the County Commissioners was held on February 6, 1984, at 2:30 p.m.
in the Commissioners Hearing Room with President Berries presiding.
This being the first meeting of the month it was officially opened by Chief Deputy
Sheriff Lee West.
·
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as engrossed by the County Auditor
and the reading of them dispensed with.
RE:

DAVID GERARD •..• E.U.T.S.

Mr. Gerard was present and stated last week he appeared before the Commissioners and
presented a list of projects for the Board's consideration and recommendations, for
federal aid funds for our road projects. The list he submitted last week included
the Covert Avenue Extension, Fulton Avenue Bridge, St. Joseph/Meier Road intersection
and the St. Joseph/Schenk intersection. Commissioner Cox asked him to check and see
if the Maryland Street Bridge was eligible for federal bridge replacement funds and
in checking he found that it is, therefore. he also has an application for it today,
and this would be for 80% federal and 20% local funds. He has given President
Berries the original applications and the other two (2) Commissioners have copies of
the top page which shows the following information on each application.

/

1). Covert Avenue Extension: Extension of Covert Avenue from Green River Road
in Evansville to the Vanderburgh/Warrick County line outside the Corporate Limits
of Evansville for construction of a four-lane facility including signalization at
the Green River Road intersection. Total mileage is 2,297 miles. Total cost for
project is $1,218,816 with the federal share being $914,112.
)

2). Fulton Avenue: Fulton Avenue Bridge No. 67 over Pigeon Creek just south of
Diamond Avenue in Evansville for construction for replacement of a two-lane bridge
with a four-lane structure including approaches and approximately 1600' of roadway
to the south to bring approach to a normal touchdown point. Total mileage is 0.400
miles. Total cost for the project is $2,210,000 and the federal share is $1,768,000.
3}. · St. Joseph Avenue/Meier Road: Intersection of St. Joseph Avenue with Meier
Road north of Evansville, for construction for widening, grading, high bituminous
pavement. Total cost for project is $290,000 with the federal share being $217,500.
4). St. Joseph Avenue/Schenk Road: Intersection of St. Joseph Avenue with Schenk
Road, north of Evansville, for construction - intersection will be graded and reconstructed to improve sight distance. Total mileage is 0.520 miles. Total cost for
project is $290,000 and the federal share is $217,500.
5). Maryland Street: Maryland Street over Pigeon Creek between Grove and Buchanan
for the construction for replacement of a two-lane structure. Total cost for project
is $375,000 with the federal share being $300,000.
Commissioner Willner said the Maryland Street structure is.presently a two-lane
structure and perhaps it should state on the application that it is being replaced
with a two-lane structure and Mr. Gerard sai.d he can add that on the application before he sends it off.
Mr. Gerard said the $375,000 amount for the Maryland Street Structure came from the
Surveyor's office.
· · ,,
·
·'
;<'V

Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Gerard what is the share on Bridge Replacement Funds and
he replied 80% federal.
Commissioner Willner asked when would Maryland Street begin and Mr. Gerard said it
would be fiscal year 1985, which starts this coming October, so the construction would
be sometime between this October and September 1985 and in the mean time his office
would prepare the environmental documentation and then it would have to be designed
in-house.
President Borries asked f>1r. Gerard how soon he would know if the funding is approved
and he replied probably May or June of this year.

· ·

,
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Commissioner Cox asked if the up-to-date survey of the two intersections (St. Joe and
Meier and St. Joe and Schenk) have been completed, that we ordered an aerial fly-over
some time ago and Mr. Gerard said he isn't sure if it is or not, that he believes that
is part of the work the city was to do.
Commissioner Willner said St. Joe and Meier should be done, even the plans, but Schenk
has not even been started yet.

I

There being no further discussion of the projects, Commissioner vJillner moved that all
five (5) of the applications be approved as submitted. Commissioner Cox seconded the
motion. So ordered.
RE:

KIM BITZ .•• VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM

A*reement with Carrier Corporation: Mr. Bitz said some weeks ago he submitted a copy
a an agreement with the Carrier Corporation in regards to water treatment at the
Auditorium and at that time ·he was requested to contact other water treatment companies
and see what they could do in a like or similar contract for the county. After calling
only one (1) other water treatment company they told us that of all the water treatment
compantes they know of, there are none that would cover the chiller, in the same manner
that the Carrier Corporation has offered to do.

/

Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Bitz if he has money in his budget to cover this expense
and he replied he will find it son~where because he feels this is very important, that
we are finally taking some steps towards preventative maintenance for the Auditorium,
which has been lacking in the past.
President Berries said he thinks the value of having the tubes in the chiller, as part
of this agreement is some real progress:because.our problems last.summer centered
around one of those tubes that had cracked and a leak had developed in the chiller
and the repairs were of a substantial sum.
Commissioner Willner moved the Service Agreement be approved, in t.he' amount of $4,560.00._
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
New Equipment for the Parking Lot at the Auditorium: Mr. Bitz submitted some informatiOJ
data that he recieved from Cincinnati Times, in regards· to new equipment for the parking
lot at the Auditorium, that the figure received was $6,897.00. Charging 75¢ per day, for
100 cars, this $6,897.00 could be regained in five (5) months.
President Borries sa~d the Commissioners will need some time to examine the data, but
he would assume this would be some type of an arm, would it not.
Mr. Bitz said basically it would be what we presently have installed at the lot, except
this new machine would take either coins or<tokens and the reason he got an estimate on
tokens was the Auditorium could have the tokens in their office and sell them on a weekly
or monthly basis to employees of the Civic Center.
Commissioner Cox asked if this company has local maintenance people and Mr. Bitz replied
yes they do, that their distributor is B.F. Saunders.
The matter was taken under advisement for further review by the Commissioners.
Problem with Telephone System: Mr. Bitz said they are having a real problem at the
Auditorium in regards to their phone system, and he understands this has been a problem
·;n the past with other managers also. When there is an event in the Auditorium, that
'has more than a one (1) day run, they have a real problem with the phones, that he be- .
lieves that both line presently in the Auditorium are necessary.to run the office and
understands that one (1) of those lines was put in because of this problem some time ago
He believes we should establish a separate line for the ticket office and that it should
have an answering machine on it. Last year we had Seseme Street in for eight (8) days
and during that time, people trying to call the Auditorium for business were unable to
get through, that the event kept the phones tied up almost constantly.
said
·
Commissioner Cox~how is it presently handled if a home office should call, trying to
contact a user of the Auditorium and Mr. Bitz said we usually take a number and have
the user to call them back and he makes very sure they are using a credit card for out
of tmvn calls. She asked how many pay phones are installed in the building and Mr. Bitz
replied there are six (6) of them.

hel

County Attorney Miller said at one time there was an agreement between a ticket seller
and the county and Mr. Bitz said we no longer have that person, that she has moved out of
town.
·

~
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Mr. Miller asked Mr. Bitz if there would be someway he could allocate a charge in the
rental for telephone usage and Mr. Bitz said yes, that could be incorporated.
President Borries said the Commissioners will need some time to review this request
because as everyone is aware the county is considering a different phone system in the
near future.

I

Mr. Lindenschmidt said the Auditorium is not included in our present phone system, that
is to say, they are not on our centrex system, and neither is Burdette Park, but the
County Highway is. The new bids recently received also do not include Burdette Park
or the Auditorium.
President Borries asked Mr. Bitz if
plied no.and Mr. Borries instructed
estimates to the Commissioners when
perhaps be made on the matter. Mr.

he has any cost estimates at this point and he rehim to research a little further and get some cost
possible and then a more intelligent decision could
Bitz said he will submit those at a later date.

Proposed Rate Increases at the Auditorium:
Mr. Bitz asked the Commissioners if they
had made a decision regarding the rate increases he submitted last week for the Board's
review. He feels like what he submitted is a very fair increase and all he can do is
offer his recommendation for approval at this time. He said the Board will find most
of the increases in the rates is related to a week-end charge.
Commissioner Cox asked if the Task Force has recommended approval of these increases and
Mr. Bitz said no, that the last meeting of that Committee these rates were not topic
for discussion, however, he would point out that most of the Task Force members are composed of users of the building.
Commissioner Cox asked if the Task Force Committee members have received copies of the
proposed new rates and if so, has there been any feedback.

I

Mr. Bitz said all members have received copies of the proposed rates and the only response he has received at this point is in regards to the School Corporation rate.
President Borries said he feels the rates should be very clear in regards to the add-ons
or the so called extras that use to be a portion of the prior contracts, so that the
users will have a clearer understanding of what their rental agreement is, that we do
not want any misunderstanding concerning extra charges.
Mr. Bitz said he believes the Commissioners will find that everything is included in
the proposed rate schedule except for the possibility of the phone charge that Mr.
Miller asked about a few minutes earlier.
Commissioner Cox said she would certianly like to have the Task Force present their
recommendation in regards to this increase, and wondered if they could meet sometime
this week and give us their recommendation.
Kathy Mann, Councilperson, was present and stated Mr. Joe O'Daniels is out of town and
is not expected back until the end of this month.
Mr. Bitz said he will call a·special meeting of the Task Force, if the Commissioners so
desire and President Berries said that would be appropriate and that the Commissioners
will wait to hear their recommendations before making a final decision on the rates for
1984.

I

·,:Discussion of Proposed Marquee at Auditorium: ·• Mr. Bitz said that Kathy Mann would
like to speak at this time in regards to the proposed new marquee at the Auditorium
which was presented to the Commissioners during their meeting of January 30th. by Mr.
Arno 1d Bos·se of the Ad-Craft Company.
Ms.Mann said 'she already understands that everyone is not going to be happy with the
recommendation of the Task Force in regards to the new marquee proposed by Ad-Craft,
at the Vanderburgh Auditorium, but the Force recommends that any decision on the proposed outdoor marquee be postponed until the purpose of the facility can be defined,
that there is a definite need for something such as this but without a clear picture
of the facilities roll within the new downtown master plan, it is difficult to determine
the type of image that such a sign will reflect. There were a lot of the theater people
present at their last meeting and they said that a marquee of this type does not .
identify with the theater. Ms. Mann said she does not think the Downtown Master Plan
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has made an issue of the Auditorium one way or another but they have mentioned art or
theater facilities in other areas, so the theater people would like for the Downtown
Master planners to also look at this sign. She said the Task Force realizes that proceeds from use of the Gold Room account for more than half of the Auditorium's annual
income and they are fully aware that the treater people cannot take it over.
President Berries said based on his very limited conversation concerning the Master
Plan he understands there has been some discussion relating to the Auditorium of which
he was not involved, but that it could be looked at as a center for performing arts, in
some capacity, however, as pointed out by Ms. Mann, the Gold Room generates most of the
revenue at this point. He also understands the Master Planners have also looked at the
old post office along with the coliseum. He asked if the Task Force objects to the kind
of sign proposed and Ms. Mann replied they object to the marquee as it is presently designed, itentifying the theater group and they are concerned with the ascetic part of
the sign. She has also discussed this with Jan. Theurbach and they discussed the possibility of the Auditorium receiving a new name and one of the names mentioned was the
Evansville Arts and Entertainment Center, and she believes it would benefit grants or
donations if it were defined as such, that it would identify all people using it much
better than Vanderburgh Auditorium.

I

Commissioner Cox said if she recalls right from newspaper articles and from Mr. O'Daniels
when he appeared before this Board of Commissioners, that eventhough perhaps it isn't in.
writing, the message that she got was that the Vanderburgh Auditorium and Convention
Center would remain as a multi-purpose center serving small convention groups that
weren't interested in larger facilities and she does not recall this actually being
specified as strickly a center for performing arts.
Ms. Mann said no, she does not think that to be their intent that as she stated earlier
the Task Force realizes this needs to be some sort of a joint endeavor and she is not
suggesting they have changed their minds.
Commissioner Cox said she wants this straight in her mind, that what they are objecting
to is not exactly the idea of a sign, but rather the running. advertisment, or the permanent blocks of advertisements that will be on the sign and Ms. Mann said Mr. Bitz can
correct her if she is wrong, but they are saying marquees around the country that
identify the theaters are something that has theater pictures, that they raally don't
feel that advertising is conduCive to the theater group, and that s.omehow it demeans the
theater.

I

Commissioner Cox said she has seen the name Evansville Philharmonicn flmting around on
the banks message centers and she sees this as excellent advertisement tool and it can
be done in very good taste. If they have problems with the design portion of this
marquee, then she is sure that can be changed.
11

Ms. Mann asked if a decision has to be made on this today that perhaps a wider discussion should be done on this, that perhaps it will need some getting use to.
Mr. Bitz said the Ad-Craft Company is currently working on two (2) other designs. that
would perhaps be more pleasing to everyone.
Ms. Mann asked what would happen to the existing sign at the Auditorium and Mrs. Cox
said Mr. Willner wants to keep it there also.
Commissioner Willner explained that his feelings were, in regards to keeping the small
sign there, that perhaps a user of the Auditorium would perfer using it at no additional
cost, than to advertise their event on the big marquee.
Mr. Bitz said he would also like to say in his discussion with Mr. Bosse this week that
Ad-Craft has agreed to add to the proposed deal, a 5 double matrix display, that wouldl
be identical to the one outside, to be placed above the tfcket office window and in ·
further discussion they also offered to supply us the small running matrix to place
underneath that for us to display a message on to one of the users in the building.
11

Ms. Mann asked what are the feelings on a name change for the Auditorium and President
Borries said he would have no problems with exploring that possibility, that he certainly would not object to it. however, at this time he could not see any theater
group that could fund it independently, separate from the county.
Commissioner Cox said she would like the feelings of the other Commissioners, that being
if we do want a sign with the desinns to be worked out or do we not want a sign.

,/
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President Borries said he has no problem with the sign, that he cannot see where the
sign would detract from any ongoing activities that the building would offer.

I

Commissioner Cox said if we agreed today that we
part to be worked out collectively, she believes
would hate to see Ad-Craft work and come up with
and then us say we don•t want any, that it takes
to do these things.

wanted the marquee, with the design
this would satify all parties. She
another one (1) or two (2) designs
time and money on the companies part

Commissioner Willner said he isn•t opposed to any changes, that he has been looking at
this thing as a revenue generator. He is for the sign and he is certainly not opposed
to interested parties input as to the design of it and he would be in favor of us selling
advertisement for the new marquee even·if it takes the secretary•s full time to do it.
If the small sign staying there makes it look too cluttered, it can always be removed,
but these would be some 100 apart.
1

It was determined there would be a meeting scheduled for Friday, February lOth at
3:00 p.m. at the Auditorium for all parties involved for further discussion. Mr. Bitz
is to contact everyone and inform them of same.
RE: COUNTY ATTORNEY .••.. DAVID MILLER
Poor Relief Bonds:
Mr. Miller handed out three (3) blank sheets of paper and ask each of the Commissioners
to sign their names once on each sheet, to be used for facimile signatures on the bonds
that are being issued, that they will take the best, most legible copy of the signatures
and provide them to the printer of the bonds, that way the Commissioners will not have
to individually sign some 300 to 500 documents in regards to these bonds.

I

Designation of a Paying Agent/Registrar: Mr. Miller said they would like for the
Commissioners to designate what is referred to as a Paying Agent/Registrar for these
bonds. The Summers and Company, Inc. of Fort Wayne,. who purchased the bonds have indicated it will need between eighty {80) and one hundred (100} bonds and they believe there
will be a large amount of trading and registration transactions on this, after the bonds
are issued. We have four (4) submission of banks and three (3) of them ..•• Old National
Bank, National City Bank (both of Evansville)and the Ft. Wayne National Bank have a fixed
fee plus variable costs. Citizens National of Evansville quotation is based upon an
initial charge plus an annual fixed fee and in reading from a memo from Mr. Paul Wallace,
he says, since we can only estimate the number of annual transactions, choosing the least
expensive alternative is problematical, however, based on his best estimate he would
recommend either National City Bank or Citizens National Bank, that certainly the flat
fee from Citizens National Bank would make budgeting for these expenses somewhat less
difficult from year to year. The fee from Citizens is $500.00 annually.
Commissioner Willner moved that Citizens National Bank be designated at the Paying
Agent/Registrar for the poor relief bonds, for the amount of $500.00 annually.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
Hirsch Property Settlement: Mr. Miller said he indicated to the Commissioners a couple
of weeks ago that he has been engaged in negotiations with the attorney for the Hirsch
family in regards to.the pending condemnation suit concerning an area immediately to
the east of Burkhardt Road, between Division Street and Boonville Highway. The law suit
is about five (5) or six (6) years old and there has already been a determination, before
1980, that a taking had occurred of approximately 70 in width and the entire length from
Division Street to Boonvill~ Highway and the only question remaining is how much damage
was the county going to be liable for, for that taking. If we can settle this out of
court he believes it is not in the best interest of the county to go to court. The pending project of the improvement of Burkhardt Road presents a good time for us to negotiate
a settlement because there is some money that has been put into this contract for the reconstruction of some bridges across a ditch and one of the major complaints that was being
made by the Hirschs• was that they were going to have to replace their bridges because
the rerouting of the ditch four (4) or five (5) years ago was causing erosion at the base
of the bridges. They were estimating the replacement of the two (2) bridges was going to
cost them about $6,000.00. The court appointed appraisers valued the square footage itself at about $8,000.00. What he is proposing in way of a settlement, and it has been
tentatively agreed to by the other side, is a payment of $12,000.00 in damages for the
takin.g and us build the bridges, or we give them $18,000.00 and they build the bridges,
but he needs authorization from the Commissioners to offer this settlement. He does not
know the value of the bridges.
1

I

Mr. Andy Easley, County Highway Engineer, said he does not recall hearing the value of
the bridges either, however, he would say in his conversation with Mr. Jim Morley that
he concurs with Mr. Miller that we keep the bridges in the Burkhardt Road project.
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Commissioner Cox said if we give them $12,000.00 then we would build the bridges and
Mr. Miller said yes, in conjunction with the. Burkhardt widening project because as the
Burkhardt Road improvement is presently planned, the bridges are already in there, so
we are going to do it anyway.
Commissioner Willner said if we pay them $18,000.00 then they build their own bridges
and Mr. Miller said that is correct. Mr. Willner asked what fund the $18,000.00 would
come from and Mr. Miller said it would come from the fund used for the maintenance of
that particular legal drain because it is an expense of the improvement to that legal
drain. If we pay them $12,000.00 then that amount would also come from the legal drain
fund and the other $6,000.00 would come from the Burkhardt Road project fund. You
would not be able to assess the Hirschs' to pay a portion of their own settlement.

I

Both Commissioners Willner and Cox said oh yes, that everyone on that legal drain is to
be assessed.
Mr. Miller said it is part of the deal that they aren't going to pay their own settlement, that it has to come out of the ditch fund, over and above what they pay into· that
particular ditch fund.
Commissioner Cox said in the future that would have to be added back on to the assessment.
and Mr. Miller said that is correct.
Commissioner Willner said Burkhardt Road, he thought, was to be widened to the west and
not the east, therefore, he does not know why these ditches were even involved. He also
needs to know whether the Hi rschs • wi 11 pay their proportion in the form of a ditch bill
and if he is satified with those answers he will make a motion for us to settle for the
$18,000.00 because we cannot build those two (2) bridges for $6,000.00. These are not
county bridges, that they are driveway bridges and are on private property~ so why should
we have to build them or pay the Hirschs' to build them.
Mr. Miller said he has not seen the plans but he was told they were part of the plans
from tne ·very beginning.
.

I

Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Lindenschmidt to please try to contact the cSurveyor, Bob
Brenner, immediately and see if he could come into this meeting and answer some questions.

Mr. Easley said if the bridges have been approved by the state to be a,pa:rt of the project then they are going to pay 75% of the cost to build them, so it would be 1ess money
to the county if they are left in the project.
County Surveyor Robert Brenner came into the meeting at this time and Mr. Miller very
briefly explained the topic of discussion and brought him up to date on what had transpired to this point, and stated that Mr. Willner's thoughts were that this widening went
completely to the west so why are these ditches even involved.
Mr. Brenner said this right-of-way we are buying is needed for the federal project, that
they are going to move the ditch further away from the road. The bridges are in the plans
but he could not say if they have been approved by the state yet, or not.
Commissioner W1llner said then you are telling us we are buying right-of-way.on the east
side of Burkhardt Road and Mr. Brenner said that is absolutely correct and we are also
settling this law suit on the east side of Burkhardt and if we did not settle this suit
we would have to buy this right-of-way anyway.
Mr. Miller sai.d he would like to explain that statement, that there is either a S' or·lo'
strip of ground between the eastern line of Burkhardt Road and the ditch, about which in
his opinion, title is questionable. The Hirschs' would have. a claim to make that they
own that strip and as part of this settlement we would receive a quit claim deed and a
covenant from the Hirschs', as to all ground from the center line of Burkhardt Road to
the eastern edge of the 20' that they claim in the condemnation suit.

I

Commissioner Willner said Oak Grove Road goes to the west of Burkhardt Road and Mr.
Brenner said it goes both east and west, that it is about a cow path to the east and
that is where we will be replacing a bridge.
Commissioner Willner said but it is not a county accepted road, to the east and Mr. Bill
Bethel, County Highway Superintendent, said yes, it is county accepted, that he does have
a card on it.
Commissioner Willner said approximately what footage is the bridge and Mr. Brenner replied under 20' •....• approximately a 12' box culvert, with concrete rails, and one (1)
lane.
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Commissioner Willner asked if this will be replaced with a one (1) lane bridge and Mr.
Brenner said no, he is sure it will be a new two (2) lane bridge.
Commissioner Willner said to satisfy himself he needs to see a set of plans before he
can decide which settlement would be the best for the County, and he explained what
the settlement figures are to Mr. Brenner.

I

Mr. Brenner said give them the bridges, that is settle for $18,000.00 and let them
build the bridges, that they will have to be built to state specifications, however,
the only thing that might change that would be the 75-25% federal split. He would
really be surprised if the feds would even let the Hirschs• build their own bridges,
that he doesn•t believe they will be allowed to, and they certainly could not build
them until after the Burkhardt Road project is completed.
Commissioner Willner said if we do settle for a dollar figure is it correct this money
would come from the Di·tch. Fund. and Mr. Brenner said yes and Mr. Willner said in turn,
the Hirschs• would be paying a portion of that and Mr. Brenner said that is absolutely
correct also, that the money is there because he has accumulated a balance in that
particular legal drain account and he will sign a blue claim and the money will be paid.
Mr. Miller said if Mr. Brenner has the money there will not have to be a special assessment, so he won•t have to get an agreement from the Hirschs• that they will pay their
share and Mr. Brenner said this is correct, that they have already paid their share.
Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Brenner if he would 90 immediately and contact Mr. Jim
Morley and get his cost estimates to build the two (2} bridges in question and he said
he would and if he can reach him, he will report back later in this meeting.

.I

Contract From Ad-Craft for Marquee: Mr. Miller said he has reviewed the contract submitted last week by Ad-Craft and it was very clear they proposed to install the new
marquee without any cost to the county. There is some vagueness about the matter of
what this sign is going to look like and there is no paragraph in it giving the county
any kind of a right of refusal, however, from conversation here today, he believes they
would work together concerning the design. The Commissioners may want a paragraph
added that requires the ascetic appearance and the architecture of the sign be subject
to final approVal of the Board of Commissioners.
(

RE: BILL BETHEL. .... COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly absentee report of the employees
at the county garage for the period of January 30 thru February 3, 1984 •... report received and filed.
Weekly Work Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly.work report of the employees at the
county garage for the period of January 30 thru February 3, 1984 ••. recieved and filed.
Attached to the Work Report was the following work schedule, for the same period of time.

I

Patch Crew:

Lynn Road, South Weinbach Avenue, Mill Road, Upper Mt. Vernon Road, Harmony
Way, Old 460, St. Wendel Road, Burkhardt Road, Middle Mt. Vernon Road,
Schutte Road, Peerless Road, Orchard Road, Mohr Road, Old State Road,
Heinlein, Old Petersburg Road, Browning Road, Hillsdale Road, Park Road,
Volkman Road, Old Princeton Road, Frontier, Red Bank Road, Baseline Road
and Coal Mine Road.

Gradall:

Mann Road and Bromm Road.

Repaired
Cave-In

West Haven Drive.

Tree Crew:

Bromm Road and Middle Mt. Vernon Road.

Trash Crew:

Lynn Road, South Weinbach and River Road.

Commissioner Willner said in regards to what is called The Frost Law he just asked the
attorney to look the statute up and read it to us today and he is also wondering what
the law says in regards to weight limits and signing, that would it be possible for the
County Garage, during a slack per·iod, to perhaps make some signs.
Mr. Bethel said he will see that they are made because we really do have to get them up,
that there are a lot of big vehicles such as oil rigs coming in here and they will tear
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up everything that we have worked on. He did not patch ev€rything they came upon, but
they did try to get the bigger pot-holes and we will continue to get them as the thawing occurs.
Commissioner Cox said many counties incorporate the statute on a poster, on an outdoor
type material and post them, that Posey County does it like that.
Mr. Bethel said on a temporary basis we could even post it on top of existing signs.
He said more important than having the signs, we need them enforced.
RE:

DISCUSSION WITH COUNTY AUDITOR CONCERNING POOR RELIEF BOND ISSUE

I

President Borries said he has had a discussion with the County Auditor, Alice McBride,
regarding the issuance of the bonds for poor relief and we have been informed there were
eleven (11) bidders involved and that Summer and Company, of Terra Haute, Indiana was
the lowest bidder and their rate was 6.625%, which is a very good rate, that the State
of Indiana estimated it could have gone as high at 10%. County Attorney David Jones and
Attorney Paul Wallace both worked very hard toward getting this bond issue settled and
they are both to be congratulated for a good job.
RE:.

BOB BRENNER ...• COUNTY SURVEYOR

Weekly Bridge and Guardrail Report: President Borries said Mr. Brenner is out of the
room trying to contact Mr. Morley at this time, however, he has submitted his weekly
bridge and guardrail report of the bridge crew for the period of January 30 thru February
3, 1984 •.•• ordered received and filed.
RE:

ANDY EASLEY .... COUNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER

Seaboard Systems Railroad Switch at.Lynch Road: Mr. Easley said this ~ast week he met
with the Seaboard Systems concerning the switch on Lynch Road, which has 'been topic of
discussion for. many many months now and he now has an estimate of·just under $~3,000.00.
He also met with the Creasey Company and they told us they would cooperate with the
county in modifying the south end of their building where .the cars .go in. He took a
contractor with him to look at it and after reviewing it we don't believe "the modifications would exceee $12,000.00 but he is going to have to make a little·structural design
to get an estimate. He has a1so spoken· to ~4r. Di 1k and if this project~d'Ges not exceed
$40,000.00 he said he would check with the federal department and see if they will fund
it ·since Lynch was entirely funded in that manner.
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Commissioner Willner said the feds have already agreed to participate, along with the
State.
Mr. Easley said Creasey Company said they would have quite an insect control problem if
we did not get this done by late spring. Also, if this goes to $12,000.00 would we have
to advertise for bids and Mr. Willner said he believes the state will do that.
Mr. Easley asked the Commissioners if there would be any problem with the county furnishing the plans for those structure modifications, that he could almost do them himself,
that they are not very elaborate and the Commissioners did not seem to have a problem
with it.~ •..•• _that none of them spoke up objecting to it.
RE: ORDINANCE RELATING .TO THE LICENSING OF TRADESMEN

"-~,;;,.

President Berries said the Commissioners have had first hearing on the Ordinance relating to the licensing of tradesmen and it was property advertised in the Evansville
Courier and Press on 1-27-84 and 2-3-84 and it is back before us for final approval or
denial. He said there was a gentleman who spoke before the County Council meeting that
~felt like the rates were too high, in relation to the increases. This is a joint department and the rates apply to both the city and county and the fees have always been,
as he understands it, in general uniformity, therefore if we choose not to change these
rates there is going to be a great deal of confusion.
Commissioner Willner moved the following Ordinance be approved.
ORDINANCE TO AMEND SECTION 150.134
OF THE BUILDING CODE OF THE CODE OF
ORDINANCES OF VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA,
RELATING TO THE LICENSING OF TRADESMEN
BE IT ORDAINED by the Board of Commissioners of Vanderburgh County, Indiana,
as follows:

I
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Section 150.134 of the Building Code of the Code of Ordinances of Vanderburgh
County, Indiana, is amended to read, in its entirety, as follows:
§

I

150.134 L-ICENSING OF TRADESMEN

(A)

Instead of separate city and county licenses, the Joint Department of Building
Commissioners shall issue to each qualified tradesman a single license authorizing the recipient to practice his trade anywhere in Vanderburgh County,
Indiana.

(B)

Licenses shall be issued only upon the authorization of the Department's
Board of Examiners. In the case of plumbers• licenses under the statutes of
the State of Indiana, no license shall be required, but a certificate of
registration shall be issued upon payment of the fee listed i.n this section.

(C)

Each license, certificate and registration shall expire on December 31 of each
year. All renewals thereof shall be obtained before January 31 of the succeeding year.

(D) The Joint Department of Building Commissioners shall collect fees for the
licenses listed in this section; and the Controller's Office shall issue the
licenses. The proceeds from those fees shall be distributed between the City
and the County in the same manner the cost of operating the Department is
distributed between them.
(E) No inspector for the Joint Department of Building Commissioners need pay the
renewal fee for hi.s license so long as he remains an inspector.
(F) The fees for a joint city-county licanse for tradesmen shall be:
TYPE OF LICENSE

I

FEE

Master
l'ew
Renewal

$250.00
75.00

Journeyman
New
Renewal

$ 25.00
25.00

Apprentice
First Year
Second Year
Third Year
Fourth Year

$ 5.00
10.00
15.00
20.00

Limited License

I
(G)

.$ 15.00

Sign Erector
A
B
Renewal A
Renewal B

$250.00
125.00
75.00
75.00

Wrecker
New
Renewal

$ 30.00
30.00

Movers

$ 30.00

Registration Plumber (All)

$ 25.00

Late fee for all licenses listed above is $5.00 after January 31.
**********

Commissioner Cox·seconded the motion.

So ordered.

-/
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PUBLIC NOTICE OF REVENUE SHARING HANDICAPPED REGULATIONS

President Berries said the Board has received, from the County Auditor some correspondence from the Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, that states this notice
is published pursuant to the requirements of Section 51.55 of the Revenue Sharing
Regulation, as published in the Federal Register on October 17, 1983. Section 51.55
prohibits discrimination against qualified individuals because of their handicapped
statis.
Vanderburgh County, Evansville, Indiana, advises the public, employees and
job applicants that it does not discriminate on the basis of handicapped status
in admission or access to, or treatment or employment in, its programs and
activities

I

Vanderburgh County has designated following (person or office) as the contact
to coordinate efforts to comply with this requirement. Inquires should be
directed to:
.President Berries said if this involves discrimination against an individual because
of their handicapped status, perhaps this should be referred to the City/County Human
Relations Commission.

/

Commissioner Cox moved this information be forwarded to the City/County Human Relations
Commission. Commissioner'Borries seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

MONTHLY REPORT FROM THE VANDERBURGH COUNTY TREASURER

The following Treasurer's report was ordered received and filed.
TO:

COUNTY COUNCIL
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

February 1, 1984

To date $2,688.89 has been collected and receipted into County Revenue as interest.
Outstanding Investments are:
1)

Investments $2,000,000, dated December 28 7 1983 due February 3, 1984.
income $17,500.00. Rate 8.55%.

Estimated

2)

Investments $3,000,000, dated December 28, 1983, due December 27, l~.
income $273,700 of which $22,812 will go to reassessment. Rate 9.125%.

3)

Investments, $500,000, dated December 29, 1983 due December 27, 1984.
income $46,200. Rate 9.25%.

Estimated

4)

Investments, $2,000,000 dated January 4, 1984, due December 27, 1984.
income $188,000. Rate 9.50%.

Estimated

I

Estimated

When all outstanding investments are collected, income will appear as follows:
COUNTY REVENUE
REASSESSMENT

$505,276.89
$ 22,812.00

I fully expect to make a surplus in 1984, for the eighth consecutive year.
Lewis F. Volpe
County Treasurer
**********
RE:

APPOINTMENT TO THE ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE BOARD

President Berries said the Commissioners have forms to sign to reappoint Mr. Jerry
Steckler, who is currently serving on the Alcoholic Beverage Board, as a democrat
member.
Commissioner Cox moved Jerry Steckler Sr. be reappointed to the Alcoholic Beverage
Board as the Democrat member. Commissioner Berries seconded the motion. So ordered.

I

•
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LETTER FROM PROSECUTOR

The following letter, dated January 30, 1984, was read aloud by President Berries.
Dear Mrs. Cox, Mr. Berries and Mr. Willner:

I

I am requesting the approval of the Board of Commissioners to begin charging
private attorneys for the labor and material, along with the time expended in blood
test work on non-welfare cases, in the amount of $25.00. This money will be deposited
into the General Fund.
Please see the attached letter which is self-explanatory and will be distributed
upon authorization from your Board.
Sincerely,
Robert J. Pigman
Prosecuting Attorney
**********
President Berries said the attached letter reads as follows:
Dear Attorney:
Please be advised that the Prosecutor's Office will be charging a fee of $25.00
for processing blood tests for cases where both parties are represented by private
counsel.
This fee will apply to all cases scheduled for testing after February 7, 1984.
This fee covers the costs of taking pictures for the purposes of identification,
procurring kits for testing, processing necessary supplies, and testifying, if ·
necessary, on the chain of custody.

I

Attorneys may avoid this fee by making their own arrangements with available
blood laboratories for testing and drawing of blood.
Information regarding testing is available on request, please call the Prosecutor's
Office, IV-D Support Divis·ion at 426-5828.
Sincerely,
Robert J. Pigman
Prosecuting Attorney
**********
Commissioner Willner moved the request be granted. Commissioner Cox seconded the
motion with the statement that this may require an Ordinance be approved before the
Prosecutor can charge this fee. So ordered.
President Berries said we will have our. attorneys to check and see if this would require an Ordinance.
RE:

I

BRIEF REPORT FROM BOB BRENNER CONCERNING THE HIRSCHS' SETTLEMENT

Mr. Brenner said he did contact Mr. Jim Morley and they have done their homework very
carefully and dollar wise we would not make any money for the county either way we go.
There is some advantage in that we would not have to build the bridges if we go the
$18,000.00 settlement and that is what he. would recommend the Board do, however, we
would have to call a Drainage Board Meeting, because this would be paid from a legal
drain account.
Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Brenner if he sees this as interferring anyway with the
project if they fail to go ahead and do their part and he replied no, that if they
sign an agreement they will put them back in they will do it, besides they need the
entrance.
Commissioner Willner said we will hold a short Drainage Board immediately following
the meeting.
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LETTER FROM HOME INSURANCE COMPANY

The following letter, dated January 30, 1984 was received by the Commissioners, in
regards to some of the county's insurance policies.
Re: (a) Policy Number WC-1 32 53 30
---(b) Policy Period 1-1-84 to 1-1-85

I

Dear Policyholders:
We have been notified that the above capt1oned coverages on your operations have
been written through The Home Insurance Company and we would like to take this opportunity to welcome you to our ever-increasing list of policyholders.
For your information your coverage will be serviced out of the Indianapolis,
Indiana office through our staff adjusters, supplemented by independent adjusters in
the area. We assure you of the finest in claim service.
We are enclosing with this letter a supply of Report Forms so that you may transmit
notice to us of any injury, accident or occurrence. These forms are to be completed in
duplicate and forwarded to our attention.
In the event of severe accident or occurrence, we request immediate notification
by telephone so that appropriate action can be taken. Our phone number for Indianapolis
is 848-4100. Our mailing address is 11590 North Meridian Stree, P.O. Box 1940, Carmel,
Indiana 46032.
Should you have any questions or problems involving your coverage, ·fteel free to
call the undersigned at your convenience.
William J. Irk, Claim Manager
Claims Department
**********
Received and filed and referred to the County Auditor's office to be fUie,d with other
insurance records, since this pertains to workmans compensation.
RE:

I

LETTER RECEIVED FROM NATIONAL REVENUE CORPORATION

President Berries read aloud the following letter received from Michael Niemeyer, Distirct Manager of National Revenue Corporation, who appeared before the Commissioners
on January 30th and discussed the collecting of delinquent taxes. The letter is dated
January 31 and directed to the Board of County Commissioners.
Bob John and I would like to thank you for the opportunity to present the collection
services offered by the National Revenue Corporation. However, after reading this morning's addition of the Evansville Courier I feel either I did a poor job of explaining our
proposal or the newspaper reporter only listened with one ear. In order to clarify the
fixed fees per account as well as the guarantees offered I felt additional correspondence
was needed.
The attached chart attempts to categorize the 1,257 delinquent accounts totalling
some $600,000 that the county currently has on the books. The fee per account that NRC
proposeS: to charge ranges from a minumum of $6.25 for account balances up to $50.00 to
. . a maximum of $150.00 per account for those account balances exceeding $1,500.00. We
propose an agreement for collection of 850 accounts in full for the one time fee of
$28,750.00. The remaining 407 accounts that are currently in delinquency could then b~
used as replacement accounts on those that we were unable to locate or effect full
collection on.
·

I

The guarantee that National Revenue offers with this service is two fold. The
first guarantee states that any account that completes the 90 day collection cycle
without satisfactory payment arrangements being made or any skipped· account we are unable
to locate, may be replaced with an additional account at no fee. That means that with
our proposal for 850 accounts we guarantee to collect 850 accounts in full no matter how
many accounts we have to work to achieve 100% collection. The second guarantee states whenthe county issues National Revenue a check for prepayment of the collection service for
$28,750.00 NRC will then issue a bonded bank draft payable to the county of Vanderburgh
for the same amount. If the service fails to collect a minimum of $86,250 representing
three times your investment, the county may keep whatever has been collected and 9eposit
the bank draft for a full money back refund.
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After 'reviewing all of the accounts with your treasurer we realisticallY feel a
50% recovery ratio is possible based on our experience with similar type accounts.
This would mean a potential recovery to the county of some $300,000 for the fee of
$28,750.00. It is also apparent that under current county procedures and personnel
budgeting that without outside help this money will never find itself in county
coffers. Along with our proposal let me assure the council that Mr. John and myself
both pledge our administrative assistance in getting this project started as well as
keeping it running smoothly for your staff.
Very truly yours,
Michael Niemeyer
District Manager
NATIONAL REVENUE CORPORATION
**********
After brief discussion it was decided this would have to go before the County Council
for appropriation of the $28,750.00. Commissioner Willner moved the request be put
on Council Call in March and that the contract with National Revenue Corporation be
approved, subject to Council •s approval. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So
ordered.
RE:

DISCUSSION OF OLD BUSINESS

Buffer Zone for Eastland Estates: President Borries said Ms. Debbra Rowland was before
the Commissioners last week with a request that the Commissioners draft a letter to the
State Department of Highways, supporting the idea of a buffer zone for the residents
living in Eastland Estates, in the area where the new I-164 is going to be located. He
will report at this time that a letter supporting the buffer zone has been sent to the
Hearing Officer in Indiaanpolis, so that it will reach them by the February 8th deadline.

I

RE:

CLAIMS

A claim was received from County Attorney David L. Jones, in the amount of $78.00 for
contractural services rendered in connection with the H.J. Lubbehusen et al vs.
State of Indiana, et al, for the month of January, 1984. (Itemized statement attached).
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

A claim was received from County Attorney David L. Jones, in the amount of $4,002.99,
for contractural services listed for the month of January, 1984 (Itemized statement
attached).
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for County Attorney David V. Miller for contractural services
rendered for the month of January 1984, in the amount of $720.00. (Itemized statement
attached). ·
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

I

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for Robert E. Fortune, per consultant•s contract, for the month
of February, 1984, for the county•s share in the amount of $2,490.00. Commissioner
Willner moved the claim be approved and seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
A claim was submitted for Monica E. Mindrup for attending the County Assessors meeting
in Indianapolis on January 25, 26 and 27th., in the amount of $237.60.
Commissioner Cox moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Willner seconded the motion.

A claim for Maxine F. Ginger was submitted for attending the 1984 Indiana State Tax
Board Conference on January 25, 26 and 27, in the amount of $183.00.
Commissioner Cox moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Willner seconded the motion.

/
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A claim was submitted for Helen Jane Nicholson, for attending the 1984 Indiana State
Tax Board Conference on January 25, 26 and 27, in the amount of $263.50.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for Jerome R. Zeller for attending the Annual Assessors Conference
on January 25, 26 and 27, in the amount of $183.00.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motionl

A claim was submitted for Evelyn M. Lannert for attending fue County Assessors meeting
in Indianapolis., on January 25, 26 and 27, in the amount of $157.85.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for Ashby-Rauscher Agency,Inc. for the bond for Helen L. Kuebler,
Clerk of the Circuit Court, in the amount of $88.00, for a $25,000.00 bond.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.
RE:

,/

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

CORRESPONDENCE FROM CITY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT ON SPACE CHANGE

President Borries said the Board has received additional correspondence in regards to
some offices moving on the third floor of the Civic Center. The. letter received was
as follows and they are asking for the Commissioners approval and signatures.
Effective 2-6-84, we the undersigned approve the following space changes:
Purchasing Department from Room 318 to Room 308

I

Council of Government from Room 314 to Room 318
City Clerk from Room 323 to Room 314
Hearing Officer from Room 303-A to Room 323 (Part)
T.R.I.P. from Room 304 to Room 323 (Part)
Rentals will remain the same for balance of 1984. However, in 1985, Council of
Governments, Room 318, will be charged to County space.
**********
President Borries said after discussions with Mr. Tom Dorsey, we do believe there will
be savings to the county in relations to the space that Purchasing will have and also
the county•s portion of Council of Government will go down, rent wise, in 1985.
Commissioner Willner moved the changes.be approved. Commissioner Cox seconded the
motion and stated she did voice some concerns about the crowded conditions and Mr.
Dorsey assured her he would work on that problem and possibly move the stamp machine
along with the Xerox machine and get them under one roof. So ordered.
RE:

lUNCHEON NOTICE RECIEVED FROM THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

I

President Borries said he has received notice of a luncheon, from the U. S. Department
of Commerce •.• Bureau of Census, on Tuesday, February 28th. The speaker will be Mr.Arth
Young, Chief of Housing Division of the U.S. Census Bureau and topic of discussion will
be concerning the Housing and Homeownership Trends in the 198o•s. The luncheon will be
at the Executive Inn. (He did not state a time).
RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES .... APPOINTMENTS

SURVEYOR
Joseph G. Schapker 3228 Folz Lar.c

Rodman

$14,192.00 Yr.

Eff: 2-3-84

.

.
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Appointments Continued:
BURDETTE PARK
Susan Hites

4428 Chatham Dr.

Rink Cashier

$4.00 Hour

Eff: 1-27-84

Deputy Clerk

$412.26

Eff: 2-6-84

Deputy Clerk

$412.26

Eff: 2-6-84

CLERK OF CIRCUIT AND SUPERIOR COURTS

I

Susan Heberer 3005 Broadway Avenue
RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ...••. RELEASES

CLERK OF CIRCUIT AND SUPERIOR COURTS
Donna J. Perkins
RE:

1933 Newton Avenue

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

President Berries said he understands there is to be another hearing in the House of
Representatives regarding the !SUE Independence Bill on Thursday, February 9th, at
9:00a.m. (Evansville time). ·
Also, it was announced earlier that there will be a meeting at the Auditorium this
Friday at 3:00 p.m.
Mr. Bethel asked Commissioner Willner if he found the statute concerning the Frost Law
that he was researching earlier in the meeting and he replied no, that he has read it
before, but he cannot seem to find it right off hand, but when he does find it he will
contact Mr. Bethel.
President Berries said there will be a Drainage Board meeting after a 5 minute break.

I

There being no further business, President Berries declared the meeting recessed at
4:45 P.M.

PRESENT:

SECRETARY:

I

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard "Rick" Berries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Alice McBride

David V. Miller

Janice Decker

/
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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
FEBRUARY 13, 1984
The meeting of the County Commissioners was held on tebruary 13, 1984, at 2:30 p.m.
in the Commissioners Hearing Room with President Berries presiding.
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as engrossed by the County Auditor
and the reading dispensed with.
RE:

MARK TULEY .... BURDETTE PARK

Financial Report:
Mr. Tuley submi:tted the following financial report for the operation of Burdette Park.

I

1984 Starting Budget
1984 Budgeted
1983 Encumbered by P.O.
1983 Encumbered by Contract
Total 1984 Budget

$396,037.00
6,303.94
70,547.44
$4 72 '888. 38

Expenditures and Balance 1-1-84 to 1-31-84
Total Expenditures

$ 52,005.87

Total Balance

$420,882.51

Income 1-1-84 to 1-31-84
Pool
Rink
Rentals
Misc.

$
0
4,084.88
1,017.00
268.00

Total

$5,369.88

I

January 31, 1984
Total Expenditures
Total Income
Total Deficit

$52,005.87
5,369.88
$46,635.99
**********

Attached to the above report was a breakdown sheet for January.
Report received and filed.
Letter from Evansville Parks Foundation, Inc. Mr. Tuley read aloud the following letter
dated January 30, 1984 and directed to Mr. Tuley.
Dear

~1r.

Tuley:

On behalf of the Evansville Parks Foundation, Inc., I am pleased to inform you
that Burdette Park has been awarded $1,500.00 for a softball backstop. This is contingent on you raising the balance of the funds. In order to receive your funding,
please contact Mrs. Carolyn McClintock, Executive Director of Parks and Recreation. ·

1

Again, congratulations to Burdette Park, and best of luck in your future endeavors.
Sincerely,
Terry Babb, President
Evansville Parks Foundation, Inc.

**********
Mr. Tuley said he had applied to the Parks Foundation for a softball backstop and he
is to meet with the Nut Club tomorrow and hopefully we can get them to pay the remainder
of the money to hav.e this put in.
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KIM BUTZ ..•. VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM

Resurfacin of Auditorium Parkin Lot: Mr. Bitz said one of the items to be included
in the 160,000.00 the County Council allowed them, was the resurfacing of the parking
lot at the Auditorium and he has discussed this matter with Mr. Bi'll Bethel and he has
offered to help draw up the specifications so we can proceed with the awarding of bids
for it, since good weather seems to be approaching.
Estimate from AT&T for Improved Phone System: Mr. Bitz said last week he spoke with
the Board about the trouble he is having with his present phone system and he was
authorized to seek estimates. In speaking with AT&T, the installation for a separate
line for the ticket office would run $65.00 and the additional cost per month would be
about $35.00. In regards to the answering machine they have looked at the one currently
installed in the office and it can be fixed, in house, at no extra cost, to run on the
new line·also. He would like for the Commissioners to approve this as soon as possible,
that 11 Avita 11 will be coming March 13th and they ar-e already receiving calls for that
event.
Summary of Meeting of Task Force of February 13th. Mr. Bitz said for a quick summary
of what transpired during the meeting of the Auditorium Task Force last Friday, he
would report in regards to the proposed rate increases for 1984 that the Committee
recommended we go ahead and approve the new rental rate for the Gold Room, but to
temporarily put a hold on any rent increases for the Auditorium, until a meeting on
February 22nd, at which time they will try to decide whether to enact or freeze those
new rates until such time as improvements can be made to the Auditorium itself.
In regards to the new outdoor marquee, the Committee approved the idea, with limitations
on the four (4) advertising panels, that they be done in a two color scheme rather than
the variety of colors that would·belong to each of the individual advertisers. They
also left the design of the marquee up to the discretion of the Commissioners.
In regards to the stage rigging and the orchestra shell hanging above the stage, it is
agreed they would like for John Vezzoso to have some of his men go up inside the rigging
house and examine it and see exactly what is wrong.
·
In regards to the name change of the facility, it was recommended Convention Center ..
be dropped from Vanderburgh Auditorium and Convention Center" and any other name
changes would be discussed sometime in the future.
11

0

11

Commissioner Cox said they did point out, and she is talking about the Performing Arts,
that they expressed concerns over the mounting costs that they are paying for the
necessity of having stage hands at all of thejr performances eventhough they did their
own lighting and in some instances the stage hands only stood around and supervised, and
they also pointed out the stage hands did not always have the expertise necessary in
order to assist with the production. She would like for the Commissioners to meet with
the president of the stage hands group and get these concerns opened for discussion.
President Berries said we need to check out any current agreement which currently
exists with the stage hands, that he is aware of none that has been signed since he has
been a Commissioner, and he really does not know how this .works at the present time.
Mr. Bitz said each lessee is required to contact the stage hands union themself and it
is up to the lessee and the stage hand union to negotiate how many hands will be used
and in which catagory.
President Borries said the lessee signs nothing with the Auditorium in regards to the
stage hands and Mr. Bitz said that is correct. President Berries said then is this a
requirement and Mr. Bitz said he believes it is more or less a tradition. President
Borries said is it possible for someone to schedule in the Auditorium without using
the stage hands at all and Mr. Bitz said yes it would be possible, such as the
Evansville Civic Theater, who has the technical knowledge to run the equipment. President Borries said who would decide on this matter and Mr. Bitz replied that he, as
Manager, would decide if they would require stage hands, and in his absence, the County
Commissioners would have to make that decision.
Mr. Bitz said the President of the stage hands union is Mr. Jack Fehr and he would be
happy to give the Commissioners Mr. Fehr's telephone number, should they desire it. He
would like to add that all Broadway Touring Shows or Professional Shows. are required to
have union stage hands, but they are the only group coming in here that would be required to do so.

,/
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President Berries said in getting back to the stage rigging equipment, Mr. John
Vezzoso attended the meeting of the Task Force also and offered to have knowledgable
persons inspect the rigging that at this point is deemed to be dangero.us .•• and who
made the decision that the rigging is dangerous and Mr. Bitz said Tiffin Scenic Studios
inspected it and made the decision, however, he has yet to receive a full report from
them. They are the original contractors who installed the equipment.
Mr. Vezzoso came forth at this time and stated he has contacted the member of Local
103 Union, locally, and this is their line of work, and they have volunteered to go
tomorrow and conduct an inspection of the equipment and if it needs to be down they
will work with us in doing so. They have helped us many times before and have offered
to make this inspection free of charge.

I

Commissioner Cox asked when is the next time the stage will be used and Mr. Bitz said
this Saturday, by the Philharmonic. Commissioner Cox said then not only do we need to
authorize someone to go in there, but if we can't give authorization today to go ahead
and remove it, then Mr. Bitz should be authorized to take some invitational bids, because it must be down before Saturday .... if it requires an emergency meeting between now
and then to get it done. She would like to give her thanks to Mr. Vezzoso and Local 103
for the volunteering hand they have stretched forth.to the community.

·/

President-Berries told Mr. Vezzoso that after he inspects the rigging, should an emergency meeting have to be called, would he please contact him and he will in turn contact
the other two (2) Commissioners and he said that he would.
Commissioner Willner moved Mr. Vezzoso be authorized to let Local 103 go into the
Auditorium and make their inspection. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
Commissioner Willner said in regards to the rental rates at the Auditorium that he finds
it ironic that the task force members. who don't use the Gold Room reconmend a rate increase in there, but recommend no increase for the auditorium part ••.• which they do use.
He believes it is a little amusing that they are attempting to give us a recommendation
on their pocketbooks and he thinks if the rates are going to be raised then lets do it
uniformly.
Commissioner·Cox said the meeting lasted over two (2) hours and she did not find it
amusing, that the points brought up by these people were true concerns. The question
was asked .... in what condition is the Gold Room and the answer was ••.. in -gooji condition
and based on that answer was· the reasoning of increase in the rate for it., but the
condition of the auditorium is poor and they felt they could not continue to use the
facility unless it's updated to meet their needs. She said they are not objecting to
a rate increase as long as the auditorium is maintained up to their standards. She said
there is problems with the orchestra shell, the sound and lighting and if these things
aren't taken care of, they will start looking elsewhere for a better facility.

I

Commissioner Willner said some of the national shows coming in our Auditorium have said
it is one of the finest they have ever played in and he almost agrees with those statements. We have been told the rigging is bad and now we find you have to physically get
a ladder and go into the housing ••. so who said it is bad in the first place, that it
seems to him like something is awry here and if someone thinks it is bad, then let him
step forward and say why it •.s bad.
·
Mr. Bitz said it is all coming in their. report, which could be several more weeks.
Commissioner Cox said when we promote a facility with lighting and sound, it should
work, and when it doesn't, she can see where the users are concerned.
..

I

Commissioner Willner said he was under the impression that the original intent for the
Task Force was to come up with alternate ways of financing, but it has really gotten
out of proportion and they are now recommending what we should or should not do and
this is contrary to what he thought the committee was set up to do. He said the
committee was set up to find ways to improve the auditorium without more of a burden to
the taxpayers and that certainly has not been forthcoming, in fact, the opposite is true.
All he has seen is go back to the County Council for more money and we could certainly
have done that without the committee's approval.
President Berries said he understood the committee's job was to identify some immediate
needs and to come up with ways to identify them and save money also.

;as:
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Commissioner Cox said it might be interesting to ask each of the Task Force members if
they know what their responsibility is, that she believes there are problems along that
line. She said the committee was first set up to decide whether to sell, lease or keep
the auditorium for the county and she believes the commissioners should first decide
what the responsibility of the committee is to clear up some of the confusion before
creating a permanent advisory board for the facility. She personally believes there
should be some written guidelines for the committee• but she for one values the suggestions they can give the Commissioners in helping to make some tough decisions.
She said this new orchestra shell is going to cost $50,000.00 and since it is not included in the $160,000.00 for the first phase, they want the Commissioners approval
to use $25,000.00 from the $160,000.00 and the Philharmonic will match that amount with
their $25,000.00, and go ahead and get the orchestra shell.
Commissioner Willner said the.$160,000.00 for the
not to what we want but rather to what the County
was no shell included it that committment, as far
to have to be dropped if we use $25,000.00 of the

first phase is already committed and
Council approved it for and there
as he knows, so something is going
$160,000.00 for that shell.

Mr. Bitz said there was a $10,000.00 cushion approved by. the council.
President Borries told Mr. Bitz to get the Philharmonic's written statement to the
effect they will contribute $25,000.00 to the orchestra shell and he nodded that he
would.
Mr. Bitz said he has nothing else to discuss other than the telephone proposal that
he mentioned earlier in his presentation.
Commissioner Willner said he needs some additional information on this matter •••. deferred for further research.
President Borries said the Board w.ill also try to make a decision on the marquee within
a week or two.

I

RE:

BILL BETHEL .•.• COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly absentee report of the
employees at the county garage for the period of February 6 thru 10, 1984 ••• report re,ceived and filed.
Weekly Work Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly work report of the employees at
the county garage for the period of February 6 thru 10, 1984 ••• received and filed.
Attached to the work report was the following work schedule for the same period of time.
Snow Removal:

Nine (9) trucks, Sunday, Monday, Tuesday arid Wednesday.

Patch Crew:

Pollack, McCutchan, Church Road, Schillinger Road, Burkhardt Road,
Oak Hill Road, Red Bank Road, Happe Road, Upper Mt. Vernon Road,
Cemetery Road an'd Middle Mt. Vernon Road .

. Rock Crew:

I

Old Henderson Road, Irene, Pinehurst. Washed all .equipment.

Trash:

Lynn Road and South Weinbach.

Tree Crew:

Baseline Road, East of Old State Road, Bromm Road, Baseline Road,
west of Martin Station.

Repair Cave-In:

5620 West Haven Drive.

Re uest to Dis ose of Corrodin Barrels of Chemicals:
Mr. Bethel said there are forty
eight 48 barrels of chemicals at the garage, that some of them are empty, some half
full, some three quarters full, etc, but we have been told they are all toxic. They
have went through all the proper channels to get this done and right now they are down
to the financing part of it. It will cost $5,227.00 to get this removed and with the
$2,000.00 they will be getting from the courts, we only will have to come up with
another $3,227.00. The $2,000.00 comes from restitutions through the courts and he
would like to recommend the remaining $3,227.00 comes from his Garage &Motor account
#3223. He said Mr. Lee Stuckey has put many hours work in on this and they really need
to get it all removed from the Highway Department because it just shouldn't be sitt~ng
out there any longer. Mr. Bethel distributed several pieces of correspondence in regards to this matter for the Commissioners review
. •
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Mr. Stuckey came forth at this time and stated he has discussed this with several
companies that handle toxic waste and we would get to a certain point and they would
drop us. Mr. Johnie Baker, Project Engineer for Process Engineering Group .. Inc. has
gone further than any other company and has given us an estimate to remove these barrels
for an estimated cost of $5,227.00, which is cheap, because he understands it was earlier
estimated to cost somewhere between $7,000.00 and $18,000.00 to dispose of them.
He would like to get this done before the company backs out of doing it for this cost.
He said a motion was granted in Circuit Court last spring to dispose of the barrels and
he has been working ever since to obtain state and federal Environmental Protection
Agency approval and has finally received it. He said he received the following letter,
which explains the three (3) phases this will have to go through, from Process Engineering, Inc. dated January 13, 1984.

I

Dear Mr. Stuckey:
Process Engineering Group, Inc. (PEG) is submitting the following proposal and cost
estimates for the proper disposal of unknown drum wastes from the Vanderburgh County
Highway Department. As per our telephone conversation, we understand there are
approximately 50 drums of materials. Based on our previous experience with other
communities in you same situation, we have found the most economical and safest solution to this problem is to bulk the contents of the drums and ship via transport
truck to an E.P.A. approved hazardous waste incinerator. The individual identification of each drum can be very detailed and expensive.

/

Therefore, Process Engineering Group, Inc. is proposing a three phase program to solve
your problems. Phase I will consist of thoroughly sampling each drum. First, the pH
will be checked on each drum to differentiate acids and bases so the wastes may be
safely mixed in Phase III. Second, equal portions of the samples will be mixed to
form a composit sample for the necessary laboratory analysis to receive rlisposal approval
and properly characterize the composited mix. A breakdown of required lab tests and
costs is attached.for your information. The estimated cost of Phase I is $1307.00.
Of course the contents of the drums must be thoroughly thawed for.sampling.
Phase II will consist of obtaining approval for the disposal of the bulk load from the
E.P.A. and an approved incineration facility. The nearest facility to Evansville for
the incineration of hazardous waste, is Liquid Waste Disposal (LWD) in Paducah; Kentucky •. The laboratory analysis you provided us indicates some of the drums are classified
as hazardous due to the pH below 2.0 and others above pH 12.5. Therefore" you must
submit forms to receive a Generator's Identification number from the E.P.A. PEG will
assist you in fully complying with all environmental requirements and regulations including obtaining disposal approvals~ The cost estimate for Phase II is $100.00.

I

Phase III will consiSt of pumping the contents of your drums onto our 1icensed tanker
for transportation to the LWD Incinerator provided disposal. approval is granted. The
actual disposal cost is set based upon the laboratory data collected in Phase I. For
estimating purposes, we have assumed a disposal cost of $1.00 per gallon. A written
quotation will be submitted to you prior to conducting Phase III after completion of
Phase I. Based upon the assumtion, the cost estimate for this phase is $3,820.00.
Therefore, the total cost fo.r this project is estimated at $5,227.00. If you should have
any questions please do not hesitate to contact our office at AC 317/243-0811.
Sincerely,
Johnie R. Baker
Project Engineer
**********
Mr. Stuckey said the $5,227.00 could be a little low or a little high, but that figure
is in the ball park. He said everyone has to analyse this for themselves, that nobody
will take anyone else's word for it.
President Borries said is there a certainty at this point that. theY. will go through all
of the phases, that they will take it and dispose of it for us because the letter says
Phase II will consist of obtaining approval for the disposal of the. bulk load from the
E.P.A. and an approved incineration facility.

I
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Mr. Stuckey said Mr. Baker will take care of obtaining any permits and approvals.
President Borries asked Mr. Stuckey if he has all the documentation of the contents
from all the other studies already made on these chemicals and he replied he has a
complete file on everything that has been done from the very beginning however, it
is much too lengthy to report.

I

County Attorney Jones asked if these are currently in containers and Mr. Stuckey said
some of them are in cardboard boxes and the boxes have disintegrated and they fear the
plastic bags will burst. Mr. Jones said if we were allowed to buy it then lets hold
an auction and sell it, because there is someone out there.who will want it.
Mr. Stuckey said there are nineteen(19) empty barrels but we cannot dispose of even
one (1) unless we go through the proper channels because we have been told even the
empty ones are toxic.
Commissioner Willner said the thing that worries him is that this is an estimated figure they have given us and it could well end up being double that amount.
Mr. Stuckey said that also troubled him and he called Mr. Baker and asked him was he
pretty positive this would be the total cost to dispose of these barrels and he said
he was sure of it, however, he had to put 11 estimated" on it.
Mr. Jones said if nineteen (19) of those barrels are empty then it looks like someone
could sign on the bottom line and allow us to get rid of them here and Mr. Bethel said
there is no doubt they are empty but they are still toxic and we are·not allowed, by
law, to dump them. Mr. Jones said to him an empty barrel cannot be toxic.
Commissioner Cox said the letter states it will cost us $1.00 per gallon so if nineteen
{19) are empty then it wont cost us anything for those.

I

Mr. Jones said the E.P.A. regulations on shipment are geared to the substance you are
shipping, so once you get by the testing phase, if there is nothing dangerous, we may
be able to dispose of them here.
Mr. Stuckey said they have all been tested two (2) or three (3) times, they are all
toxic and we will not be allowed to dump or bury them ourselves~ that they are all over
the toxic limit.
President Borries said can we not get a firm figure, in writing, from· this company, in
regards to the third phase and Mr. Stuckey said the Commissioners are free to call Mr.
Baker themselves but in all his conversations with him, he says the estimated $5,227.00
figure is all he can give right now.
Mr. Jones said the commissioners may still try to recoup some of the cost because he believes that even if the officials are in jail or the companies involved in these chemicals are bankrupt, that even if the companies have changed names, they are still responsible for disposing of the barrels.
Commissioner Cox said we never did finish paying for these chemicals in the first place,
that that is how it was found out, so if the company still owns them, let them con~ and
get them.
Mr. Bethel said all of this reflects seven (7) years work, so he would urge the Board
. to 11 Please" let him dispose of them, while the chances are good.

I

Commissioner Willner moved the Commissioners retain the company of Process Engineering
Group, Inc., in the amount of $5,227.00, to rid the county of the forty eight (48) toxic
barrels at the county garage, and if the County Attorney would wish to pursue the cost,
he may do so. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion~ So ordered.
RE:

BOB BRENNER .... COUNTY SURVEYOR

No representative of the Surveyor's office was present, however, they submitted their
weekly bridge and guardrail report of the bridge crew for the period of February 6 thru
10, 1984, to be received and filed.

/I)(.
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RE:

ANDY EASLEY ...• COUNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER

Report on the Railroad Switch on Lynch Road: Mr. Easley reported that he spoke this
afternoon with Mr. Steve Dilk and the Federal Highway Administration told him verbally
for us to go ahead and pursue pinning down the price of the building modifications of
the Creasey Company, so he assumes the feds have approved the scope of this switch relocation, as presented last week,. so it looks like this is going to all fall in place
and the feds are going to pay for it.
Burkhardt Road Right-of-Way: Mr. Easley said Mr. Jim Morley is present today and in
regards to the purchase of right-of-ways for the Burkhardt Road project he would like
to distribute the following list of appraisals.
NAME

APPRAISALS **

Thomas J. and Rosemary V. Hirsch

$1,000.00

William R. and Margaret Fiscus

300.00

Julius Heerdink and Mildred Heerdink

500.00

Wyman Holder

814.00

H. Na 11 ey and Betty

I

L. Na 11 ey

814.00

Elvis H. Payne, Sr. and Truda E. Payne

300.00

Theodore J. and Anna M. Mercker

300.00

larry L. and Rosalie T. Hirsch

1,300.00

Edmund, Albert and Irene Unfri.ed

2,200.00

Edmund, Albert and Irene Unfried

3,700.00

Revetta Heseman, William J. Farrand
and Dorris Farrand

1,000.00

David W. and Donna S. Hirsch
Ronnie Edward Underwood and Cherrel
H. Underwood
TOTAL

I

600.00
1,000.00
$13,828.00

**Does not include landscaping cost.
**********
Mr. Easley said as stated, this appraisal fee does not include the landscaping cost,
which would probably not exceed $100.00 per parcel. At this time he is requesting permission to release these to Mr. Ken Hansen, so he can go ahead and purchase.
Commissioner Willner moved the appraisals be approved and forwarded to Mr. Hansen.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
Pi eon Creek Lo · Jam: Margie Meeks informed Mr. Easley that the state approval has
·. 1
come back on the 5,000.00 forthe Pigeon Creek log jam, so he can proceed on that issul
Romaine Subdivision: Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Easley if he has reviewed Romaine
subdivision yet and he replied no, that he will try his best to get out there this week.
RE:

HOLIDAY CLOSING

County offices will be closed t4onday, February 20th, for Washington's. Birthday. The
next meeting of the County Commissioners will be held on Tuesday, February 21st. at
7:30 p.m.
RE:

LETTER AND CHECK FROM EVANSVILLE CABLE T.V.INC.

A check in the amount of $7,572.94 was received from Evansville Cable T.V. Inc. with
the following letter.

2-13-84
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Dear Commissioners:

February 6, 1984

Enclosed you will find a check in the amount of $7,572.94 which represents payment
for the fourth quarter of 1983. This represents an increase of $756.31 over the fourth
quarter 1982 payment in the amounl of $6,816.63, and also represents an increase of
$209.41 over the third quarter 1983 payment in the amount of $7,363.53.

I

At the present time, we have completed the construction phase of Darmstadt and elect!onics are now being integrated to make it functional. Marketing will follow in that
particular area.
We are reviewing the area coming off of Browning Road, down Hillsdale and out Old
State Road that would take in some 200 plus homes out to Ridgeview Heights.
Again, Evansville Cable would like to thank the County Commissioners for giving
Evansville Cable TV the pleasure of serving residents of the county with cable TV service. If the Commissioners have any questions, please feel free to call me at any time.
My private number is 428-2461.
Best regards,
Robert D. Ossenberg
Vice President and General Manager
*********
. Commissioner Willner moved the check be signed and put into the County General Fund.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered. A letter of acknowledgement will be
sent to Evansville Cable TV, through the Commissioners office.
County Auditor said in 1982 we received a total of $23,727.75 and in 1983 we received a
total of $27,903.74, so it is continually on the rise.

I

RE: MONTHLY REPORT OF THE CLERK OF CIRCUIT COURT
Recieved and filed was the monthly report of the Clerk of the Circuit Court, for the
month ending December 31, 1983. ·
RE:

OLD BUSINESS TO BE DISCUSSED

President Borries said he traveled to Indianapolis last Thursday to speak in behalf of
some local issues, however, the legislature is not over.yet so he cannot report where
the issues will end up.
Everyone is aware that there was an Auditorium Task Force meeting last week.
President Borries said he would at this time enter the following letter from County
Attorney Jones, ,in regards to Sperry Univac Contracts, dated February 10, 1984.
Re:

Sperry Univac Contracts, claims for moving expense.

Dear Commissioners:
Having reviewed the. various contracts of Vanderburgh County with Sperry Univac,
all of which were terminated as of December 31, 1983, it is my opinion that each contract
provides for the payment of moving expenses of the computer equipment by Vanderburgh
~eooo~.

I

·

·

Very truly yours,
David L. Jones, County Attorney
BOWERS, HARRISON, KENT &MILLER
***************
Letter recei:ved and filed.
have
President Borries said weAyet to receive a definite figure, therefore, we do not know
at this time exactly what this moving expense is going to cost the county.
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CLAIMS

The following three (3) claims were submitted by the Evansville-Vanderburgh County
Building Authority for computer cable, all signed by Mr. Gil Ruston.
1).

Labor to install your 6 pr. computer cable from room 200 to terminal in Judge
o•conner•s office area, in the amount of $32.00, per David Goad.

2).

Labor to install your old style 23 pr. computer cable from room 200 to room 216,
in the amount of $128.00, per David Goad.

3).

Labor to run 4 conductor computer cables fror.1 above ceiling (at clock) to column
next to terminal on counter and down conduit in column - room 216.

I

Labor to run 12 pr. computer cables from room 205, Computer Services, to east
wall of room 208 at terminal. Then install 12 pr. computer cables from above
termination in 208 to east wall of room 210-B and drop from ceiling to terminal
in room 208.
Toal amount due for.the third claim is $372.00, per David Goad.
Commissioner Cox moved the above three (3) claims be approved, which should be paid ·
from the $5,000.00 set aside for installation. Commissioner Willner seconded the motion.
So ordered.
A claim was submitted for Pulse Systems for Voter Registration tapes.
was an invoice for data processing service from 4-1-84 thru 6-30-84.

Also attached

President Berries said he believes since we pay them quarterly, he thinks this should
be merely received and filed.
·
Commissioner Cox said they are not even up to full service yet, so they should not be
charging us a fourth of the full amount alloted for this service.
President Berries said he will contact.both Mr. Fortune and Mr. Goad and get a clarification on this claim.and report back his findings.

I

A claim was submitted for Glen E. Koob, Chief Deputy to the Perry Assessor for travel
to Indianapolis to a state called meeting (state certificate attached), in the amount
of $183.00.
..
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be allowed.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for Harry Tornatta, Per.ry Assessor for travel to Indianapolis
to a state called Assessors Conference (state certificate attached), in the amount of
$272.70.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be allowed.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for Joyce Fields for transportation to the State Tax Board
meeting in Indianapolis on January 25, 26 and 27, 1984, in the amount of $151.10, signed
by Alvin Stucki, Center Township Assessor.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.
·

Commissioner Cox·seconded the motion,

The following three (3) claims were submitted by Helfrich Insurance Agency.
1).

Public Official Bonds 1-1-84/1-1-85, for Richard J. Berries, Robert L. Willner
and Shirley Jean Cox, in the total amount of $90.00.

2).

Public Official Bonds 1-1-84/1-1-85, for Mark Owen, William Taylor and Harold
Elliott, in the total amount of $90.00.
·

3).

Public Official Bonds 1-1-84/1-1-85, for Robert Lutz, Kathy Mann, Curt Wortman and
Larry Lawrence9 in the total amount of $120.00.

President Berries said the above policies are all through the Indiana Insurance Company.

I
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Commissioner Willner moved the claims be approved.
motion. So ordered.
RE:

2-13-84

Commissioner Cqx seconded the

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES .•... APPOINTMENTS

SHERIFF

I

S. Lee West
Timothy Lennartz
Sandra J. Shuler
Steven R. Clark

1710 Cass Ave
2001 Clayton
51 Taylor
7577 Michael Lane

Chief Deputy
Sergeant
Corporal
Probation Patrol.

$23,223.00
$19,846.00
$18,494.00
$15,743.00

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

$17,413.00

Eff: 2-13-84

$19,846.00
$18,494.00
$17,243.00
$23,223.00

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

$17,000.00

Eff: 2-13-84

2-11-84
2-11-84
2-11-84
2-11-84

AREA PLAN COMMISSION
Chris Forney

RE:

3807 Pollack Avenue Planner (End of
Probationary Period)

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ....• RELEASES

SHERIFF
S. Lee West
1710 Cass Ave.
Timothy Lennartz
2001 Clayton
Sandra J. Schuler
51 Taylor
· Donald R. Humston(Deceased)

Sergeant
Corporal
Patrolman
Chief Deputy

2-10-84
2-10-84
2-10-84
2-10-84

AREA PLAN COMMISSION
Chris Forney
RE:

I

3807 Pollack Ave.

·Planner

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

President Berries said attorney Miller has received correspondence from Mr. Nussmeyer•s
attorney, regarding the problem on the Hirsch Road Bridge, involving litigation and Mr.
Miller has suggested he would like to have an Executive Session with the Commissioners,
however, we do not have a firm date yet.
There is to be a Soil and Water Banquet .and the 4-H Center tomorrow evening. President
Berries has made other plans and cannot attend it. Commissioner Cox said she will be
attending.
President Berries reported there will be an Ambulance Task Force meeting on Thursday
at 3:00, in the Mayors office and he would encourage all the coinmissioners to try to
attend.
Commissioner Cox reported on Thursday at 2:00 p.m. there will be a special Area Plan
Commission meeting to consider two (2) ordinances. One is the Thoroughfare Set-Back
Ordinance and the other one is a Subdivision Ordinance. .The meeting will be in room
303, Civic Center. These Ordinances will be coming before the Commissioners very
shortly for consideration.
President Berries said he has received correspondence from the Indiana Association of
Counties informing us they are going to have their diStrict meeting in Bedford, Indiana,
sometime next week. (No date was available).

I

·*'t··-·commissioner Cox said she understands the German Township Booster Club is going to send
in· a letter concerning a four-way STOP at Mill Road and Happe Road, that they said there
was one there a long time ago. She looked through the traffic code of ordinances, and
she could find no posting of either one, so we will be hearing from those residents.
Commissioner Cox said we also have another problem, between Old Highway 460 and Highwqy
66, that there is this little stretch in there right at the Cason Junction, which used
to be Highway 65 or Big Cynthiana Road, but they have diverted that and they have a
connector road between Old 460 and 66. This road has no name, that people call it by
different names and there is a problem in that there is some building going on out there
at the present time. We really need to have our people look at this little stretch and
see what exactly it is going to be named, that in checking the Vanderburgh County Highway
records she finds they call it a section of Harmony Way
In checking with Lillian at
the County Garage, we are maintaining it, that it is a county accepted road, that the
state dedicated it back to us. She would like for Mr. Bethel to do some research on
this and he indicated that he would check it out.
11

11

•
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President Berries told Mr. Bethel to contact Mr. Easley and have him take a,t look at
it also.

There being no further business, President Berries declared the meeting recessed at
4:15 p.m.

PRESENT:

SECRETARY:

COUNTY COMMISSIONER

COUNTY AUD !TOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard 11 Rick 11 Berries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean ·cox

Alice McBride

David L. Jones

I

Janice Decker

~I.

I

II~
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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
FEBRUARY 21, 1984
The meeting of the County Commissioners was held on february 21, 1984, at 7:30 p.m.
in the Commissioners Hearing Room with President Borries presiding.

I

The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as engrossed by the County Auditor
and the reading dispensed with.
RE:
·~
i

REZONING PETITION .•. VC-12-83 ••. THIRD READING

Petitioner: Busler Enterprises, Inc •• 401 Diamond Avenue, Evansville, Indiana
Owner of Record: Same
Premises affected are situated on the east side of St. Joseph Avenue, on the south
side of the corner formed by the-intersection of St. Joe Avenue and Diamond Avenue.
The common address is 2331 Buchanan Road and the above described real estate is presently zoned C-4. The requested change is to M-1. The present existing land use
is restaurant, warehouse, office and service station and the proposed land use is
same with addition of Class III Sanitary Landfill.

·~
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Mr. Roger Lehman, of Six Sons Contracting, was present to represent the petitioner,
Busler Enterprises. They are requesting the property be changed from C-4 to M-1 to
allow them to apply for Special Use #20- Class III sanitary landfill. The Class III
landfill will only allow demolition debris and it will be operated by Six Sons.
Enclosed in the file was the following Area Plan Commission Staff Field Report:
Zoning Recommendation:

(For rezoning VC-12-83)

"Petitioner is requesting this C-4 property be zoned to M-1 to allow them to
apply for Special Use #20 - Class III sanitary landfill. Class III land '11 will
only allow demolttion debris. Application has been made to the Department of Natural
Resources for this landfill. This is an area of mixed zonings. Present legal includes rezoning entire property which includes restaurant, warehouse, service station
and offices to M-1. {See special use staff field report)."
The Special Use Staff Field Report for the petitioner reads as follows:
"This special use is for a Class III Sanitary Landfill. Application has been
made to the Department of Natural Resources for a landfill permit. Written evidence
of property zoning is a requirement of State for a solid fill sanitary landfill.
Tentative plans call for using the site for dumping of Division Street demolition
debris. Control should be instituted to check the type of fill not allowing solid
waste since this is a flood prone area. The State has allowed a Class III landfill
variance from Regulation SPC-18 primarily for the land disposal of demolition debris.
Policy states that a Class III Sanitary Landfill application be filed with the State,
that it may only be demolition debris with all other solid waste unacceptable, and
that construction in the 100 year floodway must have approval of the Natural Resources
Commission in addition to approval of the Indiana State Board of Health. It also
states approval shall be valid for a period of two (2) years from the approved effective
date. Class III landfills are inspected by the State Board of Health if complaints are
filed. If Special Use Permit is granted it should be contingent on the State Board
approval. It should be limited in both time and scope of landfill. It should be designated as a Class III Landfill and limited to two (2) years from the time of State approva1."
·
Mr. Lehman said perhaps it would be most proper if he were to answer any questions at
this point and time.
Commissioner Willner asked if the entire site needed to be rezoned for this landfill
and Ms. Barbara Cunningham, Director of the Area Plan Commission, was present and
stated no, it.would not be necessary and this was discussed with the petitioner prior
to this meeting and she believes the petitioner felt like tt was too difficult to cut
down the size, however, we did recommend they do so.
Mr. Lehman said at the present time they. repair their own diesels and in the future they
plan to expand to allow outside vehicles to be repaired .••... and they understand that
will also require an M-1 zoning. The major problem with the splitting up of the lot is
the boundary of the landfill is somewhat meandering.

Ill/,
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Commissioner Cox said at the end of the two (2) years the company would be willing to
petition this back to C-4 and Mr. Lehman said yes, they said they would be willing to
discuss it.
Ms. Cunningham said the Commissioners can initiate that action.
Conmissioner Willner said he may not disagree with the M-1, however, he may disagree
with what they would be allowed to put in there.

I

Mr. Lehman said Mr. Finch, Vice President of Busler Enterprise, Inc. is present tonight
and he stated at the Area Plan meeting that there are no plans for any type of constructions on the site, other than the landfill.
Commissioner Cox asked what will be allowed on this.
Ms. Cunningham said this wQuld be a Class III Landfill, which would be limited to
demolition debris and it should be· limited to a two (2) year permit, and it should be
stated they should have the necessary state and federal permits before they are allowed
to dump anything.
Commissioner Cox said could we not limit the M-1 use and Ms. Cunningham replied no, you·
cannot put limitations on zonings, only on special use permits.
Commissioner Willner said he does not want to put the hurt on Buslers and he personally
believes this will look much better after it is filled, that it will be greatly improved but he does not want to end up with something less desirable on the site, in the
future, therefore, he hates to rezone the entire area, and he wonders tf the applicant
would split the rezoning.
·Mr. Lehman said if that is their only choice they would have to, but they would rather
not because of the time and money involved, with the time element being most critical
with Division Street demolition currently going on~ that the only place they have to
dump the debris is BFI.
Commissioner Willner said there is no question •••• it would serve a useful purpose.

I

Mr. Lehman said they applied for the state permit on the 4th of December, 1983 and they
have already received written approval from the Department of Natural R~sources. The
state is holding that permit pending action taken here tonight, that it must have the
proper zoning before they will issue a state permit.
President Berries asked if there is dumping going on at this site now and Mr. Lehman
said somtimes people will sneak in there and dump something, but it is not sanctioned
by Buslers and it is now cabled off to try to keep the dumping out, making it much
more controlled.
President Borries asked if there were any remonstrators present •.. there were none.
Commissioner Cox moved Rezoning Petition YC-12-83 be approved on third reading.
Commissioner Willner seconded the motion which carried unanimously in the affirmative.
RE;

SPECIAL USE PERMIT 5-84-APC •.. THIRD READING

Applicant:

Busler Enterprise, Inc.

, ,, . President Berries said this is in connection with the rezoning just approved and asked
if there were any remonstrators regarding the special use permit ••• there were none.
Commissioner Cox moved Special Use Permit 5-84-APC be approved, subject to a two (2)
year time limit, also that it be limited to a Class III Landfill and subject to the
necessary state and federal permits.
Commissioner Willner seconded the motion which carried unanimously in the affirmative.
RE:

REZONING PETITION VC-13-83 ... THIRD READING

Petitioner: William Jack Nellis ... 6526 Old State Road, Evansville, Indiana
Owner of Record: Same
Mr. Roger Lehman was present to represent the petitioner, William Jack Nellis.

I
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Premises affected are situated on the west side of St. Joseph Avenue, on the south side
of the corner formed by the intersection of Diamond Avenue and St. Joe Avenue. The
common address is 2520 N. St. Joe Avenue and the above described real estate is presently zoned A, and the requested change is to C-4. Present existing land use is none
and the proposed land use is for a car wash and an office.
sa'd
Mr. LehmanA~t. Joe was moved when the Diamond Avenue expressway went through and Mr.
Nellis obtained a little more property and he would like for the entire parcel to be
zoned C-4, and this is relatively small as shown on the site plan. Mr. Nellis has informed him since the meeting with Area Plan, that he would be renting Ryder trucks from
the premises also. There will be no repair work on them, they merely will be sitting
there for rental purposes. They are currently seeking a commercial drive-way permit
from the state, which he understands may or may not be necessary, depending on the
statis of a portion of St. Joe Avenue that they understand will revert back to the county
in the future. He said this property is directly across the street from Busler Enterprises, Inc. and is currently being filled with all solid materials, which does not
require a 1andfi 11 permit.The Area Plan Commission Staff Field Report is as follows:
Zoning Recommendation:
Property is in an area of mixed zoning at the SW corner of Diamond and St. Joe
directly across from the Busler property in the vicinity of the zoo. Research shows on
September 17, 1951, Board of Commissioners minutes state approval has been given torezone and classify as ncn commercial a portion of the property that owner is petitioning
for rezoning. The APC has no record of this action and it is not recorded on our books.
To clarify records, petitioner is seeking to rezone entire property to C-4. This includes a protion that is no longer needed for right-of-way for the Old Highway 460.
Petitioner requests C-4 for a proposed car wash and an .offi.ce building. C-4 is necessary
for a car wash but not needed for an office building which is an allowable zoning for
such. C-4 allows outside storage. At the present time owner is raising the level of
his property with solid fill. EUTS recommendation should be followed as to curb cuts
and acceleration-decleration lanes. Property is in the area of Locust Creek and drainage needs to be addressed. 11
11
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President Berries asked if there were any questions from the Commissioners •••• there were
none.
Presiden~

Borries asked if there were any remonstrators •.• there were none.

Commissioner Willner.moved Rezoning·Petition VC-13-83 be approved as presented on third
reading. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion, which carried unanimously in the affirmative.
RE:

REZONING PETITION VC-14-83 ..• THIRD READING

Petitioner:

Citizens National Bank .•• 20 NW 3rd, Evansville, Indiana
Paul K. Neville ...• P.O. Box 2359, Evansville, Indiana

Owner of Record:

I

Citizens National Bank

Premises affected are situated on the east side of North Green River Road, a distance
of 1500 feet north of the corner formed by the intersection of Theater Drive and North
Green River Road. The common address is 2600 N. Green River Road and the above described real estate is presently zoned A and the requested change is to R-3. Present
existing land use is agricultural and the proposed land use is to build a· 264 unit
apartment complex.
Attorney Leslie Shively was present to represent the petitioner, Paul Neville, and
stated the purpose of this rezoning is to construct a new 264 unit apartment building.
At this time he showed an aerial photo to the Board and pointed out the location of
the proposed site in question, and the surrounding zonings. He showed a site plan to
the board, pointing out how the apartment complex will be layed out and also pointing
out the retaining ponds. Since they will have access off of Green River Road they have
already consulted with Mr. David Gerard and we have agreed to build a turn blister into
the apartment complex (this will be a right hand turn} and this will be built to comply
with good highway standards. At the last Area Plan Commission meeting unanimous approval
was given to this project 'and the drainage plans have already been approved by the Vanderburgh County drainage board.
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Ms. Cunningham, Director of the Area Plan Commission, stated when they get their finalized plan they will be reviewed by the Subdivision Review Committee.
Commissioner Cox said Mr. Jim Morley presented the drainage plans to the Drainage
Board a couple of weeks ago and she understands there is to be four (4) retention lakes
and Mr. Shively replied that is correct.
Mr. Jim Morley was present and stated immediately following the drainage board meeting
where the board requested the pipe be oversized for the drain, on the outside, he relayed that request to Mr. Neville and he agreed to the request.

I

President Borries asked if there were any remonstrators present •.. there were none.
Commissioner Willner said can the Commissioners be assured there will be no development
until the lakes are in place and Ms. Cunningham replied they will have to comply with
all the regulations before they will be issued a zoning use permit and they will have
to be reviewed by Subdivision Review with their site development plan and it will have to
work before they can get a permit, and they are aware of that.
Commissioner Willner asked if we have sufficient right-of-way for the widening of Green
River Road and President Borries said he believes so.
Mr. Shively said should Green River Road ever be widened at that point, there would be
only land to acquire, that there would be no structures in the way.
Ms. Cunningham said this would present no problem, that they would not have to move a
lake or building for the widening of the road.
Mr. Morley said there would be plenty of room for a four (4) lane highWay without
interfering with the lake location, that he believes the county has acquired 40 on each
side, so there would be no conflict.
·
1

Commissioner Willner asked how high they would be allowed to build and Mr. Shively said
35 however, the apartments will be only two (2) story gabled buildings, so that would
present no problems.
1

,
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Commissioner Willner moved Rezoning Petition VC-14-83 be approved on thi~rrl reading.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion which carried unanimously in. the affirmative.
RE:

SPECIAL USE PERMIT 7-84-APC •... THIRD READING

Applicant: Turris Coal Company
This is for Special Use #19 - for mineral extraction, storage and processing, limited
·to that reasonably related to the preparation for sale of the type of minerals primarily extracted from the site; limited process shall not include the refining of oil
products.
Area Plan Commission Staff Field Report is as follows:
Zoning Recommendation:
The definition of Special Use #19 follows 11 Mineral Extractions, Storage and Pro,cessing limited to that reasonably related to the preparation for sale of the type of
· mineral primarily extracted from the site; limited processing shall not include the re··o·:.··"'fining of oil products. 11 This application for.Vanderrick mine is for approximately
500 acres as shown on your site plan. Surface facilities will occupy 80 acres, the remaining 420 acres will be used for topsoil stock piles, slurry and sediment ponds and
coal refuge disposal. At the time of completion of mine operations, the structures
will be removed, topsoil replaced and the land· returned to. its still designated agricultural zoning. This mine site was previously operated by Ingle Coal Company and was
abandoned in 1946. The operation of the mine is regulated by Federal, State and local
agencies, a summary sheet in the information packet presented by Turris Coal denotes
responsibilities and inspections by each agency. The area is primarily agricultural
zoned farm land and single family residenc~s with M-2 and C-4 to the south and west
across highway. The site is divided by Highway 57 and the entrance of the site will be
off this highway. Plans for the proposed I-164 show that the proposed highway will
cross the eastern part of this property and might entail moving building #33. The
petitioner has begun a landscaping plan to help mitigate noise levels. A portion of
the mines facilities is within the 100 year flood plain. Drainage will need to be
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designed to meet the requirements of the 100 year flood plain. Design has been submitted to the Indiana Department of Natural Resources for approval. Utilities can
be provided by extension of the existing services. The mine will potentially employ
approximately 500 people. Waste disposal may be on site and the sewer will be provided
only if necessary. This is regulated by the State Board of Health.

I

I

I

Mr. Ed Sumner, President of Turris Coal Company was present and spoke at this time. He
stated Turris is a fully owned subsidiary of Shell Oil Company, engaged in underground
mining and they currently have a mine in operation in Springfield, Illinois. His pur-.
pose before the Commissioners tonight is to nequest approval of a Special Use Permit
to permit Turris to move ahead with their development of an underground mine, located
in Vanderburgh County, just north of Daylight. In an effort to save time he has given
to each of the Commissioners a site map, plus a packet of pertinent information concerning the mine itself. He had, on easel, an enlarged artist's rendering of the mine
and he would discuss any questions anyone might have. Construction of this mine would
take approximately two {2) years and during that period they expect to have about two
Hundred and fifty (250) people involved in that construction, who would be local people,
and for those people, materials and supplies for those two (2) years, they estimate it
to cost Turris about $60 million dollars. At the completion of this construction and as
the mine comes up to full production they would expect to create some five hundred (500) ,/
permanent jobs, with a payroll of about $23 million dollars and in addition to that they
expect to spend some. $13 million dollars on supplies and services from people in this
local area, therefore they feel the total impact on this area would be roughly $90
million dollars. This will be a long term thing, that the mine itself would last some
twenty five (25) to thirty (30). years, and perhaps longer, that it depends upon the
extraction rate. They intend to use local people to the fullest extent possible and
they would develope the mine in a slow manner and this way they can maximize the local
people they employ and they would not have to have previous mining experience. The
people they would bring in from out of town would be only managers, professionals and
a few experienced miners to precede the initial group and this is necessary and required by law to have a certain number of experienced people in the mine. Once all of
the permitting is obtained they will .move ahead with construction, consistant with
finding a customer, that they would not move ahead with the mine until they have found
a substantial customer and executed a contract with them, however, they feel.that is
very likely within a short time frame. To show their committment to this project they
have already invested over $17 million dollars and about one hundred and twenty (120)
man years of work and effort of pre-development activities. Their preliminary activities
are well underway and they hope to have all the necessary permits by mid-year and can
start construction. Based on all studies made they realize they cannot build a mine with
out it having an impact on the neighbors and they will try to minimize those impacts to
the greatest extent possible. In regards to the traffic, the mine itself would probably
create an additional load on Highway 57 of approximately 250-300 vehicles per day and
that highway currently carries about 9100 vehicles per day, therefore we would be looking
at about a 3% increase, which would be insignificant, especially should I-164 go on
through. If in the event the.coal is sold and is to be transported by truck, they will
work with their customer and the city traffic department to try to alleviate the problems that might occur. They would point out however that Conrail runs through their
property and they intend to put in a railroad spur and he would venture to say that
seventy five {75) percent of the coal will be hauled by rail. In regards to the noise
issue, they find they will be able to operate their plant facilities without raising the
level of noise in the area, that the background noise is already higher then that which
they will generate, however, he will admit there will be a couple of vehicles working on
the refuge pile that will be heard by persons living in the nearby vicinity. They have
designed all of their facilities so that all the coal is completely enclosed from the
time it comes out of the mine until it goes into the truck or train and even then it is
in shoots that lower it into the vehicles to reduce any dust that might generate. The ·
coal contains quite a bit of moisture and does not create dust. They intend to pave
the roads, to the greatest extent possible on the mine side, however, there will be some
roads in the refuge disposal area that it would not be practical to pave, therefore they
will have to carefully water these roads to keep down dust, or perhaps use chloride. He
realizes there will be some dust during construction and again they will do everything
possible to keep it down to a minimum. In regards to the drainage, a portion of the
facility lies within the backwaters of the Little Blue Grass Creek and they have retained what they feel is a very professional, competent hydrologic consultant to look at the
situation and to try and design a drainage system that will not adversely impact the
area. The state law requires that we cannot build in a flood plain without making some
adjustments so that we do not create any additional backwaters and they believe·they
have done this and the state will check the calculations and if they are not correct
it will have to be changed until it is correct.
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Mr. Sumners said he realizes there are persons present here tonight that have many
concerns for their area, drainage, water, dust, etc. and he is here to answer any of
those concerns.
Commissioner Cox asked if the proposed mine will be operated as the one in Springfield
is and Mr. Sumner said it will be very similar~ She said concerning the proposed hiring
of 500 local people, once the mine is in full swing, and probably 250 local people during
the construction period, but in regards to the 500 people •..• how many will be brought in
and how many will be local.
Mr. Sumner said their plans are to bring in management personnel and also some professional engineers who are familiar with the mining business. They will start out with
about 100 employees, but to give a firm answer he would say out of the 500 they would
bring in about 60, leaving about 440 jobs open to local residents. and these are good
paying jobs, as everyone knows, that starting salaries in their Illinois mine is about
$30,000.00 per year with many good benefits and he feels sure the same would hold true
for this area.

I

Commissioner Cox said in looking at the drawing before us tonight, is this what the site
would be like for the entire twenty five (25) or thirty (30) years and Mr. Sumner pointed /
out the portion that would remain the same for the full thirty years and said the other
portion showing would be for about a ten (10) year level. He very briefly pointed out
on the drawing the operation and how it would work.
Commissioner Cox said then the settling basin will be there for the thirty (30) year
period and Mr. Sumner replied that is correct.
Commissioner Cox said the dirt you remove from underground and put on top, how high will
that reach and Mr. Sumner said it could eventually reach 100' high, however, it will be
done in stages and he explained how that would work.
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Commissioner Cox asked for an estimated time that it would lay .mounded and naked dirt
and Mr. Sumner said to start with he would have to say two (2) or three (3) years, however, there will always be a certain part of· it that will not have grass or trees on it
until the end of the thirty years when it can all be replanted and put into a wild life
refuge.
Mr. Sumner said another plus for the people in the community is that they intend to contract with the City of Evansville to get city water out there, and they~ould be able
at some point in time to tap into that city line also, which he is sure some of the
people out there would appreciate because he understands about all the people out there
have problems with their water wells.
Commissioner Willner asked if the underground mining will be done to the north, west,
east or south and Mr. Sumner replied it will be mostly to the west.
Mr. Sumner said they currently have about 10,000 acres under lease and they have considered under their mine plan, approximately 13,000 acres, so they have yet to acquire
.all the leases and if they don't acquire all of them then they will have to mine around
their property. because they could not take any coal from someone else's property. He
would report that they will take half of the coal that is in the ground, that they will
leave between 50-60% of the coal there. in place, to support the ground above, that we
will have no subsidence.
President Berries said in regards to the drainage, the plant, as it is invisioned on the
drawing, is it in the flood plain and considered by the Department of Natural Resources
(DNR) and Mr. Sumner pointed out where the flood plain is and said their consultant has
supplied quite a few documents to the DNR and they are also working with the Highway
Department on the calculations for the new interstate.
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Commissioner Cox asked if the plant area would remain the same over the thirty year
period and Mr. Sumner replied there will be no further expansion with the exception that
they may have to build a second silo right next to the proposed existing silo (he pointed
the location out on the sketch). Mr. Sumner said they presently have a fan in operation
out there and the new one they will install will make much less noise than the present
existing one makes.
·
Commissioner Cox asked what shifts would be working and Mr. Sumner replied on some
occasions they would be working around the clock and he would doubt they would have to
install temporary lights up because the equipment itself has lights.
Commissioner Cox said then you would not have to store the.equipment if they were working
around the clock and Mr. Sumner replied they will have a small modest type building to
put the machines in if they should have to repair them or get them out of the_weather for
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one reason or another.
Commissioner Cox asked if there is a proposed drainage plan and Mr. Sumner replied
yes and the whole thing has to be approved by the DNR, and has already been submitted
to them.
Commissioner Willner said he understands a piece of property was purchased on the west
side of Old Petersburg Road and he is wondering why that purchase was made.
Mr. Sumner said this is true and they are negotiating another parcel, that someday they
would like to stra,ighten that road and be able to utilize more land
Mr. Leonard Thompson, 14,841 Old Petersburg Road, was pres~nt and came forth at this
time and stated he has lost water due to the pumping of the mine water, that his well
is 104' deep and he has discussed this with them and they have been very nice to him
but he is one of the nine (9) that lives right behind the hill where this machinery will
be running twenty four (24) ·hours a day. They have Scott School in their area and they
feel it is one of the best systems anywhere and many of them have built their homes and
lived out there for years and many are retired and one thing for sure .•.• we can't live
without water.
Mr. Paul Eissler a resident of Old Petersburg Roa,d, between Green River and Baseline
Road, was present and came forth at this time and stated he would like to present a
petition to the Board opposing this mine.
President Berries said to let the record show a petition has been received from Mr.
Eissler with approximately 50 signatures.(no addresses shown) and that it states the
following:
We, the undersigned, petition the Vanderburgh County Commission to carefully
consider the rezoning and use permit for Turris Coal Company's Vanderrick mining
operations.
11

The operation of said mine, as proposed, will force the surrounding property
owners to deal with:
1. Drainage problems
2. Dirt
3. Air pollution
4. Noise pollution
The above factors will adversely affect the quality of life of the surrounding
property owners. In addition, the property in the area of the mine will, as determined by an independent appraiser, devaluate by as much as fifty percent (50%).
**********
Forty six (46) signatures followed the above statement:
Mr. Eissler said there are many points to consider on this issue .•.• and as far as the
economic issues stated by Turris, that is good, because there would be economic advantages, but why should we, as property owners and taxpayers and who have been out there
for many year, be forced to put up with the afore mentioned problems, when there is a
very simple solution, if they would only do it. As to the recommendations from the hydrology engineer, he would take nothing away from the gentlemen, however, in a meeting
with him in their office, he did not say it would work, he said it might work, but he
· ''''ibegs to differ with him.... it just flat won't work, because water will not run up-hill
and he personally will be under water every time it rains, along with about seven (7)
other property owners. In regards to the wells in the area, well he for one has not
had any problems with his, but he has one of the deepest wells in the area, but he is
having problems with settlements coming into his water that he never had before and
it has been there for over thirty (30) years. He checked with a couple of engineers
from some university's and was told there is a direct relationship in the amount of
underground water which is pumped out will lower the water table, and by Turris' own
admission, they have lowered the water table. It is also well and good that they tell
us they will get us city water, but talk is cheap and action cost money and all we have
got from these people is a lot of talk. Basically what he is asking is that Turris deals
with these problems affectively before you (the Commissioners) issue any permits, otherwords we are asking this only be postponed for now because why should the residents out
there have to suffer this 100' gob pile next to them, along with all the noise, dirt,
drainage problems, etc. and let them take away from our properties value.

/
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Commissioner Cox said the company representative has adddressed the problem of the dirt
in the area that you seem concerned about and she is wondering if Mr. Eissler has ~ny
suggestions as to what else could be done to alleviate this problem.
·
Mr. Eissler said you can't alleviate it and the only thing that can be done would be
for Turris to purchase their properties.
Commissioner Cox said so then that is the bottom line, that there is nothing more we can
do, however, you do have the dirt problem when farmers plow for crops.
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Mr. Eissler said true, but that is for a limited time and with this mine you are talking
about seven {7) days a week, twenty four (24) hour a day.
Commissioner Cox said you are taking issue with the loud machines they will be running
also and Mr. Eissler said there will be several large pieces of loud equipment and
probably a drag-line to •.• and they say this will be wet, but when it hits whatever they
plan to haul it with, it has to raise dust ..•. no way about it. and the fan they will have
to operate will be a noise factor.
Commissioner Cox said these points were addressed by Mr. Sumner and Mr. Eissler said that
remains to be seen, that there will be a lot of noise and dirt, and it is going to oper-·r
ate around the clock, that it will never be shut down.
Mr. Eissler said he would also like to point out that at no time
or Turris Coal Company ever contacted us, in any respect, to get
residents in the area felt, all they ever said was they would be
told us what they would do for us. His personal feeling is that
pass this tonight the residents will get the shaft.

has Shell Oil Company
a feeling of what the
good neighbors and they
if the Commissioners

President Berries said there are thirteen (13) agencies that have regulatory powers over
this operation (he listed a few of them), so do you, Mr. Eissler, believ~ they have not
complied with all regulatory permits.
Mr. Eissler said he has spent a good deal of time on the phone calling some of these
agencies and he found out from some of them that.they didn't even know about this going
in, in fact, some of them had to search their records and can· him back, so apparently
they have not applied for all of their permits and they said they have, ;:Or at least the
people he talked to weren't aware of the applications for permits. HeaJ.so would take
issue with the statement they have invested some $17 million dollars, that perhaps they
have spent that much but they also gained a lot of valuable top ground and this is a
lot of recoverable expense, so common sense tells him there is a lot of difference in
what they are saying and what is reality and he personally is dealing with reality. All
he wants is something in writing ••• something concrete, because they no longer believe in
what they are being told.
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Commissioner Cox said she has no further questions or comments but that she would like
to make two (2) letters she received a matter of record, in regards to this issue. The
letters were as follows:
Dear Ms. Cox,
As you are well aware there are several homeowners on Petersburgh Road who have a
real problem concerning Turris Coal Company. We are not asking in anyway to try to stop
the coal company because we know they think it will be of great help to the community,
if they hire local people and do the things they say they will, but this too can be
questioned. We realize the income it will give to the community, but it is also going .
to bring property value down for tax purpose for people who have always been on time · ·
paying taxes in Scott Township and who have lived in the neighborhood for many, many
years. Yes, some of us were in the community when Ingle Coal Company put this shaft .
down but they did not plan to do all the things this coal company is doing and they also
were willing to work with the people in the neighborhood. As to zone agricultural to
mining which I realize at this time they are not doing but when you have lived across
the road from a tractor running 10 to 12 hours a day for maybe two days to big heavy
equipment running 15 to 20 hours a day, this is a big difference .. We were aware when we
built this was a agricultural neighborhood but we also have animals and a garden which
is one reason we wanted to stay where we are. We had a home where our children could
enjoy the outdoors and animals and had hoped our grandchildren could do the same thing
but with the dirt dust and noise this will be impossible. If the mine does not realize
this they had better use some commvn sense.
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We are asking for your help in getting the mine to realize we are ready to try to
relocate if they will help us. It sure will not be very pleasant to live just across
the road from the general refuge and materials brought out of the mine and across highway 57 to this 80 acre field which has been a holding pond for water from heavy rains
for many years. We all know that trees do not grow overnight and by the time the trees
are big, the gob pile will be way above the height of the trees.
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I realize we must make way for progress in the community but why does it have to
be at the expense of a neighborhood who are willing to relocate to another area. Yes
the mine has bought some property but they paid a very large price for land that was of
very little use as it was flooded a lot and not very good farm ground and now will not
do anything about people who have nice homes in a very nice community. We are not asking
for more.than just what we have now.
So I am asking for your help in getting Turris Coal company to see what they are
doing to people in a community that has been home for many years and just want to be
where the air will be good·and noise at a level where we can stand it. Yes, and water
is becoming a problem to all in the area, as wells are going dry and water is a source
of 1i fe.
Earl and Mabel Kiefer
**********
Dear Commissioners:
This letter is to inform you of my concerns about the activities of Turris Coal
Company in the vicinity of mY home. The Area Plan Commission was informed of ·mY
position and yet, on February 1, 1984, approved the permit allowing Turris Coal Company to store and extract minerals at the Vanderrick facility near Daylight, Indiana.
Turris Coal has indicated that their plans include the following points.
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1.
2.
3.

Diversion of existing drainage ditches.
·
Re-channeling of Blue Grass Creek
Removal of approximately eighty (80) acres of land which now ponds
and holds surface and backwater during hard and/or prolonged rains.

When the Ohio River backs up in Pigeon Creek, it forces Blue Grass Creek to back
up in the adjacent low areas. The proposed diversion of drainage ditches will cause
the resulting backwater to flood several pieces of property in the area.
The dirt and air pollution caused by mining operations is also a great
all property owners in the area. Not only will these environmental factors
the quality of life for those living adjacent to the mine, but according to
pendent appraiser, property is this area will devaluate by as much as fifty
(50%), when mine operations begins.
I have
discuss the
no interest
only a fair
land.

concern for
decrease
an indepercent

contacted Shell Oil Company, which owns Turris Coal, at various times to
company purchasing my property. Company officials responded that they have
in buying 11 at this time 11 • I, as well as other owners in the areas, want
price for the property and settlement before mine operation devaluates our

Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter.
Sincerely,
· Paul E. Eissler
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************
Mr. Sumner said he would only further state that Turris must have ALL of the necessary
permits from the appropriate agencies before they could operate a mine, that he does
not know why certain agencies could not find record of their applications, but he would
assure everyone they simply could not operate if they failed to get even one (1) of the
needed permits. He would also say they will be having no drag-lines, that they would
not be necessary in thei·r system.
Commissioner Cox said we cannot ask Turris Coal to correct the problems that are out
there now, but we can ask them to not add to them, because it would be a total disaster
for the residents out there. She asked Mr. Sumner if in the future should Turris decide
to purchase these additional nine {9) or so parcels, what would be the estimated cost.
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Mr. Sumner said he would not have a figure, but a guess would be upwards toward a
million dollars, depending on how much ground ·and how many homes would be involved.
Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Sumner if they would be willing to once again meet with the
residents in the area and discuss what they propose to do because she feels like a lot
of these people do not understand fully what to expect.
Mr. Sumner said if he really thought it would do any good he would be very willing, but
the bottom line with Mr. Eissler is ..•••. he wants us to purchase his property, regardles
of what our plans are for the mine.
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Commissioner Cox asked what a two (2) week delay could do to this and could they meet
with the residents during that brief period of time.
President Borries said subject to action of this board he would request that Mr. Sumner
forward any correspondence from any of the permit agencies to our local Area Plan
Commission and he said that.he would be happy to do so.
Commissioner Cox again asked what a two (2) week delay would do and Mr. Sumner replied
they had hoped to have their permit considered by the DNR at their meeting next week,
that the staff reports are done and have been submitted to them for that hearing, however, they will not allow us a permit if they do not have approval from this Board
of Commissioners that the zoning is correct. DNR already have the drainage plans before them and they are reviewing them at this time.
Mr. Sumner said to repeat himself he does not think talking will change their minds but
he will give the Commissioners his word that he will meet with the residents and negotiate with them and address their many concerns and work out a satisfactory solution. Not
only will he meet with these people, but he will make some sort of a proposal to them
that will perhaps alleviate their concerns.
Commissioner Cox
this Special Use
you give us .{the
would.

said the concerns of the people are that once we give you an okay for
Permit, there is really no assurance, other than your worrl, so would
Commissioners) a letter to this effect and Mr. Sumner said he certainly
·
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Mr. Eissler said in this letter are you, Mr. Sumner, willing to state that yes we will
address these following things .•. noise, dirt problem, well problems, drainage problems, etc, etc. etc.
Mr. Sumner said they will discuss them and Mr. Eissler said no, not discuss them ••.• but
solve them.
Mr. Sumner said he really believes he can work out the problems with Mr. Eissler•s
neighbors, but not with Mr. Eissler, because the bottom line is he wants Turris to
buy his property.
Commissioner Willner said some ten (10) years ago this Board of Commissioners addressed
the coal mining situation in Vanderburgh County very thoroughly and at that time we
passed an Ordinance banning strip mining from Vanderburgh County and we did so knowing
full well that probably that Ordinance was a little bit outside of the law, but what we
tried to do was discourage the strip mining going on in Warrick County from coming over
into Vanderburgh County and there was probably good reason why that was never questioned,
that when you get into Vanderburgh County, the coal goes down 500 feet and is impractical
to strip mine. We did understand at that time that there was an underground mine in
·. Vanderburgh County and that sooner or later we were going to have to face i.t. ·,There are
people sitting in this audience tonight that he has known for years and he really hates
to vote for this and he knows how he would feel if he lived in that area because he too
feels there is some devaluation of their property but he feels we are dealing with a
company that will try to minimize the problems and as far as a gob pile sitting next to
them, if you will look off into the distance you will see a large hill, much higher than
100• and it looks very nice, so he is not saying that will be done, but it can be done
in this instance also. He feels like it is his responsibility to let Turris move along
with this, show good faith and do a good job and if they don't, he·will be sitting on
their doorsteps. He spent a good deal of the day this past Friday in that particular
area and tried to look at all the problems and he agrees that there are some. He does
not think drainage is a problem out there, however, he does agree there is a water problem.
Commissioner Willner moved that Special Use Permit 7-84-APC be approved as submitted.
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Commissioner Cox said she would second the motion with the understanding that Shell
has agreed to meet with these property owners and treat them fairly and equally whe.never problems do arise.
Commissioner Willner said he will make Mrs. Cox' comment a part of his motion.
Motion carried with three (3) affirmative votes.

I

Mr. Sumner said he appreciates the Commissioners action and they will do what he has
said they will do and they would welcome all three (3) of the Commissioners to sit in
on any or all meetings they have with the residents to see that what he has said will
be done.
All three (3) Commissioners said they would be very much pleased to be allowed to sit
in on such meetings.
Commissioner Willner said he is sorry that everyone has left concerning the Turris
Coal Company issue, but he did want to state that he understands, from the business
predictions, that there is to be a coal boom very soon, that some of the plants are
going to have to switch to coal because we find oil and gas too expensive to continue
to use at our present rates. He understands that the coal that Turris is going to
mine is much lower in sulphur than some of the strip mining now in operation and that
quite possibly in the long run we might do a little bit of good by using a lower sulphur coal.
RE:

SPECIAL USE PERMIT ..• 8-84-APC ••• THIRD READING

Applicant:

Ill

Howell Dock Corporation

Mr. Fred Folz, attorney at law, was present to represent Howell Dock Corp. and explained this is a Class III Landfill request, for demolition materials. We are located behind the Howell freight yards, boardered on the east by the Ohio River, on the
west by Dixie Flyer Road, on the north by Standard Oil and on the south by Con-Agri
Grain.
·
There were no remonstrators present.
The Area Plan Commission Staff Field Report was submitted as follows:
Zoning Recommendation: Petitioner requests Special Use to enable them to fill property
with Division Street demolition debris in order to install a parking area. State
acknowledes demolition debris presents unique problems. The State has allowed a Class
III landfill variance from Regulation SPC-18 primarily for the disposal of demolition
debris. Policy states that a Class III sanitary landfill application be filed with the
State, that it may only be demoliti.on debris with other solid wast unacceptable, and
that construction in the 100 year floodway must have approval of the Natural Resources
Commission in addition to approval by the Solid Waste Management Section of the State
Board of Health. It also states approval shall be valid for a period of 2 years from
the approved effective date. Class III landfills are inspected by the Board of Health
if complaints are filed. The Special Use #20 allows any type of landfill. Therefore,
if the property is to be used only for demolition debris and not for other sanitary
fill, the application must be amended to limit this property to a Class III landfill
(demolition debris only), must be cont·ingent.on State approval, and must be limited to
a two year period. At the present time it appears that the property is being used for
solid waste material. The surrounding zoning is entirely L~-1, waterfront industrial.

Ill

Commissioner· Willner said he has no problems with the request therefore he would move
Special Use Permit 8-84-APC be approved on third reading, for a Class III landfill;
subject to a two (2) year time limit and obtaining the proper state and federal permits.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.
Mr. Folz asked if the renewal is with the state people or will they have to come back
here and Ms. Cunningham said they need to come back here at the end of the two {2) year
period.
Motion carried with three (3) affirmative votes.

Itt.'/, . .
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SPECIAL USE 11-84-APC ... FIRST READING

Applicant:

Denise and Alan Corressell

President Berries said before us tonight is the first reading for special use permit
11-84-APC for Denise and Alan Corressel for a one-operator beauty shop. Property is
presently vacant and he asked if there was anyone present to speak for or against the
request •....•• no one was .. present.
Cormni ssi oner Willner moved Special Use Permit 11-84-APC be approved on first reading
and referred to the Area Plan Commission.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.
RE:

I

So ordered.

COUNTY ATTORNEY •.•• DAVID MILLER

Alexander Ambulance Service Contract for 1984: Mr. Miller said he has the original and .
five (5) copies of the contract between Alexander Ambulance Service, Inc. and the Board
of Commissioners and explained there are a few changes from the original draft that was
agreed upon. On Page 8, the third line now reads the first billing, if the account has
not been paid for. 11 One page 8, the sixteenth line now says 11 15" days instead of 10
·
days. He said there is a substitution of words on page 10, the sixth line, that "by
Provider during the term of the agreement", that the concept here is that if Alexander
Ambulance Service experiences an operating profit during the calendar year, then within
forty five (45) days after the end of the calendar year the profit they make will be
turned over to the county to the extent of the $134,000.00 subsidy.
Mr. Miller said there are now three {3) ambulances instead of two (2) and they are
subsidized to the extent of $134,000.00 and Alexander and the County hRVe been acting
upon the faith of this agreement, eventhough it has not been executed, since January 1,
1984 and it is now his recommendation that it be signed, that it has al'ready been signed
by the authorities .of Alexander.
11

Commissioner Cox said it mentioned. in the agreement ••• Exhibit 11 A" and 'Exhibit 11 B11 and
she would like to see both of these documents.

1

Mr. Miller said Exhibit "A is a collection letter, written on the Board of Commissione1.j
letterhead, signed by himself, that will go to all persons in the countff to whom services have been rendered by Alexander. He said Exhibit "B consists of two (2) sheets
which show the basis of charges and the summary of income on one of the sheets and it
shows the quarterly report on the second sheet.
11

11

President Berries said there had been some questions as to why the Board of Commissioners
letterhead was used and Mr. Miller sai.d it was used for two (2) reasons, one being the
initial letter which was provided last year was written on the letterhead of his own
personal law firm and his law firm may or may not always be the legal representative
of the County Commissioners and also the county has some interest in the repayment of
the indebtedness and this letter takes the form of notifying these people who have not
paid after a long period of time, that not only is the ambulance service a private
enterprise interested in whether or not payment is made but also the arm of government
is interested.
Commissioner Willner moved.the contract be approved and signed. Commissioner Cox
seconded the motion which carried with three {3) affirmative votes.
Also ordered received and filed was the monthly report from Alexander Ambulance Service,
·
Inc. for the month ending January 31, 1984.
,· ·~

:,·· ... ~·:~.:,~.,~--

I

Settlement on Hirsch Property: Mr. Miller reported the Hirsch's have accepted the
proposed settlement offered to them from the county and they do want Vanderburgh County
to build their bridges for them.
RE:

ORDINANCE ALLOWING FEE TO BE CHARGED FOR BLOOD TEST ...• PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE

Mr. Miller said in checking out the matter of a Ordinance allowing the Prosecutor to
charge a fee from private attorneys for blood tests, he finds it does not take one.

.·
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BILL BETHEL .•.• COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly absentee report of the
employees of the county garage for the period of February 13 thru 17, 1984 ..• report
received and filed~

I

Weekly Work Report: Mr.Bethel submitted the weekly work report of the employees at
the county garage for the period of February 13 thru 17, 1984 •.• received and filed.
Attached to the weekly work report was the following work schedule for the same period
of time.
Gradall:

Baseline .• east of Old State, Baseline .•. west of Martin Station and Lynn Rd.

Grader:

Outer Darmstadt, Nuebling, Sensemeier, Old Henderson, Golden Rule, Roth
Road, Shore Road, Cypress-Dale, Melody Lane, Wright Drive, County Line,
Huebner Lane, Moffet, Heerdink, Calf Lane, Kissell, Seib, Wallenmeyer
and Bixler.
·

Patch:

Upper Mt. Vernon, St. Joe Avenue, Broadway Avenue, Selzer Road, McCutchan,
Cemetery Road, Green River Road, Mill Road, Big Schaefer Road, BoonvilleNew Harmony, Caranza, Pollack Avenue, Lincoln Avenue, Wolcott Avenue,
Cypress Dale, Cunningham, St. George Road, Harmony Way, Meadow-Lark Lane,
Bayou Creek Road.
Painted barricades.

RE:

I

BOB BRENNER .•.• COUNTY SURVEYOR

Bridge and Guardrail Report: Mr. Brenner submitted the weekly bridge and guardrail
report of the bridge crew for the period of February 13 thru 17, 1984 .•. received and
filed.
Mr. Brenner said·they have taken Bender Road down about one and a half foot with jack
hammers and now they are going to have to rent a crane with a wrecking. ball.
Mr. Brenner said he would also like to report.he has received authority to move forward
on the bridge inspection, that it will be federally funded as of today and we will start
the inspections tomorrow.
Claim: Mr. Brenner said he has a claim for the Department of Natural Resources for
the permit for reconstruction of Maryland Street Bridge, over Pigeon Creek, in the
amount of $50.00, that we have to pay the state $50.00 to look at our plans now.
Commissioner Cox asked if we paid them to look at First Avenue and Mr. Brenner replied
no, that this just went into effect last year.
Commissioner Cox moved the claim be allowed. Commissioner Berries seconded the motion.
So ordered.

I

Engineering Work on Green River Road: Mr. Brenner said he would like to say in regards
to the engineering work that is being performed by the city on Green River Road. It
comes as no great shock to us since we did the survey on it to lay out for the aerials,
and Mr. South was well aware of what was going on and perhaps in the switch over between
Mr. South and Mr. Easley it got lost, but it has been no secret that the city has been
working on it all along. He took exception from the statement made in the newspaper that
we really didn't know what kind of job we would get from the city because they do a good
job and we have done four (4) or five (5) projects together and they have all worked out
very well and he would encourage the county to use them.
President Berries said his point simply was that he does not think the Commissioners
were properly informed as to the nature of what they were doing at that time.
RE:

REQUEST FROM I.S.U.E. TO USE COUNTY ROADS FOR ANNUAL RUN

Indiana State University Evansville submitted the following request, dated February 13,
1984 and directed to the Board of County Commissioners.

~~~
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Gentlemen:
We are planning to host the Fifth Annual Citizens-ISUE 15K and 5K Runs on
March 24, 1984. I am requesting permission to use county roads for this event.·
The Sheriff•s Auxiliary, Civil Defense and REACT personnel will work together
to provide traffic control. I have enclosed maps that outline the proposed course.
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Sincerely,
Bill Stegemoller
Cross Country Coach

I

**********
Commissioner Cox asked if they plan to close off any of the roads and President Berries
said there are no. road closings 1i sted.
Commissioner Cox moved the request be granted.
So ordered.
RE:

President Berries seconded the motion.
·

LETTER FROM COUNTY CLERK REQUESTING LEAVE OF ABSENCE FOR AN EMPLOYEE

President Berries read aloud the following letter from the County Clerk, dated
February 6, 1984 and directed to the County Commissioners.
Attached, you will find a letter from Doctor Lutz regarding an employee, Rose
Smith, who is on Leave of Absence from this office.
1983.

Due to her illness, Rose has had to take a leave of absente as of July 24,

According to. the personnel policy, Section 4.12, Health and Life 'lnsurance, I
hereby, respectively request Rose be eligible for one year Leave of Absence, if
necessary.

I

Your consideration of this policy will be greatly appreciated.
Thank you,
Helen L. Kuebler,
Clerk of Circuit and Superior Courts
**********
Attached was the doctors statement.
Commissioner Cox moved the request be
So ordered.

approved~

Presi.dent Berries seconded the motion.

Commissioner Cox said since· the leave started on July 24, 1983, then it will carry
through until July 24, 1984 •.• correct.
President Berries said since the leave is now being approved it could possibly be
effective immediately and carry to February, 1985.
.
Commissioner Cox said she understands the personnel policy to state that a leave can
be permitted up to one (1) year, with medical insurance coverage, with the employee
paying their portion and the county paying its portion, so she would move the insurance
be paid as stated in the personnel policy. President Borries seconded the motion. So
ordered.
RE:

I

TELEPHONE REQUEST FROM VOTER REGISTRATION

President Berries said there is a request from Mr. Paul Bitz of the Voter•s Registration
office to move two {2) floor outlet phones, four (4) feet to the east, with an estimated
installation cost of $30.00 and he has indicated he has sufficient funds to cover the
request.
Attached was the following note from Margie Meeks, Commissioners secretary:

);11,
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I

AT&T has a minimum of an hour and a half for any work done such as this , at
$60.00 per hour. This job will only take about a half hour, so rather than
charging Voters Registration the minimum cost of $90.00, it was agreed to wait
until another county department (s) needs an hour's work. Voters Registration
will be billed for a half hour's work at the time and the other department or
departments will be billed for the balance.
Mr. Bitz is aware of this and Mr. Higdon has agreed to handle it this way in order
to save the county some money ...
Commissioner Cox moved the request be approved.
motion. So ordered.

Commissioner Borries seconded the
·t

RE:

CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE

A certificate of insurance was submitted for Theatre A Corporation, DBA Aiken Management for the theatrical performance 11 AVITA 11 on March 13, 1984.
A certificate of insurance was submitted for Frank Martino dba Rainbow City, for a
motorcycle swap meet on February 12, .1984 at the Auditorium.
All certificates received and filed.
RE:

CLAIMS

A claim was submitted for Morley and Associates, Inc. for the Burkhardt Road Improvements, ~ith attached statement, in the amount of $1,072.76 and is signed by the County
Highway Engineer Andy Easley.
Commissioner Cox moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

I

Presidnet Borries seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for Robert T. Dorsey, Pigeon Township Assessor, for travel to
Indianapolis for State Assessor Conference, in the amount of $288.04. State certificate was attached to claim.
Commissioner Cox moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

President Borries seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for Judith E. Stricker for travel to the Indiana State Assessor's
Conference, in Indianapolis, in the amount of $152.10.
Commissioner Cox moved the claim be allowed.
So ordered.

President Borries seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for David L. Fox, for travel to the Indiana State Assessor's
Conference in Indianapolis, in the amount of $277.00.
Commissioner Cox said Mr. Fox is also from the Pigeon Township Assessor's office and
it is the policy of the Commissioners to pay only one (1} mileage claim from any one
(1) office and Mr. Dorsey h:as mileage on his claim also.
The claim was referred to Ms. Meeks to get further clarification on, from the Auditor.
A claim was submitted for the Evansville Postmaster for pre-sort first class permit for
1984 for the Treasurers office, in the amount of $40.00.
·
>..

I

Commissioner Cox moved the claim beapproved.
So ordered.

.;,t···cc.:ci:.'J;iJ~;A'':'}l!:i.ti?;e::''ll

President Borries seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for Pulse Systems and President Borries said it should be noted
it was received and the invoice regarding Voter's Registration tapes has been removed,
that they were expenses to be paid by the political party ..• $100.00 each.
The data processing services are listed and as mentioned before he will try to contact
Mr. Leich, for further clarification.

/
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EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ..•. APPOINTMENTS

VANDERBliRGH COUNTY ELECTION OFFICE
Susan Kirk
Edna Henry
Clara L. Berry
Fred C. Roeder

SuperVisor
Deputy Clerk
Deputy Clerk
Bal. Super.

8302 Spry Road
305 N. Tekoppel
1308 Bellemeade
8744 Big Cynthiana

$5.05
$4.05
$4.05
$4.72

Hour
Hour
Hour
Hour

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

2-6-84
2-7-84
2-21-84
2-7-84

CIRCUIT COURT .... WORK RELEASE
Kenneth A. Henson
Harris Howerton

4603 Mesker Pk. Dr. Bail Bond Comm.
3801 E. Negley Ave. Asst. Bail Bond.

$3~083.00

RE:

I

••

PROSECUTOR
Angela Mitchell

Eff: 1-1-84
Eff: 1-1-84

$2,160.00

605 E. Gum

Secretary

$10,760.00

Eff: 2-11--84

Juv. Secretary

$9,780.00

Eff: 2-11-84

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES .... RELEASEs·

PROSECUTOR
Ange 1a
RE:

~1i tche 11

605 E. Gum

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

President Borries said there is to be a meeting at the Vanderburgh Auditorium, tomorrow,
at 12:00 noon.
President Berries said Attorney Miller has not yet set a definite date, t:lut there will
soon be.an Executive Session to discuss the litigation of the Southwest £ngineer/Hirsch
Road suit, and when that is available he will announce it.

There being no further bus i ness , Pres i clen t Berries dec 1are d the meet i ng"Teces sed at

10:10 p.m.

PRESENT:

SECRETARY:

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.

COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard 11 Rick 11 Berries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Pat Tuley (Chief
Deputy Auditor)

David Miller

I

Janice Decker

...:_.,~~~·::'·:
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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
FEBRUARY 27, 1984
The meeting of the County Commissioners was held on February 27, 1984, at 2:30p.m.
in the Commissioners Hearing Room with President Borries presiding.

I

President Borries said Mr. Paul Eissler of Old Petersburg Road has received a printed
copy of the minutes of February 21st. and he has voiced some concerns and objects to
what he feels is an incomplete transcript concerniQg the Turris Coal Company matter
that was discussed during that particular meeting of the County Commission. Mr. Eissler
was instructed to make contact with the County Auditor•s office and speak personally
with the person who transcribed those minutes, therefore we will hol~ off on approval
of those minutes until this is cleared up. and Mr. Eissler has had time to review the
tape.
RE:

POOR RELIEF ..• PIGEON TOWNSHIP

Applicant: Mr. Wayne Hobbs, 614 Main Street, Evansville, Indiana
Mr. Hobbs, nor anyone to represent him was present today, therefore President Borries
said this matter will be postponed and referred back to the Trustee.
RE:

LETTER FROM PROSECUTING ATTORNEY

President Borries read aloud the following letter received from Nancy G. Hankins,
Supervision Attorney, Child Support Division and Robert Pigman, Prosecuting Attorney,
dated February 21, 1984 and directed to the Board of County Commissioners.
Dear County Commissioners:

I

The Prosecutor•s office is requesting a clarification of § 4.5 of the Vanderburgh
County Employees Policy as reviewed February 24, 1982 and amended March 1, 1982.
The specific language in question is found in the last sentence of that section
at the top of page 13, to wit: 11 Upon return to employment, the employee will, for the
purpose of accrual and eligibility for benefits, be reinstated in the postion the
employee has at the commencement of the leave of absence. 11 On its face that language
states that if an ·employee qualifies for leave of absence (having been a county employee
for over six months and receiving appropriate permission), they will be reinstated as
a11 county employee in the same position. they were in before the leave was taken. The
Same position 11 refers to their status with respect to seniority and other benefits.
An example would be that if an employee took an unpaid leave of absence beginning
April 1, 1984, and on that date the employee had 5 years seniority and was covered by
life and health insurance, the same emplpyee returning to work six months later on
October 1, 1984, would be reinstated at 5 years seniority with life and health insurance.
We are not questioning whether the employees benefits continue during the leave
merely whether they will be reinstated as required by your personnel policy.
Thank you· for your attention to this matter.
Very truly yours,
Nancy G. Hankins
SUPERVISION ATIORNEY, CHILD SUPPORT DIVISION
· "''·

I

Robert J. Pigman
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
*********

President Borries said he has been in contact today with County Attorney David Jones,
who was unable to be present today, and he indicated to us that he saw no reason at
this time to withhold benefits from that person, when they return from their leave of
absence.
Mr. Pigman said the problem is with the Auditor's office who informed Ms. Hankins this
person, when returning fr.om her leave of absence, cannot be reinstated with the health
insurance until the following sign-up period.
Commissioner Willne~ dsked what the leave was for and Presi9ent Borries said it was a
maternity leave.
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Commissioner Cox asked how the Auditor's office handles new employees that come in
in the middle of the year, in regards to the insurance coverage.
Mr. Pat Tuley, Chief Deputy Auditorwas present and said he is not certain how this
is handled by Ms. Gugin in the Auditor's office, but he would not think this person
would have to wait until the following year to pick up the insurance. He spoke to
Ms. Gugin about this particular matter, however, he did not understand it from Ms·.
Gugin as it is presented here today, so he would really need to do further research
on it before he could give a clearer answer.

I

Commissioner Willner asked if there was any reason why the employee would want to drop
the insurance during that period and Ms. Hankins said she really do~sn't want to drop
it, but she would have to pay the entire premium, which would be some $225.00 per month.
The Blue Cross insurance policy that her husband has does not pick up the infant after
birth, where the HMO policy would cover the benefits of the child.
.

.

Commissioner Willner said this is a medical leave and during the time of leave, all.
the employee has to pay is his or her share and the county pays its share, regardless
of how long it it, as long as it is when the doctor releases them, but if the doctor
releases a person to come back to work and they choose to be off longer., then is when
that person has to start paying the full premium themself.
Commissioner Cox said with a normal pregnancy there are usually no problems, but if
the doctor says that this is not a normal pregnancy and she is going to have to take
.off before the birth of the baby, for medica 1 reasons, then she waul d fa 11 not under
maternity leave, but rather under medical leave. She does not think the county can
carry anyone on a leave, other then a medical leave, with insurance coverage, but she
sees no reason that when that person returns to work why they would not be allowed to
go back onto the county insurance program, maybe not that same day, but perhaps the
next pay p.eriod or next month, whichever would be best for the Auditor's office. She
feels another thing the Commissioners should address is the statement that when a person· returns to work, they are reinstated to their job that .they left from ••.• well this
kind of ties the officeholders hands,. because this should be providing ~hey are able t l
do that job because in some instances they may not be able to do it.
President Berries asked Mr. Tuley to please research this matter ·so that a clearer
understanding of the policy can be given to the Prosecutor and.he replied that he would.
President Berries thanked Ms. Hankins and Mr. Pigman for appearing today and said the
matter would be researhed further with the insurance clerk, in the Auditor's office.
~(

-~

RE:

ORDINANCE REGULATING INSPECTION AND COPYING OF PUBLIC RECORDS.

President Berries said the Board has before them again today the Ordinance regulating
the inspection and copying of public records. The Ordinance has been revised by County
Attorney David Jones after his discussing it with various officeholders and the abstract companies personnel, who do make many copies of such records daily and they had
voiced many concerns with the Ordinance.
Commissioner Willner said we drafted this ordinance because of a state law and he has
no problems with it.

I

Ms. Meeks said the Ordinance has been properly advertised, therefore President Berries
called for a motion for approval.

~

ss i oner Wi 11 ner moved the Ordinance be approved as amended and presented today •.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.

~
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Commissioner Cox, after looking through the Ordinance had some question regarding the
manner used to request documents for inspection or copying, therefore she did not sign
the Ordinance and asked Mr. Tuley to please clarify a portion of the Ordinance for her
at the Commissioners next meeting, which he told her he would do.
RE:

BILL ZIMMERMAN •..• BUILDING COMMISSIONER

Request to Move House to 6216 Kratzville Road: Mr. Zimmerman said he has a request
from Elmer Butcha to move a house from 6407 Kratzville Road to 6216 Kratzville Road,
which is only about two (2) blocks and he sees no problems with allowing this and he
will see that everyone is notified, who should be.
Commissioner Willner moved approval be given.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

. .
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I

Request to Condemn House at 1417 Florence Street:
Mr. Zimmerman said he is requesting
to have a house at 1417 Florence Street condemned, that it is in extremely poor condition. At this time he submitted the inspection report made on February 15, 1984. It
probably is a repairable house and the weeds need to be cut down along with the trash
needing to be hauled off from both the front and back yards. The problem is. that this
piece of property was deeded to the county in December 1983 because of taxes owed on
it. We do however believe there is someone living in the house and there is a dog on
the premises also. We need to s cure the house, that is, board it up, since it does
belong to the county now.
Ms. Meeks said a Mr. Giles Robinson appeared before the Commissioners some time ago and
said he owned the house at that time and whenever he received some type of a settlement
from the Post Office that he would pay the taxes owed on it.but when all the procedures
have been followed this will go up for sale on the County Commissioners auction.
President Borries said thete has been a complaint filed in regards to this property, by,
Mr. Arnold Schmidt, Principal of Cedar Hall School , that it is a vacant house and
children are running in and out of it and that it is open and unsecured.
Commissioner Cox asked who will secure this house and Mr. Zimmerman said they have a
private contract with a contractor to secure such buildings in the city.
Commissioner Willner asked when this would be secured and Mr. Zimmerman said he will try
to contact the firm and have it secured this week, if possible. Commissioner Willner
said he would like to have a week on this to find out just where the auction is at, before they secure it, that we might be able to. sell it like it is. He asked Ms. Meeks
if she knows when the next .Commissioner's auction will be and she replied they were referred to the County Auditor for recording and then to the County Assessor for appraising and she is not sure where they are at this point in time.

I

President Borries said he is concerned about the children running in and out of that
property and Mr. Zimmerman said he has. not definitely determined if there is someone
living there or not.
President Borries asked Mr. Zimmerman to go out and check and see if.someone is living
in the house, take pictures of the premises and report back next week.
President Borries asked Mr. Tuley to check with the County Assessor and see if the
appraisal is ready on this particular piece of property yet and report back next week.
RE:

KIM BITZ .••• VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM

Phone System for Auditorium: Mr. Bitz asked the Commissioners if they have reached any
sort of a decision regarding the phone system at the Auditorium.
Commissioner:Willner said he is probably the reason this was held up but he would like
another week on it, unless the other Commissioners have reached a decision on it.
President Borries said he can see a need for it and he asked Mr. Bitz if he has the
money available for this and he replied he has all of the equipment but there will be a
small installation charge plus the added monthly charge of about $35.00.
Commissioner Cox said it shouldn't be very much money for installation, probably somewhere between $60.00 and $90.00.
.
.
•
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The matte~'- was derfe~red for one '( 1) _week.

I

Report on Task Force Meeting: Mr. Bitz said as everyone is aware of, there was a task
force meeting held last week and it was opened with discussion of the report received
from Tiffin Scenic Studios in regards to the rigging at the Auditorium and it was decided that one of the major priorities that we must address is the state of the stage
house and that the problems association with that should be corrected immediately. Also
during that meeting Mr. O'Daniels made a brief report on what has already been done and
what their goals for the future are. The recommendation was also made that the County
Commissioners set up a temporary Advisory Board for the Auditorium and that sometime
later a permanent Capital Improvement Board be set up by the Commissioners. The task
force also agreed to the concept of a new outdoor marquee with the final design to be
approved. It was also agreed that we should immediately get busy on specifications and
advertise for bids for new parking lot equipment at the Auditorium parking lot.

'/JJ ..
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Commissioner Cox asked what is meant by parking lot equipment and Mr. Bitz replied
a new coin box mechanism~ gate, etc •.... all equipment that is needed at the entrance
and exit of the parking lot. The task force also recommended we ask the County Council
to establish priorities for the $160,000.00 we already have and they highly recommend
the stage house and lighting system be repaired.

I

Commissioner Cox said she had the impression that out of the $160,000.00, they would
like to see the resealing of the parking lot done immediately, and we were talking
about $4,000.00 to $5,000.00 for this work. Also, concerning the shell, did we get a
written letter from the Philharmonic that they would put up matching monies to buy this
orchestra shell and they are also investigating the possibility that rather than this
being a permanent structure, that it could be tempoYiarily stored sontewhere else and
used only for the Philharmonic and this seemed to have a lot of appeal to the task
force committee because that would open some additional rigging area up above for shows
coming in. She thinks one of the important things that came out of this meeting is the
cooperation and tne helpful attitude of the performing arts toward helping to raise some
monies, through benefits, to provide for these improvements. But they do want assurance
that things like the sound and lighting is going to be corrected, otherwise they would
not be able to use the facility. She does support the concept of establishing an
advisory board and she thinks we should move immediately to ask our county attorney to
draft an Ordinance to do so. They did suggest this be limited to five (5) members or
no more than seven (7) members and at least one (1) person with some theatrical expertise be appointed •. She thinks it would also be good to have someone on there that
would know how to figure to get the best cost control. They also said they would see
the objective of such a committee being there to work on the problems of improvements,
funding and an overa 11 maintenance program. Therefore.,. Mrs.· Cox moved the. County
Attorney immediately investigate and establish the Commissioners an Ordinance that
would give us an Auditorium Board Authority.
Commissioner Willner seconded the motion and stated he does not believe it has to be an
Ordinance, but rather a Resolution. So ordered.

also,l

President Berries ~aid concernin~ the number of persons to serve on the.,;'1ht?ard and
do we want to conf1ne those appo1ntments to be made by the County CoiDnn~$,oners or shou
the County Council also make some, perhaps two (2) of·those appointments.

President Berries said he believes the initial phase is completed and i1D looking at the
structure of the Robert Stadium Board, it is a citizen board and not .necessary compiled of users of the stadium.
·
Commissioner Cox said there may be some legal requirements for establishing such a
board and perhaps the County Attorney could help us along this line.
President Berries said he will instruct the County Attorney to proceed with this matter
and have either a Resolution or an Ordinance ready to submit to us within forty five
(45) days.
President Berries said in regards to the local option matters that are still being
tossed about through the Indiana Legislature, he noticed recently that there are .
different versions of the bill and he believes today will be the twenty ninth (29th)
day of a thirty (30) day session and so what will finally come out of it at this time,
he is not aware but he seen where at least one (1) version did have a Cumulative Fund
that would be a possibility for local counties to set up •. We at one time had a
...
CUmulative Fund, but the state board said that it was not right so we had to.abolish
·$c,~.;those .funds, so there still may be some options left open for us and for.the Co.unty
..,~,-i\'(~Councn in regards to funding.needs at the Auditorium. ~
' ·. · ; <-.;· ·;'~~"·•'''t':;·~'i*.;...,,. ·
Commissioner Willner moved the rental rates for 1984 be approved as presented by Mr.
Bitz and that they become effective the first.of March, 1984.

I

Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Willner if he would take the recommendations from the task
force that the people from the performing arts, who depend on the stage, lighting and
sound, that they not pay the new rate, or at least to expect a refund on their rate.
Commissi:oner Willner said no, he just believes the Commissioners should try their best
to live up to the committment, but he is not willing to reduce the rate because we may
need the increase in rates befoY'e we can repair some of these things.
President Borries said he attended the Philharmonic's news conference which was held on
Saturday afternoon and there was an impressive list of corporations there that have
agreed to underwrite an expanded Philharmonic program celebrating their 50th year in
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existance. These various corporations have apparently granted significant endowments
to not only underwrite some of the expense of each performance, but he believes also
secured the services of a number of artists who are nationally and internationally known
in their respective fields, so are we saying at this point that we would favor some
modification to the original county council appropriations, because he would need approval if he should present this to the council.

I

Commissioner Cox said this has nothing to do with the rate increase, that Commissioner
Willner has made a motion concerning the new rates for 1984, but what you, President
Berries are saying, is in regards to the shell and not the rates. She said that
Commissioner Willner does not want to exempt anyone from the new rate, however, she
will second his motion.
·t

Commissioner Willner said he feels like the county should rearrange the $160,000.00 to
certain peoples liking, however, we may not be able to please everyone, but as far as
the rate is concerned he does not feel like certain people should get a reduced rate
because we cannot get cert~in things done at the Auditorium. He said the new rates
will not take effect until March 1st, therefore they have these next few days to rent
the facility at the old rate and perhaps Mr. Bitz could call the Philharmonic and tell
them that.
Motion carried with the following roll call vote:
.Commissioner Cox .•• No

Commissioner Willner .•• Yes

President Borries ••• Yes

Commissioner Willner moved the new marquee be approved, in principle, and that the
Commissioners meet and approved the new sign design. Commissioner Cox seconded the
motion.· So ordered. with three (3) affirmative ·votes.

I

Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Bitz if he was aware of the fact that the Council gave
us $11,000.00 to produce a money making show, in the year 1984, for the Auditorium and
he replied yes. Commissioner Willner then asked if any leg work has been done toward
this, and what show we might be able to afford and make a profit on.and Mr. Bitz said
there are several possibilities and that he is working on them.
Commissioner Cox said there was a suggestion that the Civic Theater might give excerpts
from their performances that are coming up and that the Evansville Dance Theater group
and the Evansville Ballet would be willing to put on a benefit, with the monies going
into the promotional funds, but unless the lighting and sound is fixed they will not
be able to do those things over there.
·
Commissioner Willner said there is a possibility we may be able. to bring in someone
who has their sound and lighting with them and Mrs. Cox said that is true. He said
if we are going to try to make some dollars he does not believe we need a local benefit.
Mr. Bitz said he will try to have some concrete ideas for next meeting.
Mr. Bitz said one other thing the task force recommended was that the Commissioners set
up a meeting with the local stage hands union.
President Berries said he talked to the County Attorney about this and he will make
contact with Mr. Fehr and try to set up such a meeting.
Commissioner Cox said before Mr. Bitz leaves, what's the Commissioner's feeling about
establishing a Capital Improvement Fund.

I

Commissioner Willner sai~d he thought we would wait for the Advisory Board to be set up
and get their recommendation.
Commissioner Cox said she is not sure we could set up a Capital Improvement Fund for the
Auditorium alone, that it might have to be for the entire county.
President Borries said this would be something our County Attorney should research.
Commissioner Cox said can we go ahead and give authority to get the parking lot resealed
as soon as the weather permits.
·
President Berries said he believes funds for this was in the original appropriations so
he does not know if we have to give another approval. All three (3) Commissioners
agreed that Mr. Bitz should secure bids on the resealing and present them to the Board.
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President Berries said we also should contact companies who would be interested in
installing the new parking lot equipment, that we have heard from only one (1) firm
on this.
Mr. Bitz asked if the Commissioners want general specifications drawn up by us or ask
for individual specifications drawn up by the particular equipment companies and
President Borries said we should check with Tom Dorsey in Purchasing and have a set of
specs drawn up for this.
RE:

BILL BETHEL ...•. COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

Weekly Absentee Report:
Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly absentee r.eport of the
employees at the county garage for the period of February 20 thru February 24, 1984.
Report received and filed.

I

..r

Weekly Work Report:
Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly work report of the employees at
the county garage for the period of February 20 thru February 24, 1984 ... report received and.filed.
../

Attached to the weekly work report was the following work schedule for the same period
of time.
Gradall:

Bender Road, Barton Road, Boonville/New Harmony Road, Detroy Road,
Boehne Camp Road, St. Joe Avenue and Fisher.Road.

Grader:

Long Road, King Road, South Weinbach, Moffet Lane, Sensemeier Road,
Cypress Dale, Schutte Road, County Line Road (East), Heerdink, Green
River Road, .Outer Darmstadt, Eisterhold, Schissler, Lyle Road, Baehl
Road, Montgomery, Maasberg Road, Denzer Road, Buente Road~ Emge, Trapp,
Wallenmeyer, Bixler Road; Mann Road and Schmitt.

Patch:·

Meadow Lark, Schutte, Middle Mt. Vernon, Mesker Park Drive, Allen Lane,
Old State Road, t4illersburg Road, Boonville-New Harmony Road, Red Ban1<',
· Mahrenholtz, Old Henderson, Pollack Avenue, Burkhardt Road and Dusseldorf Drive.

Tree Crew:

Huebner Lane

Front Loader:

Bender Road

I

Commissioner Cox said there needs to be some pot ... hole fillings on Smith-Diamond Road,
west of West Franklin Road, when the weather permits and she thinks that would be a
good one to put on the list for resurfacing.
Commissioner Cox said she mentions. this every year as the flood season is upon us, but
lets not forget our barricades and have experienced people who know where and how to
set them up do it.
President Berries said he had a gentleman on Red Bank Road to call him regarding a tree
in the county right-of-way and he would like this to be checked out (he gave Mr. Bethel
the note with name and address on it).
RE:

BOB BRENNER .••. COUNTY SURVEYOR

,• ': ··~". Weekly Bridge and Guardrail Report: Mr. Brenner submitted the weekly bridge and guard- ,.
report of the county bridge crew for the period of February 20 thru 24, .1984 ••• re. port received and filed.

··~~~~;.rail

Mr. Brenner said he received a letter from Posey County and they requested us to buy.
42' of 12 11 corrugated pipe, for a street called Olivia. It is a county accepted road
and they (Posey County) are upgrading County Line (west) .•• ditching, etc. and our
road going onto it would be like a driveway pipe and they would like for up to purchase the pipe and have it delivered to their job site.
Commissioner Willner moved the request be approved.
motion. So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the

I
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I

Brenner said as the Commissioners know, we have funds approved for replacing
Millersburg Road Bridge #77 and in working on this site, we find it is not posted,
that it had an 8 ton load limit in our bridge book, but somehow the signs have disappeared. They would like to lower the weight limit on it, that it is going to be
replaced this summer. They have seen semi's and loads of crushed cars pass over it
and the footings are starting to give on the bridge, therefore they would like to
lower the weight limit to 6 ton, which would allow only pick-ups and automobiles on
it.

Commissioner Cox asked if there are any school buses that use this structure and Mr.
Brenner said he would think so. She said then what will this do to them and Mr.
Brenner said he doesn't know, but he really feels like the bridge is unsafe. Mrs. Cox
said we certainly need to notify the School Corporation if we decide ~o lower the limit
on it.
Mr. Brenner said they are working on the survey of this new bridge because this is
going to be a straightening·project also and to truly get it out of the low water we
need about 300 more feet •...•.. and we can draw up the plans but we cannot use
Cumulative Bridge funds beyond 500' of the bridge, but maybe we could work it out with
the Highway Department.
Commissioner Cox said then you are asking that the approaching road be elevated also and.
Mr. Brenner said yes, in order to get it out of the flood plain.
Mr. Brenner said he believes the weight limit reduction is an emergency and the
Commissioners should approve it and have the Traffic Department to install the signs.
Commissioner Willner moved the load limt on Millersburg Road Bridge #77 be reduced to
six (6) tons. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
Commissioner Willner moved the Surveyor draw up the necessary paperwork and give the
Commissioners an engineer's estimate before proceding on the right-of-way and participation by the Highway Department. Commissioner Cox seconded .the motion .. So ordered.

I

Commissioner Cox said regarding the posting of this six (6) ton limit, is it enforceable.
Mr. Brenner said he believes it is enforceable on bridges, but not on roads/

** Discussion of Accident on Bender Road: Mr. Brenner said as everyone is aware, there

was a tragic accident on Bender Road, on Thursday, February.23rd and we are currently
going through an investigation in regards to the accident. On Friday he had all of his
crew in his office and they were all interviewed by the Sheriff's Department. Accident
reports have been filed with the appropriate agencies. lhey had three (3) men injured
and they were mostly minor, bruises for two (2) men, a twisted ankle and a fractured
left leg and we had one (1) man killed. As he stated, he has filed an accident report
with the state and with workmans compensation for the county employees.
President Borries said he knows this has been a time of great stress for Mr. Brenner
and family members and he asked the other two {2) commissioners if they had anything
they wanted to say.

I

Commissioner Cox said she had not had· a chance to meet with Mr. Brenner nor the other
two (2) Commissioners in order to get some updated information. She did talk to Mr.
Brenner at his home on the eve of the accident and he told her they would discuss it
. this morning. She is very touched by the accident, that it has touched us all and she
i{;t,;·.: feels like we, as Commissioners, did not go far enough to really delve into this pro'"'~~i¥~~·~'ject, like whenever we build a bridge, we have designs approved, but in tearing down,
perhaps we have not been as demanding for a design, and she would like to know if there
was an engineer's design made for demolition.
Mr. Brenner said yes there was, but it was a single item, we did not specify steps. We
·did show our plan to the railroad and there were agreements on certai.n limitations, that
is, we could not use explosives on the job. We had planned to use our hydraulic impactor and we have trained men on other jobs to use this, but after two (2) days on the job.
it broke down and we were having it repaired. We have removed two (2) or three (3)
other bridges and have taken down many many headwalls off arches (just line on Bender
Road) with this hydraulic impactor, but we had to store it in the county garage while
waiting for a part that had to be ordered for it. Using the jack hammers were becoming
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futile, that they had removed all the soft concrete and he told the Commissioners on
the night of the 21st, during the Commissioners meeting that he was going to have to
rent a crane with a wrecking ball on it, but in checking with all the crane rental
companies, he could not find one to rent because they were all on the Division Street
site working on the planned expressway.
First he would say that he is responsible, that there is no way out of it •.• he is responsible for his crew, but they elected to cut the arch, to facilitate knocking it
down with the construction ball. He said normally there are two (2) construction
joints which should hold such an overpass arch span together, but when his workers cut
through the center of the arch on Bender Road, the joints were not there, therefore the
center and one side of the overpass collapsed. He has police powers on the county roads
and he made the decision, with the Sheriff, that if he would keep people away from the
bridge until 7:00 the next morning, that he would somehow have someone out there to remove the remaining portions, because there was no telling when the remainder would fall.
Friday, he got Floyd Staub pulled off of the job downtown and he went out and removed
the remaining hazard.for us. Mr. Staub said he has worked downtown for months without
any breakdowns and the Friday he was on our job site, his c-rane broke down twice, so we
need to get back out there and finish the job.

I

· Commissioner Cox said concerning the plan for demolition, were there certain steps you
had to set up on what you did to demolish •••• for the county employees and Mr. Brenner
said no step plans, only a single plan.
Mr. Brenner said the real failure in the accident was the victim•s mistake of walking
under the bridge and he understands several of the crew at one time or another did also
walk ·under the structure, but one of the first rules of construction is to never walk
under the site.
·
Commissioner Cox said that is true and the men probably knew not to walk under\ it, but
we all do things we shouldn•t, but the Cumula_tive BrJ.dge Fund·is a desi:gnated responsibility for administration to the County-commission and we· have in turn'::delegated the
responsibility for overseeing the Fund to the County Surveyor·. Mr. Brenner is a
technical person and she relies on his decisions very much. If we wou1d have had a plcl
for the crew to follow and they did not do so, then that is one thing,,,but if we had
nothing for them to follow, a step by step plan, and the crew had never rlone work like
this before, then that is another thing. She seen two (2) of the crewvn television and
they stated they expected for the bridge to fall, but not at the:timectnat it did.
Mr. Brenner said his crew has done hundreds of jobs and we have a good safety record
and even private companies have had this to happen ·.to them, that Deig Brothers had one
to collapse with them, that we were supervising on.
Commissioner Cox said she will admit that accidents will happen, but when it happens in
the private sector it doesn•t fall on the Commissioners and she thinks we have to do
something here to either defend e:ur position or to substantiate what we did and to look
and be constructive to see if we can do things differently in the future to keep something like this from happening again. She does not know what it would have cost to
hire an outside private contractor to come in and take this bridge down by themselves,
but she does know from the bridge and guardrail reports that we have been out there
since January 30, for the most part, the entire bridge crew. She also would want to
know if there was a supervisor and inspector out there the entire time men were out
there working. An inspector is present at all times when we build a bridge so it seems
to her an inspector should be present at all times when we demolish one.
"'

.'-~'~

Mr. Brenner said an inspector was not there at the time of the accident, although there ..
former inspector•s present.at the time. · "i.~ · •·
.:.
·' ,.,.~..
•... ·.·~'-'~·.r·~
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Mr. Brenner said this started as a CETA program, that is people unemployed, that we
hired and trained and we made it through two (2) years and eventhough government jobs
are also patronage jobs, a person must be able to do the job first of all.

I

Commissioner Cox said she agrees and she also has no quarrel with patronage. She said
one of her complaints in the past is that the crew$ have worked without proper signage
on the country roads, that a person comes around a curve or over a hill and the crew
is painting or repairing a guardrail and there is no sign saying men at work
If
they have been properly trained, that is one thing, but if they are not follovJing
properly trained procedures, then that makes us liable, that we must make sure they do.
11

11
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Mr. Brenner said this is absolutely correct, and they (the crew) know to put the proper
signs out when they are working and these signs are all in the work vehicles and they
also have orange vests to wear while working, along with hard hats.

I

Commissioner Willner said he was on the job site before the accident and also since
then and it seems to him that this particular bridge had somewhat of a quirk in the
design when it was built, and he is not sure that overpasses of this nature being
built today hasn't the same problem. It would seem to him that the joints on either
side of the arch might have been there for freezing and thawing of the dirt above it
but he does not think it was realized that this kind of construction was what we had
out there and he does not believe there was anything that might have told us before we
started that this was the case. He agrees it certainly is against all rules and regulations to walk under anything that is being torn down. He does not ~ee where we have
been negligent in anyway, at least, as far as our knowledge went. He feels very bad
that this happened and he certainly would not want anything like this to happen again.
We removed a steel bridge from Union Township and took it to Armstrong Township and
reconstructed it without any problems and we built the arch out on Wallenmeyer with
this crew and he believes the crew is probably as knowledgeable as any persons found
in Vanderburgh County, at least the men who worked on the two jobs he indicated.
Mr. Brenner said probably half of his present crew is the same people as on those other
two (2) jobs mentioned.
Commissioner Willner said in his opinion, this crew has done more for Vanderburgh County
than any crew he knows of, that anyone can drive through the county and ·see their work
and it good. This was one of those terribly unfortunate things and we need to go on and
try to see it never happens again. .
Mr. Brenner said he would say one of the reasons we have been out there so long is because of the wide area, that it was a logging job, that we had to go out there with
chain saws and work and it was all very time consuming.

I

President Borries said again it goes without saying that we all have great sympathy for
the Weidner family and friends, as well as the Surveyor's crew and staff and it would
be good if we had a guarantee of risk free jobs, but we do not have, with the hazardous
work this crew has to do. We should look at a technical committee to sort of brainstorm with the Surveyor whenever there are questions that may arise so that we can avoid
things like this in the future. He is very concerned about the Boonville-New Harmony
bridge because after going out and looking at it just yesterday, it appears to him that
it is in worse deterioration than the one on Bender Road was.
·
Mr. Brenner said.this is true, we picked Bender to do first because it is a low traveled
road, that Boonville-New Harmony is more deteriorated and more highly traveled.
President Borries said on Boonville-New Harmony, there was a vehicle traveling west to
east who would not even go under the bridge as long as there was another one even close
by, that it is really hazardous~
He said we will await reports from the various agencies at this time.
Sheriff Shepard was present and stated he needs two (2) more statements from Mr. Brenners'
work crew and he has request~d an executive session with Mr. Brenner, the Commissioners
and anyone else involved in the accident. We have taken over fifty (50) still photo- ·
graphs of the scene and he has about fifteen (15) .minutes of video tape that he would
like to show, a:long with the statements from people involved •
.::.·: Co1JU11issioner Willner mov.ed we get the debris cleaned up on Bender Road and get the road ···
;:'.:Y''opened and put Boonville-New Harmony on hold until we get future direction.
··
·

I

Commissioner Cox said before doing anything with Mr. Willner's motion, she needs to
know what equipment will be needed out there now to get the job completed.
Mr. Brenner said we will need Staub for one (1) day to finish wrecking the debris, we
will need the rear end loader, trucks from the county garage and the gradall.
Commissioner Cox asked how long this will take to finish and Mr. Brenner said he would
estimate a week or so. Commissioner Cox said our trucks aren't too good and she does
not know if they.can carry those large chunks of concrete or not and also when we have
to rent large equipment to do a job she thinks we should really check very closely to
see what it would have cost to have a private firm do all the work, because as she
stated earlier, we have been out there since January 30th, making this the fifth week
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on the job and now perhaps another week or so, so will this be $20,000.00 •••• or what.
She thinks if we don't have the equipment that is not ordinary equipment issued by or
through the Surveyor's department, then she would not think we would have the expertise
to work with other things, because there are safety regulations that go around a job
site when there is a crane and wrecking ball there and we cannot expect our people to
automatically know these rules. She would like to just let Staub go ahead and clean
up all the mess and get out of there, because not only could there be more physical
danger out there, but she is sure there would be psycological and emotional impact on
our crew and before she will ever again support any project, other than our guardrail
repair, painting and maintenance on such, she would want to see an estimate from a
private sector as to how much it would cost compared to what we would have to spend to
do it with the county crew.

I

·t

President Berries said what exactly has to be done out there yet and Mr. David Guillaum
replied we have about a day left with Staub and possibly another day with the gradall
and possibly a couple of days shaping the slopes up, that one {1) week to ten {10) days
.should finish everthing up. ·The highway trucks would be used to haul the debris away.
President Berries asked Mr. Bethel if he felt like his county highway trucks could
handle the debris from out there and he replied yes, they could handle it.
Commissioner Willner said he would again move the Surveyor's crew finish the Bender
Road project, using the county highway trucks to haul debris and to wait on the
Boonville-New Harmony Bridge until further information .is received.
Commissioner Cox asked who will be out there supervising this crew and Mr. Guillaum
said it will either be Johnson or himself, or possibly Tom Goodman, and they will want
the crane from Staub plus one (1) mo~e of Staub's laborers, for the one {1) day period.
Commissioner Cox said she simply cannot support this that she does not b.e1ieve it is
the way to go, that she would rather see the private sector go out there and do it.
President Berries asked Mrs. Cox if she has seen the site since the accident and she
replied no.
Mr. Guillaum said the two (2) construction joints that Bob mentioned earlier was up
approximately five (5) feet from the roadway and everything overhead, with the exception
of a real small piece a couple of feet wide, is. down on the ground. At.,:;this point we
have nothing that could tumble ·down and catch anyone.

I

Commissioner Cox said you have a piece of heavy concrete that could roll out of a
truck on a person and eventhough she knows some of these people have been on the job
for a long time, she is still not convinced they are experienced enough in the type
of work they are doing, and she is reluctant to let them finish.. It is going to cost
us money now to rent the equipment and she just doesn't have that much confidence in
our crew.at this time, because all she has ever seen is a name, an address and a salary
of the crew members, and she doesn't ·know them as well as she does the men at the highway garage.
Mr. Brenner.said that is who would be doing the rest of this job, and they would be
reimbursed by Cumulative Bridge funds.
Commissioner Cox said she isn't sure if the County Highway employees would be experienced
enough to do it either. She asked Mr. Bethel that since his men would be working around
a crane and a wrecking ball, does he feel his men know about the safety enough that they
could do this and he replied yes he does. Commissioner Cox said fine, because Mr.
Bethel is another technical person that she needs to rely on.
'~~-f;)'"~T"i•'J.~',.;,
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Mr. Guillaum said he wants to clarify one point, no demolition would be done by the
highway department, only clean up would be done by them, that the concrete would be
crushed by Staub and hauled away by the highway department.
Commissioner Cox said she will second the motion.
RE:

So ordered.

ANDY EASLEY •... COUNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER

Mr. Easley said the hour is late and he really has nothing to report other than the
fact he and Mr. Bethel toured Romaine Subdivision on the 15th. and a few items have
been missed on the letter; so that recommendation will be forth coming.
He has had conversations with the Elmridge Drive Homeowners Association and he is also
continuing to work on the Lynch Road crossing project.

**

There were some corrections made regarding this matter, on March 5, 1984

1
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He would also report he has heard nothing concerning the right-of-way purchases for
the Burkhardt Road project. that is presently with Mr. Ken Hansen.
RE:

I

LETTER FROM ALLAN HENSON, COUNTY WORK RELEASE PROGRAM.

President Berries read aloud the following letter, dated February 23, 1984 and directed
to the County Commissioners
Re:

Vehicle Surplus

New vehicles have been purchased for the Work Release Program's use. The vehicles
are now in full service, licensed and insured. Old vehicles, a '75 Chevrolet serial
#I L 35li5112Sl79, and '75 Dodge serial #LL41C5D385105, and a '77 Ford serial
#7H43S1123782, are now surplus.
The old vehicles are no longer licensed or insured. The Chevrolet and Ford are
parked in the general parking lot, the Dodge is parked at the City garage. The program
requests that the County Commissioners dispose of these surplus vehicles. .
Allan Henson, Director
Vand. County Work Release Program

**********
Commissioner Willner suggested we write Mr. Henson and ask him to take the vehicles to
the County Highway Department so they can be evaluated and we will await their report
before we try to dispose of them, and he would so move.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

I

LETTER FROM THE INDIANA STATE ELECTION BOARD

President Berries read aloud the following letter dated February 20, 1984 and directed
to the Board of County Commissioners.
Please allow this letter to serve as· formal notification that all of the precinct
boundary changes that were proposed by your recent ordinance have been approved as
submitted by a meeting of our Board on February 17, 1984.
Therefore, these new precincts will be in effect for the 1984 elections and proper
notice must be given to your county clerk's office or board of voter registration in
order for such offices to prepare the precinct poll books for election.
Sincerely,
Laurie Potter Christie
Executive Director

.**********

President Berries said copies of this letter and all data have been forwarded to the
County Surveyor, County Cl~rk,- Voters Registration, Democrat Headquarters, Republican
Headquarters and the League of Women Voters. President Berries said we will soon be
receiving all new precinct maps.
RE:

I

APPOINTMENT TO HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION

President Berries said he has received correspondence from Jackie LaGrone, Director of
Human Relations Commission, regardirrg the City/County Human Relations Commission, that
there has been a vacancy there for awhile. He has a young person who has served on the
Mayor's Youth Council at Central High School; and he has expressed interest in serving on
this board and he personally felt it important for a young person to be represented.
After having Ms. LaGrone research the matter, she informs us there is no minimum age
limit for an appointment. This person he has in mind is sixteen (16) years old and is
a junior high school student and he would be serving throughout the full two (2) year .
term. He asked the other Commissioners if they objected to having this young man serve
on this board ..••• there were no objection. President Berries entered the name of Mr.
Patrick John Garnett of 1200 April Drive, Evansville, Indiana to fill the vacancy.
Commissioner Willner so moved and Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

So ordered.
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RE:

DISCUSSION OF OLD BUSINESS

President Berries said he has been in contact with Mr. Robert Leich, concerning the
Pulse Agreement and he is in the process of accumulating certain figures regarding
how many hour each of his employees have put in concerning this conversion and he is
to get back in touch with us. We will also be expecting a report from Mr. Robert
Fortune at our next meeting in regards to the computers.

I

Commissioner Cox asked if we have received any correnspondence from Turris Coal Co.
regarding a meeting which is to be held with the residents in Scott Township, where
the new mine is going in and both Commissioner's Willner and Berries said they have
received nothing.
·t
RE:

.

CLAIMS

A claim was submitted by William H. Miller, Judge of Circuit Court, in the amount of
$131.40 for a trip to Indianapolis.
/
Attached note informed us Judge Miller transferred money to his 1983 travel account to
pay this bill, however, the money wasn't incumbered and he did not submit the bill until ·
1984 •••• can it be paid from account 130-313.
r
Commissioner Cox said if this is where Judge Miller traveled to appear before a medical
association, she remembers we wanted him to ask and see if that association would .pay a
portion of the expenses.
Ms. Meeks said the Medical Association would not pay a portion of it.
Commissioner Cox moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Willner seconded the motion.

I

A claim was submitted for the Evansville-Vanderburgh County Building Atithnrity for labor
to run three (3) computer cables from County Room 205 to terminals. in ,eor:rnty Clerk's
office (2) and to Support office ( 1). Per verbal authority of Betty Denk. Per attachec
incoice ••• in the amount of $272.00.
Commissioner Cox moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Willner seeended the motion.

There was also a claim from Helfrich Insurance Agency that the Commissioners did not
fully understand therefore it was deferred pending additional clarification. President
Berries did not state the amount of the.claim.
RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES .... APPOINTMENTS

PROSECUTOR
John Gurnsey, Jr.
RE:

1652 John St.

Investigator

$13,100.00

Eff: 2-27-84

$30.00 Day

Eff: 2-21-84

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ..•. RELEASES

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
David B. Acker

1666 S. Governor

.Deputy Inspect.

President Berries said before closing this meeting he would like to express his gratitul
to the para-medics who were at the accident scene on Bender Road and also the units fron
the Scott Township Volunteer Fire Department, the German Township Volunteer Fire Dept.,
the units from McCutchanville and also Perry Township. The Sheriff's department was
also on the scene and it was very well co-ordinated. He personally feels like the
emergency was handled very well by all participating units.
He has also spoke with the City/County Civil
following numbers incase the snow becomes so
CD. The numbers are 426-5507 and 426-5565.
can be used for emergency shelter should the

Defense, and Mr. Fred Hermann gave the
critical that people need to contact the
The National Guard and Community Center
situation become very critical.

I

.

I'll.

..

.
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President Borries said perhaps the Commissioners would like to send a letter to the
Bosse High School Girls Basketball Team, that although they did not come back from
Indianapolis with the state championship, they certainly represented our county well.

I

Commissioner Cox said she would concur, that just because they did not come back the
state winners, they certainly went to the finals and they should be commended for
doing so well, that it was quite an accomplishment.
Claim:
Mr. Pat Tuley said last week there was was some question about two (2)
people in the Pigeon Township Assessor's office being allowed mileage to attend the
Assessor's Conference in Indianapolis. In checking this out, he found that no one in
the Center Assessor's office could make the trip, therefore one of the deputies in
Center rode with David Fox, from Pigeon Township. There was not enough room for everyone to ride in one vehicle so that is why two from the Pigeon Assessor's office claimed
mileage.
Commissioner Cox said we would have had to allow one mileage for Center anyway, therefore
she would move the claim for David Fox be allowed. Commissioner Willner seconded the
/
motion. So ordered.

There being no further business, President Borries declared the meeting recessed at
4:30 p.m.

PRESENT:

I

Richard 11 Rick 11 Borries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox
SECRETARY:

I

. COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

Margie Meeks
(for Janice Decker)

COUNTY AUDITOR
Pat Tuley (Chief
Deputy Auditor)

COUNTY ATIORNEY

COUNTY

MEETING
MARCH 5, 1984

COMt~ISSIONERS

The meeting of the County Commissioners was held on March 5, 1984 at 2:30 p.m. in
the Commissioners Hearing Room with President Berries presiding.
This being the first meeting of the month it was officially opened by Sheriff Shepard.
President Berries said in regards to minutes being approved, we have the minutes of our
last meeting held on February 27th. along with the minutes of the meeting of February
21st. The minutes of the 21st have not yet been approved because Mr~ Paul Eissler, a
resident in Scott Township had voiced some objection to the matter pertaining to the
Special Use Permit requested by Turris Coal Company. Mr. Eissler had felt like the
minutes were not complete enough for him. Mr. Eissler had been instructed to contact
Mrs. Janice Decker, in the County Auditor•s office, that she is the necording secretary
in charge of preparing the minutes of the Commissioners meeting.

1

Mrs. Decker stated Mr. Eissler did.come into the Auditor•s office and get the cassette
tape recorded during the meeting of the 21st. of February. Mr. Eissler made him a recording of the tape and then returned it to the Auditor•s office and stated to her that
he would keep the tape he made for future references should he decide to file a law suit
but he would let the Commissioners go ahead and approve the minutes with perhaps later
additions or deletions pertaining to Turris.
President Borries asked Mrs. Decker if Mr. Eissler gave her a. written list of objections
or concerns he had in regards to the minutes of February 21st and she ~lied no, he ·
gave her nothing.
·
Commis-sioner Willner said he understood Mr. Eissler•s objections to be-~'hat it was not
typed verbatim and he felt like some of the vital information was-·condensed and should
not have been.
Commissioner Willner moved the minutes of February 21 and February 27, 1984, be approvecl
as submitted and the reading of same dispensed with.
· ·
.Commissioner Cox said pertaining to the minutes of February 21st, page 12, under the
portion pertaining to Alexander Ambulance Service Contract for 1984, she-would like it
made part of the minutes that she did request, and Mr. Thomas Vachet agreed to supply
us with statistical information concerning the number of paramedic runs and the number
of basic life support nuns, as part of his report. This was not part of the agreed
contract, it was a portion that was deleted from the report that was to be sent in each
month to the Commissioners, but he stated he would be happy to submit this additional
information each month to the Commissioners.
Commissioner Cox said pertaining to the minutes of February 27, 1984, page 7, under the
portion pertaining to Discussion~of Accident on Bender Road, on the third paragraph it
states she did talk to Mr. Brenner the eve of the accident. This should read she spoke
with Mr. Willner the eve of the accident. Also, regarding the same minutes, on page
10, still discussing the accident on Bender Road she understood at the meeting when she
asked who wou1d be supervising the clean-up operations at the site, that Mr. Brenner
said that David tuillaum would be supervising.
President Berries said'on page 10, the fourth paragraph down, Commissioner Cox asked
·''"'.,"'' who wtll be out there supervising this crew and Mr. Guillaum said it will either be
--~~~-t-~Ohnson or himself.
-~··,,_ .. c1l:·:;;,;,r;'i':";"'"
Commissioner Cox said Mr. Brenner stated that Mr. Guillaum would supervise the crew.

I

Mr. Brenner was present and stated Mrs. Cox is correct, that he did nake such a state- ·
ment during that meeting.
Commissioner Cox said with the above corrections she would second Mr. Willner•s motion
to approve the minutes of both the 21 of February and the 27 of February, 1984. So
ordered.
President Berries said prior to this regular meeting of the Board of Commissioners_,
they had a meeting with the Sheriff pertaining to information, reports and statements
and also a video tape made by the Sheriff•s department, concerning the accident at the
Bender Road Bridge. A report has been submitted to each of the County Commissioners for
, review and he appreciates the co-operation of the Sheriff and his staff regarding this
matter.

(2)
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COUNTY ATTORNEY

President Berries said we have with us today, Mr. Cedric Hustace, attorney from the
firm of Bowers, Harrison, Kent and Miller and he will be representing the County
Attorney for us today.

I

Ordinance Regulating Inspection and CopYing of Public Records: Mr. Husta.ce said this
proposed ordinance relates to the inspection and copying of public records and.as it is
presently drafted, the entire ordinance is discretionary on each department in the
county. Each department can either accept the procedures that are prpvided for in the
ordinance or any portion of the procedures, or if they already have a procedure with
respect to the inspection and copying of such records, they can continue with those
procedures and he believes that would take care of the problems with the abstract
companies and some of the problems the departments might have.
This Ordinance was properly advertised on January 20 and 27, 1984, and signed with
two signatures (Berries and Willner) on February 27, 1984 and Commissioner Cox had a
question at that time, therefore she did not sign it, however, she affixed her signature
on it at this time.
The Ordinance was submitted to the County Auditor to be taken before the County Council
at their next meeting on March 7, 1984.
Commissioner Willner said again he would move the Ordinance be approved. Commissioner
Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.

Ill

Foreclosure of Mortgage: Commissioner Cox said she received a notice of a foreclosure
of mortgage, which would simply mean an appearance on the part of the county attorney,
therefore she would submit it·to Mr. Hustace at this time to be forwarded to the county
attorney.

RE:

BOB FORTUNE •••• COMPUTER SERVICE CONSULTANT

President Borries said we have Mr. Robert.Fortune, our computer service consultant before us today to give a statis report in regards to the.gigantic conversion of one
dataprocessing service to another (from Sperri-Univac to Pulse Systems).

I

Mr. Fqrtune said he would like to sort of go back through the history of what we•ve
got here and what we are going to approach is a facilities management concept and the
fact that both the city and county have to understand what they are going to get out of
it ~nd your vendor has to understand what youtre going to get out of it. You are going
to be in a relationship with the vendor that has to be very close and the vendor has to
be very close to the departments. During the conversion we did encounter some problems
with Univac and at the end of 1983 we had to get everything moved out and new equipment
moved in. They, cut all the files over on the night before so that we have all informa·tion as. it was on December 27th. on the prior system. During the conversion there were
technical problems with files, changing types, etc., that Pulse thought they could make
it faster on their system. They set up on the Honeywell and we did checks and payrolls
and it didn't skip a beat, other than in the support office, that their•s was the first
one to go, between Christmas and New Years and we were trying to see which file tech•'
nique would be the best to use, and because of that they ran into some problems, however, even that one was a good cut over after the first two (2) weeks. Since then some
, other miscellaneous items have come up, that they have switched to a more current
~~$!i4~J-technology base •••• a controller and a thirty two (32) bit machine, therefore you now ~~::':
· ·have the very newest technology, in terms hardware. In terms of software, they have
taken the existing programs and tried to use whatever they could with whatever modifications required for their hardware. Eighty (80) to ninety (90) percent of everything
is up and running in the county and in the city they have the parking meter department
converted and they are starting on their accounting, which could be done in the next
couple of months. One of the problems he noticed duting the conversion was the fact
there were three (3) or four (4) parties involved in it, that you had a hardware vendor
and their agent and in the shuffle a couple of things were dropped, one (1) being the
hook-up to the IV-D office, (located on Main Street) plus there were problems with the
wiring throughout this building, that he thought it could be done without running all
new wire, however, if he had it to do again, he believes he would recommend we just
run new wiring, however, this way it did save the County about $5,000.00 and he explained
how the wiring was done throughout this building, that it all had to be grouped and match
ed. He would like to talk for just a minute about all the things that are going to have
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to be done, in regards to the county•s relationship with Pulse, that the Commissioners
will have to stay on top of everything, because they (Pulse) are not a government
agency, or even part of it, yet they are going to be performing services exclusively
for the county and city. One of the things he would recommend is that the Commissioners
get involved, in terms of the various departments and make sure you get a meeting with
Pulse at least once a month, and perhaps more often than that. Pulse should come in and
talk to the individual department every month also, or perhaps every two {2) weeks.
Commissioners need a relationship with Pulse, so that if need be, you can go to them an
say 1 need so and so
and they do it for you. You want it to be different than a
service bureau relationship and you need to understand at all times where they are, because they have a very strong hold on all county information, your processing possibilities, and your future for the next five {5) years.
Another thing he would strongly urge is some sort of a controlment board, that the
Commissioners have such a large amount of items to control, that he personally feels a
board should be set up to follow-up on the techniques of the system.

Thl

11

11

••••

Commissioner Cox said are you recommending the appointment of a joint city/county data
processing board and he replied yes, that he believes there should be some sort of a
central control board and he does believe it should be joint .•• City and County, since
both will be on the same system, that way during budget session the city won•t.go off
and do their budgeting and say that is what they planned on and tell the county you
will have to pick up X number of dollars. He believes a joint board should sit down
and say that Data Processing has a budget of X number of dollars and we are going to
re-evaluate our percentages and here is what the city is going to have to pay and here
is what the county is going to have to pay, in order to be able to continue their own
functions.
President Berries said there is an obvious concern as to what groups or what persons
should be involved from the county•s standpoint, in order to make sure that we have an
accurate cross section of users, that some offices use the.system more than others.

,/

I

Mr. Fortune sa i.d he be 1i eves that can be covered in terms of demanding· meetings every
·week or two with individual departments, and this can be a joint meeting if the Comm.issioners desire, and then you can have this other joint board that is going to
administrate and control the overall functions of Data Processing in ter.ms of budgeting,
splitting it up, giving approval of new applications, etc., so there.J8.~1Jld be two {2)
different levels. A lot of things the commissioners could handle on their own, but be~
cause of the relationship and this being a joint city and county system, he believes .a
board should be established.
President Borrfes said our county attorney•s are currently preparing such a thing and
we will neP.d to get the city attorney•s involved in this also because as it relates to
the percentages, as per contract, they are subject to yearly negotiations and we will
have to get this settled before the annual budget session.
Commissioner Cox said her concern. is that we received a statement and a blue claim from
Pulse for X number of dollars~ which is· broken down on a percentage basis for a quarter.
Her question was that were all services that were promised on line and should they be
paid or were there some adjustments that needed to be made to the bill. Since then, we
have received another bill for April, May. and June and the Commissioners need some
answers before we can okay those bills.

. Mr. Fortune said his feeling about that is that he does not know the final details of
negotiations of the contract, but while he was involved, he felt like the intent was
*"'·Yli~{;~f.!we were all going to work on the conversion together, that we knew there were going to
be problems but for the bill for the first quarter, he does not know if Pulse felt
they bid and could write that off or not. He personally can see both sides and perhap.
the county felt like they did not receive all services promised during the first three
months ..• and if this. is the case perhaps you should have them come in and you could
·
try to negotiate a sum with them, or perhaps trade some services.
·:,~};;.,,.the

likl

President Berries said in regards to their exact formula, he would say he has met with
Mr. Leich and he is in the process of collecting and organizing their records of how
long their employees worked in this conversion and he understands they have worked many
long hours in trying to convert over and trying to implement things as soon as possible.
We based much of this contract on sixteen {16) hours per day for five {5) days per week
and they certainly had to work people longer than those hours. As far as everything
being on line as of January 2nd, Mr. Fortune could probably comment on that better than
he can, but he personally would think that would be pretty unbelievable.

/15.
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Mr. Fortune said you are talking six (6) to twelve (12) months.
Commissioner Cox said her question is •••• are all services that were previously provided by Data Processing, now being provided by Pulse.
Mr. Fortune said yes, however, there may be some little separate programs that have to
be picked up, that are ad-hoc programs.

I

Commissioner Cox said no, she does not mean anything new, she means is this system, as
of March 5th doing everything that our system did during the year 1983.
Mr. Fortune said there are no systems or functions that he knows of'-that are not running
now. There are however changes because of the hardware, for instance Mrs. McBride has
a little function that is not working on her system and he is sure there are others that
may have this same thing that have to be worked out.
·
Commissioner Cox said she is just thinking of the process that we had to go through to
make this change and that it wasn't an easy one and she realizes that people put in some
long hours, but they also bid with the understanding that they would provide these services for us and she knows there has been trouble not only with the support division but
also with the garnishee system in the Clerk's office and it was not on line until February, that they couldn't even .get a check printed from the system until then and these
are some of her concerns. She feels the Commissioners have to substantiate that they
are providing the services that they are billing us for. If they provided the promised
services then they should be paid, but if not, then she thinks an adjustment should be
made to the bill.
Mr. Fortune said he thinks one of the things that have to be looked at is they have a
learning curb also because they aren't bringing in systems and packages.
Commissioner Cox said this is correct, but they bid in on that program and they promised
us this .•• this ••• and.this,· and even the things we have talked about but weren't doing
yet. Her quarrel is the things that aren't being done now that were done by the prior
system. They may very well be doing all these things now, but when she first raised ·
her questions, she knew for certain some of those things weren't being done.

I

Commissioner Willner asked if there were any programs that cost the individual departments overtime·of some extra dollars and Commissioner Cox said they don't get paid overtime, ·they just work over.
Commissioner Willner said they then get compensatory time and Commissioner Cox said the
Clerk is three (3) people shont right now, that the County Council cut three (3) people
out of there effective January 1, 1984, so they will have a hard time trying to take
their compensatory time off. It has been a re-education and a-training for her people
and it has been rough. She just wanted an answer to her question, because we did have
competive bids and when we approve a bill, she didn't want one of the other bidding
companies to come in and complain that Pulse is not giving us what they bid to give us.
Mr. Fortune said this was a major conversion and he would admit he was unexpectantly
pleased that we met our first payroll because there were a number of things that came
up near the end; that we weren't prepared for.

.

I

President Berries said a normal conversion, based on past experience, he would ask Mr.
Fortune, in his opinion, in looking at a conversion of this magnitude, what length of
,.time frame would be normal. ••••• six .(6) months •
",.•.....,·.
Mr. ~ortune said yes, at least, because what you have is a long period of developing a
plan, the hardware requirements, etc. even before you go into the beginning of the conversion, but we didn't have that time, because it was the middle of October before the
decision was made that .there was a certain type system we should start working on, so
we were really way behind and just the software conversion should have taken from six
(6) months to a year because of the applications the county has. You still have functions that have not been paralleled and tested and they won't be until the end of the
quarter or the end of the year when that particular processing comes up to be done.
President Berries said Pulse is aware of our concerns and Mr. Leich has indicated to
him that in the near future he will submit his report.
Mr. Fortune said he knows January and February wasn't any fun, but he believes as of
March, the county is is real good shape.
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President Berries asked Mr. Fortune, in his opinion~ does he feel like we have
significantly approved our capabilities at this point and a way to look at the city
and county's needs in the near future, and again we aren't going to talk about days,
hours, minutes and seconds, because. it is such a rapidly changing field.
Mr. Fortune said yes, in fact, the Commissioners need to get the organization set up
administratively, so that you can get Mrs. McBride's machine out and save that amount
of money, because you are going to need six {6) months to work on that, but yes, you
have excellent capacity. There are days when it is good and fast, days when it is
good and cheap and days when it is good and slow, and until they get themselves stabilized you will have that, but he believes that will be over in the next month or so.

I

President Berries thanked Mr. Fortune for appearing and giving his report and stated
the following letter was also submitted by him.
Dear Commissioners:

March 5, 1984

This is notice of cancellation of the agreement between the City of Evansville,
Vanderburgh County and Robert Fortune for Consultation. The effective date of the
termination shall be May. 31, 1984.

./

I expect that all phases of the county conversion and the major portion of the
city conversion to be complete by this time. You should also complete your organizational design and implement some board function to assure continued computer services
·.for the county and city.
Sincerely,
Robert E. Fortune
Letter received and filed.

.•

**********

I

President Berries commended Mr. Fortune for all the efforts and many hours work he
put into· the conversion of our system and for all the work done for the . county in the
past~ and ask him if he would continue to keep the Commissioners info.f!me:d until such
time that he leaves and he assured .them that he would. ·
RE:

BILL ZIMMERMAN •.• REPORT ON PROPERTY AT 1417 FLORENCE STREET

Mr. Bill Zimmerman, Building Commissioner, was present and stated he appeared before
the commissioners last week and asked permission to have a house at 1417 Florence
Street condemned and at that time there were some questions that needed to be answered,
so he is back •• ~ •••••• along with one of his inspectors who made an inspection of the
premises just today. Mr. Zimmerman presented a set of photographs to the Commissioners
that were taken outside the premises in question.
Mr. Ron Miller, Inspector, came forth at this time and stated the house at 1417 West
Florence was inspected on February 2nd. by Terry Calkin, who is another Inspector in
the Building Commissions department. ·Mr. Calkin inspected both the interior and the
exterior of the property. This morning, about ten {10) o'clock, he personally went
out and inspected the property and took the photographs just submitted by Mr. Zimmerman.
He inspected only the exterior of the premises, that he understands there is a dog inside the house, eventhough he did not hear one this morning when he was there. When
the inspection was made by Mr. Calkin on February 2nd there was a dog inside, therefore,
he did.not get to go into eve~ room. Mr. Miller said this is a repairable house and
. ; .•:. should by no means be razed. . A lot of the repairs are cosmetic and it would take a
·:,·,~·i•ii;t•'few thousand dollars to bring the house up to code, but .;t would be worth it.
Several .·.· ·
floors are in need of repair, and the floor structure should be replaced. The roof
over the kitchen area will definitely have to be repaired, but other than those two
major repairs, everything else is minor ..•• mostly fix-up, clean-up and paint-up things.
You wi 11 see from. the P.hotographs that there is an adjacent lot on the corner and he
understands that is part of the property also, so it is quite a large lot when you combine the two of them •.

I

Commissioner Willner asked if there is anything there of any dangerous nature and Mr.
Miller replied right now it is a danger as it stands, that the house is open and unsecured. He tried the front door and it appeared to be locked, but he is sure someone
could force it open. and as shown on the photographs, the rear door is off making
access to the house very easy. He understands some of the children in the neighbood
have been playing in and around it and this could be a very serious thing and a fire
- hazard also. This property has been deeded over to the county for taxes owed and should
a child be injured in the house, the county could be liable for letting it remain open.
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Mr. Miller said this house should be boarded up since no one is living in it and it
is in dire need of repairs, that their office procedure is to have all first floor
windows and doors sealed. Often times people go into houses like this and remove
the sink or bathroom fixtures and then it costs much more to make repairs when they
are made.

I

Commissioner Cox asked if they know the whereabouts of the gentleman who previously
lived there and Mr. Miller said no. Commissioner Cox said could he be in the house and
Mr. Miller said that is open to question. Commissioner Cox said the Commissioners wanted to know that before an order was given to board the house up, that there was no one
living in it and is the dog locked in there or is it free to run in and out.
Mr. Miller said that Mr. Calkin could not determine if someone was living in there or
not and as for the dog •••• we sometimes run into some vicious animalsl therefore he did
not venture inside the house too far and Commissioner Cox said she could certainly understand that. When he went out there today he did not even try to go inside and as he
earlier mentioned, he did not see anyone in there, nor did he hear or see a dog inside.
Commissioner Cox asked the Auditor when these properties will be ready to have the
sale on and she replied she has not yet received the appraisals from the County Assessor
and when she does they will have to be advertised for four (4) consecutive weeks an.d
then go up for sale on the fifth week.
Mr. Miller said he cannot imagine anyone living in the house, that there is no back
door, the sink is completely unusable, it rains in the house and he really believes it
is vacant. He believes all utilities to the house has long been shut off, and nothing
in the house appears to have been used recently.
Commissioner Cox said if the previous owner can not be reached perhaps something could
be put in the media and we could contact him.
Mr. Zimmerman said he would have to recommend we seal the house up as an unsafe building
at this point.

I

Commissioner Cox said she knows how dogs adhere to their masters a·nd before we give an
order to board it up, we have to know that that man is not in there sick or perhaps expired in there.
Mr. Miller said no, he does not believe this to be the case that he does not personally
know Mr. Robinson, but he sees him fairly regularly in the downtown area. He does not
believe Mr. Robinson is living in that house but he is concerned that other people are
using it for shelter or perhaps for a night, in other words, it could be being used by
vagrants.
Commissioner Cox said then that changes the situation, if Mr. Robinson is aware that he
lost the property in December 1983 and he has vacated the premises and Mr. Miller said
he assumes the gentleman is well aware of that.
Commissioner Willner asked what it would cost to have the house sealed and Mr. Zimmerman
said approximately $300.00, that it depends upon how many windows and doors the building
has, that we are charged on that basis. Mr. Willner said he really hates to spend
$300.00 to have a house sealed and then sell it in a month or so and also someone may
want to go into the house and look at it before they bid on it.
Mr. Miller said there would be one (1) access to the house available for people to enter
should this be the case •

I

.J;;:i:~L·~i'~'Commissioner Cox said she would like for the police to check and see is ·there is anyone
on the premises and if so, remove them and also have the dog pound remove the dog if it
is still in the house.
Commissioner Willner sajd he is not for sealing the house up right now, that he would
rather wait for the tax sale.
Mr. Miller said he really sees a problem with a child getting hurt in that house and it.
would mean a law suit for the county should something like this happen, that it certainly is dangerous and it is a fire hazard.
County Auditor Alice McBride, said she will have the appraisal for this particular parcel by next Monday for the Commissioners to approve for advertisement.

/
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Mr. Hustace, acting County Attorney said as far as removing an individual from the
premises, if it is ascertained it is a vagrant and the condition of the house is
dangerous, then he would see no problem with having the police to remove such a person and most certainly the dog can be removed by the dog pound. However, if the place
remains open there would be nothing to prevent someone else from entering it, but that
would be something the police would have to monitor until such time the property is
sold, which would mean repeated trips to the house to make sure no one is back in it.
Commissioner Cox moved the police be asked to vacate any person (s) from the premises
and the dog pound remove any animals from it and that we request the Building Commission
office to seal the premises.
••
Mr. Miller suggested when this property is advertised, that it state there will be one
certain day when there will be an open house for anyone wanting to go inside, that way
we can have someone there to let them in, without someone having to make several trips.
President Berries seconded Commissioner Cox' motion.

I

So ordered.

Mr. Zimmerman said his office will contact the police department and the dog pound.
RE:

,/

KIM BITZ ... VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM

Phone System for Auditorium: Mr. Bitz said he is present to ask if a decision has been
reached concerning the addition of one phone line to the Auditorium.
President Berries asked Mr. Bitz if he has money available in his budget to pay for the
installation of this line and he replied yes. President Berries asked if the phone
bills are -paid through the Auditorium budget or through the Commissioners budget and Mr.
Bitz replied through the Commissioners budget.
President Berries asked for a brief explanation for the need of this additional line and
Mr. Bitz explained basically what he is requesting is the addition of a telephone line
so that we may free one of our telephone lines for the specific use.of the ticket office
and we would have that line hooked up to our answering.machine and whoever calling in
would receive the recording and hear the information concerning the event from it and
at the end of the recording there would be a short messa~e that if the culler needed
additional information they should call the main office (and it would giMe that number).

.
1

President Berries asked who will update the recording and Mr. Bitz said that he would,
as the events change.
Commissioner Cox asked what number will the recording be used on and Mr. Bitz said he
planned on using the one in the book {426-2279) for the ticket office and the new number would be fo.r the main office.
President Berries said we may run into some problems in terms of advertising that new
number but he does see a need for this additional line, to free up Kim and Jerri.
Commissioner Cox moved the request be approved.
motion. So ordered.

Commissioner Willner seconded the

Proposed Changes in Lease Forms for the Auditorium: Mr. Bitz said one of the things he
and Mr. O'Daniels was looking at, concerning office management, is redoing the front
page of the lease form. He would like to present the proposed change to the Commission.. ers at this time ••• and ei(plain none of the legal terminology has been· changed, only the
r~,·';;;t''information they use in the office. The pages have been rearranged to two {2) pages in- - '
stead of three (3) pages, that the old form had a place for the lessee to sign on the
back of page one and they were not signing it and we were spending a lot in postage
mailing it back and forth. Also we are now bringing the contracts to the Commissioners
for signatures first and then mailing it to the lessee, whereby it use to go to the
lessee first, then the Commissioners, then back to the lessee, so we are now saving
half of our postage.

I

Discussion of New Marquee for the Auditorium: Mr. Bitz said representatives of AdCraft met with the three (3) Commissioners and presented the lastest design for the new
marquee and he has a picture of that design with him to show the public and he is requesting formal approval of the sign at this time. He explained to the audience, the
size of the sign and the unique features of it and stated all provisions in the contract
are the same, only the design changed. The exact location of the sign will be determined after discussing it with Mr. Andy Easley.
Commissioner Willner moved the the specific design as presented today be approved.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
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BILL BETHEL .••. COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly absentee report of the
employees at the county garage for the period of February 27 thru March 2, 1984.
Report received and filed.

I

Weekly Work Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly work report of the employees
at the county garage for the period of February 27 thru March 2, 1984 ... received and
filed.
Attached to the weekly work report was the following work schedule for the same period
of time.
_
+
Snow Removal:

Seven snow plow, two gradalls, one front loader, three trucks, hand
shovel intersections, three graders and two back-hoes. (Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesdey, Thursday and Friday).
Built barricades and painted same.

S ecifications for two 2) New Tandem Trucks: Mr. Bethel submitted specifications for
two 2 tandem type true s and they are exactly like the last ones they purchased.
Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Bethel if he has sufficient funds to purchase two (2)
of these trucks and he replied he isn't sure, that he will have to wait and see how the
bids come in.
Commissioner Willner moved the specifications be approved and forwarded to the Purchasing
Department for advertising of bids. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.

I

Bender Road Clean-up Operations: Commissioner Cox asked if any of the Highway crew was
out at the Bender Road accident site this week to help clean-up and Mr. Bethel said not
prior to today, however, they are out there today cleaning up and hauling it off.
RE:

BOB BRENNER ••.• COUNTY SURVEYOR

Pipe Installation on Western Avenue: Mr. Brenner said he has had a request from the
City Engineer's office to install a pipe on Western Avenue and he personally believes
this would be a good thing. He presented a map to the Commissioners and showed the
location of the proposed pipe.and stated that SIGECO is going to dredge all the way
down to Carpenter Creek and as he earlier stated he believes it would be a good thing,
except for one (1) thing ••••• we don't do storm drainage.
Commissioner Willner asked if this is private property and Mr. Brenner replied yes and.
he doesn't believe it is in the duties of the county to do this.
Mr. Brenner said there will be an open ditch there, in fact, there is an open ditch there
now ..•• a huge one. The property owner on one side of the road does not want this done
because he knows if it is piped and they keep developing out there and go over the pipe
size, then he is going to b~ flooded.
Mrs. Betty Jarboe was present and stated she believes the contractor did the job wrong,
so let him go back and correct his mistake, that it was staked out and he went too far
to the south. If the city or county makes a mtstake they have to correct it ••• so can he.
,,,:,:· ;President Berries asked Mr. Brenner if he will notify them and he replied certainly.

I

Mr. Brenner said when it is flooding a county road we can go out and fix it and there
is some flooding out there, but we don't do storm drainage.
President Berries asked if this is a legal drain and Mrs. Jarboe said there are no legal
drains on the west side.
Mr. Brenner said his recommendation would be that we not approve the request, because it
is out of our (county) scope of work.
Commissioner Willner moved the request from the City Engineer's office be denied.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
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Maps of the Precinct Changes: Mr. Brenner presented new maps showing the precinct
changes made a couple of months ago, and has since been approved by the State Election
Board. He said they split K-2 right down Burkhardt Road and he pointed out the portion
they changed in K-1, as it effects Indian Woods Apartments. He said they·have done all
the changes for the Registration office and this now requires the Commissioners signa~ ~
tures and certification by the County Auditor. He also pointed out the changes that.
were made in the First Ward. He said after all the signatures are affixed he will see
the maps are sent to the state.

I

Commissioner Cox had one small objection concerning a line that due to the small scale
of the map it was very hard to see and Mr. Brenner agreed and said he will try to get
it changed to look clearer before he sends it to the state.. He said APC will be the
•
keeper of the original.
All three (3) Commissioners and the County Auditor affixed their ~ignatures on the maps.
Weekly Bridge and Guardrail Report:
Mr. Brenner submitted the weekly bridge and
guardrail report of the bridge crew for the period of February 27 thru March 2, 1984.
Report received and filed.
Mr. Brenner said, as stated on the report, the crew was in the office on Monday and
Tuesday, filing reports, with the Sheriff's Department and OSHA, regarding the fatal
accident on Bender Road.
·
Wednesday and Thursday they worked on Ohio Street, that there was something like fifteen (15) .boards missing from the walkway on the north side of the bridge .•• they are
all bolted down now.
The repairs to. guardrail on both Oak Hill at Millersburg and the 9100 block of Darmstadt are accident claims so he will be chasing the insurance company nn these.
Inhouse Safety Committee: Mr. Brenner said stemming from our accident on Bender Road
he is proposing to form an inhouse safety committee to serve as a body to review and
formulate safety guidelines to protect our employees against haza_r.·ds on the job sites ..
He would like for the Commissioners to look at the proposal he just submitted to each
Board member, get everyone's imput and he wo.uld like to see this expanded to the
Building Commissioner and the County Highway Department. He has no further comments
on this committee at this time, but he would like for the Commissioners to study the
idea. and perhaps discuss it next week.
RE:

1

ANDY EASLEY .... COUNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER

Burkhardt Road Project: Mr. Easley said he has a cover sheet fo·r the Burkhardt Road
Improvement plans, drawn by Morley and Associates. He (Mr. Easley) has signed them and
it is now time for the Commissioners to approve the plans and affix their signatures on
same. He said he believes the County Attorney is in the process of preparing a form
letter to be used by the right-of-way purchaser if a person did not want to accept the
amount offered to them, that he believes there is one parcel they are having trouble
with at Division and Burkhardt, that it also involves a state condemnation.
He needs to know if the county attorney, Miller, he believes, has drafted such a piece
of paper, that we really need it now, to speed up the process.
Commissioner Willner said this should be a standard form that the realty company would
have on hand.and Mr. Easley said no, he doesn't believe so.
Mr. Hustace said he would remind Mr. Miller of this letter.
Commissioner Willner suggested that Mr. Easley contact either Mr. Miller or Mr>Jtmes
personally, and he said that he would.

I

Mr. Easley said time is of.the essence because in order to make the July letting we ·ha
to have· everything in by the 27th. of March.
President Berries asked Mr. Easley if he has reviewed the plans and finds them to be in
order and he replied yes, that he went over it sheet by sheet with Jim Morley and finds
everything in order.
·
Commissioner Willner moved the plans be approved and signed.
the motion. So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded

/51
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Lynch Road Project: Mr. Easley said we have received more correspondence from the
State concerning Lynch Road, as he understands.
President Borries sai·d yes that he did meet with the consultants, Sebree, Craig and
McKneight, who are doing design work on the Lynch Road Extension and there are several
modifications and one (1) major modification that the.Federal Highway Administration is
seeking from them is to remove a 16 grass median on that road, that instead we would
have a continuous strip, without a median, that he assumes they would be like four (4)
12 1 lanes, much of what we would have on the current Lynch Road Extension once we get
the current problem with the railroad switch resolved. He said if this is not approved
the Feds would probably not want to fund the project when it· comes due. The other
modification is that past the proposed interchange at I-164, they recommended the road
be an improved two (2) lane road, that the traffic volume, according. to figures submitted
on this project into Warrick County did not warrant a four (4) lane highway going into
Warrick County, as part of the Telephone Road Extension into Warrick County~ however, he
personally would like for us to purchase enough right-of-way so that if sometime ·in the
future it should warrant four (4} lanes, we would have sufficiant room for it.
The state highway also wants a letter from the Commissioners stating that there has still
not been a decision made on the grade separation between where Lynch Road would intersect
with I-164. He believes Commissioner Willner had originally suggested that the inter/
change or grade separation.at Boonville-New Harmony be moved to accomodate Lynch Road. , 1

I

Commissioner Willner said no, not at Boonville-New Harmony, but rather at Old Boonville
Highway.
Mr. Easley said do we need to formally request that and President Borries said yes and
he believes that David Gerard s office is working on this matter so perhaps you can contack that office to gather further information.
1

Mr. Easley asked if there is anything in writing concerning these modifications and
President Borries said they did leave us with a set of plans and he believes Mr. Gerard
has those also.·
~- ·

I

RE: JIM LINDENSCHMIDT .... SUPERINTENDENT OF COUNTY BUILiHNGS
President Borries welcomed Mr. Lindenschmidt back, that he has been off work recovering
from surgery to his shoulder.
Three (3} Restitution Checks Received: Mr. Lindenschmidt reported that Mr. Tuley,
Manager of Burdette Park, has submitted three (3) checks he received from the.Vanderburgh Superior Court for restitution for an incident which occurred on June 24, 1983,
involving the burglary of a concession stand at Burdette. Each of the checks are in
the amount of $12.50 each and should be placed in the County General Fund.
Commissioner Willner moved the checks be endorsed.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

Two Checks Received for Ambulance Service: Mr. Lindenschmidt reported the County
Commissioners have received two (2) more checks for Alexander Ambulance Service, one
in the amount of $104.28 and one in the amount of $265.14.
Commissioner Willner moved. the checks be endorsed and submitted to the County Auditor.
Commissioner Cox .seconded the motion. So ordered.
Mr. Lindenschmidt said on the 31st. of January, twenty one (21) letters were mailed
from the County Commissioners office to persons with delinquent accounts, that were
:,;;;:,;,,,~h. '-turned over to the County, from Alexander Ambulance Service. ·Seven (7) were returned
to us as undeliverable, two (2) sent in checks, {the two he just submitted), two others
have called us saying due to problems they are encountering or perhaps. waiting on their
insurance companies, that they will try to pay us at a later date. Ten (10) persons did
not respond at all. We had given them until March 1st to pay these delinquent accounts
so now we are at the 5th of March and he needs to get some direction from the Commissioners on whether or not he should proceed with court action.
..· .

I

Commissioner Cox said what did the letter state and Mr. Lindenschmidt replied that they
had until March 1st to pay them or legal action would be pursued.
Mr. Lindenschmidt .said he would like to first contact Alexander, that he has some
questions about some of the accounts and also, perhaps some of these people have contacted Alexander.
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President Berries said subject to what Mr. Lindenschmidt learns from Alexander~ he
would think we should act on the ten (10) that were delivered, to check our system
at this point.
Commissioner Cox moved that as of March 9, 1984, we proceed with court action against
those persons who have not paid their bill. Commissioner Willner seconded the motion.
So ordered.
Condolences Offered to Margie Meeks: President Berries informed everyone that the
Commissioners Secretary, Margie Meeks, lost her brother, through death, this past week
and the Commissioners want to offer their condolences to her and family members and
friends.
~
RE:

I

LETTER FROM RESIDENTS OF CHAR-MAR LANE ESTATES

President Berries read aloud the following letter received by the Board of Commissioners,
dated February 22, 1984.
Gentlemen:
This letter is a plea for the County's help to the residents of Char-Mar Lane
and Char-Mar Estates Subdivision located in German Township, Vanderburgh County,
Evansville, Indiana.
We have a road surface problem within our subdivision. We have put up with this
problem_ for the past six years. The problem is now getting worse due to the fact that
our subdivision is growing. The growth of our subdivision of course means the road
is traveled more and more each day.
The developer of the Subdivision, Charles D. Koring residing on Char-Mar Lane,
verbally promised each property owner that he would provide the subdivision with a
paved blacktop surface once 60% of the lots were built on. The lots are nearly 90%
built on and have been for some time. Mr. Koring has no intentioh,of paving the road.
He has been asked about the paving many times. We, the residents how realize he does
not intend to pave the road. During the winter months, the road is :a muddy mess.
During the summer months the road is like a dust bowl. The poor, road surface also
makes for several safety hazards.
,
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We the residents are proud of our homes and properties. Your i.nspection of the
subdivision would certainly reveal the fact that all the·properties are well maintained.
The road condition is an eyesore and very much degrading to the properties located in
the subdivision. We can find no other street, lane or roadway in German Township that
is not properly paved. We would certainly like to have our roadway in like condition.
As taxpayers of German Township, Vanderburgh County, with this letter we ask for the
help and assistance of Vanderburgh County to hopefully resolve this problem.
We would certainly appreciate your attention to this matter and any help that might
be provided by the County.
Sincerely,
Residents of Char-Mar Lane Estates
c/o R. Dean Ashby
5100 Char-Mar Lane
Evansville, Indiana 47712

**********
Attached to the above letter was a petition signed by approximately thirty five (35)
residents of Char-Mar Estates Subdivision.
President Berries said this is not a county accepted road.
Commissioner Cox said could we handle this the same way we handled Elmridge Drive, that
is, to have Mr. Easley go out and look at it and make recommendations as to what needed
to be done to bring them up to meet county specifications and then we could consider
accepting them.
Commissioner Willner said there are many roads in Vanderburgh County that the people
living on them would like for the county to go in a pave their road, but before we
can do that those private roads must be brought up to all county specifications. He
would sugggest we send a letter to the residents of Char-Mar Estates, stating the

I
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county code to them and he would not mind Mr. Easley going out there and reviewing
it and making a recommendation and estimate, but this is not a fight to the county
it is a fight that should be handled through the courts against the developer. If
the residents decide they would like to bring their roads up to standards with their
dollars then the county could consider it for county acceptance, but he would not
want us to get involved in a private dispute.

I

Commissioner Cox said she believes the residents know it is not the county's responsibility to maintain these roads, and the letter is worded a little differently than what
she thought it would be, that this resulted from a German Township Booster Club meeting and they wanted to know what they could do to get their road improved and she informed them that they should write a letter to the Board of Commissioners.
Commissioner Cox moved the request be referred to the County.Engineer for his inspection
and then a reply back to Mr. Dean Ashby.
Commissioner Willner seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

LETTER FROM THE GERMAN TOWNSHIP BOOSTER CLUB

President Berries read aloud the following letter received from the German Township
Booster Club, dated March 4, 1984 and directed to the Board of County Commissioners.
I am writing to inform you of a situation that presently exists in mY neighborhood - a dangerous intersection at the junction of Happe and West Mill Roads. There
is, in my opinion and the opinions of my neighbors, a need to replace the two stop
signs presently in place on the Happe Road with a four-way stop sign intersection.
I live at 6709 West Mill Road, just four houses from the intersection. I have
lived at this address for.five and a half years, and during this time have seen
several "near misses" of cars and human beings colliding. My own children have come
dangerously close to becoming accident victims because of cars sailing down Mill Road
and across Happe with no traffic signs to slow them down. ·
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It has been suggested by some to eliminate the small. knoll, approximately 75 feet
east of Happe Road on Mill Road, from the roadway as a possible solution to the problem.
I, however, personally feel this will only serve to increase the excessive speed at
which cars are traveling down this stretch of road. The- best way to insure the protection of our adult and child bike riders on Mill Road is by the hasty implementation
of much needed fo'ur way stop s.igns at this potentially dangerous intersection.
I.am currently a member of the Board of Directors of the German Township Booster
Club. Having been a part of several discussions of this issue with other board members
and the full club membership at the monthly meetings, I feel positive action on your
part should be forthcoming as soon as possible.
Your prompt attention to this matter will be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Ron Jesop
**********
Letter received and filed with copies to be forwarded to Andy Easley
for their review and recommendations.
·

I

a~d

David Savage

President Borries read aloud the foTlowing letter, dated March 2, 1984 and directed
to the Board of County Commissioners.
Re:

Polling place for Ward 4, Precinct 9 and also Ward 4, Precinct 10.

In October 1983, we discussed the necessity of separating the polling place for
Ward 4, Precinct 9 and also Ward 4, Precinct 10.
Previously, these two precincts voted together at Tepe Park. The Election Office
was called to the Tepe Park in both Primary and General Elections of 1983 on complaints.
We ask the Election Board member, Paul Black to investigate this polling area
and make a recommendation. Mr. Black did suggest these two precincts should be separated
as the area is very confining and congested.
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Therefore, the Election Board hereby recommends moving Ward 4, Precinct 10 to
the Lodge School, or other convenient polling areas in Precinct 10.
Helen L. Kuebler
Secretary County Election Baord
**********
President Berries said he believes they have also talked .about moving this to Culverl
School and he understands there is not complete agreement from both political partie
in regards to moving this so we will have Mr. Black to investigate the matter and
refer it to his attention.
RE:

DISCUSSION OF OLD BUSINESS

President Berries said this week he will try to arrange a meeting with the representative of the stage hands ·union at the Auditorium.
Commissioner Cox said she would like to thank the Auditor for her copy of the Vanderburgh County budget book for 1984 and she assumes these will be distributed to all
county officeholders.
Mrs. McBride, County Audi·.tor, said we no longer give an entire budget book to every
officeholder, that we have what is known as a "tear out book" and we give each office
their own budget only. Several years ago we used the tear out system and then somehow
and somewhere along the line every officeholder started getting an entire book, but.
with county money being as tight as it is, we have decided to go back to the tear out
system and give each one only their own budget and try to save the county some money.
Commissioner Willner said that sounds reasonable to him.
Commissioner Cox said she has received calls from three (3) different officeholders
concerning the little sheets of their budgets they received and she told them to be
patient that she is sure a book wi 11 be forthcoming. She was County Clerk for eight
(8) years and she recieved an entire budget book every year during that period of ti:
How much money are we talking about to have these printed?
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Mr. Pat Tuley, Chief Deputy Auditor, stated it cost, from the County Auditor's budget,
$109.50 for twenty five (25) books, and they were done by the City-County Purchasing
Department.
Commissioner Cox said that would be approximately $4.00 each, so if the officeholder
would agree to pay for one out of their own supplies account, could they then have one
and Mrs. McBride said she would see no reason why not. Commissioner Cox said she
wouldn•t think there would be many more than twenty five (25) to distribute them to and
Mrs. McBride said each of the county council members get one, which would be seven (7),
three (3) would go to the Commissioners, two (2) to the County Attorneys, so we are
talking about twelve (12) right there.
Commissioner Cox said she is sure some offices would be willing to pay for a book.
Mrs. McBride said she would see no reason for each officeholder to have an entire book
but if they are willing to pay for one, they can buy it. She will see that each officeholder is notified through her office and informed they can purchase one, for $4.00 .
.RE:

CLAIMS

A claim was submitted for County Attorney David Jones, in the amount of $760.79, fori
the month of February, 1984, in his capacity as attorney for the County Council, wit
additional discovery to be completed.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for County Attorney David Jones, for a series of litigations he
represented the county in, (Itemized statement attached), in the amount of $2,336.05,
for a total of 34.90 hours at $60.00 per hour.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.
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A claim was submitted for Patrick A. Shoulders, Attorney, for services rendered for
the County in the Complete Lumber vs. Board of Commissioners suit, in the amount of
$35.00.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be allowed.
So ordered.

I

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for Patrick A. Shoulders, Attorney, for legal services rendered
w1th regard to the Southern Railway Company vs. Board of Commissioners, in the amount
of $60.00.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion •.
+

A claim was submitted for Robert E. Fortune, computer consultant for the county, in
the amount of $2,490.00, as per contract.
Commissioner Willner moved it be approved.
So ordered.
RE:

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

EMPLOYMENT .CHANGES ..•.•. APPOINTMENTS

SURVEYOR
Joseph Schapker

Laborer

$14,192.00

Eff: 3-5-84

3512 Vogel Road

Deputy

$30.00 Day

Eff: 2-8-84

1420 S.E.2nd. St.

Part Time

$4.10 Hour

Eff: 2-27-84

2707 N. Shore Dr.

·Patrolman

$15,743.00

Eff: 2-25-84

1709 S. Vann Ave.

Law Librarian

$11,560.00

Eff: 1-1-84

Rodman

$14,192.00

Eff: 3-5-84

Part Time
Part Time
Part Time

$4.10 Hour
$4.10 Hour
$4.10 Hour

Eff: 12-31-83
Eff: 12-31-83
Eff: 12-31-83

Patrolman

$17,243.00

" Eff: 2-24-84

Law Librarian

$10,260.00

Eff: 1-1-84

3228 Folz Lane

KNIGHT TOWNSHIP ASSESSOR
Marge Humphrey
AUDITORIUM

I

Terry. G.Waltha11
SHERIFF
Michael D. Austin
CIRCUIT COURT
Sh i r 1ey Ro 11
RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ....• RELEASES

Josehp Schapker

3228 Folz Lane

AUDITORIUM
Margorie A. Starks 501 Olive St.
Thomas K. Klipsch 850 E. Gum St.
Carolyn S. Hayes
811 E•. Gum St.
SHERIFF

I

CIRCUIT COURT
Sh i r l ey Roll

1709 S. Vann Ave.

Commissioner Cox questioned .the new salary of the Law Librarian, that she is being released at $10,260.00 and appointed at $11,560.00, which is a $1,300.00 increase in her
salary.
Mr. Lindenschmidt said he heard Judge Miller explain this t0 the County Council and he
understood him to say that someone else, perhaps the Bar Association, is going to make
up this $1,300.00 difference, that the county will not be paying it.
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SCHEDULED MEETINGS

The regular meeting of the Vanderburgh County Council will be held on March 7, 1984,
at 2:30p.m., in the City/County Council Chambers.
RE:

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF PERSONNEL POLICY REGARDING INSURANCE

President Borries said the Prosecutor and Ms. Nancy Hankins appeared before the
Commission~rs last week and had some concerns about people being on a leave of absence
and getting there insurance reinstated when they return to work and the County Auditor
was to check it out and report back today. The Auditor has left the meeting, however
the Chief Deputy Auditor is present and perhaps he has the answer fol' us.

·1

Mr. Pat Tuley stated it is not a policy establi.shed by the Commissioners, but rather a:
policy established by the Blue Cross Insurance Company, that the only way this could be·
done is to treat that person as having been terminated and bring him/her back in as a
new employee and put them immediately back on the hospitalization program.
Commissioner Cox said we will need to talk to Mr. David Stumpf about this, because if
·'/
that is the case she will say right now that we are in troub1 e with our union agreement.:
President Borries agreed that Mr. Stumpf will have to be contacted, that the county
needs to discuss this policy with him, and that he will contact him.

There being no further business, President Borries declared the meeting recessed at
4:45 P.M.
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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
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Cedric Hustace
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COUNTY COMt4ISSIONERS r4EETING
MARCH 12, 1984
The meeting of the County Commissioners was held on March 12, 1984, at 2:30 p.m.
in the Commissioners Hearing Room with President Borries presiding.
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as engrossed by the County Auditor
and the reading of same dispensed withe
RE:

JOHN WASSON OF MARBLE CONSTRUCTION - CABLE TV FRANCHISE

Mr. Wasson said he has copies of a contract that he would like to distribute to each
County Commissioner, concerning the area of Wells, Indiana, which is ~rimarily Wells
Town and Country Estates, a mobile home park, and some subdivisions which are zoned
and under construction in that itmlediate area. This area has been denied service by
Evansville Cable TV, inc., because of economic reasons and it is isolated from their
trunk lines, therefore theY. have been unable to extend service to these residents of
Warrick County, so as a small cable operator in Warrick County, having constructed .
Elberfeld Cable TV and Lynnville Cable TV and in Pike County, Winslow Cable TV, we
undertook to build the private cable system of Wells Mobile Estates. The difference
between a private cable system and a franchised cable system is a three percent (3%)
revenued to a granting agency. Wells is uncorporated therefore it is under the County
Commissioners jurisdiction, therefore he is requesting the Board review the contract
and rule on it within a reasonable time period. These franchises are non-exclusive
and tender the maximum federal rate of three percent (3%) of revenue to·the county,
which would be payable quarterly ..
Commissioner Wi 11 ner moved the contract be referred to the County Attorney for his
expertise. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
County Attorney David Jones asked Mr. Wasson if it is his position that the existing
franchise between this county and Evansville Cable TV is not an exclusive franchise
and he replied yes. Mr. Jones said then are you saying that under federal law that it
is mandated that it be wide open ..• that they be not exclusive and Mr. Wasson replied
that wide open is not a good word, but it is a recent court decision that franchises
of cable carriage are non-exclusive and he believes he can give some documentation
where this year, in Boulder, Colorado, that the city and county had a common franchise
let at the same time, that is, they had an existing cable franchise and it went the full
legal distance.

n~

Mr. Jones said he is aware of that case, and he would ask if either Mr. Wasson or his
counsel has reviewed the existing franchise agreement between this county and Evansville
Cable TV and Mr. Wasson said his attorney is also Prosecutor and is presently involved
in a murder trial in Warrick County, so right now he does not have Mr. Jones' expertise
in this matter.
Mr. Jones said he also is not an expert in this matter so this matter may take awhile'for
him to come up with a recommendation to the Commissioners.

.'c

Commissioner Cox said she understands Mr. Wasson does have the right to go into any
private area at this time, to hook up a private type of cable TV service, so if the
Commissioners do allow this·franchise to operate in Vanderburgh County, would those
areas you have serviced on a private basis become part of the overall operation so that
we could receive the three percent (3%) of the gross accrued revenues, or do they remain
private and Mr. Wasson said yes they would become part of the overall operation, a.nd the
only possible exception that he can think of would be if he were to receive a franchise
~"in the city of Evansville and in that case, the City would be the franchise granting
agency, eventhough he would be in Yanderburgh County.
Commissioner Cox said her point is that if you go outside Of what is termed Wells,
Indianan, and she has never heard of it, to the outlying areas which are not private,
in nature, like this is, then would the percentages of the revenues go into the county
coffers and Mr. Wasson replied yes, it would, that it is a benefit to the subscribers
that their system not be private, that their system be franchised and under the countys
jurisdiction, as would the rates and increases.
11

Commissioner Cox said Evansville Cable TV is affiliated with General Electric and she
asked, before this meeting, what company this firm is affiliated with and her purpose
for asking this is that she has faith in General Electric, that it has been around many
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many years and what she does not want to see, as a Commissioner, is if we do grant
this operating franchise, is to have dissatisfied customers because of improper service to the area, because not only will it reflect on us as Commissioners but it will
also reflect on the cable TV service we presently have, on a negative impact, so we
should use extreme care in finding out if this company is one that is competent in
nature and one that we can have confidence in, so could we fill free to contact the
other users that was mentioned earlier.
Mr. Wasson said that
Commissioners and he
tract they will find
ance, that there are

would be fine and he would furnish a subscribers list to the
might further state that when the Commissioners review this conthey can also revoke the franchise for lack of technical performtechnical standards mentioned in the contract.
t

President Berries said that Mr. Wasson said there are other areas where this is already
the case and Mr. Wasson said in Warrick County there are three (3) existing cable
franchises, four (4) counting his own.·
President Berries thanked Mr ..Wasson for his presentation and informed him this would
be studied by our county attorney and opened for further discussion at a later meeting.
RE:

COUNTY ATTORNEY .•• DAVID.JONES

Chemicals at County Highway Garage: Mr. Jones said the Indiana Environmental Management
Board has sued the County Highway Department, in an administrative action, over the
chemicals being stored out there. He has entered an appearance on behalf of the county
and asked for a continuance, but we will have to go to Indianapolis for a pre-trial
conference with the Administrative Law Judge and then probably go up for a trial on the
matter, that the county is subject to civil penalties and he assumes some other administrative orders, but until he gets a chance to discuss it in some detail with people
in Indianapolis he really cannot report much more at this time, but it should be considered new litigation.
Also, with respect to recovery, in talking to the Prosecutor, and. other sources, it is:··
his understanding that at least one (1) of the chemical companies is still solvent and
doing business and some of the people that sold these chemicals to the county are still
out there. It would be his recommendation that we refer this matter of recovery against
the person(s) responsible for a contingent fee suit, to outside counsel ,:;that standard
fee would be 33-1/3% if they recover and if they don't recover, they getnothing. It
may be possible that the Organized Crime Statute was · in effect when this .took place, he
just doesn't know. We should seek recovery of the costs of storage, removal, treatment
or whatever the county is going to have to incur in having to dispose of those chemicals,
which we now know is going to be in excess of $20,000.00 and there are no monies
appropriated in the budget this year to do that, and there has been only $2000.00 made
in restitution from Mr. Seibeking's case, so there is a shortfall there.
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Commissioner Cox asked if all the chemicals came from the same place and Mr. Jones
said it is his understanding •.•• no, that there were two (2), three {3), or possibly even
more different places that they came from, and the individual salesman could also be
held liable.
Commissioner Cox said we have $2,000.00 and now you're talking about opening this all up
again, it getting tied up in court again, along with more legal fees.
Mr. Jones said he is not suggesting additional legal fees, that there will be no monies
paid to counsel unless he recovers.
·
Commissioner Cox said could we contact this one (1) company that is still in business
and ask them to come here and for the $2000.00 we have, take these chemicals off of our
hands, ,because if their company manufactures that stuff they ought to be able to have a
disposal place for them. We talked about this in the very beginning ..•• let the company
have the chemicals back, because we aren't going to be able to sell. them to anyone.
Mr. Jones said for all practical matters, there are no chemicals there that can be utilized, that from what he has seen of the reports, they cannot be reused~ that they have
degenerated and in some instances they are toxic and pose a risk. They must be properly
contained and packaged in accordance with regulations and that is why we are in violation
every day that they sit out there. Secondly after they are in proper containers, they
have to be properly transported and thirdly, transported to an acceptable site.
If the Commissioners so desire he can fire a letter off to the company but he personally
does not think they are going to get any response from them. ·
Discussion of this matter continued on page 5.
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Shortage in Commissary Fund in Sheriff•s Department: Mr. Jones said concerning the
shortage in the commissary fund in the Sheriff•s Department, he sent a letter to the
one insurance company that provided the employees liability policy to the county and
they have questioned whether or not there was a bond in effect on the Sheriff at that
time, or someone else and they have declined to do anything until that decision has
been made. In the meantime he has been contacted by certain vendors who· are prepared
to take action to recover their monies and because that comes out of the Sheriff•s
commissary account he.has advised the Sheriff, in the interest that•s running statutorily, that if and when he•s got the money, the bills should be retired and would then
recommend those amounts again be referred to outside counsel, on a contingent fee basis
to recover those sums. A court can decide what bonding company or what individuals, if
any, are responsible for those amounts.
·•
Commissioner Willner said he personally thinks it is unfair for the current Sheriff to
make restitutions for errors made beyond his control. He has no problems with him paying on these bills whenever he can, but if we are bonded for such things he believes we
should try to recover, therefore, he would move we hire outside counsel, on a recovery
fee basis, in regards to this matter.
Commissioner Cox said she does not understand the purpose of this, that you talk about
shortages and she assumes there was a state board audit, so what did it show.
Commissioner Willner said it showed there was a shortage.
Commissioner Cox said what did it show and who is responsible.
Mr. Jones said the state audit did not attempt to put responsibility anywhere, in fact,
they dodged the whole thing.
Commissioner Cox said how much has been sold out of the inventory that was there since
the first of the year, 1983, that was really stock in there that should have gone to pay
these bills that were up front for the merchandise before it was sold.
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Commissioner Willner said no matter what the inventory was when the current Sheriff took ·
over •.• there was a shortage in. that office, and even if he were to have sold all the·
inventory and paid for all the outstanding bills he would then have to go to his budget
to restock that supply, or he would have had to gone before council for additional money.
No matter how you stack it, there was a shortage. He is not saying there was blame and
he does not want to bring that issue up, he is merely saying we ought to try and see if
we can recover this amount of money.
Commissioner Cox said recover it from whom and Commissioner Willner said the bonding
capacity.
Commissioner Cox said if you are going to recover .••you have to name a person. She has
sat on this Commission for three (3} years and been labeled as political by both you
Mr. Willner and by Mr. Berries and to her, this is nothing but a political kick at Jim
DeGroote, who has signed as a Commissioner candidate and she can see nothing else in it
except a strict political kick.
·
Commissioner Willner said then you, Mrs. Cox, do not want to see the dollars recovered
that were lost to Vanderburgh County and Mrs. Cox. said she has no assurance that the
dollars were lost.

I

<' Commissioner Cox said she has operated commissaries at little league ball games and
""*'"·.your margin of profit in those are very limited, whereby, if someone steals a candy bar
you have lost your profit on almost an entire box of candy and she is not sure if the
commissary even runs in the black, if it even pays for itself and she thinks they are
making a political football out of this ••• and this is her position.

Mr. Jones said there is an.excess of $11,000.00 cited in the audit as not be accounted
for.
Commissioner Cox said this is over what year•s period and Mr. Jones said from January
1, 1980 to December 31, 1982.
Sheriff Shepard was present and stated it didn•t come under the State Board of Accounts
jurisdiction until 1981.
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Commissioner Cox asked when was the audit completed and Mr. Jones replied June 2, 1983.
Commissioner Cox asked what inventory was there that was sold after the first of the
year and before the audit was completed, that they had to verify those amounts.
Sheriff Shepard said on January 1, 1983, the day he took office, he went up and. inventoried the' commissary, in the presence of five {5) officers, who attested to the fact
they had X number of potato chips, pretzels, etc. and X number of monies in the bank
and X number of monies in the petty cash fund. He had all of this in wri:ting and each
of the five (5) officers signed the documents and the next day he took this inventory
to Jim DeGroote's house and discussed it with him and he did not realize it was that
short in accounts payable. They asked the State Board of Accounts to come in and they
told us that taking away the inventory we are still about $11,000.00 short of monies
to pay our bills. In essence what they had done was buy things out of the commissary
and pay for it, but didn't pay the bills owed.for those items sold. He felt it was unfair for him to have to assume the $11,000.00 liability and that is why he asked the
State Board of Accounts to come in. He has discussed this with Jim DeGroote and Jim
is aware of the shortage.

I

Commissioner Cox said you are telling us they took the money that came in from the
sale of commissary items and used it for something else in the department and didn't
pay the bills ••••• then there is no shortage. When she took office from Joe O'Day, she
had outstanding bills from 1972, that totaled way up there, but they came in after the
first of the year, when she took office, but she didn't go to the news paper and say
that Joe O'Day left a shortage in his office and she believes this is being totally unfair. She asked if this commissary fund ran in the black and Mr. Jones said according
to statute it is supposed to run in the black, but th~t is the problem, that someone
wasn't paying for the items purchased, but instead, using it for something else, and
as a practical matter several people pointed their finger at someone else and the bonding company and insurance company is doing the same thing, and that is what the court
is for, to decide who, if anyone, is at fault, and he personally cannot do anything to
get this settled because he is. still defending Jim DeGroote in several jail suits. He
is not pointing his finger at anyone but there is an amount that is not there that
should have been and there are vendors beating on our door that furnished goods to the
county and weren't paid for them and they want their money.

./
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Commissioner Cox asked the Sheriff if he is still buying from those same vendors and he
replied yes, he feels obligated to buy from them, since we owe them mon~es.
Commissioner Cox asked the Sheriff if he has changed his commissary procedures and he
replied yes, he has met with the State Board of Accounts and they now have a new
accounting system, in that he pays cash on delivery, or he does not buy anything. He
does have some·additional monies and this Wednesday he is going to pay off a few more
bills owed and then he will only owe about $6,000.00 worth ..
Commissioner Cox said where do you direct that the commissary profits go and he replied
the monies are spelled out by state stutute, you can buy equipment, training for the
department, or anything used by the department ••• the Sheriff makes no monies out of the
commissary fund any more, that those monies can be used for anything to better the
department.
Commissioner Willner said when there is a profit, not before, that the bills have to be
paid first and then the profit~ can be used for the betterment of the department.
The Sheriff said it doesn't spell out whether or not it is profits, but the State Board
operate in the black, it could't run in the red and
not know if the statute specifies profit •••• so really
there is no shortage.

,~ of Accounts did tell him it had to
:r~;~(2ill'Commissioner Cox said she too does

Mr. Jones said according to the State Board of Accounts, there was, because the State·
Board of Accounts said that it had to operate in the black and it was not. Moreover,
the law only authorizes a commissary fund and in this case there was two (2) funds set
up, and one (1) of them was an unauthorized fund in a private deposit in a bank, which
is not authorized by law and that is part of the problem here.
Commissioner Cox said that may very well be, but no one ran off with the $11,000.00,
that it was used to buy other things for the department.
Sheriff Shepard said true, no one ran off with the $11,000.00, but we were that much
short on paying our bills for commissary items, that the money was used for other
departmental needs.

I
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Sheriff Shepard said he is merely trying to get the bonding company to pay us back so
we can start off even.
Commissioner Cox said she cannot see how a bonding company would pay anything, because
no one walked off with the money.

I

Mr. Jones said it is in an unauthorized account, that if it's unauthorized by law then
they've violated other laws which could trigger the bonding situation.
Commissioner Cox said she isn't sure that the money Judge Miller puts in for the ten
percent (10%) bond and all these things are authorized by law either, but it's being
done. She just does not see how the insurance company bond would cov~r this unless
someone committed a theft (lnd it has been openly admitted here today that that is not
the case in this matter. We in Vanderburgh County have used monies that should have
been used for "Change of Venue" bills, to pay other bills with. She thinks the best
thing for the Sheriff to do is to pay what he has toward the bills and then go to
Council and ask for additional monies to pay the rest of them.
Sheriff Shepard said this is a separate account spelled out by statute that says "the
Sheriff shall maintain a commissary fund" and he is in charge of it and responsible for
it. It is an account unto itself and it is now spelled out that it is covered by the
State Board of Accounts. He has no bones to pick with Jim DeGroote, he only wants to
get his money back into the commissary.
Commissioner Willner said he has a motion on the floor to hire outside counsel to try
to recover these shortages in the She-riff's Department's commissary account.
President Borries seconded the motion. So ordered.
Continued Discussion on Chemicals at County Highway Garage:
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Commissioner Willner said he thinks that there are a lot of unanswered questions, that
it seems strange to him that the state EPA knew those chemicals were at the county
garage for the past seven (7) or so years and under the auspices of the courts and it
seems to him. like they would have done something about them at that time. It's a little
late in the day, since they are partially disintegrated, and he just does not understand
their action at this time, but.he supposes there isn't anything he can do about that
now, except go along with Mr. Jones' recommendation that we try to recover something, or
at least get to the break even point.
Mr. Jones said he feels fairly certain the county is going to be ordered, and in a very
short period of time, to do something with those chemicals and it would be his recommendation that we get on Council as quickly as possible and get some monies to get the
system started, because even if there is a recovery, and it's litigated, its going to
take several years. This notice of violation has a preliminary finding in it already
and they are not going to just sit and wait for us. He believes we have something of
a defense because the state, .in effect, through the Prosecutor's office, had this tied
up and the county wasn't responsible for the deterioration of the containers because we
weren't allowed to touch them because they were being held as evidence, so it may be that
we can get the state involved and get some help, that he certainly will attempt to
negotiate with them in anyway that he can. He just believes when it is all said and done
we are going to be ordered to do something about them and its not going to be a question
of who caused it ••. it is sitting in our lap and we've got to do something with it.
Commissioner Willner moved the Commissioners hire outside counsel, contingent on a
recovery fee only basis, to represent the county in this matter, and that we also write
~letter to the existing company(s) involved asking them to t~ and help us out.
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Commissioner Cox said we really do need their help, that we aren't blaming them and we
don't expect them to pay us anything, or at least she doesn't, we just need their help
in learning how to dispose of the materials that are at the garage. She does not think
we can hold that company liable •..• did the company do it, or did an individual within the
company do it.
Mr. Jones said that goes back to criminal case and it is his understanding the principles
of the company, as a company, was involved. One of the companies involved has defunct
and that one is not going to come and get the chemicals so we still have half the problem
and he believes the company still in business has no liability to come and get the chemicals of the other defunct company.
Commissioner Cox said she is sure they aren't liable either, but·:she would still like to
have this company contacted and since Mr. Willner made that a part of his motion ..• she
would second it. So ordered.
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BILL BETHEL ..... COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

Chemicals at County Garage: President Berries asked Mr. Bethel, in regards to the
company that was approached about the removal of the chemicals, prior to this catch
22 suit by the Indiana agency, that has not been a rejection at this point, has it.·
Mr. Bethel replied no that there is still some possibility that that company might
still move the chemicals, but nothing can be done until the matter with the State EPA
has been settled.
·
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Commissioner Willner asked what is the date we have to make an appearance and Mr. Jones
replied it was set for this Friday, but we received a continuance on the matter and he
does not know when the new date is going to be. Commissioner Willnert said we should have
outside counsel by that time and Mr. Jones said he can handle the environmental management
board part of it, but in terms of any recovery, you will need outside counsel.
Weekly Absentee Report: Mr .. Bethel submitted the weekly absentee report of the employees
at the county garage for the period of March 5 thru 9, 1984 .... received and filed.
Weekly Work Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly work report of the employees at the
county garage for the peri-od of March 5 thru 9, 1984, with the attached work schedule
for the same period of time .•.. both received and filed.
Front Loader:

Three (3) trucks, and one (1) grada 11 .
three (3) days).

Grader:

Oak Grove Road, Fisher Road, County Line Road (east), Lynn Road,
Motz Road, Motz Lane, Emge and Buente Road.

Patch Crew:

Tree Crew:

(Worked on Bender Road for

Baseline (east), Coal Mine Road, Evergreen Road, Da~tadt Road,
Upper Mt. Vernon Road, Marx Road, Boehne Camp Road, Burkhardt Road,
Kuebler, Mill Road, Whetstone Road, Petersburg Road~ 'Heinlein Road,
Mesker Park Drive, Pine Ridge., Peerless, Ward Road~ Knob Hill;
. Aspen Drive, Old State Road, Koring Road, Hogue Road~ Booker Road,
Kleitz Road, 12th. Avenue and Allens. Lane, St. George .Road, Pollack
Avenue and Lynn Road.
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"
Big Schaeffer, Hillview, Graff Road, Nurrenbern Road., Baseline
Road
and Fisher Road.

Washed and polished trucks and built and painted barricades.
************
President Berries asked Mr. Bethel if he had received any type of written correspondence
regarding the possible litigation of a portion of Mann Road and he replied no.
RE:

ANDY EASLEY .•.. COUNTY HGIHWAY ENGINEER

Mr. Easley said he has nothing that needs Commissioners• action today, however, he would
report he talked with the Creasey Company this morning and they are considering asking
the county to ask the Seaboard System railroad, that instead of relaying the track right
where it is, to shift it west to their building and he has contacted the Seaboard and'
they will have to make a new survey to see if it can be done. He personally believes it
can be, and he doesn't believe it makes any difference to the county as long as the switch
is out of the roadway and if they want to see the money spent in that manner he would like
"":·to see the county cooperate with them. Their boxcars would then be outside the building
instead of inside it.
Commissioner Willner said in other words they want to increase the building size and ·us'
the siding outside and Mr. Easley said this is correct, and he sees nothing wrong with i
as long as it gets that switch changed.
In regards to Char-Mar Estates, he has not had a chance to get out there yet.
He has been busy sizing culverts for persons getting ready to build new homes.
Mr. Jones said concerning those barrels out on Lynch Road around the railroad switch,
they need to be turned 180 degrees, because the portion facing the traffic is filthy
and you cannot see the white and orange on them.
They belong to the county and Mr. Bethel will see they are rotated or cleaned.

/
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Mr. Easley said he has not been able to reach Attorney Miller in regards to the release forms for persons relating to the Burkhardt Road improvement project~ however,
he will continue on the matter. He informed Mrs. Cox he is still trying to work out
the problem with Mr. Tubbs, that he needs to talk to the Traffic Engineer first and
he will then get back with Mr. Tubbs.
President Borries said he would like to inform everyone he received a report from Mr.
Ken Hansen of Citizens Realty and Insurance, Inc. regarding Burkhardt Road and he is
preceding in relation to purchasing that right-of-way. There may not be a complete
agreement by all persons but it is preceding smoothly so Mr. Easley may want to talk
to Mr. Hansen concerning the expiration time when all those persons who have been contacted and had offers made to them, will expire, because at that time~the county may
want to pursue s·ome litigation.
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Mr. Easley said he will give Mr. Hansen a call.
RE:

BOB BRENNER ••. COUNTY SURVEYOR

Weekly Bridge and Guardrail Report: Mr. David Guillaum, Chief Deputy Surveyor was
present and submitted the weekly bridge and guardrail report of the bridge crew fot the
period of March 5 thru 9, 1984 •..• report received and filed.
Commissioner Cox said the report states there was some guardrail stolen on Old Green
River Road and Mr. Guillaum said this is correct, that when it is hit they can usually
find it lying around in the near vicinity, but this was gone, so someone must have taken
it and this and this happened once before, not at the same location, and they replaced it.
Discussion of Bender Road: Mr. Guillaum said concerning Bender Road, the Commissioners
are all aware of the fact that Staub has been working out there the past week or so with
the wrecking ball taking down the remaining portion of the brdig·e structure and as he
goes down further it is continuing to get wider, with more concrete. The point they
are at now is a decision needs to be made by the Commissioners Dn whether to put another
piece of equipment in there, in addition to the wrecking ball. We have to move the dirt
behind the abutment and get it out of there before we are going to fully realize the
benefit of the wrecking ball. In effect, it is going to cost us a lot more money if we
don't get that dirt behind that abutment as he is taking it down. He does not have the
equipment with just the one (1) rig, even with the clam bucket, to take it down, that
we need another loader of some sort~ We can put our county back hoe in there and dig
behind the wall and keep the dirt out or have Staub put another one of his machines out
there. Right now, cost wise, we are coming in som~where around $4,000.00 and with another
piece of equipment we could be talking another $2,000.00 or $3,000.00, so the decision is
up to the Commissioners.
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Commissioner Willner asked wouldn't the gradall be better for that than the back hoe and
Mr. Guillaum said he almost has to get in on the side and with the gradall it is hard to
get over the top of something and get the dirt behind it ... we almost need something with
a front loader bucket or a back hoe where we could come in along side it and with the
gradall we could only go so far.

>-%l(;Y.
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Commissioner Cox asked if these people would be working on an incline to remove the dirt
and Mr. Guillaum said he believes they can get most of it by coming right around the
abutment itself, without getting over the top of it, but he won't say for sure because
situations can change very fast on a project such as this, whereby you can't reach something and you have to move the equipment to get to it. He said another thing we could
possibly do is put one of our machines out there and have one of Staub's operators run
it, but probably the simplest and fastest way would be to put a crawler in there.
Commissioner Willner said that is the way he would like to go, therefore he would move
permission be granted to hire a small crawler and operator to work on the Bender Road
site. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE: APPRAISALS ON COUNTY OWNED SURPLUS PROPERTY TO BE ADVERTISED
The following described real estate is owned by Vanderburgh County and needs the
Commissioners approval to be advertised for a public auction to be held by the County
Commissioners, at a time to be set after they are properly advertised.
County Auditor, Alice McBride, said originally there were sixteen (16) parcels, but on
tax code 11-31-24-77-7, 1253 E.. Franklin Street, the School Corporation had purchased it
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and failed to have it recorded, therefore we did not know they owned it and we put it
up for tax sale. The ·School Corporation has now recorded it and we need our County
Attorney to prepare a Quit ·claim Deed from the County to the School Corporation. The
School Corporation has paid all back taxes on it also.
Mrs. McBride submitted the Tax Title Deed to President Berries to forward to the County
Attorney for the preparation of the Quit Claim Deed.
Commissioner Willner moved the following county owned property be properly advertised
for tax sale. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
PARCEL

~-

TAX CODE

1.

.11-10-21-86-6

2.

11-11-22-7-10

3.

11-12-22-30-11

4.

11-14·-22-48-2

5.

11-15-22-61-22

6.

... i-16-22-78-13

7.

1 h-19-23-31-13

8.

11-26-24-22-3

9.

11.:27-24-36-29

10.

11-27-24-38-47

11.

11-28-24-45-10

12.

11-56-28-.59-9

13.

11-56-28-59-10

14.

11-56-28-59-11

15.

11-77-32-41-16

RE:

DESCRIPTION

I

·t

APPRAISED v;..LUE

Blackford Grove L. 9 8.3
930 South 6th. Street ...................... $ 1,000.00
A.L. Robinson Add. L. 7&8 B.l
412 Adams Avenue .............. ·............. $ 2,000.00
Parrett's Enl. R.R. Roberts Sub.
·SE ~ L.4, L.5, Bl. 12.-13
1223 S.E. Second ........................... $ 3,000.00
Parrett's Enl.Altheide Sub.L.2, 81.7
1502 Judson ..•........•.•............•••.... $ 1,000.00
Cross Place, L. 1&2 Bl. 1
1706 South Governor .•..•.....•.......•..••. $ 1,500.00
Maple Grove, L.14 & ~L. 13, Bl. 1
1700 South Garvin .......................... $ 1,100.00
Columbia Add. Koester &Korff Sub.
L.34 & Pt.L.35, Bl. 16-17
732 E. Blackford •...• ~ •••.......•...•...••• $ 1,500.00
Garvin & Brewers Add. .~ L. 13'
Pt. L. 14 Bl .3
627 E. Sycamore Street .•...•. .' ........•.... $ 1,500.00
Rietman & Schultes Add. L. 33 81. 6
421 South Linwood ........................ ~.$1,000.00
Ri etman & Schultes Add. L. 37, Bl. 9
515 South Linwood •.•.•..•....••...••...•.•• $ 1,000.00
Gordon's Add. L. 12, Bl. 2
670 E. Cherry Street •.•••.•..••.......•...• $ 1,000.00
Blankenburgh L. 8 81. 10
1413 Flore nee .............................. $
Blankenburgh L. 9 Bl. 10
1417 Florence .............................. $
Bl ankenburgh L. 10 81. 10
·
1419 Florence .............................. $
Ingleside, L. 26 L. 27 81. 6
2771 Broadway ..................... ~ ........ $

/
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1,020.00
3,500.00
1,080.00
2,700.00

COUNTY TREASURER S FINANCIAL REPORT
11

The following Treasurer's financial report was ordered received and filed, dated March 5,
''t:!"'1984.
.
•··'···' .,.
.,,,,.,, "'''····. ·'·
. '
TO:

COUNTY COUNCIL
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

To date $22,263.89 has been collected and receipted into County Revenue.
Outstanding investments are:
1.

Investments, $3,000,000, dated December 28, 1983, due December 27, 1984.
Estimated income $273,700, of which $22,812 will go to the Reassessment Fund.
Rate 9.125%. ·

I
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Investments $500,000, dated December 29, 1983, due ·December 27, 1984.
income $46,200. Rate 9.25%.

2.

I
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Estimated

3.

Investments $2,000,000, dated January 4, 1984, due December 27, 1984.
income $188,000. Rate 9.50%.

4.

Repo, $900,00, dated February 3, 1984, due March 13, 1984. Estimated income
$8,110.20. Various rates, of which $2,500 will go to Federal Revenue Sharing.

5.

Repo, $500,000, dated March 1, 1984, due March 12, 1984.
$1,241.32. Rate 8.125%.

Estimated income

When all outstanding investments are collected, income will appear as
County Revenue
Reassessment
Federal Revenue Sharing

Estimated

·~allows:

$514,203.41
22,812.00
2,500.00
$539,515.41
Lewis F. Volpe, Treasurer
Vanderburgh County, Indiana
**********

RE:

BUILDING COMMISSIONERS REPORT

The Building Commissioners report for the month of January, 1984 was ordered received
and filed ..
RE:

I

TWO lETTERS RECEIVED FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

The Commissioners received two {2) letters from the State of Indiana, the Department
of Natural Resources informing them that DNR has received applications for the following
properties to.be placed on the National Register of Historic Places.
1.

700 Helfrich Lane
Michael D. Helfrich House
Evansville, Indiana

2.

The Culver Historic District, roughly bounded by Madison Avenue, the alley
west of Emmett Street, Riverside Drive and Venice Street, Evansville, Indiana.

Letters ordered received and filed.
President Berries said any comments may be sent to James M. Ridenour, State Historic
Preservation Officer, Indianapolis, Indiana and should be received before the State
Review Board meeting on April 10, 1984.
RE:

LETTER OF COMMENDATION FROM EARL AND MABEL KIEFER

President Berries read aloud the following letter from Earl and Mabel Kiefer, dated
March 6, 1984 and directed to the Board of County Commissioners.
':;~

'

~~.,~$'-t"~to

I

Once again I just want to thank each of you for helping the people of our community
de a1 with Turri s Co a1 Company.
· · · ··
··.
·"·
·

I feel very strongly that your concerns in asking questions at the Commission
meeting made them realize we had a community of people who would work with them if they
would listen to our side of the coin. At this time we feel they have offered us a
chance to make a decision that will be to our advantage.
The support you gave us by being at the meeting last night when you all have such
a busy schedule and so many things to be concerned about was just great.
You are a group of concerned people who care about the people you were elected to
serve and in the community today this is just wonderful. If we could only elect more
people who are as concerned as you three are.
Earl and Mabel Kiefer
Letter received and filed.

(10)
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LETTER FROM SEABOARD SYSTEM RAILROAD REGARDING NURRENBERN ROAD

President Berries read aloud the following letter, dated March 12, 1984 and directed
to the Board of County Commissioners.
Gentlemen:
The Seaboard System Roadroad would like permission to close Nurrenbern Road, at
railroad track to rework crossing.

I

This work will take from March 19, 1984 until March 30, 1984, if weather permits .
...
Yours truly,
R.J. Boles
Division Engineer
**********
Commissioner Willner said he received a call from Mr. Boles and wanted to close this
without the Commissioners input and he asked him to please not do that and during the
discussion of the closing Mr. Boles hung up on him. He tried to explain to him that
the biggest problem was with emergency vehicles in that part of the county and that
we would grant their request if they would assure the. Commissioners that all materials
would be on the site before the job begins and he asked him to note that in the written
request ••.• which he sees is not noted, however, he would move the request be granted
subject to all necessary materials being on the job site and that we have no material
hold up for the completion of the job, that he wouldn't want to see it closed and them
tell us they have to order the materials.
Commissioner Cox said that is a ten (10) day period and she does not thi~k that is unreasonable, but. she understands waht Mr. Willner is saying. She seconded the motion.
So ordered •.
President Berries asked Mr. Easley to inform the Seaboard System of this decision and
for him to keep informed of the project.

/
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Mr. Easley said one of their personnel called him and he too told them to write us a
letter and he also asked them if there was anyway they could work half of the crossing
at a time and they said no. He also told them to make sure all necessary materials are
on hand so that we would not end up with a thirty (30) day closure. They informed. us
they are going to be doing several of these reworks and he told t~em to give us a
separate letter on each one as they intend to do them.
RE:

THREE (3) LETTERS CONCERNING TRANSFERS OF TYPEWRITERS

The following letters were received concerning the transfers of typewriters within
county offices.
March 7, 1984
County Commissioners,
Since the implementation of the Task Force the office work load for the Auditorium
has increased by a significant amount. As the Advisory/Capital Improvement Board becomes
a reality this work load is sure to remain high.
Therefore, ·r find difinite need for a second electric typewriter in our office.
This letter is to inform you that the office of Voter's Registration has a typewriter
(Royal SE 5000 C) they are willing to loan the Auditorium. I respectfully request
your approval of this temporary equipment transfer.
Sincerely,
Kim P. Bitz, Manager
Vanderburgh County Auditorium
Letter received and filed.
The second letter received was as follows.

I
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March 9, 1984
Commissioners:

I

Voter's Registration has two electric typewriters that are surplus, the serial
number are Royal Electric 1208245 and Royal Electric 471872. We would like to exchange
two manual typewriters, the serial numbers are: Royal 440 #2911-50041 and Olympia
#7-290060.
Sincerely,
Harry A. Tornatta, Assessor
Perry Township

t

1c********
Letter received and filed.
The third letter was as follows:
March 12, 1984
Commissioners :
We have three (3) surplus Royal Electric Typewriters. Mr. Tornatta, the Perry
Township Assessor has requested two (2) of them and the manager of the Vanderburgh
Auditorium has requested the other one, since they really have need of them. This
meets with my approval.
The serial numbers on these typewriters are #1208245, #4718972 and the other one
is a Royal SE 5000 C.

I

The Perry Township Assessor is going to exchange with us, the first two, for two
manual typewriters, serial numbers Royal #2911-50041 and an Olympia #7-290060, which
we will loan the Auditorium.
Paul Bitz,
Voters Registration Board Member
**********
Commissioner Cox said about three (3) months after she took office we sent the
Auditorium a good typewriter from the Commissioner's office.
Ms. Meeks said no, that was Weights and Measures we loaned that to and we do at this
time have it back in the Commissioner's office, in the County Attorney's room.
Commissioner Cox asked what the Auditorium .now has and President Borries said he believes an electric typewriter, but Mr. Kim Bitz' letter states with the implementation
of the Task Force they have a need for a second typewriter. She asked what the Perry
Assessor wants with two and what do they presently have and Ms. Meeks said they now
have two (2) manual typewriters they want to exchange for the two {2) electric machines
from Voters Registration and those manuals would be made surplus property.
Commissioner Cox said there are probably other offices that would have liked to have
known about these typewriters from Voter's Registration, the Sheriff for one and Mrs.
~~',•McBride would like to have known about them also.
···
-;.',;

I

Commissioner Willner moved the transfers of typewriters be approved. Commissioner Cox
seconded the motion but stated she does not approve of the procedure used, that if anyone
has office machines they no longer need, they should report it to the Commissioners and
let it be handled from there. So ordered.
RE:

CLAIMS:

A claim was submitted for Helfrich Insurance Agency, signed by John Hodge, in the amount
of $398.00 for Auto Policy with Home Insurance Company to add vehicle #87, a 1984
Chevrolet Van for Work Release.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.
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A claim was submitted for Larry Raley for a refund on a duplicate permit for work at
1931 Burdette Avenue, from the Building Commission office, in the amount of $38.75.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.
RE:

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

Commissioner Cox said she will be in a Subdivision Review meeting in the morning at
9:30 a.m.
RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ...... APPOINTMENTS

I

·t

KNIGHT TOWNSHIP TRUSTEE
Emarie S. West
RE:

1710 Cass Avenue

Supervisor

$14,412.00

Eff: 3-10-84

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ••••• RELEASES

/

KNIGHT TOWNSHIP TRUSTEE
Judy Bensman
Emari e S. West

1405 Lilac Lane
1710 Cass Avenue

Supervisor
Investigator

$14,412.00
$11,500.00

Eff: 3-9-84
Eff:. 3-9-84

Commissioner Cox said seeing the effective date on Ms. Bensman's release raises a
question in her mind, that she thought she was released before March 9th.
Mrs. McBride said she had vacation time coming to her, two (2) weeks, she believes, and
also, by law, she does not think this pink slip from the Trustee even has to come before this Board of Commissioners •.• Mr. Saulman just preferred that it did.
Commissioner Cox said how can she have a two week vacation coming when we aren't even a
third of the way through the year and Mrs. McBride said Ms. Bensman worked in 1983 for
this vacation time she is getting paid for now.

I

Commissioner Cox said didn't she get a vacation last year and Mrs. McBri~e said she
would have to check on that, but as an example, if one of her girls should quit on her
right now, if she wo.rked all of 1983 she would have her vacation earned and could take
it before she leaves.
Commissioner Cox said what does our personnel policy say about vacation and Commissioner
Willner said the Trustee's aren't in on our personnel policy and Mrs. Cox said they sure
are in on our insurance programs that we have to fund. She said if this is a vacation
period for the year 1984 she cannot see how she would be entitled to it.
Mrs. McBride said the Trustee's fund their own insurance programs.
RE: ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF STUDENT PRESENT:
President Borries said we ha·ve with us today Ms. Lisa Hays, from the University ·of
Evansville and we would like to welcome her.to the meeting.
There being no further business, President Borries declared the meeting recessed at
3:50 p.m.
·
PRESENT:

SECRETARY:

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard "Rick" Borries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Alice McBride

David Jones

Janice G. Decker

I
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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
MARCH 19, 1984
The meeting of the County Commissioners was held on March 19, 1984, at 2:30 p.m. in
the Commissioners Hearing Room with President Borries presiding.
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as engrossed by the County Auditor
and the reading of same dispensed with.

I

RE:

REZONING PETITION VC-1-84 .•. FIRST READING

Petitioner: Erwin and Elene Deig ..•. 4024 Rose Avenue, Evansville, Indiana
Owner of Record: Same as above.
Premises affected are on the south side of Westwood Drive, a distance of 650 feet south
of the corner formed by the intersection of Westwood Drive and Harmony Way. The commonly
known address is 4340 Westwood Drive. The above described real estate is located in the
Zone District designated as agricultural and the requested change is to C-2. Present
existing land use is a party house/resort recreation home and the proposed land use is
a party house/resort recreation home.
There was no one present to speak for or against the rezoning petition.
Commissioner Willner moved that rezoning petition ·vc-1-84 be approved on first reading
and referred to the Area Plan Commission. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So
ordered.
RE:

REZONING PETITION

VC-2-84.~.FIRST

READING

Petitioner: Michael G. and Linda Carr •... 3125 Old Henderson Road, Evansville, Indiana.
OWner of Record: Same as above.

I

Premises affected ...••..• the west side of Old Henderson Road a distance of 350-400' north
of the corner formed by the intersection of Old Henderson Road and Nurrenbern Road.
The commonly known address is 3125 South Old Henderson Road. The above described real
estate is located in the Zone District designated as residential and the requested
change is to C-4. Present existing land use is residential and the proposed land use is
for a boat repair, retail sales and residential.
There was no one present to speak for or against the rezoning petition.
Commissioner Willner moved that rezoning petition VC-2-84 be approved on first reading
and referred to the Area Plan Commission. Commissioner Cox seconded th'e motion. So
ordered.
RE:

REZONING PETITION VC-3-84 ... FIRST READING

Petitioner: William E. Hamsley ...•. 9011 Whetstone Road, Evansville, Indiana
Owner of Record:
Evansville-Vanderburgh School Corporation .•. 1 S.E. Ninth Street,
Evansville, Indiana.
Premises affected are the intersection of Burkhardt Road and Old Boonville Highway. The
commonly known address is 2750 North Burkhardt Road. The above described real estate
is located in the Zone District designated as agricultural and the requested change is
to County M-2. The present existing land use is a former school building and surrounding
property and the proposed land use is office, warehouse and fenced equipment storage area
for a construction company.
-

I

•
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There was no one present to speak for or against the rezoning petition.
, Commissioner Willner moved that rezoning petition VC-3-84 be approved on first reading
and referred• to the Area Plan Commission.· Commissioner Cox seconded the motion~ So
ordered.
RE:

SPECIAL USE PERMIT 18-84-APC .... FIRST READING

Petitioner: William A. Gowin
Owner: Same as above
The present zoning is M~2 and the applicant is requesting a special use permit #26 for a
mobile office not for living or sleeping quarters, for this property that is located in
an industrial subdivision. Trailer is to be used as office on this vacant piece of
property. Time limit could be imposed. The location is 5300 Agri Court, Evansville,
Ind1ana.

(2)
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There was no one present to speak for or against the Special Use permit request.
Commissioner Willner moved Special Use 18-84-APC be approved on first reading and referred to the Area Plan COmmission. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

SPECIAL USE •.• 11-84-APC ... THIRD READING

Petitioner:

Denise and Alan Corressell

I

President Berries said this special use request will not be heard, that it has been withdrawn by the petitioners.
RE:

JOHN WASSON - MARBLE CONSTRUCTION CO. REGARDING CABLE TV FRANCHISE

Commissioner Willner said Mr. Wasson appeared before the Commissioners last week and left
a contract with us, which was referred to our County Attorney for his expertise.
County Attorney David Miller said the question that was referred to him was that since
the county has already granted a non-exclusive cable franchise to Evansville Cable TV,
can a similar franchise be granted to Marble and the answer is yes, it can be, that the
county's contract with Evansville Cable TV grants only a non-exclusive right to the use
of public rights-of-way and easements and the proposal submitted by Marble Construction
Company seeks only a similar non-exclusive right. The federal law that governs telecommunications encourages competition and discourages creation of monopolies and those
particular statutes applies specifically to cable TV franchises, so we are satified that
federal laws encourages this kind of grant and it is our opinion that even if the county
wanted to grant an exclusive franchise, it might not have the authority to do so because
ordinances that have proported to grant exclusive franchises in the past ~ave been held
to be void in a number of jurisdictions, although there .are no Indiana cas,es on the
point. He had a number of authorities (written documents) that could be referred to by
future applicants and future county attorney's, if necessary. He also has copies of the
rules and regulations of.the appropriate federal agency. He has reviewed the contract as
submitted by Mr. Wasson and there are no legal objections to the contract as it is drafted. There are some places where he personally might have done things slightly differently, but it is not a matter of legal qualification, in any respect, therefore, if the
Commissioners are satisfied with the proposal, there is no legal reason why it cannot go
forward.

"
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Commissioner Cox asked if this franchise contract should state "Non-exclusive" and Mr.
Miller said, he beli-eves it does, that on page 1, Section 1.01-D states "Franchise" means
the non-exclusinve rights to construct, operate and maintain a cable television system.
Commissioner Cox said on page 2, under Atticle II-Grant of Authority, it states the county
hereby gives and grants to the Operator of franchise to use the public ways of the County
for the purpose of construction and operating a cable television system in the Territory
during the term of this contract, but are you, Mr. Miller, telling us the definition on
page 1 takes care of this and he replied yes, it does.
Commissioner Cox asked how they planned to build this system, will it be underground or
hooking onto utility poles, or both.
Mr. Wasson said whichever way· is most economically feasible, ·that the system that has been
constructed within Wells Mobile Manor is entirely underground. The only utility poles
near the area are owned by SIGECO and in order to attach to their poles he would need to
obtain an agreement with them, which he currently does not have, however, SIGECO's pole
rental rates are $6.60 per pole, per year, and that is at least $4.50 higher than anywhere
else in the state of Indiana. The FCC will step in if he files suit and ask them to
justify their rates, but frankly he finds SIGECO's poles uneconomical, that it would be
cheaper for him to go underground.
Commissioner Cox said in regards to the first paragraph (b) on page 4 of the contract,
it states "if the disturbance of any public way is necessary, the Operator shall comply
with all provisions of the Board relevant to such disturbance. Specifically, Operator
shall replace any asphalt which Operator disturbs with sand and compacted aggregate in
the trench and asphalt to the depth of the road base ... She said we do have county
specifications that when anyone makes a cut in the road, they have to fill and repair,
so does this cover those county specifications and Attorney Miller said yes i.t does,
that it is very specific as to the replacement of asphalt.

I
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Commissioner Cox said she would also like to know how the service and maintenance of
this system will be handled and Mr. Wasson said they respond within twenty four (24)
hours to any sort of service outage. There will always be extenuating circumstances
such as fire or flooding, or another June 8th storm, but normally th~Y will be on it
within twenty four (24) hours and have it back in full service.
Commissioner Cox said she is not familiar with all the language of a contract, but there
is something that appears several times in this one and it sort of bothers her and that
is on page 2, under Section 2.03- Operation- {b); it states ~:should such interference
occur the Operator shall employ whatever measures are necessary to eliminate such interference~~,
What bothers her most are the words 11 Whatever measures 11 •
Mr. ~asson said cable TV operates in·and around over-flying air traffic frequencies and
FM radio bands and in most instances the offending device, or the things that are causing
interferences are generally located within someone's home and he can trace that to the
back of their set, usually a loose connection and the same person might own a short wave
transmitter and he has inadvertantly, through broken shielding in his house, caused a
short wave transmission to go out on the system. He can find leaks within a matter of
hours, in fact, they use those leaks to determine illegal connections.
Mr. Miller said when you compare the draft of this agreement with the draft of Evansville ··
Cable, which has been a good Operator, you will find this agreement before us today is
much more extensive in it's terms than is Evansville Cable's agreement.
Commissioner Cox said she does not question that, but when we dealt with Evansville
Cable, we were dealing with a company, a parent company, which was very well known. As
she pointed out last week, we owe protection to the consumers so that we won't be railroaded with complaints, which could also reflect negatively on the other cable television
companies. These are just some questions she picked up while reading through the contract and she waul d hope Mr. Wasson does not mind her a·sking them.

0

Mr. Wasson said certainly not, that he too, wants to be very ·specific, but if this phrase
seems vague it is because of the sheer.number of things that could cause interference,
that there are 1i terally hundreds of things that caul d cause it.
Commissioner Cox said the s·ame paragraph on page 2, that she just stated a portion of,
also states 11 the Operator shall so operate.the system as not to interfere with the direct
broadcast or reception of other signals, whether television, radio or otherwise, or with
the transmission of telephone or telegraph signals, or with the distribution of electric
or electronic signals or energy by others whether by air, wire, cable, conduit or otherwise11. To her, this is talking about this company interferring with these things and
Mr. Wasson said yes, this is correct and that is his intent, or the FCC will revoke his
license.
Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Wasson that at the present time is he planning to put
anyone else on this system, outside of the mobile home park and will you be using county
right-of-way and he replied yes to both questions, that they will connect a very short
section of Everglade Road. Commissioner Willner said then Mr. Wasson will have to get a
cut permit from the County Engineer's office and Mr. Miller said this is correct.
Mr. Wasson sai,d he can proceed along the road, that he doesn't necessarily have to cut
the pavement and they also have a technique of pushing cable under roadways, that they
do not make pavement cuts unless it is absolutely necessary.
Commissioner Cox said she also understands that Indiana Bell has installed a lot of underground telephone cables, so before anything.like this is.started she thinks Mr. Wasson
** should check with the City ~ngineer's office.

0

President Borries said he feels at ease with this contract and if there are no more
questions from the Commissioners he would_ entertain a motion for approval at this point .

• Willner moved the Franchise Contract before the Board today be approved as
Commissioner
submitted. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

COUNTY ATTORNEY ..•• DAVID MILLER

Amendment to County Code of Ordinance:
Mr. Miller said he has with him today an
amendment to amend Section 35.47 of the. Code of Ordinance, relating to Medical or Materity Leave.

** There was a correction made to this paragraph in the minutes of March 26, 1984.
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President Borries said there was some questions arising from the Prosecutor's office
in regards to insurance benefits.
Mr. Miller sai.d the only change in the Ordinance is a provision on the continuance of
insurance during a leave period. He said the newly proposed amendment provides that
continuance of insurance during a leave period is subject to any existing condition of
the county's medical insurance plan in effect at that time, provided that the county
shall continue to pay it's portion of any premium attributable to the employee during
such period. He believes this is the only change in the Ordinance, however, if the
Board so wishes he will briefly summarize the other sections. Section A provides that
an employee may use accrued or existing sick leave and vacation leave for a maternity
It provides the employee (or relative) must complete a "request for
or medical leave.
a leave of absence" form, and furnish a statement from the attending physician to establish the reason. Section B provides if the employee intends to continue employment during the latter state of the pregnancy, the department head may request a date which, in
the opinion of a licensed physician, a cessation of employment would be advisable.
Section C provides that during the leave of absence the employee shall provide statements
from the attending physician (and this doesn't relate only to pregnancy, but also to
other kinds of medical leave} as may be required by the department head or supervisor, in
order to verify the continuing need for the employee's absence. Section D is the con./
tinuance of insurance during a leave period and Section E provides a maternity leave will ··
be treated as elective, unless such leave must begin early or must be extended because
of medical complications, and to the extent the maternity leave begins unusually early
in the pregnancy or to the extent maternity leave must be extended due to medical complications, the maternity leave will be treated as an illness or disability, if the
necessity for it is certified to the County in writing by a licensed physician.
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Commissioner Willner said he sees hardly any changes in the Ordinance and Mr. Miller
said the only change is in Section B and this should be properly advertis~.d twice in
the Evansville Courier and Press. Commissioner Willner asked if this c~ge will take
care of our problems with the personnel policy and President Berries saidyes, he believes
so.
Mr. Miller said the problems was whether or not insurance benefits were ~oing to contin-ue
to be paid and all this says is if it's available under our existing policy and.if it is
indeed a leave of absence, then the county will continue to pay it's portinn of the
premium •.
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Commissioner Cox said she doesn't believe that was the problem, that she doesn't believe
there was ever the question of the county paying for that six (6) weeks, that the question
was when a person was off on leave and they dropped the county insurance, then when that
person returned, that couldn't he immediately go back on the insurance program.
President Borries asked Mr. Lindenschmidt that according to what he understands the
problem to be, would the following language rectify it ....•. "continuance of insurance
during a leave period is subject to any existing conditions of the County's Medical
Insurance Plan in effect at that time, provided however, the County shall continue to
pay it's portion of any premium attributable to the employee during such period_., and Mr.
Lindenschmidt said as he understands the problem, this language should rectify that.
Mr. Lindenschmidt said some people elect to take a six (6) months leave, and that person
has to pay the entire premium themselves, beyond the six (6) weeks. and this is covered
under Section A.
Commissioner Willner said he is not fully convinced that this amendment will take care of
our problems, therefore he would like for the signing of this to be deferred for a period
of one (1) week, at least, so that he can get some of his questions answered.
·.·
Matter deferred.for at least one (1) week.
·Lease Agreement for Facilities at Vanderburgh Auditorium and Convention Center: Mr. Mill
said a lease agreement was submitted by Kim Bitz, in regards to the Auditorium and Convention Center and he has made minor revisions to the language, but other than that, we
simply adopted the ideas submitted to the Commissioners. Since Mr. Bitz is not present
tonight ..... he would recommend the Commissioners review it this week and perhaps discuss
it with Mr. Bitz and take action on it at a later meeting, perhaps next week.
Problem with-Sewer Grate Bars Bein Removed: Mr. Miller said he would report that he
has received from two 2 different sources, that in regards to the storm sewer grates
on Eastbrooke Drive, that they occasionally get stopped up with straw, etc. and he now
has received word that crews from some governmental body were sent out there to cut some
of the bars out of the grate, in order to prevent clogging of the grates and in the

I
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process of cutting out the bars, he is told that has created a hazard of the possibility
of children putting their foot down where 'there once was a grate and it could cause
their entire leg to be swallowed up in this grate. He does not know who sent the crew
out but if it was in fact a county crew sent out there in response to residents complaints, he would urge someone, or Commissioners to have someone go back out there and
check it and if there is a large opening there should be some correctiVE! action taken
before something really bad happens to some child. He has not been out there but was
told it is in Aspen Ridge Subdivision, off of Oak Hill Road.

I

The Commissiners asked Mr. Bethel to contact Mr. Andy Easley and for them to both go
out and check it immediately in the morning.
RE:

MARK TULEY .... BURDETTE PARK

Monthly Financial Report: Mr. Tuley submitted the following monthly financial report,
covering the period through February 29, 1984.
1984 Starting Budget:
1984 Budgeted
1983 Encumbered by P.O.
1983 Encumbered by Contract

$396,037.00
6,303.94
70,547.44

Total 1984 Budget

$472,888.38

Expenditures and Balance 1-1-84 to 2-29-84:
Total Expenditures

$ 79,928.94

Total Balance

$392,959.44

Income

I

Pool
Rink
Rentals
Misc.

$

Totals

$ 10,149.03

-07,703.03
2,178.00
268.00

Februart 29, 1984:
Total Expenditures

$ 79,928.94

Total Income

$ 10,149.0.3

Total Deficit

$ 69,779.91

Attached to the above report was a page of total breakdowns:
************
Report received and filed.
COmmissioner Willner asked Mr. Tuley how this report compares with this same time last
year and he replied the income is running very close to being the same and the deficit
"' :,"-Js down about $30,000.00 from.what it was last year.
.
. .- . ,
:
·
.

I

State Employee Program: Mr. Tuley said he recieved a letter from Mr. Berries, who had
received it from the State, in regards to a state program that is being offered this year
which is entitled "New State Work Study Program and he is going to make application to
the state to be included in it. Incentive funds are now available to employers who wish
to hire collage students during the summer months of 1984. The state of Indiana, through
the student assistant commission will provide 50% of the wages for salaries of students
we employ. It states who would be eligible for this and he feels that Burdette will
qualify for the program. He will also contact Mr. Bitz,_at the Auditorium, that perhaps
he too will qualify. He will keep the Commissioners informed of his findings in regards
to this matter.
11
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Mr. Tuley said he would also inform the Board there is to be a Skate-A-Than at the
park's rink this coming Saturday. It is a state skate-a-than and Burdette is part
of it again this year, for the Diabetes Foundation and the hours are from 1:00 p.m.
to 5:00p.m. and everyone is welcome to come out and.skate for charity.
RE:

BILL BETHEL ..... COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly absentee report of the
employees at the county garage for the period of March 12 thru 16, 1984 ..• report received and filed.
Weekly Work Report:
Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly work report of the employees
at the county garage for the period of March 12 thru 16, 1984 .... repo~t received and
filed.

I

Also attached to the Weekly Work Report was the following Work Schedule, for the same
period of time.
Gradall:

St. Joe Avenue, Nisbet Station Road and Baseline Road
1 Front Loader)
1 Gradall
) Bender Road for two (2) days.
4 Trucks
)

Grader:

King Road, Happe Road, Baehl Road, Schmitt Road, Armstrong Road,
Roth Road, Cypress-Dale Road, Bixler Road, Wallenmeyer Road, Marx
Road, Outer Darmstadt and Schutte Road.

Patch:

Coal Mine Road, Baseline Road, Old Petersburg Road, Bob-Court Road,
Shoulders on Darmstadt Road. St. George Road, Old Princeton Road,
Boonville-New Harmony Road, Old State Road, Hillsdale Rnad, Felstead
Road, Red Bank Road, Laubscher Road, Arla Jane Drive, Sweet Gum Road,
Browning Road, Schlensker Road, Oak Hill Road and St. Joe Avenue.

Tree Crew:

Nurrenbern Road,·Hillsview Drive, Martin Station, Mill Road, Browning
Road, Baseline {east) and Fisher Road.

I

**********
Annual Operating Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the Annual Operational Report for the
County Highway Department, for the year ending December 31, 1983 •.•• report received and
filed. The report also covers the Cumulative Bridge Fund.
Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Bethel if he is using cold mix for the patching and he replied
yes and in some instances, where we have large holes, during the rain, he put #53 rock
in them until he can get them patched.
RE:

BOB BRENNER •.•. COUNTY SURVEYOR

Weekly Bridge and Guardrail Report: Chief Deputy Surveyor David Guillaum submitted the
weekly bridge and guardrail report of the bridge crew for the period of March 12 thru
16, 1984 .••. report received and filed.
Request to Obtain Invitational Bids for Boonville-New Harmony Overpass: Mr. Guillaum
said he would like the Commissioners approval to obtain invitational bids for the
demolition of the Boonville-New Harmony Overpass. Bids for the project would include
the following:
1.

Necessary dirt for demolition only shall be removed •.

2.

Concrete and dirt shall be hauled away and disposed of by contractor .

3.

proceed within 10 days of receiving award and shall have
project completed in 30 working days.

4.

Signs, barricades shall meet state specifications and shall be included in
project cost.

•
Contractor shall

**********

I
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Mr. Guillaum said if the Board chooses to approve this request he will contact some
contractors and try to have some bids in by next Monday's meeting.
Commissioner Willner said he is not saying this is the way we will g.o on this project,
however, he would like to get someone else's ideas on the amount of dollars, therefore
he would move invitational bids be obtained for the removal of the Boonville-New Harmony
Overpass. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.

I

Bender Road Overpass: Mr. Guillaum said they have quite a bit of mud on the site of
the Bender Road Overpass, but they are coming right along with getting the remainder
of the structure cleared away and cleaned up. They are going to try to have the road
reopened by Wednesday or-Thursday.
The problem has been they have had a lot of lag
time in getting the trucks emptied and back to be filled up again and ·he does not know
if Mr. Bethel could spare anymore trucks or not.
Mr. Bethel replied no he could not, that they are presently using three (3) out there,
but he will have four (4) out there tomorrow.
RE:

MONTHLY REPORT FROM ALEXANDER AMBULANCE SERVICE, INC.

Ordered received and filed was the monthly report from Alexander Ambulance Service, Inc.
for the month ending February 29, 1984. Also attached to the report was the ..Basis of
Charges .. and Summary of Income .. forms, completed by Mr~ Thomas Vachet, as requested by
the Board of Commissioners. Also attached was a list of .County Receivables as of
February 29, 1984 to be received and filed.with the monthly report.
11

RE:

I

AGREEMENT BETWEEN COUNTY CORONER AND DEACONESS HOSPITAL LABORATROY

President Berries stated the Commissioners received a Letter of Agreement, signed by
both David Wilson, M.D., Coroner of Vanderburgh County and also Thomas Kramer, Executive
Vice President of Deaconess Hospital, and it is in regards to autopsies being scheduled
at Deaconess Hospital with Deaconess Pathologists and is effective March 1, 1984 thru
December 31, 1984, both dates inclusive.
Since the County Attorney had not yet had a chance to review the .agreement it was referred to him and discussed later in the meeting.
RE:

APPOINTMENT TO THE COUNTY HOSPITAL BUILDING AUTHORITY

President Borri es sa i.d in regards to appointments, we need to make one to the County
Hospital Building Authority. He read a memo from Margie Meeks stating that the
Commissioners should rescind the appointment of Dr. Patrick Corcoran to this board since
he is affiliated with Welborn Hospital and therefore cannot serve in this capacity. The
appointment of Dr. Corcoran was made by the Commissioners on January 3, 1984. Dr. Corcoran's previously unexpired term was filled by Dr. Minot P. Fryer, of 408 South Riverside, P.O. Box 3907, Evansville, Indiana and he has consented to serve a full term if reappointed. This is a four (4) year term and would expire on December 31, 1987. We had
not received information on this matter from Circuit Court who had previously made this
appointment and learned of this error only this past week.
President Berries said he understands that Dr. Fryer has served in Dr. Corcoran's place
and is willing to continue serving.
Commissioner Willner said he would like a week to check on this.

I

Commissioner Cox said she would like to see it checked out because truthfully she does
not know what the County Hospital Building Authority Board is and what it's duties are,
therefore she would like to defer it for a week also.
President Berries said he has additional information stating this is called the Hospital
Authority tlf Evansville (HAE) and they had a meeting on October 19, 1982, at which time
Dr. Fryer was appointed.
Commissioner Cox asked who appointed him and President Berries repled Circuit Court.
Mr. Lindenschmidt said this use to be a Circuit Court appointment but since January 1,
1984 it became a Commissioner's appointment, when the new law went into effect.

11~
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Commissioner Cox asked who some of the other members of this board are and President
Borries said there is Mr. Robert L. Hart, George Carl Riecken, Jeanne Harl, John W.
Street and also Dr. Fryer.
President Borries said the Indiana Code pertaining to this board is IC 5-1-4-1.
Attorney Miller said he would go into his office and look this up and report later in
the meeting his findings.
RE:

SPECIFICATIONS AND NOTICE TO BIDDERS FOR PIPES FOR SURVEYORS OFFICE

Submitted for approval, from the Department of Public Purchasing were minimum specifications for pipes for the County Surveyor's office, to be properly advertised on
March 23 and 30, 1984 and bids to be opened on April 16, 1984.
·
Commissioner
for concrete
in we should
so.
Commissioner
advertised.
RE:

I

Cox said she sees these are all aluminum pipes .... do we not have anything
pipes, because we do install concrete pipes and if we aren't putting some
be, especially down in Union Township.and Mr·. Willner said he didn't think
Willner moved the specifications and notice to bidders be approved and
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.

CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE.

A certificate of insurance was submitted for Richard Borries for Commissioner Committee
for use of the Vanderburgh County Auditorium for reception on April 12, 1984 ... received
and filed.
RE:

DISCUSSION OF OLD BUSINESS

Settlement Concerning the Mann Road Project: President Borries said we have discussed
a settlement concerning a matter along Mann Road, between the County and Mr. Adler. This
suit concerned drainage of certain properties out there and he believes there has been a
sum of $5,000.00 discussed as a settlement on the Adler property and could lead to the
elimination of one (1) bridge. He does not know if this amount will be accepted by the
party involved, however, if the proposal was made to them, they possibly would accept it.
We must go before the County Council and ask for additional appropriations in this amount
of money.

I

Commissioner Cox moved the Commissioners be placed on Council Call for the amount of

$5,000.00 from the Cumulative Bridge Fund.

Commissioner Willner said we must have the money to offer the settlement but if we have
to go before Council, it won't be until May and by that time the crops will be planted,
so perhaps we could 4ake the monies from another account, such as Judgements and Refunds,
·
in the County Commissioners budget.
The 1984 budget book showed the amount of $20,000.00 was approved for the Judgement and
Refund account during·the budget session, however, they did not know how much money h~s
been expended thus far.
Commissioner Cox said she would amend her motion for the $5,000.00 to come the County
Commissioners budget, account #130-323 ••• Judgements and Refunds, so that the County
Attorney could proceed with offering the settlement. Commissioner Willner seconded the
motion. So ordered.
·c·;.,

RE:

DISCUSSION OF THE HOSPITAL AUTHORITY OF EVANSVILLE

I

At this time Attorney Miller very briefly skimmed over the Indiana Code pertaining to
the Hospital Board, as mentioned earlier in the minutes and he briefly explained the
policy, the definition and some of the functions. He said the Common Council of the
City of EvAnsville can have i.t's own. Some of the powers of this board is to have perpetual succession as a body politic and corporate and to adopt by-laws for the regulation
of its affairs and the conduct of its business. To adopt an· official seal and alter
the same at its pleasure. To maintain an office at such place or places as it may designate. To sue and be sued in its own name and plead and be impleaded. To determine the
location and character of any project to be financed under the provisions of this chap~
ter. One of the main functions of this board is that it has bonding authority and it can
determine whether in its own name or through any other participating hospital if bonds
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should be issued to finance the constructi.on of a hospital facility or some portion of
the hospitals facility in the governed area, It can conduct studies to determine the
needs for these facilities. He said basically what this body does is determine the need
for and the availability of public financing for hospital facilities, that essentially it
is an economic development board for the purpose of health facilities.
Commissioner Cox said perhaps they could help us to get a morgue and Mr. Miller said he
did not think that was included in this, however, it wouldn•t hurt to ask.

I

Commissioner Willner said he would still like a week to consider this appointment and
to get some of his questions answered.
Hirinf of Mr. Pat Shoulders for Two {2) County Fund Matters: Commissioner Willner
saidast week the Commissioners discussed the hiring of an outside attorney to try to
recoop some money for the county in regards to the Sheriff•s commissary account and
also the chemicals at the county garage and he would like to move they hire attorney
Pat Shoulders to represent the county in both of these matters, and that this would be
done on a contingent fee basis, that is, if no monies are recovered, Mr. Shoulders would
receive nothing.
Mr. Miller said he would say that most of these arrangements are on the basis that the
client will reimburse for actual out of the pocket expenses that the attorney might
have and perhaps he should get approval for those.
Commissioner Willner said he would want him to come in and get authority for those
expenses.
President Borries seconded the motion.
RE:

I

So ordered.

CLAIMS

A claim was submitted for Victor L. Funke, Appraiser for 41 temporary and/or permanent
right-of-way appraisals for the Burkhardt Road project, in the amount of $1,230.00.
Blue claim was approved and signed by Mr. Andy Easley.
Commissioner.Cox moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.
RE:

Commissioner Willner seconded the motion.

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ...•. APPOINTMENTS

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
Rayman d E. Kahre

2617 W. Indiana St.

Deputy Inspector $30.00 Day

Eff: 3-5-84

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE
Linda J. Thomas

9730 Fischer Road

Part-time

$20.00 Day

Eff: 3-12-84

213 Tyler Ave •.

Patrolman
Civ. Jailer
Patrolman
Patrolman

$15,743.00
$12,308.00
$17,243.00
$:17,243.00

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

$5.00 Hour
$3.35 Hour
$3.35 Hour

Eff: 2-27-84
Eff: 3-5-84
Eff: 3-5-84

$3.35 Hour
$3.35 Hour

Eff: 3-2-84
Eff: 3-2-84

SHERIFF
David
Linda
David
Bryan

Wires
S. Euler
Wedding
Kl aser

3-10-84
3-10-84
3-10-84
3-10-84

CIRCUIT COURT

I

Beverly Corn
Karen Sue Miller
Leah Ann Seib
RE:

Law Clerk
1025 Covert Ave.
926 N. Fairlawn Cir. Special Intern
Special Intern
4965 Sycamore St.

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES... RELEASES

CIRCUIT COURT
Leora J. Riesbeck
Sara K. Willett

3712 Van Meter Court Special Intern
2837-B Washington Ave.Special Intern

(10)
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Patrolman
Civ. Jailer
Pro. Patrolman
Pro. Patrolman

$17,243.00
$12,308.00
$16,243.00
$16,243.00

Employment Changes Continued
SHERIFF
Margaret Smith
David Wires
David Wedding
Bryan Klaser
RE:

.504 Stanley

Eff: 3-9-84
Eff: 3-9-84
Eff:
Eff: 3-9-84

3-9-841

CONTINUED DISCUSSION OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN CORONER AND DEACONESS HOSPITAL

County Attorney Miller said this agreement between the County Coroner and Deaconess
Hospital does not pay the Pathologist, that it pays only Deaconess Hospital for the. use
of their facility to perform the autopsy. There is a separate contract between the
Coroner and the Pathologist for their services. He said this is simply a thirty (30)
day agreement that can be terminated by either party with written notice and it is not
very binding in any other respect and he would have no objection to the Commissioners
approving it, however, he believes Mr. Lindenschmidt should contact the County's insurance and see if they cover the indemnification that appears in the last paragraph of
the Agreement. That we should get a letter from our insurance company to that affect.
Commissioner Willner moved the agreement be approved subject to our confirming with our
insurance company that we have the proper coverage as it relates to this matter, at no
extra.cost to the county. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.

There being .no further business, President Borries declared the meeting
9:00 p.m.

PRESENT:

SECRETARY:

~cessed

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard "Rick" Borries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Pat Tuley (Chief
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at

I

Janice G. Decker
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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
MARCH 26, 1984

The meeting of the County Commissioners was held on March 26, 1984, at 2:30 p.m. in
the Commissioners Hearing Room with President Borries presiding.
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as engrossed by the County Auditor, with
the following correction to be made .. under the heading 11 John Wasson- Marble Construction
Company Regarding Cable TV Franchise 11 on page 3 about three fourths of the way down the
page it states Mr. Wasson should check with the City Engineer•s Office and it should be
the County Engineer's office.
RE:

BIDS FOR DEMOLITION OF BOONVILLE-NEW HARMONY OVERPASS

President Borries said invitational bids have been received for the demolition of the
Boonville-New Harmony Overpass.
Commissioner Willner moved the bids be referred to the County Attorney to proceed with
the opening of them. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE: JOHN STASER- REQUEST TO VACATE A PORTION OF TENNESSEE STREET
Mr. John Staser, Attorney, was present and stated he is before the Commissioners today on
behalf of Arthur R. and Mary l. Rasure, that they own a building and property at 1400 N.
Cullen Avenue and they are requesting that a portion of East Tennessee Street just
immediately adjacent south of their building be vacated, as well as that portion immediately adjacent to the property right across the street from them. This street has never
been improved and was layed out when the Industrial Foundation originally platted the
property. He has talked to the County Surveyor about this matter and at this time none
of us can foresee that this street would ever be used for any purpose. Mr. and Mrs.
Rasure are now putting up a second building on their property and they want to use the
vacated portion of this street in order to construct a parking lot for the new facility
they are erecting.
Commissioner Cox asked
and Ms. Beverly Behme,
are no objections from
(she pointed it out on

if we have any reports from eithet the Area Plan or EUTS staffs
representing the Area Plan Commission was present and stated there
either one of them, as long as the one portion of Cu.llen stays open
the map).

Mr. Staser said they are aware of that and it will remain open.
President Borries asked if there was anyone in the audience wanting to speak for or
against this request to vacate ••.•• there were none.
President Borries informed the other Commissioners he had received proof of publication
where this was properly advertised in both the Evansville Courier and Press.
Commissioner Willner moved that portion of East Tennessee Street, as submitted to the
Commissioners, be vacated, as requested. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So
ordered.
RE: ATTORNEY PAT SHOULDERS - !OSHA REPORT ON BENDER ROAD
.

President Borries said during a meeting this morning the Commissioners met with and received a report from !OSHA, regarding an accident which occurred on Bender Road, during
the demolition of an overpass located there. Attorney Pat Shoulders also attended that
meeting and represented the County, since both County Attorneys David Miller and David
Jones• firm has been involved with legal counsel for the railroad, therefore they could
not represent the county in this matter of Bender Road. Mr. Shoulders came forth at this
time.
•
Mr. Shoulders said he has nothing to report other than that after the Executive Session
held this morning with representatives of !OSHA, the report became public record and
both Mr. W1ilner and Mrs. Cox indicated the desire to· have the document made a matter
of the minutes. He is present simply as counsel for the Commissioners should there be
any other questions in regards to this document~ The Public Sector Safety Order for
the Indiana Division of Labor/IOSHA is as follows:

·OA ·, PUBLIC SECTOR SAFETY ORDER
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Indiana Division of La_bor/IOSHA
1013 State Office Building
100 North Senate Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46204

USSUANCE DATE

3/26/84

Notice of Unsafe or Unhealthful Working Conditions
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Bender Road Bridge

Vanderburgh County Commissioners
Vanderburgh County Surveyor's Office
Room 305 - Civic Center Complex
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'· ITEM NUMBER
STANDARD. REGULATlON, OR SECTION OF THE STATUTE VIOLATED; DESCRIPTION

1-A

IC 22-8-1.1 Section.2: Failure to establish and maintain conditions of
work which are reasonably safe and healthful for. employees, and free
from recognized hazards that are causing or are likely te cause death
serious physical harm to employees,-in that, Vanderburgh County did not
establish and maintain safe and healthful ,.working conditions which were
free from recognized hazards for county employees. demolishing the Ben
Road Bridge by barricading and prohibiting entry under the bridge arch
to protect county employees from falling debris and unplanned collapse
1-B
29 CFR 1926.850 (a): Failure to make an engineering survey of the
structure by a competent person to determine the condition of the
ture and the possibility of unplanned collapse of any portion of the
structure, in that, Vanderburgh County did not have an engineering
survey made of the Bender Road Bridge to determine its condition and
possibility of an unplanned collapse before county employees began
demolition of the bridge
·
1-C

'

~

..

29 CFR 1926.859 (g): Failure to provide continuing inspections by· a
competent person as the workprogresses during demolition operations to
detect hazards resulting from weakened or deteriorated floors, or walls
or loosened material.·· No employees shall be permitted to work where
such hazards exist until they are corrected by shoring, bracing or
effective means, :in ·that, Vanderburgh County did not provide continuing
inspections by a competent person as the demolition work by county
employees progressed on the Bender Road Bridge to detect hazards resulting from the deterioration of the bridge and loosened material and pe
~tted employees to work under the arch of _the bridge which was not
braced to prevent an unplanned collapse

1-D
29 CFR 1926.21 (b)(2): Failure to instruct each employee in the recognition and avoida:ncEf--o"f-u.nsafECconditions- applicab1.e-ton1s-work-envir..;;.
onment to control or eliminate. any hazard or other. exposure to illness
or injury, in that, Vanderburgh County did not instruct county emp
in the recognition and avoidance of unsafe conditions to control or
eliminate any hqzards or exposure to illness or injury while
the Bender Road Bridge
Total:· 4
5.
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Indiana Division of Labor/IOSHA
1013 State Office Building
100 North Senate Avenue
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Vanderburgh County Commissioners
Vanderburgh County Surveyor's Office
Room 305 - Gi vic Center Complex
Evansville, IN 47708

nent place at or near the location of:
the violation(s) citea below. This j
Notice must remain posted until 1
1e unsafe or unhealthful working conditions have been corrected, or for 3 working days whichever is longer. This'
'otice describes violations of State Regulations. You must correct the violation(s) by the date(s) listed below, or in!
II
ccordance with an established abatement plan.
.
· ITEM NUMBER
STANDARD, REGULATION, OR SECTION OF THE STATUTE VIOLATED; DESCRIPTION

9.

atement
Date

110. DATE BY WHICH
, VIOLATION MUST
;
BE CORRECTED

2

29 CFR 1926.500 (d)(l): Failure to guard every opensided floor or plat
form 6' or ~re above the adjacent floor or ground level by a standard
railing or the equivalent~ as specified in paragraph (f)(1) of this
section~ on all opensides, except where there is entrance to a ramp,
stairway or fixed ladder. The railing shall be equipped with a toeboard wherever, beneath the. open sides persons can pass, or there' is
equipment with which falling materials could create a hazard, in that,
the opensided deck of the Bender Road Bridge, 41' long and 14' above
the adjacent roadway, was not equipped with a standard railing or toeboard on either of the open sides to protect county employees working
on the bridge or below its arch

I

3
29 CFR 1926.28 (~): Failure to require the wearing of appropriate
personal protective equipment in all operations where there is an
exposure to hazardous conditions, in that, the employer did not require
the wear:lng of eye and face protection equipment by employees using a
jack hammer and a cutting torch on top of the Bender Road Bridge and
for employees walking below bridge

i
l
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

4
29 CFR 1926.102 (a)(l): Failure to provide employees with eye and
face protection equipment when machines or operations present potential
eye or face injury from physical, chemical, or radiation agents, in
that, the employer did not provide eye and fa~e protect~on equipment
for employees using a jack hammer and a cutting torch on top of the
Bender Road Bridge, and for employees walking below bridge
5
29 CFR 1926.100 (a): Failure to provide protective helmets to employee
working in areas where there is a possible danger of head injury from
impact, or from falling or flying objects, in that, the employer did
not provide and enforce the use of protective helmets to protect
employees, jack hammering above and walking below the Bender Road Bridg
arch, frqm flying or falling concrete and rebar debris
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Notice of Unsafe or Unhealthful Working Conditions
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Vanderburgh County Commissioners
Vanderburgh County Surveyor's Office
Room 305 - Civic Center Complex
Evansville, IN 47708
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nent place at or near the location of!
the violation(s) cited below. This:
Notice must remain posted until r
:he unsafe or unhealthful working conditions have been corrected, or for 3 working days whichever is longer. This 1
\Jotice describes violations of State Regulations. You must correct the violation(s) by the date(s} listed below, or in 1
3Ccordance with an established abatement plan.
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e.. Abatement
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STANDARD, REGULATION, OR SECTION OF THE STATUTE VIOLATED; DESCRIPTION

110. DATE BY WHICH
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VIOlATION MUSi
BE CORRECTEC
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1

29 CFR 1926.50 (d)(l): Failure to make first-aid supplies, approved by
the consulting physician, accessible when required, in that, first-aid
supplies were not ~ccessible to employees working at the Bender Road
Bridge site
.
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Commissioner Willner moved the report be taken under advisement for a period of one (1)
week, that he understands the Commissioners have fifteen (15) days in which to make a
decision on the matter.
Mr. Shoulders said this is correct, the Commissioners have fifteen (15) days within
which to decide whether the county wishes to contest any of the nine (9) allegations
contained in the order.

I

Commissioner Cox said she feels very strongly about one item, that being that an !OSHA
representative indicated to us that a Mr. Harold Mills, of the Bureau of Safety Education
and Training, out of the division of labor, would be available to us in helping
establishing a safety program and in order to gain help from him we (C~mmissioners) need
to send a letter requesting this, so could we go ahead and proceed with this letter today
and take the rest of it under advisement, because if we wait a week to send the letter
we may not get a response back in time.
Mr. Shoulders said his only input in that would be that it is a service provided by the
state, free of charge, and whether there were pending violations or not, that would be a
good idea and he would see no reason why the Commissioners could not go ahead and put
that in action as you have already taken action on the nature of the abatement of the
nine (9) allegations.
Commissioner Cox moved the Commissioners proceed with a letter to Mr. Harold Mills.
Commissioner Willner seconded the motion. So ordered.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion that the report be taken under advisement for one
( 1) week. So ordered.
.
President Berries stated the Commissioners will draft a letter to go to Mr. Mills.
RE:

I

I

COUNTY ATTORNEY ...• DAVID JONES

Inter-governmental Agreement- Data Processing Review Board: Attorney Jones said he has
in his posession today an inter-governmental agreement, between the City and County, with
respect to Data Processing, that it i.s the creation of a Data Processing Review Board and
it is the intent, basically, the agreement to create a board which consists of the users
of the Data Processing services, jointly with the City and County. It provides for nine
(9) members, of which the County Auditor, City Contolller, County Clerk, Prosecutor, City
Clerk and representative of the Court system would be automatic members of and the remaining members would be appointed by the Commissioners and by the Mayor. They would
serve for two (2) years and would meet as often as deemed necessary, but in no event less
than once per month and they shall serve without any additional compensation and any
expenses incurred would have to be approved jointly by the City and County. It is the
direct purpose that this board, first of all, become the repository of knowledge as to
the Data Processing operations, as much as possible, for both the City and the County and
that they act as the ·1 iaison between the contractor (Pulse Systems) on the existing contract and the actual departments that use it and that they then report back to the City
and County, make recommendations, perform any studies they deem necessary and also .
actively encourage any office that is having problems to participate in those meetings
in an attempt to resolve them. He has not forwarded any copies to the city at this point
pending any additional changes that the county would desire to the extent that it is an
inter-governmental agreement it would require the approval of the respective councils of
the City and the County.
Commissioner Cox said she thinks this is an excellent step in the right direction and
··· ...when the Commissioners consider the two (2) appointments to this board, she feels they
should select people who are knowledgable and have expertise in the world of computers.
President Borries said as rapidly as the technology in computerization is changing, that
knowledge might be quickly outdated, but he would concur with that. He has met with Mr.
Jones and ~lso Mr. Fortune concerning this agreement and he would like for the Commissioners to examine it this week and make a final decision on it next week. He believes
the structure of this board would be such that the nine (9) members involved would not be
too large to get anything done at this time. He too believes this is a very significant
step in the right direction.
Agreement deferred for a period of one (1) week.
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Reading Aloud of Invitational Bids on Demolition of Boonville-New Harmony Overpass:
Mr. Jones read aloud the following bids received on the demolition of the BoonvilleNew Harmony Overpass.
Deig Brothers Lumber &Construction Co., Inc .••.••••. $14,670.00
Floyd I. Staub, Inc •...•.••••... $11,900.00
John Mans, Inc •.••...•....•• $8,392.00
Art•s Remodeling Happe•s Inc ••...•.. $12,571.00

I

Rig-Mar Contracting, Inc ...••.•...• $13,500.00
Mr. Jones stated the above should be termed as informational bids because they are not
formal bids, that they are n·ot acceptable as bids .... simply informational.
Commissioner Willner moved the proposals be referred to Mr. Bob Brenner, County Surveyor,
who is presently in the audience and perhaps he can bring in a recommendation before this
.meeting is over. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
Jail Class Action Settlement: Mr. Jones said very briefly concerning the class action
suit between the jail inmates and the Sheriff, the court had a conflicting schedule and
the date has to be changed, that he does not yet have the new date, however when that
is set and heard, the inmates will then have another thirty (30) days to consider it and
then another court date will be set, so we are still probably two (2) months away from a
complete settlement.
Sheriff Shepard said with respect to the construction, it should begin April 1st, weather
permitting, and be finished·by July 30th.
RE:

MR. HUGH McGEE - PROPOSAL FOR BATTING CAGES AT BURDETTE PARK

Mr. Hugh McGee was present and asked for approval from the Commissioners to construct
and operate seven(7) batting cages at Burdette Park, that they would be.constructed and
operated by Da-Mac, Inc. who currently operates concessions at the park. He explained
the cages would be lighted and would be adjacent to the Bishea Building and would cover
approximately one (1) acre.

I

Commissioner Cox asked Mr. McGee if this would be comparable to the batting cages at
Wesselman Park and he replied yes, but that Wesselman•s have nine (9) cages.
Commissioner Willner asked if there.are any amounts.estimated for this and Mr. Tuley,
Park Manager, replied yes, that Mr. McGee does have some amount for this, however, in
talking to the County Attorney, they understand this might have to be advertised for
bid letting, therefore, he would not like to disclose his amount.
Mr. Tuley said they have appeared before several groups trying to raise money for this
project and they will continue to do so, but even if this is approved and the batting
cages are constructed, they will not be ready for league play until 1985.

,•:'

Commissioner Willner moved the Commissioners give approval of the idea of the batting
cages, but the legality of bids will have to be researched. Commissioner Cox seconded
the motion, stating this. is one thing she has been wanting at Burdette for a long time •
. . 'Motion approved.

~

;.

.'

RE:

KIM BITZ ..•• VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM

New Phone line: Mr. Bitz reported the new phone line the Commissioners approved a
couple of~eeks ago will be ready and working by April 3rd and that the number listed
in the phone book {426-2279) will be the one with the recorder on it and this recording
will give the new number to anyone wanting to contact the main office.
Tiffin Scenic Studios, Inc. Mr. Bitz reported that representatives from Tiffin Scenic
Studios, Inc. was in the Auditorium this past week and that he should receive a written
report in regards to that visit within a week or ten (10) days, that he will get it to
the Commissioners when it is received.

I

Iff.
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Lease Agreement for Facilities at Vanderburgh Auditorium and Convention Center: Mr. Bitz
said he understands the County Attorney would like another week to review the Lease
Agreement in regards to the renting of the Auditorium, so perhaps that can be approved
next meeting.

I

Lease Agreement Between the Auditorium and Convention Bureau: Mr. Bitz said he would
like for one of the county attorneys to proceed with drafting a lease agreement between
the Auditorium and the Convention and Visitor Bureau, that he does not believe there is.
a written agreement and there should be. He said this has been a rather in-kind service· and the Bureau has been paying him $700.00 per month for use of the facility, but
there should be a signed agreement somewhere.
Commissioner Willner moved the County Attorney be authorized to prepare such an agreement. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

BILL BETHEL .•.• COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly absentee report of the employees
at the county garage for the period of March 19 thru 23, 1984 ... received and filed.
Weekly Work Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly work report of the employees at the
county garage for the period of March 19 thru 23, 1984 •..• report received and filed.
Attached to the work report was the following work schedule for the same period of time.
One (1) Gradall, One (1) Front Loader and four (4) trucks were on Bender Road for three
(3) days.

I

Grader:

County Line (east), Young Road, Lynn Road, Old Green River Road, Seib Road,
Wright Lane, Staub Lane, Buente Road, Maasberg Road, Seven Hill? (east),
Charles Road, Old Henderson Road, Boonville-New Harmony Road, Trapp, Ridge
Top Drive, Grace Lane, Roesner Road and Tanglewood.

Patch Crew:

Green Briar, Harmony Way, Old 460, Diefenbach, Hogue, Middl~ Mt. Vernon,
Fuquay Road, Green River Road, Pollack Avenue, Nurrenbern, Cypress-Dale,
St. George, Rode.Road, Oak Hill Road, Peerless, Kansas, Burgdolt Road,
St. Joe Avenue, Mill Road, Eichoff Road, Fischer Road, Mt. Pleasant Road,
West Haven, 11th. Avenue, Allen Lane and 12th. Avenue.

Tree Crew:

Nurrenbern Road,. Boonville-New Harmony, St. Joe Road, Marx Road and Hill
View Drive.
**********

Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Bethel when he could .start mixing aggregate and he replied he would like for it to be at least fifty (50) degrees.
Two Reguests from Commissioner Cox on County Problems: Commissioner Cox said there are
a couple of items she would like for Mr. Bethel to look into, one being just north of
Highway 62, on Red .Bank Road, that the condition of the holes are really terrible and
need attention from us.
Also, she received a call from a Ms. Grace Cobb of 401 N. Woods Avenue {Phone 422-2276)
who complained about the drainage problem, and said that about three years ago the county
cleaned out a small culvert in the area and Ms. Cobb believes it is all stopped up again
and would like for the county to try to clean it out again.
Mr. Bethel indicated he would check out both problems and report back his findings.

I

Money for Paving i.n 1984: President Berries said in regards to the 1984 paving budget,
he would ask Mr. Bethel if he believes it will hold out and will we have enough money
to do much• paving this year and he replied no, that he intends to ask ·permission from
the Commissioners to appear before the County Council with a request for additional
monies again this year.
Commissioner Cox said lets not forget we are already $300,000.00 in the hole to Local
Roads and Streets, eventhough we are all aware of the fact the Wheel Tax and Excise
Surtax was approved by County Council and will be coming in to help maintain our county
roads

If~.·
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Mr. Bethel said with the money allowed at budget time, they could probably do eight
(8) miles this years but not over that.
Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Bethel if he is considering hot mix and he replied no, that
he can do two (2) times as much using cold mix. Mrs. Cox said yes but hot mix would last
many years longer than the cold mix.
Commissioner Willner said in the future he would still like for the county to purchase a
hot mix factorys that it doesn't seem likely this year but maybe eventually we can.

Mr. Bethel said the county's equipment can lay hot mix, it's just that it. is so expensivell
to buy.

Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Bethel to prepare a priority list again this year so that the
Commissioners can make some decisions on that and also she would like for him to contact
Mr. Gerard and get in-put from him also concerning this matter. Mr. Bethel said he would
do this and submit it as soon as he completes it.
RE:

BOB BRENNER ..... COUNTY SURVEYOR

Awardin of Bid for Boonville-New Harmon Over ass:
Mr. Brenner said in reviewing the
five 5 b1ds received today for the demolition of the Boonville~New Harmony Overpass, he
would recommend the job be given to the lowest bidders John Manss Inc., in the amount of
$8,392.00.
Commissioner Willner moved the bid be awarded to John Mans, Inc. in the amount of
$8s392.00. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
Mr. Brenner said he will contact Manss Inc. and inform them of the acceptance and have
them to start within ten {10) days and finish the job within thirty {30) days.
Weekly Bridge and Guardrail Report: Mr. Brenner submitted the weekly bridge and guardrail report of the bridge crew for the period of March 19 thru 23, 1984 .••• report received and filed.
·Commissioner Willner asked if Bender Road is going to be opened this week and Mr.
Brenner said he sure hopes so, however, the rain we've had certainly hasn't helped
matters out there.

I

Request to Obtain Invitational Bids from Blacktop Contractors: Mr. Brenner said he
would 1i ke permission to obtain invitational bids from the three ( 3) blacktop contractors
in Evansville, for paving of a list of bridges, that cold mix simply will not stick to
the bridge surfaces~ He has money available for this and he would like for hot mix to
be put on the bridges as long as the money holds out. Each bridge will be differents
but where they can help out on the roadss they wills that they are allowed to go five
hundred feet (500'), but they probably won't do that. They would however like to compile
a list of bridges to present to the Commissioners next week and then go for invitational
bids.
Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Brenner why he said he probably wouldn't go the five hundred
(500) feet and he replied he doesn't believe the Bridge Fund has enough money to do the
full five hundred (500) feet on every bridges howevers that decision would be one the
Commissioners would makes not him. On his report he submits he will show how many feet
he recommends on each bridge.
Commissioner Wi 11 ner moved the Surveyor proceed with a 1i st of bridges s showing the.
_number of feet on each ones and that he proceed with obtaining invitational bids, and
·submit them with the list for the Commissioners determination at the earliest time
.
possible. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
Letter from Barnett Brothers in Regards fo the First Avenue Bridge Project~ Mr. Brenner
said he ha~ received a letter from Barnett Brothers concerning,settlement on both sides
of the floodwall closure on the south end of the bridge, that the approach slab on both
sides is dropping anywhere from 1!a" to 2" and he wrote Barnett a letter and told them to
fix it and the following is the answer he received from them, dated March 21s 1984 and
directed to Mr. David Guillaums Chief Deputy Surveyor.
As per your request, we visited the First Avenue Bridge Job to look at the settlement on both sides of the floodwall closure on the south end of the bridge. There is
up to 1~" of settlement directly adjacent to the floodwall closu·re (Sta. 159+88).

I
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Letter Continued:
Our suggestion would be to place a bituminous surface wedge against the floodwall
closure and feather it out to eight feet beyond the closure on each side (See attachment #1).
·
Your letter implied that our work was res·ponsible for the settlement that occurred. We do not agree for the following reasons.

I

1.

The area twenty feet either side of the floodwall closure was included in
the Corp Contract for the installation of the. floodwall closure. The Corp
Contractor had a large trench dug across First Avenue for the closure
installation and backfilled this trench up to subgrade level. The settlement
that occurred was due to backfill placed in the Corp contract.

2.

The concrete floodwall closure is built on piling and therefore does not
settle. The pavement adjacent to the closure is placed on flexible material
that does settle no· matter how well the material has been compacted. When
this situation does occur, there is generally settlement near the structure
supported on piling. You can see this occur at every bridge where the abutment is on piling and the approach slab is on fi11. The normal solution is
to wedge the settled area with blacktop.

We are awaiting your reply.
Very ~ruly yours,
BARNETT BROS., INC.
Owen Barnett, President
**********

I

Mr. Brenner said he feels like the fault lies with Barnett Brothers and he feels like
they should fix it if it isn't right, that they had the engineering contract for taking
compaction tests and he believes they are responsible, eventhough they (Barnett) are
attempting to put the blame on the Corps of Engineers, but there is no way we will ever
get the Corps of Engineers to come back and fix our road, and you can bet money on that.
Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Brenner if Barnett still has their bond posted with us and he
replied yes they do and we are also holding $30,000.00 of their money.
·
Mr. Brenner said the south side is blacktopped and we can wedge it and that would be the
proper way to repair it but on the north side of the levee wall we have the option of
telling them to jack the concrete up and he believes this is a 38' slab .... it can be done
eventhough it is expensive and we will be in for a fight. The provision of the contract
they signed says if they do not ~o it within thirty.(30) days of the date he sent them
the letter {approximately March 14th) then we can do it ourselves, or contract it out to
be done, and then attempt to collect the money for it.
Commissioner Willner said he has looked at many bridges in the past and the approaches
always sinks to some extent and he is not going to say who is and who isn't at fault,
but he would like to have some communications with Jim Morley, who is the engineer for
the Corps, that perhaps he could attend the next Commissioners meeting, but he would not
like to make a decision today, that he would like in-put from Morley.

I

Mr. Brenner said he knows what we will hear from the Corps~ .•• that they compacted their
fill adequately. We put dirt on top of the Corps dirt and the compaction tests. and
..,, . the engineering was run by Barnett and be it as it may we have a two (2) year guarantee
· · from Barnett Brothers, from the day the job is completed, and as of today the job is not
completed. As a matter of fact, they (Barnett) started tearing out the side~alks today
that have settled and are putting them back in and he personally believes we can get them
to put the blacktop in too. This is an important item that needs attention and it needs
it now, but he cannot see where it would help to talk to the Corps, that he doesn't know
what to talk to them about, because their levee walls aren t going anywhere and they compacted theirs and they can show us unbelievable specifications that they compacted it to,
then we put dirt on top of theirs and compacted it and then a concrete slab and blacktop
on the south side .•• so it's our problem.
1

President Borries said he also spent a few hours out there and he found the Barnett firm
very good to deal with and he believes they did an outstanding job within the time frame
they had to operate in, so perhaps we should defer this matter for a week and let everyone think about it and make a decision next week.
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Commissioner Willner said wasn•t it the same compaction that was done on the north end of
the bridge and it did not sink and Mr. Brenner said that is true nor did the south end
approach to the bridge sink.
Commissioner
Brenner said
that and how
isn•t sure.
a decision.

Willner asked how many feet down is the footing
probably 48
down to rock. Mr. Willner said
many feet on either side did he have to compact
Mr. Willner said these are some things he needs
1

••••

of the levee wall and Mr.
this is Deig that done
and f·1r. Brenner said he
to know before he can make

Mr. Brenner said how about if we go out and put. some cold mix on it now and Commissioner
Willner said he wouldn•t care if we put hot mix on it now to feather it out. Mr. Brenner
said he does not want to wait a week before doing something because there is no way a
vehicle can swerve and avoid hitting it, that you hit it with all four tires.
RE:

II

LETTER FROM SHERIFF 1 S DEPARTMENT ON SURPLUS VEHICLES

President Berries read aloud.the following letter dated March 20, 1984 and directed to
the Board of County Commissioners.
We have three (3) vehicles that were used in the Sheriff•s Department that are
no longer of any value to our department. I am requesting that you declare these
vehicles as surplus property so that they can be sold. I do not believe that they would
be usable by any other department of county government.
The three (3) vehicles are described as follows:
1.

1974 Ford sedan. VIN #4U53S137046. Some parts removed for use on other vehicles.
This vehicle is in very poor condition and is at Walt•s Towing Service.

2.

1976 Ford sedan. VIN #6U53S140550. This vehicle is in running condition and is at
the Sheriff•s Substation, 5601 Highway 41 North.

3.

Tan 1976 Ford Van-VIN #El4HHC00022.
Walt•s Towing Service.

This vehicle is in poor condition and is at

I am enclosing certificates of registration and photographs of each vehicle.
need further assistance from this office, please call me.

If you

I

Sincerely,
Lee West, Chief Deputy
Vanderburgh County Sheriff•s Dept.
**********
Commissioner
vehicles and
there a make
the motion.
RE:

Willner moved the County Highway Superintendent pick up these three {3)
take them to the county garage and the Commissioners can look at them out
a decision as to what we want to do with them. Commissioner Cox seconded
So ordered.

ANDY EASLEY ... COUNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER

Approval to Proceed on Eichoff/Koressel Project:
Mr. Easley said on January 23, 1984, the Commissioners signed the agreement with United
Consultants Engineers· and the State has now returned this contract to us, therefore he
.. would like permission to .give United a letter to proceed.
Commissioner Cox moved the request be granted.
So ordered.

President Borries seconded the motion.

Claims: Mt. Easley presented the following two {2) claims from Morley and Associates
for the Commissioners approval of payment and stated Mr. Morley had agreed to do the
twenty eight {28) parcels, the easements and drawings, for $1,680.00, which averaged
about two (2) hours per parcel, but as it turned dut, there was additional right-of-way
parcels to be obtained and Mr. Morley has done a total of fifty one (51). He has personally reviewed these claims and signed them and recommends payment~ They relate to
the Burkhardt Road Project.

II
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Mr. Easley said the parcels on todays claims were not included with the original
authorization on Burkhardt Road and there are attached detailed statements on both of
the b1ue c1aims .
Commissioner Willner moved the claims for Morley and Associates, in the amounts of
$1,296.25 and $551.25 be approved ·for payment. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.
So ordered.

I

Letter From Mr. Ken Hansen to Attorney Miller: Mr. Easley said he does not know if
the Commissioners have seen a copy of a letter sent to David Miller from Mr. Kenny
Hansen or not, but it concerns the Euler property, on Burkhardt Road and is dated
March 22nd.
It appears that Mr. Euler is not going to grant us an easement. He has
given Mr. Jones a copy of the letter and he would ask that he (Jones) stay in touch
with Mr. Hansen.
·
Mr. Jones said that Mr. Miller is the attonney involved in the Burkhardt Road project,
that he has had it from the beginning and he will not step in.
Mr. Easley said that is fine, he will communicate with Mr. Miller regarding this matter.
Check Received on Red Bank Road: Mr. Easley reported he received a check in the
amount of $5,814.98, along with the following letter, from the State of Indiana
Re: Project #RRP - 9982(3)
Red Bank Road and L&N R.R.

March 19, 1984

Dear Mr.• Easley:
Enclosed is a State of Indiana Voucher 6250777, in the amount of $5,814.98 which
represents the 10% reimbursement of local monies used to upgrade the Red Bank Road/L&N
grade crossing in Vanderburgh County, Indiana.

I

For your information, the Transportation Section of the Public Service Commission
has moved. Our new address is:
309 West Washington Street
Suite 601 Old Trails Building
Indainapolis, Indiana 46204
Sirncerely,
Sharon Polk
Assistant Director
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
**********

The check has been given to the County Auditor to.be put back into the Local Roads and
Streets budget.
Letter Concerning Elmridge Drive: Mr. Easley said the Commissioners received a letter
from the people on Elmridge Drive and they are still working to see if they can find a
way to come up with the finances to do what has to be done out there.

I

Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Easley if he has been working with the group of people
that they receiNed the letter from and.he replied that both he and Mr. Bethel marked
the pavement to be repaired and yes, he has been in touch with this group of people .
....:.-;Mr. Willner said this person is asking fo·r our help and we have been helping all this
· time so he finds it strange she didn•t memtion that in her letter.
Mr. Easley said he marked the pavement to be repaired but has done nothing.toward the
sewer system because that is not under his jurisdiction, but he has had conversations
with Mr. Mt:Gill. The one bid he seen to repair the road out there was around $20,000.
Commissioner Cox said they are also asking us, as County Commissioners, to really take
a look at development that goes on out there in the future, especially in subdivisions
and make sure it is good development and adequate with regards to storm sewers, sanitation sewers or septic tanks and also roads.

-If~,
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Commissioner Willner said he would agree with that and while we are on this subject he
would like to state that he believes our standards for our subdivisions roads and
streets should be changed to grades of over 2% should not be installed with concrete,
because we have had trouble for the past fifty (50) years with concrete streets in
high hills area. It just never works because the ground beneath the concrete washes
out and the concrete will hold until there is absolutely nothing there but a void and
then it has to fall through and it is impossible to repair. If it were blacktop it
would subside with the washing and you would simply come back in and fill the void
like you would a chuck hole and then you are back in business again. He would like
to the county specifications changed to reflect this and if he would have support on
this idea he would so move.
·

I

·

President Berries asked if the new subdivision specifications, issued ·by Area Plan,
include bonding now.
Commissioner Cox said after ~hey are approved .through Area Plan Commission, it then goes
to the City Council and then it will come before us and this is certainly one of the
modifications we can do when it does come before us for approval.
Commissioner Willner said that is well and good, a bond is, but if they are allowed to
pour concrete it will still cause problems, with or without a bond.
Mr. Easley said he will check and see about specifications including that beyond a
certain grade there will be no concrete streets in subdivisions.
Problem with Sewer Grate Bars Being Removed: Commissioner Cox asked M.r. Easley if he had
a chance to go out on Eastbrooke Drive and check on the complaint about the sewer grate
bars being removed, as reported by David Miller last week.
Mr. Easley said he did not attend last week's meeti.ng and this was not called to his
attention, however, he understands Mr. Bethel did go out and lo.ok at it.
Mr. Bethel reported he did go out and check it out and this was a situation where the
people in the area had turned the covers upside down (they are into the curb} and his
crew went out there and put them back .•. right side up and the people complained the
water would not then drain into them properly, so they did cut one (1) bar out of the
grate, but in o.rder for anyone to get their foot in it, they would have to sit completly
down and push their foot in it.

1

Commissioner Cox said she thinks we should have an engineering opinion on whether this is
hazardous or not because the county could very well be liable.
Mr. Bethel said this would be wise and he would take Mr. Easley's advice.
Commissioner Cox said then the county crews did cut the bars out and Mr. Bethel replied
yes.
RE:

BILL ZIMMERMAN ..•. BUILDING COMMISSION

Report on 1417 Florence Street: Mr. Zimmerman reported the house at 1417 Florence Street
has been boarded up and the Commissioners will soon be receiving a bill in the amount of
$186.76.
RE:

REQUEST TO TRAVEL - AREA PLAN COMMISSION

".The following request to travel was received from Area Plan Commission, dated March 22,
1984 and directed to the Board of County Commissioners.
I am requesting travel to attend both the Indiana Conference for Local Planning
Officials on April 4th and 5th and the HERPICC Seminar on storm drainage with emphasis
on subdivi~ion drainage and erosion control to be held April 3rd. Both conferences are
to be held on consecutive days at Purdue.
I feel these conferences are necessary for the performance of mY job.
Sincerely,
Barbara L. Cunningham
Executive Director
AREA PLAN COMMISSION

I
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Commissioner Willner said he discussed this with Mrs. Cunningham this morning and she
said she felt it is very essential for his to attend this seminar and since they were
in Indiana he would move the request be granted.

I

Commissioner Cox said she feels the Commissioners should send someone with some
technical background on drainage to these meetings, that she does not know what the
Area Plan Commission \>lill be able to do, because they don•t review the plans, they refer them to the City or County Engineer or County Surveyor for thef"r expertise and
recommendations so it looks to her like these would be the people going instead of the
Executive Director of Area Plan and she personally does not see where this is a necessity.
President Berries said the letter says it is for Local Planning Officfals and although
it does not specify it is for what is called technical people he assumes the information
disseminated would be of use to planning. We could contact someone in the Surveyor•s
office or the County Engineer and see if either are interested in attending. We could
ask Mrs. Cunningham to bring back a report on what topics were covered at these meetings
and with that in mind he will second the motion, which carried with two (2) affirmative
votes. Commissioner Cox voted no.
RE:

I

JIM MORLEY - CONCERNING THE FIRST AVENUE BRIDGE PROJECT

Mr. Morley said last Wednesday he had a meeting with the Corp of Engineers about other
matters on the levee and during that meeting he brought up this subject of the problem
on First Avenue and the reaction from Dick Boarman, the project Engineer, in charge of
the project was that they had compaction tests all the way up to the prior existing
grade and from that point on they were not responsible for any of the work and that
they had tests on their portion of the work and as far as they were concerned they felt
they were clear and under no condition would they accept responsibility for settlement
of the asphalt on either side of it, that it was Barnett•s responsibility for bringing
the grade there on up. He would riot know if the Commissioner could change the Corps
mind or not, but that is the position they took on the matter. He has had conversations
concerning this matter with Mr. Brenner about the possibility of hot asphalt overlay or
mud jacking of the slab on the north side and it has been his experience that mud jacking meets with mixed success, that sometimes it will work and sometimes it won t because you begin pumping under pressure and sometimes when it finally does begin to
lift, it will lift too much and you may crack the slab somewhere else. It would be
safer in the long run to go with a hot asphalt overlay wedging up to that point than
to mud jack it.
1

Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Morley if he has any estimati9n of the life of this asphalt
plug, in other words, how often are we going to have to go back in and put that plug
in and he replied unless there is dirt on the pavement or problems with the bond, you
won t have to come back, that it should last.
1

Commissioner Cox said don•t you see it chipping out of there and Mr. Morley replied no,
only a little raveling of .the edge perhaps, but if you have a competent contractor who
knows what he is doing there should be no problems with it. The positive alternative
is to tell Barnett to take the slab up and repour it to grade.

I

Commissioner Cox said are we reasonably sure that all the settlement has taken place
and. Mr. Morley said no you do not. He said it is reasonable to assume that most of the
settlement occurs in the first year and the amount of settlement from here on out would
be much less then what has settled to date, that the settlement is a time increment and
the water we have had recently is really not much of a factor as is a lack of compaction
. at that point, so in lieu of them repouring it you could ask them for a guarantee on the
asphalt overlay.
Commissioner Willner asked what is the consistancy of concrete asphalt like is used on the
air strips and Mr. Morley said it is a different mix then what is used on the highways and
it is a higher density mix, but it would not be advantagous for this small of job, that
it would cbst thousands of dollars to even set up to make that type of mix.
Mr. Morley said he believes the approach to the contractor should be either you repour
the slab or give us a long term guaranteed overlay, and you might get a better time limit
out of the sub-contractor that did it for Barnett.
Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Brenner if he agreed with that and he replied it is
reasonable.
President Borries asked Mr. Brenner if he will draft a letter to this effect and he replied he would, but if he won•t fix it then the county will and then he will go after
them for reimbursement.

. /fJ..
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APPOINTMENT TO THE HOSPITAL AUTHORITY BOARD

Commissioner Willner moved that Dr. Minot P. Fryer be appointed to the Hospital Authority
Board for a term of four (4) years. President Berries seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

MONTHLY REPORT OF THE CLERK OF THE CIRCUIT COURT

Received and filed was the monthly report of the Clerk of the Circuit Court for the
month of January, 1984.
RE:

QUIT CLAIM DEED FOR THE SCHOOL CORPORATION

I

President Berries said the County Attorney has prepared a quit claim deed for property
at 1253 East Franklin Street, that it was erroneously put up for tax sale, that it belongs to the Evansville-Vanderburgh School Corporation.
Commissioner Willner moved the Commissioners approve and sign the quit claim deed and
that it be forwarded to the School Corporation for recording. Commissioner Cox seconded
the motion. So ordered.
RE:

CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE

A certificate of insurance was submitted for Fureal LTD for a leather sale on March 23,
24 and 25, 1984, at the Auditorium •.•••••• received and filed.
Commissioner Cox said she recieved a letter from the Chamber of Commerce concerning
a Transient Merchants Statute (I.C. 25-37-1 thru 12) which she believes was passed for
consumer protection.
County Auditor Alice McBride said she too received a copy of the same letter from the
Chamber and she checked with the state and was told by them that they are not aware of
any counties in the state of Indiana doing this and she was told to contact the Association of Indiana Counties, which she will do tomorrow. The county will not get to keep
the money, that it will go to the state, but if we are suppose to be doing this, then~
she wants to do it, therefore she will continue to check into it.

1

Commissioner Cox said Mr. Bitz should also be made aware of this and perhaps a copy of
this letter can be forwarded to him.
RE:

REPORT FROM INSURANCE AUDIT AND INSPECTION COMPANY

Received and filed was a lengthy report from the Insurance Audit and Inspection Company
in regards to the county's insurance; that this company comes in annually and publishes
a detailed summary of the County's insurance policies.
RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ..•.• APPOINTMENTS

SURVEYOR
Dan V. Gossman

27 W. Oregon St.

Rodman

$14,192.00

Eff: 3-26-84

Deputy Clerk

$432.87

Eff: 3-26-84

Deputy Clerk

$432.87

Eff: 3-26-84

CLERK OF CIRCUIT COURT
Angel Delgman
""·' , ..

RE:

3000 W. Franklin

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ..•.•• RELEASES

FZ-~-=~:.::..:..:;.=..:..:.-.::.:.:;..:.:.:.::::.::..::..:...:..:..:..;:.:.==-=:.=..-

CLERK OF CIRCUIT COURT
Joyce Fields (L/A)

•

824 Adams Ave.

There being no further business, President Berries declared the meeting recessed at
4:15 P.M.
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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard 11 Rick 11 Borries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Alice McBride

David Jones

Janice Decker

/9~'
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
APRIL 2, 1984
The meeting of the County Commissioners was held on April 2, 1984, at 2:30 p.m. in
the Commissioners Hearing Room with Vice President Robert Willner presiding. President
Borries was absent from todays meeting.
This being the first meeting of the month it was officially opened by Sheriff Clarence
Shepard.

I

The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as engrossed by the County Auditor and
the reading dispensed with.
·
·
RE:

OPENING OF BIOS FOR TWO (2) DUMP TRUCKS FOR HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT .

Mary Goodman, of the City/County Purchasing Department was present and submitted seven
(7) bids to be opened by the Commissioners on the two (2) dump trucks for the County
Highway Department. which were advertised on March 12 &19, 1984.
Commissioner Cox moved the bids be given to the County Attorney to proceed with the
opening of them. Commissioner Willner seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

KIM BITZ •.• VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM

Letter Requesting Transfer of File Cabinets: Mr. Bitz submitted the following letter
dated April 2, 1984 and directed to the Board of County Commissioners.
Dear Commissioners:
Please allow the transfer of the following item from surplus from Voter's Registration to Vanderburgh Auditorium.
Four {4) Drawer Cabinets

I

These cabinets were to be placed in surplus county property.
Sincerely,
Kim P. Bitz, Manager
VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM
**********
Mr. Bitz said the cabinets he refers to are old ones that used to hold the metal plates
for printing, in the Voter's Registration office and they are no longer of any use to
them and he would like to have four (4) of them for use in the Auditorium.
Mr. Lindenschmidt informed the Commissioners that the Voter's Registration no longer
can use these cabinets and they are to be stored away and he suggested that Mr. Bitz
write a letter to the Commissioners requesting he be given four of them, if he can use
them.
Commissioner Cox moved the request be granted.
So ordered.
·

Commissioner Willner seconded the motion.

Request to Change Location of New Marquee at the Auditorium: Mr. Bitz said Ad-Craft and
the advertisers for the new outdoor marquee have met with each other and looked at the
.· .·.. widening of Walnut Street and the location the sign will take on with that widening and
, ' · they have decided to move the sign around to the Seventh Street side of the Auditorium
and with that they have requested we remove the old marquee presently loncated there and
all the cost and work will be done by Ad-Craft.

I

Commissioner Willner asked which way the new sign will be facing and Mr. Bitz replied
east and west, so it will still be seen from Walnut Street. Mr. Willner said he did
go over today and look at the placed marked off for the new sign and he would have no
problems with it being placed there, which is about half way between the present sign
and Seventh and Walnut Streets.
Commissioner Cox moved the request to relocate the new marquee be granted and also that
the old sign be taken down when the new one is installed. Commissioner Willner seconded
the motion. So ordered.
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BILL BETHEL •...• COUNTY HGIHWAY DEPARTMENT

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly absentee report of the employees
at the county garage for the period of March 26 thru 30, 1984 ••.• report received and
filed.

I

Weekly Work Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly work report of the employees of
the county garage for the period of March 26 thru 30, 1984 ... received and filed.
Attached to the work report was the following work schedule for the same period of time.
Front Loader
g~
Grada 11
Trucks
(4)

Bender Road - Two (2) Days

Gradall
Trucks

(1)
(3)

Bender Road - Two (2) Days

Patch

Mt. Pleasant, Cypress Dale, Larch Lane, Camelia Drive, Fisher Road,
Mesker Park, Old Petersburg Road, Old State and Caranza, Raintree,
Harmony Way, Seven Hills, Coal Mine, Chestnut Street, Oak Hill Road and
Ridgewood Drive intersection, Darmstadt at Evergreen, Mill Road, Red Bank
Road and 12th. Avenue.

Tree Crew

Nurrenbern Road, Hogue Road, Koressel and Red Bank Road

Grade and
Rock

I

Volkman Road, Schroeder Road, Barton Lane, Bender Road, St. Joe Avenue,
County Line Road, Herdink Road, Schissler Road., Lutterbach Road, Schmidt
Road, Baehl Road, Folz Road, Staub Lane, River Road, Bixler Road, Wallenmeier Road and Mann Road.
Placed barricades at high water points.
**********

Problem with Sewer Grate· Bars Being Removed: Commissioner Willner said he would like
it stated that concerning the bars removed from a .sewer grate on Eastbrooke Drive, that
Mr. Bethel informed him his crew went back out and re-welded the grate bar back in and
perhaps we should ask the neighbors to help us keep them free of straw, leaves, etc.
and to not turn them upside down again.
Mr. Bethel submitted some photographs of the grates, which show they are no more than
211 apart and that is really a little close and catches a lot of debris .
.,

Commissioner Willner said perhaps Mr. Bethel could check with companies that make these
grates and see if they ~ke them with more room between the bars.
Commissioner Cox said she would like to thank Mr. Bethel for taking care of the problem
on Red Bank Road and now she would like for Bayou Creek Road to be put on the list that
it is in very poor condition. She also asked Mr. Bethel if he had a chance to check with
Ms. Cobb on Woods Avenue in regards to her drainage problem and he replied he did not get
in contact with them, however, he did go out there and seen where the ~roblem is and we
will repair it.
RE:

I

BOB BRENNER ..••• COUNTY SURVEYOR

Weekly Bridge and Guardrail Report: Mr. Brenner submitted the weekly bridge and guardrail report of the bridge crew for the period of March 26 thru 30, 1984 .••• report received and filed.

•

•

Mr. Brenner said concerning the Big Schaffer Road project stated on the report, it was
quite a washout and we rebuilt the bank with guardrail and also filled in with rip rap.
Letter Concerning the Maryland Street Bridge: Mr. Brenner submitted the following letter
to the Board of Commissioners and stated there are two (2) attachments to it that he
would call the Commissioners' attention to also. The letter is dated March 30, 1984
and directed to the Board of County Commissioners.
Re:

Maryland Stre.et Bridge Crossing of Pigeon Creek at mile point 0.75.

/.•''·

The Maryland Street Brid9e complies with the Department of Army definition of a
"minor road crossing. 11 This 1s, it will require less than 200 cubic yards of discharged

. I~·
.
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letter Continues:
fill material below the ordinary high water elevation. The fill material will consist
of 91 cubic yards of concrete and 100 cubic yards of rip rap.
A minor road crossing such as Maryland Street is already
Department of Army regulation 33CFR 330.5.
11

11

auth~rized

under·

Sincerely,
Robert Brenner
COUNTY SURVEYOR

I

**********
Mr. Brenner stated the Corps of Engineers have told us if we reduce the amount of fill
material we put into the Maryland Street Bridge, it will not. require their approval,
that approval is already granted under 33 CFR 330.5, provided the structures are bridged
or culverted to allow for expected high flows. The Department of Natural Resources also
granted us approval earlier this week.
Commissioner Willner asked if these revisions have been put in the plans and Mr. Brenner
said yes, that all he has to do is reduce the amount of rip rap he puts in.
Commissioner Willner said he understands that David Gerard is to let us know if we will
have federal funds available for this project or not.
Commissioner Cox said she understood that Mr. Gerard will not know until about June, however, he informed ·us a few weeks ago that this would qualify for federal funds.
Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Lindenschmidt to go immediately and try to contact Mr.
Gerard and see if he knows yet about the funding.
Mr. lindenschmidt came back into the meeting and said in his conversation with Mr.
Gerard, he informs us he has not heard anything on the federal funding as of today.
Mr. Brenner said we have the engineering completed, but basically it is unfair to the
engineer •..•. to have his work put out without someone checking it and he would like to
·· ... travel to Indianapolis and get the plans run through the State Highway l)cepartment, at
whatever cost it takes. It is just not reasonable for that magnitude of a job to not
be checked, even if he has to hire a private engineer to check it. If you have a big
enough office you have a checker in it, but we do not.

I

Commissioner Willner said he agrees that it should be checked, and he asked Mr. Brenner
when would be convenient for him to go, that does it have to go on the State s agenda,
or how should it be handled and Mr. Brenner said he will just have to work it out with
the state and see if they will do it, that it might take some political muscle for us
to get them to do it for us, since it is not a federal highway project, that it is a
"minor road crossing
1

11

•

Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Brenner to correspond with the state by letter and keep
the Commissioners informed.
Bender Road: Commissioner Willner said Bender Road is now open and the .county highway
department will· resurface the roadbed as soon as it settles.
Mr. Brenner and Mr. Bethel both agreed this is correct.
RE:

MONTHLY FINANCIAL REPORT - COUNTY TREASURER

lewis F. Volpe, County Treasurer submitted the monthly report, dated April 2, 1984.
Collections to Date Are:

•

Outsdanding Investments are:

$30,650.13
County Revenue
2,500.00
Federal Revenue Sharing
TOTAL

$33,150.13

1.

Investments, $3,000,000, dated December 28, 1983, due December 27, 1984.
Estimated income $273,700.00, of which $22,812.00 will go to the Reassessment
Fund. Rate 9.125%.

2.

Investments, $500,000, dated December 29, 1983, due December 27, 1984.
income $46,200.00 Rate 9.25%.

Estimated

I

Iff.
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Treasurer's Report Continues:

I

Estimated

3.

Investments, $2,000,000, dated January 4, 1984, due December 27, 1984.
income $188,000.00. Rate 9.50%.

4.

Repo, $500,000, dated March 29, 1984, due April 9, 1984.
$1,413.19. Rate 9.25%.

Estimated income

5.

Repo, $500,000, dated March 20, 1984, due April 9, 1984.
$2,534.72. Rate 9.125%.

Estimated income

6.

Repo, $900,000, dated March 27, 1984, due April 9, 1984.
$2,884.38. Rate 8.875%.

Estimated income

7.

Repo, $900,000, dated March 30, 1984, due April 9, 1984.
$2,312.50. Rate 9.25%.

Estimated income

When all outstanding investments are collected, income will appear as follows.
County Revenue
·-Reassessment
Federal Revenue Sharing

$524,882.92
22,812.00
2,500.00
$550,194.92
Lewis F. Volpe,
County Treasurer

Report received and filed.
RE:

I

**********

REQUEST TO GO ON COUNCIL CALL - COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

Commissioner Willner said the Commissioners have been informed by Gloria Evans,
bookkeeper in the Auditor's office, that she is holding a claim from the state
for expenses of j uveni 1e offenders, in the amount of $56, 19·2. 63, for account 130-305,
(Patient and Inmate Care). We only have $37,937.89 left in the 1984 budget, so we
need $18,254.74 to pay this bill.
Commissioner Cox asked if all the claims have been approved by Judge Lensing and Mrs.
McBride said she would imagine that he has, because when they come to us the first
thing Ms. Evans does is give them to the Judge and she does not process any of them
until they come back from the Judge.
·
Commissioner Willner asked if Mrs. McBride is aware of any other account that this could
come from, in other words, could some moni-es be transferred and she replied she is· not
fully aware of what is in the Commissioners budget, however, she would be happy to check
the accounts and see, that it would be great if it could be transferred from somewhere
within the budget.
Commissioner Willner asked how much money is left in the General Fund, unappropriated
and Mrs. McBride replied she believes there will be about.$32,000.00 left, assuming the
telephones and data processing requests are approved.
Commissioner Willner said we have until the 15th of this month to get it on the May
Council Call, so perhpas we could defer it for a week and let Mr. Lindenschmidt check the
, funds available within the Commissioners Budget and if we cannot transfer it then we can
<¥:approve it to go on Council Gall next meeting.
··

I

Commissioner Willner said he would like to ask Mr. Brenner a question concerning the
Maryland Street Bridge project and also the Morgan Avenue project, that do we have
.enough in our Bridge Fund to go ahead with Maryland Street, on our own and Mr. Brenner
replied it is already appropriated. He asked if we have enough money for Morgan Avenue
and Mr. Brenner replied yes. Mr. Willner said if we won't know about the funding on
the Maryland Street project until May or June, then we won't be able to start construction in 1984 and Mr. Brenner said he would proceed with it because it will take us that.
long to get it approved by the state.
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RE:

TELEPHONE REQUEST - DATA PROCESSING

Commissioner Willner said the following telephone request was submitted by Data
Processing
5382 Taken out.
5233 To ring in systems and programming and in operations offices
5245 To ring in 207D (inside room 205)
Both phones to be clustered.
Both phones to have call pickup
Both phones to have call transfer
No buttons on either phone

I

**********
Commissioner Willner said there is a $90.00 installation fee, and the monthly increase
for Pulse will be $3.30. He needs to know if Pulse is going to pay the $90.00 installation fee and Mr. Lindenschmidt said he assumes they will.
Mrs. Meeks said all charges and costs will be paid by Pulse Systems.
Commissioner Cox moved the request be granted, provided Pulse pays all costs.
Commissioner Willner seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

LETTER TO THE BUREAU OF SAFETY EDUCATION AND TRAINING DIVISION OF LABOR

Commissioner Willner said last week the Commissioners decided to set up a safety program
with the help and expertise of the IOSHA people and the following is a copy of a letter
sent to Mr. Mills requesting his assistance.
Mr. Harold Mills
Bureau of Safety Education and Training
Division of Labor
1013 State Office Building
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

March 29, 1984

I

Dear Mr. Mills:
We are asking for assistance from your office regarding our safety programs in
Vanderburgh County. As we proceed in our planning, we will include Mr. Wayne Fox,
Loss Control Consultant, from the Hartford· Insurance .Company. Prior to this year, the
Hartford had been our County s Liability and Property Insurance carrier. We retained
him to assist us in our on-going safety efforts when we changed insurance crrriers.
We will look forward to hearing from you soon.
1

*********
The above letter was signed by President Richard Borries.
RE:

BIDS READ ALOUD ON THE DUMP TRUCKS FOR THE COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

County Attorney David Miller said there were seven (7) bids received for the two (2)
dump trucks for the county highway department and that all seven (7) were in order,
that is to say there is no technical problems with any of them.
·Bids were as follows:

Hendrickson•& Sons Motor Company, Inc.

Boonville, Indiana.

$15,643.15 per unit, without the dump package •..•. $31,286.30 for two (2) units.
Perfection Dump Body Package #PC25 •..•••... $2,995.00
Peabody Gall ion Dump Body Package #81. •...• $3,256 .• 00
The above is for a Chevrolet C70 Cab and Chassis ..• 1984

I

/'If.
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Asher Truck & Trailer, Inc.
1984 International

11
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Evansville, Indiana

S11 Series 1924 Cab/Chassis, Conventional Cab.

Sale Price Per Unit----Chassis only ..•••••.. $15,716.60
Total per unit ••• $18,711.60
Perfection Dump Body ..• ~ .•.. $2,995.00
Total for two (2) Units .•••••.. $37,423.20

I

Tom Wood Pontiac GMC, Inc.

Indianapolis, Indiana

1984 GMC Model TC7D042 Cab and Chassis
$20,275.00 Per Unit

$40,550.00 for Two {2) Units

The above is with Perfection Hoist and if Heil body and hoist is desired please add
$500.00.
D-Patrick, Inc.

Evansville, Indiana

1984 or 1985 Ford F 700 Dump Trucks with 10• Peabody Gallion Model #81 dump
body and hoist. Net per unit ••.••• $18,399.00. Total bid two (2) units •.• $36,798.00
Kenny Kent Chevrolet Co., Inc.

Evansville, Indiana

1984 Chevrolet Trucks, cab and chassis, model C7D042.
$36,238.00 for two {2) units.
Bellessa Motor Co.

Mt. Carmel,-Illinois

1984 GMC Cab and Chassis Model #C7D042.

I

erice per unit .•.•. $18,119.00

Price per unit ••.. $18,800.00.
Hendrickson Enterprise Inc.

Price per cab-chassis unit .•• $15,544.00
Price per dump body
$ 3,256.00

Total bid for two (2) units •.•.•• $37,600.00
Boonville, Indiana

1984 International S-1654-Model AA16542
Mr. Miller said it is hard for him to determine which dump body they are including in
this bid, but it looks to him like the total bid for two {2) units is $39,289.20 for
cab and chassis and then you would add and additional $6,512.00 for the two (2) dump
bodies, however, he could be reading this wrong, that it could be for an alternate
dump body.
Mr. Miller said that is all the bids received, and they should go to the Purchasing
Department to be reviewed by them and Mr. Bethel, who has expertise in these matters.
Commissioner Cox moved all seven (7) bids be referred to the Purchasing Department and
Mr. Bill Bethel for their review and recommendations at the next meeting. Commissioner
Wi 11 ner seconded the motion. · So ordered.
RE:
c·••.

I

LEASE AGREEMENT FOR FACILITIES AT THE VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM

Mr. Miller said he has review.ed the agreement as submitted by Mr. Bitz and have made
a few minor changes and this document, in his opinion, is satisfactory for use by the
Vanderburgh Auditorium and if Mr. Bitz and the Commissioners are all pleased with it
he would recommend approval.
Commission~r Willner asked if the changes have been initiated in the document before us
today and Mr. Miller replied they are.

Mr. Bitz said he has seen the changes, agree to them and would recommend approval also.
Commissioner Cox moved the lease agreement be approved.
the motion. So ordered.

Commissioner Willner seconded
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT. .••.• DATA PROCESSING REVIEW BOARD

Mr. Miller said he has today, a joint agreement between Vanderburgh County and the City
of Evansville, concerning Data Processing Services and the creation of a review board.
We have reviewed this document and in his opinion it is in order and ready for the
signatures of the County Commissioners. Mr. Jones has already signed his approval and
it is ready.
Commissioner Cox moved the intergovernmental agreement in regards to the Data Processing
Review Board be approved as to form and signed. Commissioner Willner seconded the
motion. So ordered.
RE:

I

SETTLEMENT ON THE HIRSCH PROPERTY

Mr. Miller said concerning the settlement on the Hirsch property, he personally believes this is a drainage matter and should be discussed during a regular Drainage Board
meeting.
RE:

MINIMUM SPECIFICATIONS FOR A BATTING RANGE AT BURDETTE PARK

Mr. Miller said that Mark Tuley has submitted to him the minimum specifications for a
batting range at Burdette Park and after reviewing them they appear to be satisfactory
and they are very much in the same form as the minimum specifications that we used on
the concessions last year. He believes that anything given to potential bidders that has
the descriptions on them ought to be marked more clearly so that these people know ·
exactly what area they are bidding on, but other than that they are in order.
Commissioner Cox moved the batting cages at Burdette Park be advertised for bids.
Commissioner Willner seconded the motion. So ordered.

I

Commissioner Willner said the specifications are tn be advertised April 3 & 10, 1984
and Mrs. Decker, recording secretary,informed the Commissioners she could not get it
to the Courier and Press and have it advertised on the 3rd, that it would be at least
.the 6th. & 13th.
·Mr. Tuley said he took the liberty to send it on to the newspaper and hoped it would
pass today, that time is of the essence, and if. the Commissioners would not have
approved them all he would have to do is call and have it not printed.
Commissioner Cox said she realizes time is of essence, but she would not do that anymore
were s.he Mr. Tuley.
Mr. Tuley said he understands Mrs. Cox concerns, it was just he felt like he didn't have
much other choice.
RE:

ATTORNEY GENE JOHNSON IN REGARDS TO ALFRED &JULIA EULER PROPERTY

Gene Johnson ••.• Attorney at law was present to represent Alfred and Julia Euler in
regards to property in the area of the Burkhardt Road project. .He stated he has with
him a letter from Citizens Realty, djrected to Mr. and Mrs. Euler and he is wondering
if· the Commissioners also received a copy of it. Commissioner's Willner and Cox both
said they have not and Mrs. Meel<s said it was not delivered in today's mail.
County Attorney David Miller said we have a complaint that is ready to file for the
. appropriation of a strip of real estate along Burkhardt Road, on the south side of
q.'"''' D.ivision and the east side of Burkhardt Road and he has been advised by Mr. Hansen, of · · :..,.,
Citizens Realty and also people in our Surveyor's office that time is of the essence because of our desired construction schedule and now he is told that a new offer taking
account some shrubbery, was made, dated March 30, 1984 .

inti

•

Mr. Brenner said he doesn't believe it is an offer, that the county's appraiser went out
and re-appraised the trees, or.shrubbery that would be in the right-of-way.
Mr. Johnson said under "other damages" on the statutory offer, it has "zero", that it was
for the taking of land and nothing else, so when they went back out and re-appraised it
they took into consideration the shrubbery.
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Mr. Miller said tn regards to the letter from Citizens to the Euler's, there is also
a letter attached to it from Vic Funke, addressed to the Commissioners, dated March
29, 1984, which adds $522.00 to the previous proposal. Obviously it is in the county's
interest to get this thing going as soon as possible and get it resolved as soon as we
can. There is however one other problem and that is the culvert and where it is going
to be located.
·

I

. Mr. Brenner said as an interested by-stander, to him, it should be locat-ed at the end
of his property, as far away as possible from the intersection and that would be to
our (county's) advantage.
Mr. Johnson stated he is sure the Commissioners, or someone representing this body has
had contact with the Euler's, and he doesn't want to say there is a sta~emate, but the
state has come back and offered to put the culvert back at the same point where the
existing drive way is, which is some 45-50 feet from the intersection of Burkhardt and
Division Street, and to him, that is absolutely ridiculous, that it is a severe safety
hazard and endangers lives, that he believes it should be moved some 100' south of where
it presently is and that would put it right at the end of the Euler property and Mr.
Euler is asking that while that is being done, that rock is put in there so he can get·
to his house.
Mr. Brenner said he agrees with that, but where ever we move it from or to, he wants a
driveway so many feet deep and so many feet wide, so for rock we are probably talking
$200.00, and he wou.ld recommend we go along with this.
Commissioner Willner said he has no problem with parcel #1, but he would like to talk
to the appraiser in regards to parcel #2, which is also owned by the Euler's.
Commissioner Cox said she thinks we ought to look at all of them and get a report back
because she asked the question when the original appraising was done, did they look at
the trees and the landscaping and the answer they gave her was yes, and now they say
that they did not.

I

Mr. Miller said they didn't.include anything in their price.
Commissioner Cox said she had asked if :the total appraised damages included that and
she was answered yes, therefore, she needs to talk to the appraiser.
Mr. Miller said basically what we have discussed is the present proposals, plus
$880.00 and move the culvert back to the back line. He will contact Vic Funke this
week and perhaps this can be· resolved at the next Commissioners meeting.
RE:

MARK TULEY ..•. BURDETTE PARK

Brief Closing of Skating Rink for Re~airs: Mr. Tuley reported he will have the skating
rink closed from April 9th through 1 th, for floor repairs, that it hasn't been coated
for about five (5) years and it needs it desperately.
Commissioner Willner asked if the Burdette employees can do this work and Mr. Tuley
said no, that it will have to be done by specialists in that field, that it is a
complicated procedure eventhough it is not very expensive.

I

New Lease Agreement for Burdette Rentals: Mr. Tuley said he would like authorization
to talk to the county attorney about drafting a new:lease agreement in regards to the
rental of facilities, that right now we have a very loosely worded agreement. One of
the problems we have is. people renting a building from us and the day before, they will
cancel out and we have no provision in our present contract to keep a portion of their
money, that we must return it or give them another date. Another problem is that if a
facility is damaged by a renter we have no recourse; other than suing, for payment. He.
just feels it would be better business to have something concrete and the people renting
· • the facili'iies would know exactly what is expected of them, as per agreement.
Commissioner Willner said he would agree with this, because he is sure we have lost some
revenue because of cancellations at the last minute.
Both Commissioners Willner and Cox agreed for Mr. Tuley to proceed and work with one of
the County Attorney's toward drafting this agreement, for the Commi$sioners approval at
the time of completion.
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RE:

CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE

A certificate of insurance was submitted for the State Convention of Baptists in
Indiana for a dinner on April 5, 1984.
A certificate of insurance was submitted for the U.S. Sheet Metal and Roofing Company,
Inc. for ••• roofing, heating, ventilating, air conditioning, building and general construction.
·
A certificate of insurance was submitted for Cawther Temple #118 Prince Hall Shriner,
for a Potentate Ball on March 31, 1984.

I

All certificates ordered received and filed.
RE:

CLAIMS

A claim was submitted for William A. Reising for a duplicate permit issued through the
Building Commission office, in the amount of $50.00.
Commissioner Cox moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Willner seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for Helfrich Insurance Agency for coverage for 2 police dogs
being used in the Sheriff's Department, effective 1-1-84 - 1-1-85.
Attached to the cl~im was the following letter of explanation.
Commissioners:

March 27, 1984

Due to a misunderstanding, the Law Enforcement Professional Liability coverage
for the Sheriff did not include coverage for the two dogs now in use by the department.
Coverage for these dogs has been added and a premium change of $330.00 is necessary.
This is still a savings of about $4,000.00 compared to 1983's premium.

I

Please call at any time if you have any questions, or if we can be of any service.
Very truly yours,
John D. Hodge
HELFRICH INSURANCE AGENCY
**********
Commissioner Cox moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Willner seconded the motion.

A claim was. submitted for Bob Fortune, Data Processing Consultant, in the amount of
$2,490.00, as per contract, which is 83% for the county share.
Commissioner Cox moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.
RE:

Commissioner Willner seconded the motion.

OLD BUSINESS TO DISCUSS

Bender Road Report: Commissioner Cox asked if they were going to do anything concerning
Road Report they received last
week from !OSHA.
the Bender
.
.
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Commissioner Willner said he is not prepared himself, that he did not contact Mr. Pat
Shoulders. We do have fifteen (15) days to make a decision, therefore, we can take it
up again next week.
Commission~r Cox said she has nothing to add.

County Clerk Present Inquiring about precincts 4-9 and 4-10: County Clerk, Helen
Kuebler was present and asked if a decision has been made regarding precincts 4-9
and 4-10, which is presently located in Tepe Park.
Commissioner Willner said he believes Mr. Borries has some additional information on
this matter, but he is not at liberty to give out that information, however, Mr.
Borries should be at next Monday's meeting.

I
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Mrs. Kuebler said this matter was discussed at today's meeting of the Election Board
and all three (3) of the members agreed the polling area should be divided, that there
should be one for 4-9 and one for 4-10, since there is a public building in this area
for them to divide in. If this is to be changed, it must be done before the closing
date for advertising of the polling places.

I

Commissioner Cox said she has no problem with this being changed and she asked Mr.
Willner if he did.
Mr. Willner said he has no problem, however, he has not discussed this with the committee
persons, therefore, he is not prepared to discuss it today.
Mrs. Kuebler said Mr. Paul Black is one Election Board attorney and always on election
day he is called out to this polling place because of problems, therefore, they thought
it wise to divide 4-9 and 4-10.
Commissioner Willner said he will inform Mr. Berries of the discussion today and perhaps
a final decision can be given next Monday.
RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES •.•.• APPOINTMENTS

BURDETIE PARK
Jennifer Oberhausen 4218 Tremont Road

P/T Ground Crew

$4.00 Hour

Eff: 3-27-84

Juv. Referee
Bailiff
Bail iff.

$18,463.00
$ 8,054.00
$ 8,054.00

Eff: 1-2-84
Eff: 1.-2-84
Eff: 1-2-84

Para. Secretary

$11,500.00

Eff: 3-26-84

Deputy Clerk

$412.26

Eff: 4-2-84

Patrolman

$17,243.00

Eff: 3-26-84

1801 S. Weinbach

Deputy Clerk

$412.26

Eff: 4-2-84

816 W. Idlewild

Para. Secretary

$1l,OOO.OO

Eff: 3-23-84

Juv. Referee
,_,
Bail iff
Bail iff
Riding Bailiff

$17,963.00
'· $ 7,804.00
$ 7,804.00
$13,491.00

VANDERUBRGH SUPERIOR COURT
Robert Carithers
Paul Partington
James E. Cole
PROSECUTOR

I

Debbie Wallace

816

w.

Idlewild

CLERK OF CIRCUIT COURT
Ella Mae Sheets

3307 Bayard Park

SHERIFF
Kenneth Mi tz
RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES •...• RELEASES

CLERK OF CIRCUIT COURT
Susie Garrett
PROSECUTOR
Debbie Wallace

VANDERBURGH SUPERIOR COURT

I

Robert Carithers
·,'"Paul Partington
James E. Cole
Debra M. Settle
. SHERIFF

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

12-31-83
12-31-83
12-31-83
3-23-84

•

Kenneth Mitz

Pro. Patrolman

$16,243.00

Eff:3-23-84

Deputy

$10,760.00

Eff: 4-2-84

VOTERS REGISTRATION OFFICE
Ella May Sheets

3307 Bayard Park
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SCHEDULED MEETINGS

There is to be a regular County Council meeting on April 4, 1984, at 2:30 p.m. in the
City/County Council Chambers.
RE:

LETTER FROM TOM WOOD PONTIAC/G.M.C. INC.

County Attorney David Miller said he was just now advised
that they discovered a letter pushed to the bottom of the
Bid of Tom Wood. Pontiac 'ttas delivered in. The letter was
reads as follows: .
Addendum to Bid for City
To Whom it May Concern:

by the Purchasing Department
Express Mail Package that the
dated March 31,. 1984 and
of Evansville, Indiana

1

Due to additional factory assistance we are able to reduce the bid amount for the
dump trucks bid an additional $2,000.00, or a total for two units of $4,000.00 less.
Therefore our bid should now·read per unit $18,275.00 or a total of $36,550.00 for two
units.
David T. Maloney, SLS Mgr.
**********
Mr. Miller said this bid is with the Perfection Dumpbed. He said although this is not
on a county.form, he would have to say that if this bid were accepted we could hold them
to this price on the basfs of attached documents, in the same envelope.
Commissioner Willner asked if Tom Wood Pontiac is the one who bid on poli·ce cars and
did not get the bid because they were not located in Evansville. He understands the
Board of Public Works took a higher bid from another firm because Tom Wood is not located in Evansville.

There being no further business, Commissioner Willner declared the meeti:ng recessed at
3:55 p.m.
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COUNTY COMr.USSIONERS MEETING
APRIL 9, 1984
The m~eting of the County Commissioners was held on April 9, 1984, at 2:30 p.m. in
the Commissioners Hearing Room with President Berries presiding.
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as engrossed by the County Auditor
and the reading dispensed with.
RE:

POOR RELIEF .•• PIGEON TmJNSHIP

Applicant: Mr. Richard Kelly ...• 614 Main Street, Evansville, Indiana
Mr. Kelly stated he has lived at the Main Street address for about three (3) months and
he is requesting help from the Trustee toward his rent. He is on state parole until this
September. He is asking for rent until he can start to work, that he has been hired by
a construction company, but cannot start working until the weather breaks. He gave the
Trustee•s office the telephone number of his employer and when they contacted him, she
said she was informed he had worked three (3) days already and had made too much money.
He informed the Trustee•s office he had not worked any at all, but he did not want to
argue the point, therefore, he filed an appeal to appear before this board. He said in
February he worked for four (4.) days for Joe Bassmeier, cleaning some brass and then back in October of 1983 he did some carpenter work for a firm on Main Street, but that was
only for one (1) week also and that is all the work he has had. He was incarcerated for
twenty six (26) months and prior to that he lived in Kansas City and worked for a labor
union called Ready-Help, located on 19th. Street in Kansas City, Missouri, that he was
employed at a grain company for about two (2) weeks. The Evansville Prosecutor•s office
brought him back to Evansville, by plane, and prosecuted him in regards to some problems
over a relative•s car and now that he is on parole, his parole officer told him he is not
allowed to leave Evansville.
President Borries askee Mr. Kelly how his rent is currently being paid and he replied
through the Trustee. His parole officer sent him to a Mr. David Kimbrough at OAR
(Offender Aid and Restoration) of Vanderburgh County and he gave him a referral to one
of the churches they are connected with and they paid his rent for one (1) week and said
they might possibly be able to help for one (1) more week, but not more than that. Mr.
Kimbrough has he-)ped him find work and he will begin working as soon as it warms up.
Investigator Louise Hall, from the Pigeon Township Trustees• office was present and
stated this is her first encounter with Mr. Kelly, and said Pigeon paid Mr. Kelly•s
rent in January (for supposedly one month), however, they have paid it for three (3)
straight months and each time they tell him this is the last time they will pay it for
him. Mr. Kelly came into the offide on the 3rd of April and said he had a job with
Jerry Hoffman Construction Company, bui 1ding apartments at I SUE. She called Jerry
Hoffman and was ·informed that Mr. Kelly had worked two (2) days the week before, for
approximately $5.00 per hour and that he had worked the day before, on the 2nd of
April, for around $5.00 per hour and when she asked Mr. Kelly what he had done with the
money he earned those three (3) days, he claimed he had not worked, so it was one (1)
word against another and that was the end of their conversation, Mr. Kelly left, and
then evidently filed this appeal with the Commissioners. In 1981 we sent Mr. Kelly to
Kansas City, on a one-way bus ticket, on a Gray Hound bus, at a cost of $51.00, and until January 1984 they had heard nothing of him. Her questton to Mr. Kelly was why did
not the money he earned be paid toward his rent.·
President Berries said even if Mr. Kelly would have worked, would he still not be
eligible for assistance and Ms. Hall said she does not know at this point because she
,does not know how much he made for those three (3) days.
President Berries asked Mr. Kelly if he had anything further to add to his request and.
he replied he does not know why Mr. Hoffman told Ms. Hall that he had worked, because
he has not worked at all for him, however, he has been promised a job when the weather
permits.
-'
Commissioner Cox asked Ms. Hall if she gave an address when she asked if there was a
Richard Kelly employed by Mr. Hoffman and she replied yes •••• 614 Main Street.
Ms. Hall said when she called Mr. Hoffman, she explained to him who she was and who she
was inquiring about and he had her to hold the line,she assumes to get his records, and
when he returned to the phone he informed her that Mr. Ke·lly had worked those three (3)
days for him.
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President Berries asked Mr. Kelly if he plans on staying in this area and he replied
his parole officer informed him he cannot leave here, however, he is originally from
Evansville, that his reason for going to Kansas was to obtain work qut there.
Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Kelly if he has any relatives in the Evansville area
and he replied his mother and step-father live here, but since he got into trouble
they won't have anything to do with him and he also has a brother in California and
one in Dubois County somewhere.
Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Kelly if he owns an automobile and he replied no.
Commissioner Willner then asked how did he intend to get to and from work and he replied
either ride the bus or walk.

I

President Berries said before the Trustee can help, Ms. Hall must have a clarification
on whether Mr. Kelly worked or not, for Mr. Hoffman, therefore, he would recommend that
. Mr. Kelly contact Mr. Hoffman and get a statement whether he did or did not work.
Commissioner Willner said even if he did work those three (3) days, he would be eligible
for assistance and he would think this should be referred back to the Trustee, to work
with Mr. Kelly in obtaining gainful employment and help him until he does because the
Judge has told him he cannot leave Evansville. He asked Ms. Hall if Mr. Kelly would be
eligible for rent eventhough he worked and she replied she would doubt if he made too
much during those three (3) days, therefore, he probably would be eligible for assist~
ance.
Commissioner Willner moved the case of Mr. Kelly be transferred back to the Pigeon
Trustee's office for them to help him get employment and to work with him toward his
rent until he starts to work.
Mr. Kelly said he would be very willing to work on a work program with the Trustee to
pay back the rent they paid for him, at least until he starts to work for Mr. Hoffman.
President Berries said he would still like for Mr. Kelly to contact his employer as
soon as possible and get a written statement for clarification for the Trustee's office
and he said that he would do that.

I

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

MR. GENE JOHNSON, IN REGARDS TO THE ALFRED AND JULIA EULER PROPERTY

Attorney Gene Johnson was present and stated last week's minutes have him as "Ed"
Johnson, and that it should be corrected to "Gene" Johnson. He said in regards to the
Alfred and Julia Euler property that has previously been discussed, attorney David
Miller dropped his files off about 5:00p.m. Friday and asked him to prepare an·
·-'-'
agreement of release and settlement, so general}y what he ha~ in the agreement he is
presenting today is Parcel #1, which is the 300' from Division, going south on Burkhardt
Road, which is the homestead and the agreed appraisal on that was $20,000.00 per area,
or $882.00, and the damage to the landscaping is $522.00 and the cost of the gravel for
the relocation of the driveway is $280.00, for total damages in the amount of $1,684.00
for Parcel #1, and that the total damages for Parcel #2 is $1,800.00, making at grand
total for Parcels #1 & #2 ...... $3,484.00.
Commissioner Willner said in his conversations with Mr. Miller, who has talked to-Vic
Funke concerning this matter, he understands this to be a correct settlement, therefore
he would move that the amount of $3,484.00 be approved for Parcels #1 &#2, of the
fred and Julia Euler property.

~~t&~~~~~;~~
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Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

So ordered.

Mr. Johnson is to see that the County Auditor's office receives a fully executed
original of the agreement signed by the Commissioners today, that it had not yet been
signed by the Euler's.
RE:

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT BETWEEN REINILDIS HIRSCH AND VANDERBURGH COUNTY

There was a settlement agreement between Reinildis Hirsch and Vanderburgh County
approved at the last Vanderburgh County Drainage Board, at which time President Berries
was absent, therefore this agreement is before him today, for no further action, only
Mr. Berries' signatur~, which he did sign and give to Janice Decker to be forwarded to
Ms. Matthews, recording secretary for the Drainage Board.

I
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RE:

MARK TULEY ..•. BURDETTE PARK

Financial Report: Mr. Tuley submitted the following financial report for the
Commissioners' review.
1984 Starting Budget

I

1984 Budgeted
1983 Encumbered by P.O.
1983 Encumbered by Contract

$396,037.00
6,303.94
70,547.44

Total 1984 Budget

$472,888.38

Expenditures and Balance 1-1-84 to 3-31-84
Total Expenditures

$104,345.53

Total Balance

$368,542.85

Income 1-1-84 to 3-31-84
Pool
Rink
Rentals
Misc.

$

Total

$ 18,446.12

-0-

12,510.62
5,348.00
587.50

March 31, 1984

I

Total Expenditures

$104,345.53

Total Income

$ 18,446.12

Total Deficit

$ 85,899.41

Memo: There was an attached page for total breakdown
Report received and filed.

**********

Mr. Tuley very briefly went over the above report with the Commissioners.
Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Tuley if he has any figures to compare these figures with
in regards to 1983 and he replied last year, for-the same period of time, the income was
$18,278.00 and the deficit for the same period was $133,862.95, which is a reduction of
$47,963.54.
Request to go on Council Call: Mr. Tuley said he would like to get permission to go on
the next county council call for monies for the skating rink, that last year during the
budget session, the Council allowed him monies to operate the rink for six (6) months
only, thinking perhaps it might be leased out to a private individual and since this
did not happen, he w!Tll need money to operate it for the rest of the year and ·he would
estimate that cost to be between $10,000.00 and $12,000.00, therefore, he would a~ permission to request $10,000.00 and make it last as long as possible.
/;~:'·Commissioner Willner
-~!-<::i:i.the skating rink, in

I

So ordered.
RE:

moved Mr. Tuley be authorized to go on Council Call for monies for ·
the amount of $10,000.00. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

SALE OF COUNTY OWNED SURPLUS PROPERTY

'
County Attorney
David Jones said the disposal of the county owned real estate is in
order and will continue day to day until all parcels are sold.

Commissioner Willner said anyone can submit a bid any time, however, it will be only on
every Monday, at the Commissioners meeting that any action will be taken on them.
Commissioner Willner asked if the Commissioners can accept anything lower than the
appraised value for any parcel.
Mr. Jones said first of all, anything exceeding the appraised value of $10,000.00
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must be approved by the County Council, however, he did not see anything that high on
the 1 ist today. He understands the appraisals were done in-house by our County
Assessor, which the new statute that came in in January provides for, that two (2)
county employees familiar with property can render the appraisal. He said in regards
to real property which is less than two thousand dollars ($2,000), can be sold to
whomever submits the higher offer for the parcel. He said there is an older statute
that said you could not sell anything for less than appraised value, but this has all
been changed.
President Borries said he would begin at the beginning of the list and go right down
the line and if there are any persons in the audience wanting to bid on a specific
parcel to please say so when he reaches that particular parcel number. He asked for
bidders on the following.
1)

28-59-9

1413 Florence Street

I

Appraised Value •••. $1,020

Mr. Terry Pagett, R.R. 9 Box 119, Evansville, Indiana 47712, came forth and bid
$200.00 on parcel #1.
Attorney Jones said he would inform the Commissioners that if the bid is less than
90% of the appraised value, then you must give an additional published notice of sale.
The Commissioners can rej-ect any and all bids.
President Borries asked if there were other b1dders on this property •.• there being none
he informed Mr. Pagett that since his bid was less than 90% of the appraised value of
this parcel, that his bid would be taken under advisement and readvertised, in compliance with the new statute.
2)

28-59-10

1417 Florence Street

Appraised Value •..•.• $3,500

Mr. Terry Pagett bid $400.00 on parcel #2.
President Borries said this is less than 90% of the appraised value, therefore it must
be readvertised.
There were no other bidders on code 28-59-10
3)

28-59-11

1419 Florence Street

I

Appraised Value ••••.• $1,080

Mr. Terry Pagett bid $300.00 on parcel· #3.·
President Borries said once again this is less than 90% of the appraised value, therefore
it must also be advertised again.
There were no other bidders on code 28-59-11
4)

32-41-16

2771 Broadway Avenue

Appraised Value $2,700

No bid received.
5)

24-45-10

670 E. Cherry Street

Appraised Value .•• $1,000.00

No bid received.
6)

24-22-3

627 E. Sycamore Street

, ... :.

Appraised Value ••• $1,500
.

7)

24-36-29

421

-·-

s.

Linwood Avenue

Appraised Value .•.• $1,000

s.

Linwood Avenue

Appraised Value •..• $1,000

s.

Sixth Street

Appraised Value •.•. $1,000

No bid received.
8)

24-38-47

515

No bid received.
9)

21-86-6

930

Mr. Norbert Wooley, 2313 E. Chandler came forth at this time and bid $100.00 on
parcel #9.

I
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President Berries asked if there were any other bidders on code #21-86-6, 930
South. Sixth Street ••••. there were none. He then informed Mr. Wooley since the bid
was less than 90% of the appraised value, it would have to be readvertised.
10) 22-7-10

I

412 Adams Avenue

Appraised Value •.• $2,000

No bids received.
11) 22-30-11

1223-25

s. E.

Second St.

Appraised Value ... $3,000

No bids received.
12) 23-31-13

732 E. Blackford Ave.

Appraised Value ..• $1,500

. No bids received.
13) 22-48-2

1502 Judson Street

Appraised

Value~

•• $1,000

No bids received.
14) 22-61-22

1706

s.

Governor Street

Appraised Value •.. $1,500

No bids received.
15) 22-78-13

1700 S Garvin Street

Appraised Value .•. $1,100

No bids received.
President Berries said that concludes the parcels of county owned property and we_will
call then once again next week.

I

Commissioner Willner asked if all of the parcels should be readvertised again, or only
the four (4) that we received bids on that were less than 90% of the appraised value,
and Mr. Jones said only the four (4) that bids were received on, and he believes they
must be advertised only one (1) time, that the other eleven (11) parcels are still open
for bids.
President Berries said do we have to auction these off every week and Mr. J·ones said yes,
that when you advertised· you would do it week by week, then you must do it, but if it
had been advertised simply that it stays open every day, then anyone could walk in off
of the street to the Auditor's office and submit a bid and then you wouldn't have to go
through this every week. There is a procedure to follow if someone wants to raise their
bid but as long as only one (1) person comes in and makes a bid, then the Commissioners
take that one under advisement until you want to cut it off.
County Auditor Alice McBride said cannot all the parcels be readvertised and this time
the heading can be changed to read the Commissioners can accept the highest bidder on
any parcel.
Commissioner Willner moved that all fifteen (15) parcels be·readvertised and auctioned
off on April 16th. to the highest bidder. Commissioner Cox seocnded the motion. So
ordered.
.
RE:

COUNTY ATTORNEY ••.• DAVID JONES

~);~<';.:.=.-_..;o.,.::..::;.;_:...:._:_~....:....:::..:...:.:..:.::::....:....:...;_:_~:..::....::..:::....::..:;;.:.;=-

I

~~~~;Settlement Agreement in Jail· Class Action Sui.t: ·Mr. ·Jones reported that Judge Brooks
provisionally approved the settlement agreement in the class action jail suit, last
Thursday and on April 27th, the attorney for LSO will be in the jail to meet with the
inmates. Notice of the settlement has been published throughout the jail and copies
of the settlement agreement are available to any inmate that chooses. to review it and
those inmates have until May 18th. to make their comments known on the settlement, to
the federal court. On May 18th. hopefully, thi$ will be finally approved by the court
and that will end it, subject to completing the construction that is about to occur.
Discussion of Transient Merchants Ordinance: Mr. Jones said the Chamber of Commerce
sent a letter to the Attorney General, complaining about the lack of enforcement in
both the city and the county on the Transient Merchants Ordinance, and he was copied
with that letter. The Attorney General fired back a response that basically says that
the County Prosecutor is the only person who is charged with the enforcement of that
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Statute. He specifically cited that the County Auditor need only issue a license
to an applicant, in the event one comes into her office and to his knowledge we
have never received an applicant for a Transient Merchants license. He believes this
should end the complaints from the Chamber of Commerce and certain of their members,
that we, as the county, have nothing to do with this Statute, that ~here is no enforcement provis\ion in the statute for the County Commissioners or any other county
official, it is purely a law enforcement function.
Agreement with National Revenue Corporation: Mr. Jones said in regards to an agreement with National Revenue Corporation, which is a corporation to collect county
delinquent taxes, he has reviewed the contract again and discussed the matter with the
general counsel and officer of the company and he thinks in regards to a question raised
to him concerning a law suit, that it was a law suit filed in the state of Washington
and it is his understanding the suit was prompted by competitors of the company and it
was filed a year ago and so far no action has been taken, that the state hasn't done
anything with it and there has been no adverse judgment or finding against the company.
In addition, he knows they have so entered into an agreement with the state highway
commission of Indiana to collect damages from out of state motorists who damaged state
owned property and he assumes the Attorney General has made his own investigation of
the company, which also does collection work for the federal government. This law suit
was fi 1ed but never pursued and NRC has not even fi 1ed an answer to the thing •••. it is
just sitting there as sort of a dead case. He would say this contract with the company
should rise or fall on it's own merits and he believes the Commissioners, as well as the
County Council have previously looked into that and determined it, so he does not see
anything, as a matter of law, that should cause it to be changed.

I
~

.·

President Borries said there.had been some questions raised and the Commissioners had
asked for an opinion from the County Attorney regarding the suit filed against this
company and he personally feels the matter has been clarified, therefo~e at this time
he would ask what would be the will.of the other two (2) Commissioners.
Commissioner Willner moved the service agreement with National Revenue ·cnrporation be
approved and signed.

I

Commi.ssioner Cox asked Mr. Jones if he reviewed the contract in light of the allegation
from the law suit in Washington and. he replied yes he did although it was difficult to
see what their complaint was.
·.
Commissioner Cox said they made one allegation in the suit that you couldn't get your
money back, that it was almost impossible to get your money guarantee back.
Mr. Robert John said that was the allegation, which is entirely false, that the provisions for getting the money ba~k are so very simple, that the only allegation they
would have is that there be a misrepresentation by a sales person as to what was required to.get money back and also whoever signed the contract failed to read the actual
·
requirements to get the money back.
Mr. Jones said the company is here and if they don't live up to the agreement we will go
after them.
Commissioner Cox said the
have physical presence in
with the state of Indiana
so he is comfortable that
property, etc.

company is in Columbus, Ohio and Mr. Jones said yes, but they
the state of Indiana and we also know of an agreement they have
an·d the State Highway Department, which could also be attached,
if they don't live up to their end that we can grab some

':f:~·:"commissioner Cox said the suit also alleged that if they have to collect money and there

::~.:r;i~~is

any litagation, that the company will stand that litigation on their own. .

.,,:,~~~>·

Mr. Jones said no, this does not cover litigation.
Mr. John said that is where one of the sales person made a misrepresentation.
Commissioner Cox asked how much money we have put up front and Mr. John said $28,500.00
and if we collect $28,500.00 they you will get all of your money back and keep the
$28,500.00, that NRC has to at least triple the county's investment.
Commissioner Cox said she will second the motion to approve the service contract before
the Board today. So ordered.
Mr. John said there are three (3) different contracts which covers three (3) different
levels .

..

~

I
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KIM BITZ ..•..• VANDERBURGH COUNTY AUDITORIUM

Letter from United Technologies Carrier Building Services: Mr. Bitz submitted the
following letter from Carrier, dated April 5, 1984 and directed to the Vanderburgh
County Auditorium Manager.
Dear Mr. Bitz:

I

I want to update our quoted bid on the installation of the steam valve on the
16HA035 Carrier Chiller.
The only change since the bid was submitted in December, 1983 has been the labor cost.
The resultant increase amounts to $125.00. Therefore, the total cost of the installation
now is $6,775.00. This price is guaranteed for 60 days from today.
Has any progress been made on the proposal to supply an independent heating/cooling
source for the office space?
Very truly yours,
Alan E. Ruegemer
Service Supervisor
Carrier Building Services
St. Louis - South Branch
**********

I

Mr. Bitz said this steam valve is an energy saving device for the Carrier chiller we
presently have in our boiler room and it would in effect cut the steam usage of the
chiller down from twelve (12) pounds to six (6) pounds, which would in turn cut our
gas usage for the summer months almost in half. Since last December, as the letter .
states, the cost has increased by $125.00 therefore he would encourage the Commissioners
to follow through with this installation of the steam valve. In speaking with the
Carrier people they have told us we would see our gas usage for the summer cut almost
in half with this valve installed and in speaking to Commissioner Willner about this,
he said he would like to see something to this effect, in writing, therefore he will
contact Carrier and try to have this information for the next Commissioners meeting.
RE:

BILL BETHEL .... COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly absentee report of the
employees at the county garage for the period of April 2 thru 6, 1984 .•• report received
and filed.
Weekly Work Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly work report of the employees at
the county garage for the period of April 2 thru 6, 1984 ••. received and filed.
Attached to the weekly work report was the following work schedule for the same period
of time.

I

Gradall:

Boehne Camp. Felstead, Nurrenbern, Venetian Court, Wedeking and
Vienna Road.

Grader:

St. Wendel.Road, Laubscher Road, County Line East, Motz Lane, Motz
Road, St. Wendel Road, Hillview Drive, Laubscher Road, Emge, Buente,
Trapp, Hillside, Darmstadt, Hornby, Ruston Lane, Armstrong,:Naasberg,
Lutterbach, Outer Darmstadt Road, Nuebling Road and Bender Road.
''Roth Road, Koring Road, Upper Mt. Vernon, Boonville, New Harmony West,
St. Wendel, Old Henderson, Ward Road, Oak Hill, St:~George, Old
State Road, Laubscher Road, Arla Jane, Ward Road and Dusseldorf.

Tree Crew:,

Nurrenbern Road .and Schutte Road.

Rock Crew:

St. Joe Avenue, Bixler, Wallenmeyer, Hillside, South Wedeking,
Baseline Road, Armstrong, Maasberg, Lutterbach, School Bus turn-around
on Lower Mt. Vernon, Nuebling, Outer Darmstadt, Buente, Motz, Trapp,
Hornby, Mail box approaches, Five Dollar Road, Motz Road, Motz Lane,
County Line Road East, Laubscher Road, West Haven Dr.and Emge Road.
Barricades on all high water marks.

..

.

:tl~.
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Bayou Creek: Commissioner Cox said we still need Bayou Creek patched, that the condition is very poor and Mr. Bethel said he will be on it this coming week.
RE:

BOB BRENNER .••. COUNTY SURVEYOR

Weekly Bridge and Guardrail Report: Mr. David Guillaum, Chief Deputy Surveyor, submitted the weekly bridge and guardrail report of the bridge crew for the period of
April 2 thru 6, 1984 •.••• report received and filed.
Mr. Guillaum said they installed a drop box around the culvert on Hillview Drive,
they installed corrugated pipes on Orchard Road and West Franklin, plus other items
as stated on the weekly report. Mr. Guillaum said he would be happy to answer any
questions ...••• there were none.
RE:

I

ANDY EASLEY •.... COUNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER

Euler property Settlement: . Mr. Easly questioned the settlement of the Euler property
and wondered the statis of it at this point and the Commissioners informed him they
have authorized a settlement and signed it and are now waiting for the Euler's signatures.

,..·

Mr. Easly said he has nothing today that needs the Commissioners action, however, he
is open for any questions. He is in the process of checking out drainage problems.·
Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Easley if he has any report back on the request from the
German Township Booster Club concerning the stop signs at the intersection of Happe
and West Mill Road and he replied no, but he will try to take care of tt this week.
Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Easley if we are preceding on the Pigeon Creek Log Jam and
he replied he has called and left messages. with the Warrick County Surve1or's office
that the funds have been set up and that they . need to· get the right of entry agreements
-and bring those proposals to us, but he .has heard nothing further on the matter.
•RE:

REQUEST TO GO ON MAY COUNCIL CALL •..•. COMMISSIONERS

Submitted was a request for the Commissioners to go on the May Council Call for the
sum of $18,254.74, for Patients and Inmates Care.

I

Mrs. McBride, County Auditor said she did search the Commisisoners budget as she said·
she would and she could find no monies to be transferred, therefore it will have to be
advertised as an additional appropriation.
Commissioner Willner moved the Commissioners be placed on the Council Call.
Commissioner Cox said she understands Judge Lensing ·has approved all the c.laims and Mrs.
McBride said that is correct. Commissioner Cox seconded the moti.on. So ordered.
RE:

APPOINTMENT TO THE ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE COMMISSION

President Berries said the Board of Commissioners need to make an appointment to the
Alcoholic Beverage Board, that.Mr. Bert Reed is presently serving on this board and
his term expires on April 30, 1984, however, he has been contacted and is willing to
be reappointed, should the Commissioners approve.
Commissioner Willner. moved Mr. Bert Reed be reappointed to the Alcoholic Beverage
·Commission Board. 'Commissioner Cox seconded the. motion .. So ordered.
RE:

CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE

A certificate of insurance was submitted for the Evansville Rescue Mission and Camp
Reveal for,a dinner on April 23, 1984, at the Auditorium.

I

A certificate of insurance was submitted for the Evansville Bar Association for a law
day banquet at the Gold Room.
A certificate of insurance was submitted for the Whirlpool Management Club for a business
meeting on April 17, 1984.
All certificates

orde~ed

received and filed.
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RE: . DISCUSSION OF OLD BUSINESS
Decision on IOSHA Report in Regards to Accident on Bender. Road:
President Borries
said the Commissioners have received correspondence from Mr. Patrick Shoulders, the
attorney who represented the county in regards to the incident and accident at the
Bender Road demolition site. Mr. Shoulders has submitted a rather lengthy document
·in which he has analysed the report submitted to him by IOSHA several weeks ago. The
opinion of Mr. Shoulders indicated that although there perhaps might be specifics
that could be discussed to some extent, or even appealed to the board. In this case
there have been no fines indicated and many positive statements made by IOSHA concerning the incident that Mr. Shoulders has indicated that, in his opinion, it would
not be a productive or positive step to appeal the IOSHA report in it•s entirety or
in any specific item, therefore he would recommend the Commissioners take no further
·
action, allowing the order to become a final order.

I

Commissioner Willner said he feels that there are numerous ones that we could appeal
however it would take lengthy time, some travel to Indianapolis and he really does
not think the end result would be worth it, therefore, he moves the Commissioners
let the allegations stand.
·
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

So ordered.

President Borries sai~d the Commissioners have contacted Mr. Wayne Fox, the County•s
Risk Consultant from The Hartford Insurance Company and he will be in town on April
17th. to meet with us.
Discussion in Regards to Precincts 4-9 and 4-10: Mrs. Helen Kuebler, County Clerk
was present once again, stating she was present last week regarding the problems they
are having in 4-9 and .4-10 and she is wondering if. a final decision has been made on
whether or not they will be separated. She said Mr. Paul Black, member of the County
Election Board suggested and did recommend that 4-9 and 4-10 polling place be divided
before the 1984 primary election, since there is another building in the area; that
being Culver School.

I

President Borries said that Mr. Black indicated to him some concerns but he is not
sure that since your correspondence had his stamp that he was originally involved in
relation to the drafting of the letter and he will not comment on that. :
Mrs. Kuebler said she drafted the letter because it came from. the Election Board
meeting and this was the recommendation made by them, therefore all three (3) signatures should go on the letter. He and Mr. Harrison both received copies of that
letter and she received nothing from either one of them telling her their names should
not have been on it. She understands the Commissioners do provide the polling places
and it is your prerogative to choose the locations, but it is also the Election Board•s
prerogative to make these recommendations. When it is so crowded, most places want to
be changed and divided so that they will have their own polling place, therefore, she
cannot understand what the problem is with dividing them.
Commissioner Cox said in regards to the letter, from the Election Board minutes, she
recalls tijere were complaints called in from this polling place that needed to be
investigated by your deputy election commissioners.
Mrs. Kuebler said they have sent people out there for the past two (2) elections,
>sometimes even in a cab •.• with a deputy commissioner, trying to keep the people out
;~; d'~~there happy and satisfy :the board and she does not think it is fair.
·
1

I

President Borries asked if these complaints are documented, that is, they have filed
their names with their complaints.
Mrs. Kuebler said they called into the election office and complained but we do not ask
them to sign an affidavit, but we have to send someone out there.
.
.~·

Commissioner Cox said she recalls also, when we had testimony concerning this, in the
primary, she believes in 1983, that anytime you have two (2) polling places in the same
area, you are going to have people from the wrong precinct going in the wrong door,
that they just aren•t sure which place they vote at, and there was testimony that when
they did this they let them walk through the polling place and that precinct committeemen were running back and forth between the two (2) polling places and this is clearly a
flagrant violation of the election laws. This was brought to the Commissioners attention
at that time and we said let us look at it and make a decision before the next election
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so now her question is .•.• was there also trouble out there in the fall election o,f
1983. that had to be investigated.
Mrs. Kuebler said yes, they had to go back out there again. They also had the problem of people visiting back and forth and giving the ballot to the wrong judge and
he dropped it in the wrong precinct box and when it was brought downtown we did
find the ballot in the wrong box. This is an illegal procedure and according to the
supreme court both boxes could have been thrown out an~ none of the ballots counted,
so she is only trying to do her job and abide by what the law says.

I

Commissioner Cox said one thing we must also consider is that this is a federal
election this year.
President Borries said he appreciates Mrs. Kuelber concern but he would like to see
some documentation that has been gathered in regards to this matter and he would like
to see it before a given election.
Mrs. Kuebler said she understands that Mr. Borries talked to Mr. Black and he is the
one that went out there in November.

President Borries said he did not discuss with him the problem Mrs. Kuebler just pointed /
out.
·
Mrs. Kuebler asked Mr. Borries why he did not want to divide these two (2} precincts and
he replied it is not that he does not want to divide it, but he believes there are many
places around the city that have as many as three (3} polling places at one (1} location.
Mrs. Kuebler said this is true but we do not like to do that if there is a public
building available and in this case there is •••• Culver School, but she believes Mr.
Borries mind is already made up and.she does not think she will be able to change it.
Mr. Charlie Johnson, precinct committeeman, said he has been out there for twenty two
(22) years, come this August,and up until a year ago, to his understanding, they have
nev.er had any problems out there~ They have moved him several times and then back to
Tepe, which is about centrally located and if there were any problems out there in the
fall, this is the first he has heard about it, and he would like to know who made the
complaints and what the complaint was.

I

Mr. Kuebler asked Mr. Johnson if he is the precinct committeeman in both 4-9 and 4-10
and he replied no, only in 4-10 ..
Mr. Johnson said when they moved him to the school before he had problems with people
not knowing where to go and he had democrat and republican friends both, that got
tired of running all over the place and went back home and did not vote.
Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Johnson if he was aware of the fact a ballot was deposited
into the wrong box and he said no he was not, that this is the first he has heard about
that and he does not know how that waul d happen because those. boxes aren't even close
together. If something like that happened, then the judges are not watching closely
enough.
·
President Borries said he would think it would be Mr. Johnson's last thought to inconvenience anyone voting in his precinct and he replied that is correct. Mr. Borries
asked Mr. Johnson if he would insist that anyone he hired for his board would. follow
~;~t}'~f.:the law and he replied he certainly would and to his knowledge they do.
.· ·
~:kN*~~~1t:f~~"

·
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·
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President Borries said he appreciates Mrs. Kueblers' concern however'ne does not
they are in agreement about these precincts being divided.

·

believe~

Commissioner Cox asked if Tepe is located in 4-10 and Dorothea-MacGregor, who was also
present, stated no, Tepe is located in her precinct, which is 4-9.
·.

Commissioner Cox said to get this on the floor, she. would move that 4-10 be moved to
Culver School.
·
·
Commissioner Willner said he is going to wait for the completed list of polling places
and he will make his decision on the entire list at that· time.
Commissioner Cox' motion died for lack of a second.

·
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CLAIMS
-

A claim was submitted for County Attorney David Miller for legal se~vices in the
amount of $927.00, with attached statement showing the tenth of the hour.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved. Commissioner Cox seconded the
motion. So ordered.

I

A claim was submitted for County Attorney David Jones for legal services in the
amount of $4,599.99, with attached statement showing the tenth of the hour.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.
RE:

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES •••• APPOINTMENTS

SHERIFF
Patrolman

$17,243.00

Eff: 4-9-84

6433 Newburgh (Temp)

Secretary

$11,298.00

Eff: 4-9-84

111 Main Street

Dep. Pros.

$13,600.00

Eff: 4-9-84

620 Second Ave.

Rink Cashier

$4.25 Hour

Eff: 3-30-84

Deputy Clerk

$412.26

Eff: 4-9-84

620 Second Avenue
209 E. Michigan St.

Rink Cashier
Rink Cashier

$4.25 Hour
$5.00 Hour

Eff: 4-6-84
Eff: 4-2-84

111 Main Street

Deputy Pros.

$12,000.00

Eff: 4-6-84

Secretary
Secretary

$11,298.00
$5.00 Hour

Eff: 4-6-84
Eff: 4.-6-84

Gilbert D. Humphrey
PROSECUTOR IV-D PROGRAM
Nancy Bowers
PROSECUTOR
Richard D'Amour
BURDETIE PARK
Cynthia Scott

I

CLERK OF CIRCUIT AND SUPERIOR COURT
Isabelle Lutterbach 2911 Mesker Park
RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES •.•. RELEASES

BURDETTE PARK
Cynthia Scott
Maria Sanders
PROSECUTOR
Richard D'Amour

PROSECUTOR IV-D PROGRAM
Lesa Conkling (L/A) 317 Shroeder
Nancy Bowers
6433 Newburgh
SHERIFF
bert D. Humphrey

'c'!:~~C'o'"-fii 1

I

,, Pro. Patrolman

-,t~,

$16,243.00

•,;_.:

' · Eff: 4-9-84

CLERK OF CIRCUIT AND SUPERIOR COURTS
Darlene Maveety (L/A) 904 t. Olmstead

Deputy Clerk

$412.26

Eff: 4-9-84

There being no further business, President Berries declared the meeting recessed at
4:25 p.m.
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COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard "Rick Borries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Alice McBride

David Jones
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I

Janice Decker

I

I

..:J,/1.
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
APRIL 16, 1984
The meeting of the County Commissioners was held on April 16, 1984, .at 7:30 p.m. in
the Commissioners Hearing Room with President Borries presiding.
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as engrossed by the County Auditor
and the reading of same dispensed with.

I

RE:

CONTRACT AWARDED FOR TWO (2) DUMP TRUCKS FOR COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

On April 2, 1984, there were seven (7) bids received on two {2) dump trucks needed by
the County Highway Department. City/County Purchasing Director, Tom Dorsey was present
tonight, along with Mr. Bill Bethel, Highway Supervisor, to give .their recommendations
on the awarding of such bid.'
Mr. Be the 1 reported the 1ow bid came from Kenny Kent Chevro 1et Co. , Inc. , in the amount
of $36,238.00 for two (2) units and they did meet the specifications.
Commissioner Cox asked what year these vehicles are and Mr. Bethel replied 1984 models.
Commissioner Cox asked what kind of bed would this be and Mr. Bethel replied the gallion
dump bed.

/
~

Commissioner Willner said he believes Mr. Bethel needs a letter of transfer of funds
for these trucks and Mr. Bethel said he will be needing to transfer funds from account
201-2210 into account 201-3425.
Commissioner Willner moved the contract for two {2) dump trucks be awarded to Kenny
Kent Chevrolet Co. Inc., in the amount of $36,238.00, subject to the County Council
approving the transfer of funds into the account stated by Mr. Bethel.
Commissioner Cox asked if there is a trade-in on these trucks and what about the
warranty and we must also add these trucks on our insurance coverage.

I

Mr. Bethel said there is a warranty on the trucks and no, he is not trading anything in
on them and he will get the serial numbers to the insurance company, however, it will be
six {6) to eight {8) weeks before they are delivered.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. which carried with three (3) affirmative votes.
Commissioner Willner told Mr. Bethel to poll the County Council members and if he gets
a favorable response from them, go ahead and order the trucks.
Mr. Bethel said he has already done so and they are .in favor of it.
RE:

REZONING PETITION VC-4-84 •..• FIRST READING

Petitioner: Paul J. Bitz ..• 2509 Washington Avenue, Evansville, Indiana
Owner of Record: Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lavelle, etal ... 10248 Eastgate Dr. Mt. Vernon, In.
Premises affected are on the north side of Highway 62, a distance of 600 feet north of
the corner formed by the intersection of Highway 62 and Boehne Camp Road. The commonly
known address is 200 S. Boehne Camp Road and the above described real estate is lQCated
in the Zone District designated as A and the requested change is to R-4. Present existing
land use is vacant and the proposed land use is apartment complex - 125 units.
~'{'-.

-~~.,.

.' . .

~

.' ;t; :

+~~if<L,There was no one present to speak for. or against the petition.

I

~.

,,_,~,~t· .

Commissioner Willner moved rezoning petition VC-4-84 be approved on first reading and
referred to the Area Plan Commission. Comn1issioner Cox seconded the motion which carried
with three.(3) affirmative votes.
RE:

REZONING PETITION VC-5-84 ••• FIRST READING

.Petitioner: Martin and Bayley, Inc. P.O. Box 385 Carmi, Illinois
Owner of Record: Alfred and Julia Euler .... 6401 Division St. Evansville, Indiana
The commonly known address is 6401 Division St. and the above described real estate is
located in the Zone Di.strict designated as R-1. The requested change is to C-2. Present
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existing land use is single family residence, and the proposed land use is convenience
store with gas pumps.
President Borries said we have a law suit and potential settlement pending on a portion
of the Euler property, therefore we will defer discussion on this petition until out
county attorney arrives, so that we may obtain some legal advice from him, before any
action is taken.
RE:

REZONING PETITION VC-1-84 ••. THIRD READING

Petitioner: Erwin and Ilene Deig •.. 4024 Rose Avenue, Evansville, Indiana
OWner of Record: Same

I

President Borries said the Commissioners received today the following letter from the
Law Offices of Lopp, Lopp and Grampp, asking for a continuance on the rezoning request.
Re: Rezoning of P1r. and Mrs. Deig

April 16, 1984

Dear Mr. Borries
Please be advised that I am the counsel for the above referenced petitioners
who are seeking to have a certain parcel of real estate rezoned from agricultural
to C-2. After conferring with my clients it is our desire to have this action vacated
from the agenda for April 16, 1984 and rescheduled to a later date within the next
thirty to sixty days.
Your cooperation in this regard is greatly appreciated.
Very truly yours,
Glenn A. Grampp
**********
Commissioner Cox moved VC-1-84 be continued for sixty (60) days. Commissioner Willner
seconded the motion, which carried with three (3) affirmative votes.
RE:

I

REZONING PETITION .•.. VC-2-84~ .• THIRD READING

Petitioner: Michael G. and Linda Carr ••. 3125 Old Henderson Road, Evansville, Indiana
OWner of Record: Same

j

Premises effected are the west side of Old Henderson Road, a distance of 350-400 feet
north of the corner formed by the intersection of Old Henderson Road and Nurrenbern
Road. The commonly known address is 3125 South Old Henderson Road. The above described
real estate is located in the Zone District designated as residential and the requested
change is to C-4. Present existing land use is residential and the proposed land use is
for a boat repair, retail sales and residential.
·
Attorney John Wissner was present to represent the petitioners and stated as shown in
the petition.they are talking about property presently zoned R-1, at 3125 Old Henderson
Road and they are asking this be rezoned to C-4. Mr. and Mrs. Carr are previously
occupying the home at this same address and they are proposing to operate the business
in the garage, which will be for boat repair and retail sales and they will continue to
reside there, that it will be a family type business. There is residential zonings on
"!}gj~':all sides of this location, but separating them from the residential behind them is the
'c~~;'Seaboard Systems Railroad.
To the south of them is C-4, which is the Hybrid. Inn and
across tbe road is property presently used for farm land. The two (2} residences on
either side of the Carr's have been contacted and notified and have no objections to
this rezoning.
'

Commissioner Cox asked what will be the width of the driveway, off of Old Henderson Road
and Mr. Wissner said it is presently 24' and it will stay that same width.
Commissioner Cox said concerning storage, there will no outside storage and if there
should be, opaque fencing should be provided.
Mr. Wissner said the only storage would be boats that are sitting there waiting to be
picked-up or waiting for a part that had to be ordered before it could be repaired and
that would be fenced, for everyone's protection.

I
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President Berries called for any remonstrators.
for a. motion.
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There being none he opened the floor

Commissioner Willner moved rezoning petition VC-2-84 be approved on 'third and final
reading. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered with three (3) affirmative
votes.

I

RE:

REZONING PETITION ..• VC-3-84 •.. THIRD READING

Petitioner: William E. Hamsley .•.. 9011 Whetstone Road, Evansville, Indiana
Owner of Record: Evansville-Vanderburgh School Corporation ..• ! S.E. Ninth Street,
Evansville, Indiana
Premises affected are the intersection of Burkhardt Road and Old Boonville Highway.
The commonly known address is 2750 North Burkhardt Road. The above described real
estate is located in the Zone District designated as agricultural and the requested
change is to County M-2. The present existing land use is a former school building and
surrounding property and the proposed land use is office, warehouse and fenced equipment
storage area for a construction company.

I

Mr. Ted Ziemer, attorney at law, was present to represent the petitioner and stated this
.involves approximately four and one half (4J2) acres of real estate on the southwest
corner of the intersection of Burkhardt Road and Old Boonville Highway. This is the
location of the old Burkhardt School, which is still located on the premises and if
this petition is approved it is the intent of Mr. Hamsley to lease this property to
P&H Construction Company for use as an office, warehouse and fenced equipment storage
area for the operation of the construction company. It is interesting to know that if
this is approved that it will be the first time in approximately sixty (60) years that
it will be on the tax roll. The present location of P&H Construction Company is being
taken by the improvement of Division Street. In looking at the location map which was
filed with the petition you will see that the west side of Burkhardt Road has been almost uniformally developed either M-1, M-2 or M-3. A site plan was also filed with the
petition, showing the development of the four and one half acres, and their intent to
add an addition·to the west end of the existing school house building and they will
have in excess of thirty two (32) parking places, which is more than the minimum parking
requirements for the operation being proposed. There is an existing septic tank system
which will be enlarged and there is adequate drainage and traffic control in the area.
He said there were no remonstrators present at the APC meeting and he does not believe
there are any present tonight, that no one has contqcted his office stating any opposition to the rezoning and the rezoning received the unanimous approval of the Area Plan
Commission.
Commissioner Willner asked how many persons are we talking about for the office force
and Mr. Ziemer replied like a maximum of twelve (12) and two (2) or three (3) working
in the warehouse area. As with most construction operations, a great majority of their
employees are off-site, at various construction locations.
President Berries said the EUTS report states the following. "With proper access design
the proposed use will not adversely impact traffic flow. Although the site plan indicates one-way flow through the parking lot, EUTS recommends both cuts be designed to
accommodate two-way traffic. Recommend minumum driveway width of 30
If sem-trucks
will be used on-site, adequate entrance and exit radii should be constructed to prevent
destruction of the pavement edges and shoulders."
1

I

•

, Mr. Ziemer said they are willing to comply with the recommendations of EUTS, that at the· .
·'··'"*''·time this was prepared it was thought it would really be less traffic congesti.on by·one ... ·
way, but they are certainly willing for traffic to move both ways, that it will be more
convenient for the operation.
·
Commissioner Cox 9sked if there are any problems with ~he 30 driveway width and Mr.
Ziemer replied none. She asked if there will be any semi-trucks using this and Mr.
Ziemer said he believes not in the normal course of operation.
1

There being not further questions of Mr. Ziemer, President Berries asked if there were
any remonstrators present •...• there were none.
Commissioner Willner moved rezoning petition VC-3-84 be approved on third and final
reading, with the stipulation the driveway entrance and exit must be thirty (30) feet.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion which carried with three (3) affirmative votes.
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OPENING OF BIDS FOR PIPES FOR COUNTY SURVEYOR

Commissioner Willner moved the county attorney proceed with the opening of bids for
pipes for the County Surveyor's office. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So
ordered.
RE:

SPECIAL USE 22-84-APC .•. FIRST READING

Applicant:

Joseph and Daniel Whitehead

President Borries said the present zoning is Agricultural and this would be for
Special Use #8, for a two hundred, forty five {245) lot, mobile home court, located
at 1820 Wimberg Road.

I

There was no one present to speak for or against the petition.
Commissioner Willner moved Special Use 22-84-APC be approved on first reading and
referred to the Area Plan Commission. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion which
carried unanimously in the affirmative.
RE: SPECIAL USE 18-84-APC ...• TlitRD READING
Applicant: William A. Gowin
President Borries said this is presently zoned M-2 and the present use of the property
is. vacant land and the proposed use is for a mobile home (future warehouse). The
Area Plan Commission staff field report states the petitioner is requesting a special
use #26 for a mobile office no.t for living or sleeping quarters, for this property that
is located in an industrial subdivision. Trailer is to be used as office on this
vacant.piece of property and a time limit could be imposed.
President Borries said this special.use permit was approved by the Area Plan Commission,
with a two (2) year time limit on it.

I

Commissioner Cox said what they are wanting to do is put a mobile home on the premises,
to use as an office, until their warehouse is constructed, which will have office space
in it. This is alreadY zoned M-2 so she would see no problems with it.
Ms.Mickie Hatfull was present and stated she works for. Mr. Gowin at 5300 Agri Court,
which is out in the coal mine area.
Commissj·oner Cox said as Mr. Borries pointed out, this will not be used for living or
sleeping quarters for any person and Ms'.· Hatfull replied at this point ••• no.
Commissioner Cox said is the proposed warehouse going to have office space inside it
and Ms. Hatfull replied yes it will, and it has been approved by the state.
Commissioner Willner asked the purpose of this and Ms. Hatfull said they want to construct a warehouse at 5300 Agri Court and at this point and time it is vacant. While
they are constructing this building they need office space to continue to conduct thejr
business, therefore they are asking permission to put this mobile home on the site.
Commissioner Willner asked if Agri-Steel is in the business of selling building products
and Ms. Hatfull replied no, they wholesale grain bins and grain handling equipment. The
. name of the company is Agri-Steel Enterprises, Inc. and when they became a subdivision
::::&rF;out there, they were given the address of Agri Court.
·
'
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President Borries asked for any remonstrators •••. there were none.
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Commissioner Willner moved Special Use Permit #18-84-APC be approved on third and final
reading, with a two (2) year time limit. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion which
carried unanimously in the affirmative. '
RE:

CONTINUED DISCUSSION OF REZONING PETITION VC-5-84

County Attorney Miller said with respect to the rezoning on the Euler property, we have
what he considers a final, but unsigned agreement with the Euler's. Mr. Gene Johnson,
the Euler'$ attorney was present during the Commissioners meeting two {2) weeks ago and
Mr. Johnson was to prepare an agreement of· release and settlement and submit to the
Commissioners for approval and then to the Euler's for their signatures.

I
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Commissioner Cox informed Mr. Miller that Mr. Johnson appeared before the Commissioners
again on April 9th, with the agreement and the Board did sign the release and settlement
after we made a written change in the dollar amount and he was to t~ke it to the Euler's.

I

Mr. Miller said he would think it would be in the interest of the county and to all
other persons involved that this rezoning be taken under advisement until the agreement has been signed by all parties involved, because obviously if you change the
zoning, you change the circumstances of the real estate and therefore the potential
value of the real estate as viewed by an appraiser, therefore he would recommend the
Commissioners defer this first reading until May.
·
Commissioner Willner moved rezoning petition VC-5-84 be deferred on first reading, until
the third Monday in May. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

BIDS ON PIPES FOR SURVEYOR'S OFFICE

Mr. Miller said there was only one (1) bid recieved for the pipes for the Surveyor's
office and it was in order and reads as follows:
M&W Concrete Pipe and

Suppl~,

12 Circular Aluminum
36
24
18
48
60
11

Inc., Evansville, Indiana
14 gauge
10.17 1
29.65 1
19.90'
15.05'

11

II

II

11

II

II

11

II

II

11

II

II

45~oo•

11

II

II

56.05 1
10 gauge
81.85'
63.85 1

48 X 60" Eliptical Aluminum
36 X 48
12 X 18
11

,I

11

11

II

II

11

11

II

II

.

Above prices firm thru April 15, 1985.
aluminum box culverts are attached.

,... •··

16 gauge
8.24'
27.28'1
16.14 1
12.18
35.83 1
44.90 1
12 gauge
50.55 1

16 gauge
11.35 1

Price lists for aluminum structural plate and

**********
Mr ..Miller said two (2) types of eliptical aluminum, upon which bids were requested,
for 16 gauge pipe, have not been bid at 16 gauge. Both 48 X 60 eliptical aluminum
and 36" X 48 eliptical aluminum were specified at 16 gauge and were not bid by this
firm. Other. than that the bid is in fine form and there is no reason not to refer it
to someone to look it over more closely.
11

11

11

Commissioner Willner moved the bid be referred to the Purchasing Department and the
County Surveyor's office for their review and recommendations next week. Commissioner
Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
''
RE:

BILL BETHEL ..•. COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

Weekly Absentee Report: . Mr.· Bethel submitted the weekly absentee report for the
employees at the county garage for the period of April 9 thru 13,· 1984 ..•• report .received and filed.
D.'.':Weekly Work Report: MrABethel submitted the weekly work report of the employees at
county garage for the period of April 9 thru 13, 1984 •.• received and filed .....,~..·.·~"':lit.~.

'~'lf:"'~'the

I

Attached to the weekly work repbrt was the following work schedule for the same period
of time.
Grader:

Schmuck, West Haven, Martin Station Road, Old Princeton Road and Newman Rd.

Patch:

Schraeder Road, Smith Diamond, Mels Drive, Holly Hill, Duesner Road,
Nurrenbern Road, Bayou Creek, LaDonna Court, Little Schaefer Road, Evergreen Acres, Happel Drive, Baseline, Whetstone, Barton Lane, Old Lower
Mt. Vernon, St. Wendel, Fischer Road, West Haven Drive, Mt. Pleasant,
Heinlein Drive, Happe Road, Harmony Way, Kansas Road, Brukhardt, St. Joe Rd.

Trash:

Peerless, Old Green River Road
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Tree Crew:

Nurrenbern Road, St. Joe Road off of Hwy· #460 and Cemetery Road.

Grade.r:

Swope, Moffet, Lynn Road, Acre Drive, Nuebling, Oak Grove Road, Big
Schaefer, Schissler Road, Heinlein Road, Mt. Pleasant, Baumgart and Old
Green River Road.
Run Barricades

Rocked:

Young Road, Huebner Lane, Hornby, County Line East, Lynn Road, Schroeder,
Oak Grive Road, Big Schaefer, Acre Drive, Moffet Lane and Swope Lane.

I

**********
Commissioner Cox said Mr. Winiger is present today in regards to the old Union Township
School Building and what is going on out there, that we are routinely receiving complaints on this. She does not know if there is anything that Mr. Bethel can do out
there or not, that is, if th~re is any trash or debris along our right-of-way, that we
could pick-up and if there is then she would like for our trash crew to do so.
Mr. Bethel said the trash out there is on the inside of the fence .•• and there is plenty
of it out there.
Mr. Winegar came forth at this time and stated he is a resident on Roth road and he
owns property withing 300 yds of where the school is located and his intentions are to
build a home there, but there is no way he would ever build one out there as long as
the mess is at the old school building. There are nine (9) cattle out there that are
starving to death, that they have eaten off half of the trees, which are pine trees and
a cow would have to be starving before they would eat pine trees. The o-nly water they
get is when it rains, that there are a couple of holes out there that hold rain water
as it drains from the property and that is all the drinking water they have. About
three (3) weeks ago Mr. Biggerstaff threw· ;two (2) bails of hay out there~ •• for nine (9)
cows and every three (3) or four (4) days they will get twenty (20) or thirty (30) loaves
of bread thrown to them. There is no shelter for the cows and they nearly froze to
death this past winter. Without seeing it, it is hard to explain the condition out therel
He counted fourteen (14) dogs out there, goats, chickens, sheep and all of this is on
seven (7) acres. Last year they obtained a lawyer and took photographs nf the site, inside and out. In the gym there are at least two (2) semi-truck loads of.,iempty champayne
bottles. Another room had a11 of the off-falls from a handle factory tha.t he could get
into it, from a hickory handle factory in Mt. Vernon. Another room was t'till of roofing
from GAF and was stacked to the ceiling. Another room where the hogs went into, he
would say the manure was three (3) feet deep and he hasn't hauled any of it out since
the pictures were taken. He could go on and on in regards to the condition of the
premises·, but one would have to go out and.see it before they could understand.what he
·
is saying. It continues to worsen everyday. and something is just going to have to be
done and he doesn't know who to go to to get it done. They went to the EPA and was told
there was nothing they could do about it. They spent $360.00 in attorney fees and didn't
get one single thing done. Today he put out the word he was going to sell the property
to a person who intends to put a junk yard out there. The Area Plan Commission told him
to start cleaning it up or they were going to fine him, but he hasn't done one thing to
it, in fact, he keeps hauling in everyday. He pulled about a $5,000.00 boat on the
premises about three (3) years ago and it is just sitting out there in the middle of the
hog pen •••. probably full of water.
Last year Mr. Biggerstaff was going to Con-agri elevator and getting the rotten grain out
of the pit and since they all sell to them they told Con-agri if they/didn't quit letting
him have it that they were going to all quit selling their grain to them, so that stopped
·\:~?~'that, but now he is getting it from a firm in Mt. Vernon and there isn't anything they can
.:·k~,~1· say to them because no one se 11 s to them.
Commissioner Willner said he spoke with Mr. Winiger before the meeting and he does
realize this is not the first complaint, that there have been many and he knows the
people feel like government has let them down. He personally does not think this is in
the Commissioners hands, however, he really feels like we should do something about it,
therefore he would like to get the Building Commissioner, the State and Local Board of
Health, Area Plan, Humane Society and the EPA altogether, at one time, and make an
inspection of the site and the building and get everyone's input and see if there isn't
something we can do about it.
·Mr. Miller suggested the Prosecutor also be asked to view the site with the other
agencies.
Mr. Wineger said he believes it would take a court order to have all these agencies out
there because ~hey have tried it and it just doesn't work.

I

•
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Commissioner Willner said perhaps the Board of Commissioners would have a little more
weight to carry in requesting all the agencies participate and cooperate.
Commissioner Cox said she understands this is zoned agricultural, but Mr. Biggerstaff
is breaking a lot of rules and regulations.
Mr. Wintger said he certainly is polluting the surface water and everyone out there
have water wells.
It was decided the Commissioners would send out communication to the various agencies
mentioned by Mr. Willner and that a meeting would be planned for April 24th. at Mr.
Wineger•s home, at 3:00 p.m.
·
Mr. Miller said that Mr. Biggerstaff also needs to be contacted and inform him they
will be there.
RE:

ANDY EASLEY ..•• COUNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER

Claims: Mr. Easley said he has two (2) claims that he has approved for payment in
regards to services rendered on Burkhardt Road. One (1) is from Citizens Realty and
Insurance for the purchase of right-of-way, in the amount of $6,000.00, for twenty
four (24) parcels and thei~ price per parcel was $250.00
The second claim was for Morley and Associates, Inc. for $2,823.05, and is the total of
balance due for Mr. Morley's services on the engineering design.
Mr. Easley said he has a document that should have been attached to the last claim that
Mr. Morley submitted, therefore, he will give it to Ms. Meeks at this time, for her
files. It is an explanation and a summary of work done on the previous twenty six
(26) parcels.
Letter From Warrick County Surveyor on Pigeon Creek Log Jam: Mr. Easley submitted the
following letter from Mr. Feldbusch, Surveyor of Warrick County, dated April 11, 1984.
Re:

Pigeon Creek

Gentlemen:
Prices have been obtained for removing the three (3) log jams in Pigeon Creek,
in Vanderburgh County. Quentin Stahl, Inc., has quoted a price of $4,500.00 for said
removal.
Therefore, it is my recommendation that Quentin Stahl be selected and that Vanderburgh County proceed with awarding this. contract~
Thank you for your cooperation and assistance to create good drainage in Vanderburgh and Warrick Counties.
Sincerely,
Michael Feldbusch, L.S.
Surveyor, Warrick County
**********
;

D

Mr. Easley asked what the limit to allowing a contract is, wit~out going through the
, :'':advertising procedure and Mr. Miller said he believes for service contracts, it is
.·,~;~:f'$5,000.00. Jlli!*Mr. 'Feldbusch s·ee·ms to tfiink'this .is .. a very fine-price .to have this work
done by Stahl.
Commissioner Cox said she would like to see this cleaned out as soon as possible but
have we been informed if the agreements to enter have been approved.
Mr. Easley said that Mr. Feldbusch informed him they do have all of those agreements,
however, he personally has not seen them.
There has been $5,000.00 set aside in the Commissioners budget, account 130-425 •• Pigeon
Creek Log Jam, to have this work done.
Commissioner Willner asked if we would award the contract or would Warrick County and
President Borries said he would think we would for the portion located in Vanderburgh
County.
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Mr. Easley said the Vanderburgh County Commissioners would have to sign the contract.
Commissioner Willner asked if we have a contract and Mr. Easley said he has not seen it,
however, he will get one if the Commissioners so desire and agree on the price of
$4,500.00.

I

Commissioner Willner moved that Quenten Stahl be awarded the job of the removal of the
three (3) log jams in Pigeon creek, subject to seeing the terms of the contract with
our county attorney's approval on it. Corrnnissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
Discussion of Preparation of Claims in Regards to Burkhardt Right-of-Ways: Mr. Easley
said in regards to the preparation of the blue claims as it pertains to the right-of-way
purchases for Burkhardt Road, who is to physically prepare the claims and who is to sign
them.
Mr. Miller said he would think they should come from the Surveyor's office.
Mr. Easley said he would have thought when Kenny Hansen purchased the property for the
county, he would have had the claim prepared and have the property owner sign it at
that time. Quite frankly he does not feel he should have to go out to these twenty
four (24) people and get their signatures, that he believes Citizens Realty should do
that service.
Commissioner Cox asked if we have to have a blue claim for each and every one of these
or will a copy of the accepted agreement suffice.
Mr. Easley said perhpas we could waive the claim since we have the property owners
signatures on all the other documents and also the claim he submitted earlier in. his
presentation for Citizens, in the amount of $6,000.00, he would recommend we defer
this until next week.
President Berries said he would think everyone should sign a blue claim i·n order. for
them to get their money.

I

Ms. Decker said she would check with Mrs. McBride and see· if a blue claim signed by
each property owner is necessary.
Brookshire Estates: President Berries said he has received several calls concerning
the county accepting some roads in Brookshire Estates and he would like for Mr. Easley
to go out and check the matter out and make a recommendation to the Commissioners at a
later date.
Approval of Claim: Commissioner Willner moved the claim for Morley and Associates,
in the amount of $2,823.05 be approved. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So
ordered.
RE:

COUNTY SURVEYOR .... BOB BRENNER

There was no one present from the Surveyor's office, however, submitted was the weekly
bridge and guardrail report 9f the bridge crew for the periOd of April 9. thru 13, 1984.
Report received and filed.
Discussion of Crawford Brandies Legal Drain: President Berries said he has had conversa.· tions with Mr. Guillaum, of the Surveyor's office in regards to establishing a date, if
we choose to do so, on a public hearing on the Crawford Brandies Ditch, which the Surveyor's office has also been receiving calls on. We have discussed the~matter of reconstruction to this ditch or possible piping of it and we have had questions regarding
matter of who will be effected in this legal drain area. He has also talked to attorney
Miller on this matter and in his opinion the Surveyor's office would have that information, that~is, who would be effected.

thel

Commissioner Cox she believes the point they were trying to make is that their ditch
assessment, what they use, is the overall property owners that contribute water to the
water shed, in contrast to those abutting property owners and he was rather concerned if
they could could, with the information they have, limit it to just a certain group, rather than the entire water shed.
Mr. Miller said he thinks it should not be limited, that it should include the entire
water shed.
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Commissioner Willner said as he understands it the ditch itself is not the problem,
but they do want a certain portion of it tiled, which would effect approximately six
(6) property owners. We would have to show where it benefits the entire water shed
in order to assess the entire water shed for it. He believes the legal question was
should only these six (6) pay for it or should the entire water shed property owners
pay for it.
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Mr. Miller said he misunderstood,
He said he knows how the city did
pipe and the city contributed the
interest of public health, but it
were legal drains also.

that he thought we were talking about cleaning it.
it, that the abutting property owners paid for the
labor, in cases where the city has deemed it in the
was the abutting property owners only, and these

President Berries said because of the nature of the property and because of the way
the drains are set up, there are more then the immediate property owners effected in
this area, that it is a very flat terrain. Nearby residents say the creek is never dry
and it brings mosquitos. He understands sometimes the water backs up and stands in the
Carrolton Court area.
/

President Berries said perhaps this could be delayed for one (1) week and we can discuss ,,
it further with the Surveyor's office and be able to make a better decision.
Commissioner Willner said he would also like for the county attorney to check out the
legal aspect of the matter for us •• who buys the pipe, who installs it and who pays for it.
RE:

ORDINANCE TO AMEND SECTION OF CODE RELATING TO MEDICAL OR MATERNITY LEAVE

President Berries said the Board has before it tonight a small amendment to the Code,
as it pertains to the County Personnel Policy, in regards to medical or maternity leave.
The amendment states the county would continue to pay its portion of any premium
attributable to the employee during the first 6 weeks of such leave. Thereafter the
full premium shall be paid by the employee
Mr. Berries said so the change would be in regards to the first 6 weeks of the leave,
that it used to be first 6 months.
11

11
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•

Commissioner Cox said she believes this has major implications, that she does not see
how we can separate a medical leave for pregnancy from a medical leave for any other
illness. So now we are saying from henceforth, no leave of absence for medical reasons
that the county will not pay for anymore than six weeks for anyone.
The Commissioners briefly discussed the possible problems with this amendment and what
is considered an elective and a non-elective leave and there were many unanawered questions.
Commissioner Willner said we have the original personnel policy, one amendment to that
orginal and now we have another one before us and he would like to see all of this
on one (1) document, to be tabbed Amended Personnel Policy and then perhaps it would
be clearer to us what will be expected of us and of the employees. He would like to
see only one (1) instrument and then we could read it in one (1) context, perhaps in
the next week or so.
Mr. Miller said that can be done and he will get it back to the Board as soon as _
possible.
·
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President Berries read aloud the following letter from the Civil Defense, dated
April 13, 1984 and directed to the Board of County Commissioners.
Recent events in the Carolinas highlighted just how vulnerable a community is
without an adequate warning system. Vanderburgh County does nat· have an adequate
alert system.
I would like to invite you to participate as a member of a newly formed Prepare
Evansville" Committee whose purpose is to develop support for a county wide siren warning
system. The first meeting will be held on Monday, April 30, 1984, at 10:00 a.m. in the
Board Room of the Evansville-Vanderburgh School Corporation, 1 S.E. Ninth Street.
11
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Letter Continued:

I·

I

At that time you will receive professional input,' cost projections and feasibility. plans. Obviously this project needs broad based community support and as a
community leader your input will be very valuable~
Sincerely,
Fred Herrmann, Cirector/Coordinator
Bettye Lou Jerrel, Committee Member
William Brooks, Committee Member
**********
Letter received and filed, with a note being made as to the date of the meeting, if any
one wanted to attend it.
RE:

I

LEITER FROM PRIVATE IN.DUSTRY COUNCIL ON APPOINTMENT OF ROD PENFIELD

President Borries read aloud the following letter from PIC (Private Industry Council),
dated April 4, 1984 and directed to the Board of County Commissioners.
Mr. Gilbert Betulius has been removed from the Private Industry Council of Southwest Indiana for non-attendance as required by the Service Delivery Area Agreement between elected officials and the PIC (see attached letter). The Vanderburgh County
Commissioners are allowed to select two (2) business representatives from nominations
supplied by the Chamber of Commerce to serve on the PIC. Your initial selections were
Jack Buttrum and Gilbert Betuliu. Thus, the departure of Mr. Betulius leaves an open.;
ing. This requires new nominations from the Chamber (also attached).
The preferenceof the Chamber of Commerce, after discussion with Norm Wagner, is
to have Rod Penfield, Director of Industrial Relations at SIGECO, appointed to the
PIC. Mayor Vandeveer also concurs with that choice. Rod has also been involved in
the Freedom Festival, Red Cross and various trade associations. Prior to SIGECO, he
was Personnel Manager at Arkla. The additional nominations shown in the Chamber•s
letter was supplied to meet the requirement of the law that more than one name must
be presented to the elected officials.
If the selection of Mr. Penfield is acceptable· to you, please sign the attached
letter and return it.to me. If it is not acceptab~, please let me know and we can
discuss how to proceed.with··the· Mayor and Jim·. Dittoe.
Thanks for your help.

,.. .....
__

I

Sincerly,
Roy L. Vanderford,
Executive Director
**********

Commissioner Cox asked if Rod Penfield is related to Ann Penfield, who is an employee
at PIC and President Borries said he does not know if there is any relation, or not.
The appointment was deferred until Ms. Meeks could check and see if there is any relationship between Ann PenfieJd and Rod Penfield.
RE:

REQUEST FROM BUILDING AUTHORITY FOR LOAN OF STROAGE CABINETS

.

. President Borries read aloud the following letter, dated April 12, 1984 and direct,ed to
~~-=J;:~ ~ames <7:'~nde~schmi dt, Ex~~~tive ~ssi stant ,;,~,~.,.~~~:r'~Co~nty Commi ssio~e~;.,~, .. ,~.i;~~·t~~~~~Ji~~';~,:·'·~:,;,i"{j'~;tf:~>;#:c&:'
.
We understand you have some steel addressograph plate storage ca6inets.
.
We are in need of four (4) of these for our maintenance department in room 32
of the Administration Building basement.
If you would be kind enough to loan us four (4) of these, we will take good
care of them until you recall them.
Sincerely,
C.G. Ruston
Genera 1 Manager
**********

I
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Mr. Lindenschmidt said these are the filing cabinets that were previously in the
County Auditor's office and they are no 1anger needed in there since the computer
system is in there.
Commissioner Willner moved the request be granted.

I

Commissioner Cox said she finds this request unbelievable, that they charge us for every
little hole they cut in the floor, so why don't they bid on them in one of our auctions
and buy them from us.
Mr. Lindenschmidt said they did offer to buy these cabinets from us at a reasonable fee,
however, Mr. Ruston has been reasonable to him and has let him have a ·lot of things, at
no char~e to the county.
Commissioner Cox said that is good to know .•• she seconded the motion for approval.
ordered.
RE:

So

REQUEST FROM SEABOARD SYSTEMS RAILROAD TO CLOSE ST. GEORGE ROAD

Received was the following request to close St. George Road, from the Seaboard System
Railroad, dated April 16, 1984.
Gentlemen:
The-Seaboard System Railroad would like permission to close St. George Road at
railroad track to rework crossing.
This work will take from April 23, 1984 until May 2, 1984, if weather permits.

I

Yours truly,
R.J. Boles
Division Engineer
**********
Preside.nt Berries said this crossing has four {4) tracks and they will work them all
at one time.
Commissioner Willner moved the request be granted.
motion. So ordered.
RE:

Commissioner Cox seconded the

VOTING PLACES FOR MAY 8, 1984 PRIMARY ELECTION TO BE APPROVED

President Berries said.we have before us tonight the voting
election, to be held May 8th. He said there have been some
the locations and he will try to point out those changes at
previously ·voted out of their precinct at McGary School and
Caze School ••. 2013 South Green River Road.

places for the 1984 primary
revisions made in some of
this time. He said 1-4 ·
they will now be voting at

Commissioner Willner asked about 1-7 ••• 1s that the only place that could be found to
vote that precinct and President Berries replied yes, there was no other alternatives.
1-7 will be at Rickey Cassity Residence, 2401 E. Riverside.
President Berries said there were no changes in the second or third wards.
'.-;

I

>'

'

'

I

',

•

·''""~~'President .Berries said concerning the; 'fourth ward, that '4-16 was previously-at . The. -if,.&:;~il:~'l:$;~~'~:·.
Meeting Place, which was destroyed by fire last year, therefore it will now be at
Culver School, 1301 Judson Street.
Commissioner Cox asked if Culver School is located in 4-16 and President Berries said
that may be the closest public building.
Commissioner Coxsaid if it is located out of the precinct~ they should designate it as
such. Also, are we leaving 4-9 and 4-10 both at Tepe Park and President Berries replied
yes.
Mrs. Meeks said in checking she finds that Culver School is in 4-16.
President Berries said there are no changes in the fifth or sixth wards, and there are
no changes in the county polling places except for K-2, which previously had been at
Plaza School and will now be at the Knight Township Volunteer Fire Department at 6336
Morgan Avenue.
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President Berries said K-4 is the new precinct in the county and they will be voting
at the Carriage House Party Room, at 5300 Carriage Drive.
·
Commissioner Willner moved the· voting places for the May 1984 primary election be
approved as submitted.
Commissioner Cox said she still believes there should be a change made in 4-9 and
4-10, both located at Tepe Park and she would like to know if Mr. Berries has had
any further input in the matter and he replied no and he does not think they will be
able to come to any agreement on that and he does not think, at this point, that it ·
would be advantageous, and 4-16 has been changed to Culver School also.

I

Commissioner Cox said there is plenty of room in Culver School to have two (2) voting
places if we so desired.
President Berries asked Mrs; Cox if she cared to second the motion and she replied
no.
President Berries seconded the motion, which carried with two (2) affirmative votes,
those being President Berries' and Commissioner Willners'. Commissioner Cox voted no.

RE:

·

HOLIDAY CLOSING

President Berries stated all county offices will be closed April 20th, which is Good
Friday.
RE:

CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE

A certificate of insurance was submitted for Marble Construction, Inc, for cable TV
installation- Wells Mobile Manor, Vanderburgh County, Indiana •.••. recieved and filed.
RE: LETTER AND END OF THE MONTH SURVEY FROM ALEXANDER AMBULANCE SERVICE
Recieved and filed was the end of the month survey for the month of March, 1984, with
the following letter attached, dated Apri.l 9;1984. and directed to the Board of County
Commissioners.

I

Enclosed find a copy of our statistical summary for March, 1984. As I had
explained in my note attached to our quarterly claim, .this month was not yet ~ompleted
at the time I submitted the claim.
I hope that these statistics provide you with the information that you wanted.
I can be of any further assistance.

I

If

Sincerely,
Thomas A. Vachet, Director
ALEXANDER AMBULANCE SERVICE, INC.
**********
RE:

CLAIMS

A claim was submitted for Skinner &Broadbent for a refund on permit #6674V, duplicate
permit, in the amount of $40.00 .. Claim was signed by Mr. William Zimmerman. '<,·r
:1::~~~~-~~·H
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Cox said it seems to her that we have approved a large amount of refunds
on permits recently and she is wondering how these happen. that she can see someone
taking out a permit and then changing their mind and not using it and getting a refund,
but these duplicate ones bother her.
'

Either President Berries nor Commissioner Willner knew why so many duplicates.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for Alexander Ambulance Service fqr the quarter ending March 31,
1984, in the amount of $44,261.03. Attached to the claim was the basis of charges, the
summary of income, county receivables as of March 31, 1984 and a breakdown of the quarterly report.

I

;
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Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for the advancement Fund Bond of 1984, to the Lake Bank Note
Company of Swayzee, Indiana. President Berries said be understands this to be in regards to the bonds that were sold for the Poor Relief in Knight and Pigeon townships
and is in the amount of $840.33.
·

I

Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

President Berries seconded the motion.

A claim was submitted for Mrs. Barbara Cunningham for travel to Indianapolis, for a
Planners Officials Conference, in the amount of $208.32. All itemized bills were
attached for clarification. Mrs. Cunningham received prior approval to attend this
conference, from the Commissioners.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.
.
RE:

President.Borries seconded the motion.

EMPLOYMENT.CHANGES .••. APPOINTMENTS
"'

CIRCUIT COURT
Karen M. Memmer
Shirley Roll

R.R.5 Martin Road
1709 S. Vann Ave.

Special Intern
Law Librarian

$3.35 Hour
$12,500.00

Eff: 4-3~84
Eff: 1-1-84

Bal. Assem.
Bal. Assem.
Deputy Clerk
Deputy Clerk

$4.05
$4.05
$4.05
$4.05

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

Law Librarian

$11,560.00

VANDERBURGH COUNTY ELECTION OFFICE
Gerald Wohlhueter
John L. Jones
Doris McGlothlin
Carol Jean Prim

I

RE:

1806 Conlin Avenue
820 South Governor
2029 E. Mulberry
805 S. Villa Drive

Hour
Hour
Hour
Hour

4-2-84
4-2-84
4-9-84
4-9-84

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES •••• RtLEASES

CIRCUIT COURT
Sh i r 1ey Ro 11

1709

s. Vann Ave.

Eff: 1-1-84

RE: SCHEDULED MEETINGS
President Borri es said tomorrow night he intends to attend the Southwest District of
the Indiana Association of Counties meeting, to be held at Septembers Restaurant, in
Petersburg, Indiana.
There being no further business, President Berries declared the/meeting recessed at
10: 15 P.M.
PRESENT:

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

COUNTY AUD !TOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard "Rick" Barrie~
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Pat Tuley (Chief
Deputy Auditor)

David Miller

Janice Decker

I

.•

.. /

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
APRIL 23, 1984
The meeting of the County Commissioners was held on April 23, 1984, at 2:30 p.m. in
the Commissioners Hearing Room with President Borries presiding.
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as engrossed by the County Auditor
and the reading of same dispensed with.
RE:

I

POOR RELIEF .•.. PHILLIP HINES .... PIGEON TOWNSHIP

Applicant: Phillip Hines, 634 E. Walnut Street, Evansville, Indiana
President Berries asked if a Mr. Phillip Hines was present today and William Locket, who
is a friend of Mr. Hines said that Mr. Hines is not present today, but he was present to
represent him.
President Berries said Mr. Locket is not allowed to represent Mr. Hines, that Mr. Hines
is the one who made application and he is the one who must appear before the Commissioners on the appeal request.
Mr. Locket said he is also appealing the Trustee's decision and President Borries said
the Board does not have an appeal request before them today for Mr. Locket and informed
him he would have to come into the Commissioners office and fill out an appeal form and
he would then be placed on the following Monday's agenda.
RE:

POOR RELIEF ••.• RONALD MORELL ..• KNIGHT TOWNSHIP

Applicant:

Ronald Morell, 1131 Henning, Evansville, Indiana 47714

Mr. Jim Ethridge, attorney with the Legal Aid Society, was present, as was Ronald Morell
and Mr. Ethridge said he would like to speak, regarding .the denial for assistance to Mr •.
Morell, by the Knight Township Trustee's office. His client, Mr. Morell, went to the
Knight Township Trustee's office and requested assistance with an overdue utility bill
and he was denied assistance because the utilities are ifi his wife's name instead of his
and the bill must be in the name of the hea-d of household. He understands that it is the
Knight Tvwnship's policy that men are always the head of household.

1

Mrs. Emarie West, investigator for Knight Township was present and stated the men are
always considered head of the household, for married couples and Mr. Ethridge said why
is this always the case and Mrs. West said that Knight Township interprets the man to
be head of households.
·
Mr. Ethridge said in his opinion, this is unconstitutional and it violates the equal
protection clause of the fourteenth amendment to the United State Constitution and it
also violates the rights and privilages clause, Article 1, Section 23, of the Indiana
Constitution. At this time Mr. Ethridge cited a 1977 case and how it turned out in
court. He said just because Mr. Morell's wife's name in on the utility bill this family
is being denied assistance that is going to other families in the same situation and the
head of the household is not always the man and he believes in regards to the man being
the head of the household is actually in itself very arbitrary and the niDdern marriage. is
more like a business relationship and when either party incurs a debt, both partners are
responsible for it and to say that the man is arbitrarily always liable for the debts
·of the family, is just not so anymore .
.;Iii~:~~/.~·,:.;.,~.

'':·. :·"·~

.

~~'*tommissioner

Cox asked what specific name is the utility bill in and Mr. Morell replied
Glori a More 11 •

Mr. Morell said if he were to divorce his wife, then she would become head of the household and that is why he is disputing this decision by the Knight Township Trustee's
office, whereas they are saying right now she cannot be the head of the household because
she is married to him, therefore she is being denied assistance because they are married
and he does not think this is right.
County Attorney David Jones stated the standards and procedures of the Knight Township
Trustee, which is on file with the County Commissioners, that under the section for
utility assistance, he believes the problem here is not necessarily the head of the.
household, although it is mentioned, but it states the bill must be in the name of the
applicant. In this case the Mr. is applying and the bill is in the Mrs. name and he
does not believe it makes ·any difference who's name it's in as long as the same name

I
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is on both the bill the the appeal application, so either the wife comes in and applies
-and stays consistant, and there is nothing arbitrary about that, it just makes sure
the person with the bill is the one receiving assistance, that it has nothing to do
with the sex or equal protection, it is simply a long standing rule and we will stand
on that. He is not responding to the contention of picking out one sex as being the
head of the household, that he may privately agree with Mr. Ethridge on that, but the
problem here is that the bill must be in the name of the applicant.

I

Mr. Ethridge said he believes his client asked them that question, that would they pay
if his wife came down and applied and he was told they would not. As a matter of procedures, perhaps Mrs. Morell should have applied, been denied as not head of the household and then appealed before this board, but he understands .it would not have made any
difference even if.she wouwd have filed the appeaJ herself.
Mr. Morell said he offered to take his wife to the Trustee's office and they told him she
could not apply and when he ~sked them why, he was told because she is not head of the
household.
Mr. Jones asked Mr. Morell if his wife is the head of the household, that is, is she
paying the bills and he replied the only money they have coming in is from his wife,
that he is unemployed and has been for quite some time. Right now he is training to become an insurance salesman, but he has been out of work for so long the bills have really
stacked up and they need some assistance. He has worked the biggest part of his life and
has been an upstanding citizen and paid taxes along with everyone else and to now be denied assistance on the basis of who's name is on the utility bill, he feels is very unfair to him.
Mr. Jones said he believes that point is very well taken, that sex is not the criteria
and should not be, in determining the head of the household.
Commissioner Cox asked if Mrs,. Morell is present today and Mr. Morell said no she isn't
present with him tod~y.. Mrs. Cox asked as a matter of record, why is her name on the
utility bill and Mr. Morell said to be completely honest with this Board he would have
to say they got out of work and went to California to try to find work, but after they
got out there the situation was bad also, so they came back to Indiana and when they
returned they owed SIGECO a bill, so they had the utilities connected in her name, until
they could get back on their feet and then they intend to pay the back bill of $180.00.

I

I

Emarie West said when they accept an application in their office, they do consider, on a
married couple, the man is the head of the household. She said Mrs. Morell's two
children receive monthly social security checks, which are beneficiaries, and their
records show that is in the amount of $312.00. Due to the misinterpretation of former
personnel in the Trustee's office, they have encountered some problems, but the Trustee
has told the employees that we are to go only with the standards, that the bills must be
in the applicants name and the person making application must be the head of the household and they always consider that the man. Mr. Morell has recieved assistance before,
that on October 3rd he received SIGECO of $34.06, on November 14th he received SIGECO of
$50.00, on December 1st he received assistance on the water in the amount of $25.23, on
December 12th he received SIGECO of $38.00, on January 20th he received $20.00 to the
water department, in February ••• $20.00 to the water department, on March 1st •.• $57.00
to the water department and on March 8th •.• $55.00 to SIGECO. When it was called to the
attention of her and Annette Dickman that this was a case where we had been paying on the
utility bills eventhough they were in his wife's name, they informed Mr. Morell, when he
., came to their office on March 1st that they could only pay Gloria's bill that time, but .
i]~t:~that from that time forward he would have to have the utility bills switched over to his ·
~?:irname because of the way their standards read. On April 11th. he came back to their office
asking for a letter of denial in regards to the SIGECO bill and she gave him the letter
he requested. After Mr. Morell left her office that day, she called SIGECO to see if
there was some way the billing could be switched over to Mr. Morell's name and they told
her no, that Mr. Morell had a delinquent bill and that must be paid first. She believes
Mr. Morell has had sufficient time to get the bills put into his name, that it has been
about six (6) weeks.
Commissioner Cox said why he hasn't done it is probably because he has not had the
$180.00 to pay the old bill owed SIGECO.
Commissioner Willner asked how many persons are in the household and Mr. Morell replied
four {4).
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Commissioner Cox said the Morell's meet the guidelines for assistance, it is just this
technicality and Mrs. West said that is true they are under incomed.
Commissioner Cox asked if they still have the work-back program and Mrs. West said yes.
Commissioner Willner asked if Mr. Morell had ever been asked to particippte in the work
program and Mrs. West said yes and he has been participating in the program, and they
have never had any problems with him and that is why they explained to him he would have
to have the utility bill put into his name before they could pay anymore on them.
Commissioner Willner asked what was Mr. Morell's last place of employment and he replied
he has not had a permanent job since 1981, that prior to that he was a machinist at
Bucyrus Erie and made good money. He has had some part time work and will work at any
thing he can find.

I

Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Morell if he has tried Karges Furniture and he replied no,
that he has been in training for this insurance program. Mrs. Cox asked him what program is he presently in and Mr. Morell replied he is teaching himself and he does now
have a license.

Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Morell if they are renting or buying and he replied they
are buying their own home. Commissioner Willner asked if they have an automobile and
Mr. Morell said a 1977 Ford and it is financed.and he is behind on those payments also,
the car, not the home. Mr. Willner asked if there were any other outstanding bills and
Mr. Morell said he owes Sears,. Visa and a few other small bills, for a total of about
$1,600.00, but nothing has been repossessed. Mr. Willner asked Mr. Morell if they are
getting food stamps and he replied yes. Mr. Willner asked if he is registered with the
Indiana Employment Division and he reptied yes but they have had nothing for him in the
past two (2) years, and they have never sent him out on a job applicant. Mr. Willner
asked if the Trustee•s office has any sort of a placement service, whereby they ask a
recipient to go and apply for a job and Mrs. West said no, they. do not have any such
program, however, sometimes they do have some leads and they send someone out to apply
for a position, and they will give referral letters.
"·

Commissioner Willner moved the appeal of Mr. Ronald Morell be referred back to the Knight
Township Trustee's office and Mr. Morell should take his wife to that office with him .
and fill out the proper forms and if they qualify for assistance the:;Trustee should take
. care of them and he would also like for the Trustee's office to contact the Indiana
Employment office and see if. they can find some job opportunities. If Mr. Morell .would
":(;not take a lesser paying job then what he would like, then that wouldbe grounds..for

::-·~~~denial.
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Mr. Morell said he has been training for insurance salesmanship and he has received his
license and it will be only a short time now before he will not need any assistance at
all.
Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Willner if he would also be willing to include in his motion,
that the back bill from SIGECO, for $180.00, be investigated by the Trustee's office to
see if he were eligible at the time the bill was incurred and get it straightened up for
him and he replied yes, he would make that a part of his motion.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.

I
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Commissioner Willner said he is not real sure that the insurance program is for Mr.
Morell and he would not want him to wait or turn down another job at the present time
that perhaps he could use his salesmanship after hours from a regular job, but he
would not want him to turn down a full time job at this time. Sometimes a person has
to sell so many policies before he is paid anything and Mr. Morell said he understands,
and he thanked the Commissioners for the help he_ received here today.
RE:

POOR RELIEF ..• LAURA WILLLIAMS ..... KNIGHT TOWNSHIP

Applicant:

Laura Williams, 2290 Sunburst Blvd, Apt, 123, Evansville, Indiana

Ms. Williams was present and stated she frequently recieves help from the Knight Township
Turstee and she also participates in the work-back program and several times in the past
she has been allowed to change and/or make up work-back days for the trustee and she
recently missed a work-back day and was denied rent assistance for April. She was to
have worked in March and she was in a family situation at that time and forgot to call,
so as she had done in the past she waited until she went in for assistance in April.
She was given the understandi-ng in the past that she was given one month from making
application to work her days. She was in their office on March 15th and back in there
to reapply and make arrangements for her work days approximately April 1st. and she feels
like she should once again been given the opportunity to make up her days.
Commissioner Willner asked how many persons are in the household and Mr. Williams replied
three (3), herself, a four (4) year old daughter and a two (2) year old daughter.
Commissioner Cox asked Ms. Williams if they indicated to her the policies had changed,
that evidently the person employed in the office in the past did not follow the rules
and regulations and were you still under the impression that you had one month to
complete the work-back days and she replied yes, that she has received assistance for
about the past five (5) months and was always allowed to work her days at her own convenience, when she could get someone to keep her children and she certainly understood
she had a. one month period to get her days worked.
Commissioner Willner asked Ms'. Williams if she has been employed in the past and she replied yes, that she is a licensed LPN, but she is currently staying home tending to her
_small children. Mr. Willner asked Ms.· Williams if she is divorced and she replied yes.
Mr. Willner asked if her.ex-husband is paying support and.she replied none at all, that
he stays drunk and she has given the Prosecutor several addresses where he could be picked
up but they never manage to find. him •. They were divorced last year and.when the children
get older she intends to go back to work. Mr. Willner asked Ms. Williams if her husband
had been through any programs for his drinking problems and she replied yes, several times
they went to A.A. plus other programs. Mr. Willner asked if there are any health prob-.
lems with the children and Mr. Williams replied they were both born premature and have
been under constant care and almost constant medication and the oldest one has a lung
problem. Mr. Willner asked Ms. Williams if she owns her own home and she replied no, she
rents in Parkside Terrace.

D

Mrs. West said that Ms. Williams has been receiving assistance, as their records show,
since June of 1983 and the assistance has been fairly consistant since that time. As far
as the work-back program is concerned, when we schedule someone to work, we give them a
specific date and time to report to the office. ._Qn D~cember 14th she made a note i-n
'Ms. Williams' file that a gentleman had called. into the office, who said he was a neigh_bor and that Ms. Williams had two (2) fainting spells the.night before ind that she was
going to the doctor that day and she told the gentleman to tell Ms. Williams that when
. she was better that she would be reseheduled for her work-back days. She was scheduled
for work-back on the 17th of December and she did complete the work. She was scheduled
.for February 8th and at 9:20a.m. that particular days Ms. Williams called in and reported
·l"'f>her car waul d not start so we rescheduled her for February 13th. She was scheduled to
a work-back day on March 19th, at 9:00a.m. and we did not see her that day, nor did she
phone in with a reason for not appearing and it is our policy when this happens that a
person is cut off from assistance for a period of sixty (60) days and then that person
will have to reapply and sign a new application and submit to investigation again before
further assistance can be granted. As far as Ms. Williams having thirty (30) days to
complete her work-back days, she has been employed in the Trustee's office since the 15th
of last August and that has never been the policy of the work-back program, to her
knowledge, however, a former employee could possibly have given Ms. Williams that interpretation of the program. She informed Ms. Williams that they could not help her until
the 19th of May, which would be the sixty (60) days period and the next day Ms. Williams
asked for a letter of denial and she was 'given one at that time .•
Commissioner Willner asked Ms. Williams if she is on food stamps and she replied yes,
in the amount of $186.00.
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Sheriff Shepard was in the meeting and he asked Ms. Williams if there was a warrant
out on her ex-husband and she replied yes, several of them and she has been through
many channels to try to get some help. but papers aren't even being served to him when
she gives them addresses. At this time Ms. Williams gave the Sheriff two (2) license
plate numbers for him to run checks on and see if they can pick him up and the Sheriff
said he will do what he can on it.
Commissioner Willner moved the matter be referred back to the Trustee, but that the
sixty (60) day penalty stand, until May 19th., and that the Trustee's office continue
to keep in contact with the Sheriff's department in trying to locate the ex-husband.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE: OPENING OF BIDS ON BATTING CAGES FOR BURDETTE PARK

I

Commissioner Willner moved the county attorney proceed with the opening of bids received
on the batting cages for Burdette park. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So
ordered.
RE:

CONTRACT TO BE AWARDED FOR PIPES FOR THE COUNTY SURVEYORS OFFICE

Mr. Tom Dorsey, Director of the City/County Purchasing Department was present and stated
there was.only one (1) bi.d received, that being from M&W Pipe and Concrete Company,
of 11 Evansville.
They meet all of the specification, however, they did not bid on the
48 X 60 11 eliptical aluminum 16 gauge pipe, nor did they bid on the 36" X 48 11 eliptical
aluminum 16 gauge pipe, but everything else meets the specifications and since they were
the only bidders he would recommend their bid be accepted.

/.~

Commissioner Willner moved the bid for the pipes for the Surveyor's office be awarded to
M&W Pipe and Concrete Company.
Commissioner Cox asked if Mr. Dorsey has a comparison price between this bid and last
years bid and he replied he does not have those figures with him, but he believes they
are in line with last years prices.
Mr. David Guillaum said in lo~king at the figures he would also say they are pretty well
in line with the ones from last year, or at le.ast the ones that he .is most familiar with.

I

Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Guillaum if they will readvertise for the pipes that were
not bid in this bid from M&W and he replied no that they rarely use.the size pipes that
were not bid and if they ever do need one they can purchase it out right.
Commissioner Cox asked if this company is located in Evansville and Mr. Guillaum said
yes, out on Stanley Avenue and they have a fairly good size .pipe yard out there.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.
RE:

So ordered.

SALE OF-COUNTY OWNED SURPLUS PROPERTY

President Berries sai.d the Commissioners will continue their sale of county owned surplus
property at this time, that there were some bids on certain parcels on April 9th, which
were less than 90% of the appraised value, therefore they had to be readvertised, which
has been done, and we are ready at this time to continue our sale, with the property to
go to the highest bidder, however, the Commissioners have the right to reject any·and all
bids.
1).

28-59-9

'1413 Florence Avenue
.

.

_'.

.

.-~-;}c~_,;;_.:,:~;,_:~-.;:

,.,;;';;.,;_,, ..:

,· _;

Mr. Terry Pagett, R.R. 9 Box 119, Evansville, Indiana bid on this"'parcel oh April
9, 1984, in the amount of $200.00.
\
There were no further bidS: today.
2).

28-59-10

1417 Florence Avenue

Appraised Value •.. $3,500.00

Mr. Terry Pagett, R.R. 9 Box 119, Evansville, Indiana bid on this parcel on April
9, 1984, in the amount of $400.00.
There were no further bids today.

I
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3).

28-59-11

1419 Florence Avenue

4-23-84

Appraised Value •.. $1,080.00

Mr. Terry Pagett, R.R. 9 Box 119, Evansville, Indiana bid on this parcel on April
9, 1984, in the amount of $300.00.
There were no further bids today.

I

Commissioner Willner moved the total bid of $900.00 for tax codes 28-59-9, 28-59-10 and
28-59-11, be accepted from Mr. Pagett.
Mrs. Meeks said that Mr. Pagett indicated, by phone, that his bids from last week still
stands.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.
4).

32-41-16

So ordered.

2771 Broadway Avenue

Appraised Value ••• $2,700.00

670 East Cherry Street

Appraised Value .•• $1,000.00

627 E. Sycamore Street

Appraised Value •.• $1,500.00

No bid received.
5).

24-45-10
No bid received.

6).

24-22-3

Mr. James Julian, P.O. Box 3663, Evansville, Indiana 47735, was present and bid
$50.00 on this parcel.
There were no further bidders.
Commissioner Cox asked if this will have to be readvertised, since we had not received a bid on it before.

I

County Auditor, Alice McBride, said after the County Assessor gave us the appraised
values of the parcels, we advertised it four (4) consecutive weeks and then the sale
started on. April 9th, at which time we did receive some bids under the 90% of the
appraised value, therefore she talked to the state man and he said they should be readvertised once more and thereafter they can go to the highest bidder, and we won't have
to advertise them again.
President Borries asked if we.have to have this procedure done every Monday and Mrs.
McBride said she believes the Commissioners have to ask each Monday if there is someone
in the audience interested in bidding on. any of the property and if there is no one, then
they do not have to be called out separately every week.
Commissioner Willner moved the bid of $50.00 be accepted for tax code 24-22-3.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
7).

24-36-29

421 South Linwood Avenue

Appraised Value .•• $1,000.00

515 South Linwood Avenue

Appriased Value ..• $1,000.00

No bid received.
8).

24-38-47

Mr. James Julian, P.O. Box 3663, Evansville, Indiana bid $50.00 on this parcel.
There were no further bids.
, Commissioner Willner moved the bid of $50.00 be accepted for tax code 24-38-47
..;.J~~tommissioner Cox seconded the motion. · · So ordered. · , ' ,;;, .·
· · · · •· :.:~·'<';~;;;,~:;;::>:~>J?i':'·~·~w';
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9).

21-86-6

930 South Sixth Street

Appraised Value ••. $1,000.00

Mr. Norbert Wooley, 2313 E. Chandler Street bid on this parcel on April 9, 1984,
in the amount of $100.00, and he indicated to Mr. Borries, by phone, that his bid still
stands.
There were no further bids today.
Commissioner Willner moved that tax code 21-86-6 be sold for $100.00 to Norbert Wooley.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
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10). 22-7-10

Appraised Value ••. $2,000.00

412 Adams Avenl,!e

Mr. James Julian, P.O. Box 3663, Evansville, Indiana bid $100.00 on this parcel.
There were no other bidders.
Commissioner Willner moved tax code 22-7-10 be sold for $100.00 to Mr. Julian.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
11). 22-30-11

1223-25 S.E. Second

(1~

Lots)

Appraised Value ••. $3,000.00

There were no bids.
12). 23-31-13

723 E. Blackford Avenue

I

Appraised Value ••• $1,500.00

There were no bids.
13). 22-48-2

1502 Judson Avenue

Appraised Value .•. $1,000.00

There were no bids.
14}. 22-61-22

1706 South Governor Street

Appraised Value .•• $1,500.00

There were no bids.
15). 22-78-13 -

1700 South Garvin Street

Appraised Value •.• $1,100.00

There were no bids.
President Borries said this concludes the bidding process for today and they will
tinue next week.
RE:

con~

I

LAWRENCE TITZER ... PROBLEM WITH DITCH ON MILLERSBURG ROAD

Mr. Lawrence Titzer came forth at this time and stated he is a .resident in Warrick County
and he has with him today, Mr. Ronald Titzer, who is a land owner .along side the ditch he
is speaking on today. Mr. Arnold Heilman, a resid.ent living on Millersburgh Road has
also been contacted, however, he could not be present today. He contacted Mr. Robert
Brenner last week and discussed this situati.on with him and he suggested tney come before
the County Commissioners and explain the situation to you. He said what is involved is
the so called McJohnson ditch, which originates in Warrick County, three quarters of a
mile beyond the county line and empties into Blue Grass creek, which is approximately
one half mile west of the county line. The Warrick County Board of Commissioners have
agreed to clean the upper end of the ditch, but there is no need to do that if we don't
get the lower end cleaned also, so he is requesting that Vanderburgh County clean.that
.lower end. We are i.nvolved in building a bridge across Blue Grass Creek at this point.
He would estimate there is 16-18 inches of silt in .the bottom of the ditch which is
causing very poor drainage. Mr. Brenner said he would make an inspection of the ditch
and be present today to report. on that.
Commissioner Willner said how.many feet is that from the bridge and Mr. Titzer replied
it doesn't drain directly west to the bridge, it angles off about 500-600 feet east of
the bridge, towards the northwest, which is along Ron Titzer's property.
Commissioner Cox asked if this ditch is a.legal drain in Warrick County and Mr. Titzer
yes. ·
·
·.
:
·.
· · ·.
· ·. · . ·
.

·ri;: 8 .replied

~~~~fc"<•i'~'''l'•'' ,,,·~J.;;;:;, ..c

.• :~i·•

·:,,,"is,;?·,.,,••.:,-"

I

::~.,-s~:,il!:~~),~i;~i;;iQi<iA;';;i~;.

Commissioner Willner said if its within 500 feet of that structure, we can use Bridge
Funds, but if it isn't, then he would not know what we could do.
President Borries said Mr. Brenner is not present today, however, Chief Deputy Surveyor
David Guillaum is present and perhaps he has a report on this matter.
Mr. Guillaum said he was not in on the conversati·on between Mr. Titzer and Mr. Brenner
and since this is not a Vanderburgh County Legal Drain, the only other fund that could
be used would be the Bridge Fund, if it is within 500 feet of the bridge, as stated by
Mr. Willner.
Mr. Titzer said Mr. Brenner said perhaps they could use county highway equipment to open
the ditch and Mr. Guillaum said that is a possibility.
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Commissioner Cox asked if this in along the county road right-of-way and Mr. Titzer
replied yes it is. Mrs. Cox said if it is entirely on the county right-of-way then
the county could clean it.
Mr. Titzer said it runs the entire length of county right-of-way, up until about the
last 400 ft. and then it angles off to the northwest, along Rons property and empties
into the creek at that point.

I

Commissioner Cox said where is the bridge and Mr. Titzer said it is about 500 ft. further
west, where it makes the angle towards the creek (Blue Grass Creek).
Mr. Titzer said another thing that is going to be involved in.the near future is that
I-164 is going to be crossing this ditch also and if we don't have proper drainage before
this takes place, then we are going to be blocked clear out to the east side of it.
Commissioner Cox asked if the property owner would be willing to clean out the 150'
that is on their property and Mr. Ronald Titzer said he will take no fill out of the
bottom of the ditch. He will take the brush, debris, etc. away, but no fill, because
that ditch is anywhere from 5 to 7 foot deep and he will not go to that expense, because
it does very little good for his property, that the problem is east of his property, that
his property drains very well.
Commissioner Willmnr moved the Surveyors office go out and survey the property and that
we take care of what's in the county's right-of-way, that we can do nothing to that which
is on private property. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

COUNTY ATTORNEY .•.• DAVID JONES

Ordinance creating Advisory Board for Auditorium: . Mr. Jones said he has with him today
the ordinance creating an Advisory Board for the Vanderburgh Auditorium. This is a ·
revised draft, that the original ordinance had included the city in it and the city has
no involvement whatsoever. This would create a bi-partisan board consisting of five (5)
members, for two (2) year terms, with no salaries, with all members to be appointed by
the Board of County Commissioners.
President Berries said since the County Council has financial responsibilities to the
Auditorium, he would like to see some of those appointments made by them, perhaps two
(2) made by the County Council and three (3) by the County Commissioners .•• one (1) by
each Commissioner.
Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Jones what he means by bi-partisan and he replied no more
than three (3) members may be of the same political affiliation.
The Ordinance was deferred until appointments could be made at a later meeting.
Burdette Batting Cages: Mr. Jones said that one (1) bid was received on the batting
cages at Burdette Park that be.ing from DaMac and it is in order. Section 7 of the
agreement says DaMac agrees to pay to the Board two percent (2%) of all gross sales
resulting from the batting cage operation conducted upon the leased premises during
1984; three percent (3%) of all gross sales of the batting cage business during 1985;
four percent (4%) of gross sales of the batting cage business conducted upon the lease
premises in 1986, and in 1987 and thereafter during the remainder of this lease, ·five
percent {5%) of all gross sales of the batting cage business.conducted upon the leased
premises.

I

·,~'{Commissioner Willner said he understands this becomes the county's property in twenty
·,.,"".(20) years, and Mr. Jones said this is his understanding also, however, he does not see
it stated in the agreement.
-

After taking to Mr. Hugh McGee, who was in the audience, Mr. Jones said he has written
into the agreement that at the end of twenty (20) years, the batting cages and all improvements constructed pursuant to this agreement shall revert back to Vanderburgh County
and Mr. McGee stated that was his understanding also and also the understanding of Mr.
David P. Austill and they would agree to the amendment, as written in by Mr. Jones, and
he put his initials beside the had written amendment. He said it was omitted in error.
Commissioner Willner moved the agreement, between Vanderbugh County and DaMac be
approved, as amended by Mr. Jones in regards to the twenty {20) year statement.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
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Mr. Jones said he sees no problem with this and the Commissioners may go ahead and sign
the agreement today, however, he will have Charlie Griffith, who has this agreement on
his computer, run another one out, with the amendment included and have the Commissioners
sign it, with today •s date on it. ·
Amendment to County Personnel Ordinance: Mr. Jones said he has with him an amendment
to the countys personnel policy ordinance, specifically section #35.47 of the Code of
Ordinances, is amended with respect to medical or maternity leave. That amendment is
to conform with existing federal law concerning maternity leave. He has also placed
before the Commissioners a copy of the amendment and a complete copy of the ordinance
with the amendments up to this date included in it.

I

Commissioner Willner said he has not seen this document, therefore he would request one
(1) week to study it .••• request granted.
Sheriff•s Merit Board: Mr. Jones said there is a matter he submits to the Commissioners
in the form of litigation for approval for the .County Attorney to be involved with, that
previously the three (3) deputies, who were up for disciplinary hearing, that had been
previously approved by the County Commissioners that the county attorney functions as
legal counsel to the Sheriff, and in this instance, act something as a civil prosecutor,
in bringing the action against the deputies. This is a formal hearing and they are
represented by counsel and its reported there is an appeal, there are witnesses, cross
examinations, etc. and there is now a second matter and that concerns a hearing set for
May 14th, with respect to a challenge to a promotional examination in the Sheriff•s
Department, concerning officer Bennett. He simply wanted to make the Commrtssioners
aware of this and to get the authorization of the county attorney•s involvement in it.
The Commissioners authorized Mr. Jones to proceed.
Agreemnent between Vanderburgh County and the National Safety Council: Mr. Jones said
he received correspondence with respect to approval of a contract ~greement between
Vanderburgh c·ounty and Natiof1al Safety Council and he has· no idea what this is about.
.

_,

.

Sheriff Shepard was present and stated this is a traffic safety grant. and they are going
to furnish people to come down and review our records and put in a new record system for
us. This is a traffic grant out of Indianapolis and has already been ap"rDved, that it
is about a $4,000.00 grant and it isn•t going to cost us a thing.
Joint Data Processing Agreement: Mr. Jones said he received a comment fn:m Mr. Goad,
of Pulse Systems, regarding the joint agreement between the county and city for data
processing services, but he has received nothing form the Commissioners in regards to
that agreement, so he forwarded it to ·the City Attorney and and Safety Board months ago
and he still has re.ceieved no response from anyone, so the agreement is still hanging
fire, and the same goes. for the Ordinance on Data Processing.
President Borries said Mr. Goad indicated to him that he had talked to Mr. Jones, so at
this point, we can approve it and wait approval from the various city agencies, that
there is one (1) item in there that Mr. Goad wanted stricken. ·
Mr. Jones said this is true and he would recommend it not be stricken, that Mr. Goad
is overly cautious and that is between us, that they have access and he can•t deny that
access under the existing agreement, so he would reject his objection •
. President Borries said the item specifically dealt with was that the board would have
direct and free access to operations of the provider and to consult its representatives
... ·.concerning such operations, including performance of the provider.•s duties and charges
"·~'for services rendered. Pulse had suggested removal of that to eliminate any potential
interpretational problems in the future, but our County Attorney tells us it should not
be stricken.
Letter from Mr. Paul Wallace: Mr. Jones said Mr. Paul Wallace, attorney for the Area
Planning Commission sent a letter to each of the Commissioners, dated April 19th, and
it concerns a change in statutes, which removes the County Commissioners from consideration of special uses in zoning matters. It will require action by the Commissioners,
depending upon what each one•s own pleasure is, with respect to whether you want to
stay involved in special use legislation in this county or you can sit back and let the
Area Plan Commission assume all the resp9nsibility.
Commissioner Cox said she understands these special uses will no longer go to Area Plan
but to the Board of Zoning Appeals.

I
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Mr. Jones said the Commissioners can revise the catagories, etc. and still keep some
control of it, but as it presently stands, a lot of the zoning legislation changes
amendments and sometimes it originated here, very rarely, but mostly its done inside
Area Plan.

I

Commissioner Cox said she thinks of one very important special use the Commissioners
approved very recently, and that is the extraction of coal, for Turris Mines. Special
Uses are more than just little things like beauty shops, etc. and to take this matter
out of the hands of an elected board and into the hands of an appointed board, she
believes we should take a long hard look at it.
Mr. Jones said he agrees, that an elected board has a lot of points to consider, whereas an appointed board may not look at it so hard.
The Commissioners agreed to have Attorney Jones draft a letter requesting that the
Board of Commissioners reserve those rights to review Special Use Permits, as we have
done in the past, and perhaps we can sign such a letter at our next regular meeting.
ORDINANCE RELATING TO THE LICENSING OF TRADESMEN
President Borries said he wou-ld like to distribute to each of the Commissioners an
ordinance to amend sections 150.125 and 150.127 of, and to add a new section 150.145 to
the Building Code of the Code of Ordinances of Vanderburgh County, Indiana relating to
the licensing of tradesmen.
He is not requesting any action be taken on this today, merely that each of the
Commissioners get a copy to review for action at a later meeting.
Commissioner Cox asked if there is a city licensing board for carpenters and Mr. Jones
replied no, and Mr. Zimmerman also informed him that there is not a Master Carpenter
so that could be wrong. They do however have a union.
11

I

11
,

Attached to the proposed ordinance was the following letter from David L. Jones, County
Attorney, dated April 16, 1984 and directed to both Councilman Mark Owen and Commissioner
Rick Borries.
'
Enclosed please find draft of proposed ordinance to add new sections to the county
.
building code relating to the licensing of carpenters. This ordinance has been prepared
at the request of Councilmen Owen with respect to the addition of carpenters to the
tradesmen currently licensed under the county ordinances. I am also forwarding mY
copy of this letter and a draft of the ordinance to Mr. William Zimmerman and to David
Bunner, City Attorney.
.Very truly yours,
David L. Jones

**********
The matter was deferred for future action.
RE:

DAVID SAVAGE .••• TRAFFIC ENIGNEER

Recommendation of 4-way STOP at Happe and Mill Roads: Mr. Savage said his office was
asked to study and give a recommendation concerning a four-way STOP at the intersection
of Happe Road and Mill Road, which he has.done and he would like to submit the following
written recommendation, dated April 16, 1984.
Re:
·~:~~.,/·~-:-~.

Happe/Mi 11
4-Way STOP Request

' :!~~~~~:~~~.;:~~-:-'2:~'\\~~:. ,./,
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, ' ·. '

---~~-.

' ~ ~ "•

This office has evaluated subject intersection at the request of the Commissioners for
4-way STOP traffic control. Our findings are as follows:
Traffic Volume - 1979 volume on Mill in this area was approximately 300 vehicles
per day. Estimated volume on Happe Road is 50 vehicles per day. Since these
volumes do not approach those required for a 4-way STOP, current counts were not
taken.
Accident experience - no reported accidents have occured at this intersection
during the past 12 months.
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recommendation continued
Speed-posted speed limit is 30 mph. Experience has shown that 4-way Stops are
not an effective method of controlling speed along a corridor.
Sight distance - Sight distance to the east is limited to 265 feet by a rise in
Mill Road. This is a fairly severe limitation for a rural road. Sight distance
in all other directions is adequate.
History - Until the mid 40's this intersection was controled by a 4-way STOP.
The 4-way STOP was removed due to accident experience which resulted from vehicles
running the STOP on Mill. Such running of the STOP on the major street is both
common and difficult to control when 4-way STOPs are used to regulate a a low
volume intersection.

I

RECOMMENDATION: Based on the above information I would recommend that the request for
a 4-way STOP at the intersection of Happe and Mill Roads be denied.
David L. Savage, P.E.
Traffic Engineer
**********

.•

Commissioner Cox said she could not find anything in or county ordinances that show
any STOPs at all at that intersection.
Mr. Savage said he did not check that,. but if it is not included in the ordinance, it
should be, that he recommend the STOPs stay on Happe Road and that Mill Road stay a
thru road.
Commissioner Cox said if this is not in our Ordinance, she will so move.
Willner seconded the motion.

Commissioner

Recommendations of Various County Intersections- Right-of-way Control: Mr. Savage
submitted the following written recommendation, dated April 16, 1984.
Re:

Various County Intersections
Right-of-way Control

I

Authorization for right-of-way control at the following intersections currently
does not exist:
Bridgeview/Reiter
Aspen/Walnut Lane
Eastbrook/Walnut Lane
Eisler/Dry Branch Road
Eisler/Huntsmen Trail
In my opinion, .application of the 11 normal right-of-way rule 11 is unduly hazardous
at these locations.
In accordance with the Indiana Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devises {IMUTCD)
I recommend that:
Bridgeview
Walnut Lane
Walnut Lane
Dry Branch
'"'"·····"···~ .. w.. ·Hentsman Tr.

STOP
STOP
STOP
STOP
STOP

for
for
for
for
for

Reiter
Aspen
Eastbrook
Eisler
Eisler

I

David L! Savage, P.E.
Traffic Engineer
**********
Commissioner Cox asked if these are all county accepted roads and Mr. Savage replied yes.
Commissioner Willner moved the above recommendations be approved.
seconded the motion. So ordered.

Commissioner Cox

Commissioner Cox thanked Mr. Savage for the stripping that was done on Middle Mt. Vernon
Road, that it really helped during the rain and fog we recently had.
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Commissioner Willner said Mr. Savage might check with the County Highway Department
before stripping gets in full swing and he asked if the Commissioners have a paving
program yet and Mr. Willner said no, but its in the works.
RE:

I

BILL BETHEL ...• COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly absentee report of the employees at the county garage for the period of April 16 thru 19, 1984 ..• report received and filed.
Weekly Work Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly work report of the employees at
the county garage for the period of April 16 thru 19, 1984 .•.. received and filed.
Attached to the weekly work report was the following work schedule, for the same period
of time.
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Gradall:

Newman Road, Adler, Emge, Buente Road and Short Mill Road.

Patch Crew:

Schraeder, Smith-Diamond, West Haven Drive, Mesker Park, Allen
Lane, Holly Hill, Boonville-New Harmony, Schutte, Booker Road,
Oak Hill and Ridgewood, St. Joseph Avenue, Harmony Way, Robin Hood
Drive, Laura lane, PineRidge Drive, Peerless, Kansas, West Lake
Drive, Hillview Road, Orchard Road, Kleitz Road, Church Road,
McDowell Road, Cemetery Road and Pollack Avenue.

Tree Crew:

South Weinbach and Five Dollar Road.

Grader:

Water Works Road, Cypress-Dale, Roth Road, Seminary, Golden Rule,
County Line East, Church, Young, Ruston, South Weinbach, Cemetery
and Boonville-New Harmony.

Rocked:

County Line East, Seminary Road, Cypress-Dale, Shore Road, Roth
Road, F~ltz Road and. Cemetery Road.
**********

Commissioner Cox said she would like for Mr. Bethel to take a look at a washout area
along Old Henderson Road, that it is 1.6 mile below the L&N Railroad bridge.
Mr. Bethel said he would take care of it, that he was out there this morning and looked
at it.
RE:

BOB BRENNER.... COUNTY SURVEYOR

Weekly Bridge and Guardrail Report: Mr. David Guillaum, Chief Deputy Surveyor was
present and submitted the weekly bridge and guardrail report for the bridge crew for
the period of April 16 thru 19, 1984 .••• report received and filed.
Commissioner Cox said what is wrong with the X Bridge, located at 9811 Hogue Road, as
shown on the weekly report and Mr. Guillaum replied the roadway on the approach, from
Highway 57, the base is pumping and it is all broken up. Also on the approach coming
from the west there is a section of the roadway all broken up. There are also a couple
of places on the bank that has washed out and as indicated on the report they put #53
in the holes.
Commissioner Cox said the ribbon was cut out there not very long ago and she wouldn•t
expect for maintenance to have to be done already.

I

Mr. Guillaum said in fairness to the contractor, we had an item in it, where we did roll
it down ourselves, so we will have to repair it ourselves.
Ohio Street Bridge: Mr. Guillaum said they noticed last week that on the west approach
that there is a washout, that the road is settling down and sinking, that it has dropped
some 6-8 inches. He and Mr. Brenner obtained three (3) invitational emergency bids.
The three (3) received were as follows:
1.

Deig Brothers Lumber and Construction •..••• $6,650.00

2.

Key Construction •••••••••••••.•••.• : ••..••• $9,500.00

3.

Crane Construction & Excavating Inc .••...•. $6,220.00

;•:_;:;;

~.·
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Mr. Guillaum said eventhough Oeig•s bid is not the lowest, tt appears to be the
closest to what they are wanting done, therefore, they would recommend the contract
for the repair of the Ohio Street Bridge be awarded to Deig Brothers, for a total of
$6,650.00. We would want this on an emergency basis.so that they could start repairs
immediately before we have to spend more money on it.
Commissioner Cox asked what is causing the problem and Mr. Guillaum said the water from
the river got under the approach itself, and that along with the normal roadway drainage~
itself has caused the problem. When this approach was built they put in bigger pieces
of blocking and concrete, etc. with void areas in between and now the water has washed
it out and there is no support for the roadway and it is sinking down. What we are
requiring from the contractor is for them to remove the area we have indicated, and
marked for them, and come in with 200 psi grout, which is sort of like a slush concrete
that will work in the void areas. We don•t want to take all of the blocking out because
it really is good footing but we want to fill the voids so that the washout will stop,
and it will be capped with #53 and some blacktopping.
Mr. Guillaum said Crane•s bid was $6,220.00, however, they were
the complete slush, in other words, they were specifying 10 cu.
Deig Brothers specified 62 cu. yrds of concrete and when we met
everyone, we indicated to all of them that we wanted the entire
and 10 cu. yrds. would not be enough concrete.

not going to go with
yrds of concrete and
on the job site with
void areas filled in

Commissioner Willner asked if money has been appropriated for this and Mr. Guillaum
said they have enough in the bridge fund but he isn•t sure if it has been appropriated
into a separate account.
Commissioner Cox said then how do you buy all of this riprap and material for the X
bridge, that don•t you have an account approved and Mr. Guillaum said yes we do and
since it is a bridge repair account, he believes the money can be paid from it.
Commissioner Willner moved .the contract be awarded to Deig Brothers, in the amount of
$6 ,650 .00.
'
.·
Commissioner Cox asked if there is a time limit and Mr. Guillaum replied it was specified we wanted them to begin on it within the next couple of days and.we want it completed in ten (10) working days, weather permitting.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.
Claim:

Mr~

I

So ordered.

Guillaum submitted the following claim for approval of payment.

Barnett Brothers, in
$29,657.77.

reg~rds

to the First Avenue Bridge Project, in the amount of
.

Mr. Guillaum said that Barnett improved the approach and they did a real good job on
it. They also tore out some of the sidewalk areas that appeared to have some problems
and replaced them. He said they are presently working on a check list, therefore he
would like this claim approved subject to the check list being completed and he will
notify the Auditor•s office when payment can be made. This is the final payment.
1

Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved, and that the Audi tor•s offi-ce hold .
it until Mr. Gui.llaum gives the okay for payment. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.
So ordered. ·
··. Request to Travel: Mr. Guillaum said there is to be a Minor Maintenance on Bridges
...
on May 2 thru 10 and he and Mr. Brenner discussed the possibi 1ity of attending
it, or at least have some of their people attend it. If we cannot find any of the
county vehicles they think will make the trip, they may have to use their own personal
vehicles and if they do they will request mileage be paid to them. rhis is being held
in Purdue. The mileage could be paid from the Cumulative Bridge Fund.

:i'''·"'141,Seminar

The Commissioners indicated the request be granted.
RE:

ANDY EASLEY ..•. COUNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER

Pigeon Creek Log Jam: Mr. Easley reported that Mike Feldbuschs• office if su~posed to
send us a proposal from Quentin Stahl on.the cleaning of the Pigeon Cree log Jam, however, he has not received it yet and he will inform the Commissioners when he does.

I
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Claims: Mr. Easley said he received from the office of Kenny Hansen, some twenty two
(22) claims for the purchase of right-of-way and/or temporary construction easements
for the Burkhardt Road widening project, for a total of twenty four (24) parcels.
These total about $45.00 less than $21,000.00 and he would submit these to the
Commissioners at this time to be approved for payment. He personally has reveiwed
them very carefully, and we also have the deeds which have been properly notarized
and they are ready to be recorded. There is also a claim from Citizens Realty and
Insurance Co. for services rendered in negotiations for right-of-way for Burkhardt
Road, which is for twenty four (24) parcels, at $250.00 each, for a total of $6,000.00.
Mr. Hansen has completed his work now and should be paid the balance due.
Alice McBride, County Auditor, asked if the blue claims are signed and Mr. Easley said
yes, they were signed by Kenny Hansen, as the negotiator.
Mrs. McBride said the blue claims should be signed by the person receiving the money and
in the future she would request that it be handled that way, however, she will accept
the ones before the Commissi·oners today, for payment.
The claims submitted by Mr. Easley were as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
· 8.
9.
10.
11.·
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

R.E.H. Mechanical Contractors ..•.•••••••••• $67.49
Mote, Inc. Henry Bertrand •.••••••••.••••••. $50.00
Sherman T. Nance c/o William P. Foreman .. $236.23
Gene B. Glick Comp.any, Inc ••••••••.•••••••• $50.00
Larry Eifler and Phyllis Eifler ..•..•...••. $10.85
Duane Alan Duvall ••• ~ •.•.••••.•..•••.•.•••.• $7.23
Benjamin P. & Venda M. Donatiello •••••••• $1113.27
Albert Durchholz & Mary c. Durchholz
Martin Durchholz and Mildred Durchholz •.•• $759.06
Julius Heerdink and Mildred Heerdink •••..• $509.04
Theodore J. &.Anna M. Mercker ••••••••..••• $307.23
A&H · Oil Storage Company •••••••.•...•••••• $84.37
Stanley Unfried and Bonnie M. Murphy
and Planters Bank & Trust Company .•.•••.• $5925.31
David W. and DonnaS. Hirsch ••.•••.•..•..• $652.65
Floyd N. & Margaret J. Lemmons •••.•••••.. $3525.31
Ronnie E. & Cherrel H. Underwood •••.••.• $1245.63
Elvis H. Payne ••••.••••••.••.•••••••••••.• $577. 23
Hillary and Betty A. Nalley •••••••••••••.• $821.23
Wyman and Inez M. Holder •••.•.••••.•••.••• $901.23
Revetta Heseman & William J. Farrand •••.• $1000.00
Larry H. & Rosalie T. Hirsch .•••••••••.•• $1307.23
William & Margaret Fiscus •••••••••••••.••• $477.23
Thomas J. & Rosemary V. Hirsch •••.•.•.••• $1327.23

Citizens Realty and Insurance, Inc. for services rendered in negotiations for right-ofway for Burkhardt Road, in the amount of $6,000.00
There was discussion concerning the above claims later in this meeting, at which time
there were all approved.
Street Plans for Leah Court Subdivision: Mr. Easley submitted the street plans for
Leah Court Subdivision and he has field checked it and he believes the Board will recall
looking at it during a Drainage Board meeting. It concerns the streets just north of
Bergdolt and west of Tanglewood. They propose to grade a ditch to the west and lower .
;'_',;::;a culvert under SIGECO's access. There is a piece of property located there (he pointed
.,"~1"'"~it out on the plans) that will get quite a ditch in front of it when they do that, however, under the circumstances he does not know what else they can do, that he does not
have any other suggestions.
Commissioner Cox said the rezoning was granted on the. basis of the drainage plan that
was submitted. She asked if the ditch is on county right-of-way and Mr. Easley replied
yes.
Commissioner Willner said it is on county right-of-way and we will probably have to dig
the ditch and Commissioner Cox said we can give the developer authority to dig it on
county right-of-way, if it is done to o~r specifications, but eventhough it. is on county
right-of-way.they still would probably.have to get some right of entry from the property
owners to do it. Commissioner Willner said yes, they most certainly would have to.
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They do not show how deep that ditch is going to be, that if they make it three (3)
feet deep and do it so it can be mowed, it is going to be fairly wide, and he is
confident the homeowner isn•t going to be happy if they tell him he is going to have
a three foot ditch where he presently has none.
Commissioner Willner said he understands the developer had already received permission
from the property owners, however, he does not know this to be a fact.
Commissioner Cox said that Mr. Bill Nicholson has said the drainage system would be put
in before construction started, and she believes this is a matter of record.

I

Mr. Easley said this is rather unusual, that it is not a new street and not all of the
work is being done on land owned by the subdivider.
Commissioner Willner asked if this should be under the authority of the Drainage Board
and Mr. Easley replied no, that it is a street improvement plan, however, if the
Commissioners choose to approve it as the drainage board, that would be fine with him.
Commissioner Willner asked if we were going to app·rove the cul-de-sac also and Mr.
Easley replied yes. Commissioner Willner asked if this is going to be concrete and Mr.
Easley replied yes.
Commissioner Cox said with the drainage problems out there, she would perfer asphalt,
that we all know what water does to concrete surfaces.
Commissioner Willner said he too would perfer asphalt, however, we really cannot demand
it because the county ordinance says· he can build a concrete street.
Commissioner Cox said they are also going to be using the road for water drainage and
Mr. Easley said yes, it is a cross gutter and in some respects the concrete might hold
up better than the asphalt. He will talk to Mr. Nicholson about the type of pavement.
Commissioner Cox asked if the forty (40) foot is adequate right-of-way. and Mr. Easley
replied yes, that was approved by the subdivision review board.
Commissioner Willner moved the plans be approved.
So ordered.
·

I

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

Char-Mar Estates: Mr. Easley reported he has talked to Mr. Charles Koring, concerning
the requests by the property owners out there, wanting their roads to be paved and Mr.
Koring said he does intend,.when he sells all the lots, to bring the roads up to county
standards and have them accepted. He understood from Mr. Koring that when the residents
approached him they were rather demanding and did not communicate too well, however, Mr.
Koring said he would be willing to meet with the residents out there and tell them what
he has .told us. He also wondered if there was any room in the county policy for those
roads to be chip and seal.
Commissioner Willner said he believes they would have to go hot mix and also, chip and
seal is the same price as asphalt, so there would be no savings by going that way.
Purchase of Right-of-way on Burkhardt Road: Mr. Easley said in the purchase of all of
this right-of-way on Burkhardt Road there were some pieces brought in, after the fact.
was discovered they needed them also. He researched the minutes during that time and
they did not reflect the Commissioners authorization. for Mr. Hansen to purchase some
six (6) parcels, that somehow they did not get into the minutes. He would like for
the Commissioners to reaffirm the county did need this right-of-way and these purchases
· · ·
·
•
~·'"'~t''were authorized.
~"--<"~
~,.,1f!! ... · · .
:··:,, ·
·. ··}.·o·'' 1 •
···. ··.
.
·:

Commissioner Cox said when these were submitted there were some missing parcel numbers.
Mr. Easley said Jim Morley brought in summary lists:, and two of these ·lists showed up in
the minutes, but there were some parcels that were not on the summary lists.
President Borries told Mr. Easley if he will get those parcels to the Commissioners'at
the next meeting, the Board will reaffirm the purchasing. of them.
Mr. Easley said in order to make the July letting these really need to be approved as
soon as possible, so could he go to his'office and get the lists, compare the names with
the blue claims and get this cleared up today, a little later in the meeting.

Ill
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Commissioner Cox asked if there are blue claims for these and Mr. Easley replied yes.
Mr. Easley said he will work on it immediately and try to get this information back
to this meeting before it is recessed.
RE:

I

REQUEST TO TRAVEL .•.•• VETERANS SERVICE OFFICER

Mr. Carl Wallace, Veterans Service officer was present with a request to travel.
submitted the following letter, dated March 29, 1984.

He

Dear County Commissioners:
Please be advised that due to Indiana Oode 10-5-1-12 requires service officers to attend
courses of instruction which render certifiable to perform veterans' affairs in the
State of Indiana.
The conference is being held in Indianapolis,Indiana, on June 3 through 7, 1984, and
will require us to make reservations at the Mark Hotel for the above dates. This requires a deposit in advance because of the number of officers who will be attending
throughout the State ofindiana. We request travel funds to be appropriated through
the Commission for this travel, lodging and meals. It is estimated the cost at
approximately $500.00 for this conference. I have included the brochure sent to you
by the State of Indiana as to cost per day. I am submitting this along with the
regulations that require the service officers to attend.
Please contact me if you need any further information.
Sincerely yours.
Mark D. Acker
Vanderburgh County Assistant
Veterans Service Officer
**********

I

Mr. Wallace said he and his assistant will both be attending this conference and Mr.
Acker estimated the cost a little high, that it will be more like $432.00.
Commissioner Cox moved the travel be approved, with the amounts to be approved subject
to the county's policy. Commissioner Willner seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

LETTER FROM JIM MORLEY ON ROAD CLOSING

Received was the following letter from Morley and Associates, dated April 19, 1984
and directed to the Board of County Commissioners.
Re:

Relocation of S.R.57
County Road Closing

Our Project #82-655-5

Dear Commissioners:
On behalf of the EVAAD and Rogers Group Inc., dba Midwest Construction Materials, Inc.,
we respectively request permission to close the following county roads, effective
Wednesday May 2, 1984.
·
·
1.

I

2.

Swope Road.
2,000 feet.
1984.

From Baumgart Road east to Burch Park Drive, a length of approximately
This roadway will be closed from May 2, 1984 until early September,

Old Petersburgh Road. From existing S.R. 57 to Swope Lane. This roadway will
tentatively be closed to traffic from May 2, 1984 until May 16, 1984. The con· tractor has stated that it will take approximately 10 working days to remove the
old pavement, cut and fill the roadway to grade and place the stone base to act
as a temporary wearing surface.

The above schedules are contingent upon good weather conditions and may have to be
adjusted accordingly. Barricades and signs will be erected in accordance with
I.D.O.H. standards.
·
·
The following firms and agencies which are directly effected by these closings are:
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Letter Continues:
Ryder Truck Rentals Inc., 7925 Baumgart Road.
Mid-American Dairymen Inc., 7924 Burch Park Drive
Stewart Sandwiches, 7813 Baumgart Road
McCutchanville Volunteer Fire Department, McCutchanville
The enclosed map shows the location of the requested road closings for your use.
you have any questions, please feel free to contact us.

If

Sincerely yours.
Lee A. McClellan, P.E.
MORLEY AND ASSOCIATES, INC.

I'

**********
Commissioner Cox asked what alternate route will these trucks be using from the listed
ftrms and agencies, which are directly effected, so that they are not scattered out all
over the residential areas.·
A gentleman, who did not state his name, indicated to the Commissioners that for Swope
Road, the Ryder Truck and Mid-American Dairy will have access from the. north.
President Berries said in looking at the map, they could use Heinlein.
Commissioner Cox said she believes there should be a temporary route designated for them.
She asked if any business will be completely blocked off and the gentleman replied no,
they will all have access.
President Berries asked if these firms have been informed and the gentleman said :that
they will be this week.
·
Commissioner Cox moved the request be granted, with the understanding that temporary
routes and directions are posted for the closing. Commissioner Willner seconded the
motion. So ordered.
·
RE:

LETTER FROM AREA PLAN COMMISSION CONCERNING UNION TOWNSHIP SCHOOL BUILDING

I

President Berries said the following letter was sent from the County Commissioner's
office to the State Baord of Animal Health~ City-County Health Department~ Humane
Society, Environmental Protection Agency, Area Plan Commission, Prosecutor and Mr.
Clarence Winiger, .in regards to the. condition of the old Union Township School Building
that was discussed at the last meeting of the County Commissioners.
This is to inform you that there have been complaints for some period of time on
the deplorable condition of the Union Township School Building which includes the
negligance of animals that are kept there.
For this reason, we are. asking that you or a representative meet· with other
interested parties on Tuesday, April 24, 1984, at 3 O'clock p.m. to discuss the problem
and see what can be done to eliminate it.
Everyone is to meet at Mr. Clarence Winiger's tool shed located on Happe Road at
Roth Road, then proceed to the site.
·
We urge you or your representative to attend this meeting •
. , Sincerely,
~'~Board of County Commissioners
**********
President Berries said in response to the above letter, the Commissioners received the
following letter from the Area Plan Commission, dated April 19, 1984.
Re:

Union Township School Building

In response to your letter of April 18, 1984, I wish to inform you that on
April 12, 1984, the attorney for APC, M~. Paul Wallace, filed a verified complaint for
injunction a~ainst Marion F. Biggerstaff and Mary E. Biggerstaff for violation of
Section 153 (dumping and storage of debris, scrap metel, junked and/or non operational
vehicles and similar items) of the zoning ordinace of Vanderburgh County. I am

I
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Letter Continues:
enclosing copies of the summons, verified complaint, interrogatories and minute.
I would be very happy to meet with you on Tuesday, April 24, 1984, at 3:00 p.m.
at Mr. Clarence Winigers•.

I

Barbara L. Cunningham
Director of Area Plan Commission
**********
President Berries said he will remind everyone present today that this meeting is still
to be tomorrow at 3:00p.m. at Mr. Winigers'.
Commissioner Willner asked if the Commissioners received correspondence from any of the
other agencies and President Borries said not to his knowledge.
Sherrif Shepard said he too ·contacted the State Board of Health and they are supposed
to come done here and do an on-site inspection for violation of operating a sanitary
landfill in a flood plain.
RE:

LETTER FROM CLERK TO USE COPY MACHINE FOR PRIMARY ELECTION

Received was the following letter, dated April 16, 1984 and directed to the Board
of County Commissioners.
Re:

Use of portable copying machine

We respectfully request permission to use the portable copy machine from the
Auditors office for the counting center on Tuesday, May 8, 1984.
We are again planning to furnish precinct printouts on election night and the
above mentioned copier work~ out just great.

I

Sincerely,
Helen L. Kuebler
Secretary, Vanderburgh County
Election Board
**********
Commissioner Willner moved the request be granted.
motion. So ordered.
RE:

Commissioner Cox seconded the

REQUEST TO CHANGE VOTING PLACES IN MAY 8TH PRIMARY ELECTION

President Berries said the·voting pJace in Union-1 was to have been held at the Union
Harbor Marina Office at R.R. 2 Roth Road but they have leaks and are unable to have it
there. There has been a request this be changed to the Dog Town Garage, located at
R.R. 2, Old Henderson Road.
Commissioner Cox asked how close this is to the tavern and Mr. Lindenschmidt said the
taverns are all closed election day until 6:00 p.m.
Commissioner Willner moved the change be approved.
motion. So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the

Berries said concerning 4-14, which was to be voting at the Deeg Building,
located at 1017 Parrett Street, but this building has been sold, so there has been a
request this voting place be changed to the old Police Community Relations Building,
located at 37 Adams Avenue.

i···,~J.i'President

I

Commissioner Cox asked if this is located in 4-14 also, and President Berries said yes.
Commissioner Willner moved the change be approved.
motion. So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the

President Borries said there have also been some questions regarding K-2 which is
located at the Knight Township Volunteer Fire Department at 6336 Morgan Avenue and
also 3-5 which is located at Oaklyn Library (Located in C-1), at 3820 Oak Hill Road.
He said there have been disagreements among the parties regarding whether or not those
two should be changed at this time.
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Commissioner Cox said she would like for the Commissioners to discuss K-2, that this
was one of the precincts that was divided, that they formerly voted at Plaza School
and we have now assigned a voting place to them that is outside of their precinct,
which is on the other side of Morgan Avenue and Morgan Avenue is one of the busiest_
streets early in the morning, at noon and the evening hours, that anyone can ever
imagine. She is sure, unless the law has been changed, and she does not believe it
has, the only reason you can move; or locate a precinct outside' precinct boundries is
if there are no suitable polling place found within the boundary. There is, in this
case, a sutiable place, which is the St. Johns United Church of Christ, at 7000 Lincoln
Avenue. She has talked to the minister at St. Johns and he said he would be very happy
to have the election held there. This precinct has been designated to vote at the
Knight Township Volunteer Fire Department, which is outside of the precinct.

I

President Borries asked what would be wrong with the Carriage House and Ms. Meeks said
we have K-4 voting there. and it is out of the precinct also for K-2.
President Borries said at th·.is point we will have to check on the availibility of that
because he has not received.any correspondence in respect to this.
·
Commissioner Cox said she called Margie Meeks over a week ago and asked her to please
talk to you, Mr. Borries, about it.
President Borries said Mrs. Meeks indicated to him that there had been arrangements
made at the Knight Township Volunteer Fire.Department, but that there had been no phone
correspondence or written correspondence from St. Johns.
Commissioenr Cox said we, as Commissioners have sat here and. heard arguments about the
convenience of the voters and she believes we are asking an awful lot of the voters to
ask them to go down Green River Road or Burkhardt Road, and across Morgan Avenue to do
their voting and she is not certain that even meets the requirements of the one tenth
of a mile that is required of adjoining precincts, and legally the only way we can
locate outside of the precinct is for there to be nothing within the precinct, so she
really does not think we have a choice here.
President Borries said we will check this out and come .back with a final decision next
week.·

I

Commissioner Cox asked when the changes have to be advertised and Mrs. Meeks said we
have until the first week end in May to advertise any changes, therefore, decisions
can be made to do any changes at the April 30th. meeting of the Commissioners.
Commissioner Cox asked Mr •. Borries if he has went out and looked at where the Knight
Township Volunteer Fire Department is located and he replied he is well aware of where
it is at and he believes that all the Commissioners want to. serve the voters, therefore
he is not going to refute what ~1rs. Cox has said, he is only asking for a week to further
check into the availibility of the locations. He said he would like to receive some
confirmation from St. Johns Church.
Commissioner Cox asked President Borries what confirmation he got from Dog Town, that
what is meant by confirmation. She is a county commissioner, therefore, what confirmation do you want, or what confirmation did you get from Dog Town ..• did you speak with
the owner of Dog Town? President Berries replied that he did not and he asked Mrs. Cox
if she did and she replied no she did not, but she voted for the change in Union-1.
Mrs. Cox asked Mr. Borries if he would like for the minister of St. Johns Church to call
him at home and confirm what she has. sai;d and he said he certainly feels that would be
· very appropriate. Commissioner Cox asked President Borries why did he not ask the owner
it;,,;::of Dog Town to call him at home and he replieq the owner had been contacted, otherwise ·
there certainly would not have been a change and that, to him, is obvious. Commissioner
Cox said the minis·ter of St. Johns has been contacted also.
President Borries said we can act upon this request and he is asking for a week to do so.
Commissioner Cox said she would like to ask the County Attorney what the rule is for
using a voting place outside of the precinct, when there is an available place within the
precinct.
County Attorney Jones said he would research the statutes and inform the Commissioners
what the law says regarding this matter;·

I
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RE:

MONTHLY REPORT FROM CLERK OF CIRCUIT COURT

Received and filed was the monthly report of the Clerk of the Circuit Court, for the
month ending February 29, 1984.
RE:

I

CHECK FROM WILL INSURANCE AGENCY

Received was a check from Will Insurance Agency, for refund on a cancellation of a
surety bond on Mr. Conrad Cooper, former manager of the Vanderburgh County Auditorium,
in the amount of $21.12.
County Auditor Alice McBride said she had checked with the insurance company at the time
of Mr. Coopers' resignation and she was told we would not be due a refund, but evidently
they changed that decision.
Commissioner Cox moved the check be signed and deposited in the County General Fund.
Commissioner Willner seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

DISCUSSION OF OLD BUSINESS

Appointment of Mr .. Rod Penfield to. P. I.C. President Borri es said 1ast week there was
some question on the appointment of Mr. Rod Penfield to P.I.C. and whether or not he is
related to Ann Penfield, who is.an employee with the Private Industry Council and we
have received word from Mr. Vanderford that Ann Penfield and Rod Penfield are husband
and wife.
Commissioner Cox said thelil' would this be any conflict, if we . appointed Mr. Penfield to
this P.I.C. Board and President Borries said. none that he is aware of, that surely Mr.
Vanderford would have made us aware of any conflict, should there have been one.
Commissioner Cox said would he not be sitting on a board.that does policies and votes
of recommendations that his wife makes to the board.

I

President Borries said he is' not sure that Mrs. Penfield.is in a policy recommending
position.
The matter was referred to. the county attorney to be further researched.
RE:

CLAIMS

A claim was received for Ice Miller Donadio &Ryan for services rendered including
rev1ewing and editing local proceedings; reviewing proceedings before the State Board
of Tax Commissioners; preparation of various closing papers and certificate; examining
transcript of proceedings; attendance at closing; and rendering opinion approving the
above-referenced bonds in the total principal amount of $860,000.00, dated 2-1-84.
Total Legal Fees •••••.••• $3,100.00
Disbursements
70.33
Total amount due this invoice $3,170.33
President Borries said this claim has been reviewed by our county.attorney, that it is
in regards to the Pigeon and.Knight Townships poor relief bonds.
Commissioner Cox moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

I

Commissioner Willner seconded the motion.

There is to be a meeting April 24th at 3:00 p.m. at the old Union Township School
Building.
President Borries said after a phone conversation with Mr. Bill Phister, of !OSHA, concerning a presentation and communication regarding safety programs for our county, he
has scheduled a meeting with the Commissioners and other interested.departmentheads,
for Tuesday, June 26th. at 9:00 a.m. and this meeting will most probably be held in the
Commissioners Hearing Room.
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EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ..... APPOINTMENTS

KNIGHT TOWNSHIP TRUSTEE
Tara Stokes

2608 S. Dexter

Investigator

$11,500.00

Eff: 4-23-84

1403 E. John
27 W. Maryland St.

Rink Guard P/T
Rink Cashier

$3.50 Hour
$4.25 Hour

Eff:

$10,760.00
$10,760.00

Eff: 4-23-84
Eff: 4-19-84

$11,729.00
$11,320.00
$11,300.00

Eff: 4-23-84
Eff: 4-23-84
Eff: 4-23-84

BURDETTE PARK
Kevin J. Mayer
Tina Coomes

Eff: 4-6-84

4-19-841

VOTERS REGISTRATION
Barbara Bogan
1506 Thompson Ave. Deputy
Rosemary Muensterman 6025 Broadway Ave. Deputy
AREA PLAN COMMISSION
Virginia Wirthwein 6017 Hamilton Dr.
Sec-Bkkpr.
Sandy Weinzapfel' 313 N. Bell Avenue Deputy Admin.
Donna Holderfield 1449 B Mattingly Dr •. Zoning Invest.
RE:

·

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ..... RELEASES

TREASURER
Tara Stokes

2608 S. Dexter

Cashier

$10,760.00

Eff: 4-23-84

27 W.. Maryland St.

Rink Guard

$4.00 Hour

Eff: 4-19-84

1101 Oakley St.
6017 Hamilton Dr.
313 N. Bell Ave.
1449 B Mattingly Dr.

Sec-Bkkpr.
Dep. Admin.
Zon.ing Invest.
Sr. Secretary

$11,729.00
$11,320.00
$11,300.00
$10,760.00

Eff' ·

Deputy

$10,760.00

Eff: 4-18-84
to: 6-4-84

BURDETTE PARK
Tina Coomes
AREA PLAN COMMISSION
Kathie Gehlhausen
Virginia Wirthwein
Sandy Weinzapfel
Donna Holderfield

4e23~s41

Eff: 4-23-84
Eff: 4...23-84
Eff: 4-23-84

VOTERS REGISTRATION
Pamela Bailey (L/A) 218 S. New York

Commissioner Cox asked what is Ms. Bailey's leave of absence for and Mrs. McBride said
it is a maternity leave. Mrs. Cox said we need to have that documented, for insurance
purposes.
RE:

CLAIMS CONCERNING PURCHASE OF RIGHT-OF-WAYS FOR BURKHARDT ROAD

Mr. Andy Easley said he has researched the records concerning the parcels omitted from
the summary list for the Commissioners approval for purchasing of right-of-ways for
Burkhardt Road and they are as follows:
Floyd N. Lemmons and Margaret J. Lemmons •...•.. $3,525.31
Albert Durchholz and Mary C. Durchholz and
·Martin Durchholz and Mildred Durchholz .•..•• : .. $ 759.06
3. Gene B. Glick Company ..•...•.•..•.•••.......•.. $ 50.00
4. Mota, Inc. Henry Bertrand ....•.....•..•.••..... $ 50.00
Mr. Easley said the last two are for temporary construction easements, in the amount of
$50.00 each.
Commissioner Cox asked if there is any other identification for the above parcels and
Mr. Easley said there are no parcel numbers for them, that Mr. Morley submitted names,
sketches and legal descriptions, but no parcel numbers.
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President Borries said there are no parcel numbers, however, there are addresses for
all the people and Mr. Morley has submitted legal descriptions also.
Mr. Easley said on property owned by Stanley D. Unfried and Bonnie M. Murphy and Planters
Bank and Trust Company, for $5,925.31, that this evidently became an estate and
Commissioner Cox said she passed away.

I

Commissioner Willner moved the additional parcels be approved for purchase and that the
twenty two (22) claims submitted by Mr. Easley earlier in the meeting be approved.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim, in the amount of $6,000.00 also be approved, for
Citizens Realty for services rendered in negotiations for right-of-way for Burkhardt
Road improvements. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.

There being no further business, President Borries declared the meeting recessed at
5:50 p.m.

PRESENT:

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard Rick Borries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Ali:ce McBride

David L. Jones
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SECRETARY:
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Janice Decker
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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
APRIL 30, 1984
The meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on April 30, 1984, at
2:30 O.m. in the Commissioners Hearing Room with President Berries presiding.
The minues of the previous meeting were approved as engrossed by the county auditor
and the reading of same dispensed with.
RE:

SICNING OF AGREEMENT WITH DA-MAC ON BATTING CAGES AT BURDETTE PARK

President Berries said the minutes of April 23, 1984, reflect the awarding of the
contract for the batting cages. at Burdette Park, to DaMac, however, the agreement
was not signed at that meeting, therefore it it before us today for the Commissioners
signatures.
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All three (3) of the Commissioners signed the Agreement, which will be on file in the
County Auditor's office, with a copy to go to Mr. Hugh McGee and David P. Austill.
RE:

MR. MALCOLM FORBES - REPRESENTATIVE FROM EVANSVILLE PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA

President Berries said the Commissioners are very pleased to have before them today,
representatives of the Evansville Philharmonic Orchestra and at this time he would
invite anyone or all to come forth with any statements they would like to present.
Mr. Malcolm Forbes, President of the Board of Driectors of the Philharmonic came forth
and stated the Evansville Philharmonic Orchestra is certainly one of the most important
cultural organizations in the city of Evansville, if not in the entire tri-state
region. Next year, as you know, the Philharmonic will be celebrating 50 years of
service to the community. The history of the Orchestra over this period has been
a testimony to the cooperation and mutual support from local business, industry,.
foundations, government and individuals.
We are proud of the role the Philharmonic has played in enhancing the quality of life
in Evansville. The Orchestra is. committed to providing audiences in the tri-state
with live performances of both popular and classical works.· With the endorsement
of the Commissioners of Vanderburgh County, we feel the quality of these performances
can be significantly improved.
Since construction of Vanderburgh Auditorium, the Philharmonic and other groups have
been fortunate to have a facility seating an audience of 2000. Next year we hope it
will be sold out for all of our concerts, but I do not think it would cmne as a shock
to suggest that the acoustics leave something to be desired.
While there is no simple solution, the Philharmonic has sought the professional advice
of Jaffe Acoustics, Inc. (83 East Avenue, Norwalk, CT 06851). Mr. Mark Hilden, a
member of the Jaffe firm, and Mr. John Wright of Technical Directions, Inc. (5540
McKenna Street, New Orleans, LA 70125) have proposed two methods for correcting present
deficiencies in the auditorium without altering the structure of the building itself.
These Are:
1. Construction of a new light-weight Fiberglas shell for the orchestra;
2.

Installation

~f
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an Electronic Reflected Energy System (ERES)

The cost of the shell is estimated at $50,000.00 and the electronic system at
$100,000.00. They serve different purposes and either may be installed without depending on the other. Both would provide optimum improvement acoustically, but only
one would still make a marked contributipn toward this goal.
__
.. _ .
t:c:,Jhe Evansville Philharmonic with the support of the WhirJpool Fo-undation· :is _therefore
:;;Wi'f:e;prepared to engage a firm to design and fabricate a shell appropriate for 'use by the
Orchestra when giving concerts in the Auditorium. All costs associated with construetion of the shell will be borne by the Philharmonic and Whirlpool Foundation on ah
matching basis up to a maximum of $50,000.00. Our intention is to raise the 0rc estra's contribution of $25,000.00 from local sources through a special appeal for funds.
We are asking the Commissioners and members of the staff at Vanderburgh Auditorium
to approve this project in principle to assist in the installation of the shell, to
store the shell at the Auditorium between performances, to rig the shell as required,
and to take reasonable measures: to prevent damage to the shell when not in use. In
return, the Philharmonic would give the Auditorium permission to use the shell for
other organizations without charge, if appropriate to their needs. We are most
anxious to have the new shell in place for the 1984-85 season of the Philharmonic and
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hence request action at your earliest convenience. We are continuing to investigate alternative sources of funding for the electronic system, but at present it
seems unlikely that anything could be done in time for the 50th Anniversary.
Mr. Stephen Johnson, President-elect of the Philharmonic Board of Directors, has
worked closely with the consultant firm and would be happy to answer any questions
you may have.
He thanked the Commissioners for their attention and consideration.

I

Commissioner Willner said he has several questions, however, he would like to thank
Mr. Forbes for his presentation today and for getting the project started and he
would hope that some funds would be forthcoming from the County for the electronic
systems that was mentioned. If you go to the maximum of acoustics, and we probably
have the minimum now, are we talking about a 50% improvement, a 100% improvement .•. or
what?
Mr. Stephen Johnson stated he is not an acoustician, but having talked to Mark Holden
and John Wright, of Jaffe Acoustics, when they were here in October, he thinks the
problem boils down to the fact that the hall is very very dry, therefore the sound
doesn't have any reverberation in the hall and you can hear this particularly when
you listen to recordings that are made in the hall. Sitting in the audience, there
are also some dead spots and people will comment during intermission, that it was as
though they had been in two (2) different concerts. He believes to install the new
shell and the installation of the electronic reflected energy system will do two (2)
things, that being it will focus the sound and send it out into the hall better and
not have it get lost, as is now happening and .the electronic system will give it
added presence by electronically beaming frequency signals out into the hall and
livening up the sound. In terms .of percentage improvements, it is really hard to say
but he knows it will be a very dramatic improvement.

.,....~·

President Berries expressed his deljght.in what has been done and said he believes we
are moving toward what will be significant improvements .at the.Auditorium.

I
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Mr. Johnson said they are looking forward to working very closely with the Commission .. ·
ers and Mr. Bi tz as they pro'gress into the programs and improvements.
Commissioner Willner said he would think that sometime within the near future that
Jaffe, Inc. would have to give us a percentage of help, to the Auditorium, that he
is thinking if we spent $100,000.00 and it helped it 5%, then he would probably say
no, but if we were to spend $100,000.00 and it helped 90%, then he would probably say
yes, so sometime in the future that company is going to have to answer that question
for him, if county funds are going to be used.
Commissioner Cox said on page two (2) of Mr. Forbes statement it says that Jaffe, Inc.
has proposed two methods for correcting present deficiencies in the auditorium and ·
she has to rely on the technical expertise of the two firms contacted and take them at
their word that they will correct the deficiencies. She does support this and she also
appreciates Mr. Forbes and Mr. J.ohnson's work that has been done toward this.
She understands that the Philharmonic will give the Auditorium permission to use the
shell for other organizations without charge, if appropriate to their needs. That does
not mean that we cannot charge other people for using it, does it and Mr. Johnson said
no, the Commissioners may charge. Also you want us to store the shell •.• do we have
adequate room to do this and Mr. Bitz acknowledged the fact that we do. Also, will we
have proper people to rig the shell and Mr. Johnson said we are talking about installing the proper rigging and we are uncertain at this t.ime exactly how the pieces will
fit together. Commissioner Cox said this shell will be on stage only when the Philhar- .
. monic is using it unless someone else needs it and Mr. Johnson said that is correct.
'"'
·.,,,;,i:iCommissioner Cox said then it will be our responsibility to bodily remove the shell, or
will this one be hanging also and Mr. Johnson said a portion of it could be. Mr. Johnson said part of the proposal that will be funded by Whirlpool will involve acutally
putting the shell up, in place and what will be required on the continuing basis will
be as it presently is with the wooden shell.
Commissioner Willner moved the project be approved, subject to the funding, as indicated and that we work together to help them raise their quota. Commissioner Cox
seconded the motion. So ordered.
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RE:
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AMERICAN UNITED LIFE INSURANCE CHECK FROM MR. JOHN DAUBLE

Mr. John Dauble was present and submitted a check in the amount of $21,829.85 to the
Board of Commissioners, which represents a return of the claim stabilization reserve
from the life insurance plan which terminated on October 31, 1983. The following
statement was submitted with the check.
Reserve @ 1-1-83
Interest earned @9% (prorated)

$20,306.85
1,523.00

*Reserve @ 1-1-84

I

$21,829.85

*Paid in full (Terminated 10-31-83)
**********
Commissioner Willner moved the check be endorsed and put into the County General Fund.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
County Auditor Alice McBride said this money can be put back into the Commissioners
Insurance Account.
RE:

CONTINUED SALE OF COUNTY OWNED SURPLUS PROPERTY

President Berries said the sale of county owned surplus property will continue and he
asked if there were any bidders present in the audience today.
Mr. Hugh McGee said he would bid $50.00 each on the following county owned property.
22-30-11 ... 1223-25 S.E. Second.

Appraised Value is $3,000.00

22-61-22 •.• 1706 South Governor.

Appraised Value is $1,500.00

22-78-13 ••. 1700 South Garvin.

Appraised Value is $1,100.00

23-31-13 ••. 732 E. Blackford.

Appraised Value is $1,500.00

32-41-16 .•. 2771 Broadway.

Appraised Value is $2,700.00

I

President Borries.said the following written bid was received from Mr. James Julian,
P.O. Box 3663, Evansville, Indiana
22-30-11. .• 1223-25 S.E. Second •.•••••.•.•• Bid of $50.00

Appraised Value •• $3,000.00

22-48-2 ..•• 1502 Judson Street .••••.••.•... Bid of $50.00

Appraised Value .. $1,000.00

22-61-22 ..• 1706 South Governor .•••••••..•• Bid of $50.00

Appraised Value .. $1,500.00

22-78-13 ••• 1700 South Garvin ..•.•••.••.••• Bid of $50.00

Appraised Value •. $1,100.00

23-31-13 ••• 732 E. Blackford •••••••••.••..• Bid of $50.00

Appraised Value •• $1,500.00

24-36-29 .•• 421 South Linwood ..•.•....•••.. Bid of $50.00

Appraised Value .. $1,000.00

24-45-10 ... 6~E. Cherry St •..•••.•••.•.•• Bid of $50.00

Appraised Value •• $1,000.00

.,,,President Borri)s said there are some tie bids on some of the properties and Mr. ·
McGee said he would raise his bid on the following codes to $60.00 each.
22-31-11 .•• 1223-25 S.E. Second
22-61-22 ..• 1706 South Governor
22-78-13 ••• 1700 South Garvin
23-31-13 .•• 732 E. Blackford

and that the bid of $50.00 stay good for code 32-41-16 •.• 2771 Broadway Avenue.

I
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There were no other bidders in the audience.
Commissioner Willner moved the following properties be sold to Mr. Hugh McGee, for
$60.00 each.
22-31-11 •.• 1223-25 S.E. Second Street.
22-61-22 ••• 1706 South Governor.Street
22-78-13 ... 1700 South Garvin Street
23-31-13 ••. 732 E. Blackford Avenue

I

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

So ordered.

Commissioner Willner moved that 32-41-16 ••• 2771 Broadway Avenue, be sold to Mr. Hugh
McGee for $50.00. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
Commissioner Willner moved the following parcels be sold to Mr. James Julian for
$50.00 each.
.
22-48-2 ••• 1502 Judson Street
24-36-29 •. 421 South Linwood
24-45-10 .. 670 E. Cherry Street

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
President Berries said this concludes the sale of county own~d property that all parcels
have now been sold and will be getting back on the tax rolls.
RE:

COUNTY ATTORNEY

President Berries said Mr. Cedric Hustace who .is with the law firm of Bowers, Harrison,
.xent and Mi 11 er is present today as acting county attorney.
RE:

I

CONTRACT FOR OUTDOOR SIGN & MESSAGE CENTER AT VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM

Mr. Kim Bitz, Auditorium Manager stated the contract between the County and Ad-craft,
for the new outdoor sign and message center has been submitted.and discussed with the
county attorney and there are a few changes that everyone agrees should be implemented
in the contract before the Commissioners sign it, therefore, he would request it be
deferred until next week.
RE:

KIM BITZ •.•• VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM

Request From City Controller to Use Auditorium: Mr. Bitz said he has had a request
from the City Controllers office to use the Auditorium the morning of May lOth. from
approximately 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon, for an informative type meeting and a work shop
on the new taxes, etc. He can see no need to charge them for the use of the Auditorium
since it will also benefit the county employees, however, he told them he would submtt
the request before the Commissioners for final approval.
·
Commissioner Cox said they should address their request to the Board of County
. Commissioners, by letter, however, she would have no objections.
President Berries instructed. Mr. Bitz to request a written request from the City to
the Comrr.issioners and submit it next week, but he also would have no objections;
RE:

BILL BETHEL .•.• COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

,1j:;~,Weekly Absentee Report:

Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly absentee report of the
at the county garage for the period of April 23, 1984 thru April 27,1984.
Report received and filed.

~·,lt7;~Alemployees

I

Weekly Work Report:
Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly work report of the employees at
the county garage for the period of A~ril 23 thru 27, 1984 ... report received and filed.
Attached to the weekly work report was the following work schedule for the same period
of time.
Gradall:

Allen Lane, Baseline Road, St. George Road, St. Joe Avenue, Hillview
Road, Mill Road, Peerles~ Road, Everglade and Wedeking .

.
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Grader:

Keener Road, Darmstadt Road, Oak Hill & Ridge Top, Wallenmeyer, Bixler
Road, Maasberg, Lutterback, Holly Hill, Baehl, Schmidt, Armstrong,
Baseline, Cemetery, Motz Lane, Motz Road andTrapp Road.

Patch Crew:

Oak Hill & Ridgewood, Whetstone, Hillview, Allen Lane, Darmstadt,
Mt. Pleasant, Old Princeton, Bayou Creek, Wallenmeyer, Maasberg,
Lutterbach, Holly Hill, Meadow View, Baseline, Coal Mine, West Lake,
Daniel, Pine Creek Drive, Old Henderson, Old State, Seven Hills,
Broadway, Saratoga, Valley Downs and Hogue Road.

Roaked:

Ridge Top, Young, County Line East, Holly Hill, Wallenmeyer, Armstrong, Baehl, Schmidt, Motz Lane and Motz Road.

I

Cut Bleeders: One County Roads.
Trash Crew:

Lynn Road and Old Greenriver Road.
**********

Mr. Bethel said he is trying to get all the pot holes filled and then he will begin·
his paving program, weather permitting.
Check Received from American States Insurance Company: President Berries presented a
check in the amount of $560.45, from the American States Insurance Company, for damages
to a county vehicle, with the insured being Mr. Robert Holbrook.
Willner moved the check be endorsed by Mr. Bethel .and put into the County
Highway Fund.. Commissioner Cox seconded the·motion. So ordered.

C~mmissioner

RE:

BCB BRENNER .•.. COUNTY SURVEYOR

Mr. David Guillaum, Chief Deputy Surveyor was present and stated he-brought the wrong
folder with him today, therefore he does not have the weekly bridge .. and guardrail
report to submit but basically where they worked at this past week is at the X Bridge
on Baseline and Petersburg Roads, that they are putting thei.r matting materials down
and rocking it and removing the bad areas.
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On the Ohio Street Bridge project they are going .to reopen it today, that.Deig Brothers
made the repairs and they did a real good jo on it. He poured our concrete within four
(4) inches and then replaced the blacktop. He told Deig to have someone apen it up before the four o'clock rush hour. We did run under on the concrete quantities, that
they bid 52 cu. yrds. and we didn't have to use all of it, but we had them to do a
little welding for us, so we will have to get that all figured up, but he believes we
may come out a little bit ahead on the work done.
Commissioner Willner asked if the surveyor's office is getting a list together of
the bridges that need resurfacing and Mr. Guillaum .said he believes Mr. Brenner is
compiling such a list.
RE:

COMPUTER SYSTEM CHANGE REQEUST FROM PULSE SYSTEMS

President Berries said the Commissioners have received a form from Pulse Systems requesting a systems change in the Voters Registration office and has been signed by both
Carolyn Sauer and Paul Bitz. It would be a minor change which would allow the system
to print purge notices and it will reduce the time necessary to produce the notices by
two (2) weeks. The requested completion date is May 14,1984 and Voters Registration has
the
$100.00 in :··,their budget which would be the only charge to develop';,; this ·program.
;.<i.!'~t~!'Ji!ti'&"'~~:;;:
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Commissioner Willner asked if this will be a one time charge and President Berries replied yes. Commissioner Willner moved the request be granted.
Commissioner Cox asked what this will do to our lease agreement with Pulse, will we now
have to pay more per month and President Berries replied no. Commissioner Cox seconded
the motion. So ordered.
RE: CHECK FROM INDIANA INSURANCE COMPANY ON SHERIFF'S RADIO
Received was a check from the Indiana Insurance Company in the amount of $725.40, for
lightning damage of 3-15-84, of the Sheriff's radio.
Commissioner Willner moved the check be endorsed and put into the County General Fund.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
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LETTER AND CHECKS FROM AMERICAN CREDITORS ASSOCIATION

President Berries read aloud the fo11owing letter received from American Creditors
Associations, directed to Doris Whobrey, an employee in the County Treasurers office
that it concerns the collection of delinquent taxes owed Vanderburgh County. The
county has a signed contract with National Revenue Corporation to collect these taxes
for Vancerburgh County.
Dear Client:

April 18, 1984

Inclosed is your Money Back Guarantee, which we suggest be stored in a sucure place.
Please acknowledge receipt by signing the form on the reverse side of this letter and
returning it to our office.
In our new relationship with you as a service organization, we will be working as a
team to restore your cash flow to a current basis. Let me extend an open invitation
to communicate any requests or special information that will help us to work more
effectively with you.
An example of the value of the teamwork philosophy will become evident if (1) when
partial payments are received, you contact your debtor immediately to confirm arrangements for payment of the balance, and {2) you report all payments to us promptly so we
may adjust your accounts or cease collection efforts. Please indicate on your reports
to us if our service is to be stopped because.of satisfactory arrangements made between
you and your debtor. Complete instructions for simple communication are included on
pages 3, 4 and 5 of your.Systems Instruction Booklet.
Please accept.our sincere thanks for the opportunity to team-up with you to improve
your cash flow. And, welcome to the nationwide group of NRC customers from our staff
and myself. We look forward to a long, mutually.profitable relationship.
Sincerely yours,
Fred L. Beachler,
Executive Director

I

**********
President Berries said.there are several checks enclosed, totally $34,375.00.
After a brief discussion the checks were referred to the County Auditor for11 further
discussion with the County Treasurer, because the checks were made out to Civic
Center Complex 11 , therefore the Commissioners were not certain they should endorse them.
If there is any additional things the Commissioners are to do with the checks, Mrs.
McBride will inform them and return them at the next meeting, but until that time the
record should show the checks were ordered received and filed with the County Auditor.
RE:

LETTER FROM ATTORNEY ROBERT AYLSWORTH ON MARBLE CONSTRUCTION CO. CABLE TV FRANCHISE

President Berries read aloud the following letter ... dated April 26, 1984 and directed to
the Board of.County Commissi~ners
Re: Marble Construction, Inc. - Cable Television Franchise in Vand. County

I

You will recall that my client, Marble Construction, Inc., was recently granted
a franchise by you to provide cable television service in Vanderburgh County, Indiana •. ---:E~"r~$ubsequent to that grant, I contacted SIGECO and requested that company to contact my
client regarding negotiation of a pole attachment agreement to permit my client to
attach its cable television lines to SIGECO's poles in areas of Vanderburgh County
that it might desire to service in the future.
Please find enclosed a response that I received from Mr. George A. Porch, the
attorney for SIGECO. You will note that the utility company has advised by client
that it does not desire to enter into any pole attachment contract with Marble .
Construction, Inc.
The purpose of this letter is merely to advise you of this fact, to submit a
copy of the letter from the utility company to you for your records and to further
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Letter Continues
advise you that it will be necessary for my client to come before you in the future on
a case by case basis when it wishes to expand its service area in Vanderburgh County,
Indiana, and in order to obtain authority to bury its cable television lines underground within the county right-of-way owned by Vanderburgh County.
Respectfully,
Robert R. Aylsworth
Attorney at Law
Letters ordered received and filed.
RE:

I

**********

ANDY EASLEY ... COUNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER

Claims: Mr. Easley submitted the following two (2) claims, in regards to.the settlement w1th Alfred F. and Julia L. Euler that the Commissioners signed a couple of weeks
ago, as presented by attorney Gene Johnson. One claim is in the amount of $1,684.00
and the second one in the amount of $1,800.00, as per agreement.
Commissioner Willner moved both claims be approved.
motion. So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the

.,..-

·r

A claim was submitted by Mr. Easley for the City of Evansville, in the amount of
$10,000.00 for the county's portion of traffic signal at Green River Road and Eastland
Place, as per signed agreement. The claim is signed by Mr. David Savage, Traffic Eng.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox;secon:ded the motion.

Request From Mead Johnson for Commissioners Approval for Entranceway to Proposed Hanger:
Mr. Easley said this past Friday he was contacted by Mead Johnson's project engineering
staff and they are in the process of constructing il. b~hger on a:;J?(lr,cel that will have
access off of Highway 57, approximately one quarter of a mile.eastofHighway 41.
They are getting access from the State HighwayDepartmentbuttheS-tate Highway Dept.
asked them to get County Commissioners approval of this entrance and they have reminded us that about January, 1985, the State is going to propose that .this section of
Highway 57 is going to be . relinquished to the county and the master plan calls for .that
north/south runway to be extended across Highway 57, so if this happens, this road will
not ever be more than 1500 ft. long. Mead•s want him to write a letter to the state
saying this will not interfer with the Commissioners acceptance of the road, if it
is relinquished. He showed this to Mr. Geratd and he agrees with it, that when the
highway becomes a deadend road it will serve Rudd, the Dairy Queen, a parcel belonging
to Greg Kempf and also Mead Uohnson's hanger, and thats about.all it will serve.
He would concur that there would be no need for a de-excelleration lane on that location
because the.highway traffic will be rerouted.
Mead's have a very tight schedule on the construction of this hanger, that they have
larger jets being assigned here and he personally can see no reason not to allow their
request, however, he and Mr. Gerard would like to have a few more days to study this
because he received this request only this morning.
Commissioner Cox asked if the Airport Authority Board has been alerted in regards to
this request and Mr. Easley said he understands that Jim Morley has made the Air Board
aware of the request, that this land is going to be leased to Mead Johnson by the Airto build the hanger on, so he would assume they are well aware of :the facts.
. port,
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Commissioner Willner said
no reason not to sign it,
highway that the state is
see how this could change
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he read about this in the media and he personally would see
however, we have not agreed to take over that section of
talking about relinquishing to the county, so he does not
the situation one way or another.

Commissioner Cox asked if the Airport Authority approved the entrance, the engress and
egress of this area. She has no objections to this, however, in order to be fair to
Mead Johnson, that they don't do something that would interfere with the construction of
the new runway, that it would be well to run it on by the Airport Authority. She wonders if one more week would harm anything and Mr. Easley said they would perfer not to
have another week's delay, so perhaps the Commissioners could condition it upon the
Airport concurring and we could get a letter from Morley.

I
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Cormnissioner Willner said he would be interested in reading the letter before he
signs this agreement and Mr. Easley said he would see to it that the Commissioners
get it as soon as he has it prepared.

I

Commissioner Willner moved that Mr. Easley be authorized to wrtte a letter to the
State, in regards to Mead Johnson's request, subject to each of the Commissioners
signing the letter and also subject to the Airport's concurrence. Commissioner
Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
Commissioner Willner said one of the things he is interested in is whether or not they
are going to take that stop light out on Highway 57, because there will be two (2)
lights within a half block of each other, that one (1) of them will have to go.
Relinquishment of SR 65 St. Joseph Avenue: Commissioner Cox said the Commissioners
received a letter from Mr. Easley, dated April 25, 1984, concerning the relinquishment
of SR 65, St. Joseph Avenue and the acceptance thereof and this adds on .138 to our
roads and streets mileage.
Letter received and filed.
RE:· ····REQUEST FOR TUITION FEE. ...• COUNTY ASSESSOR
President Borries said the Board has received a request from Mr. James Angermeier,
County Assessor, asking the Commissioners to approve county paying the tuition for
him to attend the Introduction to Basics of Condemnation Appraisals Seminar, which
will be held in Evansville, on May 10 & 11, 1984, and the tuition fee is $175.00.
The seminar is to be held at the Ramada Inn of Evansville.
Commissioner Cox said she was not aware that the County Assessor condemns property.
Commissioner Willner asked who is sponsoring this seminar and President Borries replied
the National Association of ,Independent Fee Appraisers ..

I

Commissioner Cox said she could be wrong, but she .does not think that is a county responsibility, that it is not sponsored by the Association of Counties or the Indiana
Assessor's Association and this is not a state called or a state mandated seminar.
President Borries said perhaps we will defer it for one (1} week in order to obtain
additional information on the matter, that perhaps Mr. Lindenschmidt could contact Mr.
Angermeier.
RE:

SPECIFICATIONS FOR LEASE VEHICLES FOR SHERIFF'S

DEPARTI~ENT

President Borries said before the. Commissioners are specifications for one (1),
three (3) seat wagon and six {6), four (4) door sedans, for the Sheriff's Department.
These specifications are all for lease vehicles.
Commissioner Willner asked if the Sheriff has the dollars and Mrs. McBride said there
was $32,000.00 appropriated at budget time for vehicles in the Sheriff's budget.
Commissioner Willner moved the specifications be approved for advertisement, subject to
available funds in the Sheriff's budget.
·
·
. Commissioner Cox said
,vehicles and purchase
2:~U¥'three (3) seat wagon,
·:"''':~;4:t'go along with the air

I

she thought the county wanted to get out of the leasing of
them instead and a-lso she would question the need of the .
along with AM/FM Radios and tinted glass, even though she could
conditioning. · · · · ·
·
·

President Borries asked Commissioner Cox if she would second the motion and she replied
no.
President Borries seconded the motion for approval of the specifications, which carried
with two {2) affirmative votes, those being President Borries and Commissioner Willner's. Commissioner Cox voted no.
RE:

REQUEST TO CHANGE VOTING PLACE FOR KNIGHT-2

President Borries said Knight-2 is a new precinct and in regards to using St. Johns
United Church of Christ for a voting place, Commissioner Cox indicated to us .that they
would be willing to approve the church as a voting place for K-2. This was approved
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by the church board at their meeting on March 26th, therefore the Commissioners must
give approval of the change.
Commissioner Willner moved that the voting place for K-2 be St. Johns United Church
of Christ, 7000 Lincoln Avenue. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE: ANNUAL REPORT TO THE STATE OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
President Berries said the Board has before them today, the annual report to the
.
State of Public Instruction, for the Congressional Township, Common School and Permanent Endowment Fund for the year ending April 30, 1984, which needs the Commissioners
signatures, along with the Auditor•s signature and the Treasurer•s signature.

I

County Auditor Alice McBride said this is an annual report and her office has completed
the figures and it is ready for signatures.
Commissioner Willner moved the annual report be signed and mailed to the proper agency.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE: AMENDMENT TO COUNTY PERSONNEL POLICY
President Berries said we have before us again the amendment to the County Personnel
Policy, as it relates to the medical or maternity leaves, which is section 35.47 of
the Code of Ordinances of Vanderburgh County. County Attorney Jones submitted this
last week for the Commissioners to study and take action on today.
Commissioner Willner said he is not sure he understands all of it but he believes it
takes care of the problems we have had in regards to the leave times, therefore, he
would move the amendment be approved and forwarded to the County Council for their
approval. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE

A certificate of insurance was submitted for the Warrick County School Corp. et al, for
a prom on May 4, 1984, at the Auditorium.
A certificate of insurance was submitted for the Whinlpool Management for a dance on
May 19, 1984, ·at the Auditorium.

I

A certificate of insurance was submitted for Data Processing Management Association
for the region 9 Spring Conference and Exposition on April 25-26, 1984, Bt the Vanderburgh Auditorium.
A certificates received and filed.
RE:

DISCUSSION OF OLD BUSINESS

Old Union Township School Building: President Berries said in regards to the condition
of the Union Township School Building, which has been topic of discussion for several
weeks now he would report the Commissioners did attend an on-site inspection of the
old school building, on April 24th. The owner of the property, Mr. Marion Biggerstaff
. has received complaints from neighbors and those complaints have been forwarded to
several governmental agencies, concerning the condition of said property. Mr. Bigger.staff indicated he would improve the condition of this property within six (6) weeks.
He would ask for written comments from the Commissioners, or any of the other agencies
that attended the inspection, because at one point Mr. Biggerstaff indicated that he did
.{.not know what to remove and we need to have a written list of improvements that should
'i~%\;\ll,be made to the property and then there would be no confusion about it.;' ;.
·
· · ···'"·'·' . ""'···
Commissioner Cox said she feels it is very necessary that the Commissioners have something in writing to submit to Mr. Biggerstaff, that we should state specific things we
expect him to do, so that there is no misunderstanding and it will be a matter of
record, that it will be legal and within our jurisdiction, because at the end of sixty
(60) days she does not want him to come before us with the excuse that he did not
understand what needed to be done and then we start over again, because this is an age
old problem.
President Berries said he would instruct Ms. Meeks to send a memo to.each of the
agencies that attended the inspection and ask for their written comments and then we
will draft a letter to Mr. Biggerstaff itemizing everything that he should do to improve the site.

't'.!i _ M-D tiL .

. Lt

I
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SCHEDULED MEETINGS

There is to be a Council of Youth meeting on Thursday, May 3rd, in the Mayor•s office,
at 4:00 p.m. and President Borries indicated he will attend this meeting.
There is to be a regular meeting of the County Council, on May 2nd. at 2:30p.m. in
the City/County Council Chambers.

I

President Borries asked the other Commissioners if they have any thoughts concerning
any matters to come before the Council at their meeting.
Commissioner Cox asked if the Council plans on voting on the Local Option Tax at their
meeting and President Borries said it is his understanding that they will.
Mrs. McBride, County Auditor, said it is on their agenda for Wednesday.
Commissioner Cox asked if this was advertised and Mrs. McBride replied her office did
not have to advertise it again, that all of that was handled by the city.
Commissioner Cox said she really does not think that the County Council has what is
known as an agenda, that they advertise appropriations, but other things can be discussed.
Mrs. McBride said for about the past year Mrs. Wilkey has typed up an agenda for all
meetings, which is.available at the meeting, similar to what the County Commissioners
have in their meetings.
Commissioner Cox asked if there are any feelings concerning the repeal of the wheel
tax and Commissioner Willner asked if the Council intended to act on that Wednesday.
Mrs. McBride sai.d it is on the Council 1 s agenda.

I

President Borries said because of the uncertainty of the legality in all aspects of
the Local Option Tax, as it is structured regarding the taxing council and it is also
unclear if counties can use any of this local option tax monies for roads or for road
repairs, therefore, he is unclear at this time as to.why there would be any sentiment
to repeal the wheel tax before those things were decided, he would like for the needs
of our county•s road repair to.be studied by the County Council and he is sure Mr. Bill
Bethel would arrange a tour of the roads for any Council member interested in going.
and he will express those concerns to the Council at their meeting.
Commissioner ~Iillner said he understands there was to be a test suit filed on the
legality', and he is wondering if this has been done.
The other two Commissioners were not aware of any that had been filed.
Commissioner Willner said he understands the Council has the entire year of 1984 to
repeal the wheel tax and President Borries said he believes that is correct and he
believes it was agreed to for only one (1) year in the first place ... for 1985 only.
Commissioner Cox said will there not be a space on the license plate forms for this
tax, however, it wouldn•t hurt for it to be on there and if we don•t need it we won•t
use it.
·
·
President Borries sat.d there may already be a slot for it because there are some counties
that have already adopted it.
·

I

;:~~~;president Borries said he also has read in the media some articles in regards to Hill, --·crest, :that there are obviously some capital improvements that are going to have to be
made out there. The Council is going to have to set some priorities for any extra
monies we will be collecting this year.
Commissioner Cox said if they do pass the Local Option Income Tax, which is really a
technicality at this time, could we recommend to them that they also pass a portion of
that Bill relating to .a Cumulative Capital Improvement Fund.
Mrs. McBride said she believes the Commissioners are the ones that set up the Cumulative
Capital Improvement Fund, not the County Council, however, she will check with the
State and inform the Commissioners of her findings.
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Letter Received. from Vanetta Becker: Commissioner Cox said she recieved a copy of
a letter from State Representative Vanetta Becker, referring to her support of our
request for an interchange on I-164 and Lynch Road and there is a meeting scheduled
at 10:00 a.m. on May 9th, with Mr. Wayne Walker and this will be held in the Chamber
office.
President Berries said he is not sure if Ms. Becker thinks this is an additional interchange or if she knows we had asked to switch the one and Commissioner Cox said she is
aware of the wanting to switch and this is probably an update on the State's feeling
of that switch and a clarification.
President Berries said just today the Commissioners received the following letter from
Mr. Hallock, Indiana Department of Highways, regarding I-164 and Lynch Road. The
letter is dated April 26, 1984 and directed to the Board of County Commissioners.

I

Your letter of March 6, 1984 requests changes to our project for the construction
of I-164. Specifically, you request that we delete the interchange proposed for SR 62
and I-164 and substitute an ·interchange of the proposed Lynch Road extension and I-164.
The substituted interchange to be constructed with the interstate funds which are earmarked for the presently identified interchange.
There was discussion of this substitution during the earlier development of I-164,
however, the Department of Highways considered it more appropriate to continue with the
interchange at SR 62 and make provisions for another interchange for Lynch Road·when it
was developed. The advanced studies for I-164 were completed on this basis and the
Environmental Impact Study was approved on this basis.
The design for I-164 in this area is progressing on schedule and a consulting
firm has been retained to do the preliminary engineering for SR 62. We anticipate
having this section of 1-164 under construction in 1986 and SR 62 shortly thereafter.
Federal statutes were changed in 1981 to fix the cost of completing the interstate
system •. Provisions were inserted which redefined funding eligibility for various projects. Among the changes were provisions that no future items could be added to the
Interstate Cost Estimate for funding with Interstate funds. Additional limitations
were inserted to require that any project to be constructed with Interstate Funds have
all Environmental Impacts cleared prior to September 30, 1983 and that construction be
initiated before September 30, 1986.

I

The changes referenced above preclude the addition of the Lynch Road Interchange
for Interstate funding. It also prevents us from making changes in the location and
access to I-164 which might reopen the Environmental Impact Studies. In view of the
restrictions on the use of Federal Interstate funds, we cannot consider your proposal.
The above discussion is intended to show the impossibility of substituting one
interchange for another, it is not intended to discourage you from seeking an interchange for Lynch Road when it is constructed. We have worked with you on this problem
in the past and we will be happy to provide assistance as you develop your project.
Sincerely,
Gene K. Hallock
Director
**********
President Berries said they talk about SR 62, but that is not correct, because that is
Highway, and we proposed the interchange on Old Boonville Highway, not S.R. 62.

~"'""'Boonville
•,_J,""'Cf;."';;;:,':,-.·?.<:t.
-,~-

Commissioner Cox said she believes there needs to be a meeting because she believes
people are confused and she understands there may be some either state or federal
monies that would be available, possibly, for the Lynch Road Interchange.
Commissioner Willner said he understands that the state is saying we are too late to
change the original plans for I-164, although he doesn't understand that, because it
was at an informational public meeting that we stressed that point, but being that as
it may, they are saying the original plan will continue, without the interchange, but
that if we do need an interchange, they think it is feasible and there are other funds
available for an interchange if we appJy for it, but it cannot be done under the
original scope and he believes the meeting with Mr. Walker is for him to tell us if they
will accept our proposal to change fundings and continue with it.

I
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President Berries said he still has a concern in regards to the confusion at the beginning of the letter from Mr. Hallock, that he does not believe we ever asked for a
deletion of SR 62, that that has always been in the plans.
Commissioner Willner said he believes that is a typo error.
RE:

I

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES •...• APPOINTMENTS

CIRCUIT COURT
Katherine Baird
Thomas Montgomery
Paul Aarstad
Jeff Howerton
Robert Rafferty

Special Intern
Probation Officer
Special Intern
Special Intern
Special Intern

$3.35 Hour
$140.00 Week
$140.00 Week
$4.00 Hour
$4.00 Hour

215 S. Lincoln Pk.
1116 s. Linwood
632 s. Harlan
2051 Conlin Ave.

Bal Assembly
Bal Assembly
Deputy Clerk
Deputy Clerk

$4.05
$4.05
$4.05
$4.05

841 E. Olmstead

Instrument Man

$15,405.00

1274 Woodbine Lane
626 South Norman
1418 N. Villa Drive
5025 Pollack Avenue

Probation Officer
Special Intern
Special Intern
Special Intern

$3.35
$3.35
$3.35
$3.35

841 E. Olmstead

Inspector

$14' 192.00

1115 E. Powell
1274 Woodbine Lane
626 South Norman
1418 N. Villa Drive
5025 Pollack Ave.

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

4-17-84
4-16-84
4-16-84
4-16-84
4-16-84.

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

4-23-84
4-23-84
4-30-84
4-30-84

VANDERBURGH COUNTY ELECTION OFFICE
J. Walter Overton
William R. McKinley
Sylvia Loviscek
Dorothy Carey

Hour
Hour
Hour
Hour

SURVEYOR
Linda Freeman
RE:

Eff: 4-23-84

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ••.• RELEASES

CIRCUIT COURT

I

Thomas Montgomery
Paul Aarstad
Jeff Howerton
Robert Rafferty

Hour
Hour
Hour
Hour

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

4-13-84
4-13-84
4-13-84
4-13-84

SURVEYOR
Linda Freeman

Eff: 4-20-84

There being no further business, President Berries declared the meeting recessed .at
4:35 p.m.
PRESENT:

SECRETARY:

I

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

COUNTY AUD !TOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard "Rick" Berries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Alice McBride

Cedric Hustace (Acting
County Attorney)

Janice Decker

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
MAY 7, 1984

The meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on May 7, 1984, at 2:30p.m.
in the Commissioners Hearing Room with President Borries presiding.
This being the first meeting of the month it was officially opened by Sheriff Clarence
Shepard.
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as engrossed by the County Auditor and
the reading of same dispensed with.
RE:

I

CHECK PRESENTED TO HILLCREST WASHINGTON HOME

Commissioner Willner presented Mr. Philip Hedrick, Administrator of Hillcrest Washington
Home with a check for $1,000.00, from the Fraternal Order of Eagles.
Mr. Hedrick thanked him for the check and stated it will go towards the recreation program and equipment they managed to purchase last December.
President Borries said he has read, with some dismay, that Mr. Hedrick will be leaving
the post as administrator of Hillcrest Washington Home, and in fact, leaving our county.
Before Mr. Hedrick leaves, he would like for the Commissioners to set up a meeting with
him to discuss the future of the Home, that he is sure Mr. Hedrick realizes the needs of
the home.
Mr. Hedrick said he will be leaving June 1st.,
the Commissioners before his departure.

howe~er,

he would be happy to meet with

Mr. Dale Work, Director of the local Department of Welfare was present and stated his
appreciation .of the $1,000.00 gift and also that he knows there have been articles on
the Hillcrest Washington Home, but he would put it up against any other in the state.
Perhaps they have not been able to keep every child they have accepted, for one reason
or another, but they have never turned a child away.
President Borries said he believes there have been some misconceptions about what the
roll of the Hillcrest Washington Home is and that is another. reason why he believes it
to be important that the Commissioners meet with Mr. Hedrick before he leaves the county.
He asked Mr. Hedrick to please contact him and set up a meeting that would be convenient
to everyone.
RE:

I

SHERIFF SHEPARD ... REGARDING SPECIFICATIONS FOR SHERIFF'S VEHICLES

Sheriff Shepard was present and stated the specifications for six (6), four (4) door
sedans and one (3) three (3) seat wagon, for the Sheriff's Department was presented and
approved for advertisement by the Commissioners, however, he understands there was some
questions concerning the equipment on the vehicles. He was called to court last week and
could not appear before the Commissioners so he is here today to try to clear up any misunderstandings. He explained the lease program does not cost one penny more for a fully
equipped vehicle than it does for a plain vehicle. This program was started in 1978 by
the prior Sheriff, who also leased this type of car from Cooke Chevrolet. The lease expired and .upon the advice of the County Attorney we have put it up for bid. In the past
he met with Mr. Bill Roberts of Cooke Chevrolet and they would prefer .to furnish us a
vehicle for twenty four (24) months, that we do all the maintenance and we license them,
.under the County's name and at the end of twenty four (24) months they take the car back
and resell it and they claim with the added equipment being on it, they can sell it better
'·~~nd get more money return for their investment.
c

Commissioner Cox asked if this is the same car we presently have leased and the Sheriff
replied yes, we have six (6) Impala's and one (1) van and now he is asking for a station
wagon instead of.the van because in talking to the civil process people he finds they
don't need the van, that a station wagon would fit their needs better. ·
President Borries thanked the Sheriff for his clarification.

I
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RE:

ORDINANCE REGULATING INSPECTION OF MOTOR VEHICLES, P·RIOR TO REGISTRATION

President Berries said sometime ago the issue was discussed concerning the fee by the
Sheriff's Department to inspect motor vehicles, prior to getting the registration and
we have before us today an Ordinance entitled 0rdinacne Regulating Inspection of Motor
Vehicles,Semitrailers and Recreational Vehicles Prior to Registration", as prepared by
County Attorney David Jones. He understands the ·city has approved such an ordinance and
perhaps the Sheriff could provide us some additional information on this matter.
11

D

Sheriff Shepard said the law changed the first of this year and it now says that municipalities can now start charging a fee for the inspection of motor vehicles prior to
registration with the Indiana Bureau of Motor Vehicles of certain motor vehicles, semitrailers and recreational vehicles, by peace officers of this state, including the County
Sheriff and deputy.sheriffs in the Sheriff's Department. He said this is for out of
state motor vehicles and they do inspect several hundred out .of state vehicles per year.
He said the city passed an ordi ance on Apri.l 3, 1984 a11 owing them to charge a $5.00 fee
for their inspection of vehicles, and their funds received have to be put.in the
Controllers office and the funds then placed in the general fund. He would however, like
to see the $5.00 per vehicle, if collected by the Sheriff's Department, be placed in the
Sheriff's training fund, or if it has to be placed in the County General Fund, then he
could come before the Commissioners at the end of each year and show how much they made
and perhaps get a portion of it back into the Sheriff's Department.
President Berries said the Ordinance states that all funds thus received by the County
Auditor shall be deposited in the General Fund, however, the Sheriff could keep a running
total of the fees collected throughout the year.
County Auditor Alice McBride said we could give this a special number within the county
general fund and then the Sheriff would know exactly what has been collected.
Attorney Jones said this Ordinance also needs the approval of the County Council, that
if it is adopted by the Commissioners today, perhaps it could go before the Council at
their special meeting called ~or May 15th.
Commissioner Willner said he has a problem with this·Ordinance that what we are asking
of the general taxpayer, who is paying for the Sheriff's Department anyway, to be asked
to pay another fee for ·a service by the Sheriff and he has a problem with that. If it
went back into the General Fund to help lower the expenses of the general taxes of the
county, then he would not have too much.of a problem with that, but for it to go elsewhere, he would not like that.
President Borries said it must go back into the County General Fund, and also, wouldn't
this be for out of state vehicles only.
Sheriff Shepard said generally this would be people moving in from out of state and bringing in their cars, that they.must be inspected before they can get Indiana plates.
Commissioner Willner said what about Vanderburgh County, not out of state, people who call
and need this inspection done, and also, is that officer going to be paid when he goes to
a persons home to do this inspection or is it to be sent to the Treasurer, or how will it
be handled.
Sheriff Shepard said the only thing they will accept is a certified check, money order or
personal check ••.• no cash.
·
.
.Commissioner Willner said this would not be out of state vehicles only, that as an example,
say he did some work on a mans car and it was never picked up by the owner, and he applied
for a new .title so he could sell it, he would have to have it inspected and you would also ...
have to have an inspection on a title that was in error. He just went through this last ·· ·
week, so he knows it it be true and he had the title in his hand.
President Berries said he needs a clarification, would this be for vehicles from out of
state.
The Sheriff said the only ordinance he has seen is the City's which says a fee for the
inspection of motor vehicles to verify data on the title.
Commissioner Cox said on page 3 of the Ordinance it states the inspecting officer shall
first ascertain that the vehicle sought ~o be inspected is, in fact, required to be
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inspected under the Act, that is, that such vehicle is not (i) a new motor vehicle,
semitrailer or recreational vehicle sold by a dealer licensed in this state or (ii) a
motor vehicle transferred or assigned on a certificate of title issued by the state.
She thought the only thing that had to be inspected was school buses and out of state
cars, or unless there was an error on the title. She asked the sheriff if they receive
fees for any other thing, that is ..•...• are they set up on a receipt basis and he replied
they have receipt basis for their civil process section, to receive monies from sales of
property, etc. and these receipts are approved by State Board of Accounts and he would
have to check and see if they could use these same receipts for this inspection fee.
Commissioner Cox asked how they currently keep track of the number of vehicles inspected
and the Sheriff replied they keep record on a work sheet.

I

Commissioner Willner moved the Ordinance be approved and forwarded to the County Council
for their approval, and that the fee charged by the county will be five dollars ($5.00).
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

SOIL

CONSERVATION.~ •• LETTER

FROM FOUR RIVERS RESOURCE CONSERVATION

&DEVELOPMENT

President Berries said Mr. Elvis Douglas of the Soi.l Conservation office, regarding a
letter that the Commissioner's office received from the Four Rivers Resource Conservation
and Development office, in Petersburg,Indiana. We have asked that Mr. Douglas come before the board and clarify the meaning of the letter received.
Mr. Douglas said this letter was. sent to the Commissioners seeking information and not
designed to provoke more questions, ho~ever, he has talked with Mr. Steve Hamilton, who
is the Four Rivers Resource Conservation and Development Coordinator for this area and
he apologized for sending the letter out the way it was done. The letter received by
the Board of Commissioners was as follows, dated April 6, 1984.
TO: Vanderburgh County Soil and Water Conservation District
As you probably know, I ryave accepted the Chai n'manship of the, Pi~'nni ng ~ittee
on the Four Rivers RC&D Executive Council •. The purpose of this cornrojttee is to':work with
the RC&D Coordinator on drafting an updated Short Term (three Year) Plan and on .drafting
an Annual Plan of Work for Fis.cal Year 1985 (October 1, 1984 to September 30, 1985) to be
presented to the RC&D Executive Council for consideration.
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We are writing .you and the other. 18 sponsoring members of the Four Riv-ers RC&D Area
to get your input. Before we can begin work, we need for you to indicate ·which RC&D
measures you think should be the high-priority measures for the next three fiscal years.
There are about 90 RC&D measures that have been adopted by the Executive Council that
are not completed. We need to decide which of these measures we will work on first.
We need to list measures on which we feel can make progress.
We need you to complete the attached Planning Worksheet and return it by May 23rd
so our committee can begin work. List at least one associated (noncost share) measure
for each fiscal year, since RC&D cost-share money may continue to be limited. You will,
no doubt, ,want to list some cost-share measures also. The measures you list may be
measures that have already been adopted by the RC&D Executive Council, or measure proposals that you plan to submit for Executive Council adoption. In addition to priority
measures for your county, list high priority area wide (or multi-county) measures, as
well. It will probably not be realistic to list more than three priority measures in any
one category since we will be receiving worksheets from nine counties.
Enc1osed is a 1is t of all of. the RC&D meas·ures that have been adopted by the
..
··-~~~~~~~~~.:,
::\Executive
Council.·. ~Those
that, -'.'-\-.-->f~
have
not·· been
cancelled
or completed are··~;.;··Ff;f'!f:i:Y-;.~.
marked.~:r..c·:-._~./-L·
,, . . ·.·
. ;':;\{t{..f~<:.-:·~ :_,~·~-~}
,
... ·
..
!"'~';~;_·
.. :.

··· .•

-

, .·

Your local County Commission is the other sponsoring member of the Four Rivers
RC&D from your county. I suggest that you confer with the County Commissioners an·d complete one joint worksheet for your county. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Wallace NOlting, Chairman
Four Rivers RC&D Planning Committee

I
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Mr. Douglas said on the attached pages of the letter the Commissioners will find quite
a few RC&D measures mentioned and they are trying to find out the measures that are
still active or still worthy of being pursued. In our county primarily all of the
RC&D Measures have been sponsored by basically two (2) bodies, and those are the County
Commissioners and the Soil and Water Conservation District. He would like to know if
the Commissioners would set some priority on the.current list or perhaps you would be
interested in putting new measures on the book. Currently there is $30,000.00 allocated
for the state of Indiana for fiscal year 1984, so you can see, it is cost limited.
He would be happy to answer any further questions that anyone might have.
President Berries said this does clarify it in his mind and this is something the Board
of Commissioners will have to work on and he asked Mr. Douglas if his office, in the past,
has worked with the Commissioners in regards to a priority list and he replied yes it has,
and he would be happy to do so again.
Mr. Douglas named some of the items that have been on the list for some time now and they
want to know what the priority currently is on them.
Commissioner Willner said in looking through the list he sees a lot of them that are in
Vanderburgh County and he would say that several of them are completed.
President Berries thanked Mr. Douglas for appearing before the board today and perhaps
the Commissioners could all study the list and give their input as to the ones that have
been completed and then set a prioirty list on the remaining ones.
RE:

ANDY EASLEY .... COUNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER

Letter. to Highway Dept. on Driveway Permit for Mead Johnson: Mr. Easley stated that
last week the Commissioners gave him authorization to write a letter to the State Highway
Department in regards to a request from Mead Johnson for a driveway permit, which he
now submits for Commissioners signatures. He also submitted for the records, the follow-'
ing letter he received from Mead Johnson, requesting the driveway permit, dated May 3, 1984
and directed to Mr. · Eas 1ey.
·
• #

I

Re:

•

•

~

,

County Commissioners's review of Mead Johnson's access drive to
proposed corporate hangar at Dress Regional Airport.

As you are aware, Mead Johnson is in the process of constructing a corporate hangar
facility at Dress Regional Airport. Anticipated occupancy of this facility is scheduled
for late fall of 1984. The proposed access to this facility is off of the existing S.R.
57 which is scheduled for relocation in September of 1984. After the relocation of S.R.
57, the old highway will then only extend approximately 500 yrds. east of Highway 41
before dead ending. At this point in time, this stretch of highway will no longer belong to the state. In order to access this property during construction we are now
applying to the state to make a driveway cut off S.R. 57. Morley & Associates (Airport
Development Engineers} have contacted the Indiana Department of Highways to ask what
special variance documents would be necessary for Mead Johnson to.obtain this road cut
for construction access. The state has responded and is so explained in the attached
letter (see Item 3, Section d & e).
The state has recommended that we obtain a letter from the County Commissioners
which states that the design and proposed construction is acceptable to them and that
this driveway will in no way effect the negotiations between them (County) and the
Indiana Department of.Highway for transfer of jurisdiction of the section of existing
.S~R.57 for which this drive enters upon.

I

.
It is clearly understood that this letter from your department will in no way commit
·;'the County Highway to taking the responsibility Qf maintaining this section of highway.
This matter will be negotiated between the respective county and state officials at a
later date.
Your assistance in this matter is very much appreciated.
concerning this matter, please call me at 426-7246

If you have any questions

Sincerely yours,
W. Byron Sanders
Project Engineering Department
**********

Letter received and filed.

t
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Mr. Easley submitted the following letter, dated May 7, 1984, for the Commissioners
approval.
Re:

Permit for driveway on S. R. 57 for t·1ead Johnson Corporate
Hangar at Dress Regional Airport in Evansville, Indiana

Mr. Aden B. Carr, P.E. District Engineer
Indiana Department of Highways
Vincennes District Office
Vincennes, Indiana 47591

I

Dear Mr. Carr:
The Vanderburgh County Commissioners have been advised that Mead Johnson and
Company has made application to the Indiana Department of Highways for a permit to construct subject Class IV Minor Commercial Driveway.
The County Commissioners·have reviewed the location, design and construction details for the proposed driveway. The design and proposed construction is acceptable to
the Commissioners and the Commissioners have no objections to the Indiana Department of
Highways granting a permit.
It is understood that the· I.D.O.H. may at some future date wish to open negotiations
with the County Commissioners for the transfer of jurisdiction of the maintenance of the
section of existing S.R. 57 for which this drive enters upon. This driveway will in no
way effect any future negotiations between the County and the Indiana Department of Highways for the transfer of jurisdiction of this section of S.R. 57.
This letter shall in no way commit the Vanderburgh County Highway Department to
take the responsibility of maintaining this section of highway. This' matter will be
negotiated between the County Commissioners and state officials at a later date.
If you have any questions on this matter, please feel free to call us.
Very Sincerely,
Board of County Commissioners

I

**********
Commissioner Willner moved the above letter be approved and signed and that Mr. Easley
forward it to Mr. Carr. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
Progress Chart on Eichoff Road from United Consultant: Mr. Easley submitted the monthly
status of progress report for the Eichoff Road Project.
Commissioner Cox said in looking at the chart she understands most of the codes, but she
would be interested in knowing what·FONSI stands for and Mr. Easley replied it means
Finding of No Significant Impact•.•.
11

Report received and filed.
Claim From United Consulting Engineers, Inc. Mr. Easley submitted a claim for United
Consulting Engineers, Inc. for environmental statement and location study and report on
the two listed projects in accordance with the agreement dated January 24, 1984, for
Eichoff Road, in the amount of $3,983.85.
·,,_Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved~ Commissioner Cox secondedthe motion.
·lt,ll;i'•~o ordered.
·
· ··"'
·· · ·
RE:

ALAN SHOVERS - REQUEST FOR EASEMENT. FOR WABASH PLASTICS

Attorney Alan Shovers was present and presented a petition to vacate a drainage easement
running in an east-west direction in the Burch Industrial·. Center in the County of Vanderburgh, State of Indiana. Mr. Shovers stated he is the attorney representing Wabash
Plastics in this request, and said Wabash Plastics has been located in Burch Industrial
for some years and presently is in the process of undergoing a major enlargement. Last
week while they were making arrangements for SIGECO to move some power lines they discovered that there is a public utility easement and it is also a dedicated drainage easement, however, it has never been used as such, so at this time he is asking the Commissioners to vacate the easement at this particular point as set forth in the plat map. He
said Mr. Easley is familiar with this area and could answer questions also on the matter.

I
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Mr. Easley said this is a platted easement.
Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Easley if this drainage easement goes clear across the Burch
Industrial development, or just a portion of it and he replied the easement, as shown
on the plat, goes across lots 5, 4, and ~ and at the north end of lot 3 Anchor Industries has excavated a small ditch across, because they graded their parking lot, but
across the north end of lot 4, behind Wabash Plastics, there is no ditch.
Commissioner Cox asked if there were any drainage problems out there presently and Mr.
Easley and Mr. Shovers both acknowledged the fact there is not.

I

Mr. Shovers said they will get letters from SIGECO and the Telephone Company and he
will see the county gets copies of them. He spoke to County Surveyor, Robert Brenner,
regarding this matter and he informed him this is not a drainage board matter, that it
does not concern a legal drain and he suggested it come before the Commissioners.
President Berries said that Mr. Shovers has also submitted a notice of hearing date for
this matter, that the County Auditor would have to have advertised in the local newspaper
and this would have final approval after the proper procedure of advertising was completed,
at which time, if the Commissioners approved it, there would be a Resolution signed by this
board.
Commissioner Willner moved the notice be properly advertised and a date set for final
hearing. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

ROBERT BERNHARDT ...• REQUEST FOR ENCROACHMENT PERMIT

The following written request was submitted for the Commissioners consideration, dated
May 7, 1984
Re:

I

Encroachment Permit for Bernhardt Realty & Investment Company, Inc.
for a parking lot adjacent to Oak Grove Road.

Bernhardt Realty & Investment Company, Inc. is planning a new retail store at their
present location, 5521 Oak Grove Road. While applying for permits we discovered that we
will encroach onto the 30 ft.'right of way 15ft. with the parking lot. Copies of the
plot plan are enclosed.
This plot plan has been approved by Mr. Andy Easley, County Highway Engineer, Mr.
David Gerard, E.U.T.S .. officer and by the Area Planning Commission.
It is requested that Bernhardt Realty be granted an encroachment permit to allow
the parking lot to be constructed in the manner outlined on the plot plan.
Please contact the undersigned if you.have any questions.
Sincerely yours,
Kent R. Bernhardt, President
BERNHARDT REALTY & INVESTMENT CO., INC.
**********

Letter received and filed.

Mr. Bernhardt pointed out on the plot plan the area to be effected.
Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Easley if he sized the pipe and he replied he did. She asked
if there is a provision for the maintenance of this pipe and Mr. Bernhardt replied he
will maintain the pipe and keep it cleaned out. She asked what the size of the pipe
·.will be and Mr. Easley replied 15
11

•

-~·~,

I
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Commissioner Willner said he believes we should have an agreement that if we ever want
the land, they will have to remove the improvements.
President Berries said we need our county attorney to prepare an agreement, including a
legal description, who will maintain the pipe and also if the county ever needs it back
the improvements will have to be removed by Mr. Bernhardt .and it should state pipe size.
Commissioner Cox asked if the county has such a permit and Mr. Easley said the Board of
Works grants encroachment permits and he has seen a sample, but he has not seen any granted by the county, that in the past, the county has simply given permission to encroach.
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Commissioner Willner moved the encroachment be approved, subject to Mr. Bernhardt maintaining the improvement, that it is kept clean of all debris and if the county ever
needs this right-of-way, the property owner will remove said improvement and return it
to the same statis as it presently is.
Mr. Willner said this Commission cannot give Mr. Bernhardt a piece of property to use
from now on out, that it would not be within the law9 that we can let you use it, but
we cannot give it to you.
Mr. Bernhardt agreed to the conditions, and said he would work with Mr. Easley and the
County Attorney to write such an agreement up.
.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

I

RECOGNITION OF TWO (2) U of E STUDENTS

President Berries recognized two (2) students from the University of Evansville, who were
present at today•s meeting. They were Mr. Chris Marrs and Miss Valerie Elliott. They
were both welcomed to the meeting.
RE:

COUNTY ATTORNEY ....• DAVID JONES

Consent Concerning Telephone System: Mr. Jones submitted the follo\tting consent
concerning the telephone systems, for the Commissioners consideration.
TO:

Board of Directors
· Evans vi 11 e-Vanderburgh
County Building Authority

May 1984

Gentlemen:
Last year we authorized you to proceed to advertise for proposals for furnishing ·of
a new telephone system~ and agreed to pay our pro rata share of the. cost of that system.
Unfortunately, a lawsuit was brought by a disgruntled bidder and the court enjoined you
from awarding the bid to AT&T Information System.
This winter you engaged the services of TCS Communica~ions Consultants to prepare
new specifications for inviting proposals for furnishing a telephone system. We cooperated with you in the preparation of the new specifications. We are aware of the fact
that you received proposals from four bidders on April 25, 1984. Further, we have been
furnished with copies of those proposals and in cooperation with you have the proposals
unaer study at this time.

I

As we had previously acknowledged in 1983, under Section 2.04 of the City-County
and School Corporation Building Lease of March 21, 1966, you have the authority to make
the determination as to the type of telephone system and equipment which may be installed
for use in the Civic Center Complex Buildings.
This letter is our agreement to study the proposals which have been submitted, and
after consultation with Mr. Ruston and by our executive personnel, to authorize you to
accept that bid which all of the Lessees of the Civic Center Complex unanimously agree
is the best system proposed. Further, we agree that after authorization of acceptance
of bids Vanderburgh County will pay its pro rata share of the cost of the installation
of the agreed upon system as payments become due under the agreement.with the successful
bidder.
·
Fanally, we represent to you that all steps necessary have been taken by our
appropriate governing boards to authorize the execution of this letter and the expendi, ture of the sums i n·va 1ved.
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
**********

Mr. Jones said the above consent must also be approved by the County Council.
He said what the Building Authority is requesting of the City, the County and the School
Corporation is a committment that they will all act in concert with respect to acceptance
of a unanimous bid and .if all three (3) agree on a bid, then all three (3) will agree to
pay their pro rata share of the cost.

-~-·
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Commissioner Cox said this merely means one unit cannot take Indiana Bell while another
unit takes American Bell, that we must all accept the same company.
Commissioner Willner moved the consent letter be approved and signed and forwarded to
the County Council for their approval. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.

I

Claim: Mr. Jones submitted a claim for Deig Brothers Lumber &Construction Co., Inc.
for expansion improvement to the Vanderburgh County Jail. The total earned this billing
is $39,898.40, less 5% retainaoe, making the claim in the amount of $37,903.97. He said
this is the first request for payment from the Contractor, on the jail project, that it
was first sent to the architect and they prepared the blue claim for Deig for the
Commissioners approval and they also submitted the federal forms, which he himself, will
submit to the United States Marshal Service. The Marshal Service will send a check to
the County Auditor which gets deposited in the special account and the Auditor then pays
the Contractor the amount, less the retainage {5%) and this will be the flow until the
entire contract is completed .•
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

Discussion of New Law Regarding Special Use Permits: Attorney Jones said when the
Legislature changed the statute with respect to Special Use Permits, they removed the
authority, by statute, to review special uses from both the City Council and the County
Commissioners and that the only way the legislative body of the city or the county could
retain any authority over special uses would be if the zoning ordinances were to be redrawn, to in effect, eliminate special uses and create new classifications of zoning. In
order to revise the zoning code it would require a tremendous number of hours from both
the city and county attorneys and in order to .offset all of that work he would propose
to the city attorneys that we submit it to the American Legal Publishing Company and
have their editorial board prepare the draft. The city however has been less than pleased
with the work that American Legal did for them. At that point he believes it ·is a policy
question, that it is out of the hands of the lawyers.

I

Commissioner Cox asked who the city is going to have to prepare theirs and Mr. Jones said
he has no idea, they merely informed him that American Legal is not acceptable to them •

.

Mr. Jones said the Commissioners have already lost the authority to review the special
uses, that they are now going to the Board of Zoning Appeals and the zoning code would
have to be changed in order for. the Commissioners to keep the authority they use to
have over them.
Commissioner Cox said this was discussed at the Area Plan meeting and she reported that
the commissioners unanimously felt like they wanted to retain jurisdiction over it and she
got the feeling that the majority of the APC members also wanted us to maintain our
jurisdiction over them. We {APC) was given a month to study this and it is to be on the
agenda for the June meeting. She is wondering if they could still be brought before the
Commissioners and the Area Plan Commission and then send them to BZA and recommend to
them what our feelings are on the request.
Mr. Jones said that would be acceptable, however, it would not be. binding in anyway, that
the Commissioners nor APC would have the authority any longer to accept or deny.
Commissioner Cox said she would not want to see the classifications changed and no longer
have special uses, because she has voted for special uses, when no way would she have
voted for it had it been a rezoning, because you can put a one (1) or two (2) year limit
on a special use, but once that property is rezoned it stays and anyone can tell us what
Lthey intend to do and then sell that property and anything could go up there.

I

Mr. Jones said the alternative is to rely on the appointments of the Board of Zoning
Appeals to folow the wishes of the people who appointed them.
President Borries said perhaps the special use permits could still come before the
Commissioners and we will forward our written recommendations to the Board of Zoning
Appeals, and perhaps Mrs. Cox can relay this message to the Area Plan Commission at
their next meeting.
Mrs. Cox said she would be very happy to do so.
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Agreement with Ad-Craft: Mr. Jones said he has not had a chance to make the changes
on the agreement between the County and Ad-Craft and he will try to have it next week,
with Attorney Miller.
RE:

JOINT AGREEMENT CONCERNING DATA PROCESSING SERVICES

President Borries said before the Commissioners today is the joint agreement concerning
the Data Processing Services, with the following cover letter from Attmmey David Jones,
dated April 27, 1984.
Cormni s s i one rs :
Enclosed please find a revised draft of the joint agreement concerning data processing services per certain changes requested by the City of Evansville and Pulse
Systems. None of the changes requested were material or substantial.

I

A copy of this particular draft to the agreement has been forwarded to Kevin Winternheimer, Assistant City Attorney and David Goad with Pulse Systems.
Very truly yours,
David L. Jones
County Attorney
**********
Mr. Jones said there was a change in the language, that Pulse had a concern about the
language concerning the direct access to data processing, that they did not want to have
every county employee charging into the data processing center every time ·they had a
question or a problem, therefore, he altered the languag.e to fit what is already in the
contract.
Commissioner Willner moved the agreement be approved and forwarded to the County Council
for their consideration. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
'

::.i::::N:::i ::L::::Gt::r~ :::s~:Ga::; :::~::;ared for the Co0ini$~ioners ~~rati ot' I
1

and referred to the County Attorney, concerning a draft of a proposed ordinarr;;;e to add
new sections to the Building Code, relating to the licensing of carpenters . .~has talked
to Bill Zimmerman but is not clear as to what, if any, objections Mr~ Zitmfle'~n has to the
ordinance. He understands this board of carpenters would provide the same kind of
licensing as anyone who is considered a master electrician, master plumber, etc.
Mr. Jones said Mr. Zimmerman also contacted him about this and he also says there is no
such thing as a Master Carpenter
11

11

•

Commissioner Cox said we have certain ones that have to come down here and renew their
licenses and others do not, therefore some were having to pay a fee while others were
not. After a plumber or electrician does their work it is inspected, but a carpenter's
work is not inspected by anyone. She asked Mr. Jones his thought on it and he said he
believes someone in the Building Inspector's department should see how this fits in with
what they already have, because if there is no such thing as a Master Carpenter and we
don't have a board to test them, then all of that would have to be developed. He said
all they did was take the existing ordinance on plumbers and insert the name carpenters.

·,

President Borries referred the matter to Jim Lindenschmidt and said the Commissioners
..would send a memo to the tradesmen and find out if there is a master carpenter •
.'iwould ask Mr. Easley to assist Mr. Lindenschmidt on this matter.
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KIM BITZ ...• VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM

Letter from City Controller: Mr. Bitz said last week the Commissioners approved the
rent free usuage of the Auditorium for the city to hold a meeting concerning the new
taxes and at that time they asked him to please get a letter from the City stating such
request, which he did do, and submitted at this time.
Dear Mr. Borries,
The City has received a flood of calls from employers with questions on how to
implement withholding on the local income tax. In an effort to help, we've invited

I
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Administrator of Sales/Withholding, Karen Coovert from the Indiana Department of Revenue
to speak to local employers and dhlp answer their questions. She is willing to come to
Evansville on Thursday, May lOth at 10:00 a.m. In expectation of a large group, I've
reserved the Auditorium for this purpose.
I would request that you waive the regular fee that would be charged for this
event. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Leslie Blenner

I

**********
Commissioner Cox asked if the letter was to the Commissioners and President Borries said
Yes. Commis·sioner Cox moved the request be approved. Commissioner Willner seconded the
motion. So ordered.
RE:

BILL BETHEL .... COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly absentee report of the employees
at the county garage for the period of April 30 thru t·1ay 4, 1984 ..• received and filed.
Weekly Work Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly work report of the employees at the
county garage for the period of April 30 thru May 4, 1984 ..• received and filed.
Attached to the weekly work report was the weekly work schedule, for the same period of
time.

I

Gradall:

Wedeking, Baumgart, Evergreen Road, West Franklin and Creamery Road.

Grader:

Cypress Dale, Seminary, Old Henderson, Baseline, Waterworks, Hillsdale,
Baseline and Trapp Road.

Tree Crew:

Mill Road

Patch Crew:

Denzer Road, Westlake, #3 School Road, Telephone Road, Venetian Ct.
Hitch-Peters Road, Twickingham, Dusseldorf, Memory Lane, St. George
Road, Owensville Road, Orchard Road, Outer Green River, Millersburg,
St. Joe Road, Hillsdale, Baseline, Telephone Road, Old Boonville
Highway, Lostbend Lane, Olmstead, Darmstadt Road, Browning Road,
Hedden Road, Spry Road, Frontage Road, West Haven Drive, #6 School
Road, Pinehurst Drive, Wimberg, Felstead, Rose Avenue, Rosenberger,
Old State Road, Mesker Park Road, Schutte Road and Old Henderson Road.

Clean Sewer:.

Baumgart Road, Aspen Drive and Meadowview

Pug Mill:

Operating
**********

Mr. Bethel said he would like permission to appear before the County Councjl with a request to transfer $300,000.00 from Local Roads and Streets and put $150,000.00 into
account 216-2210 .•• Stone, Gravel and Sand and the other $150,000.00 into account 216-2230
Bituminous Materials, for the purpose of paving more roads in Vanderburgh County He
said if possible, the urgency of this transfer is more acute than the one made last year,
-when a similar request was. made and granted. As a result of severe winter weather the
. roads have grown progressively worse and some are hazardous to travel.

I

;·>commissioner Cox asked if we ha.ve .an update fro~ David Gerard to see where we'll be and
how much money is presently in Local Roads and Streets.
Mr. Bethel said currently there is $1,983,786.28, as of April 30, 1984.
Commissioner Cox asked how much of that is committed and Mrs. McBride said $1,256,000.00
is already appropriated out of it, which will leave approximately $727,000.00, and also,
this would not be considered a transfer, that it would have to be monies appropriated
into the accounts stated by Mr. Bethel.
Commissioner Cox asked what County Council vote would it take to do this and Mrs. McBride
replied four (4).
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President Berries asked what the approximate cost is for the highway to pave a mile and
.Mr. Bethel said between $16,000.00 and $18,000.00, as compared to $24,000.00 if we
bought it ready-mixed (hot-mix). He currently has. enough money in his budget to pave
around fifteen (15) to sixteen (16) miles and if this $300,000.00 is approved that would
be enough for another fifteen (15) or sixteen (16) mile, for a total of approximately
thirty two (32) miles, compared to the thirty three (33) miles he did last year.
President Berries said he has some concerns in relation to the funding, that he would
assume if the wheel tax is maintained that there will be additional revenues that we
will allocate for future projects, the chief of which would be the Burkhardt Road project and the Covert Avenue project, providing all legals get through on them.
Mr. Easley said he would suggest that Mrs. McBride, Mr. Bethel, Mr. Gerard and himself
set down together and discuss our obligations at this point and our projections for the
future.

1

Commissioner Cox said she understands the County Council is going to soon have a meeting
in regards to the Local Option Tax.
President Berries said he understands there is a law giving more discretion on how
cities can use the Local Option Tax, than there is for counties, that para-phrasing what
Representative Hayes said ••• it cannot be used for roads, that it would have to come out
of dedicated monies.
Commissioner Cox said the statute says that it may if it is a unanimous vote.
··:··

Mr. Lindenschmidt said it must be for only emergencies and Commissioner Cox said she does
not believe it says for emergencies only, that it says no other county .nnnies may be used
for road or street maintenance unless by unanimous approval of the Council, however, even
if it is emergencies only, she would say that we are in a state of emergency.
Commissioner Cox said she is· .wondering if we will get ...some clari.fication of this tax at
the meeting to be held at the Auditorium, on the lOth of this month and President Berries
'
said he would think so.
Mr. Lindenschmidt found the.statute and President Berries read the following except by
unanimous vote in the case of extraordinary emergencies or indispensable necessity".
11

..
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Commissioner Willner moved the request for $300,000.00 be placed on the June County
Co unci 1 agenda.
Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Willner if he would want to wait, that perhaps we would get
a clarification at the May lOth meeting and this request could be put on anytime before
the 15th. of this month,. so it could still be submitted after the next Commissioners
meeting.
·
Commissioner Willner said okay, but either way, he would still make a motion that it be
put on the agenda for June, ~hether we can or cannot use it for roads.
Commissioner Cox said she would like to see a list of the roads that need paving this
year and where the $300,000.00 would be spent and Mr. Bethel said he does not have that
l.ist with him today, but he wo.uld be very happy to submit it next week.
Commissioner Willner said we know the Wheel Tax can be spent' on roads and streets and·
that is for another year so whether we have the Local Income Tax or not •.• has nothing to
·do with this.
,,commissioner Cox said the Commissioners recommendation of the Wheel Tax was that a portion of it went into maintenance and a portion into the R&S Fund and we know right now
that we don't have enough R&S funds to do what we want to do, so if we are going to keep
borrowing from R&S and then pay back half of what we take in, then we are going to come
up on the short end of the stick when we have to have matching funds, in fact, we have
to have the funds in there before we can get a qualified match and she does not want to
lose out on that. She said this will also have an impact on Mr. Volpe's interest investments.
Commissioner Willner asked how much is projected that we'll get from the Wheel Tax and
President Berries replied about $300,000.00, for the county.
Commissioner Cox said we alreaqy lost $300,000.00 last year and now if we take another
$300,000.00, that is $600,000.00 and we put only $300,000.00 back, Well, she wants the
assurance that we won't need that $600,000.00 in fiscal year 1985, which is when the

I
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wheel tax will come in and it won't come in all in one bunch, that the majority of it
will come in from January thru June.
Commissioner Willner said it will be June before we would begin work anyway.
President Borries said we will then have a report from Mr. Gerard next week and Mr.
Lindenschmidt will contact him and inform him of the Commissioner's request.
Rosenberger Avenue: Commissioner Cox said Rosenberger, between Hogue Road and 62 is
really bad, that there are at least three (3) very large holes of 24" or more diameter,
6" to 8" deep and she would like for it to be patched.
Oak Hill Road: Commissioner Cox said she received several calls in regards to the tree
trimming along Oak Hill Road, from Pigeon Creek.
Mr. Bethel said he has been doing nothing much more than patching but he will attend to
the tree trimming as soon as possible.
Barton Lane: Commissioner Cox said on Barton's Lane, that there were some holes patched
out there about three (3) weeks ago, but presently there is a washout on a culvert under
the road and she would like for Mr. Bethel to check it out .... he said he would.
RE:

BOB BRENNER ...• COUNTY SURVEYOR

Weekly Bridge and Guardrail Report: Mr. David Guillaum, Chief Deputy Surveyor, submitted the weekly bridge and guardrail report of the bridge crew for the period of
April 30 thru May 4, 1984 ..•. received and filed.
He said they cleared the trees and brush from the ditch on the south side of the road
on Upper Mt .. Vernon and also cleared some mud from a pipe ppening on the same road. On
Hogue Road, east of Rosenberger they cleared trees and brush from a ditch. Also, they
cleared tree limbs from a ditch on Boonville New Harmony, west of Darmstadt.
Claim: Mr. Guillaum submitted a claim for Deig Brothers for labor, equipment and rna~
terial for emergency repairs to the Ohio Street Bridge, in the amount of $5,104.02.
Mr. Guillaum said the job is complete and they have inspected it and the quantities
ran under about $2,000.00 •. The claim is signed by Robert·Brenner, County Surveyor.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.
~o} ~yfrJ

Millersburg Road: Mr. Guillaum said if the Commissioners will recall, they have been
trying to pursue getting the right-of-way and the engineering for the bridge project on
Millersburg Road and they have run into several problems with the property owners, as
to §etting any type of an agreed solution. He and Mr. Brenner have discussed this and
at this point and time they are going to turn it over to the county attorney to go
through condemnation or whatever is necessary, because it appears they cannot make any
further progress with the people out there, so its either go this route or forget about
the project. He will see the attorney receives the complete file on the matter.
Commissioner Willner moved the matter be referred to the county attorney.
Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.

Commissioner

·Guardrail on Dixie Flyer Drive: Commissioner Cox said the guardrail, and there are cul.verts under the road, on Dixie Flyer Highway are really in dire need of painting and she
. :would like to see this gets done.
•\ ·;'-":''.:
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Bridge on Hogue Road: Commissioner Cox said the decking on the bridge on Hogue Road, between Tekoppel and Rosenberger, right before you reach the railroad tracks, the asphalt
has deteriorated something terrible and needs.attention.
Mr. Guillaum took note of both complaints and said they would be checked out.
RE:

JIM LINDENSCHMIDT .... SUPERINTENDENT OF COUNTY BUILDINGS

Mr. Lindenschmidt said he would like to get the Commissioners approval to appear before
the county council in June, with a request for an additional $5,000.00 in his budget,
that in account 131-355 .•• repairs to buildings and grounds, he currently has $373.57
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in there and he has an outstanding bill in the amount of $1140.16. He has projected
his costs for the remainder of the year and hopes the $5,000.00 will take care of it
and if not he will have to appear before them again.
Commissioner Willner moved the request be granted.
So ordered.
·
RE:

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

REQUEST FROM COUNTY ASSESSOR FOR SEMINAR FEES

President Borries said that Mr. Lindenschmidt was instructed last week to contact Mr.
James Angermeier, concerning a request he had submitted for the county to pay a
$175.00 seminar fee for him.

I

Mr. Lindenschmidt said in talking to Mr. Angermeier, he informs us that first of all the
tuition fee is $175.00 if he waits and pays at the door, but that pre-registration fee is
$150.00. Mr. Angermeier said as far as appraising condemned property is concerned that
the Commissioners turn over condemned property to him to appraise, that is up for surplus county owned property, and most of it is in a condemned state and it is hard to put
a fair appraisal on it, therefore it would be to everyone's benefit to let him attend
this seminar, however, he would not attend if the Commissioners did not pay the tuition
fee, that he does not have the money in his budget to pay for it.
Commissioner Willner moved the request be approved.
Commissioner Cox said she cannot support this because it is not a state mandated meeting.
President Borries seconded the motion, which carried with two (2) votes.
Cox voted no.
RE:

Commissioner

REQUEST TO TRAVEL ..•• COUNTY AUDITOR

President Berries read aloud the following request to travel, dated May 3, 1984 and
directed to the Board of County Commissioners.
I am requesting permission for myself, my Chief Deputy and my First Deputy to
attend the Southwest District Auditor's meeting, to be held in Brazil, Indiana, on
May 17, 1984.

I

We will leave the morning of the 17th and return that same day and will therefore
save all lodging expenses. We will all also pay for our own meals, therefore, I am
requesting only reimbursement for mileage for one (1) vehicle.
Attached is the State of Indiana's notification and I would appreciate your
consideration of this request.
Sincerely,
Alice McBride, Auditor
Vanderburgh County, Indiana

**********
Commissioner Willner moved the request be approved.
motion. So ordered.
RE:

Commissioner Cox seconded the

CHANGE OF VOTING PLACE OF KNIGHT-4

President Berries read aloud the following memo form Margie Meeks concerning the change
of voting place for Knight-4.
There had to be one final change made in voting places.. Knight-4 has been changed
from the Carriage House Apartments- Party Room, to Harrison High School, Room 49,
211 Fielding Court, since the Party Room is being completely redecorated. They thought
it would be completed by May 8th, but it isn't. This change was advertised in both
newspapers on May 4, along with the changes that were made on Union-1, Knight-2 and
Ward 4, Precinct 4
11

11

•

Memo received and filed.

I

~ 77.
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REQUEST TO USE VOTO-MATICS - MATER DEI HIGH SCHOOL

President Borries read aloud the following letter, dated May 4, 1984 and directed to
the County Commissioners.

I

Our Student Council is preparing or our Spring General Elections. As in the past
several years I requested by phone the use of three portable Voto-matic booths. I was
asked to submit this request in writing.
Would it be possible to borrow three (3) booths to be used on May 15, 16 and 17?
I would be able to pick these up at the County Commissioners Office and teturn them
personally. The booths would be set up only during the established times for voting.
Our appointed election board and I will be present during the time of voting, ther,efore,
I feel certain that there would be no damage to the booths. Enclosed is a certificate
of insurance from our Diocesan Insurance Office regarding this matter.
We appreciate your cooperation in the past and thank you for consideration of our
present request.
Sincerely,
Sister Donna Marie Herr
Student Council Adviser
**********
Commissioner Willner moved the request be granted.
So ordered.
RE:

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

LETTER FROM BUILDING AUTHORITY ON REASSIGNMENT OF SPACE IN COMPLEX

President Borries read aloud the following letter, dated April 30, 1984 and directed to
the Board of County Commissioners
·

I

lsst.

Since May 1, 1983, there'have been reassignments of space as per the attached

·You have previously approved these assignments as has our Board of Directors.
In accordance with the provisions of the lease, whenever such adjustment of space
is made, the liability of the City and the County for rentals provided for in Section
301 and 302 shall likewise be adjusted ratable to reflect the change in the amounts of
space allocated to them.
Considering these new space assignments, the conversion to the new rental percentage
is herein displayed and will be the basis for the 1985 budget which will be presented to
you on or before June 15, 1984.
Sincerely,
e.G. Ruston
General Manager
************
Letter received and filed.
President Borries said basically the county will go from a previous percentage of usage
.. of 60.935%
to. ·.,;.60.'794%,
so'''{;it will
go downlt
eventhough
our
cost will no .·doubt
goup.
.·
<
'•'
.,.,
..
'
'· ...
' ... .
. .
'
' '·' . . ' '·'
..,.
. •·•·.

·-~~';]/:,,;;~'
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RE:

"~

LETTER FROM STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT ON DIVISION STREET PROJECT

The following letter was read aloud by President Borries, dated April 24, 1984 and directed to the Board of County Commissioners.
The Indiana Department of Highways finds it necessary to establish an official
detour to handle S.R. 62 traffic during the construction of the Division Street Project.
We are proposing to route traffic on St. Joseph Avenue which was recently transferred
to the county road system.

-----------

..-/:
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Letter Continues:
Please review the agreement and if found satisfactory, sign and return to this
office. We will forward it to Indianapolis and a copy will be returned for your file.
Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.
Very truly yours,
Aden B. Carr
District Engineer
**********
Commissioner Willner moved the agreement be approved and signed.
seconded the motion. So ordered.

Commissioner Cox

RE:

OF SR 65

LETTER FROM INDIANA DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAY ON

RELINQUISH~1ENT

I

President Borries read aloud the following letter, dated April 19, 1984 and directed to
the Board of County Commissioners.
Re:

Relinquishment of ST 65

It is our understanding that all prov1s1ons of the agreement to accept SR 65 into
the county road system have been completed.
1.

.2.
3.
4.

State will remove Busler•s north drive - letter from County Engineer, Easley,
states this drive is no longer a factor •
Small spall areas to be patched - has been completed.
State shall maintain overhead sign.
Area north of bridge relinquished shall begin 10 feet north of the north mud
wall of bridge. Note that drawing submitted shows station which is 10 feet
north of bridge.

If you are in agreement, please send Mr. Carr a letter stating same in order that
our Indianapolis office will complete the paperwork.
Very truly yours,
Aden B. Carr
District Engineer

I

**********
Commissioner Willner moved the agreement be approved.
Commissioner Cox asked if the terms are acceptable, as is the work done.
President Borries said yes. it is.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

So ordered.

President Borries instructed Mr. Easley to write a letter of approval to Mr. Carr, however, the Commissioners would like to see it before it is sent.
RE:

MONTHLY REPORT OF THE TR.EASURER

The monthly report of the County Treasurer was ordered received and filed. and read as
follows:
·!~:Collections

to date are:

Outstanding Investments are:

County Revenue ••.••..••.•.•.••• $39,794.92
Federal Revenue Sharing •...•.•• 2,500.00
$42,294.92

I

1.

Investments $3,000,000, dated December 28, 1983, due December 27, 1984. Estimated
income $273,700, of which $22,812 will go into the reassessment fund. Rate 9.125%.

2.

Investment, $500,000, dated December 29, 1983, due December 27, 1984.
income $46,200. Rate 9.25%.

3.

Investments, $2,000,000, dated January 4, 1984, due December 27, 1984.
income $188,000. Rate 9.50%.

Estimated
Estimated
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4.

Investments, $2,000,000, dated April 5, 1984, due June 28, 1984.
income $45,500. Rate 9.75%.

Estimated

5.

Investments, $2,000,000, dated April 9, 1984, due June 28, 1984.
income $43,300. Rate 9.75%.

Estimated

6.

Repo, $500,000, dated April 10, 1984, due June 28, 1984. Extimated income.
Poor relief $6,254.17. Federal Revenue Sharing $4,169.44. Rate 9.50%.

7.

Repo, $800,000, dated April 16' 1984, due May 14, 1984.
$5,755.56. Rate 9.25%.

Estimated income

8.

Repo, $900,000, dated April 19' 1984, due May 21, 1984.
$7,837.50. Rate 9.50%.

Estimated income

9.

Repo, $500,000, dated April 27' 1984, due May 29, 1984. Estimated income
$4,222.22. Rate 9.50%.
When all outstanding investments are colledted, income will appear as follows:
COUNTY REVENUE
REASSESSMENT
FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING
POOR RELIEF

$631,498.20
22,812.00
6,669.44
6,254.17
$667,233.81

As can be seen, I am well on the way to making a surplus, for. the eighth year
in a row.
Yours truly,
Lewis F. Volp, Treasurer
Vanderburgh County, Indiana

Ill

·************

RE:

CHECK AND LETTER RECEIVED FROM EVANSVILLE CABLE TV

A check in the amount of $8,153.02 was received with the following letter, from
Evansville Cable TV, Inc.
Enclosed you will find a check in the amount of $8,153.02 which
first quarter payment of 1984. This check represents an increase in
for the first quarter of 1983 which amounted to $6,707.40. Also, it
increase in payment from the fourth quarter of 1983 which was in the
$7,572.94.
.

represents the
payment to you
represents an
amount of

At the present time, we are now in the area of completing the Old Boonville .Highway
extension. We are now mapping and have ordered make ready for Hillsdale, out Old State
Road to Ridgeway Heights which is east of the 4-H center. We are now mapping St. Joe,
Indiana, and will be doing construction in that area hopefully by summer. We are in
the process of mapping from Oak Hill Road at Millersburg on to Green River Road taking
in a new development in that area plus other developments plus homes on Green River
Road going toward Daylight. ·
Again, Evansville Cable TV would like to thank the County Commissioners for giving
Evansville Cable TV the pleasure of serving residents of the county with cable TV
service. If the Commissioners have any questions, please feel free to call me at any
,,time. My private number is 428-2461.
·
'•1 ~"
>

Ill

·'·

Best regards,
Robert D. Ossenberg
Vice President and
General Manager
**********
Commissioner Cox moved the check be endorsed and that a letter of acknowledgement be
sent to Evansville Cable TV. Commissioner Willner seconded the motion. So ordered.
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RE:

CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE

A certificate of insurance was received for the Warrick County School Corp. etal for
a prom on May 12, 1984, at the Auditorium.
A certificate of insurace was received for Evansville Arts and Education Council, Inc.
for the Ohio River Arts Festival - dance performance, May 6, 1984 from 6:00 p.m. to
10:00 p.m. at the Vanderburgh Auditorium.
A certificate of insurance was received for Jan's School of Dance, Inc. for a dance
recital June 8 and 9, 1984 at the Auditorium.

I

A certificates ordered recei!Ved and filed.
RE:

CLAIMS

A claim was submitted by David L. Jones, County Attorney, for legal services, in the
amount of $2,597.42, with attached itemized statement to the one hundreth of the hour.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

A statement, in the amount of $681.00 was submitted for county attorney David Miller,
for legal services rendered to the county, however, there was no blue claim attached.
Mr. Lindenschmidt said that Mr. Miller's secretary was to have brought a signed blue
claim to.Mrs. Meeks, but it did not get here yet.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved, subject to the blue claim being sub-·
mitted to Mrs. Meeks. Commissi~ner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
.
A claim was submitted by Pulse Systmes, in the amount of $86,320.00 for the following
services:
Data Processing Services from 7-1-84 thru 9-30-84 •.••.• $86,320.00
The following inv9icing formula was used:

I

Annual Fee ($416,000) X l/4 X 83% = Quarterly Invoice Amount

****
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
Commissioner Cox asked if the Commissioners ever approved the claim that was before them
several weeks ago, that she does not remember it being approved, because we had some
questions on it, concerning adjustments, etc.
President Borries said he believes it was approved and he received correspondence and
Pulse's contention is that they have fulfilled all the conditions of the contract.
Commissioner Cox said the sooner we get out of two (2) computer businesses, the better
off we are going to be. She does not remember the other claim being approved, that Mr.
Fortune had appeared before us and he told us that 90% of the work was fulfilled at that
time.
; President Borries said he believes everything is on line now. .
'

''I

.

,.·.·

•.'·.

r

,.q.·r~::-, .. ·,.. >

Commissioner Cox asked him if he has talked to the County Clerk and President Borries
said he has received no communications from her recently, that he had earlier, but none
recently.
Commissioner Cox said we had better get the Data Processing Board started because Mr.
Fortune is going to be leaving June 1st, because we will need some kind of a carry over
between the two.
President Borries said he believes all but two (2) people have been contacted to serve
o.n this board.

I
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President Borries said the Auditor, the Clerk, the City and the Courts would also
select a person to serve and he would like to suggest for consideration the name of
Mr. Tom Dorsey for one of the Commissioners appointments.

I

Commissioner Cox said she is not taking anything away from anyone, however, she believes
it would behoove the Commissioners to put someone on the board who has computer knowledge and technical ability to give some advice. She does not have a name yet, but she
will work toward that end very swiftly.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion for the approval of the claim.
RE:

So ordered.

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES .... APPOINTMENTS

TREASURER
Carol Osman

427 Colonial Ave.

Asst. Cashier

$10 '760 .00

Eff: 5-7-84

11,051 Kahre Court

P/T Real Estate $30.00 Day

.Eff: 5-7-84

1618 E. Indiana St.

Senior Sec.
$10,260.00
(Probationary Period)

Eff: 5-8-84

CENTER ASSESSOR
Jeffrey A. Toon
AREA PLAN COMMISSION
Irene Mastison

KNIGHT TOWNSHIP ASSESSOR
Veronica Ba 11 ew
RE:

5073 Tippecanoe

Clerk

$30.00 Day

Eff: 5-4-84

SCHEDULED MEETINGS.

The County Council set a spec1a1 meeting for May 15th. at .2:30p.m. in the Council Chambers.

I

There will be a meeting on May lOth. at 10:00 a.m. at the Auditorium, in regards to the
Local Option Tax.
There is to be a meeting at the Chamber of Commerce building on May 9th, regarding the
interchange at Lynch Road and I-164, as called by Vanetta Becker.
There is to be a meeting Wednesday, May 9th. at 7:00p.m., on the feasibility study of
sirens, held in room 301, Civic Center Complex.
There is to be a Museum dinner at 6:30 p.m. on May 9th. (It was not indicated where the
dinner will be held).
All County offices will be closed tomorrow for the Primary Election.
There being no further business, President Borries declared the meeting closed at
4:50 p.m.
PRESENT:

COUNTY COMMISStONERS

COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard "Rick" Borries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Alice McBride

David Jones

,. r .

I

SECRETARY:

Janice G. Decker

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
MAY 14, 1984

The meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on May 14, 1984, at 2:30
p.m., in the Commissioners Hearing Room with President Berries presiding.
The minutes·of the previous meeting were approved as engrossed by the County Auditor
and the reading of same dispensed with.
RE:

I

POOR RELIEF ... PIGEON TOWNSHIP

Applicant: Donald Timmons, 614 Main Street (Civic Plaza Hotel)
Investioator: Ms. Louise Hall, Pigeon Trustee's office.
Mr. Timmons was present and stated he is unemployed, that he has never been before the
Commissioners before and he needs help with his rent, that he was denied assistance by
the Trustee's office.
Commissioner Cox said on Mr. Timmons application it states he was denied help because
he failed to cooperate fully, so she asked Mr. Timmons if he understands what that
means and he replied yes, that what happened was he was out looking for a job and did
not show up for the work program, so when he went back to ask for assistance they denied
him, but if they will help him out now, he will make up those hours he was supposed to
have worked.
She asked Mr. Timmons if he called the Trustee's office and told them he was not avail-.
able that day and he replied no, that he did not know he had to call them.
President Berries asked Mr. Timmons if he has received a set of rules and standards·
from the Turstee and he replied no.
Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Timmons where he was last employed and he replied for
the City of Evansville. Mr. Willner asked him why he no longer worked for the City and
he replied that he went home for lunch one day and was gone for about one and a half
hours and when he went back to work they dismissed him from the job.

I

Ms. Hall reported to the Board that in February Mr. Timmons was in their office for
rent assistance and told them he was fired from a city job in 1982 and at that time he
was issued a months rent and he did work the twenty seven (27) hours and then in March
he requested another months rent, which was issued to him on the 20th of March, in the
amount of $90.00, with the understanding he would again have to work twenty seven (27)
hours. On the 19th of April Mr. Timmons again came into their office requesting rent
but since he had not worked his hours for March, he was denied. Had Mr. Timmons come
to them and told her that he would have completed his hours, she would have given him
a work slip.
Commissioner Wi 11 ner moved the case be referred back to the Trus.tee •s office, that Mr.
Timmons bring his workfare up to date and make new application. Commissioner Cox
seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

POOR RELIEF ••.• KNIGHT TOWNSHIP

Applicant: Beverly McKasson •••• 3209 Coker Avenue, Evansville, Indiana
Investigator: Emarie West, Knight Township Trustee's office.

~,),~'·,Ms.

I

McKasson stated that as o; the 11th. of this month, she ha~ been wi~hout.elec~ricity ·.
· or gas or water for four (4) weeks. She is not presently employed and she does receive
ADC for two (2) children, ages te~ (10) and twelve (12). She said she does not have.
city water but when the electricity was shut off that meant her water pump would not
work either, therefore, she has no water.
Commissioner Willner asked Ms. McKasson how much money she owes SIGECO and she replied
approximately $657.00, however, there is some discrepancy in the bill, that they sent
her a corrected bill this past montb after it was shut off, for nineteen (19) days, in
the amount of $157.00, but that amoent was corrected to $84.00 for those nineteen (19)
days.
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Commissioner Willner asked Ms. McKasson if she has ever been employed anywhere and she
replied yes that she worked last August for Citizens Action Coalition of Indiana.
President Borries asked Ms. McKasson if she is able to participate in the workfare program with Knight Township and she replied yes, however, she is somewhat limited because
she teaches her children at home, that they do not attend a public school, and she has
received both local and state approval to do this.

I

When asked why she teaches her children at home she replied she feels very strongly that
it is her right and her responsibility to bring them up in a christian educated manner
and it is far cheaper at $500.00 per year for two {2) children than it would be for her
to send them to a Christian School. She is way behind on paying this $500.00 also, that
she still owes some $395.00.
Commissioner Willner asked if the father of the children make contribution to their welfare and Ms. McKasson said he does when he feels like it and he doesn't feel like it too
often. He asked her if she has ever filed charges against her ex-husband and she replied
no, that he does spend time with the children and he does live in the city and is remarried. He asked her if she feels her ex-husband has a legal responsibility and she
said of course she does.
President Berries asked if there were any legal arrangements made at the time of the
divorce and she replied yes, both of them, that her two {2) children are from two (2)
marriages. One of her ex-husbands was to pay twenty dollars {$20.00) per week and the
other one was to pay ten dollars {$10.00) per week. The state took a $500.00 income
tax return from one husband because he was so far behind on support, however, she did not
see any of that money, that it went to the state.

I

Commissioner Cox asked Ms. McKasson if she draws ADC for both children and she replied
yes. She asked her if she receives food stamps and she replied yes. She asked her if
she has received help from the Trustee in the past and she replied yes, that she has ·
received a partial payment on her utilities and she could not pay the remainder on her
own and that is why her bill ,is currently so high, which was shut off on April 13th.
Mrs. Cox said on the application before her it states the denial was granted because
Section V-C .•• the trustees payment will not cover all the previous charges. Mrs. Cox
asked Ms. McKasson what amount is her total income and she replied $256.00 from ADC plus
food stamps. Mrs. Cox said will SIGECO not accept a partial payment and Ms. McKasson
said no, they want the full amount plus another $18.00 to reconnect. Ms. McKasson said
the trustee's office offered to give her a portion of this amount due, but unfortunately
SIGECO will not accept a portion and she does not have the rest of it to pay to them.
She was offered $100.00 from the Trustee, to pay toward this bill.
President Berries asked Ms. McKasson if she is buying or renting and she replied buying.

I

Mrs. West, investigator from Knight Township was present and stated Ms. McKasson was in
the trustee's office earlier this month and made new application (May 4th) and at that
time they put $100.00 on. hold for her, to go toward her utilities. According to the
trustee's guidelines, we pay on half of the previous charges, up to a maximum of $100.00.
Ms. McKasson came to her this past Friday and as.ked for a letter of denial because we
would not pay the entire previously owed bill, which she was issued.· According to SIGECO
we are talking about charges from November of 1983 through the end of March 1984 and
during that same period of time Project Safe payed $263.00, Emergency Safe paid $189.00
and there was a cash payment of $22.00, so as far as total charges, there was approxi~
mately $1100.00 due to SIGECO. When the trustee's office makes a payment on the utility
bills, we pay half of the previous, up to only $100.00, but before we write that voucher
it is up to the applicant to produce the other half, or whatever the balance is on the
bill, so their$100.00 was matched each time they paid it for her.
"' Mrs. West said in January (January 3) they were doing their routine investigation and
they received a letter from Indiana Bell on January 20th. informing us that Ms. Kasson
has call waiting on her telephone at her home and has had since at least April 21, 1983.
The trustee's standards state a person is allowed one {1) telephone with basic phone service, because we do not consider the extras a necessity. The application she made with
us for August, September and October did not indicate that she had call waiting and they
felt this was a falsification of application, because the question asked was do you
have call waiting or call forwarding, not do you pay for them or does someone else pay
for them for you, but do you infact have the service. This application was turned over
to the Prosecutor's office and at that time they received a letter from the Prosecutor's
office stating that Ms. McKasson and her, mother, Karma Huck, came into the Prosecutor's
office and gave a statement that call waiting was being paid for by Ms. Huck and not by
Ms. McKasson, therefore there were no ~riminal charges filed against Ms. McKasson.
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Commissioner Cox asked how much help has been given Ms. McKasson on her utility bills
and Mrs. West in January of 1983 the trustee paid $40.00, in March of 1983 they paid
$30.00, on April 14 .•• $30.00, on August 2 •... $36.02 and on August 22 ... $36.02 and on
August 29 .••. $27.96.
Commissioner Cox said then Ms. McKasson has not received any assistance on her utility
bills since August of 83 and Mrs. West said that is correct, however, she applied in September of 1983, but her income was too high, because that is when she was working for
Citizens Action Coalition, and anytime there is a change in income level, we have to update the application.

I

Commissioner Cox asked what the income level for three persons are and Mrs. West replied
it is $350.00 and Ms. McKasson is under incomed, it is just that the trustee cannot pay
anymore than the $100.00 offered to her toward the $650.00 bill.
Commissioner Willner moved the case of Beverly McKasson be referred back to the Knight
Township Trustee, but that Ms. McKasson seek Legal Aid Services and file suit against
both of her ex-husbands to collect child support, that she must do this before receiving any help from the trustee and also for Ms. McKasson to work on the workfare program and to refile application with the Trustee and the Trustee is to give immediate
assistance upon these things being done, to get the gas and electric reconnected by
whatever means possible. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
Commissioner Willner said he would like to recommend the Trustee change their standards
to include that there be a current filing in the Prosecutor's office against all fathers
who do not pay support to there children, that he feels this should be first and foremost before anyone is issued assistance.
RE:

AREA PLAN COMMISSION ... ORDINANCE AMENDING INDIANA CODE ON THOROUGHFARES

Mrs. Barbara Cunningham, Director of the Area Plan Commission was present and stated she
has submitted an ordinance amending chapter 152 of the 1982 Vanderburgh County, Indiana
code of ordinances concerning thoroughfares and setback requirements. She said the
Commissioners have previously been given some information explaining the thoroughfare
plan and ordinances and the reason for the change. The current ordinance was written
in 1959 and was updated in 1969, but that was only to change the Plan Commission name
from Regional to Area and the official map was not chagned at thattime. They felt
like the ordinance needed to be revised and updated basically for two (2) ,reasons, those
being:
1.

It was based on an outdated transportation plan with a network of transportation
improvements that are no longer planned.

2.

The setbacks required in the 1959 ordinance are too restrictive relative to today's
development standards. There is no reason to "set aside more land than will be
needed for an adequate street system, especially when considering the cost of land
today.

I
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The changes made on the map relate to (1) the roads and streets that are included,
(2) the required setbacks, and (3) the road classification titles. The classifications
and setbacks are· more reflective of today's ·develppment needs and standards.
Current Titles and Setbacks
Expressways - 110 feet
Primary Thoroughfares - 95 feet
" ' Secondary Thoroughfares - 75 feet

Proposed Titles and Setbacks
Major Arterial - 90 feet
Minor Arterial - 70 feet
Collector - 60 feet

Mrs. Cunningham said this was all done in conjunction with the Director of the
Evansville Urban Transportation, with the City Engineer and the County Engineer. It
has been adopted by the Plan Commission, at both the February 16, 1984 and the March
7, 1984 meeting.
Commissioner Cox said she was not aware that this ordinance was to come before the
Commissioners today or she would have made her own comparisons, but for the record, are
those changes or suggestions that were made at Area Plan incorporated in the documents
presented today, that there were severa1 corrections given to us at APC meeting.
Mrs. Cunningham acknowledged they were incorporated.

I
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Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Andy Easley if he had any comments or recommendations on
this matter and he replied he had input in it, that all corrections and changes have
all been incorporated and he would recommend approval, that it's much more realistic.
Commissioner Willner asked if variances can still be.allowed and Mrs. Cunningham said
yes, people will still have the opportunity to get a variance, however, they hope this
will stop the variances from being sought because they feel this is a realistic plan,
but variances will still be available in some circumstances.
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Mrs. Cunningham said even if this is adopted today, she feels like it should still be
reviewed within the next two (2) years, as we reveiwed the Comprehensive Plan, that
this ordinance should be in a constant state of review by the people who work with it.
Commissioner Willner moved the Ordinance be approved as presented today. Commissioner
Cox said she would second the motion with the understanding that those additions,
deletions and corrections made at APC are incorporated in it. So ordered.
RE:

COUNTY ATTORNEY ...• CEDRIC HUSTACE

President Berries .said we have with us, as Acting County Attorney, Mr. Cedric Hustace,
from the law firm of Bowers,Harrison, Kent and Miller.
Agreement with Ad-Craft: Mr. Hustace-said he has reviewed the agreement between the
county and Ad-Craft for the purchase, installation and maintenance of an outdoor
identification sign and message center for the Vanderburgh County Auditorium and Convention Center and he has made some changes to the contract. He has been in touch with
Mr. Arnold Bosse, of Ad-Craft conerning the changes and Mr. Bosse has not seen the
current revised document. Basically the major change is to provide a mechanism by which
if there is a default in the contract, that either party may notify the other party of
such default and the defaulting party wtll then have sixty (60) days in which to cure
the delault and if this is not done the contract can be terminated by the non-defaulting
party. County attorney Jones has seen this revised agreement and approves of it.
'

I

Commissioner Willner moved the agreement be approved.
·
motion. So ordered.
RE:

Commissioner Cox seconded the

BILL BETHEL. .. "COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly absentee report of the employees
at the county garage for the period of May 7 thru 11, 1984 ••• report received and filed.
Weekly Work Rep.ort: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly work report of the employees at
the county garage for the period of May 7 thru 11, 1984 ••.... report received and filed.
Attached to the work report was the following work schedule for the same period of time.

I

Gradall:

Wedeking Avenue, Fickas Road and Kirchoff Blvd.

Patch Crew:

Old State Road, Eichoff and Chapel Hill, Broadway, Larch Lane, Cemetery
Road, Middle Mt. Vernon Road, Streuh-Hendricks, Smith-Diamond, Debbie
Lane, Audubon· and Chestnut, Green River Road, Old Petersburg Road,
Burkhardt Road, Old Henderson Road, Hitch-Peters Road, Burch Drive an~
Baumgart.
·
·

Rock:

Woods and Elm alley.

Tree Crew:

Bromm Road

Paving:

Cemetery Road

Barricades:

All over the county.
************

Mr. Bethel said again he would ask permission to go before County Council for $300,000
for road paving.
Commissioner Willner moved the County Hfghway be put on the June Counoil Call for
$300,000.00.
Commissioner Cox said why she didn't second it last week was because she wanted to see
what the statis of our R&S funds are, and if we have money to do what we want to do and

J.s~.·
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we were to ask for a report from Mr. Gerard. She asked Mr. Easley if he has any report
on the statis and he replied that he and Mr. Gerard met on it and Mr. Gerard does have
some figures and a barr graft that shows that by the end of 1986~ according to his
projections of revenue~ expenditures and obligations,. we wi.ll be slightly~ maybe
$100,000 in the red. Mr. Gerard asked for another week to make tabulations to present
to the Commissioners. If $300~000 is borrowed and not replenished, then we will be
pushing some $400,000 in the red at the end of 1986.
President Berries said it was his understanding after a conversation with Mr. Gerard
that our funding was okay on our match for Burkhardt Road and also for Covert Avenue
projects and where we begin to have problems is beyond these two projects. At this
point it looks like Covert isn't going to start until 1985.

I

Mr. Easley asked if one (1) more week's delay would matter and Mrs. Cox said it would
be too late for Mr. Bethel to get on the June agenda for the Council. She said by
giving Mr. Bethel permission to go on the agenda doesn't necessarily mean the Commissioners agree the Council .should allow this. but we could give him permission to go
before them and by the time they have their June meeting the Commissioners will have
received the report from Mr. Gerard and we can then make our recommendations to the
Council, therefore she would second the motion, based on this fact. Motion carried
unanimously in the affirmative.
Larch Lane: President Berries said he had a phone complaint concerning a big hole
on Larch Lane, in Evergreen Acres, which is some eight feet in diameter. He understands
this has been patched in the past but it is presently in dire need of more repair.
Mr. Bethel said he will have to pave it, that he cannot patch it again.
Red Bank Road: Commissioner Cox said on Red Bank Road, off of Pensylvania Street is
all chopped up again. Part of it is city and part of it is county~ that it is located
up by the University Heights shopping center.
Mr. Bethel said he is aware of where Mrs. Cox is talking about and he will dneck it out
and make the needed repairs, and again this is also going to have to be paved and rolled.
RE:

I

BOB BRENNER ..... COUNTY SURVEYOR

Bridge and Guardrail Report: David Guillaum, Chief Deputy Surveyor, submitted the
weekly bridge and guardrail report of the bridge crew for the period of May 7 thru 11,
1984 ..•• report recieved and filed.
Kirchoff Drive: Mr. Guillaum said a gentleman was in his office concerning a drainage
problem out on Kirchoff Drive, on the west side of town, off of Hogue Road. We have
been aware for sometime now that they do have drainage problems out there~ that the
storm sewer that runs along the gutter and curb line, he believes has some bad joints
and the gentleman also felt like the pipe under there is undersized. The problem out
there has become very severe that he indicated to us there are areas under the slabs
that have washed out as much as five (5) or six {6) feet under the roads. We will be
taking a look at it and try to determine what would be the most practical way to repair it~ that it is county accepted and is ours to take care of. There may be a couple
of alternatives but he will submit a rep.ort to the Board after it is studied.
Mr. Bethel said he too has been out there and it looks like their septic systems are
simply flowing out into the street and he did contact the Board of Health and ask them
to run a check on it also~ however~ he has heard nothing back from them yet.
;. '"'''Mr. Guillaum said this gentleman indicated to him that the storm sewer pipe out there
was no bigger than a 6" diameter pipe and if that is true then that would never work.
Mr. Bethal said he was only trying to find the source of the water, because this has
been going on for about a year.
Commissioner Cox said she would venture that problably 70% of our septic systems in the
county are not working properly now because of the large amount of rain we have had.
She asked if this is Kirchoff Drive, Lane or Road and Mr. Guillaum replied the informa~
tion he received, he believes it is Kirchoff Drive, that it is the one that dead-ends
with the cul-de-sac at the end of it~ off of Hogue Road.

I
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Barton Lane: Commissioner Cox asked if anyone has been out to check the problem on
Barton's lane, that she believes this involves both the Highway and the Surveyor's
office, that it has to do with the problem of the culvert under the road, that it is
washed out from aro.und the culvert.
Mr. Bethel said she inspected it but turned it over the Surveyor's office.
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Mr. Guillaum said Tom Goodman has this on his list and it wiil be taken care of as soon
as possible.
Old Henderson Road: Commissioner Cox said in regards to the washout down below the
railraod overpass on Old Henderson Road, has a decision been made and Mr. Bethel said
he believes we should get the Corps of Engineers involved in this matter. Commissioner
Cox said then we had better start right away because it is -really washed out bad, infact,
all the way to the road.
The Commissioners asked Mr. Easley to pursue this matter with the Corps of Engineer and
explained to him it is 1.6 mile below the old L&N Railrail bridge, on Old Henderson Road.
President Borri es gave Mr. Eas 1ey the name of Elisha Ho 11 and to contact at the Corps. of -- /
Engineers.
Millersburg Road Bridge: Mr. Guillaum said in regards to the Millersburg Road bridge
project, after looking at the span and the approaches, he and Mr. Brenner discussed it
and feel like they may be a little shy on the amount of money appropriated for this
project, which is $100,000.00, therefore they would like permission to transfer monies
from the Volkman Road account into the Millerburg Bridge account, in the amount of
$100,000.00. and they will not have to go before the County County to do this.
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Commissioner Cox said we have already done one bridge on Millerburg Road since she has
been a Commissioner.and Mr. Guillaum said that is correct, and this one is on the
county line, east of Green .River· Road, that it is a large span that 83' will be our
span area.
President Berries asked if it was ever determined if Warrick county would participate
in this and Mr. Guillaum replied basically thiS: is our corner of the county, so it would
be our responsibility.
Commissioner Willner asked if Millersburg is going to go under I-164 and Mr. Guillaum
said on the grade separation he has heard .that it will. Mr. Willner said he wants more
than hear say, he wants to be.sure it does, that he has seen several preliminary plans
but nothing stamped "final approval" and he wants to see that first.
Mr. Guillaum said he believes it will be some time yet, particularly from the legal end
if we have to condemn the two (2) property owners previously discussed.
Commissioner Willner asked if. the state will have to condemn some of it, or have they
already bought it for I-164 and Mr. Guillaum said he has no idea. Mr. Willner said we
need to know these things, and also, how many feet west of that bridge will I-164 be
and Mr. Guillaum said they felt like it would be quite a ways west, maybe a quarter of
a mile or so, but he really doesn't know.
Commissioner Willner said he believes the Surveyor should write to the State and get
an official set of plans before we go any further on this bridge.
,,;.,_""'"Commissioner Cox said those plans are definitely ready now, that we were told that at
; <'''last week's meeting.
·
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Mr. Guillaum said they will obtain a set of plans as soon as possible, and present them
to the Commissioners before we get into bidding, etc.
Kentucky Avenue Bridge: Commissioner Cox asked the statis of the Kentucky Avenue bridge
over Pig~on Creek and Mr. Guillaum said they have the preliminary plans together but the
thing that concerns them is the large amount of dirt, that there will have to a super
tremendous amount of fill in there and there is going to be a large amount of money for
this to be done, so they are still trying to get things worked out on it. In terms of
yards, this will be vastly more than anything else we have ever done.
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ANDY EASLEY •... COUNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER

Report From Mead Johnson: Mr. Easley said Mead Johnson's thanked us for the letter concerning the driveway request off of highway 57.
Char-Mar Estates: Mr. Easley said he recently spoke with Dean Ashby, regarding the
request for the paving of the gravel roads in Char-Mar Estates and that particular
group has asked his hlep in negotiating with the developer of the subdivision, and
these people realize they may have to contribute some money towards the improvements.

I

Switch on Lynch Road: Mr. Easley said he understands the Seaboard Systems Railroad has
done the necessary survey work in regards to changing the railroad switch on Lynch Road.
The Creasey Company is still studying their posi:tion and when .he receives any further
information on any of it he will pass it on to the Commissioners.
RE:

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT ON RELINQUISHMENT OF S.R. 65

President Berries read aloud the following letter to Mr. George Squires, Indiana Department of Highways, dated May 10, 1984.
Re: Relinquishment of S.R. 65
Dear Mr. Squires:
St. Joseph Avenue
The Board of Commissioners of Vanderburgh County agreed to accept subject road
during their regular meeting held on October 31, 1983.
In accordance with your request we are enclosing two (2) signed originals of the
executed road transfer memorandum of agreement for this protion of St. Joseph Avenue.
It is requested that one (1) signed original be returned to this office. Thank

~ou.

R. Andrew Easley, Jr.
County Engineer
************
Mr. Easley said we had originally sent Mr. Squire an agreement with the Commissioners·
stamps on it, however, he has asked for two (2) to be originally signed by the Board.

I

Commissioner Willner moved the agreement be hand signed by the Commissioners and forwarded to the State. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

PETITION REQUESTING COUNTY MAINTENANCE ON CHASTAIN DRIVE

President Borries said the Board received a written petition from the residents of
Chastain Drive, requesting Vanderburgh County to accept that Drive for maintenance,
which is located 1~ miles north of the intersection of Highways U.S. 460 and State
Route 65, in Vanderburgh County. He said there are families, but there are seven (7)
different residences that have signed this petition.
The matter was referred to Mr. Easley for his study and recommendation to the Board
at a later time. Mr. Bill Bethel was also asked to participate in this review.
RE:

MONTHLY REPORT FROM ALEXANDER AMBULANCE SERVICE

Received and filed was the monthly report from Alexander Ambulance Service for the month
ending April 30, 1984. Attached to the report was the document stating the basis of
, charges and a summary of income for that same period of time.
RE:

CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE

A certificate of .insurance was submitted for Shannon Jackson/dba Shannon's School of
Dance for a recital on May 24, 25 and 26, 1984, at the Vanderburgh Auditorium.

I

of insurance was submitted for Contemporary Theatricals Corporation for
A certificate
the act of 11 The Magic of David Copperfield 11 • • • May 31, 1984, at the Vanderburgh Auditorium.
Certificates ordered received and filed.
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ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING ADVISORY BOARD FOR THE VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM

President Borrias said before the Board is an Ordinance Establishing Advisory Board
for the Vanderburgh Auditorium and Convention Center, with the following memo from
County Attorney David Jones.
Dear Commissioner Berries:

I

April 24, 1984

Enclosed please find revised Ordinance Establishing Advisory Board for the Vanderburgh Auditorium and Convention Center.
Very truly yours
David L. Jones
*********
President Berries said he will not ask .. for appointments from the Commissioners today
for this board, but would ask if there are any questions. There being no questions
President Berries asked for a motion.
Commissioner Willner moved the Ordinance be approved and signed and forwarded to the
County Council for th~ir action. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF SCOUT-0-RAMA AT BURDETTE PARK

President Berries said the annual Scout-0-Rama is to be held at Burdette Park this week
end and we have a fine looking young man before us today to make everyone formally aware
of it.
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Randy Hayes, from Boy Scout Troup 394, was present and stated he is a life scout. He
. said there will be many things happening at the Scout-0-Rama, such as canoe racing,
paddling, jousting_plus several other events and he would invite everyone to come out
to the park. There is an admission price of $1.00 and he had tickets with him, which
he sold to everyone interested~
President Berries, along with the other two (2) commissioners thanked Randy for appearing
before the commissioners and wished him luck during the week-end events.
RE:

DISCUSSION. OF COUNTY OWNED TRUCK AT THE ANIMAL CONTROL SHELTER

President Berries said there are problems with the truck that the county owns at the
Animal Control Shelter (Formally called the Dog Pound). The truck the county provides
to some of the employees out at the shelter is now reaching the point to where something is going to have to be done, that it has over 250,000 miles on it and is using
over three (3) quarts of oil a day and he is wondering if perhaps we should appear before the county council with a plight for a new. vehicle.
Commissioner Cox said she believes this is an old make-shift vehicle, that we took an
old truck from the highway department and put the dog cages on the back of it.
President Berries said the cage is still in rather good condition, but the truck. itself
is shot, at this time he would ask the opinions of the other commissioners.
Commissioner Cox asked what the over-all condition of the truck is, that we would be
talking a lot less for a rebuilt engine, ·maybe $1200 or $1500 compared to $12,000 for
__,. a new vehicle, if the rest of the truck is in fairly good shape.

I

President Berries said he understands the chasis is not good that there have been repairs to the front end before.
Mr. Bethel said the only part of it that is any good is the dog cage and that could be
put onto any pick-up truck and he believes the county could pick up a good used pick-up
far cheaper than purchasing a new one.
Commissioner Cox said figuring 100 miles per day, we are going to expect 250,000 miles
per year on any vehicle we get.
'

Commissioner Willner moved they be placed on the Council Call and also that the existing
truck be taken to the county garage to be evaluated. Commissioner Cox seconded the
motion.
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Recording Secretary, Janice Decker, asked who would be responsible for making this
request to the County Council and Mr. Berries said that he would make the request.
RE:

CLOSING OF RINK AT BURDETTE PARK

President Berries said the skating rink will be_closed this week end at Burdette Park
due to the fact the Scout-0-Rama will be out there the entire week-end.
RE:

REPORT ON OLD UNION TOWNSHIP SCHOOL BUILDING

Commissioner Cox said she would like to report that she received a call just this past
week that more materials are being dumped at the old Union Township School building.
She feels very let down by Mr. Biggerstaff because she personally talked to him as did
the other Commissioners and aS:ked him not to bring anymore materials into the site and
to get what he already had there cleaned up and he assured us that he would and now he
is continuing to ignore us and she does not think that shows very good faith on his
part. We still have not given Mr. Biggerstaff any specific guidelines on what he is
supposed to do and when he is supposed to have it done by.
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President Berries said we have ask for in-put from several agencies and so far we have
received correspondence from the Area Plan Commission, from one agency in the Health
Department, from the Environmental Protection Agency. We have not heard from the
Prosecutor's office and not from the Humane Society, however, he understands the Humane
Society is to meet tomorrow and this matter is on their agenda.
Commissioner Cox said what has been hauled in are old bricks and trash and could in no
way be classified as agricultural materials.
President Berries said as soon as we receive correspondence from all the agencies then
we will provide Mr. Biggerstaff with a written document as to specifically what must be
done and when he must have it done by.
RE:

CLAIMS

A claim was submitted for Steve Haire for a bush hog purchased for the County Highway,
in the amount of $400.00.
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Commissioner Cox asked how many this will make the Highway and Mr. Bethel said this is
the only one the highway department has, or has had since he has been out there, and
the $400.00 is for a used one.
·
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

So ordered.

A claim was submitted for the American Legal Publishing Company for the printing of
1983 supplements for the Vanderburgh County Code of Ordinance, in the amount of
$1,264.00. The. claim was approve.d through David Jones, County Attorney.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.
RE:

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES •..•• APPOINTMENTS

VANDERBURGH SUPERIOR COURT
...
Denzil Reed
3011 W. Franklin St. Trans. Officer

$8,000.00

Eff: 5-7-84

Jeffrey Evans
1369 E. Chandler
Diane Eapmon
1119 S.E. Riverside
Robert A. Whitehouse 912 S. Villa Dr.
Beverly Abell
3417 Austin
Dala Jo McDaniel
209 Hanover
Gloria Evans
1369 E. Chandler
Lucille Musgrave
4304 Pennington Ave.

$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

Part time
Clerk-Part time
Part time c·lerk
Part time
Clerk
Part time
Part time

Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day

5-8-84
5-8-84
5-8-84
5-8-84
5-8-84
5-8-84
5-8-84

I
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Appointments Continued:
BURDETTE PARK
Tony Behme
Debbie Sanford
Bert Forney
Jonathon Gugin

I

RE:

P/T
P/T
P/T
P/T

1721 E. Franklin
210 Logwood
4609 Sweetser
417 Schreeder

Grd. Crew
Secretary
Grd. Crew
Grd. Crew

$3.50
$4.00
$4.00
$3.50

Hour ·
Hour
Hour
Hour

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

5-2-84
5-3-84
5-5-84
5-5-84

$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00

Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

5-8-84
5-8-84
5-8-84
5-8-84
5-8-84
5-8-84
5-8-84

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ...•. RELEASES

VOTERS REGISTRATION
Jeffrey Evans
1369 E. Chandler
Diane Eapmon
1119 S.E. Riverside
Robt. Whitehouse II 912 South Villa Dr.
Dala Jo McDaniel
209 Hanover Road
Gloria Evans
1369 E. Chandler
Lucille Musgrave
4304 Pennington Ave.
Beverly Abell
3417 Austin

Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part

time
time
time
time
time
time
time

Clerk
Clerk
Clerk
Clerk
Clerk
Clerk
Clerk

".

BURDETTE PARK
Barbie Martin
609 Crestmont Dr.
Laura Hemmer
1629 N. Elm
CIRCUIT COURT
Earl Chandler
2805 Oak Hill Rd.
RE: SCHEDULED MEETINGS

P/T Rink Guard
P/T Grd. Crew

$3.50 Hour
$3.50 Hour

Eff: 5-5-84
Eff: 5-8-84

Law Clerk

$4.00 Hour

Eff: 5-4-84

The County Council will hold a Special Meeting on Tuesday, May 15th, at .2:30 p.m. in
the city/County Council Chambers. regarding the Local Option Tax.
The Humane Society will be holding their board meeting tomorrow night.
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The Burdette Roller Rink will be closed this week end due to the Scout-0-Rama.
Commissioner Cox said regarding the meeting last week with the Highway officials and
Vanetta Becker, David Gerard and Andy Eas·l ey, on the interchange at Lynch Road. The
state is very amenab 1e to having the Lynch Road interchange a·t that area. They were
not included in their plans for funding but we were advised how to include it in the
plans for funding and use of a special fund that is available, which is the 4-R.
President Berries asked if the confusion regarding Boonville Highway was straightened
out and Mrs. Cox replied it was solved and they are going to still have a grade
separation at Old Boonville Highway.
There being no further business, President Berries declared the meeting recessed at
4:20 p.m.
PRESENT:

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS .

COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard Rick Berries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Alice McBride

Cedric Hustace
(Acting County Attorney)

11

·.,.::.-t_"
i
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Janice G.· Decker

I
' BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

......

~'

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
MAY 21, 1984

The meeting. of the Board of County Commissioners was held on May 21, 1984, at 7:30p.m.,
in the Commissioners Hearing Room with President Berries presiding.
President Berries advised that a quorum was present; Commissioner Cox has been out
of the city, but is expected to arrive at the meeting somewhat later. In the interim,
he and Commissioner Willner will proceed.
A motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the minutes of the previous meeting
be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor and the reading of same be waived.
President Berries provided a second to the motion. So ordered.
RE:

I

REZONING PETITIONS

VC-5-84, Petitioner, Martin &Bayley, Inc. - First Reading
Pat Shoulders, representing Martin &Bayley, said he was present to answer ~ny questions
concerning this petition. President Berries said he does not think the Commissioners
would have any comments; rather, they would refer the matter to the Area Plan Com...-"'
mission. He does believe there was some concern regarding the set-back from the plannea
Division Street State Road #66 project, where a turn lane was suggested -- which should
reach back and extend from 48 ft. South of this Division Street intersection. At
present, it is set up at 40 ft. Mr. Shoulders stated that Mr. Sam Biggerstaff is
present for tonight•s meeting and can comment on that. In comparing the site plan he
noted this and is prepared to address the matter this evening. Mr; Biggerstaff presented
a site plan to the Commissioners for their review and Commissioner Willner remarked
this would allow for right turn access (Burkhardt Road). A motion was made by Commissioner Willner that 84-47-PC VC-5-84 be approved on First Reading and forwarded to
the Area Plan Commission. Commissioner Berries seconded the motion. So ordered. ·
VC-6-84, Petitioner, James L. Myers - First Reading
President Berries asked i.f anyone was present who wished to speak concern:?ng the
First Reading of this Petition. There being none, he then entertained a motion concerning this request. Commissioner Willner moved that 84-55 ... Pc.vc... 6-84 be approved
on First Reading and forwarded to the Area Plan Commission. Commissioner Berries
seconded the motion. So ordered.

I

VC-4-84, Petitioner, Paul J. Bitz - Third Reading
Attorney Curt John approached the podium and stated that he was here to represent the
petitioner,.Mr. Paul Bitz, on the property located at 200 S. Boehne Camp Road. This
property is located at the intersection of Boehne Camp Road and Highway 62. The proposed
rezoning would change the current land usage from agricultural to R-4 •. The proposed
construction would consist of a 150-unit Apartment Complex. At the Area Plan Commission
meeting, the petition was approved with a 11 to 0 affirmative vote. Mr. John said at
this time he would like to bring Mr. Dan Breivogel, architect for the project, forward
to explain a bit about the project and answer any questions the Commissioners might have
concerning same. Mr. Breivogel presented a site plan to the Commissioners and remarked
there are two main entrances at the top of the hill, in an endeavor to alleviate any
traffic congestion. The apartments are located on the sides of the hill, retaining·all
the natural topography as much as possible, the existing treeline, etc. They are doing
as little alteration to the site as possible. He then asked for specific questions
.·... concerning the project. Attorney Curt John interjected that it is the position of the
,,;":;:.:'··;,~rea Plan Commission that a site plan regarding such a project as this comes after the
"<'t~fff,;,r"l':rezoning, due to the cost involved. He said Mrs. Cunningham can attest to that. Also,
they will be required to appear before the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board to address~
any drainage problems. To date, they are not aware of any. There are adequate sewers
to the property; and, it is a rather high piece of property. The majority of the land
will be uncovered insofar as buildings or pavement. Since this is close to the State
Highway, a letter has been obtained indicating they have no objection to it. However,
.
the rezoning does not relieve the owner of the responsibility in acquiring proper
·
driveway permits and the use of state highway right-of-way. Naturally, they will work
and cooperate with them in doing whatever is deemed necessary. Commissioner Berries
(continued)

~l
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asked if it is anticipated at this time whether there will be any ingress or egress
on the highway. Mr. John said it will all be from Boehne Camp Road. He said there
are two (2) boulevard entrances on Boehne Camp Road. Mr. Paul Bitz was in the audience
and he said from Red Bank Road out is limited access -- the State Highway would not
even give General Growth Shopping Center ingress or egress. Commissioner Willner asked
if turn lanes are being
shown at both of the driveways? Mr. Breivogel said 11 no, not
11
at Boehne Camp Road • They have two wide entrances and they have indicated additional
easement on Boehne Camp -- it has been increased from a 25-ft. to a 60-ft. easement
on Boehne Camp. They do not feel that the traffic volume substantiates creating turn
lanes -- especially considering the two hilltop entrances. Mrs. Cunningham of the APC
indicated this will all be reviewed at the Subdivision Review Meeting. There being no
others present to speak or remonstrate regarding the ordinance, Commissioner Willner
made a motion that VC-4-84 be approved. Commissioner Borries seconded the motion, then
asked for a roll call vote: Commissioner Willner - Yes. Commissioner Borries - Yes.
So ordered.

RE:

I
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SPECIAL USE PERMIT #8 - 22-84-APC, Third Reading; Applicants: Joseph &Daniel
Whitehead

Attorney Les Shively of Johnson, Carroll &Griffith approached the podium and said he
represents the petitioners. The location of this particular request is at 1820 Wimberg
Road and is for the purpose of establishing a 245-unit Mobile Home Court. This is
adjacent to an existing Mobile Home Court, which is operated by the Whitehead family.
The petition
has gone before the Subdivision Review Comittee. He said these are ~eated
as a 11 Subdivision 11 because it is a community. The concerns of the Subdivision Review
Committee have all been met. With regard to the particular concern of the BrowningFerris Industries Landfill, they have met with the Browning-Ferris officials and worked
out all the concerns and will comply with the State laws with regard to .the proxt.m:i:t.Y Qf
the landfill operations to the landfill site. He said these are the same type of requirements which the Whitehead family went thru on their existing Mobile Home Court in
the area -- so this is nothing new for them. The co-op agreements with the BrowningFerris people have already been signed. Additionally,the Area Plan Commission via its
Subdivison Review Staff asked that the original site plan be modified to provide
additional access towards St. Joe Avenue. The original plan provided only one access
on Wimberg Rd. Mr. Sam Biggerstaff is here this evening, and he has an Amended Site Plan
which shows not only the requested additional access, but also another exit point in
the opposite direction to provide more ingress and egress to prevent any traffic
problems in the area. Mr. Shively pointed out that this site plan does show a drainage
plan. They will go before the Drainage Board to obtain approval of a drainage plan.
Mr. Shively stated that they have included the additional access to alleviate any
traffic problems, which the Subdivision Review Committee wanted. All they can go by
is what the staff tells them. Further, the Subdivision Review Committee has noted there
is a real need for Mobile Home Courts and the developer feels this is a good project
for this reason, alone •. In response to Commissioner Willner's query concerning the
development pattern, .Mr. Shively indicated this pattern was selected for economic
feasibility. There will be 12 acres that will have to be put in a Lake Site, and
80,000 cubic yards of dirt will be needed for landfill. Mrs. Cunningham pointed out
that the additional access was not a requirement demanded by the Subdivision Review
Committee; rather it was a suggestion. Again, Mr. Shively pointed out that they they
will go before the Drainage Board and the Subdivision Review Committee, again, to
make certain that all the technical bugs have been worked out. It was noted that both
the County Highway Engineer and the County Surveyor are on the Subdivision Review
Committee -- so they can review the Amended Plan one more time. Tonight, the conceptual
·.~i~~~;~~aspect is being presented and the. professionals will have another crack at the refined
#~~~~~and technical aspects to make sure that the project goes forward and is done properly.
There being no further questions or individuals to comment concerning this proposed
·project, Commissioner Willner moved that 22-84-APC be approved. Commissioner Borries
seconded the motion and asked for a roll call vote. Commissioner Willner- Yes.
Commissioner Borries - Yes. So Ordered.
RE:

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Modification of Coogerative Agreement /Jail Suit
County Attorney David Jones said he had sent each of the Commissioners and County Council
Members a copy of the Order which approved the Settlement Agreement in the Jail Suit.
That is subject to the completion of the construction and the outside possibility that
the other side will file for attorney's fees. Because inmates are involved and it in~
volves constitutional rights, no settlement agreement in these jail suits can involve
(continued)
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bartering away something like costs or attorney fees, so he was not at liberty (nor
were the other attorneys) to discuss that as part of any settlement. However, he
does not believe the Court would allow either side to go against the other in this
matter for any costs or attorneys fees. It is his opinion that the way the settlement
was carried out and negotiations were conducted, that it will be left as it is and as
soon as the construction is completed and our obligations filled -- that will terminate
any more activity with regard to the.jail suit, itself. But the actual Court part of
it is over as of now. It is just completing this contract with the Marshals Service
and getting the paper work process and verified and certificates, etc. He said the
purpose of this Modification is to extend the completion date of all projects under
this Agreement to December 1, 1984.
·

I

Commissioner Borries said he wanted to commend Attorney Jones for his work on behalf
of the County. He said the $260,000 received would not have been received without
Mr. Jones' efforts in contacting Federal Marshals Service and informing them of the
danger of this facility not being used to house Federal prisoners. Again, he said
Mr. Jones is to be commended. In response to President Borries question concerning
what is to be done with all the materials collected at this point -- is it to be filed?
Attorney Jones said there were two (2) Bankers' boxes of legal size files and they
will be forwarded to the Sheriff s Department to be kept permanently, as they are
indexed and contain virtually every aspect of jail life, conditions, equipment,
procedures, nutriment requirements, medical, etc., ••••• it's all there. If anyone
so much as nibbles at that jail again, there's enough for his successors and the
succeeding sheriffs to not have to compile that all over again. The information is all
there and catalogued. President Borries asked what our time frame is now for
completion since construction is now underway and it looks as though most of it is
under roof. Attorney Jones said that it is his understanding that if the weather
holds -- sometime in July it will be completed. Attorney Jones said he needed
President Borries'. signature to confirm the additional $10,000.

,....

1

RE:

BURDETTE PARK

,

~ark:J· · ~.,u· .·.· l.·.·:·e·'·y'·

thi~·~

President Borries .said he certainly wanted to commend
'. ".·.·.f· · .pr his ha·r.·d work
past weekend, actmg as host to the Boy Scouts. He sa1d. he up~texr~tood th;e ;W4Pl:e wee ken
was very successful and the Scouts and their Leaders are pleas~a;:Aiti:th the it}f;itcome. He
said the Commissioners appreciate Mr. Tuley's aggressiveness Hf"~'P"r:Ocuring that event
and it is hoped .this Will become another way in which we can serve: the C!i!'lm!Unity.
Mr. Tuley said he was glad to do this and it worked. out well. In fact, he will be
meeting with the District Scout Council on Wednesday night and they are planning to
come back to the Commissioners in a week or two re our possibly hosting their big
Council show next year which, hopefully, involves anywhere from 4,000 to 6,000 scouts;
and it might be a lot of fun to put that package together and host that event.

Continuing, Mr. Tuley distributed copies.of the April Financial Schedule for Burdette
Park. He commented that the starting budget figure was $472,888.38 and total
expenditures thru April were $138;74t~89,which leaves a total balance of $334,140.49.
Income for the same period from the Rink was $16,198.94; Rentals - $8,912.00, with
Miscellaneous income at $913.70, for a total income of $26,024.64. At this point in
time, there is a total deficit of $112,723.25. Last year was a record year for Burdette
on income and they are holding right even with our income for the same time period and
our deficit is quite a bit lower. Our bookings for this year look fabulous at this
time. With a little luck, we can have a better year than last year. The pool opens
, this weekend and they are going to be ready to go. Commissioner Borries pointed out
., ... that there are also other activities at Burdette; for instance, the Softball Batting
"~.:;£k~~i~,.Cages are being constructed ~ut there. He ask~d when Mr. Tuley thinks they.will be ·
itt!i,"",~'~'ready for use. Mr. Tuley sa1d they were shoot1ng for June 15th, but the ra1n has pusheld
the project back somewhat. Hopefully, they will be reaqy by June 30th.
Mr. Tuley proceeded by reading the following letter from the West Side Nut Club to the
Commissioners•.•••••. letter received and filed.
~1ay 16, 1984
"Mark Tuley
P. 0. Box 7081
Evansville, IN 47712
Dear Mark:
On May 15, 1984, the West Side Nut Club approved the Board of Directors'
donation to Burdette Park for $4,000.00. We are very happy to be a part of
such a fine West Side facility. We hope this will help purchase the playground
{continued)
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equipment for the park.
Good Luck from all 300 11 Nuts 11 with such a worthwhile project.
Sincerely,

I

Norbert Niemeier, Secretary
West Side Nut Club 11
Mr. Tuley said he received the check today. He is going down to look at playground
equipment and he hopes to also have that in by the end of June.
In response to questions concerning the 11 cruising 11 activity, Mr. Tuley said he thought
this got blown a little bit out of proportion -- and it's kinda of gone by the wayside.
However, if that is to come into being, then he thinks there should be an admission fee
at the gate •... then they could hire all the security they will need!
Commissioner Willner asked that Mr. Tuley write a thank-you note to the West Side Nut
.Club to convey the Commissioner's sincere thanks for their past generous offers during ~··
the last two years and invite them out to the park when the playground equipment is
visual, etc. Mr. Tuley said he can do better than that; he has already taken the
liberty of inviting them to be at a .Commissioners meeting in about two weeks! Last
year they gave us $4,000 for roller skates. He said he would like to present them with
a Certificate and they are also going to put up a plaque in front of the playground
to let the public know that it was thru their generosity that Burdette was able to get
that equipment.
·
RE:

I

COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT/Bill Bethel

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly absentee report of the
employees at the County Garage for the period of May 14 thru May 18 •••. report received
and filed.
Weekly Work Report: Mr. Bethel. submitted the weekly work report of the employees at
the County Garage for flme period· May 14 thru May 18 •••.. report received and filed.
Attached to the work report was the following work schedule for the same time period.
Gradall:

Larch Lane and Berry Drive, Holly Hill, Dieffenbach, Peerless Rd.,
Maasberg, West Franklin, Creamery Rd., and Booker Rd.

Paving:

Cemetery Rd.

Patching:

Boehne Camp Rd., Peerless and Eichel, Coal Mine Rd., Old Green River
Rd., Evergreen, Upper Mt. Vernon Rd., Red Bank Rd., Kasson Rd.,
Detroy Rd., New Harmony Rd., Kirchoff, Kasson Rd., Fish~.r Rd., Lynn Rd.,
Pollack, Koring, Church. Rd., Sheridan, Inglefield, Vogel ·Rd., Big
Schaeffer Rd., Laubscher Rd.,.Kratzville, Arla Jane Drive, Sweet Gum,
and Old Henderson Rd.

Grader:

Old Henderson and Diefenbach Roads

Tree Crew:

Oak Hill Rd. and Mill Rd.

~ -.-~ ..,;,:.:~rr-..

ti~1\i%~~~BarriCadeS:

I

·~,. _.

·

.

·•

-

·-.'!~·-

·<i''ri:·thAl}.,. pver ~anderburgh County.

President Berries advised that Mr. Bethel is on the County Council call, and he does not
have anything to report concerning funds. He knows that Mr. Bethel is compiling a list
that will be available ••. and it will be lengthier than any amount of paving that we
would be able to do in any given year ••.. but we see justification in trying to maintain
what we have so we'll follow that along.
RE:

COUNTY SURVEYOR/Bob Brenner

President Berries stated that County Surveyor Bob Brenner had nothing to report at this
time.
RE:

COUNTY HIGHWAY

ENGINEER/Andy~asley

President Berries said Mr. Easley had nothing to report.
(continued)
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SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT/SURPLUS VEHICLE

President Berries read the following letter from the Sheriff's Department:
Board of County Commissioners of
Vanderburgh County

May 15, 1984

Attn: Richard Berries, President
Dear Commissioners:
We have a vehicle that was used in the Sheriff's Department that is no longer
of any value to our department. I am requesting that you declare this vehicle
surplus property so that it can be sold. I do not believe that it would be
usable by any other. department of county government.
The vehicle description is as follows:
1973 Plymouth VIN#PK41M3D293113
I am enclosing the certificate of registration and photograph of the vehicle.
If you need further information, please feel free to call me. · Thank you.
Sincerely,
Lee West, Chief Deputy
Vanderburgh County Sheriff Department
101 Civic Center Complex
Evansville, IN 47708
426-5305
11

I

Mr. Jim Lindenschmidt said he had talked to Mr. West, who said the'car looks pretty
good, but the motor is shot. President Berries said we have had:snme other things·
recently accumulating as surplus property --- Surveyor's Offi'ce,:Treasurer's Office,
Auditor's Office---we need to set up a surplus sale. Mr. Lindenschmidt said he will
get a letter out concerning getting rid of some of this property and cleaning the
basement up. President Berries asked that after Mr. Lindenschmidt sends out this letter
that we go ahead and set up a time for a surplus property sale.
(Note: Copy of this letter received and filed. Original letter, together with
registration and photograph returned to Mr. Lindenschmidt, per his
request.)
RE:

SOCIAL SERVICES BLOCK GRANT CONTRACT

President Berries advised we have a letter from the State Social Services Fiscal Office
and a contract to be signed. He read the letter, as follows:
May 3, 1984
Dear County Auditor~
Enclosed is the unsigned copy of the Social Services Block Grant contract with
the County Board of Commissioners for the indirect administrative and supportive
services required to implement the purchase of service contract with the County
~;~:/;)<· · . . . :·.Department of Public Welfare. Please have the President of the Board of
.~:#ti~it;~.,~,;i;,;l:t~":t·Comrili ss i oners execute the contract with his written signature. -rrhe President's
signature must be notarized by someone who is neither responsible for the
administration of the Board nor.a relative of such a person. The County Auditor
as Secretary to the Board of Commissioners, must also sign the contract.

I

This year's contract amount will reflect the county welfare department hours
report for services purchased under the Social Services Block Grant program for
the 1984 calendar year.
Please return this contract no later than June 15, 1984, so that all required
parties may sign prior to the effective date of the contract. Contracts must
be returned to the following address:
.·

(continued)
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Bruce McKay, Consultant
Social Services Fiscal Office
115 North Pennsylvania
,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
Thank you for your continuing cooperation.

I

Sincerely,
Jean Merritt,
Director
JM:BAM:bh
Encl.
Contact: Bruce McKay
(317) 232-1745

11

It was noted that we have to execute a contract of this nature every year. There being
no further questions or discussion, Commissioner Willner moved that the contract be
executed, as requested. President Berries provided a second to the motion. So ordered.
RE:

SOIL STEWARDSHIP WEEK PROCLAMATION

The meeting proceeded with President Berries reading the following proclamation to be
signed:
WHEREAS, the well-being of our people depends upon the production of
ample supplies of food,, fiber and other products of the sci 1; and

I

WHEREAS, the q·uality and quantity of these products depend upon the conservation,
wise and proper management of the soil and water resources; and
WHEREAS, our people have a mutual. interest in the land and share the respon- .
sibility of preserving its productivity; and
WHEREAS, conservation districts provide a practical and democratic organ~zation
through which landowners are taking the initiative to conserve and make proper use
of these resources; and
WHEREAS, the conservation districts are carrying forward a program of soil and
water conservation in cooperation with numerous agencies and countless individuals;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, in full appreciation of the value of the soil to the public
welfare, and desiring to honor those who protect it, do hereby proclaim May 27-June
3, 1984
SOIL STEWARDSHIP WEEK
in the County of Vanderburgh
have hereunto

I

(Official Seal)

Attest:

Alice McBride

~et

my

hand and caused the Great Seal

Done at the
in the
of
day of
, the Year of
this
Our Lord one.thousand nine hundred eighty-four.
Richard Berries

(Note: Copy of Proclamation'received and filed. Original returned to the
office of the Board of Commissioners)
(continued)
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STATE OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICE/DOWNTOWN PROPERTIES

President Borries read the following letter and attachment received from the
State Historic Preservation Officer:
May 11, 1984
"Vanderburgh County Commissioners
c/o County Auditor
Civic Center Complex
Evansville, Indiana 47708

I

Gentlemen:
The Department of the Interior has notified us that the properties in the
Downtown Evansville Multiple Resource Area shown on the attached list in Evansville,
Indiana, were entered .on the National Register of Historic Places on April 6, 1984.
Authorized by. the National Historic Preservatio·n Act of 1966, the National
Register of.Historic Places is the official inventory of sites with national, state,.. .-or local significance in the development of our nation•s historic, architectural, .
archaeological, or cultural heritage. Listing on the National Register is official
recognition of the significance of the site and provides a measure of protection
for the property.
In Indiana, the National Register Program is administered by the Department of
Natural Resources. In addition to a degree of environmental protection, owners of
listed properties are eligible to apply for matching federal grants for restoration
or preservation work. Owners of commercially-used properties. are also eligible for
federal tax benefits for certified rehabilitation work. Please contact the
Division of Historic Preservation should you have any questions about the above
programs, at 317/232-1646.

I

Very truly yours,
James M. Ridenour
State Historic Preservation Officer
JMR:RAG:dmp

11

Properties listed on Attachment included the following located in .the City of Evansville
in the County of Vanderburgh:
·
I

Auto Hotel Building
Barrett•s Britz Building
Conner•s Bookstore (Dallas Music).:
Fellwock Garage (Glass Specialty Co.)
Firestone Tire &Rubber Store
Gemcraft-Wittmer Building
Huber Motor Sales
Kuebler-Artes Building .
Lockyear College
Old Fellwock Auto Company
Pearl Steam Laundry
Roelker, John H., House
>

~:;i;'c;~~~~''RE:

111·-115 S. E. 3rd Street
415 Main Street
611-613 Main Street
315 Court St.
900 Main Street
609 Main Street
215-219 S.E. 4th Street
327 Main Street
209 N.W. 5th Street
214 N.W. 4th Street
428 Market Street
555 Sycamore Street

WELLS CABLE TV. ~-;·'INC - April Franchise Payment

President Borries announced that we have a received a check in the amount of $39.36
from Wells Cable T.V., Inc. for thei.r April franchise payment. This is the franchise
that was granted to service certain portions of the County which are not serviced by
the other Cable T.V. provider. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that receipt of
this check for the General Fund be approved. Motion seconded by President Berries.
So ordered.
RE:

BIGGERSTAFF PROPERTY DISPUTE

The meeting continued with President Borriesadvising that he had written a letter to
Mr. Marion Biggerstaff, which he wanted to be included in the record.
(continued)
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May 17, 1984

11

Mr. Marion Biggerstaff
Cypress-Dale Road
Evansville, IN 47712
Dear Mr. Biggerstaff:

I

On Tuesday, April 24, 1984, the Vanderburgh County Commission,
representatives of several local governmental agencies and the news media
met with you on your Union Township property. Our purpose was to verify
numerous complaints concerning the condition of your property. You said you
would cooperate if you were told.'what must be done'. Also, you said you would
remove all non-agricultural debris within six weeks if 'you were left alone'.
The first week of June, 1984, would mark the end of this six week removal period.
Mr. Biggerstaff, we ask you to remove all non-agricultural debris from
your property by that time. By non-agricultural debris, we include non-operable
autos or other vehicles not being used for farming purposes, all stacked barrels
which may contain hazardous materials and/or waste, boilers, heaters, glass, wood
and any other objects not in current agricultural use. These materials are an '"··
unsightly nuisance and could constitute an illegal dump.
Mr. Biggerstaff, we believe you have the right and responsibility to maintain
your property in a manner that does not present a nuisance or danger to yourself
or your neighbors. Thank you very much for your prompt attention and cooperation
with these concerns.
Sincerely,
Richard J. Berries, President

I

The Board of Commissioners of
the County of Vanderburgh n
President Berries said we have a letter from the Vanderburgh County Department of
Health, as follows:
May 14, 1984
11
Richard.J. Berries, President
Board of Commissioners of
the County ofVanderburgh
Room 305.- Civic Center
Evansville, IN 47708
Re: Old School Property in Union Township
Owned by Marion Biggerstaff
Dear Mr. Berries:
Starting in 1976, the Health Department had numerous complaints against the
condition that Marion Biggerstaff had at his 111 West Maryland Street address.
In 1982, he evidently changed his location for accumulating various items.
He apparently now houses all of his collections at the old Union Township School
on Cypress-Dale Road.

I

This was inspected by a number of officials, including myself, on April 24, 1984 •
.This inspection .did not reveal any single.condition that is nat commonly found
on other properties in the county. However, I have never seen so many different
objectionable conditions at a single location. Conditions that existed at the
time of this inspection do not singly constitute a public health hazard, but
they do encourage the breeding of rodents, flies, and other vectors of public
health significance. In my opinion, this property constitutes a definite public
health problem.
I would suggest that if the County Attorney is no.t able to find a law or
regulation that he is violating, we certainly should look into the possibility
of promulgating one.
(continued)
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Sam Elder, Director
Evansville-Vanderburgh County
Department of Health 11
The following letter from the Area Plan Commission was read by President Berries:
April 30, 1984
"Mr. Richard Berries, President
County Commissioners
305 Civic Center Complex
Evansville, Indiana 47708

I

Dear Mr. Berries:
As a result of our on-site inspection with you April 24, 1984, at 5401
Cypress-Dale Road (Marion Biggerstaff's property) here is a partial 1ist of
some of the items. the staff feels to be non-agricultural related. Many of
these items appear to be inoperable and beyond repair.
Refrigerators and freezers (some with doors attached -- "death traps
Other appliances such as stoves, clothes washers and dryers
Barrels of glass and glass bottles, aluminum T.V. trays
Old toilet, sink and other pottery items
Broken childrens• toys
Various discarded objects from businesses such as display racks and tables,
shoe racks, displays, and signs
Numerous lawn mowers and parts
Empty 55-gallon drums
Automobile parts; unlicensed and/or inoperable vehicles
Large pile of crushed glass.
11

)

Also, there is an excessive number of piles of scrap metal, aluminum, lumber
and wood for a property that contains no residence.
There may be other non-agricultural items located on the property which are
. not 1isted above.
·

I

Barbara L. Cunningham
Executive Director
BLC:sw"
Mr. Lindenschmidt advised he had a copy of the complaint against Mr. Biggerstaff to
be included in the file. Commissioner Berries said we also have pictures of Mr.
Biggerstaff's property. He continued by reading the following letter from the
Building Commission:
May 3, 1984
11
Board of County Commissioners
Room 305 Civic Center Complex
Evansville, Indiana 47708
Dear County Commis.sioners:
After the inspection of the old Union Township School building now
. owned by Marion Biggerstaff, the following are code violations:
· Chapter. 91 : ·'·Nuisances
91.01 Abandoned Refrigerators
91.10 thru 91.99 Abandoned Vehicles
Mr. Biggerstaff admitted to me that he is living there part time.
Therefore, under Chapter 150 of the Building Code Dwelling Unit Requirements
150.037 thru 150.053, there would be several violations.
Sincerely,
William Zimmerman
Building Commissioner"
(continued)
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The following letter from the Environmental Protection Agency was read by
President Berries:
April 30, 1984
Dear Commissioner:

11

I

After meeting with City and County representatives on April 24th
and observing and inspecting the Union Township school building site,
my inspector and I offer the following comments:
1. Although we have no jurisdiction in this matter, we are
interested in the situation, and appreciate the opportunity
to respond.
2. Our. main concern was with the treatment, care and management
of the animals as follows: high density of animals,
improper drainage, lack of fresh water source, outside
cattle seemed underfed, poor ventilation in building,
improper storage of feed, rotting odor, animals could not
escape building if there were a fire, -dogs running loose,
and animals probably not fed a proper diet mixture.
3. One other concern was the quantity of broken glass,
refrigerators with attached doors and an oily smell which may
indicate some ground contamination.
·
If we can be of further assistance, do not hesitate to notify us.
Sincerely yours,

I

Joan Shelton
Director
cc:

Richard Berries
Robert Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

President Berries said we also have had contact with the State of Indiana. We
contacted a Mr.·Warren Buhler, D.V.M., who is the Acting Brucellosis Director, and
the following letter was received from him:
·
April 24, 1984
Richard J. Berries, Pres.
The Board of Commissioners of
the County of Vanderburgh
305 Administration Buildfng
Civic Center Complex
·
. Evansville, IN 47708

11

·Dear Mr. Berries:
-I regret that due to improper address we received your 1etter .on the day

i+;;;t,ls~<<~fiA"Jrri'J.1w.t

I

your meeting on April 24th. ·

''2

·.··

·

•.

·. """';r~ ,;·!,,,\,:~.,,w,_,;~,;;.",•' '·"·

We do not have a statute·giving us authority in humane care of animals;
therefore, we would have no jurisdiction in this matter. However, we do
have a statute concerning the disposal of dead animals should this condition
arise.
I would refer you to Federal Veterinary Services at 5610 Crawfordsville
Road, Suite 1000, Indianapolis, IN 46224 (Phone: 317/248-4132). They do
have jurisdiction in animal care authorized by the Animal Welfare Act.
Respectfully,
Warren Buhler, D.V.M.
Acting Brucellosis Di_rector"
(continued}
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President Berries said he has not yet received any communication from the Vanderburgh
Humane Society. He understands they were to have met this past week. They previously
have filed suit against Mr. Biggerstaff, but he does not know what they intend to do
this time regarding this recurring situation. He also.has had a telephone conversation
with Mr. Dana Schuler of the County Prosecutor's office. He has indicated that
because of various other pressing obligations they have not had the opportunity to
supoena the film from the media. They will do so and review the film and may, at
that time, file charges against Mr. Biggerstaff. Mr. Patrick Tuley of the Auditor's
office interjected that on the local news tonight prior-to the meeting he heard that
the Prosecutor's office did file charges today against Mr. Biggerstaff for maintainin
an unlawful dump at his Union Township property -- but the Commissioners may want to
check this out. President Berries said that they apparently have reviewed the film
and proceeded to file charges then. He said that is all that we have at this time -we have ample documentation -- but as to Mr .. Biggerstaff's intentions, we do not know.
We hope he will cooperate.

J

RE:

HOLIDAY CLOSING

President Berries read Closing Notice that All County Offices will be closed next
,...
Monday, May 28th, due to the Memorial Day-holiday. Therefore, the Commissioners Meeting
will be held on Tuesday, May 29th, at 2:30 p.m.
RE:

TRAVEL REQUEST FROM HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION

A request from Jacqueline LaGrone, Director of City of Evansville &Vanderburgh
County Human Relations Commission has been received concerning travel for an employee
who works in the County's portion to attend a Local/State Civil Rights Conference/
Workshop in Columbus, Indiana. Mayor Vandeveer has approved two (2) City investigators
and she is hoping the County Commission will allow one county employee to attend.
The letter read as follows:
May 15, 1984
Mr. Richard Berries, President
County Commissioners
Civic Center Complex
Evansville, Indiana .47708

I

Dear President Berries:
Attached is a correspondence regarding an Indiana Consortium of Local/State
Civil Rights Agencies Conference/Workshop in Columbus, Indiana, that Mayor
Vandeveer has approved for the two City investigators from our agency.(Ron
Adams and Clark Field) to attend. I am hoping that the County Commissioners
and County Council will allow Darrell Collins the same privilege to attend.
The cost is minimal, but the experience of the workshop is very important
to the growth of our investigators. Our agency is a member of the state
organization.
The Conference/Workshop will be June 6, 7, &8. They will. travel by car and
stay overnight June 7 with. the Conference ending Friday, June 8, at 3:30p.m.
The cost for Darrell will be:
. Registration
·- Lodging
Food

.
$ 35.00
37.00 (one single plus tax)
30.00 ·(Thurs. & Friday)
Total

$102.00

I

If you and the proper County Council members can respond early so that I
can send the necessary vouchers to Columbus to be signed and returned for
your procedure it will be greatly appreciated. If you have any questions,
please call me at 426-5474 or 5477. Thank you in advance for any consideration
you can give.
·
Sincerely,
Jacqueline LaGrone,
Director
cc: Mark Owen, President/County CQun~il
Lawrence Meriwether, ChairmantCCHRC Board
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Commissioner Willner moved that one (l) employee be allowed to go from the County.
Motion was seconded by Commissioner Berries. So ordered.
RE: --·

L~EST

HEIGHTS SCHOOL/RENT CHECK

President Berries said that we have received a check in the amount of $1.00 from
the General Activities Fund of the Evansville-Vanderburgh School Corporation for
rent for West Heights School from September 3, 1984 thru September 2, 1985. Commissioner
Willner moved that this check be approved.. President Berries seconded the motion.
So ordered.

I

RE:

CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE

A certificate of insurance was submitted for Jan's School of Dance, Inc. for a recital
on June 8 and 9, 1984, at the Vanderburgh Auditorium.
A certificate of insurance was submitted for Evansville Board of Realtors, Inc., for
an energy show to be held at the Vanderburgh Auditorium on May 17, 1984.
A certificate of insurance was submitted for Ohio Valley Hardware Company, Inc.,
for a Dealer Show to be held on August 4 and 5, 1984, at the Vanderburgh Auditorium.
Certificates ordered received and filed.
RE:

OLD BUSINESS

President Berries says he believes he has already read into the record the sizable
amount of documentation regarding the Biggerstaff matter, which would be old business.
He thinks that is it insofar as old business is concerned.
RE:

CLAIMS

A claim was submitted for Helfrich Insurance Agency for Busjness Auto Policy
2-9-84/1/1/85 - Adding Unit #88 - 1984 Chevrolet Van #7149065 and Deleting Drive
Other Car Coverage in the amount of $65.00. A motion to approve this claim for
payment was made by Commissioner Willner. Commissioner Berries seconded the motion.
So ordered.

I

A claim was submitted
Worker's Compensation
worker's Compensation
amount of $1,630.00.
Commissioner Willner.

for Helfrich Insurance Agency (Home Insurance Company) for
Policy 1-1-84/1-1...;85 "Correction of premium per Indiana
Rating Bureau experience modification republication" in the
A motion to approve this claim for payment was made by
Commissioner Berries seconded the motion. So ordered.

A claim was submitted for Sebree, Craig &McKnight, Inc., for Engineering Services
for the Environmental Study for Lynch Road Extension in the amount of $3,402.90 less
a 5% retainage of $170.15, with a total amount due of $3,232.75. This has been
checked and verified by Andy Easley, County Engineer. A motion to approve this claim
for payment was made by Commissioner Willner. Commissioner Berries seconded the motion.
So ordered.
RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES .••••• APPOINTMENTS

VANDERBURGH CIRCUIT COURT
: ..:>;.~~[,,/~~ _::',,~

<=:¥~31~~f~f:Joyce

I

Fields :.· <824 Adams r
· · ·Kevin D. Gibson .209 Springhaven Dr.
Lucille Smith
600 Cullen Ave.
Connie S. Gard 751 S. Alvord
Karen J. Destache 3109 E. Blackford
Margaret Bitz
514 Lewis
Louise Devoy
4915 Rolling Ridge Dr.
Christopher Carl 10140 S. E. Browning

',_..

Deputy Clerk
Spec. Int.
Riding Baliff
Budget Clerk
Probation Clk.
Special Reptr.
Special Reptr.
Special Reptr.

$432.87/pay
$140/wk.
$13 ,490/yr.
$12 !t4dO/yr.
$11 ,241/yr.
$5.00/hr:
$5. 50/hr.
$3.35/hr.

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

.-

5/21/84
5/14/84
5/21/84
5/21/84
5/21/84
5/21/84
5/21/84
5/21/84

VANDERBURGH COUNTY AUDITOR
Vanessa Adams

615 E. Oregon St.

Real Estate Clk. $11,281/yr.

Eff: 5/21/84
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VANDERBURGH COUNTY TREASURER
Maureen M. Veach

4000 Jennings Lane

Part-time

$30 .00/day

Eff: 5/18/84

$432.87/pay
$13 ,490/yr.
$12 ,400/yr.
$11 ,241/yr.
$3.35/hr.
$5.00/hr.
$5. 50/hr.
$3.35/hr.

Eff:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES •••.•.• RELEASES
VANDERBURGH CIRCUIT COURT
Angel Delgman
Maxine Buchanan
Lucille Smith
Connie S. Gard
Leah Seib
Margaret Bitz
Louise Devoy
Christopher Carl

3000 W. Franklin
1214 Tree Top Lane
600 Cullen Ave. ·
751 S. Alvord Blvd.
4965 Sycamore
514 Lewis
4915 Rolling Ridge Dr.
10140 S.I. Browning

Dep. Cl k.
Riding Baliff
Budget.Clk.
Probation Clk.
Special Int.
P. T. Baliff
P.T. Baliff
P.T. Baliff

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

5/21/1

5/18/84
5/18/84
5/18/84
. 5/18/84
5/18/84
5/18/84
5/18/84

VANDERBURGH COUNTY AUDITOR
Virginia M. Singer 7608 Greenbrier Dr.
RE:

SCHEDULED

Real Estate Clk. $11.281.00/yr.Eff: 5/18/84

~1EETINGS

Ambulance Task Force Meeting - 3:00 p.m .. - l\1ayor Vandeveer•s Office -- as discussions
continue, if any changes are to be made in Ambulance Service for 1985, they will have
to be made soon; so this meeting is scheduled for tomorrow, May 22nd.
Building Commissioner•s Meetings with representatives of the phone compa.ny will be
held at 1:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. on Thursday, May 24th and at 9:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m.'
on Friday, May 25th for purposes of discussing the proposed telephone system.
There being no further business, President Borries declared the meeting adjourned
at 8:35 p.m.

PRESENT:

SECRETARY:

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard "Rick" Berries
Robert L. Willner

Patrick Tuley,
Chief Deputy

David Jones

Joanne A. Matthews

Shirley Jean Cox

I

..•

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
MAY 29, 1984

The meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on May 29, 1984, at
2:30 p.m. in the Commissioners Hearing Room with President Borries presiding.
A motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the minutes of the previous meeting
be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor and the reading of same be waived.
President Borries provided a second to the motion. So ordered.

I

President Borries announced that the order of the agenda may be changed somewhat
today, due to the fact that one or more individuals may not arrive at the meeting
at the exact time they are scheduled on the agenda. As the meeting proceeds, if
these individuals are present we will proceed with the items as scheduled. If not,
one or more items may be pushed towards the end of the agenda, until such time as
the individuals arrive.
RE:

POOR RELIEF ••••••• KNIGHT TOWNSHIP

It was announced by President Borries that Mildred M. Sullivan of 1105 Joan Avenue
was scheduled to appear to appeal her denied application for poor relief from the
Knight Township Trustee. President Borries called Mrs. Sullivan's name several
times, but she was not present. Commissioner Willner asked if a motion was needed
to deny the appeal at this time? However, President Berries indicated no motion
was needed; rather, just consider Mrs. Sullivan a no-show.
RE:

COUNTY TREASURER ••••• Lew Volpe

In approaching the podium, Mr. Volpe said he had two items to bring to the attention
of the Commissioners. First, Farm Service &Supply has sent the letter to an
.
individual they identify as James D. Clouse, who is reportedly their attorney. They
have defaulted on the third payment of the $15,000 agreement they made with County
Attorney David Miller. They say they default on it because Mr. Volpe has been sending
them nasty letters. According to Burns Statute, whenever they become delinquent,
the Treasurer has to send Demand. Notices -- and the Demand Notices he has sent them
are for taxes subsequent to the ones that are in litigation via Mr. Miller's office.
Farm Service &Supply has never paid a penny of taxes except in this agreement we had
after the Treasurer sent the sheriff after them. They did not pay taxes in 1972, 1973,
1974, 1975, 1976 or 1977. He had them in court in 1977 and the Judge told them to pay.
They said, Yes Sir and left the state. In 1978, the Treasurer sent the sheriff
after them. They were on Pollack Avenue a few days before he sent the sheriff after
them. Mr. Volpe is sure there was a leak in the court house and they got out of
Pollack Avenue just before the sheriff got there. Last year, Mr. Miller made an
agreement with them for $15,000. They're stonewalling it again, because there could
not be anything in the agreement that Mr. Miller signed with them to forgive them
from all subsequent taxes, and this is the position they are taking. I now have at
least seventeen (17) more court judgments, which I would like you to take up with them
later. Mr. Volpe said he believes that they not only owe this $5 1900, but· perhaps a ~
10%, 12% or 15% interest, because they have been holding it for s1x (6) months. Mr.
Volpe says he thinks we should be holding the money rather than them. They are not
good corporate citizens aDd they are just taking us •

I

11

I

11

,

• Secondly, Mr. Volpe said that in 1972 he got to thinking about the new reassessment
that would start in 1975 and from thinking and discussing the matter, he came to the
, . conclusion that because of all the economic factors, the velocity of transactions, etc.,
,,;'J/;it,L that the assessment beginning in 1975 (which we just went thru) should be. computerized.
';;'-'"'''·''Thus, in 1972 he came up with this idea and appeared in front of the Council at least ·
three times. Mr. Volpe then distributed copies of the minutes from the three meetings
in which he appeared before the Council. Continuing, he said that among other people
who agreed with him and also appeared before the Council were Mr. Manfred Schauss,
who was the Director of Data Processing at Mead Johnson -- who resigned to accept the
same position at the University of Evansville. The proposal at that time was that we
would rent a keypunch, and that we would get a11 the data together and the data would
be run on the computer at the University of Evansville. This would have been much
cheaper than what we are doing now, but it just didn't go. We had all of this and,
actually, U. of E. would have done it just to recover part of their cost. The reason
he thought of this was that we had to build up a data bank of both real estate and
buildings; we had to put in all sales, drainage data •••. every piece of data within
this county. And we do have a lot of data. At one time, Mr. Volpe and Art Aarstad
(then president of the Council and also assigned to Volpe's office) discussed the
matter at length informally. Mr. Volpe said he told Mr. Aarstad that he was .sure
J
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that without putting all this information on the computer and having it available
for comparisons~ we would definitely have a failure for the reassessment that would
take place in the latter 70's. It would be cheaper to do it this way~ because if
you recall the reassessment, we had over a million dollars to begin with -- then
we kept nibbling away -- $100,000 here, .$30,000 there, $40,000 there, $50,000 there -and ended up more and more than it would have been had we accumulated the information
first -- two or three years before the start of the reassessment. We are now going
have three years before the next reassessment. The next reassessment is going to be
worse than the last reassessment, because there are more economic factors involved
and we're going faster. There are differences in the community and the velocity is
faster -- and we have to have a data bank -- or else the next reassessment is going to
be a complete disaster. As you can see from the minutes, Mr. Angermeier appeared at
one of these meetings ten years ago and he .agreed that this was necessary at that time.
He agrees that it is necessary today, but he has another meeting. Mr. Stucki also
agrees and believes we should start right away to accumulate the data. All they need
right now are a few video display units and these units-are not all that expensive.
But, what you will save is $50,000 - $60,000 in addition to a lot of stress by spending
$1,200 per video display unit here or there. We did have a lot of stress during the
..last reassessment and Mr •. Volpe said he does not believe that anyone who went thru
.~·
the last reassessment wants that stress again. The assessors with whom he has discussed
matter want to start with pre-planning; i.e., aerial photographs. We should not wait
until the. very end for aerial photographs, because it is almost essential that we
start them now. If we plan for three years for the next reassessment, it can become a
success. If we do not plan -- it will be a failure. Mr. Volpe said he feels that one
of the basic things we can revolve the reassessment about is the land data bank and
the building data bank in the computer -- we need it very. much. ·:Jf the assessors have
. it, we.will end up with a much better reassessment; we will end.up wtth less stress,
less tension, less fighting~ less bickering, and we will also have a ·better reassessment. We will be more equal, because we will have the.factsron hand to compare
something on the east side with something on the west side or the·north side.. It's
the Board of Review that does all the comparing -- and if they .ha. ve to no itby memoryl
or by hand, it is not going to be done very fast. If you have.: the basic information
available where they can do it and do it quickly, Mr. Volpe believes.that the 1979
reassessment with all its hassles is a thing of the past.

tol

Commissioner Cox asked Mr·. Volpe did he not get a computer for his payroll, etc.,
Mr. Volpe responded that in 1979 or 1980 he did -- that was the first thing. But the
point is that that was not as essential as the reassessment information. That is
very essential -- and as it happens, that is the only thing they do not have. The
most essential thing is what they do not have -- and they should have it. Commissioner
Berries asked Mr. Volpe if he has talked with any of the assessor house officials at
this point. Mr. Volpe said he has not -- because all the basic decisions of what
the goals are, what should come out of it, etc., should come from the assessors and
not from Mr. Volpe or anyone else not directly involved. This should be strictly
assessor input; but Mr. Volpe does want to impress upon the Commissioners the necessity
of it. He has, however, spoken with Messrs. Angermeier and Stucki on this and they
are completely convinced that thi.s would be the way to go -- and for every nickel we
spend we're going to save $5.00. Commissioner Berries said he would think that if
possible the assessors might want to develop Mr. Volpe's ideas here, put them down on
paper and come before the Commissioners. At that point, we ought to talk with the.
Pulse Systems people and get an idea of the cost and changes we would be looking at
and perhaps some of this could be planned into future budgets. Mr. Volpe said he
. felt the cost would perhaps be negligible, but the start of it should be as soon as
. ~:<,possible, because it is going to take 2-3 years to. gather all this· information and .::.~·:·
··A:v.'«j~~~~~:*'··wit should not be done helter-skelter but done properly. Commissioner Berries expressed
the appreciation of the Commissioners to Mr. Volpe for his comments.

I

Reverting to the matter of Farm Service &Supply, Commissioner Cox asked how much in
default are these people on their last $5,000? Messrs. Volpe and Miller responded
it was due December 1, l983 •••• or at least sometime in December. Mr. Miller said
that the letter (copy of which he sent to Mr. Volpe) he sent refers to a check dated
December 20, 1983 -- but they say they wrote it but did not send the check because
he keeps sending them delinquent notices. However,the delinquent notices concern
subsequent taxes -- and that is perfectly legitimate. Mr. Volpe interjected that
these notices are required. Commissioner Cox asked if these notices are standard?
Mr. Volpe responded that this is the' standard notice approved by the State Board of
Accounts. Mr. Miller said we have been on a contractual settlement agreement and we
(continued)
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will have no problem affecting the recovery of that pie.-- that's an admitted
liability. He said he thinks that Mr. Volpe is asking for instructions here -do the commissioners want him to go ahead and force that, and what do they want
done concerning the subsequent taxes? Commissioner Cox asked if we have sent them
any correspondence telling them that these subsequent billings are for taxes not
included in the contractual agreement? Mr. Volpe said they know it -- because the
Demand Notice includes information as to the year for which the tax is due -- and
the year on the demand notice is subsequent to the year they have in their letter
concerning the contractual agreement monies. We sued them for taxes thru 1981.
A motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the Board of Commissioners instruct
the County Attorney to follow through. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox.
So ordered. In response to Commissioner Cox 1 s query as to what taxes we're billing
them for currently, Mr. Miller said these were for 1982 and 1983 taxes.
RE:

DRUG &ALCOHOL DEFERRAL SERVICE. ••• :Bill Campbell

Mr. Campbell stated that on June 3, 1984, one of his staff members will need to
travel to Indianapolis for Professional Certification and she, via Mr. Campbell,
is requesting that she be reimbursed for said travel. Commissioner Cox asked if
Mr. Campbell had any documentation from the State which he could provide to the
Commissioners. Mr. Campbell said he did, and it is a requirement in her position
that she upgrade and maintain her professional status. In response to Commissioner
Cox's query as to whether Mr. Campbell had any other staff members who would be.
needing similar certification, Mr. Campbell said not at this time. It may well be,
however, that others will come up later in the year. The Board asked Mr. Campbell
to provide documentation from the State at next week's meeting. In the interim,
a motion was made b Commissioner Cox that the travel re uest a roximatel 40.00
cost be a rove .. Motion was seconded b Commissioner Willner. So ordered. (Mr.
Campbell to present documentation for Deborah Ranson at next week's meeting.)
RE:

EUTS STUDY .•.••••• Rose Zigenfus

Copies of the EUTS Study were distributed by Ms. Zigenfus, who indicated she merely
was present to give the Commissioners an overview and answer their questions. She
pointed out that the.page marked "Vanderburgh County Road and Street Projects"
containing local.costs 1984- 1988 shows the local share of all the projects curr~ntly
on the books ~- most are funded 75% federally, 25% locally, with the exception of the
Burkhardt Road Railroad Project, which is funded locally 10%. The Virginia-Vogel Street
Extension is 100% local funds. EUTS has broken out what is going to be done for each
project in each· particular year;. The Annual Cash Flow has also been presented in the
Study, based on estimat~d figures insofar as the Wheel Tax and the Road & Street Fund.
The balance shown in 1984 ($331,939) does not include the $300,000 line item that
the Commissioners approved.for 1984 (this was approved last year). That is not
included in .that figure, nor does it include the $300,000 transfer line item that
you're talking about this ye.ar. In looking at that, you need to increase that deficit
by 1988 by $600,000. The graph depicts what the deficit will be if you go ahead and
transfer the line item of $300,000. If you look at using this $300,000 for resurfacing
rather than Road & Street Projects, one or more of the projects (and this needs to be
determined at a later date) the phasing will have to be moved back. This will hav~ an
effect on your Federal reimbursements. With the projects being funded 75%-25%, any
dollar not spent on a Federal project, $3.00 will not come back and be available for
_road projects. Ms. Zigenfus said the Commissioners need to keep in mind that if the
,. ,.~ 1:,,":Virginia-Vogel Street projects· are completed or funded, then you're looking at .continued
,....~~''·2·• expanded growth on the east side.
EUTS did a preliminary check of some properties on
the east side (some 10 pieces of properties) which brought in approximately 1/4 million
dollars in property tax last year alone. Commissioner Willner remarked that he was
going to wait to talk to Mr. Gerard, but to his knowledge, the County has not decided
to fund Green River South nor have they decided to fund the Virginia-Vogel Road Exits.
Ms. Zigenfus said these are projects which are planned; as to whether or not.the State
has approved the funding she is not certain. Commissioner Willner said he does not
think the County has approved the funding, let alone the State. She said the list
presented includes those projects anticipated during the next five years. Commissioner
Berries said he thinks there are several projects on Page 3 where funding has not been
approved, and cited Virginia-Vogel Street projects as an example. Commissioner Willner
said that he believes that some time·ago (before this current Commission was organized)
there were discussions, planners, Glevelopers, etc., and some mention was made that
the potential developers might -- at their own expense -- place those roads through.
That has been done on a portion of Virginia Street, but not at Vogel at this time.~~
(continued)
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Therefore, he would assume that insofar as any construction there or any estimates
there -- would simply be tentative estimates as to what would needed in that area.
Commissioner Willner said that if he is correct, we are funded and will have
everything intact for Burkhardt Road, which is due to go to construction, we hope,
during the latter part of the summer of 1984. However, he does not believe that
Covert Avenue Extension will go to construction in 1984; rather, sometime in 1985 -~
at least his last conversation with David Gerard indicated that. But he does believe
the county's portion of the money is all secured there. He believes that St. Joe-Meye
was turned down; David had applied.for secondary rural money there, but we did not
receive money on that. On second thought, he believes it may be St. Joe-Schenk Rds.
Commissioner Cox asked when that report came in? The last she remembers, we were
doing aerial photos of the two intersections and that preliminary design had already
been done on St. Joe-Meyer Rds. Commissioner Willner said he believes that this was
during discussions -- he is not aware of any writing -- and, again, he is not certain
which of these two intersections we're talking about. But it was his impression that
funding for one of those two projects was not approved out of rural secondary money
or at least was not funded for current 1984. Commissioner Cox remarked that this will
up our cost even more then if we do not have Federal participation. Commissioner
./
Willner said it won't up our cost because we will not be doing. it. Commissioner Cox ".
stated, however, that it was the Commissioners' recommendation that they be done.
Commissioner Willner, however, reiterated that we're not going to do it without
federal funds though surely.

I

Continuing, Commissioner Cox said she had a question on the page listing the cash
flow. In the first line {1984) under Cumulative Balance -- did she .understand correctly
that Ms. Zigenfus said that that balance does not reflect the $300,000 that was
transferred out of it last year? Ms. Zigenfus said nyes", if she was correct in
remembering that the Commissioners approved a $300,000 loan out of the ·1984 figure?
Commissioner Cox stated that the Council did. Commissioner Cox said then, in essence
what we have in there is $31, 939 at the end of the year. Ms. Zigenfus said that is
correct. Commissioner Cox said with all these projects.listed then, this is what we
have. And if another $300,000 comes out, we then.are down $281,000.
RE:

OPENING OF BIDS FOR LEASING.OF VEHICLES FOR SHERIFF'S.DEPARTMENT

..

1

President Berries called for a motion to have the County Attorney open bids for
the leasing of vehicles for the Sheriff's Department. Motion to this ·effect was
made by Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
Attorney Miller said it was his understanding that there were no bids timely submitted.
Sheriff Shepherd was present and said this was correct. The bids were to have been
received no later than 2:30 today. As of 2:30p.m., they had received no bids.
They have subsequently, however, received a bid from Cooke Chevrolet. Attorney Miller
said he can open that bid, if that is the will of the Commissioners. The statute,
on the other end, states that if bids are not timely received, then you have the option
of going onto the open market and making the best purchase you can make. He can open
the bid, with the understanding that it was not received in a timely manner. Mr.
Shepherd said the information he received when he received the bid was that even though
it was not received in a timely manner, is that they would hold to the price in the bid.
Commissioner Willner asked Sheriff Shepherd what kind of a time table he is on •. Mr.
Shepherd said he holding off right now on some repairs (a couple of units need brakes
badly, and a couple of units where the transmission is sliding loose, etc) and he
would like to get this work done as soon as possible. He said ft is his understanding
...... that three companies took bids, but did not return them. Cooke did have the bid
'.,"::::l<.:laying out on their desk last week and were supposed to have it ready Friday. When he .
'',~4':'''"1!'".;,'J:t~>was over there on Friday, he checked with them and it was supposed to be in on Friday -- ·
but it was late getting here today. He said several of their leased cars are in dire
need of repair right now. ·He said these lease vehicles are replace lease vehicles
and have mileage and we have to maintain them. He's been holding off on repairs.
Commissioner Willner said he would hate to have to rebid. Commissioner Willner moved ·
that the Commissioners grant permission to Sheriff Shepherd to take invitational bids
and come back to the Commissioners' meeting next week. Commissioner Cox provided a
second to the motion. So ordered.

·1·

RE:

PARAMEDIC AMBULANCE TASK REPORT

President Berries said he is glad th'at City Attorney Sue Hartig is here to back him up,
because she and City Councilman Jerry Lindsay have spent a great deal of time looking
at bid specs, conducting numerous meetings with the EMS Council; they have met with
the Volunteer Fire Departments; they have talked with various officials from the County
as well as the town of Darmstadt regarding this plan to look at a county-wide
(continued)
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paramedic ambulance service. He said that each of the Commissioners should have a
copy of the Proposed Operating Budget that was submitted as a best estimate regarding
this service would cost if it were adopted on a co.unty-wide basis. The funding would
roughly be that the City of Evansville would incur 78% of the total cost, the County
would have 22% of that cost, and the town of Darmstadt's cost would be proportioned
down from that. There was some concern that within the town limits of Darmstadt
there are not many runs. However, as in any ALS service, when you need the service
you really need it.. So, theirs would be proprated per individual run. There was
some concern that their cost would be real prohibitive -- but they will participate on
a run-by-run basis. In addition to the proposed operating budget, there are numerous
points in the summary which should be mentioned as this proposal is being advanced.
A copy has come across the County Attorney's desk, and he has been aware.of all the
discussion and legal ramifications concerning this proposal. Someof the points
summarized by President Borries were that the Contract would be a 3-year term with no
renewal term. That would renegotiated after the 3-year term. There would have to be
an Inter-Governmental Agreement and an Ordinance incorporated among all of the units.
The City, the County, and the town of Darmstadt would adopt the Oridinance~ creating
the department, signing the Inter-Governmental Agreement. There. still are some needed /
definitions to be included; definitions that would relate to ALS and the kind of
/
service that this proposal would address. The scope would. be for continuous. service
in Vanderburgh County for emergency calls. No non-emergency runs would be made. The
system would be completely an·ALS system (Advanced Life Support System) •••. and the
contract would grant the provided exclusive coverage of emergency runs. There would
be a Board of Trustees set up; no governmental employees would serve on this Board of
Trustees. It would also contain a response time standard, which is currently eight
(8) minutes from dispatch in 95% of the cases. Record keeping and reporting requirements would be included in. this contract. The provider would be required to cover .
certain special events, such as Thunder on the Ohio, where there might be a huge crowd
and medicaJ emergencies might arise. The provider would have to .s-upply all vehicles
and equipment and appropriate licenses. The provider would have to supply all
personnel, including a designated. systems manager and medical director. The dispatch
would continue·as it currently.is done; the City would go through the Evansville
. Fire Department and the County wouldgo.through ·the Vanderb.urgh County Sheriff's
Department -..:and that, of course, would also include the town of Darmstadt .going
,
through the Sheriff's Department. The provider would determine the scheduling of their
employees. and the location of the ambulances •.. At this time, the payment and subsidy
remain undecided. That still has to be .determined. The governmental units may provide
the housing if the housing would be availabl~. The provider would have to have a
contract with the community.ALS consortium, covering the quality assurance, medical
audits, continuing education and inservi ce training.· Employees would be 1icensed as
EMTs and Paramedics. The provider would be responsible for public relations regarding
appropriate telephone numbers and medicare/medicaid insurance coverage. The
Evansville Fire Department and Volunteer Fire Departments would continue with their
duties concerning extrication and would be the first responders in some cases and
available as second responders for manpower needs. Billing would be done under a
separate contract with a separate party. The provider has the duty to supply all
needed information to that third party. The newly created Board of Trustees would
have the right to inspect the operations. No bait and switch tactics or 0ther unfair.
employment practices could be·used. The provider would have to cooperate even if a
notice of termination has been given. Insurance requirements would have to be inc.luded.
Performance bond required to c~ver six (6) months operating budget would be submitted.
·
Sub-leases and assignments must be approved by the Board of Trustees. Either party
'~·'</,,,,•. must give a one (1) year notice to terminate without cause. Other certain minor
.. .
,)>~;~;1'1\t;breaches would. result in liquidated damage~. Certain major breache~ woul~ ~e _ground~. . ,'«~i'"::.~"
;.,.~.,,;~""'"enough to term1nate the contract and forfe1t the performance bond. ·Any l1t1gat1on *·.l4lliflll"""\'f·
resulting from this contract must occur in Vanderburgh County, and detailed bidding
requirements would be spelled out in the contract. At this recent Task Force
Meeting, there was discussion concerning how to proceed with prospective bidders or
to proceed with, first of all, negotiating with the current provider. As Mr. Borries
understands it, the City of Evansville would be proceeding at this time to remove
itself from any kind of Fire Department or City employees being in the Paramedic
services. They are moving to a private provider base. And this is another reason
why the County, at this time, since we are under a provider contract-- in Mr. Borries'
opinion, it would be beneficial for the County to participate and thereby contain costs
and avoid any kind of duplication concerning this procedure. He said he had asked
Dr. Sam Fitzsimmons, who is the head of the Emergency Medical Service Council, and
Dr. Fitzsimmons said the Council t~ very pleased with the service of the current
provider. There would have to.be some decisions made if the current provider would
then be negotiated with. At that time then, we would have to get into the nuts and
bolts of how much money we would be talking about; there would be some built-in
advantages in that this provider knows the county well and could provide some of the
(continued)
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housing mentioned in the proposal, and might enable us to contain costs significantly.
If it were decided to secure competitive bids -- since there is only one ALS provider
currently in our county, in order for out-of-town or out-of~state providers to come
in and competitively bid, it was the understanding of the Task Force that a consultant
(at considerable expense} would have to be hired to review all of the very lengthy
set of specifications and procedures that Attorney Sue Hartig and Councilman Jerry
Lindsay have accumulated. They simply will not go on home-grown specs -- it has to
be done and approved by a consultant. He believes the feeling of the Task Force was
to talk with the current provider to see if there was interest on the current
provider's part to provide this service and once this is established, then to begin
netogiations at that point. President Berries said he certainly wanted to commend
Sue Hartig on her work -- it has been very, very lengthy. Again, as our County
Attorney can testify, it is also very complicated when you get.into the details of an
agreement of this nature._

I

Commissioner Cox had a· couple of questions for Attorney Hartig. With regard to the
proposed operating budget.and the comment that the dispatchers would continue to
dispatch in the same manner as they are now -- we have four listed. How many
dispatchers do we have altogether? Is it prorated? Ms. Hartig said this is an
assumption of the personnel required, simply to come up with a budgeted figure. That
doesn't reflect the current number ofsupervisors and dispatchers in the Fire Department.
With regard to Administrative Operations, Mrs. Cox asked Ms. Hartig how the billing
process will be handled? Is this projected cost for letting someone outside, such as
a private agency, collect the bills? Or; is the City going to be collecting the bills?
Ms. Hartig said we hope to get out of the collection business in this regard. It
was noted that the $106,053 total bottom line figure would be the·county's share.
The total budget required is $950,000 in round figures -- then projecting the number of
runs and a 65% collecti.on rate would bring us $468,000 . in revenue. ltre difference of
$482,000 is what would be split between :the City and the County. .Ms. Hartig pointed
out that these figures are merely projected figures; the·con'l;ract, for instance, does
not say the provider must have five (5) units.· The contract''says'currently that the
provider must respond within eight (8) minutes of dispatch 9~%_:_of::,the time. We are
not going to tell the provider how to perform -- merely what the·: performance standard
is. This is merely the best estimates of the Task-Force based on their information
gathered as they spoke with numerous experts-- so.that they could come ;,up with round
figures. Another thing this hinges on is what the City, the County and the town of
Darmstadt do with the current fees for ambulance services. Built into our figures
is the presumption that those fees will be increased -- to increase the revenue.
With regard to the time table, Ms. Hartig said the Task Force hoped to present this
to a joint meeting of the City, County and Darmstadt Councils/Town Board, respectively.
Then, pass the various documents: the Ordinance creating the Department and the
inter-local governmental agreement between the City-County and Darmstadt. The~,
discuss, amend and pass an Ordinance increasing the fee. After that groundwork is
laid, hopefully the Mayor and the Commissioners will appoint the governing board, as
spelled out in the Ordinance and the Agreement. Then, that Board would go ahead and
complete the contract and make their. final decision based upon our recommendations
as to whether to bid this out or negotiate with the current provider.

I

c

RE:

COUNTY ATTORNEY ••• ·••••• David Miller

Law Suit/Sheriff, Vanderburgh County
·. ttorney Miller said there was a law suit against the -Sheriff of Vanderburgh County
. n which David Jones was the active .legal .·counsel. defending the sheriff. against claims
t have been filed by the disciplinary matters involving Officers Duckworth,
.
Patterson and Kingston. Mr. Jones realized very recently that he has a conflict of
interest.Because of prior work he has done, our firm fis unable to continue to represe
the sheriff in the matter and David, therefore, sends over a recommendation that the
Conmi ss i oners authorize the engagement of either Patrick Shoulders or Curt John to
represent the sheriff. Attorney Miller says he has no knowledge as to the reason for
the conflict of interest-- he has not had a chance to discuss it with Mr. Jones. But·
he is certain Mr. Jones would not take a matter such as this lightly. A hearing has
been set in this matter which either has to be prepared for or re-set (currently set
for June 6th) and, therefore, we need to have some authorization .given for legal counsel
to be acquired for the sheriff. Sheriff Shepherd said he could clarify the matter
somewhat. Mr. Jones represents one of the Merit Commissioners in a private matter and
one of the attorneys for one of the officers has protested his representing the sheriff
and one of the merit commissioners on a private matter and Mr. Jones has requested that
the Commissioners give Sheriff Shepherd permission to use either Mr. Shoulders or
Mr. John as counsel for him. The matter came to light only this morning. Commissioner
Willner moved that the Commissioners grant permission to Sheriff Shepherd to use

I

(rnntinu~ti)

.
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Attorney Curt John in this particular matter. The motion was seconded by
Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
Garnishment Proceeding ••••.•••• James W. Coleman:

I

Attorney Miller said a garnishment proceeding has been issued against a County
employee., ..Mr. James W. Coleman, and the County has been ordered to appear in
Vanderburgh Superior Court on June 29th. He said that ordinarily this can be taken
care of without the necessity for counsel going to court if the County Auditor can
simply advise the attorneys for the Plaintiff of this person•s employment and his
weekly pay and when he is paid. The Plaintiff•s attorneys are Olsen, Niederhaus and
Labhart. Legal documents were passed to the Auditor for proper handling with attorneys.
Quit Claim Deeds:
Attorney Miller said his office had prepared fifteen {15) Quit Claim Deeds, which grow
out of the Tax Sales that occurred in 1982. The period of redemption has expired, and ,/
he believes these deeds need to be executed and handed to the Auditor for delivery to -- ·
the purchasers. {The deeds were then passed to each of the Commissioners for proper 1
execution and subsequently handed to the Auditor for necessary handling prior to being
delivered to the purchasers.) The Tax Code Number, Location and Amount of the
Delinquent Tax &Penalty were as follows:
Tax Code No.
11-28-24-45-10
11-27-24-38-47
11-56-28-59-9
11-11-22-7-10
11.;.12-22-30-11
11-14-22-48-2
11-56-28-59-10
11-15-22-61-22
11-77-32-41-16
11-56-28-59-11
11-19-23-31-13
11-16-22-78-13
11-26-24-22-3
11-27-24-36-29
11-10-21-86-6

I

Amount

Location
670 E. Cherry
515 S. Linwood
1413 Florence
412 Adams
1223 S.E. Second
1502 Judson
1417 Florence
1706 S. Governor
2771 Broadway
1419 Florence
732 E. Blackford,
1700 S. Garvin
627 E. Sycamore
421 S. Linwood
930 S. 6th St.

$

284.15
501.91
453.32
2,235.81
3,431.96
437.08
1,075.18
933.06
1,278.58
960.65
801.17
1,327.86
534.22
545.52
1,785.44

Commissioner Cox advised Attorney Miller that she has received copies of several
notices concerning Tort Claim action; does he not have those? Attorney Miller asked
if she received one from Jack Davis? He said he knew that Mr. Davis was going to send
one. Commissioner Cox says she has one on Schroeder Vending Company; she said she
does not.know how the County is involved in this •• and handed the notice to Attorney
Miller. He said this notice has not come to his attention. This grew out of the fire
that apparently damaged some property owned by Fred Schroeder. It appears to be an
insurance subrogation claim and it may be that because they believe the fire grew out
of some laxity in tearing down abandoned buildings along the Division Street right-ofway and not knowing exactly who to bla~ -- they just sued everybody in sight. It
was brought out by Attorney Miller that no law suit is. yet pending. When they file a
· .· . tice -- that is not yet a law suit. It appears they are simply protecting their
ghts to sue anybody .that. they might be able to blame.
"i\".t#'i,i~~}l:~-·;f:<~i}~~c~
'"''f'\~'f'~i:;;"~~~-:.!*''·

I

RE:

VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM .••••• Kim Bitz

Proposed Advertising Rates for Outdoor Marque:
Mr. Bitz said he had provided the Commissioners with copies of the Proposed
Advertising Rates for the Outdoor Marquee. He said there are a lot of unanswered
questions concerning this matter; but what he has submitted to the Commissioners is
something that goes along with the advertising rates charged by other advertisers in
the community and the details can be worked out later. One suggestion has been possibly
contracting out to a private firm to secure these from local companies or whoever might
be interested in advertising via this marquee. The proposal included the following:

{continued)
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Sign Operation Times .••• 6:00 a.m. to 12:00 a.m.
Exposure Length •••••• 3 to 4 seconds per one or two lines
One Spot will run approximately 30 times per hour
1
1
2
1

day .................. $ 15 •00
week •.••••••••••••• $ ··75 .00
weeks ................ $ ·135.00
month •••.•••.•.•••. $ 250.00

I

Discounts ••••• 6 months- 10% discount
.•.••• 1 year - 15% discount
The above rates are competitive with other local ad rates.
Bids - Needed Improvements/Vanderburgh Auditorium:
. Secondly, Mr. Bitz said they have finally reached the point at which we are ready
to put out bids for some of the improvements needed at the Auditorium. Copies were
distributed to the Commissioners including specifications for the Stage Rigging and
Draperies; Tom Dorsey has worked with Mr. Bitz on these and they are ready to put
out bids on these items if the Commissioners are.
With regard to the Proposed Advertising Rates, Commissioner Borries indicated the
Board of Commissioners will have the County Attorneys take these under advisement.
and get back to the Commissioners on same.

With regard to the bids for the Stage Equipment, Commissioner Willner moved that
the saecs presented by Mr. Bitz be approved. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox.
So or ered.
.
.
· ,
RE: ·

COUNTY HIGHWAY •...••• ~Bill. Bethel

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the Weekly Absentee' Report of the
employees at the County Garage for the period May 14th thru May 18th, 1984 ••••• report
received and filed.
·

I

Weekly Work Report: Attached to the Work Report was the following work schedule
for the same time period- •••••• report received and filed.
Gradall: Schroeder Rd., Browning Rd., Mesker Park, and Old Henderson Rd.

~·

Paved:

Boonville-New Harmony Rd. from Highway 57 to Petersburg Rd.
Cemetery Rd.

Finished

Patch:

Old Princeton, Heinlein, Clover Dr., Barton Rd., Schroeder Rd., Ruston Rd.,
Peerless Rd., Old Henderson Rd., Big Schaffer Rd., and Cypress-Dale Rd.

Grader:

Old Henderson Rd., Cypress-Dale Rd., S. Weinbach, ·King Rd., Golden Rule,
and Newman Rd.

Mowing:

Darmstadt Rd., Old State Rd., Indian Mounds, Nurrenbern Rd., and Broadway.

Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Bethel that when they mow Darmstadt Road, again; on
,some of those curves we graded .last year, they need to get off the right-of-way and
mow those. Mr. Bethel said he was. on that today because he did.not know they had mowed . "_;);,
that -- but they did finish. ·. ·
··.·. <··· ··.· ·· ····
·• ,:~!~"i>~7.\··:'§>''"'"''~ "'''"'\"'~c' · ''':·.c<~\'·'~'i-'!!~*:,'1'
1

RE:

1

I

COUNTY SURVEYOR'S OFFICE •••••• David Guillaum

Bridge &Guardrail Repair-Weekly Report:
Oak Hill Bridge &Stringtown Road Bridge -- Cleaned and cleared bridge deck.

Volkman Rd., Korff Rd., Seven Hills, Peck Rd., and Old State E. of Hi hwa 41 --Cleared
guardrail, cut weeds an painted ends.
Red Bank

&

Nurrenbern Roads·-- Cleared guardrail, cut weeks and painted ends.

Nurrenbern &Broadway-- Cleared guardrail, cut weeks and painted ends.
Hogue, Eichoff, & Korressel Roads-- Cleared guardrail, cut weeds, and painted ends.
(continued)
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Meadowbrook Drive: Mr. Guillaum said he was directing his next comments to Attorney
Miller as well as the Commissioners. On Meadowbrook Drive we have.a situation where
an individual, namely Wilbert J. Zeller of 1005 Meadowbrook, who has taken it upon
himself to fill in a side ditch and also a ditch onto his personal property. Number
one, the area along the County easement -- our right-of-way area, we don't want the
ditch filled in. That area is both in and out of the County right-of-way. It is
questionable how much authority we have beyond the easement. We feel like it is
potentially libelous for him, personally. We have a pipe that we put in at this
location that he has. backed in 10-15 loads of broken concrete and dumped them right
on top of the pipe. We want this brought to Mr. Zeller's attention-immediately that
we want it removed. Mr. Brenner felt like the fact that he has changed the natural
flow of water by dumping {which is what he has done) -- he has diverted the natural
flow through this draw -- and by so doing we may have some authority. The neighbors
are certainly screaming out there. He has simply backed one truckload after another
in of broken concrete and·filled the ditch in. We gather he has been unhappy with the
plans of subdividing, which are about to occur and he didn't want any additional water
coming thru this natural drain -- so he's filled it in. The people on the other .side
had plans for subdividing a lot -- and he didn'.t want any more water coming in ••• so he _./
made a dam. He's still going to have the water -- but it is going to be spread out now~
rather than contained in a ditch. Commissioner Willner moved that the matter be
referred to County Engineer Andy Easley before it goes to the attorney, and ask him to
contact tbe gentleman to see if he can get the matter straightened out. The motion
was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
Log Jam - Pigeon Creek.: Mr. Guillaum said last week the problem of the log jam in
Pigeon Creek was mentioned. Can this go through the Commissioners? This really isn't
a Drainage Board problem. We have bids coming in today on Maidlow, Buente, etc.,
anyway, for the Drainage Board. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the bids
for the log jam in Pigeon Creek be opened by Attorney Miller. Motion was seconded by
Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
.
Commercial Ditch Cleaning/Fred Blumenayer - $5,000.00 -- Log Jams will be
removed after crops are harvested/work to be completed by December 1, 1984.
(Bid did not include Bid Bond)
Deig Bros. Lumber &Construction Co., Inc. - $9,950.00 (bid bond included)
No restrictions on when work will be completed .
.Quinten Stahl - $4,998.00 (bid bond included ·for 5% of the bid) -- No
restrictions on when work will be completed.
Motion was made b Commissioner Willner that the three 3 bids be taken under
adv1sement or er1od of one 1 week. Motion was seconded b Commissioner Cox. So
ordered •. In response to Commissioner Cox's query as to what apartments the log jam
is situated close to, Mr. Guillaum indicated it was close to Normandy Arms Apts.
(See Page~ of minutes of this meeting for further action on this project.)
Note: All bids and attachments were retained by David Guillaum of the County
Surveyor's Office.
Schissler Rd Off West Franklin:
Mr. Guillaum said there is a small bridge on Schissler Rd. off West Franklin with a
':%,wooden deck. .We have prob 1ems structurally with the bridge. We have contacted some
of the suppliers and we feel that an .81-inch by 5.9-inch corrugated pipe would adequately
'
handle the waterway a rea. We would 1ike to go ahead and buy this pipe from the
supplier, then obtain three invitational bids from contractors to install the pipe.
Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Guillaum if he had any photos •.• Guillaum responded that
he did,in the bridge report. The beams under the structure are in a bad way and the
width on it is narrow (17-18 ft.). We're just getting down to the point where this
is one of the next ones we're taking a look at -- there is not a high traffic count
out there. Mr. Guillaum said that in this particular case, it seemed to be cost
effective to go with the pipe, mainly due to the fact that the waterway runoff from
the surrounding area wasn't severe enough that we would have to have a real large
waterway ••• 81 11 x 59 11 is pretty good sized pipe. Commissioner Cox asked how much
protection they'd have over the pipe.? Even though this is a low volume traffic area,
there is still some heavy equipment that utilizes the area. Mr. Guillaum said they
woulrl go according to the specs on the pipe -- the manufacturer will designate how much
of a minimum cover you have to have. He believes 1~ ft. is the minimum for that pipe •••
that also varies a little bit with the gauge of the pipe. If you go with a heavier
gauge, you do not need as much cover on top. But whatever the specs call for is what
(continued)
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they will go with •... it will be designed to handle your regular legal load traffic
(20-ton traffic). Commissioner Willner moved that the Surve or's Office be allowed
to urchase the necessar i e and obtain three 3 invitational bids to install said
pipe. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

GARNISHMENT .•.... James Coleman

Mr. Guillaum said his last item concerned the notice received from Superior Court
regarding James Coleman vs. Imperial Finance, which has been discussed with Attorney
Miller. The Surveyor's Office also received a copy of the notice.
RE:

I

COUNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER ..••.• Andy Easley

Mr. Easley asked Commissioner Cox if she received his message about the Millersburg
Road Bridge? Commissioner Cox said she did ••.• in fact, she received about five
messages from Mr. Easley -- and she wanted to compliment him on the amount of work
he did during the week that she was not here. She also expressed appreciation for
the copy of the letter to the Corps.of Engineer concerning the washout along Old
Henderson Road below the railroad viaduct. Mr. Easley said they had sent us a packet
of information and upon reviewing this packet, it appears that it is eligible for
the same type of program we had previously They had asked Mr. Easley to obtain some
photos; he and Mr. Bethel went out and looked at it and it is going to affect the
road. They said it might take six (6) months to get the project ready and he doesn't
know if we can really wait six (6) months. It may be necessary for the County to do
a little work in the interim just to hold the fort. Actually, this was the major
thing they got accomplished last week and he doesn't have anything else that he needs
guidance on at this point in time. However~ they do have severat roads they're working
on -- to get with the subdivision people •.•..•• Chastain Drive, Brookshire Drive and
Charmar.
RE:

REFUND CHECK ....• Siemer's Glass Co., Inc.

President Berries said we have received a check via the Treasurer from Siemer.•s
Glass Co., Inc. in the amount of $41.27. Attached note indicated that Siemer's
received $41.27 from the county's insurance company and, therefore, they were
enclosing a refund check for this amount. This was insurance on a county-owned 1981
Chevrolet Van (Sheriff's Department). Commissioner Willner moved that acceptance of
this check be approved. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

I

APPOINTMENTS TO BOARD OF REVIEW

Appointments to be made to the Board of Review are bi-partisan (one Democrat and one
Republican serve on the Board). The first meeting of the Board of Review will be held
on June 4th. President Borries.said that at this time he would like to place the
nomination as the Democrat member of. that Board of Fred Stocker of Martin Road (zip
47711) and Casper Hudson of 2501 N. Governor St (zip 41711) as.the Republican member
of that Board. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the appointments of
Messrs. Fred Stocker and Casper Hudson be approved. Motion was seconded by Commissioner
Cox. So ordered.
RE:

OLD BUSINESS

I

'Vanderbur h Auditorium Advisor Board.: President Borries said that'.if at all possible,
each Commissioner shoul do some thinking and come uP. with the name of an·individual
to appoint to the Vanderburgh Auditorium Advisory Board.to submit at the next Commissioners' Meeting, scheduled for Monday, June 4th -- before the County Council
Meeting to be held on June 6th.
·
Data Processing Board: We want to get that Board operational as soon as possible and
we would be looking at persons who have some data processing experience -- as well as
interest. This Board would do some long-range planning and would perfom some very
needed kinds of planning, such as that pointed out by Mr. Volpe earlier(land data
bank, putting assessments, etc., onto computerization, building data bank, etc.).
We would need two (2) appointees to that Board. These should be Citizen" appointees.
We already have other governmental representatives from the Clerk's office, City
Controller's office, Auditor's office, etc.
11
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.~·

CLAIMS

President Borries indicated that he does not have any claims to be presented for
approval at this meeting.

I

RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES •••••.•. RELEASES

Vanderburgh Superior Court:
Devonna Karen Brown
Count~

2309 VanBibber

$10,972/yr.

Eff:

5/25/84

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5.05/Hr.
4.05/Hr.
4.05/Hr.
4. 72/Hr.
4.05/Hr.
4.05/Hr.
4.05/Hr.
4.05/Hr.

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:.
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

5/16/84
5/16/84
5/16/84
5/16/84
5/16/84
5/16/84
5/16/84
5/16/84

$
$
·$
$

4.05/Hr.
4·.05/Hr.
4.05/Hr.
4.05/Hr.

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

5/16/84
5/16/84
5/16/84
5/16/84

Clerk's Office[Election Office:
Super.
8302 Spry Rd.
305. N. Tekoppe1 Oep. Clk.
1308 Bellemeade Oep. Clk.
8744 Big Cyn. Rd.Bal. Super.
Bal. Asses.
1806 Conlin
820 S. Governor Bal. Asses.
2029 E. Mulberry Oep. Clk.
Oep. Clk.
805 S. Villa
215 S. Lincoln
Bal. Asses.
Park Dr.
1116 s. Linwood Bal. Asses.
Dep. Clk.
2051 Conlin
Oep. Clk.
632 S. Harlan

Susan K. Kirk
Edna L. Henry
Clara L. Berry
Fred C. Roeder
Gerald Wohlhueter
John Lee Jones
Doris McGlothlin
Carol Jean Primm
Walter Overton
Wm. R. McKinley
Dorothy Carey
Sylvia Loviscek
Vanderburgh

Count~

Auditor:

Lena Sherman

I

Clk. Asst.

1810 Emmett St. Transfer Clk. $10,760/Yr.

Eff: 6/1/84

Burdette·Park:
Lori Sinclair
Beth Minton
Sarah Rexing
Jennifer Oberhausen
Susan Hites
Bryan Norman
RE:

613 Walden Ln.
10515 Olivia St.
7600 Marx Rd.
4218 Tremont Rd.
4428 Chatham Or.
2220 W. Iowa

P.T.
P. T.
P. T.
P. T.
Rink
P. T.

Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground ·
Cashier
Ground

$
$
$
$
$
$

4.00/Hr.
4.00/Hr.
4.00/Hr.
4.00/Hr.
4.00/Hr.
4.00/Hr.

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

5/24/84
5/24/84
5/24/84
5/21/84
5/21/84
5/20/84

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES .••••.•• APPOINTMENTS

Prosecutor's Office:
Earl Edward. Chandler

2805 Oak Hi 11

P.T. Oep.

$12,000/Yr.

Eff: 6/4/84

$380/Pay

Eff: 5/21/84

Vanderburgh Supe.rior CourtLJuvenile Division:
Davies Bellamy

Prob. Off.

Vanderburgh Superior Court/Judge O'Connor's Office:
2309 VanBibber . Riding Bl f.

I

ariderb.·urgh Count£ Audit~~' ~·;'bffi·c~:
Dona Reherman
Lena Sherman
Vanderburgh

Count~

Karen J. Plummer
Janice Y. Rickard

$13 ,491/Yr ..
n·. -.

0-r

$10,760/Yr.
1412 S. Roosevelt .. Tran. Clk.
1810 S. Emmett St. Posting C1k. $10,760/Yr.

Eff: 6/4/84
Eff: 6/4/84

Board of Review:
500 S. Audubon Or.
2801 Koring Rd.

Clerk
Clerk

$30.00/0ay
$30.00/0ay

Eff: 5/24/84
Eff: 5/24/84

(continued)
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Burdette Park:
Sally Behme
Angela Brown
Ronald Brown
Simone Head
Jenifer Vescovi
Linda Owens
Lori Sinclair
Laura Hutchison
Arthur Pagett
Mary Ann Barthel
Mike Gerard
Bryan Norman
Brooke Heathcotte
· laura Hutchison
Sharon Jankowski
Chris Branham
James S. Oliver
Carla K. Kamman
Greg Frankli:n
, ·'.
Lori Wagner
Michael Johnson
Lori Sinclair
Beth Minton
. Sarah Rexing
Joann Rean
Michael Johnson
Greg Franklin
Kell i Richardt
:chris Branham
Mike Gerard
Brad. Norman
Tracy Vanzant
Beth Minton
Sarah Rexi ng
· Melissa Eberhard
. Tracy Hankins
Darren Flener
Jennifer Toone
Jane Hutchison
Lori Wagner
RE:

2885 Washington Ave.
2837 Egmont St. ·
2837 Egmont St.
7120 Hogue Rd.
3525 Laurel Ave.
2852 Pennsylvania
613 Walden Lane
2026 W. Michigan
273 Washington Ave.
4221 Bellemeade
7601 Hogue Rd.
2220 W. Iowa
3512 Koring Rd.
2026 W. Michigan.
6912 Cliftwood Dr.
6000 Apple Grove
3109 W. Indiana St.
3912 W. Oregon
2154 E. Monroe
Kramers Drive
12650 Apache Pass
613 Walden Lane
10515 Olivia St.
7600 Marx Road
8114 Outer Lincoln
12650 Apache Pass
2154 E. Monroe
4012 W. Columbia
6000 Apple Grove
7601 Hogue Rd. ·
2220 W. Iowa
101 S. Peerless
10515 Olivia St.
7600 Marx Rd.
7516 Chandler
2908 Lakeview
5120 West Lake Dr.
6221 Broadway
2026 W. Michigan
Kramers Drive

Extra Guard
$ 3.35/Hr. Eff: 5/24/84
$ 3.50/Hr. Eff: 5/24/84
Extra Guard
Extra Guard
$ 3.35/Hr. Eff: 5/24/84
Pool Cashier
$ 3.50/Hr. Eff: 5/24/81
Extra Guard
$ 3.35/Hr. Eff: 5/24/8
Pool Cashier
$ 3.50/Hr. Eff: 5/24/84
Head Guard
$ 37.00/Day Eff: 5/24/84
Asst. Pool Mgr.
$ 40.00/Day Eff: 5/24/84
P.T. Ground Crew $ 4.00/Hr. Eff: 5/8/84
P.T. Ground Crew $ 3.50/Hr. Eff: 5/13/84
P.T. Ground Crew $ 4.00/Hr. Eff: 5/14/84
P.T. Ground Crew $ 4.00/Hr. Eff: 5/14/84
P.T. Ground Crew $ 4.00/Hr. Eff: 5/14/84
P.T. Ground Crew $ 4.00/Hr. Eff: 5/1_4/84
P.T. Ground Crew $ 4.00/Hr. Eff: 5/1'4/84 /
P~T. Ground Crew
$ 4.00/Hr. Eff: 5/14/84 -.- ·
P.T. Ground Crew $ 3.50/Hr. Eff: 5/19/84
P.T. Ground Crew $ 3.50/Hr~ Eff: 5/19/84
P.T. Ground Crew $ 4.00/Hr. Eff: 5/21/84
P.T. Ground Crew $ 4.00/Hr. Eff: 5/21/84
P.T. Ground Crew $ 4.00/Hr. Eff: 5/21/84
P.T. Ground Crew $ 4,~00/'Hr. Eff: 5/21/84
P. T. Ground Crew $:4~00/Rr.. Eff: 5/22/84
P. T. Ground Crew $;,4!~00/Mr,. Eff: 5/21/84
Poo 1 Mgr. .
. $!1'48. oe /:nay ~tff; S/24/84
Reg. Guard
.$/,3~60/Hr,. £ff:75/24/84
Reg. Guard
,:$',3~60/Hr,. (ff: "5/24/84
Reg .. Guard
· $.3.60/Hr~ trf::S/24/84
Reg. Guard
:>'!$.·3.60/Hr. :tff! 5/24/8Lll
Reg. Guard
;i)! 3~60/Hr. 'Eff:. 5/24/8
Reg. Guard
· ..$ 3.60/Hr. £ff: 5/24/8£.
Reg. Guard
. $• 3~60/Hr.. ·£,ff; 5/24/84
Reg. ·Guard
$ <3.60/Hr. !ff: 5/24/84
Reg. Guard
$ 3:60/Hr. Eff: 5/24/84
Extra Guard
$ 3. 35/Hr. E.ff:. 5/24/84
Extra Guard
$ 3.35/Hr. Eff: 5/24/84
$ 3.35/Hr. Eff: 5/24/84
Extra Guard
Extra Guard
$ 3.35/Hr. Eff: 5/24/84
Extra Guard
$ 3.35/Hr. Eff: 5/24/84
Extra Guard
$ 3.35/Hr. Eff: 5/24/84
1

·.COUNTY SURVEYOR'S OFFICE. •...•. David Guillaum

Maryland Street: Mr. Guillaum had re-entered the meeting and announced that there were
a couple of items to be addressed to the Commissioners. With regard to the Maryland
Street project/federal funding, the Surveyor's office feels they will be better prepared
.·.. · next week to give the Commissioners a report. There are a number of items they wish to
·.· be specific about insofar as federal funding versus local funding, etc. He has just
·discussed the matter with County Surveyor Bob Brenner and they would like to give the
ssioners a recommendation next week on that project.
·
~(i'~"l!t;)ih"'·' ·

·

·: .-,t(~ "7"4:~~ , '.-,-:~ ..:~>-~:-'' :~--~;-~.tt "-~~~:f .y~.:~;.:·~ -:~~::1- .;:·~~~k_·:;~,f~:::;. .> ,:~,~~.:~::..:>~:£~{~: :~:··.~x<r~~~~~~ ··<~ ..\.<:::·~:::· -,;_~ ~Jek<~~,f,~1i~~~~~l!

Pi

n Creek: Despite the previous action of the Board today to take the threJ
sement for a period of week, the Surveyor's Office wants to get a
recommendation today from the Commissioners, i.f at all po.ssible. After reviewing the
bids--as close as they were--it. is the recommendation of the Surveyor's Office that t
bid from Commercial Ditch Cleaning be accepted in the amount of $5,000. The reason
for this is that they have a fellow doing the work out there (Blankenberger) and he
.
has done a very good job on other work. He's handled some very delicate problems in the
past -- such as on the Crawford-Brandeis project -- and, after taking all items into
consideration, they recommend this bid. We did not specifically state that we needed
any type of bond since this was an emergency bid. It is the feeling of the Surveyor's
Office that due to the complaints th·ey have been receiving on the log jam and the
situation with the crops, etc., they would like to go ahead and get this log jam taken·
care. of as soon as possible. Attorney Miller interjected that CDC indicated they were

(continued)
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not going to do-the work until the crops were harvested. However, Mr. Guillaum
indicated the surveyor's office would work that out. There being no further
discussion or questions concerning the matter, motion was made by Commissioner Willner
that the Pigeon Creek log jam project.be awarded to Commercial Ditch Cleaning Corp. in
the amount of $5,000. The motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
(Work to begin forthwith, as noted on contract by Attorney Miller.)
RE:
SCHEDULED MEETINGS
President ·Berries indicated he was not aware of any scheduled meetings at this time,
with the exception that he did receive a notice from the Evansville City Council
(ASD Committee) regarding a Subdivision Rev.iew to be held next Monday, June 4th.
Barbara Cunningham, APC Director, interrupted by stating that Mr. Laughlin approached
the chairman of the ASD Committee subsequent to the notice, inviting all of the
Commissioners to this meeting. Mrs. Cunningham said we have needed a Subdivision
Ordinance since September 1982, and have been working toward that. It was determined
that if it were at all possible, all of the technical staff has been invited to this
meeting, as have the homebuilders, engineers, and whoever has shown interest. We
thought this might be a good time to ascertain if there are any problems with it at all .-/
so we can go forward •. It was thought that if the county could participate in the
~
meeting, then a lot of problems could be solved. Therefore, she encourages the
Commissioners to attend the meeting. The subdivision ordinance has been adopted by the
Area Plan Commission. Commissioner Cox stated. that the notice says· the meeting is
scheduled for 5:15p.m. on Monday,.June 4th in Room 301 (Council Chambers). In response
to Commissioner's query as to what. 11 ASD Committee 11 means, Mrs. Cunningham advised that
this is the Administration-Safety-Development Committee.
RE:

I
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MISCELLANEOUS

Commissioner Cox advised that she went out and toured the Mid-America Student Housing
Complex (Model efficiency apartment). She sa.id it was very nice and she was so pleased
to see Whirlpool stoves and Whirlpool refrigerators being used in the units. She thinks
this speaks well for neighbors .helping neighbors. -Commissioner Cox reiterated that
these are lovely, lovely apartments. President Berries said he was out of town, but he
does plan to get out there this week to see the apartments, because he understands they
are very nice.
RE:

DRAINAGE BOARD MEETING

President Berries announced that a meeting of the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board
will be held immediately following today•s meeting of the Board of Commissioners -. after a five (5J minute recess. ·
.
·
There being no further business to be brought before the Commissioners, President Berries
declared the meeting adjourned at 4:15 p.m.
PRESENT:

. :SECRETARY:

COUNTY. COMMISSIONERS

COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard 11 Rick 11 Berries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox ·

Alice McBride

David Miller

..

Joanne A. Matthews

::~:,,t;~"i"'!'.i;

I

~~~J
Robert L. Willner
-

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
June 4, 1984
The meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on June 4, 1984, at
2:30 p.m. in the Commissioners Hearing Room with President Borries presiding.
This being the first meeting of the month, the meeting was officially opened
by Sheriff Clarence Shepherd.
A motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the minutes of the previous
meeting be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor and the reading of same
be waived. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.

I

RE: _ POOR RELIEF ••••••• PIGEON TOWNSHIP
.James White -- 614 Main Street: President Borries asked Mr. White to approach the
podium and state his name~ address, and the nature of his request. Mr. White stated
~.his name, gave his address as 614 Main Street, and said he is seeking rent assistance
via the Pigeon Township Trustee's office. President Borries queried Mr. White as to
the nature of his last employment. Mr. White said he was last employeed in French Lick,,./
Indiana. In response to President Borries question as to how long he has lived in
· Evansville, Mr. White said "about two years". Mr. Borries then asked Mr. White if he
· had worked in Evansville during that period of time. Mr. White said, "only for the
· Salvation Army for about eight (8) months 11 • When asked if he had received assistance
from the Township Trustee previously, Mr. White said they had given him assistance in
·.: ~ · April, 1983, at which time they purchased a bus ticket for him. President Borries
,_;asked Mr. White what is h'is current mearis of income. Mr. White said be had none right
now; he. is looking for a job. President Borries then asked., during this two-year period
since his last employment, how has he paid his rent? Mr. White said·when he was
working for the Salvation Army he did not have to pay any rent. ,·President Borries
asked Mr. White what has changed that situation? Mr. White. said he no longer works
for the Salvati on Army as he 1eft there to seek emp1oymerrt::~~~;;;~rnrni ss i one·r Cox then
asked again why Mr. White·left the Salvation Army? He intficat~g\;;:he left there to
seek "steady employment. Thus far, he has not been successfyJ;• t, hopefully, he
wi:ll.. "'ln response to Commissioner. Cox's question .as t~ w~en·~tie· ,,, ,:t the \SJ;'1vatton Arr:
·· he sa1d "about 30 days ago 11 • Comm1ssioner Cox asked h1m 1f he>Wa~5~on th~ FOod Stamp
.Program. He responded he is not, but will make applicatjon:for;::if:'f.ood stamps •.Mrs.
Cox then asked Mr. White if he is willing to participate·inithe'Trustee\s Workfare
····...··•:·-"'li:"''"',· Program? He said he is. Commissioner Cox then asked Mr. White if he is his only
•dependent? He said that he is. Commissioner Cox asked Mr. ·White if 'he has any family
here in Evansville. He said he does not; all of his family is in Louisville, Kentucky •
. Commissioner Cox asked for what purpose did the Truetee's office buy a bus ticket
· for Mr. White to go to Louisville in April, 1983? Mr. White said he went there because
he thought he had employment there -- but it did not work out (he supposedly had a job
·with an insurance company -- but they hired someone else). Therefore, he came back to
Evansville. President Borries asked Mr. White if he had tried to secure employment
thru the Indiana Employment Security Division? Mr. White indicated that he had. They
sent him to see a prospective employer {Third &Cherry Streets). He went for an interview, and they are still interviewing applicants.

I
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President Borries then asked if there were a representative from the Trustee's office
present? Ms. Louise Hall approached the podium to make her comments. She said that
'·i·~t'f'-:;,·in May, 1982, Mr. White came in from Louisville. The Trustee's office paid his rent
. . pretty regularly until May, 1983, when he came into their office stating he had a job
·· th the Louisville Newspaper and he wanted to go back home to LouisviJle. ,They gave .
~.bus ticket to Louisville, explainiryg that a~cording to J,aw.,,1F~~Y,.~ould r,ot b~, .·· ·
le to assist him further until an 18-month time period had elapsed. ·she said h1s · ·
18 months is not up. (It will be 14 months the 18th of June.) This is the reason
Trustee did not grant him assistance when he came to their office in May:· Further.:,
his home is in Louisville -- at least that is what he told her. In response to the
Commissioners' questions insofar that Mr. White would have been aware of this when he
was given the bus ticket, Mrs. Hall reiterated that he was. Whenever they issue a
bus ticket, they always explain that they can offer no further assistance for an
18-month period. She said she definitely explained this to Mr. White; and he said he
was going back home to Louisville to work for the newspaper and he would not be back.
Commissioner Cox asked Mrs. Hall if the 18-month period is by State Statute? Mrs •. Hall
responded in the affirmative. President Borries then asked the Commissioners if they
had further questions or comments. President Willner asked Mr. White how his rent at
614 Main Street is currently being paid. Mr. White said.via the United Christian Fund
(at a church on Third Street). President Borries informed Mr. White that the
Commissioners can appreciate his plight; yet, he does not know if they are able to
assist him in light of the facts presented by the Trustee's office. The Trustee has
_

thl
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followed the State Statute. Mr. White needs to apply for food stamps. Until such
time as Mr. White can find steady employment, Pres·ident .Borries .suggested that
perhaps Mr. White can talk to the Salvation Army again in relation to his housing?
President Borries also suggested _that Mr. White talk to the Pigeon Township Trustee,
again, so she can.explain the situation. The Commissioners cannot find any basis at
this point where the·Trustea.has violated the·rules in this case and the requested
assistance is denied. Mr. White left the meeting.
James E. Jackson -- 520 E. Cherry St.: President Borries asked Mr ...Jackson to approach
the podium and state his name, address, and the nature of his request •. Mr. Jackson
stated his name, gave his address as 520 E. Cherry St., and said he is seeking rent
assistance via the Pigeon Township Trustee's office. President Berries queried
Mr. Jackson to getermine whether he has been or currently is involved in the Trustee's
Workfare Program? Mr~ .Jackson stated he was involved in the program until Ms. Sallee
of the Trustee's office .told him they no longer could assist him. He. said it was his
understanding that the purpose of the workfare program was to lend him assistance
until he could find employment and, in fact, ••• ~'.that there was the possibility they
could work you into a job. He said he talked with the p-eople at C.A.P.E. and t.hey
mentioned tha~ possibly· there might be some hiring over there. He said he has been
looking everywhere for employment. He said that while his application for assistance
-·· :indicates he is "young and able-bodied he .can't make people hire him for this reason.
Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Jackson.how long he had been on the workfare program? He
said since August, 1983. She then asked if he is registered with the Indiana
Unemployment Division? . He said he is. In response to Commissioner Cox's question as
to where he worked before, Mr .• Jackson said he worked for Industrial Contractors doing
construction, then he was laid ·off. He subsequently worked for another contractor,
R. N. Thompson {Indianapolis) .arid was also laid off. Commissioner Cox _asked Mr..
_
Jackson if.he were the sole member of his household? He indicated he was. She also asked him if he were on food stamps •._He said he is on the Food Stamp program. She
then asked Mr. White if was informed when he went on the workfare program that he could
only remain on it for a certain length of time? He said they just asked him if was
willing to work and he told them yes.
11
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President Berries then asked Margaret Sallee, investigator from the Trustee's office,
to approach the podium. She indicated that Mr. Jackson has been coming to the
Trustee's office continuously since August, 1983. She said the Trustee's office is
· ·, set up on an emergency basis. She· said that while it is true he has been working on
the Trustee's Workfare program,that since he is •an able .. bodied_young man, the Trustee
·felt he should be·able to find some type of steady employment. He has refused to seek
. employment for all but fou·r (4) months. ·She said she explained to James in April that
they·were'going to have to discontinue their service thru the emergency assistance
program and he.should be able to find employment that would enable him to take care
of himself -- now that the weather is nice. Also, she said he explained to her that
his last employment was at Western Sizzlin Steak House •. She said she had no knowledge
of his jobs with the contractors doing construction work. -Further, she said it is not
as if they cut him off overnight. · He had over a month to know that he would no longer
be able to receive assistance. President Borries asked Mr. Jackson if he had been
employed at Western Sizzlin since he was involved in the Workfare Program? He said ·
he worked there three (3)' days and left that job due to reasons beyond his control.
When _asked by President Borries whether he was fired or laid off, Mr. Jackson said he
was fired. President Borries then .asked Ms. Sallee whether Mr. Jackson has ever
missed any of h.is workfare? She indicated that Mr. Jackson has always done his work.
r; she said the Workfare Program i's for. emergency purposes·_,;;.;;~ ·not for "him. to
. -on there and stay on there from now on. ""1' At 36 years old, 'he if·,stays on "1:h1s
program, what will he do when he reaches the age to draw Social Security? He won't
have anything to draw, because he will not have applied anything into the program.
That is another reason why the Trustee's office encourages individuals to find
employment for themselves -- so they can pay into-the Social Security Program so that
when they reach retirement age they will have something to live on. President Berries
indicated he understood the position of the Trustee's office, but he is trying to
determine what length of time is appropriate when a person is terminat~d from the
Workfare Program -- is there a designated time period? Mrs. Sallee sa1d that usually
the Trustee advises the case workers when they should begin trying to eliminate those
people who have been on the program for a period of time. She said their office has
eliminated other individuals from tHe program who were not on the program as long as
Mr. Jackson was. In fact, she adv.ised him that truly it was thru error on her part
that she had not already advised him that his assistance would be terminated. But,
she reiterated that she explained that this error was her fault. She said they always
let the participants know in advance, so they can find something to do. Commissioner
1
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Cox asked Ms. Sallee if the Trustee's office offered any suggestions to Mr •.Jackson
as to where he might go to look for work"? . She said that the "fast food" places might
be the best suggestion, since he formerly worked in this type of job~ She said the
job openings ·from the Employment Ads in the local newspaper are posted on their·
bulletin board -- so that individuals can read those to determine if they are
qualified to apply for any of these. President Borries:indicated he understands
what Mrs. Sallee is saying. However, he has a problem_with how clear it is in
relation to how long this person canwork under the Workfare Program. He cannot
see where Mr. Jackson has really violated any rules. He has shown up for work.
Mr. Borries said he wishes there were some way for us to actively get him some
employment. It seems that-if he has worked that regularly down there that he would
- . be able to do some work for someone. Commissioner Cox asked Mrs. Sallee if the
.·-·'"· ;•Trustee's Office would be willing to give Mr. Jackson a letter of recommendation?
· Ms. Sallee said they never have done this -- but she knows of no reason why they
could not. All they could say, however, is that he has always shown up for work.
_Commissioner Cox indicated that she had watched a T.V. report the other day in which
it was pointed out that attendance on the job -- dependability -- is a significant
point. She said that while she does not know how hard Mr. Jackson has worked in
seeking employment -- and he does need to do this -~ sometimes just an extra little
·push will help an individual to obtain employment.

I
,,
I

-:Attorney Jones asked if there is a specified announced policy regarding the time
. period indiViduals.can remain on the workfare program? Ms. Sallee said there is not •
. But as she stated in_ the beginning the office is set up on ,_an _emergency basis, and
· -.. _ the supervisors felt that certainly ei_ght (8) months would-~- more than "emergency"
for an able-bodied person to .receive assistance. .Attorney J~ones said_ he is concerned
that one individual is cut off at eight months, another at nimf months, -etc., -- _and
that is inequity. Has anything happened here to change the ··"emergency situation"?
Ms. Sallee said that many ·ti_ines when an individual is i'll, they would be on the
--_·_.program longer than an able~bodied person.· Attorney. Jones said.~that. what has not
·.-been established is that the Trustee has the same-criteria for all able-bodied persons~
, One gets cut off at six months, one_at eight months, ana·another,.one at a year. Ms.
, Sallee pointed out that she stated earlier that. it was really. her fault that he has
~ been on the program as long as he has -- that. was an error on her part, as explained
· to him in April. Attorney .Jones said he. has no problem with this~~-· The problem stems
· from the fact that the office needs an established time period wherefn i,ndividual ;s·
.j • _, not sick, where the individual_ is able-bodied -- that there should be a maximum time
• ·--~period and all individuals should be notified as to that time period {-whatever the ·
·
Trustee sets, whether it be six weeks, six months, etc.) that there .is only so much
money appropriated for this purpose, h·owever the Trustee wants to do it. But the
·criteria should be set-- and all individuals notified as to what that criteria is.
Ms. Sallee s.aid their guidelines do not currently reflect :a set time period. Commissioner Willner said he would like ·to entertain a motion that-the Commissioners
uphold the Township Trustee in this matter and ask that they endeavor to secure some
· employment for Mr. ·-Jackson. He said Mr. Jackson has had three jobs during the last
two years ·and he feels he has a problem. Commissioner Cox said one of the jobs only
lasted three days. Commissioner Willner said_ he wants to get Mr. Jackson over the
fact that the Trustee does not permanently support poor relief. It is an emergency
· ·. .• situation. While it is. the Trustee's . office to help him find employment, it js his
· · - . job to keep employment~ •• even if the' pay is not what expected •••• you sti 11 keep the
r:.·-'~:r"'"job until you find something better. That is 'just the way our system works. President
-'" Borries said he is wondering i-f the Commissioners might amend Corrimissioner Willner's
i ned motion, to extend the Trustee •s rent assistance one ·( 1) month, pending · ·-c---~:-':-eYz;:- .
_ •. _,Jackson clearly understanding that: the problem the Trustee faces here· -:--while jt
· s ·'an individual problem for Mr~ Jackson, it is a growing problem for the Trustee and
·
· a tremendous financial strain that they are facing with persons who need help. The
Trustee's Office, as defined by Indiana law, says it is for temporary help -- and sine
they are reaching the extension-here, the word temporary" has run out-- and it is
becoming a permanent type of thing. Mr. Jackson interjected that everytime he has
gone into the office and asked Ms. Sallee about employment she has told him "we have a
paper out there, but I don't know of anybody hiring" •••• she said they could not tell
him where jobs were hiring. -He got the impression she thought he was not trying to
find work, but he said he was and still is. He said he wants to work -- and he'd rather
work than be on Workfare. He said he worked his 32 hours and was not trying to loaf.
Ms. Sallee denied these allegations., -President Borries said he cannot dispute what
Mr. Jackson is saying, but he can say that in his dealing with Ms. Sallee, it has been
his experience that she is a dedicated individual and a person who would notWant to harm
Mr. Jackson -- she has a difficult job. Her job is not necessarily to find employment
for Mr. Jackson_, but to determine whether Mr. Jackson is eligible and to make certain
that he is workingc·in accordance with the rules set by the Trustee's office. That is
11
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also the Commissioners' problem. It appears that Mr. Jackson has complied with these
. rules, but Ms. Sallee has a concern -- as do the Commissioners -- that the Trustee's
finances are going to run out .•••• not only for Mr. Jackson, but for a number of people.
That is the problem. Mr. Jackson is going to have to make every effort to find
employment. If Mr .. Jackson is confused and needs legal assistance,President Borries
said we can direct him to Legal Aid. Mr. Jackson should follow up on any employment
leads given to him by the Indiana State Employment Division as well as anything in
the newspapers, so that, hopefully, he can find steady employment within this next
month. Now that the summer months are here, maybe the economy will improve. President
Borries then asked for an amended motion, extending Mr. Jackson's benefits for one {1)
month, pending his securing employment. Commissioner Cox moved that Mr. Jackson's
assistance via the Workfare Program be extended for one (1) month, with a report back
to the Board of Commissioners concerning the places he has gone to apply for jobs, and
a statement that there is no work available and, if possible, the Pigeon Township
Trustee's office should give him a letter simply stating that·while he has been on the
Workfare Program he has been an employee who has been dependable and showed up on
time -- more or less a reference letter. Commissioner Cox said she also concurs with
/
President Borries that there must be some communications problem or·misunderstanding, ~
because Ms. Sallee is a very dedicated person, and she has always found her word to
be good. A lot of times -- communications problems or misunderstandings can get
· between us. Commissioner Willner provided a second to the motion. So ordered.
President Borries advised that Mr. Jackson should get with the Trustee and asked him
if he fully understands what happened here today? ·He reiterated that Mr. Jackson's
, '"' . rent assistance will be extended for one(l) month; Mr. Jackson is to check with the
'Trustee's office, who is to give him a letter stating he has performed his work
.satisfactorily, that he has shown up satisfactorily, etc., and Mr •.Jackson must make
every effort to find emplQyment. While it may not suit Mr •. Jackson's every need,.
there is a limit to what the Trustee's office can do. Mr. Jackson indicated the
Trustee's office is late.in paying the rent-- so he is two (2) months behind. By
the time they pay the rent, he will be three {3) ·months behind. President Berries
said he can only suggest at this point that Mr. Jackson check with the Trustee's
office as to why you are 2-3 months behind~ since they have been giving him assistance
all the way through. Mr. Jackson thanked ~resident Borries and left the meeting. ·
RE:

COMMUNITY CABLE T-V{Posey County .•••• Walter Maude

The Chair recognized Mr. Walter Maude of Community Cable T-V of Posey County.
· Mr. Maude said they are in the process of beginning to build a cable system on the
·eastern part of Posey County/New Harmony. His purpose for appearing before the Board
today is that they would like to build into the western edge of Vanderburgh County.
He said he realizes the Bo.ard has a very busy agenda today and he would not ask them
to act a·n this. He does, however, have a franchise to leave with them today for their
perusal. He said this is a standard type agreement -- very similar to the ones the
County has in force right now. The major point is 12 channels of basic cable, a 10channel tier beyond basic, and then four (4) premium channels. The group plans to
start construction in July. After the Board has had time to review the franchise
agreement, Mr. Maude would like to come back to the Board to obtain their reaction to.
same. Commissioner Willner asked how many subscribers there are to the system at this
time? Mr. Maude said construction is scheduled to begin the latter part of July •.
They do·: already have agr,eements in place for Posey County and .New Harmony -- and they
~re identical to the agreement just distributed to the Commissioners. ·In response to
.
ssioner Cox's questio1ns as to the exact name of the company and its affiliation,
.·.Maude said the name of the company is "COMMUNITY CABLEVISION!' ;.The owners are
'" cof venture capitalists and they have 'worked for the. cable chmpanies in the <·'":'"''"''·~:'·i'•'<,;ndustry; they are now going out on their own. President Berries expressed appreciation
to Mr. Maude for his appearance at today's meeting and said the agreement would be
rtaken under advisement.

. , !:; .•
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RE:

FINAL READING ON PETITION TO VACATE DRAINAGE EASEMENT IN BURCH INDUSTRIAL CENTER-Alan Shovers/FIR~READING ON PETITION TO EXTEND EASEMENT TO 24-FT.

Attorney Shovers said he f,eels the documents he is presenting here today require a bit
of explanation. He said Wabash Plastics, an industry located in the City of Evansville
for some years now, has a Jplant at Burch Indusfrial Park. They are in the process of
expanding their operation .and ready 'to spend several million dollars, adding a number
of jobs. To make. room for this expansion, they have acquired a lot behind their plant,
which they acquired from A1nchor Industries. In acquiring this lot, in trying to tie
:~:
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the two lots together, they find that between the two lots lies an easement for
Public Utilities. The easement also provides for drainage, although it so happens
that there not only are not any drains in this area, but the particular location
between the two lots is higher than the surrounding land -- so it doesn't even suit
itself toward drainage. A month ago, they came in seeking vacation for this 12-ft.
easement (6-ft. on each side of the two lots). They are coming forth today asking
for the vacation. Since Mr. Shovers was last here, they have discovered two things.
First, technically, the petitioner (Wabash Plastice) originally had a bond issue and
because of the bond issue they technically do not own the real estate. Technically, ·
some of the real estate belongs to the City of Evansville -- so we have to have the
City also petitioned. Mr. Shovers would file in addition-to our·earlier petiti.on
a co-petition showing the City of Evansville. Since Mr. Shovers' last visit, it has
also been discovered that the drawings, plat maps, etc., showing the 12-ft. easement,
instead of being 6-ft. each side of the property line shows 12-ft. So, there is some
confusion or at least potential confusion as to whether this is a 12-ft. or 24-ft.
easement. For that reason, he would first of all ask that we finalize this vacation,
because his client wants to get on with the construction. For title purposes, etc.,
he would ask that the Commissioners entertain a second petition to do this again,
~~
except rather than doing it for a total of 12-ft., that we do it for a total of 24-ft.,
or an additional 12-ft. Nobody is affected by this •. He said they have notified all
of the neighbors and the proofs of publication are attached. In this regard, he
proposes and submits to the Commissioners a second·petition, which has been signed
by Wabash Plastics. For today's purposes, they have been unable to obtain the City's
signature because the Mayor is out of town. But they would supplement the petition
··.when the Mayor returns; but he is certain there will be no problem in obtaining the
Mayor's consent .to the petition. Mr. Shovers said, hopefully, ,this hasn't all been
too confusing. However, they would like to complete the vacatiorl'-sought today and,
secondly, for title purposes, enlarge that vacation. Mr. Shovcu~§,said 'that Mr. John
Schroeder, president of Wabash Plastics, is present for this me~~jng should the
Commissioners have any questions. President Berries stated.,W~{.~aye prev:i:ously published
a Notice signed on the 7th day of May, and a:t this tiine We\had/'advertised the date to
be today. Are there any remonstrators present who would wish ..:~o speak regarding this
vacation petition? Hearing none, the president entertained' .. a:::motion that we ·enter
into a First Reading of a Petition to Extend the Easement to 2.4-ft. He then asked
.
:Mr. Shovers if this has to be advertised? Mr. Shovers said this would ;bilve to be
advertised (but only one time). It was the consensus of the CommisstRers that the
advertisement should be run on June 8th, with the Hearing being held a~ 7:30 p.m. on
June 18th., prior to taking final action. President Berries then entertained a motion
to make the final adoption of the previous petition to vacate the drainage easement,
which was advertised on May 7th. Commissioner Cox made a motion to this effect. The
motion was seconded by Commissioner Willner. So ordered. Attorney Shovers then
offered his apologies for the extensive paperwork, but emphasized it is important to
get this growing employer underway. President Berries said the Commissioners are happy
to see the expansion. Again, it was noted the advertisement concerning the Extension
of Easement to 24-ft. would published on June 8th, with the Hearing being held on
June 18th. Notice was to read as follows:
·

I

I

NOTICE
.

NOTICE is hereby given by the Vanderburgh County Commissioners· that
on the 4th day of June, 1984, the first reading of a petition filed by the
·City of Evansville and Wabash Plastics, Inc. was heard requesting the VACATING
· of the following described real estate located in the .Burch. Inqustrial Center
~~nf~erb
Cou~btyd,
Indfian
fot:J,~~.
..·!·,;~~~~;
· '. ·· ~·n
spec1
1ca 1 u1 yrghdescr1
e as
o1a1ows
: · ·. ··pur~ose~ir"~.f~.~·.!\).9X~j!J.~~~i'~A~~~~~~
· · · · ·· · · . · · .i!'·'"··· ·· • • · ·
· · " ··
A Public Unility and Drainage Easement, said easement lying 12 feet
on each. side of the North line of Lot 4 in BURCH INDUSTRIAL CENTER Subdivision
as per map recorded in Plat Book H at page 51 in the office of the Recorder
of Vanderburgh· County.
The Board has fixed the 18th day of June, 1984 as the day on which
remonstrances may be filed by persons interested in o.r affected by said vacation,
and on said day at 7:30 o'clock p.m., said Board will meet in its offices in the
Civic Center Complex in Vanderburgh County, Evansville, Indiana for the purposes
of hearing and considering any such remonstrances which may have been filed or
(continued)
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presented and for the purposes of taking final action.

VANDERBURGH COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

I

By: Richard Borries
Shirley Jean Cox
Robert Willner
Attest: Alice McBride
Secretary of the Board
RE:

INVITATIONAL BIDS FOR LEASING VEHICLES FO.R SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT

Sheriff Clarence Shepherd said that at the Commissioners' request last week, he
went shopping for comparison prices for lease vehicles needed for his department.
The reason he would like to stay with this type of vehicle is that we do have a
number of parts that they buy in quantity at a cheaper price for repairs. We have
a number of these vehicles sitting out at the repair garage on Vienna Road. Should
a vehicle need a door, a fender, etc., we can scrap these wrecked cars,. salvage them
and replace these parts at a much ·cheaper price. We've also purchased a number of
wheels for snow tires for winter use, where we can just take off our summer tires
and put on the winter tires. This is why they drew up these particular specifications.
He said he checked with Bill Roberts, Lease Manager at Cooke Chevrolet, and he said
the price they submitted last week still stands.· Additionally, they do have the .
1984 model cars available (they are somewhere between the factory and Evansville)
and he can put us in those vehicles in short order.

I

Caprice Station Wagon -- At the present time the Sherfff's Department has a van, but
Shepherd said the van isn't really necessary; he said they can get by with a
station wagon-- because the largest things they usually haul on repossessions, etc.,
are computers or office machinery, etc. So we want to go to a station wagon. Cooke
has given us a quote on a 1984 Caprice Station Wagon containing specified equipment
of $279.00 per month on a 24-month lease, allowing 60,000 miles. The previous lease
only gave us 40,000 miles.
Mr~

•

p.

,

1984 Impala 4-Dr. Sedan -- On the sedans, containing specified equipment, Cooke gave
.·..... us a quote of $263.00 per month on a 24-month lease, allowing 60,000 miles. Again,
the previous lease only gave us 40,000 miles.
Mr. Shepherd said the cost increase of this year versus last year is only about $6.00
per unit, or about $100.00 more than we are paying now. We do have the money available
in the account to lease the vehicles.
·sheriff Shepherd then directed the Commissioners' attention to the quote frcm
Kenny Kent and, in particular, the cover letter. On the Impala Sedans, the cost ,
was $265.53 for 24-month lease, allowing 60,000 miles. On the Caprice Station Wagon,
cost for 24-month lease was $282.80, allowing 30,000 miles. However, Kenny Kent is
.not able to supply 1984 vehicles •. Letter read as follows:

I

Please find attached Kenny Kent Chevrolet's lease quotations on 1984
Chevrolets per our phone conversation. We are unable to order '84 models
and quotations would need to be adjusted for '85 pricing and lease rates,
as they become available.
Sincerely,
Stephan Vandeveer, Lease Manager
Kenny Kent Chevrolet, Inc. ,.
(continued)
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Sheriff Shepherd said he also talked with Hendrickson & Sons in Chandler, Indiana,
and he indicated he could not provide the County with the vehicles until 1985, so
he would not even bid on them. Sheriff Shepherd reiterated that as indicated at
last week's meeting, three of the cars in the Sheriff's Department are in dire need
of repairs and he hates to spend the money on them. They are under 12-month, 12,000mil e warranty. After that~ the County assume.s full 1i ability for them. We have to
replace the parts, do the oil changes, etc., and at the end of the lease we are
required to turn them back in in running order. · He said he would recommend that the
Commissioners go ahead with Cooke Chevrolet, who will have the vehicles available
shortly, because their bid is in order. Commissioner Cox pointed out that the
24-month lease permits 60,000 miles, which means 30,000 miles per year. What kind
of mileage does the Sheriff's Department have now? He said that on the last lease
car we got from them it was 40,000 miles, so.we've increased it 10,000 per year -he said they gave us the extra 10,000 miles because he told them we'd had such an
increase in service runs.· Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that we accept
the invitational bid from Cooke Chevrolet for the required vehicles. Motion was
seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered. He said that when the vehicles are ready,
/
the President of the Board of Commissioners will have to go out to Cooke Chevrolet, Inc.·
to sign the lease. By law, he is not permitted to sign a contract. He will keep
President Borries advised . as to when the vehicles are available. (The Lease Agreement
called for the following vehicles:)

I

1 - 1984 Caprice Station Wagon, equipped as follows:
305 V8
Automatic Transmission
Power Steering
Power Brakes
Air Conditioning
HD Suspension
HD battery
P225/75R15 steel belted radials
Tinted glass
Floor Mats
Body side moldings
· Dual mirrors
AM/FM radio
6-

24-month lease
60,000 miles
$279.00 per month

I

1984 Impala 4-Dr. Sedans., equipped as follows:
308 V8
Automatic transmission
Air conditioning
Power steering
Power brakes .
HD suspension
HD battery
P225/75R15 steel belted radials
Tinted glass
Floor mats
Body side moldings
Dual mirrors
radio

24-month lease
60,000 miles
$263.00 per month

Parking Lot: Mr. Bitz indicated he had distributed copies of a Proposed Daytime
Vehicle Sticker System for Revenue Collection. He proceeded to read the proposal,
as follows:
The information that follows is a proposal for~ method of collecting
revenue, for use of the county-owned parking lot during daytime hours.
The advantages of tfiis system include: No mechanics to repair and upkeep,
freeing maintenance personnel for other work; and it is a more' efficient
method of revenue collection.· However, we must also note that there will
be a 100% loss of short term parking revenue. Also, there'is no guarantee
as to the number of stickers that will be sold each month. This is
something no one will know until it is implemented.
(continued)
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The Stickers:

I

A series of 12 (monthly) stickers to be purchased at the Vanderburgh
Auditorium Office
Stickers should be removable, to be placed in the bottom-left corner
of the vehicle's rear window
·
Stickers should, in some way, display a different color for each
month of the year.
·
Costs:
Estimated printing cost--~---------$1,100 to $1,300
Recommended monthly fee-----.,.------$12.00
With approximately 140 parking spaces at $12.00 per month, the top
figure for a monthly collection would be •••• $1,680
Total for one year.would be $20,160
Average Monthly Income from the parking lot before all of the problems
with the gate was •••• $1,700.
·(This includes money from events)

I

Mr. Bitz said one of the ideas discussed with Jan Thuerbach of the Convention
&Visitor's Bureau was that if we do take on the sticker system, rather than
having a sticker using name or number of the month,· is going with some of our
local attractions or festivals; for that matter, and promoting those along with
our sticker system. For instance, these could be in different colors_ and we
could use Burdette Park one month, Mesker Zoo another month, Thunder on the Ohio
another month, etc. That. would also make the sticker more attractive looking.
Continuing, Mr. Bitz said he recommends a $12.00 monthly parking fee, which is
only slightly higher than the current 50¢ per day fee. Actually, we have 150
parking spaces available, but he feels we need to·leave ten (10) available for
special parking needs; for instance, when certain events move in we need a bit
of parking space for their vehicles-- so we need to make that_consideration •
. •Among the questions asked Mr. Bitz concerning the new sticker system, is what
about the people who might utilize a car pool and, thereby, use someone else's
vehicle every other day, etc.? What about people on vacations? He said he does
not have an answer concerning those who might car pool. Insofar as vacations,
he can on-ly recommend that those individuals planning a vacation not buy a· sticker
for that particular month.

I

Mr. Bitz said the lot is currently in need of resurfacing. Before this past winter
when the Task Force was meeting, the cost estimate they obtained on resurfacing was
$15,000. Bill Bethel has advised that the winter weather took quite a toll on the
roads, and the parking lot suffered as well. Mr. Bitz believes that estimate would
be a little higher at this point. Should we go to the sticker system, at least for
·this year we would be doing nothing but paying for repairs to the parking lot.
Commissioner Cox asked if the Task Force recommended resurfacing or resealing the .lot?
She thought they recommended resealing, which would add to the longevity. Mr. Bitz
said that was prior to this past winter. J.H. Rudolph & Co., upon request, came out
Jacked :at· the lot, :and Mr.• Bitz said he thinks a good 40% ofjt,~~ould "·have to be
up and new put in. ~Jn the long run, he believes it wilLpay us,~:J;o resurface the
ire lot.· In response'tri Commissioner Cox's question if the $15,000 estimate given
last November included re-striping, Mr. Bitz said it did not. He said he did not
know the availability of the County Garage, or if they would be able to take on that
sizable a project, or if they even have time to do it for that matter. However, it
might be worth investigating. Maybe some of the preliminary work on getting the lot
cleared could be done by the County, thereby resulting in a cost savings. Commissioner
Willner suggested that the Commissioners take a week to discuss the proposal, but
indicated he liked it. President Berries indicated the Commissioners appreciated
Mr. Bitz's work on this, but faced with a decision as to what to do -- the mechanical
arms are a problem day in and day out, particularly the one over there now. It is
impossible to find parts for it. He said he wished there was some way to work it out
on a daily basis without having to put an employee out there full time. Commissioner
Willner stated that the Commissioners are going to appoint two Advisory Board Members;
Therefore, he suggested that the Commissioners hold off on any decisions until after
the Board has their first meeting and come back with their ideas, recommendations, etc.
This would also involve evening events. President Berries said he knows there has been
. (continued)
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discussion of the triangle shelters at Roberts Stadium, but the amount of time the
people are out there is strictly a part-time thing. It is generally an evening event.
He said he does not know of any situation where they would have a person out there
daily ••• on a continual 8-hour basis. When you look at that, you're then talking
about providing shelter for that person; heat inwinter and cooling in summer-- so
you're talking about a considerable investment if we look at that, again. Mr. Bitz
said that along with that, he would point out. that 90% of the gates operating in the
city are manned at the same. time by a person -- so the gate alternative is another
drawback to that.
·
·

I

. Bids for Replacement of Stage Curtains: Mr. Bitz indicated that although we currently
have bids out for replacement of the stage curtains at the Auditorium, once those
bids are realized it will take approximately 2-3 months to make those curtains. Right
now, we desperately need to do a bit of repair work on some of the blacR curtains that
. hang on the stage. He simply wants the commissioners to be aware that there are
several events scheduled that will need these curtains, so he wants to go ahead and
gets those fixed. He said he will spend as little money.as possible, but he does
./
need to keep them hanging until they get something better. The commissioners indicated
they understood the situation.
RE:

COUNTY SURVEYOR •..•••••• Bob Brenner

Re: Bridge & Guardrail Report - W/E 6/l/84 : Mr. Brenner .said ~hey cut weeds,
cleared guardrail and painted ends on the following: Green River Rd., State Road,
·#6 School Road, Old Petersburg Rd.; Browning Road, and Old State Road. They rip rapped
McCutchan Road. Installed new 12-inch C.M.P. on Old Henderson Road and backfilled
53's, and compacted on Old Petersburg Rd ••••••• report received and filed.
...

~

01 d Henderson Road Culvert: Mr. Brenner said he did rtot /krib~;"'i·~;;_ttle Commissioners got
the report concerning the Old Henderson Road culvert. The culvert we put in (he thinkl
·he showed the Commissioners the photos· of another culvert that:had been blocked by
massi~e pieces of concrete which caused about a 5-acre flood\ri~h,t:;ne~r t:1e··boat ramp)
the h1ghway department went out there and they could barely move:·:tt w1th the gradall,
but it is open and draining. As far as the concrete is concerried.s:twe're still trying
to figure out who put it there ---no one will confess to it.
··

}}',Maryland Street Bridge: Mr. Brenner said another matter he was to get back to the
··· ·· Commissioners on with a report was the Maryland Street Bridge. Mr. Easley has been out
· to look underneath it. Mr. Brenner also took Mr. Guillaum and Mr. Hartman (bridge
engineer) and John Vezozzo (who has had a great deal of iron-working experience) out
there on separate occasions to look at the bridge. They all reached the same conclusion
one that has been reached before -- we believe it would be advisable to close the bridge
to all traffic or replace it. There is the option of limiting it to automobile traffic
.. only, but Mr. Brenner said. he is not certain we can enforce that. The trucks going
across the bridge (he does not wish to say any bridge that shakes~ as all bridges have
· some movement in them) -- but when a truck goes across this bridge, the movement is
. interesting. It's deteriorated in the tipper structure and the lower structure. In
.~:> · .1978, we spent $38,000 putting steel in the webs of the 'floorbeams and crossbeams;
and he'd venture to say we spent $12,000 hanging the exbracing back under it at va.rious
.:,;Ji-.,stages (we had three contracts). The exbraci ng is hanging down now and has been for
. ';;·six months. Maybe that's not critical, but the deteriorated condition of the steel -re is no engineer that's going to be able to tell you that that' pr_i.dge w,j)l stand
. -~h~ traffic that it's seeing right,..now. ··.Jhere'.~- a 1.4::-~~on~.Joad,ti~~.t~}"Xou c~uld
by w1th putting a 4-ton limit on it,·but because of the demand for truck traff1c
·across it, he believes the trucks will cross it no matter what load limit is posted.
He does not see how the county can adequately enforce it. Commissioner Cox asked if w
have a traffic count on that bridge. Mr. Brenner said 6,600 was the last count. Mrs.
Cox said that she knows that between 3:30 - 4:00 p.m. there are at least 30-40 cars
at Maryland and St. Joe Avenues on Maryland, backed up toward the east side. She
doesn't see much truck traffic, but she does know that a lot of people who work in the
northern part of the area use that as a commuter cut-off. Mr. Brenner said he knows.
this. Further, it is just as bad at the other end trying to get in or out (at Fulton
and Maryland). If you want to turn north on Fulton you can't get out. Mr. Easley
interjected that we had some experie~ce with this a short time ago. The railroad had
the bridge closed for right at 45 days, repairing tbe tracks. It does cause some
traffic jams. Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Brenner if he had an engineer's estimate.
on his plans and, if so, would he care to divulge that secretly? Mr. Brenner said,
., "No, it's about $400,000. Mr. Brenner noted that it would be his guess that if we
have a Federal project, the two sandstone piers that are there and quite adequate for
1

I
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this type of bridge -- will have to be replaced. It's unusual to obtain Federal funds
and go in and use parts of what is already there •. But still, you could spend up to a
million dollars and save fifty percent. If the new bridge cost $1 million, your cost
would only be $200,000. President Borries said he had a phone conversation with
David Gerard before he ·left for vacation prior to last week's meeting of the Board of
Commissioners, and he indicated that the current design on the bridge wouldn't really
be any problem. As he sees it, the problem would merely be for them trying to meet
all the deadlines they would have to meet (public hearings, etc.) in relation to the
project. Mr. Brenner said he doubted if David Gerard had ever seen their design ••• they
haven't laid it out anywhere. Commissioner Willner asked if we had State approval on
it? Mr. Brenner said, 11 Not really! 11 Commissioner Cox asked if it is high enough?
Mr. Brenner said that it was. All of those have been approved by the Department of
Natural Resources, the Corps of Engineers, the Coastguard, etc. Commissioner Cox asked
if it had to be elevated, to which Mr~ Brenner replied that it cannot be. We'vearched
it in the middle 1-ft. over what it is now, but because of the railroad tracks and
the levee there is no way to further elevate it. One way we got around this was that
it was a repair. Even though we were taking the super structure and the deck off, we
were using. the existing piers. Commissioner Cox asked how long it will be before we
know about the Federal·funding --has that been approved? Mr. Brenner said it had
not. Commissioner Willner noted that to be precise, it has been disapproved -- at
least for Fiscal year 1984. President Borries remarked that Mr. Gerard said that if
we reapply, that he felt that funds were almost a certainty for funding year 1985. The
big problem would be app1ying with all the deadlines they have to meet in getting
certain information, holding all the necessary hearings, and forwarding of materials.
Commissioner Cox asked if it was denied because of no monies? President Borries said
that possibly it was because they couldn't meet the current deadlines insofar as
getting everything together -- he has no idea. Commissioner Willner said it was his
understanding during the conversation that it was due to lack of funding and they would
have a new·State budget beginning July 1st, and that is why it would get approval next
year. Mr. Brenner said in. seeking Federal funds there are· two things against us:
First~ our overall inventory ·'-- we•re rated high in the state, like in the top four -that's against us. The other thing is that we do have the money to do it. This is one
time the bridge itself will qualify -- there's no doubt about it -- it's in enough of a
deteriorated condition that there will be noquestion about that. Commissioner Willner
asked the time_limit on using precast concrete-- three months, four .months? Mr.
Brenner said he doesn't know •••• possibly 60-90 days. He said that is the information.
they're waiting .for from the state. They were ·to do the spacing of the pre-stress
in 'beams and we've been waiting about four weeks. Every week it was to have been done;
today they turned us down and .said they had made a contact. with Purdue for them to do
it for us. Thus, we're in contact· with Purdue. ·Commissioner Willner said he would
certainly like to enjoy the opportunity of Federal funds, but he would also hate to
close the bridge for a period of one (1) year until we got those funds in line. In
light of what everybody seems to agree(the bridge should be closed immediately) he would
like to shift our Federal funding to Kentucky Avenue, because that could well sit there
for a year or two -- and go ahead and do Maryland Street Bridge with local funds.
Commissioner Cox asked if Kentucky Avenue would qualify for Federal funds? She
thought Federal funding was allowed for those bridges in a deteriorated state. Mr.
Brenner said he did not know, she would need for Mr. Gerard to tell her that. She said
we had some other projects which tie in with the transportation plan -- the widening of
Fulton Avenue, replacement of the Kratzville/5th Avenue Bridge, etc. How much money
will we need for that? Commissioner Willner remarked we'd shorted our bridge account
basically by $300,000. Mrs. Cox said her concern over Maryland Street is that we're
faced here with the railroad track, which is dangerous because it lies right on the
bridge itself almost. It's still going to be a two-lane. Maryland Street is narrow;
. the whole idea of the Columbia-Delaware Overpass was to carry the big, heavy traffic
thru the area. Here we are, thinking in terms of spending almost a'half million dollars
for really no improvement whatsoever insofar as the traffic plan is concerned -- because
cars are not going to move any faster·over the new two-lane than they do right now.
Mr. Brenner said this is absolutely right. Mrs. Cox said this is an absolute shame.
This would be a beautiful place to develop a marina of some kind on Pigeon Creek; it
would-be ideal in that area-- but we've got the railroad track to contend with on one
side, which almost negates that. She said this is her big concern. If we're going to
replace the bridge, what are we going to do about the traffic? It is going to take
time to get everything in line to replace it -- we're talking about six (6) months
to get everything ready to start. Wh,at are we going to do in the interim? Close the
bridge right now, proceed immediately to replace it,anp how long are we talking about
(continued)
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here? As she understands it, the two proposals are to close the bridge (block off
Maryland Street} or replace the bridge. Mr. Brenner pointed out that the third
alternative is to lower·the weight limit to passenger vehicles 4-tons and under.
He said you just can't do that -- you've got to enforce it. You've got to make certain
heavier vehicles stay off the bridge. He said that is the one concern he has. We've
had load limits placed a lot of places around town -- and we've never successfully
enforced it. We've chased coal trucks· all over the northern end of the county -- and
they still go where they feel like going. Commissioner Cox then asked what repairs
would be needed if we limit the bridge to passenger cars only -- and questioned the
one big piece hanging down that is very visible? Mr. Brenner pointed out that oddly
enough that particular piece is more cosmetic than anything. There is nothing to weld
it back to, which is why it was left ~lone. It's a sway bar·type thing and doesn't
particularly add to the stability of the bridge. It looks awful -- and he's had a
lot of phone calls concerning this eyesore. Commissioner Willner pointed out that the
problem with limiting the bridge to passenger vehicles only is that when there is a
train, you may have as many as 4-5 automobiles on the bridge at one time; if so, that
weighs almost as much as a truck. Mr. Brenner said, however, that the trucks are
considered a Shock load he doesn't believe we'll have that problem with cars. It
was noted that the new bridge would have low rails, enabling drivers to see somewhat
better. Commissioner Willner asked that if we decide to limit the bridge to car traffic
only and seek these funds, do they then have to send the design and obtain approval -they've already received DNR approval, so who else would have to approve it? Mr. Brenner
said he thought we'd have to start all over with a new design. As indicated previously,
he believes we'd have to use new piers. -Commissioner Wi-llner asked how soon Mr. Brenner
thought we could find out on that? Mr. Brenner said no one will: ~ell you until you
submit the plans. If we submit our plans, it is ·going to take a period '.of time for
them to say n0
You come thru a 1ist; and when it's your turn ,you're ·reviewed. ·
Commissioner Willner said this is not an easy decision. Mr •. ·Brenner said 'he doesn't
want to put words in Andy Easley's mouth, but the time ·hasS'cbrne :-• he and Mr. Easley
agree that we must make one of the three choices~ Mr. Easle.Y~:S:atd he agrees; however,
he believes the third alternative would permit us to go anbtti'er)fear with the bridge -~
if we can enforce keeping the trucks off the bridge and letting:.:'()!l;~y automohiJes use i 1
The only reason we'd go another year is that some assurance coulqi~'be made that the
Federal carrot is indeed going to drop in our mouths. Mr.· Brenner said the possibility
exists that we will not get the Federal funds and then we're back·to either make the
decision to replace the bridge or leave it closed. Commissioner Cox said thinking in
terms of the truck traffic which would use the area, it wouldn't be toa much of an
inconvenience for trucks coming up Park Street from Kent Plastics to cut over and get
on Columbia-Dela~are. Wabash Avenue is also not too far down, which they could pick
up and get on the Columbia-Delaware Overpass. Commissioner Willner said they can get
there ••• there is no reason they can't. Mr. Brenner said the fines are stiff for being
overload; if a big truck went across the bridge with a 4-ton limit, his fine could
conceivably be $800-$900. If you stick them, it's on the incentive plan. He pointed
out this would be under City jurisdiction. It's a City bridge which we maintain--and
the sheriff could also do this -- it overlaps. Mr. Brenner talked to him and he said
it would be up to the City police. CommissMner Willner·said'we'reldoing"a:·.lot of
speculation insofar as the Federal money is concerned. Is there some way that Mr. Brenne~
could talk with Mr. Gerard this· week and get a pretty·:clear understanding as to what our
realistic chances are at this point? Then we could go ahead and make the immediate
decision here to go ahead and limit it. to car traffic. ·Based on Mr. Brenner's feelings,
if we don't have any chances, then we need to not only close the bridge to passenger
'}traffic but go ahead and make a decision to use local money and do it this year. Mr.
'13renner said they're sending the wrong man. ,He is biased -- he's had it happen to him
·several times. First Avenue was a Federal project coming; X-Bridge was a Federal .· ·.·..,
project coming -- and both ended up the same way -- we ·did them. Commissioner Cox
that Maryland Street, according to four people's op·inion here, is in a deteriorated .
state. We couldn't say that about either the First Avenue or X-Bridge projects. Mr.
Brenner said we could about X-Bridge --it was pretty awful. Mrs. Cox said that is
questionable. But at that time, as she understands it, bridge funds were only available
for replacement of delapidated structures. She thinks they have now eased up a bit on ·
how the funds can be used. But certainly Maryland Street ought to qualify -- even under
the old rules. Mr. Brenner said he hopes so -- but he is not optimistic. That is why
the Commissioners do not want to send him to talk with Gerard; he will come back and
paint the picture black -- because he doesn't believe them-- that's just the way he is.
He simply doesn't believe Federal funds are coming. ·Mr. Brenner said the Commissioners
need to make the decision regarding this bridge -- he can't make it for them. Mrs. Cox

1

11

11

11

11

;

•
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said she would think we need from the Traffic Engineering Department a number of
detour signs, etc.,-- we can't just wait until they get down there ready to go across
the bridge and have a weight limit on it. It needs to be posted at major inter_sections.
Mr. Brenner said he agrees; and it is not like it is going to fall down tomorrow -but we need to do sometning. You can't enact an Ordinance that quickly anyway. But we
do need to make a step forward -- somewhere there's the circumstance you don't want to
hear about •. Mrs. Cox said she doesn't want a situation similar to the one which
occurred up in the northern part of the state, where ·a big truck went across and crashed
in. You can at that point, of course, pinpoint them -- and she's sure they paid a
heavy fine -- but we don't want that to happen here. Commissioner Willner said he
thinks the Commissioners need a week to take the matter under advisement and talk with
Mr. Gerard, in view of what Mr. Brenner has said. President Borries said he is not so
sure we shouldn't begin to look at developing an Ordinance and asking the City to
begin the detour routes .•••••• Mr. Brenner said he would recommend going with the 4-ton
load limit right away; he wouldn't mess with that, because it takes time to get that
done. President Borries asked that Mr. Easley also talk with Mr. Gerard and see what
the timetable here is; we don't want a·lot of "ifs
We may want something in writing
as quickly as we could get it. That would help in the decision -- if we knew that
money would be available next year. Commissioner Cox said she thought placing a
4-ton load limit on the bridge would certainly protect the county. in case something
would happen. If it is left at 14-tons and a 10-ton truck goes over it and something
happens -- then ••.•• ~.Commissioner Willner said that if it is posted at the major
intersections and properly posted well advance, he would think ••••••• Mr. Brenner said
he doesn't think that is how it's posted now. He thinks there is a 14-ton limit sign
posted within spitting distance of the bridge. President Borries then entertained a
motion that the Commissioners have the attorney begin to prepare a truck route around
the bridge and limit the load limit to four (4) tons. The Commissioners then queried
Mr. Easley as to whether he thought the 4-ton limit would be advisable. Mr. Easley
said, "Use your own·judgment". In discussing loaded pick-up trucks, it was noted
that it depends.on whether the truck is carrying feathers or sand! A pick-up truckload
of sand was estimated at 6,000 pounds. Mention was also made that trucks carrying
concrete weigh about 40,000 lbs. It was pointed out that the Columbia-Delaware Overpass
bears a tremendous load at times; there may be a truckload of gravel coming· from one
direction with a concrete truck from the other. President Borries then indicated the
Commissioners "i1ow are in agreement to have the County Attorney draft the Ordinance,
establishing the 4-ton load limit and getting. with the City officials to determine
the detour route well in advance. 'It .was subsequently determined that a vote would not
be required on t~e issue since there was no opposition.
11

I

•

Blacktopping of Various Bridges & Culverts: Mr. Brenner continued by stating that a
while back they started compiling a list of various bridges and culverts that needed
to be blacktopped. He said it has grown so much that he thought they could do it by
soliciting bids, but since we're now in the $30,000 - $40,000 bracket, they will have
to advertise. In response to Commissioner Cox's query, Mr. Brenner said surface would
be hot-mix blacktop. At the request of the Commissioners, Mr.·Brenner read the list
of locations for the record as follows:
·
1)

~~

4)

5)

I

J$~t;~~~'!l

9)

10)

11)

12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)

18)
19)

Schutte Rd. -- 500 ft. N. of Broadway
Rosenberger Ave. -- 400 ft. S. of Hogue Rd.
Hogue Rd. -- between tracks 125 ft. L of Vanness Ave.
Red Bank Rd. -- 900 ft. S. of Hogue Rd.
Wimberg Rd. at the railroad -- right on the City/County line
Schenk Rd. -- 400 ft. W. of Orchard Rd.
01 d Boon vi 11 e Highway. at the Crawford-Brandeis Extension ..~;;~tifJ;~f){;'Ji~1~~~4lf~J,~£f§ii!M:~t?:,;r;;t;;:,
Petersburg Rd. :.. S~ of Schlensker Rd.
., ·
.
N. Green River Rd. -- 1,200 ft. S. of Ruston
Unnamed bridge on Boonville-New Harmony-- 1,300 W. of Darmstadt
Bridge #44 - Baseline Rd. near Highway 57
Bridge #88- Mt. Pleasant Rd.(l,OOO W. of U.S. Highway 41)
Bridge #110 - Old State Rd. at Eissler Rd.
Bridge #47 - Prince Rd. over Pond Flat "C"
Owensville Rd. -- 1,800 ft. S. of I-64
Bridge #73 on Old Owensville Rd. over Pond Flat Main
Unnamed culvert on Adler Rd. l/2 mi. W. of St. Joeseph Ave.
Unnamed culvert on Hillview Rd. l/4 mi. S. of St. Wendel
Volkman Rd. - 2 unnamed culverts/Bluegrass Creek

Mr. Brenner said they totaled the hot-mix and came up with 830 tons of blacktop to
(continued)
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accomplish these projects. The City has ~ bid in bigger quantities of some $30.00,
and Mr. Brenner hopes we can get it at around $40.00, which amounts to some $30,000 •
. It will be more expensive because it is in smaller quantities. He said since we're
going to have to bid it, he will draw up a sketch indicating how many feet we want to
go from the bridge, etc. Commissioner Cox asked if these bridges and culverts are in
good shape on the underneath side. Mr. Brenner said most of them are.new; there are
none on this list which were in danger of replacement. Mr. Brenner said that while
this is an incomplete list, it is what we will bid at this time. He remarked that it
takes a long time for one person to drive around and measure these.-- we need to do
more. Commissioner Cox asked.Mr. Brenner if he is proposing that this be completely
done by a private firm and he said "oh yes!" Corrunissioner Willner.made a motion that
the County Surveyor be authorized to advertise for prices on the hot-mix blacktop,·etc.for
the main structured bridges. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.

I

RE:

COUNTY ENGINEER ••••.•• Andy Easley

Mr. Easley advised that he contacted Mr. Wilbert Zeller this past week concerning the
" .. /
ditch which is currently full of concrete. Mr. Zeller said the concrete material came '
from a driveway that he had removed at his private residence at 1005 Meadowbrooke Drive
.and while he was out of town he had someone haul the concrete material away from his
property. While he did instruct the individual to put the material in that particular .
area, he did not specifically tell him to fill over the east end of the culvert. He
. said this was done inadvertently, and he will remove it. Mr. Easley said he visited
the area one night last week, but did not get to see Mr. Zeller as he was out of town.
He and Mr. Zeller plan to get together to discuss the possibility:of the County lending
some assistance in the cleaning of a 24" - 30 storm drain {300ft. long). Mr. Zeller
says the drain serves the subdivision and it is full" of mud which has come off a farmer's field. Mr. Zeller wants to know if ·the County will clean it? Mr. Easley said ·
he has not as yet discussed the matter with Bill Bethel to determine whether this is
in his jurisdiction or whether his department has the capabil-ity.·._._ T-he drain runs west
of Meadowbrooke; there is a break of some four to five feet i.n the pipe, and there is
a culvert under Meadowbrooke. The concrete was piled at the east_end of the culvert
under Meadowbrooke; but, again, Mr. Zeller was very cooper~tiveand>said he would get
this material moved~ Mr. Easley said he will endeavor to get with Mr. Zeller this week.
Commissioner Willner said he wondered if he got the correct name last week., as he had
···. a call from the Health Department and they mentioned a "Jerome Zeller. Commissioner
Cox noted, however., that this is an entirely different matter. She bel~eves the
· matter concerning "Jerome" Zeller involves property on Boehne Camp Road. In conclusion,
Mr. Easley said he will get back to the Commissioners with a report after he and
·-._.Mr. Wilbert Zeller have had an opportunity to get together.
11

I

11

Ohio River Bank Erosion Protection: Mr. Easley indicated he had one final item to
bring to the attention of the Commissioners. He has prepared a letter to the District
Engineer in Louisville (typed by the Commissioners' secretary) for the Commissioners'
signatures. He said this "Letter of Intent follows the format previously approved
by County Attorney David Miller, which came out of the information brochure sent to us
by the Corps of Engineers. Mr. Easley indicated the Commissioners should read the·
letter thoroughly (insofar as the fine print) prior to signing it. The letter will
then be held until such time as Mr. Easley has the accompanying photos. Hopefully, he
·.will have those by Friday of this week and the letter can then be forwarded. The
letter read as follows:
11

~ ...Andrew

Easley, Jr. P.E.
ty Highway Engineer

I

District Engineer
U. S. Army Engineer District, Louisville
P. 0. Box 59
Attn: ORLPD-l
Louisville, Kentucky 40201
RE: Ohio River Bank Erosion Protection
at Mile 806, Vancerburgh County, Indiana
Dear Sir:
The Vanderburgh County Corrunissioners (herinafter called "Sponsor") are
interested in obtaining assistance in alleviating a Bank Erosion problem in
the Ohio River at subject location south of Dogtown in Union Township. This
(continued)
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location is approximately 1.6 miles west of the L &N Railroad-Ohio River Bridge,
measuring along the Old Henderson·Road. In this regard, the Sponsor
requests that the Corps of Engineers proceed with a study to determine the practiability and current economic feasibility of obtaining such assistance under the
Continuing Authority Program. We understand that this letter specifically does
not obligate the Sponsor to any expenditure·.of funds or to any legal or
financial actions at this time.

I

The Sponsor is aware that its' responsibility in project participation
includes the following:
a.
Provide without cost to the United States, all lands, easements,
rights-of-way, access routes, relocations and alterations of all buildings,
utilities, highways, highway bridges, sewers, and facilities, whether or not shown
on the project plans, necessary for project construction and subsequent operation
and maintenance of the project.
b.
Hold and save the United States free from damages due to the
construction, operation, and maintenance of the project excep'ting damages,
if any, due to the fault or negligence of the United States or its' contractors,
and adjust all claims concerning water rights, if applicable.
c.
Maintain and operate the project after completion without cost to the
United States in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary of
the Army.
d.·
Assume full respon$ibility for all project costs ·in excess of the
Federal cost. limitation, according to statute of $250,000.00.
e.
Execute a final and legally binding local assurance agreement
incorporating all above required measures of local co-operation.

I

We have received and reviewed a sample assura-nce agreement that is
typical of the binding agreement to be signed by Federal and local interests
prior to construction activity. We understand that detailed project costs
will be determined by the District Engineer near the completion of plans and
specifications, and we further·understand that construction of any project
under the Continuing Authority Program is ·contingent upon showing that the
considered works ofimprovement·are cost effective and in the overall public
interest for· reducing flood damages.
The Sponsor will use county highway funds for future maintenance of these
projects.
In carrying out the specified non-federal responsibility for the potential
project, the Sponsor agrees to comply with the provisions of the "Uniform·
Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970",
Public Law 91-646, approved January 2, 1971, and Section 221, Public Law 91-611,
approved December 31, 1970, as amended.
We have rece~~ved and are familiar with the provisions of Title VI of the
"Civil Rights Act of 1964", ·Public Law 88-352 , and the "Uniform Relocations
Assistance and Real Property-Acquisition Policies Act of 1970", Public Law
91-646, and our attorney, David Miller, has advised us that the Sponsor is .
legally and financially capable of entering into binding and enforceable
contractual agreements pursuant to the provisions of Section 221 of Public L&w

I

... 91-6~·1,:.. ~, , '·, ,;'. :rl,t~·:,_c;~~:;~JH::;r.N~t
-~,·1!~:'., ·.-~--~·,::~~~~~-.~~. A~
. .
·rt is the intention o the Sponsor to use ts authority n fulfilling .
the above-listed measures of local co-operation. It is understood that the
purpose of the letter ts to·establish the Sponsor's intent and does not constitute a contract involving the expenditure of any set sum of money.

Sincerely, ·
·The Board of Commissioners of
the County of Vanderburgh
Richard J. Borries, President
Robert L. Willner, Vice-President
Shirley Jean Cox, Member

David Jones,
County Attorney

File 81022
(continued}
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Commissioner Cox remarked that in all fairness, they looked at this spot when they
were looking at the other place. The Commissioners took them down there and told
them this would probably be coming up -- but she did not dream that it would be this
quickly. It has really eaten into the bank. Commissioner Berries passed the letter
to Attorney David Jones for his review, prior to having the Commissioners sign the
letter. (Note: See Page 17 of these minutes for motion approving this letter.)
RE:

COUNTY HIGHWAY •.•••.•• Bill Bethel

President Berries stated that Mr. Bethel is currently out of town, so he will present
the County Highway Reports to the Commissioners in·Mr. Bethel's behalf.

I

Weekly Absentee Report: President Berries submitted the Weekly Absentee Report of the
employees at the County Garage for the period May 29th thru June lst •.••• report ·
received and filed.
·
·
Weekly Work Report: Attached to the Work Report was the following work schedule
for the same time period •••••••. report received and filed.
Paving: Hillsdale Rd.·
'·Pulling
Shoulders: Schlensker Rd and McCutchan Rd.
Mowing: Darmstadt Rd., St. Joe Av. , Mohr Rd., Oak ·Hi 11 Rd. , Hedden Rd.-~ Mi 11 ersburg Rd. ,
Kansas Rd., One section of Green River Rd., Heckel Rd., Huebner Rd., part of
Boonville-New Harmony Rd., part of Baseline Rd., St; George, St·henk, Orchard,
Hinch-Peters, Lynch, Old State Rd., and Schmitt Lane.
·
Patch:

I

Audubon Drive, Burkhart· Rd., Intersection of Millersburg Rd, and Green River Rd.,
Schlensker Rd., McCutchan Rd., Bromm Rd., Barton Rd., and Nisbet Rd.

Grading: Happe, Schissler Rd., Old Henderson Rd.
Gradall: ·St. Joe Avenue, South Weinbach, Old Henders.on Rd., Hill Top Rd., Green River
Rd., and Hirsch Intersection.
RE:

REPORT OF APPRAISERS IN MATTER OF STATE VS. JAMES SCHOONOVER ET AL &
VANDERBURGH COUNTY

President Borrjes stated the Commissioners received a Report of Appraisers in Matter of
State vs. James Schoonover et al &Vanderburgh County. He passed this along to
County Attorney David Jones.
RE:

REQUEST OF ELMER BUCHTA TO MOVE A HOUSE

-

The meeting proceeded with President Berries reading the following letter from
M.r. Elmer Buchta:
Building Commission
·William Zimmerman ·
310 Civic Center
ville, IN 47708

Elmer Buchta, Inc. requests permits to move a house that has been cut
in two (2) sections. We will travel from Warrick County on County Rd. BOON
to Elberfield; we will go.west at Elberfield to State Road 57; south on 57
about .8 mile, then will travel west on Seven Hills to Volkman Rd. to Old
State Rd. Take Old State Road north to Haubstadt Jet. We will cross State
Road 41 into Haubstadt.
Stan Ziliak is the owner of this house.
.on June 11, 1984.

If approved, plan to move house

Sincerely,
Jim Brace
P.s.

Comaier Services will be on this move with us
for traffic control.

·(continued)

I

.

'
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Commissioner Willner moved that Mr. Buchta be granted permission to move the house,
as requested. Motion was seconded by Comrilissioner Cox~· So ordered. President Borries
stated that we also need to notify the news media, as this could tie up some traffic
here and there.

I

RE: APPOINTMENTS TO VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM ADVISORY BOARD
President Borries said he had asked the Commissioners to each submit one name for
appointments to the Auditorium Advisory Board; the County Council (the budgetary body)
would submit two names; so this Advisory Board would be five (5) in number~ Names
submitted by the Board of Commissioners were as follows:
Joseph E. O'Daniel -- 850 S. Meadow Road
Robert Hayden -- R.R.#5, Boonville-New Harmony Rd.
Mrs. Jo Merrill -- 20 Adams Avenue
The above-named were declared the nominees of the Board of Commissioners to serve
on the Vanderburgh Auditorium Advisory Board for a period of two (2) years. President /./
Borries said the County Counci 1 would be meeting on Wednesday, .June 6th, and hopefully .
they will have· nominees at that time, so we can get this Board in action as soon as
possible. As previously indicated in today's meeting, one of their first tasks will
be to take a look at the Vanderburgh Auditorium Parking Lot Proposal.
RE:

MONTHLY REPORT FROM THE CLERK OF THE CIRCUIT COURT

Commissioner Borries said he had a copy of the Monthly Report from the Clerk of the
Circuit Court for month ending March 30, 1984 •••••••.• report received and filed.
RE:

OLD BUSINESS
,.

I

I

Among the items of old business, President Borries said he wanted to again emphasize
the importance of the Data Processing Board ..••• as we look at it for some long-range
'.: planning, particularly as budget time approaches for the county. There will also be
_.. representatives from the City on this Board, and much of what they would discuss would
' be to look at various requests to see if they are possible, to see what kind of longrange planning we need to do in this particular area. In looking at that Ordinance,
he said the Commissioners will need to appoint two members to that Board. ·Two members
., would also be appointed by the Mayor or the Internal Board of Public Works of the
. :,.City -- at the Mayor's discretion. If at all possible, President Borries said these
. appointments should be made by next week so we can get that Board operational. as
<'quickly as possible. The budget season will be upon us, which means there will be a
lot of requests and discussion concerning what kinds of expanded services can be done
by data processing and what the cost of those would be. While neither a member of the
City Council nor the County Council is on the Board, we would certainly want to invite
them and ask for their imput as well, since they would have to consider any funding
increases considered by this particular Board. President Borries said that without
having to change the Ordinance, it would be his suggestion that we ask them to participate and offer any suggestions wherever possible. But since this is already a ten (10.)
member board and would include many of the major _users of data processing, he doesn't
believe we would want to enlarge the Board per se. The commissioners were all in .
· .:· · agreement. Commissioner Cox said she did have one question; she thinks it was recom··· mended that the Commissioners appoint 11 Citizen 11 members to this Board, which is already
well endowed with City/County officials. What would be the ramifications for an
. ividual \'fho perhaps in the private sector that would b~ willing to ser~e _and_,,,is ~-a. i!ii'_~~-~~~;,
nterested 1n government, but maybe would be in the posit1on to offer a b1d or sell ""
some of the products that his company furnishes to the City or County. Would he be
exempt from doing business with the City or County if he-serves on this Board? Attorney
Jones said this is just an Advisory Board. The general rule is that anybody in that
situation not sit in judgment upon any situation where that individual's business
connection comes into play. Since ~he Advisory Board has no voting power, no authority
other than to study, advise, recommend, counsel, etc., and it all comes back to the
Commissioners, he sees no problem with this. Individuals in this situation do not set
policy, they do not accept bids, they cannot direct anybody to purchase, etc. Again,
President Borries said he would definitely like to make those appointments next week.
He will also direct correspondence to the City officials to make sure they do likewise
so discussions can take place before budget time.
(continued)
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LETTER TO DISTRICT ENGINEER RE OHIO RIVER BANK.EROSION

President Berries stated that after reviewing the letter to the District Engineer
concerning the Ohio River Bank Erosion problem, which was prepared by Mr. Easley,
County Attorney David Jones thinks it is in order and he has signed it. Therefore,
a motion was entertained for the Commissioners to sign the letter so it could be
forwarded. Motion was made by Commissioner Cox that the designated letter be
signed. Commissioner Willner provided a second to the motion. So ordered.

1

RE:
CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE
Old Republic Insurance Company: President Berries said we have a Certificate of
Insurance from Old'Republic Insurance Company to cover.claims arising out of
Peabody Coal Company's use of Vanderburgh Convention Center on Saturday, June 2, 1984,
for a Safety Banquet. It was noted that th~ were very pleased with the facility; this
is the first time they've used it, and they have already booked another engagement there.
RE:

CLAIMS

Vanderburgh County Soil &Water Conservation District: Claim in the amount of $985.00
. to cover the second half of their 1984 budget. Motion was made Qy Commissioner Willner
that this claim be approved for payment. Commissioner·Cox provided a second to the
motion. So ordered.
·
Steve Baker: This claim covers a refund on a duplicate Plumbing Permit #6715 in
the amount of $35.00. Motion to approve this claim for paYment was made by Commissioner·
Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES •. ~ ••••.••• Releases

Clerk of Circuit &Superior Courts
Arlene Harelson

3607 Herrmann Rd.

Dep. Clk.

$412i'2_6/pay

ro:

6025 Broadway

Deputy

$10,760/yr.

Eff: 6/4/84

7601 Hogue Rd.
3512 Koring Rd.
2026 W. Michigan
6912 Cliftwood Dr.
6000 Apple Grove
2154 E. Monroe
Kramers Drive
12650 Apache Pass

P.T.
P.T.
P.T.
P.T.
P.T.
P.T.
P.T.
P.T.

6/4/S·I

Voters Registration Office
· . Rosemary Munsterman
Burdette Park
Mike Gerard
Brooke Heathcotte .
Laura Hutchison
Sharon Jankowski
Chris Branham
Greg Franklin
Lori Wagner
Michael Johnson
RE:

Ground $4.00/hr.
Ground $4.00/hr.
Ground $4.00/hr.
Ground $4.00/hr.
Ground·$4.00/hr.
Ground $4.00/hr.
Ground $4.00/hr.
Ground $4.00/hr.

. Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

5/24/84
5/24/84
5/24/84
5/24/84
5/24/84
5/24/84
5/24/84
5/24/84

Eff:

6/4/81

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES •...•••. Appointments

Clerk of Circuit &Superior Courts
Voters Registration Office
Pamela Bailey

512 S. New York

Deputy

· $10,760/yr.

Prosecutor's Office
Carla Melinda Melloy

4300 Fickas

Investigator

$ 5.00/hr.

Eff: 5/29/84

Burdette Park
Brooke Heathcotte
Sharon Jankowski
Britt Heathcotte
Deidre Brenner

Guard
3512 Koring Rd.
Guard
6912 Cliftwood Dr.
Ex. Guard
3512 Koring Rd.
Ex. Guard
501 Senate Ave.

$ 3.60/hr.
$ 3.60/hr.
$ 3.35/hr.
$ 3.35/hr.

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

5/24/84
5/24/84
5/24/84
5/24/84

(continued}
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Kim Hankins
Dona Jo Barton
Tina Trauvetter

I
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3225
2908
3721
3010

Lemcar Lane
Lakeview Blvd.
Koressel Rd.
Harmony Way

Asst. Head Gd.
Extra Guard
P.T. Cashier
Extra Guard

$35.00/day
$3.35/hr.
$3.35/hr.
$3.35/hr.

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

5/24/84
5/24/84
5/24/84
5/24/84

Motion to approve all foregoing employment changes was made by Commissioner Willner,
with Commissioner Cox providing a second to the motion. So ordered.
RE:

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

President Berries said that insofar as scheduled meetings at this time, he has none
per se. , :_·; · . : ' · ·
Area Meetings
received s-ome
.Counties. He
have received

of·Association·of Indiana Counties: President Berries said he had
communication concerning the Area Meetings of Association of Indiana
will pass this along to the County Auditor; the Auditor may already
something concerning handicapped·requirements, etc.

Union Township {Marion Biggerstaff):. Pending the letter written to Mr. Biggerstaff
by the Commissioners concerning the deplorable condition of his property in Union
Township, President Berries said the 6:-week period will be up at the end of this
week -- since they last visited the subject property. Perhaps the Commissioners
should schedule a meeting next week to pay another visit to see if any improvements
have been made regarding this situation.
There being no further business to be brought before the Board of Commissioners
at this time, President Berries declared the meeting adjourned at 4:50 p.m.

I

PRESENT:

SECRETARY:

I

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard "Rick" Borries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Alice McBride

David Jones

COUNTY ENGINEER

COUNTY SURVEYOR

OTHER

Andy Easley

Robert Brenner

Walter Maude (Community
Cablevision)· ·,
Alan Shovers, Atty.

Joanne A. Matthews

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
June 11, 1984
The meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on June 11, 1984, at
2:30 p.m. in the Commissioners Hearing Room, with President Borries presiding.
The Chair entertained a motion concerning the minutes of the previous meeting.
Commissioner Willner moved that the minutes of the previous meeting held on Monday,
June 4, 1984, be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor and the reading of same
be waived. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
·
RE:

I

POOR RELIEF •....• PIGEON TOWNSHIP

John Brumbau - 614 Main Street: President Borries asked Mr. Brumbau to approach
the podium and state his name, address, and the nature of his request. Mr •. Brumbau
stated his name, gave his address as 614 Main Street, and said he is seeking rent
assistance. Mr. Berries asked Mr. Brumbau if he had previously seen the Trustee and,
if so, the nature of his request at that time. Mr. Brumbau said he had seen the
Trustee on May 9th concerning rent assistance -- which Trustee paid. President Borries
then asked Mr. Brumbau concerning his past-history, from his standpoint, why was he
denied assistance this time? Mr. Brumbau said he did not know -- Trustee's office
just said they were paying one (1) month. Mr. Brumbau stated that he had just gotten
out of a Correctional Center and has been seeking employment,·but as yet has not been
successful. President Borries asked Mr. Brumbau if has a parole officer or someone
else to whom he reports? The applicant said "Yes, Reverend Saunders in the Probation
Department in Circuit Court." He reports to him once a month. President Berries asked
what The Reverend Saunders' comments were when Mr. Brumbau went,to see 1lim. Mr. Brumbau
said he was not in. Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Brumbau if he wasfon ·tile Work Release
Program when he was in prison? He responded that he was not.' .;She. then asked if he
could work on the Workfare Program of the Pigeon TownshipTrusteeis office? Mr. Brumbau
said he had signed up for Social Security and SSI because h~.;]las~.~.bad b:ack, and he
has a doctor's appointment at 4:00 p.m. today -- he cannOt: cltl~zh~.~VY lift~tng or anything
like that. Commissioner Cox queried Mr. Brumbau concerning th¢\'~jlatvre of his last
employment~ He said he worked at the Civic Plaza Hotel. She ·then.asked i'f :he is unablr:l
to work there now b~cause of his physical disability?. Hesaid~;i:~~No;that~~:ithe reason
I went to a Correct1onal Center. It was thru the Civ1c Plaza:Hotel that h1s trouble
started-- but he is now living back there." President Borries·asked Mr,. Brumbau if
he is currently enrolled inany other kind of program. He said he plans to go to "OAR
. or something like that-- they help ex-felons obtain employment. He said he just found
the address and phone number of that agency when he went to get food stamps today.
11

President Berries asked the representative from the Trustee's office to approach the
podium. Ms. Louise Hall stated that she was the investigator for Mr. Brumbau. She
said he came to their office in May, and Mr. Goff paid a month's rent, explaining that
it would be for one (1) month only. When Mr. Brumbau came to their office on June 8th,
she asked the Tru·stee about the rent and she said they could just pay one {1) month.
Ms. Hall said had she kno~ that Mr. Brumbau had applied for Social Security, she
has several at Civic Plaza pending Social.Security --and they go along with them. But
she did not know that he had applied. President Berries then asked Mr. Brumbau if he
has already applied for Social Security -- or does he plan to apply? He said he applied
April 11th. Mr. Borries asked if there is some way he can verify that to the Trustee?
Mr. Brumbau then handed documents to Ms. Hall. She read the documents and said the
.,,,matter is pending, and if the Trustee gives her approval, then she can go ahead and pay
his rent. President Berries asked Mr. Brumbau if he is on food stamps, and he replied
in the affirmative. President Borries asked Ms. Hall that when a person comes back
. a Correctional Center. such as Mr.· Brumbau, doesn't his parole officer or someone
p him in relation to finding employment and counsel with him at this pOint? .-:she .~-'1~¥l~':t!v
said there should be-- but they have experienced the problem before where the Trustee~
has had to pay their rent and take care of them while they are on parole -- so she
doesn't know if the parole officer does that or not. Commissioner Willner said he
thought they were supposed to have a job before they came out. Ms. Hall said that
there are many who come out who have no place to go and don't have anything. Mr. Willner
then asked "what about the Halfway House? Sheriff Shepherd was present and interjected.
that that facility is for early-outers. He suggested that Mr. Brumbau should go to
the Offender Aid &Restoration Center on 8th Street -- they work to help offenders
find employment. President Berries said he then recommends that Mr. Brumbau contact
the Offender Aid & Restoration Center as quickly as possible; also, he should contact
The Reverend Saunders again as quicklY as possible -- because he might have some suggestions for Mr. Brumbau. President Berries asked Mr .. Brumbau that when he was employed
at the Civic Plaza Hotel -- were his problems the result of his employment or the fact
that he was living there? He indicated he "took things" while he was employed there.
(continued)
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In response to Commissioner Willner's query as to how long it takes to get reply
from Social Security, Ms. Hall said that it takes approximately six (6) weeks, depending
upon the doctor. Commissioner Cox commented that she had been reviewing the matter,
and she asked Ms. Hall if she knew on what part of the Trustee's Guidelines &Standards
Mr. Brumbau was refused assistance after only one (1) month? She said she can't see
where it says that applicants would only be eligible for.one (1) month. She said she
did note on his request and denial form that Alternate Resources were not contacted?
Could that be the basis·for the Trustee's refusal? Ms. Hall said she put this down
on the form because the Trustee said Ms. Hall could not pay his rent. She does not know
why the Trustee refused Mr. Brumbau, other than possibly the fact that she does not
know about the case -- Mr. Goff is the individual who paid the rent the previous month.
This was Ms. Hall's11 first time to see him (when he came in on June 8th) and the Trustee's
office tells them 0ne month only 11 to give them incentive to find a job so they will
not seek assistance on a steady basis. Ms. Hall reiterated that she has several at
Civic Plaza Hotel -- and she is telling them that now that the weather is pretty - they.
can find odd jobs doing yard work, etc. Sometimes they get in a slump -- as we all do -thinking that if it's going to come to them, then they don't have to worry about going ~
out to find work. President Berries asked Ms. Hall if we will know something about
Mr. 8rumbau's Social Security status within one (1) month? She said that we should.
Commissioner Willner moved that the Commissioners refer Mr. Brumbau. back to the Pi eon
Townshi Trustee and allow·him one 1 months aid from the Trustee, andre ort back
to the Board of Commissioners at that time. Commissioner Cox provided a second to the
motion. So ordered. President Borries instructed Mr. Brumbau to contact OAR and
The Reverend Saunders as soon as possible.
Ka~us NbeJ - 614 ·Main Street:
President Berries asked applicant to approach the podium
and state his name, address, and nature of his request. Mr. Noel2 stated his name,
gave his address as 614 Main Street (Civic Plaza Hotel) and said he is·seeking rent
assistance. He requested permission to present papers to President Berries (items
up to his last working day). He said he came to Evansville from South Carolina; a
tornado hit his place of employment and they are currently out of business. He said
he and his family were broke -- they went back to live with. their family -- and he
stayed here in Evansville where, hopefully, he could find employment.until such time
as his former place of employment is restored to operational condition. · In the interim,
he has to live and work somewhere. He said he has worked all of his life. He said
·
he would have had $100 (which would have paid his rent) except he had to put that up
because of a little incident that happened -- and he has to be here June 28th for a
Court date. He said he believes the reason he was denied assistance is because he was
given 27 hours to work. He said his rent was due on the 8th also. He went the
following day to C.A.P.E. and they said they had so many it didn't matter -- how many
were going to be over that day? In turn, they said that if he didn't want to work he
could come back some other day -- as long as he got his work done within the one month
time period. He said this was on a Thursday. He said he looked for a job on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday. And while this may sound like a repeated story about backs -- it
is not. He said he slipped on the steps at the Civic Plaza Hotel and his back has
been giving him problems. He also tried to sell his blood via the Blood Bank; however,
he has a health problem and they will not accept his blood. They have told him he has.
an infection (liver, kidney, or something) and they will not tell him for certain what
it is until they have reply on three reports they sent off. He said he has not been
back to C.A.P.E., as he has hardly left his room-- except to eat (which is not too
often sometimes). He said he wants to work, because he wants to get his family back •
. ·'""·;;He said he has no place to live -- and he has to be here on June 28th to appear in
:~~·~~~~Court (as indicated by t~e cash bond posted) •.. ~Pres~~.e~t Barrie~ ~sk~~ Ms~""~.~ll .."~! s~~ .
· · ''had any questions. · Comm1ssioner Cox asked Mr. Noel 1f· he has an· attorney~ He sa1d, ~No,
there were 12-15 witnesses ••• ! don't need an attorney." Ms. Hall commented that when
Mr. Noel came here in May, the Trustee authorized.her paying one (1} month's rent. On
the 8th of June he came in and said he had not worked his hours because of his being
sick, etc. She said she told him that if he had contacted them and let them know what
the problem was, they could have gone along with him. But having heard nothing, they
did not know he was hurt or whatever. Therefore, since he did not complete his hours
they did not pay his rent. She said he told her he went to C.A.P.E. and they told him
to go back home -- that they didn't need him. Ms. Hall said she felt that in a month's
time he could have worked a few of the hours, or the Trustee's office could have been
contacted to let them know what was going on. Commissioner Willner asked Ms. Hall how
many hours Mr. Noel owes the Trustee ··s program, to which Ms. Hall responded, 11 27" •
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It was Mr. Willner's recommendation that Mr. Noel work his.twenty-seven {27) hours
and make re-application. After very brief comment or two, Commissioner Willner made
motion that Mr. Noel work his twenty-seven (27}hours and then reapply to the Trustee
for aid.. .Commissioner Cox ·seconded the moti·on .. ·· So ordered.

I

Donald L. Morphew- 1153 Covert Ave.; Apt. B-1 (Knight Township): The Chair asked
Mr. Morphew to approach the podium and state his name, address, and nature of his
request. Mr. Morphew stated his name, gave his address as 1153 Covert Avenue, Apt. B-1
and said he needed assistance with his utility bill {SIGECO). He explained that he
received a bill from SIGECO April 9th or lOth. He said he took it back to them because
the March bill was as high as the February bill -- and he only lived in his previous
residence on Rheinhardt Ave. for two (2) weeks, as he lost his house via foreclosure.
Yet, the bill was still higher for half a month than it was for a whole month. He
said he has a bill where they charged him five (5) extra days in April·, because they
could not get into the house to shut off the gas. He said he rented the apartment
on Thursday, March 15th, and he moved in that weekend, He said he requested that
utilities be shut off on Rheinhardt on March 19th {he talked with a Mr. Eaton). Mr. Eaton.
told him they would not be in a position to shut off the utilities until Wednesday,
March 21st. Therefore, Mr. Morphew was there on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday and
. SIGECO never showed up to shut off the utilities. Mr. Morphew and his family had a
rummage sale on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. He did not go back to the house until
he received a bill which was mailed April 9th, which he received April lOth. He said
that was when he went to SIGECO to complain about the bill. Mr. Morphew stated that
Mr. Eaton (SIGECO) called Mr. Hadley at Union Federal on April lOth to make arrangements
to get the keys so Mr. Morphew could let SIGECO in to shut off the gas -- and the man
who read the meter said the meter had only been read three (3) times the prior year.
Mr.·Morphew said he knows that is true, because he would see SIGECO personnel walk past
his house reading other meters in the neighborhood. ·He said his meter is the only
·
meter on the block inside the house. Additionally,, SIGECO did not·':remember calling the
bank to request the keys. 'Mr. Morphew said he can provide.~.. photocopy concerning
this, if the Commissioners wish. Commissioner Willner asked::CMr~· Motphew if he works?
Mr. Morphew said he had an accident three (3) years ago and he was off eight months
for that. He subsequently went to work for a Pizza Hut restaurant, where he worked
several months. He then had to quit that job and subsequently worked for Orkin Pest
Control -- where he was later asked to resign, because they found out he was making
plans to see a psychiatrist and had been with Southwestern Mental Health (and still is)
. since February 1983. He said there are thirteen (13) doctors who say ·he has organic
· brain damage from the accident.· He said the only eyewitness to his accident said he
was thrown 30-ft. up in the air and came down head-first on the concrete. Another
individual in the room asked permission to speak, stating she is Mr. Morphew's sister.
She said Mr. Morphew is requesting assistance with his utility bill. He was mentally
disabled three (3) years ago due to an accident. Since that time, he has received
some help -- and his wife does work part time at K-Mart. He was denied help with this
bill. Commissioner Cox asked if Mr. Morphew is on Social Security? Ms~ Oglesby said
he has applied -- but he is not drawing Workmen's Comp or anything. There is a suit
pending in Ohio, where the accident occurred. It was noted that he did draw Workmen's
Comp for eight (8) months. Ms. Oglesby said he lost his house on Rheinhardt, and
his family got together and paid a $400 deposit to get him into the apartment on Covert
· Avenue -- but he is without gas and electric -- and has been -- for two weeks •.
.Commissioner Cox asked .how many people are in the household? . Ms. Oglesby responded,
"3" ••• the Morphews have a 9-year old son. She said Mrs. Morphew works part time at
K-Mart. With people going on vacation, etc:, she has been getting 40 hrs. per week
'j:he past month and she accepted it. The Trustee .told her she made too much money (she
ade $402. 00). Their apartment rent .is $255. 00/roonth. ,r: Commissioner Wi 11 ner noted that
$350.00 is the limit. Corrmissioner Cox asked if Mr·~ Morphew made application to any
other agencies for assistance? Mr. Morphew said he had been to C.A.P.E., Catholic
Charities and Patchwork Central. Commissioner Willner asked whether Mr. Morphew
applied for Project SAFE? He said he applied late ••••• and received some assistance.
Commissioner Willner asked if Mr. Morphew has made any payment at all to SIEGCO? HE
said he had -- in bits and pieces. Commissioner Willner commented that SIGECO had
a program called GAP
Mr. Morphew said the Congressman's secretary told him that
SIGECO had a program,you could get on thatr'(he'd never heard of it). He said he asked
Mr. Eaton about it at the time Mr. Eaton gave him a computer copy of his bill -- but
he said Mr. Morphew would have needed to come to him before they shut off the utilities.
Both Mr. Morphew and his sister stated that Mr. Morphew did not receive a shut-off
notice •.••• and without a shut-off notice you cannot get help. Commissioner Willner
then asked when Mr. Morphew applied for Social Security Disability, and it was noted
that it was some 14-15 months ago. Ms. Oglesby said the Social Security doctors denied
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his request, stating he is mentally and physically fit --and they cannot understand
why Indianapolis turned it down. In response to Commissioner Cox's query as to how
much the SIGECO bill is, Ms. Oglesby said the bill Mr. Morphew has shows $185.00, but
when she called SIGECO to find out the proper amount (they were going to try to pay it)
they said it was $235.60. She said she talked to Janet McKissick from Congressman
McCloskey's office, and she is the one who advised them to come to the Board of
Commissioners. Ms. Oglesby said Ms. McKissick also tried to help, but did not get
anywhere. Conrnissioner Willner asked if Mr. Morphew has an attorney who tried to
help him on his Social Security application? Ms. Oglesby said Mr. Morphew has an
attorney here (John Hamilton) and one in Ohio on the Workme.n •s Comp suit. She said
there is supposed to be another hearing; action is pending on moreinformation from the
doctors, etc. Ms. Oglesby stated the utility problem is the immediate problem.
Commissioner Willner asked if SIGECO gave Ms. Oglesby any indication as to why the
difference in the amounts on the bill? Mr. Morphew said he was down there twice
last week -- and SIGECO kept him confused the entire time. Ms. Oglesby said it was
her understanding from SIGECO was that they penalized him five (5) days because they
could not get into the house because the bank had the keys since they foreclosed on the
house. SIGECO said they couldn't get in -- so they added five extra days. Commissione~ .·/
Cox remarked that the bank should have to pay this! Again, she asked if this bi 11 is . '
on the former house on Rheinhardt? Both Ms. Oglesby and Mr. Morphew reiterated it was
for the house at 2737 Rheinhardt. Mr. Morphew remarked that he received his shut-off
notice for the apartment this past Friday -- and the utilities have been off for two
weeks; thus, SIGECO is a little behind! (It was subsequently noted that Mr. Morphew's
shut-off notice had gone to the wrong address, been sent back t.o the Po·st Office and
re-forwarded.)
The meeting proceeded with P~esident Borries asking the investigator from Knight
Township to approach the podium to offer her comments on this case. Emarie West said
that Mr. Morphew made application on April 30th, at which time his wife was making
$453.86/month. Request was denied because of $350.00 income limit .for family of three.
Application was made, again, thirty (30) days later. This time, his wife's income
was $402.39 ($52.00 over the income limit). Again, Mr. Morphew was given a denial
letter. She said they did make notation on application that he had applied for
Social Security. When he made application in April, he was asking for shelter
assistance. When he made application on May 31st, he was requesting utility assistance.
She said she does not believe he inquired about any type of SIGECO assistance back-in
April. Thus, he was given a 1etter of den i a1 because he was over income. She said
she understands that Mrs. Morphew is getting more workhours now than she normally gets.
But they still have to count that income. She noted there is also information on the
application concerning Veteran's benefits. She said she does not have the history of
his service record here. Then she asked Mr. Morphew how long he was in service? He
said he was in Military Service the full four (4) years and·received an honorable
discharge. Commissioner Willner asked if Mr. Morphew is currently receiving any type
of medication? Mrs. West said none is indicated on the application. Both Mr. Morphew
and his sister were queried as to whether Mr. Morphew is currently on medication and
they responded that he is on none at this time. Ms. West said the Workmen's Comp thing
has been going on for years. There are notes in the folder dating back to 1981. where
the Trustee's office tried to make inquiries about,getting that going for him-- but
apparently there just hasn't been any luck in hearing anything on it. She said the
first note is dated July, 1981. Commissioner Willner commented that perhaps he was
cut off Workman's Comp because he moved to Indiana -- but other individuals remarked
they didn't think they could cut him off for that reason. The Commissioners then
. , asked Emarie West if she knew why Mr •. Morphew was cut off Workrren •s Comp in Ohio after
""_;,.\~(.eight (8) months? She said she didn't think there was anything in his file pertaining ,
''}i!<'f~~~t';'to that, other than the fact they did try to get it started for ·him. '''She said the ·
F~
file does contain note that on June 22, 1981 a call was made to Three Rivers, MI
concerning Workmen's Comp, and they said at that time that it takes eight (8) weeks from
the time the claim is filed. The lady in that office was going to mail copies of
letters she had sent to Mr. Morphew -- but Ms. West does not see the copies in the file.
There is also notation that Knight Township Trustee called Midwest Federal to determine
if Mr. Morphew had disability insurance on his mortgage loan. Also, an address is
included for Bureau Workmen's Comp in Youngstown, Ohio. No mention is made of an
attorney. Mrs. West said there is a brief note saying, Cut off October 30th-- $62.93
.••• three checks from August ••. drew Workme.n •s Comp of $207. 00/week unti 1 October 30th?
Mr. Morphew said doctors told him he,could go to work-- and Ms. West said she did not
know if this was the reason he was cut off or not. She said she might possibly be able
to talk with some of the private agencies to see if perhaps the Trustee's office can
11
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help him get a few dollars from here and a few dollars from there -- insofar as paying
on this utility bill -- but the Trustee's office felt they could not assist since
the family was over income. Commissioner Willner said he feels that Mr. Morphew needs
some type of legal assistance. President Borries stated that the Trustee's Office
has followed their guidelines correctly-- and that is where the Commissioners'
dilemma is. They can appreciate Mr. Morphew's needs. At the same time, they can find
no grounds at this time for·acceptance -- because his wife is gainfully employed.
The Trustee has followed the guidelines insofar as the $350.00 limit for the household.
The Commissioners are unclear on this; if Mr. Morphew is disabled, can he provide
documentation to substantiate that he is disabled? Why is he not eligible for Social
Security benefits? Mention .has been made that he applied for these and was turned down
in Indianapolis? Mr. Borries asked Mrs. Oglesby if she knows why he was turned down?
Mrs. Oglesby said she does not. She does know that he has been to 14-15 doctors, and
they all say he has brain damage. Commissioner Willner said that Mr. Morphew needs
an attorney to take this to court -- and he probably can't afford an attorney. Thus,
we should send him to Legal Aid or Legal Services with the Trustee's help (even though
he is over income) to see if we can't help this gentleman. It is plain to see that
he needs help -- mainly in proving to government that he needs help and is not able to ..hold employment. Mrs. Oglesby said Mr. Morphew has always worked. He was working
"'
for Antenna Associates (Cable TV) and was working at the time the accident happenea.
He has not been able to hold a job since. He went to work for Orkin and got fired
because they said he was crazy. He worked for Pizza Hut and fell apart and couldn't
hold that either. She said the family has helped all they can -- and will try to
continue to help where they can; but they have families of their own and something
has got to give. She said Congressman Deckard helped get the Woy-kmen's Comp checks
started; but they were late. The hospital in Cincinnati sued'Mr~.''Morphew, as did
the hospital here. The family contacted Congressman Deckard an~:[,z~hru his help
Mr. Morphew received eight checks; but when he went out of office·the checks stopped.
Month before last, Morphews only got a portion of the food sta~~1they normally get -because Mrs. Morphew had worked the extra hours> C i s · · e ·' 'i\iij r
t e
Board of Commissioners refer the matter back to the Trustee·~~in611Vf.or an
· r
assistance, but certainly ~orne assistance in handling Mr. M~rpn~w.'·s: affat~s:.. Jf the
Trustee cannot get Mr. Ham1lton take his case, then Legal Ald.:or';.:Legal SeT"VToeS<'··should
be contacted-- or whoever, until the Trustee gets someone totake?Mr. Morph$4'scase.
Commissioner Willner said it has been shown that Mr. Morphew does\:meed spme assistance.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered. President Bo~lf;i·es th-en asked
Mr. Morphew and Ms. Oglesby if they understand that the Trustee could suggest some
agencies where they might pursue this legally, because that is what needs to be done.
He said that with that many doctors, Mr .. Morphew should be able to provide ample
documentation to prove that he is disabled. Both Mr. Morphew and Ms. Oglesby expressed
their appreciation.

I

I

RE:

COUNTY ATTORNEY ••••.. Cedric Hustace

Attorney Hustace said he had a communication from County Attorney David Jones witn
respect to the Agreement with the Indiana Department of Corrections concerning Grant
Funds relating to the Coummunity Corrections Advisory Plan. Mr. Jones has looked over
·the form of agreement and he approves same as to form. Mr. Hustace is, therefore,
presenting it to the Commissioners today for their approval and signature. Mr. Hustace
said he had received some communication from Allan Henson in the office which administers
this, and he would like to have it signed as quickly as possible. Commissioner Willner
. moved that this Agreement be approved. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So

'" '-~"-· ....,, ordered.

' •. ·
'· ' . >;· :·;' . .' . . .
_ . . . ., H·z· ·' 1
..:::l~~t': , ~~-~~;~:{~l1"'~.
,···
Mr. Hustace tpen directed the Commissioners' attention. to the Administrative Proceeding
with the Environmental Management Board, which involves the chemical waste at the
County Highway Garage. Mr. Jones has a Consent Decree with the Environmental Managemer.
Board, which he approves as to form -- everything in it -- except as prepared by the
Deputy Attorney General with regard to Paragraph #5, which relates to the reasons how
this all came about. Mr. Jones has revised Paragraph #5 to show that the County has
gotten into this inadvertently and through no .intentional fault, and that they were
required to keep these drums of materials under Court Order and during this process of
time the drums have deteriorated -- and that is where the problem lies. Mr. Jones has
requested that the Board approve the Order as he has revised it and then he will, in turn,
submit the Consent Decree to the State for their approval. ·President Borries asked if
the commissioners had any questions concerning this document. Commissioner Willner
asked if the State has agreed to go along with his changes? Mr. Hustace said Mr. Jones
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has been trying to get the State to approve the changes. The State has indicated
that they simply ran out of time to approve the changes prior to today's meeting of
the Board of Commissioners. He said it is not one hundred percent certain that they
will accept the changes but, these are the changes that protect the County. Therefore,
the Commissioners are sign·ing this document with the understanding that the changes
have not been approved by.the State .••.• but will be submitted to the State for approval.
Commissioner Willner moved that the document be approved as changed, subject to
David Jones wishes. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
Mr. Hustace said he has another item to bring to·the attention of the Commissioners,
although it is not on the agenda -- and that is the Preliminary Cable Television
Franchise Proposal. He said this is in the form of an Ordinance relating to Community
Cablevision. He said Attorney Jones had asked him to look this over, and he has
done this. He said it is a very long involved type of Ordinance. Actually, it is
·really a franchise agreement in the form of an ordinance. The thing that strikes
Mr. Hustace about this is that it is substantially different from the other form of
agreement and ordinance that the -Commissioners approved some time ago. It is Mr. Hustace'
suggestion -- for uniformity's sake -- that we have a similar type of ordinance and
r.····
similar type of agreement with respect to Community Cablevision, rather than the form
they have submitted-here. While it has many good things in it, Mr. Hustace is concerned
from his initial review of it that there are a number of affirmative obligations that
the County would undertake insofar as supervising the day-to-day management or functioning
of this Cablevision outfit, which the County may not wish to get into. Mr. Eustace said
he would be happy to look at this again and work up something which would be more in
conformity as to what the Commissioners have looked at before, with respect to
Cablevision. Commissioner Willner moved that the County Attorney's office forward a
copy of our previously signed Ordinance to Community Cablevision and see if that is
acceptable to them, and if they will revise their version to conform with it. Motion
was seconded by Commissioner Cox.· So ordered. Mr. Eustace indicated that this
concludes the matters he wanted to bring to the attention of the Commissioners today,
with the exception of the Data Processing Services··.Joiirit.Agreement and· the form of
Ordinance with respect to the weight limits on the Maryland Street Bridge, both of
which are scheduled for discussion later on today's agenda.
. RE:
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VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM •••••• Kim Bitz

Mr. Bitz said that approximately one (1) month ago he met with Jan Thuerbach and
Pete Helfrich of the Evansville Convention and Visitor's Bureau and discussed a new
Tourism Promotion Fund that is available to either County-owned facilities or to
County non-profit organizations. The way this fund is set up, any local organization
can submit a Grant Request for Matching Funds for brochures that can be distributed
via local tourism centers, or to every outlet that would display that sort of literature.
Mr. Bitz proceeded by distributing copies of the Grant Application to the Commissioners.
He said that as the Commissioners are aware, all we have to distribute now concerning
the Vanderburgh Auditor.ium is the original brochure from when the building was opened
(it still has Mr. Dressback's name on the back· and several other outdated items). He
said that while the brochure was very nice for· when we started-- the way things are
set up now with most organizations, they do have their own individual brochure. When
the initial brochure was devised, it was meant to be an entire package for the city -just focusing on the Auditorium &Convention Center. Mr. Bitz then commenced to show
the Commissioners a mock-up which he submitted along with the Grant Application.
Included in the mock-up were the following: A cover photo of the Auditorium exterior
'at night; three photos of the Auditorium; a photo of the new marquee:saying"Wel~ome".
tc. ·c~A~so ~ncluded wo~ld be a mail..;in card, .a. map of downtown Evansville,~19cat1n~
the Aud1tor1um along w1th telephone numbers, and a photo of the Gold Room.· He sa1d
individuals are more interested in looking at pictures and what happens at a facility
than they are in reading about it. Mr. Bitz said.the first Review Committee Hearing
was scheduled for June 6th, but that date was changed. However, they should know
within a week or so if our Grant Application was accepted. The preliminary cost
figures for. the proposed brochure is about $3,000. Hopefully, we will- be receivi~g
about $1,500 towards this project. Mr. Bitz said he currently has about $12,000 1n
our promotions fund, and he requested permission that if this grant proposal is accepted
to go ahead and use matching funds from that account. · Motion to use matching funds
if the grant ro osal is accepted was made b Commissioner Willner, with a second from
Commissioner Cox. o or ere .
,
(continued)
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Commissioner Willner pointed out that the photo on the back of the brochure currently
being used might be one for the "historic annals". He said i.t shows Main Street as
it was before the walkway; it does not show the Civic Center but shows the old Community
Center; and it does not show the Auditorium nor the Executive Inn. Commissioner Cox
noted that at least the photo looks alive -- there's not ~11 the vacant land that we
currently have downtown!
RE:

I

COUNTY HIGHWAY .•.•.•• Bill Bethel

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the Weekly Absentee Report of the
employees at the County Garage for the period June 4 thru June 8, 1984 ••••.• report
received and filed.
Weekly Work Report: Attached to the Work Report was the following work schedule for
the same time period ••.•• ~ •. report received and filed.
Gradall:

South Weinbach, Old Henderson Rd., St. Joe Ave., Plaza Dr., Walsh Rd.,
and Mesker Park Drive

Pull
Shoulders:

Old Henderson Road

Paving
Wedging:

McCutchan, Sch 1ensker, Hill sda 1e Rd.

Patch:

Oak Hill Rd., Elmridge, Pine Tree, Knob Hill, Little Schaefer, Coffee
Tree Lane, Kirkwood, Outer Lincoln, Old Henderson, Martin Station,
#3 School Rd., Hillsview Rd., Red Bank, Hogue, Magnolia Drive, Baseline,
Roth Road, Happe, Duesner, St. Joe Ave., Nisbet Station, Millersburg
Rd., Baseline·West of Hwy. #65

Mower:

Mesker Park Dr., Mill Rd., Allen Lane, Kasson Rd., Detroy Rd.,
Browning Rd., Old Petersburg Rd., Green River Rd., Broadway,
Nurrenbern, and Schutte Rd.

I

Commissioner Willner indicated that we need a list of the roads to be .pa;ved. Mr. Bethel
went before· the County Council and obtained approval for $150,000~ ·Motion was made
b Commissioner Willner that Mr. Bethel et on Council call for next month and ask for
an additional 150,000. Commissioner Cox provided a second to the mot10n. So ordered.
· Mann Road Project: Commissioner Willner ·said he believes we have a settlement regarding
ditches on this road and the removal of one or·twoditches. However, he is not certain
who has that agreement at this point. He said the money for this project is to come
from Judgments &Refunds Account, so we do not need to go to Council on this. We have
the money and we need to check that account, get a blue claim made up and have
Mr. Adler sign it. He also asked if the Commissioners ever signed the Attorney's
complete agreement? Mrs. Cox noted that Mr. Adler wanted the County to give him all
the dirt. President Borries said we need to check the minutes, .as he is not certain
who has the Agreement. It was noted by-Commissioner Willner that the Commissi.oners
·are in unanimous agreement to use the money from the Judgments &Refunds Account; all
that remains is the leg workand this will be finished. President Borries explained
that what is being referred to here is a discussion on settlement on Mann Road, where
' e've had numerous complaints, problerris with bridges, 'problems ..with right-of-way, not
he least of which were some problems with private individuals who owned the. land in
.that area. We belive we have .a settlement, which we had discussed with all the private
individuals regarding the road and the ditch along the road, which would settle the
whole issue. This would mean the elimination of at least one (1} bridge and possibly
two (2). President Borries said either John Staser or David Miller has the Agreement.
Then, we will need to get a claim from Mr. Adler regarding his agreement. This should
end that matter.

I

RE:

COUNTY SURVEYOR •.••••.•• Bob Brenner

Bridge &Guardrail Repair/Weekly Report: Mr. Brenner indicated a lot of time was spent
on Heppler Road, as we were about to'lose it. They completed drop box; built retaining
walls and filled with rip rap. Additionally, they cut and sprayed weeds, cleared
guardrail, and painted ends on Allens Lane, Mill Road, Kentucky Avenue, St. George Rd.,
(continued}
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Oak Hill Rd., Emge Rd., Buente Rd., St. Wendall Rd., Trapp Rd., Martin Station, and
Nesbit Station. etc.

I

I

I

Maryland Street Bridge Project: Mr. Brenner said he contacted our Insurance Carrier
and asked them to send him their structural engineer, which they have under contract
(which is part of what we paid for), and they agreed to do so. However, he has not
seen him yet.
Vehicles: Mr. Brenner said last week the Sheriff told the Commissioners he was turning
some vehicles back in (a van and some detective cars). Mr. Brenner said he has looked
thru the maintenance records and what have you; . according to the people who were
driving them, there are· a couple of Impalas· and a van which are supposed to be in
excellent condition. Three months ago the van was appraised at $6,800 and the Impalas
at $5,000. Mr. Brenner said he would like to pick up one of the Impalas and the van.
He said he has a van and a· 1973 Chevrolet to scrap. He said he's come to the point
.where he simply can't maintain them any longer •. Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Brenner
if he had money in his account for the vehicles. He said that he did not, he'd have
to go to the Co unci 1. He said there is money in the bridge account, and he needs both -··"·
vehicles for· the bridge crew.
Hydraulic Jackhammer: The hydraulic jackhammer purchased six (6) years ago -- which
came from Hughes Tool Co., which sounds like a nice reputable company-- except Hughes
Tool Company has gone out of the hydraulic impactor business •••. and Mr. Brenner is
needing a special seal which doesn't·exist anywhere. The impactor broke down some
3-4 months ago on Bender Road and is caput! (Mr. Brenner said there are still a ·lot
of concrete headwalls sitting around, even though they did make quite a bit of progress.)
Nonetheless, Diamond Equipment Co. (the firm from whom he purchased the jackhammer)
says they feel bad because six (6) years is not a useful life -- and they'll give him
a heck of a deal. on a new one. Mr. Brenner said with no trade he is looking at about
$8,lOO ••• and with trade about $8,000. Diamond can use it for parts, because they have
sold a great many of them. Commissioner Cox sa·id it can't be six years old, because
Dave Guillaum came up and told the Commissioners about a "Wacko"-- but Mr. Brenner
interjected that it was a "Wacker" -- and that's a $500-$600 item -- he has several
of those. He explained that the latter is a "compactor" -- it is mechanical·~tamper.
Mn. Brenner said Bill Bethel doesn't have an impactor, the surveyor's group does work
for him with theirs. Mr. Brenner said on all the little bridges in the county, they've
probably cut concrete rails off and replaced them with metal-layered ·rails on about 60%
of them. He said he can document where many, many times people have hit the metal
rail and they would have been dead had it been a concrete rail -- this is one of the
best projects the county has ever had. · In response to Commissioner Willner's questions
concerning the hydraulic jackhammer, Mr. Brenner said he had to give the information
to the County Auditor by June 15th to get it advertised, then he goes· on the agenda
July 15th. Commissioner Willner said he gives Mr. Brenne~ approval to advertise and
go on Council call. Mr. Brenner said that is all he is seeking, because he then has
to come back before the Commissioners for their approval to purchase, etc. Commissioner
Willner moved that Mr. Brenner be given permission to advertise concerning the hydraulic
·ackhammer and o before the Council. Motion was seconded b Commissioner Cox. So
ordered. Mr. Brenner subsequently explained that the impactor costs 6,900 and the
kit to hook it up to the backhoe costs $1,200.
Dump Truck: Mr. Brenner said his last sad tale of woe concerns his dump truck, which
we've owned for two (2) years. We paid $6,000 for it. He has probably put another
'$6,000 into it. It has a diesel engine. His latest estimate for repair:Jto ,replace
·.he engine) was $7,500 and to rebuild it would be $3,800 and he'd.still,have a 1968
·· .. grunt truck"! He said he has nothingto haul the backhoe with-- so they're just
driving the backhoe. While the dump truck will run, it uses 7-8 quarts of oil per day;
but it won't run long. By running, it is worth something as a trade-in·,.however.::He
recommends that we purchase a single-axle·gasoline truck (used). Commissioner Willner
moved that Mr. Brenner go on Council call next month to purchase the two (2} vehicles
which the sheriff is turning back in to Cooke Chevrolet, if they are mechanically sound.
Mr. Brenner said Sheriff Shepherd told him two of the Impalas are in excellent shape;
one has a new engine and transmission ($4,600 worth of work) and is going to be traded
back in for $5,000. Commissioner Cox said Sheriff Shepherd had told them they were in
such bad shape -- that's why he was anxious to have the least agreement signed. In
response to Mrs. Cox's question as to how many miles these vehicles have on them, Mr.
Brenner said these vehicles are in the 47,000- 48,000 mile bracket. He said his have
150,000 miles. Mr. Brenner remarked that perhaps the 48,000 mile bracket is way up for
a police vehicle. The 1981 van was not being used, so Sheriff Shepherd is turning it
(continued)
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back in and replacing it with a station wagon. Mr .• Brenner said the car he is getting
rid of is a 1973 model (he got it from Pleasantview.Rest Home). At the same time, he
also got a Volkswagen -- and he wore it out a couple of years ago! He said the
Commissioners can see his van leaning up ag~inst the fence out at the Highway Department.
Second to Commissioner Willner's motion was provided by-President Berries. So ordered.
With regard to the truck, Commissioner moved that Mr. Brenner draw up specs and come
back to the Commissioners and have those approved. He said if Mr. Brenner specifies
gas model, he'd just as soon he went with a new vehicle and be done with it and that
way we could expect it to last ten years. Mr. Brenner said on diesel model -- everytime
he goes anywhere to have one fixed they take his head off! · Motion was seconded by
Commissioner ·Cox. So ordered.

I

Impactor: After brief discussion concerning impactor, Commissioner Willner moved that
Mr. Brenner draw u s ecs on this, have same a roved and o on Council call next month
for this, also. Mr. Brenner said there are only three 3 companies making these now,
so he'll just bid it. In the bid, we'll have to include our old impactor,-because it
is of absolutely no use to the County now. Commissioner Cox provided a second to the
motion. So ordered.
.

r··""·

Boonville/New Harmony Overpass: Commissioner Willner requested Mr. Brenner to give
the Board a rundown on the Boonville/New Harmony Overpass, saying he ·hoped it wi 11 be
open tonight. Is it? Mr. Brenner said he did not know, .he hadn't heard from'the fellow
on this. Commissioner Willner said it's all down --and Saturday eveni·ng it was in the
center of the road and had to be picked up.· He said there's a culvert on the east side
of that which needs to be extended. Has Mr. Brenner given him permission to go ahead
and do that? Mr. Brenner said, no, I wanted a price -- Pve been there before". .
Mr. Brenner said there's a culvert which needs extending -- but it's in his right-of-way.
The fellow was to get him price; Mr. Brenner wanted to have it when he came to the
meeting today, but he doesn't have it. Commissioner Willner asked that Mr. Brenner
check on this and give the Commissi-oners a call, as this needs to be done~ He said
the culvert was only as wide as the bridge; now that the bridge is gone, it leaves a
void in there -- it should be 5-6 ft. on either side. Mr. Brenner said it shouldn't
be too expensive -- but he'd like to have a price before he proceeds.
11

I

Mar land Street Bride Pro'ect/Ordinance:· President Borries''i:ndicated~that ,the Or.dinance on
Maryland Street Bridge Project if we sign it today) sets the Gross Wei§ht Limit as
Four (4) Tons and Vertical Clearance at 20-ft., and the Bridge Number (he thinks this
is the City number, of course) Two (2). The Ordinance needs to be signed by the
Board of Commissioners and the Vanderburgh County Council •• is this the correct procedure?
He then asked if Mr. Brenner expects to hear from the County Insurance Carrier soon?
Mr. Brenner said last Monday they promised they'd get the structural engineer right to
him~ However, he's called them back twice since. Mr. Berries said during a conversation
with Mr. Gerard prior to today's meeting, he said that given all the necessary requirements taken into consideration, with hearings (and there may be some bridge modifications),
the earliest we could expect any kind of money -- and he did not believe that either the
State or Federal Authorities would commit themselves to any pointblank statement that
we have the money-- would be in September 1985 •.• which is some time away. He said
that time wait would be unacceptable to him. This is why he is anxious for Mr. Brenner.
to hear from this structural engineer. He thinks the Commissioners could go ahead and
pose this Ordinance now and see what the structural engineer says; at that point, .
depending upon what we hear from him, make a decision to move ahead on that bridge with
our local monies -- because that seems like an awfully long wait for an "if and he
-js not sure at this .point but what we have other bridge needs that those funds could
e used for -~ such. as Fulton Avenue, etc~ . But the critical condition of this ~ridge
seems to be that we need to make a decision'sooner than September 1985. 'It was the
consenus that the Commissioners needed to move on the Ordinance. President Berries
said another thing Mr. Gerard had, was a current Supplement under Indiana Code 36-2-4-8
is ·that the Superintendent of County Highway Department sha 11 immediately erect appropr~
ate signs on each approach of the Maryland Street Bridge :_ but wouldn't the Board of
Public Works also be involved in this? Mr. Brenner said it would be the Transportation
Department--David Savage. Commissioner Cox asked if Mr. Brenner has the truck route?
Mr. Brenner·said, "No, once we have the Ordinante we'll have to go to the City and they
will have to establish the truck route. Commissioner-Cox asked if this Ordinance doesn't
have to be advertised? Commissioner Willner said he was sure it did. President Berries
continued reading the Ordinance, indicating that Adoption will requine publication
once each week for two (2) consecutive weeks. However, because of the emergency herein,
the Board may proclaim the urgent n@Cessity for immediate effectiveness without publication
11

I
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upon posting in three (3) public places in each district in Vanderburgh County pursuant
to Indiana Code 36-2-4-8. I would however publish it in addition to having it posted
at one (1) place in each of the three Commissioner Districts. Commissioner Cox asked
if the Ordinance provides for who is responsible for enforcement? Mr. Brenner said
this becomes part of your traffic law -- just like a speed limit. Mr. Hustace commented
that this is only an Amendment of this one provision of the Code of Ordinances of
Vanderburgh County -- and the enforceme'nt providions are already in the Code of
Ordinances -- that is not being changed. Commissioner Willner commented that in other
words, the Sheriff can enforce it, the City'Police can enforce it-- the State.Police
can enforce it. But the law says you can only make them go so many miles to cover the
scales -- and we don't have scales, but the State Police do. Commissioner Cox said she
had a suggestion from an individual who is just a regular citizen right now. Other
than the concerns on the weight limit on the bridge, the ultimate reason for posting it
is to keep heavy vehicles o.ff the bridge. This individual came up with the idea of a
clearance bar on each end. Mr. Brenner said he didn't know about this; they're not
allowed to put speed bumps out -~ he said when you put an obstacle in the road, you
become liable for anything that happens. Commissioner Cox said you'd post this -- not
,. .,...-·
only on the bridge, but at the intersections of the major crossroads before coming to
the bridge •••••. establish a clearance. Mrs. Cox said we have so many laws, etc., on the
books -- and it doesn't cbany good to have them if we're not going to stand behind them
and have them enforced. Mr. Brenner said he'·s sure we "intend to enforce them
but
how? Mr. Brenner said the clearance bar is good if you can do it. He· does know that
they can't put speed bumps out, which would be a good idea for school crossings, etc.,
but they can't do it. Mr. Hustace said that offhand that the purpose of these notifications is to notify the public what the safe load limit is and what the safe vertical
clearance is -- it is not to create any obstacles or anything like that. M~. Brenner
said it would be interesting if we take the top of a truck off or kill a driver! _,,.
Commissioner Cox said it is her understanding that they are usi'ng these in other places.
Mr. Brenner said it's not a bad idea -- he kind of likes it. But he suggested that
we give it to the County Attorney to find out for·certain if we can do this. President
Borries said he thinks we need to keep a positive attitude-- and realize that if we
inform the public that they will cooperate. Commissioner Willner suggested that the
vertical aspect be researched to see what the Courity Attorney can come up with.
Commissioner Willner stated that it is his· intention to go aheadand·vote to use County
funds to replace the Maryland Street Bridge as soon as possible. Therefore, he feels
the Ordinance is not necessary at this time. If the Board wants ·:a week to hear from
the Insurance Company, that is agreeable to him. But he will be prepared at that time
to make a motion, after hearing from the Insurance Company. We could declare it an
emergency and go ahead and ask for bids. Mr. Brenner said he's been sitting on the
soil samples and beam design -- and it shouldn't take long. In .the interim, County
Attorney's office is to research vertical clearance issue -- in the event this is
something the Board of Commissioners wants to add. Commissioner Willner asked if
Mr. Brenner thinks he can hear from the Insurance Company by next week? He said he
certainly hoped he would. However, he thinks it would also be helpful if the
Commissioners call the Insurance Company to get things moving.
11

I

I

--

St. Joe Avenue Bridge: Commissioner Cox queried Mr. Brenner about St. Joe Avenue where
we took out the Railroad Bridge. She said they are filling in out there. Did we put
a culvert under the road? Mr. Brenner said he is glad she asked that question,. There
is a culvert down there. He sent his people in there and they dug it out as far back
as they .could go -- and the pipes collapsed. In response to Mrs. Cox's question as to
who put it there, Mr. Brenner said the contractor did back in 1972 or 1973. (This was
>;St<':£a Kentucky contractor -- one who was subsequently banned, but no one could recal1 the
"'';*.~~~ispeCific name.) Commissioner Cox said people are complaining because the water 1s pooling
there and it is breeding mosquitoes. Mr.• Brenner said the guardrail should be ·put back
up and grass seed planted. Commissioner Willner said the real problem is that the
property owners are dumping there and closing the waterway off.
Harmony Way: Commissioner Willner said another problem exists on Harmony Way,- of which
she is sure Mr. Brenner is aware. That is where Wally's Boat Shop used to be. The
Caruthers and Steinmetzes are the complaintants.on this. She said the story they told ·
her was that the drainage tile under the road is broken and needs to be replaced -- but
the County does not have the money to do it. Mr. Brenner responded that this was news
to him. He hasn't heard anything about this problem. He will, however, send someone
out ~here to check this out and give Commissioner Cox a report on this at next week's
meet1ng.
(continued)
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COUNTY ENGINEER ....... And,Y'Easley

United Consulting Engineers, ·rnc~/Claim: Mr. Easley said that United Consulting
Engineers, Inc., had sent a Monthly Status of Progress Report {5/31/84) concerning
the Eichoff Road Project. They also submitted a statement for their work thru
5/31/84 in the amount of $3,983.85. He said he has checked this in accordance with
their contract and recommends that it be approved for payment. United also completed
an Early Coordination Packet, which is notification to a lot of people of what we
.
intend to do. Mr. Easley noted this is for State and Federal procedure approval and
said this should not be included in the minutes, as it is quite lengthy. He did,
however, pass it to the Commissioners for their quick review. President Berries
remarked that the claim details what percentage of the Environmental Location Study
has been done, etc. It has been signed by the president of UCE, as well as Andy Easley.
Motion to approve this claim in the amount of $3,983.85.was made by Commissioner Willner,
with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.

I

Morley & Associates, Inc./Claim: Mr. Easley presented a claim to Morley & Associates,
.. -·
Inc., in the amount of $145.00 for extra work on the Burkhardt Road project right-of-wayand some meetings he had on the Euler purchase. It is.Mr. Easley's recomme.ndation
·
that this claim be approved for payment •. Motion to approve this claim in the amount of
$145.00 was made by Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commission~r Cox~ So ordered.
Erosion on Ohio River Bank:
Mr.
and
and
(6)

Easley said he took twelve (12) photos of the erosion along the Ohio River bank
will send them to the Corps of Engineers. He said it is another season of flood-it may be hard to keep that road open. If they can live up to their proposed six
months to get a project ready, it may be toolate to do it in 1984.

I

Mill Road Crossing: Mr. Easley said he had a meeting last Friday with the Illinois
Central-Gulf Railroad concerning the Mill Road crossing just east of the County Garage.
They are tentatively scheduled to close that on the 25th of June forthree (3) days.
Mr. Easley said he ·has talked with the Tra.ffic Engineer; there is also a siding that
goes into Fiberfi 1 and they are concerned about their trucks having to get up and down
Kratzville -- and they have requested some special signs ·to slow·people down so their
big trucks c.an make a .right turn at Kratzville. There's ·15-ft~ between Fiberfil's siding
and the main line and it is Mr. Easley's understanding that according to the regulations
the railroad works under --·we may have to provide some asphalt between those two points.
They have offered to adjust the grade properly and said if we would purchase some 3/4" or
1 x 1~ steel to raise the header, they would weld it on there so we could pave up to
it. We may have to spend.$180 on some steel; the header is low and you cannot raise it
because it is poured in a piece of concrete. Mr. Easley said he is going to have some
elevations taken, as we want to have a decent crossing there. He said he hopes it will be
o.k. to spend up to $400 of County money out there, if necessary to doa good job.
Commissioner Willner said we've done that before where there were two tracks 15-ft. apart.
He said as long as we get the same price on the asphalt as we have thru the purchasing
department it's alright. He said he doesn't understand what steel Mr. Easley is talking
about. Mr. Easley said there is a steel rail (called.a header) away from the tracks.
Ordinarily, our pavement stops at the header and then they work between the headers •.
It looks as though the rails ought to be raised 1~" and the header is going to be low.
If you try to put the asphalt over the top of the header ••••• he·•s got to go back and
. '-t,.·••·"study this. The railroad probably has 100 of these things between here and plinois,
,~~r"~:.and cannot afford to be overly generous on·each one. Commissioner Willner asked that
-~~~~Mr. Easley furnish his recommendation on this matter. ·
·"':. .,,'1ii'¥~~~"*''\l?''ii'1~i<~'#ti:~·'"'··:·'"i'
11

RE:

11

JOINT AGREEMENT/DATA PROCESSING SERVICES_

President Borries proceeded by noting that the Joint Agreement between the City and
the County on Data Processing Services needs to be amended. He said the Council expressed an interest.in having a member of the County Council and a member of the City
Council on the Data Processing Review Board {during their meeting last Wednesday).
Attorney Jones has, he thinks, set it up where that is now the case. In other words,
.there would be two additional persons added to this particular Agreement, ·choice of
individuals to be at the Councils' discretion. Commiss·ioner Cox asked how many members
this will make on the Board, to which 'President Berries responded, twelve (12)".

I

11
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Continuing, President Berries indicated the Review Board would consist of the following
twelve (12) members:
County Auditor
. City Controller
County Clerk
Prosecutor
City Clerk
A representative of the Vanderburgh County Court System, who shall be
selected on the joint concurrence of the chief judges of the Vanderburgh
Superior Court and the Vanderburgh Circuit Court
Two (2) members appointed by the Board of County Commissioners
Two (2) members appointed by the Mayor of the City or by the Internal Board
of Public Works of the City in the Mayor's discretion
One (1) member appointed by the County Council
One (1) member appointed by the Common Council of the City
In response to Mrs. Cox's query as to whether the Councils want one of their own members ~··/
to serve or whether they wish to appoint someone else, Commissioner Willner noted that ·
the way the Agreement is written they can appoint either a Council member or a citizen
member ••• they have their choice. President Berries said it was his understanding they
would appoint a member of the Councils; however, they could exercise their prerogative.
There being no further questions or comments, Commissioner Willner moved that the
Board of Commissioners approve the Amended Joint Agreement. Motion was seconded by
Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

CHECKS RECEIVED FROM THE STATE

President Berries advised that two checks were received from the State as follows re
Environmental on Eichoff Road:
$1 ,647. 75 (75% -- Local claim was $2 s441.10)
$1,340.14 (75% ·-Local claim was $1,985.40)
$2,987.89

Total

Motion was made by·Commissioner Willner that acceptance of these two checks be approved.
Commissioner Cox provided a second to the motion. So ordered.
RE:

TELEPHONE REQUEST/County Welfare Dept.

The Chair d.irected the Commissioners' attention to a telephone request from the
County Welfare Department for Hillcrest Home Superintendent. Indication is given that
the department has sufficient funds to cover the request. Nature of request is to move
the phone from one room to another at estimated installation cost of $90.00. (Mr. Jim
Lindenschmidt advised that the explanation given concerning this request is that the
former superintendent had the telephone on one bedroom. ·Under the current set-up, the
superintendent's phone is located in the small bedroom occupied by his son. He wants
it moved to his master bedroom, where it will be convenient for him to answer any night
calls.). Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that this request be approved~ with a
second by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
·
.
.
RE: MONTHLY REPORT/CLERK OF THE CIRCUIT COURT
-·1"~,~·,·.. .·. > ·•· ·. ·
··. ·
. ·. ·
.·
,
2G·;~;~:J'~'·,:}:~~);':·;~
President Berries said he had a Monthly Report.·for the period ending April 30, 1984,
from the Clerk of the Circuit Court •••••••• repor.t received and filed.
;t ..

D

·.··.

),:.:'•

RE: TREASURER ••...•••.••• Lew Volpe
Commissioner Berries said he also had the Treasurer's Report of June 4, 1984 ••••. report
received and filed.
RE:

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES/NATIONAL REGISTER

A letter from the Department of National Resources was received, indicating that
the Michael D. Helfrich House at 700 Helfrich Lane in Evansville/Vanderburgh County
was entered on the National Register of Historic Places on May 24, 1984.
(continued)
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CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE

Ashby-RauscherAgency, Inc.: Certificate of Insurance for Charles Leich &Company·
(Pulse Systems} for Room 205, Civic Center Complex.
Citizens Realty & Insurance Co.: Certificate of Insurance for Wedding Reception of
Tony &Jill Schnur on June 9th at Vanderburgh Auditorium.

I

James L. Will Insurance Agency, Inc.: Certificate of Insurance for·Jan•s School of
Dance, Inc., for a Dance Recital held on June 8 and 9 at Vanderburgh Auditorium.
Goff Insurance & Realty: Certificate of Insurance for Evansville Black Expo for
Pageant on June lOth at Vanderburgh Auditorium.
·
Ashby-Rauscher Agency, Inc.: Certificate of Insurance for Senior Citizen's Dance
on June 19, 1984 in Gold Room at Vanderburgh Auditorium.
RE:

OLD BUSINESS

Marion Biggerstaff/Union Township: President Berries said he has not been out to
Mr. Biggerstaff's property in·Union Township to determine if anything in good faith
has been· done to cooperate with the residents in that area. He suggested that the
Commissioners set a date to go out and inspect said property. Commissioner Cox
said there have been several reports filled out by the Sheriff's Department concerning
this property. It seems the animals have gotten loose and into the:::nei,gooor's
planted fields and yards,on at least two different occasions to her'c·knowledge. Other
than that, she has heard nothing on additional items belng carried in on t'he property,
etc. · She asked if the Commissioners knew what the status of the Prosecnor•s case is?
Is there a hearing date on that? The Commissioners indicatedthey.have never been
informed as to the status of this. President Berries established·::Thursday, June 14th,
at lO:OOa.m., as the time the Commissioners will go outto;inspect'Mr.Biggerstaff's
property. Mr. Berries said that because of the heat, he is nrit"'.(lsking that they be
invited back on the property -- he feels an inspection from·tfttt~road
might he sufficient
•.-,>

I

J

Obsolete Addressographic Equipment: Commissioner Cox stated she~d had a teaephone call
re purchase of the obsolete addressographic equipment from the Registrati~ Office.
Sh said she advised the individual to send a letter of inquiry, and that sale of said
equipment would.have to be via public auction. The County is collecting various items
of surplus equipment; do we know when that auction will be held? Mr. Lindenschmidt
advised that they have been gathering surplus equipment from the various County offices.
President Berries asked that Mr. Lindenschmidt be prepared to give the Commissioners a
report at next week's meeting concerning the surplus equipment, so they can determine
if we have enough items to set a date for the Public Auction.
Mar land Street Bride Ordinance: President Berries said decision. on this has been
delayed one 1 week, pending the outcome of Commissioner Willner's conversation with
the County•s Liability Insurance Carrier. concerning thiS. bridge.
Vanderburgh Auditorium Advisory Board: Commissioner Cox said she was unable to attend
the County Council meeting because of a previous commitment. Did they make their ·
appointment to the Vanderburgh Auditorium Advisory Board? President Willner responded
that they did not; but indicated they would do so before the next meeting. This will
accomplished via telephone.
·
~ ·
·
RE:

CLAIMS

.

Ill

Fred Nenneker: Claim in the amount of $44.75 for Duplicate Permit #7897V. Motion to
approve this claim was made by Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox.
So ordered.
Kahn, Dees, Donovan & Kahn: Claim in the amount of $1,228.13 re Patrick Shoulders
for professional services rendered thru May, 1984, with regard to the Bender Road
Railway Underpass. He has itemized his litigation work to the hundredth of hours.
Motion to approve this claim was made by Commissioner Willner, with a second from
Commissioner Cox. so ordered.
·(continued)
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Kahn, Dees, Donovan &Kahn: Claim in the amount of $15.00 for professional services
rendered thru May, 1984, regarding Complete Lumber Company vs. Vanderburgh County vs.
Vanderburgh County Commissioners.· ·commissioner Willner moved that this claim be
approved. Commissioner Cox·provided a second to the motion. So ordered. Subsequently,
Commissioner Willner asked that Jim Lindenschmidt check on the status of this matter
and advise the Commissioners as to whether this is now over.
Evansville-Vanderburgh County Building Authority: President Borries read the following
letter concerning this claim:
June 6, 1984
Mr. Richard J. Borries, President
Board of County Commissioners
Room 305 - Administration Bldg.
Civic Center Complex
Evansville, Indiana 47708
Re:

Fixed Rental/Additional Rental

· · ·. Dear Mr. Borri es :
In accordance with Article III, Section 3.01 Fixed Annual Rental and Section
3.02 Additional Rental, the following amounts will be due and owing as of
June 29, 1984.
Additional
Fixed
lessee
Rental ·
Rental
City of Evansville
County of Vanderburgh
Evansville-Vanderburgh School Corp.

I

$ 163,830.50

338,189.00
52,980.50

$256,501.50
529,487.50
82,949.00

.$ 555,000.00

•$868,938.00

The Fixed Rental check should Qe made payable to The National City Bank of
Evansville, Trustee· and the Additional Rental check should be made payable
to the Evansville-Vanderburgh Building Authority.
Sincerely,
C. G. Ruston
General Manager
Motion to approve these two {2} claims, subject to verification by 'he County Auditor,
was made by Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
Bowers, Harrison, Kent &Miller: Claim in the amount of $2,859.38 re litigations
handled by David L. Jones. President Borries says these litigations have been detailed
and include Vanderburgh County Inmates, Sperry-Univac, Michael lee, Sheriff's Merit
Board, Engineer Associates, etc., etc., for the month of May, 1984. Commissioner Willner
moved that this claim be approved for pgyment. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox.
So ordered.
·
.

I

~Helfrich Insurance Agency: . Claim in the amount of $1,200.00 for premJum Cidjustment
· on Accident Insurance Policy/Community Service Work Release Program, increasing the
number of participants to 160. Motion to approve this claim for payment was made by
Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.

RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ••.•.•• Releases

Clerk of Circuit Court
Dottie Cole
521 Congress Ave.
~Leave of Absence due to Broken Leg)
Juvenile Court

Deputy Clerk

$412.26/pay

Eff: 6/11/84

Fred Haton

Prob. Officer

$17,178/yr.

Eff: 6/20/84

Hillcrest Home

(continued)
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Pigeon Townshi2 Trustee
Lula Cova Morris

1419 Adams Ave.

Investigator

$12,540/Yr.

Eff: 6/8/84

3109 E. Blackford

Special Intern

$3.35/Hr.

Eff: 5/18/84

3109 W. Indiana St. P.T. Ground ·crew $3.50/Hr.

Eff: 5/29/84

Circuit Court
Karen J. Destache
Burdette Park
James S. Oliver
RE:

I

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ••..••. Appointments.

Clerk of Circuit Court
Regina Casey

1722 E. Columbia

Deputy Clerk

$412.26/pay

Eff: 6/ll/84

Field Man
Field Man
Field Man

$30.00/day
$30.00/day
$30.00/day

Eff: 6/1/84
Eff: 6/8/84
Eff: 6/8/84

$40.00/day
$40.00/day

Eff: 6/4/84
Eff: 6/4/84

..

,__. ··

German Township Assessor
Merle Effinger
Jerry Grannan
John K. Rexing

R.R.#7, Box 240B
1520 Russell Ave.
7600 Marx Rd.

County Commissioners {County Board of Review)
Casper Hudson
Fred Stocker

2501 N. Governor St. Member
Martin Road
Member·
,,

Cooperative Extension Service
Ann E. Buthod
Warren Korff
Daniel R. Miller
Karen L. Koester
Snannon M. Scholz
Raymond A. Rivard

703 S. Willow Rd. Part-time
R.R.#7, Box 349-H Part-time
1616 E. Indiana
Part-time
· Part-time
R.R.#2, Box 97
Part-time
2307 Mulberry
R.R.#8, Box 168-F Part-time

$27.00/day
· .$27. 00/ day
$27.00/day
$24.00/day
$24.00/day
$24.00/day

Eff:
Iff:
Eff:
Eff:
£ff:
Eff:

5/21/84
5/21/84
5/21/84
5/21/84
5/21/84
5/21/84

I

Circuit Court

-

Eff: 5/28/84

Leisa Michelle Good 11540 Village Lane Extra Guard
$3.35/hr.
Greg Topper
1906 S. Red Bank · Extra Guard
$3. 35/hr.
Mark·Walker
1163 Regency Ct.
P.T. Ground Crew $3.50/hr.

Eff: 5/24/84
Eff: 5/24/84
Eff: 6/2/84

Jon K. Aarstad

626 S. Norman

Burdette Park

RE:

Speci a1 Intern

$140/wk.

StHEDULED MEETINGS

· ·President Borries announced that insofar as scheduled meetings are concerned, the , . .
Commissioners will·be out at Union Township.checking on the Marion Biggerstaf(,property
on Thursday, June 14th, at 10:00 a.m. {His office will call Mr. Biggerstaff in advance.)
There being no further business to come before the. Commissioners at this time,
President Borries declared the meeting adjourned at 5:05 p.m.

{continued)
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COUNTY AUDITOR

Richard Rick Berries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Patrick Tuley, Deputy Cedric Hustace

COUNTY SURVEYOR

COUNTY ENGINEER

Robert Brenner

Andy Easley

11

I
SECRETARY:

COUNTY ATTORNEY

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
11

Joanne A. Matthews

Robert L. Willner

~fb_JjG)

~rleYCOE?

I

I

-·

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
June 18, 1984
The meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on June 18, 1984, at
7:30 p.m. in the Commissioners Hearing Room, with President Berries presiding.
The Chair entertained a motion concerning the minutes of the previous meeting.
Commissioner Willner moved that the minutes of the previous meeting held on Monday,
June 11, 1984, be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor and the reading of
same be waived. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

AGENDA CHANGES

1

President Berries announced that-some changes had been made in the agenda for
tonight's
meeting, which probably accounts for the scant public attendance. The
11
3rd Readings 11 on rezoning petitions announced on the agenda have all been withdrawn
as follows:
·
VC-1-84 - Petitioner, Erwin & Ilene Deig
VC-5-84 - Petitioner, Martin & Bayley, Inc.·
VC-6-84 - Petitioner, James L. Myers
RE:

OPENING OF BIDS FOR PIPE REPLACEMENT ON SCHISSLER ROAD

In response to President Berries' question. concerning number of bids received on .
this project, County Surveyor Robert Brenner said that this was by invitational bid
and the following were contacted: Deig Bros~ Lumber &Construction Co., Inc.,
Blankenberger Bros., and Key Construction. Only one bid was received., that being
from Deig Bros., in the amount of $8,720.00. Mr. Brenner said:the county is furnishing the pipe and contractor will be furnishing both the #53 rock and the rip-rap at
unit price. He said the final cost may be less than anticipated, as required amounts
of rock and rip-rap were generously estimated.· Motion was made,.;;6y Commissioner Willner
that bid be awarded to Deig Bros., since it was the only one received. Commissioner
Cox, however, said she would like to see us obtain at least one more bid. for this war!
P~es i dent Borri es provided a second to Mr ..Wi 11 ner' s motion and asked for a ro 11 ca 11
vote: Commissioner Cox - No; Commissioner Willner - Yes; Commissioner Borries - Yes.
·
So ordered. The awarded bid read as follows:

I

Re: Schissler Road Culvert Project
1) Mobilization
2) Signs and barricades
3) Remove and haul existing bridge deck
and beams to county garage
4) Excavation for pipe bed
5) #53 rock for entire job (225 tons @ $12.00)
6) Set culvert and bolt together
7) Rework existing roadway as described
8) Rip-rap (150 tons @ $15.00)
9) Dirt fill {120 cu. yd. @ $5.00)
Total

$ 500.00
300.00
280.00
400.00
2,700.00
360.00
880.00
2,250.00
600.00
$8,270.00

Deig Bros. Lumber &Construction Co., Inc.
By: Dick Hartman
RE:

REZONING PETITIONS - FIRST READING

VC-7-84 - Petitioner, Steven &Sharon Hadley: President Berries said this area is .
on the west side of Grove Street near Diamond Avenue Overpass (just outside the city
and inside the county). Petitioner is requesting change from Agricultural to M-2
for proposed concrete plant. There being no remonstrators present, Commissioner
Willner moved that VC-7-84 be approved on First Reading and forwarded to the
Area Plan Commission. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.

I

VC-8-84- Petitioner, Jeanette L. Kendall: Property affected is on North Green River
Rd., between Heckel and Millersburg Roads. Petitioner is requesting change from
Agricultural to M-1, for purpose of building a two-story office building and possibly
to include a small fruit and vegetable stand, as well as equipment storage building ·
and occasional engine overhauling. While Commissioner Willner remarked he did not
understand why M-1 zoning was designated rather than C-4, he did move that VC-8-84
{continued)
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be approved on 1st Reading and forwarded to the Area Plan Commission, since there
were no remonstrators present. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

I

FINAL READING ON PETITION TO VACATE A DRAINAGE EASEMENT IN BURCH
INDUSTRIAL CENTER

Attorney Alan Shovers (representing petitioner Wabash Plastics, Inc.) remarked
that at the two previous meetings we did vacate this drainage easement for construction for enlargement of Wabash Plastics, Inc., but because there was some concern
about titles and the 12-ft. easement was vacated and there was some question as to
whether it could be interpreted as 24-ft, he is asking that the Board correct that
legal problem since they have already·accomplished the vacation of the easement.
There being no remonstrators present, Commissioner Willner moved that the drainage
easement be vacated per the written document executed by the Board of Commissioners.
Commissioner·Cox provided a second to the motion. So ordered.
RE:

BURDETTE PARK •••••••• Mark Tuley

Financial Statement Thru May 31, 1984: Mr. Tuley presented the following report
concerning income and expenditures for Burdette Park:
1984 Budgeted
1984 Encumbered by P.O.
1984 Encumbered by Contract

$ 396,037.00
6,303.94
70,547.44

Total 1984 Budget

$ 472,888.38

Expenditures & Balances 1/l/84 to 5/31/84
Total Expenditures
Total Balance

I

$.187,391.95
$ 285,496.43

Income 1/l/84 to 5/31/84
Pool
Rink
Rentals
Miscellaneous

$

Total

375.50
19,174.67
17,795.50
1,498.11

$ 38,843.78

5/31/84
Total Expenditures
Total Income

$ 187 ,391. 95

38,843.78

Total Deficit $ 148,548.17
Mr. Tuley said that he thinks the swimming pool has generated about $18,000.00
income for the month of June to date-- it's been averaging $1,000.00 per day
and he hopes this continues.
·
Notification of Funding: Mr. Tuley said they applied for funding for 4-color
:Project cost is $3,887.50 for 25,000 copies. Funding was requested
·~~~~~'!:'!;"~·for 50% and 50% was granted ($1 , 943. 75). President Borri es commented on the exce 11 ent
article on Burdette Park which appeared in the Leisure Guide, included in the Sunday
Courier &Press supplements. He then asked Mr. Tuley if bookings at Burdette are
up? Mr. Tuley satd rentals are up from last year -- and last year was a record year.
Insofar as the pavillion is concerned, he has very few open dates.
;·~~!§:.·,;::brochure.

I

Pla round E ui ment: Mr. Tuley said the playground equipment funded by the West
Side Nut Club's 4,000.00 donation has been purchased and installed and it's very,
very attractive.
New Entrance Sign: Mr. Tuley showed the Commissioners a drawing of the New Entrance
Sign to be placed at the Park, which will list events taking place at the. park, etc.
(continued)
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COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT •..• Bill Bethel

Work Report: Mr. Bethel presented Work Report for week June 14 thru June 15, 1984 •.•••
report receive1 and filed.
Gradall:

South Weinbach, Broadway, Marx Rd., Detroy Rd., #6 School Rd.,
McCutchan Rd., Short Harmony Way, and Mesker Park Drive.

Grader:

King Rd., Newman, Happe Rd., Hornby, Ruston Lane, and Old Henderson Rd.

Paving &
Wedging:

McCutchan and Schlensker Rd.

Patch:

Upper Mt. Vernon, Five Dollar Rd., West Franklin, Smith Diamond,
01 d Henders.on, Henze Rd. , Red Bank Rd. , 01 d Petersburg, Graff,
Old State Rd., #3 School Rd., Boonville-New Harmony and Schenk Rd.

Mower:

Boonville-New Harmony, Echo Hill Dr., Koring Rd., Middle Mt. Vernon,
Upper Mt. Vernon, Koressel Rd., Dieffenbach, Baseline, Marx Rd.,
Heinlein, St. George, ~Baumgart, Evergreen, Eissler, Hillsdale,
Browning, Detroy, Harmony Way, Happe, St. Joe Rd., and Denzer Rd.

I

Commissioner Cox said she'd like for Mr. Bethel to check Mt. Pleasant Road from
Highway 41 north to Baumgart Road. There is some mushrooming out of the road;
she doesn't know whether some heavy equipment has caused this -- but the shoulders
of the road have ruts, etc., and the dirt is piled up. Mr. Bethel said he will
check this-- and they'll probably pull the·shoulders, etc.
Absentee Report: In response to Mr. Willner's query, Mr. Bethel said ne failed
to put the copies of the Absentee Report in his briefcase, but he will get it
back to the Commissioners.

1

Mr. Bethel said he was proud of the repair work they had done on Old i;lm.c.ferson Road -it was in very bad shape. They pulled the shoulders and brought t,hat tup to where
they can pave part of the road now; this is from Dog Town on down to.~ Henderson
Bridge. ·
.
RE:

COUNTY SURVEYOR ••••• Robert Brenner

~ridge

&Guardrail Repair- Weekly Report (June 11 thru June 15):.

Marx Road - Straightened and repaired damaged guardrail hit by car
Martin Station Road - Rip-rapped culvert under road and installed guardrail
Hillview No. 3 School Rd., St. Joe Avenue and Slate Road- Cut weeds, cleared
guardrail and painted ends.
Boonville-New Harmony Rd. - 2 Flagmen; Put up road closed barricades at both
ends of the road. Repaired drive shaft on· van.
·
Maryland Street Bridge - Closed the Bridge on Thursday, June 14th.
Boonville-New Harmony Rd. - Set up barricades again and installed guardrail
across the road on Thursday.
Detroy Road - Replaced old guardrail
Marx, County Line West, Korressel and Hogue Rds. - Cut weeds, cleared guardrail
and painted ends.
up new flashers on barricades.
~'i:f~.Maryland St. & Boonville-New Harmony -,~~-~~'-1-.-~: ;:~'~11:

-':,. - _, ·;_,.\t~~<~~~-:.-.··:;;.·d

!.

~',-,_;-i{;~-----~tY,; ~· ,)-'~

~;'-' .;.-·i{l~~_,.\~~~t;!r-··-\"'"<·~~L\·,

· - · ,.

· · · ~: ; ~

Commissioner Cox noted it was a good thing we had the guardrail up on Marx Road, in
view of the accident in that area. Mr. Brenner said the sheriff caught the individual
and via the insurance company we're getting about $700 to replace the guardrail.
He said there was an accident out on Oak Hill Road about a week or so ago, where they
took out a whole section of guardrail off a bridge. He said "they'd been very dead
if the concrete headwalls had still been there!"
Harmony Way Culvert: In response to Conmissioner Cox's query about this, Mr. Brenner
said they went out and dug dirt out of the pipe. They are going to try to flush out
if they can, even though it is the property owner's responsibility. After flushing,
they will put the pipe back together. Commissioner Cox said the people in this area

(continued)
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really have problems. She endeavored to contact the Steinmetzes and Carithers
tonight before the meeting -- when w~ had that downpour. She could not reach
the Steinmetzes, but did get Mr. Bob Carithers. Presently the situation is not
improved; Mr. Brenner said it may not --·it inay be blocked up under their yards.
It was noted, however, that this was a·heavy rain in a brief period of time.
However, Mr. Brenner said they are not finished with this project but will be
finished by next,, week. He noted there is a cast iron pipe under there, which
is the first time he's run into this.
Maryland Street Bridge: Mr. Brenner said the Maryland Street Bridge is closed, but
they're going to put up a guardrail ~-as they can't keep people off it. They are
thru the county's barricades more often than the county. Core samples were taken
this past Saturday. We will not use piles on this bridge; the bedrock is 3-4 feet
under the muck. Plans and specs will be finished and available to contractors by
Monday, June.25th. SIGECO was supposed to leave a message for Mr. Brenner or be
at tonight's meeting (Mr. Gulich~ who is not present). They have a gas line hanging
on the bridge -- it's the last utility there, the others are all off. The area on
the west side is supplied by a loop, but it isnot enough to supply gas in the winter.
Therefore, they claim their gas line must be back on by October 1st. They are also
going to remove their power lines from either the north or south side.
President Berries said he wanted to read into the record the correspondence received
from Home Insurance subsequent to the Commissioners' meeting last week concerning
the Maryland Street Bridge. He understands they also called today and wanted to know
if the bridge had. been reopened, since there was some doubt. Home Insurance stated
today they strongly suggest we do not reopen the bridge. Mr. Berries said the letter
he will read was·dated June 12th, and we received it on the 13th. The bridge was
closed on Thursday, June 14th. The letter read as follows:
11

I

June 12, 1984
Mr. Bob Willner
Vanderburgh County Board
County Commissioners
305 Civic Center
Evansville, IN 47735
Bob Willner:
We have received information to the fact that the West Maryland Street bridge
over Pigeon Creek is in an unsafe. condition. · I't was reported that this
matter was also in the public eye as the local newspapers have played this up.
As to your request for us to inspect this, surveys made by our Loss Control
staff can in no way be used to certify that the bridge is structurally safe.
An outside engineering firm should be contracted at once to inspect the
bridge and make this determination of its safety.
Until such time as this is accomplished, we must insist that the bridge be
closed to all vehicular traffic. Unless we get certification of the bridge
closing within 24 hours of your receipt of this correspondence, we will have
no other recourse but to suspend liability coverage on the bridge until we get
certification from the engineering

,,~!:;;,:~~~;~~~:.,·.~""!f'Sincere ly)kiJ~s, ·

I

Howard Yount
Loss Control Manager

Richard N. Guimond, CPCU
Underwriting Manager

cc: Penco Columbus -Diane Puccetti 11
Continuing, President Berries said he believes Andy Easley is listed as a structural
engineer; he did, however, contact two other individuals. One could not do it for
three (3) weeks. The other individual was out of town. Based on those facts, plus
this letter, we had no choice. We could have waited for three weeks to have people
(continued)
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tell us we had a bad bridge. We already knew this; we had many recommendations
from that standpoint. It would have been a waste of money to resurvey that bridge.
Commissioner Willner moved that the County declare the situation an emergency and
seek invitational bids to replace Maryland Street Bridge. Mr. Brenrter said he
would like to throw an advertisement in the newspaper and let anybody we can find
bid on it. He said he would notify everyone we know of who bid on First Avenue Bridge
(so they can pick up specs). Commissioner Cox interjected that she had some question,.
on the specs. At one time, Mr. Brenner indicated that the piers of the bridge were
pretty sound; is he going to use those? Mr~ Brenner indicated they would utilize the
two sandstone piers; they would put a new concrete cap on them and use them just like
they are. One new pier in the middle would be required. There should be some savings
there since they only have to go down 4-5 ft. to hit the hardrock. In response to
Commissioner Cox's query on· completion time limit, Mr. Brenner indicated completion
is scheduled within ninety (90) days. Also included is information that gas line
has to be rehung by October·l, 1984. Commissioner Cox also asked if a penalty clause
was included. Mr. ·Brenner said he doesn't have one yet - he doesn't know what to put
in there. It shouldn't be anything like First Avenue, because it is not a main artery.
He said these are two (2) 78-ft. bridges ..;_ that's all we're building. Ninety (90)
/
working days time is a lot -- there should be no problems. Commissioner Cox then asked·
if they can do all the work without interfering with the railroad tracks, to which
'
Mr. Brenner responded in the affirmative. With regards to the advertising, President
Borries asked if we go thru the usual procedure of advertising, is it Mr. Brenner's
opinion that we would not be able to make it within this calendar year? Mr. Brenner
said we would not be able to hang the gas· pipes-- we're pressed now. He said the
gas will be cut off during construction; the loop via which the gas is supplied to
the area is not big enough· to handle the winter load. This bypass must be in service
as of October 1, 1984 to handle the winter gas load. Mr. Brenner sai.d we almost
must award the contract on the bridge on July 2, 1984. Plans and specs will be
available for contractors to pick up on June 25th. While the advertisement will not
be run twice, etc., in accordance with usual procedure since this is an emergency
situation, the advertisement will be run on June 22, 1984. In the interim, Mr. Brenne~
will contact everyone he knows of who bid on First Avenue Bridge.concerning the
invitational bid. Advertisement in newspaper will read as follows:
NOTICE TO BIDDERS
The Board of County Commissioners of Vanderburgh County will accept
sealed bids for the replacement of Maryland Street Bridge over
Pigeon Creek on Monday, July 2, 1984 on or before 2:00 p.m. local
time, in the office of the Vanderburgh County Auditor, Room 208,
Civic Center Complex, Evansville, Indiana.
·
All bidding shall conform to all applicable statutes of the State
of Indiana in letting Public Work Contracts on State Board of Accounts
Form #96 with Non-Collusion Affidavit properly notarized •. Form #96A
shall also be on file with the County Auditor. A.Bid Bond for 5% of Bid
or Certified Check, Money Orderor Cashier's Check equal to 5% of Bid,
made payable to the Board of County Commissioners shall accompany the
·Bid. Successful Bidder shall be required to file 100% Performance Bond
before commencing work. The Vanderburgh County Commissioners reserve
the right to reject any or all bids. Copies of the plans and specifications will be available ·at no cost on Monday, June 25, 1984, from the
County Surveyor, Room 325, Civic Center Complex, Evansville, Indiana.
-.<·' ..;. " .:·,- ',-_ '
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py the Board of Commissioners this J8th day of June, 1984.

Attest: Alice McBride
Vanderburgh County Auditor
(Courier &Press June 22, 1984)

:"1<~~'{,,./~~i&t~

Board of County Commissioners
Richard 11 Rick 11 Borries, President
Robert L. Willner, Vice President
Shirley Jean Cox, Member
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There being no further discussion or comments concerning the Maryland Street Bridge,
the Board was reminded of the motion on the floor made by Commissioner Willner.
Commissioner Cox provided a second to the motion. So ordered.
RE:

COUNTY SURVEYOR

President Borries indicated that Andy Easley was not present for the meeting. Prior
to the meeting, however, he handed one item of business to President Borries to
bring before the commissioners. This concerned a letter directed to the Board of
Commissioners from Mr. Easley regarding the Illinois Central Railroad Crossing on
Mill Road. The letter read as follows:

I

June 18, 1984
Mr. Richard J. Borries, President
Vanderburgh County Board of Commissioners
305 Administration Building
Civic Center Complex
Evansville, IN 47708
Re:

Illinois Central Railroad Crossing on
Mill Road, 550 feet East of St. Joseph
Avenue, Vanderburgh County, Indiana

Dear Mr. Borries:
Mr. William Shelby, the Area Track Supervisor for the Illinois
Central Railroad Company, has requested permission to close
subject railroad crossing for a period of three (3) days on
June 25, 1984.

I

It is recommended that this request be approved.
If you have any questions, please contact the undersigned.
Sincerely,
R. Andrew Easley, Jr.
County Highway Engineer
cc: Mr. Bill Shelby, Track Supervisor
Illinois Central Railroad Company
Olney, Illinois 62450
Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that permission be granted to
close the subject railroad crossing for the requested period of time.
Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

The Board was advised by President Borries that the County had received from one
of their insurance carriers, Blue Cross, a settlement that was for the contractual
year May 1, 1983 thru April 30, 1984. We operate on a different year than the·
calendar year with Blue Cross.because·of financial problems that that fund had for
i'o~k~{kl:~.;:.several years previous to this time. ·We made a decision in 1983 to use what reserves
· · '· the plan had accumulated to that time. Financial costs were revised and refigured
at that time in order for the county to fulfill its obligations and make its payments
and we were able to do that thru this past year. This year, we received a sizable
settlement from Blue Cross. That check was received in our office this past· Friday
and I deposited it immediately thru the County Auditor and County Treasurer. The
check was for $430,147.20. President Borries said he conferred with County Attorney
David Jones concerning the check~ and it·was felt it would be very advisable to deposit.
that check immediately -- in order to gain the interest over the weekend. Since there
are several factors that are still unGertain concerning Blue Cross/Blue Shield, he
would not say that this check-- in any circumstances-- would represent a windfall.
It does, however, represent some very significant improvement in our history with that
company. The employees, as a group, have had a much better health record this past year.
.

I

BLUE CROSS SETTLEMENT

"c

(continued)
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There have also been some major changes in the county's health insurance structure,
as well. One of those is that many employees have now elected to use the Maxicare
Plan (the HMO Plan) available thru Welborn Clinic. Another significant change
within this particular plan occurred when, as of January 1, 1984, the Welfare Department
employees were enrolled in a State Blue Cross Plan, partially financed or funded by
the State of Indiana. This also resulted in a change in our Blue Cross fees. We
do have a report on hand and are'very pleased with it. There are, of course, some
very uncertain signs that could face us in the year ahead ••• particularly the rise in
health care costs reflected by hospital room increases at the various hospitals and
some change that could take place in what is paid and what is not paid in relation
to funding changes within the plan, itself. So, there are some uncertainties on the
horizon. President Borries asked that the report be entered for the record, as
follows:

I

·vANDERBURGH COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
.
EMPLOYEE CODE 484
Reconciliat'ion of Stop-Loss Provision for the Contract Year
May 1, 1983 thru April 30, 1984
1.

2.

Claims Paid
Blue Cross
Blue Shield
Major Medica 1
Prescription Drugs
Dental
Vision
Total
Retention Charges
Blue Cross
Blue Shield
Major Medical
Prescription Drugs
Dental
Vision
Total

$ 307,696.07
188,029.49
44,354.22
30,451.88
10,616.25

$ 581,147.91

I

$ 28,646.51
17,505.54
4, 129.38
2,835.08
988.38

$ 54,104.89

3.

Total Charges (Item 1
plus Item 2)

$ . 635,252.80

4.

Stop-Loss Deductible
(6,432 Contract Months
at $164.41 per Month)

$ 1,057,485.12

..

5. Amount Due Employer
(Excess of Item 3 over
Item 4)
·

$

0.00

Prepared by Actuarial
6/1/84
~:.-,'J.:>;{,~' ~'.

·~-':····-~:-

' ""·~·
.,.:,
" .•
. ,~r~~~:.r'"',,:,;;~~!£;,t;);;::,~,¢~!¥~irrVANDERBURGH COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS ...
- .

.~~" -~<·>.·'

l

,. <

;-

EMPLOYEE CODE 484
Annual Settlement for the Contract Year from
May 1, 1983 thru April 30, 1984
1. Income
Blue Cross
Blue Shield
Major Medical
Prescription Drugs
Dental
Vision
Total

$ 587,300.00
289,900.00
100,800.00
60,300.00
27,100.00

$ 1,065,400.00

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
6/18/84

2.

3.

Claims Paid
Blue Cross
Blue Shield
Major Medica 1
Prescription Drugs
Dental
Vision
Total
Retention Charges
Blue Cross
Blue Shield
Major Medical
Prescription Drugs
Dental
Vision
Total
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$ 307,696.07
188,029.49
44,354.22

30,451.88
10,616.25

$

$ 581,147.91

28,646.51
17,505.54
4,129.38
2,835.08
988.38

$ 54,104.89

4. Total Charges {Item 2
plus Item 3)

$ 635,252.80

5. Amount Due to (from) Employer
(Item 1 minus Item 4)

~

430,147.20

Prepared by Actuarial
6/1/84
RE:

I

COUNTY TREASURER •••••• Upcoming Reassessment

President Borries said that while he was discussing the check from Blue Cross with
County Treasurer Lew Volpe, Mr. V.olpe made the suggestion that, as discussed with
the Commissioners recently during their meeting, a meeting be held with the County
Township Assessors concerning the upcoming reassessment that will be occurring within
a couple of years. Again, it is his feeling that each,of the Assessors could begin
to plan -- and it should be discussed that within their budgets they plan to set
aside a certain amount of money to take care of the computerization of these assessments.
Mr. Volpe feels that this would be a very significant savings to the county if,
obviously, there is no·confusion or hassles to occur as the assessment takes place.
Commissioner Borries said that while he hasn't mentioned a specific time to Mr. Volpe,
if the Board concurs, he suggest a meeting be scheduled at 1:00 p.m. on Monday,
June· 25th, just prior to the regularly scheduled Board of Commissioners meeting at
2:30 p.m. Hearing no argument concerning his suggestion, President Borries said he
will contact each of the Assessors and·ask them to meet with the Commissioners at
1:00 p.m. on Monday, June 25th, in Room 303 concerning this matter.
RE:

COUNTY ATTORNEY ••••••••• David Jones

County Attorney David Jones entered the meeting, and his attention was directed to
the following legal matters:

I

Benjamin Gay Lawsuit: Mr. 'Jones said he is familiar with the facts of this case and
believes the case has some strong potential for some strong conflicts •. Jt may be
that the Insurance Company may deny this claim because of the type of conduct alleged
and Mr. Jones feels it may be incumbant to give notice to the individual involved
·",_;that he .may need to get his own counsel -- that the County will have separate counsel
~/,,~~.:and the Insurance Company·ritay have separate counsel in ~h~ event the cl~im is denied
because of the alleged deliberate act which caused the 1nJury.. That be1ng so, there
is a provision in the law enforcement liability policy that conduct which is not
within the scope of employment or not authorized by employer is not covered and,
therefore, a· deliberate act to intentionally injure somebody is not authorized by
anybody --it's not in our county ordinances and it is not part of the policy in that
department; therefore, it would logically be denied. He said he says that potentially.
In this particular case, he will enter an appearance for the county and he will advise
the individual involved via letter that in the event that happens he is responsible
for his own expenses and any judgment. There is an Indemnification Ordinance which
has been in effect in this county for law enforcement. officers, and there is a Statute
that says the Commissioners may provide defense and indemnification for officers,
agents and employees who are sued in their capacity, etc., but it is descretionary and
this county has always chosen to do that. If at such time the shoe falls and there is
(continued)
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a judgment should be found -- and Mr. Jones is not making a comment on that one way
or the other -- but by way of explanation, the Commissioners would have to decide
whether or not that was something the County would fund or whether the individual
would be responsible. If it would happen to be a finding that the conduct was
unauthorized and outside the scope of employment, then the Commissioners have the
prerogative to decline to provide defense and/or pay any judgments found. Mr. Jones
~aid he says all this by way of letting the Commissioners know the alternatives
and why certain notices and litigation have to be gi·ven, particularly when you're
in an insurance defense situation. Commissioner Cox said she is certain this will
happen, because the individual wasn't even named as a party to the suit. Mr. Jones
said there is a direct allegation by the plaintiff that the conduct was within the
scope of insurance. He said he doesn't even know who the carrier is, as we've
changed carriers -- but he's seen enough of these to believe that that's something
that is going to be looked at.
Notice of Suit re Ralph Young Property: Mr. Young lives at 2009 Chickasaw Drive
and the Surveyor's office had sent written communication to Mr. Young asking that
he move a fence so they could get in to perform maintenance on legal drain. As
Mr. Brenner said,"He didn't-- so we did!" Mr~ Young ·is claiming damage to shrubs,
lawn, etc., and this is a notice that he intends to file suit.
RE:

.•'

APPOINTMENTS TO TAX ADJUSTMENT BOARD

Having checked back, President Borries says that the individuals named to the
Tax Adjustment Board were first appointed to serve in 1983. All four (4) individuals
indicated a willingness to serve again during the 1984 period. Appointments are
as follows:
Patsy A. Bell (Demo)
5010 Cunningham Drive
Evansville, IN 47711

(477-4024)

Paul V. Batts (Demo)
2430 E. Walnut Street
Evansville, IN 47714

(476-2645)

Jean Marie Baker (Rep)
460 Martins Lane
Evansville, IN 47715

(477-6781)

Byron Wright (Rep)
6126 Knight Drive
Evansville, IN 47715

(477-3209)

I

Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the foregoing be reappointed to serve
on the Tax Adjustment Board during 1984. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox.
So ordered. President Borries said that notification letter to Tax Adjustment Board
appointees will be sent immediately, so they can arrange to complete the necessary
paperwork prior to the first scheduled meeting at 9:00 a.m. on Monday, September 10,
1984.
.
RE:

REQUEST TO GO ON JULY COUNCIL CALL - COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

J

·, ... ·.··President Borries said that last year, when the discussion with Pulse Systems, Inc.,
taking place, it was decided that the County Data Processing would be set up a
different way to set up a ServiceCenter Agreement. There was discussed with the
Council a $5,000.00 initial computer conversion. What this conversion was to do was
to install 8,000 ft. of cable, pay the freight, pay for the computer conversion itsel ,
and equipment and supplies. The money apparently was not encumbered to pay that -- so
these bills for the cabling and miscellaneous supplies that took place in this $5,000.00
conversion were not budgeted. It simply was not encumbered. We already had to 'transfe·r
monies to meet our obligations to Pulse Systems, said President Borries, and it would
be his recommendation that the Commissioners go before the County Council to call this
to their attention -- since we've had these bills since 1983 -- and ask for that
$5,000.00. Commissioner Cox noted we had the $5,000.00, but President Borries said it
was not encumbered. Commissioner Cox said we used part of it to pay Gil Ruston for

.,il~ti,b<frf~r,·was

(continued)
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relocation of cables, running another cable, etc. She recalls that we discussed the
fact that $5,000.00 had been put aside -- but President Borries said we can't find it
at this time. We can pay them out of the existing account, but we're still going to
wind up $5,000.00 short-- and these invoices are dated October 1, 1983; November 22,
1983; and while we did discuss it, at tha~ poi·nt it was not encumbered •••.• we
cannot find a record of it. Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Borries if actual expenses
were more than this, to which he replied in the affirmative. He said they are not
documented on this particular invoice. Commissioner Cox said it would have been
better had Pulse documented their actual charges, then included the amount he said
it would take. Mr. Borries said the amount of time they have had to spend on the
conversion, in his opinion, has been very significant -- it's a lot of hours.
Commissioner Cox said that may be true, but what is Mr. Borries basing this on?
What facts does he have to base that assumption of that judgment on? Mr. Borries
said we have three invoices for cabling, miscellaneous supplies, etc. Commissioner
Cox reviewed the invoices as follows:
1)
2)
3)

$2,012.79
2,536.31
450.90
$5,000.00

Commissioner Borries said that he thinks that in the spirit of Pulse Systems living
up to the contract, and we had indicated that that was the maximum amount that was
going to be budgeted for the conversion -- he said he can't recall that any other
amount was ever discussed. · Commissioner Cox again said she does know that the
Commissioners approved some bills for Gil Ruston and they were paid -- she doesn't
know what they were paid out of -- but we did say that $5,000.00 had been set aside
for conversion to new cables that were required, etc. County Attorney David Jones
interjected that there was one contractual line item that he can recall since
the budget -- that was the complete transfer of all other line items into a contractual services account to cover this entire contract. Everything that has been
incurred out· of there has come out of this single line item consistently, he believes.
That is how it was negotiated -- that whatever came out of that contract was paid
aut of that line item. ·Commissioner Cox said then, that she guesses we simply failed
to encumber the money. President Borries said what we're trying to determine is that
we don't want to pay the bills twice . Commissioner Cox said she recalls bills being
submitted"by the Building Authority for relocation of cables and other work associated
with this change in the computer system. Commissioner Willner. remarked that if the
Building Authority participated, then we have not reimbursed them insofar as he is
aware -- but we will clarify that. Attorney Jones said the original situation developed when Council asked what amount of money should be budgeted in that account-and it came in too low to begin with. Commissioner Willner moved that the Commissioners
go on Council Call in July to ask for the $5,000.00, but recommended that their
explanations be up to date ..... as the Council will ask. President Borries said we
will determine if there is money in the services which we can approve, but we still
would owe a last quarterly payment and that's where we're concerned we'd be short
since this money was not encumbered -- which is why we're going before the Council.
Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox.. So ordered.
RE:

BUILDING COMMISSION MONTHLY REPORT (April, 1984)

.. . President Borries stated that he'd received a copy of the Monthly Report of the
':~;;.,;""''i''k·Bu}l.~ing
·Commis~i
on. for April, 1984
•••••.· ·~· • .'report received and filed.
,fX~fiy;.~43/Ji-.~-,h';~ }!•,;!-·':'>~~~.nL'c"
·.·f
: .;,:~~· . ~..,,w;~~W1<:<~~'t·.· ·x · · ._ •., · ·
~
.. 0

I

·''t<1·>

--·" ·· --.

RE: MONTHLY REPORT - CLERK OF THE CIRCUIT COURT
Monthly Report for period ending May 31, 1984 from the Clerk of the Circuit Court
was brought to the commissioners' attention •••••. report received and filed.
RE:

MONTHLY REPORT FROM ALEXANDER AMBULANCE SERVICE, INC.

Monthly Report from Alexander Ambulance Service, Inc. for month of May, 1984, along
with list of County Receivables for month ending May 31, 1984 was presented •••••
report received and filed.
·(continued)
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CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE

General Consultants of Ithaca, LTD.: For Stereo Liquidators, Inc., equipment sale
held on June 13th at Vanderburgh Auditorium •••••••••• received and filed.
West·American Insurance Co.: For Tommy·Dorsey Orchestra Concert to be held on
June 27, 1984 at Vanderburgh Auditorium ••••••••••• received and filed.
RE:

OLD BUSINESS

Marion Biggerstaff/Union Township: President Borries indicated that he visited the
property of Mr. Marion Biggerstaff in Union Township to determine what had been done
there. He said Mr. Biggerstaff is aware of legal action pending, and pending that
outcome, Mr. Borries may have additional comments at a later date.
Surplus Property Auction: Mr. Jim Lindenschmidt reported that we will have enough
surplus county property to hold a Public Auction. He is, however, still gathering
information. He said he has been going thru copies of previous minutes and come
across several things which were to have been done a long time ago -- and he hopes
to get this together some time this week. County Attorney David Jones said he had
been contacted by an individual from the Sheriff's Department about holding a sale.
It seems they have a large mixed bag of items, which they're trying to sort into
categories. These are properties which have been abandoned, seized and never disposed
of, etc., etc. Mr. Jones·said there may be something there to throw into the pot
once the legality of the various categories has been determined. Among the items
Mr. Lindenschmidt has listed to date from the various county offices are: Typewriters,
adding machines, Addressograph equipment, file cabinets, etc. He said he hasn't had
much cooperation from some of the offices-- but he will endeavor to;get these items
all together so he will have a complete list of the s.urplus property.
RE:

I

CLAIMS

Dei Bros. Lumber &Construction Co., Inc.: Expansion Improvement for the Vanderburgh
County Jail in the amount of $73,986.00 total earned less 5% retainage). This
certificate of payment has been signed by County Attorney David Jones, Arthur Deig,
and co-signed by architects involved with this project (Ed Hafer & Robert Gerst).
Attorney Jones explained that.the accompanying certificates for paymentare being
brought to this meeting, then he has to attach the Federal form and certify that, also.
Motion to approve payment of this claim was made by Commissioner Cox, with a second
from Commissioner Willner. So ordered. Commissioner Willner asked if there is
anything we can do to facilitate completion of the project. Commissioner Cox said we
are waiting on the door frames.
Alice McBride (County Auditor): ·President Borries presented a claim to Alice McBride,
County Auditor, with attached Indiana Code Certificate for mileage expenses for
attendance at the State-called Auditor's meeting on May 17th. This is for mileage
only at 23¢ per mile for a total of $64.40. Commissioner Willner moved that this
claim be approved. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
Carl Wallace: Claim in the amount of $307.06 to Carl Wallace for hotel and meals
while attending I.D.V.A. Service Officers School in Indianapolis, which has been
co-signed by Alice McBride. Commissioner Willner moved that this claim be approved
for payment. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. w,So ordered.
- •, ..

'~·--
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Mark Acker/Deputy in Veteran's Service Office:
meals and registration fee for I.D.V,A. Service
which has also been co-signed by Alice McBride.
payment was made by Commissioner Willner,with a
ordered.

. -·-..Y;.·•,;

-·

. •

·'

,.

Claim in the amount of $84.43 for
Officers School in Indianapolis,
Motion to approve this claim for
second·from Commissioner Cox. So

I

Carl Wallace: Mileage claim in the amount of $84Al for trip to Indianapolis to
attend I.D.V.A. Service Officers school was presented. It also was co-signed by
the County Auditor. Motion to approve this claim for payment was made by Commissioner
Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.

(continued)
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Goebel Bros., Inc.: Claim in the amount of $38.00 for refund on Building Permit
(duplicate} to Goebel Bros., Inc. Motion to approve this claim for payment was
made by Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

EMPLOYMENT

CHANGES~

•. ~ .•• ~RELEASES

Sheriff's Department
JoAnn Reed
Mary Evans
RE:

8512 Ranier
2070 Waggoner

Civ. Jailer
Civ. Jailer

$12,308.00/Yr.
$12,308.00/Yr.

Eff: 6/9/84
Eff: 6/9/84

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES •••••••• APPOINTMENTS

Knight Township Assessor's Office
Jayne A. Melchiors

3307 Bayard Pk.

Deputy

$

30.00/Day Eff: 6/14/84

P/T Clerk

$

30.00/Day Eff: 6/11/84

County Auditor's Office
Shirley A. Ankenbrand 804 N. Alvord

Motion to approve foregoing employment changes was made by Commissioner Willner,
with Commissioner Cox providing a second. So ordered.
RE:

QUIT-CLAIM DEEDS

Three (3) Quit-Claim Deeds to Terry.Pagett, C. Hugh McGee, and James A. Julian were
executed by the Commissioners and handed to· the secretary for transmittal to the
County Auditor for handling. (These were for county-owned properties sold to foregoing.)

I

RE:

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

President Berries stated that the Board has been· trying to set a time for the
first meeting of the Vanderburgh County Auditorium Advisory Board, but he does
not have· a date to report as of yet. Commissioner Willner asked if the appointees
to that Board have been notified via mail, to which President Berries responded in
the affirmative •. In response to Commissioner Cox' query, the names of the appointees
were confirmed as follows:
Commissioner Appointees

Council Appointees

Joseph O'Daniel
850 s. Meadow Rd.

Anthony Bennett
821 E. Walnut St.

Robert Hayden
R.R.#5 - Boonville/New Harmony Rd.

Sharon Sanders Rudolph
2401 Trail Drive

Jo Merrill
20 Adams Avenue
It is hoped that now that the appointees to the Advisory Board have. bee.n completed·,
that the Board will become functional as soon as possible. President Berries said
he hopes that he and Council President, Mark Owen, can meet with the group before
the end of the week to discuss objectives.

I

Scheduled Meeting with Township Assessors: President Berries reminded the Board
of the meeting scheduled at 1:00 p.m. on Monday, June 25th, with the Township Assessors
to discuss budget needs, etc., for the upcoming Reassessment.
There being no further business to come before the Board of Commissioners .at this
time, the Chair declared the meeting adjourned at 9:00 p.m.

(continued)
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PRESENT:

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

COUNTY.ATTORNEY

COUNTY AUDITOR

Richard "Rick" Borries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

David Jones

Pat Tuley, Deputy

COUNTY SURVEYOR
Robert Brenner
SECRETARY:

Joanne A. Matthews

.

~

.
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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
June 25, 1984

The meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on June 25, 1984, at
2:30p.m. in t~e Commissioners Hearing Room, with-President Berries presiding.

I

The Chair entertained a motion concerning the minutes of the previous meeting.
Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the minutes of the previous meeting
held on Monday, June 18, 1984, be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor and
the reading of same be waived. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

REQUEST TO ADVERTISE FOR BIDS •.•••.• Tom Dorsey/Purchasing Dept.

Pick-Up Truck for City-County Dog Pound: Mr. Dorsey indicated.the County Highway
Superintendent has provided Purchasing with necessary specification information.
Mr. Bethel stated that he.'d asked Mr. Dorsey to advertise for two different motors;
then, decision could be made by Commissioners concerning type of motor prior to
awarding of bid. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the Purchasing Dept.
proceed to draw up specs and advertise for bids. Motion was seconded by Commissioner
Cox. So ordered. Commissioner Willner expressed his appreciation to Mr. Dorsey for
his prompt attention to this matter, as he has had numerous requests from the office
at the Dog Pound concerning same.

I

Review of Laundry &Dishwashing Detergent Bid for Sheriff's Dept.: Mr. Dorsey said
he had a request to review the Laundry &Dishwashing Detergent Bid for the Sheriff's
Department, which expires June 30, 1984. It currently is with Economics Laboratory.
Mr. Dorsey said he had talked with Mr. Wayne Nolan at Economics Lab, and he indicated
that should the County decide to extend the current contract, that they ~ould maintain
the prices currently in force for the 1984-1985 year. Mr. Dorsey said the Sheriff's
Department has indicated they have received very good service from this company, and
it is his recommendation that this contract be extended. Motion to this effect was
made by Commissioner Willner, with Commissioner Cox providing a second. So ordered.
Bids for Tires &Tubes: Mr. Dorsey said that the City of Evansville, through the
Board of Public Works, has awarded bids for tires and tubes. When those were bid, they
did include contemplation of the County purchasing through that bid. Bid was awarded
to Reis Tire, with the exception of speed tires for the Police Department and bus tires
for the City. Those bids were awarded to Raben Tire Company. Mr. Dorsey said it is ;?;s
recommendation that the County award those same bids. Motion to this effect was made
by Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

REQUEST FOR LEGAL ASSISTANCE ON COMPLAINT .•••. Sheriff's Department

Mr. Lee West said the Sheriff's Department terminated two (2) civilian jailers about
two weeks ago, a fact known to the Commissioners. However, the Commissioners may or
may not be aware of the fact that these two individuals have leveled some accusations
against the Sheriff's Department through the Human Relations Commission of the State
Equal Opportunity Employment Office. Mr. West is here today to seek permission for
the Sheriff's Department to use the County Attorneys for assistance on these complaints
against the department. He said this is something with which department personnel .
are not at all familiar insofar as the procedure for handling complaints, etc., and
they feel they need an attorney to respond to said complaints. Motion was made by
Commissioner Willner to grant permission to Sheriff's Department to utilize County
. ,"Attorneys• services on these complaints. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox.
c,,~~·B'"'So ordered.
:.'J·i'··

I

RE:

COUNTY ATTORNEY •••••••• David Miller

WIS, Inc. - Personal Property Tax Judgment: President Berries said the Commissioners
have some correspondence regarding a certain property from a judgment lien -- WIS, Inc.
(Wholesale Installation Specialists, Inc.). Mr. Berries said·his secretary, Margie Meeks,
had just entered this on the records prior to the start of this meeting. Timothy Hubert
of the County Attorney's office prepared this 11 Release of Certain Real Property from a
!
Judgment Lien". Mr. Berries asked County David Miller to comment on same. Since Mr.
'
Miller indicated he had not previously read the document, President Berries referred
it to him momentarily. After revi'ewing Release and accompanying correspondence,
Attorney Miller offered the following comments. With respect to the letter sent to the
Commissioners by Mr. Hubert, it appears that a company indebted to the County for

I
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approximately $2,660.00 is in financial trouble and has made an assignment for the
benefit of creditors of all its assets to a client of Mr. David Shaw (Mr. Shaw is an
attorney here in town). Mr. Shaw has suggested a .manner in which a certain parcel
of real estate can be sold, which will net the County, due to other priorities that
. have to paid before the County's lien, $1,500.00. Mr. Hubert is suggesting that the
County enter into an agreement to accept the $1,500.00 in return for releasing our
lien on the real estate. That will not release the balance of our claim for taxes
in the event other assets upon which the County has a lien are sold. We have a coupl
of judgment liens noted by Mr. Hubert in his letter which were filed on October 18,
1983, and to the extent that we by reason of that have a security interest in other
property, we stand the possibility of recouping the other $1,100.00 in subsequent sales
of assets of this company. Therefore, in response to Mr. Hubert's suggests, Mr. Miller
suggests the Commissioners approve and execute the "Release of Real Estate from
Judgment Lien ... and authorize Mr. Miller to return it to Mr. Hubert for purposes of
delivering it at the time the real estate is sold in return for the proceeds to which
the County would be entitled. Mr. Miller said the alternative (as suggested in
Mr. Hubert's.letter) is to refuse and require the primary lien holder to proceed with a
foreclosure action, which would result in additional ·amounts being charged against the
property prior to the County •s distribution and, therefore, t.he County's distribution ,, /
would be less or nothing at the time·of the same sale. This kind of an orderly
liquidation is just what we look for with people in trouble and Mr. Jones said he thinks
this is the way the Commissioners want to handle this matter. Commissioner Willner
asked if this property has been appraised-- do we know. what we're doing here? After
glancing through the documentation again, Mr. Miller said no appraisal information is
attached to the information sent to Mr. Hubert by Mr. Shaw. Mr. Miller said he would
suggest to the ·Commissioners that since it is a creditor of this.company that is making
the sales, it is in the interest of that·creditor to get as much as possible out of all
the real estate -- so that the creditor achieves the greatest amount possible. However,
he cannot sit here and tell the. Commissioners that this is or isn't a good or a bad
price -- because he doesn't know and there is nothing in the available documentation
to indicate that an appraisal has been made. He said·we could postpone a decision for
a week and let someone look at the property -- whatever the Commissioners want to do.
Commissioner Willner said, "We're talking about property tax?" Attorney Miller said
we're ·talking about personal property tax. This is a personal property tax lien -and a sale of real estate (we will receive any real estate taxes that are owed over
and above-- to the extent that they were a lien prior to October 18, 1983). The
March, 1984 lien will not be satisfied from this sale -- but they are not due yet
anyway. But the March 1983 lien, which became due in May, 1984, will be a priority
prior to this payment of this personal property tax lien. Commissioner Willner then
asked Attorney Jones, again, ·if it is his recommendation that the Commissioners execute
this release? Attorney Miller said that since Mr. Hubert recommends it -- he, therefore,
recommends it. Mr. Miller .said Mr. Hubert works for him -- and there is no purpose in
his redoing everything Mr. Hubert does! Mr. Miller said that if the Commissioners want
him to inquire as to an appraisal, he will certainly do that. Commissioner Cox said
the appraisal isn't going to do anything for the offer from the buyer. The buyer has
offered to buy it for $2,500.00. Mr. Miller interjected that the effect would be that
if we refuse to do this, then there would be a foreclosure. The foreclosure would
bring whatever it would bring -- (Commissioner Cox said, 11 Probably 11 nothing -- because
it will be so far down on the list-- that is usually what happens . ) Mr. Miller said·
that is Mr. Hubert's view; we're at the bottom of the list now. Commissioner Cox said .
she has seen this happen in the Courts; the County taxes and Court costs always come
at the end -- after everyone else -- and they very seldom get much -- they get little,
if any. At least we're guaranteed $1,500.00 approximately here, with the possibility
. of getting even more from other sales. Therefore, she feels the Commissioners should
.
''', ··::.approve and execute the release. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the
· ";~~';i!ib"~*'Commissioners approve and execute the Release prepared by Mr. Hubert. Motion was
seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered. The·executed release read as follows:

I

I

I

RELEASE OF CERTAIN REAL
PROPERTY FROM A·JUDGMENT LIEN

THIS INDENTURE WITNESSETH, that for an in consideration of the sum of One
Dollar ($1.00) and other valuable consideration, the receipt of which is hereby
acknowledged, the undersigned BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA,
does hereby release the following described real property located in Vanderburgh County,
Indiana, to-wit:
All or Part of Lot Nos. 1, 2~ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 in Block 10
Shanklin's Enlargement of the Southwest Quarter of the southeast
Quarter of Section 20, Township 6 South, Range 10 West in
(continued)
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Vanderburgh County, Indiana, more particularly, described as
follows:
·
Beginning at a point in the Northwest_ corner of said Block 10,
said point also being in the East line of Sherman Street and the
South line of Illinois Street; thence East along the South line
of said Illinois Street 224.05 feet to an iron pipe on a line
20.0 feet Northwestwardly from and measured perpendicular to the
centerline of C & E I Railroad's Track No. 11, said iron pipe
also being 49.95 feet West of the Northeast corner of said Block
10 as measured along the said South line of Illinois Street;
thence in a Southwesterly direction, 20.0 feet Northwestwardly
from and parallel to the centerline of said Track No. 11, South
56 degrees 49 minutes 00 seconds West 44.8 feet; thence South 56
degrees 59 minutes 30 seconds West 50.0 feet to a point measured
20.0 feet Northwestward1y··frpm and at right angles to the C & E
I Railroad's Track No. 15; thence South 59 degrees 09 minutes 30
seconds West, 20.0 feet Northwestwardly from and parallel to
the centerline of said Track No. 15, ·50.0 feet; thence South 63
feet Northwestwardly from and at right angles to the centerline
of said Track No. 15; thence South 69 degrees 13 minutes 30
seconds West 57.7 feet to an iron pipe in the East line of said
Sherman Street, said pipe also being 20.0 feet North from and at
right angles to the centerline of said Track No. 15 and 116.6
feet measured along the said East line of said Sherman Street;
thence North along said East line of Sherman Street, 116.6 feet to
the point of beginning containing 0.344 acres, more or less.

I

i:"

from the lien of a certain judgment for delinquent personal property taxes,
docketed on 18 October 198j, in Personal Property Tax Lien Record 23, page 57,
identified as Duplicate No. 11-10-31276 in the office of the Clerk of
Vanderburgh County, Indiana, against WIS Porta Signs, c/o James E. Pender,
526 Northwest Fourth Street, Evansville, Indiana 47708, and from the lien of a
certain judgment for delinquent personal property taxes, also docketed on
18 October, 1983, in .Personal Property Tax Lien Record 23, page 57, identified
as Duplicate No. 11-11-31060 in the office of the Clerk of Vanderburgh County,
Indiana, against WIS Porta Signs, c/o James E. Pender, 526 Northwest Fourth
Street, Evansville; Indiana 47708.

I

IN W_ITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned, BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA, has caused the execution hereof by its duly
elected officers this 25th day of June, .1984.
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
Richard J. Borries, President
Robert L. Willner, Vice President
Shirley Jean Cox, Member
CERTIFIED AND APPROVED:
-

Alice McBride, Auditor
Vanderburgh .County, Indiana
.

.

.

.

~,,,~,,~ft;i,~This instrument prepa~ed -by Timothy J. Hubert~ an associate of the

I

law firm of Bowers, Harrison, Kent &Miller, Fourth Floor, Permanent
Savings Building, Evansville, Indiana 47708.
Hirsch-vs.-Vanderburgh County: Attorney Miller directed the Commissioners' attention
to the case of Hirsch-vs.-Vanderburgh County and the discussions about the settlement,
as to whether we were going to settle for $12,000 and two bridges or $18,000 and no
bridges. First, we settled for $12,000 and two bridges; then they said "no" -- they
didn't want. to do that. It didntt make any difference to the County because the net
out-of-pocket for the County was virtually the same. A Settlement Agreement was sent
over here and approved in Mr. Miller's absence, which called for payment by the County
of $18,000 -- flat payment. Mr. Miller is now back here with the Settlement Agreement
which is the proper agreement; that is, the payment of $12,000 and the construction of
the bridges in connection-with the improvement of Burkhardt Road. Mr. Miller read the
following stipulation with respect to the bridges:
(continued)
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"3.
In consideration of the dismissal with prejudice of the
consolidated action, the Defendant shall pay the Plaintiffs the sum of
Twelve Thousand Dollars ($12,000.00) in cash, to pe distributed amongst the
Plaintiffs as they determine, without recourse to the Defendant with respect to
such distribition,"(That is to say, we are not responsible for who gets what of
that $12,000.00.) " ••• and the Defendent shall, in the course of the currently
planned improvement project relating to that section of Burkhardt Road located
in Vanderburgh County between Division Street on the South and Boonville Highway
on the North, replace two {2) bridges across the drainage easement in favor of
the Defendant along the eastern side of Burkhardt Road, such replacement to be
made in accordance with the plans and specifications for the improvement of
Burkhardt Road at said location which have been heretofore approved by the State
of Indiana.'' Continuing, Mr. Jones said we specifically describe what bridges
we're going to build and when we're going to build them and in connection with
what improvement •.••• and this Agreement says that the bridge replacement is to
be performed by the Defendant only in connection with the contemplated improvement
project and only in accordance with those plans and specifications as they exist
on the date of the execution of the Settlement·Agreement. Commissioner Willner
interrupted by stating that this is a Drainage Board matter,that they sign the
release. Secondly, he asked if he was correct in stating that it would be the
Commissioners' Agenda to build the bridges. Attorney Miller said that is correct;
that is why he is bringing it up at the Commissioners' meeting and will bring it up
at the Drainage Board, as well. The Drainage Board is the "Defendant in this case.
Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Brenner if we are still in agreement with the
Architect on Burkhardt Rd., and is it his recommendationthat this agr-eement be
signed? Mr. Brenner replied in the affirmative. Commissioner Willner then moved
that the Agreement be approved insofar as the Commissioners are concerned, but be
executed during the Drainage Board Meeting. Motion was seconded· by 'Commissioner Cox.
So ordered.
·

I

11

I

Letter from Executive Inn Requesting Use of Its Own Personnel to Handle Lighting
lett~r directed
to the Commissioners regarding the Executive Inn's desire to use its own personnel
to handle the lighting and sound at Vanderburgh Auditorium for Grand Assembly of
Rainbow Girls. He spoke with Kim Bitz prior to today's meeting, and b.e indicates
that the Executive Inn has satisfied him, at least, that they have the appropriate
insurance coverage for the use of its own personnel. Attorney Miller said he would
suggest to the Commissioners that if any harm comes to the equipment by reason of
their involvement, that it would be no different than if the equipment were damaged
in the course of any.other use by any other lessee of the Vanderbur.gh Auditorium.
Therefore, .he knows of no reason that this request cannot be approved, subject to
the provision of proper Certificates of Insurance. Commissioner Cox asked if there
would be one of the regular union personnel there? Attorney Miller s.a'id he doubted
if there would be. It appears not -- the County has no standing contract with any
particular group or organization; therefore, we can't force •••••.• Commissioner Cox
interjected that she was under·the impression that we should have one carry-over
person there. As she understood it from these various agencies, the big concern is
that they had personnel who could do this or who said that they could do it -- and
this would keep them from having to hire in "x" number of people from the locals at
a different rate. For the ·sake of continuity and protection, she thought there would
be at least one stage-hand. Was that not ever decided? Attorney Miller said that
this is a policy matter that is up to the Commissioners, and he certainly has no
quarrel with that-- it can·be made a condition of the lease ••• that they agree to have
.•· . :at least one of the experienced stage people and that they agree to pay the charge
f·~~"'~i~~'~for same. President Borries said that we had discussed this with "not-for-profit"
groups. This particular agreement is with the Executive Inn. Had it been with the
Rainbow Girls, themselves, we probably would have worked that arrangement out.
Apparently this was an agreement with the Executive Inn that they switch to the
Auditorium because they will not be finished with their Convention Center in time for
this event. Commissioner Cox said she has no doubt that the personnel at the Executive
Inn know what they're doing at the Executive Inn, but her concern is how familiar are
they with the lighting and sound equipment at the Auditorium, etc.? She thinks that's
the bottom line. She is of the opinion that we need to require this at least of the
users of this facility. This is one request -- and she sees us getting hit with a lot
more requests. We should have at least one stage hand we could recommend, who has
experience and expertise in the use of the lighting system and sound system at the
Auditorium ••.•••. which are not the easiest in the world to understand. Attorney Miller

&Sound at Vanderburgh Auditorium: Attorney Miller said he had a

(continued)
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said that anything the Commissioners do in this regard should be in the form of a
written requirement to lessees of this type -~ and should, in all probability, be
attached to the rental agreement. Commissioner Willner said he does not feel the
Commissioners are prepared to establish a written policy at this time. He thinks
that to say we have to have one, two or three experienced stage hands, etc.,
arbitrarily •. one or none ••.• he feels the Commissioners are not prepared to do this.
Commissioner Cox asked when the Rainbow Girls event is scheduled, to which Attorney
Jones responded that it is scheduled July 8th. Commissioner Willner commented that
if he was assured that the Executive Inn personnel are qualified to operate the
County equipment -- that would help. President Berries noted that the Commissioners
can defer the matter for one week, discuss it with both parties, then make a decision
at next week's Commissioners' meeting. Commissioner Willner asked if the Commissioners
can require a ·lessee to utilize one of the experienced stage hands. Attorney Jones
said that from a legal standpoint, it is the County's piece of property and they can
require it or not require· it-- and the lessee can lease it or not lease it. It was
the consenus that the matter be deferred for one (1) week and a decision be reached
on Monday, July 2nd.
RE·:

.. COUNTY HIGHWAY ••.•••• Bill Bethel

Work Report - Week of June 18 thru June 22, 1984: Mr. Bethel presented Weekly Work
Report .••••.•••. report received and filed.
Gradall: St. Joe Ave., Heppler Rd., Schlinsker Rd., Browning Rd., Allens Lane,
and Mesker Park Dr.
Paved:

I

Schlinsker Rd. (Finished today)

Patched: Volkman Rd., Upper Mt. Vernon Rd., Red Bank Rd., Mill Rd., Lynn Rd., and
Colonial Garden Rd.
Tree Crew: Green River Rd.
Mower:

St. Joe Ave., Old Boonvi.lle Hwy. Frontage Rd., Pollack Ave., Lynn Rd.,
Fuquay Rd.,·Outer Lincoln Ave.,.Water Works Rd., Williams Rd., Owensville Rd.,
Baseline Rd., Hogue Rd., and Upper Mt. Vernon Rd.

Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel also presented the Absentee Report for employees at the
County Garage for week of June 18 thru June 22, l984 •.•••• report received and filed.
RE:

I

COUNTY

SURVEYOR~

.•..•• David Guillaum

Mr. David Guillaum was present to present a report from the Surveyor's office. He
directed the Board's attention to the Weekly Report of Bridge &Guardrail Repair,
indicating areas where th~ had repair crews. Specifically cited were the repairs
on Harmony Way and Korressel. Guardrails were also put up on the Maryland Street Bridge.
Additionally, guardrail was put up on St. Joe Avenue to help stop the illegal.dumping.
With regard to Harmony Way, Mr. Guillaum said this was an area discussed previously·
by Commissioner Cox. The surveyor's office checked into the pipe under the road itself,
and there was no problem with the pipe under the road. However, there is a problem
about 400 ft. past the easement -- that same drainage pipe runs under Harmony Road
· ·and onto a private easement. There appears to be some stoppage back in the line -- but
, ~":';'~·it is the . type of problem where the surveyors people could not get into it with their
equipment to do any repair work. No doubt there is a problem with the pipe itself,but
it is beyond our easement. The broken piece of pipe has been repaired. One other.
thought their people had on it (and he'll throw this at Mr. Bethel now) is that they
did notice it appeared the water may have trouble getting to the inlet in that area.
Perhaps Mr. Bethel could possibly consider doing a little cleaning of that side ditch.
While it is nothing critical, it could be looked at when time permits.
Maryland Street Bridge: Mr. Guillaum indicated that they have their plans ready to go.
Thus far, they've had three (3) contractors pick up sets of plans. They have also
notified Barnett Bros., Deig Bros., Traylor Bros., Key Construction, G. H. Allen,
Rig-Mar and Reith Reilly. Thus, they have seven (7) good qualified bidders •••• and
Mr. Guillaum thinks we will get some. good bids on this project. He said the bid
opening is scheduled for next Monday, July 2nd.
(continued)
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In conclusion, Mr. Guillaum called the Commissioners' attention to the fact that
there will be a Drainage Board Meeting today, immediately following the Commissioners
Meeting.
RE:

CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE

I

President Berries presented a Certificate of Insurance for Christian Fellowship, Inc.
for a Church Service to be held in the Vanderburgh Auditorium on August 5, 1984 •••••
certificate received and filed.
RE:

PIGEON TOWNSHIP TRUSTEE - Addition to "Standards &Guidelines"

President Berries said he. had a letter from the Pigeon Township Trustee, Dorathea
MacGregor, which relates to a·matterwhich occurred in a Poor Relief case the
Commissioners heard several weeks ago. (Copies of the letter have been placed in
all of the Commissioners' meeting folders.) The letter reads as follows:

.·

June 18, 1984
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
Room 305, Civic Center Complex
Evansville, IN 47708
To: Vanderburgh County Commissioners
.Upon recommendation by our attorney, Mr. David Shaw, we are
submitting the enclosed "Disallow" to be added to our Standards and
Guidelines for the above office.
Respectfully,

I

DORATHEA M. MACGREGOR
Pigeon Township Trustee
Encl: 1
Copy to County Auditor
Enclosure read as 'follows:
June 18, 1984
TO ALL INVESTIGATORS
The following is to be added to your list of Disallows in the
Standards and Guidelines of this office:
The Trustee's office will not pay rent for more than
a 90-day period for any able-bodied person without
dependents, or for two able-bodied persons with
dependents.

#25

.

-.~

,(

-'

•4

... "i-{,,+~_-·;,,.,.·

;·f,r~~'*'·DORATHEA

MACGREGOR

I

Trustee

Mr. Berries said this was in regard to questions the Commissioners had concerning
one individual who asked for rent assistance. Therefore, this has been added to
the Trustee's Standards &Guidelines. Commissioner Willner said it was his recommendation that the· Commissioners return this memorandum from Pigeon Township Trustee
on disallowance of persons -- for retyping and cl~rification. He said this whole
thing shoulq be re-done. It just doesn't make sense. Attorney Miller said it raises .
more questions than it answers. Commissioner Cox said she didn't think the Commissioners
were supposed to interfere with their rules and regulations. Commissioner Willner said
"we're not-- but this is just bad". Attorney Millersaid that one of these days
(continued)
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someone is going to come to the Commissioners with an appeal -- so he thinks the
Commissioners have at least the right to give that individual some imput. Commissioner
Cox said that the whole idea was to have the Trustee put down in writing what the
personnel in that office were verbally telling thes~ ·people ••. and they didn't do it.
At least she summizes this -- she hasn't seen it yet, since Mr. Willner stopped it
before it reached her. Mr. Willner passed the letter, with attachment, to Commissioner
Cox. She noted that the attachment only contains four (4) sentences! Commissioner
Willner again reiterated that something is wrong with it! It was the consenus that
this should be returned to the Pigeon Township Trustee where it can be re-written and
re-submitted to the Commissioners.
RE:

REQUEST FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONERS TO GO ON AUGUST COUNCIL CALL

President Berries stated that the County Commissioners are requesting permission to
go on August Council Call·to request $5,000.00 in Legal Advertising. He said he
had been informed by Mrs. Evans in the Bookkeeping Department that we only have
$199.00 left in this account; the bills have been running about $900.00 per month.
Hopefully, the $5,000.00 will cover advertising bills for the remainder of the year.
He further explained this would come from the Commissioners' budget (Account 130-342,
legal Advertising). Motion was made by Commissioner Cox that the request to go on
August Council Call be approved. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Willner. So
ordered.
·
RE:

I
•

OLD BUSINESS

Vanderburgh Auditorium Advisory Board: President Borries said the Advisory Board
for the Vanderburgh Auditorium held their first meeting on last Friday, June 22nd,
at 4:00 p.m. He said this seemed to be a very diverse and interested group, one
that he feels will take a real interest in the future of the Auditorium. They
met for approximately one (1) hour and toured the building. Mr. Joe O'Daniel was
elected Chairman of the Advisory Board; members are as follows: Jo Merrill,
Robert Hayden, Anthony Bennett and Sharon Sanders Rudolph. The Board will be meeting
on the first Tuesday of every month; however, because this coming week presented a
problem with the July 4th Holiday, they will be meeting at 4:00 p.m. on Tuesday,
July lOth. Commissioner Berries said there are many things to be discussed concerning the
Auditorium, such as all of the improvements that will be looked into and examined,
various directions they need to look atin relation to parking, other capital improvements which will need to be made, etc. In President Berries' opinion, this was a
very productive meeting -- one in which all of the newly appointed Board members
seemed to be interested and indicated they wanted to become very much involved in the
workings of the Auditorium.
Community Cablevision of Posey County: President Borries said M~. Maude who had
presented a Franchise Agreement to be taken under advisement by the Commissioners
could not be present ·for today's meeting. Hopefully, we will have a further report
on that next week. As the Commissioners will recall, the County Attorney's office
was to send Community Cablevision a copy of the Franchise Agreement currently being
used with other firms, and requested that they revise their proposed Agreement to
conform, etc.
RE:

I

NEW TELEPHONE SPECS.

President Berries iaid that this ~~s"'f:'.week he·.,~nd Ji~Lindenschmidt met with representatives from the City, the School Corporation and the Building Authority concerning
the new telephone specs that are being considered. To update the Board, he asked them
to recall that last year in the rather slowly moving wheels of government it was
decided that if any change were to be made regarding the phones, that all agencies and
users of this building and the Civic Center Complex would be contacted to see if they
would be interested in remaining or staying on the s~me telephone system. At that
time, a consultant was hired. Things which occurred at that time included the vestiture
of the Bell System into a number of different companies; things were very unclear at
that time. One particular bid was selected. One company felt that that particular bild
did not meet the advertised specs. A Court Hearing was held; that particular opinion
was upheld by the Judge at the particular hearing. A new consultant was hired by the
(continued)
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Building Authority; specs again were written that would, again, invite all advertisers
new companies that had been formed to present their statistics. Those have been
received and, according to this particular procedure, a decision has to be reached
within 75 days of when those particular bids were issued. If not, we would run out of
time and would not have accurate data upon which to base a decision. One company has
been suggested by the consultant after a rather extensive review. The consultant was
a TCS communications consultant from Nashville, TN and their report was unbelievable.
They have examined all of the figures, specs and bids and various hardware that each
of these bidders included, and they have put together an entire prospectus -~ a.. very
lengthy thing -- and there is also a shorter summary, with a recommendation. Mr. Berries
said they endeavored to get this information to each of the Commissioners this past
weekend so they could study it and reach a decision -- because the other units of
government are also going to participate -- and it is very important at this time that
if there are any questions that he and Jim Lindenschmidt might answer -- that those
be discussed -- and ask for a decision today. The 75-day deadline is rapidly approaching.
One of the items discussed (because the Council has to approve any funding·-- and there
are several Councils involved) was that there would be a Joint Meeting of the City and
County Councils to listen to the consultant and at that time answer any questions they
might have concerning the funding; what system was the most economical; which system ~
would allow for some stabilization of rates, etc; plans for future growth to suit the
needs of the City and the County! The County phone useage is 51%; the City useage is
34%; the School Corporation's useage is approximately 13%. Commissioner Berries said
he understands that the School Corporation would intend to, he thinks~ purchase their
portion and has set aside funds to do that. The County's portion would be more, but
we have set aside a significant amount in order to lower any additional cost we might
have. He said this is as much as he can explain at this time and asked if Jim Lindenschmidt had anything to add? Mr. Lindehschmidt said he thinks Mr. Berries said it
pretty well. He thinks they're just wanting the-Commissioners' recommendation as to
when the Joint Meeting can be held. They would like to have it next~nday. He said
the Board of Commissioners has indicated they would like to have the -consultants at
that meeting -- so we will have to notify them as soon as possible. It was noted
that the 75-day period would be on July 9th. President Berries said'the consultant
suggested that first of all the system should be selected; then, the second task would
be·for the Councils to determine how the various financial arrangements would be
worked out. The County has planned ahead here where we have approximately $112,000.00
set aside in a speci a1 account for our portion of this.· Our goal has been to try to
stablizine cost; there has been some discussion that· there might be smme change in
various rates, but the consultant said these are varied "ifs and, at some point, you
have to make a decision based on the current information available. Mr. Lindenschmidt
said he spoke with the consultant's secretary this morning and she gave him a run-down
on cost on completely financing the whole thing-- with no money down. Our bill would
be approximately what it is right now for a number of years; but when it is paid off,
then it would drop drastica·lly. However, she did not take into consideration that if
we paid $112,000 down and someone else pa·id the whole thing, and someone else paid
nothing-- how much· our share would be. But that would all be worked out. As the
consultant advised, our first task would be to select what we want. After that the
financial arrangements could be worked out. However, her estimated cost was based on
nothing being paid (what they have as the apparent low bidder) and our bill would be
about the same amount we are currently paying •••• until it was paid off; then the drastic
drop in cost. President Berries said this would be a 11 state-of-the-art" system; one
that would adopt easily to data processing and data processing expansions. It is an
electronic system. He said not to ask him to explain this, again; there was a 3-day
court case involving this situation with attorneys from all governmental units involved
.. and there were various people who testified and did convince the judge in that case
that the information which the one company objected to was accurate. .This particular
communication consulting firm, in his opinion, was very. impressive~ They are extremlyl
knowledgable; extremly comprehensive in all they had proposed; they made a recmmendati
that said if two concerns are satisfied -- that the growth and associated cost issue
is not a realistic problem. What he was talking about in terms of growth is whether
or not the stations in this Civic Center Complex would be adequate for future growth.
He said that if the entire Complex would grow to 944 stations, one other system might
be (and again it was a 11 might be") less. However,we currently have 676 stations as
of today. When the Civic Center opened in 1969, according .to figures we were able to
obtain, they had 533 stations. Commissioner Cox noted that at one time we had over
700; Commissioner Berries said we went through in 1982 and 1983 and removed lines
'wherever possible and removed stations. This consultant did not feel this particular
concern would be significant; in other words, we're not going to grow some 300 stations
according to the present growth rate in local government. That was concern Number One.
The second concern was that the reference checks be satisfactory; and Mr. Gil Ruston,
who was the coordinator thru the Building Authority, had checked on every reference
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provided by this particular company; all were very favorable. Therefore, we felt
those two concerns were met. Commissioner Cox said the only comments she had
concerned the growth and associated cost issue; not only the number of stations,
but also the number of lines available. We will have a combined total of seventy
(70) lines which serve the 688 stations and. we can only assume and take the recommendation of the consultant that this will adequately serve our needs. We're
talking about the School Corporation, County government and City government. Even.
though we have 688 stations, we're only going to h.ave only seventy (70) outside lines.
Mr. Lindenschmidt said insofar as the ·internal. lines go -- we can all be talking at
the same time. Commissioner Cox noted, however, that should there be thirty-five (35)
outbound calls and thirty-five (35) inbound calls, then the trunks would all be tied up.
In order to get the capacity up to ninety (90) lines, there would be additional cost.
Mr. Lindenschmidt stated that any one of the three new switches recommended would be
seventy (70) lines -- no matter which company we go with. The only other alternative
would be to stay where·we,are now. President Berries said that with these new switches
and all of the advancements which have taken place since the current system was installed, it is all electronically directed -- it's all done by computer to avoid
overload or free access to open lines whenever calls are corning in. Mr. Lindenschmidt .
said that one other point brought out was that with a new switch yo.u can do all the
"'
changing yourself internally, whereas now if you do any changing. there is a minimum
$90.00 charge and it usually averages out around $200.00. The only thing that cost us
with the new switch is to run a new line; any moving of offices or phones -- you can
change the numbers to another location as long as you have a plug-in and do that yourself;
you would not have to call someone from the outside in to do this and pay for that
service. Actually, the City has more of that going on than the County -- they change
their offices quite often.· President Berries said the consultant did indicate that
he would be here for the Joint Meeting. City Council will be meeting Hext Monday
evening; hopefully, the Commissioners meeting would be concluded by 6:00 p.m. and we
would be able to participate and ask any questions. Commissioner Cox asked how many
outside lines we have currently, to which Mr. Lindenschmidt said that every phone is
an outside line. ·Currently, all you have to do is pick up your telephone and dial
9 and you're out. Under the new system, conceivably within a peak time you could
pick up your phone, dial 9 and get a busy signal and have to wait to get outside.
They have done studies on how many calls in and out within an hour and they can tell
you the number of calls within a peak time!) but they cannot tell you how long they
were on the phone. If you dial now and get a busy signal and have to hang up and dial
back, you might make ten (10) calls in five minutes trying to get out -- but you're
not on the phone but a few seconds at a time. But that would all register as a call
during that hour's time. Mr. Lindenschmidt said this has happened to him on a number
of occasions, as recently as a short time ago when he was trying to reach an individual
on a toll-free long distance call; he had to dial it four times before he could get
through. President Berries said that if the Commissioners have no further questions,
we need to make a recommendation. If they want to study this another week they can
certainly do so. However, we want the consultant to come in so he can answer any
kind of financial matters. Mr. Berries said he is confident the consultant will be able
to answer any kind of technical questions that anyone on the Commission or Councils
may have; he's an articulate person and has done real extensive work on this. Commissioner Cox noted that this will result in ·quite a projected savings to Vanderburgh
County over a seven-year period. If seventy.(70) lines is not sufficient and we find
out it is an inconvenience· of necessity to add on more, then this is the way we'll _have
to go. However, the seventy lines may very well serve us. Mr. Lindenschmidt stated
that the new switch would only accommodate growth to ninety-two (92) lines. However,
the switch could be made bigger -- it just takes more money. President. Berries said
they have included figures in what is based on a net present value of all of. these
-·"· pi{'t$Systems and the apparently from their low totals this entire system could be purchased
· for $66,000.00 divided by all the units of government plus you would add the cable.
At that point, you would be able to stabilize your cost for an extended length of time.
Mr. Lindenschmidt said if it all could be paid off up front you could sta~t right away
with your monthly savings for all units. But if we don't have enough money to pay it
off to begin with and finance the whole thing -- then we'd be paying what we're paying
right now until we get it paid for; then, there would be a drastic reduction. But we
would have a first-class, modern system. Commissioner Willner asked if it is true that
in the deliberations of the expert he did not study the Centrex system, because they
will not be able to guarantee their rates until after the Public Hearing? Mr. Lindenschmidt said he has the present!) the one where they had a reduced rate, and then he
has a proposed on what they are saying what they are going to get (which they have not
filed for yet). However, Commissioner Willner said •••••• Attorney Miller interjected
11
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that they can't guarantee it at this point so they can't bid it. Commissioner Willner
asked what if we waited to do anything -- or asked for an extension from these
companies until after the Public Hearing to see whether that was granted? Mr. Berries
said it throws out your bid -- and you simply can't make a decision based on what
might be"! Mr. Borries said we had the alternative of doing nothing; however, the
consultant said our cost would continue to rise if we keep the present system.
Commissioner Willner asked how the consultant knows this if they haven't ruled on
this yet? President Berries said he knows this because of maintenance cost, because
of the limitations we would begin to face should we decide to move into some increase
telephone use on data processing, etc. Mr. Lindenschmidt said some people fear they
will turn around and raise the other part of it to make up for what they cut down and
are giving us on one end. Commissioner Willner asked how they can do this when they're
going to guarantee the rates for fourteen (14) years, so they tell him. Mr. Lindenschmidt
said "not the complete 100% ..,_ they were going to guarantee those trunk line charges
for thatlong". However, Mr. Lindenschmidt said it has gotten so complicated it is
getting beyond him. Commissioner Willner asked if there is a possibility of the .
Commissioners delaying their decision until we hear from the consultant? Mr. Berries
said he is going to be here, since he is going to attend the joint meeting of the
r
City and County Council. Commissioner Willner asked if the decision can be made
after the joint meeting? Mr. Lindenschmidt said the· Commissioners are going to have
to make a recommendation, because the joint meeting is going to concern the money end
of it. Attorney Miller suggested that the Commissioners have the consultant attend
their next meeting since he is going to be at the joint session later in the day?
The decision should be next Monday since we're up against a deadline. President Borries
said it is also his opinion that the Building Authority is not going to continue to retain
consultants after consultants to have studies after studies to determine what we're
going to do. If it is going to let us see some savings·-- ·if it's going to improve
what we can do for the future -- then we need to do those things. Mr. lindenschmidt
said it is his understanding that both the School Corporation and the City are ready
to go ahead with their recommendation, but we all have to be in agreement. Two can't
go and one stay out. President Berries said that obviously we saw a cost savings
based on a large network here that the Building Authority could coordinate. Commissioner Cox pointed out that any extension of trunk lines would have to be shared
on a three-way basis, because there would probably be no way to, pin down which entity
of government was using·the seventy lines. President Berries said the Commissioners
could ask him to attend their meeting next week, but if we're going to get a negative
vote it would make the second part of his meeting rather useless. Commissioner Cox
asked just what information could he further provide the Commissioners in order for
them to make a better decision next week? Commissioner Willner said there. are so many
unknowns.· He thinks someone should be able to say we have a system in South Bend or
Texas or somewhere that is similar to ours --and said seventy (70) lines was very
much adequate or ·seventy (70) lines was inadequate •. At this point, nobody wants to
go on the fence and say whether it will or will not be adequate. Mr. Lindenschmidt
said he was told by the consultant (when asked about this.when Mr Lindenschmidt
expressed his concerns) that he would guarantee that seventy (70) lines would be
sufficient -- that's what he told him! Commissioner Willner asked how he could guarantee
this? President Berries said you again go back to this electronic system of routing
and how this whole system operates. Again, it's done on a state-of-the-art switch
here that is more improved than that which we have at this point. Commissioner Willner
said you buy a new automobile and it's a state-of-the art -- the very latest. But,
that doesn't mean it's a good system! Commissioner Cox said that whether you spend.
$50,000 or $5,000, you're still only supposed to go 55 miles per hour and this is what
we have here, whether state-of-the-art or anything. It still boils down to seventy
(70} lines -- and she doesn't see how he can provide any additional information within
,a week that would help the Commissioners to make a better decision. President Berries
·''*''"\'\·/"said he feels the consultant answered all the ques.tions discussed and this is why the
books were distributed to the Commissioners for their perusal. His recommendations ·
were excellent; he.is extremly knowledgeable in this field and Mr. Berries recommended
approval. If the Commissioners set a time and date and he attends a Commissioners
meeting and the Board is not satisfied at that time --then he assumes the Board would
just nullify their motion. He suggested that the Commissioners need to set up a
meeting, indicate they have accepted the consultant's recommendation and that we're
going to call the Councils together, etc. We would ask him to come in at 2:30 for
the Commissioners meeting to answer any questions they might have concerning the
recommendation at that time, then be on hand for the Joint Meeting that evening to
answer any questions on funding, etc. C~mmissioner Cox said there is also the possibility
that when the Commissioners meet with the Councils they may say we don't have t~e money!
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Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the Board of Commissioners accept
the recommendation of the consultant to go with KLF (as he said Lord help me
if I'm wrongn). Commissioner Cox provi·ded a second to the motion. So ordered.
President Berries instructed Mr. Lindenschmidt to notify the consultant to this
effect and ask him to attend the scheduled meeting of the Commissioners at 2:30 p.m.
on Monday, July 2nd. Further, he asked that Mr. Lindenschmidt noti.fy the Building
Authority and set up the Joint Meeting at 6:00 p.m. for the Councils, etc., once
he has confirmation from tne consultant that he can be present for both meetings.
11

I

RE:

COUNTY ENGINEER •••••••• Andy Easley

Mr. Easley presented a letter written to the Indiana Department of Highways in response
to their ·letter of May 15, 1984, concerning the Right~of-Way on Burkhardt Road Project.
The letter read as follows:
·
June 18, 1984
Ms. Carol L. Erler, Acting Supervisor
Local Assistance Unit
Indiana Department of Highways
Room 1101, State Office Building
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
Re: PROJECT M-ElOO R/W Acquisition
Burkhardt Road, Vanderburgh County
Right-of-Way Certification
Dear Ms. Euler:

I

We are i.n receipt of your letter dated May 15, 1984, concerning the
right-of-way documents for subject project.
We are enclosing the following items:
. l.

Excerpts ·from the minutes of the County Commissioners meetings
showing that Mr. Kenneth Hansen, the right-of-way buyer, was
authorized to purchase the easement parcels that have been
obtai:ned .from the following owners:
Alfred &Julia Euler
Warrick National Bank .
Floyd Lemmon
Alfred &Martin Durchholz

2. Appraisal and offer letter for the Alfred &Julia Euler parcel.
3. Appraisal and offer letter for the Warrick National Bank parcel.
It will be appreciated if your office will issue the right-of-way
·certification to the Federal Highway Administration, so the project can be
placed on the earliest construction letting.
If any.additional information is required, please contact the under. , . . '-"-C·"'"'.":"· '!... · · • •·· ·
· ,,_.,, ··

·''··,.:,,l'i. ~·si gned.

I

! ..

Very sincerely,
R. Andrew Easley, Jr., P.E.
County Highway Engineer
cc: County Commissioners
Mr. David Gerard
Mr. Easley said it has been indicated that they're going to get that on the August
lettings, as he understands it.
(continued)
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Illinois Central Gulf.Crossing/Mill Road: Mr. Easley said he met with Mr. Bill Shelby
at around 2:00 p.m. today concerning the Illinois-Central Gulf Crossing on Mill Road
(Mr. Shelby is the foreman). The crossing is closed. Mrs. Margie Meeks notified the
newspaper that it will probaoly be closed until Thursday. We purchased $165.00 worth
of steel to raise the header rails and everything is wor.king out well on that
coordinated closing.

I

Wilbert Zeller/Meadowbrooke Drive: Both Mr. Easley and Mr. Bethel met with Wilbert
Zeller on Meadowbrooke Drive on Friday afternoon during the height of the big storm,
and witnessed a gigantic run-off -- and Mr. Zeller did have quite a bit of the broken
concrete removed from the ditch -- but we want to go back when it isn't raining and
review his problem. There is quite a bit of silt coming down there. It is Mr. Easley's
intention to contact the Soil Conservation Service to see if they will help him convince
the farmer that he has to do something to keep that silt from coming down the street.
The silt has apparently choked the storm drainage system and Mr. Easley says he has
considerable work to coordinate to see if they can get those people to work together
to solve their problem. There may have to be some county money spent out there -but that will have to be discussed with the Commissioners at a later date.
Creasey Co., Inc.: Mr. Easley said he also received word last week from the president
of the Creasey Company that they have decided not to relocate the track to the west
of that warehouse, and they are going to cooperate in letting us move the door over
two (2) feet -- so that can now proceed. They have had the ball for about ninety (90)
days, trying to come up with a corporate decision as to what would be best for them.
Romaine Subdivision: Mr. Easley said that he and Mr.• Bethel inspected the Romaine
Subdivision. They're almost ready to ·.have it accepted; just a. couple nf things remain
to be done. He said he would not be surprised at all to be back next week with a
letter requesting acceptance.
President Borries said that is some good news from Creasey; that means that if they
have agreed to relocate •••••. Mr. Eas 1ey said the switch wi 11 be moved out and the
Federal Highway Administration said that they would pay for that. The only minor
hitch in it is the cost limitation on the door relocation. Creasey said that if it
.is in excess of $10,000, it' is· more difficult to accomplish without_ a <negotiated or
informal bid procedure.
RE:

I

CLAIMS

The following claims were presented for approval:
Darrell Collins: Claim in the amount of $29.58 for reimbursement of meals. Mr. Borries
said this concerned employee of Human Relations Commission for Indiana Consortium in
Columbus, Indiana. County has paid $35.00 registration fee and $37.00 lodging. An
amount of $30.00 for meals was approved by the Commissioners on May 21, 1984. Motion
was made by Commissioner Willner that this claim be approved for payment. Motion was
seconded by Commissioner Cox. · So ordered.
RE:

EMPLOYMENT

CHANGES.~

.•••• Releases

Convention &Visitors Bureau

:'~%f~.'ti~~;,;,ter.,:·~·.,~~:~frich

.,j,,:>~}}~4 ~hel~:~,Lane

;'v;;·•

· Asst. Dir.

$ 20,000/Yr. .,,,Eff:
,,

7/16/84

Auditor's Office
Posting Clk. $ 10,720/Yr.

:£ff: 6/29/1

Kathy Lowe
Wadesville, IN
(L.O.A. until August 27, 1984)
Shirley Ankenbrand
804 N. Alvord
Terri Pace
5104 Hoosier Ct.
Cindy Mayo
1200 S. Harlan
lucille Musgrave
4304 Pennington
Vanderburgh Superior Court/Juvenile Division

P/T Clerk
$ 30.00/Day
Transfer Clk $ 11,281/Yr.
Secondy Dep.
12,052/Yr.
13,264/Yr.
Bkkpr.

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

6/29/84
6/29/84
6/29/84
6/29/84

Roberta Jourdan
Susan Metz

Court Reptr. $ 16,217/Yr.
Probation Off.$ 17,178/Yr.

Eff:
Eff:

6/18/84
6/15/84

2100 N. Redbank
12336 Browning Rd.

f
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Vanderburgh Superior Court
Sue G. Steele
Mary Jane Stucki

Ct.· Reptr.
Riding Blf.

$16,717/Yr.
$13,491/Yr.

Eff: 6/22/84
Eff: 6/22/84

35.17 Wansford
1400 S. Grand
1162 S. Lombard

P/T Bail Bond $ 6,600/Yr.
Intern
$ 3.35/Hr.
Intern
$ 3.35/Hr.

Eff: 6/15/84
Eff: 6/1/84
Eff: 6/l/84

R.R.#l, Nurrenbern
3721 .Koressel Rd.
2834 Pennsylvania

Rink Guard
P/T Cashier
P/T Ground

Eff: 6/20/84
Eff: 6/20/84
Eff: 6/20/84

Circuit Court

I

Joseph Adams
Shawn E. Devoy
Karen M. Memmer
Burdette Park
Perry Gostley
Dona Barton
Jeff Craft
RE:

$ 4.00/Hr.
$ 3.35/Hr.
$ 3.50/Hr.

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES •..••.. Appointments

Auditor's Office
Marjorie June Miller
Shirley Ankenbrand
Terri Pace
Cindy Mayo

1621 Wedeking
804 N. Alvord
5104 Hoosier Ct.
1200 S. Harlan

Temp. Clk. $414.26/Pay
Transfer Clk.$10,760/Yr.
Second Dep. $12,052/Yr.
Bkkpr.
$13,264/Yr.

Eff: 7/2/84
Eff: 7/2/84
Eff: 7/2/84
Eff: 7/2/84

Vanderburgh Superior Court - Juvenile Division

I

Roberta· Jourdan
Betty J. Denk

Eff: 6/18/84
Eff: 7/2/84

Ct. Reptr.
C1k •. Asst.

$16,717/Yr.

Riding Blf.
Ct. Reptr.

$13,491/Yr.
$17,717/Yr.

Intern
Intern
Intern
Intern

$140/Wk.
$ 3.35/Hr.
$ 3.35/Hr.
$140/Wek.

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

6/4/84
6/13/84
6/11/84.
6/4/84

R. Guard
Cashier
Ex. Guard
Ex. Guard
P/T Ground

$
$
$
$
· $.

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

6/20/84
6/20/84
6/16/84
6/20/84
6/20/84

Spj Reptr.

$2.50/Hr.

Eff: 6/11/84

· ·913 S. Governor

P/T Dep.

$4.00/Hr.

Eff:

2210 Sunburst

P/T Clerk

$30.00/Day

Eff: 6/19/84

2100 N. Redbank Rd.
1254 Western Hills

$10~972/Yr.

Vanderburgh Superior Court
Mary Grace Ryan
Mary Jane Stucki

Eff: 6/25/84
Eff: 6/25/84

Circuit Court
Shawn E. Devoy
Suzanne Shipp
Julie L. Wittman
Karen M. Memmer

1400
1505
7377
1162

S. Grand
Thompson Ave.
Acorn Drive
S. Lombard

Burdette Park
Perry Gostly
Dona Barton
John Winiger
Mike Powless
Larry Nickens

R.R.#l Nurrenbern
3721 Koressel Rd.
2308 N. Heidelbach
Cole Ct.
R.R.#2 Hillview Dr.

3. 60/Hr.
3.50/Hr.
3.35/Hr.
3.35/Hr.
4. 00/Hr.

Circuit Court
.. , .. _..

~Christine

I

Arnold

,.;,'·d;.,q;c~506

S.E. 1st St.

Clerk of Circuit Court
Patricia Fentress

6/18/84

Treasurer's Office
Lisa

G~

Hart
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Sheriff's Department
Jim Embry
Billie S. Goff
Ke1li J. Seddon
Otto Schnakenburg
Glenn A. Grampp
Mike Ellenstein
RE:

1519 Fuquay Rd.
2500 Anthony Dr.
2312 E. Virginia
3500 Koring Rd.
212 Ladonna Ct.
861 Blue Ridge

Merit BoardMerit Board
Civ. Jailer
Merit Board
Merit Board
Merit Board

$750/Yr.
$750/Yr.
$12,308/Yr.
$750/Yr.
$750/Yr.
$750/Yr.

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

6/15/84
6/15/84
6/12/84

6/151
6/15
6/15

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

President Borries said that since this is Freedom Festival Week there wi1l.be a lot
going on. Tomorrow, June 26th, Mr. Bill Pfister of !OSHA will be in Commissioners
.
Hearing Room at 9:00 a.m. He is the individual contacted by the Commissioners concernning
reviewing and suggesting what we need to do in relation to our on-going safety activities.
This has been a longstanding appointment -- so tomorrow is the day.
There being no further business to come before the Board of Commissioners at this
time, the meeting was declared adjourned at 4:05p.m., with the announcement that
the meeting of the Drainage Board would be held immediately.

PRESENT:

COMMISSIONERS
Richard J. Borries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

AUDITOR
··Alice McBride

COUNTY ATTORNEY
David Miller

COUNTY SURVEYOR

COUNTY ENGINEER

COUNTY ·HIGHWAY

David Guillaum

Andy Easley

Bill Bethel

I

PURCHASING
Tom Dorsey
SECRETARY:

Joanne A. Matthews
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MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
July 2, 1984
SUBJECT INDEX

I

I

PAGE NO.

AMENDED DATA PROCESSING SERVICE AGREEMENT----Betty lou Jarboe----------------------

9

APPOINTMENTS BY COMMISSIONERS TO DATA PROCESSING ADVISORY BOARD---Deferred --------

9

BIDS:
Opening of Bids/Stage.. Rigging & Draperies (Auditorium) -----------------------Tiffin Scenic Studios ($118,567.00)
Peter Albrecht Corp. ($131,320.00)
Opening of Bids for Replacement of Maryland Street Bridge --------------------- 1 &2
Reith Reilly Construction Co. ---------------$508,723.50
Traylor Bros., Inc. -------------------------$502,173.90
Deig Bros. lumber &Construction Co. --------$595,835.50
Rig-Mar Contracting Co. ---------------------$441,178.00
Awarding of Bid to Rig-Mar for Maryland Street Bridge -----$441,178.00 -------3
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS~--------John Vezzozo ----------------------------------------

11 .-

BOB HAMILTON CHARITABLE GOLF FOUNDATION ---------Financial Report -----------------

10

BUILDING AUTHORITY -------------New Telephone
System, etc. -----------------------•

1

BUILDING COMMISSION-----Jesse Crooks ------(Computer Needs/To Prepare Report)------

10

CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE-------------------------------_.-------------------------Robert Cotton Management/Phil Keaggy Music
Aiken Management/Brighton Beach Memoirs
Evansville Civic Theater/"Oklahoma" Performances ·-

11

CLAIMS:
Hartford Specialty Co. --------------------------------------------------~-----Sperry-Univac------------$1,949;52
_______ _. ____________________________________ _

11

COMMUNITY CABLEVISION/POSEY COUNTY----·--Franchise Proposal/Walter Maude ------------

3

CONTRACT FOR BOVINE BRUCELLOSIS &TUBURCULOSIS ERADICATION----(Approved) -----------

9

COUNTY ATTORNEY
Claim to Sperry-Univac----------------$1,949.52 --------------------------------

8

8

COUNTY ENGINEER ----------------Andy Easley
Railroad Crossing/Mill Road ---------------------------------------------------6
Meadowbrooke Drive/Drainage Problems ------------------------------------------6
Romain Subdivision ------------------------------------------------------------6
Debbie lane ------------------------------------------------~------------------6
COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT ----------Bill Bethel
Weekly Absentee Report -~------------------------------------------------------6
~/eekly Work Report ------------------------·--·---------------------------------5
Burkhardt Road Project ---------~----------------------------------------------6
Debbie Lane -------------------------------------------------------------------6
·:,?':'ff,,COUNTY OFFICES/HOLIDAY CLOSING ~---;;. __ _::_ _________ _: _________ ~----~---:...':' __ -:---::-·~-:-~--- .~{~;10 .•...
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COUNTY SURVEYOR -------------Robert Brenner
Bridge &Guardrail Repair Report ----------------------------------------------Bridges/Kansas Road &County Line Rd. ------------~-----------------------------

11
12

COUNTY TREASURER ------------lew Volpe
Monthly Report ---------~------------------------------~-----------------------3~4 &5 ·
DRUG &ALCOHOL DEFERRAL SERVICE/RENEWAL OF LEASE 0~ OFFICE SPACE --(Approved)------

5

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ----------------------------------------------------------------

11

IOSHA --------Meeting with !OSHA OFFICIALS ----------------------------------------

10

(continued}
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PAGE NO.

NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES
App. for Mead Johnson River-Rail-Truck Terminal To Be Included ---------------

10

REQUEST TO GO ON COUNCIL CALL/COMMISSIONERS ---------------------------------------

7

REQUEST FROM WELBORN HOSPITAL TO USE COUNTY ROADS FOR BIKE RIDE----Approved -------7 & 8

SCHE~¥~~c:~~~N~~uncils/Joint Meeting

re Telephone System & Funding --------------

··11

TRAVEL REQUEST
Harry A. Tornatta/Perry Township Assessor -----------Approved) ----------------

7

VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM
1st Advisory Board Meeting Held Last Week/Joe O'Daniel Elected President ------

5
., . •,.:
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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
July 2, 1984
The meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on July 2, 1984, in
the Commissioners Hearing Room, with President Borries presiding.

I

Since the meeting room was almost filled to seating capacity with various individuals,
President Berries announced that copies of today•s meeting Agenda, as well as copies
of Minutes from the previous meeting, were available on the credenza placed near the
entrance to the room for those who might be interested in same.
Sheriff Clarence Shepherd declared the meeting in session at 2:40p.m., pursuant
to adjournment.
The Chair entertained a motion concerning the minutes of the previous meeting held
on Monday, June 25, 1984. Motion was made by Comrniss.ioner Willner that the minutes
be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor. and the reading of same be waived.
The motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.

I

President Berries sai·d that before proceeding with the agenda (and we will proceed
../
with it as published), at last week's meeting the Vanderburgh County Commission had
acted upon a recommendation and sent the recommendation to the Building Authority
concerning the matter of telephones and the telephone systems that has been coordinated
by the Evansville-Vanderburgh County Building Authority. The consultants from TCS
Communications, Inc.,(Mr. James Garden, president and Margaret Mitchell) have been in
the city today to talk with the Commissioners and answer any questions the Commissioners
might have had concerning his recommendation. Mr. Garden will also be at the Joint
Public Meeting of the City and County Councils tonight at 6:00p.m., which is being
held for purposes·"of' discussing funding. At this time, because there are representatives
from each of the groups here (and we appreciate your attendance) -- since the Building
Authority is the coordinating agency in regard to that particular decision -- we do
not feel that the matter should be discussed at this time.· Mr. Garden and Miss Mitchell
will be at the 6:00 p.m. meeting. The Commissioners have met and talked with these
persons individually concerning questions they.might have had. Therefore, we will
proceed with today•s agenda as published.
RE:

OPENING OF BIDS FOR STAGE RIGGING MODIFICATIONS AND DRAPERIES FOR ·vANDERBURGH
AUDITORIUM··

The Chair entertained a motion for the County Attorney to open the bids
Rigging Modifications and Draperies for Vanderburgh Auditorium. Motion
was made by Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox.
After reviewing the bids, County Attorney David Jones ·reported that two
received; both bids are in order. Bids received were as follows:

on Stage
to this effect
So ordered.
bids were

1) Tiffin Scenic Studios, Inc. (Tiffin, OH) --Bid in sum of $118,567.00.

-

2) Peter Albrecht Corporation (Milwaukee, WI)-- Bid in sum of $131,320.00.

Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that both bids be forwarded to the Auditorium
Manager for his review and recommendation. Commissioner Cox remarked that while.she
will second Mr. Willner's motion, she does have one question: "Were there any breakdowns insofar as stage rigging and draperies, or were the bids all-inclusive?" Attqrney
Jones indicated they were both lump sum bids. Commissioner Cox provided a second to.
;:,Mr. Willner's motion. So ordered.
· .~~"· ·
·.
·· ·
· ·. · ·
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RE:

OPENING OF BIDS FOR MARYLAND STREET BRIDGE OVER PIGEON CREEK

The Chair entertained a motion for the County Attorney to open the bids for the
Maryland Street Bridge. Motion to this effect was made by Commissioner Willner, with
Commissioner Cox providing a second. So ordered. After reviewing the·bids, County
Attorney David Jones said the Engineer's estimate on the Maryland Street Bridge given
6/29/84 was in the amount of $457,805.20. There were four (4} bids on the Maryland
Street Bridge, as follows:
(continued}
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1) Reith Reill Construction Co., Inc. (Goshen, IN)-- Bid in the amount of
508,723.50. Bid is in order
·
2) Tra lor Bros., Inc. (Evansville, IN)-- Bid in the amount of $502,173.90.
Bid is in order
3)

I

4) Ri -Mar Contractin Co. (Henderson, KY) --Bid in the amount of $441,178.00.
Bid is in order
Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the four bids be given to County Surveyor
Robert Brenner for his per~sal and recommendation, with request that he get back to
the Commissioners with his recommendation while said meeti·ng is still in progress.
Mr. Brenner agreed to do so and left the meeting. The meeting was nearly over when
Mr. Brenner returned with his recommendation, following a lengthy review of the bids
submitted. Mr. Brenner said he reviewed the bid of Rig-Mar Contracting Co., Inc.,
and it extends out correctly. The bid is a_balanced bid; there are no items overloaded.
They haven't done too many bridges, but they do have a Bid Bond and a Construction Bond
and it is his recommendation that the Commissioners accept this bid. Commissioner
Willner asked where the firm's corporate office is located; to which Mr. Brenner
responded that it is located in Henderson, Kentucky. Commissioner Willner then asked
if the firm has done any business locally of which Mr. Brenner is aware? Mr. Brenner
said they had an approximate $400,000.00 contract with General Foods (demolition of
the grain bins on First Avenue). Commissioner Cox queried Mr. Brenner concerning the
differences detected in the bids. Mr. Brenner said there were no big items -- the
coffer dam was a little cheaper. He said he went thru all the bids -- and they varied
up and down. Commissioner Cox cited the some $61,000 difference between the bid of
Rig-Mar and one of the other bids. Mr. Brenner said both were balanced bids. However,~
he said they could nmt accept Traylor Bros., Inc. bid without re~bidding, because they
are too far over the engineer's estimate . (you •re allowed to go within 5%). Mr. B·renner _
said as he recalls it, we had the same problem about a year ago on the First Avenue
Bridge project. Commissioner Berries asked if anything time-wise was i:m:luded -- was
'
there any estimate? Mr. Brenner said the bid .specs called for ninety (90) working.
days with a_$500.00 per day penalty. Working days start from either flve (5) days
from the time you sign the contract --Notice to Proceed -- or when SIGECO gets their
power line off the bridge on the north side, whichever comes first. He said no one ,
seemed to think that time was a factor. Ninety {90) working days works out close to
one hundred twenty (120) calendar days. Commissioner Cox said she didn't think the
time element would be that much of a factor, because while she cannot speak for the
other Commissioners, but she has not received any calls about the bridge being closed
now -- this· ~1as not the case on the First Avenue Bridge project. Motion was made by
Commissioner Willner that the low bid from Rig-Mar Contracting Co., Inc. in the amount
of $441,178.00 be accepted. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
In response to Corrmissioner Cox's query --:- Mr. Brenner said he really knows nothing
about the contractor. The only thing we've got to go on is the Financial Statement
from them -- the Corrmissioners can check some of the items on it. But, to get a bond
from CNA (that's who's guaranteeing us -- Continental Casualty C6mpany is guaranteeing
us). Somebody is building that bridge -- we have nothing but what is in our plans and
specs. While you would always rather do business with somebody with whom you've done
business before -- because it is .easier -- but it didn't work out that way. So you
;(·.just step up and take low bidder-- or don't. in this case. You don't have any choice •... _.
)~~~"~;,li'ommissioner Cox remarked that the lowest bid is not· always- the best bid -- we •ve . · - :-:"c:''{''
· · ·talked about that before. And, just because this company is new does not mean they are
.· not qualified. But she is simply asking for some justification -- because she knows
nothing about the firm. Insofar as the other bidders are concerned, she has heard
of them; she has seen bridges they've built and work they have done. But we are spending
a half million dollars (l/2 million) here and we need justification and proof. She
said she didn't ask enough questions about the First Avenue Bridge-- and-that is why
she needs to ask these questions today. For instance, Continental Casualty Company
will build the bridge if Rig-Mar doesn't. Mr. Brenner said that basically that is
correct -- that is what a construction bond is. He asked Attorney Jones for confirmation;
Attorney Jones replied in the affirmative. President Berries said the motion had been
made and seconded to accept the bid from Rig-Mar Contracting Co., Inc., and he would
ask for a roll call vote on the awarding of the bid, based on the recommendation of the
County Surveyor. Commissioner Cox interrupted with the question as to whether or not

I
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Rig-Mar is union affiliated? Mr. Brenner responded that he has no idea; they do have
to pay scale per the State -- non-discriminatory, etc. Roll call vote was taken,
with the following results:

I

Commissioner Cox - Yes
Commissioner Willner - Yes
Commissioner Borries - Yes
Bid on Maryland Street Bridge was awarded to Rig-Mar Contracting, Inc. in the amount
of $441,178.00.
RE:

I

FRANCHISE PROPOSAL/COMMUNITY CABLEVISION OF POSEY COUNTY .••. Walter

~1aude

The Chair asked Mr. Walte~ Maude of Community Cablevision of Posey County to approach
the podium. Mr. Maude indicated that he appeared before the Commissioners to present
a Franchise Proposal some weeks ago, which was taken under advisement. He is returning
at this time to answer any questions the Commissioners might have and, if possible,
determine the possibility of the Commissioners granting said franchise to Community
Cablevision for portions of the Western part of Vanderburgh County. President Borries
stated that the major issue discussed two (2) weeks ago was the attorney who had
represented the County during the meeting which Mr. Maude attended. This concerned
the differences in the proposed contract presented by Mr. Maude and the contracts
accepted by the Commission for installation of cable facilities in Vanderburgh County.
President Borries asked Attorney David Jones for comments concerning this matter.
Attorney Jones said the attorneys have been approached by several people now, and what
the County wants to do is keep some uniformity in this. Unfortunately, the length of
time that these things have been granted is not uniform-- and-that is because of the
different ones that have come in. He asked Mr. Maude if his company is a corporation,
to which Mr. Maude replied in the negative, .saying that it is a limited partnership.
Attorney Jones said that means we have some more problems here. We are going to have
to have some more information -- since they're not a corporation -- in terms of what
is represented in the franchise agreement. Could Mr. Maude leave a business card with
him so he can get in touch either with Mr. Maude or the firm's attorney -- so we can
come up with some changes (in fact, he could send copies of what he's .done so far ).
Attorney Jones said he believes the problems relate more to form -- not substance.
But there are some changes the County would like to see. If Mr. Maude will leave his
business card, Attorney Jones will get back to him yet this week. He said the'problem
does not relate to programming -- it's more allowing them to use County right-of-way
and operate and that sort of thing. The County is not involved in the content of the
programming at all. President Borries·indicated he believed the questions can be
resolved, but the County is not free to act on this until the attorneys have finished
their work.
RE:

COUNTY TREASURER'S REPORT ..••• Lew Volpe

The following report was presented by County Treasurer Lew Volpe:
TREASURER
Vanderburgh County

I

TO:

COUNTY COUNCIL
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

Collections to date are:

COUNTY REVENUE
FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING
POOR RELIEF

$389,387.76
6,669.44
6,254.17
'$402 ,31 L 37
(continued)
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Outstanding Investments are:
1) Investments, $3,000,000, dated December 28, 1983, due December 27, 1984.
Estimated income $273,700.00, of which $22,812.00 will go to Reassessment
Fund. Rate 9.125%.
2)

Investments, $500,000, dated December 29, 1983, due December 27, 1984.
Estimated income $46,200.00. Rate 9.25%.

3) Investments $2,000,000, dated January 4, 1984, due December 27, 1984.
Estimated income $188,000.00. Rate 9.50%.
4)

I

Investments $3,000,000, dated June 29, 1984, due July 30, 1984. Estimated
income $27,700.00~ Rate 10.75%
t

When all outstanding investments are collected, income will appear as follows:
COUNTY REVENUE
REASSESSMENT
FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING
POOR RELIEF

$901,475.76
22,812.00
6,669.44
6,254.17
$937,211.37

A surplus of at least $100,000 will be earned. The resolution should be
amended to reflect the new estimate.
Yours truly,
Lewis F. Volpe
Treasurer Vanderburgh County

I

Mr. Volpe ran briefly thru the report, indicating that $402,311.37 has b:een receipted
in. He directed the Board's attention to the several investments. He said that with
no further investments the second half of the year, when this comes about he will have
earned in County Revenue. $901,475.}6, Reassessment- $22,812.00; Federal Revenue
Sharing- $6,669.44 and Poor Relief- $6,254.17 for a total of $937,211~37. However,
his investments during the second half of the year will be quite substantial. Therefore, he is certain -- and can say to the Commissioners with every conviction in the
world -- that he has made of surplus of at least $100,000.00 this year. It will
probably be more. But in order to operate, he would like to have a Resolution recognizing the fact that an additional $100,000.00 shall be put in County Revenue. Then,
when this money becomes available the Council can use it. He knows they have problems
such as with the Coroner's office, etc., where they can actually use this money. The
money is available at the present time in excess of $100,000.00 of what was in the
budget. Mr. Volpe said he is also reasonably confident that he can come back in the
future and increase that at least one more time'by $100,000.00, and quite possibly
twice by $100,000.00 --but this is definite. Therefore, he does.request the Resolution.
Commissioner Willner asked what the County guaranteed the Council this year, to which
Mr. Volpe replied 11 $l.l million". He said this is above the $1.1 million. Commissioner
Cox indicated she'd missed the last question and response. Commissioner Willne.r said
when our commitment to the Council is met with the investments of this money, do we
not want to put the investment back into the Bridge Fund, Roads &Streets and other
things? Commissioner Cox said she had a question. We are on record with a Resolution
.... :· ,:A:i;"as dedicating $1.1 million to County Revenue. He says now that he is going to reach
<'"~,,~,.~··that peak? Mr. Volpe said if there is no further investment during the second six
months, he will make $901,000.00. That's already in the bag. He's only $199,000.00
short at the present time in County Revenue-- which is very minimal. Commissioner Cox
asked why we are realizing this increased amount? Mr. Volpe said this is the eighth
year in a row that we have realized a surplus from his investments. The reason is
that before the year starts, he really doesn't know what is going to happen during the
year. It is always best to assume the worst possible scenario. Because, if you
assume the worst possible scenario you cannot be hurt. But if you assume too rosily,
then you can be hurt. So this has always been his method of doing things -- and he
thinks this is far the wiser. Commis.sioner Cox said he is saying that he sees another
$100,000.00 there and possibly $200,000.00? He said he is saying possibly $100,000.00,
possibly $200,000.00 and possibly $300,000.00. Commissioner Cox asked when Mr. Volpe
will know whether it's $100,000, $200,000 or $300,000? Mr. Volpe said the $100,000.00
is definitely in the bag if he does't do anything else this next 6 months. Actually, only

I
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maybe $389,000 has been collected. Commissioner Cox said she knows this. But when
would Mr. Volpe be able to give the Commissioners a fairly accurate projection of the
additional money ••••• Mr. Volpe interjected that most of the money he invests is in
October. Commissioner Cox said then, in October he is going to be able to tell the
Commissioners whether we have $100,000, $200,000, or $300,000? Mr. Volpe said he
knows already that we have the $100,000.00 --.no problem. The other two figures are
"possibly". Without too much difficulty you can count on close to $200,000.00.
Commissioner Willner said he thinks it's too early now for a Resolution. Mr. Volpe
said that as he understands it, the Council's problem-- it's a combination of money
already earned plus money expected to be earned. For one thing, the Coroner would
like some more money. They can't give the Coroner more money unless they can reasonably
assume the money is coming in, because the State Board of Tax Commissioners will stop
them. But if they can say, "The Commissioners said we could have another $100,000,"
they could give the money to the Coroner next Wednesday when they meet. And there's
probably a few others needing money. So, the estimate is necessary to that extent -and until you finalize that estimate the Council cannot act. And it's :hi1s ·un'dens'tianding
that they have a necessary backlog of things on which they have to act this month -and they're stumped until you formally tell them there is another $100,000.00 they can
have. He said he would urge that $100,000.00 be done right now so they can clean up ~-~
these back bills. Commissioner Cox said she had asked Chief Deputy Pat Tuley from
the Auditor's office if he had a copy of the Council's agenda for next Wednesday,
thinking possibly that if he had that it would give the Commissioners some insight.
She asked Mr. Volpe that if the Commissioners act on this at their meeting next
Monday, July 9th, if that would still be in time? Mr. Volpe said it would, because
the Council does not meet until the second Wednesday of this month. President Borries
indicated he concurred with some of the needs that are there, and he said if the
Commissioners could have a week he believes they could reach an agreement on exactly
where they want to place that -- to take care of some of the expenses pointed out by
Mr. Volpe.
RE:

DRUG

&

ALCOHOL DEFERRAL/RENEWAL OF LEASE ON OFFICE

SPACE..~

.Bill Campbell

Mr. Campbell said that as of August 17th the lease they signed two (2) years ago
expires. The space has been more than adequate. for them. But one liability is that
it is downstairs, and for those people who they need to see who may have something
affirmative, they have worked out some arrangements with some of the other tenants
in the building. They would like to enter into the same agreement again for the next
three (3) years at the same amount ($4.50/sq. ft.· and it's guaranteed for the next
three (3) years). Motion to approve renewing lease on office space for Drug &Alcohol
Deferral, as presented, was made by Commissioner Willner. Motion was seconded by
Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM •••.•••• Kim Bitz

Mr. Bitz said that the first meeting of the new Vanderburgh Auditorium Advisory Board
was held last week. Things went very well; it was basically an introductory meeting.
Joe O'Daniel was chosen as president of the Advisory Board. At this meeting, the
basic groundwork was laid for what they're going to do in the future -- and objectives
and some minor matters were discussed. Mr. Bitz said they are trying·to establish
the Board meetings on a regular monthly basis on the first Tuesday of each month.
However, because of the July 4th holiday weekend, the next meeting of the Advisory
Board will take place on July lOth at 4:00 p.m.
''

I

RE:

COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT ••••••• Bill Bethel

Mr. Bethel presented the Weekly Work Report for period of June 25 thru June 29, 1984 ••••
report received and filed.
Gradall:

Heppler Rd., Maasberg, Debbie Lane,

Paved:

Burkhardt Rd. (East side from Lincoln to Morgan Ave.), Inglefield Dr. from
Highway 41 to Old State, Schlensker.

St~

Joe, St. Wendel, and Five Dollar Rd.·

(continued)
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Patch:

Volkman, New Harmony, Koressel, River Rd., Lynn Rd., Green River Rd., Old
State Rd., and Ridgeview Heights.

Mower:

Frontage Rd., River Rd., Bayou Creek, Holly Hill, Larch Lane, Evergreen,
Allen Lane, Felstead, St. Joe Avenue, Orchard, Old Henderson, Owensville,
Nisbet Station, Old Princeton Rd.

Absentee Report: Absentee Report for employees at County Garage for period of
June 25 thru June 29, 1984 was presented ••••••••• report received and filed.

I

Burkhardt Rd.: Commissioner Cox queried Mr. Bethel about Burkhardt Rd., asking again
what section was paved. Mr. Bethel said they went over the EAST side toward the ditch -from Lincoln Avenue to Morgan Avenue. Commissioner Cox said we're getting ready to do
a whole lot of improvement out there. President Borries said there were several complaints
concerning the condition of the surface of the road. Several drivers had indicated
that because of the deep ditch on the East side of the road that there were problems.
He said he asked Mr. Bethel to meet with Jim Morley, the consultant on the project.
They drove it -- and came to some agreements that the work they were going to do out
/
there was not going to be wasted. Mr. Bethel said this would just be the shoulder right.now -- it's going over some 7' - 8' -- and that will be the end of the shoulders of
the road. Andy Easley, County Engineer, was present and interjected that he drives
that road practically every evening. The Northbound lane(which is· the East side) was
sorely in need of repair. It could have caused an accident or caused a car to go over
in the ditch. Bill did a good job of paving that northbound lane. President Borries
asked Mr. Easley then if, in his opinion, we're alright now? Mr. Easley said it's very
safe now. Once it's widened it will be a lot better. President Bor~s said that for
the record, Mr. Easley has been in contact with Mr. Jim Morley and also an individual
from the Indiana Department of Highways, and they have reviewed the final plans and are
due to let the contract in August. September should see the awarding of the contract.
As to how much available time they're going to have. to finish that project remains to
be seen. But that is the status of it. We didn't want to waste an.)r.pr-evious dollars
on doing some paving that was going to be unnecessary. But, I think dim Morley pointe~
out to Bill some areas that would be incorporated into the project. <.Glmlmissioner Cox
said ·she just thinks it makes good sense for anyone to read this -- ·come along and see
where we paved part of the road when they know we're going to do a compl~te thing -to have it documented that it was only shoulder paving -- not the whole thing~
Debbie Lane: President Borries asked how Mr. Bethel is doing with Debbie Lane. He
said he went out last week and filled in across the streets with the cement and made
some little barricades-like, and packed it down. Today they're paving Debbie Lane.
Commissioner Cox asked if we ever found out what was causing the water to run under
that road? Mr. Bethel said that it was just the same thing as in Melody Hills. It's
just concrete laid on the earth and water comes down under the cracks there and this
is why he went under there and made.these little barricades-like with gravel. That
will stop this, we hope. It gets there -- but it will stop and build up. We packed
it underneath.
RE:

COUNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER •.•••••• Andy Easley

Railroad Crossing/Mill Road: Mr. Easley said the Railroad finished the crossing on
Mill Road and it looks good {in his opinion).
·
.. Meadowbrooke Drainage Problem: Messrs. Easley and Bethel are to meet with Mr. Wilbert
tomorrow .afternoon
at 3:00 p.m.
(July 3rd) on the Meadowbrooke drainage problem.
_..;;~~4!!:%:~"1.t~f~-!:--::->-"'·:-_."·1\f>~';'!- _-,; ~. ,.'·-:~~-;'t"~~-~.
~·.:.'(<::C..;3>>L..
;.~ ...;~.t;~iZ,eller

-·- •,

•·

,·. •

. Romaine Sub?ivision: Mr. Easley said he checked the Romaine Subdivision this morning,
and they st1ll had about a half a day's work to do out there. ·

I
•

Debbie Lane: Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Easley if he had looked at Debbie Lane; she
said she asked Mr. Bethel when she talked with him last week to maybe involve Mr. Easley
with doing some coreing and seeing what is out there. We've spent a lot of money on
Debbie Lane over the past. Mr. Easley said he does not re~all hearing anything about
Debbie Lane. He asked if it is up for acceptance -- or are we maintaining it? Commissioner Cox said it is ours -- and has been for quite some time now.
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TRAVEL REQUEST - PERRY TOWNSHIP ASSESSOR

President Borries read the following Travel Request from the Perry Township Assessor:
June 28, 1984

I

Vanderburgh County Commissioners
Room 305
Civic Center Complex
Evansville, IN 47708
Dear Commissioners:
I respectfully request your permission for myself and Chief Deputy Glen Koob
to attend the ninth annual seminar of Indiana Assessor·'s Association which
will be held in Clarksville, Indiana on July 9, 10 and 11, 1984.
The State Board of Tax Commissioners will certify per diem and mileage.
Sincerely,

Harry A. Torhatta
Perry Township Assessor
Motion was made by Commissioner Cox that the foregoing request be granted. Motion
was seconded by Commissioner Willner. So ordered.

I

RE: - REQUEST TO GO ON AUGUST COUNCIL CALL
President Borries said the Commissioners have received word from the Auditor's
Bookkeeping Department that Mrs. Evans is holding a bill in the amount of $10,671.00
on the lawsuit of State of Indiana vs. John A. Cabell~ which cannot be paid since
Account #130-327 (Change of Venue) only has a balance of $100.00. Therefore, we
are requesting permission to go on August Council Call to request $10,600.00 ih'this
account. Motion to approve request to go on August Council Call was made by Commissioner Willner, with Commissioner Cox providing a second to the motion. So ordered.
RE:

REQUEST FROM WELBORN HOSPITAL TO USE COUNTY ROADS FOR BIKE RIDE

The following letter from Welborn Hospital concerning a fall bike ride was read by
President Borries:
June 27, 1984
Vanderburgh County Commissioners
305 Administration Building
· . · - . Civic Center Complex
:;;~#[;;+~t:.,.,:::~irti.t'S~"Evansvi 11 e, IN 47708

I

Dear Commissioners:
On Sunday, October 28, 1984, Welborn Wellness Center and Gilles Schwinn Cyclery
are planning to sponsor a fall bike ride. This will be the third year this
event has been held.
We would like your permission to use the county roads of Vanderburgh County
for this event. Attached is the proposed route. The ride begins and ends
at the Vanderburgh County 4-H Center.
Liability insurance will be obtained to cover the county. Traffic control
will be developed through the Sheriff's Department and Sheriff's Reserve.
(continued)
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advance for your consideration.
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Thank you in

Sincerely,

I

Barbara Patten, R.N.
Coordinator Community Health Education
BP/cf
Attachment

Commissioner Willner moved that said request be approved, subject to their not
impeding local traffic. Commissioner CoX asked what he meant by 11 impede 11 ? Commissioner
Willner said, 11 Don't bother it! 11 He said he would reiterate; the last time they had
this, people said they couldn't even get to their business to open it up! But they
take the Sheriff's reserves, and they're noted for their usurp·in authority-- and
do not want traffic to flow on their bike path -- and that's ridiculous and out of
order. Therefore, that explains his motion. Commissioner Willner again asked what
impede means? President Borries said it means to 11 restrict 11 • He. said he feels
that if the Commissioners underline the sentence that says, 11Traffic control will be
developed through the Sheriff's Department " •••••••• we're saying that we hope a person
traveling to his/her place of business or anything of an emergency nature will be
given consideration. Commissioner Willner said he did not think they would want to
restrict traffic ~-··. ~. ·: •. to their emergency entrance at the hospita 1 either, would
they? The same thing applies here. Commissioner Cox again asked if President Borries
and Commissioner Willner are certain that."impede" means to 11 restrict 11 ? She said
there is going to be some restrictions; we do not want to see traffic banned off the
road -- and that is what has happened in the past. But they are going to be "impeded 11
slowed down. Commissioner Willner said they can tell people to slow down and drive
carefully-- but they can't stop the traffic. She said that if that is what that
means, then she would second the motion. President Borries said: he would let them
talk about it -- but he would mark on the memorandum, 11 PLEASE DON!T IMPEDE TRAFFIC!"
and they can figure it out. Mr. Jim Lindenschmidt had retrieved a Word Dictionary
and presented the definition of "impede", stating it means ••• "to entangle", "to ensnare",
11
to hinder the progress of", 11 to obstruct". President Borries marked,.uPlease don't
impede traffic 11 on the letter. Commissioner Cox provided a second to Commissioner
Willner's motion that the request be approved, subject to their not impeding local
traffic. So ordered.

I

RE:

COUNTY ATTORNEY ••••..•••• David Jones

Sperry - vs.-Vanderburgh County: County Attorney David Jones said there is a final
claim -- the last claim with Sperry -- and this will finalize any and all amounts that
are owed to them by virtue of the form of contracts that the County had with Sperry.
This particular claim and the attached invoices are the actual freight in shipping
to get it out of here -- and it was provided for in each of the contracts. He said
that to his knowledge, all sums due and owing for useage of the computers have now ·
been paid to the former vendor. Commissioner Willner asked if the money is available?
·Attorney Jones said he did not know about that -- he just checked the legality. President Borries said when you're tal king about that extra money -1We transferred go with
:···;::'''·the original agreement and, of course, this claim was pendin~f at that time. He said
\J't,w~~~;it would be his recommendation •• ~~.~·-~$1 ,949.52 (Removal & freight for leased SperryUnivac Computer equipment per contract) •••••• Commissioner Willner asked how much money
is left in the contractual services account? Commissioner Cox asked if a motion can
be made to pay the claim, subject to the availability of funds? President Borries
indicated that it could. Motion to this effect was made by Commissioner Cox with a
second from Commissioner Willner. So ordered. It was subsequently learned that there
was $86,136.22 in the account, and Commissioner Willner moved that $1,949.52 be transferred to Account 133.86, pending available funds.

(continued)
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AMENDED DATA PROCESSING SERVICE AGREEMENT .•••• Betty Lou
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Jarboe~

City Clerk

President Borries stated that Evansville City Clerk, Betty Lou Jarboe, is here
to discuss the Amended Data Processing Service Agreement. Mrs. Jarboe approached
the podium ••••• and stated that she is here today in her capacity as secretary to
the Common Council. Last week the Commissioners were given a copy of the Original
Resolution and also a copy of the Amended Resolution passed by the Common Council
on the 25th of June. This effort is nothing more than to provide for the procedures
in monitoring Data Processing Services and also sets up an Advisory Review Board, so
that we can plan for future needs. Mrs. Jarboe said she has the originals with her,
if the Commissioners have read it, passed it and are ready to sign same. At,torney
Jones spoke up and said he originally drafted it •••..• and it went to the City and
County at the same time, and came back •••.•• then we changed it again and the County
passed it with an additional number of Board members (by adding an automatic City
Councilman and a County Councilman). Then it came back here in its amended form, and
wassent to Kevin saying that the County Council has passed it by adding two (2)
additional members to the Board. Mrs. Jarboe advised Attorney Jones that all she had
/
in front of her was the Resolution as it was handed to her by the Law Department and
,the only amendment made by the Common Council was Paragraph #4, where it
did
not
change'
the number of people appointed to the Board. What it did do was say, 11 At least one
member appointed by the County Commissioners and one member appointed by the Mayor
or the Internal Board of Public Works, shall be persons who are not governmental
employees and who are familiar with Data Processing. And that was the amendmenet;
it did not add an additional member to the Board. It just made that little paragraph
in there that said we want somebody from the outside who is not in government to
look at the system. It was passed on the 25th day of June. , It was noted by Attorney
Jones that we have two different forms passed by two different units of government.
The County Council would not approve the agreement without the addition of the City
councilman and the County Councilman. They passed the agreement by addition of these
two (2) individuals. We rewrote the agreement to automatically add one member of
the City Council and one member of the County Council to the Board. President Borries
stated that the original agreement had two persons --and he had talked with two persons -the agreement stated the Mayor could appoint two persons who were not in government and
the Commissioners could do that -- and he had two recommendations to make. He said the
Commissioners could delay that until we can get the format changed. Attorney Jones
said that when the initial agreement was drawn up, there was no magic in the numbers -~
the idea was to get the larger users in government involved and we didn't think about
having somebody from the executive and somebody from the fiscal body, etc., and that
is all that has happened. The Council said it would be a good idea (since we're
controlling the purse strings) to have somebody sit on that board -- so they added
themselves to it when it got in front of them. Mrs. Jarboe said that since we seem to
have a communications- gap, why doesn't she have the Finance Chairman and. the President
of the County Council meet with the County Commissioners. and see if we can't come up
with one document so that it can be signed. It just may be that we will have to repeal
this one and sign another Resolution-- that's the only way.she can see to resolve this.
We can't have three documents floatingaround the building for one department. She
said she would go ahead and contact Councilman Lindzy to tell him we have a problem
here and get in touch with Mark Owen, President of the County Council, and have him
contact President Borries. .
·
RE:

CONTRACT FOR BOVINE BRUCELLOSIS &TUBERCULOSIS ERADICATION PROGRAMS

-~· -~'.-The Chair directed the Board's attention to the
::;&~~~"'Brucellosis & Tuberculosis Eradication Programs

I

matter of the contracts for Bovine ·'·'·*;~~~,1~~~~,,
in Vanderburgh County and said the
contracts were in the amount of $1,000.00. Should the Board have any questions,
they should be directed to the Acting"State Veterinarian, L. R. Barnes. Motion was
made by Commissioner Cox that contracts be executed, with a second from Commissioner
Willner. So ordered.
{One copy of contract to be returned after execution by State.)
\

RE:

APPOINTMENTS TO DATA PROCESSING BOARD

President Berries stated that, since Mrs. Jarboe's appearance before the Commissioners
today concerning the Data Processing Review Board agreement, Item #19 listed on the
agenda for today's meeting will be omitted.
(continued)
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FINANCIAL REPORT ON THE BOB HAMILTON CHARITABLE GOLF FOUNDATION, INC.

President Berries stated he had a Financial Report on the Bob Hamilton Charitable
Golf Foundation, Inc •. to be received and filed (Financial Statements ending December 31,
.1983) •••••••••• report received and fi 1ed.
RE:

I

ADDITION OF MEAD JOHNSON RIVER-RAIL-TRUCK TERMINAL AND WAREHOUSE TO THE
NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES

Added to today's agenda, said President Berries, is receipt of correspondence from
the Department of Natural Resources, STATE OF INDIANA, indicating they have received
an application for Mead Johnson River-Rail-Truck Terminal at 1830 W. Ohio Street,
Evansville, Indiana, to be considered by the State Review Board for nomination to the
National Register of Historic Places. Attached to the correspondence is a note indicating that State Review Board will meet as follows:
"The August 1, 1984, meeting of the State Review Board will be held at the
Schnull-Rauch House, 3050 North Meridian Street, Indianapolis. The house is
on the west side of Meridian immediately north of the Children's Museum.
Parking is available behind the house. The meeting will begin at 10:00 a.m.

11

Mr. Berries said if anyone wants to attend the aforementioned meeting -- remember that
it begins at 10:00 a.m. He asked that the records reflect that this correspondence
was received and filed.
RE:

HOLIDAY CLOSING OF COUNTY OFFICES

President Berries advised that all County Offices will be closed Qn ·Wednesday, July 4th,
for Independence Day. This applies to the City Offices, as well.
RE:

I

MEETING WITH IOSHA OFFICIALS

According to President Rick Berries, a meeting was held with Mr. Bill 'Pfister and the
Director of the IOSHA groups concerning the safety program for all County workers ••••
meeting was held on June 26th at 9:00 a.m. They have indicated that if we so desire,
they will be most helpful in setting up a training program --conducting a full day
training program for our workers. We communicated that to them immediately and we
have set up the date of Tuesday, July 17th, at the Vanderburgh Auditori.um where our
workers from the county highway department, our bridge crew, Burdette Park and
also, of course, the auditorium workers -- those who are moving and dealing with
hazardous kinds of activities~- will attend this session, which begins at 8:00 a.m.
RE:

BUILDING COMMISSION •••••• Jesse Crooks

The Chair recognized Mr. Jesse Crooks of the Building Commission. Mr. Crooks said
he is glad to be back and hopes to be helpful. He said they have been working hard
to catch up and, hopefully, they will one of these days. He said he has made one very
urgen~ request -- that they get a computer operating in their department to do their
permit record keeping. He said the publicity in the local newspaper said the Building
Commission's budget books were completely out of date. He said that as of this moment
. ,,. they are up to date. Mr. Crooks expressed .a desire to continue the good relationship
~i't;~!li:;.;v;'With the County that he has enjoyed in the past. Commissioner Cox indicated she had
a question for Mr. Crooks. Has the Building Commission always inspected plumbing for
swimming pools or is this something new? Mr. Crooks said this has always been their
responsibility. Mr. Crooks said they inspect the drains and connections. More
importantly, they have to inspect the electrical swimming pools, because of the potential
for shock on the patio or while swimming. Mrs. Cox asked if the Commission has a backlog on such inspections -- because she heard from several people over the weekend that ·
they had been waiting several days to get this done. Someone called her office today
because they wanted to get their pool in and operable by the July 4th holiday. Mr. Crooks
said that to his knowledge there is no backlog. Commissioner Cox then asked again -to reconfirm -- that this inspection of pools is nothing new. Mr. Crooks said that they
do get a little insistant on looking at the electrical before the concrete is poured
around it to make certain that everything is properly grounded -- because the criteria
for the most part on that is proper grounding. Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Crooks
to put together a set of specs or at least a workable agreement and bring it back to

1
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the Commissioners, as he believes the Commissioners need to work with the computer
people rather than Mr. Crooks. In fact, that is the way they want it. Mr. Crooks
said he will do this as soon as he has the necessary data. He said he basically
has the Indianapolis system. They have been on it for five (5) years now. There
are a few changes to be made so that the sheets reflect the information ~s the
Vanderburgh County Building Commission wants it -- other than that, it will be the
same thing. President Borries asked if there is a possibility of getting available
software with that program -- or does Mr. Crooks have that software? Mr. Crooks
said he does not have the software -- but he does have some other data. Commissioner
Willner asked if we would have to develop our own software? Mr. Crooks said that
maybe we would and maybe not, depending on how he can get his information put together.

I

RE:

BOARD OF PUBLIC. WORKS ••• .'.John Vezzozo

Mr. John Vezzozo of the Internal Board .of Public Works was recognized by the Chair
and approached the podium. Mr. Vezzozo was here to express his appreciation for
,/
the cooperation received from the County crews -- County Garage and Surveyor's office, ,.
etc., during preparation for Thunder on the Ohio event. He said they were a big help
in making this a success this year. President Borries expressed thanks to Mr. Vezzozo
for all the work he did and said he deserves a lot of credit for the hours spent in
·
coordinating everything.
RE:

CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE

It was noted by Commissioner Borries that the following insurance certificates were
received for filing:
Robert Cotton Management/Phil Keaggy Music: James Boord Ins. of Woodland Hills, CA.
for concert to be held at Vanderburgh Auditorium Convention Center on July 3rd.

I

Aiken Management Corporation: Jesse F. Stock Insurance, Inc. - for Theatrical
Performance, 11 Brighton Beach Memoirsu, to be held on November 4, 1984. Mr. Borries
said every time he releases information on these certificates someone always criticizes
us -- that we always wnd up leaking out stories about future events -- but he is certain
this is public knowledge by now and perhaps Mr. Aiken has already released something
in the newspaper about this.performance.
Evansville Civic Theatre, Inc. - Ashby-Rauscher Agency, Inc. - Performances at
Vanderburgh Auditorium on July 26, 27, 28 &29.
RE:

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

President Borries said he has already announced the 6:00 p.m. Joint Meeting between
the Vanderburgh County Council and the Evansville City Council concerning any questions
regarding funding/telephones, etc.
RE:

CLAIMS

. Hartford Specialty Company: Claim in the amount of $1 ,750~00 for Loss Control Services
Jor the period of 1/1/84 thru 6/1/84. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that
i'.'i'"i''''>:'r'claim be approved for payment. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
:,,,~:.~,.

I

RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES

Commissioner Borries said there are no employment changes to be read into today's
minutes.
RE:

COUNTY SURVEYOR ••.••••. Robert Brenner

Bridge and Guardrail Repair - Weekly Report/June 25 thru June 29: Mr. Brenner distributed
copies of the Bridge &Guardrail Repair report for week of June 25 thru 29. Commissioner
Cox queried him concerning the Ohio Street Bridge; the project indicates "painted" -does this mean they painted the guardrail? Mr. Brenner replied in the affirmative.
(continued)
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Mrs. Cox remarked that at first glance it seems as though the "bridge" was painted -she wishes! Mr. Brenner said he did, too -- but just the guardrails were painted.
Other work accomplished during the week included cutting weeds and spraying on numerous
county roads; Digging out both sides of concrete culvert on Heppler Road and repairing
busted field tiles; and on St. Joe Avenue between Orchard Rd. and Fleener Rd., guardra1'
was placed to keep trucks from illegally dumping. The concrete culvert on Trapp Rd.
separated and fell off, so it was replaced and rip-rapped to hold in bank.
Kansas Road &County Line: Mr. Brenner indicated he'd brought copies of a map which
he wanted the Commissioners to peruse and distributed same. County Line Road comes
from the south and it is the County's responsibility to maintain this road. Just
before you get to Kansas Road there is a.small bridge. On Kansas Road is a bridge, and
just across the line in Warrick County is another bridge. Mr. Brenner met with the
State right-of-way buyer today and paralleling County Line they are going to cut off -I-164 is coming just about down to a specific power line -- there's 38 acres in there
going to be isolated. Owner is going to sue the State for reduction of his access.
The bridge across Kansas Road is a very small, narrow bridge and he can't get his
,/
equipment across it and there is a 12-ton weight limit on it, which should be reduced "'
drastically. The bridges on County Line .:~ ~ Kansas would have been replaced and.
County Line taken out ••• we waited for I-164 to see what it was going to do. He said
he is going to give the Commissioners a recommendation and he wants them to go out and
look the situation over. The cheapest thing he can come up with -- the State has
evaluated the 38 acres at $3,500 to.$3,000 an acre. The cheapest thing to do is take
out the two bridges and buy the property. Attorney Jones asked, 38 acres of farmland? ..
Mr. Brenner replied in the affirmative. Mr. Brenner said the State is taking about
20 acres from a 60-acre field-- 38 acres are isolated ••• if the County joins their
suit. Or among other ways to do it is to take the bridges out completely and the farm
is isolated except from the north. The bridges are going to cost $150,000 and the
County would get nothing. If we put two bridges back in, we're servicing this one
.farm. You can buy the farm cheaper than you can build the two bridges. We could
re-sell it or auction it off.to some smart farmer who will figure out how to get in
there. Attorney Jones said to abandon the road? Mr. Brenner said then we isolate
him and he s·ues us •••• you can't just isolate a farm. Mr. Brenner said the farm lies
right along Blue Grass Creek -- the second largest creek in Vanderburgh County. It
probably has 2 ft. of water standing in it right now -- 30 ft. across. Mr. Brenner
said his first thought was to take the two bridges out and let the State sue us, because
access is provided until I-164 goes through. The bridge isnot good-- it's a Maryland
Street repeat. Legitimately, we could take it down. Commissioner Cox said that
Mr. Brenner indicated that when I-164 comes thru that will close the farmer off. How
else can he access now? Commissioner· Willner noted that the State has the power to
landlock a piece of property without access; they have that power. Mr. Brenner suggested that Commissioner Willner argue this point with the Attorney. Attorney Jones
noted that is it correct that this farm gets cut off after· I-164 goes thru without
the County doing anything? Mr. Brenner said there is still our 16-ft. bridge -- but
he's cut off with his big equipment! Commissioner Cox pointed out that we have two
sections of Kansas Road; one coming from Highway 41 up to the point where I-164 is and
then the small section on the East side that hooks up with County Line. Mr. Brenner
said I-164 kills Kansas on both sides. President Berries said there was no grade
separation planned there. ·Andy Easley pointed out that you could obtain access t~
right-of-way by eminent domain via Schlensker Ditch. Mr. Brenner said he just wants the
Commissioners to go out and look at it -- they can't believe it until they go and see it.
Mr. Brenner said this is the second time he's been out in this area with the State men,
... and each time they've come out throwing their hands up in the air -- because they know
;;{~*!¥''~hey're going to be sued by the gentleman who owns the farm. .Th: Commissioners. agreed
· · to go out to the area, but asked that Mr. Brenner g.et a cost est1mate on replac1ng two
(2) bridges.
11

1

I

RE:

NEW BUSINESS

There being no further business to come before the Commissioners at this time, President.
Borries declared the meeting adjourned at 4:05 p.m.

(continued)

MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
July 9, 1984
SUBJECT INDEX

PAGE NO.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN VANDERBURGH COUNTY & INDIANA DEPT. OF HIGHWAYS
ON WORK RELEASE •••• (Approved &Executed)-------~----~----------------------- 7 & 8

I

APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF July 2nd Meeting ------------------------------------

1

Awarding of Bid to Tiffin Scenic Studios, Inc.~--(Auditorium) -----(Stage Rigging Modifications &Draperies--- $118,567.00

3

BIDS:

BUILDING COMMISSION -------------------------------------------------------a) Received 1983 Annual Report of Permits Issued
b) Computer Request ----(Referred to Pulse Systems for Cost Estimat~

4

COUNTY ENGINEER------Andy Easley --------------------------------------------a) Progress Report·on Eichoff Road project
b) Dis.cussion of problems on Meadowbrooke Drive
c) Request by CONRAIL to close Oak Hill Road during repairs
d) Engineer instructed to prepare NEW SPECS f/ROAD & STREET
CONSTRUCTION ••• to include Rolled Curbs &Gutters
e) Discussion of Kansas Road Bridges

5

COUNTY HIG~IAY~~~--- Bill Bethel --------r--------------------------------- 3 & 4
a) Weekly Absentee Report &Weekly Work Report
b) Discussion on Debbie Lane
c) Removal of Trees (Oak Hill Road}

I

COUNTY SURVEYOR-----------Robert Brenner ---------------------------------- 6 & 7
a) Approved hiring of Outside Firm to perform 1985 BRIDGE INSPECTION
b) Harmony Way Culvert---·(flusning has been·completed}
·
c) Petersburg Road ----Bethel's crew to patch
d) Weekly Bridge &Guardrail Repair Report
COUNTY TREASURER -----------------------~----------------------------------- 2 & 3
a) Resolution fo.r County General Fund increased to $1,200,000.00
($100,000. to General Fund &$100,000 to Roads &Streets)
: .~ ,. '
.
:
COUNTY ATTORNEY --------Cedricr Hustace ------------------------------------3
a) Approved claim for litigation services for $1,906.27 (Jones)
'

'

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES --------------------------------------------------------- 8 & 9
E.U.T.S. -------------David Gerard ----------------------------------------a) Approved Burkhardt Road Agreement
· ··
b) Discussion on St. Joe Avenue Detour (referred to County Atty.)

2

POOR RELIEF/PIGEON TOWNSHIP -------------------------------------------------1 & 2
a) James E. Jackson -----(referred to Human Relations/Legal Aid)
REQUEST TO GO ON AUGUST COUNCIL CALL ---------------------------------------a) Additional Appropriation f/Patient-Inmate Care (App!d)
b) Additional Appropriation -Auditorium (Denied)---------------------

I

7
3

SCHEDULED MEETINGS ----------------------------------------------------------9
·
a) ""Public Meeting re Paramedic Task. Force ..: ·July 10th .a~,~-;,QOp.m.,-:-:;::1'1%·!:.,9"''
·) ~'Regular County Council Meeting ;:":July 11th at 2:30 p.in.''~~ry~l\lit,;r1.!~>"i'11-~9¥":"~~~"'~"""'·~
VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM -------Kim Bitz ------------------------~-------------a) Awarded bid to Tiffin Scenic Studios, r'nc. for Stage Rigging
Modifications & Draperies --- $118,567.00
b) Request to go on August Council Call f/Additional Funds --(Denied)

3
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COUNTY ATIORNEY

Richard J. Borries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox
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David Jones

COUNTY SURVEYOR

OTHER:

Robert Brenner

Walter Maude,. Community Cablevision
News Media
Proposed Telephone Representatives

Joanne A. Matthews
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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
JULY 9, 1984
The meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on July 9, 1984, in the
Commissioners Hearing Room with President Berries presiding.
The Chair entertained a motion concerning the minutes of the previ.ous meeting held
on Monday, July 2, 1984. Motion was made by Commissioners Willner that the minutes
be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor and the reading of same be waived.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion with the following comments. On page #4 under
the heading of the County Treasurer's Report, the last sentence on the page states
t4r. Volpe, said the $100,000.00 is definitely in the bag if he does anything this next
six months. This sentence should read ••• Mr. Volpe said the $100,000.00 is definitely in
the bag if he doesn't do anything else this next six months. Also, on page #6, under
the heading of Debbie Lane, she believes she asked Mr. Bethel if he had cored the street
and she cannot find that question in the minutes and she is sure it can be verified by
listening to the tape of 7-2-84. Also, on pa9e #12, under the heading Kansas Road and
County Line, near the end of the discussion, Mr. Berries said there was no great separation planned there, and this should read there was no grade separation planned there.
Minutes of July 2, 1984 were approved with the stated comments being corrected.

I

RE:

POOR RELIEF •.•.•• PIGEON TOWNSHIP TRUSTEE

Applicant: James E. Jackson, 520 E. Cherry Street, Evansville, Indiana
Investigator: Ms. Margaret Sallee, Pigeon Township Trustee's office
President Berries said Mr. Jackson appeared before the Commissioners on June 4th and at
that time the Board requested he come back today with a follow-up report. The board
also requested that the workfare program be extended for one {1) month for Mr. Jackson,
giving him additional time to seek employment and Mr. Jackson was to report back to the
Commissioners concerning the places he has gone to apply for jobs and a statement that
there is no work available and, if possible, the Pigeon Township Trustee's office was
to give Mr. Jackson a letter simply stating that while he has been on the workfare program he has been dependable and showed up on time ••••• more or less a reference letter.

I

Mr. Jackson was present and c-ame forth to the podium at this.time and stated he has
made application at several places and also returned to a lot of places he had previously applied, however, he still has not obtained employment. He has with him. a list of
places he applied to. He has to face reality and he knows that he is fourth on the list
for hiring, that he has been on the other side of the law and when applying for a job
he has to so state. He isn't trying to get something for nothing, he really wants to
work and if someone can help him find employment, he will work, that is what he really
wants to do, just work and make his own way, because he is tired of going through the
system •••• he would rather work.
President Berries said he understands there is an agency that gives assistance to persons
who are past offenders.
Mr.· Jackson said he is aware of this rehabilitation agency and he was on it at one time
but then he went through a CETA program and now he doesn't qualify for the rehab program,
however, he is not clear exactly why not.
Ms. Sallee came forth at this time and stated she really has nothing to add to this
matter other than to say they did give Mr. Jackson the reference letter, as requested by
the Commissioners in June, but they have heard nothing else from him until today, therefore her records show nothing further on the case.
President Berries asked if Mr. Jackson has been on the workfare program for the past
said M~. Jackson .was is~ued a ~ent ~lip af~er .they appear~~ here ·"·'"Jill""''"";'>
that t1me they d1d not 1ssue h1m a work sl1p because she, along
with her supervisor, felt that could have an effect on him obtaining employment elsewhere and he would have the entire days to seek a job.

,r>~~month and Ms. Sallee
'~,_~fmln June, however, at

President Berries asked Ms. Sallee if she has any indication that Mr. Jackson has been
seeking employment and she replied no, that Mr. Jackson says he can provide a list of
places he has been, but she has seen no written documents as such.
President Berries asked Ms. Sallee if Mr. Jackson has received assistance from them this
past month and she replied yes, that Mr. Jackson has received continual rent from them
since August, 1983.

I
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President Borries briefly explained to Mr. Jackson that the Trustee's office is set up
for "emergency" help and their guidelines are set up for such, that they cannot keep a
person on their rolls for long periods of time and Mr. Jackson said he understands that
and he is not asking that their guidelines be changed for him ••• he only wants a job, and
he will work if he gets one.

I

Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Jackson if he uses the classified ads when he goes out to
apply for employment and he replied yes, as much as he possibly can. She asked him if
he has been to some of the steak houses and he said yes, but when he worked at the
Western Sizzlin Steak House and was fired, that really messed things up for him.
Mrs. Cox told Mr. Jackson if he felt he was treated unfairly at the Western Sizzlin
then he could appeal that firing action through the Human Relations office and he replied he was not aware that he could appeal it.
President Borries asked Ms. Sallee if she knows of any agency that could help Mr. Jackson
obtain employment and she replied perhaps·the Salvation Army could help, that at one time
they would take a person in, let them live there and work for them, however, she does not
know if this still holds true or not.
President Borries asked Mr. Jackson if he is registered with the Indiana Employment
Department and he replied yes, that he reports every so often to a lady there who is
trying to help him find a job somewhere, but nothing has turned out yet.
The Commissioners decided there was nothing further to be done for Mr. Jackson, other
than to refer him to the Human Relations office, should he want to file an appeal and
also perhaps he should contact the Legal Aid Society for some legal assistance, because
the Trustee does have certain standards and guidelines and the Commissioners cannot
change those.
RE:

I

DAVID GERARD •••• E.U.T.S.

Agreement on Burkhardt Road: Mr. Gerard said he has with him today the state and local
public agency agreement between the County Commissioners and the State of Indiana,
Indiana Department of Highways, which is for the Burkhardt Road widening project, which
is on a September construction letting. It guarantees the Commissioners will provide
the local match, but more importantly, it guarantees 75% federal highway funds. ·The
construction is estimated at this time at .$1.5 million and if that holds true then the
25% local funds will be $375,000.00 for the construction. It is a standard agreement
like the Commissioners have signed in the past on other projects and he would recommend
approval and execution.
Commissioner Willner moved the agreement be approved. Commissioner Cox seconded the
motion. So ordered, after attested to by the County Auditor.
Mr. Gerard took all three (3) of the signed copies with him, to be fully executed by
the State, at whi.ch time the County Auditor should receive a copy of it.
Agreement to Make St. Joseph Avenue a Detour: Mr. Gerard said with him today. is an
agreement to make St. Joseph Avenue a detour while the Division Street project is under
construction. This is a small section located in the county, therefore it needs the
Commissioners approval, however, the county attorney would like to review the agreement
before passage by the Board, therefore he would submit it to Mr. Hustace (Acting county
attorney) for their inspecti.on.
Commissioner Willner moved the agreement be referred to the County Attorney for his
legal expertise. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered •
.·,~~,· RE:
'-1~~~~~~1~,jf_

I

LEWIS F. VOLPE, COUNTY TREASURER, CONCERNING COUNTY INVESTMENTS
::,·.

'-~·-. '

County Treasurer, Lewis F. Volpe, was present and stated he was before the Commissioners
last week and at that time he stated the probability of increasing the Resolution for
the County General from $1,100,000.00 to $1,200,000.00, because there was no doubt that
he would make that much. -Today he is present to inform the Commissioners there is now
another $100,000.00, that the state owed us some money and they paid us a lot sooner
then he expected them to and he invested that at a nice interest rate for 174 days and
he will make a fair amount of money from that, so now the Commissioners have the great
pleasure of deciding what to do with $200,000.00 instead of only $100,000.00. He would
also say there is the very good possibility that in about October he could come up with
the third $100,000.00.

./
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President Borries asked what advice the County Auditor might have concerning this money
and Mrs. McBride said going into the July Council Call we have $22,145.00 and the
additional approriations being requested from the County General is $89,238.00, which,
if approved, would leave us with a deficit of $67,093.00, so in regards to the
$200,000.00 that Mr. Volpe is talking about, would the Commissioners consider giving
the General Fund $150,000.00 and $50,000.00 to .the roads and streets fund and then
when the third $100,000.00 comes in in October, give it all to the roads and streets
fund. If the county does not spend the $150,000.00 by the end of the year, and hopefully they won't, that would help us for our budget in 1985.
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Commissioner Cox said if the money is there they are going to spend it, and she would
support $100,000.00 for the General Fund and $100,000.00 for the R&S Fund, therefore she
would move the County Attorney be instructed to prepare a Resolution directing the
Treasurer to apply $100,000.00 of the accrued interest money to the County General Fund
and $100,000.00 to the Local Roads and Streets Fund. Commissioner Willner seconded the
motion which carried with three (3) affirmative votes.
RE:

COUNTY ATTORNEY .•..• CEDRIC HUSTACE

Claim:
Mr. Hustace (Acting County Attorney) submitted a blue claim from County
Atto,rney David Jones for services rendered on litagations-condemnations, in the amount
of $1,906.27. Attached to the blue claim was an itemized statement for a total of
31.50 hours @ $60.00 per hour.
Commissioner Willner moved the claim be approved.
So ordered.
RE:

y-'..:

Commissioner Cox seconded the motion.

KIM BITZ .••.• VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM

Awarding of contract for Stage Rigging Modifications and Draperies: Mr. Bitz reported
he has had a discussion with Mr. O'Daniel, president of the Auditorium Advisory Board,
and together they agreed to recommend the bid be awarded to the low bidder, who is
Tiffin Scenic Studios, Inc., for the stage rigging modifications and draperies, in the
amount of $118,567.00.
Commissioner Wi.llner moved the bid be awarded to Tiffin Scenic, in the amount so
stated. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
·

I

Re uest to A ear Before Count Council: Mr~ Bitz said the Commissioners are well
aware that the 160,000.00 approved by the County Council, in the past, had a specific
list as to where the money was to be spent. After discussing the matter with Mr. O'Daniel
he would like permission to go before the County Council in August. He will separate the
cost of the rigging and the draperies and the installation of both and the cost for the
rigging and installation of same, .they would like to request that amount be replenished
into the $160,000.00 for improvements, so they can continue with that entire list.
,.-

Commissioner Cox asked how much has been spent from the $160,000.00 and Mr. Bitz said
there is currently $150,000.00 in there. -·Mrs. Cox said she does not believe the Council
would approve that until the money is spent and before she could support something like
that she would have to see a list of what the Advisory Board recommends, that after the
·
$118,567.00 comes out of the $160,000.00, we will have some $32,000.00 left and she
would want to see a priority list.
Commissioner Willner said he also does not believe the Council would allow such a request
and he too believes .there should be another plan to follow, as to what should be done ·
-nezt.
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·'·Mr. Bitz said there is to be an Advisory Board meeting tomorrow and he would relay this
concern to them.
RE:

BILL BETHEL .... COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

1

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly absentee report of the
employees at the county garage for the period of July 2 thru 6, 1984 ...• report received
and fi 1ed.
Weekly Work Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly work report of the employees at
the county garage for the period of July 2 thru 6, 1984 ..• received and filed.
Attached to the weekly work report was the following work schedule for the same period
of time.

---------------

~------~---------,-'------ --------~-

' '
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Gradall: .

Mt. Pleasant, Wedeking, Petersburg, Green River and Larch Lane.

Paved:

Burkhardt, Debbie Lane, Knob Hill, Pinetree, Wedeking and Dusseldorf.

Trash:

Lynn Road, South Weinbach, Nurrenbern, Old Henderson and Shaefer.

Patch:

Burkhardt Road, Kansas Road, Martin Lane, Old Henderson Road, Hogue
Road, Nurrenbern Road,St. Joe Avenue and Laubscher Road.

Mowing:

Nurrenbern .. Road,Lynn Road, Broadway Avenue, Old Princeton Road, Eastview
Drive, Oak Hi'll Road, Speaker Road, Nolan and Broadway Avenue.

Discussion of·Debbie Lane: Commissioner Cox said she tried to reach Mr. Bethel last
Monday afternoon concerning the problem on Debbie Lane. Her concern is that we are
short on repaving dollars and when we do resurface an area we want to make sure we've
done the preparatio~ right and she did question the preparation of Debbie Lane, because
when we have free expertise·advice (from the County Highway Engineer) it behooves us to
use that advice to do our job and spend the taxpayers money wisely.
Mr. Bethel said he too discussed this matter with Mr. Easley, afterward, and Mr. Easley
said the only thing we could have done was determine how thick the concrete was, which
was approximately 4 thick and there was no rebars in it and the water running under
it, through the cracks was causing it to erode and wash out. We did not realize it at
the time but we missed that one spot, which was about the size of a wash tub. He is
sorry it was missed, but it may happen again on another job, he cannot give the assurance
that it won't ever happen again.
11

Commissioner Cox said she understood that an engineer's report would not only show us
how thick the concrete was but also show us if we had base underneath there, that when
it is cored and you hit nothing, you know there is no base there.

I

Mr. Bethel said they pushed #53 gravel in from the side to make a base and sometimes it
is easy to miss a place.
·
Commissioner Cox said in looking at the work schedule, ·it appears there was no tree crew
out this past week and she had called in concerning three (3) large sycamore trees.
Mr. Bethel said he recieved the message and he is not· certain if his crew can handle
these, that it might be to dangerous for us to do with the county men. He will report
back on them at a later meeting.
RE:

REPORT OF THE BUILDING COMMISSION

Ordered received and file was the annual
Commission for the Year 1983.

report of the permits issued by the Building

Computer Request: President Borries read aloud the following request from the Building
Commission, dated July 9,. 1984 and directed to the Board of County Commissioners.
Please have the central computer department give us a cost study to provide
computer service to the Department of Buildings including Code. Enforcement. It
is anticipated three (3) terminals ·and two (2) printers will be required.
The work incompassed will be to input all building
with the tradesmen license file, compute the permit fee
In the code enforcement group it will need to store all
··.. and print out periodic updates.
·

~~~~c~~f>~·~;~~:;·:~._·\ji~:o;isr-~~·~\'~.z:~~\,
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permit data, interface
and print out the permit.
housing inspection data
·

In both groups it will be required to print out a monthly and yearly report
or yearly cumulative activity.
There is currently 14-4 drawer files of projects to be handled.
approximately 7,000 permits issued per year.

There is

Jesse C. Crooks, Building Commissioner
**********
The above request was referred to Pulse Systems for a cost estimate.
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RE:
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ANDY EASLEY .••.• COUNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER

Progress Report on Eichoff Road Project: Mr .. Easley submitted a progress report from
United Consulting Engineers, Inc. on the Eichoff Road Project, which is simply a routine
report •••••• received and filed.

I

Discussion of Problem on Meadow Brook:. Mr. Easley said he and Mr. Bethel, last Tuesday,
spent about two and one half hours with the residents of Meadow Brook, concerning where
the broken concrete has been put in the ditch out there. The Soil and Water Conservatio
Department also had a representative out there and there was about four (4) residents,
including Mr. Zeller and they outlined a method of attack on the problem that will in· ·
elude the construction of a silt basin and the Soil and Water Conservation representative
felt like it would qualify for some Department of Agriculture funds, to help hold back
the great quantities of .silt that is coming in and flooding the pipe and causing a lot of
the problem. Mr. Zeller is getting some bids to see what it will cost to clean out the
ditch that he had the concrete put into. Since this has been a county road for quite
some time there are some things he would like for the county to do, as a matter of good
public relations, and he will discuss them with the Commissioners at a later time.

·Request for Road Closing from Conrail: Mr. Easley said he received a call this morning ,from the Petersburgh, Indiana office of Conrail and they would like to have permission
to close Oak Hill Road, just south of 57, one day this week. They would like-to get
started just a soon as he can verify his paving contractor.

./

LinJ.Ave..

~YAR~r Subdivision: Mr. Easley reported that he and Mr. Bethel looked at a subdivision
street in·LYAADar Subdivision, which is about to be accepted. This is "tlear the Posey
County Line, north of ISUE. The subdivision is about four (4) years old and they just
finished paving the streets about two (2) weeks ago, and they did a good job on them.

Commissioner Willner said concrete or asphalt .••••• Mr. Easley replied a:s·pnalt.
Commissioner Willner said he believes now is decision time on changing our building
code and Debbie Lane is a good example of putting concrete right down on clay and it
washing out from under the street. There was nothing wrong with the concrete that was
poured out there, but what was wrong ••.••• was· this Board of Commissioners letting it
·
happen by allowing the concrete to be poured. He would like for Mr. Easley to pursue
changing the county's specifications, leaving concrete out unless we have an elevated
roadway which is out of the flood plain. The state highway gets by with concrete because
they first go out and prepare a road bed and usually it is five (5) or six (6) feet higher than the terrain and they have excellent drainage, therefore, they don't normally
have a problem, but on some of our county roads, with so little to work with, it is
ridiculous for us to allow concrete in most instances and he thinks it is time the
specifications are changed.

1

Mr. Easley said he feels the county should come up with some sort of criteria and if they
can't meet that criteria then it should be asphalt.
Commissioner Willner moved the Commissioners instruct Mr. Easley to prepare new specifications for road and street construction.
Commissioner Cox said would we also like to include roll curb and gutter. ·
Mr. Easley said if you are talking about requiring curbs and gutters in all instances
then we may run into some problems, that right now they are running about $7.00 per ft.,
:,:. per side and that is a tremendous expense if you get into a 150' lot. :
. i.,
..
t£l01~LHe said he wi 11 come up with some criteria and some recommendations and present them to
'""·,··"'this board when comp 1eted, but we are going to get some great howls of protest if we
make it mandatory.
·
Commissioner Willner said he will amend his motion to include curbs and gutters.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
Discussion of Bridges on Kansas Road: Mr. Easley said he also looked at the bridges
on Kansas Road that he was asked to do and it is a shame they serve only one field or
one farmer.
Commissioner Willner said not one farmer but just one 38 acre lot.

I
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Commissioner Cox asked that doesn't water pretty well always stay in Blue Grass
Creek and Mr. Brenner replied yes it does.
Mr. Easley said he thinks there should be another so·lution other than building replacement bridges.
Commissioner Willner said the farmer tells us they are not wide enough for him to get
his farm equipment across.and Mr. Easley said that is not the county's problem.

0

Commissioner Cox said could we turn the bridge itself over to the farmer and then he
could take the sides off. because we've had some taken off before.
Mr. Brenner said not like these, that the sides of this bridge is the support beams.
He said the one on the county line, there is no question about that one •••• he would
close it.
Commissioner Willner said he believes we have to look at the long range instead of
the short range, that nothing would please him more then to be able to say we have
found a way to get rid of these two (2) bridges forever, but not to say we can repair
them cheaply, because next year we will have the same problems. Lets look at all the
possibilities and make an intelligent decision.
Mr. Brenner said if we buy the land we'd have something, but when we put these bridges
in, or repair them, we-don't have anything except problems. We could buy the ground,
subject to no access and tear the bridges down.
Mr. Easley said but what if he doesn't want to sell it and Mr. Brenner said it is going
to be condemned by the state.
RE:

BOB BRENNER ••••• COUNTY SURVEYOR

Discussion of Bridge Inspection: Mr. Brenner said he is not going to be able to get
to the bridge inspections this year, that Mr. Hartman simply wi 11 not have the time to
do it and he would like to contract it out. The last time it was done it cost
$10,000.00 and we had to pay a quarter of it~ Which is a very good deal.
Commissioner Cox said she believes that is a wise decision.
Mr. Brenner said last time we merely selected someone to do it, that it was a firm
from Seymour but it is possible that someone here can do it.
Commissioner Cox said she believes the Commissioners received some information from
the state offering a bridge inspection service.
Commissioner Willner said all engineering firms do this type of service if they want
to take the job.
Mr. Brenner said we need to specify we want a new report, because last time we got our
old report marked up and we were not satisfied with it.
-

Commissioner Willner said he understands that Mr. Gerard has made application to do it
in-house and we do need- to change that application. and we need to inform him of this.
Commissioner Willner moved the Commissioners hire an outside firm to do the bridge
inspection for 1985. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered-.
J

. Commissioner Willner sai:d it will be n.ice when the Surveyor comes to the Board with a
recommendation on a certain bridge that we will have another firm's recommendation also
that will be completely separate and this is important.

Harmony Way: Commissioner Cox said concerning the flushing out of the culvert on Harmony Way, has it been completed.
Mr. Brenner replied it is all finished and was flushed out from the road all the way to
the lake, that what would drain the county property has been flushed and it was done
by Hollerbach, who also lives in that area.

---~----·-~--~-
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Culvert on Petersbur Road: Mr. Brenner said they {the county) put a culvert on a
oint city/county road •.•.. Petersburg Road and right now the road is closed and has an
open cut in it for sewer work and this seems like a good time to get it patched and he
would suggest the Commissioners allow Mr. Bethel's crew to do this. He said it should
be closed for a few more days.
Commissioner Cox said will this be hot or cold mix and Mr. Brenner said it doesn't make
any difference, whichever they can do, however, hot mix stays better. All it will take
is a load of hot mix and a roller ..••.• no paver.

I

Mr. Bethel indicated to the Commissioners that he will take care of it.
Weekly Bridge and Guardrail Report: Mr. Brenner submitted the weekly bridge and guardrail report of the bridge crew for the period of July 2 thru 6, 1984 •.• report received
and filed.
RE:

REQUEST TO APPEAR BEFORE COUNTY COUNCIL •.•. COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

President Borries said that Mrs. Evans, in the bookkeeping department of the County
Auditor's office has informed us that she is holding a bill in the amount of $939.00
to be paid from County Commissioners budget, account #130-305 •..• Patient and Inmate
Care, but has no money left in this account for 1984 therefore, we need to appear before
County Council and ask for an additional appropriation.

~··.,.·

Commissioner Willner moved the request be approved for the August Council Call.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE COUNTY AND THE INDIANA DEPT. OF HIGHWAYS ON WORK RELEASE

Submitted was the following agreement for Commissioners action.
Memorandum of Agreement Between Vanderburgh County and Indiana Department of Highways
This Memorandum of Agreement, made and intered into this
day of
, 1984, by
Vanderburgh County, hereinafter referred to as the 11 County and the State of Indiana
acting by and through the Indiana Department of Highways, hereinafter referred to as
the 11 Department 11 •
11

I

the County, acting through the Vanderburgh Circuit Court, has work release
inmates and persons with court-ordered community service requirements capable of providing a labor force and supervisors, and

WHEREAS~

WHEREAS the County has offered to make this labor force available for the purpose of
maintenace of the Department's various properties in Vanderburgh County to include
mowing and trimming on U.S. 41 and Division Street, and
WHEREAS the Department, a branch of State government, does maintenance on these
various properties in.Vanderburgh County.
NOW THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual promises to each other, as
hereinafter set forth, the parties do mutually agree as follows:
1. The County will provide this labor force for a one (1) year period from the
date of this agreement and will supervise said labor force on a day to day
basis. The work to be accomplished will be coordinated with the Department.

3. The Department will provide signs, reflective vests and tools necessary to
perform said work as well as fuel and oil for the mowing and trimming equipment.

I

4. The County agrees to indemnify, defend, exculpate, and hold harmless the State
of Indiana, its' officials and employees from any liability due to loss, damage,
injuries, or other cusualties of whatsoever kind, or by whomsoever caused, to the
person or property of anyone on or off the right-of-way arising out of or resulting
from the existance of this A9reement or the work connected therewith, whether due
in whole or in part to the negligent acts or omissions (1) of the State, its
officials, agents or employees; or (2) of the County, its agents or employees, or

July 9, 1984
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other persons engaged in the performance of the work, or (3) the joint negligence of
any of them; including any claims arising out of the workman's compensation act or any
law, ordinance order, or decree. The County also agrees to pay all reasonable
expenses and attorney fees incurred by or imposed on the State in connection herewith
in the event that the County shall default under the provisions of this paragraph.

D

************
Commissioner Willner moved the agreement be approved.
motion. So ordered.
RE:

Commissioner Cox seconded the

TWO (2) CHECKS RECEIVED FROM THE AUDITOR OF THE STATE OF INDIANA

President Berries said the Commissioners recieved two (2) checks from the Auditor of
the State of Indiana, that one (1) of them is reimbursement for the environmental on
Eichoff Road from Upper Mount Vernon, north to S.R.66, in the amount of $1,340.14.
The second check is re·imbursement for the environmental on Eichoff Road from S.R. 62,
north to Upper Mount Vernon Road, in the amount of $1,647.75.
Commissioner Willner moved the checks be endorsed, turned over to the County Auditor
and put into the proper accounts. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. ·So ordered.
· RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES •.•.• APPOINTMENTS

PIGEON TOWNSHIP TRUSTEE
Donna S. Jones
Michelle Gubler

1408 Ne.stor
1305 S. Kentucky

Investigator
Clerk

$12,540.00
$30.00 !Jay

Eff: 7-2-84
Eff: 7-2-84

1618 E. Indiana St. Secretary A

$10,760.00

Eff: 7-9-84

$30.00 Day

Eff: 6-25-84

$412.26

Eff: 7-3-84

$37.00 Day
$4.00 Hour
$4.00 Hour

Eff: 7-4-84
Eff: 6-20-84
Eff: 6-20-84

AREA PLAN COMMISSION

D

Irene Mastison

PIGEON TOWNSHIP ASSESSOR
Charles R. Althaus 713 S.E. Second St.

R.E. Deputy P/T

CENTER TOWNSHIP ASSESSOR
Anna M. Wolf

3124 W. Maryland St. Deputy

BURDETTE PARK
Sharon Jankowski
Tony Behme
Jonathon Gugin

6912 Cliftwood
1721 E. Franklin
417 Schreeder

Head Guard
Ground Crew
Ground Crew

CIRCUIT COURT

1

Suzanne Shipp
Beverly Corn
John H. Dill
·r·v": Norman
Hoskinson
,. · ·. -. __

·tJ"''-~:;:~:("'·;;...Y

RE:

..c;··

Eff:
$3.35 Hour
1505 Thompson
Intern
$250. 00 Week Eff:
1025 Covert Ave.
Law Clerk
Eff:
$4.50 Hour
1327 N. Harlan Ave. · Bail Bond P/T
· Eff:
922 Bellemeade
Bail Bond P/T .• ~.,$5. 00 Hour
···~Vj•··"

·-

'

r"\.'"\."•

6-19-84
6-18-84
6-25-84
6-18-84

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES .••.•• RELEASES

CENTER TOWNSHIP ASSESSOR
Evelyn Meyer

1515 Laubscher Rd.

Deputy

$412.26

Eff: 6-30-84

R.E. Deputy P/T

$30.00 Day

Eff: 7-3-84

PIGEON TOWNSHIP ASSESSOR
Charles R. Althaus 713 S.E. Second

- - " " " " " " " ' - - - - - - - - - - - - -..-.•-
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Secretary A

$10,260.00

Eff: 7-9-84

1408 Nestor

Clerk.

$11,500.00

Eff: 7-2-84

4000 Jennings Lane

Part/time

$30.00 Day

Eff: 7-2-84

1505 Thompson
1025 Covert Ave.
626 S. Norman
922 Bellemeade

Intern
Law Clerk
Special Intern
Bail Bond P/T

$3.35 Hour
$5.00 Hour
$140.00 Week
$4.50 Hour

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

6-19-84
6-15-84
6-22-84
6-15-84

6912 Cliftwood
613 Walden Lane
1721 E. Franklin
417 Schreeder

Reg. Guard
Head Guard
Ground Crew
Ground Crew

$3.60 Hour
$37.00 Day
$3.50 Hour
$3.50 Hour

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

7-4-84
7-4-84
6-20-84
6-20-84

Releases Continued:
AREA PLAN COMMISSION
Irene Mastison

1618 E. Indiana

PIGEON TOWNSHIP TRUSTEE
Donna S. Jones
TREASURER
Maureen Veach

I

CIRCUIT COURT
Suzanne Shipp
Beverly Corn
Jon Aarstad
Norman Hoskinson
BURDETIE PARK
Sharon Jankowski
Lori Sinclair
Tony Behme
Jonathon Gugin
RE:

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

President Berries said there is to be a public meeting tomorrow before the City Council
Finance Committee regarding the paramedic task force report, which is to be held at
6:00 p.m. in the Council Chambers.
The regular meeting of the County Council will be held on July 11th, at 2:30 p.m. in
the Council Chambers.
There being no further business President Berries declared the meeting recessed at
4:00 p.m.

PRESENT:

SECRETARY:

~
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·, ·, .. "

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

COUNTY AUD !TOR

COUNTY ATIORNEY

Richard "Rick" Berries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Alice McBride

Cedric Hustace
(Acting County
Attorney)

Janice Decker

.
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MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
July 16, 1984
SUBJECT INDEX

PAGE NO.

ALEXANDER AMBULANCE SERVICE~~~~{Claim- $51,737.20)--~~~~~~~-~-~-~--~~~~~~~-~--{Figures to be checked by J. Lindenschmidt &P. Tuley)

I

APPOINTMENTS:
Airport Authority----------(Jack H. Kinkel) -------------------------------12
Private Industry Council -----{Ted Ziemer) -------------------------------- 12 &13
BIDS:
Repair &Roadwork (18 Locations)--~--Awarded to J. H. Rudolph &Co. --------1,2, 3, 4
1984-------------~-

10

BURDETIE PARK-----------Monthly Report ----------------------------------------CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE: .
Welborn Memorial Baptist Hospital (Bicycle Run) ---------------------------Famous Brands, Inc.----(Sale at Vanderburgh Auditorium) --------------------

1& 2

BUILDING

I

10

COMMISSION~-~-~Report

of Permits Issued During May,

8
8 & 10

CLAIMS:
Drug &Alcohol Deferral Service/Deborah Ransom---$74.52--------------------David V. Miller-----$867.00----Litigation Services------------------------Robt. T. Dorsey/Pigeon Assessor-----=~----$393.48 -------------------------Maxine E. Ginger/Knight . Twp. Assessor's----$256.80 -----------------------Helen J. Nicholson/Knight Twp. Assessor-----$192.00 -----------------------Marge Keeney/Knight Twp. Assessor's --------$192.00 -----------------------United Consulting Engineers, Inc. ----------$ 40.75 ------------------------

11
11
11
11
11

COUNTY ATTORNEY------------David L. Jones
County Jail Expansion Claim---------$27,370.82--(Deig Bros.) --------------Evansville Cable T.V. Merger-----------------------------------------------

2& 3
3

COUNTY ENGINEER------------Andy Easley
Ltr. from State re Burkhardt Road Funding-----(Denied) --------------------·Ltr. from State re Koressel Rd. Funding-----{Meeting Requested) -----------Ltr. from State re Covert Ave. Extension Funding---{Approved) -------------Ltr. from State re Bridge 67/Fulton Ave. Funding---{Denied) ---------------Ltr. from State re St. Joe-Meier Rd. Funding-----{Denied) ------------------

5
5& 6
6
6& 7
7

COUNTY HIGHWAY-------------Bill Bethel
Weekly Absentee Report ----------------------------------------------------Weekly Work Report ----------------------·---------~-----------------------Cutting of Trees on Oak Hill Road--- (Work out for Bid)--------------------Drainage Problems on Allen Lane &Mesker Drive -----------------------------

3
3
3
3& 4

11
11

COUNTY SURVEYOR -----------David Guillaum
Repair &Roadwork (18 Lo~ations) -------------------------------------------1,2, 3, 4
Bridge &Guardrail Repair Report ------------------------------------------4
Schissler Road Project--------Work Begins July 16, 1984 -------------------·4
Petersburg Road------Installation of Pipe Completed -----------------------4
Specs for New Truck for Surveyor's Office -~-------------------------------4
Maryland Street Bridge Project----(Bid Bond
Received &Filed) -------------4
.
.

I

~EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ------------------------------------------------~-----------~:i:~£_~:~-~~>:;·.1~--~~;~_:;~~~~·J,~;¥~~~~f,~j~~~i}.*,~ ·~"-~~---i!f~~~~i:~-t~~,~~~t~t~:~~\:~'_:-' . ;~·~;,~~~~f~~~~~~~~~t~ .·
. .
- .
· VANSVILLE CABLE T.V. _,:._.:;(Receipt of Check

FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION/Indianapolis ------~---------------------~------
(Re Tour of Federally Funded Projects since 1956/Lee Gallivan)

13

IOSHA SAFETY PROGRM1----First In-Service Mtg./Auditorium/July 17th -------------

13

PARAMEDIC SERVICE PROGRAM

------------------~--City

Council/July 17th ----------

13

REZONING PETITIONS
VC-9-84 --------App'd. 1st Reading/Forwarded to APC -----------------------VC-7-84 --------Petition Withdrawn -----------------------------------------

1
1

TRANSIENT MERCHANTS LICENSE -----{County Attorney to Investigate) ------------- 8 thru 10

,..,.

.~

/

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
July 16, 1984

The meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on July 16, 1984, at
7:30 p.m. in the Commissioners Hearing Room with President Borries presiding.
The Chair entertained a motion concerning the minutes of the previous meeting held
on Monday, July 9, 1984. Motion was made by Commissioner Cox that the minutes be
approved as engrossed by the County Auditor and the reading of same be waived.
Commissioner Cox did comment that one correction did need to be made to the minutes,
however.
On Page 5, Item #4 under County Highway Engineer•s segment refers to
11
LynnDarn Subdivision. This is incorrect; the name of the subdivision is Lindauer~··
and minutes should be corrected to reflect 11 lindauer 11 to avoid possible confusion
in the future. Commissioner Willner provided a second to the motion. So ordered.

I

11

RE:

REZONING PETITIONS

VC-9-84 .;. Petitioner, Paul &Robert Hatfield; Location - 2801 N. Green River Rd.
Presently zoned Agricultural; Requesting change to C-4. Motion was made by
Commissioner Cox that VC-9-84 be forwarded to Area Plan Commission. Commissioner
Wi 11 ner provided a second to the motion. So ordered.
VC-7-84 - Petitioner, Steve Hadley. President Borries said that the Third Reading
of this petition was scheduled for tonight, but the petition has been withdrawn
in view of substantial opposition. He read the following letter:
July 9, 1984
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
This letter is to inform you that in view of the substantial
opposition of residents in the neighborhood of 2804 N. Grove Street,
Evansville, Indiana, and of the members of the Area Plan Commission
to the placement of a concrete plant at that address, Steven W. Hadley
and Sharon R. Hadley are discontinuing all efforts to rezone said real
estate to M-2 and to r_equest a dismissal of their petition for rezoning.

I

Thank you for your interest in this matter.
Sincerely,
Jerry A. Atkinson
Attorney for Petitioners
OPENING OF BIDS FOR REPAIR &ROADWORK - 18 LOCATIONS

RE:

President Borries entertained a motion that County Attorney David Jones be instructed
to open bids for repair and roadwork for 18 different locations. Motion to this
effect was made by Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox •. So
ordered.
';~'-'

I
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Attorney Jones opened the bids and examined same to see if everything was in
order, President Borries asked Burdette Park Manager, Mark Tuley, to approach the
podium and give his report to the Commjssioners. Mr. Tuley distributed copies of
the Six Months Financial Statement for Burdette Park, as follows:
1984 Starting Budget
1984 Budgeted
1983 Encumbered by P.O.
1983 Encumbered by Contract
Total 1984 Budget

$396,037.00
6,303.94
70,547.44
$472,888.38
(continued)
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Expenditures and Balance l/l/84 to 6/30/84
Total Expenditures

$236,295.20

Total Balance

$236,593.18
Income l/l/84 to 6/30/84

Pool
Rink
Rentals
Miscellaneous
Total

I

$ 31,874.00
20,959.86
30,152.06
1,751.29
$ 84,737.21
6/30/84

Total Expenditures
Total Income

$236,295.20
84,737.21

Total Deficit

$151,557.99

. .-·

It was noted by President Borries that the income is up about $52,000 as compared
to the same time period for last year. Mr. Tuley said their income is up by several
thousand dollars while the deficit is down about $49,000. He doesn't know how they
will do the rest of the summer, as he doesn't know how hot it will be-- and swimming
is controlled by the weather •. President Borries said he was out at Burdette yesterday
and it looked as though the park was being used· in just about every area. He
commended Mr. Tuley for his good work.
RE:

I

BIDS FOR REPAIR &ROADWORK FOR 18 LOCATIONS .•••••• David Jones

County Attorney David Jones advised that a single bid was received from J. H. Rudolph
&Co., Inc. in the amount of $47.69 per ton for hot asphaltic concrete :surface.
That amount was bid across-the-board for the work that was bid in the specifications
-- removal and reapplying necessary pavement. The bid was in order. Commissioner
Willner asked if the quoted cost included removal of aggregate and replacement?
Attorney Jones said this was bid for 18 separate locations throughout the county -a total estimate of 170 tons of base and 616 tons surface. To that, the bid was as
removing all loose and unstable material from paved surfaces from job site and
pstching all potholes and other irregularities to create sound level sub-surface,
applying a tack coat" to each job surface, applying wedges of H.A.C. base where
designated, applying a surface of H.A.C. mix as per Engineer's orders, and bidding
all work on an in place, per ton basis. Hot Asphaltic Concrete Furnished &Applied,
including Preparation Work &Tack Coat as above, removal of asphalt, excavation and
new stone as may be required for Baseline. (Item 12), not included. Hot Asphaltic
Concrete Base or Binder@ $47.69 per ton. Hot Asphaltic Concrete Surface @$47.69
per ton. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the bid be referred to.the
County Surveyor for review and recommendation. Mr. Bob Brenner, County Surveyor,
was not present for the meeting. However, Mr. David Guillaum entered the meeting and
Commissioner Willner asked that he review the bid from J. H. Rudolph & Co. while
the meeting continued and get back to ·the commissioners with his recommendations while
"·'";,,;~''"':·~ ~~.e meeting is sti 11 in progress. ~.- ·
. .. _
.,
11

RE:

I

COUNTY ATTORNEY ••••.•.•••. David Jones

County Jail Expansion: Attorney Jones stated he has another monthly advance billing
--as completed billing -- from the contractor on the Vanderburgh County Jail Improvement
project, for submission to the U. S. Marshall Service. The blue claim is in the amount·
of $27,370.82 and attached to the claim are the original invoices for the materials
and a certification by the project manager and the architect on the job. that the work
and the materials have been furnished and completed. In addition to that, the monthly
report that is submitted to the U.S. Marshall Service after this thing has been completed indicates that with the exception of glass, all materials have been furnished
to the job site for the jail project. The glass is scheduled for the first week in
August. There is an estimated completion date by both the contractor and the architect of August 15, 1984. When that project is completed that will, in effect, close
(continued)
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out what has been termed as the 11 jail suit 11 and the County will have been in complete
compliance -- and we will have fulfilled the terms of the grant and the matter ends
at that point. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the claim to Deig Bros.
Lumber &Construction Co., Inc. in the amount of $27,370.82 be approved, with a
second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.

I

Evansville Cable T.V. Merger: Attorney Jones said the second matter he wanted to
bring to the commissioners' attention was a request from Evansville Cable T.V. with
respect to a merger which is about to take place with the corporate parent of Evansville
Cable. Their request was what authorization is necessary by the County. He said the
short solution is that "there isn't any". They're really not transferring the franchise
in terms of the agreement and Mr •. Jones has authorized Mr. Hustace in his office to
prepare a letter with the County Attorney's authorization to advise them of that, with
a copy being sent to Mr. Jim Lindenschmidt for the file. But, in essence, Evansville
Cable T.V., after the corporate merger taking place, will still remain as a corporate
entity and, therefore, there is no change on its franchise with Vanderburgh County.
However, further up the corporate ladder there's other changes which really do not
affect Vanderburgh County down at the bottom -- so everything stays the same.
RE:

. COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT ••••..••••.• Bill Bethel

Work Report: Mr. Bethel distributed copies of the Weekly Work Report for employees
at the County Garage for the period July 9 thru July 13, l984 •••.•• ~report received
and filed.

I

Gradall:

Dusseldorf, Swinging Way, Walsh and Twickingham

Paved:

Venetian, Dusseldorf, Ward Rd., and Swinging Way

Tree Crew: Broadway, Millersburg, Alta-Vista, Twickingham, O'Hara, Mohr Rd.,
Darmstadt, Hogue Road and Upper Mt. Vernon
Grader:

Burdette Park, Newman Rd., Kings Rd., Seminary, Golden Rule and Hickory
Ridge.

Mower:

Lynn Rd., Outer Lincoln, Telephone, Middle Mt. Vernon, Jobes Lane,
F.1ill Rd., St. Joe Rd., and No. 6 School Rd.

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the Weekly· Absentee Report for employees
at the County Garage for the period July 9 thru July 13, l984 •••••• report received
and filed.

I

Commissioner Cox queried Mr. Bethel about some trees at 4709 Oak Hill Road, and he
advised that he has those out for bid -- but the man .hasn't gotten back to him yet.
Commisisioner Cox asked Mr. Bethel if he knows where Inland Container Corp. is, to
which he replied in the affirmative. She said she had a call tonight about some weeds
and scrubby trees -- she is uncertain of the exact location near Inland Container ••••
but Mr. Jones interjected that it was Peters Road. Mr. Bethel said he looked at that
this morning and there is a place there which needs cutting. Some ·of those roads in
that area have been cut off because of the work in progress on Highway 57 ••• and they
can't get into the area. Commissioner Cox said the other problem she wants to bring
. to Mr. Bethel's attention is the drainage problem at Allen Rd./Allen Lane and Mesker
park Drive. The lady who lives on the northwest corner of the intersection has spent
almost $1,000.00 putting in tile down the side of Allen Road to hook up with the
· intersection .••••• and Mr. Bethel asked the lady's name? Commissioner Cox said her
name is Knot. Mr. Bethel said Mrs. Knot is a very elderly lady. Her boy tries to do
things for her. Mr. Bethel's personnel go out there and try to explain to him what
he has to do -- and when they leave it is all confused again. Mr. Bethel said they
put tile in for them-- we didn't have to-- but he did it for public relations.
Commissioner Cox asked if this was on Mesker Park, to which Mr. Bethel said it was.
Commissioner Cox said that Mrs. Knot put the tile in, however, on Allen Lane. But
Mr. Bethel said she did not put that tile in -- we did it. What Mrs. Knot needs is
a drop box. In other words, she needs a hole cut in that tile for the water to go into.
She will not put those drop boxes in -- and we cannot do it for her -- that is her job.
Commissioner Cox said Mrs. Knot told her she had spent $1,000.00 on tile and stuff-is this not true? Mr. Bethel said that, again, he will say that she is a very elderly
lady. Commissioner Cox said that regardless of whether she is elderly or a young lady,
·they do have a problem -- because that water runs down Allen Lane -- and it has
(continued}
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created some ruts along the shoulders of the road and it's running down the road.
Mr. Bethel said that less than a month ago he had that perfect. He said he told
both Mrs. Knot and her son -- and Mr. Stucki told them -- what had to be done. Just
a matter of maybe 2-3 hours work; but that is not the County's job. Commissioner Cox
said there is a bad wash-out on the shoulder of Allen Lane. Mr. Bethel said he knows
exactly where she is talking about.

I

President Borries said Mr. Bethel's crew has been doing paving in the Melody Hills
area (he was out there Thursday to see the crew at work) and they're doing a nice
job out there.
RE:

COUNTY SURVEYOR ••.•••••.••• David Guillaum

Repair &Roadwork for 18 Locations - BID: Mr. Guillaum said that in reviewing the
bid opened earlier from J.H. Rudolph & Co., Inc., it appears to be in order. Commissioner Willner asked if Mr. Guillaum knows when they can start on those? Mr. Guillaum
said that when they put the information out they indicated they wanted the work done
-·
during this working season. Commissioner Cox asked if any of these locations are
within the City limits? Are any of them along detour projects which we have in progress
now. Commissioner Cox asked if it will be necessary to close the road for a period
of time in order to get the work done? Mr. Guillaum said they did not intend to close
any of the roads at all -- they would be completed under traffic •
. Bridge & Guardrail Repair: Mr. Guillaum distributed copies of the Bridge & Guardrail
Report for week of July 9 thru July 13, 1984. which he said is pretty·'Well selfexplanatory. They have done some clearing in conjunction with the engineering work
that they had on Maryland Street.
Schissler Rd. Project: Mr. Guillaum sai·d he received information that 'the Schi-ssler
Road project. was going to begin today.
Petersburg Road: The pipe was completed on Petersburg Road. Mr. Guillaum told
Mr. Bethel that they may need some help in getting remaining pipes out nf there.
The truck situation in the Surveyor's office is pretty poor right now.

I

Truck for Surveyor's Office: Mr. Guillaum said that is another matter he needs to
discuss with the commissioners. What would be their pleasure on the truck situation?
At one time, he believes indication was given that they could.advertise for bids on
a new truck. (Brenner wasn't real excited about a new truck -- but if that's the only
choice they've got they will go ahead and advertise.) They had a small amount in an
equipment fund, but not enough to buy a truck. Commissioner.Willner said the concensus
of opinion among the commissioners was for the surveyor's office to draw up specs
and he believes this is what they authorized Mr. Brenner to do several weeks ago.
Mr. Guillaum asked if the commissioners wanted specs on a new truck? Mr. Willner
said, "Definitely -- I think you've done with junk long enough!"
·
Maryland Street Bridge: Mr. Guillaum said the contractor has been removing the deck
on M·arylimd st: .Bridge and is making progress. SIEGCO has been in -- but they .have
not seriously relocated any poles yet -- that is the next major item. This is pretty
much free time for the contractor insofar as work days are concerned. But we're not
having any problems at all on the project. Mr. Guillaum said he has the bid bond
from the contractor on the Maryland Street Bridge ••••• ~ ••• Bid Bond received and filed.

'''""'~":~r~~~¥1 ~~B~~ro~ i~e~:~~.!e~~=~~~k o~o~h! 8b~~c;!~~~~~d r~:i ~~ i~~e~u~~ g~e~ ~~ ~~d Inc. ·~··.
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for the repair and roadwork on 18 locations. Mr. Guillaum said it was his recommendation that the bid be accepted. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the
bid from J. H. Rudolph & Co., Inc. in the amount of $47.69 per ton for 18 county roads
and bridges be approved. Commissioner Cox provided a second to the motion. So ordered •.
Commissioner Willner asked if money is available, and Mr. Guillaum responded in the
affirmative, indicating it would come from the bridge repair fund.

(continued)
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COUNTY ENGINEER •••.•.••• Angy Easley

President Berries stated that County Engineer, Andy Easley, is not present for tonight's
meeting. He did, however, hand several pieces of correspondence from the State of
Indiana concerning several projects in the County to Commissioner Berries to enter
into the record.

I

July 5, 1984
Vanderburgh County Board of Commissioners
Vanderburgh County Courthouse
Evansville, Indiana 47708
Dear Commissioners, .
The fiscal year 1985 annual programming request {FA-2) for Federal-aid
Urban funds for the construction phase of the following project is not being
approved. Your request to fund the pr-oject with Minimum Allocation {Special
85%) funds in case regular funding would not be available is being approved.
Project No.

Des.

location

MAM-M-ElOO (001)

07790

Burkhardt Rd. from South
Corp. line to SR 62

. The construction letting in fiscal year 1985 must be after the regular
Urban funds haver. been spent. Development ··.of the project should proceed .SO as
to be ready when the Minimum Allocation funds can be spent. You should contact
Mr. Steve Dilk, Area Engineer, Division of local Assistance in January or
February, 1985 for an estimated time of construction letting.

I

Sincerely yours,
R. E. Woods, Chief
Division of Local Assistance
cc: Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Owens
David Gerard
Boyle
Dilk

** * *
July 13, 1984

Mr. Jeffrey A. Vlach
United Consulting Engineers, Inc.
5332 North Temple Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 462~0
Re: DNR #2408 - Projects ME-180 (1) and RS-6582{ 1), Vanderburgh County
Eichoff Road - Koressel Road Improvement
Dear Mr. Vlach:
The above-referenced project has been reviewed by the Indiana Department
of Natural Resources and the following comments are offered for your information.

I

This proposal will not require the approval of the Natural Resources
Commission for construction in a floodway.
losses to fish, wildlife and botanical resources will occur as a result
of this project. A meeting with our Division of Fish and Wildlife staff, the
project engineers, and Indiana Department of Highway environmental review staff
is requested to discuss right-of-way requirements.

{continued)
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The Natural Heritage Program's data have been checked and~ to date, no
vulnerable plant or animal species of either state or federal significance
have been reported to occur in the project vicinity.
Comments from our Division of Historic Preservation will be
forthcoming.

I

We appreciate this opportunity to be of service. If we can be of
further assistance~ please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,
William J. Andrews~ Acting Director
Department of Natural Resources
cc: County Commissioners

****
July

3~

1984

Vanderburgh County Board of Commissioners
Vanderburgh County Complex
Evansville, Indiana 47708
Dear County Commissioners,
The fiscal year (FY) 1985 annual programming request (FA-2} for Federalaid Urban funds for the construction phase of the following project is approved.
Project No.

Des.

Location

M-E220 ( )

21280

Covert Ave. Extension from
Green River~. to Corp. line

I

Included is our projected schedule for this project.based on the present
status of work. The progress of the project should be maintained on this
schedule to assure construction in FY 1985 •
. If there are any questions concerning the enclosed information, please
contact me.
S1ncerely yours,
R. E. Woods~ Chief
Division of Local Assistance
· cc: Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Owens
Gerard
Boyd
Dilk
July 2, 1984

Vanderburgh County Board of Commissioners
Vanderburgh County Courthouse
Evansville, Indiana 47708
Dear Commissioners:
The fiscal year 1985 annual programming request (FA-2) for Federal-aid
Bridge Replacement funds for the following project is being returned unapproved.
(continued)
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Project No.

Des. No

BRM-E300 ( )

NA

Location
BR 67 over Pigeon Creek
Fulton Ave., Sufficiency
Rating 51.9

The sufficiency rating for this bridge exceeds 50.0 which is the maximum
allowable to be eligible for bridge replacement funds. The sufficiency rating
as listed above is the current rating in accordance with your latest Bridge
Inspection report. If a future county wide report calculates the sufficiency
rating less than 50.0, reconsideration for eligibility can be made.
If there are any questions concerning the returned requests, please
contact me.
Sincerely yours,
R. E. Woods, Chief
Division of Local Assistance
cc: Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Owens
Gerard
Boyle
Dilk

****

I

July 2, 1984

Vanderburgh County Board of Commissioners
Vanderburgh County Courthouse
Evansville, Indiana 47708
Dear Commissioners,
The fiscal year 1985 annual programming request (FA-2) for Federal-aid
ruraly secondary funds for the construction phase of the following project is
being returned unapproved.
Project No.
M-#560 ( )

Des.

Location
St. Joseph Ave. at Meier Rd.

St. Joseph Avenue is on urban system and Meier Rd. is off-system; therefore, not eligible for rural Secondary funding.
If you have any questions concerning this project, please contact me.
Sincerely yours,

' ..

~)

I

'

cc: Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

•

'' C z

, ~ •,.>'

R. E. Woods, Chief
Division of Local Assistance

Owens
Gerard
Boyle
Dilk

President Borries said this concluded the correspondence from the State concerning
these several projects. We are rolling along on Covert Avenue and Burkhardt Road,
according to Mr. Borries. He said we also received another letter indicating that
Burkhardt Road will now go to the construction phase in October, rather than in
September, so the State has moved it back one more month. Locally, however, we
have complied with all specifications, so the project is proceeding. But at this
point, it looks as though it will be let in October.
(continued)
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CHECK FROM EVANSVILLE CABLE T.V., INC.

A check in the amount of $525.00 (per Easement Agreement) has been received from
Evansville Cable T.V., Inc., per President Borries. Commissioner Willner remarked
he thought this was per franchise agreement, rather than easement agreement. However, Commissioner Cox was not in agreement as she said if this is the case, it
certainly is down -- as we usually get $2,000 plus dollars. County Attorney David
Jones said he'd have to check the agreement; there may be more than one way we get
monies. Internally, probably, they characterize it as an easement -- the right to
use County highways, etc. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the check
be accepted and given to the County Auditor's office with stipulation that the
agreement with Evansville Cable T.V., Inc. be checked since a copy of the agreement
is in that office. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered. Chief
Deputy/Auditor's office, Pat Tuley, agreed to check the Agreement to be certain monies
are deposited to the proper account, etc.

I

RE:

C~RTIFICATES

OF INSURANCE

Welborn Memorial Baptist Hospital, Inc.: Greene &Greene Agency, Inc. -Welborn/Gilles
Bicycle Run/Great Pumpkin Metric - October 28, 1984. President Berries said there
was a note attached saying, "Thank you for your approval of this project. Barbara
Patton, Welborn Hospital."
Famous Brands, Inc.: American Business Insurance Agency, Inc. {Overland Park, KS)
- Sale July 21 and 22, 1984 at Vanderburgh Auditorium. President Berries said he did
not know what kind of sale this is going to be. Commissioner Cox raised a question
on this certificate, asking whether we do or do not still have the "Transient Merchant
law"? Would they come under that? She said we had complaints previously about people
coming in with off-brands (she cited 11 Kodak", where it really wasn't the brand people
thought it was· and leather coats which really weren't "leathern coats, etc.). She
said this firm is out of Lenexa, Kansas and she has never heard of them. Are any of
the other commissioners familiar with this outfit? President Borries said that as he
understands it, the law does· apply, and if there are complaints directed against those
persons that the prosecutor could initiate charges. However, he would like some clarification from Attorney David Jones concerning that Ordinance. Commissioner Cox said
they have to have a "Peddler's License" •••• but Commissioner Willner said "Peddler's
license" applied to those who go from home to home, etc. Commissioner Cox said we
need to look into this. Even though the prosecutor can initiate charges -- these people
are in here and then they are gone •. Commissioner Borries said he would also think that
if they have the certificate of insurance for use of the auditorium ••••• but Commissioner
Cox interrupted by stating that it is also an out-of-town company; they are from
Overland Park, Kansas. President Borries advised Attorney Jones that Commissioner Cox
is wondering about the "Transient Merchants Ordinance" since this out-of-town company
is having a sale at the Vanderburgh Auditorium.and has submitted a certificate of
insurance for same. Attorney Jones said the County does not have an Ordinance. The
City did have one, but he doesn't know where that matter stands --whether it's been
repealed, revoked, declared unconstitutional or what. But, there is a State Statute
that stands in place of an ordinance and that is what would otherwise apply. Enforcement of it is by the prosecutor. We've been bombarded by letters from some people in
the Chamber of Commerce who~are concerned about it and, rightfully so. But the fact
of the matter was that they kept looking to us to enforce it and the enforcement powers
are with the prosecutor. Any complaints or reference to a questionable situation ought
to go to the prosecuto.r •. That is who is charged under that Statute with enforcing it
.and he would look into the circumstances. The Statute defines that situation -- as to
,:;::?;q.·what's a transient merchant. Attorney Jones said he does not recall all the ins·and
outs of it, but it was basically people who did business and did not have a fixed
location, etc. He does recall, however, that it does require that one who fits the
definition of a transient merchant goes to the City Clerk {in the case of the city)
and to the County Auditor {in the case of the county) and pays a fee to obtain a
certificate or license and that is basically to be able to do transient business from
a temporary location rather than from a fixed location. But when this came up about
two years ago, he sat down with Alice McBride, County Auditor, and talked about it and
no one has ever come in and asked for one ••.• a Peddlers License •.•.. so what it takes
is if someone spots one of those situations, they've got to call the prosecutor and
let him take it from there. President Sorries questioned Attorney Jones concerning
the "Certificate of Insurance" (a comprehensive form) and asked what this covers?
Attorney Jones said if some third party sues and his outfit has nothing -- they do not
come back to the county to pay the damages. This is just a protection for the County
insofar as the use of the facility itself is concerned should someone be injured there.

I

I
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Commissioner
Cox noted the coverage is only for $1,000, but it was noted the form
reads 11 Limits of Liability in Thousands (000} 11 • • • ~so would this not be $1,000,000?
However, Attorney Jones said it is not clear~ Commissioner Cox said does it mean
they only paid $100 for $1,000,000 coverage? Commissioner Willner said the exposure
period is only for two days. Commissioner Cox asked if Famous Brands, Inc. needs to
obtain a .. Peddlers License 11 then? Commissioner Willner said, 11 Not from the County 11 •
Attorney Jones said it is possible they would fall under the requirement of the
"Changing Merchants License .. , but he would hesitate to give a flat solid answer
without having the Statute before him. Commissioner Willner stated they would be
violating a City ordinance rather than a County ordinance. Attorney Jones said
the Statute allows that the County or City could adopt an ordinance. However, in
the absence of an ordinance, the State Statute would apply~ So, there is a requirement.
If it is inside the City limits and the City still has an ordinance in effect, it
would be there. But he has not been on top of the City ordinance; he doesn't know if
they revised it, rewrote it, or what happened. Attorney Jones left the meeting briefly
to get the State Statute in an effort to resolve questions concerning the matter.

0

Returning to the meeting, Attorney Jones said there were recent amendments to the
Transient Merchants Law and, in a nutshell, it provides first of all that there is a
County requirement for County License, and that is in addit1on -- it authorizes cities
and towns to also regulate or .license -- tax, license and regulate -- but it provides
that city or town license may not be in lieu of the County License. If the City of
Evansville has, in fact, a duly authorized ordinance that taxes, license, or purports
to regulate transient merchants, it is in addition to what is required in the County.
Therefore, anybody doing anything inside the territorial limits of Vanderburgh County -whether it is inside the city limits or not -- is subjected to a fee of $10.00 per
day for each day or part of any day that he purports to transact business. So that is
the flat statutory county rate --whether or not there is a city fee required, as well.
A .. Transient Merchant 11 is defined as; 11 includes all persons, firms and corporations,
both as principals and agents, who engage in, do or transact any temporary or transient
business in this State, either in one locality or in traveling from place-to-place in
the state, offering for sale or selling goods, wares and merchandise. And, including
those who for the purpose of carryin9 on such business hire, lease or occupy any
permanent or mobile buildings, structure, or real estate for the exhibition by means
of samples, catalogs, photographs, price lists or sale of such goods, ware and merchandise, but shall not include any person, individual, co-partner, corporation,
which grows the goods, wares and merchandise which he or it sells or offers for sale.
Basically, anybody who agriculturally produces anything is exempt as a transient
merchant; hence, the city market and all those folks who come in there. President
Berries asked ·~beyt~tli'O.se · who _qr-'hig up plants from Florida? Attorney Jones said
the person -- if he understands that -- and· he won't mention any names -- who most
often complains about this -- it doesn't apply to this as it is obviously grown. He
hasn't seen any of them that are rubber or wax yet. No matter how little. they water
them out there in the sun -- those little palm trees from Florida are still grown.
So, all the complaining in the world is not going to stop that. However, there is
another problem to the-~hing. The State Legislature in its infinite wisdom over
years and years then drafted exemptions on top of that. These say in a nutshell
that the provisions of this chapter shall not apply to sales made to.dealers by
commercial travelers or selling agents in the usual course of business nor a bonafide
sale of goods, wares or merchandise by sample for future delivery or to sheriffs, ·
constable or other public officers selling goods, wares and merchandise according
to law, nor to bonafide assignees or receivers appointed in this state selling goods.
Attorney Jones said he can only'take this to mean that if the sale is not to the
..,-.;,' _ public, in general, but to a dealer by a commercial traveler selling agent, then that
·:·'"'"-'"''doesn't apply. If it is held for the public, it does. Or, if it is by sample or
it's future delivery. If the palm tree is held up and you're not going to sell it
then but it will be shipped in from Florida-- it's legitimate ••• it's exempt under
the Statute. If you're going to sell that little palm tree on the spot, then it is
still not covered because it is grown. But if it is a wax palm tree and you're
going to sell it in the future -- it's not covered. Commissioner Berries asked what
about art sales? Attorney Jones said art is not grown. He said the only real
exceptions are when something is not grown, it's future delivery, or it's by sample.
Pat Tuley, Chief Deputy Auditor, asked where they get the license? Attorney Jones said
he is glad Mr. Tuley asked that question. They go to the County Auditor's office!
Attorney Jones said the State even anticipated the state of affairs in the 92 auditors
offices in the State of Indiana and said "no particular form is necessary"! Therefore, Attorney Jones takes this to mean that he can take any piece of paper, sign it
Deputy Auditor Pat Tuley and $10.00 and that's it. That's all it takes for the County.
The city is free to do what it wants. Again, he doesn't know the state of affairs with
(continued} ·
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the City -- sometimes they do and sometimes they dori't. Attorney Jones said there is
one other thing he wants to mention. That is~ the monies collected go to the
School Corporation Fund from the County, but the city gets to keep theirs. President
Berries said there is a bit of wisdom in that, they want to educate the people in
the county to not buy that merchandise! Attorney Jones said there is one more
important thing~ however.· Transient Merchants are required to post a bond so that
any citizen out there who gets burned by buying the goods can come in and seek to
recover thru the bond after the transient is long gone. There is a protection for
the average citizen out there by requiring the merchant to post that bond. Commission
Cox asked if the Certificate of Insurance covers that? Attorney Jones said not in
any way. This Certificate of Insurance is a separate thing and only covers the
Auditorium. Commissioner Cox again brought up the problem with the outfit that came
in and advertised leather coats and they weren't ·leather and we had some complaints.
She said she brought this up at one of the meetings several months ago -- to alert
Kim Bitz to the fact that when he has that going on at the Auditorium he needs to
double check those things out. She said she feels the commissioners owe a certain
protection to the citizens of Vanderburgh County, because after they are here and
gone -- and, frankly, she's never even heard of Lenexa, Kansas --·she knows it's a
big place, but •••• Attorney Jones said he had another written question, and while he
doesn't know the author, he suspects it came from the media. The question is, "Are
lemonade stands covered?" Attorney Jones said his answer to that is, It depends upon
whether you grew the lemons or not!" Commissioner Cox asked if we can just ask Kim Bitz
to check on Famous Brands, Inc., since they're coming in this week -- and if they need
a license -- let's let them be legal about it and have them get a license. It was
noted by Commissioners Berries and Willner that enforcement is a prob1em -- they're
a lot of them out there on the street corners, etc. Attorney Jones said it just simply
takes a couple of people calling in complaints and he thinks when a couple of them who
are popped who are not legitimate •••. and there is publicity •••• suchmerchants may be
.••.• Commissioner Willner interjected that he's not sure-- they couldnft even get the
illegal fireworks stopped~ Mention was also made of the recent Symphony performance
at the levee •••• Attorney Jones said he wasn't so sure the Symphony was legitimate.
They were transient as they were passing thr·ough. Commissioner Cox pointed out that
if you live in the city and you have a dog -- the law states you have to have a city
ta.g and you have to buy a county tag from the County Assessor •. Mr. Tuley queried
Attorney Jones, again,. to clarify that even if there is a city ordinance pertaining
to transient merchants they still must obtain a County license? Attorney Jones verified
that the city license, if required, is in addition to the County license. According
to State Statute, the County license always applies throughout every :county in the
state. The Statute also states that if any city/town within the state wants to also
tax, license or regulate that they may do so by ordinance. Commissioner Cox said that
in other words, any street corner sale should.have a County license? Attorney Jones
said this is correct, even though that corner is physically located within the city
limits. Then, if the City has an ordinance, they must also have a City License.
Commissioner Cox said we could make the School Corporation rich! The question was
brought up concerning newspaper carriers. Commissioner Cox pointed out that that
individual is not a transient merchant; he is a resident selling on that same corner
day· in and day out and if he isn't there, someone else is there. Mrs. Meeks said
Loretta Townsend, Director/Weights &Measures, had been asking about the Transient
Merchant Law. Commissioner Cox said she thinks Mrs. Townsend even wanted to post
a copy'of the law at the entrances to the city. Commissioner Berries said the
Commissioners would ask that the County Attorney give the matter some thought as what
needs to be done. In the interim, Commissioner Cox again asked that Mr. Bitz check
on Famous Brands, Inc., and any others coming into the.Auditorium to conduct sales, etc.

I
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I

RE:

ALEXANDER AMBULANCE SERVICE, INC.

I

A claim from Alexander Ambulance Service, Inc., in the amount of $51,737.20 for the
claim quarter ending June 30, 1984 was presented for approval. Attached to the claim ,
was the basis of their charges, according to the formula, together with a quarterly
statement ending June 30, 1984. In response to query from Commissioner Cox, President
Berries stated this claim was for the second quarter. After reviewing the claim and
attachments, motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the claim be allowed, with
Commissioner Cox providing a second to the motion. So ordered. President Berries
then asked that Chief Deputy Pat Tuley and Jim Lindenschmidt go over the list of
County receivables, etc., at the earliest possible date.
RE:

BUILDING COMMISSION REPORT

A report from the Building Commission on Permits issued during May, 1984 was submitted •••••
report received and filed.
(continued)
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CLAIMS

Drug &Alcohol Deferral Service/Deborah Ransom: A claim in the amount of $74.52 for
mileage only to/from Indianapolis was presented for approval, with indication that
said claim had been approved by the County Auditor and Judge Terry Dietsche. President
Borries stated that the commissioners had previously approved the travel request.
Motion to approve claim was made by Commissioner Cox, with a second from Commissioner
Willner. So ordered.
David V. Miller: A claim in the amount of $867.00 to David V. Miller for litigation
services regarding Hirsch, Farm Services, Southwest Engineering, etc., was submitted
for approval. Motion to approve claim was made by Commissioner Willner, with a second
from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
Assessors Claims: President Borries said he had several Assessors• Claims for the
Instructional Meetings on tangible property assessments held on July 9, 10 and 11,
1984 in Clarksville, Indiana. The following were submitted for approval:
Robert T. Dorsey/Pigeon Township - Claim in the amount of $393.48 covering
3 days per diem, mileage and lodging for three nights. Motion to approve claim
was made by Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
Maxine E. Ginger/Knight Township: Claim in the amount of $256.80, which has been
co-signed thru the Auditor's office. Motion to approve claim was made by
Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ord~red. Subsequently, Commissioner Cox asked what the mileage allowance amount is on the
claim, to which President Borries responded that it has gone up; it is 24¢ per mile.
Helen Jane Nicholson/Knight Township: Claim in the amount of $192.00 for lodging
and the $22.00 per day diem allowance. Motion to approve claim was made by
Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.

I

Marge Keeney/Knight Township: Claim in the amount of $192.00 for lodging and per day
diem allowance. Motion to approve claim for payment was made by Commissioner Willner,
with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
United Consulting Engineers, Inc./Indianapolis, IN: A claim in the amount of $40.75
for milars -- reimbursement for aerial photos from Indiana Department of Highways -signed by Joe Brown-- was submitted for approval. Motion to approve claim was made
by Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES - RELEASES

Vanderburgh County Recorder's Office
Dorothy A. Lindsey
RE:

1625 Delmar

Mtg. Deputy

$10,760/yr.

Eff: 7/13/84

,, $10, 760/yr.

Eff: 7/13/84

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES - APPOINTMENTS

Vanderburgh County Recorder's Office
Kimberly J. Ford

I

.,"';?08 E. Chandler Mtg. Deputy

Clerk of Circuit Court
Jill Hermann

7307 Bayard Pk.

Intern

$80. 00/wk.

Eff:

7/2/84

(continued}
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AIRPORT AUTHORITY APPOINTMENT

President Berries read the following letter from James B. Stapleton, Airport Manager:
July 3, 1984

I

Mr. Richard J. Berries
Vanderburgh County Commissioners
305 Administration Building
Civic Center Complex
Evansville, Indiana 47708
Dear Mr. Berries:
This is to inform you that the appointment of Jack H. Kinkel to the
Evansville-Vanderburgh Airport Authority Board expired June 30, 1984.
Please inform Mr. Kinkel of any reappointment action taken in this
matter.
Sincerely,
EVANSVILLE-VANDERBURGH AIRPORT
AUTHORITY DISTRICT
James B. Stapleton
Airport Manager
It was noted that Mr. Kinkel was ·a democratic member of the Board and President
Berries entertai-ned a motion for his reappointment. Motion to reappoint· Mr. 'Kinkel
for a three year term was made by Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
·
RE:

I

.

PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL APPOINTMENT

The following letter from the Metropolitan Evansville Chamber of Commerce was read
by President Berries:
July 6, 1984
Mr. Rick Berries
5112 Graham Avenue
Evansville, IN 47715
Dear Mr. Berries:
The following are the nominations for the Private Industry Council:
Joseph Ellsworth - President/Rainbow Productions
Ted Ziemer - Early, Arnold &Ziemer/Attorneys at Law
Thank you very .much.
Sincerely yours,

I

James T. Dittoe, CCE
President
Mr. Borries said he had Ms. Meeks call to see what the deal was on this appointment.
She found that there are usually 33 members on the Council and there are now only
30. They serve in five (5) counties. The commissioners appoint the private sector
people and they need three (3) more members. They serve 3, 4, or 5 year terms.
If the Chamber nominates two (2) people, the commissioners are to appoint one of
them. The appointment is then sent to the Governor, at which time it is decided
(continued)
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as to which term .he will serve. This is .all we could find out at this time. Therefore,
the commissioners are to select one of the nominees. Commissioner Willner noted that
Mr. Ziemer would be a worthy member of considerable experience. President Borries
remarked that both nominees are both certainly worthy individuals. Commissioner Cox
asked if the commissioners must choose one of these two individuals? She.thought these
were the two from the Chamber. Mr. Borries said the Chamber submits two (2) names and
it says that if the Chamber·nominates two (2) people, the commissioners are to choose
one (1) of them. Commissioner Cox remarked that she guesses the Chamber already has
the nominees' consent to serve. It was noted by Commissioner Willner that Mr. Ziemer
has been on the Council before. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that Mr. Ziemer
be appointed, with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

OLD BUSINESS

Insofar as items of old business are concerned, President Berries announced that
the In-Service !OSHA Program will be held tomorrow at the Vanderburgh Auditorium
beginning at·a:oo a.m. for the employees of the County, such as the bridge crew,
garage, Burdette Park and Vanderburgh Auditorium. ·This is the program discussed with
I OSHA offici a1s in June.
·
·
·

,.....

Also, last Thursday, Mr. Borries toured around the county with Lee Gallivan"VieWi.ng
various projects (bridges as well as roqds) that had received Federal funds since ·
1956. Mr. Borries said it was a very good tour and Mr. Gallivan will be forwardingc
his comments and suggestions. Mr. Gallivan had an opportunity to see our ·road paving
crew in action on Walsh Road in the Melody Hills area and they were hard at work that
day. We had one bridge at a mysterious location where there were Federal funds (a
three-span bridge) and we're still getting some clarification on that. ·

I

Commissioners Cox and Borries were also' at one of the meetings of the City Council
where the Paramedic Program was discussed. Mr. Borries said his statement was one
wherein we had received a very loud and clear message from county residents concerning
their need and what they felt was the importance of the Paramedic Service. As he
understands it, the City Council will have another meeting tomorrow night, July 17th,
and at that time they are to make a recommendation as to whether to maintain th~;~·:'' ·
service under the present set-up via the Evansville Fire Department or to change that
and look at a private contract provider. That meeting is scheduled tomorrow night
at 6:00 p.m~
RE:

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

President Borries said he believed any scheduled meetings have already been covered.
There being no further business to come before the Board of Commissioners at this
time, the Chair declared the meeting adjourned at 9;bb p.m.
PRESENT:

. COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
Richard J. Berries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

I

COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Pat Tuley, Chief
Deputy

David Jones

.---

.I

MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
July 23, 1984
Page No.

SUBJECT INDEX

Area Plan Corrmission ••••.• County Subdivision Ordinance •••••••.••••••••••••.• 5,· 6 & 16
Bids:
-----Opened) ••• Pickup Truck for Dog Pound ..•••.•••••••••••••.••••••••••••• 5, 6, &7
Future) ••• Dump Truck f/County Surveyor's Office •••••••••••• ~ •••••••••
••• Hydraulic Impactor for County Surveyor's Office •••••••••••••
••• Tree Removal on Oak Hill Road ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

10
10

Claims:
Perry Township Assessor's Office •••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••
Schi·ssler Road Culvert Project •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••.

15

9

I

9

County Engineer:
••• Conrail Crossing on Oak Hill Road •••••••••.•.••••••••••••••
14
••• Lindar Lane/Lindar Subdivision •••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••
14
••• Meadowbrooke Drive (Drainage Problems, etc.) •••••.••••••••• 12 &13
.•• Romain Park Sub. &Romain Park II Subdivision (Acceptance of
Streets &Storm Drainage ••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 13 & 14
••• State Highway Dept./Natural Resources Scheduled Meeting ••• 14 & 15
County Highway Department:
,
.
••• Absentee Report f/Garage Employees •••••••••••••••••••••••••
••• Tree Removal on Oak Hill Road ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

-

9
9
8 & 9

•.. Weekly Work Report ......................................... .

County Surveyor:
•• ·.-Dump Truck (Request to go on September Counci 1 Ca 11) •• H.. .
••• Hydraulic Impactor (Request & Approval to Purchase} •••••••
••• Ohio Street Bridge •••• (Repairs Completed & Proposed) •••• ~:
••• Schissler Road Culvert Project (Approval of Deig Claim) •••••••

10
10

Evansville Cable T.V •••••••• Easement Agreements to be presented to .. Qounty ••••

12

'9

91

IOSHA Safety Program ...................................................... 9, 11 & 12

Lindar Lane/Lindar Subdivision •••••• (Request for Acceptance) •••••••• u····

14

Minutes of Previous Meeting (Approva1) ••• ·•• • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

1

Poor Relief/Knight Township ........................................... ' 1-5, 10, 11
Romain Park Sub. &Romain Park II Subdivision ••••• (Acceptance)............
Sale of County-Owned Property ••••• (Terry Padgett).........................

~& 13• 1~
7

Schedu 1ed Meetings • • • • • . • • . . . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . . . • • • • . • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • •

16

Vanderburgh Auditorium ••• ~~--(Request for Monies/Septemper Council Call)....

7 &8

........................................

16

Vande.rburgh County Employee Changes

I

•'

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
July 23, 1984
The meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on July 23, 1984, at
2:30 p.m. in the Commissioners Hearing Room, with President Borries presiding.

I

The Chair entertained a motion concerning the minutes of the previous meeting.
Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the minutes of the meeting held on
July 16, 1984, be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor and the reading of
same be waived. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

POOR RELIEF/KNIGHT TOWNSHIP

Alicia Cutteridge: Ms. Cutteridge had applied for shelter assistance and said
assistance had been denied. The Chair called Ms. Cutteridge's name three (3) times,
but she was not present •. · (She subsequently entered the meeting, as indicated later
in the minutes of today's meeting.) ·
Mildred Sullivan/Monte Wallace: President Borries reviewed the application and
questioned the "Monte Wallace" shown after name of applicant, Mildred M. Sullivan.
Terry Stokes, investigator for Knight Trustee's office, indicated this was actually
Mr. Wallace's application.

""/

Katherine Rybak approached the podium.and said she is at today's meeting to represent
Wallace. She said Mr. Wallace applied for Trustee Assistance in order to obtain
eye glasses. The eye glasses he has are not correcting his· ·vision adequately, and
he has blurred vision. There is no question -- he needs the eye glasses. The reason
Mr. Wallace was denied assistance was because of Mildred Sullivan's income. Mrs.
Sullivan permits Mr. Wallace to live in her home. He has no right to be there -- but
she permits him to be there. The Trustee counted ber income in determining whether
or not Mr. Wallace is eligible for Trustee Assistance. Now, Mrs. Sullivan's income
is only $314.00 per month from S.S.I. and she is in no position to provide any further
assistance to Mr. Wallace. Mr. Wallace, himself, has no income at all. He has been
cut off S.S.I. and Ms. Rybak is representing him in Federal Court in order to get
his S.S.I. reinstated. Therefore, she asks that the Commissioners order the Knight
Township Trustee to provide Mr. Wallace with a voucher so he can get his eyes examined
and get a new pair of eye glasses. President Borries thanked Ms. Rybak for her comments.
Mr~.

I

Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Wallace if he is a Veteran, to which he responded in the
negative. President Borries questioned Mr. Wallace as to the nature of his disability.
Mr. Wallace said he has extenuating problems with discs in his back. Mr. Borries ·
asked where his food, etc., come from, to which Mr. Wallace responded "food stamps".
President Borries asked if his food stamps are entirely free or does he pay? Mr.
Wallace indicated they are free. President Borries ·:cisked tf. ..tbe ·Commj·sstoner.s· might ask
Mr. Wallace and Ms. Sullivan if there is any relationship at all between the two
parties? Mr. Wallace are not brother and sister? Mr. Wallace indicated there is no ·
relationship at all -- they are not brother/sister or man/wife. President Borries
then asked Mrs. Sullivan that if she did not provide shelter to Mr. Wallace, in her
opinion he would have no means at all? Mrs. Wallace said that is correct. Ms. Rybak
remarked that the odd thing about the situation is that if Mr. Wallace moved out and
became eligible for Trustee Assistance, the Trustee would be the one who would have
to provide him with housing, pecause he has no means of his .own.
·

I

President Borries asked. if someone was present from the Trustee's office, and Tara
approached the podium. .She stated that the Trustee's office counts everyone
Jives in a household --..,working or not working ::.;::~Mr. Wallace counts because he
lives there and utilizes Ms. Sullivan's gas, electric, water, etc., and the Trustee
has to count everyone who lives at that address and Mr. Wallace says he lives at that
address. The application the Trustee's office has on file is that of Mildred Sullivan.
Her name is on the bi 11 s and, technically, she is the ,J'lead of the househo1d -- but
Mr. Wallace does live there. Even if Mr. Wallace did not live there, Ms. Sullivan
would be over income. She is $150.00 over income. ·she is on Section "W' (there's
$136.00 paid for that) and she gets the $314.00 S.S.I. The Trustee's guidelines
stipulate that income for one (1) person is $250~00 per month and income for two (2)
is $300.00 per month. Further, a luxury service is maintained at that address -,
1
cable television. According to the Trustee's Guidelines, that knocks the applicant
out of the system. Applicant was denied because of over income. To put an application
(continued)
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in at the Knight Trustee's office, you have to have an established resi-dence -- an
address -- and Mr. Wallace gives this address. Therefore, the Trustee has to count
all income in that household.

I

Ms. Rybak requested permission to comment concerning Ms. Stokes remarks. Ms. Rybak
said Mr. Wallace has no control over what luxury items Ms. Wallace may have in her
home, so it is not relevant really as to whether or not he should be receiving poor
relief benefits. The Poor Relief Statute requires the Trustee to provide medical
assistance -- and that's what this really is -- eye glasses come under the heading of
medical assistance -- to people who are in need. And, without question, Mr. Wallace
is in need of Trustee Assistance.
·

Commissioner
Cox addressed Tara Stokes and said that when we get down to the actual
11
dollar and cents" figur~s, she believes •••••• has Ms. Stokes investigated. .Mr. Wallace
at all? Or, did the Trustee just look at Ms. Sullivan? Did they look at Mr. Wallace
by himself? In other words, if he was not at M·.·Sullivan's and wanted to rent an
apartment or something like that, the Trustee wou-ld be legally obligated to pay his
rent, depending upon whether he could find something that falls within the Trustee's
guidelines, and give him other assistance out of the Township Trustee's funds? Ms.
Stokes said they would if Mr. Wallace had no income. They do not pay the deposit nor
the first month's rent ••••• they do not relocate people. If they did thi.s, they'd be
doing it all the time. But, yes, they-would have to pick up his bills if he were on
his own with no income. That is true. But the Trustee can't just let it go here -because people could have five or six other people living with them -and they could
be working ••••• Mrs. Cox interjected that that was her question; has the Trustee investigated and determined that Mr. Wallace has no income? Ms. Stokes said that the
Trustee had not investigated, because Mr. Wallace did not fill out the application -Ms. Sullivandid •• and they only have her signature.··
Ms. Rybak remarked that Mr. Wallace did provide the Trustee's offjce mh a notice
from the Social Security Administration saying that his S.S:L was·~tenninated; t~ere
fore, the Trustee has no reason to doubt Mr. Wallace's test1mony that~ has no 1ncome
of his own. Ms. Rybak continued by stating .that the Trustee's Guideld-res do not
specifically define "household therefore, she .thinks the Commissioners are free to
give a "hous·ehold" a reasonable definition which would be that people 1iving in the
same household who are financially, legally responsible for each otheris bills -and this is not the case here. Mr. Wallace should be considered on his own. Tara
Stokes asked if Ms. Rybak is saying that the Trustee should have two separate applicatiens from the same address? What about the cable service? He's living in that
house. Ms. Rybak responded that the matter of cable service is not Mr. Wallace's
decision.
11

.~/

I

;

The Commissioners were discussing the matter among themselves, and Commissioner Willner
said he believes the Board needs an attorney's opinion, because it used to be ·procedure
that you must give an address for assistance; once you get that address, then you
determine how much income is at that address -- but he thinks the Trustee is absolutely
right. Commissioner Cox stated that if Mr. Wallace were out on the street, the
. Trustee, financially (dollar and cents of taxpayers' money) would have to be picking
up his rent, a portion of his utilities, a non-food order and no telling what all.
Here we have a case of a lady, who is probably just getting by on her own, who has
offered a place where the gentleman.can stay. That's what you call "the pits"!
.President Borries asked Mr. Wallace if he has anything to add to the foregoing comments •...
·Mr. Wallace said he visited the Housing Authority Office, :·and they said they would
···'honor Trustee vouchers for rent. Their housing has arrangements where it can be paid ·
at the end of the month, rather than in advance. He was previously on their list of
applicants; at one office he is eligible and at the other he is on the list right now.
President Borries asked Mr. Wallace if he is saying that he intends to move into a
housing unit? Mr. Wallace said, "Yes, if .arrangements can be made.
Mr! Borries
advised County Attorney David Miller that the Board has reached the point where, as
Ms·.- .Rybak had mentioned, the County ambiguity or the difficulty experienced in
defining what a household is -- as in the Trustee's Guidelines. The Trustee's
office has indicated that if Mr. Wallace gives Ms. Sullivan's address, then the

1

11

11

11

(continued)
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Trustee considers the household then -- all those members living in the household -and because Ms. Sullivan is over income and also has a cable television service
(which is not included in the Trustee's guidelines) that this· would disqualify her.
President Borries said he guesses the Board's question is, "How do we interpret
here the household, from the standpoint of the address that Mr. Wallace has given?"

I

County Attorney David Miller said he is sure the Trustee is following the guidelines
given to him by the appropriate State level. However, that is what makes for appeals
of this nature. However, he believes that Counsel is correct in observing that if
Ms. Sullivan decided to put Mr. Wallace on the streets, the County would have to pick
up the tab for putting him someplace until such time as he could find employment or
establish that he is entitled to Social Security Income. Therefore, he would become
a greater burden to the taxpayers. It would be Mr. Miller's recommendation concerning
this situation that the Trustee go ahead and buy Mr. Wallacets eye glasses and hope
that Counsel is successful in Federal Court, so that if ever he does get kicked out
of Mrs. Sullivan's we won't have to support him! Under the circumstances, that is
his recommendation. He said he does not at all mean to make light of the situation;
he thinks the practicality of the situation is that this man does have to have some
eye glasses. If Ms. Sullivan put him out on the street next week, Mr. Wallace could
walk right back into the Trustee's office and file an application and he would be
entitled to assistance. Therefore, we should give him the eye glasses and be done
with it.
~·

I

Mr. Wallace said that he was turned down because of Ms. Sullivan's income for a
non-food order (soap,· razor blades, toilet paper, etc.---things you don't buy with
food stamps} •••• Commissioner Willner pointed out that Mr. Wallace had never made
application ••••••• Ms. Sullivan did. Ms. Rybak emphasized that the Trustee would not
permit Mr. Wallace to make application. The Trustee's office said that Ms. Sullivan
had to apply for Mr. Wallace -- that he could not make an application on his own.
Attorney Miller said ·that he thinks the instructions should be that she should accept
an application from Mr. Wallace and, upon receipt of the application Trustee should
go ahead and approve it. If Mrs. Sullivan put him out on the street tonight, he
could walk into the Trustee's office and file an application. Mr. Wallace stated
that he then would have no residence, and the Trustee said he had to have an address.
If he didn't -- they couldn't help him, because they didn't know where he lived.
Attorney Miller repeated his recommendation.
Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Wallace where was his last place of gainful employment
and when? Mr. Wallace said he worked iri Ground Maintenance at the University of
Evansville in 1979. Mr. Willner asked if Mr. Wallace hurt his back on the job?
Mr. Wallace responded in ·the negative, stating his back has bothered him for years -it's called "osteoarthritis" -- and it has worsened with age. It's a bone/back disease;
it has progressively grown.worse thru the years. Commissioner Willner then asked if
Mr. Wallace has any living relatives in the State of Indiana, to which Mr. Wallace
responded in the negative. Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Wallace when he was
gainfully employed at the University, where did he live? Mr. Wallace said he lived on
South Elliott Street (as a renter).

I

Tara Stokes asked Mr. Wallace ·if she could ask him question. What address did he give
for food stamps? He said he gave the 1105 Joan Avenue address (Ms. Sullivan's address)
as they wanted them both on the same application. He said that was the way the Welfare
Department wanted it. He said he told them about it, and they had him bring Ms.
·;";. ;Sullivan in -- and they get food stamps for two people because they live in the same \,~;;,;<.
<e:".household. ·Ms.· Stokes said the Welfare Department distributes their.food stamps .~;ik'J&qltfiilii:;~:f.
based on two {2) people living in the same household. Ms. 'Stokes asked how they would··
base him on a non-food order? Mr. Wallace said Ms •. Sullivan was getting a non-food
order. She was eligible and the check she gets now, the only raise she's gotten has
been her cost-of-living raise and apparently Knight Township hasn't raised their
guidelines according to cost-of-living increase. It's $250.00 for one person and
$300.00 for two (2) persons. He doesn't see how one (1) person can live on $50.00 per
month. But that is what the Trustee's Guidelines specify. President Borries remarked
that the Trustee does have the right to set the guidelines. The other point in regards
to Ms. Sullivan, however, /~ • .'.which is also TJUblished in the Trustee's guidelines ••••
would be this aspect of Cable Television. That's not an allowable thing--and he thinks
all of the Trustees have that same thing in their guidelines. They feel that because
it is a service that you pay for that it should not be included within the guidelines.
Mr. Wallace said Ms. Sullivan gets a newspaper, too.
(continued)
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Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Wallace if he has an eye doctor? Where did he get his
last eye glasses? Mr. Wallace said he got his last glasses from a Dr. Schnuck
on the east side of town (but he doesn't think he did too good a job). In response
to Ms. Rybak's query, Mr. Wallace said he got them just before his S.S.I. started in
1981 -- so that's been about three (3) years ago.
·

1

President Borries asked if there is a motion from the Board? Commissioner Willner
said he agrees with Attorney Hiller's assessment of the situation. However, the
Commissioners must also realize that if we break the code -- the guidelines -- set
down by the Trustee for this case, then we've also broken them for the next one hundred
cases that appear before the Commissioners. It's just that simple. It is his recommendation that the Board of Commissioners refer the matter back to the Trustee and ·
when they meet the eligibility standards, then they would be eligible for Township
Poor Relief. He said he is not talking about the "household", but the "individual" ••••
and, the cable television and other aspects -- then they should· be allowed poor
relief assistance. If they want to give up the cable T~V. to be eligible, then that
is fine with Mr. Willner. Mr. Wallace interjected a question; he asked "what about
/
the income guideline? She draws $314.00 per month and the guideline states $300.00 ,per month." Comm·issioner Willner pointed out that he was speaking of "individual"
guidelines. He said he was asking that the Trustee take Mr. Wallace's individual
application separately, but still include the guidelines laid down by the Advisory
Board and the Trustee as a means for the application. When Mr. Wallace signs the
application and states he has cable T.V., then it is automatically null. Mr. Wallace
emphasized-that "he" does not have cable T.V. ·commissioner Willner said he lives in
a residence that does have it. Mr. Wallace said the residence could nave a swimming
pool! Commissioner .Willner said, "That's true, that's true!"
Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Wallace how long he las.lived at the Joan Avenue address
where he is now? He said he moved there in 1981, then he was away from there for
over a year, then he moved back. Mrs.· Cox asked if he paid something·for room rent
when he was abl~ to do so, to which he replied in the affirmative. ·

I

Ms. Rybak asked the Board for permission to speak. She said she thinks there is a
way the Commissioners can give Mr. Wallace eye glasses without breaki·ng the guidelines,
because she doesn't think the guidelines define "household". She thinks this is a
problem that may have to be corrected -- she doesn't think the State hands down a
definite definition of "household" that the Trustees have to use. Therefore, you can
define something that is ambiguous to favor the applicant in this ··case and award the
applicant the benefits without'·having to say the standards are being disregarded by
the Commissioners. · According to the case of Vanbusher (?) the guidelines have to be
reasonable, and what reason is there in making Ms. Sullivan give up her cable T.V.
so Mr. Wallace can have glasses? She is not going to use the money she saves by not
having cable T.V. to buy Mr .. Wallace's glasses. She has no obligation to do that.
President Borries asked Commissioner Willner if· his motion was for Mr. Wallace to
· apply in his own individual name for assistance? Commissioner Willner said that if
Mr. Wallace lives in an apartment at Ms. Sullivan's household and pays no rent, then
he thinks he is allowed to make an application for poor relief. Mr. Willner does
not know whether Mr. Wallace has an apartment or whether he has the total run of t~e
household -- but if he were the Trustee, he'd be investigating this. If he has the
total run of the household, including the television and bathrooms, and there is no
apartment, then he thinks the Trustee has to look at this as a total household. If
he has an apartment with a private bath, sealed off .from the rest of· the house-- then
thinks Mr.c;Wallace could make a ~eparate application •.,"""''"' .,., ....,;.,"'. :,,;ir;";;•.:tll'<''•:::(,;,;:"·'··"·<l'O;~'"'~~

,

~e~,~~~(~lci~~~~~~~;;;;:";~~;~,~~i;'"~i i~: ~~~~~ii;i i~f!~~:~~!1nt~:r~~~ d~~~e~~i~t~eih~ !h~o~~~~~e o~~~~~ .I
So, if he were ·to apply for a non-food order, the Trustee would have to go by how
many are in that household! · Commissioner Willner said, "No, in that apartment!"
If he lives in an apartment •••••• but Ms. Stokes interrupted by saying he lives in a
"house ! Commissioner Willner said, "There are a lot of apartment houses, aren't there •••
whether it's duplex or whatever? If he had a private apartment in that home -- then
I think he could make a private application himself. If he has the total run of the
household, then I think the Trustee's office is exactly right and he must file as a
total household. That's the way it is. If he has an apartment within that household,
then I think he's perfectly within his rights to file mapplication on his own. I
do not know this. I presume he has ·the run of the house ...
11

(continued)
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Mr. Wallace verified that this is correct. Commissioner Willner said then he thinks
the Trustee's office is right. That's just his opinion. Mr. Wallace asked that if
had to move out, where would he go? Ms. Stokes said that happens every day.

I

Ms. Rybak interjected that the alternative here is for the Commissioners to find the
guideline to be unreasonable. That's something the Commissioners can do. Given the
consequences of following the guideline in this case -- maybe this is the case to do
it. Mr. t~allace said he thought perhaps other townships had different guidelines -- is
that true? Commissioner Willner said that is true. The Trustee and the Advisory Board
of his perspective township set up the guidelines -- that is perfectly within the law -and that is the way it should be done. Mr. Wallace asked if they have housing available
in Knight Township? . Ms. Stokes said that as. far as cable T.V. is concerned, as long
as it is an active service in that house, it doesn't make any difference whose name
it is in. Commissioner Willner said that is not true if there were an apartment within
that house. Ms. Stokes acknowledged that that is true.
President Berries asked Commissioner Willner if he is saying for the Trustee to
investigate the house and see if there is a separate apartment? Mr. Wallace interrupted by saying the Trustee doesn't have to investigate it -- he doesn't have an
apartment, he lives in the house. They're welcome to investigate it if they like,
but that's the way it is. He keeps his clothes in a separate closet!
,_. ...
~

.

Commissioner Cox started to speak, and Commissioner Willner asked her if she wanted
to make a motion? She said· she would make a motion that the Trustee be requestedto --and she•s sure the Trustee has guidelines on how much they can cover for eye
costs here -- to recomme~d several eye doctors or via one of the clinics, and cover
any reasonable costs of the gentleman's glasses. The motion was seconded by
President Berries, after Commissioner ~Jillner passed the opportunity to second the
motion. President Berries then asked for a roll call vote:

I

Commissioner Cox - Yes
Commissioner Willner - No
Commissioner Berries - Yes
President Berries said he took this action, providing that Mr. Wallace go to the
Trustee's office and file an application on his own. Mr. Berries said he voted this
way because he feels Mr. Wallace needs the eye glasses. But, he does see some real
problems, because he thinks the Trustee has done what is reasonable in this case. It
is an unusual case and one that Mr. Berries feels Mr. Wallace is the victim of a
technicality. But he would say that Mr. Wallace must file an application on his own.
Mr. Wallace indicated to the Chair that he Would do this. Continuing, Commissioner
Berries said the Trustee is under severe strain insofar as the place of individuals'
residence, for what length of time, etc., and, ·frankly, he does not feel they have
the staff or financial means to deal with cases unless they set up reasonable guidelines. Ms. Stokes asked what consideration should be given concerning the cable
television? President Berries said the cable television should not be considered in
the case of Mr. Sullivan•s apolication.( There was subsequent discussion aside by the
·commissioners that perhaps the eye glasses for Mr. Wallace could be obtained via
the Kiwanis Club, as oppo.sed to the Lion's Club,as mentioned by one of the commiss.ioners
or the County Attorney.)
.
RE:.

BIDS FOR PICKUP. TRUCK FOR THE DOG POUND

.-~~-#~-~~.[;;~>~:··:~ ·. ~.-· ·--~;.< .. .r': . .. ·_.·iJ.'>f~:~,~~ ·~~~·;:~~~-.:··,":,~ . ··:- _.. ,~ ;~···.·._-. ~- ..· .. . .
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next order of bus1ness, ·accord1ng to Board President, 'Rlck Berries, was the ·. :;:frn'~:ci'*'l.i'IMt~·', 1
opening of bids for the Pickup Truck for the Dog Pound. Motion was made by Commissioner
Willner that the bids submitted be given to the County Attorney for opening and
perusal to determine if they are in order. Second to the motion was provided by
Commissioner c·ox. So ordered.
RE:

AREA PLAN COMMISSION/SUBDIVISION ORDINANCE --

Mrs~

Barbara Cunningham

Mrs. Cunningham said that, generally, she woul~have sent copies of the material to
the Commissioners beforehand, ·but this particular version just came off the presses
about 1:30 p.m. this afternoon. She had distributed material copy to the Board members
and said one is the proposed Countv Subdivision Ordinance, and the other is a cover
letter which is self-explanC~tory. The second packet is a procedures packet -- it is
not to be adopted. Via the procedure is how we insure that either the bonding or the
(continued)
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improvements or basic improvements are put in before the time the secondary plat
is approved. She understands that the Commissioners have not had an opportunity
to look at the subject material, but they have had a preliminary subdivision
ordinance at a previous time during the last year or so -- as they have been working
on this for about two years. The subject ordinance was adopted by the Area Plan
Commission on July 5, 1984, and by the City Council on July 16, 1984. Mrs. Cunningham said she is appearing before the Commissioners to determine if they want to · "
set up a Committee meeting, or whether they would like to have a Public meeting at
another time -- whatever they desire to do re the matter. She said it is not her
intention to dump a rather complex ordinance on the Commissioners without perusal,
she knows they want to look at it. The APC is very satisfied with it and feel it
is a good ordinance. They feel it will protect both the home builder and the home
buyer. It is a stronger ordinance. The,APC has worked very closely with the
technical staff, the neighborhood groups, and with the Home Builders Association.
Mrs. Cunningham pointed out that the ordinance just presented includes all the
County-reflected changes, such as legal drains, etc. (In particular, she cited
Page 14 which refers to curbs, gutters, and sidewalks, wherein it states that said
items "shall conform to the standards adopted by the Board of County Commissioners
of Vanderburgh County.") Commissioner Willner asked Mrs. Cunningham if the standards
adopted by the Board of Public Works and the County Engineer's office are tne same?
Mrs. Cunningham said she would doubt that'. Commissioner Willner remarked that we
already have a problem then. Mrs. Cunningham said she did not know the standards
being adopted by the County Commissioners and it was her understanding that the
CityEngineer's office was coming up with some more standards. Is Commissioner
Willner talking about road standards, in particular? Commissioner\4illner said he
was talking about curbs, gutters, etc. Mrs. Cunningham stressed that in the ordinance
they do not -address the standards per se; they say they must be as· adopted by that
legislative body. Commissioner Willner then &sked·why doesn't the. ordinance say that
if the subdivision is in the county the individual be. guided by the Co.unty standards
and if the subdivision is in the City that he be guided by the Board of Public Works
standards? Mrs. Cunningham said that it does with this one •.. C.·omm.· issioner Willner
said that is not what it says. Again, Mrs. Cunningham referred to Page 14, which
shows what the City adopted on curbs and sidewalks, .etc. Mrs~· Cunningham said the
only interlap there is with respect between City and County is that in the City
ordinance (as seen on .Page 2~ which was just put in for the Commissieners• information,
to show them what the City did) is that the sidewalks are to be installed within one
(1) mile of the City, and she thinks this is a legal question which, to her understanding, has always been the accepted policy~ Mrs. Cunningham said the one adopted
by the City is perhaps more restrictive than public meetings -- seem to think that
the County standards would be on sidewalks. If he will notice what they say, they
say, .•. "sidewalks and curbs and gutters, if applicable." She doesn't know after
the Commissioners think about it what they want to come up with. But it is not as
restrictive on sidewalks, curbs and gutters. Mrs. Cunningham asked if the Commissioners
wanted her to be on the agenda for next week's meeting, or do they want her to wait?
President Borries asked Mrs. Cunningham if she could meet with the Board of Commissioners at 1:30 p.m. next week, prior to the regularly-scheduled meeting? She
said that she would be glad to do so. Mrs, Cunningham said there have been certain
groups that have been in~trumental in working on this ordinance and other west side
improvements and she has told them that when the Commissioners get ready to look at
the ordinance toward adoption that she would let them know. But there's no need for
them to be at the meeting next week? President Borries said that next week would be
a time when Mrs. Cunningham could meet with the Commissioners to answer any questions
}they .might ha~e· ~fter they ~ave had an opportunity to peruse the ·ordina~ce~.)·f.1rs. {'ffi."~~~
unn1ngham sa1d 1f the Comm1ssioners have any questions in the interim, to please jus
call the APC. Mrs. Worthwine has worked on it a lot, too, so she could perhaps answel
any questions in the interim, also.

I

I

RE:

BIDS FOR PICKUP TRUCK FOR DOG POUND .•••.• David Miller

Attorney Miller stated that he had completed opening the two (2) bids submitted on
the pickup truck for the Dog Pound:
1) Hendrickson Enterprises, Inc./Warrick County:
Bid on 1985 Model Dodge Truck
(Truck has 225 cu. in. 6-cylinder engine;
front suspension capabilities 3,300 lbs.
rear suspension capabilities 3,600 lbs.)

$8,672.00

(continued}
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2) Kenny Kent Chevrolet, Inc./Evansville 2 IN:

I

Bid on 1984 Chevrolet Truck with a 250 cu. ft.
engine, 6-cylinder engine. Front suspension
2,684 lbs. front and rear axles.

$ 7,481.00

Attorney Miller said the bid specs required 3,750 lbs. suspension, so neither of
the bids meet that specification, although the Hendrickson bid comes closer. The
Kenny Kent bid notes that the suspension capacities are not to the required specifications in the bid information and says that this bid is subject to production
availability for 1984 Chevrolet model year and prior sale. It says this unit is on
"order status" currently for the dealer's stock, indicating that they do .not have it
in stock. The Hendrickson bid does not speak to that, but Kenny Kent Bid states
that it is on order. (Attorney Miller said he doesn't know any dogs who weigh 3,000
lbs., but if there is one he would want that truck to hold it!)
Commissioner Wi 11 ner said that Genera 1 Motors has a 256-cyli nder engine that is not ,/"/
a very good one either, and he'd want to know exactly which engine they had. It
1
was Mr. Willner's recommendation that the bids be turned over to the County Highway
Department for their expertise and recommendation. President Borries asked Mr. Willner
if he could submit what he thought woulp be the better engine? Commissioner Willner
said he would talk with Bill Bethel. ~Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the bids be referred to the County Highway Department for their expertise and recommendation. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

I

SALE OF COUNTY-OWNED SURPLUS PROPERTY

President Borries· said that Terry Padgett was the name of the individual· who had bid
on County property at 1413 Florence, 1417 ·Florence, and 1419 Florence. At 1413
address he had bid $200.00; on 1417 address he bid $400.00; on 1419 address he bid
$300.00 for a total of $900.00, and there was a recording fee of $6.50, for a total
of $906.50. · Now, Mr. Padgett does not want these parcels of property. President .
Borries has a memo asking. if these parcels of property can be sold, since they
were advertised -- he has now refused them -- so the Quit Claim Deeds for the three
parcels are attached. ·Attorney Miller said it appears to him that Mr. Padgett had
a contract, but Commissioner Willner interjected, "Not necessarily"! Attorney Miller
asked if the proper procedure was followed in the sale? Commissioner Willner said,
"No, we advertised them once. Then, the new Statute says that if you sell them below
their appraised price that you must advertise once more •.• or readvertise. The second
time he did not come back and bid." Commissioner WiJlner said they have been advertised
twice, but the second time we did not have a bid. Attorney Miller asked that the
Commissioners let him look at the Statute to see if Mr. Padgett is legally obligated
to buy and, if he is, Attorney Miller will give the Commissioners a letter to that
effect. If he is not obligated to buy, Attorney will tell the Commissioners that, too.
RE:

VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM .••.•.. Kim Bitz

Mr. Bitz indicated that what he had today for the Commissioners was a request to go
on Council Ca 11 .in September for some monies. He waul d 1ike for the Commissioners. to
go over the information just distributed to them and next week he will come back with
some more facts and figures to back up what is needed at the Auditorium. The request
read as follows:
;

0~ ,,~~ ,4~t'oi:!~~:;;r.~,;>:i;,~{~i'f~:·~~!~"~f~~lo~;. ~;~,., ~·'~';:~:)~¥; · <>.

~~~~Vanderburgh County Commissioners "'t'~;~i~h

I

Civic Center Complex
Evansville, Indiana 47708
Dear Commissioners:

I respectfully request permission to appear at the September Council call
for the following appropriations, approved by the Advisory Board.

--

ACCOUNT #412

AMOUNT- $58,173.00

REASON FOR REQUEST:

Of the Capital Improvement Monies budgeted for the
Auditorium, $1,800.00 was allowed for an Inspection
(continued)
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of the Stage Rigging Equipment. The completed study
pointed out the immediacy of Implementing repair work
on this system. After approval of the Task Force's
recommendation for immediate change in the original
list of priorities set forth at the budget time, specs
were campi led and through the bidding process, Tiffin . .·
Scenic Studios was awarded contract for rigging work
and Drapery replacement. Total cost of the project
is $118,567.00, of which $58,173.00 can be attributed
to repair and installation costs of the Stage Rigging
equipment. It is the concensus of the Advisory Board
that this work is an emergency repair that cannot be
postponed, therefore, we request these monies be placed
in the Capital Improvement Fund in order to complete
the original outline of necessary improvements first
budgeted.

D

ACCOUNT #428

AMOUNT - $14,400.00

REASON FOR REQUEST:

The above figure is the cost for the purchase and
installption of the Blow-Down Separator for the large
Boiler. Finding this amount of money in my existing
accounts is next to impossible. In order to effectively
maintain the Facility and to complete ·minor repairs and
renovations not p~rt of the $160,000.00. ~request these
monies be appropriated to this account. Takfng existing
accounts will leave the Auditorium with little operating
capital at a time we· can least afford it.

ACCOUNT #363

AMOUNT- $1,500.00

Ill

In 1983, the cost for Trash Hauling.services at the Aud·U
itorium was $2,482.00. The Budget·allotted only $1,200.00
in 1984. With an increase in price for these services
and a Budget figure lower than was necessary, I request
these monies for this account.
Thank you for your consideration.
Kim B:'Bitz, Manager
Vanderburgh Auditorium
Commissioner Cox indicated she had a question. She asked Mr. Bitz if these amounts
he is wanting to request have been approved by the Auditorium Board? He indicated
they had been. He said th~ wanted to pull together some of the current budget
figures and different things relating to the Capital Improvement Fund before it was
presented formally to the Commissioners. The Commissioners expressed their appreciation to Mr. Bitz. .
RE:

COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT ••••••• Bill Bethel

Weekly Work Report: Weekly Work Report for period July 16, - July 20, 1984 was
received and .filed. ,,Attached to the work. report was the
··"!1"~'Z":"''"·''"''r·')following work schedule:·'"·"·
······,"'···~. . · .. · ··'h~,...
·., ..
".-.c·

·,

··*'~;;."~.,.submitted ••••••• report

GRADALL:

Hogue Road, Petersburg Rd., Nurrenburg

PAVED:

O'Hara Drive, Twickingham, and Baseline Rd., East

PATCH:

Mill Rd., Lincoln Ave., 8300 Newburgh Rd., Old Green River Rd.,
Baseline Rd., E. Allen Lane, Heppler Rd., Twickingham Dr., Buente Rd.,
Trapp Rd., Vanness Ave., and Red Bank Rd.

TRASH
CREW:
GRADER:

Rd~,

and Buente Rd.

·Mill Rd., Lynn Rd., W. Weinbach Ave., and River Rd.
Burdette Park, Hickory Ridge, Long Rd., Cypress-Dale Rd., and Happe Rd.
(continued)
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MOWER:

Green Rivet Rd., Booker Rd., Skyline Dr., Baseline Rd., Peck Rd., Korff
Rd., and County Line Road, East.

TREE
CREW:

Skyline Dr., Hitch-Peters Rd., and Mann Rd.

Weekly Absentee Report: The Weekly Absentee Report for employees at the County
Garage for the periOd July 16, -July 20, 1984, was submitted •••••• report received
and filed.
Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Bethel if he has ever received a bid on the removal of the
sycamore trees on Oak Hill Road? Mr. Bethel said that as of this morning he had not
received a bid; he does, however, have them out to be bid.
·
RE:

POOR RELIEF

Immediately after Mr. Bethel's report, there was brief conversation among the
Commissioners concerning poor relief. President Borries said, "1he other gal has
not shown yet; they were trying to get her (speaking of Alicia Cutteridge, poor
relief applicant/Knight Township)-- is there any need for Terri to stay?" Terri
said, "She called me and said she is running late." Commissioner Willner interjected,
"We've a1ready broken the rules ;why no.t' break them now?·u Commissioner Cox remarked,
"You know, that's just like a woman .. whohas a child born out of wedlock, where her
family will accept her living with. them. But, she can't get one penny. assistance
unless she goes out and finds a place of her own on which. we have to pay the rent,
the utilities and everything right down the line-----and something is wrong. I think
that's a total misuse of our monies to have a requirement like that ••••• just like this
guy here {speaking of other poor relief applicant~ Monte Wallace). Commissioner
Willner said; 11 He might go to some other state, though. 11 President Borries said he
thinks he (Mr. Wallaee) is a victim of a technicality ••• that's the way he feels.
Commissioner Willner said, "I do, too!" President Borries said, "If we could get
the glasses donated that would probably be .......... (Any other conversation was
inaudible.)

I

RE:

COUNTY SURVEYOR •••••••• David Guillaum

David Guillaum was present at the meeting to represent the County Surveyor's office.
He distributed copies of the Bridge &Guardrail Report for week ending July 20, 1984,
as follows:
Maryland Street Bridge: Cut trees, cleared brush.
Schlensker Rd.: Rip-rapped and slurried with concrete.
Allens Lane: Finished headwall.
Maryland Street Bridge: Cut trees and cleared brush (Monday, Wednesday and
Thursday.
·
Caranza Drive: Started repair of Drop Box, replacing drop box. (Thursday and
·
Friday.
On Tuesday, employees attended the !OSHA Safety Meeting held at the Vanderburgh
Auditorium.
~

I

Ohio Street Bridge: D. Guillaum said one of.the expansion joints popped out of place
Ohio Street and they sent a welde·r down, along with a tow truck (they had to have
..a wench on the back to raise it up' in order .to weld it back down). ,:·Dallas Towing, ·"'li"11:~i::."if,!;>·
· by the way, did not send a bill. They were out there -- and said this is the first
time they'd ever towed a bridge.therefore, under the circumstances, since this was
a 11 first", they said they wouldn't give us a bill. This was a new experience for
Dallas. The surveyor's office welded the point down that had popped off the top of
the beam it was resting on and, hopefully, it will be o.k.

";;~K:;on

Schissler Rd. Pipe Project: This project has been completed and Mr. Guillaum has
an invoice and claim from Deig Bros. Lumber &Construction in the amount of $6,050.00.
The job has been inspected and accepted; claimnas been signed by surveyor's office
and by Albert Deig, Vice President of Deig Bros. Lumber & Construction Co., Inc.
Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that claim be approved for payment, with a
second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
Ccontinued)
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Hydraulic Impact Hammer: Mr. Guillaum said the next item he has to bring to the
attention of the Commissioners is that the impactor (which they use on their backhoe)
has finally reached the point where they do not have an impactor! The Hughes Tool
Company (manufacturer) has discontinued that particular line of equipment. The
surveyor's office contacted Diamond Equipment Sales, Inc., and received a quote.
County Surveyor, Bob Brenner, worked on Diamond just prior to today's meeting and
got the price reduced somewhat. The original price quoted was a total of $8,350.00;
the final quote was $8,203.00 (a total of $147.00 less than original quoted price}.
Since the surveyor's department is without an impactor, they would like to go ahead
and purchase a new one. Commissioner Willner asked if the surveyor's office has
funds available? Mr. Guillaum said they did. Commissioner Willner asked if the
quoted price included trade-in? Mr. Guillaum said actually the trade-in value is
"zero"! Commissioner Willner said it is heavy •.• maybe they could haul it down ..•••
but Mr. Guillaum interjected that the supplier suggested that, or use the old one for
a boat anchor or something. Mr. Guillaum said if they have the Commissioners blessing
they will go ahead and purchase the new· impactor.

I

Dump Truck: The last item Mr. Guillaum had for the Commissioners' attention was
the fact that they want to get on the September Council call to get a bid for a dump
truck, and they have talked to Tom Dorsey. He thinks the City may be looking to
buy. a single-axle dump truck, themselves. At any rate, Mr. Dorsey felt we could save
some money if we bid the two (2) trucks jointly. He is going to check into which City
department needs the truck and will advertise for two(2) trucks. But the surveyor
does need to get it approved via the Council in September, so they would like to go
ahead and put their request in at this time.
Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that:
1) Surveyor send letter to Dallas Towing thanking them for the assistance re
the Ohio Street Bridge_matter,
2) Purchase of Impactor be approved in the amount of

$8,203.00~

and

I

3) Surveyor continue with new dump truck specs.
Commissioner Cox provided a second to the motion. So ordered. Commissioner Cox said
she did have a question, however, concerning the Ohio Street Bridge~ Does the
surveyor's office have a reason for that portion of the deck popping out? Is there
a reason for that? It is posted "10 miles per hour". And, we did some maintenance.
We just paid to have that thing fixed last year ••. for the rewelding of the deck.
Mr. Guillaum said the information he got · {he was on the bridge shortly after it
occurred) was that a State Highway truck ran over the end of the expansion (it is
referred to as a finger-type expansion). One of them was run over by a heavy oil
tanker truck and popped it up -- and the State Highway man was right behind him and
ran over it. In Mr. Guillaum's opinion, it was a combination of an impact load and
an excessive load at the same time. With regard to any member in the deck, your
grid, your immediate area, your lateral floor beams, your stringers, and the sub-floor
beams -- they are all as in as good a shape as when they were repaired several years
ago. The only thing that he and Mr. Brenner are considering doing is painting. .
The super-structure overhead does have some scale on it and some bad areas. They came
to that conclusion -- that a good coat of paint, sandblasting and cleaning would
be in order. Thus, they will be talking with the' Commissioners about that in the near
;,;_~~f\;;.;.:,~·:future.
But they feel there are no problems with the structure, itself or the
..._.,;~!~:.._··*4'~~:;}~jstrength ·of the bridge
· > t;;,,,... ··..•.~:··"-·:,,..if-'~"·~: .. ·.
~-*Ah''"\:'i·•L . .~·-i<:~il~·)1"'?.~~~~~;s~;;<..
,~,:~~"•.'',-M"'~"<-

•

RE:

I

POOR RELIEF/KNIGHT TOWNSHIP

Alicia Cutterigge/2200.Sunbur.st Blvd.: President Borries requested Ms. Cutteridge
to approach the podium and state the nature of her request. Ms. Cutteridge said
the Knight Trustee's office helped her via $110.00 rent assistance in June. She told
them that she would have a hard time getting a babysitter for her daughter. Ms.
Cutteridge is divorced. Trustee indicated that Ms. Cutteridge needed to work thirty-two
(32) hours, because of the $110.00 they had gfven her for rent. Investigator said
Ms. Cutteridge would only have to work about four (4) hours of this. Ms. Cutteridge
said she talked with another lady (not Ms. Stokes) subsequently and told her that
her daughter had broken her leg and could not find someone to sit with her. Ms.
Cutteridge said she thinks the other lady might have rescheduled her -- she is uncertain-so when she went down in July to apply for rent assistance of $110.00 it was denied.
(continued)
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She said she told the Trustee's office she could work that day (because she did not
have her daughter with her at the time) -- but the Trustee would not let her make it
up. The Chair asked if the Commissioners had any questions of Ms. Cutteridge.
Commissioner Cox asked if Ms. Cutteridge is receiving support payments, to which
Ms. Cutteridge responded that she is receiving $30.00 per week -- but doesn't go to
the County Clerk's office, so she just ~ets it whenever she gets it. Commissioner Cox
then asked if Ms. Cutteridge is on ADC (Aid to Dependent Children) and Ms. Cutteridge
indicated she is. The Chair called for other questions.or comments. Commissioner
Willner remarked that he thought it should be referred to the Trustee. The Chair
recognized Tara Stokes, investigator from the Knight Township Trustee's office. She
stated that she was the individual who took Ms. Cutteridge's application and assigned
her to the Workfare Program. 11 0n June 1, 1984, she received $110.00 for rent assistance
and $4.00 on food. I scheduled her for June 5th, and told her that she either had
to call in or report or be cut for sixty (60) days. She said she understood. I had
her sign the Workfare Program sheet, stating the fact she understood she could be cut
for sixty (60) days. She called in June5th and said she couldn't report; so; we
rescheduled her for June 12th. On June 12th, she did not show nor did she call in.
She came back in the office to seek July assistance; at that time she was told she'd .. .-r
have to make up her thirty-two (32} hours and reapply on August 12th ••• and this is 1
in our guidelines." As for the four (4) hours, Ms. Stokes said she told Ms. Cutteridge
she could work four (4) hours that day, because she has a small child and there is no
way -- after four (4) hours she'd have.to pay a babysitter. When they have small
children, four (4) hours a day is ali you can have them in. Then they have to reschedule to make up the rest of the hours. The Chair again called for questions or
comments from the Commissioners. Commissioner Willner asked Ms. Stokes that,
insofar as her knowledge,- Ms. Cutteridge would· have known that she was to have
reported on June 12th? Ms. Stokes said Ms. Cutteridge called in June 5th, and she
had signed a statement indicating she understood the procedure. Ms. Cutteridge
indicated she came in but Ms. Stokes would not let -her work that day. Ms. Stokes
clarified this by indicating this was in July -- Ms. Cutteridge was already cut.
Again, the Chair called for questions or comments from the Commissioners ••• or a
motion. There being none, President Borries advised Ms. Cutteridge that it appears
the Trustee has followed the guidelines and Ms. Cutteridge should reapply. The
Board of Commissioners does not have a motion; therefore, they wi11 not be able to
overule the Trustee's opinion on this •••• because there is no way, from the
Commissioners' understanding of the situation, that they can do anything. The
Trustee has followed the procedure to the best of his ability. Ms. Cutteridge
asked if it would be August 12th that she should reapply? President Borries confirmed
that August 12th·would be the date for her to reapply. Ms. Stokes interjected that
Ms. Cutteridge still owes some thirty-two (32) hours to the Workfare Program. Ms.
Cutteridge asked if she had to make up those thirty-two (32) hours before she
reapplies? Ms. Stokes replied that this is correct. President Borries advised that
Ms. Cutteridge should contact the Trustee's office immediately regarding this
requirement.

I

I

RE:

ONGOING SAFETY PROGRAM

President Borries advised that he had sent a letter to Mr. Harold Mills who is the
Director of Safety Education &Training. He said the workers at Burdette Park,
the County Garage, the Auditorium, and the Bridge Crew attended the Safety Program
put on by the Bureau of Safety Program via IOSHA and he had written a brief letter
expressing our appreciation. The letter read as follows:
, ..

I
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Mr. Harold Mills, Director
Bureau of Safety Education &Training
Division of Labor, State of Indiana
1013 State Office Building
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
Dear Mr. Mills,
I would like to express my thanks to you and your consultants for
your time in holding the Safety Program for the Vanderburgh County employees
on July 17th. We appreciate your efforts in working with us in our on-going
(continued)
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Safety Program. We would appreciate any suggestions you may have
to improve our efforts in this area.
Sincerely,
Richard J. Borries, President
The Board of Commissioners of
the County of Vanderburgh
RE:

I

CHECK PER EASEMENT AGREEMENT/EVANSVILLE CABLE T.V.

President Borries said the check received last week from Evansville Cable T.V.
was questioned by the Commissioners. He said we now have an explanation as to
the check and a request. The check in the amount of $525.00 from Evansville
Cable T.V. was referred to Mr. Jack Tubbs at the local general office. Mr. Tubbs
checked with their New York office (as all checks come from that office) and on·
July 20th advised that this check concerns some Easement Agreements which they are
going to be filing with Vanderburgh County; The N.Y. office was to have sent the
check (together with Easement Agreementsto be filed) directly to Evansville Cable
T.V., rather than directly to Vanderburgh County. Mr. Tubbs has requested that
we forward the check to him and he will, in turn, resubmit it when the Easement
Agreements are filed. (That memo comes from Joanne and Patrick Tuley.) Mr. Tuley
asked for the Board's recommendation'concerning the check. Motion was made by
Commissioner Willner that the check be forwarded to Mr. Tubbs, as requested. Motion
was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

COUNTY ENGINEER ••••• Andy Easley

It was noted by President Borries that he thinks the news media reported our
meeting with Mr. Lee Gallivan and the fact that we did find the mystery bridge
that is over Green River Rd., not over the creek. They were happy we found the
missing bridge! Mr. Easley said the bridge is located between the Jogs in the
Boonville-New Harmony Rd. --almost half way where Green River Rd. crosses Schlinsker
Ditch. The three spans are twenty-four, thirty, and twenty-four.feet. In fact,
Mr. Easley said they went across the bridge.when they were looking --and he is
surprised they didn't notice it; however, no one was looking for it at that particular
location.

I

Meadowbrooke Drive: Mr. Easley presented the following letter written to Mr. Wilbert
J. Zeller:
July 23, 1984
Mr. Wilbert J. Zeller
1005 Meadowbrooke Drive
Evansville, IN 47712
Re:

Removal of Broken Concrete
from Storm Drainage Ditch

Dear Mr. Zeller:
It has been several weeks since we had our meeting concerning
our plans to correct the storm drainage problems on Meadowbrooke Drive.
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It is requested that you complete your arrangements to have the
broken concrete removed from the ditch by August 10, 1984, in order that
the balance of the corrective work can be accomplished during August.
Please advise me if you are going to have any problems meeting the
above deadline.
Very sincerely,
R. Andrew Easley, Jr., P.E.
County Highway Engineer
(continued)
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Mr. Easley said that Mr. Zeller had previously indicated he would make arrangements
to get the concrete out.
RE:

I

ACCEPTANCE OF STREETS &STORM DRAINAGE/ROMAIN PARK& ROMAIN PARK 'I1 SUBDIVISION

The following letter was presented to Mr. Berries, President of the Board of
Commissioners:
July 23, 1984
Mr. Richard J. Berries, President
Vanderburgh County Board of Commissioners
305 Civic Center Complex
Evansville, Indiana 47708
Re: Acceptance of Streets &Storm Drainage Improvements
in Romain Park and Romain Park II Subdivision
Dear Mr. Berries:
Mr. Bill Bethel and the undersigned have made an inspection of subject
street and storm drai·nage improvements.
All streets are paved with 6 inches of concrete and have been constructed
in accordance with the approved plans. All joints in the pavement have been
sealed and the curbs have been properly backfilled. All storn drainage inlets
and storm sewers have been constructed in accordance with the approved plans.
The following is a summary of the length of the completed streets in
subject subdivisions:

I

ROMAIN PARK SUBDIVISION
Congress Avenue------------------------------------ 1,060 feet
.
• D•
550 ·~II
I roquo1s
r1ve ------------------------------------Aspen Drive ---------------------~------------------ 400 n
ROMAIN PARK. II SUBDIVISION
Congress Avenue ------------------------------------ 920 feet
Iroquois Drive----------------------------~-------- 1,290 11
Rosewood Avenue ------------------------------------ 390 11
Elmridge Drive ------------------------------------- 120
Eastbrooke Drive ----------------------------------50 ·ft. (0.91 Miles)
Total
4,780
It is recommended that the streets and storm drainage improvements in
this subdivision be accepted for maintenance.
11

11

If you have any questions, please contact the undersigned.
Sincerely,
R. Andrew Easley, Jr., P.E •
.,~~~!¥:~"~·~;i~/':f/,.,,.·,:f;:(;·~~1c'{:County Highway Engineer

I

cc: Bill Bethel, County Highway Supt.
Bob Romain, Jr.
Mr. Easley said they started this last fall, and finished up the pavement sealing
this spring. The Commissioners can take another week, if they want to go out and
look at this work • However, he and Mr. Bethel have been out there a couple of times
as they had some more work for them to do. But Mr. Easley feels it is in good
enough shape now that it will not require maintenance for quite some time. Commissioner
Cox said that if she recalls correctly, Mr. Easley had quite a lengthy report on this.
Have they met all of those requirements? Mr. Easley said they had, with the exception
of a couple of things he took out.of David South's report that, upon close
(continued)
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exami"nation, he did not feel really had to be done. He said they had a lot of
pavement to be repatched and they did take out a lot of it. Most of it was on
Congress and Aspen Drive. Commissioner Willner asked if there is any more headway
on the upper portion of Elmridge Drive? Mr. Easley said his contact apparently
is on a lengthy vacation and he has not talked with Mr. McGill. He thinks he will
try his office. But he did reach someone answering his telephone who said he was
out of town. Commissioner Willner moved that Romain Park Subdivision (Congress
Agenue, Iroquois Drive and Aspen Drive) be approved for County maintenance and
that Romain Park II Subdivision (Congress Avenue, Iroquois Drive, Rosewood Avenue,
Elmridge Drive and Eastbrooke Drive) be approved for County maintenance. The motion
received a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered. Commissioner Willner asked
if Mr. Easley will file that .91 miles with the State and get our reimbursement?

I

Conrail Crossin Oak Hill Road: It was noted by Mr. Easley that Conrail completed
their work on Oak Hill Road that crossing) and, quite frankly, he is not happy with
the quality of the asphalt work and he is going to contact the track superintendent
in Petersburg and discuss it with him. Mr. Easley understands they hauled the hot
asphalt from Washington, Indiana, and put it down with pad tampers (did not use a
roller) and it doesn't look much better and he thinks they got the track higher
than it should have been. Mr. Easley said he is just rather put out with them. He
told them to be very careful. Commissioner Cox asked just exactly where is this
crossing located? Mr. Easley said it is on Oak Hill Road right at the airport, just
south of Highway 57. It was a bumpy crossing --a lot of school busses. It got a
little higher than it should have been; Mr. Easley was out there the next morning
and they said the asphalt was not very not when it arrived here from Washington,
Indiana. Mr. Easley said he cannot imagine what they saved by hauling it all. the
way from Washington, Indiana. He doesn't think they could have saved anything.
Lindar Lane in Lindar Subdivision: Both Messrs. Bethel and Easley :hu¥~ looked at
this project and he believes it is ready. They did lower the check dam and the ditch
is draining -- and that was about the only thing which remained to be done. Mr. Easll
said that he and Mr. Bethel might go out there one more time. But they have done a
nice job on that one. They took ·over what he thinks was· a subdivision in distress
and put a lot of money into it. They are going to build houses, he thinks. ··President
Berries asked that the following letter be entered for the record.cmci!rning Lindar
Lane. There were suggestions that were given to the contractor by Mr. Easley; thus
the Commissioners will wait insofar as formal acceptance is concerned. The letter
from Tri-County should, however, be made a part of the record at this time.
July 5, 1984
Vanderburgh County Commissioners ·
Civic Center Complex
Evansville, Indiana
Dear Commissioners:
I have Just completed construction of Lindar Lane in Lindar Subdivision
on the west side of Vanderburgh County. During the construction, I have
worked closely with Mr. Andy Easley. Mr. Easley has inspected the roadway
on several occasions during its construction and is satisfied that it
or exceeds County specifications.
, , .. ; i<~~}. \,:1;1};~~>--}:~~.(·~· . ~':'r-;)
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now request the road be accepted by Vanderburgh County as a County
road.
·
Respectfully,
Keith Hocker,
President
Meeting w/State Highway Dept./Natural Resource~: Mr. Easley said that he had been
requested to attend a meeting with the Dept. of Natural Resources/State Highway
Department in Indianapolis to be held on Thursday, August 2, 1984, concerning the
corridor for the Eichoff-Koressel Road, primarily for purposes of dealing with the
comments of the Fish and Wildlife staff. Mr. Easley thinks they would like to see
the corridor shifted to Peerless Rd. Mr. David Gerard will also be going to that
(continued)
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meeting. Should any of the Commissioners like to also attend, they are more than
welcome to accompany Messrs. Easley and Gerard. _It would take all day, as the
meeting is scheduled to begin at 11:00 a.m., and they anticipate a 2-hour meeting.
Joe Brown has said he would drive; so they could take an additional one or two
individuals -- or, take a bigger car. President Berries said he will see how his
schedule is and try to go. He asked if Mr. Easley definitely plans to go? Mr. Easley
said he definitely is going. However, Mr. Gerard primarily has the justification for
that big a corridor-- Mr. Easley doesn't know whether that was selected by computer,
based on projected origin/destination {people coming down that route go to the
University) -- that's been in the mill a· long time. Commissioner Cox said she
thought Mr. Easley mentioned Peerless Road. Mr. Easley said the Fish &Wildlife
Service would like to see us move the corridor over to Peerless. Commissioner Cox
said we have residences all along Peerless Road, West Terrace School empties out
along there; we've got subdivisions by the dozens -- it's a narrow road; it's not
wide enough to carry the traffic that's there now -- and if we get into right-of-way
we can't afford to do that. Mr. Easley said a week or so remains before the meeting.
Perhaps Commissioner Cox·could give Margie Meeks a letter on that, recommending
that we adhere to the present route. He said Mrs. Cox has lived here all her life
and she should certainly know more about it than someone behind a counter up in
Indianapolis. Commissioner Cox said she is for Fish &Wildlife, though! But she
doesn't know what there is out there -- and Peerless deadends at Upper Mt. Vernon
Rd. Commissioner Berries remarked that that project is just not held in favor by
someone. He doesn't know what the wnole story is -- even the letter received was
strangely worded. It mentioned that there were no environmental hazards, yet that
there would be some impact on the wildlife and fish. Commissioner Cox asked if
she could have a copy of the letter? Mr. Easley said he would get copies.for the
Commissioners. Reference was made to the letter included in last week's minutes
concerning this subject, but it was noted by Mr. Easley that the letter mentioning
moving the corridor to Peerless Road was a different letter, subsequently received.
Mr. Gallivan told Mr. Easley that the subject letter was probably written by a
couple of staff members; he said they were very much against road graders, exca- vation for building roads, etc. President Berries said that if it were going to
have a negative impact and they just came out and said it was going to endanger the
snail, some flower or something like that-- then thatts different than the letter
read. But the letter just said it was not going to have any impact -- they didn't
see any negative impact on the wildlife or the fish -- but that it could cause some
damage. Mr. Easley said they couldn•t quite believe the projected traffic. They
said they didn't believe that; they wanted to know the formulas by which this was
derived. He thinks Mr. Gerard talked to them -- and he said it was a very c9mplex
formula, based on computer methods re origin/qestination and the University is the
destination for a lot of people who will be coming from the north end of the County.
Reference was made,again, to the most recent letter by Commissioner Cox. Mr. Easley
said it is detailed and mentions the bald eagle and the Indiana bats, etc. He
will get a copy of that letter to Commissioner Cox.

I

I

RE:

OLD BUSINESS

President Berries said while he does not believe it requires any action by the
Board of Commissioners, he does want the Commissioners to read the Data Processing
Ordinance that the City has passed; he believ~ it is in agreement now with what the
County has passed. Therefore, we should be able to move along with that project.
RE:

CLAIMS

;,;>::-.'""':-."
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:;:d;t~~iiii~fAtThe following claims from the Perry TownshipAsses~or s office' in connection \•1ith

the State Instructional Meetings held on July 9, 10 and 11 in Clarksville; Indiana
re tangible property assessments ~ere submitted for approval.
Harry A. Tornatta:

Claim in the amount of $258.00, covering 3 nights lodging,
3 days per diem @ $22.00 per day and round trip mileage
of 275 miles @ 24¢ per mile. Commissioner Willner moved
that this claim be approved for payment. Motion was
seconded by Commissi.oner Cox. So ordered.

Glen E. Koob:

Claim in the amount of $192.00, covering 3 nights lodging
and 3 days per diem of $22.00 per day. Motion was made by
Commissioner Willner that this claim be approved for payment.
A second to the motion was provided by Commissioner Cox.
So ordered.
(continued)
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EMPLOYMENT CHANGES - RELEASES
Burdette Park
Mike Powless

5816 Ashbrooke

Ext. Guard

$ 3.60/Hr.

Eff: 7/5/841

Circuit Court
Mark A. Sebree
Joseph Adams
Michael Peeler
John Mueller
Robert L. Hart, Jr.
Beverly Corn
Michael Mattingly
John H. Dill
RE:

325 Ridgeway Ave. PT Bail Bond $6,600/Yr.
PT Bail Bond $6,600/yr.
3517 Wansford
Trans.
Off. $13,480/Yr.
1251 Crossgate
2016 E. Chandler Trans. Off. $14,074/Yr.
Director
$17,179/Yr.
1001 Crossgate
1025 Covert Ave. Law Clerk $ 250/Wk.
Prob. Off. $17,179/Yr.
2067 E. Gum
PT Bail Bond $ 4.50/Hr.
1327 N. Harlan

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

6/25/84
6/29/84
7/13/84
7/13/84
6/29/84
7/13/84
7/13/84
7/13/84
;r·'

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES - APPOINTMENTS
Burdette Park
Mike Powless

:

.

5816 Ashbrooke

Reg. Guard $ 3.35/Hr.

5222 Hogue Rd.

Civ. Jailer

1001 Crossgate
6401 Jefferson
1025 Covert
R.R.#3 Kansas Rd.
325 Ridgeway
3517 #ansford
1251 Crossgate.
2016 E. Chandler
2067 E. Gum
606 S.E. Riverside
5224 Westlake
3201 Longfield

Director
$20,000/Yr.
C.S. Off. $17,179/Yr.
Law Clerk $ 300/Wl<.
Intern
$ 140/Wk.
PT Bail Bond $6,600/Yr4
PT Bail Bond $6,600/Yr.
Trans. Off. $14,074/Yr.
Prob. Off. · $17,179/Yr.
WR Prob.Off.$17,179/Yr.
Trans. Off. $13,480/Yr.
$ 6,500/Yr.
PT Supv.
Mtce. Supv. $14,000/Yr.

...

Eff: 7/5/84

Sheriff's Deeartment
Doris L. Karns

$12,308/Yr~

''Eff: 7/5/84

Circuit Court
Robt. L. Hart, Jr.
Gilbert C. Schiff
Beverly Corn
Robt. J. Dodson
·Mark A. Sebree
Joseph Adams
Michael Peeler
John Mueller
Michael Mattingly ·
Steve Fuchs
Charles Weisling
Roy Weightman
RE:

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

7/2/841
7/14/8t
7/16/8'.
7/9/84
7/2/84
6/18/84
7/16/84
7/16/84
7/16/84
7/2/84
7/2/84
7/2/84

SCHEDULED MEETINGS
President Borries reminded the Board of the meeting scheduled August 2, 1984,
in Indianapolis at 11:00 a.m. with the·State Highway Commission.
Meeting with Mrs. Cunningham of the Area Plan Commission at 1:30 p.m. on
Monday, July 30th, re the Subdivision Ordinance.

There being no further business to come before the Board of Commissioners at this
time, President Borries declared the meeting adjourned at .4:05 p.m.
PRESENT:

SECRETARY:

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard J. Borries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Pat Tuley, Chief
peputy

David Miller

Joanne A. Matthews
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Robert L. Wil ner, Vice President
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MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
July 30, 1984
Page No.

SUBJECT INDEX

AIRPORT EXPANSION RESOLUTION _______________ {Approved).~--------------------- 15 & 16
AMENDED DATA PROCESSING JOINT AGREEMENT --------{App'd. by City) ---------------- 12

I

APPOINTMENTS TO DATA PROCESSING ADVISORY BOARD-----(by Commissioners) ----------- 12
BIDS ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 14 & 15
Awarding of Bid on PICKUP TRUCK FOR DOG POUND----(Kenny Kent)-------------- 15
CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE -------------------------------------------------------- 15
United Way of Southwestern Indiana--(Kickoff Luncheon/Sept. 26th)---------- 15
COMMUNITY CABLEVISION FRANCHISE AGREEMENT-----(Approved) ------------------------

7

COUNTY ATTORNEY ----------David L. Jones ---------------------------------------- 12
Notice of Tort Claim/Meadowbrook Estates
Consent Decree/State Environmental Board---(Approved by State)------------Evansville Cable T.V.
Appointment of Steven L. Bohleber.re Deaconess Properties

-·

•

COUNTY ENGINEER ----------Andy Easley ---------{Approved) ---~------------------- 14
Acceptance of Streets &Drainage Improvements - Lindar Lane/Ltndar Sub.
COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT ---------Bill Bethel ------------------------------ 12 &13
Weekly Absentee Report
Weekly Work Report ·
COUNTY SURVEYOR ----------Robert Brenner ----------------------------------~- 13 &14
Bridge &Guardrail Report
.
Maryland Street Bridge
Performance Bond (J. H. Rudolph & Co. )-----(Deferred to August ·<6th)
Ohio Street Bridge-----(App'd. Closing &Necessary Repairs)

I

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES -------------------------------------------------------------- 15
EUTS ---------------------David Gerard -------------------------------------7 - 11 & 16
Consultant Selection Procedures Manual-----(Approved Changes)
St. Joseph Avenue Detour Agreement ----(Approved)
Proposed Budget - Roads &Street Fund #216 ----(Approved)
MONTHLY REPORT - CLERK OF THE CIRCUIT COURT ------------------------------------- 15
PETITION TO KEEP PETERSBURG ROAD OPEN -------{Approved Support) -----------------1 - 3
POOR RELIEF ACTION/PIGEON TOWNSHIP ----------------------------------------------3 - 7
Lexie Patterson
Phil McCray
REFRESHMENTS/CINDY DATZMAN -----------------~------------------------------------ 1
y''~''.~:,:~~~!Ai;~SALE OF COUNTY-OWNED SURPLUS PROPERTY __ .:,_:_..; __ (Deferred} -------~--::..:·.:_:~;_ ______ ;:_,':' :' .~, J.
;.~~~~lf'-~~:iR·~~~~~fr:~ki~~11~~1Tt'~f. .:t~'?~~-,:, ~-. ;!i~~~~~M'~~~·*\1\,~:~~~~~r:~~~~~~"'~~1~:·~~-'i~~·rrf~~~•!J•:i .,
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SCHEDULED MEETINGS -------------------------------------------------------------- 15
County Council -------August 1st
.
Indiana Dept. of Highw~s (Indianapolis)----August 2nd@ 11:00 a.m.
County Subdivision Ordinance ---------------August 6th@ 1:30 p.m.

~3S.

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
July 30, 1984
The meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on July 30, 1984, at
2:30 p.m. in the Commissioners Hearing Room, with President Borries presiding.

I

President Borries called the meeting to order at 2:35p.m., and entertained a
motion concerning approval of the minutes of the previous meeting. Motion was
made by Commissioner Willner that the minutes of the meeting held on July 23, 1984,
be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor and the reading of same be waived.
Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
The meeting continued with the Chair directing the Commissioners' attention to
two (2) minor changes in the meeting agenda. He indicated that Items #7 and #10
will be omitted as follows, respectively: Sale of County-owned Surplus Property
(as per Attorney David Miller, action on this matter will be deferred until a
later date) and Mr. Kim Bitz, manager of the Vanderburgh Auditorium will not be on
the agenda today.
Mr. Borries announced that one of the individuals from the Evansville Courier who
covers the Commissioners meetings, Miss Cindy Datzman, is present today -- but this
is her last meeting. She has resigned from the Courier in view of her upcoming
marriage and the fact that she will be relocating in Cleveland, Ohio. Therefore,
the Commissioners have a gift for her •• as well as refreshments •• in the Commissioners'
reception area. President Borries asKed that those in attendance at today's meeting
please feel free to go to the reception area at any time during today's meeting to
partake of the refreshments.
RE: PETITION TO KEEP PETERSBURG ROAD OPEN

I

The meeting proceeded with President Borries announcing that Mr. Floyd Crofts is
present at today's meeting for purposes of presenting a Petition to the Commissioners
re leaving Petersburg Road open. He asked that Mr. Crofts approach the podium.
Mr. Crofts explained that a group of individuals on Petersburg Road who would have
Petersburg Road closed to new .Highway 57 which, in turn, forced other individuals
to initiate a Petition to leave the road open, as planned. Mr. Crofts said he has
presented the Petition to the Airport Authority and is now presenting it to the
County Commissioners. The Petition read as follows:
11

July 23, 1984

TO AIRPORT AUTHORITY, COUNTY OFFICERS, AND TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
This is a petition to call attention to whom it may concern, that 95% of the
residents do not want Petersburg. Rd. closed or a (Cul-de-sac}
road for any reason. Also, we would like Petersburg Rd. reopened while Highway 57
is still under construction, as promised two months ago, before someone may be
killed at Whetstone Rd. and Hwy. 57 or at Mt. Pleasant Rd. at Hwy. 41.

McCutch~nville

I

There is asmall group of residents who live on Petersburg Rd. between Hwy. 57
and old McCutchanville School who built or bought their homes closer to. Petersburg·
Rd. than they would have liked, knowing at that time there would be traffic on
Petersburg Rd. Now they would close Petersburg Rd. for their own convenience.
At the same time, this would be throwing all traffic on Petersburg Rd. to lesser
roads (Whetstone, Heinlein, Ba.umgart, and Mt. Pleasant Rds.) which are overloaded.
'"w:;.~~~~l>
the same time, this would inconvenience and force the other 95% of the people
in the McCutchanville area to drive miles out of their way. Sort of isolate the
majority of people in McCutchanville from the airport and the rest of the city.
In three days we have received over 300 signatures with all petitions not in at
this time and we found people very upset that anybody would even think of closing
Petersburg Rd., which is the main artery from McCutchanville to town or North Park.
There are 100% signatures on some trunk roads off of Petersburg Rd. (like Heinlein,
Whetstone, and Swope Rd.).
·
Hope this petition is explanatory enough to let you know why the majority of
people in McCutchanville need Petersburg Rd., and we request that Petersburg Rd.
be kept open permanently as originally planned with access to New part of
Highway 57.
(continued)
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Mr. Croft~ said he is presenting this Petition to the Commissioners and questionswhat
their thoughts are to ,. make sure this doesn •t happen and a1so contact the State, in
case the County's been by-passed. He said he really doesn't know where -- or. how far -they've presented the Petition to·close the road. There couldn't be very many signatures, because there's probably only about 25-30 people involved. President Berries
asked the Board if anyone had received a copy of the Petiton to close the road? No
one had seen this Petition, so Mr. Crofts.presented a copy of said Petition to the
Board. That Petition read as follows~ and Mr. Berries asked that it be included in
the record.
"July 10, 1984
Dear Petersburg Road Area Res.ideni:
There are a number of Petersburg Road residents expressing concern
about the value of maintaining their neighborhood street as an access
point onto the new Highway 57 currently under construction. The proposed
intersection of these two roads is viewed as dangerous from an €levation
standpoint. Furthermore, the limited peripheral vision available for
accessing Highway 57 from Petersburg Road is seen as a potential serious
safety problem. In addition, the possible increase in traffic on
Petersburg Road, a rural corridor by design, from airport users is looked
upon as a threat to the integrity of the residential area.

I

In light of this situation," area residents are being asked to reflect
on this matter and sign a petition which will request the transformation
of Petersburg Road into a cul-de.-sac at the proposed intersection of
Highway 57.
·
If you are in support of making Petersburg Road a cul-de-sac at the
intersection of Highway 57, please sign your name and address below and
return to Barry Schnakenbu·rg in the enclosed, addressed envelope. The
signed petitions which you return will be forwarded to the appropriate
authorities for their immediate consideration.
Thank you for your cooperation.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------I am in support of making Petersburg Road a cul-de-sac at the intersection of Highway 57.·
Name:
Please return your signed petition to B. Schnakenburg in
envelope.

t~e

enclosed

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

With regard to the Petition presented by Mr. Croft to keep Petersburg Rd. open,
President Borries asked Mr. Crofts if he had any idea how many signatures are on
the Petition. Mr. Crofts said that there are approximately 300 signatures -- and
those are not all in yet. Mr. Borries noted that the portion presented today does
include some 21 pages of signatures.

(continued)
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Mr. Crofts said that he would also like to mention that the residents were promised
by the newspaper (that's where the article came out) that Petersburg Rd. would be
open for access to Old Highway 57. Two (2) months have passed and nothing has been
done. The State did come in and put the barricades back up. On July 15, they did
let a few cars go across. The construction people have told Mr. Crofts that there
is no reason at all for that road to be closed. He said it is quite a task to haveto
goout of your way to go around -- people will not visit as they normally would -and, in fact, he had to go down to the Windmill Restaurant to meet people and pick
them up who have been to his house before -- just to show them how to get there.
So, it has been a bad situation. Therefore, he would appreciate anything the
Commissioners can do to get this road open. If they don't, then it will be after
Christmas or later before they can use the road. He said a sign designating 11 local
traffic only" could be put up. It would take only one (1) load of rock-- they made a
mistake and started tearing up Petersburg Rd. at Highway 57 before they should have.
He said one (1) load of rock would correct that. He has gone across it several times
when they let him through. President Berries asked if anyone else was present who
wished to speak concerning this matter. An unidentified gentleman in the audience
said that while he did not wish to speak per se, but he did wish to state that he
backs Mr. Crofts one hundred percent. He said he would not like to see his property
or that of others jeopardized should there be an emergency and the McCutchanville
Fire Department had to attempt to reach that property via a one-lane road.
I

I

President Berries asked if it would be in order for the Commissioners to pass on the
Petition to the State Highway Department, with a cover letter? Commissioner Willner
said that wou·ld be his recommendation. Commissioner Cox interjected that she did
not hear Commissioner Borries'. question •. He replied that he thought it would be in
order to pass the Petition along to the State Highway Department, with a cover letter.
Commissioner Cox asked what the cover letter would say? President Berries said that
it would be in support of the Petition to keep Petersburg Road open to Highway 57.
Commissioner Cox asked if there is still any heavy construction equipment moving up
and down or around the-·area? Mr. Crofts said there· is very little. They are digging
the final grading now. Commissioner Cox said that being the case, she sees no reason
for the road to be closed. Commissioner Willner moved that the Petition presented by
Mr. Crofts be forwarded to the State Highway Department, with a cover letter from
the Commissioners as mentioned. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
It was pointed out to Mr. Crofts by President Berries that the Petition presented by
Mr. Crofts is not one that will change anything. If he is correct, in the plans for
the relocated Highway 57, there already was an opening at Old Petersburg Rd., so those
who have the·other Petition asking for the change (he thinks Mr. Crofts' Petition is
simply asking that the plan stay as it is) -- are the ones who want to change it.
Mr. Crofts indicated he had not seen the plans •••• (and he made a few other comments
concerning his understanding of how the plans went -- but these were completely inaudible
-- both on the tape and to the secretary, due to other conversation nearby) •. President
Berries stated that the Board of Commissioners will forward the Petition to the State
Highway Department, together with their cover letter in support of same. Mr. Crofts
expressed his appreciation to the Board for their support and cooperation in this
matter.
RE:

POOR RELIEF/PIGEON TOWNSHIP

It was noted by the Chair that there were two (2) Poor Relief matters requiring action
by the Board, as follows:
c' ':·
..~:.,w~·~i,)i~~tr~':, · ;. ->!;.'. .~~··.-_t,"i:::~~::/{,;,
:<~:.~~~.:·.-,-_:: ··~. · .
.',
"~~-;"'~/:"·"·~-(~.·.
·,'e:~~*.~;'.Lexie Patterson/116 E. Franklin: ·J!iTherese Finn (Legal Services) approached the podium
and said she is here to represent the Pattersons on their application for assistance
via the Trustee's office. It is her understanding that Mr. &Mrs. Patterson went into
the Trustee's office on July 19, 1984 to request assistance for both rent and medical
and, she believes, also with utilities. At that time, they were informed that they
were turned down for assistance but were not given a written denial. They went back
to the Trustee's office on July 20, 1984, and again requested help with rent and
medical.
At that time they were denied assistance, although the application says
just 11 rent", not "medical". As stated, the reas.on for denial was that the Trustee's
>
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office only offered help for two (2) able-bodied persons for a period of ninety (90}
days. She said she felt the Commissioners should be aware of the fact that both
Mr. and Mrs. Patterson have applied for Medicaid -- both have medical problems -and both have applied for Social Security Income Disability. Both have extenuating
medical problems insofar as their medical condition and the Commissioners can ask
them for that information. What she is asking for today is $150.00, which is due on
their rent. President Borries asked Mr. Patterson if there was anything he'd like to
say at this time. He replied in the negative. President Borries then asked for
questions from the Commissioners. There being none momentarily, President Borries
asked Mr. Patterson if he received food stamps, and he replied in the affirmative.
The Chair then asked Margaret Sallee, representative from the Trustee's office to
approach the podium. Ms. Sallee stated that Mr. &Mrs. Patterson have received
assistance from the Trustee's office continually since l/24/84, except for two (2)
months -- and that was during the months of April and May, when no assistance at all
was given. Because of the Trustee's budget being low, when Mr. Patterson came in on
July 13th for rent assistance, she issued th-e rent and explained to him that they no
could longer pay rent since he was able-bodied. Mrs~ Patterson had been receiving
medical assistance -- but the Trustee knew nothing whatsoever of Mr. Patterson's
being ill until today -- because he's never received any medication. On July 13th
they issued rent from 6/1/84 to 7/1/84;· so Mr. Patterson then went to Legal Aid and
explained what he'd been told by the Trustee's office. Legal Aid called the Trustee's
office and the Supervisor left a note.in the file that Ms. Sallee should give Mr.
Patterson a denia·l when he came in. She said she abided by those· wishes; however, the
case was not closed, because she had already issued rent during July. When he wanted
medication, she explained to him that he should apply for medical assistance for·
Mrs. Patterson and also apply for S.S. I. Once he had done that, a11 he had to do was
come back and bring the information and the Trustee could issue.themedication. He
came in the next day and said she had gone home, but would be back the next day to
make application. ·They've heard nothing further from the Pattersons until today.
Naturally, the Trustee could not issue any medication, because he had not come back
into the Trustee's office and complied with their wishes. Mr. Patterson was referred
to Lloyd Senior Citizens for the handyman program. Mr. Williams. (who is in charge
over there) likes to give an individual an opportunity to see how resl)onsive he is
to the work program. He called the Trustee's office and stated that ech time Mr.
Patterson always had something else to do, so naturally he did not. get on.that program.
Ms. Sallee said the Trustee's office feels that Mr. Patterson is not trying to abide
by the rules of the Trustee's office. All they asked him to do was bring back proof
that he had applied for medical assistance for his wife and had made application for
S.S. I. Then, they would have put a hold in his file. If she did not go on, then
the Trustee could pick it up •••• but he didn't do it. President Borries thanked
Ms. Sallee for her comments.
·

I

I

Ms. Finn said it was the understanding of Legal Services that the Trustee's office
required Mr. Patterson to go down and apply for Medicaid •. Is that correct? Ms. Sallee
said •• "for Mrs. Patterson •••• Mr. Patterson has never received any medication assistance". Ms. Finn said that when the Pattersons went down to apply for Medicaid
they were told by the Medicaid office that they must first go to Social Security and
apply for S.S.I. She also understands that Mr. Patterson was asked by the Trustee's
office to apply to Catholic Charities t.o see if they would help with any of the medical
bills. Also, Mr. Patterson ·informed Ms. Finn that he had twenty-two (22) hours which
he had to work to pay back for the assistance he was given for June's rent. She said
she had been in contact with Mr. P.atterson every day -- and, to her knowledge, with
·~Y. · ~Lwhat was required insofar as seeing doctors, Medicaid's requirement for him to see
~}'r~~c::'~doctors, ·applying for assistance at Catholic Charities, the -work he needed ·to do with
Legal Services office, etc., he's been pretty busy. As far as Ms. Sallee's statement
that Mr. Patterson was to get back with the Trustee's office, it is Ms. Finn's
understanding that he ran out·:of gas one day last week trying to run around to the
different social service agencies in an effort to do what needed to be done. It is
also Ms. Finn's understanding that Mrs. Patterson is out of high blood pressure
medicine. Ms. Sallee said this may be true. But all· that the Trustee's office wanted
was proof that they had followed thru -- and then they could have issued the medication;
that was no problem. The rent is what they wer9- denied; they have never been denied
medication -- they just didn't follow thru in doing these two things she just stated.
Ms. Finn asked Ms. Sallee if she asked the Pattersons to contact Catholic Charities?
Ms. Sallee said she'd never asked them to contact Catholic Charities. So there was
a discrepancy. Commissioner Cox interject a question and asked if what Ms. Sallee is
saying that, based on what she has heard here today, that they would be eliqible for
the assistance they've asked for? Ms. Sallee said they would be eligible for the

1
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medical assistance. Commissioner Cox said, 11 But not for the rent?" Ms. Sallee
said, ''No, because the Trustee knew nothing about hi.s being ill. 11 Commissioner Cox
said that Mrs. Sallee has heard here today that he has also been ill -- if.it coul~
be documented then, would they be exempt from the 90-day assistance for able-bodied
people? Mrs. Sallee said they would be if Mr. Patterson is ill. Mrs. Sallee said,
however, he had said he didn't have any income. But he has never asked for medication;
he has never asked to ·go· to a doctor-- so, she assumed he was able-bodied. Ms. Finn
said in going over the guidelines for the Trustee, she didn't see anything in the
regulations stating th~ only give·assistance for 90 days to the able-bodied. But
Commissioner Willner pointed out that this is included in the guidelines.
Commissioner Willner asked how old the Pattersons are? It was stated that Mrs.
Patterson is 61 and Mr. Patterson is ·56 years of age, and the couple resides at
116 E. Franklin St. Thei.r rent is $175·.oo per month. Commissioner Willner asked
where Mr. Patterson was last employed and when? Ms. Sallee said he has a truck and
he does trucking. Commissioner Willner asked if Mr. Patterson has ever been employed
by a company? Mrs. Sallee said he told her he worked for Dyana-Kleen in March, 1983.
Commissioner Willner asked how long the employment lasted? Mr. Patterson said he
started to work for Dyna-Kleen in October, 1959 and was laid off in March, 1983.
Commissioner Willner asked if any of Mr. Patterson's medical problems happened while
he was employed? He said they began about a month to a month and a half before he
was laid off. Commissioner Willner q~estioned Mr. Patterson as to the nature of
his medical problems. He responded he has problems with his back and now has a
.
crippled foot. Commissioner Willner asked if Mr. Patterson is under a doctor's care?
He said he saw his doctor today, and he is referring him to another physician to see
if the problem with his foot can be corrected via surgery. Commissioner Willner asked
if his doctor said he was disabled enough to receive S.S.I.? He responded that his
doctor will not make a final determination until he has completed other tests and
the doctor has the final results. Commissioner Willner inquired as to the nature of
Mrs. Patterson's illness. Mr. Patterson said .she is a diabetic, has high blood
pressure and circulatory problems ••• she can barely walk a block.

/r

Attorney Jones asked that if the doctor were to certify that both of these individuals
were not able-bodied, would that otherwise render them eligible according to the
Trustee's guidelines? Ms~ . Sallee said that it would if they are unable to work.
President Borries· asked Ms. Sallee·if the second thing she asked them to do was to
apply for S.S.I.? Ms. Sallee said this is correct. President Borries asked if
Mr. Patterson is saying then that he has accomplished Step #1? It sounds as though
Mr. Patterson may have done both. Has he seen·a doctor? Mr. Patterson said he
has -- but he has to see another doctor. He has to call back later today to see when
that appointment has been set up. Attorney Jones asked Ms. Finn of Legal Services if
there is any way she can get r1r.. P~tter·son's physician to send a letter to Ms. Sallee
basically stating that physician's opinion that both of the Pattersons are unable to
work? Ms. Finn said she thought this would be possible for Mrs. Patterson. However,
since·Mr. Patterson is currently undergoing tests, it may be 3-4 weeks before the
physician has the results of those tests. In the meantime, the Pattersons' rent is
already overdue. And, insofar as Mr. Patterson is concerned, she guesses it is also
questionable insofar as the Trustee's office is concerned -- as he has been trying to
find work. She asked if the Board would like infonnation from Mr. Patterson concerning
the places he has made application to for employment? She says she has records from
the Council on Ag.iilg re places they have sent him to apply and to which he has gone
and not been hired. And, Mr. Patterson can testify as to other places he has gone
·:'.':~./~;oi·:to seek employment, as well. Ms. Finn approached the Chair and handed
list from
~':4'tt~i;~7'the Council on Aging to President Borries for perusal.
President Borries asked Ms. Sallee that if the Pattersons were granted rent assistance,
would he qualify for the workback program in any way at this point? Mrs. Sallee said
that until such time as the Trustee· has proof that he is disabled, it would be .
customary for him to work. Mrs. Sallee said Mr. Patterson's rent was issued this
month, so it would be August 13th before they could issue rent· again for him. Normally,
they would not have given him a denial on his rent -... but when he contacted Legal
Services and they, in turn, called the Trustee's office and asked the Trustee to abide
by their wishes to give him a disallowance, -~·-which really they had not disallowed
him, because the rent had already been issued this month. Ms. Finn said she contacted
the Patterson's landlord and was told by the landlady that the Pattersons were already
a month overdue on their rent. Ms. Sallee said the Trustee can only pay a certain
amount and the Pattersons are paying more rent than the Trustee is allowed to pay.
All the Tru~t.~e.can pay for two people is $75.qo., The P~.tterson's rent is $175.00.
(continued) .
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So, the Pattersons are always going to behind on their rent as far as the Trustee's
office is concerned. Ms. Finn asked if the rent paid this past month was for the
preceding month, is that correct? Ms. Sallee said that is correct -- but that's
the way the Trusee's office operates. They· do not keep rent up current such as
she or Ms. Finn might pay rent. President Berries asked Mr. Patterson if he understands what Ms. Sallee is saying? They would not pay the rent completely -- nor
pay it in full for him. He indicated he understood what she is saying. Commissioner
Borries said that in the two weeks, however, before they would issue rent again to
Mr. Patterson, could he get that doctor's statement? Mr. Patterson reiterated that
he has to call his doctor back to see when the appointment is scheduled with the
other doctor for examination to see if surgery will help his foot? At this point
in time, he has no idea when he will be able to getin to see the other doctor.

I

Mrs. Patterson interrupted that what she urgently needs today is her medication -she hasn't had any today at all. Commissioner Cox asked if this medication is for
her diabetes or high blood pressure? She responded that it is for the diabetes.
Commissioner Willner.said he would make· a motion that the Pattersons go back to the
.. /
Trustee and reapply and furnish the necessary information to the Trustee for future
,assistance. Commissioner Cox asked Ms. Sallee that if the Pattersons go with her
right now from this meeting, would Mrs. Patterson be able to get an order for medication?
Ms. Sallee said, 11 Yes. 11 Commissioner.Cox prov·ided a second to Commissioner Willner's
motion. So ordered. President Borries advised Mrs. Patterson that if they will
accompany Ms. Sallee to the Trustee's office, she will be able to,:get her needed
medication today. And, within the two weeks, before the Trustee would be ·able to
render rent assistance again, Mr. Patterson should see his doctor and provide the
necessary statement to the Trustee's office.
Ms. Finn asked if the rent assistance on August 12th would be for the amount of
$75.00 given previously, or would it be for the full amount of the ·M:mt? President
Borries said they'd have to go by the Trustee's guideline on that.• Cummissioner Cox
asked Mrs. Sallee how she determined to only pay $75.00? Ms. Sallee said the Trustee
has a schedule set up for one person and for. two people, without their utilities.
With utilities, rent f(br 2-people is $110.00. But the Pattersons pay their own .
utility bills, .so they fall within the $75.00 bracket since there are two members
in the family. Mrs. Sallee said they have been paying this rent for --them for over
a year; they have just recently moved to a new address -- so the Pattersons are aware
of what the Trustee can pay. After a.brief perusal of the Trustee guidelines,
President Berries said it looks as though this regulation is included in their guidelines.
·
>·

I

Attorney Jones asked if the Pattersons have ma.de application for utility assistance?
Ms. Sallee said they did not ask for utilities. On June 26, the Trustee paid $148.95
(half of the previous charges by SIGECO). ·The Trustee only pays $300.00 within a
12-month period. The Pattersons did not ask for utility assistance the last time
they were in. Commissioner Cox asked if they would qualify, however? Mrs. Sallee
said they would. Commissioner Cox advised Mr. Patterson that he should ask for some
assistance with his utilities. He has been paying that bill along, and that would
give him some more monies to help him on utility bills. And what he has been paying
on utilities could be applied toward his rent. Attorney Jones asked if this would
give the Pattersons an extra $35.00 a month .••• or.$30.00? Would this' bring them up
to $110.00? Ms. Sallee said, "No ••••• they pay their utilities separate. Their
utilities are not included with their rent. Commissioner Cox asked Ms. Sallee what
·~,~she could give them on their utilities then? ·.. Ms. Sallee said they have used $148.95
of the $300.00 allowed; therefore, ·they have $151.05 left to be applied to utilities. '· .
Ms. Finn said that when she called the Trustee's office and spoke with 11 Bill 11 , he
her they were not eligible for any more utility assistance. So, Ms. Sallee is saying
that Mr. Patterson can go ahead and apply for utility assistance? Mrs. Sallee said
.
Mr. Patterson can do this. But the Trustee only pays when there is a shut-off notice.
But since Mr. Patterson has said the utilities are paid this month, that is not a
problem right now.

toll

Ms. Finn again asked if the amount of the rent assistance will be $75.00 or the full
amount of the rent? President Berries responded that as he understands their
standards, it would be for the $75.00, according to the way the Trustee's guidelines
are set. President Berries advised Mr. Patterson that he can get the needed medical
assistance today for Mrs. Patterson, and asked him if he will be back in touch with
the Trustee's office concerning the doctor's statement? Secondly, once Mr. Patterson
(continued) ,
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has provided this, he asked Ms. Sallee if they might can qualify for the S.S.I. -- is
that correct? Ms. Sallee said Mrs. Patterson has· applied -- she doesn't know about
Mr. Patterson. Mr. Patterson interjected that he intends to go to the Social Security
office tomorrow to make application. President Borries again advised Mr. Patterson
again that he and Mrs. Patterson might want to accompany Ms. Sallee,as they leave
the meeting, to the Trustee's· office.
Phil McCray/614 Main St.: The Chair called Mr. McCray's name, but Becky Hittner of
the Trustee's office advised that this applicant is not present.
RE:

COMMUNITY CABLEVISION FRANCHISE PROPOSAL

The Chair recognized Mr. Walter Maude of Community Cablevision and asked that he
approach the podium. Mr. Maude said that since the last time he appeared before the
Commissioners, he has ·corresponded with Attorney David Jones, and they have now
made the changes he suggested in the Franchise Proposal and also provided the requested documentation with regard to limited partnership. If it pleases the Board
at this time, Mr. Maude asks that the Board approve granting the franchise to
Community Cablevision to build those sections in the western part of the County that
are unbuilt at this time.

/..:

Attorney Jones advised the Board that·the County Attorneys have reviewed .the
proposal and Mr. Maude is correct in his statement of what has happened. Mr. Jones
is now satisfied with the form of the Agreement and the changes made and the
Certificate of Limited Partnership has been reviewed -- and everything is in order.
Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the Franchise Agreement be approved.
Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox.

I

Mr. r1aude said they will be applying for pole attachment; they have already applied
for the pole attachment in Posey County and hope to begin construction within the
next couple of weeks iri Posey County. He will keep the Board of Commissioners of
Vanderburgh County informed as .to their· progress on construction, etc.
Attorney Jones advised that the Agreement is in Ordinance form. Commissioner Cox
then asked, "We have to advertise it? 11 "\>le have to advertise it before the Commissioners sign it?" Attorney Jones· sa·i d he would rather have this be an Agreement.
He thinks that the Board can s·imply strike the word 11 0rdinance" out wherever it
appears in the document and substitute the word HAgreement". This will avoid the
necessity of advertising --and it'is still a Franchise. Agreement. Since·there were
numerous places in the Agreement where the word "Ordinance" appeared, the Commissioners
were in agreement that. they should go ahead and ~xecute the document With the provision that, subsequent to today's meeting, the secretary would review the Agreement
to make
certain that the word 11 0rdinance" is deleted wherever it. appears and the
11
word Agreement" is substituted. So ordered.
RE:

·EUTS.~

•• ~ •••.•• David.Gerard

Mr. David Gerard, Director of EUTS, advised that back in 1981, when David South was
here, he put· together a Consultant Selection Procedures Manual,which was approved.
by the Indiana Department of Highways in a letter dated November 23, 1981 .. There
was a follow-up letter to that, wherein they requested that a couple of items be
added to that. What he has provided to the Board today are copies of the three (3)
, ,;_+· new pages on top, with a copy of the letter from the Indiana Department of Highways
,~·giving the initial approval, together with a copy of the 1 original Procedures Manual.

I

Continuing, Mr. Gerard noted the following changes:· ·page 2, Section· V - Selection of
Consultants: The following was added: 11 In keeping with the intent of Indiana's MBE ·
Affirmative Action Plan and Federal Regulations concerning employment of minority
business enterprises, requests for proposals (RFP) wi'll be mailed to all MBE/WBE
firms certified by the IDOH •·•.• 11 • That was a requirement that whenever you send out
an RPE that it go to the minority firms that are on their list.
The second item wherein the IDOH asked for clarffication was on: Page 4, Section IX ~
Negotiations for Contract. There was evidently some confusion as to who would do the
negotiation -- w~ther it was the County Commissioners or the County Highway Engineer.
Mr. Gerard has changed this to reflect that the County Commissioners will commence
negotiations.
·
(continued)
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Mr. Gerard said that covers the changes and, of course, a new signature page would
be required. He said these changes need to be approved by the Commissioners so there
will be an approved Consultant Selection Manual on file with the IOOH. Commissioner
Cox asked if this has to go back to the IDOH for their approval. Mr. Gerard said
the IDOH indicated in a letter that they would approve, once the changes were made.
He said he added information on the back of his letter to IODH that he would be
sending RFP's out to minority business and the fact that negotiations would be
done by the Vanderburgh County Commissioners. Motion was made by Commissioner Willne
that the foregoing changes be approved. Moti·on was seconded by Commissioner Cox.
So ordered. The amended material now reads as follows:

I

Page 2
IV.

Record of Consultants
The County Highway Engineer will maintain files and records of
consultants who have expressed interest in providing
professional services and who have submitted information as
to the qualifications of their firm.
The record of consultants will be based upon information
provided by each consultant in a manner which may be
prescribed, supplemented with such other information·as is
considered necessary to provide current data about the firm.
The information shall include the name, address, list ·Df
principals, list of professional-technical-supportive staff,
the qualifications and experience of individuals, the
history and experience of the firm,.the extent of involvement in noteworthy projects, and technical and financial
references (including copies of the annual overhead factor
report as approved by the Indiana Department of Highways, "I.D.O.H.")
and financial statements for a three (3) year period. from time
to time supplemental information should be submitted by the
consultant to keep their file current.

V.

./

I

Selection of Consultants
The selection of consultants for specific projects will .be
made by majority decision of the Commissioners. In keeping
with the intent of Indiana's MBE Affirmative-Action Plan and
Federal Regulations· concerning employment of minority
business enterprises, requests for proposals (RFP) will be
mailed to all MBE/WBE firms certified by the IDOH and
interested in the particular type of work.

VI.

Request for Proposals
Whenever the Commissioners. shall determine the need for
consulting services on County projects, the County Highway
Engineer will prepare a Notice of Projects (hereinafter
"notice") for which consultant proposals are being requested. The notice is to provide the necessary project .
data for preparation of consultant proposals.
-~-;

'1'-·

'

.

•-.

"

.

.

(

~.,;' '

'

The notice is to provide for a period of time, not less than
thirty (30) days from date of posting of the notice, during
which consultant proposals will be accepted for the various
proposed County Projects described in the notice.
The notice shall be posted on the bulletin board outside the
Commissioners' meeting room on the Third Floor of the CityCounty building and also on file in the County Highway
Engineer's office.
·The notice will be sent by regular mail to those firms that
have met the requirements outlined in Section IV of these

(continued)
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compensation, man-hour estimates, overhead rate, direct
costs, etc., will be further subject to a technical review
and a financial review by the Commissioners. Preliminary
discussions between the consultant and Commissioners will
take place during these assessments as needed.

I

In those instances where FHPM 1-7-2 requires preaward audit
evaluation on selected consultants which are expected to
exceed $50,000.00, said financial review will be made by the
Commissioners in conjunction with the I.D.O.H. Division of
Accounting and Control.
·
IX.

Negotiations for Contract
When assessment of the selected consultant•s proposal has
been completed, the Vanderburgh County Commissioners will
commence negotiations for preparation of a contract for the
project. A preliminary contract shall be submitted for any
necessary review and approvals. Upon receipt of needed
approvals, including county, I.D.O.H., and FHWA approvals, a
final contract will be executed.

I

If the Commissioners and selected consultant cannot reach an
agreement during negotiations for a contract with reasonable
efforts, either the Commissioners or~consultant may. terminate the discussions. ·In such event, the selection and
negotiations with an alternate firm may then commence in
accordance with these procedures.

x.

Exceptions to Procedure
Where a project is deemed by the Commissioners to be of an
emergency nature, or where the scope of work is relatively
small, or where consultant•s fees for the work will be less
than $10,000.00, or when the specialized qualifications of a
particular consultant appear needed for accomplishment of
the work or when non-competitive negotiations are authorized
by the Federal Highway Administration, a consultant may be
selected with any necessary concurrence by the I.D.O.H. and
the Federal Highway Administration's Division Office~ and
· that firm may be requested· to immediately submit a Consultant proposal for the project.

XI.

Notice to Proceed with Work
When Federal and State approvals have been received on the
contract together with 11 Authorization to Proceed, 11· a written
notice to proceed with the work will be given to the

I

Consultant by the County. No compensation. will be made for
any work commenced prior to such notice to proceed.
XII.

Revisions
Revisions of these guidelines are not effective until
approved by the I.D.O.H.
(continued)
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APPROVED this
day of· . .
, 19_, by the
Conmissioners.
--------APPROVED BY THE I.D.O.H.

BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
OF VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA

By:

I

Richard J. Berries, President

ATTEST:

Robert L. Willner, Vice President
Shirley Jean Cox, Member
ATTEST:
Alice McBride, Auditor
APPROVED AS TO LEGAL FORM
David L. Jones, County Attorney
St. Joe Avenue Detour Agreement:. Mr. Gerard said the next item ~he had for the
Conmissioners' attention today is the Agreement between the State of Indiana, acting
by and through the Indiana Department of Highways, and Vanderburgh County concerning the
use of a portion of St. Joseph Avenue as a part of the official detour at all times
necessary to accomplish construction on the Division Street project. After perusal,
motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the Agreement be executed by the Board,
with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered. The Agreement will nnw be forwarded
to the State for their execution, with executed copies being returned to the County.
The Agreement read as fo 11 ows:
·

I

AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into
, 19
, by
and between the State of Indiana, acting by and through the Indiana Department
of Highways, hereinafter referred to as the 11 STATE, and Vanderburgh County,
Indiana, acting by and through the Board of Commissioners of Vanderburgh County,
hereinafter referred to as the 11 COUNTY 11 •
WITNESSETH
WHEREAS, the STATE desires to utilize a portion of St. Joseph Avenue as a
part of the official detour at all times necessary to accomplish construction on
the Division Street Project, and
J :-; ' , WHEREAS the COUNTY agrees·that all S.R. 62 traffic utilize St. Joseph Avenue
· &~t't~~tbas part of the official detour route. 'f~4r'o;,•":ti''~''"i\~,;j!N-;:?'~~~,,~~.~~~!i.~':"/"'~'fl'~~t~~~~~dti~/ti)l'fi.¥~~:iffi:J'Jt~~1;~~t~~~\~;~~'~~L,
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the mutually dependent
covenants herein contained, the parties hereto agree as follows:
1. The STATE will detour all traffic over St. Joseph, S.R. 66 and
U.S. Route 41 in the City of Evansville.
2. Prior to establishing the detour, the STATE shall determine
that all warning signs; pavement markings and traffic signals
conform to· the National Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices.
The STATE shall correct any deficiency at no cost to the COUNTY.
3. Prior to the establishment of the detour, the Indiana Department
of Highways District Engineer or his ~uthorized representative
and the County Engineer will meet and review St. Joseph Avenue
within the detour to determine the pavement and shoulder conditions.
4. The STATE shall maintain all traffic control signs and devices
(continued)
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required for the detour on all state roads and city streets
affected by the detour at no cost to the COUNTY.
The STATE will maintain at its expense the detour roadway
surface during the time of the detour.
Upon termination of the detour, the Indiana Department of Highways
District Engineer or his authorized representative and the County
Engineer will meet again and review St. Joseph Avenue within the detour
and determine what improvements, if any, must be made by the
STATE to restore the roadway to as good a condition as it was prior
to the detour as determined above.
The STATE shall restore at its expense St. Joseph Avenue to the
condition as described in paragraph 3, but such expenses for
labor and materials shall not exceed $50,000.00.
The COUNTY agrees to hold harmless and indemnify the State of
Indiana and the Indiana Department of Highways from any and all
liability for any act or omission commited, suffered to be committed,
or omitted to be done by any office, agent, employee, servant, or
contractor of the COUNTY in relation to the rights and duties of the
COUNTY under this Agreement.
.
.
The COUNTY and its subcontractor, if any, shall not discriminate
against any employee or applicant for employment, to be employed
in the performance of work under this Agreement, with respect to
hire, tenure, terms, conditions or· privileges of employment or any
matter directly or indirectly related to employment, because of race,
color, religion, sex, handicap, national origin or ancestry. Breach
of this covenant may be regarded as a material breach of the Agreement.
The STATE agrees to hold harmless and indemnify Vanderburgh County from
any and all liability .for any act of omission committed, suffered to be
committed, or omitted to be done by any office, agent, employee,
servant, or contractor of the STATE in relation to the rights and
duties of the STATE under this Agreement.

Insofar as authorized by law, this Agreement shall be binding upon the parties
hereto, their successors or assigns.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused these presents to be executed
by their proper officers thereunto duly authorized.
COUNTY OF VANDERBURGH
By: Board of Commissioners
Richard Berries, President
Robert Willner,·Vice President
Shirley Jean Cox, Member
Attest:
Alice McBride

STATE OF INDIANA
INDIANA DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
By:
Attest:

Gene K. Hallock, Director
Daniel A. Novreske, Deputy
Director/Administration

APPROVED AS TO LEGALITY AND FORM
Linley E. Pearson
Attorney General

I

,·w'~';i;~~~;~ffi,2~::;,~~i,~~~rwi~ir~~~~t~~1i;2!f:#~~~~i;~,~~t~~~,,;;;~~~,:j~c,,~;~,~~r#;~~,*~':c6\ . '.''t·";'l#;k~~~~£~~~.~.s. ,.1.~~ tr:.~~e.n~,.~l ~. ,1E~;~~.~e.1 ,,~Y =;,'zb~~"·'*f~~
VINCENNES DISTRICT
DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
* Proposed Budget/Road &. Street Fund #216: Mr. Gerard submitted the proposed budget
for Road &Street Fund #216, as follows:
Lynch Road
$ 520,194
56,875
St. Joseph-Meier
555,876
Green River Road, North
354,600
Pollack Avenue
Total

$ 1,487,545
(continued)
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COUNTY ATTORNEY •.•.••..• David Jones

Notice of Tort Claim: Attorney Jones advised that he had received notice of a Tort
Claim against the County in the amount of $500~000.00 for damages suffered by
Messrs. W. C. Bussing, Jr. and Bruce Biggerstaff, as a result of the negligence of
the Commission in refusing to grant final plat approval for the Westbrook Estates
Subdivision. The Commission refused to grant approval on June 6, 1984~ which resulted
in the filing of said claim. Mr. Jones said this claim has been forwarded to the
.
insurance company.

I

Consent Decree/State Environmental Board: Mr. Jones said a meeting was held on
June 15, 1984, wherein the·State Environmental Board approved the Consent Decree
executed by the Commissioners on June 11th, subject to the items that the County
agreed to do. (This concerned the matter of chemicals stored at the Vanderburgh County
Highway Garage, the disposal process of the chemical waste~ etc.).
Evansville Cable T.V.: Attorney Jones stated that there had been some confusion at
the last meeting concerning the matter of a $525.00 check received from Ev~nsville
Cable T.V., with notation Easement Agreement
President Borries interrupted by
stating that this matter has been clarified, however. The check was for easement
agreements that Evansville Cable T.V. will be filing with Vanderburgh County. At
their request, the check is being held.until they come in to file the agreements.
(Check is being held in County Auditor's office).
· ·
11

11

•

Appointment of Steven l. Bohleber as County· Representative on Deaconess Properties:
Mr. Jones said he had been asked by Commission President, Rick Borries, to look into
the matter concerning assessment of certain properties owned by DeacOftess Hospital and
affiliated companies. County Assessor, Jim Angermeier, had said the law is unclear
in his opinion. Attorney Jones has determined that since his law firm has represented
Deaconess Hospital previously in matters of litigation -- and will continue to do so -·~
that his handling· of this investigation would represent a conflict of interest. He
has recommended a number of attorneys to President Berries who could represent the
County in th_is matter. It is Mr. Berries' recommendation that the County utilize the
services of Steven L. Bohleber, asking him to look into the State Statute and render
a written opinion, and compensate him at the same rate for his services that the
County Attorneys would normally be compensated. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner
that the Board approve the appointment ofMr. Bohleber to represent the County in this
matter. A second to the motion was provided-by Commissioner Cox.· So ordered.
RE:

AMENDED DATA PROCESSING JOINT AGREEMENT /APPOINTMENTS TO ADVISORY BOARD

The meeting continued with President Berries announcing that it is his understanding
that the City Council has now approved the same Amended Data Processing Joint Agreement
as that previously approved by the Board of Commissioners. He stated that this concerned the number of members to serve on the Data Processing Advisory Board.-- which
will include one (l} member from the City Council and one (1) member from the County
Council. This would make a total of twelve (12} members on this Board. He said he
would like to set up an initial meeting of that Board and has already spoken to the
City Controller, leslie Blenner, concerning same. That meeting is scheduled at 2:00 p.m.
on Wednesday~ August 8th, in Room 303 •
'

I

.;,- ... ,.Also, in accordance with the Agreement; the Board of Commissioners was to appoint two
{:i'~~i(2) "citizen members to serve on the Board •. Mr. Borriessubmitted the followi.ng ·.•11~~~~'~f,v:··
for approva 1, as both are highly qua 1i fi ed = - , -. -. William A. Jones - 560 W. Mt. Pleasant Rd. - Ph: 867-6890
Ernest Nolan
- 717 Maple lane
- Ph: 853-2009
Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that Messrs. Jones and Nolan be approved as
the Citizen appointees of the Board of Commissioners. Motion was seconded by
Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
11

11

RE:

·

11

COUNTY HIGHWAY ••...•• ~Bill Bethel

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the Weekly Absentee Report for the employees
at the County Garage for the period July 23 to July 27, 1984 .••• report received and
filed.
(continued)
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Weekly Work Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the Weekly Work Report for the employees.
at the County Garage for the period July 23 to July 27, 1984. Attached to the Work
Report was the following Work Schedule:

I

Gradall:

Petersburg Rd., Neu Rd., Millersburg Rd., and Long Rd.

Paved:

Baseline Rd., east of Highway 57, and Mill Rd.

Patched:

Felstead, Bromm, Baseline (west of Highway 65) Baseline (from Highway 41
East), Boonville-New Harmony Rd., Park Rd., Walnut Rd., Hogue Rd.,
Wimberg Estate Dr., Oak Hill Rd., Old Henderson Rd., Bartel Lane, 11th.
Avenue and 12th Avenue.

i

Tree
Crew:

Long Rd., and Darmstadt Rd.

Mower:

Long Rd., and Darmstadt Rd.

Grader:

Burdette Park, Cypress-Dale;

Trash:

Lynn Rd., S. Weinbach and .River Rd •

RE:

Sh~re

Rd., Long Rd., and Baseline

.

COUNTY SURVEYOR •••••• Robert Brenner

Bridge &Guardrail Repair/Weekly Report- July 23 thru July 27, 1984:

I

Keebler Rd. (Mon.) - Closed Road. Removed_ bad 18" culvert
Keebler Rd. (Tues.) - Installed 18" C.M.P. Backfilled with 53's and compacted;
then opened road.
Maryland St. Bridge (Wed.) -Cut trees, cleared brush and hauled away.
Caranza Drive (Wed.) - Welded grates together from Md, Street Bridge for
Drop Box at Caranza ·
Duesner Rd. )Thurs.) - Installed 12" C.M.P.; backfilled with 53's and compacted
Keebler Rd. (FrL)
Compacted 53's, where new pipe was put in
Stringtown Rd. (Fri.) - Cleared tree limbs and weeds from bridge
St.· Joe Ave. (Fri.) - Just l/2 mi. South of County Garage - cut weedsf/bridge
Caranza Drive (Fri.) - Poured concrete spillway for drop box
Maryland Street Bridge: Mr. Brenner said Maryland Street Bridge is in Pigeon Creek
as of this morning -- and they will start pulling it out. SIGECO should have their
lines off by tomorrow.
Repair &Roadwork/18 Locations/Performance Bond: Mr. Brenner said that the repair
and roadwork at 18 different locations was awarded to J.·H. Rudolph &Co., and work is
to commence on August 12th. He has now received a Performance Bond for that work;
however, h~ .cannot verify the amount of the Bond as being correct, as he does not have_
the bid with him at the meeting. Since work will not commence before August 12th,
the Commissioners requested that Mr. Brenner check this out and present the Bond at
the Commissioners meeting next week (August 6th) for approval.
·

I

Ohio Street Bridge: The Commissioners' attention was directed to the various problems
. ,,,,.".encountered recently with the Ohio Street Bridge. One of the expansion joints keeps
..,"{~~~popping out ~f place (it ~a~ already been welded t~ree times) -: and will do so·,· again,
· · · · Mr. Brenner 1s sure. Add1t1onally, Mr. Brenner sa1d he would l1ke to let a contract
to replace the wooden sidewalk -- it needs it. He said this is a time and materials
job (approximately $2,000- $3,000) and he'd like-approval to go ahead and contact
Deig Bros. and make arrangements to accomplish the necessary repairs. Commissioner Cox
asked if we didn't have a proposal already on improvement.of that area-- a new bridge
to go over the railroad tracks to hook up with South Lane Drive, etc.? Mr. Brenner
said that if they had such a proposal that he's never done anything on it. With regard
to queries about the load limit on the bridge, etc., Mr. Brenner said there used to be
a 14-ton load limit. This limitation was replac-ed with a sign designating speed limit
of 10 MPH -- but he said this is a real joke. He noted that some of the trucks carrying
gravel weigh some 80,000 lbs. as they cross the bridge- so ? Again, it is his
recommendation that the County go ahead and close that bridge for a day or two and
make the necessary repairs. Commissioner Cox remarked that we should give some kind
of notice to the people. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that Mr. Brenner be
(continued)
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authorized to make arrangements to close Ohio Street Bridge as .soon as possible and
make the necessary repairs; also, to inform the media so they can let everyone know
about the closing. Commissioner Cox provided a second to the motion. So ordered
RE:

COUNTY ENGINEER ••••••••• Andy Easley

Lindar Lane/Lindar Subdivision: Mr. Easley presented the following letter to the.
Board:
July 27, 1984

I

Mr. Richard J. Borries, President
Vanderburgh County Board of Commissioners
305 Civic Center Complex
Evansville, Indiana 47708
Re: Acceptance of Streets and Storm
Drainage ·Improvements in Lindar
Subdivision - Section "An
Dear-Mr. Borries:
"'
Mr. Bill Bethel and the undersigned
have made an inspection of
subject street and storm d-rainage improvements.

All streets have been paved with 3 of Hot Asphaltic Concrete
on 6 of Crushed Limestone Base-Material.
11

11

The storm drainage ditches have been Rip-rapped at the points
where they enter the creek.

I

The roadway ditches have been seeded and stone rubble check dams
have been constructed.
The following is a summary of the length of the completed streets
in this subdivision:
LINDAR LANE-----------------2,050 feet

= 0.39 mile

It is recommended that the streets and storm drainage improvements
in this subdivision be accepted for maintenance.
If you have any questions, please contact the undersigned.
Sincerely,
R. Andrew Easley, Jr.
County Highway Engineer
cc: Mr. Bill Bethel, County Highway Superintendent
Tri-County Realty &Development
. Motion was made by Commissioner Wi 11 ner to approve acceptance of the Streets and
~storm Drainage Improvements in Lindar Subdivi sian. (Section A) for ,mainten _,,-;."*'"""'i"'ii!
Commissioner Cox provided a second to the motion. So ordered. · · · ·
·
R£:

AWARDING OF BID/PICKUP TRUCK FOR DOG POUND ••••••• Bill Bethel

Mr. Bethel said the Commissioners opened the bids last week for a pickup truck for
the Dog Pound. Two bids were received: One (1) from Hendrickson Enterprises, Inc~,
in Warrick County-- a 1985 Model Dodge truck ($8,672.00); The second bid was from
Kenny Kent Chevrolet for a 1984 Chevrolet Truck (6-cylinder.engine) in the amount
of $7,481.00. The Commissioners had given him the bids and_ requested that he review
same, and check out the possibility of another engine, then give them his recommendation. He has now done this. He talked with Kenny Kent and obtained a quote on
a truck with a V-8 Engine in the amount of $7,778.00. It is his recommendation that
the County go with this Model Chevrolet, with the V-8 Engine. Motion to approve
(continueq)
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p~rchase of a 1984 Chevrolet Truck with V-7 Engine
w1th a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.

RE:

I

~as

made by Commissioner Willner,

MONTHLY REPORT /CLERK OF THE CIRCUIT COURT

President Borries submitted the Monthly Report from the Clerk of the Circuit Court
for month ending June 30, l984 .••••.••.• report received and filed.
RE:

CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE

United Way of Southwestern Indiana, Inc.: A Certificate of Insurance from AshbyRauscher Agency, Inc. was submitted to cover the United Way Kickoff Luncheon
scheduled for September 26, 1984 at the Vanderburgh Auditorium.
RE:

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

County Council Meeting: President Berries reminded the Board of the County Council
Meeting scheduled at 2:30p.m. on August 1, 1984.
Indiana Department of Highways Meeting: It was stated by President Borries that
Mr. Easley will be attending the meeting.wi.th the !DOH in Indianapolis, scheduled
to begin at 11:00 a.m. on Thursday, August 2, 1984.
County Subdivision Ordinance: A meeting is scheduled at 1:30 p.m. on Monday,
August 6, 1984, in Room 303, where the Commissioners will continue to discuss and ..
resolve any questions they have on the County Subdivision Ordinance with Mrs. Barbara
Cunningham of the Area Plan Commission.

I

RE:

Ef.1PLOY~1ENT

CHANGES •• ; •'.RELEASES

Treasurer's Office
Lisa Hart

Part-Time

$30.00/Day Eff: 7/25/84

500 S.· Audubon

Clerk

$30~00/Day

1621 Wedeking Ave.

Temp. Clk.

$10,760/Yr. Eff: 7/20/84

P. Clerk

$10,760/Yr. Eff: 7/30/84.

2210 Sunburst/Apt. 109

Vanderburgh County Board of Review
Karen Joan Plummer

Eff: 7/27/84

Auditor's Office
Marjorie Miller
RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES .••.. APPOINTMENTS

Auditor's Office
Kathy Lowe
RE:

R.R.#2, Wadesville

AIRPORT EXPANSION RESOLUTION

-~'Commiss1on~r .Cox' statedthat she\tould like "to submit. a proposed Resolution,

I

·follows, concerning the 'Airport Expansion:

··'"~'t<~l}:"':oi.;:~~'>V""t;$1~"'*~;,,~·*-1&1 <"' . "'~· ".;;~;c;'l:!irtc:· i ..

·

"That we, as elected Board with executive, legislative and judicial powers
in Vanderburgh County, hereby go on record in full support of the planned
Airport Expansion, and request that people be urged not to sign the petition
that would stop and delay this project. 11
Commissioner Willner voiced his objection by stating that he is not against the
airport per se -- and he would like to see thi~ project pursued -- but not at the
expense of the property taxpayer. He thinks there's a better method.
Commissioner Cox said that unless a decision and commitment is made to go ahead with
this by August 15th -- or September 1st -- then those federal funds will not be
available which were initially available. What will be happening here if this
petition drive is effective is that it will stop the project.
(continued}
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President Berries said that if we can improve the economic climate of this community
to allow for good solid growth, he believes that we have certainly done our best
to provide for the future.
Commissioner Willner said that he thinks to put the airport expense on the property
taxpayer is asinine-- he doesn't really believe that the properties of Vanderburgh
County ever fly -~ airport people do.

I

President Berries said he does believe that the Airport is an investment in this
community's future. Just as not all of us play golf or use the parks, nor would
all of us be a Beach Boy fan or a fan of Van Halen and would not go to Roberts Stadium
to see those concerts -- that also would give us some justification that our money
should not be used to support the Stadium and all the other activities such as golf, etc.
Again, the Airport is an investment in this community's future. Therefore, he would
support Commissioner's recommendation with regard to the Resolution.
There was further brief discussion among the members of the Board, after which
~//
Commissioner Cox entertained a motion that the Resolution be approved. Commissioner .
Willner declined to second the motion. The motion was seconded by Commissioner Berries,
who then asked for a roll call vote:
...•
.

.

COmmissioner Cox - Yes
Commissioner Willner - No
Commissioner Berries - Yes
Motion carried with two (2) Affirmative votes.

So ordered.

There being no further business to come before the ·Board of Commissioners at this
time, President Borries declared the meeting adjourned at- 4:10 p.m., with the
announcement that there would be a Drainage Board Meeting immediately.
PRESENT:

SECRETARY:

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

.Richard J. Berries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Alice McBride

David L Jones

I

Joanne A. Matthews

*EUTS (Proposed Budget) -- continued from Page 11
With regard to Green River Road and Pollack Avenue, Mr. Gerard indicated the County's
share would be 25%. Applications were submitted on St. Joseph-Meier and St. JosephSchenk. The former application was returned unapproved because supposedly this project
was not on the proper federal system. In-response to Commissioner Cox's query in
regard to St. Joseph-Schenk Rd. project, Mr. Gerard said the application had been
returned with indication that the project was not far enough·along at this time for
funding. Commissioner Willner moved.that the R&S Budget be approved, as submitted.
Commissioner Cox provided a second to the motion.
red.

R bert L. Willner, Vice President

~~¥
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I

7

APPOINTMENTS -------------------------------------------------P------------- 11 &12
City-County Building Authority---Donald Ko1b/Approved
Southwestern Indiana Mental Health Center---Shirley Cox/Approved
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Awarded Bid for Pickup Truck to Cooke Chevrolet
CLAIMS .:. ·.;;·__ :_ __ :.,: __________________________________________________ ..; _________ _
12
- __ David Jones.~;~~.:~;~(Approved)
1" .:

·j ';' ·[ . , .' ~·· ·f :
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COUNTY ATTORNEY --------------------------..;--------------------------------- 2 & 1'2
Drainage Board Matters •••• (see ~.· 2)
Civil Trial. •• -••• (see P. 12)
COUNTY ENGINEER -------------------------.:..---------------------------------IDOH/Dept. of Natural Resources Meeting
Right-of-Way (Covert Avenue)
Meadowbrooke Drive
Lynch Road

I

7

COUNTY HIGHWAY -----------------------~~------------------------------------ · 2 - 4
Weekly Absentee Report
.Weekly Work Report
. _
_
Posting of 11th &12th Avenues ••• (No Thru Truck Traffic/10 Ton Limit)
Bids on Pickup Truck for Dog Pound
·
COUNTY SHERIFF ------------------------------------------------------------- 1 & 2
Approval of Replacement Vehicle
Claims •.•.•• {To Be Pursued via Litigation in Courts)
COUNTY SURVEYOR -------------------------------------,;.---------------------- 4 & 5
Performance Bond for J. H. Rudolph &Co ••••• (Approved)
Railroad Crossing/Hague Road
Bridge &Guardrail Repair Report
Ohio Street Bridge
Dump Truck Specs for Surveyor's Dept.
Seaboard System Railroad/Nurrenbern Road By-Pass
COUNTY TREASURER -------~---------------..;.----------------------------------- 8 & 9
Investment RESOLUTION
Investment Report
DATA PROCESSING ADVISORY BOARD
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EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ---------------------------------------------------------

12

EVANSVILLE CABLE T.V. -------------------------.:.---------------------------- 7 & 8
Receipt of Letter &Check
Extension of Service
NEW MEDIA REPRESENTATIVES --------------------------------------------------

12

PARAMEDIC SERVICE ---------------------------~~----------------------------- 10 & 11
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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
August 6, 1984
The meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on August 6, 1984, at
2:30 p.m. in the Commissioners' Hearing Room, with President Borries presiding.
Since it was the first meeting of the month, the meeting was officially called
to order by Sheriff Clarence Shephard, who declared the meeting in session pursuant
to adjournment.
RE:

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

I

President Borries directed the Commissioners' attention to the minutes of their
regular weekly meetings held in recent weeks. He said that prior to entertaining a
motion for approval of the minutes from last week's meeting, he wished to recognize
the work of Ms. Joanne Matthews concerning the minutes. President Borries said the
Commissioners may have noticed that within the past few weeks she has developed a
"Subject Index" for the minutes (which he· thinks would requi·re a considerable amount
of work on her part) that is very helpful -- not only to those individuals in the
audience and the Commissioners -- but also for posterity; those people who will be
here long, long after the present Board of Commissioners is gone, who are going to
have to look up something which might have been said on some given day. He would
think this "Subject Index" would be most helpful for that purpose; therefore, he
wants to commend Ms. Matthews for her work on this -- because this was certainly
above and beyond the ordinary -- and her efforts are appreciated.
The meeting continued with the Chair entertaining a motion for approval of the
minutes of the previous meeting. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the
minutes of the meeting held on July 30, 1984, be approved as engrossed by the County ·
Auditor and the reading of same be waiv~d. Commissioner Cox provided a second to
the motion. So ordered.
RE: COUNTY SHERIFF ............ Clarence Shepard
Sheriff Shepard indicated he had two items of business to discuss with the Board:

I

1) Approval of Replacement Vehicle: Last month one of the marked vehicles was involved in an accident and subsequently was totalled out. · The ,nfficer was
slightly injured, but came out alright~ The .insurance reimbursement for that
car was $4,860.00. The Sheriff said he had bids on the new cars on the piggyback
deal up in Indianapolis. He has called Indianapolis and learned they have one
or two extra cars up there. He has requested the County Council to allow
$4,945.15 to be taken from the vehicles account (#105-425) and the Council has
approved using this money now; they will make a special appropriation later to
replace the money in the account. The piggyback cost was $9,805.15 --and the
Council did approve it. Since the Commissioners will own the vehicle, he wants
to make them aware of the fact that they will be getting an extra car out of
this account.
2} Claims: Sheriff Shepard said the next item is in the form of a request and
concerns a commissary matter, which has been an on-going thing. Several weeks
ago the Commissioners allowed Pat Shoulders to represent him on the commissary
matter and contact the bonding companies involved. Mr. Shoulders had sent copies
of a letter to .the Commissioners, but· failed to provide the Sheriff with a copy -therefore Mr. Shepard did not receive a copy. Nonetheless he s now aware that
··.he secondpa
h of said ·1
states:
·
·
·
''ik'i11'c~,~..;!!'""<"c:•· Yv_·.~~,:'lf}"JJ~'l!~r,~-..~·-~' :"$!.;:z;;\!H1<!!if!Wi'·1.t~]fi::1!;:>~,~1~l.~•t;¥1;;i·:';'1;c.{J'·'~''f'ii';,:li'·:~:~~

"This is clearly a claim to which the County is entitled reimbursement
and we recommend that litigation be commenced immediately, seeking
a judicial declaration as to our rights."
The Sheriff is here today to respectfully request that we go ahead and pursue
this matter thru litigation in the Courts, to get a declaratory judgment from
one, two, or three of the bonding companies responsible for this.
Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Shepard if we know at this time just what the money
was used for to make the account overdrawn? Mr. Shepard said it's just that bills
were not paid. Things were bought legitimately -- but the bills were't paid. Commissioner Willner asked if any travel was involved? Mr. Shepard said there was equipment, travel, sponsoring of pistol teams, etc. He said he was told by the County
Attorney to go ahead and pay the debts incurred arid this is what he has been doing.
(continued)
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They are all paid off now, with the exception of Coca-Cola -- and we owe them about
$3,000.00, but they are not in a hurry for it. So, we've worked it down to this
amount. Commissioner Willner said this is a rather difficult decision, because the
prior Sheriff is running for public office and Mr. Willner doesn't want to put an
unfair burden on him. Likewise, he does not want to make the decision. This is a
fund that is not accountable to any other governmental agency; the Council does not
approve this money or approve the ·spending of it. Therefore, Commissioner Willner
would like to turn it over to the Judge for his determin~tion and abide by whatever
that determination is ••• that is his motion. Motion was seconded by Commissioner
Borries. So ordered.
RE:

I

AREA PLAN COMMISSION •••••••• Barbara Cunningham

County Code' of Ordinances:: Mrs. Cunningham said she is appearing before the
Commissioners today with an Ordinance amending the County Code of Ordinances
dealing with 11 R0 11 designation. In working with zoning, they have found that 11 R0 11 is
a designation
that, in reality, means "Residential Office" •••• that is the definition ,-....of 11 R0 11 • Offices are also allowed in Commercial areas. Mrs. Cunningham said she
thinks people •••••• as well as the petitioners •••• are sometimes lulled into thinking
an 11 RO'' is going to keep the flavor of the neighborhood; it's a good buffer; and it's
going to be the small .building that is, there.and it's not going to be very big or
very extensive. In the current Ordinance, the height' limitation in an 11 RO" district
is a 75-ft. building. So it someone can come in ~nd rezone a piece of property adjacent
to residential and· say they are going to keep this a little, small office. The next
day, they could put up a 70-ft •. ta11 building. Mrs. Cunningham said the recommended
change is that the 11 R0 11 height limitation be limited to 35-ft. Therefore you would
need an area where. you could have a 75-ft. building outside the downtown C-3 Areait
which they are allowed. Therefore, a C-2 district·could have a height limitation
amended from 50-ft. to 75-ft. That's where most of the other· office buildings would
go. The other suggested change (3, Footnote #7} was that it has been the recommendation of engineers for a while that a 20-ft. front yard setback for residential
lots that front on a Cul-de-sac is sufficient -- that you do not need a 25-ft. setback.
They thought it might be a little cleaner to put it in on the page ''Standards for
Principal Buildings .. to amend it on that page, rather than changing thezoning
ordinance. The fourth thing they wanted to change involved a clarification in
District C-.1. It just had footnote 6, and it should have footnote 1 and 6, which
means that if we have a commercial use abutting residential ·you would need to have a
10-ft. side yard. That i.s just as a matter of clarification. Commissioner Willner
asked if all of the foregoing changes had passed Area Plan? Mrs. Cunningham said
they passed Area Plan at the last meeting. Commissioner Willner asked what about
City approval? Mrs. Cunningham said they will be heard on 1st Reading at City
Council tonight. Commissioner Willner asked if these have to be advertised, to which
Mrs. Cunningham responded that they did. Commissioner Willner moved that the changes
be approved on 1st Reading and advertised. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox.
So ordered. President Borries.asked Mrs. Cunningham if that also covers the
amendment to the Indiana Code of Ordinance, and Mrs. Cunningham replied in the affirmative.
RE:

I
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COUNTY ATTORNEY ••••••.. David Miller

David Miller, County Attorney, indicated he had nothing specific to d1scuss'with
·the Commissioners at this meeting. He does, however, have two Drainage Board matters., .
•. hich .w111 .reqiilire about .one {1) minute each·::--i:~. but they need to be..~,c>,vered in a ":t.ir~!fB~r~~
··Drainage Board session. Otherwise, things seem to be pretty quiet on the legal front ~ ·
for the time being. After ascertaining that a Drainage Board meeting can be held
promptly after the Commissioners Meeting because said meetings have already been
advertised, President Borries announced that a Drainage Board meeting will be held
today as soon as the Commissioners' meeting is adjourned.
RE:

fOUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT ••••••• Bill Bethel

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel presented ·the Absentee Report for employees at
the County Garage for period July 3 thru·August 3, 1984 •••••• report received and
filed.
(continued)
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Weekly Work Report: The Weekly Work Report for period July 30 thru August 3, 1984
was submitted .••••••••• report received and filed. Attached to the Work Report was
the following Work Schedule:
Gradall:

Buente Rd. and City

Paved:

Mill Rd., 11th Avenue, 12th Avenue &Hobart Ave.

Patch
Crew:

I

Old Henderson, Denzer Rd., Allen Rd., S•. Weinbach, Karendale Ct.,
Crowley, Weiss, Edgewater, Woodridge Place, Greenbrier Dr., Indiana
Mounds Blvd., and Oak Grove Rd.

Tree
Crew:

Long Rd.

Trash:

Lynn Rd., S. Weinbach, River Rd., and St. Joe Avenue

Mower:

Oak Hill Rd., Millersburg Rd., Heddon Rd., Oak Grove Rd., Pollack Ave.,
Fuquay Rd., Spry Rd., Indjana Mounds Blvd.

Pulled
Shoulders: Old Henderson Rd.
Grader:

Old Henderson Rd., Long Rd.,

an~

Seminary Rd.

Commissioner Cox queried Mr. Bethel concerning the. trees on Oak Hill Road; he
indicated they had been cut down.

I

Posting of 11th &12th Avenues: Commissioner Cox asked if there is any way we
can post this area. There are big trucks coming thru, then taking Hobart Avenue
to get up into the Commercial Court area. · Is there any way we can keep those big
trucks off of those two residential streets? Could we post it, "No Tlhru Truck Traffic? ..
Mr. Bethel said they had been building up there -- and he was hoping that was ended.
That was why they went ahead and paved it. Mrs. Cox said it is not all finished now -and could we just post it No Thru Truck Traffic" as they come off Allen Lane or
Allen Road? That way, if someone wants a moving van to come in -- that's .o.k. But
the sign might act as a deterrent -- because both of those roads needed resurfacing
very badly -- and both involve strictly a residential neighborhood. The trucks are
utilizing Hobart avenue and circling, rather than going on down to St. Joe Avenue,
turning,
and going in that way. Commissioner Willner asked Commissioner Cox if she
wants 11 No Thru Truck Traffic - 10 Ton Limit 11 ? She said she thought these were
·standard signs. Attorney Miller said they might have to send the Sheriff out until ••••
but Commissioner Willner interrupted that.the signs should be put up and if that
doesn't work we'll go the other way.
·
11

Pickup Truck for Dog Pound: Mr. Bethel said that last week the Commissioners authorized
him to proceed with purchase of pickup truck for the Dog Pound from Kenny Kent
Chevrolet. They gave the Purchase Order to Kenny Kent and they turned it down. because
they could not deliver the vehicle. He subsequently talked with Commissioner Willner.
and asked if he could go out and look around to obtain a satisfactory model and
.
present the ·.information on mode 1 and quoted price to. ·t.he Commi s;Sioners .'1'l,.~~.~,.~,Bethe 1 """;,~"'·~-'"'"''
· fsaid he located a Chevrolet pickup -- almost like the one Kenny Kent had ;..·_ except
this is a 6-cylinder rather than a~ 8-cylinder. He can get immediate delivery on
this truck from Cooke Chevrolet -- probably tomorrow or the next day. The quoted
price from Cooke is $7,400.00 (without bed). What Mr. Bethel was authorized to spend
was $7,481.00 -- so this is actually $81.00 cheaper. Mr. Bethel said he talked with
the County Purchasing Agent and he said he would send the purchase order thru
immediately if it were approved. Commissioner Berries said that the Commissioners
wanted Commissioner Willner's opinion on this particular mod~l -- and he looked at
it today -- since he had indicated there are two types of 6-cylinder engines and .
one is not very good. In Mr. Willner's opinion, this engine is a good one. He said
it is a standard size pickup with a 6-cylinder engine; it has a bed, but they're
supposed to take it off. Commissioner Willner said what the Board needs is expertise
of the attorney re the statute limit •••• because it is under the statute. What
happened is, they quit building 1984 models two (2) months ago and have switched over

I

(continued) ·
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to 1985 models -- so the 1984 models are hard to came by. Attorney Miller indicated
that the only thing that troubles him is that he recalls there were (2) bids on this.
Mr. Bethel said by way of enlightening the Board further, the other bid was from
Hendrickson &Son in the amount of some $8,400 or $8,500. However, since he returned
from lunch today he received a call from his office advising him that Hendrickson
sent in another bid. Howeve.r, it is on a smaller truck and they want $6,295.00. It
is not as big a truck and Mr. Bethel does not believe the bed will go on this truck -we already have a bed for the truck. Commissioner Cox said she really believes the
Dog Pound needs a truck badly. Mr. Bethel said he could have the truck from Cooke
Chevrolet ready for the Dog Pound by the end of the week. Commissioner Cox asked if
this is a 1984 model? Mr. Bethel confirmed it is a 1984 6-cylinder, l/2 Ton, Model
Cl0903. Commissioner Cox asked if the vehicle is used or new? Commissioner Borries
said that it is 11 brand new". He said he believes we asked County Council for $8,000.00,
so we're well under that amount. Mr. Bethel said he was actually $81.00 cheaper
than the bid. Commissioner Cox asked if Cooke Chevrolet bid on it previously, and
Mr. Bethel said they did not.
Commissioner Willner said he wished to entertain two (2) motions:

.

1) Deny all previous
bids; Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
.
;;

2) Purchase a 1984, standard size pickup {without bed) from Cooke Chevrolet,
for $7,400.00; Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

I

COUNTY SURVEYOR .•••••• -•• David Guil1aum

Performance Bond from J. H. Rudolph &Co.: David Guillaum was at the meeting to
represent the County Surveyor's office. He indicated the Performance Bond received
from J. H. Rudolph &Co., in connection with the Road and Street Repair at eighteen
{18) locations- awarded to that firm., in the amount of $37,484.34 is correct and the
bid has been checked and is in order. Rudel ph has indicated they wi 11 be starting
on the paving project this coming Thursday, August 9th. He was going to hit Hogue
Rd. and other sites on the West side initially. (Commissioner Cox remarked, "It's
about time! 11 ) Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the Performance Bond
be approved as submitted. Commissioner Cox provided a second to the motion. So
ordered. (In response to Mrs. Cox's question, work will be done under traffic. )
Railroad Crossing/Hague Rd.: Commissioner Cox said that Bob Brenner was very interested
in the first Railroad Crossing on Hogue Rd.; 'the Railroad has repaired that crossing
and now both crossings have been· repaired.
·
Bridge &Guardrail Repair Report: Mr. Guillaum distributed copies of the Weekly
Bridge &Guardrail Repair Report for period July 30 thru August 3, 1984 ••••• report
received and filed. Work was accomplished as follows:
Mon.
Tues.

- Maryland Street Bridge - Cut wood off of levee
- Fickas Road, Green River Rd., South, Pollack Avenue and Fuquay Rd. Cut weeds and painted ends.
Wed.
- St. Joe Ave ·· Darmstadt Rd First Ave., and Owensville Rd. - cut weeds
and cleared-guardrail.
.
.
Thurs. - Heckel Rd. @ Green River Rd • ..: cut weeds and cleare.d guardrail
·
on
1; ::'.'Heeke 1 Rd. Bridge -. Cut tree 1imbs off bridge & cut
·.· r~~~~%Burdette Park -·Repaired busted drain ·in roadway· r-~--~·~·-·~-!~Md-~ti:t~Jrt~~
Fri.
- Mt. PleasantRd., Baumgart Rd., and Petersburg Rd. -cut weeds
cleared guardrail.
i ;_,_

I

Ohio Street Bridge: With regard to the Ohio Street Bridge, Mr. Guillaum said the
surveyor's office has taken some steps to repair it on a more permanent basis. He
met with the foreman from Deig Bros., this morning as to welding down the expansion
plate on one end. After today's Commissionerst meeting, Mr. Guillaum is to get back
with Dick Hartman; foreman from Deig indicated he'd have to run everything thru him.
Right now, they're looking at Wednesday for welding down expansion pad on the East
side. They will probably have the street closed for one {1) day; hopefully, no longer.
However, it is one of those situations where it is difficult to determine specifically
which beam they are going to replace -- because you ffan't see anything right now.
He believes that the beam and the plate upon which it rests have deteriorated in a
fashion similar to those already taken out. Commissioner Willner pointed out that
Mr. Guillaum is speaking of the beam in the roadway itself -- not the bridge. Some
(continued)
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people· are getting confused on this; we are actually talking about the apprriach to
the bridge and not the bridge; he just wants to clarify this. Mr. Guillaum stressed
there is nothing structurally significant about what they are going to do; they are
just going to improve the expansion joint. Mrs. Cox said all she knows is that the
joint sticking up in the air the other day -- you could look down thru it and see
water beneath.· Mr. Guillaum said you can look down thru the deck and see it if you
want.· Commissioner Cox said this is her point; it is not in the roadway; it's right
there at the point where you start onto that bridge. Mr. Guillaum said what Com. missioner Willner is saying is correct. He said the joint is a finger-type expansion
in two parts; one half on the bridge and the other half on the bank. They are going
to replace the beam under the section on the bank, so they don't get the flex they've
been getting, which was causing it to pop. Commissioner Willner said several people
called in and were confused-- and he just wanted to make it clear that· it is not the
beam of the bridge. Mr. 'Guillaum said Commissioner Willner is absolutely correct.
Commissioner Cox asked if it doesn't stabilize the bridge? Mr. Guillaum said it is
not connected to the bridge in any way. It's simply like fingers that fit together,
with the fingers of each ·hand representing a half of the expansion joint -- but they
move independently, they do not tie together. Commissioner Willner said he guesses
a mistake was made many years ago, when they put an expansion metal-type deck on
that bridge; that's caused us a lot of trouble. It was probably cheaper at the time
to do it that way. But it was noted that it was not in too bad a shape considering
the fact that it was done in 1891. Commissioner Willner said he thinks that deck
came off some thirty (30) years ago and the grid was put on. · If he ·remembers ·
correctly, it was during World War II -- because he remembers when they did it.

I

~

Dump Truck .for Surveyor's .Office: Mr. Guillaum indicated he had the bids put together
for the Dump Truck, which they're scheduled on Cou~<:il Call next month to request.

I

Seaboard System Railroad/Nurrenbern Rd., etc.: PresJderit Borries asked that David
'Guillaum have Bob Brenner contact the Commissioners office. He said he has had
luncheon con~acts wit~ Herb Roberts, Jr., who is the attorney for the residents in
Union Townsh1p regard1ng the Nurrenbern Rd. By-Pass at one point orc'imDther. As
Mr. Guill aum knows, the rai 1road i tse 1f has changed hands; ·it is not the L&N Ra i 1road
now -- it's called the Seaboard System Railroad. Herb had met with·Mr,. Borries, again,
to see if the County could meet with the residents because of their:~cerns in that
area with what is going on and, in particular, with the DogTown Boat Ramp. Seaboard
has sent a very encouraging letter which indicates that they see Evansville and,
particularly that yard down there, as a major hub, with four (4) radiating routes to
Chicago, Nashville and the South, St. Louis and Louisville, etc. Mr. Borries said
he feels this is very encouraging from the standpoint of economic development. The
letter read as follows:
July 9, 1984
Mr. 0. H. Roberts, Jr.
Attorney-at-Law
2221 W. Franklin Street
Evansville, Indiana 47712-5185
Dear Mr. Roberts:
-·,

'ct: •

i

~'fl>' -"~~1·'~

-;s~~~i):~t:-< 1~_-:;.;;~~;;fJhanks

'

<

0

0

"

"•1-

:·~~~::Ji.,:~~-~~,t;~;c '\~;"•''"~_;;::.\''."••"

•"•

for yours of the 25th and excuse my delay ,t·n . MrepJyj_~g-~J;;';.~~,•.~~g,,c
· ... several out-of-city trips since our meeting in 1a e · ay. ··-;,, . ··.· · · ···.
At any rate, it was good meeting you; and I appreciate very much the time
you took to ~cquaint me with the concerns of the Union Township citizens.
If you agree, I'd like this letter to serve as a memo of our conversation
and one I can also use to rea-cquaint the appropriate Seaboard officers with
this project and enlist their support.

I

,.

My notes indicate that we reviewed the nature of Seaboard's (hereafter "SBD")
operations in the greater Evansville area, viz., fact that the city is a
·
major "hub" for us, with four radiating routes to Chicago, Nashville and the
South, St. Louis and Louisville; that a major operating unit, the Evansville
Division, is headquartered there; that SBD is undert~king to secur~ muc~.more
intermodal or piggyback/trailer-on-flatcar traffic; and' that, because ., '
Evansville sits, on one of SBD's prime piggyback routes (Chicago-South), rail
traffic through the city will undoubtedly increase, not decrease; that
(continued)
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Wansford Yard may be upgraded to become a-"hub ramp" for regional rail-truck
traffic; and that the net gain of all of this should greatly benefit Evansville
and its economy in future months and years.

I

The above, of course, does not solve Union Township•s concerns, and if
anything, it means that.we can probably see more, not less, trains at
Nurrenbern Road, Claremont Avenue and Ray Becker Parkway, highlighting the
need for some resolution to the problem~
I then pointed out that our management was:aware of the concerns of the Union
Township; that the railroad had· not "done nothing" but rather, we had openly
communicated with the County Surveyor•s office and all other city and county
officials involv~d in the problem.
·
~

We also discussed several concerns for Seaboard, namely, that we could not
shut down our double-track main line at Nurrenbern Road because it was such
an important route for us; .that, while it would be inconvenient, Seaboard would··/
consider building and using a "run-around" or by-pass track (or tracks) during
the construction phase., if the project were undertaken; that whi 1e Seaboard
does not design underpasses for governmental· units that must use and maintain
them, it (the railroad) would,_be happy to recommend appropriate reputable
design finns which would be very familiar with the particular design features
required by mainline railroads (viz., structures capable of supporting immense
tonnages of mainline freight trains ·versus much lighter auto and truck traffic),
and cooperate with them wherever possible.
·
·
Finally, my notes indicated that we would

.d~

the following:

I would communicatewith the appropriate SBD officials to explore
progressing the project; that I would also inform the Evansville Division
officers of the rough crossings you mentioned (which I did verbally on ·
the 24th, but will also do in writing); that·you would explore with your
friend in County Engineering any possible alternatives to the underpasses,
such as street realignment or re-routings, new street construction, any of
which might be much less costly than an underpass; also, you thought
you could obtain a current trafficcount at Nurrenbern Road.

I

Again, thanks.
Sincerely,
Charles .B. Castner
Corporate Communications
cc: Wesley Bowers/Bowers, Harrison, Kent & Miller
L. C. Love/Supt., Seaboard System Railroad/Evansville
R. L. Bullard/AVPt Corporate Communications/Seaboard/Jacksonville, FL

I

Continuing, President Berries said he would like to set up a meeting as soon as
possible to include the County Commissioners, County Surveyor, the Union Township
residents and -- perhaps get in touch with Mr. c·.-, Castner -- to see what we can
'>r do at this point.
He said he feels this is a very encouraging letter and perhaps
,,, eaves the door open now for us J;o do something in that area.'2,:;f'1_r:!'~Borri,es said .·
· he thinks this indicates that Seaboard -- he's impressed that he thinks from as far
north as Boonville-New Harmony they've really undergone a significant number of changes
in crossing improvements all up ·and down their line; so he thinks they are doing a
fine job in the community. President Berries then asked the Board what would be
a conven-ient time for such a meeting -- some evening? Commissioner Cox indicated
that she has APC meeting the first Wednesday of the month and Friday nights are not
a good time. President Berries said he will talk with Herb Roberts; he is certain
he would be willing to meet at any time. He asked Mr. Guillaum to determine when
Mr. Brenner would· like to meet and have· him ca11 the Commissioners• office; they
will then get in touch with Mr. Castner to see if he can be. here to represent Seaboard
Railroad and endeavor to hold the meeting sometime next week, if at all possible.
The date and time of the meeting will be confirmed as soon as they talk with Mr.
Castner.
-- •
..

(continued)
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COUNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER ..••••• Andy Easley

*Indiana olis Meetin ·w De·t~ of Natural Resources: Mr. Easley informed the Board
that he will be going·to Indianapolis tomorrow August 7th) with Joe Brown for
purposes of meeting with the Department of Natural Resources concerning the Fish &
Wildlife letter on Eichoff-Koressel Rd. President Berries asked if he made a mistake
last week (was he a week off)? Mr. Easley said Mr. Berries did not make a mistake -he was correct. They were scheduled to go last week; but Mr. David Gerard is up ther
this week and he requested that the meeting be re-scheduled to coincide with his
being in Indianapolis. Thus, Mr. Easley will be up there all day tomorrow.

J

Right-of-Way/Covert Avenue: President Berries said it is his understanding that
there are some concerns re right-of-way along Covert Avenues which Messrs. Gerard
and Easley may be· addressing while they are in Indianapolis.s also? Mr. Easley said
Mr. Gerard had mentioned it to him -- it needs to be expedited. It is taking longer
than it should have taken because offers have been made and everybody is taking a
maximum amount of time to act on the offer.

/

Miscellaneous Projects: Mr. Easley reported that he and Mr. Zeller of Meadowbrooke
Drive have been in contact and he's been in contact with Seaboard re Lynch Road.
He said he has several project on which he's making progress -- but nothing that
requires the Commissioners' approval at the moment.
*With regard to the meeting in Indianapoliss Mr. Easley said David Gerard seems to
be confident that we can persuade the Dept. of Natural Resources that there is no
real alternative to that corridor. President Berries asked if anyone has notified
the !SUE officials concerni.ng the meeting in Indianapolis. Mr. Easley said that
to his knowledge they had not been notified. Pres·ident Berries suggested that
·Mr. Easley contact Dr. David Rice's office this afternoon --·they have been very
supportive of that project and someone might want to attend. Mr. Easley said this
was a very good idea. In response to Mr. Easley's question concerning name of
individual whom he should contact at the Universitys President Berries said he shoulc
·
· ·
call Dr. Rice's office.

I

RE:

VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM/Application for Operating Permit

President Berries said he had an Application for an-operating Permit for the
Vanderburgh Auditorium. This permit is to be submitted to the Indiana State Fire
Marshall's Department and indicates when the building was established, etc. It
is, he believess just a formality. It does not indicate ·at this point that there are
any qualifications or cost involved by si·gning this documents other than application
for operating permit. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that this document
be approved, with a second provided by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

LETTER/CHECK FROM EVANSVILLE CABLE T.V., INC.

Continuings the Chair announced that a letter, together with enclosed check, was
received from Evansville Cable T.V., as follows:
July 31 s 1984

'· .':_<tw~j~Jii~;,~tf\¥i~i!~lJt:~::;,p;~;~.:f~~ ~} ;~·\:: .\- ,~·~·;;~1~f~~~~k~t~

Mr. Richard J. Berries, President.··· ·
Vanderburgh County Commissioners
305 Administration Building
Civic Center Complex
Evansville, Indiana 47708
Dear Commissioners:

Enclosed you will find a check in the amount of $7s931.52 which represents
the second quarter payment of 1984. This is an increase over our second
quarter payment of 1983 in the amount of $7,016. 18.
As an update, we are now in the process of doing a small extension of some
29 homes on Old Boonville Highways St. Joe, Indianas Hillsdale Road out
Old State to Ridgeway Heightss Heckel Road and Oak Hill an addition of over
40 homes and Millersburg Road to Oak Hill to Green River Road an addition
of over 100 homes.
(continued)
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Evansville Cable would like to thank the County Commissioners for
Evansville Cable T.V. the pleasure of serving residents of the
with cable TV service. If the Commissioners have any questions,
feel free tocall me at anY time.

Thank you, and
Best regards,
Robert D. Ossenberg
Vice President &General Manager
Motion was made by Commmissioner Willner that receipt of letter and check be
approved •. Moti.on was seconded by.Commissioner Cox, with request that letter of
acknowledgment of receipt be sent to Mr. Ossenberg. So ordered.
RE:

OLD BUSINESS

Investment Resolution( It was noted by President Berries that there is an
Investment Resolution {which has already been signed by County Attorney, David Jones)
to be approved. Resolution reads as~follows:
INVESTI1ENT RESOLUTION' .. Y· '.'
OF BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
VANDERBURGH COUNTY
July 9, 1984

I

WHEREAS, the Board of County.Corrmissioners of
Indiana, pursuant to Indiana Code 5-13~1-1 et seq.
81, p. 222) is vested with authority to direct the
invest county funds under the control of the Board
of units of government; and,

Vanderburgh County,
(Acts 1975, P.L. 44,
County Treasurer to
pending distribution

WHEREAS, the. Board desires to provfde flexibility in meeting the
financial obligations and-budgetary considerations of Vanderburgh County
while maintaining a maximum interest yield on invested county funds;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, BY THE BOARD:
1.
THAT the Vanderburgh County Treasurer is hereby authorized
and directed to transfer the sum of One Hundred Thousand Dollars
($100,000.00) of current interest earned on deposit to the County General
Fund and to further transfer the sum of One Hundred Thousand Dollars
($100,000.00) of current interest earneq on deposits of county funds
to the County Roads and Streets Fund.
PASSED AND APPROVED by the Board this 9th day of July, 1984.
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
,,.:,:_. _,.·:··'t·:·_. ;J-·{·

I

; _. . ·- .._,_

:,., .,': --··_.;;'~'!.>.-;;:;~-1;:~;;-;:~~~;~{t~;~s~:~ :1 <:-:._.;_,--,~,:---~

-~~~~BY.:.· A~i chard J~. :Borrj~-~~tPresi dent ci1~~.
... . ' ~.,,,Robert L. Willner~ ~v; ce President
Shirley Jean Cox, Member

Attest: Alice McBride
County Auditor
Approved: David L. Jones
County Attorney
It was pointed out that the foregoing Resolution had already been approved by the
Commissioners in their meeting held July 9th; just the formality of preparation
and signature execution is necessary to finalize this matter. President Berries
also pointed out that County Treasurer, Lew Volpe, is hopeful that there will be
another $100;000.00, that the Commissioners will have to decide where it should be
deposited before year's end.
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TREASURER'S'REPORT •••••••. Lew Volpe

While County Treasurer, Lew Volpe, was not present -- President Borries stated that
he had distributed copies of the Treasurerts Investment Report as of August 1, 1984,
which read as follows:
COUNTY TREASURER

I

August 1, 1984
TO: COUNTY COUNCIL
.
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
Collections to date are:

$ 417,158.58
6,669.44
5,254.17

COUNTY REVENUE
FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING
POOR RELIEF

$'430,082.19
Outstanding investments are:
1) Investments, $3,000,000, dated December 28, 1983, due
December 27, 1984. Estimated income $273,700.00, of which
$22,812 will go to the Reassessment Fund. Rate 9.125%.
2)

Investments, $500,000, dated December 29, 1983, due D~cember
27, 1984. Estimated income $46,200.00. Rate 9.25%.

I

3) Investments, $2,000,000, dated January 4, 1984, due December
27, 1984. Estimated incomd $188,000.00. Rate 9.50%.
4)

Investments~

1984.

$2,000,000, dated July 5, 1984, due December 26,
Estimated income $111,000.00. Rate 11.50%. ·

5) Repo, $900,000, dated July 19, 1984, due August 6, 1984.
Estimated income $4,443.75. Rate 9.875%.
6) Repo, $700,000, dated July 25, 1984, due August 13, 1984.
Estimated income $3,648.26.· Rate 9.875%.
7) Investments $3,000,000, dated July 30, 1984, due September 21,
1984. Estimated incomd $48,000.00. Rate 10.875%.
When all outstanding investments are collected, income will appear
as follows:
COUNTY REVENUE
REASSESSMENT
, .;;~~~~~~L~~~ENUE SHARING . , . ·.
'-.:_:r~~:_--: ~·;.', .;..;..:..~:>. '-'

~ <-., -·. ~~~..,·~- •

. $1,105,074.20
As can be seen, I am well on my way to collecting the surplus of $200,000
($100,000 to County Revenue, and $100,000 to Roads and Streets) which I
guaranteed to you in July.
I feel that a further surplus of $100,000 is. well within the realm of
possibility.
Yours truly,
Lewis F. Volpe
County Treasurer
The foregoing report received •••••••••••• and filed.
(continued)
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OLD BUSINESS

*Paramedic Service: Returning to the matter of Old Business, President Berries
said that he and County Council President, Mark Owen, attended another of the meetings
regarding Paramedic Service (last Friday, August 3rd at 10:00 a.m.). At that time,
Councilman Linzy set up another meeting. Commissioner Berries said he would bring
the Board up to date, except at this point he cannot give them much indication of
what the City's decision is going to be. Alexander Ambulance Service, Inc., had
submitted their proposal ·for 1985 for Council review, as requested, and that is in
our Budget Request in the amount of $148,000.00. There was discussion at the subject
meeting last week that the County. would pay more. Somehow, they talked about total
County Assessed Valuation -- that was one thing. Since he could not speak for all
of the Commissioners, Mr. Berries felt that the $148,000.00 request that Alexander
Ambulance Service submitted for 1985 was the absolute maximum -- that the Commissioners would not be in favor of any kind of system at this point that would
obligate the County to pay more at this time -- because we felt we could not do wo.
,r'•• /
There were comments among the Board members as to why the Commissioners would be
willing to pay more when they could get the service for $148,000.00 •• that would be
ridiculous. Continuing, Mr. Berries said that might be higher than the 22% of the
population of the unit. Their discussion was'that City taxpayers are also County
taxpayers --we acknowledged all of that~ But, we could have gotten into all other
kinds of hairy arguments about the criteria we were going· to do -- because he thinks
there are all sorts of people upset about the Enterprize Zone and what kind of tax
benefits the people are going to have·to pay about that in the City -- and certainly
we did not have any kind of decision in that. Therefore~ Commissioner Berries said
he was not at all willing to talk about any kind of.assessed valuation at this point-as he did not feel that was relavent to what was being discussed. He said he is only
attempting to bring the Board members up to date that there is going to be another
meeting. City Council has passed a Resolution to say that we would negotiate -- talk
about a County-wide system -- but, it was Mr. Berries' understanding that the absolute
maximum that the County would have to pay and, certainly, during budget hearings
there might be representatives fromAlexander Service here who would have to justify
that request. President.Borries said the $148,000.00 represents a 6% increase over
their operating costs for.l984 --.so it would not be anything that was excessive,
along the lines of doubling or tripling any kind of figures from that standpoint.
Again, President Berries said he is sharing this information with the Board membersto:
pring .them:up ~o .date on ·the.matter.; .~.eeting will be held tomorrow (August 7th)
in Room 303 at 6:30 p.m.
·
·
Auditorium Advisory Meeting: An Auditorium Advisory Board meeting is scheduled
·
for 4:00 p.m. tomorrow (August 7th).

I

Data Processing Board Meeting: .As announced last week, there will be a first
meeting of the Data Processing Advisory Board on Wednesday, August 8th, at 2:00 p.m.
President Berries said the Commissioners have already made their two {2) "citizen"
...
appointments. He is uncertain as to whether or not the Mayor has made his appointments or not. Nonetheless, the Commissioners' appointees will be present for that
meeting, as well as other representatives. Copies of the Legal Agreement between·
Vanderburgh County and Pulse Systems.and the Ordinance will be available for the
. Advisory Board members to peruse.
.
. . .
-· : . ;~*:~.-::~~:~~:;~~~k:t·~~-:~~r;~ ~~(~·,_-,.; 'i·~·~~~:~~~:~l~~~~~~~:.~/-.'~"' .~. :h<t~r,~~:J;l i· · .. -- ~ .
. · - 7·~+;_~,~,~~;,_ 1:.~-/~~~:~~~~i-~~~~}(i~i~~F:E~:~~X,1Ht~~ ·: ~~ ·
.. Paramedic Service: ·~··Commissioner Cox said she would like to return·to the subject
of the meeting scheduled tomorrow night (August 7th) re Paramedic Service. What
is the purpose of this meeting and what home work should the Commissioners do before
they get there? President Berries said the purpose would be to continue discussions
to see if there is any kind of savings, as he understands it, to having a County-Wide
Paramedic System. He said he made the comment that as he saw it, the City was going
to have to make a decision as to whether they are going to stay in the paramedic
business - he's not sure they have made that decision yet. But, the figures that
Councilman Linzy had prepared on a county-wide basis showed that the Vanderburgh
County unit-- based on population percentages--- would pay less than what we would
pay for next year. Certainly, that would be a positive step; where, if there were
going to be those kinds of savings involved -- if it was going to be to a more •
efficient system. President Berries said he cannot tell the Commissioners what k1nd
·of homework to do; he can, however, provide them with one handout passed out by .
Councilman Linzy at one of the previous meetings concerning various options. Those
options are based on how much that whoever the provider would be would charge per

•
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BLS run and per ALS run, in terms of the County. Beyond that, insofar as any kind of
preparation, he saw our role as a listener with an absolute maximum in terms of the
dollar amount there and the goal that we wanted to look toward greater efficiency in
the overall operation of any paramedic system county-wide. But he was not going to
speak for the Commissioners to say that we were going to pay any more, or get into
some kind of a formula here that no one quite understood at that point.

I

Commissioner Willner said he.would see the Commissioners' role as maybe not getting
involved until such time as they had made the decision what they really want to. do.
Commissioner Berries said he'd go back and put on his helmet and shoulder pads. one
more time -- and see what's going to happen. -He doesn't know. There obviously are
some very emotional people who would like to see the Evansville Fire Department stay
in this -- and he did not feel that was his decision nor the decision of this Commission, so he was not prepared to move beyond that until that decision was made.
But the Evansville City Council had passed a Resolution that said they would talk
about overall savings.
RE:

SALE OF COUNTY-OWNED SURPLUS PROPERTY

Proceeding; President Berries indicated more time had been spent concernin·g the sale
of this property than he'd like to add.up! The individual who previously wanted
this property and had offered to purchase same,nowhas decided that ·he does not want
these.properties. Properties involved are located at 1413 Florence St., 1417 florence
St., and 1419 Florence St. The tax codes for these properties are as follows,
respectively: 28-59-9~ 28-59-10 and 28-59-11. No money was received from the individual who had wanted to purchase the property. The County Attorney has advised
that rather than have to again go thru the expense of advertising and all this involved
procedure, that if there is another individual who wishes to buy this f}roperty that
·we can sell it. President Borries again asked County Attorney David Miller if this
is correct, and Attorney Miller replied in the affi.rmative. The Chair then asked
if any individual is present today who wishes to purchase the following properties:
Tax Code
28-59-9
28-59-10
28-59-11

I

Location
1413 Florence Street
1417 Florence Street
1419 Florence Street

Mr. Hugh McGee was in the audience and asked to be recognized by the Chair. President
Berries asked that Mr. McGee approach the podium and state his name and address for
record purposes. Mr. McGee approached the podium, stated his name, and said that he
resides at 5044 Timberwood, Newburgh, Indiana. President Berries said that Mr. McGee
has. bid $50.00 for each of the three (3) parcels of property aforementioned and
.
asked Mr. McGee if this is correct? Mr. McGee replied in the affirmative. Commissioner
Willner moved that Mr. McGee's bid .of $50.00 per parcel be accepted; motion was
seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE: APPOINTMENTS
·s"

City-County Building Authority: President Berries said that the term of Mr. Donald Kolb,
who lives on Schmuck Rd. and has served on the City-County Building Authority, expired
. July 31, 1984. Mr. Kolb has indicated his willingness to again serve on that Board.
,Jhis. would be for a 3-year term; therefore, with the permission ~f.th,~..~.~oard, President
Berries said he would like to offer.Mr. Kolb'sname in nomination for another 3-year
term. Said term would expire on July 31, 1987'. Motion was seco~ded by Commissioner
Cox and carried with three {3) affirmative votes. So ordered.

I

Southwestern Indiana Mental Health Center, Inc.: The term of Shirley Cox, who is
serving as a representative of the Vanderburgh County Commissioners, will expire in
September 1984. President Berries said he also serves on that Board; but we have
another person who serves as a Corporation Member, which means they are always asked
to attend meetings; but, certainly, the Annual Meeting. If Mrs. Cox would be willing,
President Berries would like to nominate her to again serve for a 2-year term, with
expiration date of August 31, 1986. Motion was made·by Commissioner Willner that
Mrs. Cox be reappointed. Commissioner Cox indicated that she feels very badly because
the monthly meetings of SIMHC conflict with her agenda, because she has· something
else scheduled at that time. When the last Annual Meeting was held in Mt. Vernon,
she planned on attending; however, was unable to do so because of a last minute
emergency situation. She said SIMHC is a very important part of our community and
(continued)
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do an excellent job -- and if there is someone else who would have more time to devote
to be of help to the Board, she certainly would be more than glad to relinquish her
service on that Board to that individual. President Borries said he serves on that
Board, but not as a Corporate member-- so he doesntt think he could serve in two
different capacities. The main duty for the Corporate member is that if at all possible,
to attend the Annual Meeting. Commissioner Willner said that he would nominate Mrs.
Cox to serve as the Corporate member and, should a conflict again arise, he would
attend as an alternate. if Mrs. Cox agree.s. Commissioner Cox accepted the appointment
with the agreement that Commissioner Willner would be willing to serve as an alternate
·
should a conflict arise. So ordered.
RE:

CLAIMS

David L. Jones (County Attorney): Claim in the amount of $1,941.71 to David L. Jones
for legal services in a nUmber of different litigation matters involving the County;
Total hours rendered 31.95. ·Commissioner Willner moved that the claim be approved
for payment, with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

fMPLOYMENT CHANGES •••.••..•• RELEASES

Clerk of·Circuit &Superior Courts
Rose Smith

300 S. Eichoff "'

Dep. Clk. $412.26/pay

209 Springhaven
1274 Woodbine Lane
626 S. Norman

Sp. Intn. $140/wk.
Prob. Off. $140/wk.
Sp •. Intn. . $140/wk

Eff: 7/30/84

Circuit Court
Kevin Gibson
Thomas Montgomery
Paul Aarstad

I

RE:

Eff: 7/13/84
. Eff: 7/13/84
Eff: 7/13/84

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES •••••....• APPOINTMENTS

Clerk of Circuit &Superior Courts
Marilyn Hess

7500

E.

Chandler

Dep. Clk.

$412.26/pay

Eff: 7/30/84

Sp. Intn.
Sp. Intn.
Prob. Off.
Sp. Intn.
P.T. B.B.

$3.35/Hr.
$140/wk.
$4.00/Hr.
$3.35/Hr.
$4.00/Hr.

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

Circuit Court
Elizabeth Hammers
Kevin Gibson
Thomas Montgomery
Paul Aarstad
John T. Markham
RE:

I

213 Washington Ave.
209 Springhaven
1274 Woodbine Lane
626 S. Norman
1621 S. Villa Dr.

7/16/84
7/16/84
7/16/84
7/16/84
7/23/84

COUNTY ATTORNEY .•••••• ~David L Miller

The Chair indicated that Attorney David.Miller had a requestto submit to the
Commissioners •. Mr. Miller indicated he was meeting with Judge Dietche this morning
concerning a Civil Trial (not involving the County) scheduled to begin on Wednesday,
August 8th. A rather unique situation has occurred wherein trials are scheduled in
every available Court Room in the Courts Building. It appears that possibly one of
those cases wi 1l be sett 1ed and a Court Room will be open. If not, Judge Di etche ,
,,,,A~torn~y Miller arid t~e attorney on the other side are wondering if it would be po~:-. :·
;··'S1ble to:·use the Comm1ssioners' ;Hearing Room as a Court Room on Wednes.d~ .and 'Cf-";ji''>:.·f'l:".~"'~
.· hursday, ~August 8 and 9. Is there any reason that this room would be'othel"Wise
occupied during those days? He said that only a 6-person jury is involved in the
subject Civil Trial, so they would fit in the Hearing Room. Mr. Jim Lindenschmidt
checked the records and determined that the Commissioners' Hearing Room is not being
used until 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday and not until 1:30 p.m. on Thursday. Commissioner
Willner moved that the request be approved, subject to the approval of the Building
Authority. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox •
RE:

.

.

.NEW MEDIA REPRESENTATIVES · ..

President .Bordes· said there· are some·"new· .media· represent<;ltives _preSef!t today and
he wishes to' welcome ·the ·following:
.. .
. . . ..
. . -.
-~
.
.
· · Lori .Wirth (WGBF)
Steve Gibson (WIKY News Director)
Rod Spaw (Evansville Courier)
(continued)
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SCHEDULED MEETINGS

Although President Borries had mentioned scheduled meetings as various items on the
agenda were discussed, he gave a brief·recap as follows:
August 6th

- Drainage Board (To be held inmediately after COIIIIIiationers' Meetinl

August 7th

- Paramedic Service Meeting at 6:30 p.m. in Room 303
- Auditorium Advisory Board at 4:00 p.m. {Vanderburgh Auditorium)
!DOH/Dept. of Natural Resources - Indianapolis

August 8th

- Data Processing Advisory Board at 2:00 p.m. in Room 303

Next Week

- Seaboard Railroad Systems - Meeting Date & Time To Be Determined / /

There being no further business to come before the Board of Commissioners at this.
time, the Chair entertained a motion for adjourment. Motion was made by Commissioner
Willner that the Commissioners' Meeting ,be adjourned, with a second from Commissioner
Cox. So order. Meeting adjourned at 3:50 p.m.
PRESENT:

SECRETARY:

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

COUNTY AUtl ITOR

COUNTY ATIORNEY

Richard J. Borries
Robert L•. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Alice McBride

David ;'Miller

AREA PLAN COMMISSION

COUNTY SURVEYOR

COUNTY HIGHWAY

Barbara _Cunningham

David Guillaum

Bill ·Bethe1

COUNTY ENGINEER

SHERIFF

OTHER

Andy Easley

Clarence Shepard

Hugh McGee
Lori Wirth (WGBF)
Steve Gibson (WIKY)
Rod Spaw (EVLLE. COURIER)

Joanne A. Matthews

I

obert L. .Wi ner, V.Jce, resident .F.;;''{ijitl"'';"'';~-"~~.

~2.~··~~"~·'"j'''

MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
August 13, 1984
SUBJECT INDEX
APPROVAL OF MINUTES -----------------------------------------------------~---CLAIMS
Sebree, Craig & McKni ght--{Lynch Road).--$4,445. 09--Approved -------------Deig Bros./Ohio Street Bridge Joint Expansion---$846.00---Approved ------Deig Bros./County Jail Expansion----$45,683.73------------Approved ------Rig-Mar Contracting, Inc.---Maryland St. Bridge--$74,700.00--Approved ---Steven Bohleber---Legal Services/Tax Exemptions---$426.00--Hold for Claim-

I

Page No..
1
13
16
16
16
16

COUNTY ATTORNEY-------------David L. Jones
Auditorium Contract w/Carrier Corp.--------------------------------------8
National ·Revenue Corp. Collections --------------------------------------- 11 &12
COUNTY ENGINEER-------------Andy Easley
Deig Claim/Lynch Road Project ----------------------------------~--------13
!DOH &USFW Meeting re Eichoff-Koressel Rd. Corridor --------------------- 12 &13
Mead Johnson Hangar Project/Pipe Casing ---------------------------------- 13 &14
COUNTY HIGHWAY -------------Bill Bethel
Weekly Absentee Report --------------------------------------------------11
Weekly Work Report ------------~------------------------------------------ 11 &12
Pickup Truck for Dog Pound-----Delivered August 13th --------·------------12
Ltr. of Commendation/South Central Communications -----------------------12

I

COUNTY SURVEYOR
Weekly Bridge &Guardrail Repair Report ---------------------------------Maryland Street Bridge-----Progress Report -------------------------------

12
12

DATA PROCESSING ADVISORY BOARD
First Meeting Held August 8th -------------------------------------------Application for Grant/Lilly Community Assistance Program ----------------Contract:·.with Pulse -· 1985./County To Pay 77% & City 23% of $416,000.00 --

15
15
15

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES -------------------~---------------------------------------

16

MONTHLY REPORT/CLERK OF CIRCUIT COURT ---------------------------------------15
NATIONAL REVENUE CORP. COLLECTIONS-----Referred Back to County Treasurer ----- 10 & 11
15
PARAMEDIC SERVICE STUDY GROUP -----------------------------------------------REQUEST TO GO ON COUNCIL CALL
14
Commissioners ----Weights &Measures and Pulse-----Approved -------------14
Supt. of County Buildings------Request Delayed---------------------------Vanderburgh Auditorium---------Approved for Three (3) Accounts Only------- 3 & 7
SCHEDULED MEETINGS ----------------------------------------------------------- 15 &16
:~1, .. VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM ------------------------------------------•------~--~~.1 thru 10
~;i;:tf~(~~~~~'jt Request To Go On Counci 1 Ca 11 -.~-~--:---~-~-::;~-:-~-;~.:;-::------~;~:7·?:'"~;,~.~:;:;:..::2:i:~~~~*l"·~.;~·; ....·.''li1"1l;t,·. ·
·
··
Requested Monthly Income & Expense Report ------------------------------ ·
5
Requested Separation of Operating &Capital Improvement Budgets -------8
Requested Booking Report - Showing Breakdown on Gold Room vs. Auditorium-7
Evansville Philharmonic Rehearsal 9/23 -----Approved---------------------6
Contemporary .Artists Network/Request re Gallery for Local Artists -------- 6 & 7
Advertisement of Smaller Meeting Rooms ----------------------------------10
Contract with Carrier Corp. --- Bitz to Provide Report on Experience ----10

. '"''
/-
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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
August 13, 1984
The meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on August 13, 1984,
at 2:30p.m., in the Commissioners Hearing Room, with President Borries presiding.
The meeting was called to order by the President; who entertained a motion concerning
approval of the minutes of the previous meeting. Motion was made by Commissioner
Willner that the minutes of the meeting held on August 6, 1984, be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor and the reading of same be waived. A second to the
motion was made by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

I

VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM/REQUEST TO GO ON COUNCIL CALL

The Chair recognized Mr. Kim Bitz, Manager of Vanderburgh Auditorium, who indicated he
was before the Commissioners today with a request for permission to go on September
Council call to request badly needed monies to complete the Auditorium budget this year.
He had distributed copies of the following letter to the Commissioners:
August 6, 1984
Vanderburgh County Commissioners
Civic Center Complex
Evansville, IN 47708

..

I respectfully request permission to appear at the September Council call for
the following appropriations, approved by the Advisory Board:
Account #412

AMOUNT:. $58,173.00

REASON FOR REQUEST: Of the $160,000.00 (see atta.ched} capit~l impr~vement monies
budgeted for the Auditorium, $1,800.00 was allowed for an
inspection of the stage rigging equipJTient. The inspection
report showed several areas of rigging were in a dangerous
state, requiring immediate action to eliminate this danger.
This danger was caused by the weight of an orchestra shell
enclosure on pipe battens not designed to cany such a load.
The inspecti·on also pointed out numerous items requiring ·
repair or replacement, some due to a lack of preventive
maintenance, some were items necessary after 17 years of use.
After approval of the Task Force's recommendation for immediate change in the original list of priorities set forth at
budget time, specs were compiled and through the bidding
process, Tiffin Scenic Studios was awarded the.contract for
rigging work and drapery replacement. Total cost of the
project is $118,567.00, of which $58,173.00 can be attributed
to repair and installation costs of the Stage Rigging equipment.
It is the concensus of the Advisory Bo~rd that this work is of
an emergency repair nature that cannot be postponed. Therefore, we request these monies be placed in the Capital Improvement Fund, as an emergency item and approved, in order to
complete the original outline of necessary improvements first
budgeted.

I

··;;t,,,. :;::,"'.~·'~'·;
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· · · The above figure is
cost
·he pu
e and installation of the Blow-Down Separator for the large Boiler.
Blowing down a boiler is a several times a day project, which
. involves releasing waste materials from the boiler water. The
material exits the boiler at temperatures that could melt a
man's skin. This process, in the past,has been done manually
with many homemade · safety devices in use. This separator was ·
installed to eliminate the incredible safety risk involved and
to reduce the number of required blowdowns per day. This was
an emergency item that I felt had to be acted on immediately,
and it was. However, finding this amount of money in my
existing accounts is next to impossible. In order to affectively maintain the Facility and to complete minor repairs
and renovations not part of the $160,000.00, I request these
monies be appropriated to this account. Taking existing accounts
will leave the Auditorium with little operating capital at a
time we can least afford it.
(continued)
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Account #363

AMOUNT $1,500.00

REASON FOR REQUEST:

In 1983, the cost for Trash Hauling services at the
Auditorium was $2,482-.00. The Budget allotted only $1,200.00
in 1984. With an increase in price for these services and a
Budget figure lower than actual cost of service, I request
these monies for this account.

Account #320

AMOUNT $31,921.42

I

REASON FOR REQUEST:. The Auditorium is currently realizing a shortage in the
utility account. We are all well aware of the enormous gas
bills of the Summer of 1983, caused by a major malfunction of
the air-conditioning system. This has since been repaired.
In August, September, and October of 1983, the Council approved
a total of $40,000.00 additional monies for utilities. In the ""/
October meeting, it was reported that the current bill for
SIGECO was $49,000.00. At that point, the Council appropriated $20,000.00 for these bills, leaving not enough to pay the
remainder of the $49,000.00 and additional bills for November
and December. ~-Through end of the year account juggling, some
monies were found to apply to these bills. However, this
amount ($31,921.42) was paid out of the 1984 budget in order
to clear up the 1983 debt. This leaves us with the.shortage
previously mentioned in this account. I request·these monies
for this account in order not to fall behind on our utility
bills as has been noted in the past.

I

Thank you for your consideration of
these and other financial requests
that are helping create a new and
·respectable image for the Auditorium.
Kim P. Bitz, Manager
President Borries said that on these requests, he is of the opinion that if Mr. Bitz
has monies in some of these accounts, before the Commission can approve requests for
additional funds -- particularly in view of the tight situation the County General
Fund always seems to have -- it is not going to be possible to request the funds in
various accounts until such time as he is out of money in these accounts. (He said
the County Attorney can correct him if he is in error in his thinking.) Commissioner
Borries then asked Mr. Bitz if he has monies in these accounts at the present time?
Mr. Bitz said that in Account #363 (Trash Hauling) he has no monies; in fact, he
transferred $200.00 from another account into it at this time and that bill has been
paid. This leaves nothing in this account now.

I

In Account #320 (Utilities), he has just been told they do not have enough to pay the
bills just turned in so, obviously, they do not have any money in that account. Mr.
Borries noted that, with regard to utilities, there has been a significant drop since
the contract went into effect last year. Is Mr. Bitz able to estimate what he might
. , need per month in relation to what he has in outstanding bills? He would assume that .:','"
.;;,~~;~~;insofar as the Aud~torium's en~rgy useage, they are probably. past,,~~e most<_~ignifican~•. ~~~1i
.,.,~·'·amount of the cool1ng season -- once they get thru August.
There w1ll be some mild
....
fall days and, hopefully, not too much severe winter for the heating. Is there any
estimate Mr. Bitz can give in relation to a monthly bill at this time? Mr. Bitz said
at the present time they are averaging $9,000.00 per month for water, gas and electric.
Commissioner Borries asked Mr. Bitz what period he is paid thru at this time? Mr. Bitz
said these bills are paid thru June. The account is shy some $2,000.00 to pay all of
the utility bills for the month of July. Commissioner Cox asked if Mr. Bitz means the
account is depleted of all except $2,000.00? Mr. Bitz said he believes they have
$10,000.00 in the account, but the bills total approximately $12,000.00. They·'re
waiting to see whether we want to pay the smaller bills and hold off on the large one •••
or what. Commissioner Borries addressed County Auditor, Alice McBride, and said he
has no idea at this time how much would be in the General Fund. Mrs. McBride said
$135,773.00 remains for the balance . of the year. Commissioner Cox addressed President
Borries and noted that Mr. Bitzr first request deals with money that, as she understands
it, is available (the $160,000.00 that has been put aside)? Commissioner Borries said
that is correct. Commissioner Cox said she sees no problem with supporting his first
(continued)
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request. Commissioner Borries remarked that Mr. Bitz has money on hand, however,
from the $160,000.00. Commissioner Cox said what is wanted, however, is a redirection
of that money, is that not what Mr. Bitz is asking for? Or, is he asking for additional monies? Commissioner Borries said, again, that.Mr. Bitz' account is not
depleted. He said not speaking for Kim Bitz, but the rationale here -- what the
Advisory Board had also discussed -- the $118,000.00 was not included in the original
$160,000.00 estimate that the Council approved. This became evident after the inspection noted that the rigging was clearly in very bad condition and needed immediate
attention. Has Mr. Bitz expended all of the $118,000.00 at this point -- has Tiffen
Studios finished their work? Mr. Bitz indicated they have not completed the work, but
they have started. Commissioner Berries asked who is going to make sure that Tiffin
has done everything -- is there any kind of an inspection procedure here that will
verify that all of that has been done, in order to approve the claims? Mr. Bitz said
the inspection will be accomplished by Tiffin Studios and himself -- they're the only
two working on it. Commissioner Berries pointed out that Mr. Bitz still has money
so, he does not think the Council will approve additional monies until those.accounts:are
depleted -- is he correct? (Commissioner Borries noted that one Council member is
present at today's meeting·-- Mr. Robert Lutz.~- and he can correct President Borries /~
if he is wrong.) Commissioner Cox said that of the $160,000.00, how much has been spent
and what has it been spent for? Even late last year when the Commissioners met with
the Task Force, they were talking about a redirection of what the $160,000.00 had
been previously allowed for-- so she thought that the rigging and the drapes, etc.,
were going to be included out of that $160,000.00. Mr. Bitz said that was the original
idea, but the Advisory Board would like to see the monies for the rigging costs, since
it was an emergency repair item, put back into the $160,000.00, so that they could
finish ••••••. Commissioner Cox interrupted by stating, "No, that wouldn t.work, would
it, Bob?" (Question was directed to Councilman Lutz, who indicated by shaking his
head that this would not work.) Commissioner Borries asked Mr. Bitz if he has any idea
at this point in time how much is left in Account $412 (he would ass~ this was the
special account set up for the Capital Improvements) .. Mr. Bitz said $147,000.00 remains
· at this point. Commissioner asked if the $13,000.00 spent was for the :fkeen Room at
the Auditorium? Mr. Bitz said there were several items from Carrier Building Services!
Inc., for energy-saving devices put on (that was approved by·the Task Force); there
was a report from Technical Directions on the acoustics (Electro-Lab ;Services); there
was a $1,300.00 bill paid on repair of lighting equipment; Industrial .nDntractors for
work on the roof; Tiffin Scenic Studios for their Study; and ·the purchase of one (l)
filing cabinet. Commissioner Borries asked if money is left in Acct. #428, where
they have paid for the blow-down separator? Mr. Bitz said they haven't paid anything
for the blow-down separator at this point. Commissioner Borries said that Mr. Bitz
has, however, asked for money for that. Has it been installed at this point? Mr. Bitz
responded in the affirmative. Commissioner Borries asked if there is $14,000.00 in
the account to cover that? Mr. Bitz replied in the negative. Commissioner Borries then
asked if he understood Mr. Bitz to say that he has already spent the $1,500.00 for
trash hauling? Mr. Bitz replied in the affirmative. Commissioner Borries asked him
what else he needs there? Mr. Bitz said he spent $1,200.00 and added $200.00 more to
the account; so, he's spent a total of $1,400.00 and he's asking for $1,500.00. The
$1,400.00 took them thru half the year and $1,500.00 should finish them out. The busy
season is December with Christmas parties, etc.
Commissioner Borries remarked that
in Acct. #320 (Utilities),.Mr. Bitz has taken care of the bills, again many of which
have dropped significantly since the maintenance contract was in effect. Thus·, Mr. Bitz
· _,,.,;stalking about an average of $9,000.00 per month, and they cannot pay another month's
bills from there; thus, there are needs in this account. Is this correct? Mr. Bitz
indicated that that is correct. .·... , . . ~·
, .c.•·" .. ·..·
·1~i:i> if~:;~~ '1~f~~<~ ··),; .. ·• · ;,c:~~~~4~~''·WSf;~i,~~~rv~,,;~;;~:(:~: -::;:: ~~~-f~_:._:"2; ~~--~~~:.~itb ~~ :'~~~~;':::(~:~~ J; .· . .
..,
, :Comm1ssioner W1llner asked how much Mr. Bitz is asking from the ·county or u 1li
. Commissioner Cox responded, "$31 ,000.00
Commissioner Willner asked about trash?
Mr. Bitz responded, $1,500.00. Commissioner Willner said he moved that the Board allow
the Auditorium to go on Council call for $31,000.00 for utilities and $1,500.00 for
trash hauling for the rest of the year. Commissioner Cox asked what about the blow-down
separator? Commissioner Willner said he is thinking we've gotten by -- he knows it is
dangerous and it is not the optimum -- but suggests we try to get by without it the
rest of the year. Both Commissioners Borries and Cox pointed out that the blow-down
separator has already been installed, and Mr. Bitz confirmed that they are correct. It
has been installed -- but not paid for to date. Mr. Bitz noted that the Commissioners
approved the installation of the blow-down separator several months ago. Commissioner
Willner asked Mr. Bitz if he will take this out of his regular maintenance account? Mr.
Bitz said he would, but then he'd zero account line in several accounts! Commissioner
Willner said he needed to take another look at Mr. Bitz' request before entertaining
a motion. He said he thought that when the Commissioners approved said installation
that they thought he would have money for that purpose -- did they not? Commissioner
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Borries said they approved the installation at that point, assuming Mr. Bitz would
have the necessary money in the maintenance account. How much money is left in
that account? Mr. Bitz said he has $5,000.00 in the equipment repairs account;
and there are a few outstanding bills in the Building &Structures Account -- so
he thinks that approximately $6,000.00 remains; therefore, he has a total of some
$11,000.00 remaining in these two accounts. Commissioner Willner said he needs a
clearer picture before he would he would request Council call. Commissioner Cox
pointed out that if the Commissioners do something they are going to have to do it
today, because the next meeting would be too late to get on Council call -- that's the
only thing; and Mr. Bitz has an outstanding bill for a blow-down separator, and
we •re $2,000. 00 shy in the uti 1i ty account to pay July •s uti 1i ty bi 11 s; and be ~does
not have money to pay for the trash hauling -- so the Commissioners had best o.k. that
much anyway. Commissioner Willner said he did. He said his motion is $31,000.00 for
the utilities and $1,500.00 for the trash hauling. Commissioner Cox said the $31,000.00
is the projected cost to run us thru the rest of this year. Mr. Bitz said the $31,000.00
is the actual cost of the-1983 bills paid out of the 1984 budget.

I

County Auditor, Alice McBride, interjected that the Commissioners c~n go ahead and
advertise if they want to and, before the meeting of the Council withdraw it. But
they would be covered if they went ahead and advertised it. If, prior to the meeting
or at the meeting, the Commissioners decided they did not want to ask for that amount -they could withdraw it. Commissioner Cox said she thinks the Commissioners have to
ask for it; Mr. Bitz has to get money from somewhere to pay for the blow-down separator.
The .Commissioners have already approved installation and it has been installed.
Commissioner Willner remarked that the Commissioners approved it ,;._ to take it out of
the regular budget (maintenance budget-- of which approximately $11,000.00 is left).
Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Bitz how much money he needs to pay for the blow-down
separator? And, how much does he have in his maintenance account right now? He
said he has a total of some $11,000.00 between the two aforementioned accounts. Even
if he uses up everything, he is still some $3,400.00 short.to pay for installation of
separator. Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Bitz if he knows whether he has any other
bills outstanding out of the maintenance account? He said he expects that plenty will
crop up between now and the first of the year. Commissioner Willner then asked what
items were listed on the $160,000.00 Council call? Mr. Bitz indicated the following
items were included:
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Repair of Roof
Lighting (Mainly stage
light bulbs)
Curtains
Rigging Inspection
Carpeting
Painting & Papering
of Lobbies
12Stage Repair
Sound Equipment
Sealing of Parking
Lot
Lower Level Restroom ·
Repair of Terrazo Floor
'

>

.,

-

600.00
6,000.00
65,000.00
1,800.00
15,000.00
15,000.00
9,000.00
30,000.00
5,000.00
8,000.00
2,000.00
.·'

'
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~ ~1.Jti\ner:.;~-ilske1f"·~Lif the. "stage repair" incl.uded the stage, floor?,":~.Mr. Bitz said .
· that is the stage floor -- in the amount of $9,000.00. Commissioner Willner asked
Mr. Bitz if it is correct that the roof repai·r has been completed but that the lighting
is not completed? Mr. Bitz said this is correct, with the exception of the fact that
the bulbs have been purchased. With regard to.the carpeting, painting and papering,
Mr. Bitz said these items were included in the specs. Stage repair will not be done
until the rigging is completed. Sound has not been done and the lower level restroom
has not been started. Curtains are being done. Commissioner Willner stated that
out of the entire list, the only thing he disagrees with is the $9,000.00 for stage
floor repairs. He said that if his memory serv~s him correctly, repairs were done
when Conrad Cooper was the manager. Mr .. Bitz said that this was done in-house. Commissioner Willner said that while he is not an expert, from what he sees of the floor -when there is a stage play or anything of that nature, they actually put 2 x 4's down
and nail them to the stage floor. 'Mr. Bitz indicated that this is incorrect; the
majority of the time, they use the bare stage -- unless it is a dance troupe who happens
to own their own special floor, which they put down. Commissioner Willner said it is
his personal opinion that the stage floor does not need repair again. Mr. Bitz said
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that if the stage repair work is not done, we can pretty well bet on losing the
Evansville Dance Theater for the year. Commissioner Cox said that in her conversations
with Mr. Bitz, the most destruction she can see happening to that stage floor (other
than it not being professi·onally done in the first place and a good silicone base
put down as a topping -- and done in-house by non-professi·onals -- you need a professional person who understands the useage,the multi-useage of a stage)-- but most of
the damages come from the pesky skids pulled along; if they could be carpeted on the
bottom so that they would slide without jamming into the wood (which causes splintering)
this would prevent a lot of damage to the floor •. And, she has never seen anyone nail
·
anything to the Auditorium stage floor; she has seen them nail it to a floor which
they have put on over the regular stage. But she's never seen anyone nail anything to
our Auditorium stage floor and, she certainly hopes that Mr. Bitz would not permit that.
In any regard, she does feel that the stage floor does ne.ed to be repaired. President
Berries asked Commissioner Willner if he would want to· offer a motion at this point?
Commissioner Willner said he already has -- for the utilities and the trash hauling.
That is as far as he wants to go at this time. President Borries asked Mr. Bitz to
/
_look at his accounts and determine if he has paid for the blow-down separator. Com- ·:··:;(
missioner Willner said he did not mind making it a part of his motion that the Commissioners look at this next week. President Borries said this would be too late for
Council call. Commissioner Willner said,we can put it on Council call today and advertise it and make a final determination next week. President Borries said that
Commissioner Willner is saying that what he's adding to.his motion nmi1 is the'fi:gure for
the blow-down separator? Commissioner Willner said that Mr. Bitz has $11,000.00 in
the maintenance account now; what he is adding is $3,400.00 difference. Commissioner
Cox said her figures show:

I

Ml

Acct. #428
Acct. #363
Acct. #320

$ 3,400.00 blow-down separator
$ 1,500.00 trash hauling
*$ 14,400.00 utilities (rather than the $31 ,921.42)"''-but
Mr. Willner said we '.d have to come
*Mrs. Cox said this would go almost a day at a time, but would take care of this month
and next on the utilities. She asked Commissioner Willner if he~ amended his motion to
include $3,400.00.in Acct. #428? He indicated that he did. Commissilmer Cox provided
. a second to the motion. So ordered.

·-~ ~J"·tEommissioner

Willner addressed President Borries, and said that he would like to have
Bitz prepare a monthly Income & Expense Report for the Auditorium, just as we do
,r,.. for Burdette Park -- to be received monthly by the Commissioners.
He said he never~
knows what the income is unless he checks with the Auditor's office. Therefore, he'd
· like to see this monthly report. President Borries requested Mr. Bitz to prepare a
monthly Income &Expense Report, to be submitted to the Commissioners. He said this
would be helpful to the Commissioners in determining Mr. Bitz' needs.

;;"',-~)~Mr.

Evansville Philharmonic Orchestra: Mr. Bitz provided the Commissioners with copies of
the following letter from the Evansville Philharmonic Or~hestra:
July 30; 1984
Joe O'Daniel, Chairman
Advisory Board
0 S. Meadow Rd.
ville, IN 47715

I

Dear Mr. O'Daniel:

The Philharmonic opens its 50th Season in September, and I am sure that you will be
as excited as we are to know that the lono-awaited new acoustical shell for the
Orchestra will be in place for the opening concert on September 29, 1984, although
the actual installation will be on September 20 and 21.

As is customary, the Orchestra's first rehearsals are planned for September 23rd
at the U of E. However, the experts who will be watching over the installation
need.to "fine tune" the shell while the Orchestra is playing within it. As the
first programmed rehearsal at the Auditorium is not until the 28th, I have a special
request to you and the advisory board.

(continued)
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It would obviously be ideal that the Orchestra rehearse at the Auditorium on
September 23rd to take advantage of the presence of these experts while they are
in town and av<rid the necessity of their returning to Evansville one week later.
It is not, however, in our budget to allow for the rental of the Auditorium on
September 23rd, and my request to you is that, in light of the importance of the
installation of this shell, you might for just this one occasion waive the rental
fee as a birthday present to us for the 50th Season.

I

I feel that the new shell is going to be of mutual benefit to the Orchestra and
the Auditorium and that its proper installation and fine tuning is of the utmost
importance to us all. It would seem to me that we can all benefit in the long
run from this initial investment of time and labor.
I trust that you and your board will give this request your consideration. Your
affirmative·answer at the earliest opportunity would be immensely appreciated.
With best personal regards, I remain
. Yours sincerely,
Stewart Kershaw
Music Director

I

cc: Advisory Board Members
Rick Borries
Kim Bitz
Stephen M. Johnson
EPO General Manager.
Commissioner Willner moved that the Evansville Philharmonic be permitted to use the
Auditorium for the September 23rd rehearsal, with the rental fee being waived, so
long as said rehearsal does not intefere with other performances. A second to the
motion was provided by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
Contemporary Artists Network of Evansville: Mr. Bitz distributed copies of .the following
. letter to the Commissioners:
August 5, 1984
Mr. Joe O'Daniel, President
Vanderburgh Auditorium Advisory Board
715 Locust Street
Evansville, Indiana 47708
The Contemporary Artists Network of Evansville {CANE) is an area artists

c · ' cooperative formed· in 1983. We are writing to you to acquaint you with the

purpose of our organization. Our objectives are to bring together artists in
the Evansville area and to share information and ideas, to pursue exhibition
space, to provide the Community with exposure of area artists and to form ·a
Not-for-Profit Gallery. It is this last objective that brings us in contact

I

·

th you.
.
.~;~;.~~~~}~;::~.:~i~~lr?~,., ;~i'~~Ji~l·~; .... · ·• .· .....• .
En recently met with Kim Bitz; Auditorium Manager, n
ew space
in the auditorium with an interest in creating a gallery for our group. The
space reviewed, was formerly the vending machine area located on the second
floor balcony between the rest rooms.

The Gallery would serve to build a stronger Community Awareness of artists
in the Evansville area. CANP is interested in offering workshops and inviting
area artists to discuss their art works and processing. These events would be
at no cost to the community. The group is.particularly interested in coordinating
these activities with the Auditorium Calendar of events.
11
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If the proposed ideas are in concurrence with the Advisory Board, we would
like to arrange a meeting to discuss renovation plans in detail.
Thank you for your time and consideration. We look forward to discussing
these ideas with you in the future.

I

Sincerely,
Bill Leth, President 11 CANE 11
cc: Kim Bitz

Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Bitz where this organization is located -- she sees none
on the letterhead. Mr. Bitz said he really does not know whether they have an
address or anything; he believes it would be thru the members themselves -- he does
not believe they have an office per se. Commissioner Willner asked if they're asking
that we do this like a picture on this wall with a caption underneath, etc.? Mr. Bitz
said the group would like to do is take the area upstairs in the mezzanine (formerly ""'./
the concessions area) and seek corporate funding to remodel the area and turn it into
basically an extension of the Museum, featuring only local artists.
Mrs. Cox said that Commissioner Willner •had requested a monthly report from Mr. Bitz
depicting Income &Expenses. She said she had a report showing this information, which
is complete thru June, 1984. However, it was noted the Commissioners are not provided
this information on a monthly basis. The monthly report would give the Commissioners
an indication of the revenue, bookings, and other ki.nds of revenues. Mr. Bitz said
bP-knows he realizes he needs to do this on a monthly basis; however, he has just
now qotten to the point where he could work up the !'~p6rt·mentioned by Commissioner Cox.

I

1\uditorium Report: Mr. Bitz had provided the Commissioners with'a report of Auditorium·
Inco'!le ror period January· •1' 1982 thru June 1984. In covering the revenues with the
Comm1ss1oners, he noted the following:
·
1982
1983
6 Month/1984
Income
$ 153,893.99
$155,262.65
$ 79,053.12 ~(Another $5,200
in ou~anding payments
due the Auditori um:..-so
actually about $84,000.00)
July Revenue Increase

$

7,751. 00

$ 11,502.00

$ 16,603.00

Mr. Bitz pointed out that the report contains a breakdown of the various categories,
but he will not take the Commissioners' time by going thru this verbally. He said he
would like to emphasize, however, that the Auditorium is seeing a revenue increase
even with the loss of the parking revenues. When a final solution is reached to that
problem,· revenues should increase even more. Commissioner Willner asked that Mr. Bitz
send a copy of subject report to the County Council, so they will have it before their
meeting.
Booking Report: Copies of the Auditorium Booking Report containing figures for 1983
and 1984 were presented to the Commissioners for their perusal. The report gave a
breakdown insofar as Total Rental Days, Total Event Days and Total Calendar Days Used.
Mr. Bitz explained that "Total Rental Days", for example, means that if something were
•booked in the Gold Room and the Auditbrium on the same day, both events were counted . ;<Jt'F
as a. day in
the figure shown •. .'Jhe same ·applies to "Event Days" .and "Actual Calendar'"~~~~~~~.;
Days Used 11 • ·In 1983, there were 190 total rental days as compared to 210 in 1984. ···~·-·., ,.
In 1983, there were 158 total event days as compared to 177-in 1984. In 1983, there
were 161 actual calendar days used as compared to 174 in 1984. The latter for 1984
includes all firm bookings up to December, but does not take into account the calls
the Auditorium may receive concerning other bookings before year's end between now
and year's end. He said that, hopefully, this will increase substantially before
year's end. Commissioner Willner requested a report that shows a breakdown on the
Gold Room versus the Auditorium. Mr. Bitz said it took a while to pull all this infor- ·
mation together, as they prepare these figures from scratch -- there are no past
records on which they can rely. This report has been put together utilizing old
calendars and anything else he could find. As a bit of additional information, Mr. Bitz
said the Auditorium is open 331 days out of the year. Commissioner Cox asked just what
this means? Mr. Bitz said this means the Auditorium is open 331 days, whether or not
the facility is rented or whether office days. Commissioner Willner asked if the
mezzanine has gotten any more action? Mr. Bitz said just here and there; it is hard
to book the mezzanine, because by doing that the Auditorium or Gold Room are cancelled
(continued)
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for small events because of the rest room problem •. Commissioner Willner then asked
about the meeting rooms above the Gold Room? Mr. Bitz said they've seen a few more
things come in, but nothing significant. Commissioner Willner said he wondered if
we might advertise those meeting rooms -- they're just not getting much play at all?
What about going out to the various civic clubs, etc., to see if we could arouse any
interest? Secondly, how is the electric sign doing -- are we booked? Mr. Bitz said
the sign is doing great, but we're not selling any advertising at this point. It
was turned over to the Advisory Board and they are still giving this matter consideration.
~ommissioner Cox said there is a lot of advertising on the sign. Mr. Bitz said that
1s from the five (5) advertisers. Commissioner Willner requested that when Mr. Bitz
starts to give the monthly Revenue & Expenses report to the Commissioners, will he
please include the income from the automated sign? Mr. Bitz said there is no income
from it at this point. President Borries said he thought some of the advertising of
the Auditorium Meeting Rooms could be done on that sign. Commissioner Cox said she
made.the same suggestion to Mr. Bitz some 8-9 months ago which Commissioner Willner
had JUSt made concerning contacting the various civic clubs. However, the thing that
a lot of these organizations look for is· some facility where they can serve some kind ,. ..../
of dessert, or where there is running water in the room -- or where partially prepared
foods can be handled and served, etc. The Auditorium meeting rooms are not set up for
something like that. In fact, it's even hard to find an electrical outlet where you
can use coffee-makers, projectors, etc~_' Another thing, the banks give free use of
their meeting rooms, which have little kitchens, nice comfortable chairs and card
tables, etc., again, at no rent-- or maybe just a charge of $10.00 to $15.00 for
a janitor to clean up after. the meeting. Mr. Bitz said he will include information
on the meeting rooms on the marque as soon as possible.
1985 Budget:

The following figures were given-for. !he 1985 Auditorium Budget:

Acct. #412- Buildings, Office &Stage: $127,000 is requested for new lighting
equipment for the stage, to include new control board, new dimmer
console installation fees, and separate controls for the Gold Room.
Both the Gold _Room and the Auditorium are currently on the same system;
there have been several times when the Auditorium was turned off
rather than the Gold Room and vice versa. So as we make the switch
to new equipment, this control separation needs to be accomplished.
Commissioner Willner said he knows the control board and dimmer console
are rather antiquated; has the Advisory Board gone thru all the
items? Mr. Bitz indicated the Advisory Board has gone thru the 1985
budget item-by-item.

I

Acct. #421 -Furniture &Fixtures: $7,500.00 is requested for new lobby furniture.
President Borries said that, again, this is something we're going to
have to look at very carefully as will the Council. With regard to
the building, itself, President Borries had a comment directed to him
that we need to perhaps look at the condition of the exterior of the
building, from the standpoint that some of the concrete fixtures show
chipping-of the concrete panels, etc. Have we had anyone look at that?
Mr. Bitz said that he and Jim Lindenschmidt have been trying for five
(5) months to get someone to come look at this. They finally called
a different company, who did come look at it and we should have some
,, •
. < •• ;:.,estimates from them soon.
Commissioner Borries said that some of these
-"'·--~"''·i-~"""'0 "';;{,~~~£itgp#~{~:things --rather than go thruMr. Bi~z' .. e~tire.budget... ~:-1,~-fre going to
·
· be tentative, at best, because what 1s g01ng· to happen is that some of
the things cannot be done out of the original $160,000.00. Therefore,
the Council may wish to give consideration to some additional apprioriations if they have the funding available. But insofar as the building
itself is concerned, there may be some things we'll have to consider.
Commissioner Willner asked that the Annual Operating Budget be
separated from the Capital Improvements Budget; he said if the budgets
are combined, it is confusing and you don't know what you are doing.
If this is accomplished via twe separate budgets, fine; when we're
asking the Council for dollars, he would like to explain what we need
to exist and what we need to improve. This separation of the two
budget figures should be done before the 1985 budget goes to Council.
President Borries·said he would like to say, again, that we are faced
with some financial problems. The Board of Commissioners is fully
aware of the budgetary problems which the Council and the County have
faced for some time. As mentioned to Mr. Bitz, President Borries said
(continued)
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he cannot support a request for an Assistant Manager at this time for 1985. He understands there -.are additional duties that have taken place at the Auditorium. He can
support Mr. Bitz' request for the increased manager's salary, since he thinks that
salary would not even average what was paid two years for the current manager. But
in Mr. Borries personal opinion, he cannot support the request for an assistant managel
as we are faced with too many budgetary problems at the Auditorium. As Mr. Borries
believes Mr. Bitz understood when he accepted the job, it does mean some long hours
and some rearranging of his schedule and the other individual over there to accommodate
all the events held at the Auditorium. Commissioner Willner asked County Auditor,
Alice McBride, if we can still make some changes in the budget? She indicated the
Commissioners can get their input into the budget in an advisory capacity to the Council.
She said they can submit two different budgets -- as long as they come up with the
same amount. It can be lower·.-- but it cannot be higher than advertised. Commissioner
Cox said she had a question. We were talking about Capital Improvements -- not only
on the Auditorium -- improvements are needed in other areas such as Hillcrest Home,
EARC Building, etc. She asked Mrs. McBride if she has any projected amount coming in
from the Local Option Income Tax? Mrs. McBride said the figure she has is $1,077,965.00~·/
. for the County. She said from what she hears at this point, the Council does not want.
to use that money, because there is still talk that it is not legal. A suit has been
filed in Lafayette concerning this tax. Commissioner Willner said a suggestion has
been made that since the money is being collected that it be kept in ~scrow until
such time as the Court determines whether it is legal or Constitutiortal. Mrs. McBride
said she does have this figure in her estimate, but can back it out. Commissioner Cox
said she knows the Council president sent out a memo 1D the various office holders and
department heads to figure into the budget an approximate $1,000.00 raise for each
of the County employees, and budgets were set including this figure. 'Mrs. McBride
said some are even higher. Commissioner Cox said was this done plannt~g to use part
of this local option income tax money to fund this raise? Mrs. McBri~ said she does
not know. Commissioner Cox then directed the question to Councilman Lutz, who was
present. She said a directive went out to the Office holders and department heads to
calculate into their County Budget a $1,000.00 raise for each employee~ Does he have
any idea where the funding for this was going to come from? Councilman Lutz said he
does not want to spend the local option income tax monies, he wants to hold them back.
Commissioner Cox said if we know that these other things that the Council is going to
do is not going to affect this $1.7 million and, depending upon the outcome in Courts,
we may have enough monies to do these capital improvements that are so necessary for
Vanderburgh County. ·She said, however, Councilman Lutz has answered her question -that the $1,000.00 raise for each employee has no bearing upon the local option income
tax. In speaking to Mrs. McBride, Commissioner Willner said that he understands it,
when the local option income tax was passed, you can now go 10% rather than 5% on the
regular frozen rate? Mrs. McBride said he can have the cumulative development fund -which is 5% this year. Commissioner Willner asked if this would include some of our
needed' items? Mrs. McBride said she has a list of things this money can be used for:
i.e., this money can be used for public buildings. Commissioner Cox said what ·
Commissioner Willner is saying is that there is also built into this local option income
tax the provision to increase the property tax level -- she said those figures are in
there. Commissioner Cox said this puts it on the back of the poor taxpayer!

I

d

Continuing, Mr. Bitz said he did have one thing to add concerning his request:for an
assistant manager. As stated, the Auditorium is open 331 days of the year, and they
are always looking to increase the bookings to where they reach the point where they're
open 365 days a year. Right now, it has been suggested that he works ,out time with '"'' .
Jhe .Auditorium Secretary to work some of .the night events. ,,::But who :S,Qmes ip ,during 1,~.~~>
the day? Mr. Bitz said he is out of his office half the day. ·Right now he is working · ·
desperately trying to work up six (6 } different sets of specs; coordinating the new
orchestra shell with the rigging; he has spent 100 hours at least (and this can be
verified by the man from Tiffen Studios) just trying to get this coordinated. He said
there has to be someone in that office; they lose business by not having someone in the
office to answer the phone. He said the need for a secretary/bookkeeper throughout the
day is definite. He said that hiring security and having them work the desk is not,
in his opinion, . the proper representation for the Auditorium. He said he would like
to come before the Commissioners and be prepared for said meetings -- but he does not
have enough time. Pr.esident Borries. sa;M he thinks we are all faced with that difficulty;
he said that as he has told Mr. Bitz before (he's discussed the increased demands) that
at Roberts Stadium --where many events are held -- that manager would like to also have
help. And we have requests from various employees throughout the County offices. But
it ·;s something that we have to look at. President Borries said the Commissioners have
a secretary who has a difficult time getting out of the office. But they're hearing a
lot about tax dollars and how much is being spent. His advice has been that we're

I
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just going to try to hold the line and do the best we can with the available work force.
If we had a windfall of money, that would certainly be a much different situation.
If we had a solid record of being in the black at the Auditorium from the standpoint
of being a self-sustaining facility as Roberts Stadium is, then some of these demands
could be taken into consideration. Hopefully, that will occur. President Borries said
this is also the reason the Commissioners approved the telephone answering service
if necessary for a portion of the day if it was necessary for someone to be gone, etc.
Mr. Bitz indicated he understood what President Borries was saying.

c

President Borries proceeded by saying there was a question concerning utilities. At
the last Advisory Board meeting, there were several representatives from various
energy management companies, who had come to express interest. He sajd his question
at this point is, since we· have a contract which will expire in September, he has
asked-County Attorney David Jones to give a legal opinion as to whether at this point
we should retrieve the contract and take same into consideration. He called upon
Mr. Jones for his advice. Attorney Jones said the contract does not expire in
September; that is merely the anniversary date. The contract continues automatically,
unless one party or the other terminates it by giving a notice in advance of the
anniversary date. Under those circumstances, there is no requirement to bid until
the contract.comes to an end. The contrqct does not come to an end until such time as
you take steps to give notice. Therefdre, there doesn't have to be any bidding. If
you don't give notice -- in fact, we're probably already lost the opportunity to
terminate the contract this year, by not giving sufficient notice. He believes it
was either 30 or 60 days. He said he has a letter with his opinion, which he will be
sending over. However, there is no bid situation created here, whatsoever. President
Borries said what they will need from Mr. Bitz is information as to whether there have
been any problems with this service; any specifics that Mr. Bitz would see. If it
has been satisfactory, according to what the attorney says, Mr. Borries would assume
that the contract could continue •. That information needs to be shared with the
Advisory Board and given to the Commissioners so that a decision can be made. If
the service has been satisfactory and savings have been realized, this information
should be provided to the Advisory Board and the Commissioners.
RE:

COUNTY ATTORNEY ......... ~ ••• David Jones

. National Revenue Corp.: Attorney Jones presented a substantial stack of documents,
indicating that each page represents a separate tax account which has been referred
by the Vanderburgh County Treasurer to review. Each document is an authorization
from the Board of Commissioners to advance a processing fee to refer these things
out for collection by attorneys. In.many cases, they're all over the county. Mr.
Jones said we were not initially sure what affect this had on the agreement. He
said in summarizing, the basic agreement contained a guarantee that if certain levels
of these collections. -of taxes were not reached, then the County got its money back.
Attorney Jones said he has been advised that sifficient tax collections have been
received so that the guarantee is not a factor here. In other words, the·Company has
met its basic minimum guarantee and made money for the County. What he has in his
hands today represents people who did not respond to a letter, or who sent a letter
back disputing they owed the tax or·,· in 'some cases, had qn attorney send a letter .
disputing the tax. In order to go further, the County would have to come up with
the fee. These fees are in the nature of a filjng fee and would have to be advanced.
Then, an attorney would be engaged wherever this person is located -- ,yia the network
of attorneys employed by National Revenue Corp. In some cases, Jhe.J~e.}.~ almost as
as the amount of the tax. '(:f'If it is not collected, we have expended the fee and
we do not get it back. So, there could be a substantial outlay. Basically, the
County Attorney is not in a position to tell the Commissioners whether or not they
should proceed with all of these cases. In some cases there are public officials,
CPA's, attorneys ••• a number of people. He would assume some of this could be collected
and some not collected. In some cases the amount is significant; in others it is
probably too small to justify going after it. It is Mr. Jones' suggestion that the
County Treasurer is the individual most able to determine whether we should go after
some of these people. Attorney Jones said another thing that disturbs him is the
practice the County has of increasing the amount of the tax bill that hasn't been paid -beyond the true amount. He said he understands this has been done for a number of
years. So~ in many cases, this isn't a true figure. If it is ever taken up in Court
and challenged, he questions whether or not we could recover some of these monies.
Attorney Jones said that he did not participate in the assessments and the way the
amount was determined by the Treasurer's office, etc. ,-,and he does not know ho~ they
arrived at this amount. But, he does know that many of these are not true amounts.
·(continued)
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If we do not go forward with this, we are in effect writing it off. We could then
substitute each of these accounts with another account, since we paid the activator
fee for the year--and the company will go after some replacement accounts that are
delinquent. But, Attorney Jones said he thinks it would take somebody -- the
Treasurer-- i.e, he cited one for $102.00 and $17.50; we'd have to advance that
sum. While he does not know how many documents are here, he would say there are
several hundred at an average of $15.00 - $16.00 each -- in other words, a pretty
good chunk of cash here that the County would have to advance. It is his recommendation
that the County Treasurer sift and sort those which he thinks are realistic and he
has a chance of getting. In those cases, authorize an attorney to go get them. In
other cases where the amount is too small or he doesn't think they're genuine, he ought
to write them off and forget about it. Attorney Jones said he also has a copy of his
opinion letter for Mr. Volpe, together with the documents which should be forwarded
to him. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the Board instruct the County
Treasurer to look at these documents on an individual basis and make a recommendation
to the Board of Commissioners on each individual case. Commissioner Cox provided a
second to the motion. So ordered.

I

Commissioner Willner asked Mrs. McBride if she had the figures as to how much the
·County made on this contract -- was it substantial? Mrs. McBride said she does not
have those figures available at the moment, but can check with Mr. Volpe~. Commissioner
Cox said we had a potential of $600,000.00. She said a letter from National Revenue
had indicated that we would receive a monthly report. At one time, we received
something and did not know whether it was a check or what. Was it ever determined
what that was? Have we received any money from them? The check:; shoulrl have come
to the Commissioners for acceptance and their signatures prior to forwa;rding the
monies to the County General Fund.· Commissioner Willner said this would go into
back taxes! Commissioner Cox pointed out that this is a contract be1ween National
Revenue Corp~ and the Commissioners; so, the check should come to the Commissioners.
She does not recall signing any check for monies collected from this. Attorney Jones
verified that Mrs. Cox is correct. The check should have come to,rthe Commissioners,
together with a 1i st of i ndi vi dua 1s from whom they co 11 ected the:fnoni~s. He said
. it is his understanding that we will receive an accounting from National Revenue,
indicating the total amount sought, total amount collected, written off~ their costs,
etc. President Berries said he knows they have made collections. An individual
from National Revenue Corp. stopped in the office just this past week -- but he
does not know how much has been collected.

I

RE:

COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT •••••..• Bi 11 Bethe1

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the Weekly Absentee Report for the
Employees at the County Garage for period August 6 thru August 10, 1984 •••••• report
received and filed.
Weekly Work Report: The Weekly Work Report for the employees at· the County Garage
was submitted for the period August 6 thru August 10, 1984 •••••••• report received
and filed.
Work Schedule: Attached to the Weekly Report was the following work schedule for
·
period August 6 thru August 10, 1984:
(;':Bergdolt Rd., Lynn Rd.,.Elm St.,.Alley (City used our_ radall and
grada 11 operator).
·· · ·
·· ·
·
·, .

~i~:~;~'!;u~i;:;;,;'·'"li"'!l~~·~i·~·;;::

Paved:

Barton Lane, Happel Rd., Wimberg Rd., and Big Schaeffer. Rd.

Patch:

S. Weinbach, River Rd., Oak Grove Rd., East Boonville-New Harmony Rd.,
St. Wendel Rd., Clover Dr., Brookdale, Rode Rd., Elmhurst, Elmendorf,
Baseline Rd., Darmstadt Rd., Broadway, Bridge View Dr., St. Joe Ave.,
#3 School Rd., Detroy Rd~, Mohr Rd., Old Henderson Rd., Schmitt Lane,
Kuebler Rd., Eissler Rd., Mill Rd., and Pine Place.

Mower:

Mesker Park Dr., Kramer Rd., Koring Rd., Schmuck Rd., Hogue Rd.,
N. Red Bank Rd., Allen Lane and Woodland Hills.

Grader:

Schissler Rd., Cypress-Dale Rd., Big Schaeffer Rd., Bender Rd.,
Mimosa and Heerdink Ave.
(continued)
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Schmidt, Baehl, Armstrong, Maasberg, Bixley, Wallenmeyer,
Shore Rd., Schissler Rd., Buente Rd., Kissel Rd., Calf Lane,
Old Green River and County Line (East).

Pickup Truck for Dog Pound: In response to Commissioner Willner's query, Mr. Bethel
indicated h~ had delivery of the pickup truck for the Dog Pound. The radio is being
installed today and delivery is being made to the Dog Pound this afternoon.
President Borries said he .knows .Mr. Bethel has a lot of calls and complaints -- and
he wants to share the contents of a letter the Commissioners received from South
Central Communications, as follows:
•••. "Would like to give a thanks from·myself and the many neighbors who
live along West Mill Road for the work you did along that particular road.
Mrs. Betty Engelbrecht
Manager &Owner
South Central Communications Corp."
Mr. Borries said Mr. Bethel should take·this letter and share it with his employees
for a job well done.on tHe paving program this year.
RE:

COUNTY SURVEYOR'S OFFICE

President Borries said there were no items to be covered by the Surveyor's office
today, with the exception of the Bridge &Guardrail Repair Report for period
August 6 thru August 10, 1984 .•.••.•• report received and filed.

I

Maryland Street Bridge: President Borries said that in talking with Mr. Brenner
this week, he did indicate that the Maryland Street Bridge is coming along on schedule.
Thus far, no problems have been encountered.
RE:

COUNTY HIGHWAY.ENGINEER ••••.• Andy Easley

Mr. Easley said that as the Commissioners will recall, he and Dave Gerard traveled
to Indianapolis to attend the meeting on Eichoff-Koressel Rd. Mr. Easley presented
copies of a letter prepared by United Consulting Engineers, Inc., to the Commissioners.
The letter read as follows:
·
MEMO TO RECORD

August 7, 1984

To: All Attendees
From: Jeff Vlach
Re:
.

Projects M-E 180(1) and RS-6582(1}
Eichoff Road - Koressel Road
Vanderburgh County, Indiana

.. A meeting was held for the referenced projects at 10:30 a.m. on ~he above date
the 1203 Con!erence Room of .~he .D~vision. of_ Local Asst~~~n_~e, J!l~iana
bepartment of H1ghways. ·Those 1ndw1duals 1n attendance are shown 1 0n the
attached list.· The purpose of this meeting was to discuss the acquisition
of additional right-of-way and resultant impacts to wildlife habitat requirements. Additionally, alternative alignments to the proposed connection of
Eichoff Road to Koressel Road were to be considered.

c•.~:~~~~"· -i~t~~~~"i1n

I

Topics of discussion at the meeting included:
1) Mitigation and or replacement of ~ldlife habitat which would be lost
as right-of-way. The attached. list was introduced showing the
additional permanent right-of-way acquisition. The USFWs indicated
that uneconomic remnants could be preserved and enhanced for wildlife
potential. The USFWS·also favors the creation of wetlands along the
corridor. Mr. Hudak replied that the referenced projects could be used
(continued}
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as a model for their HEP (Habitat Evaluation Procedures) program.
This program assigns arbitrary values to the various types of wildlife
habitats in an area; ideally~ if a certain number of units of one type
of habitat is lost~ it should be compensated for either with an equal
number of units of similar replacement habitat or replaced with a higher
value habitat. Mr. Norris may undertake this survey for the referenced
projects.

I

It was suggested that Indiana State University, Evansville, could develop
areas within their campus for wildlife habitat. This could compensate
for habitat lost as a result of the construction. During the development
of the environmental study~ continuing coordination with the USFWS and
IDNR will insure that wildlife concerns keep pace with overall project
development.
Alternative alignments were presented for the construction of a new
connector roadway. The USFWS proposed utilization of existing roadways
/·
which circuitously conne-ct S.R. 62 to S.R. 66. It was indicated by
,/
Mr. Gerard that this project was one phase of a larger pr.oject connecting
S.R. 62 to S.R. 65/1-64 (about eight miles north of S.R. 66). Also,
·
it was pointed out that the proposed Eichoff Road-Koressel Road project
was an element of the loc~l land use and transportation planning of
Vanderburgh County, and would provide a major north-south roadway on the
west side of the county.
The USFWS and IDNR questioned the year 2000 traffic counts used in the
early coordination. It was indicated that these counts :assumed
connection of Koressel Road to S.R. 65/1-64 north from s~R. 66 (as
previously indicated), and should be ufilized as such.

I

3) Evansville Urban Transportation Study does not feel that significant
secondary development would occur with the implementation .of the proposed
projects. Major limitations to this secondary growth.include the rolling
topography and lack of sewage facilites in the area:~·. The absence of
significant secondary development could insure/enhan~edsbitat potential
.for wildlife adjacent to the corridor.
···

4) In regard to the above

discussions~ USFWS and IDNR favor Alternate B
as it would impact less wildlife habitat. The Vanderburgh County Highway
Engineer expressed support for an overpass of the L &N Railroad, citing
ease of maintenance responsibilities.

This is my understanding of the events of this meeting.
additions or corrections, please advise.

If there are any

Job No. 84-027
Mr. Easley said he was pleased with the way the meeting went and he believes we have
resolved any major problems. The· USFWS people do accept the route and, he believes,
accepted the traffic count projections·. There were discussions concerning the merits
of an underpass versus an overpass. He pointed out that the last sentence of the
above letter indicated that Mr. Easley favors an overpass because it would require
)ess maintenance than an underpass. However, he thinks the USFWS people would prefeJ".. :~~;l
u~derpa~s under the. Seaboard Railroad line •. Commissioner Wi]lner,.aske~ w~at ;;;.~~~~~Wi\l~~i~
s1ble d1fference th1s could make to the USFWS? Mr. :Easley said USFWS 1nd1cated 1t
would take less right-of-way.if we went with an underpass, and there would be less
disturbance. There would be big side slopes on an overpass. They also seemed to
favor that if 1.7 acres was used in this one route, they w·ould like to see it replace
with wetlands; and Steve Helfrich was there; he suggested that perhaps we could find
between the University property and Southern Indiana Higher Education S property
sufficient property to satisfy -- if we have to replace the habitat. Thus, Mr. Easley ·
does not feel that's going to be a big problem.
.
·

.·.
1

1

Claim/Lynch Road: Mr. Easley said he has a.claim to Sebree,Craig & McKnight, Inc.
in the amount of $4,445.09 for work on the Lynch Road Quarter Location Study. It
has been checked and documentation is attached. Claim has been checked and signed
by Mr. Easley. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that said claim be approved
for payment. Commissioner Cox provided a second to the motion. So ordered.
Mead Johnson Hangar: Mr. Easley indicated he needed the Commissioners' guidance
(continued)
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on another matter. He asked if the Commissioners recalled that a couple of months ago
that Mead Johnson Company --we got involved with a highway access permit for that
new hangar, because it is the State's intention to some day ask that that section of
Highway 57 be relinquished. In supplying a sprinkler system for that hangar, a line
needs to be put under Highway.57. It is just about at the easterly terminis of the
highway -- if they ever extend the north-south runway -- the highway would go no
further east. The question is, Mead Johnson would like to have the sprinkler line
brought under the highway without a casing. It is much less expensive if the casing
is deleted. Mr. Easley said he can see no reason to put a casing in it -- because
there are many water lines around town that do not have casings that are in the ground
and under pavement. Mr. Easley would like the Commissioners' permission to tell
Mead Johnson's engineer that the County has no objection at this point if they want
to ask the Water Department to delete the casing. Commissioner Willner asked if they
will take care of the maintenance? Mr. Easley said he will include a clause that
this does not obligate the County Commissioners to accept ••.• the same clause included
on the driveway permit. That's future negotiations; it could be that the State
Highway wi 11 s ti 11 insist upon a· casing. But, as far as the County Engineer's office
is concerned, he does not see any reason to go to that expense --.because when the
road is blocked off it will end there about where the casing is going to be anyway.
Commissioner Willner moved that Mr. Easley's request be approved, and Commissioner Cox
provided a second to the motion. So ordered.
RE:

SUPERINTENDENT OF COUNTY BUILDINGS •.•••• Jim Lindenschmidt

Mr. Lindenschmidt said he would ·like to delay for one (1) month his request to go
on Council call, because he is currently looking at an-alternative means for funding.
RE:

I

REQUEST TO GO ON COUNCIL CALL/COMMISSIONERS'.BUDGET

President Borries said the items the Commissioners are on Council call for are to
set the Weights &Measures budget correctly at $8,000.00. Payment was made to the
City thru June 1984, but· there apparently was not an accurate figure there for
Acct. #130-366. In Acct. 130-386 (Computer Services), we will finalize the final
portion of the last payment that the County will make to Pulse Services for 1984,
and that sum is $2,456.00. This will be added to the $86,000.00 that we will need
to complete our contract for 1984 (October 1, 1984 thru December 31, 1984). Motion
was made by Commissioner Willner that. request be approved, with a second from
Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES/State of Indiana

President Borries read the following letter from the Department of Natural Resources/
State of Indiana:
August 7, 1984
Vanderburgh County Commissioners
c/o County Auditor·
Civic Center Complex
Evansville, Indiana 47708

I

Department of
or
noti
us
the Culver Historic
District, roughly bounded by Madison, the alley west of Emmett, Riverside,
and Venice Street in Evansville, Indiana was entered on the National Register
of Historic Places on June 1, 1984.
Authorized by the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, the National
Register of Historic Places is the official inventory of sites with national,
state, or local significance in the development of our nation's historic,
·
architectural, archaeological, or cultural heritage. Listtng on the National
Register is official recognition of the significance of the site and provides
a measure of protection for the property.
(continued)
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In Indiana, the National Register program is administered by the Department
of Natural Resources. In addition to a degree of environmental protection,
owners of listed properties are eligible to apply for matching federal grants
for restoration or preservation work. Owners of commercially-used properties
are also eligible for federal tax benefits for certified rehabilitation work.
Please contact the Division of Historic Preservation should you have any questi
aboht the above program, at 317/232-1646.

I

Very truly yours,
James M. Ridenour
State Historic Preservation Officer
President Borries said that he hopes that the old school was not in that districtit
because we're in trouble if it was!
RE:

MONTHLY REPORT/CLERK OF THE CIRCUIT COURT

The monthly report for period ending July 3lit 1984 from the Clerk of the Circuit Court
was submitted •••••.•• report received and filed.
RE:

OLD BUSINESS

Data Processing Advisory Board: A meeting of the Data Processing Board was held
with City officials as well as County officials (major users), the ·appointees of
the Commissioners, etc. on Wednesday, August 8th at 2:00 p.m. Copies of the contract
with Pulse were provided to all in attendance, as well as copies of the Ordinance
that set up the Data Processing Board for everyone to examine. The City Clerk was
there and stated that she still is trying to see if the Ordinances are identical.
There are some additional City appointments to be made. But a very representative
group from the County attended the meeting to meet with· the Pulse Sys.tems people.
Commissioner Borries suggested that because the Commissioners' office had received
this past week a ,.,LH]y Company Assistance Program brochure and, because there are
also City agencies affected by this contractit that we ask assistance. ~e would have
. a month to submit a grant request for the Lily Community Assistance Program. Mr. Borries
.,. noted on this project that several counties and cities have asked for and received
grants for data processing studies in· 1983 and 1984 (City of Nappinee; Tipton County;
Jefferson County, etc.). That person might also provide some assistance as we are
setting the direction of this Board and looking at future plans~

I

In talking with City officials and Pulse Systems in trying to set up a formula, as
the contract provides for a discussion of the percentage of useage between the County
and City on the base contract of $416,000.00, for 1984 those figures were 83% and 17%.
For 1985, those figures have been adjusted after discussions with City officials and
Pulse Systems, that the County will pay 77% and the City will pay 23% of the base
fi-gure for 1985. President Borries said he anticipates the the Board will receive
additional appointments thru either the Mayor's office or the Board of Public Works.
Alice McBride and Leslie Blenner (City Controller) ·will convene the next meeting.
At that time, they will also select officers as outlined by the Ordinance. Mr. Borries
said he believes the Board has potential for planning as 'we move ahead and, certainly,
data processing is going to be a field in which we are going to be receivjng a vast ~ ·
unt of changes-- but it can be of great benefit to the County and the'City as we: .
.·move along on this.

·1

Paramedic Service Study Group: A meeting will be held tomorrow (August 14th) at 6:30
p.m. in Room 303 for the paramedic service study group.
Civil Defense: Civil Defense will also hold a meeting concerning their preparations,
etc., for the kickoff to their preparedness drive for fall and winter. That is
scheduled at 8:30 p.m. at Citizen's Bank on August 16th (Thursday).
RE:

CLAIMS

Steven L. Bohleber: President Borries said a week or so ago the Board gave permission
to Attorney Steven Bohleber, who had no direct conflict concerning a legal opinion
requested by the Board of Review in order for them to proceed with their duties and
assessments for this year. Mr. Bohleber has done some extensive research and submitted
his opinion, based on numerous Court Hearings and Statutes that he researched.
(continued)
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President Borries said he will not read that opinion; it is a matter of record and a
copy has been forwarded to Mr. Angermeier, who serves as the organizer and head of
the Board of Review. Mr. Bohleber has also sent a ·bill at the rate of $60.00 per
hour for his research services. This·claim is being submitted for approval today -if there are adequate funds. The total fee would be $426.00. Mr. Berries said
Mr. Bohleber has included an itemized statement, including the telephone conversations
and research he has done, as well as the drafting of the opinion for the Board of
Review.
Commissioner Cox asked Commissioner Borries if he has read the written opinion,
indicating tnqt,sbe's not quite certain how to interpret said opinion. President
Berries said he' thinks the major interest and summary he has worked up, based on
his research, was that the tax exemption questions encountered by the Board of Review
at this point was heavily in favor of taxation. The second point was that the taxpayer has the burden of provfng his exemption. Third, that ambiguous statuatory
applications are construed in favor of taxation in terms which, at this point, give
the Board of Review and the Assessor the power to proceed to state their case. He
thinks they were most concerned that they have a legal opinion to start their work
for 1984-1985. If there are Court controversies or the necessity of settling thru
the Supreme Court, this is an important starting po.int for them .
...
It was determined that Mr. Bohleber's statement would be held until a blue claim
could be prepared by the Commissioners' office.
.

I

I·

Deig Bros. Lumber &Construction Co.: A claim in the amount of $846.00 for emergency
repairs to expansion joint on Ohio Street Bridge from Deig Bros. was presented for
approval. The Surveyor's office has already signed the claim. Motion was made by
Commissioner Cox that the claim be approved for payment, with a second from Commissioner
Willner. So ordered. Mrs. Cox remarked that Deig did a good job on this, as well as
an efficient job. She said they did not close the area until shortly after 9:00 a.m.
on Wednesday and it was open again at 4:30 p.m.
Rig-Mar Contracting, Inc.: A claim in the amount of $74,700.00 for work on the
Maryland Street Bridge~ · This is the first claim submitted by Rig-Mar in connection
with this project. Said claim has been reviewed and signed by Robert Brenner, County
Surveyor. Motion to approve this claim for payment was made by Commissioner Willner,
with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
Deig Bros. Lumber &Construction Co.: A claim in the amount of $45,683.73 for
work on expansion improvements at the County Jail was submitted for approval. This,
of course, is in accordance with a special Federal Grant that we have and marks work
which has been completed at this point, but does not include retainage. Motion to
approve claim for payment was made by Commissioner Willner after it was ascertained
that Attorney Jones had reviewed and signed the claim. Motion was seconded by
Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
·
RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES - RELEASES

Area Plan Commission
Sandy Weinzapfel

313 N. Bell Ave.

Dep. Admin.

$11,320/Yr.

Eff: 8-20-84

Dep. Admin.

$11,000/Yr. Eff: 8-20-84

REP ~~tt"iEMPLOYMENT .CHANGES - 'APPOINTMENTS

I

Area Plan Commission
Betty J. Gilles
RE:

1409 S. Kentucky Ave.

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

With regard to scheduled meetings, President Borries indicated he had actually
brought these to the Board's attention earlier-in the meeting under other items.

(continued)
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There being no further business to come before the Board of Comnissioners at this
time, the President declared the meeting adjourned at 4:10 p.m.
PRESENT:

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard J. Borries, President
Robert L. Willner, Vice President
Shirley Jean Cox, Member

Alice McBride

David L. Jones

COUNTY HIGHWAY

COUNTY ENGINEER

Bill Bethel

Andy Easley

I

·w

SECRETARY: Joanne A. Matthews

I
Robert L. Wi

er, V ce

r~sident

~iYf~M
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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
August 20, 1984
l

meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on August 20, 1984,
7:30p.m.
in the Commissioners• Hearing Room, with President Borriespresiding.
.
·.
·~

Chair called the meeting to order and subsequently entertained a motion conng approval of the minutes of the previous meeting. A motion was made by _
ssioner Willner that the minutes of the meeting :·held on August 13~ 1984, be
nn"''I'\\H•rl as engrossed by the County Auditor and the reading of same be waived.
second to the motion was provided by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
'

~::.?·;1·
. :.

..
.

:, .·

...:~.~~i~,~~li;i;,~~~~~~~~;~~;:.

y·

~.;;..::;......;:;,.:.e:..;._::..:..::..;....:.=.;::.:.;.::iil..?__:.,.:::..;...:...;;;.:..;:.:-=.:...z.....;:..:...::...:..:~.:.:.::..-=-..=.:.:..:...;...;~..,;.;;;::;,.;..z.~·-

Present zoning s C-4 .
ange s reques
zon ng,
purposes
opera ng a self-service
on and four {4) efficiency apartments in the existing 2,400 sq. ft. building. A
1 portion of the building will be retained as a cashier's office for the service . ·
station. Property is located in an area of mixed zonings, With C-4 to the south and
t, R-1 to the northeast and Agricultural to the west and north.· Motion was made by ,.;-/
ssioner Willner that Ordinance VC-10-84 be approved on First Reading and forwarded rf··
the· Area Plan Commission. Commissioner Cox provided a .second to
motion. ··So
.. ·
rdered.
President Borries sai
deferred until.,Ssptember. ,__
):

:;::~~~(~~>dti~~;~~,: ·c.

, (..-.:-::(,

~··;~.~·:t~t\:::;~r~~~, ·:-

.

·'~ .

~:.:!;~J..g.~~~!.llii.i:-!~lli~~~l¥-!-...!::.!.~~~L!~~I.U~d::.':'The! n..ai r recognized
urn to spea concerning this rezoning
tion. (Mr. Hatfield was carrying· several visual aids with,hip~for display on an·
1.) Mr. Hatfield said this petition requests a cfiange inthe·,zoning classification
.
property located at 2801 N. Green River Road from the pre_~~n. t. .·.'· .·~.i.:agri.cu1tu.ral class , ,
a C-4 class for the purpose of the construction of a Commerd'al··Retail Mall (Green -~; ·
Fashion Mall). The size of the land parcel is 35.097 acres.and it is presently ·
"'"'"T''"""' by utilities consisting of an existing 16-inch water line;':Which, ·nf course, will ....
extended. The sanitary sewer 1ines wi 11 be extended from.<·the':p'l-esent 8-inch 1ine -~~~~~:::'" ·
ch connects into the Old Boonville Highway) which he understands* .property owner·~-~;
. the south (Mr·. Paul Neville) will be extending from that a 10-inch :ame and Hatfield ·,·
11 extend from that line. The storm sewer system· \'{ill, of course,'t:fe their own which
11 be installed on the subject property and will also contain a detention dry bottom
consisting of approximately three (3) acres in size •. The sewer,Jine.pipe sizes
11 vary·' from 12-inches to 48-inches on -site to the drainage, where it will drain
s Green River Road to the Creek (Pigeon). -·It will extend approximately 460 .ft. ·
ich, of course, they have agreed to maintain that particular sewer line area ~- or,
.·. ther, the storm drainage area. He said he thinks this has been explained in detail
to the Commissioners, as a Drainage Board, before. Again, he reiterated that they will
intain that. He said it has been decided that this i~ the quickest way to get the
water into the creek and drain the area without any affect. on the surrounding areas.
The reason for !the dry bottom detention area is, of course, the 100 year rain, primarily.
n, they will maintain that and it will be specifically for that pa~~icular reason. ·
_,·,_~:

. ...

·.~

'

·, ;·

.

·:·

·:~~>·:.·i:~-~::~:.:~~~~~t?~1~~;;

·..

Hatfield said he believes there was some question during the subject Drainage Board ·
ing (July 30th) concerning to whom that particular drainage easement ran. ··He said .
has a copy of this and it does· run to the County •••• it is the . . 's easement •
. oner. . in
are some individuals p·resent
inage plans; she requested that Mr.· Hatfield adjust the easel so that the displays
being discussed can be seen by both the Commissioners and individuals in the audience.
Mr. Hatfield complied with Mrs.·Cox's request. Continuing, he said he wants to make
certain that the Commissioners understand the detention area. It will vary in depth
. from 14-inches to 24-inches. The area boundaries actually consist of Morgan Avenue on
the south, Heckel Road on the north; eventually, the nortne!rn boundary will change to
Lynch Road Extension, which will come across and connect with the I-164 extension •
.· . · Burkhardt Road is the east boundary and Oak Hill-Road (actually.afs'ome distance) on :·)~'
···.>.the ~est. He noted the latter ·is ·not depicted in the particular plat on ~isplay. Jf~d
.use 1s as follows: Property to the south {green on the map) is multi-fam1ly; industr1al
surrounds to the east and behind the property; Church property and commercial across ·}:
··.
road on Green River; commercial···at Morgan Avenue and Green River· other commercial ·
) and
roperty along Morgan Avenue. In pointing to the map, he noted .
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,Green River Road to the extreme north. The growth pattern in the subject area seems
to be going comercial at this particular time. There is a commercial area going in
. at Morgan Avenue and Green River Road. As indicated by interest -- as well as by
·· .·~··· development --· the growth pattern is comercial with an emerging industrial area to
~~.~~f·~rthe east .. The ·residential areas seem to be fa~ther out; and, of course, a designated
·(. area {aga1n, Mr. Hatfield pointed to the map) 1s a buffer zone between residential and
CORDllercial multi-family. There is considerable multi-family in yet another designated
area, with some R-0. The conceptual land use calls for cORDllercial in the area in which
"·· ·. the subject property is located -:- which is in the not too distant future. Again,
z~.~~"'~'J· CORDllissioner Cox asked that Mr. Hatfield put the subject display on the easel so it
~;;;f'~;~tcould be seen by all interested parties. Continuing, Mr. Hatfield said that the
·
~~.. ~ ·conceptual land use, both as devised and as is in the comprehensive plans, calls for
.!/"' •:commercial to be along north Green River Road along both sides in the subject area.
He
said the comprehen.sive ·land use plan was· approved in July, 1983. The proposed project
~·
· ·will vary in height from lZ-:ft. to 22~ft, and will encompass 259,580 sq. ft. gross
lease area. It will be constructed of brick/concrete block/stucco with Spanish architecture. Mr.- Hatfield said they are endeavoring for a first-class mall. It will serve ~-/
25-30 stores, none of which are located in Evansville at ·the present time. The Jl'/tf ••
ing area will include space for 1,500 cars (including 400 for employees and 44 for·
handicapped). Ui:Property will be extensively landscaped, with the area next to the
h being a bourn, which will vary in height from 3-ft. to 5-ft. wh.ich wi11, of
.
, ·screen the northern boundary from the Church area. The rest of the parking
~~~~>~"~rea will be landscaped, with trees being the predominant foilage used on both the
and south. ;Type of occupancy will include: Men's & Women's Clothing~ P.ccessories;
ldren's· Wear; Designer's .Sportswear; Lingerie, Toys & ancillal'y stores .and, for the·~~~.
t part, will not take any present occupants of any of the existing malls {such as
y: ··
. tland Mall or Eastland Place); but will be new stores which, up to tiow, we have not ·
··seen in this area. ·The traffic control pattern has been worked out with E.U.T.S. and
·the developers will be abiding by their decision. Briefly, however, pians include an :
~ingress/egress at a designated point on the southern part of the property and, initially,
11 inclu~e an ingress point at the northern entrance, as well as a turn lane going
outh and one turn lane going north which will, of course, be controlled by a traffic
. ignal. Initially, they will be improving the eastern half of Green River Road and,·
Mr. Gerard's request, will await the County's plans before improving the remaining
i~n of Green River ·Road on the west side.
··
·
~.
previously mentioned,.the drainage plans were presented to the Board and approved;
developer will be maintaining the drainage pipe a distance of 400-ft. after
ing Green River Road and has mo·qualms about that, whatsoever. ,Mr. Hatfield said ·
very important point to consider in this particular rezoning matter is the economic
impact which this particular development will have; not only on the pertinent township
and the County, itself, but on the area as a whole.
He cited the following:
'
.
.
'

'1)

·

Between $285,000 - $315,000 will be generated annually in taxes. {The reason
·for the variance, of course, is in figuring the real estate taxes on the
present base rate as opposed to what is being projected in the next couple
.of years.)
· . ·. _ . . .·
· .. .
, . · . · . . · · · ·. · , · ..,~
•

··'t

Between $45,000 and $50,000 in business tangi'ble personal
will be g~n~_!'ated annu~lly.
;~. ;·.··.
·

KoT·t.ro~~n $3,500,000 ·. 3 , 750, OOQ 1,~~.a1 es
;~$.7,q m,,'!:t~()_ll. ~8,2.4~~].,lj.~~'!&llln~,~1

I

Between 400 - 430

p~rmane~t.jobs ~ill

be created by this ·particular development.

5)

Around 450 construction jobs will be created by this particular development,
after construction is started.~
.·
·
·
~·· ·.. -

6)

Cash flow in goods and services generated by the .Project dur,ing the period
of ·construction is projected at $24 million- $32 million.
.· -·: .

7)

As previously stated, projected retail cash flow annually will
$70 million - $80 mi 11 ion.
.
~
.

8)

Annual increase in community bank deposits is estimated at $3,000,000 $3,250,000.
'
.

~.

c

'
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Increase in personal income in the community due to this project -- after
· · completion and 100% occupied -- will be between $3,500,000 - $4,000,000.

9)

Again, a's previously stated, the mall will encompass .25-30 stores; it
cou.·l·d· 1gooccupants
as low as might
17, depending upon the number of square feet that .· .....
~ :. :.J..'.•.·.·~.:.-.::.:. •••~.?,1··
severa
very we 11 take.
·
· ·.
.
In conclusion, according to a survey made by Mr. Hatfield, :insofar as the
economic impact is concerned, in the number of business entities in
.·. :.vanderburgh County which employ 400 or more employees, this particular mall
·
tion would rank in the top fifteen (15).
· . .
'·
'· . . ·.
·
·•'·''"·~·.;:-J_c·_ ;·~:~:-:~:-"··. /~;;t!f. .
,·.:~·
.
.
.·.
Hatfield said a petition was presented at the Area Plan Commission of the suring property owners (in what was considered the immediate area) stating that
had no objections to this particular project. An agreement was reached (and that
ao~·~AIIIl~riiT was presented and filed with the APC) whereby any objections which the
had, the developer had agreed to take care of those particular items. >·In
us ion, Mr. Hatfield said that the zoning request is in accordance with the master
an.···~~It is putting this specific property to its highest and best use and, without a
, the economic impact is something that none of us can ignore with the present
and search for.tax dollars to take care of costs which, of course, will always
with us. ·.Should the Commissioners have any questions, Mr. Hatfield said he would
happy to answer them at this time. Commissioner Cox indicated she had no questions
this point in time. Commissioner Willner indicated he would probably have questions
. some later point in the meeting. 'President Borries then asked if there were other
ndividuals present who wished to speak concerning this petition.· The Chair recognized
Hirsch, who approached the podium to speak.
·
· ·
·i·

.

.

· . :. ·, > :··,··· ..,-~cf-~~~~Jt:,,~::':::-~!':'.< ·. ;:,·:;)>·:;,.:..·~;;:~~:·.:~~~~n~~~~if;{~~-~-:

.-.\_::._''-· ·

.. ··- ·

·: --,

_, . .

1

! •

,.. ...... -·:~:~:··>,~'i;~;.: ·

• Hirsch expressed concerns regarding the sanitary sewer~ ·and draina-ge plans,·"· ';'\·t~~:}~Ti
nasmuch as he lives acr~ss the road from the pr~posed proJect •. ·\.He had -previously ·
poken with Mr. Paul Nev11le (another developer·. 1n the ar.ea) and was 1ll'!lf0ertain as to
all of this development would affect the drainage on his property •·'SDrl Green River . . -.
, etc. '·Mr. Hatfield said he had spoken with Mr. James Morley, peT$01lally when
·.·
did the drainage check and hehad indicatedtheir plan was alright. He said that
tever it takes is what they are going to do •. He cannot cause Mr. Hirsch a problem;
, he does not think the County would let him cause Mr. Hirsch a problem. ':tHe ··:~'f·:!:~~.ifi'l~:~;;,,.s•:r
ured Mr. Hirsch that it is even more·important to the developer than to him that
is be right. He said with a $16 million project, it is vitally important to them
t this be right •.. He said he will say·· this to Mr. Hirsch, "At the time that we get
nto'that, I will be more than happy to keep you informed at. all times, because I
it is important to you -- and it is important to. us~ When they flush a toilet
...· in that mall, it had better work!" M.r. Hatfield said this ·is something that has to
be worked out, insofar as permits and everything else·is concerned'it has to be right.
· said that Commissioner Willner had assured him that their drainage plans would work.
n Mr. Hatfield's opinion, ·it is the best drainage plan that's ever been devised
.
nsofar as a major project insofar as his experience· in Vanderburgh County -- because
are going to get the water into the creek the quickest. They are not going thru
. 's back yard ·or anything else. In fact, they are going to have to tile ~ large
across the road to make certain they do not flood anyone and they are · ng to be
tting the water right into the creek.·. He said the importance of this is
if we
on't do it in Vanderburgh County, Warrick County is. Nonetheless, they
putting
. nto the creek and not taking
·
.or back,:,and
·
~ir,t~ ~~itt:;J.ou'f"lit"tJe .bi~"'lt.
:·~ari;soiits ;;t.Q: ·"'"""~ll!i/M~
. none 'of the water from "th
in'undates anyone.
•
ch he was concerned. •Mr. Hatfield said
nting tovarious areas on the map about
aregoing to have beehivesgoing into their drainage system and they are not going
nto any ditch -- they don't want to. ·No matter what exists now, Mr. Hatfield said ·
i~ trying to tell Mr. Hirsch what is going to be constructed.
·
.: '.~?I;_:¥;r·:; i ·

·.··1

-::1>::~~,'<-...~_)t:>;'-"•. ·· - ·, -.

·

·

·

·

···

<

·.. ~·

:.:,.~,.-::--:

·

-~.

·

·;.··>··?;:·;:.-/-,..:. ~~:Ft:)f"t~~~·::~:-\r~

discussion between Messrs. Hatfield and Hirsch was interrupted as President Borries
indicated he would like to get the dialogmfocused' back.for·the·record. He said that
Hirsch's first question concerned the sanitary sewer; is. Mr. Hirsch clear at this
. · point as to where that sanitary sewer will be? Mr. Hatfield said that .it will be _.. the
easement on the back. Their engineers tell them (and that is who they·have to depend
·.upon) ~hat if they do that they will be coming out of the ground if they do it on ·the
back s1de on the east side behind Neville, coming down to a point along Old Boonville
~ighway ••• they will be alright. So far, the engineers have not been wrong. "And, again,
1t is just as important for the developer, if not more so, that it work than it is for ;
Mr. Hirsch. The Commis~sioners asked that Mr. Hatfield point out the pertinent area on
.
··
·
. .· · · ;·- >·i<,:[(:f;~·~{~~~1~ri~~a'r'~r,t;~
•,.-.
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ik"'

the map, which he did •. In response to Commissioner Willner's query, Mr. Hatfield said
:"that Mr. Neville is coming in with a 10-inch pipe {and there is a section of 12-inch
. pipe). Mr. Hatfield asked if he is correct in saying that Mr. Morley did the design
on Mr. Neville's plans as well as theirs, and it was indicated that this is· correct.
'~~~r:
.Mr.
David ~uillaum of the Surve.yor's ,.,. office was present and cormnented concerning
1
7
,, '
the pipe S1Ze, depth, etc. Pres1dent Berries asked him why they would go with an
8-inch pipe rather than a 10-inch? Mr. Guillaum said .an 8-inch line is capable of
...i~~ .. handling nearly 200 houses separately; thus,- fora.shopping c~nter such as the one
.:"e__-. planned, an 8-inch line should be more than adequate.
~t~r~

.

l.

~

..

•

.

•

··.

.

•.

._

.

··.-...

,.;~:-~;·]~~;

•. ,.;)·::An unidentified individua 1 in the audience asked what if someone north of thi's"' property

.:,~.;~_wanted

to put in a subdivision-- whatwould they do? Mr. Hatfield said they would
"
to come down the line. and construct or install a 1ift station; that is all it
¥?.·"'./would take. Again, if there is any problem with what they have been told by their
;fil'l;~"::i??enginee!:_s (although he does not think there is) they will put in the lift station.
·· ...

'

1

·,.~r.t '~·:·.have

.

.

..:ttl:);

./

Mr. Hirsch then said he wondered if there is any possibility of the annexation taking
r.
lace down·Green River Road, as has been discussed for some time. Mr. Hatfield said
-~~ ·
has no idea. Mr. Hirsch said he cannot understand proceeding with sewers;..·gas
-. '< •
.· ines, etc., if theytre going to widen Green River Road and have to tear all this out
in to relocate it~ Mr. Hatfield said that this is the nature of the Metropolitan
; they don't do it until something comes out there. Insofar as tax money is con. rned, he is for it. There is no sense in spending the tax money until they know
~nm:o-rning is going in out there~ When he gets started in the area, he will provide
Mr. Hirsch with a set of plans and make certain that he is kept abreast -- because,
actually, the developer will have a problem before Mr. Hirsch has one!._Again, he
. id that when they flush a toilet anyplace in that mall he wants to make sure it works;
doesn't want them to call him!
;• ..... ~~:o!·

I

.•

.

"

•.

.

Commissioner Willner asked if the maintenance of the storm drain across Green River
·Road and down to the creek has been addressed? Mr.· Hatfield said he had been in ..... .
ion with the Commissioners' attorney on that point, but he hasn•t gotten back
him as of yet. ·He is going to let the Commissioners' attorney draw up the agreement;
he doesn't want to pay fat it). He said.the question was interesting as to whom does
easement run on the area to which they will be draining? He reiterated again that
.t does run to the County, and he does have a copy of it. ··He said it means nothing,
it does answer the Commissioners' question --whether it was just there and is
ing used or as to whether the easement actually runs· to the County, itself. ;;It does
to the County, which makes the legal aspect of the developer's maintaining that
ipe a little more solid. He asked Mr. Cedric Hustace if that is correct, and Mr.
stace verified that that is c9rrect.
~

i,~ .Continuing, President Berries said he kn'ows that Mr. Hatfield has talked a lot about
dollars here; he wonders if the developer would be willing to help the County partici.. . pate in the stoplights? Mr. Hatfield indicated he'd been thru this a long time ago .
·. · , and Mr. Gerard did a good job. He said he does not know which stoplight Mr. Berries
talking about; but they know they are going to have to buy the one at "that spotu •
. Hatfield started out at a very low figure, but Mr.· Gerard just kept saying, "no".
finally wound up that the developer would pay it all .... Mr. Hatfield said, "You :____ ,,..
do a pretty good job of collecting tax money and not calling it tax money -- like ""'
that staRlight!" -!n all seriousness, however, Mr~ Hatfield saidJhey should pay .
.... · -•·• . G inlyR!t 1s_. a traffig_,~con~r~.l.~jch,· ~~-~-psh_··.~_-.,_l;~t{,is~£2~_''tlQ~t3~pw_~t' ~-~~of. fP_;f~lJ_yt
.
.
. reen _1ver.Road but,''·more so~-,~,,tftelps;;~r-.. e:ueveoper,_on ro "ra .c~ou
mall area. One of the big bugaboos {which can :be attested to by Mrs. Cunn1ngham
, you hear from customers of malls or shopping centers is the lack of' traffic control . ·
:~~~~'2"in getting them into and out of a mall area. The big thing now all over this country ..
.'~:t-".:;{\as a selling point to stores to· get them .to .locate in your mall is ~o. 1 - Traffic·-: ,
~j·,.0..~"Control; and, No. 2- Safety. Green Oaks w1ll have a 24-hour secur1ty system-- tHey re
"·''{''-"; going to be watching it. Were the developer not coming int.n. the picture, the County
••.::;>"~'' waul d not need a 1i ght there after Green River Road was improved -- so the deve 1oper
_, · • 'should pay for· the light. President Berries .said he had noted that included in the
., . E.U.T.S. Repor~ is the _fact that the developer is going to make t~e necessary _ro~d il · ·
-improvements d1rectly 1n front of the mall property, and Mr. Hatf1eld said this 1s ·
correct. Mr. Berries said there are studies being conducted by the City Engineer's
.· .. office to widen Green River Road, but the criti ca 1 areas at the rna l1 property and south
will be addressed if a stoplight is ·going to be installed. ·Mr. Hatfield said is"' is
.
· ·_.'· ..

1

I

-:

.

1

-~
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;on his plans. In fact, for the protection of the Commissioners, let the minutes
"of _this meeting so show that this. is included in his plans.
:Mr. Hirsch again raised a question concerning the drainage easement. Mr. Hatfield
~aid it runs to the County --which was very important to the developer. The reason ~.,~
. it was important was that in the maintenance of the pipe, it would be very difficult ·
for the Commissioners' attorney to draw up something that was binding on the developer
:-- running thru the County to an area over which they had no controL The reason for
the agreement is that the developer is going to maintain it. If something happens to
that pipe, the County is not going to be out any money. Legally, if the drainage
1'0""~"""""' t did not run to the County ... ·it would be difficult for the developer to be
to the County in the maintenance of the pipe. President Borries remarked he ··· ·
s certain that Mr. Hatfield will stay in touch with the Commi.ssioners as the agreement
is finalized. Mr. Hatfield said the Commissioners should.make certain their attorney
in touch with him; when the agreement is done -- they are ready to execute it. . " . .
!

•

•

•

•

-:----~-

ident Borries stated that this petition was approved by the Area Plan Commission
d asked Mrs. Barbara Cunningham what the vote was? Mrs. Cunningham said there were
e'teven ·{11) affirmative votes. Commissioner Willner moved that VC-9-94 be approved,
bject to ~he provisions noted in the Drainage Board minutes of July 30, 1984 as
·. ·
·
··
·
·
llows: -~· :· '':1.:: ,..
::. ~-

·~

,./

.-~~ .

z:.;:~t-~rAfter considerable discussion, it was determined that it would be

i,;,I~hecessary to have 36" pipe to a designated location; 42" pipe under
. , .·· .. ~;~~"Green River Road for about 420 ft., and 48" pipe for the last sixty ----~
:?,·:.(60} feet. (Mr. Hatfield noted that the latter is where it turns at
.___
45-degree angle.)

on was made by Commissioner Borries.that drainage plans.~ae approved,
submitted and amendedit to include recorded maintenanqe.~ement on
ipe from Green River to the terminis.and maintenance of the ;retention
in. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered. u ·~·~!~'ii'i?:~;;.,
':;.~~~~<;':,:,."- !,

- ,• .'fi,~7~~0

.::-:. '.;:' ':'.

-.. :.: '; .< .

ssioner Cox asked if the recommendations include maintenance of the dry
pond? Messrs. Hatfield arid Willner .said that this is included in the
uly 30th 'Drainage Board minutes. Commissioner Cox asked that also included should
that. E.U. T.S. ·recommendations be followed. Commissioner Willner included this
part of his motion. A second to Commissioner Willner's amended motion was
ded by Commissioner Cox. Presidet'l't~~Borries asked for a roll cal vote:

"""',·"'n~r,on

a

.";:;·~·

.-.-, _: ,-__ ·;'::···;t:~:;~{~~:·F,~~~/- ...

Commissioner Cox
Commissioner Willner Commissioner Berries .

Yes
Yes
Yes

· ···

carried with three (3) affirmative votes·.
:. i?:;· COUNTY

ATTORNEY

•. ·:Cedri~ .Hustace was at the meeting to represent the County Attorney's office.•.
said the only item.he had for the Commissioners' attention was a communication
ceived by County Attorney David Miller from At
Terry White of the law firm
sen . ieder~aus. & Labh(lrt -~~ncerning ·.~,,clJ~nt, Pa
Stau

·

~

~·fi~ c~~~t~~br~~f~~~:~sJ'*~~~~·1~f'~~) ·_..

',

". . . .,.. . .

attorney that she was ·damaged in the amount of $300,000.00 •. Mr. Hustace said this is
.not a complaint filed. in any court; it is just a letter. In fact, the letter is not
dated; but.it was received by the County Attorney's office on August 10, 1984. He
said he is passing it along to the Commissioners for whatever action they deem ap-.:.:
· propri ate. The County Attorney's office has not yet investigated the merits of .this
claim insofar as Mr. Hustace knows. , Commissioner Cox asked Counsel if he thinks this
is a precursor to the formal filing of a suit? It this standard procedure? Mr. Hustace
··said this is an odd thing; but he imagines it would be something they would have to
;
eventually bring suit if they intend to pursue it. It doesn't really ask the-Coun~
for anything; it just says that she's been damaged. But he would say that they probably
..·..
intend to sue somebody. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the claim be
denied and notification be given to the insurance company. Commission~r Cox provided '
a second to the motion. So ordered.
,:t~;f~it,r,:.~i,·i~;s;'~:.;_~\l,;i;0:{i~'?· ~· ·
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'. BURDETTE PARK
President Borries said that Mark Tuley, Manager/Burdette Park~ will not give a
:7J~£";~ report at this meeting .

I

~ .,. '.

•

.

~ ~- ' "" . : ' • '":')o

. .•

.. .

:RE: ~~tf)C.OUNTY HIGHWAY .••• ~. ~Bill Bethel

r:~~:;~:Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the Weekly Absentee Report for employees

~~"r···- at th~ County Garage for the period August 13 thru· August 17, 1984 ••••••• report received

.

.:,:, ..;,.:;.~

and f1led.

__ ·_~;;~}~~-~:.~tti'{ --· ····7-~·:{~(~JI~:~;.~~.¥>"~~::

·· ~;':' -

. i.-

~-;

~--~~-·- '

·~·-

... ·LWeekly Work Report: the Weekly Work Report for employees at the County Garage was
~$f~;f¥Jf}';S~bmi tted for the period August 13 thru August 17,. 1984 ••••••• report received and
:'~?·'.f,?:flled. A~tached to the Work Report was the follow1ng Work Schedule:
-:~:,.~i::~~:~~-x:·-~~-:~:..S~. , .-· _ : - -.\<:·~;.f,·~{;;;.::~.::.- /' .:· ... :
·
_,,_
··
·
·. ~ ::·~--- -.·-~ ,,, Gradall:
,Bergdolt Rd. ,-West Haven, Magnolia Dr., Heckel Rd., Big Schaeffer,
:';Hi 11 crest Home -- and the City (the 1atter, for one day). They are
· t quite finished with Big Schaeffer, but work should be completed
noon tomorrow.
:.
q_.

·
.!

. ,/,/

---.

-~.

'o

·Kleitz Rd., Orchard, Old State, Wimberg, Garrison, Marlene Dr.,
Old Henderson, New Harmony Way, Happe Rd., Koressel Rd., Henze,
·
ey Ct., Elmridge, Harmony Way, and Deshields Drive.·.'

s..

I

,.

,'. -

::-"·_: ...... ·,·_~; -~-

Weinbach, Lynn Rd., ~River Rd •., Waterworks Rd., and St. Joseph Ave •

.

~ethel

\-

•.

is leaving on vacation and will
laum
-~

.... ·.-

-"": .._-~d-·.

dge & Guardrail Repair Rep,~rt: Mr •. Da~id Guillaum was at the meeting to represent
the County Surveyor 1 s office, and had distributed copies of the Bridge & Gua·rdra i 1
. Repair Report for period August 13th thru August 17th •••••.••• report received and

,::~'(:~::~,lJ:l~~,: ..

'..

~

' '

.

.: ··., {Maryland Street Bridge: With regard to the Maryland Street Bridge project, Mr. Guillaum
·..:C,//2;;{said that at this particular point they have U$ed twelve (12) work days on the contract,
2£~@~}1~·~4which puts. us well ahead on the amount of work completed. Obviously, this was due
.::·,~·~!·~::;t:"in part to.-the fact that the SIGECO relocation was used as free time. We did not .
late any work days until Thursday, August 2nd. Things are progressing pretty
··
1 at this point. --They poured the cap on the west abutment last Friday and this
rnoon they were scheduled for the east
illaum said he
want to

I

Mr. Guillaum directed the Commissioners' attention to Duesner Road
pro em.
've received a lot of requests from the residents in that area to do
_somethi.ng about the pipe. The Surveyor•s office recommends that the CountY go ahead
.. , · and purchase the pipe (similar to what they did on the Schissler Road project) ands
then just contract for installation via invitational bids •. He ~aid the Surveyorts·
:'··
office needs approval to purchase the pipe. He 1 s talking ~out approximately 60-ft.
at $44.00 per foot, or a total approximate cost of $5,000.00. Commissioner Cox asked
just where on Duesner Road is this location?. Mr.. Guillaum said it is close to the ·
easement for the railroad on the west side of the tracks between Old Henderson Rd.;,'
In response to Commissioner Willner's query concern.ing pipe size, Mr. Guillaum saia
it is 42-inch pipe, with. 0-rings. Commissioner Cox asked what is in there now?
·Mr. Guillaum said there is approxinetely a 30-inch pipe which has debris· and water
built up around it, and they couldn't really get at it to get accurate measurements •
. .. .. But it appears to be a 28" - 30 11 corrugated pipe. Mr.· Guillaum said that until they '·-'
.~ ·
get a tape on this -- until
get an approval -- they may need to add another ;;~t.J~;A~c.T
30-:40 feet onto this thing.
now the side slopes .are practically·~~~t.c~}.,~~;;..;;·(\~;·~}~~~1:~~

·

.':·~~~;. :·"~."~~!~ri·~~;

··· · ·

(~~~:;~:2( ~

;f~~~:~~ff~nti~.~ed)

.,

c-.

-"'<'· ~~:...~
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they are l;~s than 1 to 1. When they put that back in, 'they are probably going to
to expand it to 2 to 1; because if they put it. back in the way it is right now,
then it isn't going to hold. He said hetd like to amend what he said previously.
"'"'"' ""·'"·'·
said they're going to go in and ask for about $5,000.00. Commissioner Willner
if tie is talking about the pipe and the installation contract for $5,000.00?
. Guillaum said, ·"No, just the pipe only". But you just don •t buy the pipe; you · •.,,\:·"
get the 0-rings and the joint material. ·And if they have to extend --they'd rather
ask for the $5,000.00 so they won't have to come back again. ~Commissioner Willner
asked what.the neighborhood price is for installation? .Mr. Guillaum said it could
var.y somewhat, but we're probably looking at anywhere from $13,000.00 to $15,000.00.
ssioner Willner asked if this would be concrete pipe? .:Mr. Guillaum said it
will be concrete pipe .with 0-ring joints. Commissioner Cox sa~d this is the kind to
in down there. The current pipe is approximately a: 30-inch currugated metal ·.· ._ · .
pe and it has failed in the middle. Bill Bethel has been down there a few timES to
the road and put more material in. Commissioner Willner moved that the ...·
. ;;,;.
Surveyor's office be authorized to purchase the necessary concrete pipe, etc., and
,
' . · r/
ask for invitational bids, ·then come back to the Commissioners with said bids. :· ·
. ssioner Cox said she had one more question. Which side of the road is this going .1:,
be now? ·Mr. Guillaum confirmed that it will be on the west side? Mrs. Cox asked
f .. i~ is going under Deusner Road? Mr. Guillaum said it is; tt is about 18-19 ft.
r'ight there. Mrs. Cox asked what the right;.:,of-way is there? Mr. Guillaum said
hasn't checked, but he believes i·-t is about 33-ft. ·Mrs. Cox asked if he wants
, oO or 90 ft.? Mr. Guillaum sai-d that the whole point is that· if you're 20-ft. · · ·'
and you come back with 30-ft •. of pipe, you have a slope that you•n never be
. e to hold. A 1 to 1 slope is a 45-degree right triangle. ··1 to 1 is terril:>le to
hold unless you rip-rap it. The Surveyor plans to rip.;.rapit, but they•re not going
to do it with the contract, they are going to do the rip-rapping wittf;''fkeir bridge
'">,·. ;;.
; it will beh~ little cheaper this way., But he ··:said the{ are g~ inl._ todpirobably ..:ct.•.~.·.·.~.t.~.: . ~·.·'.
to expand t 1s out to a 2 to 1 slope anyway; if they don t, unt1 ..1,;ne rt
. - .
compacted they are going to have to patch the road -again-.-- as they'll slide
'· ~~-~~
.
ht off. Commissioner Willner said that if they do get outsidetne·:Ti~ght-of-way, · ·
·will need permission from the landlord, in writing. -'"Mr. GuiJlaum,:&ndicated he ·
~tood that. Commissioner Cox provided a secondto Commissioner 1 WiJJner's motion. ~~:,·

~"~~~·'want

·''I

1

nrnoro

·

·

..

:. ·

-

'

·'

.

.

' ..-··

.·,

~~=-=,:;--;,.=~:::..:...;~~F-:-::-lo=.:o~r-=-s:

,.., ~:,

Commissioner Willner asked-if the contract for bridge
oors
• uillaum said they had done· several on the west s.ide and he
inks they look good. Commissioner Cox said the one on. Hogue Road is excellent ••••
jn between the two railroad tracks is very good •.•• -.but the bridge decking work
. really very nice. • . ·
. .
>.
. ·
>~
. ·:
:cOUNTY ENGINEER ....•..•. Andy Easley

,,.

'.

.

.

:,'"{'•

'

·:Angermeier, Chairman/Board of Review, was
August 16, 1984

---

~ •..
-·'' ·:

~-."

County Commissioners
' . .
In order to complete the work of the Board of Review, I have · .
asked the State Board of Commissioners for an extension of twent~ (2~}
days. I will need an additional Fifteen Hundred Dollars ($1,500) in
order to meet the payroll for the two (2) Board Members and Secretary.
Thank you.
James L.. Angermeier
.
·Chairman/Board of Review

Page 8

~~!~~:i~~tkCommissioner Cox said she ··knows that this request is on Council call, because it
'N~,;;,,,.

I

was on the .agenda she received •

. -~~:·c-:~,~~ALEXAN~ER,AMBULANCE SERVICE, .INC./MONTHLY. REPOR'' :.T••·''"'-*:t'':···
· ,A Monthly Report from Alexander Ambulance Service, Inc.,
period ending July 31,
1984, was received and filed. It was noted by Mr. Lindenschmidt that he and ·Mr. Tuley
·· have beeti unable to go over the County Receivables, etc., because Mr. Tuley has had a
. full schedule sitting in on the Board of Review meetings since County Auditor, Alice
·tMcBride, has been otherwise occupied concerning budget matters •. As soon as Mr. Tuley
~.can get away;, he and Mr~ Lindenschmidt will get together and go over all the figures
·submitted by Alexander Ambulance Service.
·
· ,.,..,

-~-

.···.LETTER OF COMMENDATION/VETERAN'S SERVICE

,,_

..

President Berries said he had a letter to be entered for· the record from a Mr. Everett
etel .concerning service rendered by Veteran's Service Office, as follows, as well
. as his response to Mr. Di ete 1:
·

-~~'-~~

''"

.

'

..

-

'

-~--~{;.Mr. Rich~rd J~ Berries, President

·";;rt!i<Wc;::->····--·· .•. ;~i;:

Vanderburgh County Commissioners
Civic Center Complex
··. ·..
....,..,,;,,.""". ···-·Evansville, Indiana 47708
· ··
..•. > • ;.

···-·-'
' '~ '·

I

!.

~.

'' •t;

;') r ·t wou 1d like to 1et you know how I fee 1 about your men in the Vanderburgh ·
:veteran's Service Office arid· what a fine job they are doing. Mr. Mark Acker,·
· :Assistant, sure has helped me get some ·info.rmation I needed, which was quite
.>.:'a task; but he came thru,working with Mr. Larry Stewart, Veteran's Service
.
Officer/Indianapolis. · I give my thanks to you, Sir, for being the backer in
!".!"~;.this service provided. God will bless you for it. You can be assured that
·/you will
my vote. ·Thanks· again. .,.:,..... ·.

,' -,

<~~~~{ ~~.~~+[~'!~~--~ ·~~ ::.-c·

.

...,.:r\Sincerely,
•;':: 'f": :c::r"··

·

.-, 'c{.•

.·<.i~~~ett R. Dietel (a Disabled Vet)
···M"Il636 Washington Avenue
Evansville, IN 47714·

******
August 14, 1984
.. '~':i·.:·

.

::~·.:,90~~~-~:,;:.i~·Mr .c~. Everett

R. Di ete 1 ·
"~: , -1636 W~shington Avenue
f,f~~~"~-~1~~-ot~~-~"!J·\E'
ille, IN 47714

I

•

·· are people left who appreciate our efforts in trying to help .county residents
. in solving their problems, of which there. are many. We do try to help the
citizens who elected us.· We are often criticized but seldom thanked for a
job well done.
"

.;:.

We are proud of our County officeholders, espectally Mr. Wallace and
.
Mr. Acker in our Veteran's Service Office, since they work very hard in trying
to help our veterans; and they are doing a-fine job. Thanks again.. God bless you.
.

Very sincerely,
The Board of Commissioners of ..,
the County of Vanderburgh
,,,'-~

-

-~

·COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
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.

\ RE: ." INVESTMENT RESOLUTION
~-i~~-~-¥ )-~-~-

• • • • •; .

,+,

.'·

·'[,'

..·;:.:President Borries explained that, for time purposes, what the Investment RESOLUTION
,does is revise the previous Investment Resolution- -- because the figure was different
from what the County Treasurer had estimated that he was going to take. The following
·-. ·,:_ . SOLUTION says that, until further instructed by the Board, the County Treasurer is ,;:~~,
_.·-:::·"directed to place all interest monies earned from the investments in the County General
until the sum of $1,200,000.00 has been realized and deposited in said fund for
·'
,year of 1984, or fs otherwise directed by the Board. At that point then, the Board
}·.would direct him to deposit other monies into other accounts as they deemed appropriate.
ssioner Cox asked again what this RESOLUTION says? .President Borries said he had
t outlined the major change·. It simply authorizes the interest money to the
··
General Fund until the sum of $1,200,000.00 is realized and deposited into that
for 1984. (Previously, the sum was $1,100,000.00.) It was noted that said
.
ON had already been approved by the Commissioners; all that is required tonigbt
s the formal execution of the document. Said RESOLUTION follows: ·
.
>

•

..~·"·''c''"'INVESTMENT RESOLUTION, AUGUST, 1984
.. ·· . BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
~~\~~·~"-~:.:s:,;c~;~~'!Z··~~·;; .• ··l;t;;l';:;,X,:~:~~~r·.~;ir~:YANDERBURGH COUNTY
·.·•
REAS,· the Board of County Commissioners of Vanderburgh tounty ·
the "Board) pursuant to Indiana Code 5-13-1-1 et seq. (Acts 1975, P. h.
, 81, p. 222) is vested with authority to direct the County T't'easurer
.
. invest county funds under the control of the_ Board pending distribution--to · units of g.overnment; and · · ·-·
·
:• WHEREAS,. the Board desires to provide fleXibility in meeting the
inancial obligations and budgetary considerations of the County_ ..
while maintaining a maximum interestyield·on invested County·fun.ds;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, BY
• 11"."' '::. :</::~-·,

•( . .
..........

THE

BOARD:

·

THAT the prior resolutions of this Board concerning

. . ., .,,.;~ .-•_,

. --., . -_ -· .-.: ·~--~; ... .

.:/.~r.;~t~~~~~;;_,:

:.

:<~~~i:<~if,'/~

tment of County funds are expressly repealed to the· extent 'that
· may be -in conflict with anything contained herein. ·
2.
THAT the Vanderburgh County Treasurer is· hereby authorized and
rected to invest the maximum amount of tax collections and individual
County funds which are not otherwise governed by Federal o.r State statute
which in the judgment ·and discretion of the County Treasurer are not
-needed by units of local government in such amounts and -upon such terms as
will at all times maximize the amount of interest to be earned upon such
·
nvested funds.
''_,,

..

3.
The Vanderburgh County Treasurer shall report to the Board of
County Commissioners. at the -first regular meeting of the Board of County .
Commis~ioners of each month the amount invested, the term of each investment,·
rate of interest, due date and amount of interest to be earned for each
. nvestment and such other information rtaining to investment of County
ds
. ssi
ns
,
directed to place all interest monies earned from investment. of County funds
;~o:···c~:into the County General Fund until the sum of One Million Two Hundred Thousand
<'· ·· 'Dollars ($1 ,.200,000.00) has been realized and deposited into such fund in. the
year 1984, or as otherwise directed by the Board. · .
·
· ~J~~~<; sPassed and approved this 20thday of August, 1984.
..

-

.

. ·BOARD OF. COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF · 'VANDERBURGH COUNTY,. INDIANA
By: Richard J. Borries
Rober.t L. Wtll ner
·'>,~:,·shirley Jean Cox
· ·.c! ·· •

h.
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PETERSBURG ROAD/ACCESS TO HIGHWAY 57
''<?"':~-~~;;~.

I

._:;'-!.. ':

The Chair proceeded by indicating that on July 30th, Mr. Floyd Crofts had appeared
-''"~
before the Commissioners with a Petition (signed by some 300 McCutchanville area
>t'~··, ·.·,·resident$) concerning· keeping Petersburg Road to Highway 57 open. The Commissioners
,qf;jtf{\:1ii~sent the Petition, ·together with a cover letter, in support of said Petition to the
'· · ···State Highway Department •. A response from the State has been received, as follows:
August 13, 1984 .

-47708

.. '

~;~~~;7~~~/7~~~~i~~-·
~~'~''}Thank

:

'

' ('

~·

/l- ·_,

~·

you for keeping us informed of the desires of the .
, itizens of Vanderburgh County relative to access with relocated
:'2>''"
>~,, "" ~ ·
· tate Road 57.
Department of Highways approved the plans for relocated
. tate Road 57 and the project is well along in construction. · The
~·project, as presently being c·onstructed, includes an intersection
with Petersburg Road and there is no desire on the part of the
~~·2:.;/;.:;;;:..tr.,;UePal"tment to eliminate this intersection.
·
; Very truly yours,

I

';..··

..

''Gene K. Hallock
.:.Director

.'>'

ssioner Willner asked that a copy of the resp~nse letter. be forwarded to
• Floyd Crofts for his information~ Commissioner Cox indicated she would also
ke a COP;}'· (Copies were given to Mrs. Meeks for transmittal to Mr. ~rofts and
of the Commissioners.) . . ...,·• ..
·
''

';

'Paramedic Service Meeting: Mr. Borries said he attended the Paramedic Service meeting
held last week. He does nottfiinkthe City of Evansville ha,s decided at this time
V ·.
their intentions concerning the Paramedic Service~ Therefore, he cannot comment
<~· ... concerning future service at this time insofar as County-wide service is cQncerned •
.!•:.~\'·] J},

C','_:

;r:~ 1~ '·.

·

.

.

~· ..

·- ..,

1

_

·:

, -7-:

Defense Meeting: The Civil Defense Department held a meeting last week and
have now launched their fund drive for sirens.
·

-~:\.~~:<,:'Civil

.:·

• •

~~...:.;.;;..;:;.~iie..-

.

'

.

.
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'
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> ~·'

"

:._:_··~·-.:.w.,: :": .. ~ . "
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.' -~~·..... 'if'\,:~·,'·

: . ,-

s will. bi-~~he' ..~eek .t9r·jth~·courity· ~ouncil,""~''·
ngs are
led to ~begin''torriorrow1ii·(August :21st) at 4:00 cp;m~
Budget is scheduled for hearing on Thursday, August 23rd, at 4:00 p.m.· 'The Drainage
Budget will .also be heard at that time. The County Highway, Hillcrest Home, Roads &
Streets and Airport Budgets will be heard on Friday, August 24th •••• all of which are
of interest to ·the Commi ssi on.ers. · Hearings will be he 1d every afternoon and a schpdul e ·
is posted in the Connnissioners' Reception Area.
·

I
. .
~

(

Burdette Park/CountryMusic Da~:Burdette Park will have what is designated as their
2nd Annual Country Music Days on Saturday and Sunday, August 25th and August 26th.
This event is being promoted via the Vanderburgn Auditorium marque. If the ~eat~eJ
is as beautiful·as it has been this past couple of days, Mr. Tuley is looking .forward
to a nice turnout. The Commissioners are hopeful this event will be a success.
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CLAIMS

. _

.

"~•'"~:.,,~,Steven L. Bohleber:
-~*·'·~~~*a review. of statutes

. ·· .,~~·._._;;::.~.:.,:.:. •. :·

. .. · -·

.

·.:·);~.~.

..

Last week a statement was presented froin Mr. Bohleber concerning
and written legal opinion on the Indiana Code for the County
sessor and the Board of Review. ·}.A claim has now been prepared in ~he amount of
.,.J~~~·· •
$426.00 to Mr. Bohleber and is submitted herewith for approval. Mot1on to approve ··· ·
id claim for payment was made by Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissione
So ordered •

.Nenneker: A claim in the· amount of $17.SO~ to Mr.·F~ed Nenneker for a refund on
cate permit {#8367) was submitted for approval. ~.~Motion. to approve claim for
n;~viTIQnt was made by Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox.
So ·
.

····:·'\,f.·

.

'!-:.

~·\·r·,,.

$13,500/yr. · Eff: '8115/84
$11 ,298/yr. Eff: 8/3/84

.Para/Sec'y.
·secretary

Riding Blf.
$13,491/yr. Eff:
Prob. Off. . · $17 ,200/yr •. fff:

\

,...

. . ,.·

.'<~/10/84
8/11/84

P. T. Guard · ::'$3. 35/hr. '
~:

-

. '. ' . .

~~~,~5224 Westlake
, :.10140 S. E. Browning
.:;,~~~::; 1115 E. Powe 11
·'' 6607 E. Walnut

·:~~;~,J716

Irvington

,...·.

R.R.#lO Kramers Dr.
2852 W. Pennsylvania

$ 3.60/hr. · .Eff:
Eff:

$ 3.50/hr.

7/21/84
8/17/84

2817C Washington
5 E•.Powell

sJ--...

-E··~~Walnut

2616 Hillcrest
2619 S. St. James

Rosemary Muensterman 6025 Broadway
Edna Henry
. 305 N. Tekoppel
:;:·:

~~~v~,?...

•,g:~:;\.

;;~;'~('.>:~:· .•

' ~~:.::,;,•);.\·.i,;<::: . . ~-

. · ·(continued) ,::<•..
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There being no further business to come before the Board of Commissioners at
.this time, President Borries declared the meeting adjourned at 8:55 p.m.

I

PRESENT:

·cOMMISSIONERS

COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard J. Borries
Robert L. Willner
. Shirley Jean Cox

Pat Tuley, Chief Deputy

Cedric Hustace, Rep.
·'

.·.. AREA PLAN COMMISSION
-

.·Barbara Cunningham

COUNTY SURVEYOR

COUNTY HIGHWAY

David Guillaum, Rep •

Bill Bethel

·OTHER
· •.··

I

Paul E. Hatfield
Robert F. Hatfield
·(John Hirsch
· · · ..
. {Evelyn Lannert
· • , ·•
·
(Other Remonstrators re VC-9-84
News Media
.

Joanne A. Matthews

;:'.

Willner, Vice President
.

.

.

··~10£

I
~'

-·.

~ ~~1!.~\tt:~~-j~;~~~:,/ .
. .J!i?t: MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' MEETING

. August

1984

.'J}

::.:::w..::.::.:~=::!!.. · ( con"ti nued)

I

I

I

AUDITORIUM-------------Kim Bitz · . , .
ded Booking Report/Auditorium-vs:;:;j·'Gold Room ...
. . c....
. .
: ~·· . .•
.
inuation of Contract with Carrier Corp. for Heating -:: ..
,
;-:~/\.;.·
··
. ir Conditioning System· ____ ;:.:.~---:::--------..:..:,.,~~:-:-:~-.-:-!;.;,~:-:~:::-~-.------.--~· 9 & 10
uQlna\.lt: to Shrubs, etc. -----Contact County .Insurance Co. · · ·
·
· ·
10

.. .

."•,

"

-~ --~~1~~++f~trk\t~0::~,·· ' '

on

meeting of the Board of County Cormni.ssioners was held
J(ugust <27, 1984,
.
. 2:30 p.m., in the Cormnissioners' .Hearing Room, with Pcresident Borries presiding.

'· ; ~-·':\;. .~·;~~~~~--~~~.

· ·.·~·" ~.~

·: · 1 ~(-<·:··!~~:~~~t.t..~~tr~ia;i~~-~~;.~-,_~:~~:~~~~.-··_,- ·.:i.:.-{1~!~£_~~=~

, :· ~~;./J\1~~:1:;_:·,~~~;_;-:~~Jr,~~~~i~i

·

. -~,;,_.1·.·.

Cha1r called the meeting to order at 2:30 p.m. and subsequently entertained a .,, . :
ion concerning approva 1 of the minutes of the previous meeting. A motion was
""·,.
by Cormnissioner Willner that the minutes of the meeting held on August 20, 1984, ·.
~pproved as engrossed by the County Auditor and the reading of same be waived.
second to the motion was provided by Cormnissioner Cox. ·-k~o ordered. .. ·> · ·

.,

>

. ;

~-

.

.

.•

.

"' ·• •

.

',' ~

i-~.._ --

k

•

•

-

• -

~~~~=+;;;---;;;~~~;~~·~·~:;·The Chair recognized Katherine Rybak (Legal Services).who

to represen
• ackson. Ms. Rybak said that Mr. Jackson appeared
;' ,:
. Fhe Cormnissioners in June to appeal a denial of rent assistance-from the Pigeon ;./
hip T,rustee! "-+At that time, the Commissioners asked the Trustee to. pay another v~~i~1f·o.',
's .. rent for Mr. cJackson and requested that Mr. Jackson come back to the July 9th
·.
ssi"oners' meeting and bring a list of employers to whom he .had applied :for work. ·
;~uly 9th, he had been unsuccessful in finding employment but, "'at the same time,:"":t"'"""·~"'f-''
Conunissioners upheld the decision of the Trustee not to help him any further;~·
.·
. upon a n.ew standard promul9ated by the Trustee. Mr. Jackson .d!d not re_ ceive any · ;
1stance in the month of July {which would have been paid toward. h1s June rent). · · .; .·
~as .~ow come back in Augus~ and asked for assistance with his '\July nm~. ~~,:He ~tiH~
no JOb, but has been seekmg employment. ·Ms. Rybak said she had a 1r1r1tten l1st ,;,;.:;.,.·:;,
the employers contacted and submitted same to President Borries for revi_ew. · Ms. 11 •
sa'id the Comnissioners will also recall .that Mr~~.Jackson was on~'the workfare 1;fi(;~. .
gram thru the Trustee •s office. She be1i eves the Trustee ev~n~ wrote a ] etter. of t~~~t~~.,,;,:,
ce for h1m?1ndicating that he did, in fact, shOW" lip -,n:time and did his work-,,{.
assigned. Ms. Rybak said it is not a question of Mr. ·Jackson•.s,.voluntarily remain·.
ng poor, rhe is wi 11 i ng to take any job he can find; but he has;·~~J.IS t :not been ab 1e to . ;:'
. nd anything so far and his rent needs to be .paid. ;~.Ms • ':Jtybak::~ajd 'that the Trustee :-- · pa.s~iJW the standard ~- is attempting to shirk their :,statutor.YE:~~sibility as
:of ,the poor, to see that people have sufficient means to matti$ain shelter •.,"'-::"'f,;,~::;;·.·
•ur-th~:•nnlr'\t"A, if the Commissioners will read the IJStandards'~·i ;the Jrusam .has/already
shelter assistance for the rrionth.of.July, thereby interrupting the:90-day
uu.~~~;,nt: said she believes the
can now turn around and.
for s rent ·
of August. . ''i .,
•

lA

~t ~.(.~~J~I~~!-·~:.:11~:~~~~'~: ,

.,..

r called for questions from
something to interject which he feels it is important.for the-Commissioners to
... Mr. Jackson, thru Ms. Rybak, has also filed suit .againstVanderburgh County as
11 as against the Pigeon Township Trustee. David Shaw is the attorney for the
,,/ ·
ship Trustee; he is away this week. (Mr. -Jones attempted to speak with him today.)
matter has been set for hearing and Mr. Jackson's motioned f'Or:;andnjunttion··to ·'·'. · .
train the County from enforcing the policy referred to by Ms. ·Rybak, and in addition···
s_eek, he supposes, some form of mandate to compel the action ~o pay his ~nt. • · .
• Rybak interrupted by saying that this iS also part of the proceeding to appea·l ~ ,.
decision of the County Cormnissioners. Mr. Jackson had to file within thirty (30)
an action in Circuit Court in order to ·
t waiving his:rights.
Jones
ld
further
·
·
.
.
~

$ 6.00
6.00
90.00
3.00
6.00

I

75.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
3.00
100.00
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... · 100.00
. 3.00
. 100.00
110.00
..... ; \ 3.00
:,,., :/110. 00
':110.00

·
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4/83
·;110~00
7/84
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f~110. 00
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30/84
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·:~ : Non-food
•··. ·.'>:t·: Rent
·•'-\'<·;::~:· Non-food
__ ;:··i<.:.Rent
·
Rent
.. Non-food
, ent
·:.~"/"~.Rent

···<: c:t~:Offi ce Ca 11
· .......: ;~:~,;Non-food
~~'{1) R-X at Miles Pharmacy
·:::···~~·';"·;_'(~Rent
·
'."''. · ·
J:!i ··"·!':': Non-food
· ~.;£:<Rent
Rent
Rent
Rent
. ''
Non-food
,;,. ;

'· >·'

'.::

•;~~-;,-...:~_, .~·:: ;~f¥\,~~(•

•

lar amount not' shown, because this is handlecJ'by Medical
..... _. _. :·:."_ . ~~t.IJ;~~~:,{~ ·

-~},~:~~\~~~:~~·~:r·;i:- -~

·~·~;;

· · ·-- . ~~:~. :.

1

•

•·• •

.);~;_;;~-:~t\~~~.·

:.-,:. ·

11

Non-food Orders .::. ·9/16/83 thru 6/18/84 = . $ ~f':·60.00
Rent· Assistance - 9/16/83 thru 6/18/84 . ;.wt~'l, 170.00
, : ,'

,

·"~······'·'··....otal

.

I

.>Non-food
Non-food
Rent
.·.,:···Non-food
.··Non-food
·' \'Rent
·Non-food
· Non-food
Non-food
. <· Non-food

.
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•
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• •

·Assistance (exchading Medical) $ 1,230.00

· ,-·\~~'i4(··.:;~,~~-~;.~~~·~J~<f~~.ff~·:~§~;l~~t¢_t~~~~1:~:0;~;i~~~i~1;~:if\P--•,i:t~~"\>_?·:'·,f~~~-~--<~~~,·~~~-:{::·..
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es asked Ms. Sallee that wheri a·person is denied assistance, what are
guidelines fnsofar as time limit is concerneQ for the individual :~o reapply? Ms.
lee ··said i'that all depends". "'Mr. \'Jackson's case was just closed on August 13, 1984.
he had continued with his workfare, as prescribed by-the Trustee, it would be sixty
) days before he would be subject to reapply for assistance again. Commissioner Cox
ked Ms. Sallee if Mr. Jackson violated his workfare program?. Ms. Sallee said, "No" •
• Cox said she thought the 60-days referred to the workfare program --that if they
. olated that they would have to wait 60 days. Ms. Sallee said that would be the only
in Mr. Jackson's case. But, they've never had any trouble with his work. She
id, i f the Cormnissioners wi 11 recall, the reason Mr. ~Jackson was ~enied further .
istance was because the Trustee's budget was running low and she had advised her
,to cut all young able-bodied persons off, because the- weather_was nice and she
t. that they should and could get some type of work to take care.'bf ~hemselves. -she
i
out of money because of the high utility bills, etc
reason .he
.·.the ·· .. rst place. ~ormnissioner Cox .......,...........
~'-"'-~~''"""''J;e\'ii,.;;.~p.,,c,;,j,;r,.;;;_~
' es ·said "'fi.i s ;~ uestfon:~ri'':'
. "" ..... ,q . ''''"'~'"'"'I!>'
guidelines. on
this ;:.::;;. ·as ·;t
ong
could remain on the program; the Board acknowledged that the Trustee's budget
severely strained, etc.) -- but once a person- is denied, how Jong a period must
.. ela~se before they can reapply and be eligible for benefits? . He said Ms~ Sallee has
Jnd1cated sixty (60) days -- is that correct? Commissioner Cox said that it does .rttot
'say this anywhere in the guidelines. That is why she asked the foregoing question.
·
_,
. • Sallee interrupted by saying that it depends upon why they were denied. · for
. , tance, if someone comes in and wants a ticket to go out of the city (such as a ·
.~."transient) the Trustee cannot help them again for (she believes) six (6) months. It's
·<."(;":different reasons for different things for which they are asking assistance that t.ftey.
·. ' are denied. Attorney Jones asked, "What about the rent?" Ms. Sallee said if he
11 recall, when they first came before the Commissioners on
on's
e, it

;;'
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'~,
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.

-

-

-:~·-•'·

.

-~

,.-

.

.

~,·~~~-J.~--?r~_;•:'ft

:."' ··- -..

not clear to the Board how long the Trustee should pay rent. Subsequently, the
tee said "90 days 11• Attorney Jones pointed out that the Trustee did this on
June 18, 1984. On the application last made by Mr. Jackson, which was denied, what
did he make the application for rent assistance? Ms. Sallee said Mr. Jackson
been receiving rent a 11 a1ong -- is that what Attorney Jones means? He had been
ving rent all along until she told him on April 30, 1984.that the Trustee's
·· ·.
ce would pay one {1) month•s rent -~but that he would then be cut off. She said
always give the individual at least thirty (30) days' notice. ··Attorney Jones
Ms. Sallee if a cut-off policy was actually in effect in April? He applied in
1 and she told him they would pay rent f~r one more month (he assumes that was ...:· ··. ..,.,
May rent)? Ms. Sallee said April's rent would have been paid for in May, except :"~~fs,3·
Mr. Jackson's rent is running different from the others for the simple reason · ·'' ::·,.·,
.k. ·7.:::'April 30,.1984 -:-~ $110.00 rent was paid for January 31 to February 31 ~- :i'~w~·fi::\\
~"'au::oc:: he ·wouldn•t come in each time the rent was due. So, when he would come in,
.,
would have to backdate the rent according to the last time they paid the rent
. ·I·
nee he wasn't paying an.v ~imself -- and she asked ~r. Jackson if th'at is correct -- ·. /
ng any. rent h1mself? ~::Mr •. Jackson ind1cated he was not paying any. rent. ~

I

.

.. :·~,: ~: ~:·~.' ,.·: ,·~ ~--

~.. :·:., ' ~·~-~~~~~~t~i? ~~\:;~ '~ "/i:~~::\~~~t~:Jr. ~ .-~. ·- -~/ +:~'-~~:~~~~:~:~:1:~~tey:~~2~~t;f~/~{ ~~'/~~'i;.'~~fit.,.
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. . -~j(_.\-:•b;r

Berries asked Mr. Jackson.when was the last time he appeared before the
ssioners :...July? Mr. Jackson confirmed that this was correct. ,;,;President Borries ·.
ked if he remembers what was said at that meeting? Ms. Sallee indicated the first
.
he"·appeared before the Commissioners was on June 2nd -- and the ·last time was
'
uly 9th. ·'·Commissioner Willner asked what is Mr. Jackson •s record ·itt:sofar as Food
,:-"
is concerned? Ms. Sallee said Mr. Jackson did not come. in dttrimg July or August .: .
.non-food; but Commissioner Willner said he was not talking'about~nan-foocr,--he"ts-~
king about regular Food Stamps. Ms. Sallee said the Trustee .cloes·''TIDt have Food ·
·
..... ~ ..m ... .,; they just· issue the non-food •.. He would get Food Stamp:s,;~hrii·'''ttie Welfare Dept.
ssioner Willner then asked Mr.·~uackson how long -he tlas bean::''on :fnotl Stamps? .
twas noted that Mr. Jackson has been getting non-food orders,ori,and-uff since 9/16/81 •. ·
ssioner Willner said what he wanted to establish is when did Mr. :Jackson go on
Food Stamp Program for the first time? And, :whether he has- been o:n it continually'
was determined that Mr.. Jackson has not been on the food Stamp';{)rQgrnm continually, /;
he worked a per.iod of four (4) months for Industrial Contractors;t:tle worked for
·, '
for R~T. Thompson
. month:her employer for six. {6) months; :. he wor
which time he was not on food s
·

1·

D :·!i.;l!;',;;:;;.;,.;:,. :;;·.!~~1~~f~r'i~~1~~j~

ng continued with Attorney Jones
ng Ms.
lee
ng
the
............,,.,.. Policy says that the Trustee's office will not pay rent for· more than ninety (90)
period for an able-bodied person; does that 90-day period mean 90 days' consecutively;
days within one (1) year; or 90 days no matter when it occurs? ;:Ms. 'Sallee indi- ·
•··.· ::cated she did not know. ·Attorney Jones said the Board. cannot r~le on this case until
they know what the policy means _;.. because that is a big question in the lawsuit. Ms.
· llee said the Trustee did not tell the investigators. Ms. Rybak interrupted by saying
that because of the policy's silence on that particular issue, shE! thinks the policy .
to be interpreted in a manner favorable to the applicant _.;;.·:since it's the Trustee
makes the policy. Attorney Jones asked :if Mrs. Dorothea MacGregor is present today.
Sallee said she was not·: in the offi'ce when,she (Ms. Sallee) left to come to the
_'
ing today. Attorney Jones said it would be his recommendation that the Board·
·
the matter under advisement until ·such time as they can discuss the matter with
Trustee to see what her intent is with regard to this policy.··;:~"1Jntil that time;does not believe the Board cari render a decision· concerning this 'case. ·
Rybak
d _she
ld like to remind the .Commi .
.
· ·
·· ·
.... ,, . . .
, . . ha ''t 'i ''" ·. ·ts~·~ 'i ;4 .....
. . .
·. . .. . fedyfn~sg¥a~§;~~¥~~¥n~~dWri . '
-nee
: there are written guidelines. "Since the written gu de lines are si·lent; she thfnks the
Commissioners have to rule in favor of the applicant. ··\Jhen, if the Jrustee wants to
amend the guidelines, again, she. can. President Borries stated that the B~ard will
attempt to reach Mrs. MacGregor and asked whether Ms. Rybak and het ..'client would wait
for a few minutes, until such time as they can contact.Mrs. Ma
·
concerning the
matter.. Ms. Rybak responded in the affirmative. · · ·
··

RE:

AREA PLAN COMMISSION/COUNTY CODE OF ORDINANCES
;{.};4

Mrs. Barba~a C,unningham advised that this is. th~ Final Reading; . le expl
ons.
were given at the First Reading, she wi·ll be glad to refresh the fommissioners' ~inds
by going over the explanations again. _..ThiS is the one where APC was·changing the
· "R/0'' (Residential Office District) because they felt that the R/0 was generally used
as a buffer and people thought R/0 meant
tial Office · ,
essiu1ce, what it

,

. ;;,·<~~~~~3~%;;;,,;:c.
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s"that theY 'are "professioncil offices ... _:' not offices with services. The
t limitations were amended from 75-ft. to 35~ft. In doing so, APC needed to
an area where there could be a 75-ft. ·height limitation. This was changed to
.
(Commercial) and that was amended from the 5o..:ft. height limitation to a limitation
75-ft. Mrs. Cunningham said she had also spoken before. concerning the technical
ff's recommendation that the setback on a cul-de-sac should be 20-ft., rather than
25-ft. required on regular lots. This was also included in ·the chart. In District
, ·Footnote #1 was added to minimum si·de yard; that was omitted previously. What
#1 means is that if it ·is even· a neighborhood commercial abutting residenti.al,
you must have the requi·red 10-ft. side yard. Jhat was not included previously and
just :for purposes of clearing up the ordinance. Mrs. Cunningham said this has
passed by the Area Plan Commission.· PresidentBorries acknowledged that the ·
ssioners do recall that this has previously been discussed. '~He subsequently asked.
anyone 'is ·present today who: wishes to speak concerning this Code of Ordinances? .
issioner Willner asked if the amended ordinance has .been advertised sufficiently,
~
_Mrs.· Cunni_ngham said it has •. :.there being no questions from the .Board and none from ./
audience, 'Commissioner Willner ·moved that the adoption of this. Ordinance be approved
inal Reading. ···1,Commissioner Cox provided a second to the motion.·
ident .Berries
ked.
roll. 11.
;, .at the re·quest of Commissioner Willner:
·
ssioner Cox· \\.; , Yes · · · ·
ssioner Willner;. Yes
ssioner Berries- Yes
!
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ted that 'the Board has received a Petitfon for an
Vacate
' Portion' of a Plat Within the County of Vanderburgh, Indiana,·commonly Known As
i Industrial Park. .Following a brief private ··discussion between Commissioner·
es and Attorney Jones~~ President Borries said Attorney Jones advised that the
........ £>,. has·not· been reviewed by the County Attorney~ although it . bas been signed by
,Industrial Park's attorney. -~:Attorney Jones· has requested that he be permitted
J:~view .s.aid Petition and Ordinance before any·action i~ taken by the Board; thus. •
matter is being referred to the County Attorney for h1s recommendations in the
~·~mmissioner Cox interrupted by directing the·Board's attention to Page 4,
nit says, "Petition for Vacation of A. Portion of Kauai Industrial Park Plat 11 •
ement would interfere with the Petitioner's use.'of the property as .well as .
ane~ I..nc's use of the property." .Mrs. Cox said she does not ··und~rstand this
T~T·om_•~"T'·'?:~She wonders if this should not read, "would not interfere"? LAn unidentified
ividual in the audience stood up· and said the Notice of. Public Hearing on September
Oth has already appeared in the newspaper; he asked the name of.the attorney subtting the petition. President Borries indicated that Attorney ~ohn Staser prepared
Petition~ President Borries said the policy has always been to refer such
inances to the County Attorneys. As to why the Petition and -Ordinance were com.
eted · without forwarding to· the attorneys for their examination ,':·he. cannot say. · Nor
he certain why it was advertised that way. •rn any event,he wants ·_the County
·
to have an opportunity .to review the matter·before any decision'is made by
Board. Attorney Jones said a determination needs to be made as to what utility
'the easement,·whether they were notified, and whether they have·any objection. ·
ident Berries said he knows who the individual in the audience 1s,· but asked if
1f;;irfor recor.d.",purpose,s_;·
.e .. i.ndi
.
.
. ght.;.qf:;W~.Y~if~~~nCi ,.,p~Q~J:t "··*. .,.I
ic Hearing'on this matter will
Will the Public Hearing be readvertised? . President Borrfes. indicated
, again, this was forwarded to the Commissioners' Office; but unless the other
.
had provided a copy to the County Attorneys, they have not
an opportunity
review the matter. But the Public Hearing will be readvertised.
~
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construction records and makes the recommendation that the audit be resolved as
.
.
..
.··· .":·;~~<::;:;~;;~:~'
llows:. ~,:.·:;~· ~c:·,
:/.•That the cost allowed ·by Resol
on ·be. in the total ·amount of ·
,.~Two Hundred Thirty-two Thousand Two Hundred Twenty-eight Dollars
and Forty-six Cent~ ($232,228.46)·; that all other things that we
·.(the County} had requested in the settlement have been approved;
'·that a compromise overhead rate of 129.77% be allowed and, that
,an additional 5% Federal monies be approved for both of those
· contracts. The amount which has been recommended that the State
:c~:.i\'ffi·cl51>»-•·•:.,,,.;-:~- .. s willing to accept is approximately $3,000.00 off~.from the 'total
forwarded to them. ·So, out of $232,000, it is:about $3,000.0
Attorney Jones strongly reconmends that the Board accept the .
•s figures, in view of the slight variance of what was approved.
He said he thinks most of that may have been in mileage -- that the
ty took affidavits from employees based on certain number of trips
r day. The State took a figure based upon other.,projects and .·
istances traveled,. etc. ,·• and gave a fair average on .the mileage •. He
inks .this resulted in the difference. ~·once the County verifies that
is has been accepted, the State will proceed with final payment on ,. ..
. is •. Attorney Jones .said it is his understanding that the other , .·.'·
roject (St. 'Joseph Avenue) has been audited and forwarded .to the ' ..
ederal Highway Administration for their approval. ~In that case, it
.s Mr. Jones• understanding that· the result may be even.more favorable
the County .to the extent that St. Joseph Avenue had a portfon-oj-wof"k.~~
· which was di sa 11 owed, because the notice to proceed was mot given before ·. ,.___
the engineer started work.. And, they believe the federai ·government . ·
. 11 pay for that portion; sot there would be an ev~n better reimbursement
· · . to the County off that proj.ect. ' That will be fortljeeming shortly •. :,:.ii:fr~<W~:;r' ..
. · .The immediate matter should, hopefully, wrap up ·l:.ynch:,Road ~~:·$ubject iif~~t:~·
. ·. ···.··only ~o the Feder.al H. ighway Administ:ation accepti·rt·~·.',~:1·1·· Df this. ···c;r>:;{·"'.·: .
·,~·····"~"·~·
sa1d the Board's acceptance .of th1s will allow "the,\t'Qlmty to close ·'£,~:~.~ . .
·. · · is matter out and get off the hook for <>Wing anybody·~tQything; this >t ··~· ' ·
1d not affect the spur matter at a11. :·•Attorney ·Jones said this has · :
been accepted by Engineer Associates; he has a letter<ff'BID their.Counsel,
the President of the Company to this effect. ,tJ<.:tornmissioner,~ox asked
f this means that the County needs to pay $232,228.4~7,~~:/lttorney Jones
id, "No, almost all of that has been· paid.: We wereH~~ll.()Wed an additional
,500. 00 for County work that was used on that projec~.•. 'i\ltf!J.~~ J t is is
. .,.·
it is saying that the monies that were spent, tas "WE!ll~~s •the amounts
·questioned, have beenresolved and accepted for Federal participation.
If a greater amount weren't allowed-- we're talking'about·what is allowed
of the actual cost expended -- if some of it were disallowed, we would
have been in the position of having to reimburse the federal government
and then, in turn, hav·ing to try to get it back from \~homever spent it."
But, it would be Mr. Jones·• understanding that the end result of this ·,
.. ··. thing is that if there is any reimbursement, we•re .~n.der ~5,000.00
.:·.·.between the two projects .. He does not know ·which way ,it will go. until he
· · sees the other one ..;._ but .it is· pretty near wash. :/St. ~;Joseph Avenue -.
··~~~~~::,:~~~·0 ..,~~i~~f1!<''"'•' it could be that there will be some monies that will 'be reimbursed to~-< ·
·
notice to :L · ·
the County and still payable to Engineer Associ
oro1cet=~d funds are given by .
..~ttorn~.Y ~~Qne~ ~;j,s . . . ,. . . . , · · , ;,wJ~g~iiEi~~(~,
Jones said th1s is ...........~.~...
one previously approved by ~he Board.
•

..i.

. .·.·

·<'''f''fr?o~...
:,.:.~>Motion

·

.

·.

<

,. ·.,. ...

,'·

.·

.

.. ·''

.

. ·.

was made by Commissioner Willner that the State s f.igure
.... ·
.46 be. ··,·
approved as final settlement on Lynch Road project. A .second to the motion was made
by Commissioner .Cox. So ordered. . (Attorney Jones indicated there was ...nothing to
be signed by the Commissioners; he will sent a Letter of Acceptance to theState.) ...
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llee had returned to the meeting, following a brief conference with Township
tee; Dorothea MacGregor. President Borries asked if she can advise the Board
Attorney Jones what has been determined concerning the Trustee's policy? Ms.
llee said the Trustee advised they can pay the rent for ninety (90) consecutive
• If the individual does not find employment, he or she can always come back
reapply; providing one stipulation. If the individual fails to work on the
program as prescribed, then there is a sixty (60) day period --·in other
are pena 1i zed for sixty ( 60) days. "~%'f:;z~:~rt;( ·
·' ;:JJ:.iii'~~"';~'<~"
,
_::~ ;.;.~ :;:~ .
. :·. c:~:._ :;,:,;-.:-~:·"·
·s::.;~:~::~~.-~~~<:.~. '',::,:::.~~;~~:~\·,:~ ·:·.~:-'"·~->\t ·. ·s·~~~t~~, ~·<J/'·.::N~:·,~;. - . ~ ~ ~~. :-. .,·. .
, .-·.
.
Jones said the thirty (30) day re-application is fixed by State statute;
ninety {90) days here 1s set by local policy. So, the question becomes as of
-:-.under that policy -~·is Mr. Jackson entitled? Not based upon his prior
·
lication -- but as it stands now? Now we know what the policy is. ··The question
, <1s he eligible under that situation? Has he been off of it thirty {30) days . '
~hat he could ·reapply?'· :·:·Ms. Sallee said he can reapply; ·because his case was
osed on August 13, 1984; the last assistance he received was June 18, 1984.
··
''~':'i.:*·'
'Jones asked when the thirty (30) days run? . Ms. Sallee said thirty .(30) days ,.~:~,~f,;
• passed. · · AttO't'fley Jones asked if the most recent application is now in order~ '\};;, .:
.·:·Sallee said he can reapply. '"'Attorney Jones said this is what he ·1s doing _..;. right
. ··Ms. Sallee said he has to .reapply in the Trustee's office. P,"fo1s. Rybak interjected
.Mr. Jackson had reapplied the first of August. Ms. Sallee said .she was not .;¥;;~{:t.z~~~,"'
. of this -- .does Ms. Rybak mean he came into the Trustee's office the f1rst-·of~
t? The Board reviewed the most recent application and determined that application ·
made on August 3, 1984. :Mr. ~Jim Lindenschmidt said Mr. Jackson was turned down
the Trustee's office at that time and subsequently broughtthe application up to .
·'(the night Commissioners 1 ·meeting date'} .''!i-Ms .. Sallee said the ~hi.rty .{30) days i
ld be up September 30th. ~;~!The Commissioners corrected her, ·however~ and said it
u'ld be Sept .. , 3rd. Attorney Jones pointed out that the last assistance receivE:!d
·'on June 18th -- so it would be thirty {30) days from ·that date.~-~~iCommissioner
llner remarked that the .thirty {30) day stipulation does.not pertain to the date
app 1i es, it pertains to the 1ast date he received assi stcmce .~::.:~d t-ts. Sa 11 ee .
d. that 1s right. Attorney Jones emphasized that the August application is what "-··
·;;to be considered by the Board. \'!He had been off for thirty {30} ~ays ·;...._:·so is
···"·':'-·'"'"""'·
eligible·now --that's the question? Ms. Sallee said he ·can~ ~n to the Trustees
ce •.• ~ ••• ~~but Attorney Jones interrupted by stating that Mr. "Jac.kson did come into_ .
Trustee's office on August 3rd to· reapply. He had already been .Qff .the program ·; 'ci\;~~:~:
rty (30)days • ''Ms~ Sallee said he has to go back down to the Trustee's office with 'i ··
. , and then they will go thru the procedure again ••••• the usual procedure of an
. '· ,,
licant. Commissioner Cox asked what happened to Mr. Jackson's application made
·. ·
on August 3rd? Is that the one denied? Who signed it?·. Ms. Sallee said she doesnrt ·
know what the application says; but sometimes .they come in and want a denial. .:After
king at the application, Attorney Jones asked if there is someone in the Trustee's ·
ce with the initials "B.W.", and Ms. Sallee replied in the affirmative. Mr.
. on interrupted by stating that Ms. Sallee, however, is the ind,ividual who typed
~he application for him on August 3rd~ ·There was a brief discUss,jon among the
:
ssioners. President Borries subsequently asked Mr. Jackson if.,~ewould accompany
''ii!Sallee to the Trustee's office ..~:He said they have nowackne>Wledged that he already
made
lication, and ask that the Trustee's office rocess ·
lication at
·
assi
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'"ii~'ici:~;·cproceeding with the agenda, Cmnmissioner Cox said she had 'a <]Uestion. c~·~ceJ"ning
· :the monies being coliected by National Revenue Corp. At a meeting two weeks or so .
· ago, Mrs. Cox said indication was given that the Board woUld have available a list
'·. the delinquent property taxes being collected by National Revenue Corp., and the
.>,.:;.,.. Board should know where we stand on these. Sinee that time, she has· read at least two
,::~;~:~Kt.:~~:_:.. ~-;~;>·.,··.
·.
~··.,:.·J· .,
. ;,·:.
·••··
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';~,
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cl.es in. the newspaper about how much· was collected or about how much was not
11ected. Has Attorney Jones been able to get that list yet? :·~:t.torney Jones
id all he has is what was given to County Treasurer, lew Volpe'\:_ which was latd
on Attorney Jones' desk, telling him that it is a nProceedings Supplementa 1".
said ·Mr. Volpe just shuffled them right back. Commissioner C•o·x said that in Y_.••.,_ •.,_
to find out what National Revenue Corp. has done, we need a. list of those ······~,--~
'""'"'""ts they picked out to attempt to collect. Have they been successful? Mrs. ··. :,~·~,-;\
de said Mr. Volpe was to try to get-that list. Commissioner Cox said that is
ly right-- and .she· has yet to see a list. Some people come in and pay the
inquencies on their own. Mr.·Lindsnschmidt brought in a stack of documents
National Revenue Corp., but Ms. Cox said this is the stack_that National
e could file suit on {with the County" paying the fee in advance).· The note .
i ~h she does not understand) says: ;&~'Per Mr. Volpe, these are ·not tax cases. ·-.'i" :;.-J:tA,,,.~'tr
are Proceedings Supp-lemental to collect judgments... Attorney Jones said what
represented by that -- when it goes delinquent for a period of time, it is
tically reduced to aJudgment -:- and that is what he means. They are not
. :.
lawsuits; they are, iri effect, collections on an existing judgment. ·Mrs. Cox
:/
i_d_ that prior to National Revenue Corp. •s:·doing this, people came over to her office f''"':~
·she was Clerk and wanted to pay those. :·rhey would look them up and then send
·
. to the Treasurer's office. ·':i-Then the Treasurer's Deputy would come over and
e the judgments on the Clerk•s books. -~But they were not~~ca11ed "Proceedings .
lemerital" or anything like that. ·Attorney Jones said he is not saying that they
that is $imply Mr. Volpe•s legal definition -- and he doesn't want to discuss- _·.':'"'"
or argue that with him at all -- he doesn't know where Mr •..')folpe got hli_law :'i:~g?>"'
•on,,.oo. ··ll~Commissioner Cox said she still thinks that th.e Board, .:'fJ1 rirt!er to find- out~
this company is actually doing -- because we have somewhere -~tween $20,000.00 . · -$30,000.00 we've guaranteed payment on -- we're. npt sure wha~~-''we''lt! done. For .: \. ·
amount of money, we ·should have some kind of accurate report.from the company.';>;~~'",·
•r..--r•r""'" Jones said that Mr. Volpe should know the same thing; he shoold know what :-;:¥!]'· -~
es he'.s got, what's been collected, and how much has been received .. Mrs. McBride
d_ she'd call to see if he can bring up a·list of the people who have paid. Mrs. .
·~aid that is not what she means.· National Revenue Corp. said .this -:company said ~:
.t
wanted -- what was it -- 300 accounts? Now, which of those .'300 ~t:.counts did
<"'\ ·
take to try to collect and out of those 300, hdw many were-~~eywccessful on?
ly they were not successful on the stack of documents justbr~tiglrt back (which
previously been given to Mr. Volpe to make a determination as'to,which were worth
ing· after). ·Mrs. McBride said Mr. Volpe was going to bring up a .list containing · ··"·''"""'' ·····.
names of the ones they did collect. :Attorney Jones said -the stack of documents
_·to Mr~-- ..Volpe for review (and subsequently returned) were the ones they wanted
County ·<to pay an advance fee on~ !.nfle"said the Treasurer knows 'whether or not xm~'4'' :::,,_J:;;,:•.
e are good cases. He read in. the paper where Mr. Volpe made a statement that
ought to go get them all. Commissioner Cox pointed out, however, that some of them
for amounts like $47.50, $17.78, $210.00; etc., etc. Attorney Jones said this ist he had indicated in a letter to the Commissioners. The Treasurer should cull ,:: ·
these to determine which ones were worth going after. Commissioner Cox said it is
ing to cost $28.50 filing fee to recover 7.78. What about attorney's fees per hour -is just the fi 1ing fee amount?
·
·
·' ··
· ·
. _ .-_-• ·~:?-.___ · ;>..::;~t~~~-- ·_ ......·'j;~~}e~~?.::. ·.r.'··

;:1.·
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PARK .. • ~,~~Mark Tuley
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,· :·j::i;~~-$396,037.00
.· __ '':·'',. 6,303.94
. '
70,547.44
·.· '1 0 '000. 00 .
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Page 8
Expenditures & Balance 1/1/84 to 7/31/84

.;c:·~l&~$ ·289 ,643. 76
· >·.'$ 193,244.62

Total Expenditures
Total Balance

I

,·._

· •·

': \.:::J~~:-. ·~· ;:>,..:~-~:"<

..

Income l/1/84 to 7/31/84
·.,,

,.,
"""''

.

Pool
Rink
';Rentals
Misc.
:Total
'7/31/84

--~- \t"·~·,r,

..

~

. ~~--·.';.:·.}·:·;lft~f~"}

·. · Total Deficit
• ..

I

-,<, • •

•

'

·~

-~.

">$ 164,100.02

;,·";.,;:";:;;; •

'

'•

'

•

.

<

., , '

ssioner Willner remarked that the income from the Pool continues to carry
Park. ·:Mr. Tuley said that for the investment made, he hopes it continues to
so. ;~He said they built that pool several years ago for $250,000.00~ · To··build
comparable pool today would cost an estimated $3,000,000.00. Commissioner Willner
id the report looks good, and he would hope that when they get the batting cages,
baseball fields; etc., we will see a less total'deficit.
f;;.~J1!~~fh.:·<·r·•··:~;.,:;);, . · . ·.
~. :;~·;1~~~*·:~_.::.:··-· :>:~_\!i;·~:~t4~£:~:·:-.' "' ·;-~i~~.~~~~:.;·,~~f,.:.:. ·:~~ .,
.,........,....
:'·~:Mr.· Tuley· said he had
ous y
ss oners
app ng or
grant. He now has a check
the amount of $2,107 .00, as reimbursement for hiring college students. This is a ...n.n ....:=om whereby the State pays 50% for those students eligible. "He sai.d he talked' to ...
County Auditor today,· since Burdette ·had already paid out these monies and the . • ~f::if~·~4';;·
. is reimbursing them for this portion·. That money will go into the General Fund ··
'·~needless to say, he .wants to go before the County Council to get that money back.
refore, he would request the Commissioners • permission to appear before the Counci.l.
ssioner Cox as.ked if payroll monies were taken out of Mr. Tuley's account? He ··
· d they were and they, in turn, had to send copies of the . payroll to the State and · ·
· ·state reimbursed them for those students who were eligible· under this program.
ssioner Willner said he did not know why they just could not put that money back
Burdette's account. County Auditor Alice McBride .said it doesn't work that way.
1 money has to be appropriated by the County-- unless.it's insurance .. Comssioner Willner said he wanted.to think this through. Now, when this extra help
s hired, Mr. Tuley knew he had the grant? Mr. Tuley said that is correct~ •. ,com-.·
ssioner Willner said that Mr. Tuley then took the payroll monies out of his existing
, which was not approved by the Council for extra help? Is that right? Mr •. ·:~~'!}:';'::...'
ey said they applied for the grant back in March. They got into Memorial. Day before · ·
_State actually decided who would get the grants and who would not.get them. What . ·
• ··~Tuley did was go ahead and hire the help •. Motion was made by. Commissioner Willner ; ·
at Mr. Tuley's request to go before the Council in an effort to have this !JlOney
;to, his ,,budget be approved. · oti on was seconded
·
,.

I

I

.c·

J

•

· ~;:tt~~9~~6rtg~i~b~~2o~~0c1f ·

_., _;-

~i:~~~p~~sY~!n. ··. · . ··

es
s a good one and, certainly, there are many deserving young peopl·e who really need
summer jobs. The check is for $2,107.00. Mrs. Mc.Bride said she will add that
t to her Financial Statement in October. Commissioner.Willner remarked he does
,think ~tate grants should go back to the General Fund. · · · , ..
''· s
r:n-=:::::.;,=.;.:~~~~~~~~·=

On August 25th and 26th-; Burdette Park hosted their
c
•
le he still doesntt have the final figures on the
.· . rns, he does believe they made some money this year as compared to 1 ast year. The
weather was beautiful. They had a very nice crowd'on Saturday. The nice thing aQaut
hosting events like this, he said, is that it brings out a lot of people to the park~
-,"?resident Borries said he thought a lot ofpeople enjoyed the event. -~~A,nd, he thinks ·
.:'such events scheduled in the overall summer programing will help the revenues from
· · er areas, such as rentals. Rentals are up, and the statement looks good.
': l:!I~~~ti{ft,·~

..
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NATIONAL REVENUE CORP. COLLECTIONS
Commissioner·Cox advised that the Deputy from the County Treasurer's office said
that Doris
Whobrey
haveearly
the today.
list of The
thoseonly
tax list·
casestheturnedover
National
"·. ~.·..:,: .:.
Revenue
Corp.,
but would
she left
Deputy ha~ towas·
money ·.•.·~~.
which had come in on accounts, which perhaps Nati'onal Revenue Corp. had something
to do with. However, it was noted that at least one {a tire company) has been
ing $50.00 per month on their account, and were, even before National Revenue·
None the 1ess, Mrs. · Cox will check with Ms. Whobrey tomorrow.

1.·

·:,i.:·;·····.'··.-:
.•.
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s is a brief sUmmary· :in reference · the Service Agreeriia't
er
rporation. ·· .I: have no complaints concerning this service.· :~Carrier's
ntenance personnel (Roger and Doug)' have been a pleasure to ·work with;
an enormous amount of pride iil their ~;work, as well as ,a genuine
cern for the building and the equipment they work on.··;;~~It would be
udicrous to say everything has been perfect; but the problems ''that have
sen were solved quickly an~ amiably. ?Jhe Auditorium has definitely
gotten its' money's worth" from this contract. Theattached letter from
·· Carrier with some information I added should give you some necessary figures
···to study. If you have any further questions, please call. lso attached
you will fi.nd. some information from Honeywell Corporation. ·

Gentlemen:
' .

\
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The new contract price will be $41,892,00 per year, payable $3,491.00
, per month.
· ·
·,
For your records, this letter 'should be attached to and. become part
,;tof the contract.

I

1

"

·

·

CThank you for the continuing oppo,rtunity to provide your maintenance
.'.
... "·needs.
:

: '1}-~"-~

•• '

·· Kim "sitz
Lewis - St. Louis
.
e Schweiger - Chicago
,:,~. ,~~~r.;,lno Chudzik • Chicago
!

•·

·

•.Bitz ·had pen~ill~ed notations on the foregoing letter, ·indicating that the
.· d contract price was $39,672.00. Alsct>, the $4,560.00 t4ater· Treatment Contract
·to be added to the $41;892.00 contract, making the total contract package
total of $46,452.00.}
.
.
,
. . . . ..
...

I

I

..

. ;:).4~.~~~~;~i*f~!~?);~~-~~i·.-:·.·~;;<;j.~~-r·'
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ssioner
said she talked with Mr. Bitz earlier about the black smoke coming
of the smokestack. It··is her understanding that this has been co·rrected; the.
. rrier Corp. cleaned out the furnace? :This is the first year we have been under .· ·
tract to them? And they will do this cleaning how often -- once a year?· Mr. Bitz
rmed that Mrs. Cox is correct on both points. Mrs. Cox asked if Mr. Bitz knows ·
.this was last done? .He said he wa$ uncertain; ·but they did have it set up
.'the .end of the surruner season. :~There was a problem with a gas regulator Qn the
ide .of the building; SIGECO has since replaced that. That was doing some strange
ings with the gas, which added to the accumulation of all the soot inside the boiler
a·much faster rate than they had expected. Colmrissioner Cox said she should have . ·.
led .a copy of the contract out before coming to the meeting, but did not. \Poes ·
contract call for a montfily inspecttion of the boiler? Mr. Bitz ~aid there is a .
ly inspection of all .the equtpment, in the entire faci'lity. ;But insofar as actua ·
smant1ing or. cleaning -- the boiler is set for a yearly cleaning. Commissioner Cox
. ked who performs the monthly inspection? Mr ~ Bitz said Carrie.r handles the monthly
. inspections. Mrs. Cox asked if they come out of Missouri to do this? Mr. Bitz said
are down here at least two (2} of every four (4) weeks of the month. They may
down here for either our contract, their contract with Welborn, the State Hospital
whatever. But even if their business is at another facility, they always make it
point to stop by and see how things are going. He said that even w.ithout his_calli
in on any problems, they ··stop in four or five times a month. ·~iC'ommissioner Cox
if the centract ~peci fi es th~t if we do have an emergency they wi 11 . 1y · ·: · ··
·r"m"""''"" here within a four (4) 'hour per'iod? .Mr. Bitz sa·id that is correct. ··
by Commissioner Willner that the contract with
er
·"'"''>~"'"''""'·'""o~··.;;;··,<i~··· . .~~hat.t!!JOt~on ~~S Opt 1t.equ!re<f
.
less· it ·is· cancelled~-tonmiss1oner
increased amount of the contract in his 1985 budget, to
he ."'octnnlnl1ll•11
rmative. Motion was made by Commis1sioner to approve continuation
the increased rate, with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
.. .
'·
.
.···
·,·
.•...
Sh
Commissioner Cox asked if it is correct that damage was ;:~i;;·,
, etc., on the grounds at the Auditorium wherein a car ran thru a portion;
.-......
Mr. Bitz reported that to the County's insurance company? Mr. Bitz said they ·
::'have been trying to contact the insurance company of :the individual who was operating
:~;cthe vehicle first before they contact the County's insurance company~.· He fe~ls our
···insurance company should not have to pay for the damage; payment should come from4
·'.:·:Vehicle owner's insurance. Commissioner Cox said a lot of times if you contact your
. ;,:.; nsurance company they wi 11 handle the rna tter of contacting the i ndi vi dua 1 •s insurance
... :J~,;~if~company. In any event, the Board instr:ucted Mr. Bitz to contact
. insurance
"!':··~~~··company immediately concerning the subject damage. · - · .· · ·:
.
~<- d:
.

.

~
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. . o,;.~cblJNTY ENGINEER ..•• ~~ ~AndY. Ea~ley
Meadowbro~k· Drive/Ditch Reconstructi ~n =·;:.~Mr.

:·!t!$~::·

.... ,

1ey said
he and Bi 11 J~ff~rs
staked the ditch on Meadowbrook Drive this morning, which is going to be reconstructed .
• Zeller's agreed to excavate a new ditch best. de the one he filled with concrete.
~·
is moving along and they hope to open up that 30-inch pipe, which is full of silt.
rs. Easley and Bethel _think the Bipe wi"ll wash itself out once the water can get ;
the end of it; otherw1se, they w1ll have to clean it. Commissioner Cox asked
.:'l
Easley if he had given the cut sheet to Mr. Zeller. ··~He said he just ·got the
·
sheet about noon today and will have to get it to him -- he will either deliver
cut sheet or mail it to Mr. Zeller .this afternoon. ~J"r. Easley sai·d Mr. Zeller··"'""'""""'······
indicated that Jerry David would be' doing some excavating :;6,tt::~f,;if:t1{)''~:··:· i~·if~~~~''.<·:·
·
· .·· . ~?. · ...~:~~- ..··~-~~~:~;-~~:-;>~-·
-~-._{;::~_--.:(.-~.<~~~~~~-~~:~--~-.\~i~~~~1t~;f>>~-r. · · ·_:- :;;;;~~~~~~~~-~~~#~~~~:-.i~:~-\·<. :~:< ~~~~~¥1i~~~£. · .- · _i,~~;~
·President' Borries advised Mr. ·Easley tha·t Bob Mullett had called.
an
tates pertaining to status of street s.~gns and a request to look at .
ordinance regarding on-street parking in. that area.· .~commissioner Borries said
'.d like for Mr. Easley to contact David Savage concern.ing the s~reet signs (we've
-:....,/
_
those streets) • .".~and, also, possibly speed limits.'-f~~1~M,r:]Jorries said there :;;;lt·'F
. some concern with small childre·n playing, etc •. Maybe we need to· post speed signs
.there, ·and this wo·uld seem to fall more under David Savage's department.;i.IJn any
. t., he'd like for)-ir,~ .Easley to check to see if there ~re. some tMngs we J:an work
.·

•

_''~r;;~ ~;;;~~:~~~-· ~:

ilroad

:

, · · ' ..\"(,~~:,~~". ,;,:;.T ~·;;{~~~·:,I~.:i~:

_,.~,:

.

Bt.~~t·~::.:{i;.!;~~;~;'··

. ,':#r:t·.,:~;.'ti'Jif~,'t.J

Commissioner Willner ·said that since the 'Board has talked

"f--':'-~~~~=a=n~o<;;..:u:;.:_r final approval, etc •• are we doing anything ·•ithtnt:fRai 1roacL__ _

Mr. Easley said that we are. He has sent their fina.l es.timateud they made ·. ·... "'r final survey. Mr. Easley is finishing the structural detail.s tm that building . "
fication and he hopes to have this done within seven (7) .days·:.:·-said that }~':~'.'\t~~if•
has agreed to let •• ·.• the County will be modifYing the buildilg with Federal iF.·~
, :and we do have a tight budget on doing that -.~ to stay underneatil without takinl
ds. He said he'd like to be able to negotiate --and hE! t. ~inks. rwe;:mtn do it in t.he
discussed. It will probably be broken .into maybe twp ,or. ~hree~.1mntracts. ·~;Ther .
s 40-ft. of block wall to be knocked down; ·we have to put''up··40r-f;t;:.~JOf 20-ft.: high
·
·· .
metal siding; we ne~d a new column and a couple of,be~s}j[,~t~},,allivan
Federal Highway Admimstration said he would go along w1th the way ve want the -····'~~·~"'"lib.
: . Commissioner Willner ~sked if we're dealing with Seabo~!:g 'Rai.}r,oad? Mr.
ley sa1d that we. are and Mr. A'1 Batey has been very cooperative~-tlfe's ·we>rked out
s alignment where1n the track moves 1.85 ft. toward the west door .. frame and, hopefully,
t .will be accomplished within sixty {60) :days •.Mr. E~sley said. ~cf~i11 call Mr~ ,,::~::~:~ .
11wan and ask him to go ahead and let the paper on th1s. ·~~He· said they want .Mr. -.~'t:·"~-'·
. ley to get the estimates to them so they can wrap it up· in one. ig ch~nge order. ·

ect. Mr .. Gui 11 aum said he di scu.ssed .this project
~~s::.:s:-r-:o=ne::..:r=-s;-:-:::l!.::~n'g. He said they have been out to look at the .
•·. ve drawn a sketch. He has also contacted six (6) contractors~·;;, .
··to hold off on the invitational bids today; several of the contractors
fficient time to put their bids together. /Rather than take·just
ds, Mr. Guillaum thought the.re would be better response if we wa
to take the invitational bids on this project.
.

.'

.~

. Is
· ctS,lte and
r~···.he~wants

did riot have
(lLottwo (1}
until -

·,

,.'

'·.

.·

·~
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l··f

: Mr. Guillaum advised Attorney Jones that Mr. Brenner
~r:;:;:.=.::=~:..::-:~:.::.:~~~..:....,..:.::;;.;:=: • Jones: has all the information needed, he wants to
ect. Attorney Jones said he•s never received a thing on this
ct." Mr. Guil aum said he believes the first thing Mr. Jones will need then is
specifics re what they need to abandon. The Surveyor•s office will provide
Jcmes with a drawing and a let~e~- so he can proceed.
~~C:~,~~YJL:.~f-· .~-- ...

I

-:;--........,~;;;.......;;;-=-;-=.;::;..:::.,....;::..::....:,.;:;~:

This project is going well and contractor is probably some

sch~~du 1e.

. '. : .. ~\

i

'

;~:."'ii;.x. .,.: . •5'~~~·~':

.· ·.
ion: Commissioner asked when the Bridge Inspection Bids are scheduled
~~::...=.;:=.t:.:::=-=.:w:..::a:!.!.s advertised. Mr. ·Gui llaum said there was a preliminary date, wherein
intent as to how bidder was going to go about it, etc. before the bid was actually
in~ · There was a date set for th~s preliminary information -- to qualify the .
dders. This pertained to the FA2 funding. President Borries said he believes that .
vid Gerard of EUTS was handling that particular part of the procedure and he is
. ...-""
in as to the final date; he thinks perhaps they had until the end of August. · · . ( ..
ident Borries ~aid he does know that any minority firms on the State List had to
··
contacted. Mr. ·Guillaum said .that while it is not his territory, he does know that·
27th was the deadline given for submission of FA2 forms. Mr. Guillaum stated
the FA2 forms are primarily away of weeding out the eligible engineers/contractors
the ineligible. For example, they have to provide information on the form .
r·nnraw•ning their overhead, accounting sheet, what personnel they intend'to use on the
ect, what work they have done, and their qualifications.:'_;President Borries said__ ..
anticipates that Mr. Gerard will set up a file and schedule a time when the County~~
meet with the various interested fitms and determine who will do the inspection.
ssioner Cox asked if there is ·a deadline for the inspection work to be done? ,
·
· ·
. _Guillaum said he believes the procedure specifies Fiscal Year
0
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schmidt

,.,~F·1,;::.~'h:~~·:~~'·"·"'"'t·"''""~"~""'·~··'l~"'""'~

·· indenschmidt said that Saturday, October 13th, has been
ed
te
. the public auction .of County-owned surplus property. .Arra~gements have been
de with Curran Miller to conduct the auction at 10:00 a.m. at the' County Highway.·
located on St. Joe & Mjll Rd. on that date~ Mr,l~·~:indenschmi.dt said hEt,1.is s~ill
.
ng for cooperation from some of the County offices concerning items for the auctio!'l.
ssioner Cox asked if the Addressograph machine previous-ly discussed is on the list, '
someone was interested in acquiring same. Mr.· Lindenschmidt confirmed that this <;:,.
ipment is already on the list of items to be auctioned. ·Commissioner Willner asked
Lindenschmidt if all the county offices had been notified. ·Mr. lindenschmidt said
. he had sent a notice out to all officeholders; he's contacted some in person :.._ and ..
·;'he still hasn't heard anything from some of them •. He will
touch with these
"""".iil"'' ' "' ··._,._·; parties, again.
>\
.~, ....·..
-:;;,_··._:
··;·:(g;~ii1(~r\:
1

•

... ''-.·"''·.::
~if::. /

: , '. PUBLIC OFFICIAL BOND/COUNTY HIGHWAY SUPERINTENDENT

dent Borries presented a Publi-c Official Bond for County Hig~ay' Superi~tendent,
lliam L Bethel~ from American States Insurance Company in the amount of $5,00o.qo.
d was given to secretary for transmittal
11 be recorded.

I

ly Reports from the Building Commission for months ·of June.
submitted ••••.•••.•• reports received and filed. :'.' ' ,._.·<:;j
,i~.· .
_
EUTS REPORT/SEPTEMBER REZONING$ ;>--·.···

..

,:·

.The following report concerning September Rezonings was pPesented for the record:
,,•~£t~~~;:;,·;~o
I

•,·' .,
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.

.

-,I
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Y2~:: k:f'('.'TO: >City Coun~il M'embers
, ·· "/·'· .·:. . Vanderburgh County Commissioners
.
. ' ', ·. >
,·•... A
Pl
c . . M be
·. :j<;:),;;;ilic;;:, ,:::,.\~L.nrea
an omm1ss1on em rs
. . ·.' FROM; '·''ti!~~d G. Ge~ard
'·
.
···~

August 21, 1984

,,,

· ~:: . . ·~,·~s?:~~- . :~i~f220S: E.

:_ ·. _.,z;::;-;;_;_::' 1~~,:;g..."''

Morgan· Avenue

maJ"or fo~r-lane arterial ..
; the' subject
generated by the development
11 be dependent ~pon the specific type(s) of retail sa.les at the site.·
s will require IDOH approval. <The 30t wfdth ~rfyes are adequate. ;~~~;~fic:;t;!~~tf.M'
<ec<>rmmend 20' entrance radius. Eichel Avenue is a··narrow residential street
is not suited for commercial traffic. : :" · .
· "''
~ ...~J···'',.'{~.J,'.. .... -

k\'.iJ4 ·. . ~:· ·M·organ...Avenue' is a
property. ''~The traffic volume

.• ~::;~~~· .. ;,·~:-::\$.1;···;,.•,•<.•

,'!>;'

·':/.V,·~··."'-....

!

-"

·-".

'h·--

. :;··50:~\-·-~\j~~ -]~. :·

.
Parker Drive is a low-vo·lurne residential street
with on-street parking· on both sides. Access to the building is from Alexander,
.a narrow, partially improved street. The proposed use is not a high traffic

e~,t~r.

"

~ ,,~:~ ~:·:'t >

..

.

'

. ••.•

:

.

~:~l~~:

··
··~=~:,_Because the exact uses are not presently known, the
c volume generated at this site cannot be estimated. ··However, given the
ze of the parcel and uses permfttec;l in a C-4 zone, a substantial volume of·
ted traffic can reasonably be expected. EUTS has rovide~i~ccess
ve
.

,~OIDID(!n•:la

.
.
,;:.East Powell is~ low-volume resi
street with
-street parking permitted.· Th~ proposed use wilJ,11ot adver~ely impact .traffic

ow. ... ·. . ·.•.·.·. . ..···. ·.

::;:;o ~J~~~t;!~Avenue%;J,~_,•_~_-.•: _· -~ · -~.•·:, ,''"

.

,

. ,.

',),,;~~~fit ::;,: ' ·~·
. >.~
J-~~:r,,:: ,.;,t.~.:i:,.r,,~.....,;, ·. '':•
. ·. ,:: ;;;;,h
. · ~· ':y.· "..'·':.'·
·.~.
· Washington Avenue is a major four-lane arterial
.
which carries approximately 17,800 vehicles per day near the site. · The··desigtt ·
. of the existing residential drive requires eastbound Vehicles to come to a near ·
-<t., r"~-::· · · stop prior to entering the sitelt and will not permit tw-way flow. Although the
·: ·.....:.;;:"" proposed use is not a major traffic generator,. the driveway is inadequate for
~·~~~~=i~-£~1: 'COIDillercial usage. Although widening of the drive and increasing the entrance
radius would improve flow into and out of the property, site conditions will
1imi t the amount of improvements· that can · made •. ·. . r these reasons, the
•

·'

.
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TO:
FROM:

Rick Borri es, President/County
.

. .

.

C~mmi ss~{o~ers
:

Helen L. Kuebler, Clerk of Circtiit Court
.:
. . ,,~·t,~:,d}~tt~. ·~' :· . '~·.. . ·~· :. r
.
·'State Board of Accounts Meeting ..

. _:

~:

$/tJ•
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
8/27/84

~·~:' ~~i~~~~,,~w~.tj.

··

.· .

.

~.

..

I , He 1en L. Kueb 1er, respectively request your permission 'to attend the
State Board of Accounts meeting to be held in Fort Wayne, Indiana,
. Se~tember 17 and 18, 1984.
. .· ;· .
~ ~ l;,~J~~~~{:',;~~;;~;~~.\;k< ····. _ · . ;.
I have attached a copy of the letter from State Board, requesting my
.. fttendance at this meeting..
.
.
. <r:;t:~·~i/
~Your consideration and ranuneration will be appreciated. "'~Thank you.

: .

:':"~:_!ALL' CLERKS OF THE CIRCUIT COURT

·"':; ··c;;l{ ;>!~'i\:";~~~·f0$3iP.

··

'>

~~~f'c ~;;;;•i,~l. :.~•!.~~~,~~~;;''i~:; ;;; ( ·.·i·'l,'iii~l'\f;t~~;',';tk.

BJECT: 'CONFERENCE OF CLERKS OF THE CIRCUIT COURTS

~:.~r~~~;·~;··~"?f~~~~Ji~?~~~;c:··~

.

: ..

· . .;.->~.~:

~:.

·;t~ :~·'~

:

.;r.,In compliance with IC 5-11-14-1 the State Board of Accounts s calling .
a conference ·of all Clerks of the Circuit Courts to be held on Monday and Tuesda~,
September 17 and 18, 1984, at the Holiday Inn Northwest, Fort Wayne, Indiana. "'{fhe·<::.._ ·.
meeting win start promptly at 9:00 a.mos .E.S.T. (Local Time), ontwnday and ~'.

~~~,; : _· ~<~,···' ·:~t:t~~~;:~-· .

·,

·

E

.

'I

)l~l:;~~~~2~;· / ·rjt · · ~ · ·:;~~~~ . . . . _. .. .

. '.Each Clerk of the Circuit coUrt may ·require the attendance 'ilf: Cb(l ) each ·
his appointed and acting chief deputies or chief assistants;,aad (2) if the :.. ·
of deputies or assistants employed: i(A} does not exceed tthree (3), one .•
·.....
(1) of his appointed' and acting deputies or'"assistants;
(B}.\~eeds three {3}, '' ':
(2) of his duly appointed and actingdeputies or assistants. · "·''·~t· :
·

or

,-.CS(:·~,:;,,:. ·~·\"~:Jij~i~~J~~).-·:L:··i~i~~?.-,·~;;·-.t~1~·~M~~~·~~::4~:. .::.::~~-~~~~tJ~;~1i~~l:~;i~f~~t~~~·~~}i~~·

->: .,·.

Co.urt

~:.'"

':'.,,

ch Clerk of the Circuit
arHi.~ea'ch autho~ized deputy""or assistant
be entitled to reimbursement for actual lodging expense for the njghts
, ,
...,.n,ram•"ar 16 and 17, 1984, in an amount equal to that allowed for state-employees.
current amount allowed for lodging for state employees :in travel status is as
lows:· (1) if occupied by one person aci;ual room rate not to exceed $42.00 per
; (2} if a room is ·shared with a person who fs not a county employee, 'single
··
.. <:occupancy rate not to exceed $42.00 per day; ·{3) if room is shared with another
. :_county employee one-half of the room rate not to exceed $42.00 per day. Mileage
·. t 24¢ per mile from. the county seat to the meeting place and return will be
ified for payment to the Clerk, deputy or assistant furnishing the conveyance •.
istence for meals in the amount of $22.00 for each day in attendance will
..... ·.
so be certified for payment f()r the Clerk and/or. each auth~r.i~ed pers9n. . ·
.

:

~

:.

. ·,

.

,.:,,j . >t·:~~~~~J;.<

: ·. ' ...·.::·9~:'~:~f?1~::~:{·::::~· -. :," 1~,;· 1i~~;:.~l:<{*t4·.-~;:,::~~.~~~~~i~~~~~l~~:%~r;.~~~it)' ,-.,c;~·.,;;.:,·.,:.,;' ..,

· If you have particular questions you· would like discussed,·· lease :feel
les W. Nemeth, C.P.A. ·
send them in advance to Mr.

_:. ;,;.~1:t~~~~~'
~ \[~;~~{:;~,{?'· ..

.: -~~;~~~~~-,i~.
.....

·'·
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.L"·

~~::tP~5~k~~.)~"?:~~~;: ;_,..,. ..

.

.;· '"'~;~·::;'~;~ci''{'"t~:;;~:t,~~,.p, .·.
,~
Motion was made by Comissioner Willner that said travel request be approved, with
· second from Comissioner Cox. So ordered. , .
·.•· '"~~i'~'i~:,,;~.{:,~.~~,,::~t:·~,·~.\·:-·
··
·

I

:

J~~~~DAY

;,~ffE~~:~;~t,

CLOSING/COUNTY OFF;CES

ident Borries~announced'that all County offices will be closed cm·Moriday,
tember 3rd, for the Labor Day Holiday. The next Commissioners•meeting is,
no ...""'""''"""", scheduled for Tuesday, September
, at 2:30 .m.
····' ·

I

I

.

-'·".

~~~~~~1!!1\.Io Clerk of Circuit & Superior Courts

1722 E. Columbia
EMPLOYMENT CHANGES .. _,, APPOINTMENTS

Clerk of Circuit

&Superior Courts
521
:~~ ;.,:·}·
'

s.

"

'· !:"

Congress
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:<-:/•;

,- f.

<

,. ·Equip. Oper. $
1429 Judson
•1~ Leadman
·$
307 S. Elm
1625 Delmar
·,~~:Equip. Oper .. $
5130 Morgan Ave. . . Laborer
. $

R. Keown
J .. Babbs
fred M. Lindsey
rles A. Sumner

--~-·

7.19/Hr. ·
7.01/Hr.
7 .19/Hr •
6. 71/Hr.
'·--..'

·: ·.
.

.

·;.

'

..

· · -' -~i,.·.• $1 0, 760/Yr: .··

.,,. ..
-_.

-.

',·;.

?,i~i~~t

..

:~"

_: '

';

;.;.,.,;;;,:::;.=.=....;....:;.:.~ (RELEASES) -~~ -

. : , ·.

--.,.;;;..;;-?"~~,;,.;;,.:....:..1: President Borries. said the County Council met last,~k.
make
nary comments and answer questions regarding. the budget. ~The~~Imdget ·Hearings .... ::'~~·:.
continue this week -- beginning tomorrow night, August 28th ~~ 'in the same it!~c~~~~~~~··r~r
'"'"'"11..,,,,..., as they met last week. Depending upon how quickly those me~ngs proceed, ·;J:J;; '·t~i~
ident Borries believes the Commissioners' Budget Hearing wilLbe J1eld
st.
· ''':· ·
·
·
·

var.ious projects. as follows: ·
-· ;:~?r~~~ ~:~/~,::---~-··,~ ·
·
~.- .. •.. - :G~r<:>IJIT!e time back, Mr.· Folz gave the Commissioners a doss
.
ter than I-164, which was a belt line built around
sville, rather
I-164. He does not know whether the.Commissioners took time to read same, but
n conjunction with how it was written, etc •• it did come into Southlane Drive · . _.,same route they're using on I-164 to a north passage straight across by Carter· ·'.
Co., across Boonville Highway to the light towers north of Old Boonville Highway,
ght west then to hook into new Highway 57, to make a belt line along the side of
railroad track which goes to St. Joe Avenue, anq using St. Joe Avenue on the north
de out to the west s·ide down Division Street, coming across at Southlane Drive. >You
would have a complete belt line around the City of Evansville,'rather than I-164.
,.,
·haven't heard, I-164 is in the flood plain area when you get into Pigeon Creek_ . : .;
and Bluegrass Creek bottoms -- and the people of ·chandler will not thank the
County Commissioners .
is
... ilt, because
be
.
·.
~~!ti.f~~:.:;~i'Jt!~ ~·;:_

N

. r.
lz sa that geon
•
see the old Drainage Board activated again ( n spea~ing to Commissioner
11ner~ specifically) that we had that helped get the first ditch open ..:;:;:~'Crawford/
deis, etc.,-- if they see fit that we could get this started back again~ if
want to change members, fine·-- he doesn•t have .to be on it -:• Mr. Morley do/!sn t
to be on it -- but Mr. Fo1z would .like to be on the Board and have aJ:voice •. :.~;Jc!i-tLj
,

, ·<.··

·

-.

.

,.. ·.

·

<:·~:-~.·:~~~!j~~7~:\-.'~~:~;·}.'r.~~;~:·;>>-_ . _::·~·~*~~_;';: . ~ ~,.~·.~~t1~~~~.::{~t-~,~,,~~:~}7~~j-:~~};;)~·:: · ~:

.

go

St. George R.: · Mr. Fo1z said he would like
seest,'George Rd.
to Hirsch Rd •• ·
...,rather than Lynch Road. It would be cheaper for both the County ·and the ta~payers ·
·to do this. All that would be needed would be a bridge across Hirsch Rd. ;";you wodJd:
:then have a direct route from North Park into the East side, which is growing very ·
'f·rapi dly.
.s ,
: - . ?·
.~, .:;,p;,;,.'
,, ,
..
··
·. 'J:i'>,":
~,

•

Taxes

-

••

••

·;:: c-{, •

·••

$-) \
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-.i~~-~-j:~t~~K~-. -,..t:

'

:

·~..
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'\"

~
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~

· :.'~-~J:'~4;_~;i',;t··

: Thus far, we've succeeded in keeping the people of """r'"""yo"'
espec ally the taxpayers in Knight Townshi
down insofar as .

.

-
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the ne~·'ifire .department (whi~h M~~~· Folz helped
construct); ~~ 've beaten
tion, therefore, we don•t need trolley cars on Green. River Road-- and we
't need them in downtown Evansville. Secondly, the expansion of Dress Regional
rport (Mr. Folz said not to get him wrong -~ he's for it 100%) -- geographically,
n twenty (20) years from now, where are they going to go with more airport? We ·
ve.Melod.Y Hills, Highway 41 and Whirlpool, and McCutchanville -- only so much
ion can be put in there •. .The kids coming behind us -- what are they going to
in twenty (20) years for a big airport, if they want one here in the City of
ville. The City of Evansville will not grow unless the streets are fixed,
County roads are fixed, and they come off of some of this stuff .1 ike the trolley
.and the brick streets. We have a beautiful walkway downtown -- why destroy it?
f we need to progress downtown, let's get some people in here to build some shopping·
· ters (such as the quarterback of the Bears or whoever it was who was coming here) .
things of this sort ---which the Commissioners don't have too much to do with.
·
. that is why he's appearing before the Commissioners -- and, in addressing both' ·
ssioners Willner and Cox, Mr. Folz said he is known to both Commissioners and
,.
know he does his homework -- and he thinks the people have been misled sometimes ,.;:/
ong the line --···but he doesn't think that's a big problem. r,;;Insofar as consolidation'(';::-.
s concerned, he would ask the Commissioners to please walk slowly -- so there is . ·
· fight. .:If there are some things the County wants to do or put in for the progress ·
the City, then he's for. it 100%. But, he said there can be some fighting over it-he doesn't want it to be a political issue at this time. It seems as though we ·
three parties in Evansville-right now: One is Democrat/Republican and the
~two are the Chamber (of Comnerce). arid the League (League of Women Voters).
president of the League of Women Voters' president lives in Posey County.--=:TMr·:ttoe lives in Warrick County. Mr. Folz said he is afraid their best interest is
in the heart of Evansville. He would like to see people who live· in Vanderburgh
· ·ty who have to pay these taxes to make the dea 1
and he is not ta 1king about
the-table deals, but deals on top -- they're both good organiz~~ions, we need
•. 'But Mr. Folz feels there are other people around Evansville who can serve on
ttees and Boards who can do just as well as the Chamber ~r· T:he League. In
elusion, Mr. Folz asked that the Commissioners "please hurry, hurry with Green
ver Road". We need it widened tomorrow, yesterday and the day before. ~we had
fatality in front of the Marshall's residence ---not to.do with the road, he
'""'"'..."'...
, but when you live on it like Mr. Folz does -- then you understand wha
i·ng. ·:It is heavily traveled now -- and it needs attention immediately. ·
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, _~ .. J~--~~~·::;'·"t~\.

:,,·r.{;'_~.~~~~~~~~:'~l_:-;:.Ji(~~~~~r~--~~~~/t .'~.!~~-~~..~,;; •.
Mall~ Mr. Folz asked 'if it is
·./

regard to drainage at the proposed Green Oaks
,.,..........,.t that the Board has put into effect that the drainage will go across under
River Road to Pigeon Creek? The Collimissioners confinned that this is correct.
usion, Mr. Folz expressed his appreci~tion for the follc)wing:
'

.:..._··"

The excellent job done on last.year s s~m:, removal and the.cleaning
of the roads in that end of town, in particular. Mr. Bethel and his
crew did one heck of a good job.
. .. ·t'. '>,.,::.~.
· ·: . " .. ~:>:~
, · . ·:
.~·.. .. <<~·,.~;;·.~~~~:·~r'·-;F: .. ·.:.~.:,;:~;~i',:':J·:>:~~-;·,::~-~{~~;,~>:~·~~" . ':· ~- :~~~~f-~\o.:, J·! ~ij+",:. :,
The yellow caution signs on Hirsch Road at the end by Bu.rkhardt. Mr. Folz
said this has really helped. He was always afraid someone·was going in the
ditch on the Burkhardt Road side _,;;_: but that· has been takeri care of
the·
County's crews.
1

I

.

.

~

issioner Cox advised that she received a Notice to the County from Attorney
·.·Raymond P. Knoll, representing Florence·R. Weidner, the mother of Robert P. Weidner.
·She asked President Borries if he received a copy, and he replied in the affirmative.
Continuing, Mrs. Cox said she also received a letter froml1rs •. Weidn'er, as follows: ·

Dea~J~1 rley Cox:

-•:i/~~~i>~!~August _7.

,

,

.~ _.',_:. ,;~- ~ ~l:~ .f.·ir.~ ;~ ·~ :~~~~~·
..

·

.•

•· .

·· 1 am the mother (Mrs. Florence Weidner) of Robert P. Weidner, Whowas ki.lled when a bridge collapsed in Darmstadt, Indiana
February
' : 23, 1984.
·. · .

·' "'·"''"··,.. _·,, Actual Funeral Expenses were $3,931.48.
li~>i"'l:i!;.,-.coverea only $2,000. 00.
· ~~-:~~1!!-it~~·

ssioner Willner
. ,500.00 · . nsurance po cy on
.
ch he had with the County. ·Commissioner Cox said she imagined .that_' · · ~his
was accidental that it would be double indemnity ·":"-··or $15,000~Qg. ::1,CPffi-·.-:.;
ssioner Willner said there should be enough there to pay the bills;·~~-Commissioner ·
noted, however, that the Board does not know what other bills Mr •. Weidner had •.·.
~·s just like a mortgage on a home, or anything like that •. ·They do not know w.hat
· ··. k1nd of insurance he had.-- sometimes when you owe a bill you carry insurance and
. f something happens, the bill is automatically paid. But she received this·~.1etter .
does not feel it can be ignored; thus, she wants to make it a· part of the ~.record.
any event, she thinks we need to look into the Blue Cross
e·and see·
only paid $25.00 of a $131.00 charge. ·J:':;::f1*?t~:~~;,:,~.. ···
•··
·
-~~41)-il:'";':' : :~···
.
. ..· ~ "·
.. 1ti~4\~'~;~· :... >~,'if~~~;~ . ~... ::·i;' :<· .....·.. '
re be1ng no further business·to come before the Board at thi
. declared adjourned at 4:25 p.m.-,-,,(
·

.,•:•. ···'· ....::,,Richard J. Borries
_ ~::; .. . Ro~ert L. Willner
. :.~~(~L\iSh1_rley J •. Cox

. ,:·: .· ~!~~~:~~~r~;

, : , Barbara Cunningham
"r;
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tati ona 1 Bid. Opening/Duesner Road Project ---------------------~-:----- ···
~'1!;·~&:~·~,-<:<~B.i~. ~~~~t!~~, to Ray Stra.~tn.er., Excavati.,n_?'. I.nc.-.-.~... $8.,~00. 00 ----~---...
IFICATES OF. INSU,AANCE ·--~~-----;..--~----.:...:~:::.:.; _____ ~------~:""------------:-.
rlpool Management Club Seafood Meal--~:..sept. 22, 1984
·r·
Association Dinner -------------:-.:.-~october 15, 1984
Kay Cosmetics Tele-Conference :..·.:....;_~-:-:september 18, 1984
Lewis Tel
---~----------~-:..:..~.:.-september 2-3, 1984
·h

-~.:

.j..

·

.:~~[~
"8

ATTORNEY•• ~ ••••• .'Nei 1s Hansen
c. .
·.•;r:~
..
,. ,.:·; •··
1ement Proposal/Big Creek Legal Drain--..:~':"Deferred (l) Week
f.l14\~.. ::,_¥.. .~.#.~·rv~;i'~:'t~;l!:i;~1;:~~i(~:.::f: ' ,· ...• ,· .; ,, :
x·r,c:;:j.:•:r ,· ~·t::r,fc. tt'>., ' ' '
•'
HIGHWAY ·••
,.,.,.,,,r~, i"" Bill Bethel .,.:rA!l'i1b"':'•'~·;;,"'-F:.!;..t;h.;;.,.• ,
,;
···:
• • • • • ••
..
.
. ·· :·r
,
.
kly Absentee Report --------..;-~·_;_,::_,:;..:.;.::;:.::.:. ..;.;..;. ________ ~.:.----":'-.:... ___.__ ..-.., ___ . ·
ly Work Report .. ;.. .... ;.. ____.':" ___________________________________________ ·...
1 !

·-:;'J:f,'>'ii.f:;····f~!l:·~.;,.~if"~ ~'"'>,
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Brenner :;:~~~tt~ ·i • · .
' . .
.
ng of Invitation~l Bids on Duesner Road Storm Sewer·Project---Stradtner Excavating, Inc • .;...;....,_.;.$ 8,200.00 · ~"/;~;~~~l~l-lFf1 .
Blankenberger Brothers, Inc. -----.:.-$31,000.00
. ··t:!-' ·;
·...ig -.Mar Cont rae ti ng, I nc.-----------.....
··
$11·, 000 •00. . ''''··~~:~lii;~:Jf~?'·:;;;,
""··•·""1,t.,'""'
.
,,,,,.,.,*Bid awarded to Ray Stradtner ·>'''..· ·
~i''"""""i'f•\r'·}·•:
idge &Guardrail Repair Weekly Report -~..;.;.:...:.'.:.~---":"------------~~--:~:ryland Street Bridge Claim----Rig-Mar--..;""$58,725.00----Approved ___ .;. ___ ;;..
Bridge/Gri dJnstallation ----Surveyor to seek Invitational Bids .
Installation
____________ .;.._..:. _____ .;; _______··- ...
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'
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.
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meeting of the Board of County Cormnissioners was held on September 4, 1984,
2:30p.m., in the Commissioners• Hearing Room, with.President
Berries presiding.
..
.
' .•

""

.,

.,.

;'

-~"~;:-.-"'> '

.. .

..

~ince

it· was the first me·eting of the month, Sheriff Clarence Shepard .declared the
ing in session at 2:35 p.m., pursuant to adjournment. .,
·, ·
.~

-\,.
Chair entertained a motion concerning approval of the minutes of the pr~v'ious
.

~<:,

::.

:•~:.

.

..

,-}~~~f~---~:~\;-~t~t-·

ing. A motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the minutes of the meeting
ld on August 27, 1984, be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor and the
ng of same be waived. A second to the motion was provided by·commissioner Cox.
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ident Borries called on Knight Township Trustee, Ron Saulman, who was present
~urposes of presenting New Standards &Procedures for Poor Relief Assistance
igibility in Knight Township. .Mr. Saulman said the new guidelines became effecti
'AI"'ITOI'nnor 1' 1984, and have been approved by the Knight Township Trustee's Advisory·,~··(~~~~'~l
. as well as by himself. Mr ..Saulman presented cc:>pies to the memberS of the
.... ";">
requested their sign~tu:es -- QOt necessarily approving the revis~d guidelines, ··,;··i2!~~<;.:
for purposes of si gm fy1 ng that each member of the Board had rece1 ved a copy of . ~.'.!!.."-::.~:'¥.~
idelines~to peruse at leisure •. ;·~€fhe Board complied with Mr. ,.Saulman~_s
~l:~~~r::>V'~·. l:%-·.Jl-~-~.~-·;:.···: ·~- -~-~;~~w~-j·~~-"-· --,
· ~:-.-~- i/~~\~~\~~-:~ t~~~~~q~~:~~rftlt\~~~:!:~:~;~_}~ . ~ - ~:~t~~~~t~\~~~~/ ,. ,: ;~.~i:7Jt~~~~;~·~-;{f1l~~~'"~~~-~~;.:;;_(~9~~l~1.{~~~-~~~~r:~~-;,·~:. :~ .' : .· .
nuing, Mr. ·saulman said the new standards intlude a 'more detailed outline as to
ly what individuals can and cannot do insofar as.~making application to Knight
ship for assistance. 'iHe feels their new guidelines are a more in-depth. yersio~
those of. some of the other townships. '·;l'Should the Commissioners have questions
asked that they not hesitate at any time to contact him for clarification or j
cation concerning the .
. -: · ...· _. ·
· · · · · ·. · ·, ~" · , .
· ·. · .·· .•.·.•. ·.

'i; ._., ~" ~

-~..

,.

· · . , 2) Investments, $500,000; dated December 29, 1983, due.
December 27, 1984. Estimated income $4~200.00.
Rate 9.25%.
·
3)· Investm~nts, $2,000,000, datea January , 984 due
December 27, 1984. Estimated income $188,000.00.
Rate 9.50%.
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6)
, ··

~:::~'~£7{::". ,~...

,; ' .:

Investments $2,000,000, dated July 5, ,.1984 due
December 26, 1984. Estimated income $111,000.00~
. Rate 11.50%. · ,
.; : ....;';;1!·l ,/·.·~·\.
, ~"'~
..

.

5)

;, ' · ·.·.

.. -~: t~-~~¥>:~i~,i.:~: ~ :; -:j

.v. ·

,

-_~.:.-!Y·: · ~

-;·1

.

>)"'}!"

Investments, $3,000,000, dated July 30,'1984 due·
. September 21, 1984. · Estimated income $48,000.00 •
10.875%. }:_~;-~G-~,"~~\~
~'· .\·:,:,;,;;;~-':
, .·, ... ~~:L...: .r
, ..,.~,Rate
_,_
~-..~·:- :,
"':"·-·. .-· .·

·i·,..

·,.,

Repo, $500,000, dated. Augusi6, 1984,due September JO,
·1984. ·Estimated ,income $4,811.41. ~Rate 9.875%.<?~~f}p~
.

~> s~~~-~-~·-~-;~~ A~J~~:J'.;;!.J;.~:_:~·:, ~i·¥" :·; _-.-'_' .

·. .

·.

.·.~:.

.: •.

.

-~.-~~-,:./:·~~c.;~~~~~::·>::·;/" .

•

all outstanding investments are co11ected, income will appear
·
~ :. . .·:vr::
follows:
·
·
· · ,~,··.. , ·
";'.

·..... COUNTY REVENUE
cREASSESSMENT

.

--~

. .

--~-,::·;:. -~--- .~ ;~. -~ :·

· .

_f:. >~-:··~W..~-1~{~::~· ;i~-~~)~~;:{·

·.:;,:,,,.$1 ,014,150.00

: . . ·< ~ ~ ·. '> .
:h~,~~·
FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING . . ~.
·c~>:::·~·"~'POOR
RELIEF •·:.:·--··· _-~·; .. ··;.· . ·::·~.-.~-j.·l,,~r!;'-:;?-,~
·.·.' ····"'•
~
:: ·_:-<'''' :', •. ': .-,

; .2 ,812.00
~;;6-,669.44

·6·' 254 • 17

· · · .· •·. · ,. ;:,,;,,~~~.'i~ii~~!~~0~0~~·~~;11~~·;;og .'=:'61
·.: ., :'. :~---:~~-'~:~!;:~:),>~ ~!:~ : .: ·: · ~->:: ' ~':~:'(:.·:~)~~:Yours truly
_,/_;·-~fi"',;<;·:·.. ~..._A.-

.,.••':1.<'~~-:i~~r~-~>.'-

..·.:

y· ~:~ -~:

.

_ <'Lewis F. Volpe
·"·'. .,. .~...., . · · · :~;,.,:County .Treasurer .
.'~
_. ·
~,~
/,, . ,:.-~-·:~:f;~~··..,1::·::):~·:.."~.r · _ .:<t-~~..;~\ .; --: ·,·_.~,:::-~)(...
.:,'...
.. .
•. olpe pointed out that he has already taken 'in $438,000 ·(thai has·r~l',l
pted) ·
us enough accrued to total $1,109,885.61 at the present time. c;He has not ..gone into
.. Roads & Streets yet, but thinks he will in September --· later. in·:~ litorith. He .
aid he has $3,000,000.00 due on September 5th -·- various units of · . ·. · .. want ·.•. · ·,
. of at and he can put part of that in Roads & Streets. /
\~~
.,~t_;?id· ~f-~:t:i~t-1'l~~y;J::,- y_{·?t\~~~~;:~~~i(}·iY;:~:r:~~-~·-: · . ; ~}~¥1.,... .-:-~-~--:- ~:- -~
=...:..:::.:.:.:;:.:-;.;;:..:....:.:.:.;~.=:;.:...r..;..~~~.:..::r~=··:·Mr. Volpe said he has an additioul .J:u·-ot>U
e
t
collection.: ·He said there is some IIi
se the form is made up to commence ·initial suing, resulting in a judgment.- But,
don't have to do anything to get a judgment; he already has the judgment on every
of these cases. The courts will not look beyond the judgment~.~·Whet~er.or not the
are owed is irrelevant. He cited one case where'·the individual is 'disputing ··~/- .
...."'"... "er he owes the taxes. Mr. Volpe said that is of absolutely no concern, because .
individual had his chance to dispute the taxes. Mr. Volpe now has a ,judgment : . .
nst him. The only thing necessary is to prove that the judgment is ·against him.
onal Revenue Corp. has all the proof on·every one of those judgments; they have sent
copy of his (Volpe's} letter to them showing there is a judgment against them. So,
are not after a judgment; we are only after proceedings supplemental ~-:and that is
ike shooting fish in a barrel -- because you can't lose, except that thejndividual is.
or has no funds whatsoever. Therefore, Mr. Volpe suggests .the County go after ·
proceedings supplemental. He asked Neils Hansen~ representative of: County Attorney's
ce, if that is not correct? Mr. Hansen ·confirmed that that. · ·correct
.,, · · · · · ·
. ·-: -,~~,_ ·· .~~·:>~i4~---~~-; ·.

.

.

r

. _ ·~'-:::-_. ,.;-4-;:.-

example~"

Mr.;;fVol

,-·:r·w· ~·~.!#fi,~~;'WWil~~"-;i'\1

.
ng':theirf'"liquor·Jicens~"'hne;
·. · .
· · .·· · ·. .
.
·
ankrupt; therefore, he doubts they can·
too much out of tha firm. ·' . he al
ad to prove they had paid their taxes before they could get their~:liquor. l,icense. ..
However, they went bankrupt owing the County $27 ,000.00; ·but Mr~..t~olpe has a :judgment
against them, also. But anything controlled ·by liquor .license ~?~Jtfr. ·Volpe can pr~tty
.well control them if they stay in business.' He said at one ti~,"'an individual tried
him. The individual paid by bad check a·nd Mr. ;-Volpe lifted their· liquor Ji cense. ·It
:·was within a, few hours of whether or not· they were out of business--:·and·::they had to
go to Indianapolis to get their liquor license. "':Since you pay a year behind -- you can
. often go into ·bankruptcy before you have to pay your last year's taxes. ··.However, .·
each one of these cases is an accomplished judgment. We send the individuals a
certified letter; with a State form enclosed, saying they have thirty (30) days to
pay or it will be sent to the Clerk and it will aut.omaticall,y become a Circu.it Court .
·'"""''··'···"··.'·Judgment. Mr. Volpe said they never do it .within thirty (30) days because)>f the,ir
work schedule; it is more like six {6) months. They send the letters olit'in:february
, and usually certify it to t.he Clerk in October --so that gives individual . · ... (6) · ..,,. ,_"'"'···
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·:'f~i:~~~~;;~onths, rather than thirty (30) days·. Then it b~comes a judgment.-~"~Hehas go~e to

I

· ., }:,YtSmall Claims Court and sued on these judgments many, many times and the judges have
. i:;~;;·•tunifonnly refused to look behind the judgment. If the individual says he never owed
· '·''the money in the first place, the Judge says, "Too bad!" Mr. Volpe has_ also· taken
'
1 cases to Circuit Court and they have garnisheed wages or given a personal
~garnishment or Court Order to pay. So, both Small Claims Court and Gircuit Court have
· ' verified this procedure. Mr. Volpe said the reason he says this is to the Board is
· ·.• _·because when he first started suing for these things (if the Board will look back
· n the newspaper files) there was quite a split among the local attorneys as to
·
r he had the right to sue or not. ;There was a lot of discussion in the ]ocal
. . papers about that. However, Mr. Volpe pursued the matter and the Judges .~tood

Nil1· . .

th ...

I

:

.. .

.

.

.

,,.))~~~,:s~:;~,_

··.

.· .

ssioner Cox stated she had a couple 6f questions.
has not seen J;he Jatest
of documents; but she did look thru the previous batch and cited the following:
debtor has been put on notice that he is indebted to you in the amount of $14.42."
Volpe said NRC picked out the various accounts -..;:he had nothing· to do with it.
~:cox said she understands that ~-'and she's glad to now have a list 6f what NRC
been working on collecting, because previous to this the Board had_noJist. ,And
t the Board needed to know was what they were working on; <However, ·her point at
is time is, that when you read the documentation to authorize litigation or 'to'
ze a suit, tt\e document states that the County needs to sign the fonn and ·
d Jt to NRC and, in this particular instance, enclose a check for ·;$28.t50 for filing ..
·}rMr. V~lpe said that the Judge, !n every instance, will give us b~ck om•-fees~--~ .
. Mrs. Cox pomted out that is true -- 1f the amount is collected. :Mrs. Cox then asked ·
.who pays for the attorney's' time on these cases? She said the amount·of money to file
r;s twice the amount of the judgment! Mr. Volpe said that takes care. of the entire .
; NRC provides the attorneys don't they·out of that fee? He said ;if.. they don't ''"'·-~. ., .....
ide the attorneys, then what is the $28.00 for? Mrs. Cox read the following from
document: ''Please forward to us the appropriate items listed on the reverse side
this fonn, along with a check for the 'processjng' fee. 11 .§Mrs. Cox said,.;~lWhat .·
t Court time? 11 Mr. Volpe said he has taken a lot of cases to court himself nHe
ot take this vast volume of cases to court-- and a: lot of these are out of town.·
he.said there's nothing to it, really. Mrs. Cox said that may·betrueinSmall
.·aims; that's the whole purpose of Small Claims Court -~-you can do it_yourself_,)ii~~~;t
thout legal counsel. .Mr. Volpe said the Judges always give you your own cost back, ·
us. :::·Mrs,. Cox said this is true if they collect ...·If they don't, then it is just all
on, again. Mr. Volpe said that maybe the Commissioners could work out something
th the Clerk, btit when the County files suit, ·the County does not pay Court Costs.·
When he files suit down in Small 'Claims, he does not pay Court Cost at all _.:._-he never
.. has paid Court _cost to the County Clerk in the name of the County. Perhaps in this
case, the Commissioners could have it extended to the Agent (NRC) of the County, who
,;s acting in behalf of the County. He thinks this· is something to be discussed with
County Clerk. He said he has never· paid one cent and has taken hundred of cases
Small Claims Court. The individuals have paid the Clerk· themselves, after they ·
told to do so by the Judge. But the County, itself, has never paid the Clerk.
perhaps the Commissioners could. get the Clerk to agree that the_J\gent (NRC) of the
ounty would not pay any processing fees, Mrs. Cox said she does hot kn~w how many
ts are in· the_batch handed to her by Mr. Volpe, but there are twenty-ni.ne (20)
the total amount of judgment is less than the filing fee of $28.50. "
,Volpe ;
. , but it';is a. case of where,once we .colle

·. · · · ci

I

;

·:a 'ai ri';~~ "(f su es+'eCi!t" ,

<rc't~"''fle~£1

··

··. · ··· . n~~ "'ihis~~¥i·~~an ~~en~~o~-~~8gu?n~ti n

.

.

ld come under the same rules as the County. Mrs. Cox said she .knows
re is a
ified mail cost, or else a service by the Sheriff who has to go out on each one
. .. these cases -- whether we pay it or not, there is a lot of work involved in/just
·one of these documents. Mr. Volpe said·it is up to the Commissioners, as signato~ies
·........,"_,, ..,of the contract, as to what they do. Mrs. Cox asked if we're totally assured that
there are not additional legal costs in our contract that we will pay on .time and court
spent for hearings or postponement, etc.'; on these accounts? .Mr. Volpe said the
problem lies in getting people into Court. The-Fe was one specific individual ':;.;:a . , .·
. prominent businesswoman, who stone-walled him for six (6) months. :.tt was on1y $1'ij. 00; .·
but she stone-walled him for six (6) months, until finally a warrant went out f9r her
arrest -- and she then paid. The Court costs were more than the taxes. But you do
, have tremendous stone-walling -- a ··lot of
do that. Many
le do not believe
.;~~(:in taxation with representation!
:
.'i''""f"r:l';~i>;\·

~·
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• Cox asked Mr. Volpe {in getting back to Financial Report) how much he said he
coming due on September 5th? Mr. Volpe said it was Item #5 qn the Report, and
said he had $3,000,000.00 coming due on September 21st.·. The reason 'for that is,
other units of government have indicated that they would like to have an advance
September 21st. With what is left from that, he can start putting money into the
&Streets ·Fund. Mr. Volpe said he will have the $3,000,000.00 plus $48,000.00
. interest, and he will probably let the various units of government have ·some money
ince they need it as much as the rest of us. Mrs. Cox asked just what he means by ·
"various. units of government"? Mr. Volpe said he means the Schools, the ~ity, .
od; ,. They >.,..
Library.··. He said he gives them advances throughout the six-month
indicated they would like to have some rilOney on September
.
believes that
. of the _paydays of the School .. Corporation. :1 .·.''l>/,:,~<:

••·1

~··'~"''''§..". . ,·'i·~~"'',:.·£1<.": :.·.'·if-'1>·· ·~;~1~$:·y;y,.

> · .· ·:·•·'\~;~~;~t~?.~~~!.~iiW~~~·:~~.. :~'*);'"~~~;~~h{t

·' .·. ·

.

. .

.· .

ing to the subject of collections by National. Revenue Corp.;
ss oner Willner
id that ifhe remembers correctly, it was Attorney David Jones' .recommendation that
NRC-documents be separated according to amounts owed, and the ones where the filing ~
is greater than the potential --,those should not be pursued for col.lec~ion.: ·.~Where,..., ...
· amount owed is. greater than the ·filing fee, then those should be ·purs"tiea. ·~~:~~~~f
"fi!~·· · ·
.· . .
. . •· .·:~u·.. . :·: 'i.;J:,t),e;~t··-'· .' ;'~;;fop';,f-&.~6•~.'., . :.~i~~~'J\~.::cr. . , ~.-;;'··~i':.\~~1fJ;~··i;~:'::~0#·~:f;~~~{i~;t' >.< :}
. olpe
something can be worked· out on the local· owed amounts ,·:tben ·
will take them to Small Claims Court; but that would have to be worked out.so there
s'no litigation
breach of contract, etc. That will, however, take a lot of people
· prepare these for Small Claims Court. · He said he'd have to, perha,s, ·use some of
Commissioners'"'people, maybe one or two from the Auditor's staff,etc.t.:..as_b~_~as
his ·department by two (2) people.· Mrs. ":Cox said the Clerk 1 s'')offine is also three-~<:.
3) people short. ··Mr. Volpe said preparation of these judgments/forW~ll Claims Court
Jl require. a_ lot of typing, etc. ····;~,President Borries~asked Mr. ,Vglpe'if what he is
·
ing is that on those judgments locally, 'if authorized by the Commi:~cn:oners (following
earance with NRC) then Mr. Volpe can enter an appearance in Small &tilims to 'collect
e? .Mr. ';Volpe said that is what he is saying -- but he will peed.~see help. He hasl·
. doing this all along in Small Claims for other things, ,except on''~ accounts . ·
ected by NRC to attempt to collect. df._ the Commissioners are·"succes.sful '1n getting
':
·accounts released from NRC, then he can start to work on those. ··'?"again, it is
., .·
~minous work and is time-consuming. '!c,;lt also takes a 'Jot 'of work ib the Sheriff's -~;-~~n;.:;,.,
!jce;'as he has,~o ch~se ·them down (sometimes as many as five or .six "times before··::.f1,~~~;~;:,~
·.:catches them). :r~·He l1tera1ly has to follow th_em home and get to that front door ·-:;~~"~'~'~'"'·
re they close it. ·<He's .done that a couple of times, -·also. :~~~resident Borries asked
many more accounts does he expect NRC to review? .Mr. Volpe said they are sending
a certain number every two weeks, but he's not sure how many.'';ii;~We will be getting
udgments about the middle of October on another group who received certified letters
ast February •.•• ~and he estimates that about one-third of those will pay immediately•
another one-third will sprinkle in, and the last third will_ dare you to come after t~em •

on

• Cox said then, that as of Aug~st 17,~.1984, NRC has'"colle~ted'$s,499.94 n delinquent
(if.tbe list she has is correct)? .Mr. Volpe said there is an additional sheet ·
ining ·collections made since that total was run. Mrs. Cox questioned a notation .·
ndicating $3.00 in brackets. Mr._Volpe said the $3.00 is a demand fee required by law,
n a person .with delinquent taxes will pay a $3.00 demand fee that takes .care of
~certified letter. These $3.00 demand fees go back into CountY .Revenue t~ repl~~e.
postage taken out of that account in the first place. Some of the indi.v1duals made
ls to
$50.00 or $100.00 per month; one made his last payment··.
.00. Mrs •
.~.:.~aid.~;~eals_ wer~,.!l!~~de. _prif:?_r :t£.~:~he.,~9,.ontr:~£t{,,~i
aid ·
. . .··
Q~ ly ~~~~ed j;h~t ~"fe .notJ,f:.¥.&:t!tell\~l"hen ;~t,hey~~l}J(lae
. ...
.
. .. . . ...
.
t1on, a truck1ng company -::l but NRC knows
··
.
-and-large, then, these on-account payments have been initiated sin. ce contacted by N
they were not paying previously? Mr. Volpe indicated that that is correct, for th
t part. There is also the possibility of a few errors where people pai~,~,delinq~ent · ··.
ts and the sum was app 1i ed to current taxes; these wi 11 have :to be cleared up-~ •• and
these monies will have to be taken from the current taxes and app.l'ied
the delinquent.
ts .. · · . .
..·
'
· "·'
.~-·;:.;;";,:~ ·
~~,~~

.,.
1

to

0

..

!;.y A~~·~

Returning to the subject of local collections'' Mr. Volpe 'a'9ain ~~gges .... . . Commissioners
/·talk with the Clerk re filing fees .. - since the County does not have to pay.~Mrs •.#Cox
<said the law doesn tt say the County ·doesn •t have to pay; the law says the County does not .. ·
... have to pre-pay. But after an overall judgment has been rendered, if the County is at
fault·, then they have to pay the Court costs. Mr. Volpe said we cannot ,be at faul

;:~~~<!;!;;

,;., .~ , ,·::.~\,. Jtv:+'·' {:o'~\~:v·:~~-~ ~:.'-).;c~:;~77<~-.'.~~·~ ~:-1 ~\::-:.< "·<- ~.: ..-.
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:. :,~~,t.P.ecause we are suing ~n a Circuit Court Judgnu:mt; you ·cannot be at fault when you
·
:'• are suing on a Circuit Court Judgment -- you are automatically right! Mrs. Cox
··.·.aid, "Not necessarily; some of those are overturned -- mistakes do happen. 11 Mr. Volpe
aid the_debt is owned by virtue of the Circuit Court Judgment. There can be no
·-:':'•····lii'"i'·u::;,tion·that the debt is owed. In seven (7) years of doing this himself, he has never
a single instance where the County had to pay the Court Costs. Mrs. Cox said that
imes .they do. Mr. Volpe insisted, 11 Not on this; because on these he is just
. ing on proceedings supplemental -- not to g,et a judgment. II Mrs. Cox said there are
urt Costs on proceedings supplemental, too •..Mr. Volpe said that in all cases they .
; ·;f they cannot pay, the Judge just closes· it·;.;_ the County has never had :to pay.·
he has taken hundreds of these cases to both. Small Claims and Circuit Courts. '"}.
ident Borries again asked Mr. Volpe haw often we receive a stack of documents from
? Mr. Volpe said they are sending out groups every 2-3 weeks. Commissioner Willner
ted that the Board take this matter under advisement for a period of one (1) week,
the other· members of the Board concurred. .i~:r;:,•r
· ·•
.·.,"""'~·"·····
· : 2 ~~ .•
---~ ~~ · ,
~- -. :·
.
-~ c·~ ;~--~~fl:~.·:~.: .~ ·,· .
RGH AUDITORIUM
.
4

::

~~:;r..r=-~=:..;:=~~......=..:.~~~:.;.:...:::.:..;;:.;.:.=-:-:-~::.:.!!!-=..:.::;:;=t..:.:.:...:.:.:.::..::.r:.:.:.i!-~:.::.:.::::;.:..:.c..·=

Mr •. Hansen
ga on
severa
r property ·owners
nst Kenneth Adler and·the County was joined; there were complaints and amended
laints and cross-claims, ..(counterclaims, etc. The parties have reached a Settlement
"'""'"".. al under which a new ditch will be built by the County; the County will absorb
cost of that (he believes it was $5,000.00). 1":The ditch to the south of the road,
, owned by the Adlers, Will' be closed and one of the Adlers will .be selling some .···: ·
roperty to the G~t;ttY for $5,000.00 • .;:;The agreement provides that there will be ·
. pecti on before ..everythi~:Jg is approved. .Jhe property owners can inspect and review
·t has been constr'Ucted. ~~~the Agreement needs the approval of the ·County Commissioners
the Vanderburghtounty.Drainage Board. Both of the origina1 plaintiffs and the
ginal defendants have signed the Agreement, and Mr. Hansen is submntting it for
ideration by the.•Commissioners and their twq ,(~).copies need .to be executed if
is approved..
· ,···. ~·- ~ ·· ·::~·},·~~'~t~~;i'J.~·~:,~::~t,~.,
·::·~r~,t~;:~;\
ssioner Willner said he is familiar with the problem, but questioned Mr. Hansen
'to.what he said about somebody being able to inspect, etc.? Mr. Hansen referred
issioner Willner to the last paragraph at the bottom of Page 1, wherein it states,
ies to this. Agreement shall include the Plaintiffs (Adlers and Sellers) shall
the right to approve the construction of the ditch prior to cer'!;,ification and letionof the ditch by the County, and prior to the abandonment.ijf the construction
te by the County. Duri n·g the construction, the County sha 11 cooperate with the Se 11 er
as not to impede Seller's ability to harvest and/or tend crops i the vicinity. 9.~~ .
construction site. "County shall further agree to not construct . . ditch on the -side of, Mann Road." .Mr. Hansen said this Settlement
them the
.-.-.,...-.--ic::.a lJY 'approve::9r::.<fi sapprove . what
Jfs~ppn
.};semeth.ingnew·;wnich has been·11adde(J':~~l\a ·
e Settlement Proposal basically says thatall
es
the
struction is done. Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Hansen who prepa~ed the document?
said it was prepared by Les Shively, who represented the Plaintiffs in this action.
re was brief comment concerning who ~epresented Adler and. who represented Har~n·:
inaudible).
Commissioner Willner expressed-the opinion that the proposal is amo1guous -the County is purchasing the property from Mr. Adler; what if he says the ditch is
oo deep? It was the concensus that copies of the Settlement Proposal should be given
all members of the Board for their perusal . and
clarification.
<i p ordered.
:
'; ': -'
. ·_:-~
.,
''
'_
·{c;c.,;..;;~__, ·~
•• ..;·---:~·-~-,~-- :'

t ~as noted by Commissioner Willner that, in .ref~r~ing to Drainage :?~~rd Mi·.i'~tes .:ff
August 6, 1984 meeting, that the Board approved a "Summary", and as soon as a version
·;~.D< -~>is signed it was to be presented to the Board members for their signature •. He said
;f:.\:ti~,;:.~;1~,jt is his understanding :that there 'is something new since the last Jjme they revi_ewed
·ii~~~;i~, .·the do~ument. Mr. Hansen remarked that this version of the Settlement Propos~l fncludes
l!F{;;cT~'J~PProvlng the construction prior to completion. Commissioner Willner
id what h
.

'

--

-·'

·Page 6

,. ; .~~,t~t<, ..

·. :c~.J::. · ·

,

f 'the "Se 11 er" does not approve what the County constructs? Mr. ·Hansen said ·the
awsuit would probably be reinitiated and we would be back to "Square 1"; he would
·
that the County breached the Agreement because they agreed to construct it
ect to his ~pproval, etc. Commissioner Willner asked why the ,"Seller" does not
nclude what he wants to begin with --·why do it after the fact? Mr. Hansen asked
ssioner Willner if he is suggesting'·that .1'Seller" give proposed specifications?
ssioner Willner responded; .. Absolutely!" If they want an engineering diagram
approve -- fine; but he is not going out there spending a lot of dollars and then
seller saying he doesntt want it •• ~that would be ridiculous! ·:'i;Commissioner Willner
d that Neils Hansen contact Attorney Staser in an attempt to see f the matter··
be resolved. ·
·
·
· ·~
~~'·'~"+

·

''"''~''

COUNTY HIGHWAY ... ~ ~ • ';Bi 1.1 Be the 1
:,_
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;

Mr.--Beth~l submitted the Weekly Absentee Report for Garage
ust 27 thru August 31, 1984 •••
report received and filed.,
H

••

·· ~ ·~-~:~~).";~ -~ :(::,re:xii·~~~~~~?f-\;;V·~~ ~~i:_:t ~"~ .•t\~"~:.~_:··-~;··.;_
·;-- -_";~~~~t·;~ · ._ ...... ~.·-~t:\(ti·~.H :-~-;: ~~;;r~~, ,- ,,~";~-~-.~:}t£.;,ilt~~~;;WY1~i~~~: Al~o··~~bm.itt~~:C;as the.Weekly Wo;{Reporf'i~·~ Gar~g~~ E;m,1.oyees

Work

ust 7, thru August 31, 1984 ••••"".~;report received arid 'filed.j~~ttached
Work Report was the following Work Schedule:
· ' ·
.... · ::· ' · · .
->~,_~:.~~}~:!·~~~~<·:,;:::-;o;r~

''~-

;1-,:~:f::~~-~·,:..;""·-~·-·r:

·

).>.{,Schenk Rd.~ ~st.

. ''~t· ,(;s'f~~;':Armstrong Rd.

-.,

.,

Jae Ave,, Old· Princeton Rd., Stacer Rd., and

'';!E""~''\""c"'"'·

,.
....
· ;· Henze Rd., West Haven Dr., Magnolia, Meadowlark' Lane and

:.:,:t;·"/N;·~~,\~;,;

'

·•.

'

'

'

....•

:1·

...

i

ction Upper Mt. ·vernon and Red Bank Roads

· Bujey Dr. ,:-orcha~d Rd., Mesker
,
.
t Schlensker), Fischer Rd., Mill Rd., St. Joe Rd., McDowell Rd.,''
ddle Mt. Vernon Rd., Emge.Rd., Eastview Dr., Schissler Rd. /;and West·
,;' .. '
,/~:~ . ·-~
,
·
, Franklin Rd.
.'Peck Rd., Baseline, Boyle Lane, Seib Rd., Old Princeton, Mohr Rd., <
. ,,
Baumgart Rd., Bujey Dr., Schlensker Rd., McCutchan Rd., Old State Rd.,
. . . Peters Rd., and Mill Rd.
·
.(),L,

10:05 a.m.·

Bl ankenberger Brothers·, ''Inc. ,

10:40 a.m.

Rig-Mar Contracting, Inc.
.· .
(Bid Bond/Allied Fidelity in amount
5% of amount bid, not to exceed
$2,500.00 enclosed)

<

,' --.

~.:

H

::-:-

-~

I

-~,;. , .• . . ··); ,,.,-:;f~~t,\;;i•"'<.;,l,,,;i~~~~ ~-;

· ·.

.' .·

,000.00. It was Mr. Brenner's reconunendation that the County accept the low bid
$8,200.00 from Ray Stradtner Excavating, Inc. Mr. Brenner said it is not at all
easy job -- it's twenty (20) feet in the ground -- that•s why they're going with
. There is no way Mr. Brenner would attempt it with. C.ounty workers. Mrs.
, ..
sa~dshe is glad they're going with concrete pipe because of the.~~~cals,.
:.;,~:S·3i.;~~·:··
il1Zers, etc. It really eats away some of our other metal pipes •• and that'.:ls wby.::.: '·
is in favor· of using concrete pipe· in heavy agricultura.l area~>~~f,1otion was made· ·· , .
Conunissioner Willner that the bid for Deusner Road project be awarded to low bidder,
Stradtner Excavating, Inc. Conunissioner Cox provided a second 'the motion. So

:

'\11'1'10"'"'1'1

",·

.

•

.

·.•. ,;ijlj~~~~i~~~{.

-~~&
and <•trjiipf~)~:'~
led •.. He said they replaced guardrail (200 ft. on each side) on D.elaware Street Bridge~
t was on old wooden post~ which had rotted out and the guardrail had rus~ed .into. ti.f~'il ·..
also bought new expansion joints for the bridge. When the work is fmished on · · ·
and Street Bridge, they will install. saidexpansion joints on Delaware~'Street Brid

_r-:-~:::,_;;;~;;.:::.:-.;:::.;,.;r:::..:.:,....:..:;::.~:P;.;;;e;..:..r.:.--~.;;.;...;::.ust 27 thru August .31 , 1984 •• 'r~"~'report. rece

• <'-t}~~:~~:~?~-~e•:;•'::~A ,}f~;:~~{

":: ·.~ :• ~.,

If.~~~:\·:;.:·~·L~i,~n~~~~~~~:~~~~$1~-~~~,.~~~~f~~~~:~~'~

.'. ~(:,:~~,:~~

,·

-1•

~· -. ~.~~•

IM: ·A claim to Rig-M~r Contracting,·Inc.·:n the ~mount o ··<
~'-i:-i~~:,..==-=-=-.:~:Ol..;on=-:::.;:::;.:.;;:..:._• ryland .Street ·Bridge. <~;l:he work ts proceeding quite well!'i~::
cofferdam is in p1ace· and they have.• poured the 'fpoti ng· -:-··~--.1~' s .·.C:()rting o,ut of ~he ~~~~-.·~
-- looks pretty good. In review1ng the list attached to the. claim, Conunissioner · .· ,.
llner asked the definition of a. "scupper''.:~,::ft1r. Brenner said this'ls a nautical term ·'~'::;,
a. place that lets water drain off a deck/'ifit was noted the clafrii ,bad already been .f~'
gned ·by the president of. the contracting finn, as well as 'by
Surveyor·;--:"'f~~;
Brenner. · Motion was made by Conunissioner to approve the claim
. ·
t, with .. ,., · .
·
·
cond from Commissioner Cox. So

·-:.:- .t)r:. ~· .- ,. /:'',~t~ ·;r~t'~~:,~~t~~ -~:~.,~:~) ~ +:i,_~~,~-~~tf:~tf~1 q;•~l

I

.• Brenner said we.had another fttle fall
...
_
;
Commissioners will recall, we salvaged the
triail'•walkways~
Brenner said he has a little bid he would like to put out, •to put a portion of.
•.
.grids on the Ohio Street Bridge. ·:~.:.The Ohio Street Bridge currently has ·a woodt!~. :::,,~~~-.
, ·which rusts ~ut periodically and Mr. Brenner ·does not think -this will be an ':'JJ\~:t~?.~·::tt{
. si.ve ·project. ~The grid work is intact .;.~~~nd "!ill give us a:,r1~ce sidewalk which_ <.;;~~t~
shouldn't have to repair. ·He would take in:'11:ta~1ona1 bids -::- as \fie did on the ~~;tr~t;~t'
Road project.·ll~ommiss1oner Willner asked :if Mr. ·Brenner .is just talking about :~\{~"
.... side of the Ohio st:eet Bridge ;.._·the inner·or Creek side?. ~r~t:Brenner·said that ;J~~~~{;
correct; the river s1de is long gone, since a barge took care of ·it! .. Motion was ; · <.,·
· by Conunissioner Willner that Mr. Brenner solicit invitational bids and present_.·
to the Board. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. f::iSo ordered. · ,:~~~F>·r · \t

. ..', ' .. .

..

•

.

;.;~i,;c:. · ~ ,'i,

·: ... .;::::

·,' .,

,-?

.

; ,~ '.

'

~~·~~%J,~i;;~~~;';,~ ~/ .:

.

/~;_,;·,_:t·' -~'

..

•

:.}~~-:~,:-: :~.

<
~

·.·~"/<fit--~~>.'

i dent Borri es said the Conuni ss i oners have a request to appear ·at October Co unci 1 ::.:A ~..
11; all the requests are the continual ones which involve various assignments either
the Courts or School action, etc.·:!-aRequests include· the
·

. •. ;,,M~i;~ -·:~j~:~§~f~~~i~i~:··:=:·~ .· ;:r: ·. •.:~,~,};?

I

;·t:.:. ..

·~1,·(

~

'i.Bills in requested amount is
130-306
i•j<: <<130-327

' 130-329
130-342

.. ,

~~~s~;~~~o~!ed ~or

ow~d

to Mus

:J

~- J~~::t~;~,::·"J
·,_ ..

.. 'kil!ll'~·,;t;;,.,

& Plainfiel

)·\·,·*~~ff~~t~"[

Soldiers,Burial
.
For Bills owed in Change of Venue iOn John Cabell - $11,000.00
For Bills owed to ~uncie Community, Lincoln &.. Kankak~-~,yall
Schools ·· ·
··· · · . .· ·.
' .·
' ·if·i;:}iJf:ti.:'::>~,,~~~~;.~t,'l/$::1;:: ·
For Bills owed for Legal Ads (increased legal.
·
ing
this year)
··

Motion was made by Conunissioner
So ordered.

'~~~iit'iiiJ <:ommissioner Cox.

. '

willne~ th~t

request be approved,
·

>
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RE: .STATEMENT'OF ASSURANCES CERTIFICATION.FORM.EP 16.{Revenlie Sharing)
,-

!~:

.

;.

'

-

~~~~~_A~.~~#'::-:;:t·~~~~:~-~t~~~;ty,,;··:·.·'t

·!;,,_:-!'•

~·

President Berries said tnat he has a Statement of Assurances Certification Form,
'to be completed and forwarded to the Office of Revenue Sharing in Washington, D.C.,
by September 30, 1984. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner to· execute and
forward form; motion was seconded ·by Commissioner Cox. ~:~o ·ordered. ·.

1: · Monthly Council Ca 11 of Vanderburgh County · ·

;;-;-~.~~~~ tember 5th) at 2:30 p.m. · They will be finalizi.n~fthe

. ··

this week; t is President Berries' understanding that theywill ·
nue this
approximately 4:00p.m., after their regularly scheduled meeting.
so be meeting on other .days this·week, as needed, to set .the budget.· · ·

"~~~~-~sat

"EMPLOYMENT CHANGES .;.·RELEASES
Circuit Court Clerk
Hermann

7307 Bayard Park

···,""'

":.~""~

...

,~
''-;\,-,.
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Prob. Off, . $10,400/Yr.

I

Eff:

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
. . :,.Eff:

.R. Cashier ·. $

A.25/Hr.

Eff:

8-24-84

8-17-84
8-17-84 ·
8-10-84
8-10-84

8-24-84

Fifth Ave,

I
·,

,...

Schmitt

... .

"

'

•. 5122 Snyder Rd.
'

...~:~~;:N!··. ~~.:i.~;.~(lt?.t~~Ki' >1~,; }·

·· ·
;: ,

. NEW BUS·INESS - INSTALLATION OF ·GUARDRAIL· ALONG FIRST AVENUE
·

I

.t·

~

.·

·

'

' · •:; ·.>
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:~, ··J',•l~~~~~;,· "·~:Zf:·.·~;. ::=c

,,,

. ·

t

'·

SS10ner Cox said just to get the following on record, she'did talk.with Bill Bethel,
Highway Superintendent, and John Vezzozo, Director/City Transportation &Services,
,-n~,,.o,ll'n"ng the installation of guardrail protection along First Aver1Ue _;_ north of the
First Avenue Bridge. A recreational ballfield is located along there and thera is
· 4-5 ft. embankment along that corridor. Messrs. Bethel and Vezzozo will work together
see that the guardrail is installed, and may have to have some .
ration
the
.
F,und. Jii;There_ were two· hundt~9.~;t:i{J;-¥ (2,5Q) ,
. ....... · · ·
. ,c onal~,tJ~ld ..~Jast Saturday,*i~Oong in~p,~spe ·. • . . · . · ... .
•v....~ ..... and somehow or other careened across :the med1an
.
dge. ;Happenings such as this sometimes wake you up to what needs to be done. We
. ·.· ·
to mstall that guardrail as soon as possible, as the field. w~,11 be used for
~f~;,::;~:if large crowds from no\Jf thru the early part of November. Mr! Brenn~r-"';.asked if there was
i2i?t ..;~any damage to the br1dge? Mrs. Cox said she did not go up there ~~;but a police car
. · · ::. ·did come. Mr. Brenner said he has not had any report of d!mage to the bridge •. Mrs. Cox
said it was on the east railing of the bridge -- the car was on top of the bridge when
. it finally stopped. She said Bill Bethel plans to go out to t~e site tomorrow morning
:and step off the distance the guardrail will be-required. Mr.Wezzozo said whatever
· portion did not come under the County's jurisdiction, that he felt the Cjty would :41so
· :.',• cooperate and do the rest of it. Mr. Brenner indicated he would also check to determine
;;.,;·ii;~::~·whether any damage had been done to the bridge.
·
··
· ·

::i~4;~~',.
..,,:~

.

. .

·.

··-,;~~·,;~·;~;·:

.

ident Borries announced that there would be a meeting of the Vanderburgh County
nage Board immediately after the Commissfoners • meeting.
· ....
·.t::*~~r~,~.~iJ.~~-;~~.f;)~~~.-.

q _ =-

....

";

being no further business to bE! b~o.ugh't'. before the Board at this time,
dent Borries decJared the meeting adjourned at 3:45 p.m. .,, ··
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MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' MEETING
September 10, 1984
';t;o:Jhe meeting of ·the Board of County Commissioners was held on September 10, 1984, at
,,2:30 p.m., in the Commissioners' Hearing Room, with President Berries presiding •

.:~\:~~---~"~~-, .

.

;.;-

:.

. .·.

-:

·-'

~.}The Chair
~,i,~·,meeting.

entertained a :motion concerning approval
A motion was made by Commissioner Willner
~:~~:\',held on September 4, 1984, be approved as engrossed
~"':· . reading of same be waived.
A second to the motion
ordered.
POOR RELIE
~~~~=

-~

of the minutes of the previous
that the minutes of the meeting
by the County Auditor and the
was provided by Commissioner Cox.

I

.PIGEON TOWNSHIP

Robert Gossar •••. ·••• 406 Madison Avenue, Evans vi 11 e, Indiana
Becky Hittner, from Pigeon Township Trustee•s Office
therefore the matter was referred
- WELFARE DEPARTM

• John
' ,'representing the Welfare Department was present and stated that under
t acts of the Indiana State Legislature the county welfare departments were empowered
request a short term loan for an operating deficit. Prior tb this there was only a
rect loan from the county general fund (a direct appropriation from the county general
) and the direct loan had to be repaid by the end of the year •. The only other alterve, at thattime, was a bonding issue. With the Acts of 1984, theytmve given __the
rtment the power to request a short term loari , either from the county .genera1 or-··-------.. . .
gh the private lending institution if the county is unable to-loan it. He distributwritten official requests to each of the Commissioners and stated the:~ copy shows
pproval from the state welfare department, which is their first step,; and "this was
roved by the state in August. The next few pages showed. excerpts. front"the bulletin the~
ived from the state welfare department in May or early June indicating ·how this is to
pursued. Page #5 shows what action can be taken by the County CoiTllTiissioners to enable
. loan in the amount of $363,991.00 to be made to their department, whiclr:must be made fror~.
non-dedicated fund, such as the County General Fund. If the Colllmi$sloners do nQt find
funds available then they take the next step, which would be to go bf!\l'nre the County
cil and ask that they approve a loan from a private lending institutiM.

I

l

.

•:i:~

"..

:~.

'"<

:;;:-,_,_.,:·,t.· ... ,....-.;;.~>.:~ . . _;::

ssioner;;;Willner said on' the first page of his hand-out documents, 'it showS the figof $595,000.00, but the letterhead mentions $363,~91.00. ..· ;.
·
··. ·
• s~h:~6~der explained the $595,000.00 figu~~ is the request for ~dditional appropriaons, which of course, is different. from funding, and this is the amount he submitted to
-·the County Council this month and it was approved·in the amount of $457,000.00 because
.··they cannot legally borrow more than 10% of their levy limit. This would be paid back
the year of 1985. He said they would generate some revenue from this appropriation
.
because some of it is for the Aid to Dependent Children, which is reimbursed by state and
· ·. ··
1 government to the tune of about 84%.
·
· ·
..

ssioner Cox said she also questioned the difference in the figures, but. she now
. it.
,_
.;. ____ .;{.·!

·"

.;._

is then turned over tb·the County Auditor·

..
:· ,_ .
. .
. _ "-·
-~~1~-~?·~,fi·~·~··;--"<·X~--~-::
• Schroeder explained that in the past fe~.<r years their levies have not been established
.· . . gh e~ough for them to adequat~ly cover mandated costs of mandatory program~· th~t arEf
, .. establ1shed both by the State Legislature and Federal Government. The State Leg1slature
. :·.adopts the federal programs and they also establish the tax freeze and that has kept us
~·;.from getting enough money to operate efficiently.
.r .. : ; .., ._, ,'
•

•

"'~

"

:- 1

~ .._; ~- ..

:·. :

·:~

'President Borries said the tragedy of this is that we have some long-term poor people$
.. and seemingly this area is growing larger.
··"

'
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;.~, .~r.

Schroeder said surprisingly enough most of the deficit we are seeing is coming from
'0;)me (1) program, that being H.C.I (Hospital Committment for the Indigent) and this pro1'~<'gram is 100% county funded.

- -~

. ·..; .: "- '

:"·

I

":.~~-

·"-"

.

:1-~.Mr. Jones asked Mr. Schroeder if he is familiar with the Federal Act that requires
, hospital's, 'that receive any types of federal monies, to provide so much indigent care,
,,·and he replied, as he understands, there was a federal act of the 60's, which was for
construction costs and he.believes only one (1} or two (2) partook of that particular pot
and they've just about gone out of it.

·,;:;~Mr. Jones said is there a determination matte as to whether the people who are submitting

:!#~these medical bills
i¥i;;~Sch.roeder said yes,

have anyone else who is legally obligated for the costs and Mr.
all of those aspects-are 1nvestigated thoroughly.
· · · ·

0-~~f~f:?~-<·.'-

•

!,

';_.;:'

:

:·-

'

'

'

''

,,_

• ;"-':'',

• ;

_,

••

-~... -

'

:'-

•

:: ... Commissioner Cox said what the· board must determine is whether or not we have the money for

~*~~;,this loan available in our County General Fund, or in another non-dedicated fund.
1

·~i~ t~~nty

..~

~~id-the

Audttor Alice McBride
money is not available in the County General Fund,
//
the County Council will not meet again until the 3rd of October, so that will give: .
Commissioners some time to study all accounts and see if the amount can be made availe for .the loan •.. ~··,;;.·~>·:·.., ...

nniAirDV,lY''

'"' '·'"' '•""' t/~~:::.:~;~~~~~~~·j;; '·- . · "/ .. ' -: . .

.

. "•'

.

ssioner Willner moved that Mr. Schroeder be instructed to· go on the County Council
1 for October, but that this matter be tabled before the Commissioners until one (1)
k before the Counci 1 meetfng, and if the money can somehow be made available through
County General Fund, then the Welfare department will withdraw their requestfrom·the--~_
ty Council. Cornmi ssi oner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
·
·~
iti
1: Mrs. McBride submitted a "Petition"to Appeal" to the Commissioners
exp
must be approved by the Commissioners in order for the Welfare to appeal
relief from levy limitation pursuant to IC-6-3.5~1, as amended and/or recodified.
explained the:·~lelfare is over the excess levy for 1985, and what Mr. Schroeder has
discussing today is for 1984 •••••• not 1985, and the Commissioners must approved this
:tion-to appeal before the Welfare Department can take it any further.
This matter
nothing whatsoever to do with the request for the short term loan requested today.

I

"Petition to_Appeal" be approved.

'~'i:~~~!:~--~~~-:

·---i'

·•

~-..

•

.·'

•

•

.

•. -....

Commissioner Cox seconded

~.

-

.Subdivision Ordinance ••.• Final Reading: Mrs. Cunningham said the Commissioners have had
>"this before them several times recently, which tells how the GO:unty wants to handle side. ·walks and also legal drains. A decision was also to be made on whether we would have the
>~five (5) year or the ten (10) year average reoccurrence· level.· She has tnet with the
·';'""engineers and she thought .Mr~ Easley and Mr. Eiffler were both going to be present today,
":~;,;but everyone is in agreement with what she is submitting today, and the five (5) year time
.:t1;_was also agreed upon. This has been back to the Area Plan Commission and they were adopted
·;~~~~last week, so if the Commissioners are in agreement, we can now finalize the subdivision · ·
nance. All the recommendations and changes have been approved by APC. Mrs. Cunningham
d this Ordinance is ta go before the Town of Darmstadt this coming Thursday n~ght.·~~.

I

.

.

'·

''j<Conmissioner Cox said she received a letter from the West Side Improvement Association .·
·~and it stated that they would like to see us retain t_hose items which speak specifically
·to the over a11 compa t i bi 1i ty of the neighborhood. .Another i mpontant i tern they brought
up in their letter is the septic systems and this may take some state legislation to $
.. make the additional requirements.
·
'

.

Mrs~ Cunningham said. she discussed this matter \&lith Shirley Jamison and this was a good
point.
.--

Commissioner Willner moved the Subdivision Ordinance be approved, on final reading.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion, which carried with three (3) affirmative votes.

;,

·~

'

:-
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·Ordinance Amending County Code of Ordinances •.• First Reading:
Mrs. Cunningham stated
, since this it merely the first reading of the Ordinance, it normally isn't discussed at
:::_~this point and time, however, she would briefly say that each of the Commissioners
·;~~·should have received a memo from the Area Plan Commission saying that interested citizens
-<have questioned the many satellite appearing in front yards and most of the complaints
):deal with either obstructed views or blocked driveways. She would agree they are pretty
·""large to be .in a front yard. She said the legal depth of front yards vary, but in general
· she said the amendment would prohibit dishes in the first 25' of a yard or in line with
.:<:existing homes. She will be presenting this Ordinance to the City Council next Monday.
:;~It has been approved already by the Area Plan Commission. People who are unable to put a
~11'/::satellite dish .anywhere else but a front yard could seek a variance from the Board of
_·· Zoning }ppeals. . .
.
.
, · •·
·._,,~~~.~-.:_.:; /'·:'~~.1· "'.~.,

,_·,~- B~ar.d

-,'; ., :). _;~~~i:~$,(~~"

'

.

"'''

. -- '-

.

'I

.

of Commissioners accepted the Ordinance for study on first reading.

.

.'·-c·,

' _:..

•

.

.

•·

•·

>:·

E: '··ORDINANCE TO VACATE A PORTION OF f<AUAI INDUSTRIAL PARK

'li;~r. :_cJohn St~cer·w~s
··

present on behalf of Kauai Corporation, who has submitted a petition
vacate a portion of Lot 2 in Kauai. Industrial Park plat, which is a 12' easement, on
,./
e south side of Lot 2 •. There are no utilittes located within that easement. He pointed
on a map, all. the property owned by Kauai Corporation and also the property owned by·
ane, Inc. The petitioner is proposing to exchange a portion of the southwest corner
Lot 2 with the adjoining landowner, skylane, Inc. and Skylane, Inc. will convey to the
itioner a pontion of.the real estate which Skylane, Inc. owns adjacent to the middle
southeastern portion of Lot 2. After the proposed exchange.of real estate is made, ·
easement would then be located across adjoining portions of real estate which the
titioner and Skylane, Inc. own. The easement would interfere with the·q:retitioner's use---._
the property as we 11 as Sky 1ane, Inc. 's use of the property.
·
_----.

.,..~<~\1\'<."'Vl'uu

ssioner Willner asked Mr. Robert Gulick, representa-tive of SIGECO, if they have any
jections to this vacation and he replied he was not aware of it, however. he would
.

:j~~~i1: :::: ::s c:o:::o::c:oi ::~t;:d~::::\:::::~·::~1d rev~ew i t before
0

:::

Commissioners took any action and he is now ready to report it has been reviewed arid
county has no interest in it whatsoever, therefore he would have no objections to it
ng approved.
·
· ·
· · ·
··

·1

ick reported back into the meeting and";tatedSIGECci has no facilities in that
ement therefore
they have no objections to it hei.ng
vacated. .
..
.
~ ~·

'~

"":

'

ssioner Willner moved the Ordinance to vacat~ a protion of Kauai Industrial Park
approved, as submitted. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
·. ··.·•·· • Jones said his office has the original Ordinance and the check to have it recorded
.
' .and he would see to it that it is returned to the County Commissioners. .
JONES

• Jones said he has reviewed an
. ,, :appro
ng
t
the engineering and construction and it
':~:;t before the Commissioners today for their signatures. He said Mr. Easley may have some~ything to add to this discussion later, in his presentation.
~
.
_ -# •·
=:<~itt:~w::·

'._

.

"~

~.

: Coflll'!'issioner Willner moved the Agreement.be approved. · Commissioner Cox seconded the
mot1on. So ordered.
· . ·. .
>: .·
·...
·,
'
. !
·.

/

·. Blue Claim from Dei Bros. Lumber and Construction Co., Inc.
Mr. Jones said he__ has reviewed and approved a blue claim for De1g Brot ers for materia s and services rendered~in
connection with the jail improvements. The claim read as follows:
'

.

Expansion Improvements Vanderburgh County Ja i 1
. ·~ . . ·
Current Billing .••.••••••••.••••.••••• $38,299.05
Less 5% Retainage ••••••.•••••.•••• ~ ••• $ 1,914.94
Total Earned this billing Less Retain.$36,384.11
-

.. :.
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Commissioner Cox asked ..... when this improvement will be completed and Mr. Jones· said
•. "they had a problem with the security locks not arriving when they should have, but they
· -are trying to work around that problem and the improvments should be completed by
<<:;October 1st.
.
.
·
•,·~'

' •. ,,Jir.;

I

.

,.: "v

••.

'<.

~. '~

~),'Commissioner Willner moved the claim, in the amount of $36,384.11, be approved.
{:;_,y,Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
.
.. .

_, ·.

~):: ~</·"p;.,

. RE:

·:~<i ~ .-::

J

>

·

BILL BETHEL. .••• COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

',.;J_;):.·.~.·

'

.

.~:"}·weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly absentee report of the employees
· t the county garage for the period of September 3 thru 7, 1984 •.• ~.received and filed.
':':;,:·-··

-==-=~~~~~·z~~:..;:.: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly work report of the employees at the

period of September 3 thru 7,

...

1~84 •..• report

·'

received and filed •

me:ched
.. to
, the weekly work report was the
. .following work schedule for the same period of.
~::..,: ~-~ ,.:. -·~t?:~:.:·:~:~~:~. . ,;.:.~-~· ,: ':: -·.~·

_ _ll_:_ . _~;b;~t:~:< Darmstadt Road and Armstrong Road
' ~~\..::;~:;

.,

··.,

.

·.-

~' ..cypress-Dale Road

'~

--.-....;__;~;;;.,·

'.'

;

..

:....

;

·~ '

,•)

, .;:,Weiss Road, Frontage Road, 01 d Highway 460, St. Wende 1 , Base 1i ne west,-··-~,
.·Cliffwood, Crestmont, Williams, and Volkman Road. · ·
·
··
,Lynn Road, River Road, South Weinbach, St: iloe Avenue and Old State Road.
I'

.~..:.:·. ~ ~. •;

Nisbett Station, Frontage, Koressel, Burch Road, Baumgart Road, Heinlein
Road, Burch Drive, Vogel, Garrison Road, Smith-Diamond, Millersburg and
· .Streuh-Hendri cks. ·
·

I

.

,J

·

.,_."C·'"'""issler Road, Sensmeier Road, County Line Road .• East, Outer Darmstadt Road
.· . and Hi 11 Top. ·s __,, .•;•
. -.

-·- ...... -.:

..

R••••• COUNTY SURVEYOR

'"'"''""':::ail on First Avenue: Mr. Guillaum -said that Commissioner Cox had a question conng e gua
at we can do in.order to complete that particular section,
have 725' of rail, however, they do not have that amount of rail available right now
we would be looking at three {3) to four {4) weeks delivery, from the supplier who
our bid, however, we can get the same price ($3.89 per ft.) and (27.00@ for posts}
M&W Concrete Company in:Evansville, but the Commissioners would have to declare this
emergency in order for them to purchase the material and start immediately on it. .
'

···-}>;

;

-,

.Ji

-----......,.:-.,•.c:.

the total cost and Mr. Guillaum replied

I

-.:Commissioner Cox said she feels that $5800.00 is a small amount to pay. if it could save
~~:a,}ife. She talked to John Vezzoso and he agreed to ~elp on the project.
.·
Y:}Comnissioner Willner said to check with Mr. ·Vezzoso, that perhaps they would furnish the,.<
"materials and we could install it.
·
,
.,·
Commissioner Cox asked if there was any damage to the east end of the bridge and Mr.
, Gui 11 aum said none to speak of.
.·
·
· ..

·;,·..

· Commissioner Willner told Mr. Guillaum to check with Mr. Vezzoso and report back to the
Commissioners next meeting .
.,

".

'

••
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-<,

-~.';

..

~(~"~.Bridge

Abandonment on West Mi 11 Road: Mr. Gui llaum submitted the description of the
'/i,,bridge to be abandoned on West Mill Road and stated he would like to leave them with
'~';:·the Commissioners to forward on to Mr. Jones, so that he can proceed with the issue.
_,,·,-'"p,,
Commissioner Cox said she went out and looked at thiS site and she assume~: the county
,:,;still
responsible for maintaining that portion of Mi 11 Road, from the new Mi 11 Road to
1
c;,;' the bridge, and it is in very sad shape and needs a gradall in there and she would 1i
,";,~:~'i;for Mr. Bethel to take a look at it.
~~i%~~.i.~~-.:

·('' RE:

'ANDY EASLEY ••.. COUNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER

Mr. Easley submitted the progress chart for the Eichoff~~ipad project, .
ited Consulting Engineers, Inc. ·monthly.
·
:;:~;-:-.

• ,,

~;'

•• 0< , • -

TO BE OBSERVED BY COUNTY
following holidays were b~.f~re the Commissioners for approval
are the same days the city will observe.
·
~~~~*~"

·:c~i:.~~~

1

Year s Day •...•.••..•.•.••..•.••••• Tuesday, January 1
Martin Luther
King, Jr. Birthday ..••••• Monday, January 21
· .· Li nco 1n 1 s Birthday ..•.•..•••••••.•.••.• Monday, . February 11
.··'<·.HU~ ington's Birthday ..•••••••••....••• Monday, February 18
Friday ..••••....••....••..••.••••. Friday, April 5
M"""''"""'"a 1 Day .........•.••.....••.••.••. Monday, May 27
dence Day ••.•.•.••.•.•.....•..•.• Thursday, July 4 ·
or Day .••.•••••.•..••••..• .:: .•••.•.• Monday, September 2
teran 1 s Day .•.......•...•.••.•..•.••. Monday, November 11
ving ..•.•....••...•.•.•••..•.•. Thursday, November 28
·
· ,., Friday, November 29
day , cember .
..

' ~'T.;;::.,'

"i'>T·~...,.·_: New Year 1s Day will be observed on Wednesday,
uded in the Holidays for 1986.
. · .. ·

1986, and will be
·.

c

· • . · •. Commissioner Wi 11 ner moved the above Ho 1i clays be approved for 1985.
· ·
ss i oner Cox seconded the motion. · . So ordered. ·. ··
'

,.

OLD BUSINESS MATTERS
~

. National Revenue Corporation Collections: Commissioner Willner moved the'Commissioners,
· ·. the County Attorney and the County Treasurer all meet together to discuss and pursue this
matter.
Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. · .
·
·~
;~;4~ · \· · ·
j

'

~<;,, ·~;::'·'f~~~t~l..

'

;

· ".Mr. Jones said he honestly does not believe he can help out anymore in this matter and
to the Commissioners office is beyond him. Mr. Volpe wanted
<

'

•

•

~

;. '

..
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to get this done this way and he got this company, .it has been explained several times arid

;;,·~~e have spent many many hours going through this and he
.;~·:~cannot go through the delinquent bills and pick out the
~~amounts owed on them and separate them, and that is all
~\meet again on the matter he wi 11 do so but he thinks it

I

does not know why the Treasurer
ones out-of-state with significant
it takes. ·:·If he is instructed to
is a waste of time. He believes
'...:Mr. Volpe could take this matter and go with it, if he has a mind to. He (Mr. Volpe) keeps
·
;:J:>saying its all or nothing, and that is silly.
.

~'

. ~~ r-<'1:::\

.

Commissioner Willner said he understands that Mr. Volpe has been to court once over these
·. and they have a judgment on them already.
A:}·;,*!:~;:'

"., '
~
~i~.Mr. Jones said that does not make any difference and if Mr. Volpe would quit trying to
j .•. :·

:-~:;practice law without a license,
~-:;·.another state and collect these

then maybe we could get to the facts. In order to go to
taxes, we must pay a fi 1ing fee in that other state and ·.
Mr. Volpe keeps saying you don't have to. He really has nothing else to say on the issue.
He would recommend the Commissioners instruct Mr. Volpe to go through and pick out the )' .
. ones economically feasible to pursue and if he won't do it then he (Mr. Jones) will do it ~-·:
:,.;. ,~imself eventhough he wants it made perfectly clear that he does not consider it his job,
;,;.\·· s County Attorney, to do so.
·
. ·.
.
" . ·. . . .
, ·
-·
r~;r~r~~~;,,_ - ·
-~~-~~

'

.' ·2~:~~!~:/;,"7~:

'

;;;~{i~ommissioner Willner said anyone could go through and pull them and Mr. Jones said that

,;~:is exactly his point •••• anyone can do it. Mr. Willner said he is hav~ng conflicting re'''""·ports and that is why he wants to get everyone together and stop it r1ght now. .
· Y·c·.-""''·"_.."..

I

$;.}·Mr. Jones said he-has had three (3) other attorneys from his law firm to render opinions .f,i;··
~:ron this matter and he has rendered his own opinion and if the Commissioners wish to- --~:',: ·
.:~··listen to Mr. Volpe's opinion, then you are free to do so, but he does not believe it will ~
.,; _serve any purpose to meet again with Mr. Volpe, that too much time has been wasted already
~f"·and he personally thinks it is very clear what has to be·done. but it is simple that you .,;~/,·<
~;~do not go into any other state and sue anyone without paying that state a. .filing fee and -"{~f,
,;,,1~dn looking at them it looks like at least half of them a·re··out-cif-state. You also will '~~i;:~;:,:
.{;dtave to pay someone to go get them in another state, that he cannot do it .and neither --·~~·;~ ..
t&~'~can any other ·Indiana attorney.
He really doesn't see where the problem is, when it is :_>,~ff;~
-~~~?.going to take $47.00 to collect a $20.00 delinquent tax bill.
....... ,... ·
.. ., · .<~~tJ1i~~:k>::;~?r·-

·

'~<

· .'.

_, .. ·· . ··'::· · ..

·

. ·

~

·

·:~<~~;~:-~·~~-·

··1i~~1iCommissioner
-~,_;~t~orries

. .;·

tt~~~~;~~ ~::,,

Willner said then lets have Jim Lindenschmidt to go through them and President
said lets send themback to the Treasurer and have Mr. Volpe go through them.
·

.

l,

..... ·

,'.

,;

;:

~

•. . . . . . ., .

'·:·

,.··:·.¥:-. .

•,

«·:'-''

'

'

•!'_·

••

."'

::.~:?:Commissioner

Cox said you also have to have written proof that these people have been
:f;Xnoti fied that they owe taxes and we •d better have that proof when we take these people
·._;e_,·,_;l,.,_._-.• to court
·
.,
,,

'

.

Mr. Jones said he has heard enough on the matter and if they are given to him he wi 11 go
through and pull the ones feasible to pursue in court.
·
Re ort on Pa ments ..... to the Weidner Famil : President Borries said in regards to the
eidner matter, the fol owing letters were received by the Commissioners.
September 5, 1984
Florence R. Weidner
,,,;",721 N. Bell Avenue .·. -· ,_ .. ·•· ·
_Evans vi 11 e, Indiana 47712

I

It was a pleasure speaking with you recently on.tbe telephone.

As I expressed to you, I am the agent-of-record-for the Board of Commissioners of
the County of Vanderburgh. We have reviewed the file on Bobby's accident and it appeprs
to be in order. The Indiana Statute limits Workers Compensation funeral expense payments
to $2,000.00 . The Home Insurance Company has paid this amount- to you, as we 11 as ·_$131. 00
to Alexander Ambulance Service, Inc.
:~:~;·:

r:. _ .

If you feel that additional funds should be paid, you can submit the. appropriate~ ..
information to:
The Industrial Board
State of Indiana
600 State Office Building
100 N. Senate
Indianapolis,

.-

••
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Letter Continues:
;,,,.,_
The Industrial Board will be interested in reviewing infonnation showing that you
. :~:-were dependent on Bob's income. If the Industrial Board rules that you were dependent
'"' on Bob, the additional benefits may be available to you.
._
''',

,,, .

Please~ call

.'

any time if I can be of any assistance.

I

Very truly yours,
John D. Hodge
Board of Commissioners
lliam Irk, Home Insurance Company
~;;~\ .
c,
' .
~- ~·?.
+~(.Letter received and filed.

**************

,;?;..:. '} ·,.

second' letter was' as follows:
- September 4,. 1984
1984
..-',r•

~-

~ave

been asked by our General Agent, John Dauble, to advise you as to ·tha ----- ·
position of our above mentioned claim.
---.____
to

is''(:1 aim was paid on April 17, 1984. ci.A check in the amount of $15.,000.00 was
~he beneficiary under the· po 1i cy, Florence Rose Weidner •.·

.. is check represented the life benefit under our Insured's group p-olicy for
,500.00 as well as the Accidental .Death Benefit under the same poltcycfor additional
,500.00.
,.
. :)t

.I

.• ·.. Sincerely,
---,·Sharon Fleenor
·claims Representative .,
Benefits Department

****************

ident Berries said concerning the Hartman vs. Adler matter, when Mr. John Stacer
before this board earlier in this meetinQ, he infonned the board, as attorney for
plaintiffs, there are no abjections to the settlement, however, he did not prepare
ori nal a_greement, that it was done
J.es Schivel
ssioners

•

..

~ved was the following request to travel, dated September 10, 1984,- ~nd dir~c-ted to
Board of County Commissioners. · . . · . ..
·'
.l
.1.:

'. ·:,:~.&."K·/;.

Attached is notification from the State Board of Accounts concerning an Annual
t:}.·~.t.·.;~:.
Conference of all County Auditors and County Treasurers prusuant to IC 5-11-14-1, to
..
. be held on Wednesday and Thursday, September 19 and 20, at the Holiday Inn North at the .Mt
Pyramids, 3850 DePauw Boulevard, Indianapolis~ Indiana.
.
' . ;, :~'~;:,,.
_The purpose of this letter is to request permission for the following individuals'':iJ~~;~_:.
from the Auditor's office to attend said conference and reimbursemrnt of related expenses, ·
n accordance with state guidelines. . · . , ..
,
A1i ce -~McBride, Auditor
Powless, First Deputy
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. Letter Continues :
.· ·. ·. Thank you in advance for your cons i deration.

I

o:

Yours truly,
Alice McBride
Vanderburgh County Auditor

'

**********
;;,~:":commi ss oner Wi 11 ner moved the trave 1 request be approved.
!:·i'{the motion. So ordered.

~·;it(l:·~\~·.-:2:

~ :::':'RE:

-

.

. .. t;,." ·-

.

.

;

Commissioner Cox seconded

.\.

CLAIMS

·~·:·.:··,1<~~w-::-:}r:·.,.

c•

·l'i'-~_,_.;_~;.~\~.<·.::··" :,;:: ... ·~.

_t;··-~

. A claim~''in the amount of $230.16, was submitted for James L. Angermeier, County Assessor,
;:;,2,lor attending the Assessors School on August 27, 28 and 29.
,//

'~'~:J~T;J;&:l¥:~£i~~b~:: 1~,~~':S~·'''tt._-cc<;t~·

-.: ~~

.• · ··

.. .

·

.

'

.· : .

.;,>:Cominiss1oner Cox "said the Commissioners approved some travel claims for employees in
;~~~~the County Assessors office last week and she wondered if any of them had mileage_ on
i;,~'l!them and President Borries said. he ~eli eves not! howe~er, in looking back to last
' week's minutes it shows Betty M1ndr1p also rece1ved m1leage.
::i~:;~~·~;;:;_-~~~?,y*~~~~~>··· ..

~--

. ' -... _,

~~t~;;COmmissioner Wilfner moved the claim be approved, subject to the Auditor's offi~_E!_cl!_eck,·,rrf:iing to see _if it is permissable to pay two (2) mileages to one (1) office. The
----~
·i ''Commissione.rs agreed that the rule is only one (.1) mileage per office and that has been
·their. policy n the past;
·
:,'}j :__ ,."'::~:;:}:~~(,~~-~~~:. Ii> ~ -~-,

I

·.

.

':·,

So ordered. ·

ommi ss i oner Cox seconded the motion.

. .:i::.A claim,' in the amount of $3,000,000.00 was submitted for Howard Gaertner.

~ ~;;·~-~~J-t:R::i:¥~:- · ~ ~·:r '-: .,~-

. . ·,~, ·

.

·:("tPresident Berries said he has no idea why this came before the commissioners, that Mr •.
.·tt/Gaertner was injured in a swimming accident at Lorraine Pool, which is in the city.
·
:~\~:~~~~1t~~~! ~j~-~;~~~~~"''!'!~,~;·''~is"; cl~im was attached to a tort ~laim notice.
action was taken on the claim.

.

-·,

Perry Gos t 1ey
· RE:

,.

Rink Guard

Nurrenbern Road

$4.00 Hour

Eff: 9-4-84

EMPLOYEE CHANGES .••.• RELEASES

'

;CENTER TOWNSHIP ASSESSOR

I

... ·,,

-

Jeffrey Allen Toon

11,051 Kahre Crt.

y Han

8 ·Lake· ew Bl · •
2908 Lakeview Blvd.
7120 Hoque Road
7600 Marx Road
6221 Broadway
1906 S. Red Bank Rd.
30 10 Harmony Way
101 S. Peerless Rd.
3525 Laurel Lane
Kramers Drive
2308 N. Heidelbach

ins

Tracy Hankins
Paul B. Head
Sarah Rexi ng
Jennifer Toone
Gregory Topper
Tina Trautvetter
Tracy VanZant
Jennifer Vescovi
Lori Wagner
John Wini ger

'>-·.~·..

.

P/T Real Estate

$JO.-OO Day ..

Eff: 9-10-84

Extra Guard
Reg. Cashier·
Reg. Guard
Extra Guard
Extra Guard
Extra Guard
Reg. Guard
Extra Gu-ard
Reg. Guard
Extra Guard

•
:60.~.Hour Eff: 9:-4-84
$3.50:Hour Eff: 9-4-84
$3.60 Hour Eff: 9-4-84
$3.35 Hour Eff: 9.:.4-84
$3.35 Hour Eff: 9-4-84
$3.35 Hour Eff: 9-4-84
$3.60Hour Eff: 9-4-84 .
$3.35 Hour Eff: 9-4-84
$3.60 Hour Eff: 944-84 . ,.
$3,35 Hour Eff: ·.·'9-4-84

r

~--.-n-.

:
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·-···'

Releases Continued:
~. --;t,••;, J

.• •·:·. '"'"'""

•

•

Simone Head
. Britt Heathcotte
-~Jane Hutchison
Beth Minton
':'
._·,, .. Brad Norman· ·
· James 01 i ver
Michael Powless
· ~:~ Joanne Rea n
.· . Sa 11 y Behme
·~:>Andrew Branham
·>~if:\?Deidre Brenner
· -~·,,~:Ange 1a Brown
··:~~¥:tRona 1d Brown
. Robb Bumb
:ilitDarren Fleener
.:. lei sa Good·
••.

·:···-~· ~

r.

...:: 7120 Hogue Road
,,, 3512 Kori ng Road
·'c...... 2026 W. Michigan St.
. :.;::,10515 01 ivia St.
· 2220 W. Iowa St.
.
· 3i09 W. Indiana St.
5816 Ashbrooke
8114 Outer Lincoln
2885 Washington Ave.
. 6000 Apple Grove Rd.
· · 501 Senate Avenue ·
2837 Egmont Street
2837 Egmpnt Street
3225 Lemcar Lane
5120 West Lake Dr.
11540 Village Lane
:.

$3.50 Hour
$3.35 Hour
$3.35 Hour
$3.60 Hour
$3.60 Hour
$3.50 Hour
···· $3.60 Hour
· $48.00 Day
. $3~35 Hour
·. $3.60 Hour
· $3~ 35 Hour
· $3.35 Hour
·. $3.35 Hour
· $35 ~00 Day
$3.35 Hour
-$3.35 Hour

Pool Cashier
Extra Guard
Extra Guard
·Reg. Guard
·Reg. Guard
Ground Crew P/T
Reg. Guard
Pool Manager
Extra Guard
Reg. Guard
.Extra Guard
Extra Guard
Extra Guard
Asst. Head Guard
Extra Guard
Extra Guard

,
·
···
·.

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:.
Eff.:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

9-4-84
9-4-84
9-4-84
9-4-84
9-4-841
9-4-84
9-4-84
9-4-84
9-4-84
9-4-84
9-4-84
9-4-84
9-4-84
9-4-84
9-4-84
9-4-84 . /
,r

.~-

~;;;r~The~e bein~ no m~etings scheduled forthe week and no further business today, President
..>c

·~~~Berries declared the meeting reces!sed at 4:20p.m • . ""

~;~~~~~~~1~;~i;ii~~~-?,
•.,:~~!·-j>·."
""· -:, . ..
~

;t~t,;~;5·'.

,.

.

1

~:~

t.

,'•

"'

't'

/,"

·.

.

·.... ,·

],,,''

· COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

;,.z COUNTY AUDITOR

:J ••

Richard "Rick" Borries
.Robert L Wi 11 ner
Shirley Jean Cox.

Alice McBride

.-

~-· .COUNTY ATT:!BRNEY

David Jones
'_,. .•'

..

··._;,·~SECRETARY:

:.;;;.:.
•.
• ,.
;:+~

· FOR:

Janice Decker
Joanne A. Matthews

.... ·'

·'.··

--~

.

'

.

.

.,~~
. .Shirley Jean Cox, Member

_,'

~-

., .

.

,.

MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' MEETING
SEPTEMBER 17, 1984

. ,r..;

~t

.~ .

'

~

",

~:·- ~ . '

.

..,·

~·

~~,.

~.·,-);~ . .

meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on September 17, '1'984,
·-"~:;&.:
7:30. p.m. , in ~e Collllli s~i oners' Hearing Room, with President Borri.es P';~ing;

;:il

The Cha1r enterta1ned a mot1_on concerning approval of the minutes of the previous . ,;_::
ng. A motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the minutes of the previous
meeting- held on Monday, September 10, 1984, be approved as engrossed by the County
tor and the reading of same be waived. A second to the motion was provided by ,,.
ssioner Cox. So ordered. --.· . . .
·;;
REZONING PETITIONS
~ .... ··:

<

:::-:-:~""'"7-~~"7-~~~~~:....r:=::.:...z~;.:.:.:~=-:-=u.h"r:.'~":l.~.2.=

Present zoning is Agri cu1tura 1 ; . , /
.
d property s oca
at. 15601 McCutchan Road about ~~~~ir"':ft. south of the corner formed by the fntersect1on of Baseline Rd. and McCutchan·_··
•. The proposed land use is C-4/Commercial Storage. There being no questions from
· ·Commissioners concerning this petition and no remonstrators, a motion was made by .·
.Commissioner Willner that VC-12-84 be approved on First Reading and forwarded to the ..
·
Pl~n Commission. A second to. ~he motion was provided by Commissioner. Cox. So ;.,.:. ·
rdered.
- ·-· ...
..
. ..,. ;<t~ih:::\.~~t~;~1;>·--- _·. ·:.:::~~~~,,z-.:t;t::'fi.:~~-~~~;r~:::-;x,.2~--;$?~~{::; .. _~·3t;A·.- .•.
.
10-84 Third Readin.; Petitioner· 'Alfred···&·shirle Mel to·~~,-- Pr:(,perty +s iocated ~~
)2600 Highway· 57, and is currently zoned C-4 .. -··. etitioners request ·change to C-2
_.,...~.
·'·zoning for purposes of utilizing the property for a Self-Servi-ce Gas station and '{~,!~ .
artment Buildings. The Chair recognized Mr. Melton, who was present~ and he approached
podium. Mr. Melton said the 1,800 sq. ft. property was ac-9a.rage; 'and he wishes
vert. the existing building into··· four (4) efficiency a·p. ar_tm._._ _ e_ Jl_t_ _ s_. o:He said this has _approved by the APC, as well as the Building Commissioner;>Jesse .!!'rooks.· Mr.
..
ton submitted a sketch of ·the apartments -- utilizing the exi_sti.n;,;'DUilding.. . . ·:;;,: ,,
ssioner Willner asked Mr. Melton where he proposes to have thec·a!lf~serve gas
on? Mr. Melton stated that it would be located just left of tbe·~apartments.
lthough the law requi.res .that the gas pumps be located· at least ~ •ft. from the
ilding, he plans to have the gas pumps located 25. ft. away from the building. He
sed that the apartment complex is being built in accordance with building code
ifications. In response to Commissioner Willner•s query, Mr. Melton stated that
apartments will face Highway 57 •. Plans provide for ample parking space, etc.
Mr. Melton said the reason he is converting this building to apartments 'is because
. of the coal .company operation on the· Daylight, Indiana borderline, which will have
some 300-500 emp 1oyees. He intends to see how this .apartment comp 1ex goes, and if .
the demand is there -- then he also has plans for a second apartment complex (a sketch
of which he showed··tne Commissioners.) He said he has approximately 3.9 acres
available -- and he will be discussing future plans with the Commissioners at a later
·date. There being no further questions or comments, the Chair called for a motion
ing the petition .. Commissioner Willner moved that VC-10-84 be approved on
rd Reading. A second to the motion was provided by Commissioner Cox. ·
ident
es then called for a roll call vote:
. . ·
.
- ·..c-s.:

tol

>

ssioner Cox
ssioner
s"noner
.

"

Barbara Cunningham, Director of the Area Plan Commission, was present and reminded
· • Melton that he would have to meet minimum footage requirements; in other words, .·
he would have to _have 400 sq. ft. per unit. Mr. Melton said there was no problem_
··
with this; in fact, after meeting this requirement he still. has 200 sq. ft. left "over.
-~\-1.."';'<.~.:·:.' ~··£::\- ~£>:: ·,~:•• /tt:·
. .

' . ~;"~;~~~g~i.iY ,

INVITATIONAL BIDS FOR INSTALLATION OF GRIDS ON OHIO STREET BRIDGE
President Borries called for a motion that County Attorney Miller b~··)nstruct~d t~
open the invitational bids received on the installation of grids on the Ohio Street .,
Bridge, so he could make certain all is in order before presenting bids to the Board.·
A motion to this effect was made by Commissioner Cox, with . _ . ssioner Willner pro.- viding a second to the motion.
·
·
·
·

I

r~~?~,; ;;:~~"~i.~!d-J;~f'l>':J;'l'.~:~.

. .

, . ·,

..

·•

/,:1,.,:1*?~"';;: ,

c¥¥~1r

.

.

.

ssioners
approved a Petition for Vacation of a Portion of
·
dustrial Park Plat on Monday, September lOth. However, County Attorney's office
neg1ected to bring the documents to subject meeting for the Commissioners to
gn. '" ~resident Borries called for a motion to approve his ·signin9 of Ordinance
ince there was designation for only one signature from the Board). Motion was
by Conmissioner Willner that President Borries sign the Ordinance on behalf
the Board of COI'nlnissioners. Commissioner Cox provided a second to the motion.
ident Borries signed the Ordinance and passed it to Joanne Matthews, Secretary,
·nn.~:~>-rl"•or with Recording Fee Check and instructions that the Ordinance. be Ciuly recor~ed.
~-

!_

~~~

'·

•1~\':;.t{·'t:.~*.f·.;;: ~>{ ;fi'.. >. ;,/.;;t'~·:;icb·~;:"""'·
•.
~~\:;;,;:Cii., :ii~i~;.,;,r;:. ,{~~.!~\'~·:,;,'
.· . ·..
said t1e'wouici ..i.ike't(t'he9in. .,,hi's presentation'to the conunissioners tonight
.
inting everyone with the fact that we are having the Nashville Network
national Cable LV. Network} in the Auditorium from October 29 ~ November 2~ to
· lif!,.ten (10} shows of their ~Dance .u.s.A. u. program. He said-he would like·.to express
.. s thanks to Jan Thuerbach, Convention & Visitor's Bureau, for her dedication in
ng this_program into Evansville • .This will probably be one of the finest pieces ··
licttY for::both the facility and the area -- and he thinks she has_ done an ~t
le· job in getting them into Evansville.
,,

I

.

', ;'--

;..t.-t'../ •.: . "f~~.:·~:~.:t·;~~··\~>;~~-:.f_:·.<·~Z'·....

~~~Rh~~~~~~~~=:f,;~~~ · Mr. 'Bitz distributed copies of a resume for
,
ana, together.with specifications drawn. up by
...
• Rhodes concerning new wallpaper, new carpeting, and the paint/trim work: ,<;Mr. Bitz.
id these are not the final specifications which will be published in the local paper
·.bid purposes; these are the preliminary specifications. ~'Mr. Bitz has been thru '"
·subject specifications with Tom Dorsey of Purchasing, and he has approved same .::. .
~a few minor changes. /iPurchasing was unable to put together
·in typed

ta

. tonight'
ssion,~~~~J~:~;~~~~g •.. ,.'~· . ". · ·. ~c;;~:~~~y:
ss oner
as
Mr. itz :;f the Auditorium has funds for
Mr~ Bitz replied in· ,the affirmative.
. ,,
~'

'

: :'

was the consensus of the Board th~t Mr. Bitz should get with Mr.·Dorsey to obtain
es of final· specifications and when everything has been finalized, the Commissioners
· ·
publishing of specs for,bid purposes. ·

. :) ;;"~,·:.·.y,,~ ~, :_;~~:

I

. ller advised that all . · . ·were presumably submitted pursuant to Indiana
de_36-l-12-5, because. they contain no bonds and no non-collusion affidavits •. They.
simply invitational bids. Bids from Rig-Mar Contracting, Inc. and Deig Bros-~
ion were not signed (printed name of Company only included on form}. If ·.
g-Mar is to receive the bid, Surveyor should obtain signature and business organiion background for the Company. <i.Jf Deig bid is to be accepted, .signature should ·..·.
obtained. Bid from Tri-State Erection was signed. Motion was made by Commissioner
llner that bids be transmitted to County Surveyor for his expertise, with .req~st · . . · ·.· ·
t he make recommendation to Commissioners on Monday, September 24th. A.. second
·
the motion was provided by Commissioner Willner. So ordered.
"·

···~~k~i.~lf,'i~14'tll.::.;...;;:.:,..::::.,;_;,~....:,-:..;...;:;::....;..:..:..:=.:.:.::.=.:

Commissioner Cox asked the Board
a report was received
concerning the guardrail which was to be installed. on First
• Presi
Berries and Commissioner Willner responded .that they had heard
.· nothing from Mr. Brenner this week. Dave Guillaum was to ·have:\tirlked: to John Vezzozo
to see if perhaps the City would furnish the materials ·and the County ·could install .·
same -- then report back to the Commissioners this week. Commissioner Cox said all
had to do was to walk just three doors from his office to talk to Mr. Vezzozo.
issioner Willner said that ·perhaps Mr. Guillaum did talk with Mr. Vezzozo, but
heard nothing from him._· .::_,.,;~~,.·,\_;:. , ~::
· ·
\·
· ··
·
·
·''"''~i;i.:,;-t;;.~i)ff0''\
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Attorney Miller advised that he has a Quit-qaim Deed . ,_.
n -re-subdivision of Block Ten (10) in Blankenburgh, ·whH:h was
ginally sold to one party and that party decided he did not want the property;
t was subsequently sold tturing a meeting of the Commissioners to Hugh McGee. This
· has been sitting on Mr. Miller's desk for the past three weeks, during which
me he was out of town. -!;~o one knew where it was. He has it with him tonight
d the Commissioners need to sign the Deed, so it clm be given to Mr: McGee. · Motion
made by Commissioner W.illner that the Board execute the Deed, with a second from
":>\tr-'l~--· ·" ,
ssioner: :.Cox. ·So ordered. ·· ·
':

;·-f\·~:;:~{,~'. '(

..

";~

--~·:.. ;"(

~=.:.;:.:.:.:;-:::.r:.:=:..:..:::::..::..:.:::.:.;-....:..;..;=..-=::=.!-':..::.,..~~~~~.::::.;~.::......::.:..:..~;~·~·?fi··.·• • ·~nlersa'ld~he-:..:::_~,;
a
commun ca on
e
Clouse's office · . . · . . .
behalf of Robert Market and Farm Equipment & Supply. ·
lmard will
11 that the· County sued Mr. J~arket and. Farm E(jui
last year for ..
lure to pay some taxes. We entered into a Settlement
, "wh!!reby Mr. Market
to pay a total of $15,000.00 at the rate of $5,000.00
,i~during the monthl
October, November and December,-1983.· Mr •. Market fail
k.e th.E final $5.000.1
t. Upon our settlement, we applied some pressure.
.· •. .
and threats
.
back to court, etc., and repudiate the settlement •.•· .·. · ·• :
.
has in her ..
s a check in the amount of $5,000.00, which is the balance·.
agreed settlement
nt. ·However, it was our position.that we were· entitled to inteft!St at the ' ·
udgment· rate from and after the .date that payment was due ~.-':,a···tota1 of 12% (1% per
or $50.00 per month). Ms. ·Baden ·does not>have the interest monies due and she
ked that we waive the interest. ~1$;Commissioner Cox asked what kind of check the
eck for $5,000.00 is -- a certified check or .a personal check? Mr. Miller said that
f the check is not go~d, then the County is entitled to triple the amount. ;(;Motion
made by Commissioner Willner that the Board accept the $5,000.00 check and waive
interest monies due. · A second to the motion was provided by Commissioner ~ox.
ordered.

.

'

Kim P. Bitz, Manager
Vanderburgh Auditorium"
.

' '

. .'

·..

'

·. -_

.-

. :;:·.-·<,' ': i~~~::

Miller said he needed authorization to look into this matter th Mr. 'Bitz
to determine whether there is any validity to~he grievance, and he subsequently
'would report back to the Commissioners concerning this matter. A motion was·:mad~ by
Commissioner Willner that Attorney Miller be authorized to investigate subject matter,
with a second from Commissioner Cox. Attorney Miller said that, to his
llection

.....·•· ·. · •·._,.~~: ,.,f.~.,::e,;~;,l~;t:~~;~~;~:,,$ · . ··
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. Dwight Taylor is
same individual who failed to report to work and fa led to ·. ,.
de ~ny excuse appro~imately 2~3 years ago,(when they litigated ~nothergrievance)
s · s.
very same kind
matter~ •• ;so,. it does require some'attention.
~·
~~~~~~!f\~~~~·;t ~.' · ·. -. -~~::;_;~,;;·:~:~t~~~,~ . ·
:{·?·~~F4~~f)? · ~ t::~;~~::_:~;~-:~~;~:~~-~: --~~-1~~--~~r~~~y~:-~~; ~:·.~:
~~~..,;;~~~=~~=~::-::-:-=-i!.!im:=of=M~a7.:=Ga:r:::::~;· i'~'Attorney Miller said he.
.
s
was
ng
period he was out of town, ...
he has a letter (addressed to .him) dated August 8, 1984, from Imperial Casualty ·.
Indemnity Co., which has issued the.Law Enforcement Officers• Professional Liability
nee Policy to Vanderburgh County. -This communication has reference to the claim·
Mark Ga.rrett, who claims he was ,f,aJs.ely arrested. -;\%hat claim .was made b,y. e~ter ....
May .?4, 1984, that_was sent to the three (3) Commissioners and .two (2)·
;·the Ch1efof Police and the Sheriff and signed by John F~:Davis '(Mr. : ·. _·.
· s attorney). ··:Jhe law EnforcenientOfficers' ,Professional Liability 'Policy
ier is claiming that it appears from the· Jnformation they have that the error . .
J:eSUlted in this a~re~t (if there was one) was made in the Clerk•s office, rather
i~ .~he Law Enforcement Office and, therefore, they provide no Qeverage on this ·
'2 "" 1"""""~·;:~.f9t:, that reason, 'Attorney M_iller thinks this-matter should _be _immediately·.
.
tothe County•s General Liability Policy Carrier.·1~rn· ~he meantime, "'if a .
it i~;:;fjJed (and he is notaware that a s1.1it has been filed~ at this point) he . ·
inks 'the ~County Attorneys. should be authorized to. enter' an appearance and prepa
present: a· defense in the event there is no other coverage available. 'N;But~ we ·
ld also insist that there be some resolution of this coverage matter ~:;;:·. as
,etwee·n ::our"General Liability. Carrier and this Carrier ·-:"!'because Attorney Mill
• iri'·:th~t)()mewhere in,pur :policies there is cove~age ·for this kind· of
1d he is not suggesting to the Commissioners that 1t is necessary that.. . .·.
d the defense of this matter, because he thinks someplace· there i.s~_coverage.
ssioner Willner said we have .somewhere a poli-cy covering errors ·and.:omissions
we not? . ,~Attorney _Miller said the County has General Liability Cover~gt:i':;;(or
and omissions 'in the various ·administrative offices; 'and this parti~lar .
er .coverS only the Law Enforcement Officers and errors they make ~!,)and~they
legi~imate basis for at least j~quiring as to whether ,~he ·error oocu.~~~(;lj)n''the part
aw enforcement officers or on the part of one of the ·~ounty officE!s.;Jitommissioner
ked Attorney Miller whether· he has yet made that determination. ;;tAttorney Mi
;that he has not; he doesn't·:think they can make that determination th9Ut a
.;thor(>tigh 'inv~stigation. ;~-~~hen the notice came arid .Sh~riff .Shepard.:
named,
,)County Attorneys .simply referred it to the· County Is· law
.
cer .
it must also be referred. ·
1 Liabili
·
be done · thi . int •..·
lTT" ................

e
oner
said we
e thinks the Clerk's office still follows the same procedure she established,
n on the withdrawal of a warrant •:__ when they take iJ down .they take a duplicate
and have someone in the Sheriff's office initial it ..;;.;;·that it has been withdrawn.
it would be easy to find out if the warrant was never'";~ thdrawn 'or
never
.?,ff the ·Sheriff ~:s computer. ·, ~·· ·
·
· · ·
·
·

•. Easley advised that Mr~ ·.steve Dilk~
neer
on
istance/Indiana Dept. of Highways,had sent four
es of an Agreement for the Railroad Crossing on Burkhardt Rd., where it crosses
Southern Railroad (just south of Morgan.Avenue). The Agreement has been checked
the County Attorney. ,Jhe Attorney needs .to have all four (4) copies signed and
ed to him, so tli.ey ·can be returned to the lDOH for execution. ::Mr. Easley .said
11
fine print 11 in the Agreement indicates that it is 90% eligible for Federal Aid
supposes it is like ·the other railroad crossings; we will be reimbursed by the
ic Service Commission). President Berries said this Agreement covers the conction out on the highway at a railway crossing; again, Southern
on ·
t ·Rd.
'~''" -·
'
.
.··

ssioner Berries asked -Mr. Easley~if he is correct in stating ·
.the
letti
are going to for October on Burkhardt Road? Mr •. Easley said he ha(.~pt reviewed ·.the
bridge inspection proposals; he has given them a preliminary rating: ·~He needs to
.·
with Mr. Gerard and finish the evaluation so he can make some recommendations'

1ems:

,;·t:\~r~,:..,t) •': "'.

··:A

' • ·-

• ;_~ ,':~"~::4~¥~:~1t'!{f~:::;:~fi/~.'#]!t}~~~*~:1< . ~

ss oner
as
Mr. Easley i{ he remembers the problem out on ·Woods- Avenue,.
with the neighbor's downspout coming off the storage building into the ·a1_1eY and·
rutting the alley and going down thru the property owner's property?,-:~r· ~~sley
· he did inspect that. _ He saw the woman. But there is a man he has 'tried :t(('conblct
.
who owns the building -- but he has not been successful in contacting him. /:;;It has . ·
been about three (3) weeks since he last tri·ed. He said the nian could put a splash •
lock in there. Mrs. Cox said it'''is shooting over to other people's property 51nce
t is up so high. It needs to be lowered. Besides, it is dangerou!(for anyone'~going
that alley. Mr. Easley acknowledged that it is not the ·
.. . .
-·
he .
he·would ask the man to lower the

;~Ji~4ri,k.1~):::,0:J..
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man to lower the downspout.· . Mrs. ·cox asked if you can . .
f way
like that?.· Mr. Easley said- he does not know· whether there is --~OY regulation that
.. .
you have to discharge at ground level --,it is very unusual. -~~~]'1rs. Cox ,said she . .
· can sympathize with Mr. Easley, as she tried to reach the gentleman several times -- or
family -~ and she has found no one at home.':"Mr. Easley said he has made phone
ls; ·he has knocked on the door -- and, in the meantime, he is looking at other ·
. ngs. He said he was out at University Heights yesterd~ afternoon ~coking at
· pro~lem culvert (Mr. ,fanterbury -:-~*who u~ed to be neighbor.s of~['1~s·J8~?)~ ··!'!·But nnes he catches .as ·catch can ....;'if he h.appens to be in the area ;.;,~ even }f
a Sund~ afternoon. :·He does try to cover phone c~lls and look at problems.
ley said tha~ ~f we re-grade the alley, it will take a lot of rock .:~~~rid he .
't think we have the money to do that. );But he will. ask the gentleman to low
nnw·nc.nout -- :it is not asking that much to
to ~ave _it di
on th
not going-to ·hurt his
"·

6
973
976
974
976
975

Ford Econoline 150
Plymouth Fury
Ford Custom 500
Ford Custom 500
Chevy Bonanza Van
Ford Torino .·
. .
.
International Harvester Flat Bed.

•

•

' •

•

•

••
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-

'"'•·-...tj.- • ·'·'
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·.•

•

Kremer, Koring, Wright Rd., Tanglewood, Bergdolt,
Kissel, Williams, Green River, Heckel and Kuebler
..:;-' . .

.

-·I_:,~J,;~· .:_ .;t~:-l~-<:

Waterworks Rd., S. Weinbach, Denzer Rd., Streu-Hendricks •
-~;"0~i.~i ..

. '

.·

. . . ::

_··-\·~·-~:.-~.·····

'<~:~~~i:~~i~.~~~j(~~~~~:;f;.>.
Rd~,

·Volkman Rd., Meier, Olive St., Twickingham, Schroeder
:·:: Mi 11 Rd~ ; and Big Schaeffer Rd •

.··;;.·?'~\·~-~ _':~.·~.~.:-~:~~~_.:.

.

>'· ·. ..

~ .. ·:.·';:r,~·<~:~~~~t~:':%\',;; ;: ,; ·-;,\~:·_:;;·_ :,. ~::

~~~~~·= :tMr. Be the 1 said
oners as follows:
···
1

he

had 'two ( 2) Damage Checks
·

•.
1ey advised that Mr. :.Steve Di 1k,
.
neer
on
. stance/Indiana Dept. of Highways, had sent four
es of an Agreement for the Railroad Crossing on Burkhardt Rd., where it crosses
Southern Railroad (just south of Morgan Avenue). The Agreement has been checked
the County Attorney. .. The Attorney needs to have a11 four ( 4) copies signed and
·to him, so th:ey·can· be returned to the !DOH for execution. ··Mr. Easley said
"fine print" in the Agreement indicates that it is 90% eligible for Federal Aid
he supposes it is like the other railroad crossings; we will be reimbursed by the
lie Service Commission). President Borries said this Agreement covers the con- .
ction out on the highway at a railway crossing; again, Southern Railway on
Rd.
. .
' *··~~~:~1;~£~~i~~1~~~~·\::
. . . ,.;,: < . . . , "' , "
Commissioner Willner
that
said Agreement be approved
and. ;;igned by··
.
.
.
~

ssioner Borries asked Mr. Easley if he is correct in stating that the
letti
going to for October on Burkhardt Road? Mr •. Easley said he has not reviewed ·.the
dge inspection proposals; he has given them a preliminary rating.· He needs to · >
..:·.""a'l~e~~.,; with Mr. Gerard and finish the evaluation so he can make some recommen~ations_, etc.
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~i,:f,.:.,)J;;~;f(,·
ss oner
as
Mr. Easley if he remembers the problem out on ,woods Avenue, ::~~2,~~,
.;~_t,;·,;,;:~,~\r.with the neighbor's down~pout coming off the storage building into the alley and
..,r.tjJ'·
~~""'.; ,, ~,.F,::;;rutting the alley and gomg down thru the pro~rty owner's property? Mr. ~'~~sley said

'/~F("'""f;<:he did inspect that •. He saw the woman. But there is a man he has tried j:o~~ontt'ct ,
·"' · -- who owns the building -- but he has not been successful in contacting him~ · It has
. been about three (3) weeks since he last tri·ed. He said the man could put a splash
. lock in there. Mrs. Cox said it"is shooting over to other people's. property since
t is up so high. It needs to be lowered. B~sides, it is dangerous for anyoneGgoing
that alley. Mr. Easley acknowledged that it is not the s
ing ·
he .. ;::?{~-~
ght he would ask the man to lower the .
· .· ·. · doesri•
·
· .r."A""'·'''"'·!,,~ ·
·i
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·'~:the man to lower the downspout~· ·Mrs~ ;,,Cox asked if you can have downspouts half way

I

;£;:up like that? Mr. Easley said· be does not know· whether there is any regulation that
,.<·.says you have to discharge at ground level --:it is very unusual.· ::.Mrs. Cox said she
.: can sympathize with Mr. Easley, as she tried to reach the gentleman several times ......
, '..~}:\'the family -~ and she has found no one at home. ,.,Mr. Easley said he has made phone
, >dr'1~~11s; he has knocked on the door -- and, i.n the meantime, he is looking at other
· ··:·~~things. He said he was out at University Heights yesterday afternoon looking at
,a problem culvert (Mr. :.Canterbury ~~. ,,who u?ed to be neighbors of Mrs. c.~x?). ; But
ometimes he catches as"catch can :'·.:~if he happens ·to be in the area ~::.·even lf
1s a Sunday afternoon.· He does try to cover phone calls and look at problems.···. ·.
. , ,.Easley said tha~ if we r~-grade 'the alley, it will take a lot of rock •j!,'·and he ·
, t::tdoesn 't think we have the money to do that. !:But he will ask .the gentleman to 1owe
~;$,,the downspout -~·~·it is not asking that much to ask .
to have it discharge on. .·
·
. ·It
not going-to 'hurt his
· ·
· · ·
·.
·
·
.·

I
976
973
976
974
976
975

Ford Econoline
Plymouth Fury
Ford Custom 500
Ford Custom 500
Chevy Bonanza Van
Ford Torino
.
., .
..
International Harvester 'F.lat Bed
.

. . 0;~~·~~~ .·.

all. in running order)
,

·
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Overhead Door P . 1s ·. ·
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Commissioner Cox directed the Board's attention to the upcoming sale of County
surplus property and, in particular, to the typewriters. She stated that we will
need to have the Serial Numbers of -this equipment, as we have typewriters and ._.· .
serial numbers listed on our inventory. Ms. Meeks said some had serial numbers and
some did not. Mr. Lindenschrnidt advised that he will check this out.
'!·)··,,~_,;~e·~ . :~-- ~:.>~~tr
.· .
;::j/RE:
"'~t'ALEXANDER
AMBULANCE
SERVICE
REPORT
...±,..--{.

.

~;
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· -· . . . :
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:>--,J~.~~ill~~-:~::··.:.f~·.:-,z:¥~1-~:.::~, . . ~·_ ... ,l_?>:,::_·,·~f.t,:t,l\~,.J.:~~- •. ·:·~- .,.
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President Borries submitted a report from Alexander Ambulance Service, Inc.
period ending August 31, 1984. Commissioner Borries asked that Jim Lindenschrnidt
try to make some contact- with the County Attorney David Miller thi.s week· concerning·
the reports from Alexander. ·Mr~ Lindenschmidt stated that the Board of Review ends
y~Jhis week, _and Pat Tuley, Chief Deputy in the Auditor's office, has been involved· ·
··• :~with that. hiSince he will be available, there should not be any problem in getting
is. matter
··
he and Mr.
ley wil r follow through on this.

Committee for
~~--,-

I
. cl m in the amount of $2,630.31 for various items of litigation ·
.
approval. •#.President Borries said these litigations have been
tern zed and verified~,A motion to approve claim for payment was made by Commissioner·
.illner.· ::'A second to the motion was provided by Commissioner Cox. :so ordered.
· _;
~i~till~'f.i~;~fs{ x~<e:..··. '*~~~~f~j~~~~~ffii:~~~;:~--~ · ·---i~. ·. ~:!.:~1~;~~~,~~ ,.;·:;.:~·. ·~ ~:}~~!7.;~.:·~- ·. -· ·· ::.:~-.~>;~~~{-~~;~~~:~§t«tf~W~~it~,;:· ?-!/~~~-~~>~i{?~a~~·-1sf:~~:-i ~~~:~i~-~~::jL::~ ~,-: ·
. ·
'""'"'~-~-ier: :;President Borries submitted a claim "inthe amount of $230.16
eState-Called Ass~ssors' Meeting. ·The claim was presented last

with request that Auditor's office examine said claim for mileage requested.
leage claimed is-334 miles@ 24¢ per mile, for a total of $80.16;) The mileage
been checked by the·Auditor's office, and notation has been made on claim referring
to their Minutes of 9-10-83. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the
aim be approved for payment in the amount of $230.16. A second to the motion was
by Coounissioner Cox •...So ordered. Commissioner Cox did state, however, that
he thought the County had a policy wherebythey only paid one ·mileage claim per office •
• Tuley said County Auditor Alice McBride advised him that if two people"from office
in one vehicle, then only one mileage is paid. If there are two vehicles (unless -Board has something in writing to. the contraty) -:-,then both c~n
mileage.
ss'jpn~r. Co£.stated ;she, sti] l 2thought there: was .:.c'on . .
,,

.......:>.a.v,

I

"''"'"'"'"····· · · - 5t~;;was"'!ll 'wr:rtten~tlown~flat'Wdul·d 'cbEP~a
1d·
t'
.. '

-

l~~~1f~ri~!~4·~~~~F:rrr~h

.~.~')r.:

meals, etc. COmmissioner Cox 'said that if the Auditor's office sai it was o.k.,
en
was all_right --.~but this is the first one like that that she's seen.
'
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dward Nolan: A claim in the amount of $100.00 for refund for Barnett & Nolen
.
wedding reception -- a deposit refund -- which was to have been held at either B'urdette
. -,,,./Park or Vanderburgh Auditorium on 9/22/84. ( Ms. Meeks advised it was Burdette Park anct
..?'the wedding was cancelled.) Motion to approve claim for payment was made by. Commissioner
""~'.~ox, with a second from Commissi'oner Willner. So ordered.
·
·
·
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•.-···EMPLOYMENT. CHANGES - RELEASES
...

:~

"

1400 S. Grand Ave.

Intern

$140.00 Wk. Eff:

8/24/84
. ·.,.; ..

· 1315 S. Kentucky

•· Clerk

· $ 30.00/Day Eff:

PTP Supv .$6 ,500/Yr •. · Eff: ..
.

,·.

an Tilford Kirk 8302 Spry Rd.
Supv.
$
1 Jean Primm
·· 805 S. Villa
Dep. Clk.$
.lene Luker '1rt;·t:·:R.R.#7, St. Joe Rd.
"
" $
ara Berry . r
:>,:·"·1308 Bellemeade
:. II
'II
$
C. Roeder ·: ,. • 8744 Big Cynthiana Rd. Rd. Bal. $

5.05/Hr.
4.05/Hr.

Eff: 9/4/84
Eff:

9/4/84

4. 72/Hr. '.f'Eff-:

9/4/84

4.05/Hr.~·'~:f:ff: 9/10/84
4.05/Hr~,,,;:"'Eff: -.9/17/84

dent Berries· announced that the Annual Meeting of the
· · .·
Indiana
1 Health Association will be held tomorrow n·ight {Tuesday/-Sept:ember 18th)
the Holiday Inn in Princeton, :Indiana. Commissioner Cox said she plans to ' ..:.
• However, .she has a meeting at 4:30 p.m.' tomorrow, so will not arrive in
nceton in time for the Dinner; she will, however, arrive in time for the meeting,
ich is scheduled at 7:30 -- barring any emergencies _;.. in which event, she will
tact 'Commissioner Willner so he can attend in her stead.
·
··
· ·- <
:OLD BUSINESS

Richard J. Berries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox
·SECRETARY:

Joanne A. Matthews

. '',

MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' 'MEETING
SEPTEMBER 24, 1984

AL OF MINUTES.----------·---.--~---------------------------------------.:.,~
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PLAN COMMISSION •••••••• VirginiaWirthwine
·final Hearing on Ordinance Amending County Code of Ordinances----Taken·
Advisement until October 1, 1984 ----------------------------------tallation of Grids on Pedestrian Walkway/Ohio Street Bridge
· Awarded to Rig-Mar Contracting ----$3,700.00) -----:-----:---.. --:-------:---'

.

•"'

"(-

" >11

ILDING COMMISSION
. ..
. .
·· ,
.
.
. .
Ordinance re Tradesmen Licenses----Approved ---------------------~n•~nnintment of Crooks to Research Committee/International Conference of
1ding Offici a1s -----------------------------·----..;-------------------:::t,4~~~~~r~; -~ --~.~~··;~~is~·:;~~~~:t~~:_ · ,:·-~ ·
. \ ~.. "
PARK
•••
~.~'~Mark Tuley
·
.
·
..
•
...
·:
_
.
.
.
.
·
.
\
ly Financial Report ---..
______________________ .;;_____ ;.._.:.. _____ ·
osing of Office on Weekends/Beginning October 1, 1984 ------------------ ·
· osing of Skating Rink during Fall Festival/October 1 thru 6 __ ,.;;_ ____ ;.:, __ _
sory Board Meeting-----Will advise Commissioners of Firm Date -------llege_Workstudy Program -------$137 .00--------------------------..;... · ·
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· MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' MEETING
_SEPTEMBER 24, 1984

-.

'~'..: ~ <~f:,;:~; ~
c:·.·:<;~);.-.·:,

the Board of County Commissioners was held on September 24, 1984,
in the Commissioners• Hearing Room, with Presiden~ Borries presiding.

I

,__,;,. '~:¥~,~<'(<

'

' '

~ .·.:

,The Chair entertained a motion concerning approval of the minutes of the previous
'meeting~ A motion was made by Commissioner Cox that the minutes of the previous
· meeting held on Monday, September 17, 1984, be approved as engrossed by the County
Auditor and the reading of same be waived. A second to the motion was provided :'
· Commissioner Willner. So ordered.
·

President Borries stated that the Board has a
ceo a
act on. Mr. Robert Gossardid not appear, as scheduled,
the Board meeting held on September lOth. He said he had no telephone listed
that although the Board had mailed him a card requesting that he appear on
lOth, he said he did not receive said card. Mr. Gossar was re-scheduled
appear at today's meeting. President Borries requested that Mr. Gossar approach
i urn and state his name and address for record purpo~es.
·
..['],~1 ,

'ori'I"Olmnt:HI'

. ------

'

-_<;-~ ~

.. ;

Gossar approached the podium, .·identified himself, and said that he ·resides at ·-< ·
. Monroe·Avenue. However, upon questioning Mr. Gossar, President Borries establishiad
at Mr. Gossar resides at 406 Madison Avenue. Continuing, President Borries noted
Mr. Gossar's application states that he is here to request assistance with
··
lities, and has stated that his income ($182.22) is not over limits. He further
that his brother-in-law, whose name is on the SIGECO bill, lived with him but
since left town. He asked Mr. Gossar ·if that correctly reflects his request?
Gossar indicated that that was correct. The Chair then asked Mr. Gossar if he
anything to add to his written request? Mr. Gossar replied in the negative.
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..

ident Borries asked Mr. Gossar if he receives food stamps? Mr.' Gossar said he does.
issioner Borriesthen asked Mr. Gossar who resides at 406 Madison Avenue with him?
• Gossar said that his wife and children live with him. President Borries asked
Gossar how many children he has? Mr. Gossar said he has seven (7) children, whose
"';~"'"·'":J'·'·a·"'r'e. 18, 16, 1~~ ... 14, 10,, ~*:<~~;~ .. 5·., ;;~~:;~\(' ;,\}•>,;'~cc''· ·· '·~~~~-·~E;W';i,": }ti~.~·,D~i;~~ssioner Cox asked Mr. Gossar how the utility bill got in.his brother-in-law's
? Does Mr. Gossar own the house? Was the:·brother.:..in-law renting the house before
. Mr. Gossar moved in with him? Mr. Gossar responded that he rents the house. His
brother-in-law did put the utility bill in his name, because his w.ife was going to
there and he was going to help to pay the utility bill. His brother-in-law
lso lived in the house for about two (2.) months, then he left to go to Florida
Key West) and his wife is still there. SIGECO told Mr. Gossar they came out and
· ld find no one at hom~. so they estimated the bill. Mr. Gossar said that he told
IGECO someone is,always at home. Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Gossar if there is any
lem with having that utility meter put in his own name? Mr. Gossar said he is ---,:t.:·
ing to have it put in his name as soon as he can obtain some help. .The Chair then ·
ined questions from the Board.. There being none,

:·
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ssioner Cox asked Mr. Gossar if he ha·s received 'a shut-off notice?. Mr.· Gossar ·
.· id the utilities are already off. Commissioner Cox asked how long the utilitie~
have been off? Mr. Gossar said that the utilities have been off .for about a month
·at 515 Garfield (his previous residence) and have never been turned on at the 406
·_,Madison Avenue address.·· He cannot get utilities at 406 Madison Avenue until the old
'·SIGECO bill is resolved. Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Gossar how much the utility
:. bill is? Mr. Gossar responded that SIGECO has it estimated at $80l._~p..
·
4
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Willner asked Mr. G.ossar if he has any source of income? Mr. Gossar
· said 1t is $193.00 per week, as an employee of the Evansville Parks Department.
·
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. ,,>President Berries then asked Mr: Gossar if it s correct that he had a gas and'
- >~i- electric • bill owed· at the 515 Garfiel-d address? Mr. Gossar said that is correct.
..
President Berries then said the reason SIGECO will not turn on lights at 406 Madison .
is because of the money owed for the previous address? . Mr. Gossar said that is
..•
---• correct. President Borries then asked Mr. Gossar how far back. has SIGECO estimated .,
the bill? Mr. Gossar stated that his wife contacted a woman at SIGECO by telephone
_and the woman noted that the bill had been running high. She indicated she would
. check it out and get back to Mrs. Gossar. SIGECO called Mrs. Gossar back and went
·_-.. over the bill for a year or two and said that the Gossars would have to pay the bill.
.:S, Mr. Gossar.said the highest bill he had at the Garfield address ran about $280.00.
:
''t President Berries said $280.00 per month? Mr. Gossar indicated that is correct.
-. ·
.·. <Mr. Gossar said there were two (2) meters in the house (one upstairs and one downstairs,
\:-::"as the house previously rented as an upstairs and a downstairs apartment).
..
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.. ,

/

.

1

Mr. Gossar had another SIGECO bill in his hands, which indicated the e 1ectri c was . "F"".
'$34.84 and the gas $35.00 -- then he said SIGECO came up·-with all the estimated .bills. 't
' ' ,·
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'~· _~,

.,:,·/ ~

... -· ....·~
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~

ident Berries thanked Mr. Gossar for the information provided to'the Board. He
then called on Ms. Becky Hittner, case:investigator for Pigeon Township Trustee's
office.
_.. _
.,
. .<·:.·;c:;::_,.:.
· ·<'Ms. Hittner advised that Mr .. Gossar came into the Trustee's office ~an August. 29th.
She did not talk with him at that time, someone else did.<''He-'Wfts;···nnwever, living
· at the 515 Garfield address at that time, which is her area. ,.;:;:f:~e individual who
~spoke with him on August 29th gave him a disallow because theiJttlity bill was in
. )~someone else's name who did not reside in the household and atso,rbecause his income . ,
0
9

1
1:l::~~!ti':;,1
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::::::
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·.:···::ep:::::l;~Jf~
.she contacted SIGECO and they advised that he owed an old bill,:;f:tpmBaker Avenue ·.''· ·

·~"

address, which was in his wife's name. Ms.· Hittner assumes that:.this is why they '
';had the uti 1ities subsequently put in the name of Mark Hampton in the first place -• .
because that old bill wasaround $800.00. ·.. They had two (2) meters at "the 515 Garfield
ddress; bills were as follows: $176.00 and $906.67. The Gossars also owe re-connect
~harges on both of those meters. ·According to the figures given to Ms. Hittner
on September lOth, the Gossars owe $1,933.61 to SIGECO before they can get any
.utility services restored. Ms. Hittner said the maximum amount ever paid by the
:::'';<:::rrustee's office, when someone is eligible, is $300.00 .. Even if the Gossars were
· eligible, $300.00 would not get the utility services restored. · _ ·
Ms. Hittner said the only thing she can suggest is that Mr. Gossar go to Consumer
Credit Counseling, which is located on First Avenue, to see if he can get some as.,- sistance in working out some kind of a reasonable budget. In the past he has rented
_,<-,furniture, etc., which is real expensive. She thinks the Gossars could use some help
· ·._ n budgeting what income there is in the household. Other than that, she has no
suggestions.
Again, Ms: Hittner p.ointed out that the Gossars are hot eligible for
:lf;~~~~J!~k~J~~~istance for two reasons: First, the utilities are in someone else's name and,·
dly, Mr. Gossar is over income according to the Trustee's guidelines. ''When he
into the Trustee's office on August 29th, his utility service was already off.-·
restore seryice, -~he ful}._~ount_.ba,s toj?e;.p~iq.~)~!~a~ _he,:.S~&~l2,:,· ·• - ste~.·
ce before the ut1l ities·were 'shut···off/~"the 'previous 'charge~l~moun
t.

·The m:::::gt:~::d::ew:::v:: :::ir ask;ng .~~e meW>ers of ~:. ::ard if. they had .,.;1

- any questions. Commissioner Cox askeo .if the ·Gossars are currently receiving a~sistance?
Ms. Hittner said the Gossars are receiving food stamps.. Mrs. Cox asked if the :!>193.00
·. salary from the City Parks Department is a weekly amount?- Mrs. Hittner said that is
torrec:t. Mrs. Cox said that is not much to support nine (9) people. She then asked
Ms. Hittner if she knows what size family our ~ubsidized housing can accommodate? . _
·; Can it accommodate a family of this size? Ms.- Hittner said they usually refer
. individuals to C.A.P.E. for assistance in finding suitable housing. "Sometimes it"is · ·
difficult to locate housing when there are so many in a family. She would tend to
·
doubt if subsidized housing is ava.ilable for so large a family •. ·,;·Commissioner C«;>x
asked Mr. Gossar if he has ever been to C.A.P.E.? He said that he has; and every time
. he g.oes.to see them, they refer him to the Trustee's office. ':Commissioner Cox asked
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Mr. Gossar if he has been back. over to the c.A.P.E. office to tell them that the
.Trustee says he is over.income for assistance from that office? He said that he
·has not~ Commissioner Cox said that regardless of the utility bill -- Mr. Gossar
is going to need some guidance on how to take care of his money and a place for his
family to stay -- shelter. It might be well for him to go back over to C.A.P.E. and
talk with them about the situation. Does he have an application in with the Housing
·
·
·
Authority? fie responded in the negative.

I
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President Borries interrupted by advising Mr. Gossar that it appears to him that
,,;',~r~r'~.the Trustee has followed guidelines in this case. What the Board of Commissioners
~;",~~\: ..~~~~;.looks for is to see if someone's rights have been violated. While the Commissioners
· ~.:. : _understand Mr. Gossar's plight, they do not believe at this point that Mr. Gossar's
·="·'"'"'"·'"'"":,.,._ ghts have been violated. What the Trustee and Conmissioner Cox are saying here
· is very important fo·r Mr. Gossar to understand. He is going to have to seek help to· ·
his money in order for SIGECO to turn on his utilities at all. It would se~
·
if he will seek some legal help (Legal Services Organization would be a good
lace to go, and the Trustee can provide Mr. Gossar with that address) -- and check
see if SIGECO can give him an "actuaP bill --not estimated-- but "actual" •••• to
how much Mr. Gossar actually owes SIGECO. SIGECO might also be able to suggest
orne way that'Mr. Gossar can budget to pay that bill -- there has to be some way to
ay it -- and it appears from what has been said before that it was not only Garfield
another .residence on Baker Avenue where there was a previous bill -- and there is ~
way that the Trustee nor the Commissioners can grant anything that has $1 ,933.00_ .
nvolved in it. Mr. Gossar is working. It appears that whatever income Mr. Gossar ~
--if he could seek some counseling-- it might be the way to go. to try to budget
that he can pay that bill.
·
., '· ~ \:.~ "•::;;, '':\~>t i~;c{~~:t,~~;,~~¥~~~/~lt~t~--;/;
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issioner· Bor+ies 'said that Mr. Gossar also needs
check with tne Housing
thority to see if there is some available housing -- while Mr. Gossar has a large
ly, there might be some way. However, as to the huge SIGECO bill -- and the one
at previously had Mrs. Gossar's name on it, etc. -- but Mr. Gossar interrupted
t that bill has been paid; the man at SIGECO told him it had. President Borries
that there is something wrong somewhere. When asked who the man at SIGECO
, Mr. Gossar said his name was "Flannigan". Ms. Hittner interjected she did not
k with Mr. 'Flannigan, personally, but she was just going by what SIGECO had told
. :Mr. ·Gossar presented a letter from Mr. Flannigan to President Borries. The
, however, said that this particular letter from Mr. 'Flannigan· merely states
SIGECO is holding Mr. Gossar responsible for the bill owed under the name of
Hampton. Mr. Gossar insisted that Mr. Flannigan told him ~hat if was able to
.... :
··w_:(;get $300.00 from the County, they would. come up with $300.00, and Mr. Gossar said he
· .;has $131.00 put up to apply toward the bill. But SIGECO will do nothing unti 1 he
,gets some help from the County. He said he needs $700 plus to apply to·the outstanding
· :
'':amount -- then SIGECO will turn the utilities on at the 406 Madison address. :
re was brief discussion among the Commissioners, then President Borries asked Ms.
to retrieve a copy.of the guidelines. ·In checking the guidelines, the Board
tta1'·aY'I'n"ined that $650.00 income per month is the·limit for a family of nine (9}. . . ,,
• Gossar's income is $768.00 per month. Therefore, he is $118.00 over the income. .
imitation for a family of that size. Commissioner Cox said here· ·we have a gentleman ·
s out·. d ng to gainfully
ort:the
. Jf
he j .
id at
the
.,.,...,.....
.
\"

···c~::l\.3

I
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.,

:., .;.:'Continui-ng~ Mrs. Cox suggested that Mr. 'Gossar g~, back to the c.A.P.E:: office. She
,:·said there are also some other charitable organizations that could possib"\Y assist
'~him. Mr. Gossar needs a large house. How much is his"rent? · Mr •. Gossar said he is
paying $270.00 for rent. ;·Cotmlis.sioner Cox··said $270.00 rent and $200 plus in utilities
makes over $500.00 for these two items. Ms. Hittner asked Mr. Gossar why he moved
into a house where the rent was over $100 more per month than the ,rent he was paying
on Garfield. He said it is a better house and the landlord was going to sell that
house. President Borries asked Mr ..Gossar if he has been to Catholic Charities? 1 He
said he has -- and they told him to come back over there after he has been before
.
the Commissioners. He said Outreach and other charitable organizations are out of funds.
In October, Emergency SAFE will pay $300.00 -- but they can't pay anything before them.
He said if he can't get help here today -- then he will have to wait until gctober to
get help via C.A.P .E. The family is utilizing coal oil lamp for lighting. '.:commissioner
Cox asked how the family is cooking meals? Mr. Gossar said they ~re not; they are ·
,,,,%>,..,,,,, ..., .....
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just eating cold lunch meats, etc. They have no refrigeration -- because they have ..,
no way .to hook up to any electricity since their electric service is off.
·
President Borries asked again how much Mr. Gossar needs to get the service restored? . .
Mr. Gossar said SIGECO told him that if he could get $300.00 from the County,
·:
they would get him $300 from their emergency fund, St. Mary's will pay $100, and . ·> :. .·
he has $131.00 put. back at home. When this is all paid -- they will turn on the · ,
....· electricity. President Borries asked Mr. Gossar what minimum amount SIGECO said
·
they would need in orderto turnon.the electricity? Mr. Gossar said $700.00
plus; Mrs. Cox said that Mr. Gossar told the Board earlier that the bill from
Mark Hampton was in the amount of $80l.OO •• and that amount has to be paid.

_.·.1

Discussion again turned to the 515 Garfi.eld address, where Mr. Gossar previously
resided ••• and questions concerning the two (2) meters. Again, it was established
.that prior to the Gossar•s living there -- the house had two (2) meters: one (1)
upstairs and one (2) downstairs. This was so the house could be rented as two (2)
partments. However, when the Gossar lived at that address, they had the entire
<?Use .:.._ thus two (2) meters were running. _ ·
,.
:!~1{~,~!·~~-~/~~;':::,t::_~--
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, .... _... fter further brief discussion among the Commissioners in an effort to help Mr. Gossar
--~~{;ij,~~:;resolve his immediate problem with the utilities, it was the co~sensus of the Board
· ,,. · ?:~·i;that the Trustee's office lend assistance to Mr. Gossar -- not 1n dollars -- but c. · • •
,lotherwise. President Borries asked Ms. Hittner if the Trustee-~s offi.ce would assts_t •• ·
_r;•. ~}fn.directing Mr. Gossar to appropriate agencies where he might·~·find at&sistance. Alsci;-~
could Ms. Hittner contact SIGECO to determine if there is a min1mumamount that they
would be able to accept in order to connect his electrical serv.·jce? "~, then see <J'.L·
f there. is a minimum amount per month that Mr. Gossar could pay every month -- and ~'~~./~:

if he can get by there? The Trustee has certain

gUidelines'~~

aild they have .to

~~

be fair with those guidelines and· help a lot of people. The te~tbook :situation, alon
has become a real serious problem •.. President Borries asked Mr.. Gossar if he can go ,
with. Becky Hittner and perhaps she can get some other conununica]tion on the minimum ~::1:?-~t."·c····
t Mr. Gossar wi 11 need to get his service started at the• 406 Ma-dison Avenue -d~·/:y:.
s -- and see if there is a certain amount per month that Mr •. Gnssar will be able .
pay (based upon what income he inakes) -..:. so that they can expect<tbat he will do ·
at every month. Ms. Hittner.said they usually do not make arrangements on a monthly
is -- they make the arrangement on a week·ly basis, especially whe'n someone like
• Gossar gets paid on a weekly basis. Commissioner Willner said what the Board is
· ng is asking that the Trustee's office help Mr. Gossar by talking to SIGECO to
_.see if they can get this set up for him. Ms. Hittner said she will talk to Mr.
Flannigan, as he is the only· one would have authority to do this. Commissioner Willner
said the Board would appreciate this, as Mr. Gossar does need some assistance.
;!~~~; ·_,. In exiting the meeting, Mr. Gossar expressed h.is appreciation to the Commissioners
·~r(~~Y~·':)_;·for their assistance in this matter
.
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BUILDING COMMISSION/AMENDED ORDINANCE RE TRADESMEN LICENSES

!~~~~~f~;,ru. Jesse Crooks, Building Commissioner, said he had provided the· Commissioner~ with

es of a batch of correspondence,. concerning the Code of Ordinances Relating to . <
Licensin~ of Tra~e.smen_. ,,..What .w_e current.ly_ ·_._ha~e- is thr.e.e. _b.odies o.f
. . ··
~g _;~hree ( 3) ways. '1;¥&ity ~Councl t~l~assed an arnen~nt ora .Q.ecember . ·.
~-he Commi ssi oners'1Jassed an"famendmerit'~n' 'feorltarj''of1'.1fhi s ...
. ·.
. .
· passed an amendment on March 7, 1984. He has talked with the City Controller, who
has advised that the City Council will go along with the recommendations of the
County Council. He is here today to determine i'f the Commissioners will go along
· with the rates proposed by the County Council, also .. Mr. Crooks said the figures ··
established by the County Council allow for a reasonable increase, and at this stage
of the game. it is Mr. Crooks' recommendation that the Boa.rd of Commissioners approve
these proposed rates.
Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the Board of .
Commissioners approve the fee schedule for joint-City-County licenses for tradesmen ···
as approved by the County Council on March 7, ·l984. A second to the motion was
provided by Commissioner Cox. So ordered. Amended Ordina.nce reads as follows: 4 -

:·,

:;.;~, :~<,;,

.-"

-·
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~

ORDINANCE TO AMEND SECTION 150.134
OF THE BUILDING CODE OF THE CODE OF
.. ORDINANCES OF VANDERBURGH COUNTY, ~INDIANA,
RELATING TO THE LICENSING OF TRADESMEN

I

·-:. ;<,·section 150.134. of the Building Code of the Code of Ordinances of
nderburgh
County, Indiana, is amended to read, in its entirety, as follows:
'
.
:·

~·

•LICENSING OF TRADESMEN
. -,~;:,:=.<·::

t·- ,.·:~

.,, .• -· ~

. ·:. ·.

•. .

.

t.·

,;t-1_?/

.-,

) Instead of separate City and County licenses, the 'Joint Department
,.~:of Building Commissioners shall issue to .each qualified tradesman a
·single license authorizing the recipient. to practice his trade anywhere
·:••<.>_., .••• ,,...·. in Vanderburgh County, Indiana. ·
·
·.::,:..

',(

. ,.

Licenses shall be issued.·only upon the authorization of theDepartment•s
·:
··Board of Examiners. >In the case of plumber•s licenses under the statutes·~~~
· of the State of Indiana;, no license shall be required, but a certificate
""·
.. of regi.stration shalFbe issued upon pa.Yfi!.ent of the fee listed
this

I

. ,"

5

~~;~.~~: · .;;,:j~~;fi~~~:~i;~,r{::i~~ifq~~;;~;::~~i~~~[Z' :

.

..

C) Each· license, ·certificate and registration shall expire on December 31
·•·····.·. · ·: of each year. <·All renewals thereof shall be obtained before January 31
· ... ,0r,t! :~of the .succeeding year.
·
· ·
.
·. ... ·
•· · ·.·•. < •
··
..

.. ..' .. ,'
·~

'~-

.

:;' •. :. ;:,"'•f • .,

The Joint Department of Building Commissioners shall collect fees for
licenses listed in this section; and the Controller 1S Office shall
· ssue the licenses. .The proceeds from those fees shall be distributed
..... -t.... ..,..~.,. the City and the County in. the same manner the cost of operating
Department is distributed between them. . ,~~ff,~t';~i·2,~~ ~~#~;i; · .
.<~):~~~€i~c~;~:;~:~~f'":j ~ ·- r ·
-.~
~~~ ~~::~~Yf~~~-:~ ,;;.:;~:~~~:'..-~---~. ~-:<:>:~:f·(Pf·:_: ,_. ~ _
inspector for the Joint Department of Building Commissioners need pay
the renewal fee for his license .s·o long as he remains an inspector.
;·1:· · . .

••

.

.

-

•

•

• · •. .•

·,

',.·,

Each license obtained is non-transferable and must be used by the
individual
procuring the license.
.,
.,_,,
f~es

The

for a joint City-County License for Tradesmeo shall be:

•.. x~r~r~~1:';:~,:;TYPE ·OF LICENSE
•.,,J,~;{~;·Master
·New

I
/'

.f}:L:A~~~~~tice
·
- . First Year

i<~~-

~.

;,:;,,Second Y·ear

.::2~j;:;:Jhird Year

· ·· . .· <Fourth Year
Limited License

-,, .

&

·~;~j~~;:l!~tc::-::::--cjz--~-"-.--t-~~~~~--·::~~-;--;:~~--~""--:;;<:-:-;;}(~.,-~~::--:){~.,-~.'~,t:-._k4_~..,...;.#,-:;-;.·_-_. . . ._- ~-;:.,.,. j:~ _:- ~ ~ - -- .- - .. --:-~
..'__-.-----~-~~

.·;)~;:,~~;::~ ..

.

.

:.. ~

.

-

-

'

-·
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FEE

TYPE OF LICENSE

,,
~-

\.
~

,.

Sign Erector

.--.¥-

-$ 225.00
125.00
75.00
75.00

A
B

Renewal A
Renewal B

·wrecker
- :_ New
• Renewal

30.00
30.00
•30.00
10.00

Registration Plumber (all)

Late fee for all licenses listed above is $5.00 after January 31.
· -~£~~~~~\~(f{-tt.,/C -

.

. (

.

.

'.•

.

By the Board of Commissioners of Vanderburgh County, Indiana, on
.;.

24th day of September, 1984, and upon said day signed and executed by the
.;

;

~,

.,

~~D'IE!IDblers of the Board as appears by their respective signatures hereto and all . ------:- ______

ted to by the

Aud~tor

of Vanderburgh County,

~n~iana.

-.

~· ·1~~;~i·

/'. . .' -

1-·

. B~ARD OF VANDE~RG~l'-.~~NTY COMMISSIQN,ER~
R1 chard J. Borr1es, Presi~t
-· - . . -•... ·_

Robert L. Willner, Vice··"fln,esident
·j.""·:';':~:·;
___ _
··.· . . .
Shi r 1ey Jean Cox:; .Member
i-~~-'~{~:~~ :::·'~.:,:,j'
-

•

~

1 ••

,,-}'1

--PASSED by the Vanderburgh County Council on the 7th day of March, 1984.

;',:-;~:'f!.'·: ·,,_,

"'-'•••·-

VANOERBURGH COUNTY COUNCIL .
Mark OWen, President
Harold L. Elliott, Vice President
Kathy Mann, Member
Larry Lawrence, Member
Robert Lutz, Member
Curt Wortman, Member

In conclusion, Mr. Crooks advised the Board that at a mee~ing held last week
__ in Salt Lake City, Utah, he was appointed to the Research Committee - during
the Annual Conference of the International Conference of Building Officials.
The Board expressed their congratulations to Mr. Crooks.

,_

•·.1

__ .

..

~
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RE:

I

.AREA PLAN COMMISSION -FINAL HEARING ON ORDINANCE AMENDING COUNTY CODE
·oF.ORDINANCES

President Borries called upon Vi~g'inia Wirthwine, who was representing th~ APC,.
concerning the Final Hearing on Ordinance amending County Code of Ordinances.
Ms. Wirthwine indicated she was present to discuss an amendment to the County Code
to include some control over satellite dishes. By putting them in Accessory Uses,
it keeps them out of the required front yard, which is 25 ft. -- and that is about
all we can do with them, unless the Commissioners would like to make it more strict.
:j-~.:~:1";

'-~~.~-:,~;.·:

,·,..

··'

.

~...

<

• ••

~f,'

.·

·:.;.Commissioner Cox said she has a question, because it was raised to her during the ··
. /"'c' past weeks -- since the publicity came up on this matter. The way the lots are laid
,,, :;. ·,_out, some people have only a front yard area. Some of the front yard area is very,
;/}ki.ic~Very small. Some of those very small front yards have a lot of dishes in them. Can.
"':,.these people go before the Board of Zoning Appeals to get a relaxation on this?
· Ms~ Wirthwine said they can ask for a variance for it.
.
··
·.:

J"'"'--.~::.'.

·.~:r:~~:~:;.~.. --·_;\~·:·;,-_

.

.

.'f.

.,

--~

-<

••

_,~-·,;•,

o·f,

•

Commissioner Cox asked Ms. Wirthwine that just to back this up, can she give some
';
history of how this all got started and how many calls APC has received and what
~~~,~~:t~:~~;:·the concerns are? Ms. Wirthwine said the concerns are when it goes up next door
·~·~iff;~t:~F;fto you. These are the people who call. · -She said these dishes are not very attractive
:~;,~;;~~ii:;~o?~and by putting them in Accessory Uses, they are only allowed in side or rear yards. · ·
.:. '··· ' -~~::~!$he said that reading from other cities, APC fe 1t they should address this before · .
'
'~jf1t becomes a real problem. Commissioner Cox asked if APC has had any complaints about ..
'·· obstruction of view -- like when one is trying to get out of a driveway? Mrs. Cox
·
,said someone had voiced that complaint to her. Ms. Wirthwine said they had not yet ...
·.-~~his complaint.
. :·:.~,:i~)f;w:,~t~t['~Y(;';·xt.:: ....... :;:/;>~·-.~~~::,
Commissioner Willner said he is having a real problem with this -- and he's· also been
·getting some calls. They are running about 50-50; people are saying they certainly · · .
.· el that they should be able to put a satellite dish up on their own property. .And
·he has had calls leaning the other way. Personally, he would like to have some
.·
t other than the APC responsible; he does not believe it is ~ zoning problem.
, he does believe that it is possible to screen some satellite dishes. They are
inted up in the air -- about 6-7 ft. off the ground to the top -- and he is thinking
t maybe a· 6-ft. fence around some of them that might be undesirable might be the
other than to say, 11 No, you can't have them 11 : To have a standard procedure
you have to go before APC and ask for a ~ariance does not address the issue at
1. ~commissioner Willner said he thinks what we're talking about here is what is
~pleasing to the eye -- rather than a zoning problem. And he is not certain which
. agency of government should handle this. Ms •. Wirthwine said she wishes Mr. Jesse
·.Crooks were still in the meeting, because they have talked about this· wjth him. They
thought perhaps the Building Cormnission could handle it. If they're a structure -- but
in order to get a building permit you need a zoning permit; and in order to get that
from the APC, they need some sort of guideline. It is· not a main structure; therefore,
.· t has to be an accessory structure, and the APC has rules where they can go •. That '
.was thei·r thinking -- but they are open to suggestions. Commissioner Willner said that
.might be good, since Mr. Crooks is an engineer-- and he could tell,if it blocks a
· · iew, etc. These are things we should address. ·Whether or not we have to come up and
t a variance doesn't do a thing,. except make someone come up and go thru the
·
ucracy
getthis.
we·
···

.· · -

I

I

'

.

.

.

, ·.

.

. ..

.commissioner Cox said the reason she brought up her questions is .that we ha.ve these
.satellite dishes out here right now •.. How is this ordinance going to affect what we
already have out there? Ms. Wirthwine said not at all". Commissioner Cox said., again,
the reason she brought this up is that some people have no.side yard or back yard
to put these satellite dishes in. There is one ray of hope; she was·talking with a
. supplier the other day~ The size of these is supposed to be cut down drastically
(from 6ft. to 2ft.) •. Ms. Wirthwine said she also heard from someone in the television
. industry that·within a year it is going to be such a sophisticated thing that it
·will not be something a private person can afford anyway. Real towers ~nd real 4 .
equipment will be required -- and not these satellite dishes. So the problem may
be a short-lived thing. Commissioner Willner said he would like to see some more
research done on this before a decision is made. Ms. Wirthwine said it would be
helpful if the Commissioners can indicate whether they ·want controls~ what kind and
with whom. President Borries said that from what has been said, it. is a structure
11

~ ~~~i~i f~Jj;(Continued)
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an- accessory kind of structure -- so he thinks the APC has placed it properly. - If • •' 2·"
,you want to put a metal shed on your property (a tool shed or someplace to put your
)awnmower, etc.) -- does that come under the category of an accessori structure?
-~
': Ms. Wirthwine said that it does.
Ms. Wirthwine said the APC's definition of a
-_·
~structure is anything constructed. The main use of an R-1 district is a single_ - •- ·
family residence; therefore, anything else is an accessory to that. Garages are
accessory uses. Ms. Wirthwine said there is something about the required front
:-yard. APC only requires 25 ft; If an individual's house happens to sit back
30ft. or 50 ft., it can go in the front yard-- just as long as it is out of that
- _25 ft. required yard area. They didn't quite know what to do with that either; but
:_25 ft. i.s all they could require by code. _APC has seen it, the Commissioners have
• seen it, and City Council has passed it. ;',' ,.,
~ ~i

President Borries advised Ms. Wirthwine that- the Board would like to take this
matter under advisement, and Ms. Wirthwine agreed to come back to the Commissioners
~~ the next meeting (Monday, October 1st).
,
'_
·

-~::~;;\

~E:~

.

'"'

'

:·:·-COUNTY ATTORNEY

-. ,.

.

.'·

.,
.

~.

-)

... · .
.~.'

:~

'.:_. . 1'

).'••Office Lease Agre~ment. w/Les Shivel)!: Mr. Hustace said the only item of business
he had concerned the Office Lease Agreement on the. Shively Building ·-'fnr Prosecutor/ ,,-;,;:L~
rt Division. He has looked over the lease ana-feels that,it is ·in proper ._;'*;:\~:r,;~;;r~-
egal form. Mr. Shively was also. present for the meeting, and ~;resiaent Berries -··~(~~~·~;:;>'~
ked if he h~s any comment concerning subject l~ase. Mr. Shive~y .said his only -.>·;.·/~i~:_
·for be1ng present was to answer any quest1ons the Board nnght<~bave concermng
-•d} e~se. , . -: ; _ _ -'
·-.·-·
_
- < _ _·
,.
· .-,~- >~:;t~:i·!~;[;'_[-~2j~v:Z
dent Borries asked if there is a change in the amount of money -Shiv~ly will ·- -•~::
charging for rent? Mr. Shively said he had requested $1,000 per 'll.mth, and ·they
reed upon $900.00 per month. Total rent comniencing January 1, 1985 and ending
u9c:F!rlll'lF!r 31, 1985 is Ten Thousand Eight Hundred Dollars ($10,800) payable in twelve 2) monthly installments of $900.00 each, commencing on the first day of January, ·
985. The Prosecutor is aware of the change in the rent (it was formerly $800.00
. month) and included that amount in his budget, according to President Borries.
·_being no further questions or discussion, motion was made by Commissioner
. _ Willner that the Office Lease Agreement on the Shively Building be approved. _..A..
second to the motion was provided by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
_.. _. ·.:
.

f~

... {;./-~;-·
.·:.~·i'·. ~,.

.

~

BURDETTE PARK MONTHLY REPORT
Tuley, manager of Burdette Park, appro~ched the podium to ·present his monthly
to the Board.
·
-. ·. ... · < . ·. • . . . .
_
.• ·
--

woon.n,..,.

1'1983 Encumbered
1983 Encumbered by Contract
1984 Additional Appropriation ·
Total 1984 Budget

. 6,303.94
70,547.44
10,000.00

--

$ 482,888.38

Expenditures and Balance 1/l/84 to 8/31/84

$ .351 ,680. 91

Total Expenditures
Total Balance

131,207.47

.. ,

..

'·.· ;;·

·;rf7.
..
:~

.'-.·

:w::~,x,
:.:-1-.
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:

',_,:l
-•,'

I

Pool
Rink
Rentals
Misc.

,.•·.··!'•

$ 68,528.50
26,481.76
49,704.56
-- 7 ,369. 73
$ 152,084.55

· ··"·"··· ~;.: ~Tota 1
· ' Total

. $ 351 ,680. 91
152,084.55

,,;\~i~·'n~~~tlotal

. . . .. .

i~~:~~~:~~ · .·

..

• Tuley said that wi-th everything going on schedule, he imagines their deficit
11 come 1n1below '$300,000 this year. He said they still have a long way to go -it is getting better every year. _ ~"
·
·

I
:r'~-ft_tiiA···,.
•f."

ssioner Cox asked Mr. Tuley to repeat his announcement with re'gard tothe .closing
the Burdette offices on weekends. Mr. Tuley said that from April 1st to October 1st
offices remain open seven (7) days a week. Beginning October 1st of each year..
· .,the
offices are closed on Saturdays and Sundays·-- until April 1st.
/•
., .
·:_';l:.

I

· Commissioner Cox asked what if people have the cottages rented on the weekends? Mr.
".Tuley said they make arrangements for them to come into the office on Friday to pick
up the keys, etc. Commissioner Cox said she understands this; but what if there is
·
thing of an emergency naturer that comes up over the weekend? floes Mr. Tuley
something printed to hand out to individuals with a contact number, etc.? She
id the reason she asks ·this is because she had a call from individuals who had
cottages out there for a week's period -- and the instruction sheet said the
closes at 12:00 midnight. They had difficulty getting into the park around -.--·-"'''·'·1 :30 p.m. one rlight,- everything was locked. They also had trouble getti
their
sts ·
.two evenings later at _around 10:30 ~!.!~'-·~-.--.M..,·r-.~~•.:--~~C~ti~Y~RHf:;;nere ~"1ih:EQ,r:mati · ·'"· · ·. ·
ng contacting the Sheriff's office
.
.
familiar with the park, it's o.k. · But when you have people from~ut of town come in
using the facilities (and they were very complimentary of the facilities). ~r. Tuley · ,
.. said he agrees that this should be done. During the weekend daytime hours. ~- both ·
:
arid Don Chamb 1:iss ~ are on ca 11. Mrs. Cox said she would know how to get in , . .
·.
, touch with him •.Mr. Tuley said they will include information on the Sheriff's
telephone number and his (Mr. Tuley's}. number on the instruction sheets. ,:.Incidentally;
the Sheriff has assured Mr. Tuleythat the security personnel will not again close the
. park early, so he hopes that problem does not reoccur. •..
.
tu.:h
.. ·:_., .
.
..

'';."'~"''11#.1\\•·cr>

.;\

.

..

~-

.

.

. . ..

.. .·

·.• ·.

• ··. ·.c;_;;;:;.;..

-~~

•.

Check/College Workstudy Program: Mr. Tuley presented a check in the amount of $137.00
in connection with the Burdette Park College Workstudy Program, to be deposited in
·
the General Fund Account. Motion to accept check was made by Commissioner Willner, .
with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
·

•

'•'; ~·
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COUNTY HIGHWAY - BILL BETHEL

'I·

Weekly ~bsentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the Weekly Absentee Report for the
employees at the County Garage for period September 17 thru September 2l •••••• report
received and filed.
Weekly Work Report: A Weekly Work Report for the pe·riod September 17 thru September
21 was submitted ••••••• ~report received and led. Attached to the Work Report was
,the following Work Schedule:
,
. '

I

.

• •

-j~·<i-~4·'·':'.

<

'•

·:

·Burch Rd., Bassett Ave., 'and Old Henderson Rd.
'

~-:t(~~~;.

: Old Henderson .Rd.
Kissel Rd., Hogue Rd., Outer Lincoln
and Bergdolt Rd.

Ave~,

Lynn Rd., Buente Rd.,

:~~~.i~~mNewman, Nisbet Station Rd., !tynn Rd.,· Pollack Ave., and Green ~iver Rd •
.-·;:t~'~,-.

1

:..

•

~-·:

••

·j ::..;,;..• .

~

i·

•

-~;

.

·:',

·''~

.

Laubsher Rd., Lynn Rd., Ross Ave., Old Henderson Rd., River Rd.,
:;:'Green River .Rd., and Spring Valley Rd.
·

·:"·.·~_:_,,~;It::.;):'-. ·

A,~

. ·'. . -_

·,

"

••

':

:•' Seminary Rd., Old Henderson Rd., Golden Rule Rd.,
· ··· Lyn.n Rd. , and Shore Rd.

.~

.-· ..·

Ro~dwork

.

:,~ :,-,,,...~>~d~::·:

.. : ..?1'.

,Re air &
18 Locations - J . H. Rudo 1 h & Co. : Mr. BrlinneN;ai d that
;J. H. Rudolph has now completed seventeen 17 of the eighteen (18) 'locations for
which they were awarded a bid for repair and ·roadwork on July 16th. ·'lbis wa.s for
I•

.

~-

.,··.-:

:;_,

..'., _.~-·::;~~~~;i~}j'
:,;·. '·1¥(~-~~--·· .,,;·..

~

--.

'cj'; ~'·

• ; >

~ --~·

'

.. '

;;;_;;;.

: .. ~.-.'.:~.-.·.·.·. .-~.~.-~.-·~-\.t:~.!.·.·.·•.·..~:~.·.: .-~.
·, .-.

·. . f}·'n~~:'~1~~~ . ':'
• Brenner said he would like the Commissioners 1 approval to have Group B (12
ocations) approved, which he would like to add, and take these at the same rate
•'·
$47.69 per ton. He said he did hot know if the Commissioners have seen the work
. ·J. H. Rudolph has done -... but it•s an excellent job. Motion ~o approve Group B at
· · .';:: ·a cost of approx. $12,000 - $13,000 was made by commiss1oner Willner. A second to the
... motion ~las provided by Commissioner· Cox •.. So ordered.·. Commissioner Cox·" asked if' the
.,: bridqe on· Redbank Roaa between Hogue Rd. & Upper Mt. Vernon is included on the list?
She· said we,ve gone out there and repaired it twice -- the railroad has done their
crossing and it is really nice. Then you hit our rough bridge-- and it really needs.
work on that rough deck. Mr~ Brenner said it is not on this list~ but he will
ke a look af the design.ated area. Mr. Brenner said he recalls that bridge -- it's
wooden bridge -- and it has a twin sister on Boehne Camp Rd. He said to be truth- .. ~
1, he doesn't have any good ideas about how to fix that one. They put that one
-the one on Boehne Camp Road in at the same time. It was noted,
at
use
•

,....._,

,·.,

'·!"-

•

Claim J. H. Rudol h &Co.: Mr. Brenner presented a c aim to J~
the amount of 1,926.68 -- verified by County Surveyor, Robert Brenner.· Motion to
.approve claim for payment was made by Commissioner Willner, with a second from
Commissioner Cox. So ordered. ,
_
.
·
,,

-:···
;,,_,

.;.··,_

.:,

...

Returning to the discussion of bridges, Mr. Brenner noted-that the one on Rosenberger
Rd. looks pathetic. Commissioner Cox.said that until we get our drainage problems
along there corrected we're not going to be able to---but Mr. Brenner interrupted by
saying the water doesn •t come over the road. He was out there today. ~ Mrs. _Cox Sji d · ·
th~t even half way up that hill it will run,ldown and across Rosenberger as it is '
-. ·..
go1 ng up the hi 11 , rather than to run on down. She doesn 1 t know why. Mr. Brenner · :>
said it is coming from the apartments. Mrs. Cox said that road gets a lot of drainage
just coming from Highway 62. She said they put cold mix in there ust before she came
on the Commission •
·
·
·
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Claim/J. H. Rudolph & Co.: A claim in the amount of $29,553.02 to J. H.· R·udolph
for the seventeen (17) locations completed was presented for payment. Mr. Brenner
noted that all the pertinent attachments had been included with the claim. Motion
was made by Conmissioner Willner that the claim be approved for payment. A second
to the motion was provided by Commissioner Cox. So ordered. ·

II
I

Commissioner Willner said he wanted to advise that he has been getting nothing
•.. but good comments on the bridge resurfacing. They seem to appreciate it and he
· thinks this was a very good move. Mrs. Cox said she would second that!
.

. c

.

,, :",

. .

-·

.-~~v:

Oak Hill Guard Rail: Mr: Br.enner said he contacted the insurance company re the
.
,,__.guardrail on Oak Hill Rd. cind·:Lyilch Rd. (This is where we put up the guardrail to . ·
protect a property owner's fiouse _,_they had been thru his house twice -.:.·and Mr •
. . . , Brenner just got another ·claim -- $555.00 worth of guardrail. He still just can't _·. _,_. .r,··_lf~·_Y_._.-_,
· fathom why we need it there,' but they continue to take it out. ··.Mr. Brenner said
t -involved 825 ft. of guardrail and he talked to the City-- but didn't get anywhere.
said the guardrail is on order; the supplier promised him three {3) day delivery,
that was a week ago or 1onger and he still .has nothing. ":d>
:~r·;~ . ,
__-.'.

rOhio Street Brid e Pedestrian Walkwa : Mr. Brenner said that last week the Board
•;;_;,,i:.received three 3 bids for installation of pedestrian walkway on OhiQ Street Bridge •
. ,.; -~i-Jnvitational
Bids received were as follows: ·.
··
· · ·.· .
.
·;:<;:(,. '
7',~t~ ; _

·~:

.. Tri-State Erection Co. - ·. $6,355.00
Bros. Lumber >;""~ ···~''?#~·.$5, 120.00
;;..:.~~·-,Rig-Mar Contracting
' J\::!;··· $3,700.00

;;t(~~~~fDeig

I

•,,;'f(.•

~-o, • .,';. '-'"'<''t,J~~.,, ~

•

~

"

-.• :

';;,",

~-i,, ..

. Commissio~e~· Will~~;· asked if there is- any particul~r reason. there was so much
difference between the bids, insofar as Mr •. Brenner could determine? Mr. Brenner
said that Rig-Mar {the low bidder) may know the job better, because they took the
lkway off the Maryland Street Bridge. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that
Rig-Mar Contracting C6. be awarded the bid for installation of pedestrian walkway
the Ohio Street Bridge in the amount of $3,700.00. A second to the motion was
ded by Conmi ss i oner Cox. . So ordered.
·, · ·
:·":;t~'?' ;, · ·
.. ..:

t~'d~::;•j.,,;_ -:·:~~·#f:~~~:~_, ·,~ ~7~:.

'·: ,-"

..

~/. . .

..:;~~if~;

~=~...:.r~~~::-:.:-~e:::.:c::::-t.: The bid f~om Ray Stradtner Excavating, inc., in 'the

amoun
ner Road Pipe Project·(awarded on September 4th by the·
'Commissioners) was presented to Joanne Matthews of the Auditor's office for inclusion
in the bid files.
· ...
Brid e & Guardrail Re air-Weekl Re ort': Mr. Brenner· submitted the Bridge & Guardrail
Repair Report or period September 1 t ru September 21, 1984 •••••• report received
. and filed. ·Mr. Brenner did comment that on Thursday, September 20th, they were
-·. ctaking concrete out of the culvert out on Broadway at Johnson Lane. It did help this
~"morning -- as Mr. Brenner went out to look at it. The City had said they would clean
out that ditch from the SUNOCO station {in fact they were awarding the contract) and
·
told Mr. Brenner that if he would clean out the two feet of concrete {where
had been washing out trucks ~- this was causing the flooding. :Mr. Brenner said
i ng went rjght -~:
e ._ · idn 't ood.
·

I

. .

~

~

COUNTY,HIGHWAY. ENGINEER- ANDY EASLEY
. Mr. Easley said he really didn't h~ve anything. requiring action on.
part' <if the
Corrmissioners, other than possibly discussing the ·Meadowbrook situation at.this time.
He said that he and Mr. Bethel have had conversations with Mr. Zeller and they have
put construction stakes along an alignment that was to his satisfaction. ·.He has
·
agreed to grade that ditch and is to begin.on October 1st. Insofar as a solution to
the problem is concerned, Messrs. Easley and Bethel have agreed that it would 4 · .
probably be a good idea to put in 30 - 40 ft. of 30-dnch diameter storm drainage pipe
to connect a culvert to this ditch. They told Mr. Zeller they thought they could get .
permission to have the county forces do this. He did tell Mr. Zeller that we wouldn't
put it in until he dredges out the ditch. Mr. Easley said he has not had an opportunity
to discuss the matter formally with Mr. Brenner, but the homeowners in the ..n~ighborhood

·

;

'""""
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,4 ,·:

have agreed to pay half the cost of the silt basin (to share 50% of the cost with
farmer) and he believes the Soil Conservation Service will pay for the other
,:.:i'.~~,~~( 50%. John Hodge is pursuing that. ·Mr. Easley is trying to take care of the lower .
'· ;:.,;. ''J?>·end of it -- and he believes it will be in the best interest of all concerned and ·
\H:;~;S'!t:,i.improve the drainage for the subdivision if this 40 ft. of 30-inch pipe is installed.
~~:~,~:;:i~.;< Mr. Easley asked if normally Mr. Brenner's crew would put that in? There will be
...
i)/;;fiJ'::,;,::~: no vehicular traffic on it -- and it could be that pipe rejected by State highway
·. · {; specs would serve quite well. Mr. Easley said he knows that it probably rubs
"'/everyone •s fur the wrong way for the County to have to go· in and put in a pipe -but he thinks this is probably an easier solution than going to Court over it.
Mr. Ea~)ey asked Mr. Brenner if he has any comments concerning this ?
,;",.··?
·. ",~~~1 'the

-~.~::(:.'
i,~:.Y;:>·.
.
'

_

~

.~i~; ·, .

~.,

"r

·'· '· 7'

·1

•

·- .

1

r. Brenner said the drainage plans approved for Mr. Zeller. s subdivisionshows
like he proposed· to make it -- that is the way he was supposed to put it in.
/tit; '';···Now that he wants to develop that next lot, he ends up with two (2) ditches in there ••
~
_r. Brenner went back to Engineer Associates and they ripped out·~..thefr,:calciHations .
;~
and said he wouldn't put it in the way it was approved. Mr. Brenner said. that, to
>.e··
• is way of thinking, what Mr. Zeller is trying to do is get.the County to put it in
::..+t"i'~''ltV~;i·;~the way the original drainage plan was approved so he can sell Lot No. 9 :- he wants
··,t~it~J•>:~~~.to sell it.
If Mr. Zeller had put it in the way he was supposed to put it in 1974,
§he wouldn't have this problem. As it is now, the major ditch runs .between two (2)
nots and another one that runs right thru. it -- so the lot is worthl~s •. Commissioner
. ,;:Willner asked Mr. Brenner if we have a copy of that drainage. plan? ,.,Mr~ Brenner· ·said c~ ..
::);~1;' he certain l.y does. . Commissioner Wi 11 ner suggested that Mr. Brenner''"$'h:Ow it to Mr.
· ·
··
ley to jog his memory.
·
· ·
·
"-~- .
..
- . ::->,d:?~~-,
~:·.·
· Mr. Easley said that he did not have the ~nefit of this informaflon~. when he was
· ·out there having .a meeting on the situation. Mr. Brenner said''he was nut there ·.
before and chased the situation back. Somehow or other, it then got in the hands
of the highway department. Mr. Brenner said that Mr. Zeller is 'a very persistent
. 11 ow. ' .·
. . . . . .·· '
.
.
.·. ,,:'i~t~~:!
ident Borries remarked that the calculations Mr. Easley has now .an! fine, but ~- .,,; . ',
Mr. Zeller has outthere now is not what was originally submitted? Mrs. Cox ;:<~~0;;
d he doesn't have anything out there now. Mr. Easley said he filled in the ditch. >
is getting a lot of silt and he is mad at the farmer; but that really isn't the· ·
ty Commissioner's fault. The ultimate solution is to.restore the capacity of
drains and stop the silt. The farmer.has indicated he will cooperate and
·•· ... ohn Hodge has said the people will pay money towards the silt dam, if necessary.
:~v.,,•. \·;.. ,:it

·,1 ...

•

·•.

•

·,

' ••

..

.'

Commissioner Cox asked if Mr. Zeller is the original owner of this property?
"·.Mr. Brenner said, 11 You 'd better believe it. u President ·Borries asked Mr.· Easley
if he will contact Mr. Zeller and advise him to go ahead with the drainage plan
approved in .1974. Commissioner Cox said that before he can get a permit to build
on that lot he will have to do this, won't he? It was the consensus among the
~oard that Mr. Zeller would have to do this.
..
·
.

~~:

:;:.=.:.......,;;:;~;_:.:.Rd=,;·:...,::

Mr. Brenner said he knew there was something he had forgotten.
.
in on Bergdolt Rd. is unhappy with the ditch dug thru that subdivision.
the Commissioners· recall that little sub -~~.and.we turned i .
. ·.. ..·M·'"'.~~:~nn~~:~"'

·m~~!·r~~ie~~h~~~k~t~~.~~eQ~i~~~;t~~ta~~e·~~~~r~~~~r~6jse. < ·'

· · .

. · ught
. ·They were supposed to dig a big trench to take the water towards Highway 41 (Wh rlpoo
.. they dug a ditch, but it slopes back to her pipe.. So, instead of drain~ng more water
that way, they picked up water that used to go west and brought it back to her pipe.
She called and wanted Mr. Brenner to come out there today. He did not go because he
knew what he was going to see. It runs right thru her garage. Mr. Bethel said that ,
SIGECO has not lowered their tile. Mr. Bethel said his crew dug the ditch·exactly
·
:the way the surveyor had it surveyed. Mr. Brenner said you can just stand and look
at it and it is running back to her pipe. Mr. -Bethel said that unless SIGECO lowers
their tile it never will run right. Commissioner Willner said that Mrs. Mclaughtin
·.wants tile in there.. Mr. Bethel interjected that the tile is in -- they put it in.
Mr. Easley said he thinks Mr. Bethel is correct. Raley should lower the SIGECO
culvert. Mr. Brenner said he nev~ did figure out how the County got into this -digging the ditch. Commissioner Willner said it is our roadside ditch ..;_ and we're
on County property. Therefore, he has no problem with that. They furnished the til~ -~ di
't pay for that. But that west end has to be done yet. Mr..
said he
···.··.

•,,:,
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called Mr. Nicholson a month ago and told him that it had to be lowered. Commissioner
Willner said that Mr. Easley needs to follow thru on this and tell him that it must
be done. Mr. Brenner said it is worse now than when he started. He's got two (2)
__ _
houses in there -- and is proceeding. When ge gets 6-7 houses in there~ he's never
going to have any interest in this thing.

I

·:st

Commissioner Cox said that if she rem~bers correctly, when he presented it to the
.Board, it was accepted providing he would get the drainage system established even
'
. -before he started to build. Commissioner Willner said he was allowed one house,
because he didn't have to sub-divide. ';He .could build one house -- which he did. He
had a house even before he came to the Board. Then he divided six or seven more -·then got another building permit~ As long as he keeps getting building permits,
-,,,,......""·''h'·~····--•'a is not going to do what he is supposed to do •. Commissioner Cox asked if we can ·
put a stop on that? Mr.-Brenner said that the Building Commission or APC either one
ld handle this -":' Commissioner Cox said she thought they always asked if all
mnl~nv.l:\mAnTC!' etc.' had been done before permits were issued •. President Borries
d that SIGECO still has to do their.part. Mr. Brenner said that SIGECO is not :.
ng to do anything. SIGECO's property was satisfactory as it was -- the only · ,
t is to this fellow. ·So, it is up to him. Commissioner Cox said that SIGECO
did go in three years ago and clean out the area -- to try to alleviate the drainage
lem -- before all of :this came up.
..
· .'
t·t,·; ~~-,:~!~~:>~~t~~~.~~;~:·:·::~~}i~W\\~~~~~1]fr:'t:~:~-~t:;.£: ·:·>
.
-,,.· -.... E~
~~..
• Brenner said he is certain Mrs. Mclaughlin will be calling the Commissioners·,·~~~
because she does have a legitimate complaint. Commissioner said it is the fellow's
·
...·
and he should do it. ·.Will Mr. Brenner relay tt)at to him? Mr. Brenner said that
.far he has done nothing. 'Mr. Brenner said if the Board will recall, at that time
·'
turned down an apartment complex in there -- and at that time they asked the
:.. guy to dig the ditch. Jt was up to him to get it there. We probably should have
'; 1eft it that way, but we tried to he 1p and we •re ha 1f way. President Borri es
'requested that Mr. Easley contact the individual concerning this situation. Mr.
·Easley agreed to do so. ·.~;'f;}.t-."';; ·'··
·
', ··.·;,; .; : ·. _· .. ,·. ~::t~~~t~~i~\':{~~~~i~~~~!¥$~~~~1:0t::~l~,~tl~J>t--:-.
. .
.CATE 'oF INSURANCE
"'. ,;.~:;~t~~;\: ..
~=::..:--=-:-=-~-==::.:~~~=.:.;;:~: · Welborn Memorial Baptist Hospital for Johnny Mathis
at the Auditorium on October 26, 1984. as well as the
__ _

I

. .

__ •

•.,;i~~~~'i'fti~?\•~.e&!)~!?:~"'i!~~11~~~:%~!;,~;~~~···

; REQUEST FROM WELFARE FOR FUNDS
Commissioner Willner said he thinks a solution has been reached, whereby we have
<·'enough dollars left in the 'Insurahce,Accouitt to lend the Welfare Department
· · 3,000. He is uncertain whether they can pay us back in 1985, or possibly, 1986.
State Board is still in the process of making a decision as to which it will be.
But, if they pay it back.in 1985, we do not need to do anything, except perhaps hold
a couple of bills at the ·end of the year and pay them right after the beginni.ng ofnew year. If the State Board decides that they cannot raise their 1985 budget
.
d it has to be 1986, then we will need to use the 5¢ the Board cut off the Bridge·
for 1984 -- that wi 11 need to be used for the County Genera 1 Fund. .Then it wi 11
d ~ack in l986~·~"'~t""~he State ;,Boar~. al)()Ws thelll.A,to
t~
."'"'·····""".,. .,. ...nee9,"\(;t;<> JJS,E!·~a~,§¢ Jm<i, ~be'.:t~a~ :,,tate :fo~,~"~Jle ..'.-~F~;":'.-~Jh..':':~ ~~,\~M~'~~#;Pc~r~~~m1~,,·/~~~!:'e~
se. ··Therefore, it is his· recorrmendation tha
<lrTmo•,.,. $363,000 or the requested dollars; the one thing this 'Cioes is keep the
..
lfare Department from going out to private institutions and paying interest which,
-~:i.!~;.>jd!.<K_lL·· in turn, the taxpayers would have to pay. So, it is a savings for the taxpayers if
· · ···•· we find this money -- and he thinks we have. Commissioner Cox asked if this was -~a
motion on Mr. WillneJr!.6 part? He replied in the affirmatjve. A second to the motion
. was provided by Commissioner Cox. President Borries asked for a roll_call vote:
·.

I

~

.

-.

:

.

.

Commissioner Cox
· Commissioner Willner Commissioner Borries -

Yes
Yes
Yes

. .

·.

-

. ._

;~-

...:~:~j,r~":. --~~-~-

President Borries said that based on Commissioner Willner •s recommend.ation, the loan
will be initiated, and we will wait to hear from the State Board to see which
· ··
direction we will travel with regard to our advertised rates for 1985 or 1986.
.

.

·.·..;~~:,,

continued)
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PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
r. · ...

Conunis;ioner Cox advised President Borries that there is a.gentleman in the audience
who can tell the Board how the new Philharmonic Orchestra Shell works! She was in
Nashville and did not get to hear the performance on Sunday. The Chair recognized
. · Mr. Steve Johnson, president of the Evansville Philharmtmic Board, a.s he approached
·.·..·.the podium. .., · "' . · . . . . ·
..
·
~ . .:~ ~~f~~- -~<-

..

::~;_ ~~<~.:-~~-,-:;_:~~~;1 <~~~~~~~~-~:~:;~~2:~L+<·,'

· . ;~->

._

..· -

·_

-

·1

••

7

Mr. Johnson said that first of all he.wishes to express thanks to the Conunissioners
behalf of the Evansville Philharmonic Orchestra for their generosity in providing
·".
·
rehearsal time to them for purposes of tuning the new orchestra shell. The
rst impact he noted was that the musicians were all buzzing around very, very happy -~
... uc:\..au~e for the first time they were actually able to hear each other. "The cellos · · -'
never really knew there were woodwinds because they couldn't hear them and vice versa •. /
r playing is much more relaxed than before.· Mr. Johnson said he believe this . /':;;.,~~
11 jmprove the quality of the orchestra. He said he had talked with several members· ·
the orchestra and, in their opinions and in his, the sound is much more evenly [
stributed. "The "shellabration" they had on Sunday netted them ten (10) season
ckets ~nd thirty (30) individual performance tickets.

att~pt h~d(b~en by Mr. Johnson'·to conta~~t President Borries -- which, he said,

sn't easy during an election year! But, without wearing out his· welcome,_ he does._
ve another item he wants to respectfully request of the Commissioners. On the ·
8th of December, the Philharmonic will have its Classic 50th Anniversary Concert.
the Commi-ssioners may be aware, several things are going to be h~ning that night.
.
program will be televised. A director from New York has been contacted; he is · ,;;:,_
ng in'·to-~do the program. "Channel 9 will be putting the telecast~ether and ~·~A·r.~··· ·:
.· ·
t is tentatively scheduled to be broadcast the Friday before Christmas~ as a local ;
Christmas program. The important thing to .note is. t~at Chan~el ~ wiTl be offering ;·, .
it free of charge to all of the other Publ1c Telev1s1on Stat1ons- in "tire State of .,~,~i''t'r~:.
Indiana.· So the orchestra, the community and Vanderburgh AuditQrium•twi11 hopefully·.~};:~;"
seen throughout the State -- because this particular occasion seems to be especially
• --The Governor has been asked to participate in the progrUJ as the narrator
one
the pieces scheduled to ':be played. They also hope to have as many
·
gnitaries from the community -- hopefully the Mayor and all of the Commissioners
11 be there. 'There is one slight problem. They have been very successful in
elling season tickets-- and since they also have been very successful-in selling
.. · ndividual seats ·-- they probably will sell out the perfonnance. There were only
/''twenty-five (25) seats left as of this morning. Therefore, they have -a problem.
That is, what to do with the dignitaries who will be coming in for that particular '
performance: the Governor's entourage, the Mayor's staff, other people in the
·community who are to be invited, members of the national press, magazines and newspapers and other electronic media who are to be -invited. There is the possibility
.that they may not have any seating for them. The Philharmonic Orchestra respectfully ..
request that the Commiss1oners -- on a one-time basis ·~(only because it is a 50th
·
.
.
Anniversary Concert) -- consider the possibility of putting temporary seating at
the bottom of the loggia along the wall (possibly 100 seats). He said he knows --~ .•::~~~
at as a general ryle this has not been done, because of the concern on the part · ~1:~.
JheCommissioners should there be a fire. He does know that a couple of years.
··· ··was ~~~~e~~~~~~~~a~e~~!~Eo5ik1i~i~n~~~~a~v~~h~~i~ee~~~g~:{~~~~ti~ .. '" . e ·
.·
. . thinks it will '!lake the eveni~g all that much more succes~ful a~q will tend to insurel.- ·
that the commumty ~nd stateW1de support generated that mght w1ll be as great as
possible. Again, Mr. Johnson thanked the Commis·sioners for the rehearsal date for .·
· the Philharmonic to tune the new orchestra shell -- and, in advance, for their
··
consideration in this matter.
~
.

It was the consensus of the Commissioners that there were no objections among the
Board members, as long as the request for temporary seating could be worked out to
the satisfaction of the State Fire Marshall. The Commissioners will make this c~tact
and advise t~r. Johnson concerning their findings.
·
. ·
. · ··~····
·
RE:

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

President Borries reminded the Board that a special Drainage Meeting is scheduled
at 4::_~0 p.m. for purposes of a Public Hearing concerning the combining of ~aidlow

.~~::;~~e~i,

•
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Ditch and Buente Lateral "A" irito one ditch to be known as Maidlow Ditch.

I

. David .• Miller: ·A claim in the amount of $66.00 for professional services(Hirsch lit.}
rendered to Vanderburgh County. Motion to approve claim for payment was made
by Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox •. So ordered.
·
·. .:).!_,~,~~~-;~i- ·'.'"'·.:..

:--.: . <~-.";• -~.

: Claim in the amount of $184.80
ces
•
re
gation for Complete Lumber
.·
;$:::;;'~L·i;i.L~was ~ub'!'itted 'for approval. Motion to approve claim. for payment was mad~ b~ : ·
...
f'':·• ~Comm1ss1oner W11lner, with a second to the motion be1ng provided by Comm1ss1oner Cox. ·

I

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

"'

., ..

···

•'''•' o

ord~-~ed. _ .,,~;;:JIJ:~;~~~,.'\·: .. ·.. .

,

.

.

.··· ,

. ·zv···"··· ....·•

avid M. Griffith &Associates: A claim in the amount of $11,900.00 to"bavid M.,
riffith &Associates was presented for approval. President Borries said this is
. n regard to preparation of· County Cost Allocation Plan, based on fiscal year 1983,
~per contract specifications. This is annual fee as per contract. Mrs. McBride said
;.their estimate. for next year has gone down substantially. President. Borries said ·
':they examine all the claims thru Welfare. Commissioner Willner asked Mrs. McBride
jf we still make money on it? Mrs~< McBride said that we do. Commissioner .Cox.
•:asked if Mrs~· McBride knows how much? She said we got $50,000 plus, and· the year
·' before we got $73,000. But s·he thinks they're projecting around $13.000 for next
-- so we're not really making that much -- but we're making at least some.
·
on was made by Commissioner Willner that the claim be approved for payment.
second to the' motion was provided by Commissioner Cox. So ordered:~··
.
·~

..

'

't
.:;

-:··

.

~

...

'

.

..~:,$30. 00/Day
-~\·r;,

.

9/22/84

-.

.--·l.

Deputy

$10,760/Yr.

P.T.
.. Dep.

$30.00/Day

·~

. ·"

~.~ff:

. :'i'?~f~\ ..

. 9/30/84

'F ·,

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES - APPOINTMENTS
's Registration Office
4912 Conlin Ave.

I

9/24/84

.

.

·There being no fu~ther business to come before the Board at this time, President"
Borries declared the meeting adjourned at ·4:15 p.m.
·
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, :Robert Brenner

;
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Bill Bethel
'•

r
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·Mark Tuley
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.. C-C

1

,,.
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,,.<s.. ·
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in Winternheimer, Atty. -----------$1 ,500 -------Approved -------------.:.:;."·~·'
..

.

·/

. ·-

-:~:z,~§~<

.> '.·
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, c·;
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·
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I
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MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' MEETING
Uctober 1, 1984

''./•
;.-~

.

···.-~

,'r:'-·

The meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on October 1, 1984,
at 2:30p.m., in the Commissioners' Hearing Room, with President Berries
presiding.
.".

..

,·1.
.

.

Since it was the first meeting of the month, the meeting was formally opened
by Sheriff Shepard, who declared. the meeting in session pursuant to adjournment.

e~tert~'i·~~d

concer~ing

~f

"a:~~~:i~~.

'·"'"'""'"'c"'··.The Chair
a motion
approval
the minutes of tbe previous
meeting. A motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the minutes of the meeting ,~-~:{L/~r
he1d on Monday, September 24th, be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor and
.:~k;\~~~:(';
the reading of same be waived. ·A second to the motion was provided by Commissioner .··~,:~:~.:
;\·,,,;,:y::;,~·n
•
So ordered.
-~
· ·
.·•
,. tJ~:"~·r"'
'

-~~

'·

:;~:';;;\-.:;/
'J~?'~~~·~ .

·. : ~;.ORDINANCE CREATING EVANSVILLE-VANDERBURGH COUNTY AMBULANCE & PARAMEDIC
. . ,.. ·:,/':':DEPARTMENT AND RESOLUTION ADOPTING AN INTER-LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT CON..; .~}.~;;'·':'
. ·· . •CERNING EVANSVILLE-VANDERBURGH COUNTY AMBULANCE & PARAMEDIC DEPARTMENT
.. >'t;tJ.'~'~"'~~;gAJ:.~·
~ -~.•.,;~'.
/.<~l:??~~~~~:~:,;~\_~·
ident Berries announcedthat he had received the original version of an Ordinance · . t
ing. Evansville-Vanderburgh County Ambulance & Paramedic Department and the
.::;);, .<!:
.
ginal version of a Resolution Adopting. an Inter-Local Governmental Agreement --~' ,-::f.;,;;· ... ,:
·. .
ing Evansville-Vanderburgh County Ambulance & Paramedic Department_. ·Both ~:·
-documents have already been signed by the City Council and have been:p:a.ssed to the
'"~:. ·-··
rd of Commissioners for their approva 1 prior to fo.rwardi rig for· . pp·rova 1 by the'
•

•

•

· .· . t{ .~~~~~~-i, 1.

"

•

•

·.

.

~-

.

.,_

t

..:\3-·t(, •. '. :p:;;:~~~~,;1;=.··

•

. . . · .· : :~~{r. -

.· .· .

. .

..

_:>

~~,i~~~~tW''··i~·:~.

was brief
scussion among the Commissioners
ng .which Cnmmi:s·sioner Willner ·:··1·······
corrmer1t
that if :the County could not realize a cost savings int·a;;,service operated
. ·. ·
by the governmental bodies, then he could see no advantage to .switching from the '~~?~':.,,J :
vately-operated service currently being utilized by the Countyi~~:;;It was the con- ·:-:,;;r~~:/::S'
sus of the Board that the proposed Ordinance and Inter-Local Gove~ntal Agree... "'-i<::~~·.~:~.:;:~
required thorough study prior to taking any a~tion on the matter. A motion was .:t::"':
by Commissioner Willner that copies of both documents be distributed ·to the ,~·-'i:.~:f~;·~~y::·.
men1be1rs of the Board for their perusal and the original versions forwarded to the · ::I~;.z'i:
Attorney for his ·review and recommendation as to proper legal form, etc.,
< ~- · ·
t the matter·; be taken· ·under ·aavi sement.·for a perjod of•. tWo·, ·(2) ·weeks. · A second
the motion was provided by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
•~\: '
·
VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM
_President Berries advised that although the printed agenda for today's meeting
includes a report from Kim Bitz, Manager of Vanderburgh Auditorium, th~ hearing of
s report has been deferred for one (1) week; Mr. Bitz will be re-scheduled for
week's meeting.
...
·
'

-j·~·

1· ·

orr es sa d that Mr. ·
son, ·
dent
e
-.~·
Board, appeared before the Commissioners on September 24th to request temporary seatin .
.for approximately one hundred (100) persons for its Classic 50th Anniversary Concert
to be held at Vanderburgh Auditorium on Saturday, December 8th. :The Board had advised
Mr. Johnson that they would have to pursue his request with the officials of the local . , ·
Fire Department and the State Fire Marshall •••••• and woul4_get back to him with their
findings. The following letter has been received from Mr. Jimmie L. Culley, Fire
·
Inspector/Evansville Fire Department, and a copy has been sent to Mr •.· Steve Johnson.

-:~-:------:-~------~------~---·--·--

:,,,<~~r~~;:_,-: ': .-
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i

i·

I

11

September 26, 1984

"

.~

'---

Rick Borries, County Commissioner
.County Commissioners Office
Dear Mr. Borries:
PLACES OF ASSEMBLY
· Regarding fixed seating, the occupant load of an area having
__ fixed seats shall be determined by the number of fixed seats
-- +·'.:;installed. Required aisle space serving the fixed seats shall
:, c-not be used to increase the occupant load, in accordance with
_., .._ ;,·
·
, . NFPA 101 Life Safety Code Section9-1.7~ 1 {E).

,"""',·

I

ssioner Coxnoted that this letter designates that 11 aisle" space
11 not be used; it was her understanding that Mr. Johnson was speaking
·.of the loggia -- or space between the fixed seats and the stage, etc., rather
the a is 1es per se. However, President Borri es pointed -out that- the 1etter ··
the "occupant load" shall be determined by the number of fixed seats
.nsta1led. In any event, he has mailed a copy of said letter to Mr. tlohnson.:
lso, Mr. Jesse Crooks, Building Commission, will-be up in Indianapolis re
er matters and per discussion between Messrs. Borries_and Crooks, he will
discuss this particular· matter with State Fire Officials and advise Presi.dent
Borries of his findings.
I -.

~;;.~f,~l~i{\~;~i;::;~~~:-::_,

iller
being proposed
, n the Hartman-Adler-Mann Road matter. In addition to the language in the original
- . ·Settlement Agreement, there is additional language proposed that puts additional
,burden on the County. He is not in the habit of changing Settlement Agreements
. · :, _after they have been entered into. However, he has a letter from Les Shively
-. · · _ ·_attorney for the Adlers, etc~) indicating that his clients will not sign the ·: agreement unless the additional terms are added to the Agreement. _There was brief
-._ iscussion among the Board and, again, it was_ noted that under the terms Mr. Shively's
ients want included in the agreement -- if what the County does in replacing the
tch is not satisfactory·~- then said parties could reject same and it would_have
be re-done to their satisfactfon, etc. It was the consensus of the Board that
County Attorney should advise Mr. Shively that the Board is riot willing to· -~~
the Settlement. Agreement entered into to include the new- 1 _ uage desired.
-"""'""" Attorney Miller $aid he would .do so and .get back to
on

I

' .,

- 1 ~~m~~~s·~!~"~:tnl~:ti~~~~~~~~:~~~fyirf~~h1~
-

··- .

rna.·

--

COUNTY HIGHWAY •. ~ ••• Bill Bethel

;e_~,.···;'t<~" · entee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the Weekly Absentee Report for employees at
),"';' · ·+~the County Garage for period September 24th thru September 28th ..•• -~ .report received
'
filed.
?.
··
_;-:.,, :
w

::

:
''
1.

i

·I

I

Weekl;y Work Report: Also submitted was the Weekly Wo~k Report for the same period .....
report received and filed.
·
. __
<·~~4 ·

1:~'
:~1~f~:.," '-·

Page 3

Attached to the Weekly Work Report was the following work schedule:

•.··~1··

Marx Rd. and Koressel, Greenbrier, 6914 W. Mill Rd., Eastbrook,.
· ·•· and Goebel Lane.

,,.;,_

Old Henderson Rd.
·'".Greenbrier Dr., $ kyline Dr., Mill Rd., Mesker Park Dr., Old
·Henderson Rd., Kasson· Dr., Motz Rd. (Bridge) and Orchard Rd.
. • -·'

Motz Rd., Emge Rd., Buente Rd., Allen Rd., Marx Rd., Happe Rd.,
· Church Rd., Church Lane, Trapp Rd., Bexler Rd. ,·Mann Rd.,
'i~ Montgomery, Cypress-Da 1e, Maasberg, Lutterbach Rd. , and Hornby •..
<t·!.•"-.:••;i(,'f.;J[)~i':O,"i!.'S.t :.~,;·<~~~~/

·~ '

,

'." ''

v;

•.;,

>

••

·~{_:,·

: .?Marx Rd., Church Rd., Allen Rd., and Happe Rd.
··__::.....-----

County-Line Rd.":" East, and Outer Darmstadt.
.'.
.

.

~.:,

·
·-..•,-',

.

.,;-:~;;;" ~·""lire ·Damage Check: Mr. Bethel presented a check fr<,?ffi~:Home Insurance .Cmnpanies
-;~r'::~~t~in the amount of $2,345.69 for payment of fire damage, to be deposited to Acct.
·I~2it. ::;;i,._201-3352 (Highway Fund/Appropriation Account). Motion to approve.r?acoetrtance of .
::·~:t~~:!~L·check was made by Commissioner Willner, with a second to the motion bei·ng provided
~.;;; ~.1':"-';;{icby Commissiqner Cox~ So ordered.
.: /:c:; ·

.- . ·

·· .

·<... ·
· .
,
·
_.·
~:'·~~.~~:~-+~f::~r~; .
.· . ~ .\~,
';.~:· '";;;··Request· to Go On Counci 1 Ca11 re · Transfer: of Funds: Mr •. Bethe1 said. i t would be
~1!'~:~;~·~, necessar~ to go before County Counci 1 to request transfer of funds to 'k-eep the

·:~f~--

1~:·v;/*::rCounty

H1ghway Department going to the end ·of the year •. He· requests· that the.·
...· . •·. •·· . llowing amounts be transferred from Acct~ 201-3300 (General Fund) to the·
ignated accounts:
·
:.~
. ·: .·.

·. ·

··

Amount
$ 1,000
$ 12,500
$ 10,000
.$ 28,856

201-3222
201-3223
201-3352
201-3330

Tires &Tubes
Garage &Motor Supply
Tractor &Truck Repair
Traffic Department

·Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that Mr. Bethel be granted permission to
appear before Council with the foregoing request for transfer of funds. A second
the motion was provided by Commissioner Cox. So ordered. ·
···

;.:;.;;:;.;~..:;.;.:.::-:::.....;:..,=..:-:.~..,=.:....:..::.;;z.:;:

'

It was noted by Mr. Jeffers that the setting of bridge
due to the recent rains. He said there will be twelve (12)
" of these beams, weighing 45 tons each. 1-leather pennitting, they are scheduled to ..
begin setting these beams tomorrow morning at 7:00 a.m.
Broadway &Johnson Lane: Commissioner Cox commented that the County had done some .
work out on Broadway &Johnson Lane -- removal .Gf concrete, etc. Do they plan to
. go in there and clean out the balance? Mr. Jeffers said he has walked thru it --#nd
it is a mess. It will be necessary to borrow a jackhammer and compressor ••• and work
will have to be scheduled accordingly. Mr. Jeffers is to check on this and will let
Commissioner Cox know when they anticipate completion of this project. ·
·

j,

'.
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COUNTY ENGINEER •••••. Aiidy·Easley

I

,

. c,.·t;;Settlement ort Lync.hRoad Project; Mr. Easley stated that he has a letter from
· · ~··· "··~teve Dilk of the Indiana Department of Highways concerning the settlement of
the contract for the Lynch Road Expansion project,which has been in dispute in
excess of. three years. Engineer Associates was the contractor on this project.
· ···.
The proposed settlement with the Indiana Department of Highways would give the
>;!f't:~:rCounty about $34,000 to pay overhead charges submitted by Engineer Associates.
~o''""t ·.;;ofoHowing a brief discussion among the Commissioners, the proposed settlement
.Jf·was referred to County Attorney David Jones (since he is the attorney who has ·
;~i~«<t~~'··worked on the details concerning ·this matter) to verify the figures are correct
;;:; ·';·~··and in keeping with a payment formula worked out among the three parties~
'~¥'\~~~i_~·:.~-~~

_'.

-~,_

',:

:.-~

~:-

·.

,:"-··~

.:

--~~·_,:· ~ . ~

.

. .\·,··:· .

:,,_:::.;-~·,··

.

. .~~·~:i;. fi'fth Avenue· Bridge: It was noted by Mr. Easley that the Fifth Avenue Bridge

)~~;f•b·~ ···has a couple of holes in the deck. · they repaired this bridge two (2) years ago -

• . ,..

·

but this will be the third winter. 'Because of the inclement weather when the
repair work was done previously, some of the apoxy did not bond ·properly. Mr.
_Easley thinks the current repairs can be done with our own work crew, however,
. t·•;.i'•··.:~: using Latex bonding.
·, :.~··:·.
.

s't£

~)~~~:~-~~~*3~~,:.~~·:

!

•

<

•

.:L~~~~·;.t~.-

;7:ty.:£,~.~.~ Pigegn
"~:'::>Y>!,J;/on the

Creek Bridge/Green River Road: Mr. Easley said there are a couple of holes
Pigeon Creek Bridge on Green River Road -- a dip at one end and the holes.
::·t·;1~~·fiHe thinks Latex bonding would do the job here, also. It probably won't take ·over
· •• ~'';:·~;five {5) gallons at approximately $40.00 per gallon.
·
·
·

J~~~~~J~·~HERPICC/RAILROAD

I

CROSSINGS: '''''iiterature has been received concerni~~ ~ seminar
'':.to be held in New Albany on improving railroad crossings, etc. ·.Mr. Easley said
. ·he thinks we pretty well have this under control locally, and he doesn't think it
.~. ·would be worth our sending someone to this seminar. However, the detailed booklet
.
;;:·:.accompanying notice of said seminar does contain much valuable reference information
:Land he would certainly like to make certain that it is kept. in some appropriate .
·:;~~ocation for handy reference purposes. · President Berries suggested that Mr. ~asley
retain the booklet in his technical library
· ·.
· i'"''·'~".;;a;,''/"'.· . ,
"i''' "'· · ·
, .
·.
:~,jf\'' ,.. .:t·'1l:~~,.,~~ · ·r,;;gf:\ifk!.~t:.e:·: ~~'.·'A:~~,i.'~';\'~~.~~fy..¥~"~'" ~':';~'··':·~;. · . . . •. · .' ••·.;.("&;?;,;;~;,k:;~~.~i~..··;:.!:. · ~:Ii~f¥~;'.;::~;+.~} .·'..· •''·*"'".''···~ ·::.
''!:!~."· ... '",.Meadowbrook Drive Dra~nage Problem: ::M~. Easley said that Mr~ •.Zeller was supposed
t\':~"::'-1:'•'to
dig out the ditch ·ln Meadowbrook Drwe area today. · . ·
·..
'fl~f

..

,

-{.

'

.

'

'

COUNTY TREASURER/MONTHLY REPORT
President Berries asked that the following Monthly Report from the County Treasurer
.reCollections to Date and Investments be made part of the record:
,··.,..

. · ; ,, TREASURER · ·
.. VANDERBURGH COUNTY
· October 1, 1984

...

COUNTY COUNCIL
· · COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

I
·"

Outstanding investments are:
1) Investments, $3,000,000, dated December 28, 1983, due Oecember 27,
1984. ·Estimated income $273,700.00, of which $22,812.00 will go to
the Reassessment Fund. Rate 9.125%.
< .. 4
2)

Investments, $500,000, dated December 29, 1983, due December 27, 1984.
Estimated income $46,200.00. Rate 9.25%.
. . ·. .

. ·-·· _. _ -... 3· -'~

.···:·.:~: /'

\\:"t~l'\~(~ontinuedl

\
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··' .,.~

' 3)

Investments, $2,000,000, dated January 4, 1984, due December 27, 1984 •
... Estimated income $188,000.00. Rate 9.50%.

·I

4

.:

~.~4)

Investments $2,000,000, dated July 5, 1984, due December 26, 1984.
Estimated income $111,000.00. Rate 11.50%.

Investments $2,000,000, dated September 21, 1984, due December 27, 1984.
,.':.,,~.Estimated income $57,000, of which $42,800.00 will go to the Roads
,..:.:;,\~~{and Streets Fund.
. ". ·

<5)
'

·'~-:~;~~:4;·::·~:~' "-~

outstanding investments are collected, income will appear as follows:
"' · . COUNTY REVENUE
.; ;~\.$1 ,088,381 • 25
- - FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING '.
6,669.44
. POOR RELIEF
. :,. ~ •. ;;.;.:, ·· 6,254.17
· . :.REASSESSMENT
. •·.· . . ::~;·~~;::;;;;~(.22,812.00
·. · ROADS AND STREETS
.. . . :~ <:: • · · 42 , 800. 00

·.· •.:', ··~.f~,~~·%~~1, l66,916. 86 : .

, · . :~~.,!:.~(flf!t:~- ·.

·; ~>,;~;;:::·i~l.;
.·"

ce Audit & Ins
ion
: A claim in the amount of $5,150 .. 00 to
·
spect on
any for yearly service contract beginning
·October 21, 1984 ~ms·submitted for approval. President Borries said that Mr.
Wall has been coming in during the past four (4) years and conducting a
rehensive review of the County insurance. During his last visit as an
itor and an inspector, he was pleased with our insurance at this time -cially since we added our umbrella to the coverage •. He did, however, have
i ni ti a1 concern; our boat -- s ;·nee it was. not c1early defined concerning
law enforcement capacity, etc. This is the boat utilized by the Sheriff's
Department on Fridays, Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays to patrol some 40 miles
. of riverfront. Said boat is also utilized for dragging operations in the event
...·.of drownings, as well as towing disabled boats, etc. Sheriff Shepard said the
·boat patrols from the Angel Mounds boat ramp down to the County Line in the Union
Bottoms, which comprises some 40 miles. Mr •. Wall's concern pertained to the
Jurisdictional boundaries, since it has never been established whether certain
· ership ::or boundaries be 1ong to Indiana or Kentucky. Sheriff Shepard stated
;~,"~'~,~~thtaha,t he does. have reciprocity with the Sheriff of Henderson County ••• ~.and they
~
·
encountered no problems to date. In any event, Mr. Wall will forward his
tten report in about a month concerning the County's insurance •.~There being
,discussion or. comments motion ~as made by
onerr.~:·~',~·;!'lot~....;;::
President

Also attached to the claim was the following letter from Mr. M.
of Insurance Audit and Inspection Company:
Sep~mber

...•
~•o

•'

Mr. Richard Borries, President
Board of Commissioners of
the County of Vanderburgh
305 Civic Center Complex
.. Evansville, Indiana 47708
Dear Mr. Borries:

28, 1984

'

.,..-.

1':~.--

. · COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
October 1 , 1984

. " At Mr. Wall's suggestion, we are enclosing our invoice for our
risk management service for the year beginning October 21, 1984. The
1~blue form" was signed by Mr. Wall at the Ume of his visit.
r{,~·

I

.

''·

.

• - You will note that our charge is the same as it has been for the
past two years, although our incurred costs have exceeded the fee. Mr.
Jla 11 suggests that we request your consideration, for budget purposes,
of an adjustment to Five Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($5,500) for the
.:~!'<'·' . ..• '\,
...·;next contract year beginning October 21, 1985.

·'-<.::{>.:>4~.::;~~~. :·~~'·.~~

.·-·:>f)·.-

..

. ·-<·,,

~

'

• ·l~,~~~~;-~

•. ·•.

.

.r

..

·~:·.

· . ·.;~.f'''" "···:we continue to appreciate our relationship with the County of

;; wanderburgh and hope to be of practical and substantial help to you in
·:the risk management function.
Cordially,
·· M. C. Houtz
President

I

·West Side Nut Club Fall Festival~' To be held on Frankli.n Street beginning today·
· and ru!lning thru Saturday evening,· October 6th.
·
·
··

~~......:.:...;.;.:..:.:.::..:...:.:..:.:.:..:=:....z-:,.:.;..::.t..:

. .~ .

.....
.,

.J.'. ~ -

,:··

.

.

"

'

A claim in the amount of $1 ,500.00 to Kevin Winternheimer,
or represen
on of the Vanderburgh County Sheriff's Dept. from June 1, 1984
:september 11, 1984, in the matter of the Discipline of Deputies Kingston,
·"·
kworth and Patterson was submitted for approval. A motion was made by Commissioner
Willner that said claim be approved for payment. A second to the motion was provided
by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
·
·
RE: .. EMPLOYMENT CHANGES - RELEASES
•

:II

-Sheriff's Department
Patrolman

I

·Dave Guillaum/106
Dave Guillaum/203
;.r j, ~; .

· . Chief
18,393/Yr.
.. . Chief Deputy$ 3 ,520/Yr.

. .

Board of Review
Fred.Stocker
Casper Hudson

'

'

.40/Day .Eff:
·40/Day Eff:

Martin. Rd.
,, Bd. Member $
2501 N. Governor · . . Bd. Member $

!.

"'}f,

Superior Court/Juvenile Division
Sue Metz

Prob. Off.

$17,178/Yr.

Eff: 8/31/84

::~ >.•.>',;':;~ 'l/1!'1';·, ~t·:~·,;f~~~1~~·:·~::i,;;;
.....

.: ¥
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-

.
.

.

.-•,Prosecutor's
Office
..

_;

Dep. Pros. $13,505/Yr.
Paralegal $13,500/Yr.

112 N.W. Seventh St.
3000 Maryland St.

Jerry A. Atkinson
Susan Mattingly

.•.. .·•'.'·'i:,,

<·\.;

':),I:,.

Eff: 9/21/84
Eff: 9/10/84

I

'.

'

-;,

RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES - APPOINTMENTS

·t}Sheriff's Department
Ronald A. Brown

.-

;

.

'.•
·>

Pro-Patrol $15,743/Yr. Eff: 9/22/84

8113 N. Mt. Vernon

-.~::~~;:~ ~--: :_':"; \ ..

~~"'

;},~:, .~0.~fu:..Conventi on &

Visitor's Bureau

'"'<:·

. ''::;Thomas S. Heaton

.,

900 N. Fairlawn

. Election Office
.

';::;k~:· t~- ', ·-~:

·'.

632 S. Harlan
1806 Conlin
820 S. Governor

: :;,., .. . Office
. .

,~~+:~~}!~~,::Surveyor's
~•.••.,· ;.o,

-'I·

·

'",...~y·~·&'"

';·
I,_._

.. .
•

~C::oept

-

-.,._-'

$20,000/Yr • Eff:
..

ylvia Loviscek ·
·-r~~ •. ,, ·" .· :Gera 1d Woh 1hueter
;;./;l::J~~,.:c'John Lee Jones
'_,...._.~; ~~-~i: :·;''.'I,~.'

. S&l\1 Mgr •

. •: J:~f:~;l~t~:~!'t ·7 •·
-:

j

·~~~;~.€~~

-~

.,.~

•'

v: :- ·~<t·, ' . ·•

;~i~~--o:/:··f'

Clk. $ 4.05/Hr. Eff:
.-;.:.:·Bal. Ass. · $ 4.05/Hr. Eff:
• Ass. $ 4.05/Hr. Eff:

...

Bi 11 Jeffers/1 06
Jeffers/203

'4~rf~'¥~~tBi
11.
. _., ·' '~>:,·..

~

'h~

·.3120 Edgewood

-$ 5.00/Hr. 'Eff:

u ·erior Court/Juvenile Division
,_,....

·

· Child in Placement Dir.

· $17, 178/Yr. Eff: l0/2/84

·• ···As he cone1uded reading a11 of the emp 1oyment changes , · President Borri es extended
tulations to Mr. Bill Jeffers on his appointment as Chief Deputy/Surveyor's
fice.
LETTER OF CONGRATULATIONS TO DON MATTINGLY

''.,_

<

~~~~~~rc:omrnissioner

. •.

.-,":~· ~ ,~:.

Cox stated that she thinks the Board of Commissioners should send a
. of Congratulations to the city's current favorite son, Don Mattingly (who
, ust wonJhe ~erican L~ague .~.~tti~g ~~.C1111Pi9nship fqJ:,.J984)... .. . . .
much Jo_ promote .Evansv1J le. ~~mrnl,~SJ9t!.~t:~. ~or:rje~ ~.endJ~111 ....."'. "·',"-'
nre:•l!:lme)nt and President Borries said a·letter of Congratulations
to Mr. Mattingly.

;-=;'

EXTENSION OF CITY WATER SERVICE'TO HIGHWAY 57
Commissioner Cox said she would also like to ask the Boar<tof Commissioners to have
the County Attorney look into the possibility of the City's water service being
extended to Highway 57 ••• to anyone there who wants to hook onto it. President Dorries
said the City does have plans to extend water service into that area -- and we wi•l
contact them to see just exactly what those plans are, prior to taking any further
. ·.. .·.
action.

•:

-l

There being no further business to come before the Board at this time,
declared the meeting adjourned at 3:30 p.m •

I

;

':'(f.::~ . ~~~i:~: ~- .·

.. : ~~f-ff~h": :~~:)~:,;..~r
:.~,.,:· .~,

I

I

. > ...

: ·~~'ilc;,~uiNUTES
.
~~'7'rl
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' MEETING
October 8, 1984
'·-i,

.. ··.

~~.:···

..

:~: -~ ·:ll:~q;~:7-~~$';}~~:.. r

-··.:.It

· nter-Loca1 Governmental Agreement re Health Department~-~App'd.----~----~~-'2-:;:,,";~,

.' '

.

... '.

.

.' ,.

._ - ·_ .·.· ·.. .

·.

AL OF MINUTES -----------•---~~----~--~--~-----~------~-~~~------------~-~-

ON
., . \~~~;;>:~ti;';. .
'·
·-·
. County Surplus Property----October 13th @ 10:00 a.m. _____ ,;.·______ .;. ____________ ·
~~-~~~~'~t1~~~if;·;·~,; ~. ::.~~: .

~. .. ~-- ,·~:

: .,

.

.,

- .CARPETING, PAINTING & WALL COVERING FOR VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM--:-_:·".:;'
rpetland U.S.A.-----------~REJECTED---~i-NOT IN ORDER --~f~~~,i-~,:
,..,.,..,...,.~""' from Designer Collection _;,._$24,954.45----(Carpeting) ----..:1 Interiors, Inc. -:..-----Garpeting - $26 ,592.30; Wall Covering ~ _.
· Y;. "" -.·. · _-, •. - ·
-· · •. ~i'~$6;043.50--~o Bid on Painting · ·.
,·_, ·.: ·
Drywall & Painting--..:$14,395.00 ---:Painting & Wall Covering & ·
.._- .... _
· _... :$29,500.00 -,~(;arpeting .i":~~.~k;;,'--~~/-~ .,:· . . ·
mms Painting Co., Inc. _..;_ $39,915.00 ;_·r_Lump Sum Bid :- Rejected--- ·
Carpeting to Designer Collection &Painting &Wall to Honnuth
a total package of $39,349.45.
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nnuL.nuut'\uH AUDITORIUM
>. ,: • · ·
'"'·' · ·
., · · :;:<:_
· ', .
. -· ·
:Completion of Stage Rigging & Draperies & Work Begun on-'"Stage Refin.ishing
· ids Awarded on Carpeting, Painting & Wall Covering -~--------:-':" ____ .;._.. ~--~-.:.
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' COUNCIL/OLD COLISEUM -- RENEWAL OF LEASE INDENTURE (Insurance)

rER sERvicE
.

EXTENSION/HIGHWAY 57 AREA &
: ,.

Tu~~-~s "coAL MINE ~------~~--···--··-

·

~~w;--4 \i'~-~";rf.;Ji;i~f~'§D

1

&11

.-~51
. ; 13.
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. >.··

meeting of the ·Board of County Commissioners was held on October 8,
2:30 p.m. ·in the Commissioners • Hearing Room, ·with President Berries
T·~Ji~·::~.::.'~;:~~~

_·

"·:

·

r·_, ·'-'

.:·;_;d~{~f~:}~~;;~i:.'1:. ~ ·

.

·

..

·..

~- 0

"~~;,p

motion was entertained by the Chair concerning approval of the minutes of the
ous meeting. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the minutes of the
ng held on Monday, October 1st~ be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor
and the reading of same be waived. ··A second to the motion was provided by Comssicmer Cox.
ordered. .
· ·

<ii,J.;'i\i;i~"'-'':;\,'fit<;',,

.

' '•.

~->";i.,?~!~:~J.:~·';.~/
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··.,.

·;-_,yf~"-~<~. ·· ·.·~,;::-~:· .~;;~r~:-~~;-,~~7:,·.·\;.

,
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•
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.

to•~::~\;~.

'

_·

Berries introduced Carl Wallace, Veteran's Service Officer.
•
nturn, introduced Messrs. Don Morris, _Quartermaster of the Veterans 1 Council and
Herman,Cbmmattderof the Veterans~ Council. ·At the last meeting of the Council,
was decided they should start paying the insurance on the Colis~um. SThey have
ir Check #195 in the amount of $2,821.40 for the first year's insurance ~~:'and · ·
would 1i. to continue to pay the insurance every year •. Said insurance 'is bei
,.,.,,Y'Ii:::lnr·o with the fo 1 owi · agreement·:
·
:;;i;';~1i~1f:~ffli~~~:);i$~~~~'*\ft··•!{:,~. r:·::,:~{·~'f~~~~~:·~~'t~';~~:· . "iC<Ot,•;·,;c•>i<•&
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BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA
'

. . . ... - '' ~-:/''-: .

· · Richard J •. Berries, President
Robert Willner, Member
fl;IW,,,;,,~..~ Shirley Jean Cox, Member

'~~.,N~Y

COMMISSIONERS
10/8/84

~~. '~·;i~~~~:i::~: ~::/:~~,~~~ -::,: ~j~~~-{~~<.~_;·

THE VETERANS' COUNCIL OF
' ,VANDERBURGH COUNTY, INDIANA, INC •

. ,~ ~~-s~~t~7£t .

By:

L. - Kerby
Commander
Lau~

',, •..:_,

--.

"-

:;:;~k;,)~President

<);";~.;~-~!lESSEE"_

Berries said the Boa~~ is·:_;,;~~Y pleased to have Me~sts. Wallace, Morris and
at today's meeting. The Veterans are to be c01JD11ended . for their cooperation
J:and the pride they take in the Old Coliseum. Mr. Wallace said the Veterans' ~ouncil
:fs saving their money to eventually one day put a new roof on the Coliseum. 'i::Mr. ,Morris
'is the "money man" over there -- and he keeps pretty tight strings on the ·purse.-· Jhey ·
_ ill be paying the insurance on the Coliseum every April. Commissioners Willner asked
':that Mr. Wallace convey the Commissioners' best wishes to the Veterans 1 Council and !;,;~~"'ii
.their·;appreciation for the Veterans' .. Council paying the insurance. :~be Commissioners ~ti'~-~t
,hope they wi.};~ _m~~,e a lot of money out_,2f the facilJ~::
- .·,>·:~.i1rf[
"'~~.-

~;;":~~~;:tsHerman
•n.

The Chair entertained a motion to appro~e acceptance of above-mentioned check. Motion
to execute lease indenture and accept check was made l>y Commissipner Willner, subject.
to verification by the County Attorney that the lease Indenture.;.is~ itr•~:~ood form.
_·
County Attorney David Jones indicated his approval. •;;A second to the motion was made-.
·by Cormnissioner Cox. So ordered. Lease Indenture was si
'the-C-ommissioners and
copy handed to Mr. Don Morris for his files •

.i[;·;,~io,~;.·;t;i;~~~i~~;;~~·;F: _' ;~.·~,f~:~·-~.

:}Ji:~ :<;'~ '-~ .-~"

. VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM ..•.•••• KIM BITZ

ssion~r .,Gox

said that approxi
· ·~.~-:~!-.,qo,.,.:~~~\"'··1~f;~.-:-;:;
·
ing and asked that
s
on
· --.-·notices that the plaster has been cleaned up off the ground -- but that no repairs \.>
_.-,..,_.;;:,,_,.,,"";..,_·_have yet been made to this area. Does Mr. Bitz have plans to have this taken care of?
· Mr. Bitz said that currently there are three {3) different companies looking at this
.. problem, and he is endeavoring to obtain a cost estimate insofar as repairs are con- ....
·cerned. Commissioner Cox asked if these companies are looking at all of the building
.~-;ltiW-~JE·~~.exterior -- especially where the coltmms are out? If it iS falling from that area, · · ..
might yery well fall from some of the other columnar areas in . front of the building -- 1 and she would hope that these ,companies would irtSpect all areas:'; 'Are they? .Mr~ Bi,~z,)2tC
. t'• said they are.
Further, Mr. Bitz said that one of the gentlemen from Industrial -Jr·~·s'J;~~r~:;
. Contractors said that this has been a problem since the building opened -- thru the · '•>':~'
:construction, some moisture got behind the pillars-- and
are-checking
. columns
on_ both sides and in the front.
· · · ,, .
tz~s.~attention the
•"·''''' _,,,,_ . '· ''"
·'- .
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NTER-LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT VANDERBURGH.COUNTY-CITY OF EVANSVILLE
ANSVILLE~VANDERBURGH. COUNT .DEPARTMENT. OF. HEALTH. & .A·.RESOLUTION OF THE
", ;,z~t.~COMMON COUNCIL OF THE CITY ·oF. EVANSVILLE APPROVING. AN. INTERLOCAL. GOVERNMENTAL .. ·. .·•·
" ~~:AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE. CITY. OF. EVANSVILLE. AND. THE COUNTY •OF VANDERBURGH
· . rc·;::;A">
. ~T CONCERNING THE JOINT CITY.:.coUNTY. HEALTH DEPARTMENT 3,y,:, . , :
·
~··. . ... ·t:~t~2 '
. /;;t:,.:
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t_ ... ::
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•

:<:*~~·~~~~·:<."· '·,\~:·i·'{~~~:~:~r· .·

•

~ ·:~:;.>
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ident Borries ·said the following is an amended version 'that changes the ratio
· ..· .
accurate.ly reflect the funding of the City-County Health Department to accurately .:
ect the population of the 10-Year Census. Indiana Code indicates that this must .
done when the Census of the Annual JO Years has been campleted. -·~Other than that, ~~.
are no changes; In response to queries from Commissioners Willner and Cox,- ·.~
ident Borries said the percentages would be 78% and 22%. r:r;:Commissioner Cox said . .
he had spoken with County· Audita~, Alice McBride. She was aware of the 22% figure and·
d include the 22% in the 1985 County Budget. Pres.ident Borries stressed, again,
t 1ihe only changes involved the funding. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner
the Agreement be executed by the Board of Commissioners. . second to
motion·
•. ided
Commissioner Co)( • .~:~o ordered •.. ;,;;''.. §,J71/~)#;;:,,

:to

"_: ,·' ,'•
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;:f.\t'f,;:j;~~lNTRODUCED BY:

ION oF THE cOMM~N ·~~uJ~IL ol= THE ··,~~;w·~tr~,s~~~~~~~f'"%~~~;#~£~z~·z;);/::,':1f~i~lf!,t.j
OF EVANSVILLE APPROVING AN INTERLOCAL
ENTAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE CITY OF
ANSVILLE AND THE COUNTY OF VANDERBURGH
,'CONCERNING THE JOINT CITY-COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT

I

I

:\.·,~ </ "")..'''>._..,$;~ld·:'.,;,'.?,_,";-~.._·...

.

-~: :J. "·. ;.>;,~"t'-·:l

.'

-~. t'¥_...

0., · ··:

WHEREAS, the Ci ty-~of Evans~i 11 e and ·the County."of v
·
· ·have heretofore
ted and contributedtoward the operation of a joint department knownas the

, · . . -, :

"i~~~n;~~~~J~:~Vanderbur~,~,.;;gflunty De~~[j~~~;=·· of

Hea l:~j:L~nd \~:,~~c~:.,,
\f·'~'~{~·~:\':
>',::I '>"';WHEREAS, this Evansville-Vanderburgh County Department· of Health has operated
:; on a consolidated City-County basis heretofore, without formalizing such ·agreement;
·and
·
'
· · · ····
-

'

'~.,-

the Indiana State Board of Health has app
, . ~~.•:·. ,;,.•..~·'·:;:;~ . <'•'·.

·

,·~:,~::;;~·,~:·)4:i·~~~~~:",ci4J~is,!j~~~~~~;~;·itt~~~·;:,~:'r'~·.~{:

.

,.'

.

,
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.

~.

'"•_;>-

..
NOW, THEREFORE, the parties do enter into this Inter-Local Governmental
· Agreement creating a joint department known as the Evansville-Vanderburgh County
Department of Health upon the following terms and conditions:
:<"?;).
;."'i;;.;c.•,(t,',;~:

.,

. 1

··

·.· •
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•\ . ·'
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.:t!iifi/· -·-r-"

. ·.

·~~_,
. :~"'.~f.i,i]i;:):~-11

urat1 on:

. _._

-

. ·... ~~.'
·.. '·,~.tt~~;
.

"

·. _

. _· ,-v~c:y~-

_·

..-.. . This agreement is for a period -~f two (2) y~ars and shall be automatically .);~;
· renewed for periods of two (2) years .unless either party hereto gives the other
..
. ,_party written notice of its intent to terminate this agreement, which writt~n notice
hall be received by the other·..
no later than one (1) year before the termiti on of this agreement.
. . ~~:'""i.::-'""'"~'-; C:.<;;'<''l··-~·

~-~ ~-.;.~. .

. ·~· ·:

~-=~---~,t~~·~-::~;7 .....

'

·" ':'.Y·~·".,P____recis~Organizat_ions:

. ··'.::.}:-~f.
;. ;~z.i~¥$;'-<··. ··. · · The joint Evans vi 11 e-V
Department of Hea 1th s ha l1 be managed ·
the Evansville-Vanderburgh County Board of Health consisting of seven (7) ·
, not mo~e than four (4) of whom shall be members of the same political
and at least three (3) of whom shall hold unlimited licenses to practice
icine in Indiana, and one (1) of whom may be a licensed veterinarian. :Of the .
(7) members appointed to· the joint EvQnsville-Vanderburgh County Board ·of .. ,_
lth, the Mayor shall appoint 'six (6) members and the County Gommissioners shall
intone (1) member. ·Members of both sexes . shall be represented on the board. :.:::~_
-·~~~1(~~~~~~~~~~\i·>· ~- ·; .

.

, ". .'~· . :·::~,:~~~-~~~~~~~~:~~~·{~~\~.-.-:i,i~;;~-;-/,

_

··:·;:·~~~:dit·i~~;;~~~, :~~~;:;,:.:<~~JJ. ,~<.::t·~t~~~:?r.~~·~_.-,·-~ ;~:~ ;..,:.~~,:~:-:~:-~~:?~

.

Health Officer shall be 'the Exe.cutive Officer for-tfie''nepartment aTJd·shal~.,;
serve as Secretary of the loca:l board. The Health Officer 'shall>have the duties · .; ;, < ·
·.and responsibilities give.n by State law,"local Ordinance, an<:l the. board. ~.;-.,;~··'• '"'·'' ,, , .
.
·_, Y:::·::~~d~it~~·~-~._ . :~~~):. .·-:.· .; . . ... :·
~~]~~~~~t.:·i .
... ·:.
· -:J:~~.:}~t ~~~~~~·:.-:··,~: ·~~·:~ ,~-~~:~·~.~~~:~¥~.~fi~%;.".- .
·-.0_i:·~,::~~~~t~:1i~~.~;S*...
-~;i;-,;.· .
. Beside~ \he Health Officer ,"~{he Evans vi fle:.:va~.d~~b-urgh. c61Jrity .Depa'riffienf of -~'iA~· .
',>;_ J

<

•

, _

,li~~~:,;~t~~~t~::fo~:srlJ:~=;,~~~,,~~uatei!i~~ "tie. ~s~s!:~l·•
· The
16-1-7.

. . and the. Dep·artment sha 11 have those powers an(f. duti:es as defined. f
.

" .

· The
. . purpose of the· Eva~sville-Vanderburgh County Departme~t
.
.: .::'-;,!:' ><.'r o:.~

;,' ,

,

1

Collect, record and report the vital statistics o.f and within their ·
respective areas and jurisdictions. '
·
··
(b) . Make sanitary inspections and surveys of all public buildings and
. institutions.
·.. · .
· :,·_._.,<-... ~-·,..
•. -:.~:,-~.-~<-~;:;_. )~

•'• .·

(c)

Enter. upon and inspect private property in regards to the possible
presence, source and cause of disease,and in connection therewi:th,
... order what i·s reasonable and necessary for prevention and
ion
,. '· of disease.
·
, '·
·

..

Financing:

.·,_ ....·

The Evansville~Vanderburgh County Department of Health shall
follows: per IC 16-1-17-18 .· -.
.·. ·. .
· l . .: · ... t
··-

-

•

.

'

..

:

';'f~

.J.··

;

The_contributions toward the annual budget made by the City of Evansville
. the County of Vanderburgh will be determinee on a pro rata per capita basis "as
determined by the most recent general U. s. census. The budget of this_Oepartment
and the percentage·allocation of the respective parties shall be·reviewed'by the··.··.•
~cu~·;:parti es annually in the preparation of the budgets of the City and of ~he County~ .· ·
· _The budget for the Evansville-Yanderburgh· County Department of Health shall be ·.
.. .
submitted to both the Common Council of the City of Evansville and the Council of
· · • >. >Vanderburgh County for mutual approval. ·,•The City and County Councils.

P.age 5
.'-.-'

'""''c"''~·~"•nnl'•ftrt, or separately, for consideration of the budget~ or an amendment thereto,

.

I

this department. Vanderburgh County shall appropriate its share of such budget
as approved by the County Council, and remit same to the. Controller .of the
· · . City of Evansville in monthly reimbursements. The Contro 11 er of the City of · ·.
. ·Evansville shall recognize vouchers and pay vouchers only according to the
....
·
set out for cities of the second class in paying of vouchers, and only · ·
ng to the budget as passed by the County of Vanderburgh and the Common
·
.
.. ·
·
. ·,, __ .. '
.
··
~ .
1 of the City of Evansville. · -;'T\ · •

1!1t'l!li~~~-•::;·,.·,.~;· .• amQunt

•

c
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Termination:

uw-,.n..,•~+

. .

\ -:p-.~~·!,,:<.·Lf,i~f~:;:~,·~~ "' '

, :· '
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:': ::
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All property owned· or purchased shall be owned jointly by the parties in the
.
pe
tage that each party contributes to the budg_et. In the event of the termi- ·.:.: ~
on of this agreement, the parties shall distribute the property of the Department
the basis of percentages contributed to the annual budget, and the value of ·the . ~/
shall be the actual cash value of the property. Distribution may be by :;,f'>:
ofpurchase by one·party of the interest of the other party in the properties ·:···.·
; the Department; ·<?r by sale of the properties, either in total or in part. All . ·..
es to be transferred upon the termination of this agreement, shall be 'first ·.
sed by three disinterested appraisers appointed,· two· (2) by Mayor and one (1) '
Commissioners. :Jhe procedure for such appraisals s.hall follow the procedure as· ,:.:,
by the City of Evansville for the sale of surplus property. :t::~:~~~ ·:.Jp~:y_,/·:
~~(!:~~~~~~~
· ·.. ·
·
·
·
· ·· , ·:'~~''{rf.¥;~t7'ttl:f~~H~~):~tr;~!';: ... ~

I
I

·

-~.lc.!~:-~J;~~f~;;:-l.~:·')~f.~~~~'/::,; .:~~·_;·, ·,
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'

he City of Evansville and the County'of Vanderburgh do hereby agree that the
ity of Evansville Law Department will serve as legal council for the joif)t
~nsville-Vanderburgh County Department of Health. ·:The parties further agree
at any judgment or settlement of a claim, charge or lawsuit upon·recommendation
the City shall be paid by the City upon contribution of.the County in .the same
e amount as the percentage of budget paid
<:,f<..: ,
'':·<":,
.·. ,·,-.;~·,;~l>hr;~;"~.;l'Cj'tiff"'-*·~-!':.@~-~';;~~~··d:l€~ .
. ;~~i%{:~;~ii\. ..
,;;~1··~~<~\;~;~;:;, .
THIS 1st· DAY OF ·};~ October ::,.' ·,. 1984~·
..
0

•

.

.. ·. \
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.' COUNTY OF VANDERBURGH
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

~-,

.

~

.·. ·..•..•. , By:
.·.

I

\.··,

Richard· .J. ·Borri es , President
of County Commissioners

~Board
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BURDETTE PARK - REQUEST FOR TRANSFER OF FUNDS
·' Mark Tuley, Manager/Burdette Park, said he had only one item requiring the attention
:>~of the Cormnissioners. He needs to be placed on the Novembe~ 7th Council_ Call to · · .

.:/~quest :::fe;~;;: f:ii~ ~;:z;:;:ne

· ~· · .

·t ~:~8:~ .

,·"''~1.

#352 Repairs to Equipme.nt
. $ 4,000.00
"
.
.
.• :#355 Repai~:Afr~ui.~dings ,
._,~··:;:;;~, .. 3,::~~.~::·~~":
ssioner Cox asked Mr. Tuley if he has specific needs in the area of repairs to
uipment and .buildings -- Cloes he have.bills that need to be paid over and above the'·...
ts currently in the ·accounts? .Mr. Tuley said that he will have by the end of·
Nn\Jr ...mt'""""'•
Innother words,-he is r:equesting the· transfer in anti-cipation of needs.
Heating &Air Conditioning people will be out to perform the fall/winter maintenance
·Hopefully, there will be no rriajor problems. - But should there be, then he wants t
have money·in the account to handle same. There are other buildings which need some ·
ir work, following all the summer rentals. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner
Burdette Park be placed on Council Call for November 7th meeting concerning transfer ....
funds •... A second to the motion was rovided by Commissioner Cox. ~:;so ordered. ·~:ri<r~~;~}":,""'f'~'':!'

. ..
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~ " . '~~~~:?~~e%i

ciC:J';

;x; ~: :<

·:···~·

Elna Kay, Oak Grove Rd/East, Old Henderson Rd., Old Lower Mt. Vernon Rd. .,-J1
,:·Culvert/West Mill Road: Commissioner': cox asked if the culvertunder the drive in the
· 6900 Block of West Mill Road has been cleaned? Mr. Bethel said that this has been done.·

.. ·.~''"'·''.

·~'}

.

. .-·~-.COUNTY ASSESSOR/TRAVEL .REQUEST

'The following enclosed request for the presence of the County Assessors,
throughout the State of Indiana, to be brought together on October 18, 1984,
for the purpose of discussing the ·rndiana Property Appraisers Manual. "'·
J ·::

The Indiana Property Appraisers Manual, is the guideline and the bible
· throughout the reassessment procedure. .
·· ·
··
· ·
· ·

.,~:- .,;:: ..

·~·"\.,:,;;~/
~-~~::---. •t ,,...-~~:/>-.
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.-.:·
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~

ssioner Cox noted that the aforementioned is like a District Meeting -- it is not
if<e ·a,·State-called·:Board of Accounts meeting. Therefore, this would not come under
nm•~u~ted funds? Do we have money in.our budget? ·The County Auditor has confirmed that
. s would not come under the mandated meeting -- to be paid for out of Unappropriated
··
unds. The Board instructed Mrs. McBride to check on availability of funds.· '1 Mrs.
· •McBride returned to the meeting and ·advised funds are available in the Commissioners'
· Budget for Trave1. fk:Moti on was· made by Commissioner Willner that Mr. Angermeier •s request
·..
travel be approved. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
·

I

···"'··. --··-·· s:sioner Cox indicat~d she had a question. She said this service is just to go
Ruston Lane and Petersburg and to the mine area? Commissioner Borries indicated
this is correct. · Commissioner Cox said there are companies farther north on
ghway 57. 'She is speaking of our businesses out there who are experiencing water .
blems. l'his does not address that. Shell will riot do this unless they open a mine
the area -- and we do not know when that is going· to be. Her point was, to help the ·
orrtic development and growth for industries out in the county, that .. the county, ttself,
hould make some effort to see that these services are extended -- especially to the
ks. '
l

I

.

fu
north. There is nothing north of Shell; so, if Shell Funs the water lines
their mine, then every·business in the town of Daylight will be able to tap on. t::tlif~"··
ssioner Cox said this is farther out; there_are some other businesses beyond that.
ident Borries indicated he will follow up with Mr. Mcintyre .. What specific industrial :park is Commissioner Cox speaking of? Commissioner Cox said there is Ted Hasley's
Diesel Repair, there is one business north of Ted Hasley's that closed because of no: . ··
water. And there is one on· the east side of Highway 57 -- just building and reopening -'and none of those has water. Commissioner Willner said that Commissioner Cox is correct
. _ in that a number of businesses need water ... :.. but, they are all south of the mine si-.te •
. · ">Commissioner Cox asked if the county would be willlng to go ahead and push to have these
,i,'j;~. :".water lines put out there, with the understanding that if Tu\ri.s Coal did, in fact {and
:;f!:~' :~;'~·~she hopes they do) open their mining operations -- reimburse the cliiinty"for that portion
;¥~1it1'they were going to pay in the first place? She talked with Mike Ferguson of Shell in .
. Houston, and he is amenap;,:le to any suggestions the County Commissioners -might have ~-:k .
. concerning a .
1 for· Shell to consider along this line. CotmliSsioner llner said

..

,~--

:

·;;~. . tie is of the opinion that the Board should ask the C~unty Engineer to make a survey .
'"::':'<~(-- and talk to all businesses and homes who might want the water service -- and if

.
County can do something other than dollars (because he does not know where we would
·~.~~t:;~;,!Lget the doll~rs~ than they should •. President Borries asked Commissione~ Cox if she
· ·.has a specif1c 1tem when she says "pushing for dollar figure"? Commiss1oner Cox said · • .··
· she did not. But it would not be any more·than the cost estimate they gave to Turris
;,~.~.";.;,.Coal. Commissioner Willner asked where the County would get the dollars? Commissioner
•' <,''Cox said the County has uncommitted Local Option Income Tax monies. President Borries
id it has not yet been detennined •. Commissioner Cox said she is afraid that if the
··
. ty doesn't act as though they need that money -- then it is not going to be demon- . ··;
st~ated that the County needs their share of that money. President Borries said he
.
th1nks Commissioner Willner•s suggestion to have the County Engineer make a survey is
a good suggestion-- to see; first of all, what needs exist in that area-- and continue
talk with Mr. Mcintyre concerning schedules of where or when those water lines would.
extended into that area.;---perhaps if there is enough interest on the part of those ·
.
businesses and nearby residents, the project could be speeded along. ··Turris · /
is a major concern in that area, since if they find a buyer.for the coal they would:
te want those water 1 ines extended to their property. "· :.;.:LE''. · Y:;:);.~; · ·
: ·. . .,. :'.
. . :,:C... ' ..· . . . ~ . . ~ . :;. :~ "~-.)~~~~(<~: ...··-~C~~·~~~\:~~~:~~~:~~i·:, :¥~~-:·~~:-~·~~~~~~·:;$,¥': i.'t<:'\::·;~~,. ·.:.·. : ·. -~ . ~~?~;:,fr' <·i~:~~·. ·: ,._:::.~~·~-';j_-~~~;:~E~~::~~~.'5-i,~~;:~
., ,_.,
ley asked if turris 1s going to pa,Yror the total cost of the .e~etension? ;Or,
d they want to be reimbursed if somebody connects to it? Commissiooer Cox said
agreement, as she understands it, is ·that they were going to pay to have the line
to Ruston Lane. ·Any of those people who wanted to use ~e Ctty water would pay .:·Y"i~':>
r tap-on fees. '':Those who ·said they have a well ~nd do not\'Yf~ntCit~ ':'.ater-;-cthen--~
rris Coal would pay that share of that owner who d1d not want:\,~()'!part1c1pate. Then, · ·
n the future, if that owner then decided to participate irithe .C:ity water, that portion
paid would then revert back to Turris Coal -- ttie-·party wbo Pjlid it in the first .. ,. ·
ace. President Borries said that, depending upon where those·,.lfrtes would be extended -s Coal would be farther north than the Daylight area so·, ~ga. Jn··. '. ·it.,would. depend.
where those lines would be extended. :If Mr. Easley could make-:o:emrt:a-ct with persons
paylight area, then we could get some ·type of reading.
·
''~.;
··· ·
···d:..
•.
'-~$~~;#:;'the

e··;;l
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Easley said there are a number of families on Petersburg>·Roa ,who would. love to .·
City water. If there were some way that line·could go along'Petar.sburg Road, there
d be a lot more c.tilstomers -..;.but that•.s west. ··The distance that 1tae would have to
1 probably wouldn't be all that great. "'The coal operation is actually going to be
iJst east of Petersburg Road. Commissioner·Cox (in addressing Mr. Easley) said that if
11 things go, the coal canpany has an option-- if everything can be settled to buy a11r
e homes -- from Ruston Lane it would be north of Petersburg Road. ,;,Are any affected
would.be south of Ruston on Petersburg Road? Mr. Easley said there is not really
.;~~:.\'::.-;,.all that much of Petersburg Road that is east of the northerly prolongation.~There isn't
. that much of Petersburg Road that is east of there. Mr. Easley said that perhaps we
·
· 'should concentrate on frontage or look at Petersburg Road -"7 he doesn't know how much
>water line is actually·east of Green River Road on Highway 57. Commissioner Cox said .·~ . ·
. ·she thinks individuals in that area are depending upon wells or having water hauled.t she thinks we should definitely look at the Highway 57 corridor. ~ttConmissioner
llner suggested that Mr. ·Easley look at both areas -- we might .get ci'loop. 'Mr. Easley
id he thinks those people would love to have something like German Township has •••.a
11 diameter affordable PVC wat~r system. They feel they cannot afford the $16.50 per
that the Evansville Water Department has to charge for a main . tern. .

ing back to the meeting agenda, President Borries asked Mr. Eas
f he has
ing for the attention of the Board today? Mr.. , Easley said he has nothing requiri
.. , . .
on on the part of the Commissioners. He is, however, working on several things.
· Carrol Erhler from the Highway Department noted that we left out a sentence on a legal
. ;·'~~"·;·,description re the Euler transaction. Mr. Easley said he had talked with Mr. Johnson
"t9 sy~;~,.and he has indicated that if Mr. Easley wi 11 show him where-it is, he will have deed
·.~~;~ ~.re-typed for signing.
Other than that, things seem to be going smoothly at t~is time •
. .~:.:>~·_;.1····

·. '

.

.

.: _'_

.. -

~

, · , ._. .:~:·,;. _,~-_. :._~\~-~,;~.,-·,,:~:':>';, ·:c.1c

·, .··.

-.T~:{~_~1o/

·

·

,,._ . ",With regard to request conce~ning water lines, President Borries as'k~d-·that Mr:~·Eas.ley
. ; .. contact Mr. Jim Mcintyre in the City Utility Department -- as he would be the .important
,,, . \t?~contact person concerning said water lines. • .· ·
, · ·. . ·
· ·.
•. ·.;;;:r

;:~~~~~i;-',
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··
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:•: Delawa~e Street Overpass: ·They put the expansion joints back into the concrete deck. ·.
:~this- project was completed last Thursday morning (October 4th). Surveyor's office will
probably recommend to the City Highway Department that they not use the steel blade
snow plow on that ~- sO we don't have to repeat repairs next year. Hopefully, they can
ilize rubber-bladed plows 1 ·~-:i:""
; -•· ·);,·~=·•~,.
· · · · .~~~"•;;;''~'~,'i,•t·
. . .. '

.

••:JJ" ;,;~; <.:;c ._,,.:,~;._;;;~";~.~

.

.

•·: . •~:~:;,- .;;~,·~,:

..

'-S~:..

•.•••.;;....:.;...:~~:::,:::~:::.;~~..!..:

On-thursday, October 4th, work was ·begun on installation
y
. of guardrail between the new First Avenue Bridge ~-north along t~e
t side of the street ,.;_-to- the entrance to Kleyrileyer Park, to prevent vehicles from ·
ng into the football field. He said he does not know if the Commissioners have seen ,.,/
is yet. ·As of yet, it is unpainted. He thinks it looks o. k. as is, without the orange
pe$ they use on
i 1 placed out on the country. He is not certain the Board
·
ts
orange· ·
used in
city. · ~ommissioner Cox said she has seen it .. and
100

n

'

.>

~'· :':.,~t;;~i~~·~i.~ll::;~~:;_,_.~~~~~~f ' ' ..

.:: . .·~;}f,;i~~~~'l:1ifi:1~t~;?;~;:"c·;

claim to Rig-Mar Contracting, Inc. in the amount ,:;,;':;.:._,,~.
wor on
ryland Street Bridge thru October 4th was presented .-~; .. ~.
approv~l. ~·:\~lhis is ~!linus previous paym~nts to date, }ess 5% retainage. ·-Attached_~to the cla1m was a deta1led· sheet, indicat1ng that most 1tems are 100% complete, with
"·· ·
the exception of the steel reinforcing and apoxy resurface seal. On those items 100%
·
lete, Rig-Mar .is asking 95% payment. On stored quantities (quantities which are
on the job site for which they have already paid _..;· or are pres~rttly being billed
by the suppliers) ~- the State allows the County to pay up to 65% on these items. ··c"··"-'···"·""'''"·"'
President Borries advised that subject .claim has been reviewed· by Bob Brenner, County
:.
•r"'0 " 11'r. :<:Motion to approve claim for payment was made by Commissioner
second
motion was provided by CommiSs.ioner Cox..
·
""..-,., ...an

I

. of
: Mr. Jeffers said
on the good news side--.
a
Mutual Insurance Company/Columbus, Ohio, in,.~he amount ·
$55.5.00 for damage to a piece of guardrail at Oak Hill and Lynch Roads • .;.··where
.
someor1e decided to go· straight in the middle of the night. .Mr. Jeffers. said repairs were
with supplies on hand, and then the insurance company reimbursed them via subject
k., Motion to accept check was made by Commissioner Willner, wit~.. a,,sE!cond from.
··r ........... ssioner Cox. -~o ordered. .
· ; -;;~;: . .· .; · · · , , , ~.>0£~,:;< '
~.:i~\~J-,:;;;,.
.

.

North 5th Avenue Bridge over Pigeon Creek & Green River Road over Pigeon Creek: The
.Commissioners had expressed concern during the last meeting_ re dips and potholes, etc.
~,. Mr. Jeffers said he has looked at these areas. As soon as the weather dries up somewhat,
<these will be patched with some kind of apoxy • · On the 5th Avenue Bridge, very few of
··..
potholes were· previously patched. Cropping up now are areas around what was repaired
new areas •. Less than half of what needs to be repaired has ~reviously been repaired.
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Honnuth Dr all & Paintin ·service Evansville
enc osed. Bi on carpeting. in the amount of
'·'"'"'······.,. "····. Vinyl Wall Covering in amount of $14,395.00.
. -...(.separate areas to bid on, Att.orn.ey Jones said
·' the latter.

IN:: :Bid Botid:·for 5% of Bid AmOunt 'int;:
· 9,500.00. Bid on Painting & ·
Inasmuch as specs had thre~ (3) . , '"''
this is not a r~sponsive bid to ._.,
. .; .·
·
···
···':

Simms Paintin Co. Inc. Evansville, IN: BID THRO\-lN OUT. This was a lump sum bi
of 39,915.00 for all three 3 items. Therefore, it is impossible to delineate
t line item~by-line item and it cannot be compared to any other bid.
~'•J\~<:\;1i~&;~~j.¥

'·:· '·'.::£;1~if~,::·:' ··

. · :t·~~.·,,.:;-J;·:z:..~:·.r._· -·"~~~~.:~t.:·.~.

,-, "k3.::~:

,

Attorney s-aid bid fromHorinuth 'on Painting & Vinyl Covering should also be
out because the two items were combined -- unless the Commissioners want to re-bid
·things again. Commissioner Cox asked Attorney Jones if there is no bid for the ·
nting? Attorney Jones said the bid is not separate. There i·s a lump sum bid.
ssioner Cox said what-she means is, if we take the recommendation to reject the
th, Simms and Carpetland bids -- do we have any bid at all on the painting? The
~
'""+'"'"'""
sai there i,s no separate bid on the painting.
·
.;

. ' <.·· '......... '..:: ~~:~~~~:~

.:·{~\~:!:~-~~·

.

..

.:- ..·;·-~-~~\· ·~···

'

-:';

,.

.

'

·question from the floor as to why a combined bid ·could not be submitted on
three (3) items? President Berries said he will let the County Attorney address
.;. But. when the bid spe<S separate the items, it would be impossiMe for the Comssioners to 9etennine what is the lowest bid from that standpoint.
· · . .. ,
.···.·

F~,~;.;~\{;f~~~:''i:i!ti;Ji'•ii!:;,~~. t.,.)~::>:~,'·~\:~'~!tlf~;~;;.;~{-,-:·~~~,:;·~~.{"'l~~~~~~ft~~::~i~~_'!>~~~~~Jf?:.~~,:

··~

~ o:;:,~~~'l/'A

j'oO'•, J<>-"-;..!

],,._ •.:;,

1-,' Ci-

-~~~f.' :~ •

.,_.!

~'>:,,'

Jones said he thinks the problem now with it is that somebody cwho put-· in- a-~·
ombined bid knows what everyone else has bid for a specific item. •- and it is too easy
carve out what is favorable. It would be his recommendation
throw out all the
ds and do them over again·and require that it all 6eseparate>arrd.the :commissioners not
low a combined bid. · Otherwi·se, the Board will have to go with·~·what they have -- and . ·....
till not have the painting done .. -.So, the painting wol)ld ha.v~Yto. b.e let for bid. again
-- since there was no acceptable bid on the painting portion. .But, in terms of
s to everyone who bid, he doesn•t see how the Board can let someone carve out .•• .
'"'"'""""',ng out of. a lump sum bid • .. - :
·.- ·
·
•.;;:. ,;;,::,, ·~;~yiJij'~"~-rt~,'"\

to

'1:"

\~~~\'i:J~,,_;;·.::. ~·-~ ·,·_-..~·~~~~~~~?-\''\'!

. : ·

.'·;:;1/j~W/flt">··>_.-::·:~,<:~r

·· \~~\1~~;..

'·

.

.. ,

.- '·· ·. ·~y:~~;·;-~ ~~::~·\~~~,.~1~~{1f:·.;~~·::~~~~~----

SSiOner Cox noted that the only way would be if Purchasing had 'an~-estimate in mind f,,,
all three items ,..;_ and then they could tell if the combined bids Wen! within reason.
asked Mr. Dorsey if he has such estimates? She doesn•t expect him to give out the .
imates to the public, but does he have a ballpark figure comparable to an engineer's
mates when consideration is given to building a bridge? .·Mr. Dorsey said he does ·
some estimates on the amounts expected-- at least ballpark. on what they expected 'r'''
bids' to be. He suggested that he, Mr. Bitz and Mr. Rhoades could evaluate the bids;
, ..
can at least look at the combined cost of the one bid in comparison to the various
··,;;>.. ,~pacr<ages, which will give them an idea as to whether the bid is at least comparable.
~5~(~~::It would mean, of course, that they could not award that particular bid line item-by-line
.r- ·
tern since it is not broken out. But assuming it is the lowest total·package, it could
·
. -· .• ~-·
-. ';·,. ,, ·:~.;;;:1:·";. •
··
·
~~·
ceivably still be awarded.

r.,

·

-

~

,- ·~::~·~~:··~:~~:~:~r~·;:~rs·i>11, ~

-

ssioner Willner stated that the Board is in a bind 'insofar as time limit is . '
cerned, due to scheduled events at the Auditorium. Could Messrs. Dorsey, Bitz and
-~,~~~R~toa~des evaluate the bids,and get back to the· Commissioners prior to adjournment of
•s meeting? A decision should be made
as to whether we have to re-advertise

·. COUNTY ATTORNEY -· David Jones
f~·~~~·~~?<~;f;;~';.'~.- •

•
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CLAIM/Lyncli Rd. ·&·St. -Joe: Attorney Jones has reviewed the claim received from the
. ···~~·;:)ndi ana Department of Highways with respect to St. Joseph Avenue and basically finds
..~ ..: :;;,:that it is acceptable, appropriate, and conforms with the settlement that was previously
~~~~/tii reached -- a1though he m~st be candid and say that he did rmt expect to get any money:
-:.::~<~,:;,back~ He thmks ·when th1s whole thing with St. Joseph Avenye and Lynch Road started,
·};:.:~~·we were facing six (6) figures in payback to the-State. Notwithstanding that it has
, · ,<.
been a long, tortuous road to get here and taken several years., he is glad to see the
,
County receive any amount of money out of this -- let alone _not have to pay anything back.
\

'-~·,~--~~.

.

.

.

'".::.;::, .

.-~-

-;... ·>~<~j:~i~':'.;~;_::;:.,tJ, ..

_.,;..?-~t;President Berries asked if Attorney··Jones knows whether· this is the final claim on Lynch
:N{.{1f~·cRoad and St. Joe? Attorney Jones said this is only Lynch -- and this will close that .·.
matter out. After this thing. started, the Federal Government changed the way of doing
this. We, in effect, got more money pumped into both projects. )n talking with IDOH

f~;:~':,:~~l
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'officials, it is his understanding that the reason t~e St. Joe Avenue matter is slower
than the Lynch Road matter is that they are also attempting to get some money added in
;:for the County's benefit for work that was done before the· Notice to Proceed. Otherwise.
the County would have paid the approximate.$9,000 out-of-pocket. But that may be
.
:funded,
as
well.
..so
there
may
be
better
news
on
that
one.
'':':~.:·:)$·~<'~; · ,
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Inter-Go.ve.rnmental ·Agreement~City-County/Health Department: Said agreement has oee~_
•<'''" 'reviewed by. Attorney Jones and it appears to meet the form of existing agreements •
. i;'*
.·The funding and representation formula are, he ass~s, to be related in that the
. nty only appoints. one (1) member to the Board and the Mayor appoints the other six (6).
nee funding is on a per capita basis, the County's share of the budget is in relation
the population· of the County outside the City, it appears to him to be pretty well
·..
1. Following his recommendation that Agreement was acceptable insofar as form is·
cnrlr:P.rnl:ln, said Agreement was approved by the Commissioners earlier in the meeting. <As · ·
.as County Council has approved said Agreement, ·copy should be given to Joanne Matthews
she, 'in turn, can forward a copy to American Publishing Company for inclusion n new
lement to Code of Ordinances.
·
···
·· ·
·,
·

' i~~~,'~:,-..,·; ': ·.··~;''. jt. • '-.'•;4?:-,:";~·"-,!,'
yi
'
.
'
,
. ;·
'
,··Report from-the Clerk of the Circuit Court for period ending September 28,
. submitted •••••. ~.~ report received and filed.
·
I

•

-

-''1'
-~.

;,:"

Report from the Building Commission of Permits
?;~::~):. _: Submitted .. . :.c.••• report receiyed and filed.
:{~;_t;._;:_
.
:·~~~RE: .;CERTIFICATE· OF INSURANCE
'

I

.

Attorney Jones said this is· the County's claim to the Indiana Department ·
~~ji'~of Highways for reimbursem~nt. for about $34,000.00 off of Lynch Road. ~cormnissioner Cox
:; ~· \asked if Andy Easley prepared the claim? Attorney Jones said the claim was prepared
·
~by the State and forwarded to Evansville. Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Easley if he
;'presented this claim last week? Mr. Easley said he gave it to Attorney David Mi·ller
<~·last week for transmittal to Attorney David Jones. President Borries explained that
Attorney Jones is the individual who has run the figures on.this for four (4) years.
Attorney Jones said he didn't want to do that to Mr. Easley. He is not trying to
side-step the County En~ineer; but this was such a can of worms that it would h~ve
.taken •••••• ~~Commissioner Cox interrupted that she was merely trying to familiarize
·nerself with the document and determine if it is the one which came before the Board
Jast week? .Attorn.ey Jones said that the County did not get charged for some work
Y{',~"f:: .
done by the ·.state; why, he doesn't know.· And, he doesn't want to pick at it. ·~;He just· · ·
.wants ~o get the money.·from:the settlement and put this one to bed! Motion was made ·
.~.<by' Bob .Willner that said clain:t be approved. A second to the motion was provided by
;.CORillissioner ~gx.'"~:So ordered. (Mr. Easley will forward to State Highway Department.)
~~~~~~~'tt~~~f~i~~,~~~::--"

I

.

'

~1- ¥-- ~~o: .---:-.tr.i!:~ih·

..

· :;,:~:;,. · Auditorium Advisory Board Meeting: To be held at 4:00 p.m.
~s~f,,;;f~he Audi tori urn. . .
. , .·.. . .
··:~t~~~~~~:~{f,~.:~~~".-< ~~:·; ·~:,:·,-'j-,
:::;~.:Fe> RE: OLD
;

f

,

BUSINESS

'

-;

-~- :~

, .:
::·~

•

•

There was no old business to be discussed.
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RE:

CLAIMS

Helen Kuebler: Claim in the amount of $262.88 for Clerk's ·Meeting (State Board of .. ''··
ACcounts) for meeting in Ft. Wayne, IN. Total amount includes meals and lodging
~~- ·
for two (2) nights and mileage (612 miles) @ 24¢ per mile. Commissioner Cox asked if
said claim has been checked by the County Auditor? Mrs. McBride had not. checked the
claim, but indicated she could do so at this time .. Upon Mrs. McBride's verification ··· .·
that claim was in order, motion was made by Commissioner Cox that the claim be approved
for payment. Motion was seconded by Corm~issioner Willner. So Ordered. Mrs. McBride ·
:requested that Mrs. Meeks send claims of this nature to the Auditor's office (Gloria ·
vans) for approval prior to submitting to Commissioners for approval.
-<;~;·;~~~-~~:._
·
.

..

.

.·

.:

'\

. Evansvil1e-Vanderburgh County Building Authority: President Berries said that Jim ·
Lindenschmidt, Executive Assistant, has really done a fine job in the very complicated
activities --there are many activities when you're dealing with huge amounts,of
,
>~'· services and changes that come before the Commissioners. He asked that Mr. Lindenschnrf¢t....,"'
,?~0;explain said claim and why it is being made to the Building Authority. Said claim is
·•~ ··)art payment of the County's share of the new Telecommunications Sytem for the Civic
L . Center. We have had $109,608.07 in a special account as a down payment for part ·of
.j)!;i;;i':tthe County's share of the phone system in which we're participating wi'th the City of
·:~;':·~:''·Evansville and the Evansviile-Vanderburgh County School Corporation. :The Building
·:!~·p(,;1Authority at this time has continued to pay portions of the insta11atiDn fees,. etc. The
· · : ubject claim will represent a significant downpayment for our share··tff the C::Q.~t of
,)purchasing
the new
· ·. ·
:,~:~~~;,;;
.
. phone system, switches, etc. ·. · · · _,·,;r~i:;~·~,;;~·'·
..
~.

~u

·<·.Mr. Lindenschmidt explained that the Building Authori.tY was ·b{li~.~t._for :$'302,000 as a ·· '~
.partial payment as the percentage went up and Mr. Gil Ruston(~()ld.'ftim that they had ::~·U-'u:
'_. -_;depleted t~eir ac~ount. ~r. Lindenschmidt said he talked.w_·_;_t~--.·_:.P_:_;_r_-.,_•.__e s_.·.·_ide..nt !lorries and ~--~-_-_·.·
••":County Aud1tor Al1ce McBr1de about the fund we had set as1de "':'.r'~nd;~Whether we could g
ahead and pay this amount to help them out, since our share Will'be more than the
,.
·
;$109,607.07 anyway .. This would be a partial payment for us andwpuld:~he1l> the Bui.ldiny -·~··•~
•. ,,:1·· '.Autho.rity since their pocketbook is low. The money has been sitting ·tn -this special·
~~-;~~:~;,account for two (2) years and they can use it right now. President Borries said this
>t~~:. amount will be credited to our unit of government. Mr •. LindenschmidtiiSJlid we do not
~f5"~know at this time what our total bill will be -- since everything is m't completed.
;<iy,;);i:f;:-and they do not have the exact figures yet. The. claim has been signed by r{r. Gil Ruston,
·~'l;;~i" General Manager of the Building Authority. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that
""~.. ·._,the claim be approved for payment, with a second from Commissioner Cox •. So ordered.
,_;;;'!f;l't"[_';"Y "-::
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Alice McBride: A claim in the amount of $251.52 for State-called meeting, including
mileage, lodging and meals. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that claim be
approved for payment, with a second from. Commissioner C~x. So ordered.
.':J
Pegqy Pov1less:·. A claim in the amount of $44.00 for. State-called meeting~ meals only
~or two.(2) d~ys at $22.00 per day. Motion to approve claim for payment for First
Deputy in Auditor's office was made by Commissioner Willner, with a second from
Commissioner Cox. So ordered. · · r; . ,
··
· .· , .· . ·'z_
•
..
~

Rebecca J. Kachanuk

4216 Big Cynthiana Rd.

Dist. Coord.

1100 Erie

Dep. Cl k.
Oep. Clk.

$10,005/Yr.

.,.._ ·· Election Office
Beulah Evans
~dna L. Henry

·

305 N. Tekoppel

I

RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES - RELEASES

Eff: 10/1/84
Eff: 9/24/84

4.05/Hr.
4.05/Hr.

' . .

..

··.;

•

Election Office

.

·;;>f~'J:harlene Luker
.

.

R.R.#7, St. Joe Rd.
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. RE:

I

COUNTY SURPLUS PROPERTY AUCTION
'"><:.

;~~,;_.-~;President Bo;ri~s ;;~ounced that
-

the Gounty Surplus Property Auction ~ill be held at
, the County Highway Garage at 10:00 a.m. on Saturday, October 13th. . .... : , .
'CA~

0'

.'

~'

..There .being no fu;~~~r b~siness. to come· before the Board at this time, Preside.nt Borries
declared the meeting adjourned at 3:35 p.m.
.

~
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RECONVENED SESSION
. :COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 1 MEETING
·-- ;,:;,:, _t .•• , •••. october 8, 1984
.
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:;rRE: . AWARDING OF BIOS FOR WORK AT VANOERBURGH AUDITORIUM

.
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''<Inmediately-after adjournment, Messrs:··norsey and Bitz entered the meeting room,
~l~ll{~':lievaluated the bids ~ubmi~ted !or Carpeting, Pain~ing and Wall Covering for the .
· : ~·
·-~~ .vanderburgh Auditor1um. ·Pres, dent Borries subsequently announced· that the Commissioners' ·
~?:~Meeting would_be reconvened at 3:36 p.m. •· ... ,, ·
. ........ . . . \: · ·. ·
. ·.
·
c:;<

· ~ •. ,Jf:~.~~~c'~~~7!r~r~sri~;~~'6ids sub~i~~=~t-~~~ ~val·~~ted ~~d~, .0~ -~he b~sis. of 'their ----:::~~·
~~<:

.. evaluation, they recoomend the Board award bids as follows:
·. )_ · · .:..::.;~s"~'f~:._<·.:~.:-~."'~},}~~si.-·:::
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Motion was subsequently made by Commissioner Willner that the Board award bids as
recommended by Messrs. Dorsey and Bitz. A second to the motion was provided by
,!11-~~~tf'~s~j~s...,i~o~ry;~~~~~:~::Jt;yi~. ordered. ·
·
'·
, ;. ,
·
·

I

•• •

) Installation of Carpeting -to Carpets from the Designer Collection _in the · . •· .
··
·.··· •.. · • · · ·
· · · ._.· .•. ,
t of $24,954.45. ,'(Bidder did. not bid on painting
or wa 11 covering.) .;~· ::.
· · · ·' ·\;;S; ,,
·
·
·
.·. ~ '•
"'' -.~~;~~~?-·.··> .
.;._;;;..;;...;.;..;;.;:...;.;..,~_;;.:~....:C;..::o:...:..v.=;er:...:i:.:.;n:..ot.g .to Hormuth Drywall & Painting, Inc •. in the amount of ., .
. .. .
-- ~~?;::::~~~~:.:",: .>:.i~~'~::Ki!l~~~:;95.00 .. .;.· :~.:· ''· .·.<-'?~·'";tt1jz:,:c···
: ~'
">: ..
above represents a· total package price of $39,349.45. 'Mr. Dorsey pointed out that ..c.
lump sLim bid received from Simms Painting Co., Inc. for all ·three (3) items was in
amount of $39,915.00. 'The two (2) bids awarded to· Designer 'collection for carpeting
to Hormuth for painting and wall covering is still lower than the lump~um bid
n ... "'""'"'te~,~~~.:~.~t~f#~~"*~,f,:;:IJ::;~:i!~r!f:t,~~~~~'?-J''i·'•:z:.;
· .w:., .
,
.. . . . .
,
. ··"
Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Bitz if he has any idea when the recommended bidders
could start? Commissioner Cox asked if the bid specs did not indicate that work was to
be completed by October 24th? Commissioner Willner asked if both recommended bidders
are agreeable as to the completion date and ready to begin? Mr. Bitz indicated that they
are.

·Si~~~;;;:r-;;/"9·-~..
~ ~~;~:~:~

l ,.

·.· .. Richard J. Berries
: ~:Cit'Robert L. Willner
:);~>Shirley ~ean Cox
. ::> SURVEYOR• S OFFICE
Bi 11 .Jeffers
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.CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE ··~· .
" ,-. : .
.
Tradesmen's Club ------October 13th----Dance ______________ ;_:_ _______________ .
Exchange Club ____ .:_ ____ October 16th __: _____________________________________ _
iversity of Evansville-----Forwarded to Board of Works/City --------.;.--~~~.\.

,_.__,. . ,.,_.· . .. . .·. ;,~~'~;c~#li~~~~Z3iiY-c~· ). '\t: ·~[&1J;:~,:ftt·,~~~lt~;' :

,~·~·. ,·i. ,'~'i\t: i~]r.;'<-~'~;:\'l'i "' '

. ·:· .. ... ..

i

· Brallier Productions-..:~Debbie Boone ·show Depo'sft Refund/$500---Approved · .
Alexander Ambulance Service -----$38,001---Deferred to October 22nd -------·.~ :~~;~~~~t~~~~~_::l~?·;;·~~f::. ~~~··

.

··, '........

·~··

.,;\~t;;:;J,;;;,;,<C'if)~Ccl;.:

.

ATTORNEY .:.::roM MASSEY, Representative
.
· • .
..
. ..
.
ntroducti on '()f Mr. Massey ----"':'----:-----..;_:_ ____________ ~..;;...;,;.·... "':'----------..:.;;... · · .· ..·g····"·''''''
tional Revenue Corp. Collections-..:-...;.Referred to Lew Volpe, Treasurer---.

•

•

f;,.

• ...

~

'

'•"

.,.

ENGINEER. .
.·.
.
··
. ..
.
choff Road· PY.oJect Progress Report .... .:. ... -:---:---;.::;. __ _. __ .:..;;. ______ ;. ___ .;._.; ___ .:..: ......... :..:: . ··'·'""'"'~-.,,.
aim Voucher/lynch Road Project----Has been forwarded to IDOH-----------;. ___ .
t Estimate/Creasey Co. Bldg. Modifications -"':'------:--:--":':-7"'-----------:':"-~..... · 4 & 5 .,;
.
on J:leport/Federally Funded Projects--..;-~_.;. _______ "':' _________ ~:-:;~::-:fl:(,;:. ..::~,,&.J .. , ·
: ,·.County MUST RESPOND WITHIN 60 DAYS . : :·'- · ,
_,,.,
.... · <5'4~;\;;t~;;_;,s~~;:~J'.f~<c.·~;:t~
HIGHWAY
.·' '; ~-,l#f~:~'~\,: ,~,.
.,. . . . ' .:,;f.;f?.~;·~'[~~~;;~;~~~;!~'f:;;%;
.
tee Report, Work Report &Work Schedule -------~..:--.:--;.~~-..:.----;:-------.:. _
ting of Speed limit Signs (35 MPH) on Kuebler Road (between Big Cynthiana .~
· Meier Road· ---------Approved ------~..:---~------;. _____:. ______ ~--.-- ... -~--- ·. 2 &

I

.. ' :... --.:~:~ { . :_;:~~-~~;~~}"~-~:~-~-!~~-,~:~'·: ·· .;:s:.~·~: :<t:. ::· ·· .. ·-,}'--, .

·,.. ·-?/-::~!·.~~~~-7~~~~.(r/ . -~:r.; :- · ~.::

·

·:·"·~~~~2:·:;':(~~:

· ·~-·f~;,_,,;t;-:;::·>('1:if·~iV,~~~¥,;1

.

SURPLUS PROPERTY AUCTION ... .;.~ .. :...~-Grossed $3,531----:-----------------------.. . ~Approval to haul Truck Sold @ last Auction to Salvage Yard (p. ,7)
. ~~;~~~'~ ;,.~f:'.:~·~~!t~:ii~~J;!~~~:~~:-~;f:<:.

:~. -·· ·. i;:;:;

:~~'~:·.~~;.::!~<.:: -.~~~~~~~~;~'~:~: ~~:_;;:·~:--~~~,-~~~~-:.~?.::· _:·~~~~~~ ~':?.~./"-:-- -.: '·. ;· -~~~:£;7~(~ ' . ' '
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.Y SURVEYOR ,:-:·Bill JEFFERS, CHIEF DEPUTY
dge & Guardrail Repair Report , ·
i tzgera 1d Drive -~·
·
1and Street Bridge
.
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WOODY KNOll SUBDIVISION ---------Deferred· to October 22nd _:____ :_ _______ :__;._
*Private Drive/Decision on Waiving Curbs, Gutters & Sidewalks, etc. .,,;t';
~-~
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Jhe meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on October 15, 1984,
•. at 7:30 p.m. in the Commissioners • Hearing Room, with President Borries presiding.

:~~~~::~~~ {;;~~~;_,.v.

..-., -~

.

·.-ft.··"·>·<?:~':~~~~-=·,.-~;,-.

-~· ·-:· ~~"

.
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.· (':··..

~~~~i~'t..fi-1:

President Borries announced that Tom Massey of the law firm of Bowers, Harrison
·. · · & Kent is present tonight to represent the County Attorney.
·'

ti.

·. ····~·~:.·Commissioner Willner is currently. out of town, but is scheduled to return in time
for next week's Commissioners' meeting.
..
· ·
..

~

-

-·~-

-··-

: --~~;:~;·:_::--~r:}~~:;-~-J-~·:~,-

(' --. :_"

-'-~

.

_·: :. -

,- .

-·

. -~-

Jhe Chair entertained a motion concerning approval of the minutes of the previous
meeting. Commissioner Cox indicated she had one comment concerning the minutes.
On Page 11, Paragraph 2 --:where it states 11 that she was trying to familiarize herself
th the document and determine tf it is the one which came before the Board last
·'
••••• Attorney Jones did_verify that it was the same. With. that clarification,·
on was made by Commissioner Cox that minutes of the meeting held on October 8th
approved as engrossed by the County Auditor and the reading of same.be waived.
liiOtion was seconded by President Borries. .So ordered. . :.
· · · .. · . · ·
~·'tt:g~-x<;~'.c:~.~·":J.A~~·~i':"~-&;l~;f$l·~~;,'ff" ~~1f~~i~,:~ \
', .-,~~';.:~
;;:;~~~~~~1¥"rr~ifil.!.;li::=:=;&e~~?t:::r.~=·; President Borries announced that··
ed for First Reading at tonight's.meeting
v
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-~~-i't[;itf.i\i~.;;o.;;~\·~tf\~~:~~\~~~~~~f, ··:,/: •. . .
.· ' •
;'
··.· . . . ...
iti
·/: 'owr1er of the property ·is the Order 'Of' the MQos~ __:
; sa property s . oca
at 4360 Upper Mt. Vernon Rd.; . Existing land use iS~
Private Club and proposed use is a Catering Operation - Commissary & Party Rooin. "'
ion was made by Commissioner Cox that VC-14-84 be approved on.First Reading and
,...-nlMJ!:IV'n£ln to the Area Plan Commission.
second to the motion was provided by Presi- . ..

;;!~~~'~s ·;t ordered:~,;~\ "' ~+

.

;,;~I~;;{f~;t~t~r~;~dbe~~:~Y~i;

.

the
tadt Town Board. Beverly Behme of APC was present anq:·;;~nted that they
oved. this petition in their Town Board meeting on Ti1Ursday of]as.;t.,.-ek. ~!';\;;\·~~>· '·
· ">'

:1,,..,::...,.- __ : . ..

<;~~~~~/:

···::-:;::<.~~·~-~-~;Xl;-1 :·.·

· ·· ~~;::: ,~·. ---~:.~-~~:-' .

•• - • • • •

>··- ·· . ·.. :;~:(·;~;:~·· . ,;·. ·>:~(·t~:~ ·.

. :·. _~\f?:~f-~~;~~::>-

···~.-

.Y.

84

: ,tAttorney Daniel Hewins was present to represent
. .
an r.
was a so present· to answer any questions. which, might be
ed). Attorney Hewins said the requested zoning is C-4 of an approximately one (1)
tract, which is presently zoned Agricultural. This property is located on McCutchan
just south of Baseline Road in the county'. It is located immediately behind a
·'
ly zoned C-4 tract, which is used for an automobile repair business.and service
tion. Said property is surrounded by property presently owned by the Bengerts and,
mentioned, as you face the front of·the road-- it is immediately behind present C-4
ing. The proposed use of this property by the Bengerts is to erect.a commercial
lding for the purpose of storing automobile parts and autos, themselves, to get them
t of public view. The work presently done at the business is primarily auto repair ·· •
d servicing, as well as trucks and farm equipment for farmers and residents in the area,
well as business from sbme individuals who live in town. The petitioners understand · ·
lly and agree that this property will not be used as an auto salvage yard. ,i·Neither ·
Bengerts or their legal representatives are aware of any objections from ·those wno
ive in the neighborhood, members of the APC or any other individual. ·Therefore, they
·vt~~~g~:1r
H~1ins id
·
·

...

·

·>i>·ki>t<'YC.i'. ,V-':'·- ·-.~~~f"::··~-:.r:':

.

>··-~:·~.

·

; ...

ssioner Cox said she had no questions -~ just a comment, which ·was addressed by· ·
Hewins ••. that previously concerns had been expressed that the granting ofthi
tional C-4 ••• that it would become a. storage yard, junk yard or salvage yard. ·~·~·''.ll'',·i';,c;:'·"<
U.TT""'"
Hewins has stated very plainly here that that is not the case -- and petitioner
s simp Y asking to expand a present C-4 zoning granted in_the past. Attorney Hewins ·
ified that Commissioner Cox is correct. · -· ·. .. · :. ··
· .. · ·
,,;,;/);.~: . ··

•

•

·, ..

.

. .

. . .·.

·.

·.

~,.if,;';,:('.

..j:,;

· •. ·.
meetmg cont1nued with President Borries asking if there were any remonstrators ..
dn the audience who wished to speak concerning subject rezoning petition. There being ;
none, the Chair entertained a motion. Commissioner Cox moved that VC-12-84-be approved
.·. . · on Third Reading. A second to the motion was provided by Commissioner Cox.
·
i dent then asked for a ro11 ca 11 vote:
.~ · , · .
.
· ··
.·.~~~¥r~"\~·;;;~
., "" ·
Commissioner Cox - Yes
· •·- . Commissioner Borries- Yes
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:rt~Drainage plans for this subdivision were approved. in Drainage Boar~ Meeting held
j·:;on October 1, 1984. Conunissioners Borries and Cox had .a lengthy d1scussion with

··County Engineer Andy Easley and Beverly·Behme of the Area Plan Conunission, after
_,which President Borries stated that,, for record purposes, said discussion concerned
a professional opinion re the waiving of curb and gutters and sidewalks from the new
· · County Subdi-vision Code on the Moers Woody Knoll Subdivision. The Commissioners have
taken the matter under advisement and will defer a decision on this for one (1) week •
. . ~:.- '. ~L~~~;i{:·.~
. ·, ·-~-~;:i.-~-.~~··... ·'·~~'iit~~~~--~~,:~.~:·(·.,.-:_
-.. , .
. ·· ......
: \'>COUNTY HIGHWAY .:'BILL BETHEL
, . .
'· 1!·.-'·Y,~:,.

. . ·,·-:.·',·

~'i··.··t>·:t"~,~;;j~'·~~~~.,~·~"~~~~: Ab~~~t~~· Report

for employees at' the. County Garage ·for period·
'"T'"'""r 12th was submitted.~ •••••• report received and filed.
·, :~~~?[~;::~?:::~~~~1~;:~.~i: .. '>~.- ;, -·:
"
le: · The Weekly Work Report for employees at the County
~~---7:..:.....;.;~=.:...=...-;::-;=:.:::.=-:::;..:..:::.wa·s submitted .•••••.• report received ·and fi 1ed. .Attached
. wor k sc he du1e :
..
.<'.'• ,,, '
'
e .f o11
.. owmg
··.. ,,·
..':~·'t·~~·{~~:Jl····
.
<

A

.:::·~:t4~:~~~~Ft.~~t~;~G~-~::;--~.-~?;~ .

·-·.- ~.
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·. :~- /:~::~~~~~-:~;,~-~:. :'/ ... , :..

.

ad on· Baseline and Old Petersburg Roads
•.

>J;~~;J•:t:;:;,~v,i.•·'···· .-·.·"·. :·~~· '.~j;:-r;.~:;_:·~~~~-~~~~;~

.

. .:_ t~~

.

·

':·<x.. : ~

_,,.

··

lle-New Harmony Rd., between Petersburg Rd. and Highway 57,- --..:::.
,,
;;, .
.
'·
• ,,

K"'""'""ng Rd.

.~X..· '<Lynn ·Rd.; Bayou Creek, Allen Rd., Crowley, Burkhardt·, Ola> Boonville
:>~·.t,~'l.•iHighway,

I

--~-:;.ft~~r~~~~:.,t~>~

.v

Old Henderson, Green Briar and Meadow View Drive.
•

-:

• ::;.

.

•

•

·<>~r·'::-::,:·-:;:~ :-,· :· ·~.--:·:-~~~·

c:

..
~

• - · · ·.

:}LYnn Rd., Bayou Creek, Allen Rd., Burkhardt, and Millersburg Rd.

.

.

.

.

RidgeWood Dr~, .and

."Commissioner Cox asked
sp
t s on
er
• between Big Cynthiana
and Mei·er Rd.? Mr. Bethel said he was not familiar with same. Commissioner Cox then
ked -"that Mr. Lindenschmidt look this up in the Code of Ordinances to see if there is
speed limit restriction~ She said she did not have an opportunity to get out there
look, but the residents safd there is just one "35 MPW sign posted along that road
they are really complaining about traffic traveling about 60-65 MPH. · They evidently
using Kuebler Rd. to cut up from Mill Road. in the North Park area to Mesker Park
around and picking up Orchard Rd. (or whatever you pick up) and come around and use ·
. Mr. Bethel said most of those roads· are 40-45 MPH. But wha.tever signs need
.~>
be put up, they will be glad to put· them up. Commissioner Cox said they would like ~·
35 MPH signs posted again; they seem to think that is what the speed was out there.
, i .should be.
. Kuebler ~d
narrow,
· •. Coul

I

•
effers, Chief Deputy in County Surveyor's Office, said t~at while
is not
traffic study person, he thinks what is happening in that area -- Wimberg Road
to Kratzville Road used to be so·bad,{they still have a sign upthat says "Rough
t .. frtim the city limits -- railroad tracks on up to Kratzville) the City did ·
·
ir p~rt of it and this year the County Highway paved our part of. it -- and the County
so did underneath the railroad underpass, which had very bad potholes. ·Now all of a
.,"'"'uc• , the traffic count on that road has really jumped -- that is the short cut he .
"~~!;!i!'i<~~.,
always used to get to the County Garage from his house. He .has noticed every
i~g that this road is·.·really being used. This traffic may be scooting on up
.
to Me1er Road and out towards the St. Joe area. :·Previously they used Mill Road .
. . >they're using Me.ier and Kuebler Roads. That might be why those people are noticing a.
>•'big increase in traffic. Every time we pave a road, that's the one they use . rst. ·
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COUNTY ATTORNEY - Tom Massey

,

I:~~~.,<;.National

Revenue Corp. Collections:

.·

.

. .

.. ,

. ' •-'·.,

.

··'.

Attorney Massey said the National Revenue Corp. ··,.

~)2~;;,~::~;.·.~:!~~~s~~~ 1~~~n~fr~~~rg~~ni~ ~~~o;~~~~Y ~~:~~~~~~' ~o~~;!~e ~c~!~~:diih!s c~~e!.~~~d~·~c~t:::.·.l
· ., ..and accompanying documents for transmittal to County Treasurer Lew Volpe. •·::CLetters
· · · were from County Attorney David Jones .and Michael Niemeyer, District Manager for
Nation a 1 Revenue Corp~ , as fo 11 ows :
·. ·
;~ ..~:;;~t~%;'September

18 ;; 1984
....
.'<:;;.,.~;. Board of County Commissioners
: .. Room 305 - Civic Ceriter Complex
li{.;,,:,<."<:'·"" •.. !,l'it~:/£vansvi 11 e, IN 47708
,
· ·
";,:;!~~·;-:~·:':.·~·':· ::~:.
'
.:·..
''
· . RE: National Revenue Corporation Tax Co 11 ecti ons
,~i:f:.:t:~·~:k~;:~~/?~

.

'

.

.

. ··-~ .·

ear Commissioners:

'!'.;;:

.

' ~;;jtik:i'~
--:~, ~:+~ti~i~~·:-;~::••,:.

.

-·~ .::~~~:;i~~~·, ;i< '~

;~E,l;;;:,~~'i;;.;:i~};~:;;~'\~Attac~ed hereto please f~nd a copy of
correspondence !rom Mi~hael Niemeyer,
.,~<l'¥:~*:·'·'"'·-··c:;- 1 "~:·Distr1ct Manager for Nat1onal Revenue Corporation, regard1ng te1r review and
~;g:~~;i~;;_,,;~.f.J'iit;,:~tt::recommendations concerning· collection of delinquent personal p:mperty taxes.

· · ·· ·. ' lease note that his letter offers a reduced fee from that whith appears in
he contract.
···
· ··~~p~r
.~-----:-~---

·.·-

1.••

Jones, County Attorney
::-(!.-:

.

;

.

******
1984

, Harrison, Kent &Miller
Floor
J.I'Dl''ITI.::I'nar~•.,. Federal Savings Bu1lding
lle, IN 47708
· ·:..:, .
David Jones, Attorney-at-Law

st week, while making preparations to begin collection work on 1983
linquent personal property taxes in the Treasurer's office, Bob John and
reviewed all of the accounts that have completed our prelitigation efforts · .
•. ,.w""'t,'·;i;),,i.·J<«·'~ •.!thout responding to pay.
Using ~ccount balances over $500.00 as a starting ··
., point, we selected some 50 accounts located :in Vanderburgh County totalling
···~~~~;~&"~~~~.·~
..$o11rre $100,000 and an additional 25 accounts located outside of Indiana
. ~'"'~...,.~.
talling some $75,000. All of these accounts have good addresses and have. ·
YE!dboth person.al
11
written
cation

The firm representing NRC in Evansville is .Mitchell, .Staser and Shaw. .After ·

i meeting with Mr. Shaw last week he was to contact Lew Volpe and discuss

. individual accounts. With a history of Vanderburgh County judicial decisions
· siding with the county, he is recommending pursuing any accounts over $200 on
. , ~ a contingency fee basis. National Revenue would net"' require a forwarding fee
on any accounts referred in Vanderburgh County. On any account referred to
National Revenue for forwarding to a network attorney outside Indiana, the
account management fee would be $25.00 per account. This fee would be .in lieu ..
of ·the $47.50 which appears on each copy of the Document of Authorization to
Commence Litigation. If the Commissioners have any questions, please feel free
··.::.·:. ;:.~,j,:~~~\0 call either Bob John or myself.
·
: f?,< ·~~Y-!'1lt~:~~t~~.· ·:~'-

'~

.

, ~r COMMISSIONERS
MEETING
15, 1984

-,~!)''".'.~october

Michael Niemeyer
District Manager
cc:. Lou (sic) Volpe, Vanderbu.rgh County Treasurer

I

-.

(Note: Original correspondence and documents transmitted to
on 10/16/84 at 8:30 a.m.)
, ~. · · .
..

I
-:a. .

.., COUNTY .ENGINEER - ANDY EASLEY
'' '. ;~~~:· t;· .

. ..

'Eichoff Road Project Progress Report: Copies of the,Monthly Status of Progress Report
on Eichoff Road were presented to the Board b_y Mr. Easley.This project seems to be . ·.
slightly behind schedule,' but the steepness of the curve on the chart:;indicates•·that it
s going to be back on schedule shortly.
·
·'·T:&f~r)/~·::·;·:.;~.!1£{~· · · · ~-,\c::.~A#,~::~:t-,
-~~~!~~J:i"'~,'~

I

. ~~~_i;;_:',~~~?~::"·: : ·,

:\=~~(t:;~~t':Wctober

1s, 1984
Mr. Stephen M. Dilk, Area Engineer
Division of Local Assistance ·. ·.. ·.
Indiana Department of Highways
100 North Senate Avenue
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204-2249

.

,r.,

Re: M-El85(2) Lynch Road, Road Portion from U.S.
·; ...1:

'

.

·.~ii~'~,; ~ ~

·. COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
nctober 15, 1984

..
Dear Mr. Dilk:
. '•

:-

:.

··· · This letter is to advise you on the status of the Lynch Road Project.
i

The regulatory signs which were located off the right~of-way are not
objectionable to the property owners along the road frontage. ·If your
office and the FHWA would agree, the City-County Traffic Engineer and
the undersigned would like to obtain formal permission from the property
owners to allow the signs to remain in their present location. Please
advise us if this would meet with your approval.
':·.-'::,;0:._ ;<-~·i·1:;~;{~f~l-

1.

"·~~try·

.

'

·, :'

.?-t,<~~~~:i. ;--;o'~J;;·~.'

·

:1

.

The undersigned has been in contact with Mr. James Ruey of the Marathon
·oil Company, .·~~a~;Estate .Department. · ·.··>. ;.
~'··\':~·:;·t:t;~~ii~iJii~.-The undersigned believes the easiest solution to the problem with the
. Marathon Service Station Sign is to grant the company a permit to allow ·
,r/
. the sign to remain. If your office and FHWA would agree, the undersigned
f
·.will contact the !DOH Vincennes Office fQr assistance in preparing a permit. ,., .
.. ;,,,.,.._Please advise us i.f this would meet with your approval •. {'~~~-- L~Jitt(~~~-·~:t'~;;'i'· ·
·~~:-·.;:.. t.:~.:~-,t:/,;~~:~,'~l· ,.·....
·':.,·_:
··._ ..-,"<~,
' :.:-.,
;· _:·,
.
· ... ·~< . .~ ·-:
·.... ·~.:-:\.:::t: ·:,·:···'
) .· '· ~, The Marathon Oil Company Rea 1 Estate Department has advised me that they
had received an estimate of $2,5oo·~oo to·relocate the sign .. This seems
high to the undersigned. If relocating is the only solution, who has to
the cost of moving the sign?
·•
·
· .·
·
..
.·
1

The undersigned has previously sent your offi.ce the cost estimate from
:,
:.the Seaboard Railroad on relocating the railroad switch ·in Lynch Road. ·\· ";·~
·• · We are enclosing two· (2) copies of a construction p.l<m~for .the· building ;:_;;:~,~+;::{'
·•···. modifications that will·be r.equired for the Relo~ation.·;of the Railroad Car
. Overhead Door of the Creasey Company, together w1th a cost estimate for the
'.~.work. - · :· ·. ·.·. _:,· ·
, . . >>..· .··
.·
·
~~~t~f~i,~·';~-;i·~-~f~f::·,:.,:::':.

·1

We are confident the Creasey Company building can
modifi~rl f~r a ·· >~~~?i;i<>. ·...
·maximum of $15,000.00 and hope your office and the FHWA wfH agree tothe ·r-~;'·"
scope of the work for t,hi s .portion of the switch relocation :work,. ;;.l~~tt.:yi:tl:i~i~;it~i~;.~;B~
{,

.·

..

.,-

·/:.\~~·\-;;;J'.,z{._tr--

;_,.· :

l

·-·

·

. . ',

:.

'

_,,

.-

--~{_.-~,;j~:;f'.;i,:··~,.:~·.;,~l;_,;~f·:

:.

~/,;?'?~<.

we apologize for the amount of time. it has taken us to prepare· the construction. (.·. ,,
~~s for the Creasey Company building and compile a final cost estimate.
- .-·-/~

' .:>

'• . ' ;

-~,·.

Please contact'the undersigned if any additional information is
· , ,,,very sincerely,
. R. Andrew Easley, Jr.
• Qounty Highway Engineer
cc:

County Commissioners
Mr. Lee Gallivan, FHWA
. '": .

'

.''

·· .
.· ..

"... -.

·-::·\·.1~,:,.·:_;

:··

Easley said he spoke with Mr.-Lee Gallivan today and he tho~ghtthe cost estimate
onab1e on Jhe Creasey Company buildin.g modiJ}c;ation .. and
; ge~~h~t .a~proved,.~v.er;f:_qtifckly.·:J~.;;S~.!~~~-~Rame up.··w~. ~.~-~.~~J~,!~"'"""-r1~':";.~~·
on some so 11 c1 ted proposa1s for the work,"'rbreak1 ng it down
.:.. As he has said in the past, Seaboard has said their work will be $22,000 -- to take
up the track and slide it north. Hopefully, we can get started shortly.
Maintenance Ins ection Re o'rt of Federal· Funded Pro·ects in Vanderbur h Count: A
etter has been received from Stephen M. Dilk, Area Engineer IDOH, including the
Inspection Report concerning Federally Funded Projects in Vanderburgh County in
connection wi.th the recent tour taken by Mr. Lee Gallivan. Letter re.ad as follows:
-.-~.~~~~*;~:./'

~, -~·'k~;%;f,~;~ ~ ..

.
~;~~;~~COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
~.,;,;p·,. ;i:::. October 15, 1984
··.~-

· Board of County Commissioners
.,. Vanderburgh County Courthouse
·· · ,,,~,Evansville, IN 47708
· ...

I

.. ~- '

-~

'

: ;,,

.-

. Dear Sir:
..,_ ~

.

'

'

-

.

Attached herewith is a. maintenance inspection report of federal funded
>· projects in Vanderburgh County for your review and file. · The report is the
:~t~:-.result of a maintenance review of completed federal aid projects performed
:i:G.-. .by the FHWA in July of 1984. The review and report noted several significant
.;':'.!~~findings which are related to the Vanderburgh bridge/structures.program. ·
-

'·t

'

·~~- .~:~

report concludes that the c~unty officials are aware ~f their maintenance
· responsibilities on completed .federal aid projects. The report stated that
the level of maintenance on the road projects is satisfactory, but is Jacking
the bridge/structure projects. · · .·
·
· ·
•.
·
·

"""'""""·c..·,;·.,".

:;,

~-\

;:,:·. ;lr:~r,;;;~~,~l~-:::~. . ',}.

,T._,~':

I_: .. '

,,·

·~ '.<' • .;;f~:f:,.:,·'- '

... · ·"·
r/

•

, the county is requested to address
following.
ease provide
explanation of.· the lack of bridge maintenance on the noted structures; take
. .
to resolve the current deficiencies and; list what steps will be incor:,5r~i~porated to initiate an active bridge .maintenance program.
~ ~(~'iF,v~:;~~~~~i~~~:;~~~~)E~-~~~-· '

<

• ·'•• ····,..••

:i'.•,:·"·---~- .. ·_;·.:·~~i.e.,·. .... ·-;-1·_ ,._ ·_.

. .

.

: ;,

~- .) ·:tL{~---~;·:'

:·. _-:

here wi11 be follow up activities in thi's matter. Please accomplish the · ~+--.~
necessary work in the field and address the above comments/requests in writing < -

. ... to:our :/~~~~; ce •. ·,
.. /.
. ~ ..
.
·~c:·::;.i;"~:~~~~f'< . _
"·~~~- !;~"-.· . . · .
. · ~~The FHWA is planning another field inspection in six ·months, due .to the severity
•. :of the bridge related problems, to detennine if your activities in this matter
... e sufficient . . Please submit your answer to the above comments/requests to our o.
·
ce within ·so days. 'lf there are any questions, please let me ~now. ·

I

: , -.-...[ ki-1;~f\ :::,1,·:

. -~:

.

ery truly yours,

,._;·.:.;~":~~~if~Jh)'::.~

;

,.· .

<·

.. ,_;

·. . .

. ;.: ·:

?'-

'•,.' .

:. <.

:

':

•

•

.

•

i·~~~-.

·':·

~-:~:->· : :· . > '.': ···~ :" ·,<

..

..·':. ·..... \

'.

M. Dilk, Area Engineer
ivision of Local Assistance

'·· :_t _:··-~:~{~-: .:,:<,::··r

. ; :'" L~e ·.G~ll ivan :.: FHWA
" :Pau 1 Owens

........... , .
'.:

..

***********

. . ··-:

'

'.

-:··· .

Continuing, Mr. Easley said there were minor comments and he has noted some maintenance
·that needs to be done. However, he believes they are fairly happy with the way the
County has taken care of the federal aid projects. Commissioner Cox said she was just
perusing the inspection report and notes that it points out the fact that we do not .,.,
maintain a log of completed projects nor do we identify specific. projects for maintenance.
Mr. Easley said he remembers reading that and he thinks we will have to take action ·
·
satisfy the FHWA on this. ·'commissioner Cox asked if they require this on ·the federal
ies they partici ted in? Mr. Easley said he does not know ... He. said tha
· tly
c+h''"""''

I

.'

:-,.~:;:, '· ·•:::_ .'.;.~~~51~'7::·~.- ::~)L.'7- ".

~ ·" ., ·~~~~.::;:·£·

'.

.

· · .. '

·

Road: ·. Mr.' Li ndenschmi dt stated that he checked the Code of . . . ...
~::;-=.-;;;n.....;an=-c:.:..:.e:..:.s.:=s..:..,:;:;=c::..;o:;.::u:.;....;.::.:.::;~nd no posting concerning speed limit on Kuebler Road. '.:i,He · id
that in checking some of··the roads in that immediate area, the speed limit seems to be
.. 35 miles per hour.: Commissioner Cox expressed her appreciation to Mr. Lindenschmidt
:~et~~'''·= for checking this matter out.· ... ·
·.
- . ;::.... ;., .. '" ,
·. ;/;~~~''¥if;~;/.'~/
•.·; :.-~ -:-~-~·::

-:#'~,_,~·~~t~~r..._·-~/:'
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~
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:-:c~ ·.- -__:5-:·::·~':.:. ~ :-·
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-

. -.~·:

_- .:..':·_:"_~ /- -.~ .":i· .'.·...··r,·.~~--:~_r.{.>_.;"
• •"
·-·~
_,_
:::1·~

::~;'!.}'.,\County Surplus Property Auction:
The auction of county surplus property was held, ·
.,.:·~·:,:.:·as scheduled, this past Saturday morning. Grossed on the sale was $3,531.00. Things
· .·seemed to go well, despite the downpour of rain the early part of the. morni
"""""'n""+

·.on the net receipts will be available in about ten (10) days.
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.. ·. ~~~,~~~J~;'{ '

·.

'.;)~tcClmiTiissioner

Cox asked if we got rid of everything? Mr.
ndenschmidt said the only
. :,,.,,·i~.~thing left was some Addressograph plates. Nobody seemed to want those. He asked
:~~~::::i,~'t~lil·Benny Gossar to take them to the salvage yard this morning - and he thinks he's

~;~ ;~! ;~:9~r~~"~!~~~~P -~:~~ j~e~a~~:e~!!~ ::,cthe g~un~ out,at the auc~fon
:>. ·;.
.•

and

I

:,}?Truck:
Mr. Bethel said an old truck, which was sold at the last ·auction (a year ago
1
""in March) is still sitting out there and he asked that it also be hauled off. Motion
· • was made by Commissioner Cox that the old truck also be hauled off. A second to the
. motion was provided by Commissioner Berries •. So ordered.
· ..
•

'.· ·. .

:

''.

.

:,

>

f.

..

·-

i.~]t£~-~~~/. ·_.~---~~~-

,"

- .~-· .

:··

Telephone Update: A meeting is schedul.ed Wednesday morning with the telephone people
·at which time Mr. Lindenschmidt is to receive an update of everything that's going
• Most of the off-premise locations are already in·the new system. ·Mr.ilindenschmidt
d the news media individuals present if it would be possible to publish the new
e numbers of the ~.oun'l;y and City Garages:: ·•· · ·
· ~·: ..... · . .
.···
.. 2~unty Garage
· · City Garage

.
'

.

'·"

.

.· ,,'fc:

·'.

•

•

''

~\·'

'•

,

<:~:,.~:. 28-0573

·:r·;,;*~i428-0622
.;~;··;~i~jit~-.->. ~.-;c•.·q<:.
:

,

,

·

ndenschmidt sa d problems are being encountered as a result
the
in
ephone·numbers. · When you dial the old number, the only thing that •happens is that
tell you the number has been disconnected --··and they do not and >Will_no!give a
....................... ng of the new number.
r .
' "
·, --:~

'.•.

ident Borries stated there are requests for appropriations
..

·

' .'
·-·,;<l-~130-305

. ..• . ;,;~it~~ ' . ' ·. •. . '• '
·Patient & Inmate Care '"''"~"-$ 39,016.12

•:;· 130-306
:i 130-327
.:. ·.130-329
1
·.· -,.;; '"'tz,;:'130-342
... . -~ 126.0-190

So 1di ers Buri a 1
' ' - ' .':.:;; "••5 ;000. 00
Chan-ge of Venue < -~;.' .•':'"i.··.'ft.t~i~~4,500.00
Schoo 1 Transfer Tui t1 on :~;·i••J: 2,630. 92
Lega 1 Ads ·: · · · ·1"''ill'",:!,.,_~\JA~~:·~
1 ,301. 76
Social Security. ··~~(:~;~~~)t);.-,,g,,.fc:?i;;'t';:JOO.OO

'

· .·
i~

-:·

< ";i'!'i;i;''~,·,~~:o:·'i;',v~::;~~~;;:~::J~;<,S~~~~~,.

.

also a request for Transfer of Funds,
130-192 Group Insurance
130-312 Postage
130-318 Duplicating Services

$9,000.00
3-,000.00

t for Appropriations are to cover the following:

· ·•
f ( '",'.;.

130-305

Bills being held in this amount to Muscatatuck & Plainfield Boys
School
·_,
.· .
. .. ~ ··· · · ·
Bills being held in this amount for Soldiers Burial · : .. .
·. ·
Bills owed in' Change of Venue on Johb Cabell in amount of $11 ,~00
Bills owed to Muncie Community, Lincoln & Kankakee
s
·
. lls. ·awed
~~~~~~~~~.~~
. .~~~
.. ~~~

Commissioner Cox said she had not seen the ~equests. ·All of those·amounts are actual
.:needed to pay bills in the specified accounts? President Borries replied in the
.;::':;:i·•j~affirmative. Motion was made by Commissioner Cox that permission be granted for the
· · ·· .:. Commissioners to go on Counci 1 Ca 11 in November.. A second to the motion was provided
by Commissioner Borries~ So ordered.
..

.:i\~,,

.< ••

·.NOTE:

Subsequently
did not have
possibly the
handle these
Council Call

being advised by County Auditor Alice McBride that the County
monies available for additional appropriations --but that
requested funds could be transferred from other accounts to
outstanding bills, the Commissioners opted to go on November
to request transfer of funds.
·

:~f~:f:~fh<~~::~,~~> . '
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'"'"'COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
\ - October 15, 1984

{';.n

CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE
.

.

.

<; :>.:The following Certificates of Insurance were submitted• • .;.·~:.received and filed.

I

~;~,'C· /;~t

· ~.·

,· . ·-_

.

.Tradesmen's .Club:

:__~x .

.·!.·

·~:.2\;t..!·~).',;~;~~_Jf

' . · ·.;~~;

.

·t·

•

¥~·.~:~~<.::~::,.-.

;

,:>:..

.:.: '. · . ,. . ·

Dance to be held in the Civic Center Gold Room on October 13th
. (Helfrich Insurance Agency) .
.

.-.·

'·

Americait'international"Entertain~nt Cor . 'vanderbur h Count & The Exchan e Club:
.. ". ·. ·. ·-":~.:-

. , Use by Exchange Club of Vanderburgh Audi tori urn on October 6th .

-

. ~!,;,:1·~;$~i··~~-¥~- 1 r: . ·::~-,{~:·.;¢t~*-!~~i~~f>7;~~~~~~-¥~r?:·f ,:·-~~t:,-~~~~L-.~:. -f:~~~.r:t~~:-~;~;~~~~#~.;t:.~~-N~-;~{::~:~.·~~~-~:~·"~·<

..

-~;'~~~~~)~t.::~.~·->: ,-.,,~~-~--~,~r~:i~;;,,

. ·-

. lso submitted was aCertificate of Insurance for the University of Evansville
for Student Activities October 19th. However, the certificate mentions the City of
..·., Evansville and talks about ·including Roberts Stadium. Since Vanderburgh Auditorium
<l~~~~,is not _mentioned, Pres~~nt Borries said that cer~ificate should be forwarded to the
Board of Works. (Cert1f1cate transmitted to Bobble Burkhart, Board of Public Works.)

,

_~{;i~!~~~,~i;,~~~~;r~~;·~

·:~;:;·; 4>~,~···
bulance & Paramedic Board of Trustees:· President Borries
d that two (2) weeks
'·iF'';v~~~ago we received a proposal regarding a City-County Paramedic Board of Trustees and
enabling Ordinance to enact same. ··The Commissioners are currently studying the
·· roposal. :~The Board of Commissioners has questions and concerns and will contact
.,(:ouncilman Jerry Linzy this week. :-.:i~Perhaps Mr. Linzy or City Attorney Sue Hartig··--...:: .
can attend the Commissioners' meeting on Monday, October 22nd at 2:30 p.m. to answer ·
·questions 1;heyhave concerning said Ordinance.
··'·'>;; ,,. ;
· ,, >: ,;. .
. :-r; ,,
: ,_ · ·:·!"
·' v.-·: .,. .
..~.--.~-~: ~
· ~- :
~
~-~~~~:.:~~~f~~ -~ _ :
,
-~~-::;~R;:.;~~-~(~t,\· ···:~-~~r;.?z~:,~ .:-.'~ . .:· -::_-~~.~-~~~~~--. · -~- . :
·water Service/Highway 57 Area: 'Commissi-oner Cox asked Andy Easley if.he has yet had
an opportunity to get out to talk with the people along Highway.57 concerning their
water needs? Mr. Easley responded in the negative.
J,'

I

..

•

• •.•.

••·

Brallier Productions: Claim in.the amount of $500.00 was submitted; refund of deposit
·:made to the Auditorium for the Debbie Boone Show scheduled for October 9th, which
was cancelled. Commissioner Cox asked if Kim Bitz has seen this claim and did the
sponsor cancel iri time? Ms. Meeks said it was her understanding that they did.
Motion to approve payment of claim.was made by Commissioner Cox, with a se_cond being ..
ovided by Commissioner Dorries.· ;~o ordered. . · j..
·•
• ···::J;ii'::/t;::·)L'
, ~

~

.... .. .

·

.. ,m_, ::··;. ~

1):~\:_~-r~J.;~~~---'~~- ,

.

· ·· ·

_

~".,

_ ,,. ._,_·,~-'f;_·:~~f~j.;>.

"

·;:::~A clai~ in the amount of $38,oo1.7s for quarter ~·~~.2}.
ng
was su
ident Borries asked Chief Deputy Auditor Pat Tuley ' ·
,bas had an opportunity icto e'5ami11e said cl~im? ·' .,,.Jul
J1e' Js ..bein .. ushed'':for.Roaro 'of~Review , . 'a"' .
ut .
'

I

. "<···

. af the 'liarli ~s~'Fpossf61 e'~orr!Efnt~~resi de~laorr

es -::-~~·7.''"'".}"'';$":::.··

·r·.the claim and bring it back to next week's Commissioners' meeting •.

··C":,cJ.t:'i;!#i:•"'·..

;,~·fr-'t·~~,~-~:;:":--':.:·~~'

·.:·..

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES .::·'RELEASES
'c'' ,Sheriff's

~:~l-~~~~~~g;:-~,:'·_.',,_--:-~·0~~
:i;..~;J.;:;i.c

,·

Department .

'. ·.

Lmda· SL Euler

:. ' ..

~~~!~~~~~!~.;~'
.:~.:iff~~,';:Superior

~·

. • ..· . . '
Court

Tracey Lynne Statz

'c,

~13.!Jyler

••

Ave.

"'-,:,-

'{'

.$12,308/Yr.

I•·

1.": {',

-,~-:" :;~..:

·,

Eff:

i0/5/84 ·.
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'''?';~"i"'tOUNTY COMMISSIONERS

.!"i · ·c.:, October

·;·.J'

15, 1984

-_, • •

. ·...; · .

·~~~ii.<·!i1~County

~;

Highway Department
.·.·

.

, .
.

,~.

.

1512 S. Morton
622 E. Chandler

Equip. Oper. ·
Laborer

305 N. Tekoppel

Part-Time

···121'0
... , .. V~nn

Ave. ·

Ct. Reporter

·~

i,>{. •.-·,;

.,

Jail~~

',r·

$30.00/Day
•.;

'

· .· $150 •.00/Wk.
Daniel Edgar Hall
718 Thornberry Dr. Baliff
·
ie Elaine Gwal.tney R.R.#l, Mill ,Shoals,
· . . .. . .·· · ·.
·
.
. .· ILL
.·
, "~·. . Intern . : ,;::t<Y:;>$3. 35/Hr •
. -~~'<·(·~~~~·::·:}

.· _,.;:;_
•

•$ .

···:·.!;i(~·~·}·

••

being no further business to

•••

come

'"-::'

before the Board

':~;;_:'._<!~~~:·

~f Commissioners at

P~esident Berries declared the meeting adjourned at ·a:35 p.m.

Richard J. B~rries . < ••~Pat Tuley, · ·
Shirley Jean Cox· ··~·;p. Chief Deputy
-~.,~ , '.. ' . ~·,,.i~,*~'li~ .· .
HighwaY
:.'·:···.Engineer

. .

.

· ··rom Mas;sey, Representative
··
>fc < ••

.·Surveyor
,.

•i .•

Bill Bethel

Andy Easley
.·.-

.

·-

....'

·.Bill Jeffers,
··:.·,·:4 '
1 ...

.1

Joanne A. Matthews

·
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MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' MEETING
October 22~ 1984
'.\.'

.

Subject Index
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~~t',:,; ,}oint Inter-Governmental Agreement re Data Processing-----Approved --~---,;, ___ -,~ 1 '6 & 7
;,~~,;~~i£~~~greement re Ambulance/Pa~amedic Service -----Newly Written Agreement from ·
. · . )';fi~~
~:J;:i.\~:~\f~~~~tounty Attorney to be reviewed· by City Counci 1 ----------:----------::-:---:-,-:~... · 4. &.. ~::·--~- ·
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. .BUILDING COMMISSION - MONTHLY REPORT (September, 1984)

.

· . ·-,'~l

. . ~~}

i
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----~--------------------~..;
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-

14

. URDmE PARK ___ :_Acceptance o.f Restit~tion Check.-~--~--------.:. ...... : ......... ~------.:..:::_

-;,.:~~._;f_o;:e:;':~:· :-

~-··.· ,:.;·':'f '

-~~CLAIMS

.·""'

>

'::_

··,

:.-··

,·
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•

:··-:

•

·!.~~

•

_;.

•

•

--~.

' .. ••

.·

· . . . .· ·._ : ; .
,:,- .
. ·. •'<
.
~~F<.~~-~~,Alexander Ambulance Service, Inc. __ :_ __ $38,001.75 -------Approved -----..:--~-:-;.. ·
-~;i{~~~David L. Jones for Litigation ---$1 ,682.91 -----------~--Approved ------:--":"-:-::- . . ,, ·
·
:'Rig-Mar Contracting, Inc.;:.:.-;;-Ohio St. Bridge ---$3,700 ---Approved _____ .. ___ ~.;;;;. ... ,.-._._-·*'.'•··>'o~-"·'!il~'·'"'
· ig-Mar Contracting, Inc.---Ohio Street Bridge/Extra Work --$2,487.73--HOLD--. ' · · . ill Jeffers to get further Clarification and present 10/29/84) ._
~~-~~~o~.
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·MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' MEETING
OCTOBER 22, 1984
.. ·.-:.

The meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on October 22, 1984,
2:30p.m. in the Commissioners• Hearing Room, with President Borries presiding.
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Chair entertained a motion concerning approval of the minutes of the previous
meeting. Motion was made by Commissioner Cox that minutes of the meeting held on
October 15th be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor. A second to the motion
was provided by Commissioner Berries. So ordered •
•President Borri.es announced that ameeting agenda is available (on the table near .
··the entrance to the room) for those who might be interested. There is, however, one
. . .,.~···...~····':addition to the agenda, which will be taken at the beginning of the meeting -- in
accordance with usua1 procedure. There is one Poor Relief matter to• be considered.

::-:::::.:.;-:~~==n:.:.~~:..:..;:....:A~v~e:.;..:n.;:;ue:::..:..:

The Chair asked that the Poor Relief applicant
urn
s name and address, as well as the nature of his
uest. <App icant stated that his name is John W. Johnson and he lives at 320 Monroe
•. Mr. ·Johnson said he has been off from work for medical reasons. He has a
fe and three (3) children _.;. ages 16, 12 and 9. The Johnsons have applied for ADC;
t was granted, but it takes 45 days.·· Mr. Johnson has been out of work and has had
money whatsoever during the 45 day period. Last Saturday (October 20th) they· :f;.•!i~;F ? ..
ved an ADC check in the amount of $336.00, which was used to get anotherplace-~
live and pay the damage deposit; which is required. The home at 320 Monroe Avenue ·
s owned by the Reichert Family Trust Fund and they do not give you any time; once
are ten (10) days late with rent, it ts cut and· dried and they start Court ·...
n ....,.,,..,.,, ings -- there is no tal king with them •. Consequently, having been taken off
s job for medical reasons, he had no money to pay the rent and the Johnsons received
eviction notice. The Judge didn't seem to think it was quite fair -- but that is
Indiana State Law and the man was entitled to have his property back.
11
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stated, the money from ADC was used to find a new place to live. However, he
to the Pigeon Trustee to see if that office would pay the $97.70 for the last ·,;:t
th's gas and electric bill --which must be paid before SIEGCO wi.ll turn on the
lities at .the new address. )The Trustee informed Mr. Johnson that on the lOth of
· they paid 10% of his utility bill; therefore, in accordance with State law
the auditor or whatever would make such-a fuss about it-- that they were nOt allowed
pay twice em a utility bill in· one month without coming to the Commissioners. That
· s why he is here. He has been to every other charitable organization in Evansville
. that he is aware of or leads given to him -- in an effort to take care of this utility
.,~ilL-- and has met with no success.
. .
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Chair entertained questions from the Board. Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Johnson
he is specifically asking for _..; the $97.70? Mr. Johnson said if it is paid today
tis $97.70. After today it is $101.44. Commissioner Cox asked if Mr •. Johnson has
ved a cut-off notice? Mr. Johnson said this has to be paid before they will turn
utilities at the new address. Commissioner. Cox said then that it isn't a question
a cut.:.off notice? The Trustee hasn't refused to pay it because he. has not received.
cut-off notice? They have said they can't pay it because · ·
Mr. Johnson some
· i 1i ty .. bJ,~1~wtt~n? ..•~~.~i~~~ohnson .s.at_d.Jtey paid . . . , . .
.·. . ... ·
Hf~;'ii1''9~~i~~~: o~e6~~ a~~~1~i t~rth~fme. ·. · · ·
··
it on due to the medical problems, etc. Emergency SAFE payed $282.00 and the
stee's office paid $39.76, which was 10% of the bill -- and· that left a balance at·
t time of $101.44. SIGECO said they normally would not do this, but under the
rcumstances they would wait and bill the $101.44 ~n the new bill, which is coming out
now. Mr. Johnson said he explained this to the Trustee's office at that time -- because
he knew then he was going to be taken to Court and evicted. He sa.id ·he could have made·
the two rent payments where he was living the first of next month -- but landlord
ld not wait. So he has been pushed into a position where the utility bill has to
id or he does not get utilities at the new residence. SIGECO won't even talk with
·him; they want the money or they won't turn the utilities on. Commissioner Cox asked
if Mr. Johnson thinks that by moving to the new residence -- will that help with his
,finances? Mr. Johnson said that it will. The rent is cheaper and it is closer to the
schools -- so the children won't have to be driven back and forth -- so it will save
on gasoline. Commissioner Cox asked if Mr. Johnson knows how much longer he is going
to be out of work? He said he does not know at this point. Conuitissioner Cox as1<ed if
-~;~~:t~~I~i~~:::
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Johnson is on disability? Mr. Johnson has filed for disability and went· to a
disability doctor last Saturday; he is awaiting the results of that visit.
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i~~-~.;,t:1~it\'Commissioner Borries asked if Commissioner Willner has any questions? He responded
···1:.; ·"'·'-in the negative, saying he talked with Mr. Johnson prior to the meeting. He would
· ./:" . :1ike to hear from the Trustee's office.
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President Borries asked Mr. Johnson if. that as of this month is the first time he
· has received ADC? · He said he went on ADC in 1980 _.:. that is When he was originally
taken off work. He had surgery on ·his ·left ankle and he has polio in his right leg; .··.
""""'Tn"'", he cannot stand too long or walk any great distances and he can't lift.
t is what his former jo.b required. He said he talked with his doctor because he
. ...
so far behind on everything. The doctor told him to try to go back to work on a
~'.':t'li\~~:!ik;;:..~'!(·•ighter job •. If he could handle it -- fine.
If he couldn't.~ ••.~Well, he worked there
·
five (5) weeks collectirlg. But his employer started pushing him to go out and
lect -- and he said he couldn't stand up under that. ,He was going back to the
and getting pain pills -- and the 'doctor said ·~hat's it --you're going off
k and file for disability."· .To answer the Commission·er's question, Mr. Johnson ,;i
id he received AOC from 1980 to 1983 until.he went back to work-- and he worked :
. ve (5) weeks the first part of this year -~ and was taken off work again. ~\He did }W:;¥4~~:,,\i
receive his last two checks from his employer, because he. owed the employer money ,.,;;;:;;:.
when he originally started back to work. He borrowed quite a sum of money from o':Yf~;t:.
snp:loyer to get him thru to pay his bills up at that ~i~!>. <~ paid the employer ·;i;t!fr:t
1 but $600, and the employer kept the last ·two checks to app]~!~~o~tbis .owed balance~
eaving a current balance of some $200. ·However, he worked fori';the \Blim for ten (10) . >·. · .
.years --.and he· knows that if Mr. Johnson ever gets the $200, then
'Wlll get his ·.J. '
$200. · ':'So .not only· did Mr. Johnson have no money for the 45
·_. ·.
he had no •·

·.

-/~~~:~:~ ::;t::-:·:~·~::t::;~~;;i:a::id ~he bil Mr. ·

~s ~eM'~~;~>:::·~

. ility bill. On the lOth of this month, the Trustee.•s .ot:fi
· $39.76 and SAFE t·•:<:.~
paid $285.00 --the utilities were shut off-- and that · \.:
the hill. ''On· ~<A:ri<~.r
. tember llth, they paid $118.22 to SIGECO. On March 2a;
:.,p,aid $116.01 ~o · _.:,.,
IGECO and $60.83 to the Evansville Water Department. \This totals $334.. 82 for the
t six ( 6) month period. · Accardi ng to the Pigeon Trustee's Guide li·nes , ·they are :·
ly supposed to pay $300.00 per year .for utilities.''' Further,' they are not supposed
pay on a current bi 11. · The bi l1 Mr. Johnson has is a current bi 11 , because the
adline on that bill is today. Afte.r today, the bill goes up to $101.44. Ms. Walters
id she did not have enough time to talk with Mr. Johnson's previous employer. She
• . put a call into him and he was to return her call -- but she· hasn't heard from him~
.·)<According to the School·Book form in her file, which was. received on Thursday, October
·· 18th -- which was filled out by Mrs. Johnson on September 6, 1984 -... their income was
.00 per month. That is: something which was not reported to the Trustee. Ms.
.
ters also talked to the ADC caseworker; the maximum amount for five (5) people in
household is $376.00. The caseworker said that evidently Mr. Johnson must owe
money to the Welfare Department, which is the reason he is getting $339.00 per ·•-"<·~····"····,···
!rom ADC. . . ..
. - _ _. . _. . , . , .
; . i?~~:}j~~~;*~\~~~~:~·:~tt:)!':~~#~~~f~:{U~:.~~ll.!f · ·.
-~-~Commissioner Cox asked Ms. Walters the reason for··the denial? Ms. Walters said Mr.
's request was denied because tbe Trustee has paid on his utility bi ..
. 1ready ~i;";and~~~~~~Y ~!nnot ·P~¥ -:~~t:,'the.~~.~rge .:bi-1
·
·
_ . lready .pafd.,.o_~er.,.~he·.::alJQwed standard of;.$300 •.
.· ·' . ,
ssioner Cox was reviewing· the written guidelines and as . d where speci c infor·:~·"-;:.;·•;,~:~mation concerning utility bill allowance was included.
President Borries said this
'>''.~;;··~·;··information appears on _the next ·to the 1ast page,· Item #17. .Commissioner Willner as
.,:..:·/~.if Mr. Johnson has been on the workfare program? Ms. Walters said that he has not. ·
· In March, when he was in and the Trustee paid on ·the uti 1i ty bi 11, the nephew was
·
. . supposed to work on the workfare program for 52 hours, but-did not. President Borries
·~1><%Lasked Mr. Johnson's age, and Ms. Walters said he is 38 years old ••• and he has applied
-,if;;,;,tzcfor Social Security Disability, as well as ADC. Commissioner Willner asked if S.S. I •.
:;.o.;;:. ~as been _approved? Mr. Johnson ·said he is still-awaiting word on this.
~1~~~;: .· ,
.
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·-..: \-

Ms. Walters again brought up the school book form, which indicat~s that on 9i6/84 he.
supposed to be getting $536.00 per month income. On September 11th, the Trustee
" ,~:;",:cpaid a utility bill of $118.22, which was way over their
. · rds i he did
_income
'·<:..:·: '~'/;in that amount.
·
:-t:'*""""ft','-''r'." ' ·
·
~,~:was

6o~.
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· Commissioner Willner asked if Mr. Johnson's new residence is in Knight Township? He
<replied in the affirmative. Commissioner Willner asked if he has completely moved in
. }\t0.1 ·{yet? Mr. Johnson said only half of his belongings have been moved, to date. With
,~::/;~.,/.;:~regard to the nephew who was supposed to work· the 52 hours on the workfare program,
·: · · Mr. Johnson said he was given. the choice of working those hours or leaving the household •
.:~ '- He chose to 1eave and 1eft town.
·· · .·President Borries asked Mr. Johnson if his understanding is correct -- in that Mr.
Johnson did apply to SAFE for assistance? Mr. Johnson said that is correct. When the
.
)Utilities were shut off, Emergency SAFE paid the larger portion of the bill ($285.00).
·,·"···,·~',:He has also. applied for regular SAFE •. Among the other organizations to whom Mr. Johnson
t~~~~~~:·';h,has applied for assistance with his utilities are Outreach Ministries, Catho'lic·
· ...
··:~~tc· ~,Charities, The Salvation Army and the GAP Program. Commissioner Willner asked if he
:~~~~~~~thas ~ee~ to Patchwork Central? He said he had not.
. . .
·
.
~;1;;t:;t,:t~,;:;

·. '.' ·.· '"'~·-··'··'.~,Co:·•i·:'t :. ·~, •: ·!'' \''

-·--~

,President Borries said the Board is very much aware of Mr. Johnson's struggle ••• and
-r·/
have examined the Trustee's Guidelines to ascertain if there has been a. violation ·•
'~pf some nature or jnconsistency, which would allow some ~ligibility. However, accordtAg
o the Guidelines, the Trustee has already exceeded the $300.00 per year stipulation. ·.:
.
resident Borries asked if either of the other Commissioners could think of anything?
. ;·;_,7 .. onmissioner Willner said there is no doubt that the Commissioners need to help this
11¥JlJ~t\:,1~gentleman; however, in accordance with the Township Guidelines, there is no Township
·
ney available this month. We need to put Mr~ Johnson in touch with an agency where
.,:, e will qualify for assistance at this time; if he could get his utilities turned on,--~
<":"then maybe next month the Trustee could again help him. Actually, it's just a matter ·
· a few days before the new month begins; but he needs his gas and electric turned on.
,,~:;,~hey
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ssioner"'so;~ie~"'·s·~id thatwhile ·he does not know if .i·t is.. i>Ossif>.le sinc~'Mr. Johns~n
s some pending disability claims.-- but is there any possibility that he could
some sort of service i.n the workfare program and thereby be eligible for
nat~DT ts thru the Trustee•s office? Ms. Walters said she does not think so, since
Trustee cannot pay on the same utilitybill twice in any given.month. ·
·

·~ote given to Mr. Johnson by·· Catho1i.e
ss:i oner Co~'·'i nterrupted by saying that
·ties indicates the gentleman· in ·charge was out when Mr. Johnson made application
assistance -- they are an excellent organization. Mr. Johnson said the way the
rl in the office explained it to him~ the most they would go would be $40.00 -- ·
d she couldn't do this without approval of the subject individual who was unavailable
the time. But, she knew they would not release one penny until some organization or
some indi·vidual stepped up to say they would pay the balance. He said he asked her if
oshe could get in touch with that individual prior to his coming to the Commissioners' _
· meeti.ng to see if they would pay the $40.00~ which would only leave $57.00; she said
she could not do that. It would be necessary for Mr. Johnson to come to the Commissioners
rst to see what he could do, then go back to Catholic .Charities to see what he
ne~:!ae!a for the balance -,.- up to the $40.00 •••• because money was very tight. · '
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···i?". '•

ident Borries asked Ms. Walters if, from the Trustee's office, .she could oelp
Johnson via contacting the·individual at Catholic Charities to whom he did not
and perhaps also see if another agency (such as Patchwork Central) could provide
emergency matching funds? Can Ms. Walters assist Mr. Johnson via· contacting these
vj,~uals? y,;.H~ does not. k.now wher.e else the Commissioners
. goJ~~-~c~his pojnt •
.·.....·.· . . '~ ~::9ff.i.s.e"'~ha~7!~~eJr,~y_~JiP "'~dopt~ctgui q~J i.nes, ·
. . ~e~#lt~:~~<,iQes'1,~.,~~hi
anyth1ng the Comm1ss1oners can .do to change that.
e problem is further
.. ·
complicated by the fact that the Trustee has made one utility payment already in
ci;;_ :5:0ctober. Can Ms. Walters contact the appropriate individuals at·catholic Charities
i;,H:~t~ei~: . and Patchwork to see if there are any emergency funds available to assist Mr. Johnson
;~:::':~·· at this time? Ms. Walters indicated she could do this via a nodding of her head.
·.. Commissioner Willner said that Ms. Walters should also contact Ron Saulman at the
~.:;;',+:;:~.~.Knight Trustee's office, since Mr. Johnson's new residence is in that Township; perhaps·
'!:;~::·'the Knight Trustee can give him some assistance after November 1 -- but not until then.
"". · ";,President Borries asked Mr. Walters if he .can meet with Ms. Walters :.._ possibly right
now -- so she can suggest a way a solution could be reached to the immediate problem ••••
that is, getting the utility bill paid so utilities can be turned on at the new residence.
'
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.. ·MOERS WOODY KNOLL SUBDIVIS~~N ORDINANCE

..

'i;i,e"{;~~~~t1s. Barbara Cunningham of ·th~ Area Plan Commiss1on said the COIIIJ!lissioners approved

~ ~,

··· :tw;the Moet:'s Woody Knoll Subdiv1sion Plat at a Dra1nage Board Meet1ng on October 1, 1984.
;. :>,'4''~.~.'-.·_;~·It was given Subdivision approval on October 3rd by the APC. Unfortunately, everythinl.
.·· . ~;,~ has not come together to get s i dewa 1k approva 1 -- and according to the new Subdivision
.\:, ,,f~!~"l~,Ordinance, the Commissioners have full approval over waiving sidewalks. The Board
·:~df';~~of Commissioners requested that APC take this· to Subdivision Review Committee and
· ·get their recommendation. The Subdivision Review Committee met October 16th and
recommended for the Commissioners• consideration that the requi.rement of sidewalks,
;;,~,;);;"curbing and gutters for the subject subdivision be waived. The subdivision has seven
.":~~i:;:,·<:.: (7) lots and deadends. Further, according to Mrs. Cunningham, there are no sidewalks
,:&"! ~·<~~·;n the immediate vicinity .. ·.Commissioner Willner asked if the possibility exists that
the road will be a thru road at some period in time? Ms. Cunningham said it is a
.
'''"'''"··"C"-·-"'vate road now. After _.giving the matter consideration, a motion was made by
~<
ssioner Willner that the requirement re sidewalks, curbs and gutters be waived
·~
Moers Woody Knoll Subdivision. A second to the motion was provided by Commissioner,
• ·.,so ordered.
;!'t
'{>< 4

·~.:::~f.:'t·r~,~ . ~-·.tt·~>.i-1$.~· .. ~: _.,·· ·~~ :.';.· •.. -... ' ;, ::;~~:~·~~;:{-;' "''< <
.
:·~/>.'·:/ ..::./ . . :....,\, \ n
. th
. to the various documents listed on the agenda re'·the Ambulance &
Paramedic Department, this past week President Berries asked po~ricilm.an Jerry Linzy
City Attorney Sue Hartig to attend the Commissioners•meetihgtoday to answer
estions re the Ordinance filed thru the City and sent·to'the ~ounty for its considerion. The goal throughout all the meetings and the intent of wttat tias happened at /
is point is to· look at an efficient delivery of a service and td provide for it in
most cost effective way possible ~~ regard:ing a very critical servtce within the
ity. The Chair then welcrimed Mr. Linzy and Ms. Hartig and as·ke:d '.that they .':;?;&.;;;,\,,,..,. ,
•nC!•·•o"' questions from the Board.
· ,,,.?'·~'<f,··,,.; .. ';.~,,,;,.""'- .... ":,.-.
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· ty Councilman Linzy approached the· podium and said that before discussing this ~i.J;.<;,€l~,1,1 ~;;-i
i .)

.

ter, he would like to comment on the Ordinance and Agreement. He thinks it needs··~~·-,~:;'··
be clarified that the Commission who helped write this ~-: i$- .aCommission appointed ...
the Board of Commissioners and Mayor Vandeveer-- ·and not by CityCquncil. Secondly,
Commissioners have attended a number of meetings, as has' the Executive Assistant
.
... . . · the Commissioners, and the City has been in correspondence throughout most of 1984
·
.~:with the County Attorney,· inviting people to attend the meetings to review the various
·~~documents being ·prepared. ·So the Ordinances are not somE!thing with which the Board
. of Commissioners is not familiar; Commissioner Cox has attended some of the meetings
,,.r.,~f . / of the Council and the Task Force. A couple of changes were made. at City Council
·.'~/·:;~;).:.,_level relative to getting it moved forward'; ·beyond that, the 1<ey parts of .the
.
:?r:{''"~f'~Ordinances and Inter-Governmental Agreement ..;_ as well as the 32 pages of specifications
~~!~~~;~;~~;::for either bidding or contracting -:-- were provided and should not necessarily be n~ ·
~;>;l"'+~rl.V~~·to everyone concerned. Councilman Linzy then called for questions from the Commissioners •.
· ·
ssioner Cox asked. if the Board has a report from the County Attorney? ·commissioner.
llner said to answer the question, week before last he satdown and jotted down some· _
the problems .n.e ha.s ~it~ :t~~ prop?sed .9greement, . _etc., and,~_gave said C()PY :t.o the. · ·
..
Attorney;:who~has"done~xtens1ve,Jr19rk. on th~ Ordinance·';itse:Jf
::·· 'l; l
engthy . to ~go'~into 'at·~his"lJ!;~i'me~He'¥doe's~i1of'~'(Qfsh '''t'o "'treftelin"o
' '· ttee
···..
sole authority for the paramedic service to Vanderburgh County. The attorney _
has written a new agreement, which Commissioner Willner would like to give to Mr. Li
"at this time for study. He has not been thru it completely himself, as he just re- . ·
ceived it about ten minutes ago. · However, he would like for Mr. Linzy to take this ·
copy and discuss same with the City Attorney to determine if we can come to an agreement
nsofar as mutual wording is concerned.
......
Mr •• Linzy said this is certainly the prerogativ~ of the Commissioners. He said he
bel1eves the County Council approves the funding and the Commissioners approve the
Ordinance.
The City will have to review the new agreement. Out of selfish interest,
. the City is in somewhat of an awkward predicament relative to its own paramedic service.
· .-~Therefore, time is somewhat. of the. essence. But they will be glad to review what has '
~\--:~:;):z,i~;£.,:been drafted as it relates to this document •. He said he would ask if there is a. con·.
, ~.·sensus among the Commissioners as to whether they favor a county-wide ambulance service -at 1east in theory or concept? He said the Ordinance which came to the
ssioners ·
_,.o, •• -

r •

·~

·~-

•

•

_~age

5

:.:>l;~r:~Y endorsed -- and the Or~i;~~nce approves -- a· count;-~idecsystem
to the extent
the Mayor's office

.~i:.,:.•"'"":;.that it permits (assuming county adoption) the Commissioners and
~~'t"1l:c;i~:~.to appoint a Board of Trustees who will then, in fact, come back

I

to the appropriate
>~~~.';,~~\~;J:Jegi~lative bodies and the Mayor's office and the Commissioners with ~ recommendation
.t·to b1d this out for contract or negotiate a contract with an ALS prov1der and also to
.. • :' bring back to each body the final budget for approval. Therefore, Mr. Linzy would be
• ••1 /:Jnterested in knowing whether or not
-- it was not exactly an easy task to get the
· ...., ··. ·':~ariguage thru City Council as. it was -- without having seen the language that has
if,been changed -- if that will require that the Ordinance/Agreement go back to City
.
·._council for approval -- and given what he knows the legislative agenda is for the balance
of this month and next month -- it is liable to put this into the first part of 1985.
,,.~_.,..• ,w .•. · If the Commissioners are not in favor of a county-wide system, then he is not necessarily
sure he is inclined to take- it back to· City Council to have them wrestle with it. He
.
a feel for this. He realizes there are some unanswered questions, but that wou.ld
not seem to preclude whether the Commissioners think we should have some kind of countyde system.
· ·
.
·. J. ·••
,.,../
";';,.~;";,•..::,.........·
,
....- ,
.
.~::~·;~?r~...
.. q
ssioner Willner
d h~ is certainly not speaking for the other two Commissioners;
t in previous conversation, he thinks they all agree that a county-wide Ambulance/ .·
rarriedic Service is·desirable. ;Having said that, the Board of Commissioners certainly
t the best language. Commissioner Willner said he does not feel that any of the
ssioners are going to give a ·~.Committee" the sole right to govern. They do not
nd the Committee doing everyday operations of the department; but the rules and
ulations are.going to be made by the Governmental body -- and he agrees wfth· that-.:--..:....~ ..
o pass the buck to where the Commissioners would have no say in the everyday operations
is ridiculous arid he does not feel.
Commissi.oners want to do that.·· -They do not. want
give a· blank·.··.··
. '· •. ,,..,_'.-~;,·,.?····
· • .·~;· .•..:.'f?',f.·
.·_:~.~:. .·.~f·k· ... · ·.'~·
~..!{'.!· .~ ·-.· .:··:·····~~. '.: ·~.p:..~f.,,.,'.~l.;~-~i· · ·
.. check.
... ~· .,•., · ·····::·•<
.... ··
lman Linzy·said he does
know whether Attorney Jones has revi~wed the 32
n::u~..... .,. of effort (although he knows. he did receive a copy) that has gone into this process
the last 18 to 24 .months that essentially would have to approved by theHegi:sl·ative.,
es which specify the day-to-day operations and how the process is governed. He
said he. is at somewhat of a disadvantage in not having seen what the County Attorney
s said. So, perhaps he should not take any more time of the Commissioners today;
r,_ he should read the new agreement drawn up by Mr. Jones and t~en come back.
i

. '·.• ,·'.•:.•...

I

..

•• '

';'-_

'·.

• :·

......

', ... • •

•

',

~

•

.•

~ ~'~~:~~;;~;~f:~:w-;:.~-. ~~~~~:~;1~~~l~~~~5?'·'~~3J~f$:.~;~t7.tJ

• ·:', .··.:, .;,ic.'

.·

ssioner Willner said he certainly-wants to agree' with Cou.riCilman'linzy re his
i-omon.,.. that this has not. been an easy task.
A few years ago he· went thru this with
e County and he knows exactly what Mr. Linzy is talking about ~- it's not an easy
k. He knows Mr. Linzy has guidelines; but those are his guidelines and not those
of the. Commissioners. However, Commissioner Willner is not in a hurry to get something
he cannot live with; h~ does want to do it right.
,
·
..

Councilman
diligently
king and
this --

Linzy said he certainly appreciates that perspective. · But the City has tried
for ayear --starting with a note to the County Attorney on January 20, 1984,
hoping they would have participation from the County_ the process of all
so it. would not. have· to be done over. ··
·
·
.,·<...io·
'

j

:-·.

ssioner Willner saii h.e appreciates Mr~ Linzy's input; and if w~ matle a ·better·
-.. then he will feel better. · ·(Since the Commissioners gave their marked
ies to Attorney Jones
· ideration
""~~·~~·,!,p~-~-.":'::.:f,it'~.?n-r~:~;~nu:ln
' . ssiori~r~~~~ll~~~y~he··,,

,.,...+.....

v _ _.;,;;:·;..

I

··~

.

.

'

ident Borries asked that the records show that any action on this matter will be
.
unti 1 such time as the members of the City Counci 1 who are here today have a
· .·.. chance to look at some of the suggestions that have been forwarded to them. .,
·".

·,·.;.

:;,;.~<

, ;Attorney Jones interjected that the City's version does not indicate ~hether the Board
. ·.. of Trustees receives compensation or not. It is silent. If they receive compensation,
. ·..•..-r who pays them? And, he does not think you can turn over a set of rules and regulations ..
"P.•·"' ·. t o th a t Board •••..• etc. , etc.
..
.
.
'•~:;':~;"''
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RESOLUTION PROVIDING FOR A CITY~COUNTY'AGREEMENET RE DATA PROCESSING SERVICES
ident Borries said that, as he understands it, is the same as that previously
gned by the Commissioners. However, County Attorney Jones interrupted by stating
t it is not the same -- he has changed it. He said he is sorry Councilman Linzy
eft, as he could say the same thing about the Data Processing Agreement that the
nty worked on with no input from the City. Every time the County submitted someng,.they changed it. So, Attorney Jones feels about the Data Processing Agreement
same way that Councilman Linzy feels about·.the Paramedic Service. However, the ·
ty had a full year to work on the Paramedic Service agreement and the County has only·
it a couple of weeks. But this is the third. time he has sent something on Data
..., ..,..,.,..·.. sing Agreement and they have turned around and changed it. ·~:~This time, they want '··
language on the appointments to the Board to require that rather than being
liar with data processing that they be employed in data processing. President
es asked where that change occurs? Attorney Jones saia it is on Page 2. Comssioner Cox asked just what that .means? President Borries said there would be one
.appointed by the Ci.ty··couricil ,the..Mayor•anQbr Internal Board of Public Works .
the City shall be persons who are not governmental employees and who are employed ·
:.•

I

. . . s i ng. : :~~?·:·:;,.,, ;f:~ ~: ~ \,>·';':!!~'i#~,f~\~ .;:.·if''~%v.,y;~;'p,~h<f; ..

·

'

'

1

,:

,;·:~,

'

~

•

.,',\,

;

'

·· '
,>'

'

:.:,

;,.;

,:;..,.,4

'c,

•

· said.that formerly the term utilized was "familiar with data processing"
as requirements for appointments were concerned. That is the only change which
been called to his attention. "President Borries said that of the members appointed
this Board by the Commissioners, if he is correct --both of those indivfdiials-are
loyed in data processing.at some point or another. Mr. Ernie Nolan is a data
nl"nl"ol:! ing instructor at I.S.U.E. ,-·a ·member and past _president of the Evansville Data
~~{\
sing Club, and has also been employed at Chayes-Virginia Jn'data .processing. ·:~r~l"P
other ·appointee, Mr. Jones, is a person employed thru Creative Tedmologies in . . J:5:·Yrs:
processing and served on the Louisia~a Data. Pvocessing B?ard in ;.t,ta_at state •. < ·'.-:··:"'~·· ..
refore we would not have any problem 1n meet1ng that requ1rement.
·· '.
. ...

~.>

.

,, .... ·~'"··.:.~---·'- ·.:

. .

·: _,i.:~~::~,--.:':..::-

~:,,--.~~:.\~~~ft1~~~:~fif~~~~~v;~;~\-'.

·.:.

. ·.· , .___

.;}

>~_,, -.~:~

ssioner Cox said that a teacher in· data processing certain'ly 'wou:{(,m •t qualify as ·"'':!t'::
person· employed in data processing. · Commissioner Borries said. he is-,~mployed at .·.;~ '"
.s.u.E., and also at Chayes-Virginia as part of the Controller's DepBrtment. If therd has no serious objections, the Board could amend what they have.. ''Commissioner
llner said it is not a big item with him. -If that is the only change ••• ~·~.;~~":'~ ••.
ssioner Cox said she wonders why they made the requirement ·."employed ~n" rather
"expertise in the field"? President Borries said he does not know •.·He asked
f the Board would like to call Sue Hartig in to see what she has to say about this?
ssioner Willner said he sees where it might be a problem if we appoint someone
moves from one field to another ••••••• Ms. Hartig .entered the room and President
Borries advised that the Board has a minor question. With regard to the Data Pro.
cessing Review Board, there was a change in the Ordinance to read "who are now einployed
n data processing
and the Board wanted some rationale behind this. ·,:Ms. Hartig
id that she believes this came about because it was felt that 11 familiar with" was not
descriptive enough term. Many could be 11 familiar with 11 but not an expert in the field.
was discussed also that using 11 employed in" would leave out certain groups of people -ose people previously employed in, etc.,·but there was discussion and the motion was
and passed to use "employed in" •. ·Commissioner Cox ·said she believes what the Board
s looking for here is "expertise in the fie1d 11 -:- whether they teach it or sell ·it,
tever. ·:;M~. ~arti~ ~aid. s~e .P.~"'lJ~ves~s>Q~'¥~Qf~~ne obj . . . · ·
. s~,.,.riifS(;(?mnn ss ~~ner ~.Cm(~~-aJ9;~tq~,,.Qt;t}Y .pro~lnm s.h.~ .,.~·~.-""-""~:;!'m.
n" 1s the fact of obJectivity. ~~'They have a JOb tha
n they are going to be loyal· to their company or employer. ·e~·· she believes we
limit the field when we say "employed in ·We not only limit it, -but we may restri
t and"'may not get the objectivity that we're seeking. This is already a very small .
; and with this requirement, we might be .losing something. ··;:;{~.:;,·": ,.t~~{i.::; ~:~·L .-·
.
··
·-'~~ . . . .
. ,:-:~~;~~J~t~:.1?~r!~~~:¥~1g:~~\~:.}~~:~·:f:~~;;<~~-:~--<;
ssioner Borries asked Ms. Hartig if she would consider an individual employed at · ·
university employed in the field of data processing? To take up on what Commissioner
has said, one person appointed by the Commissioners works in data processing at
Chayes-Virginia and is also an instructor in data processing at I.S.U.E. Ms~- Hartig
said that to consider that individual employed in data processing would be a reasonable
.interpretation. Attorney Jones said that if data processing is what he teaches at the
university for which he draws compensation, then that would be his interpretation •
.President Borries said he would then entertain an amendment or approval at this time,
accordance with the wishes of the Board concerning this agreement.
11

•••

11

•

.. -

-.·

.'
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·'/Commissioner Willner said he doesn't have any. problem with this and he would move
that it be approved. Commissioner Cox said is that motion with the understanding
:/~''t'i~~~~!that that would be acceptable and it is not limiting the field to those specifically
~,•;;,..;~_,~,:employed at a certain data processing company? If so, she would second the motion •••• if
-<,, --~-~.that is everyone's understanding. Commissioner Willner indicated that Mrs. Cox is
·
,i:,~r·.:,,.correct. President Borries ·said the Board has had two legal opinions (that of Ms.
<:/1:~1-" ·,Jiartig and At~_orney Jones} so, hopefully then, people who are related to the field of
;-- < education -in other words we're saying that the word "employed" does have a broader
meaning here -- and a teacher or person perhaps who does have expertise -- would they
,.have to receive some compensation? A teacher does. Attorney Jones said one would
, ·have to receive compensation to·:ca1·l:it emp·loyment, otherwise it would be gratuity
c,~t_~':'~ services. It is a shame that it doesn't involve someone who wasn't ~n employee -~;$;--::_; 'because someone who is employed has .the possibility of a conflict of interest ••. the
;~~~~~~·~·'"'way th~se computer operations are getting interlinked and one outfit services all these
:,:· '.::,. compames. He has a problem with this. He feels that former employees w.ould have
· · .lesser problems. Commissioner Willner said the one thing that bothershim is that a
r'/
.retired person who might. give it 30 hours a week would have to be turned down •••• this (
bothers him a bit. But he thinks we could stretch the point -- and say if he has been
previously. involved with data processing for his livelihodd, he thinks that would be '
covered, too. Commissioner Cox said she does not think a schoolteacher would be
covered the way the Ordinance is written. Any college professor or-whatever who might
ant to volunteer his/her services --she doesn't think they would be covered the way,
it is now written. ·,
.-

I

I

.·;··President Borries ·said that, again, we belabour these. things on and on. 'The other
.problem is that a public school tea~her -- be it at.the university level or the
secondary level is a governmental employee. He saicrthe !'Resoluti'on. states::. fpersons
who are NOT governmental employees and employed in the field of data .processing.n · .: ,~
, Attorney Jones pointed out that only .one (1) of the two (2) has to. be employed in : ·. · _ -"'"·
data processing.
It was the .consensus among the. Commissioners that they could live _;:;~~,;
with thi.s. With this understanding, a. second to Commissioner Willner's motion for-.. -:;;~;~:;fi,~j ·
··approval of the Resolution was provided by'- Commissioner Cox. The Chair then called for-"
·roll call vote, with -the following results: .
·
·
·
.·"

ri•<

. Commissioner Cox
. .:.. ' Yes
•commissioner Willner- Yes
Commissioner Borries - Yes
'JCI:··so ordered.
Attorney Jones cautioned that the Resolution must also go. to the
County Council for their approval.
RE:

COUNTY ATTORNEY - DAVID JONES

The Chair recognized Attorney Jones, who stated that he had nothing to report.

,,~i~~).~:~commissioner ·Willner

indicated he had a question for Attorney Jones.< A:';Tort Claim .
injuries incurred by Harold Wolf
filed by Harold and Opal Wolf,..
th indication damages may exceed $100,000. ·Commissioner Willner said he.wanted to
ake certain that Attorney Jones was aware of the fact that said claim has been
rded to CJty Attorney~ ~ttor:J1;¥ Jgnes in,dicat~~-,~~hat x~ceip~·-··. .
"'~';a,.,i, . ·"'~r,.,~£~~:~i~::'t~i~1ilt~J:~~-9;~~"~#.~~~~~~~7~~~~~.;~~r~~·~·;~-~~~~~~
BURDETTE PARK
·~>·

:·"'Ii~]rwas received in the morning mail concerning alleged
·'''"<,·'~~:y·.
Fendrich Golf Course on June 2, 1984. Claim was

I

~

'.

'

" Mark TUley, manager of Burdette Park, had entered the meeting and l~ft. Alice McBride,
Auditor, stated that Mr. Tuley had given her a check from the Vanderburgh Superior
_,_ · · Court Clerk in the amount of $12.50 for portion of restitl!!:ion of an incident which
occurred on June 2-4, 1983, involving burglary and theft at the park on the part of·
,,.,._,5'"":w·>Mike McDanough.
Motion to accept check for endorsement by Commissioners was made by
Commissioner Cox, with Commissioner Willner providing a second. So ordered. ·
.-:·i .~:~'~"·:

RE:

COUNTY HIGHWAY

.

!'

>

'

.-.

zi~=~~ Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the Absentee Report for employees.

·..,f..tt.,·· :..

at .the

-'.lt-}Bl':!"f::~·,County Garage for period October 15 thru October 19, 1984 ..•• ~ •• report received

.filed. ·

·

"COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
October 22, 1984

'~

';~:~~,~~}:tl:~~:>
:;;~':'',Weekly
: "c

'

'

Work Report:

Also submitted was the Weekly Work Report for employees at the
Attached to the Work
eport was the following work schedule:
·"
~'

:t'~., Garage for the same period .•..•••• report received and fi 1ed.

~~~i~~:;~\.,.,,,,,,

·~;k···l·

Mesker Park Dr~~: Mill Rd., 7109 Chestnut

· ·... ~:-Gradall:

.:·
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'

.

'

-:-.;.

~if<~' Paved:

.

Smith Diamond, Old Lower Mt. Vernon, Baseline (west from Highway 65)
1
::'·: -'·"

Buente Rd., Old Boonville Hwy., Bob Court, Peacock Lane, West Haven Dr.
· ;;':\'"',:.Bayou Creek, Schissler Rd., Mill Rd., Marx Rd.,· and Green . River Rd.. .:r'':@ii';w4#.r
Swope, Mof~ett, Myrtle, Fitzgerald, Baseline west, Cypress-Dale, ·'
Golden Rule, Seminary~ Outer Darmstadt, Schissler; Kneer~ Old Henderson,
.. Happe R., ~chmidt and Baehl
. ,,..
.-

~~-_.

·. ;';;Sensmeier,Kissel, Nuebling·, and Mann roads

_.,·:~

-:.; .. :.~.~~;.t~:~_'.-·:··· ·'·., -'~--~. -_·.·., ... ·. -~

-A

~--

....

>

Crew: :.:~~;~;:sensmeier and Kissel

. . . .:._ : .::i~~~: :~}.x~1~~~~~f4?.~~:f\-~i~"e~;{;} .. ~~:' --~ ;:_?.>:'J ~.;i.:l

'~- /o:

<i.;}'f;r;:.j~~::~;~:c::;::::·:1

=::.::..:..

'.' ··;:~-. . ....

ei t. _z, Fi she.r. Moore and Emge

,,

:::.-~~~~~::..'f~:r:~; .

'

·~·-··_:_
~.: .'·~-·ilc·':· · ·' ~-·:_ ~.1$·:;.•·':_rt ;~-·'._i~·,:j'·._~.· ·. .·....•..- ..
•._._:.·,.· · · · · :.:.•'· .· ,·. .•.

.•.• .·.:.:_•.

w•· .

.. ...

~

Curve
: Conimissioner Cox said she had a call nwer the weekend
a
on
1 Road.. A portion of tne resident •s request has been
erred to the Traffic Engineer's office. Just west of the Whisperin; Hills Sub
'!),~.-~:~;.
·.on St. Wendel Rd., there is a bad "511 curve. There have been numerous-accidents and
?i
cases of cars running off the road. The right-of-way ·needs to' be cleaned back for
-~c
ter visibility. She has also asked Mr. Gerard· in Traffic Engineering to study
.·
area concerning.posti.ng of "~ucurve Ahead sign, or SLOW sig~·.al).:SDmething simi.lar. £D
. Wendel Road has a lot of bad .curves in it. Would Mr. Bethel arr.a.nge to send out ;~·-,c""
mowing and tree crews to have them clean this right-of-way back? <Mr. Bethel
··
icated he would handle this (by nodding·his head) ...... .
'

.~-~:~~~iil*~::~~~~~~~~-i :~ ~i~;i~}b~1{l:~f ~~~::~-~"'.c.

-

· ·· Mr. Bethe i · said ·he has had a. request from the Sheriff •s
~;;;:~~Tn~~~~~s;-;peed limit on· Schissler Road from 45 MPH to 35 MPH. If
Bethel will order the signs.
·
··
. ~~ --~-

''.

;:,~....-

~---~'~,;~::~}(.·

Commissioner Willner asked who is running th~ traffic check ·on this -- the Sheriff's
department or Traffic Engineering? Mr. Bethel said he~d asked Traffic Engineering to
.. make a survey. Mr. Jeffers said that Schissler Road is just as bad all the way to
County Line Road----so if the speed is reduced, it should be for the entire road.
ssioner Willner agreed, saying that it is hard to spot speed limits -- you have
do the entire road to be effective.
,.,_f;

.

ssioner Cox asked if ·any prog~~ss has been made on the intersection at Schissler and ..
Road? Mr. Bethel said that he had been out there numerous times -- and he
,_,
.
see any danger there. -He has actually gone into the lanes and driven out
imself -- you can see both up and down the road and he does not see any danger •
. . done ·.some cutting out ,ther.e :(.the ,garage ·did not·~9o :tt) •.:l!r,t'lrs· ..~~c.o~.:.$aid".~he
· ·.•.·
th ,both . partiesjl~st:~~~tnt~~d,"_trie_d . ;#i~~oi1~cf.Mr:."~£etfie[~if~~}lat~11. · · .
. could not reach him,'she asked Mr: McDermott--to· contact Mr. 'Bethel persona

~~~~.f~~~;~;~

-"

~~

(. , ..:--~··f:::;:~··..~;;;;.--.:-'

~ •·''

·. . -::- '

Mr. David Savage of the Traffic Engineering Office was present for·purposes ofdiscussing
·several matters, prior to his leaving County employment at the end of this week.

·..:·!,~~~~:7-~.+::.~·

·! '-/' _· .. ·...

;_:~·-.<';;::.>

· .

. :__:_,_ .

··

.

· ~-

·:· ::.:':

.

.

.

·~ i .' '<-~·.:~-

. ·--"·

·

..

f::::.:;c.,t%'\:'·:Speed Limits: Mr. Savage indicated there are about three (3) outstanding SPEED LIMIT
· "~,: . ;~matters -- Spring Valley Road, Kuebler Road· and Schissler Road •.. He said he knows that
' Commissioner Willner was here when the Comprehensive Speed Limit was put into effect
to take the place of the hodge-podge of speed limits on all the different roads. Some
of the speed limits probably do need to be lowered. However, in an effort to assure
we do not end up with another·hodge-podge in five or ten years, he wonders if.a.
";·

_'t,_

•

•

'

_-. __

-

-;:,.
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·;_\-•. 1

I

···-.:-~-;._j_ '-t"

•

.

'

~

-

·. •··· ··::~decision can be made as to whether the Commi.ssioners want to follow the standard
"'' \<Sprocedure for setting speed limits, which is set out in the Indiana Manual. ·Basically.
· · >~·the procedure is as fo 11 ows : A .speed check is taken and the speed is set at the
":~§;85th percentile speed of the recorded speeds. However, what we end up with a lot of .
. : the time there is that we have people who have the .gut feeling that the speed is too
;~l.;~fast. A speed check will usually show that a speed limi~ of 45 MPH is reasonable on
''·ii:a typical county-type road, even though the people who l1ve along that road may
·... feel it needs to be slower. If it is lower than the 85th percentile, it is very
:~}l.:~''::':'·difficult to enforce. Mr.· Savage asked if the Commissioners would have any input on
::r~~~~'¥~>·;< this for him and his successor?
·•: .· • · . .
· .: ·· ·;
. ··
· .

''~f~~-~-}?:~·:. ~:-·

·!:.~·!:_;~./·

>' ••

~

tr~~·:;~· · Commissioner Willner sa·i d that he was here when that was
.'~u:~·~:;:~ . perhaps two (2) miles long -- which might very well have

done. 'There were some roads .....
four {4) different speed
.t~&~~~~";.t:"<limits •.. and the drivers utilizing said roads·.would not be knowledgable as to the speed
<"#;': ):; limits -- even though there were signs -- because the signs changed so often. Some
., ..•.;,of these roads which were connected with the City would have speed limits of 40 MPH
,.~/
~n.theCity, while out in the County the speed limit would be 35 MPH-- it was absolutely
· idiculous. Therefore, the Commissioners set a standard speed for the County -forceable all over the County. Having said that, Commissioner Willner said he
. inks we need to stay on that basis. If there is a certain road that deser"es 40 MPH
r 35 MPH, then he is certain the Commissioners would like to know about it; but he
oes feel that we need to take the whole road -- rather than simply taking one curve
_nd lowering the speed limit and then raising it again.
~

I

-...,-'

Mr. Savage said his.recOilliOOndatioli .isthat when we have a request, we have a speed
: ...,:~,,-~;¥~.st~dy as r~quired by the Sta~e Manual. He will tal ~-wit~ the. Sheriff's departmr;nt
~.!P··::::+"Prlor to h1s departure and glVe them the procedures outl1ned 1n·the manual, bas1ng
>/:·';}·:~;any recommendations we have on that information. He said that it is hls personal
:t(.\:~ :*.~opinion that reducing the speed on Schissler Road is like spitting in the wind. If
'lii~''";:.;: they did a traffic study on that road and counted the required number of vehicles,
~~f(r . ~hey'd probably be there for three (3) weeks. · It isnever going to be feasible to have.
4:ir~~( ...
car sitting out there to enforce· the lower speed limit -- and people will simply
..~.'~7;;~;.drive the speed they darn well please. However, anyone who drives faster than 30 MPH
J."~~·r ·Yf'~{·on any portion of Schissler Road. iS taking their life in their hanc~s. 'It is his
· commendation that consideration be given to posting a particular warning-type speed
advisory an<! leaving the speed limit at 45 MPH according to current statute. He ':
believes we could dothatwithout an ordinance.
Commissioner Willner commented that
he thinks posting a warning advisory would be wise.
_ ... ,

a

·i,.·

r>,.'

·Traffic Sign ·Ordinances: Attorney Jones said it was called to his attention by
Joanne Matthews that there were a number of stop signs changed which would, no doubt,
y require an ordinance.
He said the specific schedules are in the Code of Ordinances
·and to change a Speed Limt, Weight Limit, Truck Route, Stop sign, Pass sign, Yield
'}~>'.:sign {these six categories) requires that an ordinance be plugged in ---a one page
· 'Ordinance would probably. suffice. Mr. Savage asked why that is? Attorney Jones
it.
. id again that it has to go thru in Ordinance form if you attempt to enforce
,.·
;

• Savage saidhe does h~~e a list and there are several which need to·b~ ncluded
an ordinance. He said he had left those because prior to David South's departure
he is the individual who set up all the codes for the last revision made) -- he ..
icated he would like .tQ see .these th.ings accumulate untiL;such t
·
·..4fu 1 ..and .then: ..~ave-~ ~r(Jif:d.1n.~nce. ~ ~ ·ut ~.that~.~~Y:}I;lRt':b~. ~thE{,.best·
torney Jones sa1d he has'tne list and w1ll prepare the necessary

'·~~fli;{~lf~:~."n

I

'

~:

•.

..

Commissioner Cox said that actually these are already posted -- which is of benefit
to the travelers, yet we have no ordinance.
.. ,
Mr. Savage acknowledged that he could see some. legal problems if a stop sign is put
without an ordinance -- the way Mr. South suggested doing it. Attorney Jones
;,;:;._":.!~~asked Mr. Savage if he recalls that th~ County got hit with a lawsuit the first we~,~... , .
•.•. that both he and Mr. Savage began work1 ng for the County?
.
. . · ·' '~.·
.

'!;r;;~J.e:,e;;UP

· Reflective Signs:
..

'• ~,:;/;~·(·'-"··--::--· ~'-(,J~

• ,.; '::

.15;~~-~~~:.Mr. Savage said he did recall the ,awsuit concerning reflective quality of specific ·• ;, ·

~r,:{{•;;<~':i~3.,·'sign.

Attorney Jones asked if Mr. Savage can tell the Commissioners what the status
. of that program is insofar as ·county signs ar.e concerned, the schedule for replacement,
.? Mr. Savage said that shortly after the lawsuit was filed, the Traffic Engineers

Page 10
...: ...

. . , 1. . made a check of a11 county intersections -:- ·as we 11 as they cou 1d with the 1i st
··~·9~' ~\t~::they had -- to assure that there were no more non-reflective rise stop signs out
'· ·
,there. ·At this point in time, there is no scheduled replacement or determination
:.concerning how much life remains in the reflectorized signs which are out there.

~;~·.·-·~~t~rney Jones asked if such a -d~te~ination could be made without moving mountains?

I
!:

·Mr. Savage said this could not be done within the scope of the depal"ttnt!nt as it is
now set up.· He said this is a great undertaking, because you have to have the people
could look at each sign and evaluate how much life is left in that sign. Attorney
ones asked if there are any records indicating when the signs were installed? He
d that if we know the grade of the sign and when it was installed -- then there is
useful life for each grade of sign and once we know the grade and installation date,
a determination could. be made as to the useful life of said sign. Do we have
,,
n-rn"'"""~ion·on the date of purchase of installation?
,!~
.;.~~-·
·'*.·
... ,·;···.

-~-

Savage said that wh~n we dealt with this problem re'·sign on Green River Road,
were kept of all signs installed subsequent to that date. However; a large ·
.. m .."a ... of signs in the courity were installed prior to that date. "'if Attorney Jones said
every one of those is apotential problem. Mr. Savage said that reflective
n~To"'"al has not been in use for a long period of time in the county -- so that we
.
a 1ot of dead signs out there.' But in the next five ( 5) years, ,.re will probably
·.that· point •.~He feels a project of this type would probably sa¥e some potential
• 1i ty
;;;,iJ.\.:}:;\0:~'\'.:f})'C
a

,

Jones asked that Mr. Savage make a note somewhere
s sDCOessor,
ndicating that he will be glad to meet with him concerning t~is~ .. :Me:JSaid he very,
.
strongly recommends that such a project be undertak~n ..."~:!)regardl-ess of whose area of
ponsibility it is. He is afraid that all of the current: indiv~idua:Js are going .....
be gone sooner or later; and all the folks down the rQa. d wi. 1. 1 not ·know anything .
it. Because the ·sign is reflective -- you drive by it :every day and can't tell
it, unless you actually know the ·date ~- or come up :on :tbc;!'•'sign at night .:.: . .·:
wouldn't know about it. ·It would consequently be forgotten unti l,:•once again, · j'f,:r·
accident occurs -- resulting in a lawsuit!. . Mr. Savage indic.ated .•;;that he would
ke a note for his successor, so he can arrange to meet wi·th Attorney Jones concerning
' · · :- f!Jf:,Jf,'*·~·"<'';*·'>#,..'.~)f,,~-~··'·:
. ".;"':·J·..
·, -· ~··· ·.:, ·
·-- ;.. ·
·
':
. -!f·:·.\.;;>:;:?"""'~~~itil•,'~J."·~-~r,;?~~y--~~f!~,,t;.~tt_;;;.,; ..
ProJ·ect • ·'"·,J.,.,-·,l:::W!:··X~ ·
"' ··Af!l'l\\':··~·.<;;'"'-''*'if,Nf.i'""'"f'.:;,:",\i!,)l;•t·:co·<··"'-

·.1

4:.),·,_:::...

11!~·~'\ll!~iff,2Mii .....•..·

, :

. . . ; , ••

·~l>::i~:~~-· ~~·;.;~:;\~?,~,,·n,>:

.

. . .

.

·.

:~ .• ;~~~~:j~:,~·~-:0. ):,,{~~~:.,'.;',~;,;~?:f.:::~;.:

· nc1usi cin, Mr.. Savage expressed his appreciation to the Commissioners for the ; ::-;:x _, '
relationship enjoyed during his tenure with the County, etc •..~President Berries
. said that Mr. Savage is a nice person to work with and has done a fine job. He wished
·him well in his new endeavors. Commissioner Willner said that while he has not always
agreed with the amount .of ·time put in on County projects, etc.., he does think that
·
Mr. Savage had the best interest of the county at heart and he has been a good department
·head. ·He wishes him well in his new endeavors. ·Commissioner Cox said she concurs
th all that has been said -- and it has been nice to work with someone who is
entious and· interested. ·
· ·.·
f;(·.·~;;~~~l~1~.:;
,E

.· •.•: ..-

/.

: Commissioner Cox said· she did have ·one other item to
has numerous calls from· residents in the Allen Lane-St.
Avenue area.· She said.this is a problem we've wre~tled with since the improved• Joe was first opened --what to do with·that intersection. There was an acddent
. Jpter~~-~tion ~ne,,J»9r".i~.P ~las~ ·week .~nd ~e~~l:i~llo;ther
.
· St. · · !~ri:~~~;~ti~~~~~~P,ri~2t~~~~~P~cio~~lh~~:T~~-ars · · · ·. · .· ·
.

~~::..:::;_~:.:-:-=:=;,-:.:.:.:..:-:;..;:=.~~

....

.. .~·t !nte~~:?::·a:: ldet::·~!o:~:r::::: :;r:::su:·::s c:::::~ r~~~:::d;'f:;<~"·;;J
er s way
on
r side of Diamond --beyond the south ·side of Diamond) · • . ·
creates a barrier -- like when you're traveling Allen Lane going east and look to the
:<;;;,:·~,;~;;;;.south to see if St. Joe is clear). The treeline barrier at Busler's creates a visibility
·· < ·• problem for vehicles dark in nature. It may be that we need to better 1ight that
,intersection along there.· ·Currently, Allen· Lane is a·stop --on both sides of St.o Joe •

.-:"'·r:····

.

"'~

Mr. Savage said this problem is probably beyond the scope of that which he can accomplish
to his departure at the end of this week. He will, however, give a note to .
'<~~~,David Gerard -- asking that he evaluate the existing problem to see what can be done.
·~"'-~;Commissioner Cox stated that the traffic is very, very heavy during the morning and
'evening work hour. traffic periods. Other than that, it is not very heavy. ·
~;,;;,:;~"·-Prior
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Accident Report/Filing System: Mr. Savage said there is one other item, in
~·,,:... ·particular, that the Commissioners might very well want to work with EUTS on. That
~:~~~·l. ~";~.~s, the filing system for accident reports. ·!here may be something in the mill
~;~,:·\!:already -- he isn't sure. But the County's f1ling system on acci.dent reports is
i~i!~~Y~~~:very cumbersome insofar as looking up all the accidents ~t a particular intersection,
.c:i.".,:~.)ecause the reports are filed by date. He said he seems to recall hearing that they
:±1-,:/;_~>.jt;;were going to do something to modify that;_ if not, EUTS does have a program they are
;:~~i''c;,~re'i;using .to enter all the City's traffic accidents. ·It keeps track of each intersection
~· ·.· · .and spits out a report.
It would probably be a small matter .for them to do that in
County, also. He said he is certain it could be added to. their work program and
'-·•lo···c, ...~, ld be extremely helpful engineering-wise for evaluating accident problems. ·
"::':i"':-::-=~~~....:.:..--=.:::..:.....:.;=-=..:;.:.;;.;z.:;:.:

Mr. ·John Vezzozo ad vi sed that Mr. Savage has a. 1ot to
day. He said he is glad the Commissioners feel about him
they do. · Insofar as Mr. Vezzozo is concerned, losing him is like losing his right• ann! It wi 11 be hard to -replace him (and as of yet they do not have a replacement) -_but he will endeavor todo what he can in the interim. In response to Commissioner
11 [Jer' s query as to who will be handling the everyday ca 11 s, etc. , Mr. Vezzozo ·
id, ~You·'re looking at him!.. All of the personnel are staying -- and he and the
le engineering staff will be available at··any time; just call Ext. 5431
they
will do whatever they can.
'.
~-

-~·-';;:1~~~r:.,;·:~,.,-

,p

~.- ~

•

•• : ·

< -,:,;,,,

•

• ·,

~;~~~~~n;:~~-r~.~:"?f;i'~;;;;-T:.
'':Mr.
11

I

Jeffers submitted th~ ,Bridge & Gua·r.drail Repair
·October 19, 1984 •. !Je noted that on ·wednesday and ·"
of last week they-used something called 11 Speedcrete 11 to make surface repairs
, on Delaware Bridge. If it works like ·it seems it is going to, this is -what they will
· ,use on the 5th Avenue Bridge, also. The "Speedcrete 11 sets up awfully quick and it has
_bonding agent in i which they think will adhere to the defective concrete in the
les there.
.

·

··.-:·

.

'

.

.

-

:

.

~:..;;.__=-.,::.;.-=.;;......:=;..:._:_~: .

I

Commissioner Cox indicated she has questions about the rest of
wa
on
Ohio Street Bridge. There is still an open section on the west
de ••• -~probably at least two ·(2) feet. ·Mr. Jeffers said that what happened here was
they has:J about 400ft. of 4-ft.· panels.· The first thi.ng they did was to take
..-......,£> panels and· replace the wooden walkway itself.
Then 'they took ·some more panels , .. ·
cut and spliced them in between ·that opening~ They thought they had enough material;
when they got down to it, there was a lot of rusted and.substandard pieces which
i<'had to be junked .. -- not safe for use anywhere -- and they came up a bit short on
material with which to fill in that opening. As a matter of fact, Bob Brenner told
. him this morning that they are going to go ahead and do this with something; it may
not be that particular type of steel grating -- because that was an antique type -··'"' . .""······"'.but there is something that looks like it that will serve the same purpose • .Commissioner Cox had expressed·concern about this opening last week -- and the surveyor's
· ·
is going ahead and finish it off. Commissioner·cox asked if we're-going to do
sin-house? Mr. Jefferssaid they do have a couple of employees who are pretty
welders; if it doesn't· involve as extensive a job as that which Rig-Mar .has had
do to date, then we can probably do it i'n-house. Otherwiseit we might have to _ask
to go ahead and do the work on a cost-plus basis to finish the repair. -~None.. , ~hey are as. com:erned abo,ut . :this ~s is .Commis~ioner_.Coxjmd
" ~enner,
-~n=o:,-··"· sh ·:the job •.:ltfe doeslt:~el ~~e~er;~\thaf:;to~~go'l:ut)tnd .~"uy ''ne~,. th' "rt~if~r.
s would be too expensive~··Thus,.they are trying to locate someth1ngthat would
.· ·the job as well - perhaps something from the salvage yard; or, maybe we have another
·bridge where we could take the material from there.
. .
, ..

.''

.

.

.

-

.

.... Broadway/Johnson Lane Clean-up:
-~~e~~~·,;;::_.,·.··commissioner Cox said she also had a question about the cleaning of the culvert on

·

Broadway and Johnson Lane? Mr. Jeffers said he was out there on Wednesday of last week.
··. · . At that time, there was a lot of water coming down liolf Creek. The channelwhich had ·
been cut by the surveyor's crew seemed to be providing a sufficient opening for the water
.to escape. He said he'd also had a letter from one of the residents in the area who
had been experiencing problems during heavy periods of rain with flooding in his yard,
··'"""''F'-"""'' .. c·garage, etc. He said that since the work accomplished by the surveyor's crew had been .
completed he had not been having any problems and he expressed his appreciation on what
had been done to alleviate the problem.
· .
.
·· ·
··
!~(;;· ·• _,_, ·
-~::~1;•:·
·
,

•c.;"l:.

• .·;:
4

,, ._

'
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-~~:t,~;-::::hcontinuing, Mr. Jeffers said his main concern is that since he is not certain just
~:;' '::\:.how much concrete can be taken out of that channel without weakening the footer,. he

.·
reluctant about putting men up under that structure and· continuing to take concrete
~_._·~-~-;_;_:·:_'_~_:_;·i·F.·out from around the footer. . As the. Board knows, it was not bui 1~ by th~ county and Jt .,...··
' :· ·was not built by the state. ·The br1dge culvert underneath the h1ghway 1teslf was · · ·"
;~~~;~~built by the state when that was a state highway and the county did some extension of . ·
· · ·.;that culvert only to the right-of-way line. Then t the private property owners evidentl
. ~~~designed and had constructed what we're calling a concrete ·block culvert. It has a
.· · .·.·
ety of different materials used for the ceiling support, etc., and doesn't look
>
·
safe. In Mr. Jeffers' opinion, we took care of our responsibility by unstopping a ·.
which was causing problems for the residents upstream; he believes the water
·
·. s now passing thru it in a manner sufficient to alleviate that problem and he is ;·"'~~;.,~;;,:.:
· somewhat hesitant to remove any more concrete in case the concrete poured there is
lly _acting as a footer for that wal J.
'· ..·>~ .,~··::
~1J;,•t;~l~ir;is

.- ..-=-------..
. .
,

·

~

ssioner Cox said that is all she needs to tell the inquiring parties; however,
robably ten feet away from the bridge there is maybe no more than a 2-ft. opening
le are questioni.ng whether the county is going to do any more than that which they
done. :flf Mr. Jeffers feels that this is enough to move the water adequately --:- ·
d leave the .rest of it there to make certain the footing along the side holds -- ·· "~'"'"-ff.CJ•··-::this is all she. needs to know.· ·When the subject was previously mentioned, ·there
·problems with the jackhammer, etc., and subsequently there has been a. lot of rain.
"

'·

·:··

. ·..

·.·_:..:~.

·.

'·- ::

~;-

·: ·,

~'¢'

'

·~~:.::~:~_;_,. -~~

.

·_, .•.

;~.§.~~~~~:~>...... -

.

:''t·t"{'--.«,·,

• Jeffers sai he· ·wauld like to qualify his statement a bit. AAt this time;1t-appears. · ·
. sufficient to carry the water. Should it prove to be a problem in the future, then
··· •. ~
"', . ,the surveyor's .office would like to hear about ·it from either the':re·siaents or the
··,;,Commissioners .. He noted that the workers did not encounter any steel or any other type
-~.of reinforcement in the concrete -- and this is another reason they ar.e hesitant to
-~""''

,~~~e 1 ~~e~ore

conc~ete -- and then a11. ~\:C;:;~::,::::~· ~~rge :""unt of.::i::k ~~:

laims: Mr. Jeffers said the work accomplished ur:>·to this point''on Ohi:o Street Bridge · >{
s covered by two (2)-claims, which he has to submit for approval today. Subsequent ,
removal of the old walkway, however, the total job to finish the pntject is a bit
than anticipated -- and they would like to finish it if. they can .. Regardless,
work completed to date is reflected by the ~following claims:
·.,,"'"''·· ... , '"'·"·"''.'!. ~......
,·

''"""'~''''''"•_··

~

•

• 1• • - : ••

:·:_"-;'~·:~!~'Ji.~·.'"".

• ';

>~:~1~~?.' ·:'

:_ .. .:>·:_:·~.:~..;,:m:~~~~·y,, . '• ..

-~-~~/~1·:':~~f~~':-,,~,; : ':, '

. "-f:3: ""4~\;

Rig-Mar Contracting, Inc.: · Claim in the amount of $3,700s. in accordance with
. _designated work reflected in invitational'lbid awarded on September 24th in
that amount. Motion to approve said claim was inade by Commissioner Willner, with·
a second being provided by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.·
Rig-Mar Contracting;"Inc.: Claim in the amount of$2,487.73 for labor. , 11laterial,etc.,
for additional flooring put between the walkway. Commissioner Cox asked for
'
;-:-:. an explanation. Mr .·.;Jeffers 'said·· the· bridge i..s- in excess· of 200 ft. long;
:additional flooring was needed for about 80-ft. As explained previously, because
_,,of substandard pieces which had to be junked _.;. there was not enough material ·
'.to finish· the total job. ·However, this claim does cover work fini_shed by Rig-Mar
.
date, which was beyond that portion of the work. quoted on via invitational bid.
This extra work was .done on a purely cost-plus basis. The· bill is calculated on
rs worked x :,ho.ur]y . .tat~ p1us tJle .fr} nge . penefi ts . -Mar . . . ~~Jf",,~ .
.· :.' lus ' (}0% . :''"\f
. dditional ·~~11i
"''
4 rneai:f/ rofi..t'
P ssiori:~ '~ox"''que~i'eef'.Mr. effers' a6~~r\~is.
•
. was flat steel angle iron welded to the beams of· the bridge in order to lay the
.··.grating. The county merely supplied the grating for the steel floor .. Rig-Mar .
.··provided additional angle iron in order to be able to weld it to the structure.

.2)

,c

~~

-

.

!.

··-~

-~

.

~

.:: -

Commissioner Cox said it cost. $3,700 to move all the material· from the Maryland
·..· Street Bridge and move it to the Ohio Street Bridge and i nsta 11 same. :Now, it
is costing another $2,487.73 just to do the piecing work between the installed
walkway and the steel driving surface. Mr. Jim Lindenschmidt interrupted by
commenting that Rig-Mar did a good job. Commissioner Cox acknowledged that there
is no question about that. She asked Commissioners Berries and Willner if they
feel the $2,487.73 charge is in line with the work accomplished? _.
i,,,.~fl~;;;('
-

-~, ~'·~~-t~r;:s1~:-

__.

Mr. :·Jeffers interrupted by saying he w~uld like to address the $3,700 claim,

which was very, very inexpensive for.theamount of work done-- and is certainly
. reflected by the amounts quoted by the other _bidders. Commissioner Cox said she
~;)~.!jll;~;!A!~~-):

.. , '

,... . .

·~c. '

::i:;~.J. ~~

..

:· 4~~{continued} ··

·.. ;~;~~·~<r-.

.

..
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_·)~_;.knows

this ~ .•. • ~·•.• but you can •t make up on one job what you 1ose on another -):;;that's not the way it is done. Mr. Jeffers said he does not feel that Rig-Mar _
. ~~~·;,,tried to do this. They took the prevailing rate they pay their people (as can be
'·:r·:~~~J~;seen in the middle column of the claim} and simply multiplied the hours worked
<-·<~ii'~~·bY that rate, added unemployment, FICA, union fringe, materials and equipment
· · ~J:.Plus 10% profit and 10% overhead and came up with the end result figur~. He does
·. · -cnot think it was out line, since the surveyor did have an inspector on the job site
'·);who verified that the emp 1oyees of Rig-Mar worked those hours. He said there is.
:;;':',i.~;;.ij:~not but one (1} eight-hour day on the entire project; the closest was perhaps something
·::!:;~_:'~"iclike 5, 6 or 7 hours -- so he does not think this bill is padded. - · ·
.. ·.::

I

-~~~',·:,,._.,.~~':'$-;;.: ~ ,···~"'•

·'

, .

·.·

: .

..

·::.:~-A

_-

.2

.

· •. Commissioner Willner pointed out that to fill in the old walkway· was reasonably simple.
·ro fill in the blank space,. you had to weld an additional base in order to lay the
.. material in. Mr. Jeffers said that Mr. Willner is exactly right. The 4-ft. panels
·~:·were removed from the old bri_dge and cut apart at that site for disposal. ''"-The con. :;_,tractor-was laying 4 x 4 panels, all stacked up like new materials. No cutting or
· 7special work of any kind was involved. They took them over to the Ohio Street Bridge
,;..._:--'
ite, laid them on the existing supports and then welded them down. On the pieting
ob, they had to cut each piece to fit all ar9und the different upright supports and
. . , . eld the old angle iron to the old driving surface beams or the old floor beams under
·~~J,~~~he driving surface and then just piece-by-piece _work their way down thru therE!· ·,~'e:'"•·"•··""·:'"'"''·
<:-<'..

~·

(

~~-

..

'

9mmissioner Cox said she would have felt better had the surveyor's office come back
needed to fill in the other part. 5{,lo her,-thaiQb_
'
and we have a cost overrun which is almost as much~
·_as the original thing on which we went-out with invitational bids. She said she is
.
·~·not saying it is right or wrong -- only that the Commissioners need to be kept apprized
of the situation.- She would have had no objection. to saying, 11Yes, let's ge~ invi:'tational bids·: •• ~or see how much we're talking about. 11 But she does feel that this is ··7
':· . .,a pretty big overrun on a $3,700 project.
.
, ,.. ·
··"''~,+ o the Commissioners and said they
~.tlooks as though it is not complete

·;_~:. '~:-<"-----~~;;(.. ·•-.

;_,\·~:fi~Conmissioner

..;, .,/

.:

.

.

·.•

'

. ·,;'"

Willner emphasized that this is not a cost overrun; it is additional Work~
~:·.:-,."'However, he did acknowledge that it is a considerable amount of money • .He further
:1);iM:~~~ndicated that Mr. Brenner did come back and tell the commissioners the additional work
·: ·~,:.,l'IC>uld be required and asked permission to proceed with same. They did tell· him to go
·:~·ahead _;.. but did not ask him for a cost estimate. ·.Commissioner Cox said she does not
recall this. Mr. Jeffers said he is not trying to dodge Mrs. Cox's questions; but he
·""'·''·was in a different job at the time and unaware of how it was handled.· Mr. Jim Lindeni(~:;;,tc:schmidt stated that Mr. Brenner was in to see the Commissioners· and advised them that
-.i~:""'::"~"'f:they were going to have to piece that in, and the Commissione.rs gave him approval to
· ·,·do it.
· ·
Motion was made by Mr~ Willm~r ·that claim to Rig-Mar in the amount of $2,487.73 be
approved for payment. Commissioner Cox said, however, that she would not second the
. -;·motion. President Berries indicated the Board can take the claim under advisement
· ·: "';;Jor one week. Mr. Jeffers- said he will be glad to check it out further if the Board·
..·~wants further clarification. ···It was .the concensus of the Board that Mr. Jeffers get
.:'?ltt.i,;·i~lsome further clarification:
. · · ,.
, ..

;~fi~~~~RE:. ···~ 'couNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER
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:~(~~~~-:~.,1·~:,/;;o.-,· . .~{~:,:._...
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Rd. : "\~r •.:,;.~as Jet: s~) ~.;?he spoke ;,~1 th ~lrYe DiJ t.~~i-~.)~~.~n.i _ng ·
were expect1ng :the: bids· on Burkhardt Road and.they are ;;;.~probabl"·.,............
only problem they have been experiencing with bidders is in the MBE (Minority
iness Enterprise} area. Most of the bidders now have the word, 'so those bids should
,··be in tomorrow and Mr. Dilk talked like the bids would perhaps be awarded this week.
He indicated they would not have to take.them under advisement for a very long period
;~:~~ ...~-~-;·y· ._of time .
;.;::;...:=.:...::.-=

I

. . ~~ -~:~~-:'£; ~;_,-.:

.Lynch Road: Mr. Dilk also acknowledged receipt of the package of information on the
Lynch Road matter, but he will not get that forwarded to Lee Gallivan of the Federal
;:·,o~¥ Highway Administration unti 1 next week. Mr. Dilf< did give indication that it seemed to
.. ··be in order with what they were expecting, based on Mr. Easley's preliminary ·estimate.
- He said it will probably take about thirty (30}days to get the lump sum work agreement
'"'''. :,:~,··,Pr~pared for the county and get it ~o the railroad. As soon as that arrives •• Mr. Easley
~#.i1t~~:~,sa1d he thinks he will go ahead an~ firm up the price~; some he received two or t~ree
.., .. ·· bids on and on others he only recewed one bid. He w1ll be acting as Construction
·
for the County Commission·ers for the work at the Creasey Company. He said it
.

·.:"

·,'
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..

looks as though we can get it done for under $15,000; ·and, he thinks we can go ahead
do that in advance of seaboard's working with the railroad tracks.

-~'it~";~:~~and
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Millersburg ·Road: It was noted by Mr. Easley that the Te.lephone ·
··~.'.·~.·~.':·:<·:.~:.-.~Company moved that piece just north of Mi 11 ersburg Road (it wasn •t actually moved -- ··.;~.··.~.·~.~~·
_;,;,·"',just turned). Commissioner Willner said that while it certainly did not alleviate
;~,
,(·r·;~,~'c· ·the prob 1em completely, it did .he 1p.
. . ·. "
· · ·>' ·
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o River
ion - Mile 782.5:. Commissioner Cox said she received notice via a
re
Corps of Engineers (as did all ~he other Commissioners
-"''"r .. in they referred to a project where they are authorized to place fill material
as bank protection on the right bank of the Ohio River (Mile 782.5) near Evansvi
· Vanderburgh County. She asked if this is the area on Old Henderson Road -- and could
Mr. Easley check this out? She said the Corps of Engineers said that the owners have
ntiven permission for them to do that work.
/ .
.
....·
·. :·;;·•·:~;ww;;;:r, .
<...

..

.::~~"'}\2~("
ident Barrie~ ·said that he has the ··list of Voting Places for the:··;rJovember 6, 1984 . .
General Election to be submitted for approval. The list is th~ $~me .as the one approved
the Primary Election held earlier. this year. Mo-tion was made"·by COmmissioner Willner
list be approved,. as presented.
second to the motion was provi·rled by Commissioner ·
·
.
.."·· ><: ...si,~~~:.': _ · · ·
·.::~~':.:.,~·"~""~'!;
• .So ordered. :-·,···
..·>...

" .

·'

:,,MONTHLY REPORT FROM THE BUILDING COMMISSION
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monthly report of building permits issued for September ·1984 was:~~itted.; •••• ~·~. ~ '
received and filed.
·
· · ··
·· ~~;~{:i': ~'~'/:;:~>'
·
·. .,. . . . . ..,~.-". . . .·, ; . ·,~ ;.t~~~~~-~g ·r:~:~~~;ft·,·~,.;,, ·,:\lf,t~~~*f.~~~~~iltl~~.t:;~~~~:ii/~":~~~·'i:r;2::~;t~:;~4~'~~l.~:~;;"h:!~~;:~~
VOTING PLACES FOR NOVEMBER 6, 1984 GENERAL ELECTION

..Ann.. .,.

·.·1
".1 : .

ssioner Cox a~ked if a ~~tion is~needed concerning advertisement ot'"the approved·
ist of Voting Places -- or, is that just standard? Commissioner Willner said he
··
~ .·
wou 1d amend his motion to read that Hs t :of Voting Places for the November 6, 1984
.~ . . Genera 1 Election be approved, as presented, and advertisement of same appear in the
,.,"~';;~Courier & Pr.ess on Friday, October 26th. A second to the amended ·motion was provided
by Commissioner Cox~ So ordered. (Info re advertisement was already included on the list~)
·.. RESOLUTION FOR SHORT TERM LOAN TO WELFARE .DEPARTMENT

BE IT RESOLVED by the County Commissioners· of Evansville,
State of Indiana, that it is desired and deemed necessary
short term loan to the Vanderburgh County Welfare Fund in
$363,992.00 per statute. · .
. ·
.
.
:. ·.
~·

•

I

•

·· ·:Approval of the State Board of Tax Commissioners
···... the above 1oan.
Source of loan is County General Fund •
. .·Adopted this 1st day of October

-, 1984
Richard J. Borries
' -~obert J. Wi 11 ner.
Shirley Jean Cox·

Vanderburgh ................J
to provide a
the amount' of
·
· .
. ...........,.,. ..,"'"". ,.

'·

·~·

~-··:~~~
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ATIEST: .
Alice McBride
.. ·~.·
Auditor, Vanderburgh County
.. i:.Motion to approve the Resolution was made· by Commissioner Willner, with a second
~;being provided by Conmissioner Cox. .So ordered. Attorney Jones queried Mrs. McBride
~·'concerning the repayment of the loan. She stated that a decision as to .how and when
~r'.~~t~'this loan will be repaid will not be made until the State people come down in

i~~~~~~~ember. .

.· . .

,, ,, ·.

'"'·i3'''···

-~ _- ~?-- ~; :: :;) :.-' .. '

}-;:~:···' .RE:
--~~·.:;~~~\:$~}'-++~'

,,_'

. -~· :>:;.,.,

'

.,( __ '•

.

· • The Chair asked for any items of Old Business to be brought before the Board at this
· ime. There were none.

.

. \:,'f,~)·-!'}. ,..._t·-~·~: ~-:.,~-!!_:~-

..

•:.. ;.;•<l'i'v!~''""'

e following claims were submitted for approval:

L:cc1~im pres~n~~d -in

I

amo~nt

~or ''.~;;

lexander Ambulance Servfce Inc.:
the
of $38,001. 75,.
..
·c uarter en ing Septem er 30, 1984.
Commissioner Berries said the claim has ieelf~~
..};,reviewed by Chief Deputy Auditor, Pat Tuley, who found it in order. Mr. lindenschmidt
·
· · · aid he and Mr. Tuley will go over all the Alexander claims, etc., as soon as Mr.· Tuley
. ~ .s finished with Board of Revi·ew matters; but Mr. Tuiey has been too busy to break ·' .·
;4;~~·;'i~away for the meeting with Alexander Ambulance personnel. Motion was made by Commissioner
·;<:;:.~W;:\Willner that subject claim be .approved for payment. · A second to the motion was made ·.
'j~t~.~:Att:.pY, Commissioner .~~.x. :·~o ordere~:~ .••,·. ;i·~~~;~F; ·;p··-:.' :·· ,
.... <::~·~·~\;~'~Sti*~S;~!:~';;;··.~;'"
. .
,· avid L. Jones: A claim for. litigation services re numerous matters in the amount
'1~:.$1 ,682. 91 to David Jones of Bowers, Harri-son & Kent was submitted. Motion to approve
·
.~;;;;.claim for payment was made by Commissioner Willner, with a second ·from Commissioner -tox. · ·
ordered.
..
· .· ·
··

..

' .~~ . -·~~<';:·
Board of Review
· . ,: · ··.·· . ·...

2501 N. Governor
2801 Koring Rd.

I

· Sec'y. ·
II

$ 30.00/Day
.
II

['<Clerk of the Circuit Court
''

,i./':2: Shannon

Gray

..~{.>

.

P.T.

$3.50/Hr.

, . Prosecutor's Office
,:,::. _g;,:,· .

. ..

.~Deborah

·:;.~ ; Brenda

RE:

-.

._,__

Wallace
Rabbi ns

816 W. 'idlewild Dr.
. 1201 Old Post Rd.

ParalegalS.
"· S.

$11,500/Yr.
$11 ,500/Yr •

Eff:
Eff:

l0/2/84
10/8/84
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Area Plan Commission

...

_

....

'

. ,'t'•

~:~~r<Betty .J. Gilles

.-~~g ' .

1409 S. Kentucky

\ "·
rosecutor's Office

$11 ,320/Yr.

Dep . Adm.

Eff: . 10/22/84

:

..

. 816 W. Idlewild
1201 Old Post Rd.

'·.f!#o''

Paralegal

"

s.

$12 ,500/Yr. ·
$12,500/Yr.

Eff:
Eff:

.· · 'J
10/22/
10/22/8

iden:t"sorries sa~~ ·C~issioner 'c~x· had ·directed his attention to the fact that
needs to be a motion concerning approval of Leave of Absence for David Guillaum
thout pay) --due to medical problems in the Guil1aum family. ·Motion was made · ·
Commissioner Willner that Mr. Guillaum be given the requested leave of absence, without
_,,,.*~~iil)·,.r • A. second to the motion was provided by Commissi·oner Cox. So ordered.

'.,,.,

.

-

, .

"

.

t was noted by President Borries that Mr. Guillaum is not certain just how long he
11 have to be on leave, but the Commissioners will check the Personnel Policy to
,AT•Q""'ine allowed period :.._ 60 days or 90 days. 'Further, Mr. Gui11aum has said he
ld be willing to pay hl:s total share of the insurance premium. He will be off the
ty payroll and off the ~county Insurance Participation program; but, he wi_ll pay
s fu.ll share of the insurance premium to retain the coverage. [
· · · .,,;;r,'fi.cl, ..•. .;:. ·
her be.in~?:~'6~;{~;the~bu~~nes"'s to·c~e befo~~ the Board at this time, ~esident Borries .
eclared the meeting adjourned at 4:30 p.m.

· · · Richard J. Borri es
·· .~::~·Robert L. Willner
.·· c;:r;,_Shirley Jean Cox

: ..~

.·

..

OTHER
Nancey Walters, Pigeon Trustee's Office
News Media
·
·
John W. Johnson
Councilman Jerry Linzy, etc~·, etc •
. ._·.- ..·

SECRETARY:

,,

~~

..

Joanne A. Matthews

.•
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MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' MEETING
OCTOBER 29, 1984
The meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on October 29, 1984,
at 2:30p.m. in the Commissioners• Hearing Room, with President Borries presiding.

I

The Chair entertained a motion concerning approval of the minutes of the previous
meeting. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the minutes of the meeting
held on October 22nd be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor. A second to
the motion was provided by Commissioner Cox. So ordered. ·
President Borries indicated the Board had received two (2) Notices of Poor Relief
action. However, Mr. Eddie Shelton of Pigeon ToWnship called in ~~ stating that he
is ill and must go to the doctor. Therefore, his wife will be here in hi~ stead.
Commissioner Borries said he would.have to seek legal counsel via the County Attorney
as to whether Mrs. Shelton could appear in Mr~ Shelton's behalf.
RE:

POOR RELIEF/KNIGHT TOWNSHIP

Applicant: Kenneth G. Eastham/1537 Jeannette Avenue: Katherine Rybak of Legal Services
approached the podium and stated that she is appearing today with the applicant and
will speak in his behalf. Mr~ Eastham applied for assistance with medication~ as well
as asking for a non-food order. Since making application for assistance, Mr. li.astham
has obtained assistance with his medication from the Veteran's Adminis:tration;~hey
are appearing today to.ask for the non-food order, which would be used to purchase
supplies such as s.oap, detergent for clothes, toiletries, etc. Mr. Eastilam was turned
down by the Trustee's office on basis of over income,- according to thef'lf'U~tee 1 s guidelines and fa·lsification of an application _..; and in parenthesis lt says, 1:1failure to
declare other income 11 • Ms. Rybak said the denial of assistance is' not specifica.lly, .
sufficient and she does not know what other incomethelrustee's office is talking about.
Mr. Eastham 'guesses they are referring to his 11 Section 811 , Whlchjs not really a source
of income at all. Mr. Eastham is living in Section 8 housing;; . 'whi'th'.means that his rentl
is paid for -- but he. gets no money in hand with which to pay for,;necessities. The
other possible source of income that Mr. Eastham feels the Trusteeii'might be referring tu
is that occasionally he donates plasma and for that he can recetv~·:up to .$22 •.00 per
week. During the month of October, he has received approximately:·$60.00 -from giving .
plasma. During the month of September he received $30.00 for giving pl~a. But-that is not a regular source of income. Even if this were considered, that is his only "cashn
income and that surely should not make him over income according to the Trustee's guidelines and ineligible to receive benefits~ ·Therefore, Mr. Eastham should be given his
poor relief non-food order. Mr. Eastham is not employed at this time; he is disabled.
He has been disabled because of a work-related injury received at Whirlpool in June 1982.
He presently has pending a Social Secutiry Disability claim and a Wo~~en's Comp claim.
Other than the money received from donating plasma, he has no income-at all and should
not be considered over income for Trustee's benefits.
~
,.; _,

· ' ·' President Berries thanked Ms. Rybak for her. comments and entertained questions from
the Commissioners concerning this appeal •
. :~>,':.· Commissioner Cox asked Ms. Rybak the amount received for blood donations during the

··

month of September? Ms. Rybak said it was approximately $30.00. Mr. Eastham recalls
giving blood on September 7, 12 and 26 --for a total of $30.00. Commissioner Cox asked
_;·:iL:r if Ms. Rybak checked with the place where the blood was given? Ms. Rybak said they would
· not give out that information.
·· ·
·

I

· :~. President Borries then called on Teri Stokes, investigator for the Knight Township
';'Trustee's office for her comments. Ms. Stokes said that in their guidelines, ..Monthly
.. Income" is defined as "that net income which is available to the household or applicant
·
from any source, including non-monetary income
Section 8 pays $215~00, plus he
receives a check made out to him for $39.00 per month to go toward his utilities. That
, · alone puts him over income. Then, the Trustee's office discovered that he has been going
· · regularly to Highland Blood Plasma Donor Center; he does not donate -- it is paid for.
In fact, he's been going regularly from September 1983 until now. From January to
·.October, 1984, he has received $770.00. She said this puts him more over income. The
. Trustee's office turned him down on medication because he is covered by full coverage
· via hi~ Etna Insurance; he has to pay 20%, which he can easily do with money received
. from H1ghland Plasma Center. Ms. Stokes said that, technically, Mr. Eastham has perjured
his last three (3) applications by not declaring any money coming into t,he household.
··Accordin~ to the Trustee's standards, he is definitely over income; and, he has falsified
· .h_is ilPPl!cations by not declaring the money received from Highland Plasma Center. The .
11

·:.: { ; ( .. ,4.1......
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non-food assistance he is talking about is for $3.00 per month. He gets more from
Highland Plasma in one week than he needs for non-food order.
Commissioner Willner asked Ms. Stokes what assistance has been given to Mr. Eastham
to date by the Trustee•s office?
·
Ms •. Stokes said that from April22, 1983 thru August 27, 1984, the Trustee•s office
has given Mr. Eastham $1,038.25 in medical assistance and approximately $35.00 for
non-food orders last year. Technically, he was not entitled to this because he
falsi.fied his applications and was over income.
·
Commissioner Willner asked what income figure the Trustee•s office uses per month?
In ·other words, according to the Trustee•s calculations, what is Mr. Eastham•s income
per month? Ms. Stokes said they calculate his income at $330.00, and the Trustee•s
guidelines specify $250.00 for a one-person household. Further, according to their
records, he gave plasma on the following dates and received the followin9 monies for
his blood donations; this is more than three (3} times and in excess of $30.00~.
September
September
September
September
September
September
September

5
7
12
14
19
21
22

$ 8.00
14.00
8.00
14.00
8.00
14.00.
8.00

'

.

'

- :;.:~

.•.

• ·c

·''"'

Jfl,,..·

$74.00
Therefore, the Trustee•s office-feels that Mr. Eastham can make it; he is doing better
than the majority of their poor relief applicants •. He has his shelter supplied;
·-assistance. with his utilities; he has full coverage insurance; he receives food stamps.
And, he can apply to Project SAFE for utility assistance. He receives $39.00 per month
and last month SIGEco•s bill was $38.83.
Commissioner Willner asked Ms. Stokes if she is saying that according to the Trustee•s
· .. records, Mr •.. Eastham is $80.00 over income? She responded that that is correct.
Commissioner Willner asked if Mr. Eastham has ever participated in the workfare program?
Ms. Stokes said he has not. They tried to schedule him for this program; the doctor
sent a statement saying he could do light housekeeping. Three weeksJater, he came back
with a statement saying he could not do this. She believes the statement from the doctor
indicated he was paranoid and schizophrenic.
,.
·• The Chair entertained further questions from the Board. Commissioner W_illner said that
as far as he can determine, he considers Mr. Eastham over income. He suggested that
.r.:.· .. President Borries ask Ms. Rybak if she considers the Section 8 housing allowance as
:·· ·"income .. ? If it is considered as income, then Mr. Eastham is over income. If it is not
··'.,.;.. considered income, then that•s a different matter. That is the bone of contention here.

~i; J~~~1J~r, ~ r' ~

j

•

~

President Borries
asked Ms. Stokes if, according to their guidelines, monthly income
is defined as 11 that gross income available to the household from any source, including
,: non-monetary ••• ?.. He asked Ms. Rybak if she has a problem with this? Ms. Rybak said
that she does have a problem with this; What Mr. Eastham is getting thru the Section 8
. :housing is the ability to live in a place; he has no control over how that money is
spent. Similarly, the $39.00 amount which goes for his utilities. He is not asking for
assistance with either of those categories. Forthe Trustee's office to allege that
he falsified his application, she thinks the Board will find that Mr. Eastham has not
been secretive about the fact that he lives in Section 8 housing or that he has given
plasma; in fact, he has mentioned both of those items on occasions when he has been in
"the Trustee•s office. The plasma donation monies are· not a regular source of income.
·· ··:,;c(; They have to find him ·fit to give the plasma in order for h.im to get that money; so he
· ., can•t predict what his monthly income from this might be. Ms. Stokes interrupted by
saying the Trustee•s office has a statement from the doctor at Highland Plasma Center
stating ~nat Mr. Eastham can give plasma.. The medication he is on does not affect his
plasma •••• and he has been going regularly since September 1983.. Ms. Rybak said that in
any event, the most Mr. Eastham could make would be $88.00 per month. He has no control
over the Section 8 money given to his landlord for rent -- and he is in no position to
.have money to purchase items like toilet paper, deodrant, soap, razor blades, etc., which
he needs.
.
·

'X':<,;:,.:j
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Emarie West of the Knight Trustee's office approached the podium and asked President
Borries if she could comment concerning Mr. Eastham's application? Permission was
granted. Mrs. West said she realizes that Mr. Eastham cannot predict what h_is monthly
income from plasma donations might be. However, he has had regular income from this
source over the period of time stated. If $88.00 or an average of $80.00 per :month
is not enough to take care of his ewn personal hygiene, then the $3~00 non-food or~r
from the Trustee's office would not be enough either. He is on the food stamp program; ·
she realizes groceries are high and perhaps this does not cover all his needs at the
grocery store. However, she is wondering where all this other money from blood,donations
goes. She knows he has a ·telephone and a car, which is expensive •• ·.and an added expense.
Ms. Rybak interrupted by stating that Mr. Eastham needs these items for medical reas.ons.
Ms. West continued by saying that never has Mr. Eastham stated to them during time he
was makingapplication that he was selling his plasma. When he talked with the Trustee
one day last week, he was trying to tell the Trustee that· he donated his blood; he does
not donate his blood, he sells it. And, he does receive the income from same.

I

Continuing, Mrs. West said they do count Section 8 housing for the other applicants
who come into their office; it is not just for Mr. Eastham that they haVe counted it.
They count it for any other applicant who receives Section 8 housing. Not all of the
applicants get the entire amount of their rent paid --.some of it is partial ·payment;
but she does not understand why Mr. Eastham would be able to receive the other~_benefits
of the Section 8 (as to what it does for him) and be able to receive :all the O'lrler
benefits from the office, including the non-food order.
:::.t;..,..·....
.
..,.
11
Commissioner Willner asked if aid-in-kind" (rent for housing) is considerectas income
insofar as all the other applicants are concerned? Mrs. West said they do if it is
on a Section 8••• it is considered non-monetary income.
·
President Borries said that at this point he has no. consensus frOm the rest of the Boarl
to grant th~ req~est. Because of his shelter and util ~tie~, _:th~.Y_._._._:_,_._.:f_eel ~they cannot
find a way 1n wh1ch Mr. Eastham's emergency needs or h1~ r1ghts a,~e<be1ng violated.
A motien to this.effect was made by Commissioner Willner, with a.··second being provided
by Commissioner Cox. So ordered. Appeal deni.ed.
·
RE:

·--~-

POOR RELIEF/PIGEON TOWNSHIP

A licant: Eddie Shelton/614 Main Street Civic Plaza Hotel : President Borries said
he understands that Mr. She ton is ill and that Mrs. Shelton is present~ He asked
that Mrs. Shelton approach the podium. He explained that he did not.want to be impolite;
but it has been his understanding that a person who has the right tctappeal to the
Board of Commissioners must do so in person. It does indicate that counsel may be
retained to speak in applicant's behalf and he is not certain that Mrs. Shelton can
represent Mrs. Shelton. However, the Board can listen to what Mrs. Shelton has to say
at this time and perhaps·set up another time when Mr. Shelton can personally appear ••••
Mrs. Shelton asked if there were sufficient time for her to return to their place of
residence ·(Civic Plaza Hotel) and get him up and bring him back to the meeting? He was
running_ a temperature of over l00°F this morning. President Borriessaid that Mr·; ,Shelton
,,. '"has the right to request an appearance at any of the· Commissioners • weekly meetings.
M~. Shelton said she went to the Trustee's office this morning to try t~ take care of
th1ngs and she was told that the last time Mr. Shelton was there -- she was under the
impression that the Sheltons had been split up. Mrs. Shelton said this was not the
case. Mr. Shelton told her it was his understanding that the misunderstanding occurred
as a result of his request to go back home. He was under doctor's orders and they
~dv1se~ he g~t away from stress a~d strain, which you.cannot do ~t ~he Civic Plaza Hot
,1t 1s 1mposs1ble .. Mr. Shelton sa1d the Trustee's off1ce asked h1m 1f the two of them
·
would be together and he said "no" ••••• but he said this because Mrs. Shelton was not
.going back home ·(to Kentucky) with him during the week and a half or two weeks that he
would be gone. So, since the SSI is still pending and the Trustee had given him a bus
ticket to go back to Kentucky -- when they went to make application for the rent assistance
then everything was messed up. Mrs. Shelton is still looking for work; however, she is
•. fo~r months pregnant -- and there are not many employers who would hire her now. She
sa1d she explained this to the Trustee's office this morning. So, the fact that she
remained in Evansville to still seek employment while Mr. Shelton returned to Kentucky
to rec~ver from stay at hospital is where the Trustee's office misinterpreted their
. not be1ng tpgether.
_ . ·....:5' .. '
..

I

'
·.;·
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President Berries stated that he is still confused. The application stated that
Mr. Shelton received transportation on 10/10/84. What was the bus ticket for?
Mrs. Shelton said it was for purposes of Mr. Shelton's going home to recouperate;
he had just gotten out of the liospital. Commissioner Berries asked, 11 go home to
where? .. Mrs. Shelton said that Mr. Shelton's mother resides in. Kentucky and she
was pi eking him up at Ft. Campbe 11 so he cou.l d go to her home and recouperate from
his hospital stay. She.said this was under doctor's orders. President Borries asked
if the doctor gave a written order to do this? Mrs. Shelton said it was not a written
order; the doctor said that Mr. Shelton needed to get out from under stress and strain.
President Borries. said he had conferred with County Attorney David Miller, who indicated
.that Mrs. Shelton could appear in·her husband's behalf. Therefore, it may be possible
for the Board to make a determination concerning application for assistance today.
Commissioner Willner said he has some questions; for instance, why is applicant living
at Civic Plaza Hotel, etc. He would like to hear from the Trustee's office, which may
clarify some of these questions.
President Berries asked Mrs. Shelton how many
children are in· the family? Mrs. Shelton said, 11 None -- but one on the .way; she is·
four (4) months pregnant .... commissioner Cox asked Mrs. Shelton if she is living at
the Civic Plaza Hotel? And, Mr. Shelton is back there now? Mrs. Shelton indicated
that Mrs. Cox is correct on both points. Their rent is due tomorrow.
~,
Louise Hall of. the Pigeon Trustee•s office was recognized by the Chair and app~ached
the podium. She said that Mr. &Mrs. Shelton came to the Trustee•s office for rent
assistance on May 23rd. He said·he had just been released from Deaconess Hosp'ital
and previously had worked for a Susan Benson (who had left town for twoweeks} doing
landscape work. The Trustee paid rent. of $135.00 and issued $25.00 food order. On
June 22nd, Mr. Shelton was in for rent assistance again -- stating he had just been
released again from the hospital. The Trustee issued another month•s rent and
Mrs. Hall explained that they could not continue to pay his rent. On July 23rd, he
came into the Trusree•s office with a letter fram Social Security stating he had filed
for disability. The Trustee againpaid hisr~nt. (When disability is pending, they
have no choice but to pay the rent.) In August, Mrs. Hall was on vacation; howeve.r,
Mrs.Shelton came to the Trustee•s office and the supervisor paid rent for the her at·the
Civic Plaza Hotel, because Mr. Shelton was in the hospital in Madisonville, Kentucky.
In September, another case worker took Mr. Shelton when he came into the office (Mrs.
.
· ... · Hall was out of the office at. that time). The other case worker pai-d the rent for · ·
··. September because the disability was still pending. She also gave the Sheltons a $10.00
food order (although they are receivin~ food stamps). On the lOth of October, Mr.
Shelton came into the office personally; nothing was said about leaving for rest or
relaxation or anything about a doctor•s orders. Mr. Shelton stated that he wanted to
go to Ft. Campbell, KentuckY to his mother•s. He said his mother wa~ going to help him
. get a loan to take care of himself until he could get his disanility started. Mrs. Hall
. talked with Mr. Goff {the supervisor). They explained to Mr. Shelton that if they gave
him a purchase order ·for a ticket to go to Ft. Campbell that they would not be able to
'"~y;2,,,assist him again for a period .of eighteen (18) months. He understood that. Mrs. Hall
· r~ asked him where his wife was and he indicated she was not with him. (Mrs. Hall said
.,,;~~;··,·she doesn•t know-- she doesn•t get into that. But he said she wasn•t with him.) .. None:""~~~,}~_the less, Mr. She1ton agreed to the bus ticket to Ft •. Camp be 11 • Whi 1e Mrs. Ha 11 was
c,l~--getting that ready, Mr. Shelton asked if he could make a· telephone call at Pigeon
· · Jownship•s expense to his mother -- so she could pick him up at the bus station. She
told him they couldn•t do that. But the bus ticket was issued on the lOth of October.
Two weeks later, he came in for rent assistance again. Mrs. Hall explained that they
could not assist him with the rent because of the bus ticket and the 18 month waiting
period. Mrs. Shelton came to the Trustee's office this morning and said that Mr.
Shelton is ill and asked if she could apply for rent assistance? Mrs. Hall said that
since Mr. Shelton is considered the head of the household, he will have to come in
personally to make application -- and that is where it stands. She reiterated that
Mr. Shelton told her he was going to his mother's. He said nothing about a doctor's
orders, ett:. She said she doesn•t think they can s.end someone someplace to rest and
relax at the taxpayers• expense! But she did explain to him that they could .not help
him again since they sent him to Ft. Campbell.
.
·.
·
, ;. Pr~side.n.t_ Borries thanked Ms. Hall for her comments and the Commissione~s perused
:':~~-~;(Page .s of the ~igeon Jownship Eligibility Guidelines with regard to transportation, etc.
,:;,~j.·,t. Pres1dent Borr1es asked Mrs. Hall if the Trustee's office considered Mr. Shelton a
·'<~::;.!'transient -- towards interpreting the guidelines? Mrs. Hall is saying _that if they
ive
Shelton travel assistance, as far as they are concerned he never gave any
;,)
:;~;;~\:··'';(
co~ti nued)
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•.-· . .
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indication he was coming back to Evansville? Mrs~ Hall responded that Mr. Shelton said
he was coming back. She said that per her supervisor, she explained to him that if he
came back they could not assist him anymore -- they could not pay for travel.ing up and
down the road -- and would not assist him anymore. He said he was going home to get a
loan from his mother so she could help him with his needs until_ he could help himself.

I

County AttorneY David Miller asked Mrs. Hall that if it were not for the bus ticket -would the Sheltons qualify for another month's rental assistance? Just forget about
the bus ticket for the moment -- and suppose that he just came in on the 23rd of .
October as he had in the past -- would he qualify' since his S.S.I. is pending? Mrs. Hall
acknowledged that he would; she has to pay his rent until she finds out what the outcome
is concerning that disability claim. Attorney Miller asked if Mrs. Hall has verification
that he has applied? She said she does -- a l~tter from Social Security stating that
he has applied for disability. Attorney Miller said he has to say that based upon the
guidelines as they are written, with respect to the transportation assistance, that
there is a difference between giving travel assistance to someone who is a resident and
giving travel assistance to a transient .•••• and he gathers from what has been disclosed
here that the Sheltons -are not transients -- they live here. The Trustee's office does·
have discretion to give people other than transients limited amounts for travel assistance. In fact, the guideline states "city bus tokens, Greyhound bus ticke,ts, and
gasolinen. And, that does not carry with it the 18-month period of inability .. to apply.
Therefore, if the Sheltons otherwise qualify, because of the pendency of socialPsecurity
disability, then he believes the denial results from a misinterpretatim of Paragraph
H in Section 5. Therefore, if the She 1tons otherwise qua 1i fy for, .assil>'tance, ;...then
he feels it should be granted.
. ·
..
'*· ··
Commissioner·, Willner said he feels he ·needs to .know the status 'of'Mr. Shelton'~ medical
problems today. Mrs •. Hall said she does not know; Mr. Shelton said,he·has a heart
problem. She said she has no doctor's statement -- just a statement from Social Securi-~
that he has applied for disability. Commissioner Willner queried Mrs. Hall again about
Mr. Shelton's last employment? Mrs. Hall said he told her .. that.his last employment
was in the area of landscaping for a ·party named Susan Beeson· {that was .·on May 23rd,
when he came into the Trustee's office). Commissioner Willner asked lang Mr. Shelton
had been out of work at that time, and Mrs. Hall said about. two weeks. Commissioner
Willner asked where the Sheltons lived at that time? Mrs. Hall said 'l!ttey were living
with Susan Beeson -- on her property. Commissioner Willner asked if the Sheltons had
a permanent address in Vanderburgh County at some time? Mrs. Hall said she didn't know -sredidn't go into that. She just .took the last address he gave her-- living with
Susan Beeson-- and since she left town they had no place to go. Commissioner Willner
asked when the employment with Susan Beeson started? Mrs. Hall said she did not ask
that question. She simply took it from the time he came to the offite and applied for .
'
assistance •. She took the situation as it was when he came in.
Commissioner Cox asked if Mr. Shelton had an address when he came into Mrs. Hall's office?
· Mrs. Hall said, "No, he was asking for an address -- as :he had no place to go after
Susan Beeson left town. Therefore, the Trustee put them into the Civic Plaza Hotel.
President Borries asked if Mr. Shelton worked for Susan Beeson? Mrs. Hall said that is
· · what she .was told. President Borries asked, "How long?" Mrs·. Hall said she did. not go
<·"dnto that.
·
.
. .. ·.. ,
. ' . .
Commissioner Willner requested that the Chair ask Mrs. Shelton to again approach the
podium, as he needed some questions answered. President Borries asked Mrs. Shelton to
approach the podium.
·

I

·•

Commissioner Willner asked if the Sheltons were married in Vanderburgh County? Mrs.
Shelton said they were married in Springfield, Tennessee in 1983. Commissioner Willne
·
. then asked how long the Sheltons have been in Evansville? Mrs. Shelton said since
December of 1983 •.•• and they have been at the Civic Plaza Hotel for about eight (8) months.
President Borries asked if they had any other address in Evansville? Mrs. Shelton re- ·
sponded they did not. Commissioner Willner asked if the Sheltons have any relatives in
· Tennessee? Mrs. Shelton said they did not. Both Mr. and Mrs. Shelton's par~nts reside
in Kentucky. Since the Sheltons have lived in Evansville, Mr. Shelton has been in the
hospital seven or eight (7 or 8) times. Attorney Miller asked what is medically wrong
with Mr. Shelton? Mrs. Shelton sai.d he has a hole in his heart. ·He can handle nothing
very physical or strenuous.
··
·
. : , ;,;·;-{continued)
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Commissioner Cox referred to the fact that Mrs. Shelton said something about Mr. Shelton
doing landscaping? Mrs. Shelton said Mrs. Beeson needed some flowers planted, etc.,
and since Mr. Shelton knew something about this -- he did this for a few weeks until
she left town. Commissioner Cox said then that Mr. Shelton did not live there? He
still lived at the Civic Plaza Hotel? Mrs. Shelton said that i? correct.

0

President Borries asked how soon an answer should be received from Social Secutiry?
Mrs. Hall said it was filed in July, so they should be hearing something ·in the near
future -- it usually takes 2-3 months. Mrs. Shelton said Social Secutity did contact
her about three weeks ago advising they had an appointment set up for a physical for
Mr. Shelton on a Saturday at 7:00 -- and he was in the hospital at the time. He also
did not show up for another appointment because he was in the hospital at the time. ·
They were going to contact Deaconess direct. Commissioner Willner asked Mrs. Shelton
if Mr. Shelton filed for permanent disability? She said that is correct. President
Borries asked if Mr. Shelton is a veteran? Mrs. Shelton said that he is not. She
also said that in addition to her pregnancy, another thing that hurts about her getting
a job is that she must make certain she can get a bus to and from work, if she is _ .. ,
fortunate enough to find something.
President Borries asked Mrs. Shelton what she will do when the child is born?'~ She
said she will try to work-- in fact, she· is trying to work now while she is wajting
to have the child~ Commissioner Willner indicated:that the Board needs to do se'tnething.
He suggested that possibly the matter should be referred back to the Trustee with
instructions to make arrangements as best they can, with even· the idea of s~O.ding the
Sheltons back to :Kentucky where both of their families are -- because these people need
some help. President Borries asked Mrs. Shelton how Mr. Shelton's m~dical expenses are
being handled at this time? She said she couldn't say. In fact, she had a message
this morning to. call Deaconess Hospital on the account. She thinks Mr. Shelton is going
to try to get some help with that; they have no insurance. Attorney Miller said that
· ··if Mr. Shelton is approved for S.S. I., Medicaid would pick up the medical costs. But
this is going to be a continuing problem. If he has a hole in his heart, he. is probably
going to be disabled for the rest of his life. Commissioner Cox interrupted by saying
that if Mr. Shelton has "pericarditis", this is an infection or inflammation around the
lining of the heart which causes it to accumulate fluid. But if he has a hole in his
heart, that is something which can be medically treated and repaired. Mrs. Shelton said
they have been talking. surgery and have been endeavoring to get all the doctors together
to make a pertinent decision, etc. Commissioner .Willner asked Mrs. Shelton whether there
has been any talk between she and Mr. Shelton re going back to where their parents live?
She said there has not; their parents are not finanCially able to help them. They know
something needs to be done - but they don't know what. They're just~.trying to make it
~re.
.
,
.
Commissioner Willner said it is his recommendation that the matter be referred back to
·the Trustee with some help of some kind forthcoming •.··He thinks we have to do something;
. , he doesn't yet know what it. is-- but we need to make arrangements somewhere for some
· i. help ••• and he'd rather it not be at the Civic Plaza HoteL Commissioner Cox asked when
.;4~~(·the Shelton's rent payment is due? Mrs •. Shelton replied that it is due tomorrow •.
<.;·~·{~::,:Commissioner Cox said that in reviewing the guidelines, not considering the Sheltons as
·· ),,~f;~""*·transients (which she· does not consider the Sheltons to: be) she. sees no reason they
would not qualify for the rent assistance. Commissioner Willner said he agrees. But,
·in reviewing the whole family problems -~ they certainly need some help from. their
parents, even if it's just moral support. Even after Mrs. Shelton has the child and
·, '·' goes to work, she is going to have to have someone to take care of the child -- so she's
'·' · involved in a never-ending situation. President Berries asked what other assistance
the Sheltons receive other than their rent? Mrs •. Shelton said they do receive food stamps.
. Commissioner Cox asked if Mrs. Shelton is getting medical care for her pregnancy? She
·
:. .''should be. Commissioners Willner and Borries stated that there is· a clinic at St. Mary's.
·~ It was the consensus of the Commissioners that Mrs. Shelton should immediately seek
':.medical gui~ance/care concerning her pregnancy. President Berries asked. if it' is ~he.
·· recommendat1on of the Board that the matter be.referred back to the Trustee? Comm1ss1.oner
··. Cox asked what the Trustee is going to do?. The Trustee can't act as a social agency
·
.. ·and go out and try to find another place for thes.e people to live! Commissioner Willner
,·._said he would if he were the Trustee •••• and, in fact, he did. He thought that was part
of the Trustee's job. When ·you have a problem case -- you have to work with it.
··Mrs. Hall said the only thing she knows -- they could apply for housing -- but she ~:.;~ doesn't know how soon anything would be available. President Borries said that, as,,~;;,,,~::.;Suming that this month the S.S.I. would come about, is there anyway thru Mrs. Hall's
·:/c:.;;~~~11~,pffice that she could check to see how quickly that could come about -there would
··~
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be one month's rent given here? In any case, they would have to move when the child
is born~- in accordance with standards at the Civic Plaza Hotel. Mrs. Hall. said
she could contact Public Housing Authorities -- and it might be that if there is a
waiting list they could mov4f' .the Sheltons up the list. Commissioner W-illner. said what'
the Trustee's office needs to help the Sheltons with is long-ra~ge planning. Gommissio
Cox said they also need a rent payment immediately. Commissioner Willner said the
Sheltons Reed much more than this. Mrs. Hall again indicated that if the Sheltons will·
make application for public housing, the Trustee's office will help them with that.
Further, she will contact the SoCial Security .office re the pending disabi-lity claim.
Commissioner Cox asked if the application was for one month's rental assistance? What
about the medical? The notice of appeal states "rent and med.". Mrs. Shelton said
this may have been re the last prescriptions Mr. Shelton ·got for Tagamint for his
heart problem. Mrs. Hall said that medication has never been mentioned. COT1i111issioner
Willner. said he is just going by what the Trustee's office has typed on the form -- ·
and it states "rent and med.". Mrs •. Hall reiterated that Mr. Shelton. has never been
in seeking medical assistance. Comritissioner Willner read the form agaiq, "rent and med." ••
then said he guesses it was a matter of a typographical error! Commissioner Cox ·asked
Mrs. Shelton how much their rent at the Civic Plaza Hotel is? She said it is $168.00
per month •••• that is what they have on the bulletin board in the lobby. Howe9_~r, there
was some discrepancy •••• with Mrs. Hall indicating it was something like $135.00. (I
believe ••••• her remarks were almost inaudible).·····
-~
Motion was made by Commissioner Cox that the appeal .from the Sheltons.·be granted.
Commissioner Wi·llner said he would like to see more done, but he would provide a second
to Mrs. Cox's motion. So ordered. Continuing, President Berries advised Mrs. Hall
that the Board would ask the Trustee's office to respond by paying one~nth's rent
. ·
for the Shel tons. Further, to offer assistance i.n the following areas:
1)

Determine as soon as possible the status o.f Mr~ ·Shelton's social security
disability claim

I

2) Direct Mrs. Shelton in the. various details concerning appli£ation for
public housing.
·
Commissioner Willner. interrupted by asking that Mrs. Hall do one additional thing.
Get some legal advice for Mrs. Shelton; either thru. Legal Services, Legal Aid or
whoever.- Make arrangements .for. her to talk with these people. Mrs. Hall indicated she
would comply with the Commissioners' requests.
RE:

COUNTY TREASURER - LEW VOLPE

S~ undo CA: Mr. Volpe said that
-=o:: n~Tr:i:h:7:u~rs::-:d:r:a~yL.o:::;f~l>Las-=t~w~ee!.!ik~,~a....;l~e~t.;t.::.:er~c:.....o~nt7a,!.!ii~n..;..inL.!g::..!..:t:~l8~,~o=-=o~0!!.1!-.n~t~axes was received in the
Treasurer's office. Contents was validated and deposited in the bank on Friday •.
Today, the Treasurer's office received a· bill in the amount of $14.00 from Emery
Worldwide for a letter of under 5 oz. The party in California had sent the tax payment
····· >,,:.),jwcollect via overnight Emer,Y Worldwide. Mr. Volpe .said the policy is that nobody sends
anything collect. However, because the Treasurer's office receives a lot of-Certified
mail, the girl inadvertently signed for it. In any event, Mr. Volpe sent the following
·letter to Mr. Prichard this morning:

October 29, 1984
. Kelly Prichard
Coldwell Banker
201 Continental Blvd.
El Segundo, CA 90245
·Re:

·· ·

10-21-19~12-47

&10-21-19-12-34

(continued)
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...
Dear Mr. Prichard:
We cashed your check for the tax payment on the two (2) real estate
bills before we realized that you had sent the payment coll-ect.

I

We will not credit your payment to your account until you pay Emery
Worldwide the $14.00 charge.
·.
Lew Volpe
Treasurer, Vanderburgh County
cc:

County Attorney
Emery Worldwide

Continuing,, Mr. Volpe said that Mr. Prichard still has two (2) weeks to pay
Emery Worldwide the $14.00 and convince the Vanderburgh County Treasurer he has
done this, ·or else receive an $1,800 penalty. The penalty may eventually come off,
but they are going to have to pay attorneys, jump up and down and write,letters and
it will cost them at least $500 to take the $1,800 penalty off. But he ·reels that
Mr. Prichard is just trying to be cute by sending the tax payment "col1ect 11 • .
"'Ik

Commissioner Cox asked if Mr~ Prichard was trying.to meet a deadline? Mr. Volpe said
that he doesn't know what deadline Mr. Prichard would have met last week. The,.
fa 11 tax payment deadline is sti 11 two weeks away.
·-

-~-

'Extension of Due Date for Fall Tax Installment·: Mr. Volpe advised that the ·a~idline
for·payment of Fall Tax Installment is extended to Monday, November 12th, because
the November· lOth deadline falls on a Saturday. He requested the various news media
individuals present to publicize this fact ..• ~and it·was so agreed.

I

Returns on Investments: Mr. Volpe said he came before the Commission.ers a few months
agn and advised that he could make $200,000 mo~ than the original estimate on .
investments. He just about has that made. The Board authorized-a split of $100,000
for Roads & Streets and $100.,000 for County Revenue .. ·Mr. Volpe has already made
$99,700 in Roads &Streets. But he has $64,000 to make on County Revenue before ·the
end of the year ••• and the bi.g collections haven'.t come in yet. Therefore, he is
certain he can make another $100,000 above that, which will put him in the $300,000
.surplus category. He requests that the·Board determine where he should put this money.
Commissioner Cox asked County Auditor Alice McBride if she knows at this time how
much is pending in emergency requests? Mrs. McBride said she does not have that information with her, but could leave the meeting and retrieve the figure~.· However, it
was noted that Mr. Volpe will not be making anothe.r investment for about a week and
if the Board will advise him of their wishes at that time -- this will be sufficient •
. Mrs. McBride said that the County Council should be made aware' of these surplus monies
.·. prior to th~ir meeting scheduled for November 7th. ·President Berries requested that
·. Mrs. McBride be prepared to give an estimate re emergency requests to the Board of
·. Commissioners at their meeting on November 5th, s·o they can:make a decision at that
· · ·. · time concerning their recommendation on use of said funds.
··
COUNTY ATTORNEY- DAVID
·<

I

,.

v.

''

t: -~

MILLER

.·Memorial High School's State·soccer Championship: Attorney Miller said he had two (2)
items for the record today. First and most important -- is to take note of Memorial
High School's State Soccer ·Championship! Commission.er Cox said she was going to say
that if Mr. Miller didn't! (President Berries stated that Mr. Miller has a son who
·play on the team.)
· ·
··

if.·.

..:,·-.·Hartman/Adler-Mann Road Matter: Attorney Mi.ll er said we h~ve finally reached what
·•· he believes to be agreeable language in the Hartman/Adler-Mann Road matter. He tried
to contact the County Surveyor, but was unsuccessful at the moment. :Nonetheless, the
~-~_bnguage is consistent with the concerns expressed by the Commissioners approximately
. .. · three weeks ago. The following letter was received:
·
·
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October 12, 1984
Mr.. David V. Miller
Bowers, Harrison, Kent &Miller
Fourth Floor
Permanent Savings Building
Evansville, IN 47708-1489

I

Re: Hartman vs. Adler and Vanderburgh County
Dear David:
I have talked with Gene and Barbara Adler and they are agreeable to modifying
Paragraph 2 to read as follows:
ncOUNTY shall construct on the property.purchased from SELLERS a
new ditch t:'Unning parallel to Mann Road, which said ditch shall ,..
become a COUNTY ditch and maintainable by the COUNTY. Said new
ditch shall be constructed with the following minimum requirements:
(a) COUNTY shall construct said ditch as close to a two to one
(2:1) .slope as is possible to allow for proper flowage of
water through said ditch. The term 'two to one'(2.:1) is
defined in this context to mean ·that for every one foot
(1') in depth of the ditch, the ditch shall be two feet
(2') in width;

..

··-.·
·

··.... ~·,..

(b) The bottom of the ditch sha 11 be four feet ( 4•) in width;
(c) The portion of the ditch which·intersects with~Big Creek
shall be at a sufficient depth to provide for sufficient
·drainage flow into Big Creek at that. point of intersecti~on
to provide a proper grade for drainage.

I

During construction COUNTY shall cooperate wi.th SELLERS so as rmt to
;·mpede SELLERS' ability to harvest and/or to tend to crops in:the
.vicinity of. the construction site. The COUNTY further agrees that it
will sow winter wheat in the area surrounding the ditch to prevent .
erosion during and after completion of construction."
·
.,..

If these changes are agreeable to the County.Commissioners, !~ill see that
the changes. are made in the actual documentation, signat.ures are obtained
by the Adlers.and forwarded to the County Commissioners for final signature •
. :·"Thank you in advance. for your cooperation and assistance.
Very truly yours,
'

,,~·<'·-.JOHNSON,

CARROLL. AND GRIFFITH
Professional Corporation
By: Leslie C. Shively

cc: ·. Mr. and Mrs. Ken Adler
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Adler
.In commenting on the above, Attorney Miller said we had indicated the willingness to
sow winter wheat and not to rip rap.:__ no willingness to rip rap or anything of that
sort; no guarantee as to erosion -- and this is consistent with the letter he sent
following the last Commissioners' meeting during which this matter was discussed.
He said he would ask that there be a motion that this modified language be approved •.

I

Commissioner Cox asked "what about the ditch on the south side? Attorney Miller said
the ditch on· the south side is not dealt with. There is no obligation. The ditch on
the south side will no longer carry the water. Commissioner Cox recalled that the first
11
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proposals that came in said that there shall be no ditch on the south side. The
Commissioners questioned that -- to sign in an agreement, and wanted it addressed that
it may be necessary to have a ditch. on the south side of Mann Road. Attorney Miller
said ••••• but Commissioner Cox· interjected that the revised agreement did not address
that. Attorney Miller said it believes that it was intentional that any reference
to there· not being a .d:itch was deleted-- it is out! There is no reference at all to
the ditch on the other side of the road.
·

I

Commissioner Willner moved that the language given in Mr~ Shively•s letter be approved
and the Board reserve final approval until such time as they have seen the complete
document. A second to the motion was provided by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

·COUNTY HIGHWAY - BILL BETHEL

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr~ Bethel submitted the Weekly Absentee Report for employees
at the County Garage for period October 22 thru October 26, 1984 ••••• report recetved
and filed.
...
· · ·'
Weekly-Work·Report: The Weekly Work Report for employees at·the County Garage for
the same period was submitted •••••• report received and filed. Attached to the~Work
Report was the following Work Schedule:
_.
Gradall:

Bayou. Creek, Emge Rd., Tree. Top

Paved:

Baseline Rd.

Trash:

Lynn Rd., Old Green River Rd., S. Weinbach

Grader:

I

L~ne

(City).

-.Green River Rd., River Rd., Young Rd., Huebner Rd., Trapp Rd.,
Schmitt lane; Buente Rd., and Emge Rd.

Tree Crew:

Smith Diamond, Sky.line Dr., St. Wendel Rd., Whispering Hills, Bayou Creek,
· Karen Ct.,. and Meadow Lark.

Oil Roads:.

Old Green River

Patch:

Boonville-New Harmony, Schutte Rd., and Bayou Creek.

Rd~,

and River Rd.

Miles Paved - 1984: Mr. Bethel presented the members of the Board wjth copies of the
fell owing 1etter:
·
'
October 29, 1984

·.:·;}:

Mr. Richard Berries, President
· Vanderburgh County Commissioners
Room #305
.
7
"''' ·'' 'Civi c Center Complex
.. Evansville, Indiana
·• Dear Sir:

I

Last December 5, 1983, I appeared before you to report that the Vanderburgh
County Highway _Department paved 32.6 miles for 1983.
·
·
· As of this time, we have paved 34.9 mi 1es -- and will continue paving every
· day, weather permitting.
. ~
· · ..
c

•·

.,

Itemized list of roads paved is attached hereto.
· Sincerely,
·Willi am Be the 1, Superintendent
Vanderburgh County Highway Dept.
Robert Willner
Shirley Jean Cox
~

·· (continued)
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ROADS PAVED IN VANDERBURGH COUNTY
(as of October 29, 1984}

2.3

Big Schaefe.r

1.7 Smith Diamond·

2.4

Boonville-New Harmony
(east &west of Green River Rd.)

1.0 Henze Rd.

1. 4

Cemetery Rd.

1. 5

Mill Rd. from St. Joe to Mesker
Park Dr.

.1

Knob Hill

.2 Pine. Tree Drive

.7

Wimberg Rd.

.3 Debbie Lane

•1

Happel. Rd.

.• 2 Wedeking

2.1

Mesker Park from
to Allen Lane

.1

Hobart

.3

12th Avenue

1.0

~1ill

Rd. South

McCutchan Rd.

1.8 Schlensker
•7 Old Petersburg from T Bridge
to Highway 57
•7 Base1i ne East of Hwy 57
1:0 Hillsdale
1.2 Roth Rd.
.5 Lower Mt. Vernon Rd.

I

.9 West Haven

.1 Dussendorf
.2 Venetian Drive
....
•3 Ward Rd •
~

.2 o·• Hara: Drive
• 1 Walsh Rd •

.1 Swinging Way

.

'

~

..

11':

•,,,
~

'~

.2 Twickingham
.6 Barton Lane

I

1.3 Burkhatdt (Wedging)
.2 Magnolia
.2 Meadowlark

2.6 Cypress-Dale

·.2 Karen

2.8 Baseline West of #65

.4 Burkhardt between Division &
Outer Lincoln
Ave •
.,.-

3.0 Old Henderson Rd.
.1 'Inglefield Rd. West of #41

:; ~ 1 11th Avenue

#

Total Miles Paved to Date

=

34.9

'· ·.

.,:;;;. LettelS ·from Hartford Insurance Co.: Mr •. Bethel presented the following letters
from Hartford Insurance Company:
11

Dear Bill,
This will confirm my visit to your location on September 13, 1984. Purpose
of the visit was to continue assisting the County Highway Department in their
loss control efforts. ·At the time of my visit, we had a safety meeting with
Vanderburgh County Flagging Crews. Also, flagging crews of the Bridge Repair
Group under the County Surveyor. At-this meeting we discussed proper flagging
techniques, stressed the importance of qualified flagmen and viewed a film on
proper flagging procedures.
·

I

I also left with you a sketch of a road closure device that.is trailer-mounted,
that I had recently seen at another location. I feel that this device could b~
fabricated by your crews and probably would work fairly well, especially in
. emergency road closure situations, such as storm damage,· cleaning of streets,
etc.: Also, this could easily be pulled by a pick-up or used in conjunction with
your' road paving crews.
···

·
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You stated that you liked this idea and would have one fabricated
in your shop and tested to see how it performs. I am looking forward
to hearing your response after the unit is used in the field.
Bill, overa11, the County Highway shop was very clean and well organized.
This shop is continuing to show improvements.

I

Once you have started the fabrication of the aforementioned unit; if you
have any particular questions, please do not hesitate to give me a call.
Cordi ally,
HARTFORD SPECIALTY COMPANY
Wayne .Fox
Loss Control Department
....

***********
Dear Bill,

~

.

This letter will confirm my visit to your Roth Road paving job on lhursQ;y,
October 4th. I reviewed the layout of the job site and proper traffic control
being utilized~ I also viewed the equipment at the job site. I was h~ppy to
see that the pavingcrews are installing a fire extinguisher each day¢on the
lay-down machine.
We also discussed that before dumps loaded with asphalt leave the yard,
they drain the load for·a·period of time to prevent splatter and damage to
cars while along the route,·due·to.asphalt leadage.

I

Bill, I have no suggestions ·for improvement from viewing this job, as.all
was in good order.
If we can be of further serv-ice to you before our next contact, please do
not hesitate to give me a call.
Sincerely, .
HARTFORD :SPECIALTY COMPANY·:

.,y

Wayne Fox
Loss Control Department

..r

***********
President Borries said that before continuing, Mr. Bethel is certainly to be
commended. As pointed out by Mr. Fox; Loss Control Consultant thru the Hartford
.,·~~·,t,·: Speci a1ty Company who has been very active in working with Mr •. Bethe 1 and other
. · ·· ·departments, avera 11 the · County Garage was c1eari and organized during his visit
. and continues· to show improvements. . He said the Board appreciates· the· :work :done
by Mr. Bethel and his crew during the year in regards to the paving projects.
Railroad Crossings: Mr. Bethel said that Mr .. LeeStuckey has been in charge of
·railroad company contacts, and he asked that Mr. Stuckey approach the podium to give
the Board a report concerning railroad crossi.ngs, etc.

I

Mr.S,tu~J<ey said that the m~tter of railroad crossings has been one of· the biggest

·-,,'.•-"'

headaches of the County Commissioners. He got with the new owners of the L&N ·Railroad
(Seaboard) and he is now happy to.announce that every Seaboard railroad crossing in
Vanderburgh County has been paved ~- and he means paved right, with new pads, etc.
There is only one crossing now·where you start on Old Henderson Road -- but that belongs
to CON-AGRA and he is in the midst of negotiations now concerning repairs to this
crossing., which they would have to do at their own expense.. Mr.· Easley has written
them a letter telling them that they have to raise the crossing up about 18 inches,
because there is a dangerous dip there., which is going to cause someone to have a wreck
. and get killed
(continued)
\

'
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With regard to Seaboard,Mr... Stuckey said that Corrunissioner Borries had written
the following letter to the superintendent of the Seaboard System Railroad, which
he has to present for signatures of the other two commissioners today, so that it
can be forwarded:
October 26, 1984

I

Mr. L. C. Love, Superintendent
Seaboard System Railroad
P. 0. Box #3849
Evansville, Indiana ·47736
Dear Mr. Love:

As President of the Vanderburgh County COmmissioners, and on behalf
of the other two commissioners, along with the County Garage Supervisors, I want to personally commend your company, Mr. Jim Watson,
and his crews ··for the excellent job you have done in the removal aof
some unused crossings, and ··in the extensive replacing of old rails,
and the repair of all your crossings in Vanderburgh County.
The cooperation you have extended to us in our endeavors to:.. ,,,. ~
make improvements in ourcounty has helped us to accomplish another
step in our goal·· to make· this county one of which we can be proud.

.,

..._

"

,'<I'!_,.

Thanking you, again, for making. our working relationship a pleasant
one, I am
Sincerely,

Ill

Richard Dorries
President, Vanderburgh County Commissioners
· Robert L. Willner
Commissioner
Shirley Jean Cox
Commissioner ··
cc: Jim Watson
Robert Willner
:Shirley Jean Cox
Bill Bethel
Lee Stuckey

President Borries expressed the Board's-appreciation to Mr. Stuckey for his report.
···With regard to Seaboard, President Borries said it has been refreshing ·to work with
·~'·'>p~ple .who have tried to hard to improve their business and be cooperative. The
Yresidents should see a lot of improvements as they travel over the various railroad
crossings ••••• as they have improved all their crossings from the Old Henderson Bridge
· completely north and to the· Posey .County Line on the west, etc. Co11111issioner Cox noted
that there are some I.e. ·crossings which need repair, however. Mr. Stuckey said that
Mr. Easley has been working with the other railroads, but they are very lax. President
Borries said that the general public needs to commend those who are doing a good job.
· Commissioner Cox said, however, that the public needs to know that we do still have .
·crossings out there -- where we are addressing problems. President Borries said it
·
was especially nice that the work accomplished by Seaboard .coincided with the County'·s
bid program -- where we did a11 the rough crossings on the bridges at approximately
the same time. Most of the public has really been grateful. Commissioner Willner said
he has received a lot of favorable·comments on both the bridges and the railroad crossings.
He said Seaboard is to be· commended for· the work they have done since taking over the
L&N -- they've done an excellent job and he is happy to sign the letter of commendation.
The Board commended Mr. Stuckey for the work he has done, also, with regard to the
railroad crossings.
·

I

....,,'

r

•

(,~I.
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COUNTY SURVEYOR - BILL JEFFERS, CHIEF DEPUTY

Bridge & Guardrai 1 Repair Report.: Mr. Jeffers submitted the Bridge & Guardrail Repair
Report for period l0/22/84 thru 10/26/84 ••••••• report received and filed. Mr.• Jeffers
said the crew had been doing a lot of rip rapping, and on the two rain days _:_ they
serviced all their· vehicles. They are praying that it will stop raining, as there is
a lot of work they want to finish before cold·weather begins.

I

Safety P.rogram: Mr. Jeffers submit.ted the following letter received from Hartford
Specialty Company with regard to ·the Columbia Street and Ohio Street bridges, etc.:
October 19, 1984
Mr. Robert Brenner, Surveyor
Vanderburgh County
Civic Center Complex
Evansville, IN 47708
.:·

Dear Bob,

I

L,'

' '~ ~

"

This letter will confirm my vi sit to Vanderburgh County on October 4, 19841.to
·"··· .. ;~review the crews working on the Columbia Street Bridge. The crews were observed
installing expansion material on this bridge. I found that a good traffi$
control system was set up ••• there were flagmen on each end of the job and these
flagmen were properly flagging traffi.c and all crew members were wearing re. •· flective vests and hardhats. · Tom Goodman, your foreman, should be complimented
. on the good layout and appearance that his crew had on this particular job-.

I

We also reviewed the laying of steel decking .to replace the wooden d~cking on the
·· pedestrian walkway at the Ohio Street Bridge •. I was glad to see that additional
decking was installed under the pipeline· adjacent to this walkway, as this could
have been a:severe exposure from children attempting ·to walk the pipe -- possibly
falling thru the opening adjacent to it. These improvements to the pedestrian
walkway will greatly lessen the chances of pedestrians being injured on this
··bridge crossing. Aswithwooden walkways, there is always considerable maintenance
·; 1,,·-51 involved.
·,'

Bob, I will be checking other surveyor's job sites during my regular contacts
with Vanderburgh County. In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel
free to give me a call.
;
. Sincerely,
Wayne Fox
Loss Control Consultant
. .. . Mr. Jeffers .said the ·Surveyor's office was rather proud of this 1etter -- and i.f it
included in ·the minutes, they would be glad to see .it there. Commissioner Cox
said· the letter ·is very nice and does point up the fact that on the replacement of the
walkway on the Ohio Street Bridge that·Hartford Specialty was happy to see that we
. :... were enclosing all areas of that. Her· question is, Mr. ·Jeffers had a claim held over
·:;.from last week· from Rig-Mar Contracting Co. Has he had a. chance to chec.k this?

i~'·'Y"~*;.were

I

·.

. Claim/Rig-Mar Contracting Co.: Mr. Jeffers responded that he had the. claim with him
today, which could be resubmitted •. Mr. Jeffers said Mr. Fox, the loss control consultant, makes surprise. visits at all county sites and he evidently checked out the
surveyor's crew on the Delaware Street Bridge and complimented the traffic control .
system and the method used to flag traffic at both ends of the project. He believes
' the paragraph to which Mrs. Cox is referring states~ "I was ·glad to see the additional
>decking was installed.under the pipeline adjacent to this walkway, as this could have
"'·"been a severe exposure for· children attempting to walk the 'pipe, possibly falling thru
the opening adjacent to it." Mr. Jeffers said these concerns were discussed at previous
Commissioners' meetings. Our other concerns regarded the danger to those who may be
· · · under the bridge. The surveyor's office has measured the remaining opening and deter" ,.,: . ~mined that probably somewhere between 375 and 400 sq. ft. of grating will be required.
~:r~t.''They have located this at Dumas Brothers (the only source they could find of used ·
.~;~~st~~~;~~-~rating). _Their price is 20¢ per pound; since they are in the jank business, they sell

. ~t~-~?·:~c;~~~ ·-: '

;,!

{·. ' . "

'·~. ~ ~:

4

•

· (continued)
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·it as scrap steel. One of the surveyor's men measured what Dumas Bros. had and found
that they probably had enough for us to finish the job -- if there is not too much
wasteage during· the cutting process. Mr. Jeffers said they estimate they may need
400 sq. ft.,. and it runs approximately $1.40 per sq. ft. --or about $560.00 total.
Two of the surveyor's men have expressed· their belief that they_ can cut and tack-weld
this material' down. Mr. ~effers said he knows they can cut it. He.said one possible
way of looking at it would be that the surveyor's men could cut it and someone e·lse
could tack it down if the surveyor's ·men cannot tack it down. In the additional work
performed by Rig-Mar, the costly item was the cutting of the grating to fit; a lot of
labor went into that. The reason the surveyor's men did not cut the grating previously
is because they were involved ·in other projects they were sent to do. So, they just
went ahead-and asked the contractor to continue work until such time as they ran out
of materi~l -- which th~ did. He said he would hesitate to give the Board an estimate
at this time and then chance overrun the estimate. He does think, however, that we
are talking about some $560.00 worth of material. Commissioner Cox said she would .
imagine ·that this is about right -- but from her observation, it is about half completed.
This was her concern-- that we spent some $2,400 or whatever the amoun~of the claim
is to do half of it --and if that is the cost of the remaining work, then we will-have
spent $4,800, which is more.than we spent on the walkway initially. Mr. Jeffers said
he does not believe there is anything whatsoever inappropriate about the clai~. As
a matter of fact, he. is not sure but that the contractor would agree 'with what :Mrs. Cox
is saying. The last time he talked with the contractor, his suggestion was fot'Pthe
surveyor's men to cut the material and if they found they could not tack-weld it down,
to contact him or someone else to do this. He said he could care less who did~the work;
it is just that he .agreed with the rest of us in that what ate _up the labor cost·was
the cutting of the material to fit around the different obstructions around which he
had to work. If the surveyor's crew did all. the cutting and had;;the material all laid
·down in the track-- if they found they could not tack-weld it down-- 0however he is
fairly confident that.we can~ given enough time to do it)--- they could call in one
welder and one helper just to tack-weld it down and it probably. wo_uldn't take over the
better·part of one day. If it is the Cormilissioners• pleasure,. the<csurveyor•s office
will pursue this and keep the Board advised of every move made<in that direction.
If the Board feels the surveyor's office is doing an economical job:}::they will continue.
If not, they will be glad to take the Commissioners' suggestions as to~other method.
Continuing, Mr. Jeffers said they did thoroughly rev-iew this claim, ·talking with both
the contractor and the inspector, and everything seemed to be in order.

I

I

Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the claim to Rig-Mar.Contracting in the
amount of.$2,487.73 be approved for payment.to cover the cost plus work·done to date
on the Ohio Street Bridge. A second to the motion was provided by Commissioner Cox.
So ordered.
~
.

*

The Coimilissi oners requested that Mr.• Jeffers proc;;eed, as discussed, and keep them
informed~ ··~Mr. Jeffers i ndi cated that he wi 11 probably give the Commissioners a report
prior to th~ meeting on November 5th (either separately, or together). The Board
expressed. their appreciation to Mr. Jeffers ·for his informative report.
.
.
RE: - '.COONTY ENGINEER :- ANDY EASLEY

Reimbursement Checks from State Auditor: Mr. Easley advised that the following
reimbursement checks from the State Auditor had been received-on the Environmental
Proje_ct in connection with Eichoff Road·-- under the· Fed.eral Topics Program:
$1,340.14
$1,647.75
Motion was made by Commissioner Willner: that .the checks ·be approved for ~~ceptance,
· in accordance with Mr. Easley's recommendation. A second to the motion was provided
· ·
· by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
: Buildin Modifications Crease Co.: Mr. Easley said he spent about two hours with
Mr. ·Lee Gallivan ast Wednesday and talked with Steve Dilk this morning concerning
the building modifications at the Creasey Co. on Lynch Road. ·The requests re this
. project are being processed.·
·

I

..
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..

Water Ne.eds Survey/Highway 57: Mr. Easley said he has spent several hours this past
week out on Highway 57 and there does seem to be a need and interest in water line
extensions. Mr~ Al Trapp, who lives north of Dale out on Green River Road, said they
would also be interested in investigating the feasibility of a water line extension
up North Green River Road. Since there is a lot of interest, Mr. Easley is going to
look up some frontages and names of property owners and perhaps· send out a mailing
to see what kind of response we get -- and then we could separate the projects.
The project on Highway 57 is, however, probably the most urgent. Mr. Easley said we
will also see how we could. structure financing·in connection with these projects.

I

Commissioner Cox asked if the representative ·from Turris Coal Company contacted Mr.
Easley? Mr. Easley said that he did and he had a-nice talk with him. Turris wants
to cooperate on said extension. Presently the line ends at Alvey's or .7 of a mile.
from there to Ruston Lane. The people at the Diesel Service are interested and indica~ed
that the rest of the people·who own the balance of that Industrial Park are interested.
RE:

BURDETTE PARK - MONTHLY REPORT

•.

The ·following,financial report for period ending September 30, 1984~ had been._submitted
. by Mark Tuley; Manager of Burdette Park •••.••• ~report received and f1led:
"
. . :.;3.
'.~~

·1984. S'tARTING BUDGET

·

.... _,_ .:?\"
.:
-~-

1984
1983
1983
1984

I

,P;;.'~

$ 396,037.00

Budgeted
Encumbered
Encumbered by Contract
Additional Appropriation·

6,303.94
70,547.44
102000.00

$ 482,888.38

.. Tota 1 1984 Budget

EXPENDITURES &BALANCE l/l/84 to 9/30/84

$ 379,428.14
$ 103,460.24

Total Expenditures
Total· Balance
INCOMF 1/1/84 to 9/30/84
Pool
Rink
Rentals
Misc.

$

70,209.00
29 ,309}11
55,719'.92
".8, 169.73

. $ 163,407. 76

Total

I· . September 30, 1984
Total Expenditures
.Total Income

$ 379,428.14

163,407.76

$ 216,020.38

Total Deficit

,.

I

, RE:

'

.

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES - RELEASES

. . . ·., Vanderburgh Superior Court

'

.
;!"'

Sara Ellen Culley

Eff: 10/19/84

Riding Blf.•

Burdette Park
:

··:-

. Kevin Mayer
. Larry Nickens
Arthur Pagett
.. Mark Wa1ker

1403 E. John
R.R.#2 Hillview
273 Washington
1163 Regency Ct.

P. T.
P.T.
P.T.
P.T.

Rink
Grd.
Grd.
Grd.

Gd •
Crew
Crew
Crew

$
$
$
$

3.50/Hr.
4.00/Hr.
4.00/Hr.
3.50/Hr.

.

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

8/27/84·
10/15/84
10/15/84 .
10/15/84

:

'"'I

(continued)

.
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Mary Ann Barthel
Tony Behme
Tina Coomes
Jeff Craft
Bertrum Forney
Jonathon Gugin
Laura Henmer·
Carla Kamman
RE:

$
$
$
P.T. Rink Gd.
P.T. Grd. ·Crew $
$
·$
$
II
$

4221 Bellemeade
1721 E. Franklin
27 W. Maryland
2834 Pennsylvania
4604 Sweetser
417 Schreeder
1629 N. Elm
3173 Droll Ave.

P.T. Grd. Crew
II

II

II

II

3.50/Hr. Eff:
4.00/Hr. . Eff:
4.00/Hr. Eff:·
3.50/Hr. Eff:
4.00/Hr. Eff:
4.00/Hr. Eff:
3.50/Hr. Eff:
3.50/Hr. Eff:

9/2/84
9/10/84
1/19/84
9/3/84

10/15/841
10/l/84
9/24/84
10/1/84

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES -: APPOINTMENTS

Election Office
Dorothy Caarey
Mary Lee Bassemeier

2051 Conlin
Dep. Clk.
6618 Little Schaefer Dep. Clk.

$ 4.05/Hr. Eff:
$ 4.05/Hr. Eff:

10/22/84
10/22/84

Circuit Court
Benjamin Evans

· 1.369 E. Chandler

P •T. Work Re 1.

$ 4.50/Hr. Eff: .._ 10/15/84

Vanderburgh Superior Court
Donna Faye Baumeyer
RE:

315 N. Lemcke Ave.

Riding Blf.

•'

. $ 13,491/Yr. Eff: .. '"·i0/22/84

9LD BUSINESS

There were no items of a.ld Business for discussion.
RE:

I

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

,· There were no sCheduled meetings brought to the attention of the Board.
l'";

RE:

AREA PLAN COMMISSION - BARBARA CUNNINGHAM

·.. Angermeier Subdivision: Mrs. Cunningham said she is appear.ing before the Commissioners
with regard to requirements for sidewalks, curbs and gutters in Angermeier Subdivision,
'",which will be seeking Drainage Board approval today.· This subdivision is at the corner
. of St. Joseph Avenue and Schenk Rd. All of the lots face on Schenk B.d. It was the
. recommendation of the Subdivision Review Committee that sidewalks, curbs and gutters
' be waived. Commissioner Willner asked that. when we upgiade th~ St. Joe intersection
/;;- \> with Federal funds, how will this affect that? Mrs. Curtlingham stated that it was .
~\;fi;~r~t].~.suggested at the time that due to the proposed improvements at St. Joe and Schenk Rds. ,
:~;·<'~:,,~~;that a total of 30-ft. right-of-way be granted on Schenk Rd. for said intersection
;;;•::'::~:\.improvements. They have a :.70-ft. thoroughfare set-back on St. Joe, so that should be
~'~1·:1~~i~'more than adequate. The engineers at the time indicated that they did not think this
. /P · would be a pr_oblem •. Mrs. Cunningham thinks the request is valid. There are no cuts
;z;~. ,. on St. Joe. Commissioner Willner stated that if the proposed plans are acceptable
· "'~ti~~:;;.;cto the owners, then he moves that the requirements for sidewalks, curbing and gutters
·;;!;';:.•!'l/J: be waived for Angermeier Subdivision. A second to the motion was provided by Commissioner
Cox. So ordered. (Approved, subject to additional right-of-way.)
··
~~~
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. · . street and adhere to publ1c standards to become a county-accepted street -- and that
sidewalks, curbs and gutters should be required. Mrs. Cunningham said this is close
to one (1) mile from the City. The lots are not very big _..:and it is a cul-de-sac
,.. · ~· operation. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner 'that sidewalks, curbs and gutters
,,,.~,;~~be required· for Ridge Subdivision. Further, Mrs. Cunningham sht?uldtalk to EUTS and
. ,;;;;f·;Area Plan about at least a one· (1) car or two (2) car acce1erat1on/dece1eration lane on
·.··Evergreen Road. A second· to the motion was provided by Commissioner Borries. So ordered.
was some discussion as to whether Mr. ·Gerard of EUTS had a recommendation. Mrs.
said that EUTS does not give the Commissioners a report on subdivisions. However,
• Cunningham said that Mr. Gerard receives a copy of the subdivision plats and he . ·
ds the; Subdivision Review Committee meetings •.•• and looking at these things is part
the review committee process.
·
>. .;~~:f~~ ·
'.

, ,.

':;· · .: ~~f~"ti .

. '·

, .:'(continued)
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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
October 29, 1984 ·

There being no further business to be brought before the Board of Cormnissioners at
this time, President Borries declared the meeting adjourned at 4:10 p.m. -~ with
the announcement that a meeting of the Vanderburgh County Drainage Board would be
held immediately following the adjournment of the Commissioners• meeting.

I

I

PRESENT:

COMMISSIONERS-

COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard J. Borries
Robert L. Wi 11 ner
Shirley Jean Cox

Alice. McBride·

David V. Miller

SURVEYOR

COUNTY HIGHWAY

COUNTY ENGINEER

Bi 11 Jeffers, Deputy

Bi 11 Bethel
Lee Stuckey

Andy Easley

AREA PLAN

COUNTY TREASURER

OTHER

Barbara Cunningham

Lew Volpe

.. ,·

,.SECRETARY:

:y

I
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Joanne A. Matthews
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Teri Stokes/Khigh~~rustee~s Of.
Emarie West/Knight-Trustee's Of.
Louise Hall/Pigeon~Trustee's Of.
Katherine Rybak/Legal Services
Sheriff Shepard
Kenneth Eastham
Mrs. Eddie Shelton
-News Media
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MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' MEETING
NOVEMBER 5, 1984
lhe meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on November 5, 1984,
.at 2:30 p.m; in the Commiss~oners Hearing Room, with President Borries presiding.
This being the first meeting of the month it was officially opened by. Sheriff Clarence
Shepard.
.

I

The Chair entertained a motion concerning approval of the minutes of the previous
meeting. Motion was made by Commissioner·Willner that minutes of the meeting held on
October 29, be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor. A second to the motion
was provided by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

ED JOHNSON-REQUEST TO VACATE A PORTION Ot BOEHNE CAMP ROAD

President Berries said the agenda, as pri·nted before us today states the request ts to
vacate a portion of Felstead Road, however, that is in error and should read a portion
of Boehne Camp Road. (The Notice of Petftion also states 11 Felstead Road 11 ) .
Attorney Ed Johnson was present and.stated he has filed a petition to vacate a po~ion
of a roadway in Vanderburgh and he would like to show the Board exactly ~here this is
located and get a date for a final hearing, if possible. lt is a forty foot county
easement that he assumes would have been an· extension of Boehne Camp Road, and he point~
ed out where Boehne Camp Road ends, at Middle Mt. Vernon Road. There is a for~ foot ·
easement, that is platted, that would go over to Felstead Road.··. The clients he_J:.epresents are Al Umbach and Gene Hahn, and they own a rectangular shaped tract of. l~d and
the forty feet easement is contained only in their property and they would like to have
it vacated so that they can complete a real estate sale and utilize the use of. the
rectangu·l ar shaped piece of property and without this being done, the piece of 1and
could not be built on.
.
Mr. Johnson said if possible he would like to have the final hearing date set for
November 26th and he will then get the notices out and come back for final hearing.

I

Commissioner Willner moved that permission be granted to advertise for the vacation
and that the final hearing be instituted. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So
ordered.
RE:

I

COUNTY ATIORNEY ••.••• DAVID JONES

Inter-local Governmental Agreement ••• County Ambulance and Paramedic Department: Mr.
Jones said he has another revision, copies of which he has given to each of the
Commissioners, of the Inter-local Governmental Agreement .for a joint paramedic service.
The changes which were made in this revision, which is dated November 11, 1984., is
before the Board today. One of the things he was· hot aware of before ~is that the agreement that was given to us ori gina lly, by the City, did not contain a }5rovi s ion that was
in the ordinance, so they had a conflict and didn't know it, and~ that was, the ordinance
that was approved by· the City required that the appointments of the Mayor and the
·Commissioners be ratified by the Common Council and the County Council, respectively,
but the agreement omitted that. He has inserted that provision into the agreement that
is before the Board today. In addition to that revision, there was also no funding
. percentage, as to how much the city and the county is going to pay and this would have
_.;"'-~"'·' created a problem in later years. This was done in line with population and reads the
'),~~County's portion of said budget shall be equal to 22% of the entire budget and the
· ;. City's portion of said budget shall be 78% of the entire budget. Also, in the event
··that services hereunder are extended by·Agreement to the Town of Darmstadt the percentage of contribution of each party shall be amended to reflect the ratio of the population
of each entity to the population .of all entities combined. They also added an automatic
appointment of a City Council and a County Council member,-·to the Board of Trustees,
which increased the membership from five (5) to seven (7) members. They also eliminated
the right for the three (3) ex-officio to vote, that they will be·there to give advice
and recommendations only •.•••• not to vote. The agreement also calls for competitive
bidding, that it be done in the same manner that all other governmental contracts are
, done. Another thing he found to be particularly bad was that the rules and regulations,
or the legislation for this department, was created by itself., so the change was made to
reflect that rules and regulations can be recommended by the. Board of Trustees, but they
are adopted by the people that are elected to do so, the legislative arm of the City and
·County. Also, in terms of reviewing emergency medical services, if this is to be county
wide, they-had eliminated the volunteer fire departments and they have now been included.

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
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There is also a provision for under-financ1ng, that in no event shall the tota_l budget
increase more than five .(5) percent from the previous year budget during the initial
three (3) year term of this agreement. and after that, it is whatever the city and
county councils agree to.

I

..

Commissioner Cox said on page 2, under the heading Board of Trustees, she does not believe it says anything about compensation for any of the Board of Trustees.
Mr. Jones said he has not heard that discussed and therefore he does not know what anyone•s pleasure is regarding that compensation, ·as to how much it would be and also who
determines the amount.
·
.

Commissioner Cox said on page 3, under Section V, it states the duties of the Evansville
Vanderburgh County Ambulance and Paramedic Department is to recommend to the City Co~ncil
and the County Council a minumum operating budget, and she would like that explained
further to her.
.

.

.

*'

.

~ ·~-'it~;f ·_;~ ~(
-j

Mr. Jones said he believes this was put in, in recognition of a lot of the discussions
that have gone' on for a few years, from various parties, about what it ought to be. It
was put in there that simply there is some basic amount that you need in order~o carry
on what is proposed and beyond that, it is refinements and additions, ·that put~i_ng in
a small amount that they could not operate on from the_ beginning, is us'E!less. :f'
Commissioner Willner said what he would like to do with this Agree~ent is forw~¥-d it
to the County Council at their next regular meeting, for their review"!ttd recommendations
and that it then come back to the Commissioners for final approval, and ':he would -therefore
.move this be done. 'Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. So ordered.
RE:

BILL. BETHEL •... COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly absentee report:uf the
employees at the county garage for the period of October 29 thru November 2, 1984.
Report received and filed.

I

Weekly Work Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the weekly work report of the employees
at the county garage for the period of October 29 thru November 2, 1984. Report received and filed.
·
Attached to the weekly work report was the following work schedule for the same period
of time.
Gradall:
Paved:
Patched:
., Tree Crew:

· City - St. George Road

a·.

Baseline Road and Weiss Road.
; Bayou Creek, Winterheimer Road, Allen La_ne, Ridgeview Drive, St. George .
Drive ·and Kleitz Road •
Middle Mt. Vernon, Pee-rless Road; Five Dollar Road and Baseline West.

Cut Bleeders: Frontage Road, Hillview Road, St. Joe and St. Wendel .Road.
Rocked:

County Line

Grader:

Seib Road, Happe Road, King·Road, Long Road, Newman Road, Weiss Road,
Hi 11 side, Denzer and Co.unty Line East.

East~·Nunning

Road, Seib Road and County Line West.

Worked on barricades.
Commissioner Cox s-aid at the corner of Rosenberger and Hogue Road, on the east corner
of the intersection there is a hole .about 36 11 l_·n_di_am__-.e._ _ ter and 6-8 ~ Mr. Bethel.
- .
said he will check on it..
,
11

I

;.
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BOB BRENNER •..•• COUNTY SURVEYOR

There was no one present from the County Surveyor's office, however, they did submit
the weekly bridge and guardrail report of the bridge crew for the period of October 29
thru November 2, 1984, which was received and filed.

I

RE:

JIM LINDENSCHMIDT ••.• SUPERINTENDENT OF COUNTY BUILDINGS

Mr. Lindenschmidt reported the County had a surplus auction on the 13th of October and
the final accounting is done and at this time he would submit a check in the amount of
$2,984.98, to be quietused into the General _Fu~d.
Commissioner Willner moved the check be signed by the.Commissioners and put into ·the
County General Fund. Commissioner Cox seconded the motion. · So ordered •.
New Telephone System: Mr. Lindenschmidt said cut-over date of the new telephone system
is going to be December 7th., after 5:00p.m. There will be telephone training sessions
the weeks of November 26th. thru 30th. and December 3rd •. thru December 7th. The l~dy
from KLF will come in next week and set up a time schedule. We still do pot have a ·
final cost, but the estimated cost will be around $50,000.00 less than we anticipated.
RE:

~

TRAVEL REQUEST •••• COUNTY ASSESSOR

'

President Borries said the Commissioners received a request to travel, .from Couifty
Assessor, James L. Angermeier. He is asking permission to travel to Indianapolis, to
attend Association of Indiana Counti·es, 26th Annual Conference, to be held on. . . :;.
November 18, 19 and 20, 1984. He believes that Mark Owen is also going to attend.

I

The Commissioners, after a brief.discussion among themselves, decided to defer the
request for one (1) week and check and see if anyone else wanted to attend and if so
perhaps they could double up on the ride.
RE:

REQUEST TO USE COPY MACHINE ••• ELECTION BOARD

The following letter was read .aloud by President Borries, dated October 23, 1984, and
directed to the Board of County Commissioners.
Re: Use of Portable Copy Machine
I respectfully request permission to use the port~ble copy machine from the
Auditor's office for the county center on Tuesday, November 6, 1984.
We are again planning to furnish precinct printouts on election rfight and the
above mentioned copier works just great.
~
Sincerely,
Helen L. Kuebler
Election Board Secretary

****************
, ..

>

,'

"'

Commissioner Willner moved the above request be. approved.
··":"the motion.
So ordered.
·

I

. '·RE:

'-

Commissioner Cox seconded

LffiER AND CHECK FROM· EVANSVILLE CABLE TV, INC.
.

'·"

'

. "A check, in the amount of $8,027.19, and the following letter was received by the
Commissioners, dated October 29, 1984.
· · · •. Dear Commissioners:
Enclosed you will find our check in the amount of $8,027.19 which represents payment
:for the third quarter franchise fees for Vanderburgh CoUnty .for ·1984 •.
Last year, we sent you a check for $7,363.53 for the third quarter payment of 1983
which is -a sizeable increase. This also represents an increase over the second
quarter payment which was in the amount of $7,931.52.

•
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Letter Continues:
By way of .review, we have opened up some 47 additional homes on Old Boonville.Highway. We are in the process of .building Hillsdale Road out Old State Road to Ridgeway
Heights and are in the process of building St. Joe, Indiana. It is our plans to have
these started between now and year end.
Additionally, we will be doing Heckel Road and Oak Hill Road of .some 40· homes, and
Millersburg, to Oak Hill, to Green River Road for an additional 100 homes. We will
be processing an area on out Old State Road that will also include an area· around
the Hornet's Nest. We estimate some four miles plus of plant going by roughly 143
homes.
··
.

I

Again, Evansville Cable would like to thank the County Commissioners for giving
Evansville Cable TV the pleasure of serving residents of the county with cable TV
service. If the Commissioners have any questions, please feel free to call me at
any time. My private number is 429-2461.
.
.
Best regards,
Robert D. Ossenberg
Vice President and
General Manager

'

************

,r.

Commissioner Cox moved the check be endorsed and put in the General Fund and t~t
a letter of acknowledgement be sent to Evansville Cable. Commissionero:afillner seconded
the motion. So ordered.
RE: ELECIION DAY CLOSINGS
All County offices will be closed November 6th, for the General Election.·
RE:

CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE

I

Received and filed was the following certificates of insurance.
Vanderburgh County Convention and Visitors Bureau for the Nashville Network, Dancing
USA - October 29, 1984/November 2, 1984. The Vanderburgh County Auditorium and Convention Center is additional insured with respect to this event.
Evansville Area Labor Management Committee for use of the VanderburghJ\uditorium Gold
Room on November 15, 1984.
·
··.
t
~

Tennis Hatfield, for Arts and Crafts Christmas Bazaar on November 25, 1984.
Whirlpool Management Club, for a fall dance on November 10, 1984.
··RE: TREASURER'S REPORT FROM THE VANDERBURGH COUNTY TREASURER
''Commissioner Cox said she believes the· Commissioners were to decide what to do with the
Treasurer's extra interest monies.
President Berries said that is correct and the Commissioners also received· the following
investment report from Mr. Volpe. dated November 5, 1984.
Collections to date are: .

COUNTY REVENUE
FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING
POOR RELIEF

$478,093.25
$ 6,669.44
$ 6,254.17
$491,016.86

Outstanding investments are:
1) Investments $3,000,000, dated December 28, 1983, due December 27, 1984. Esti.mated
income $273,700.00 of which $22,812.00 will go to the Reassessment Fund. Rate 9.125%.

I

•
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Treasurer's ReQort Continues

I

.2)

Investments $500,000, dateQ December 29, 1983, due December 27, 1984. Estimated
income $46,200. Rate 9.25%.

3)

Investments $2,000,000, dated January 4, 1984, due December 27, 1984. Estimated
income $188,000. Rate 9.50%.

4)

Investments $2,000,000, dated July 5, 1984, due December 26, 1984.
income $111,000. Rate 11.50%.

5)

Investments $2,000,000, dated September 21, 1984, due December 27, 1984. Estimated
income $57,000, of which $42,800 will go to· the Roads and Streets Fund. Rate 10.625%.

6)

Investments $J.,OOO,OOO, dated October 14, 1984, due December 27, 1984. Estimated
income $73,570, of which $49,000 will go to the Roads and Streets Fund. Rate 10.51% •

7) Repo, $500,000, dated October 23, 1984, due November 21, 1984.
$3,725.69. · Rate 9.25%.

Estimated

Estim~ted

..

income.

.

Investments, $2,000~000, dated October 26, 1984, due December 27, 1984. E~imated
income·$31,800, of which $7,900 will go to the Roads and Streets Fund. Rate 9.25% •

8)

9) Repo, $500,000, dated October 30, 1984, due November 29, 1984. Estimated income.
$3,802. 08. Rate 9.125%.
,._.; ·
When all outstanding investments are collected, income will appear as follows:
COUNTY REVENUE ·
$1,144,379.02
FEDERAL REV. SHARING
6,669.44
POOR RELIEF
6,254.17
· :REASSESSMENT
22,812.00
. . ROADS & STREETS .
99,700. 00

I

$1,279,814.63.
Lewis F. Volpe
Treasurer, Vanderburgh County

***********
Commissioner Borries asked Mrs. McBride what the extra amount is..,. that Mr. Volpe
estimates he will receive and she replied $100,000.00.
'·,

:

.'"

· Coinmissioner Cox moved the $100,000.00 excess interest monies, received by County ·
Treasurer, Lewis.Volpe, be placed in the Roads and Streets Fund.
·
Commissioner Willner said he believes this is an excellent choice and he will second
motion.
So ordered.
·

,,_m(/i~~the

·. RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES ..•.• APPOINTMENTS .·

VOTERS REGISTRATION

I

Travis Rayburn

1916 N. Fifth Ave.

Acting Brd .. Member

$636.43

-Eff: 11-5-84

$636.43

Eff: 11-2-84

RE: . EMPLOYMENT CHANGES •••• RELEASES
..

'.,.

·~

_..

--· .

·'

VOTERS REGISTRATION
Carolyn Sauer
·--:

7215 Washington Ave. Board Member

'(_

Commissioner Willner said he would like to extend his best wishes and good luck to
both Mr. Berries and Mrs. Cox at tomorrow's election.
There being no further business, President Berries ·declared the meeting recessed at
3:10 p.m.

.

. .,
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COMMISSIONERS.

COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard J. Berries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Alice McBride

David Jones

SECRETARY: Janice Decker
FOR: . Joanne A. Matthews

I

I
.....

I

. ,,

~·
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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' MEETING
NOVEMBER 12, 1984
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Subject. Index
AGREEMENTS
Settlement

I

Page No.

&Release

1

Agreement/Hartman-Adler-Vanderburgh Co.

APPOINTMENTS
W. C. Bussing, III to Board of Zoning Appeals ------------------------------*Replacing C. Ford

8

APPROVAL OF MINUTES -------------------------------------------------------------

1
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Petra.-Petrified Productions ------------------------------------------.:.-------

14
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12
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... 13
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•

.

' \'.11
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."'_
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---------------:'!'

1

nt.·~.

COUNTY ENGINEER
Final Settlement Check Received on Lynch Road Project----$34,040.12 --------COUNTY HIGHWAY
Absentee Report, Weekly Work Report &Work Schedule ------------------------Mt. Pleasant Road (between Cypress-Dale &Bayou Creek) Work -----------------

I

6
1

: COUNTY SURVEYOR
Bridge &Guardrail. Repair Report-------------------------------------------Congratulations to Commissioners Borries &Cox on Re-election --------------Caranza Drive/Drainage Problems ----------------------------------~---------Guardrail Damage on Darmstadt Rd./Lisa Kirkwood----·$390.00 ----------------Claim to Rig-Mar Contracting on Maryland Street Bridge---Approved ----------. c·Maryland Street Bridge Opening Scheduled for November 16th -----------------Various Road, Bridge & Culvert Projects (in response to Lee Gallivan's
·
lnspecti on Report). _____ _,_.:. ____________ ,;, ______________________;:-----------·.. ··
Red Bank RoadPipe Project----Completion scheduled November 12th

.i-----------
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2
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2
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3
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13
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MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' MEETING
NOVEMBER 12, 1984
The meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on November 12, ·1984,
at 2:3o·p.m. in the CommissiOners' Hearing Room, with President Borries presiding.

I

The Chair entertained a motion concerning approval of the minutes of the previous
meeting. Motion was made by Commissioner Cox that the minutes of the meeting held
on November 5, 1984, be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor, with the ·
exception of one change to be noted. The last sentence refers to a pothole on the
corner of Rosenberger and Hogue Roads. It should read 6-8 deep, rather than 6-8"
across. ·Incidentally, Mr. Bethel has already had that pothole fil.led and they did
a nice job. A second to ·the motion was provided by Commissioner Willner. So ordered.
11

Commissioner Willner congratulated CommiS.sioners Borries and Cox on their recent
victories -- in being re-elected to the Boa~d of County Commissioners for another term.
RE:

COUNTY ATIORNEY - DAVID V. MILLER

Settlement & Release Agreement/Hartman-Adler-Vanderburgh Co.: Attorney Miller saiq.
he has the entire Settlement &Release Agreement in the Hartman-Adler~vanderburgh Co.
matter for approval. He does not have the original of the signature pages with him
today, but would submit the agreement for approval in its present form. The ~aragraph
.that was always at issue was Paragraph #2, which has been modified in accordan~e with
the Commissioners' ·wishes and Attorney Miller recommends approval. In its pr~ous
form it was already signed by Mr. Shively's clients. Therefore, what the Commissioners
·will se·e attached here is the second page, together with subsequent PB'§es, \1hi.ch· have
not been changed in any forli1. He will submit the original version for execution by
the Commissioners, but he merely wants them to see the completedcr·agreement. ·
'

.

. Motion· was inade by Commissioner Willner· that the Settlement &. Release ;;1\greement in
the Hartman-Adler•Vanderburgh Co. matter be approved. A·second to· the motion was
provided by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

COUNTY HIGHWAY - BILL BETHEL

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the Weekly Absentee RepGrt for the
employees at the County Garage for period of November 5 thru November 9, 1984 •••• report
received and filed.
Weekly Work Report &Work Schedule: Also submitted was the Weekly Work Report for
period November 5 thru November 9, l984 •••••• report received and filed.· Attached
to the Work Report was the following Work Schedule:
Gradall:
Paved:
·wedged:

, Weiss Rd. and Heckel Rd.
Weiss Rd. and Edgewater Drive
Boonvill~.New

Harmony and Martin Station Roads

Trash:

St. Joe Ave., Mill Rd., Darmstadt Rd., Old State Rd., Lynn Rd.,
So. Weinbach Ave., and River Rd. ·
·

Patch:

Heubner Rd.,_Green·Fiver Rd.,·Boonville-New Harmony Rd., and Oak Hill Rd.

Picked Up
Loose Rock
@ Intersection
. , Tree Crew:

Red Bank Rd., Upper Mt. Vernon Rd., and Dussendorf Rd.

I

Peck Rd:

Commissioner Willner asked that with the paving of Weiss Rd. and Edgewater Drive.,
does that conclude the paving for the year? .or, do they intend to try to do more?
Mr. Bethel said they are wedging into places with the paver, as weather permits.
,Commissioner Willner said he wanted Mr. Bethel to take a look at Caranza Drive,
which they had discussed previously. Mr. Bethel ~aid he would get that.
Commissioner Cox asked if Mr. Bet.hel has had an opportunity to look at Mt. Pleasant·
Rd. -- bet~een Cypress-Dale and Bayou Creek? · It really needs some work, and that is·
probably the route that the majority of people in Union Township use. Mr. Bethel
said the~ go down there and spread -- then take a grader and grade it in, then roll
•. ~,· ..,.)£'<' conti:~~~-\·))' . '
;,;..
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it -- and it will hold things for the year. They have several sections where they
are going to do this.
RE:

.COUNTY SURVEYOR - BILL JEFFERS, CHIEF DEPUTY

President Borries said the Commissioners will not have an opportunity to congratulate
Robert Brenner, County Surveyor, who was also re-elected on November 6th, since he
is not present for today's meeting. However, Chief Deputy Bill Jeffers is on hand
to give the Surveyor's report.
Mr. Jeffers said that Mr. Brenner did send his congrat~lations to the two re-elected
Conmiss.ioners· and said that he and· his staff had enjoyed working with the Board
for the past four years and. look forward to working with them during ·the next four
years.
.

~

Bridge &Guardrail Repair Report: Mr. Jeffers distributed copies of the Bridge &
Guardrail Repair Report for per·iod November 5 thru November 9, 1984 •••• -\report received
and filed. ·
/f '

.

~

iCaranza Drive: Mr. Jeffers said he would like to make one cormnent about Caranza Drive.
; Is that west of Old State Road .;.-near the Johnson residence? Commissioner Wi\jn~r
said that it was. Mr. Jeffers said they had called the surveyor's office, also. They
would like to work with the Highway Department on this, as they believe it will also
require some correction of a drainage problem. They worked on the dropbox.~~they tried
to get the dropbox to take the water--'whi.ch is coming ·doW11· from a northerly direction
from a vacant lot.· Some of the yards have been built up in that area and-they are
holding water back on the street. We really need to get the water off the street, .
·
. . and then they can pave it -- and possibly it will hold a little better.
Guardrail Damage/Darmstadt Road:

The following letter was read by Mr. Jeffers:

November 12, 1984
,

·:

-··~' "'~•

..\
~

~

.-

-

·:

Lisa G. Kirkwood
_,,2624 N. Elsas Averiue
Evansville, Indiana 47711
Dear Lisa G. Kirkwood:
The following is an itemized statement of the damage to Vand~rburgh ·county
property caused by your accident on 9-28-84.
·
· 25 ft. Guardrai 1 @ $4.00/ft.
3 :·: Guardrai 1 Posts· @ $30.00 ea.
Guardrai 1· End Sections
2
Installation Labor

$100.00
90.00
. ; 50.00
,150.00

·.Total .

$390.00

,Please remit to the Vanderburgh County Commissioners, Room 305, Civic Center
· ,Complex, Evansville, Indiana 47708.
·
-

L ._,_

.

If you have any questions regarding this-matter, contact my office at
426-4210. .
.

,

. Sincerely,
y

:,,,

Robert W. Brenner
Vanderburgh County Surveyor
cc: . Vanderburgh County Attorney

Mr. Jeffers said the foregoing letter serves as a "bill". The accident occurred on
. ·Darmstadt Road just north of Inglefield Rd. Ms. Kirkwood is being billed because
···;,her insurance carrier has indicated that he was a.· former insurance carrier. Ms.
~~.Kirkwood was very fortunate, as she came to rest on a gas pipe -- and did not rupture
~~.,same.
,
·· ·

·(continued)
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Claim- Rig-Mar Contracting; Inc.: A claim'in the amount of $118,115.00, representing
all work completed thru November 9, 1984 (as well as guardrail installation,. which
is ongoing today) on the Maryland Street Bridge, less 5% retainage, less previous
payments. The figures have been reviewed by both the Surveyor's Office and the
Auditor's office.and found to be in order.

I

Matyland Street Bridge Opening: Mr. Jeffers said the Surveyor's office has been .
.contacted by at least one television station and one radio station concerning an exact
date for the opening of the new Maryland Street Bridge. The Surveyor's office has told
them it will be the end of this week. The .contractor is ·shooting for Wednesday; and ·
if he gets rained out Tuesday or·Wednesday, the Surveyor's office is saying Thursday
or Friday. What they would like to do is ·to give everyone an opportunity to.attend
the opening; thus, they may go ahead and set the opening for Friday noon. Since the
Surveyor's office works under the direction of the Board of Commissioners, they would
· like to have all three of the County Commissioners present for the opening. Mr ...Jeffers
suggested that a tentative opening be schedu·led for Friday noon, pending weather
conditions. If rain is forecast for Friday, it could be moved up to Thursday. If.it ·
rains between now and Friday, the opening may have to be scheduled for Monday. President
Berries requested that the Surveyor's office keep the Commissioners' office advised,
. { ..(·:;:and they will let the news media know if there is any change. If they are able to
·complete the work ahead of schedule and want to have the opening sooner, then~e
Commissioners' office will let the media know, etc. Mr. Jeffers ~aid they wou1d like
· to get the bridge open as soon as possible; as there are several ind&tries ln the area
who need it quickly.
·
"'·- ~
Road, Bridge & Culvert Projects: Mr. Jeffers said that .Mr. L~e Ga,llif·wm from the
Federal Highway Department came down and made an inspection (alon.gwtth :commissioner
.··. Berries and County Engineer Andy Easley} of several road, bridge:.·.·~. a. •".d...<Ctflvert. . .·.·p· · r.·o··.·.jects
which had government involvement in years passed, to see how we·arEF·maintaining those
projects and protecting their federal dollars, etc. After Mr. Jeffers·~:d:Mt"~:lialliv
report, he called him on ·the telephone and he indicated that if we3;r~ed. immediately to three of the projects which are listed as bridge projects --~hat would
· ·. · satisfy him at this time. The three projects he ·would like us to reSJmld to are:
1) Green River Road over 'Pigeon Creek
.
·. ' 2) Green River Road over Firlick Creek (112 m1le north of Heckel and 1/2
mile .south of Millersburg Rd.)
.
3) St. Joe Avenue -- 5,150 ft. north of Boonville-New Harmoriy Rd.

I'.
s

With regard to #2 above, President Berries asked if this was the "mystery bridge"?
Mr. Jeffers s.aid it is not. And it is understandable how difficulty;was encountered
in finding the "mystery bridge". It· was .said to be on Old Boonville-New Harmony Rd •
. Actually, it is on Old Green Road over Schlensker. Schlensker~(surveyors are a strange
. . . . bunch and they all like to name a creek) --·and there are deeds fr.om the 1800.'s which
"• list Schlensker as "Blue Grass Creek".· However, those deeds have subsequently been
corrected -- and the area is now called "Schlensker Ditch". So that is how everyone
· was thrown off. It is located o.n Green River Road over Schlensker Ditch -- approximately
one quarter mile north of Boonville-New Harmony Rd.
With regard to #3 above, tt is over ·Maidiow Ditch·=.·· What ·exists there is a twin 8' by
· ··12'elliptical culvert~- two (2) corrugated metal pipes (not aluminum-- but steel)-and they are sitting in Maidlow Ditch, which is a legal drain. Since 1981, the
.. County has been working. closely· with· the property owners and the .contractors to improve
that ditch. Right·now, Big Creek Drainage Association has just completed some more
· improveme.nts on Mr. Thiel's property and it is ready for inspection. So, we have done
a lot of work in this area. Our· concern is that one {l) 8' by 12'elliptical pipe is
·
· capable of carrying · ,670 cu. ft. per secon~ on a flat grade. On the most radical
grade we could put in there, we could only get up to .,. 810 cu. ft. per second. So, a
twin pipe would carry 1,340 cu. ft. per second on ..a flat grade which now exists, or
1,620 cu. ft. per second on a radical grade. The estimated life of corrugated metal pipe
is 20 years. ·I be.lieve his report indicates when that pipe was set (1962 or so) and
,>·:~ ..,.so it is ·near the end of its effective life. (It is steel; aluminum pipes have slightly
· .· longer life.) Maidlow watershed above that pipe is 2,084 acres, more or less. About
90% of that acreage is rolling farmland. The longest lateral of that ditch measured
. , by the surveyor~s office was 12,000 ft. The drop from the highest point in the watershed
· to the str~cture itself is 65 ft., which generates 1,652 cu. ft. per second water under
, heavy rain.; There is evidence, as noted by Mr. Gallivan,. that water has been up over
the road •. Since we've had heavy rains in the last week or so, Mr. Jeffers went·out and

I
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looked at the area this morning. There was evidence of water up to the toad -- not
.over it, but up to it-- so he does not doubt Mr. Gallivan's findings in that case.
The rubbish up against the pipe thismorning was corn stubbles out of recently
.
harvested fields.

I

If the Commissioners will allow the.Surveyor's office to pursue the matter~ one
of the surveyor's proposals is to install a bridge, rather than twin culvert pipes.
They do not particularly like twin culvert pipes. They cleaned that one out this
spring and it is already beginning to silt up again •. What h~ppens is that, on a
curve -- and there is a curve-immediately west of the pipe --water goes thru the
outside Pipe at a higher velocity than on the inside pipe and causes an eddy, which .
fills the·pipe up with silt. _:Under ideal conditions, they can only expect that pipe
to carry 1,620 cu. ft. per second. Under heavy conditions, they are generating
32 cu. ft. more per second than that. It is possible that the run-off would be
greater as development occurs out in that area. The bridge they are proposing for
that site is the same bridge that is now sitting in Heddon Road over Firlick Creek
and Waterworks Road over the Litt1e Slough (we built two of them in 1981) -- that .
bridge will fit in there and it is almost identical in size to what is required.
They have a-30ft. wide ditch and the opening here is 28ft. They could move it
-up_ 2 ft. -- and he thinks that will run the water. thru there. The bridge is ·Nted
~ 2,203 cu. 'ft: per second. The cost in 1981 of the bridge on Heddon Road was $·41 ,032.35.
Deig Bros. bid three (3) bridges at the same time and allowed the County a $l,itQ
deduct per bridge if they got all three bridges. The bridge was bid. at $45,770.00,
with final .cost·$41,032.35, .due to the deduct and the fact that we did not ~~quire as
much rip rap as originally planned. If we add 10% to 12% increase in cost during
the last couple of years, we're talking about a bridge that would cost us between
· $46,000 and $51,000. That is not an engineer's estimate at this time, as we feel we
· could shorten the wingwalls and eliminate some concrete yardage. ·It is a preliminary
estimate for the Commissioner$ to consider. What we are doing is to respond to·
.Mr. Ga-llivan's request to do something about the situation in this particular area.

·_~.·~-~·

I

I
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The other thing the surveyor's office ·could· do would be to simply repair what we've
got; but, as mentioned, the estimated' life of that pipe is 20-25 years from the date
of installation.·· And it is· felt that this pipe has served its purpose. Any repairs
- . made to the roadway and embankment·, etc., might cost between $5,000 and $8,000; and
yet we'd have a pipe which has probably far surpassed its useful life span. The
surveyor's office is asking at this time whether the Commissioners want them to go
ahead and design a bridge for this site and prepare it.for bids? Or, to advise the
surveyor concerning·this matter as they see fit. Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Jeffers
if he has an approximate cost on what a new culvert would be for that area? Mr. Jeffers
has said that aluminum lasts better than steel. -In areas where we'~ getting a lot
of chemicals, fertilizers, etc., which come out of the farmers' fields-- which is
really hard on aluminum culvert -- does Mr. Jeffers have any estimate on what it would
~ . •f/.cost· to replace the existing culvert with a large culvert -- something similar to what·
,,)f~l~\we have over around the Burdette Park area ;.._ and not only with the metal, but with
'··.¢~::~·};·concrete? Mr. Jeffers said the proposed bridge is a concrete culvert of very simple
.,:·.:~::~''design. He said it originated from the "X" Bridge. The box portion of that bridge
":, ·.:. . is the design they used to put in on' Hedden and Waterworks Roads. Other than the fact
-'f::;c~~0J~~that it has guardrails, it is a culvert. Mr •. Jeffers said that Commissioner Cox is
~·- . ,\~~?:~~/:right in that aluminum does :deteriorate in the presence of certain salts, including.
· · salts used agriculturally. It also deteri.orates anytime that water stands in it. It
becomes like an aluminum cooking pan -- if it isn't dried out thoroughly. The surveyor
could examine the cost of putting a large pipe in there; but they want to stay away
· from the twin pipe _...; and they're talking about spanning 30 ft. They could look into
'"
it; there could be some steel or aluminum units that could be dropped in there and used
as a large pipe. They have not yet, however, examined the cost of that. They will,
. ~- though. And, if the Commissioners so direct, they would. reinstall a twin pipe. But,
.· the surveyor's office is turned off by them, as none they have are working for them,
'.,including
the one .on Volkman Road near Mr. •. Curran Miller's property.
.
'

·

President Borries said Commissioner Willner has requested .that the Board take the
>;matter under advisement for one (1) week. There are some problems with cracks that
have developed in the concrete along the side of it which are of concern. In the
. interim-,- the Board would like for Mr. Jeffers to' obtain an estimate on a large pipe.
··He said he believes the Board would abide by the surveyor's wishes not togo back to
a double pipe if there are some alternatives here. If the surveyor's office will
-:-:c,~..,,get an estimate on the alternatives, perhaps the Board can make a decision at their
·f~·:i'1ft~.meeting next week.
·
••..".•,· ·.:_•·.· -:~):<J..~ :
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Mr. Jeffers said th~t the concrete that Commissioners are speaking of is totally
deteriorated, in that it has cracked in enough places to be impermeated by water
on both sides of the structure and it is causing the embankment to slowly cave away
and the guardrails have sunk into the voids caused by the water eroding the dirt
away. The surveyor's office will be glad to provide.the Commissioners with more
information. But they do want to respond to Mr. Gallivan by December 2nd.

1

Structure #82 (Over Firlick Creek'on North Green River Road: The surveyor's office
has been in contact with individuals at the Kentucky State Department of Highways,
because they have-resurfaced several bridges between Lexington and Ashland on
.
Interstate #64. The surveyor's office called them to get a cost per square yard for
this resurfacing, because Mr. Gallivan is in agreement with our engineer in that
you should. never asphalt a concrete deck. ·Some years in the past this was the practice.
When the asphalt cracks, salt gets under the asphalt and then eats away at the concrete
without our knowing anything about.it. He advised that we should take up the asphalt
scarf out of the concrete at least a depth of l~ inches, remove any rotten concr~te -if any is· discovered -- and then pour new concrete on top of· this. The cost in . Kentucky,
whether they use Indiana or Kentucky contractors -- and they do use botn., out of
Jeffersonville, Indiana -- was approximately $30.00 to. $40.00 per square yard. In
the case of this particular bridge, it is 90' by 28'; at $30.00per square yctrd,
:.r,'. the resurfacing would cost us $8,400 •.
At $40.00 per square yard, it would cost us ~
·' '$11 ,200. However, the $30.00 and $40.00 figu-res are the high and low range anit include
traffic control. Kentucky and Illinois both use the form of traffic control. where
they hav.e a stoplight at each end of the construction site. On Green RiverJ~cad, we
could hardly require people .to take a three (3) mile detour on .·that type of road, as
heavy as the traffic is. ·so, by holding this down tobelow $10,000 (:by going with the
$30.00 per sq. yd. fi.gure at $8,400 and using our own traffic set-up':_ these generally
run around $1 ,500 per set-up for those stop lights; they wi·ll run ·day .and night; a11 we
have to do is provide power to the site. There is a contractor ·in:Mad:isonville, whose
cost runs around $1,500 per set-up. Mr. Jeffers said he is only using·tnis as an
example. Since these are used in both Kentucky and Illinois, there aT'.e contractors
all over this part of the country. If we could do that, we could ·hold :the cost down
to about $10,000; and then we could do the guardrail work ourselves on that one.

I

·

Structure Over Pigeon Creek: The other structure is over Pigeon Creek .and·the deter. ioration on the underside of the structure and on the-surface, which has been brought
to the surveyor's attention several times by the Commissioners -- the. deck surface -is such that we really need to take a very close look at that. The surveyor's office
is not ready at this time to present any recommendations on that bridge. However, they
will be ready by the time they come back.with the aforementioned estjmates. Commissioner
Willner asked if he was just talking about the deck at Green River Road over Pigeon Creek?
Mr. Jeffers said that he was not so worried about the deck, because he knows we're
willing. to scarify the surface on Firlick Creek; he knows we can get that done. He's
worried about the super structure·and the steel and concrete underneath the bridge
.itself •••• which, due to high water the.re is a lot of surface rust accumulated on the
steel portions of that bridge. He was a.lso concerned about the waterway opening being
-·cleared of silt and·driftwood. ·What we really want to look at is the underside· of that
bridge. This is a case of where we're going to have to take a close look at it because
·<;i·!:·§~"at Firlic~ Creek we can divert traffic if we had to close it down all the way -- and
.,send·them down Millersburg one (1} mile west to Oak Hill Road and thence one (1) mile
··south to Heckel Rd., andone (1) mile back east to Green River; that's only three (3)
miles. To make a detour around the bridge at Pigeon Creek; they would have to go all
. the way down to Morgan Avenue and that would probably stir up a ho·rnet' s next. So
we'll have to take a close look at that one.
·
·

I

Pipe on Red Bank Road: Commissioner Cox said she had a question. The pipe underneath
Red Bank Road between Ogden and Nurrenbern -- will that job be completed today? Mr.·
Jeffers said they left at 8:00 this morning from the County Garage with the pipe on the
truck. He is assuming they could get most of it completed.within four (4) hours.
Commissioner Cox said that is good.·· The farmers are desperately trying to get their
crops out of the fields out there and the closing of .this road would be a hardship. She
.: to 1d them it w~s to be c1osed for one (1) day only. Mr. Jeffers said the crew had
. talked to some of the farmers and told them they hoped to be finished by noon today.
because they know the farmers have to get in and 'ou~ with their grain trucks.

'
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COUNTY ENGINEER - ANDY EASLEY

President Borries advised that Andy Easley is not present today due to illness.
However, he asked that President Borries submit a check in the amount of $34,040.12,
as a fi na 1 sett 1ement on Project M·E 185 (2) , which is Lynch Roa.d.. This wou 1d be a
final payment to Vanderburgh County on the Lynch Road Contract. This is the contract
which has been disputed for ·some time-- at least 1981 . .This is for the portion between
U. S. Highway 41 and Oak Hill Road on Lynch Road. President Borries.said it is our
understanding that there are yet two things to be done; he thinks this involves a
right-of-way sign near Oak Hill Road (where the Marathon Station is located) and the
other involves the relocation of a.railroad track that we chose not to accept near the
Creasey Company, where the switch was in the road itself. There have been barrels
there for some length of time. Mr. Easley has made a design that both the Federal
Highway and the Railroad have approved. Having been approved, we can expect that the
switch would be relocated to the north side of Lynch Road. When that.s~tch·has been
taken out of the road itself; tHat will finish this particular project. Therefore,
the Chair entertained a motion to approve the signing of this check in the amount of
$34,040.12.from the Federal Highway Revolving Fund. Motion to this eff~ct was made by
Commissioner Willner, with the comment that he does not believe this check covers any
of the railroad problems. President Berries said that it will not; but the Federal
Government is going to -pay that in full. ·The motion was seconded by Commissibner Cox.
She indicated she also had a- question;· the monies due Engineer Associates can')Jow be
paid? President Berries said that is correct. Commissioner Cox asked if Mr.~asley
is holding a claim to Engineer Associates? President Berries said that if Mr. Easley
doesn't have subject claim,. he believes Attorney David Jones would be holding~~it.
Attorney Miller interjected that he believes they are holding a claim that has been a
part of the dispute for some time. Commissioner Cox said that Attorney Jones had a .
revised claim some time ago, which was approved by the Commissioners_, and she imagines
we were waiting for the check from the State. Attorney Miller said he is certain this
is correct.
RE:

. INVESTMENT RESOLUTION

President Berries stated that he h~s a note indicating that County Auditor, Alice
McBride, will make an explanation concerning the Investment Resolution to be signed.
Mrs. McBride said that the Commissioners voted to put that money into the Roads &Streets
Fund last week. That is ·not possible, however, because all the money that is in
.
Roads &Streets is invested right now. We have that invested to make this $100,000.
We can't write a check out of Roads & Streets to invest the money because there is no
ready cash, so they cannot put that in the resolution at this time. They could next
year, at the end of the year ••••• advise the Treasurer to invest the,money early in the
year. But right now there i sn 't any mo·ney in there, it has a11 been invested. To
get $100,000 in this short a period of time, you'd have to ha~~ about $1,000,000. All
the ready cash is already· invested~ Commissioner Willner· said that Mr. Volpe said this
was money to be earned yet this year. Mrs. McBride said that the Treasurer will be able
to earn it; but. he will have to earn it on money on deposit, and money ori deposit will
have to go into the General Fund •.. The only way that we can invest $100,000 into
Roads &Street Funds is .to invest it out of Roads &Streets; and the moneY isn't there
to invest since it has all .been invested. ·To invest the money out of Roads &Streets
.to get the $100,000 interest, you would have to write a check out of Roads & Streets
. and invest it. The money isn't there; it is already invested. You can't invest it
twice. Commissioner Cox said that·the Treasurer said that he would earn by the end
of ·the year an additional $100,000 that was not committed. Mrs. McBride said that is
true. Commissioner Cox said where is. this coming from? .Mrs. McBride said there is
money on deposit; that is where that money is. Commissioner Cox said what the Board
asked Mr. Volpe was if the $100,000 interest over and above what has been put into .the
County General Fund could be placed in the Roads .& Street Funds? Mrs. McBride said
you cannot.do that, because the money that you are investing -- if Commissioner Cox
wi 11 recall, when we had this trouble before -- we were investing money on ··.deposit and
then the Treasurer was putting a certain percentage back into Roads & Streets and :·
the Highway and that was wrong. The State stopped that and said 11you have to invest
· the money out of these particular funds 11 • She cited Reassessment. We couldn't put
that back into the Reassessment Fund because we have to invest it 11 out of
we have·
to writ_e_ a check out of Roads & Streets or Reven~e Sharing, or whatever. She said
that perhaps Mr. Volpe can better explain it. Commissioner Willner said we took the
investments from the R&S account and put it into the General Fund for years. Mrs •
. McBride said that is right; but the Treasurer was stopped from doing that. Now, the
only way you can put money back into Roads & Streets is you have to write a check out
pf -~heir account and invest that. Whichever account you invest the money out of, you
11
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have to put it back into that same account. Commissioner Cox said she does not
understand this, because we took Roads & Streets monies and invested them arid used
the interest from those Roads & Streets monies to go into the General Fund. And,
Bridge money has gone into the General Fund. Mrs. McBride said she is speaking
of the last few years, where we've been doing it right. Before that, we were doing
it wrong. If we were still doing it wrong -- we could do that. He used to take the
money on deposit and percentage it out, etc. As she said, maybe Mr. Volpe can better
explain it. But, according to law, you have to invest the money out of Roads & Streets
and thatis the account you have to put the interest monies back into. Commissioner Cox
said that Mr. Volpe said there wasn't anything to that law. The State Board of Accounts
came down and there was a·big question about it and there was an Ordinance directing
him to invest that money and put that· interest back into that same fund. ·Mrs. McBride
said that .is what we are doing right now. Commissioner Cox said they haven't given us
direction to do that. Commissioner Willner asked why we would need an Ordinance? .
Mrs. McBride said you need. the Ordinance because if you don't have an Ordinance, he
would wri.te . everything out··of monies on deposit and anytime you invest money out- of
money on deposit, it ·has to ·go back into .the General Fund. You can't p!.Jt it into · · .,..,;;;'!:.:-:<;
Cumulative Bridge or Roads & Streets fund. You have to write a check out of the Roads
& Streets account -~ and the monies you get from this investment have to go back into
Roads &· Streets -- or whatever account the check was written out of. . ·
~'\
. ,_

I

Attorney. Miller said that if you have $100,000 available in Roads &$treets Fcilrd for.
investment, if you don't have an Ordinance and you take the $100,000:;;wt of R9ads &
Streets and invest it, the interest earned doesn't go back into Roads~ Streets it
goes into the General Fund. If you have an Ordinance that says that,'Btley invested
from the Roads & Streets Fund should earn interest that is paid:~ack tD Roads & Streets,
then you can then put that money back. But you cannot take money from iloa~s & Streets
and invest it and then direct that the interest be paid to Cumul-ative Bridge account.
You can't do th~t. Tha~ is where the Statute was di!ferent than·>·p· rac~i:ced i.n.. the past.l
Mrs. McBride sa1d that 1s correct. That is why we :w11l· get $100,000 1nto Roads &
.
Streets this year, because we directed him to invest it out of Roads & Streets.~. tog
that $100,000. Commissioner Cox said "No" •••• Mrs. McBride said,'f,Yes, J'1n afrilid you .
did." Commissioner Cox said the Board passed an Ordinance that sa1d ~y up to
One Something Million would go into the County General Fund; and then *key came back -~·
. and revised that and gave you more money in the County General Fund. P1 ve never signed
any Ordinance that says you invest money out of R&S and the interest goes back in there,
Alice. Commissioner Willner said, "The way you're talking, it-would make our job
·
easier; but that's not the way I understood it. In other words, we could pass a
Resolution saying that .all monies invested from a11 separate accounts go back i.nto that
account-- that's what you·'re saying." Mrs. 'McBride said, "No. Th~. only money that
you can put back into the R&S account is the amount of money you . infest out of R&S."
Commissioner Willner said, "In other words, we could make a Resolution for the coming
year then that all monies invested out of any separate account would go back into
interest. Mrs.· McBride said, "I thought that is what you did." President Berries
said, "We asked this question several years ago and then we got into this term called
'jackpotting', where the money that was eligible for investment {that'.s when we had
a gentleman from the People's Savings Bank come in here) and they questioned that if
we began to make specific kinds of Resolutions that the float (let's say he gets a
big investment due on Friday and if he didn't· have specific directions, then we would
lose 'X' amount of dollars over the weekend and everything else. So, what we were to
' do in our Ordinance was to tell Lew whe·re we wanted the interest to go, based on the
amount of investments coming in. I think that was our understanding." Mrs. McBride
said, "Didn't you tell him that you wanted $100,000 to go back into R&S before this
time? Commissioner Berries said, "Yes, yes.". Mrs. McBride said, "That's what I'm
saying ; hfe ~nvested that money so he could get t$his $100,000 for you. But he has no
·.
money 1e t 1n R&S to invest to getyou another 100,000.
11

11

I

11

Commissioner Cox asked what has. happened to the other interest money made .off the
monies invested from the R&S account since January 1984? Mrs. McBride said that it
went to the General Fund, because that is money on deposit. Commissioner Cox said
what the Board is asking is that ·the money that went to General Fund be reimbursed ·····
back to Roads & Streets. Commissioner Willner said, t'That's right.". Commissioner
Cox said she doesn't understand. Mrs. McBride said that perhaps Mr. Volpe can ~etter .
explain it. What she is saying is that the law reads that any money you have ·
··,
accumulated -- you call that money on deposit -- if yo·u invest that money without .•
· the Board'~ direction to take it out of a certain account, that money has to go back
into the General Fund. But if the Board tells Lew Volpe that they want $100,000 to
go back into the R&S account, then the money has to be invested out of
R&S account~
·'··
.
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President Borries said the question of the Commissioners always was that they
didn't know how much was in each speci.fic account that was tied up in the various
repos at 11 X11 amount of interest. ·He will invest it in a 91-day certificate, let's
.say at $10,000, and the Board has never been able to really determine how much money
was from the R&S account, the Cumulative Bridge account, or whatever was .in that
particular float. So when it came due, it came back into General Fund or anything
else that we specified at that point. · It could go back into R&S, into Cumulative
Bridge, or whatever.

I

Commissioner Cox said that we need the .money in the R&S . account -- whatever the Board
·.. has to do to get. it in there.
·
·
President Borries stated that the Board will defer the matter for the moment.
RE:

. APPOINTMENT - BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS

..

President Borries asked that Commissioner Willner read the following letter from
. ;Mrs. Barbara Cunningham, Director/Area Plan Commission:: . ,
'TO:
, FROM:

. Vanderburgh County Commissioners
Barbara Cunningham

We have been informed that Mr. Clifford Ford, Jr., of the Board of Zoning
Appeals said that he intends to resign and has been trying to notify you.
We are sorry to lose Mr. Ford. However, it is.imperative that a replacement
···.. ·.for Mr. Ford be appointed at the earliest possible time in order to maintain
:a quorum on the Board of Zoning Appeals.

I

~'

'

"

·-·

., :

· Barbara Cunningham
'

;->:',

Commissioner Willner said he would like to place the nomination of Wilfred C. Bussing,III
2905 Bayard Park Drive, Evansville, Indiana, on the· floor as a replacement for
·:·~~·Mr. Ford. Commissioner Cox asked if Mr. Bussing had been contacted? Commissioner
'Willner said that he has, and the Board has his resume. Commissioner Cox provided a
. second to. the nomination of Mr. Bussing. So ordered •.
''<.-' -.·:

.... RE:

OLD BUSINESS
I

. Travel Request/Jim Angermeier: President Borries said a Travel Request from Jim
. '"'::;'Angermeier, County Assessor, to attend the A·ssociation of Indiana Counties' Twenty~,1:·~ ;il-ifcSixth Annual Conference in Indianapolis on Sunday, Monday and Tuesday (November 18,
~!fi:<;, . ,r,~;h19 and 20, respectively) had been deferred until this week. Mr. Angermeier was re·.f~:~i·,• k:i-·questing mileage only for attendance at that meeting. Commissioner Willner moved that
:j~t::\''?;i;;,~i!"essrs •• J~es Angermeier and ~ar~ Owen, County Assessor ~nd Pre~ident/~ounty Cou~c~l,
~~·-~J~r···:respectrve·ly, be granted perm1ss1on to travel·to the Ind1anapol1s meetmg •• -.rece1v1ng
.i~~~J~e~?~mileage reimbursement. A second to the IDQtion was provided by Commissioner Cox. So
;:!;>(~::';> ~rdered.
.
.
.· ,::~
· ·'·····

,December Meeting: Continuing, President Borries said this particular Association
.<:--will also have a meeting in early December. He does not know whether any of the
. ·: Commissioners would be interested in attending that session. There will be a couple
.·•':~'L'~-, of items of concern to the Commissioners, specifically in regards to welfare and a
~t{/;;S'(;(::·Welfare Study Commission Report -- and also budgeting f.or welfare. \He is of the opinion
:·;;;"'~1''7<:\r.othat this might be a pretty important meeting {people from the Indiana Legisl!}ture
•
· · 'JtWi11 be in attendance, studying that issue -- and~ according to the news media, it is
· • gomg to be a major topic of discussion in the upcoming legislative session) and one
·~;~;.·: ..·;~.:,)··or more of the C~mmissioners may want to attendo President Borries will check his own
~::~"· . schedule to see 1f he can attend.
.

.J:J .

(continued)

,-

..
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INVESTMENTS - LEW VOLPE

President Borries expressed his appreciation to Mr. Volpe for attending today's
.meeting, <Juring which the matter of investments is being discussed. He said that
~Mrs. McBride had given the Board an explanation regarding not being able at this time
to put $100,000 interest into the R&S account. She went thru a lengthy discussion
during which she said that the reason this could not be done was because we did not
have in any kind of Certificate enough from R&S to earn $100,000 interest.

1

Mr. Volpe said there's not enou,gh i-nthe R&S account at this time. ·To earn·$100,000
within the next 45days, we'd have to have $10 million. We don't have $10 million.
In fact, we have nothing! Several years ago, Mr. Volpe took care of this by arranging
things perc~ntage-wise. Of course, the State always knew he did it that way and never
said anything until the Commissioners brought it up. Then, the State said·that if that's
the way the Commissioners want it -- that's the way they want it. So now, the
Commissioners have been hurt by their own policy.
Commissioner Cox questioned, 11 What own policy?"
•'

.. ·.

"•

.Mr. Volpe said, 11 Your own policy of not pro-rating the interest out as is needed ...
·Xou need it in R&S but you can't have it in R&S because there is not enough c!sh in
'R&S.
t
Commi.ssioner Cox said she doesn't know that the Commissioners .have anything~·.;;At one
time they did have the Ordinance that directed the Treasurer to invert monies out of
the interest back into those specific acctmnts ••••• 11 - specific accounts and put·
11
.Mr. Volpe interjected, But that Ordinance was invalid~ Commissioner ..Dox requested
that Mr. Volpe please let her continue. She said we had a lot· o.f:. disrllSsion on this
of how much money might be lost. ·All the Board has been doing here is signing
Resolutions giving the Treasurer ·authority to put 11 X11 amount.6f dollars back into
the County General Fund. · The Board has given the Treasurer no directinn other than
those things he must invest -- Revenue Sharing has to be invested·.and !JO back there;
that's a Federal statute -- and she thinks there's another one, also. ··'Mr. Volpe said
Roads & Streets is the same way. Commissioner Cox asked when did they put that in
there? This is the first ·the Commissioners have heard of it.· Mr. Volpe said it's been
that way all along. Commissioner Cox said that Mr. Volpe came before ·the Board last
week and asked them where they needed that money? Mr. Volpe said that is correct •
But the thing was, Mrs •.McBride did not realize how much money she would need in order
to generate that much money. She has investigated and there is no way.·
.
·.
...
Commissioner Cox asked what has happened to the other interest monies that have been
garnered off the Roads and.Streets investments? Mr. Volpe satd they will come in
·:. December 27th. ·Commissioner .Cox said it has been going into the County General Fund.
· Mr. Volpe said, ... No, it has been going into Roads & Streets; but it will come in on·
December 27th. She has invested several million dollars from Roads & Streets and the
interest will go to Roads & Streets-- but it becomes due December 27th. 11
. ..·; . .
, Commis~ioner 11 Cox asked how can ·we get the extra $100,000 into Roads & Streets? Mr;
.'~,Volpe said, You've got to manufacture $10 million in Roads & Streets.account -- that's
·.: all you can do." Commissioner Cox said what she is doing is asking for Mr. Volpe's
:.:. advice •. · We're not going to have $10 million, but we do need the $100,000 in the Roads
· · & Streets account. If it goes into the. County General Fund, can the County Council
put it inRoads & Streets? Mr. Volpe said they cannot.·
· . . :. . · . ···

I

. ,,·

,")

I

Commissioner Cox said we've already used $100,000 for Roads &Stree~~ from the County
General Fund. Mrs. McBr.ide said, 11 Not this year; I know what you're saying. But you
·.
. . . can't wait .until the end of the year, because there is not enough money there to· invest •
. If you invest it right at the beginning of the new year ••••••• Commissioner Willner
· :· interjected that if the Board of Commissioners is going to be allowed to direct the
$100,000 that Mr. Volpe says he is going to earn, we must know what it was invested
from -- is that correct? Mrs. McBride said that it is not invested from anything as
-~,cof yet. Mr. Volpe said he just stated last week or the week before that we're going
to have an extra $100,000. Commissioner Willner asked where that was invested from?
::Mr. Volpe said that it hasn't been invested yet. It will be invested tomorrow. He
·will make some investments that will take him up· to the limit of what the Board has
authorized~ When he invests Wednesday or Thursd~y, he will have ~o place to invest
unless the 'Board tells him today where to put it. ·He can't do it out of the R&S Fund
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because she doesn't have any money in the R&S account •.
Attorney Miller asked Mr. Volpe where the money comes from that he plans to invest
on Wednesday and Thursday of this week? Mr. Volpe said that it is going to come
from Property Tax Collections --·and property tax collections do not go to roads and
streets. Attorney Miller said then that Mr. Volpe is going to make property tax
collections. As a result of same, he is going to have a lot of money? Mr. Volpe said it
could go to General Fund, it could --we could make a switch and put it in reassessment;
we could make. another little switch and put it into a few things 1ike that. But not
into Roads and Streets.; because the total cash in Roads & Streets is controlled by
·.the State. They have only given us so much money and we can only make so much money
. on what they have given.
.
.
Continuing, Attorney-Miller said that the money Mr. Volpe is going to invest on
Wednesday or Thursday is ·going to be the result of property tax collections that he
is going to be making the next few days? Mr. Volpe said that that is correct, and he
has no authorization of where to put it. Attorney Miller said that itjs Mr. Volpe's
understanding that an estimate of the money to be invested will earn approximately
$100,000 between the time of the investment and end of the year -- is that correct?
Mr. Volpe said that is correct~ ·Attorney Miller said Mr~ Volpe is asking th~
,Commissioners what fuRd
the interest should be credited to? Mr; Volpe said tfl:at is
.
correct.
,,_

r,,.

~

Commissioner Cox asked if. there is anything else they cannot credit it to, before they
do something else wrong?·
Attorney Miller said that it is his understanding that they can credit that interest
to any fund they want to credit it to ~- it is not a part of a budgeted amount of money.
Mr. Volpe said that is incorrect. That is the way he used to do it. Then, the
Commissioners said, "No, no, no-- we don't want you to do it that way."
Attorney Miller queried Mrs."McBri·de about the directive of the State Board of Accounts
concerning this type •••• ?
· 'Mrs. McBride stated that the State Board of Accounts says that any money you have on
you may invest -- but it has to go into General Funds. But if. the Commissioners
so desire, they can tell you to invest money out of Reassessment, Roads & Streets or
whatever. When you do· that, you have to write a check out of those accounts and the
interest monies earned have to go back into those accounts.
-.
""

<-;.;r.~';,deposit

-~
:,:;,

"Attorney Miller said that the· money Lew Volpe is going to invest this week does .not
·· come out of any of those budgets. What Mrs. McBride is saying is that the State Board
:~:i~·of Accounts says that interest earned from these monies has to-go into the General Fund.
;."~--~)~s that correct? Mrs. McBride said that iS correct.
·
··
:·continuing,_ Mrs. McBride said had Mr. Volpe not already invested money from the R&S
.[.;,, account there would be money there and there would be no problem because there would
. .{;:~.;~;be money in that account. Attorney Miller said there is no point talking about that -.. ·~··because the· money is not there-- is that correct? Mrs. McBride said that is correct.

~

.;

- Continuing, Attorney Miller said that if Mrs. McBride is going to follo~ the State
.,.,·;Board of Accounts directive, she is saying that that money has to be credited to the
·· General Fund -- once it is earned. Is that correct? And it is the Commissioners'
problem to figure a way to get that money out of the General Fund and into the R&S
account or whatever? Commissioner Willner s-aid you can't take General Fund money
.and put it into Roads and Streets. .. _,_ ···· .. . .
·. ·
.·

-·.;

Commissioner Cox said they've earned interest on it for the General Fund, so she
doesn't see why it can't be a payback.
_
';iPY-~~~5''Commissioner

Willner su9gested that a meeting
. · .. meeting~~ith the three (3) Commissioners, Mr.
. · · Accounts, and Mrs. McBride -- so this can all
and asked that Mrs. McBride make arrangements
.

be set up prior to next week's Board
John Wilgis -of the State Board of
.
be straightened out before year's end-for same. Mr. Volpe said, however,
. .·:/- ·:>"?0~:~1~~t~~. ,~~::.~~-- "- ,·

,·' 7

._},:.~~-·:.1;::1;.~

.. , ~~ '. ')j,.( continued)
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that he ·has to know something before Wednesday of·.this week -- or else he just lets
that money sit for 3, 4, 5, ·or 6·days.
Commissioner Willner asked .Mr. Volpe what the possibilities are, again? Mr. Volpe
said that General Fund is about it. The Highway Fund is down to about nothing.
Commissioner Willner asked if any interest· at all is going into the Highway Fund
this year? Mr. Volpe said the Highway Fund never has any more on hand than $50.,000
out of which they have to pay salaries every two weeks. When you're talking about
interest on the highway fund, you're talking about pennies.

1

President Borries said that, based on what has been said, the Resolution needs to.
be changed at this time to read that the money be put into the County General Fund.
Mr. Volpe said that tomorrow he will invest monies according to the Resolution already
written. But he will have money again by Wednesday or Thursday· to invest. By that
time, he will need a directive of where the Commissioners want that to go.
·
Attorney Miller queried Mr. Volpe as to why he needs a directive if there is only one
place it can go? Mr. Volpe said there is a long history concerning that.
·.

Commissioner Cox asked if the Board can make a recommendation if it goes int~the
General Fund? A recommendation that the Council give consideration to·~an
appropriation in view of the difficulty experienced with the counting equipment of the
election night tallies -- perhaps a.portion of this could be put aside to use to look
into some new counters or something? Mr. Volpe remarked, 11At least counters . .that can
withstand six evenings of operation every·four years!....
·

~county

President Borries ·suggested th~ Board make a decision •••••• there was further aside
discussion ·among· the members of the Board, but it was inaudible •.
A motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the Resolution presented be changed
to read. "County General Fund 11 • • • • • • • . • Commissioner Cox asked if we have ·to make a
commitment at this time? President Borries asked if we need a Resolmon to this
effect? Mr. Volpe said he won't make the investment without it. President Borries
asked Mr. Volpe what he will do with the money -- just let it sit? Mr. Volpe said
that without a Resolution-- it will just sit there •••• because he got too d~mn much
hell a couple of years ago for·using discretion ••••• and it was from this Board that
he got it.
·
.
.

I

Commissioner Cox said she would second Mr. Willner's motion that the Resolution be
chang~d to read "County General Fund and request a roll call vote.,.. The Chair said
the. motion had been made and seconded that the Resolution be amended to read .. County
General Funa and asked for a ro·ll call vote:
.,.
11

11

Commissioner Cox
Commissioner Willner
Commissioner Borries -

Yes
Yes
Yes

' ~resid~nt Borries said that at this time, without having talked to Mr. Wilgis·, we
.,.:.will schedule a tentative meeting with Mr. Wilgis next week (we've had meetings
before and it was his understanding ·at that time that the Board could make a deter- minati on as to where they wanted the interes·t to go -- but someone has changed the
····rules here in the middle of the game or something) so any misunderstandings c:an be
resolved before the new year begins. Nonetheless,. with the Board's approval, he
has altered the current investment Resolution to read 11 County General Fund" to
insure that we don't lose any interest on the investment monies at this time.
'

. RE:.

l

_.t,

.

.

~

,."

-~-.

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

. United Way - Tuesday, November 13th: President Borries plans to attend a United Way
meeting tomorrow. The County .has received some Federal allocation funds that are to
)·be distributed to local United Way Agencies. A committee is looking at that and they
have asked Mr. Borries to serve on that committee. It is specifically for·food banks
· and for people who would not have any means to get food. The United Way Committee is
to determine where this money is to be allocated.
"'•~:p.:
·
. .

' f~:·~~~~}.~j~~:.~~~-

~.'·· -.-.{:·_,~· .

Scheduled to be held at the Vanderburgh. ditorium on

,._,_

I
·
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Maryland· street Bridge Opening: For the benefit of the news media, President Berries
said we'll simply have to say that we have a tentative Maryland Street Bridge Opening
on Friday, November 16th-- but the Commissioners' office will advise the media as
.to the exact time.
i.·.

}

lSI AVENUE·BRIDGE &THOROUGHFARE

RE:

.

.

Conmissioner Willner said he wished· to publically thank the Mayor's Office, the
-. , Engineering Department, the County COIJII'i1issfoners, the County Surveyor -- he thinks
we have one of the nicest thoroughfares in the city now on lst Avenue. He notes
that same did not receive much media coverage, but this was probably due to·the fact
that it opened the day"before the November 6th election. However, everything is
up to date. The fact that we got ri·d of one (1) stop 1i ght in the city is worth the
effort. There was some extra paving and he regrets that the railroad tracks are·going
to have to be torn up one more time. They did not get the petromat down in one~f
the crossings and it will be excavated to get that in. They have assur:ed Mr.· Willner
that traffic will be continued both ways, however •
.,

.,

:•,

',•.-

'

RE:

VOTING TABULATION & SYSTEM.

"

Commissioner Willner said the second matter to which he wishes to direct the ~
Commissione.rs' attention concerns the voting tabulation and system currently in use.
He would in6ve for the President. of the Commission to set up a meeting with atepresentative of Computer Election Systems ·as ·soon as possible -- .in the Commissioners'
. office -- and at that time notify the Election Board and Helen Kuebler to start on a
new and improved system·. Commissioner Cox provided a second to the motion. So ordered.
CLAIMS

I

·neig Bros. Lumber & Construction Co., .Inc •. - President Berries read the followi·ng
· ,. letter from County Attorney David L. Jones:
Board of County Commissioners
.· Room 305, City-County Building
· · Evansville, IN 47708
RE:

County Jail Improvement .Project
,.

Dear Commissioners:

t
\

•,

'"•,'

',:,

Enclosed please find a claim submitted by the contractor for the
. Vanderburgh County Jail Improvement Project with the attached
··- certification and certificate for payment of the project architect:
. . .and accompany; ng invoices. I have reviewed each of these documents
and find same to be in order and recommend approval to the Board.
f••. ~·~+.t-"-c''

.

,~s.::t1ifr.~J;;fiif:.i':Very truly yours,

.

. ·-

:/,.·BOWERS, HARRISON, KENT & MILLER
'

.

:·: _ By: David L. Jones, County Att~rney

I

• ,~·~-<

.·j

": "'

Claim is in the amount of$25,483.77 for current billing (after deduction of 5%
retainage). Mr. Deig has signed the cl'aim and County Attorney Jones has reviewed
the claim and found it to be in order. Motion to approve claim for payment was
made by Commissioner Willne.r, with a secohd from Commissioner Cox •.·;,)So ordered.
Rig-Mar Contractirig 2 Inc.: (Previously mentioned by Chief Deputy Surveyor Bill Jeffers
on Page 3 of these minutes.). Claim ·in the amount of $118,115.00 for work completed
thru November 9, 1984 on Maryland Street Bridge Project. Claim has been reviewed and
signed by County Surveyor Robert Brenner. ·Motion to approve claim for payment was
made by_ ~ommi ssi oner Willner, with a second from Comnii ss i oner Cox.. So ordered •
. ·.·

{continued)

•
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David L. Jones: Claim in the amount of $2,831.59 for litigation services and
condemnation matters. Motion to approve claim for·payment was made by Commfssioner
Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
David V. Miller: Claim in the amount of·$2,721.00 for professional services rendered
in litigation and condemnation matters. Motion to approve claim for payment was made
by Commissioner Willner. So ordered.
·
RE:

I

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES - APPOINTMENTS

Clerk of Circuit &Superior Courts
Helen Hammer
Angela Delgman

3103 Allen Rd.
3000 W. Franklin

Book Dept. Cl k.
Dep. Clk.

Circuit Court
Daniel Ha.ll

Eff: 11/5/84
Eff: 11/7/84

$417.92/Pay
$412.26/Pay
...

718 Thornberry Dr.

Baliff

$200/Wk.

,..

.'\

County Recorder
Thelma Jones

Eff:
10/22/84
..._

465 s. Governor

Dep. Bkkpr.

$11,298/Yr.

Eff: 11/7/84
·'-

... ~-1!>

Countl Highwal Department
Alan E. Groves

1135 Stanley Ave.

Laborer

$ 6. 71/Hr.

Eff: 10/30/84

Patrolman

$17,243/Yr.

Eff: "11115/1

Bal. Assem.

$ 4.05/Hr.

Eff: 10/29/84

Sheriff's Dept.
Mark A. ·sloat
Election Office
William McKinley
RE:

1116 S. Linwood

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES - RELEASES

Sheri ff;'iS Offi:ce
Pro. Patrolman· . $ 1.6,243/Yr.

Mark A.. Sloat

Eff: 11/15/84

Clerk of Circuit &Superior Courts
Sharon Yunker
Darlene Maveety

5313 Sherbrook
904 Olmstead

Dep. Clk. Bkp.
Dep. Clk.

$ 417.92/Pay Eff: 11/5/84
$ 412.26/Pay Eff: 11/7/84

718 Thornberry

Baliff

$. 150/Wk.

Eff: 10/18/84

1135 Stanley

Laborer

.$ 6.71/Hr.

Eff:

Dep. Bkkpr.

$ 11 ,298/Yr.

:vc; rcui t Court

; '· 12•.

Daniel Hall
County Highway Dept.
Alan E. Groves

10/301

County Recorder·
Alice Louise Williams 963 S. Grand
RE:

Eff: 11/5/84

INVESTMENTS

County Auditor Alice McBride said tHat if the Commissioners do not want the same problem
... to come up next year with regard to investments on Roads & Streets account, what they
- ""''- "Should do is to advise the Auditor and the Treasurer to keep Roads & Streets monies
invested at all times. This should be done at the beginning of the new year. Then if
.. ·it comes to the end of the year next year and we see that we're not going to have enough

•
t..r7.
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in the General Fund,. then we could stop investing Roads &Streets and could let
that money go into monies on deposit, which would go into the General Fund. This
year it was done rather backwards, because it was thought at the beginning of the
year that perhaps we wouldn't have enough money. for the General Fund. But if the
Commissioners switch it ••••••• Commissioner Willner interjected, "the same way with
the Bridge fund." President Berries said he doesn't think there will be any real
problem. Since there will be a new Treasurer, the Commissioners need to sit down
with the Treasurer and the Auditor; and, perhaps get Mr. John Wilgis from the
State Board of Accounts to offer some guidelines~ However, it was the Commissioners'
understanding that.because of the way the Treasurer was investing the money-- that
· ·• because it was in large sums of money and again called the jackpotting kind of thing -that they were to direct him as .to ·:where these monies were to be deposited when the
interest earned became due. This seems to be where the confusion has existed. Thus,
in Mr. Berries opinion, the Commissioners do need to· have a meeting so they can
detennine what they want to do in 1,985.
....
RE:

CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE

. Petra-Petrified Productions: For event at the Auditorium on November 15, 19S4.

"

•

';" -,·,'

.

There being no further business to be brought before the Board at this time, ;
President Berries declared the meeting adjourned at 4:00 p.m •
.. PRESENT:

I
.. RECORDING
SECRETARY:

TRANSCRIBING
SECRETARY:

COMMISSIONERS

COUNTY AUDITOR

Richard J. Berries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean·cox

Alice McBride

COUNTY ATIORNEY
. David ·Miller

Janice Decker
for
Joanne Matthews
Joanne A. Matthews

·,

I
.

;'

,.

•,

··' ,·

_,.,·_

INVESTMENT RESOLUTION
OF THE BOARP OF COUNTY COMMISSIONER$ t
VANDERBURGR. COUNTY
November 5, 198.4 ·

.

WHEREAS, the Board of Commissioners of

vanderbu~gh

County,

Indiana, pursuant tci In4iana Code 5-13-1-1 et seq. «Acts 1975, P.L.
44, 81, p. 222) is vested with authority to direct tthe County

Treasurer to invest,county funds under the .control mf the Board of

II

~~·· t"

commissioners

pen~hg.

.

distribution to units of gove.xrnment1 and,

WHEREAS, the Board of Comissioners desires to

2~ovide

flexibility in meeting the financial obligations anid other budgetary
considerations for

~Vanderburgh

county7

NOW, THEREFORE, 9e it resolved, by the Board
·THAT the Vanderburgh County Treasurer is

o~

commissioners1

hereb~

authorized and

·directed to transfer the sum of One •Hundred Thousamn Dollars

: ;.'~.
..,.·

($100 ,000. 00) re~lized from L?cy.rrent ~terest on depmsits ~~n coq~y

·.

~~~~F~
.
'
.
/~fA
l.. ,.

funds to the c~ aael Streets .~una.
·
.

·~····

Passed and approved

this~
. -.

.

day o'!.JNovember, ll5984.

..,

COMMISSEIDNERS DF
·~~.__~COON~, IND',l,U

ATTEST:

·

·

7"0----

I

.·

BY:~~~
Al~ce McBri~nderburgh

I
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MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' MEETING
NOVEMBER 19, 1984
The meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on November 19, 1984,
at 7:30 p.m. in the Commissioners• Hearing Room, with President Borries presiding.
The Chair entertained a motion concerning approval of the minutes of the previous
meeting. Motion was made by COlllllissioner Willner that the minutes of the meeting
held on November 12, 1984~ be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor. A
second to the motion was provided by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

1

REZONINGS

VC-15.:84/First Reading; Petftioner 2 C.A. Frank et al: Property is located at 10521
Dannstadt Rd.,·currently zoned Agricultural· and requested change to PUD (Planned Unit
Development). Clearcrest Golf &Country Club was previous use; proposed use is
residential. In ·response·to queries from President Borries, Mrs. Barbara Cunningham
said there would be two commercial designations in the old Country Club building
itself and the corner by that bui 1ding wou 1d be designated commercia1• Res i dent.:i a1
offices and condominiums are also planned •.•••• it is a ·total Planned Unit Development
with a mixture of single-family resi-dences. There being no further coninents from
members of the Bo~rd or others present at the meeting, a motion was made by Commissioner .
Willner that VG-15-84.be approved on First Reading and forwarded to the Area·..Plan
Commission. The motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
:~
·-

-

VC-14-84/Third Reading.; Petitioner, Dan ·Fonner: The Chair recognized Mr.· Dan':F'onner,
and asked that he-approach the podium to offer his comments concerning-the S.ubject
rezoning petition. Mr. Fonner sai.d the property is located at 4360 Upper Mt. Vernon
Road and formerly was used as a private club (Moose Lodge). · Property is currently .
zoned agricultural and requested change is to C-4, ·for·purposes of ap·erating a catering
service, commissary and party room. Th~ Moose Lodge had a bar and party room previously.
The Chair entertained ·questions from the Board; Commissioner Willner 'aSked what
recommendation was made by the APC. Commissioner Cox stated that thene were eight (8)
affinnative votes and one (1) negative vote.· Dust-free parking was.also requested.
Mr. Fonner ·interjected that the driveway and parking :lot is currently ~vel. The APC
has recommended that new·owner put #53-stone on the driveway and parking area and oil
. , .same, to keep the dust down.·. President Borries aske<;l Mr. Fonner if he is willing to
··. ·-· do that, and Mr. Fonner replied in the affirmative. ·
.,,'/!,,··.

I

.

'.

President Borries asked· if anyone is present who wishes to speak regarding VC-14-84?
Mr. Melvin Tenbarge of ·4401 Upper Mt. Vernon Road approached the podium. He said ·
that he res_ides directly across from the subject property. He ·and other neignbors
have had some concerns about the dust from the driveway and parkingrrlot and have previously been inconvenienced oy same. However, if Mr •. Eonner gJans to correct that
situation, then he foresees no problems~ The other concern noted by Mr. Tenbarge
regarded the traffic. ·He said they had had one death on Upper Mt. Vernon by the
old Moose. Lodge -- and they don't want anymore deaths. So, if the parki·ng area is
maintained tokeep the dust down and the traffic-kept down, he has no further objections •
. ·. · , Commissioner Willner said he understood there was a sports field adjacent to the
··<~rc\"'building on the subject property. <Does the new owner intend to lease the ballfield out?
If so, they would have to provide restroomfacilities. Mr. Fonner indicated that he
does intend to lease out the sports field.
·
·
There being no further comments or questions either from members of the Board or the
audience, a motion was made by Commissioner Willner that VC-14-84 be approved on
Third Reading, with the stipulation that the owner will insure that dust will ~e controlled at all times, both now and in the future, and that before the sports f1eld
can be leased for the purpose of playing ball or any other physical sport, restroom
facilities will be provided. The motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox. A roll
call vote was taken, with the following results:
Commissioner Cox
- Yes
Commissioner Willner - Yes
Commissioner Borries - Yes
. Mr. Fonner again assured the Board that he. plans to comply with requ~st to control
· the dust, until such time as he is able to possibly blacktop or pave the driveway
and parking lot. ·
.·
··
· ·. -··
·. · <
.- . "

·~

.

I
·•

.
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ORDINANCE AMENDING COUNTY CODE OF ORDINANCES ON ACCESSORY STRUCTURES

In September, the Commissione~had tabled a proposed ordinance banning front yard
satellite TV dishes. Mrs. Cunningham of.the APC appeared before the Commissioners
at this meeting with a new draft of the proposed ordinance. She said that the-APC
had suggested the change in the county zoning code after receiving complaints (mostly
from city residents) about front yard satellite dishes obstructing driveway views. ·
Mrs. Cunningham said that in essence what has been determined is that although a
garage, barn, etc., or other accessories cannot be in the required front yard, they
also have to be farther than 10 ft. frOm the main structure. In other words, what
it says is that the satellite TV dishes not be in the required first building set-back
line, which is generally 25 ft. If a resident is in the county and has a huge lot,
all the ordinance is saying is that they could not have the satellite TV dish in the
first 25-ft~ of the required front yard; but, from that point back, it could be in the
front yard. Continuing, Mrs. Cunningham said there is a procedure for appeal. If
there is no other place that the dish can go in order to get reception, then th~
resident can appeal to the Board of Zoning Appeals {just as they would'-..if they had
'·
no other place to put a garage). Mrs.· Cunningham said that what started this whole
thing is that the existing code, ·by inference, states that there can be no structures
in the required front yard; and the code definition of "structure" is: . Antfting
except a sign or outdoor advertising constructed or erected~ the use of which~requires
location on the ground, or anything. attached to something having location on '!ffe ground."
This also would disallow birdbaths or mailboxes; and that is a little ridiculous.
Mrs. Cunningham said she is certainthat was not the intent of the ordinance.~ If
the satellite TV dishes were to be disallowed, they should be specifically listed.
That is why it was determined that they would be treated as an accessory structure,
as is a barn, etc., and they would go under those regulations. An accessory structure
is not allowed in the required front yard. Mrs. Cunningham then read the requirements
concerning accessory structures from the Code of Ordinances.

I

11

President Borries entertained questions from members of the Board and there were none •.
He then recognized Mr. John Bassemier, who was seated in the audience, and asked if
he wished to speak? Mr. Bassemier approached the podium and stated that he is a seller
of satellite antennas, so he wishes to make it clear that the sellers and the homeowners
do not want the dish in the front yards. However, there are times when you have no
choice~
He said he lives in St. Joe,· Indiana in the County .and there are houses along
Orchard Road, Mesker Park Drive and Cynthiana Road where there is no room either in the
back yard or side yard for a sattelite TV dish. The reason the dish is placed in the
front yard is because you have to have a southern and a· western view to the satellite
to receive. If trees or houses are in the way, the only place you can put the dish
is in the .front yard. This is the ohly way that many of· the count,f"residents can
receive the best quality programming -- in the 100 to 150 channels you can get on
satellite television that you can't get in any other way. The space program, the
. first satellites and the technology was all paid for by the taxpayers. He said he
does not think it fair to deprive the taxpayers of satellite TV, since they paid the
bill for it in the first place. Further, the satellite TV dishes are becoming smaller
and more transparent and less noticeable and more attractive. Mr. Bassemi·er said
there were some objections that you could not see the traffic coming by. The most
popular dishes sold today are the transparent types {and Mr. Bassemier held up a
sizable sample of the material). He said they are selling many dishes now that are
only 6 ft. in diameter. He does not feel the ordinance is necessary and does not
believe there is that much public outcry against them. He said that concludes his
comments, but he wi 11 be happy to answer any questions •..

··"''

Commissioner Willner said that every so often we see a satellite TV dish that is only
2 ft. Are these becoming more pupular?. Is this just for one satellit~? Wh~t are
the advantages of a 2-ft. dish as opposed to a 6-ft. dish? .Mr. Bassem1er sa1d he has
seen a lot of dishes that are only 1-ft. to 18 inches, which are a direct broadcast
from a relay station. There was one like that in Evansvi1le for a while, but he doesn't
think they are around anymore. There is a new technology that uses a 2-ft. dish,
and it picks up maybe just one very powerful satellite. The problem with that is·
that there are 24 channels on each of the satellites. The satellites which have 6, 8
or 10 c::l:lannels have a lot more power -- so you can use a smaller dish. Those in the
industry feel that it is so expensive for the programmers that the technology has not
really caught on -- and they do not feel it will be as big a thing. When the dishes
and electronics ·are more refined, then you can get a clearer picture. Theoretically,
the 8-ft. to 10-ft. dishes provide a better picture •.
,-"T-

. (continued)
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President.Borries then recognized Mr. Charles Lueke and asked that he approach the
podium, since he wishes to address the matter under discussion. Mr. Lueke said
he lives on Schutte Road. He asked if this ordinance could be adopted only in the
city and not in the county? He asked if it has already been passed by City Co~ncil?
Mrs. Cunningham said that it has not. With regard to difference in property sizes
between the city and the county, he ·is wondering if it would nat be possible for the
city to adopt the ordinance and the county not adopt it?

I

The Chair then asked if there are any other persons present who wish to·:speak ':
concerning the matter of the proposed ordinance?
President Borries, in addressing Mrs. Cunningham, said he still has a question. He
feels the size of lots does make a difference. Mrs. Cunningham said that both the
city and the county generally have the 'same front yard set-back requirements. Even
if the lot were ten (10) acres, we're still talking about only the first 25ft.
Mrs. Cunningham said the problem lies in that APC considers the satellite TV dis~es
an an -accessory structure and the Building Commissioner does not; ther~fore, it makes
it difficult for the APC to enforce, unless the satellite TV dishes are specifically
listed.
·
"'

'·

.

. There was brief d.iscussion among the Commissioners, following which Dommissio~r Willner
· said that it bothers him that a person would have no choice but to go· down an~pay a
$10.00 fee and try for a variance if he wanted to place. a satellite TV dish in his
.·front yard~ Commissioner Cox said that she agrees; and, basically, she bel;feves
that a homeowner s-hould be able to put anything within reason in his front yard that
he wants to. However, the problem of obstructing traffic (if therem'!e such cases)
does bother her because of the safety factor.- There was also comment indicating that
..· existing 9rdinance covers ·the problem because it lays out requirements with regard
· to obstruction of right-of-way, etc. After further discussion, it was the consensus
.of the Board that the proposed ordinance should be tabled until some fm:ure date
since there_is not a public outcry concerning these satellite TV dishes and the
rapid development in technology.· Mr. Bassemier reiterated that improRrl technology
is producing systems that are increasingly compact and less noticeable than older models
and, again, the majority of new materials are transparent. With regard to blocking
view of traffic, Mr. Bassemier said he knows that his people do not placethe dishes
where they obstruct view of traffic. And, he knows hundreds of places where trees
and/or shrubbery block views of traffic.

I

Mrs. Cunningham said the Board can always act on the proposed ordinance at some-future
date if they. deem it necessary. Commissioner.Willner said that at ~his time he opposes
·the ordinance. ·He thinks we are trying to regulate too much of peoples• lives and
what they can and can•t do. And, again, he is bothered about,the $10.00 fee people
would have to pay in order to seek a variance if the ordinance was in effect •
. Discussion on the ordinance ended with the Commissioners taking no vote because of
their many reservations concerning s~id ordinance.
·
PETITION REQUESTING THAT EASEMENT BE OPENED UP BETWEEN KEDZIE &WALeOTT STREETS
President Borries read· the following petition, which contained seventee (17) signatures:
,,

Lrwe, the undersigned, request the easement between Kedzie St. and Walcott St.
going west from Van Ness Ave.; and the twenty-five (25) ft. easement next to
George Koch plant from Kedzie St. to Walcott .St.· be opened up.'
.- ·

I

The Chair recognized Mr. Jesse Fleeger of 4119 Walcott Street, and asked
that he
approach the podium to explain the petition. Mr-. Fleeger said the 11 alley" is in
such a mess that it would be impossible for a fire truck to get into or out of the
area. Mr. Fleeger said he has a Chevrolet pick-up truck and he can•t drive that
down the alley. The county highway people have looked at it and said it is in bad
shape. He and the other individuals with him are here to request that the Commissioners
get this alley fixed so that it is passable. Ruts are currently over 2 ft. deep.

.
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Conmissioner Willner asked if this is a county-accepted street, and indication was
given that it is not. Commi.ssioner Willner then asked Mr. Fleeger if this area is
then an easment to the people from the developer, and Mr. Fleeger responded in the
affirmative. Commissioner Willner said that it has been past practice to ·ask the
residents to bring those up to county standards before they are accepted by the
county for maintenance. Therefore, it would be a little out of the ordinary if
the cou.nty accepted this is a a street and then used county refunds to repair it •••
•••• because we ask other developers and other individuals to do the opposite.
Therefore, he would need to look at the specific alley before he could make a decision.

I

·,Conmissioner Cox said she-also has a question. Is this really a street or an alley,
· or exactly what is it? Mr. Fleeger said it is an alley. Mrs. Cox said that as far
as she knows, we only have three (3) alleys in the county which we maintain. Mr. Bethel
of the Highway Department was present and said he believes it is an easement. Further
conments revealed that the Te-lephone Company dug up· the easement some 5-6 years ago,
which is why it has such bad ruts, etc. An unidentified individual in the ·audience
stood up and stated that according to the deeds to their property, there is a 12~ft.
easement ••• ~ •• and sirice the telephone company dug it up some 5-6 yea~~go it cannot
··even be mowed •. It is so bad that even the garbage trucks cannot go down it, let alone
.;,. ·a fire truck or an ambulance.
{-;
.· ·'·. ·•
.. :'· . . · ,,
.
·~
.-Y'\~:_,~After· further brief discussion, it was the consensus of the Board that a stud.l(. would
· · · have to be made to determine if it .is a utility easement in some way (such as~e .
telephone company). If so, then they would need to maintain it. Thus, the Board of
Commissioners would need to refer the complaint to them to see what they can~do.
President Borries said_that he also hopes that Mr. Fleeger and those with him understand what was said by Commissioner Willner. The County does not maintain easements
.because unless, again, it would be like a street or right-of-way -- there would be
,_'.'·difficulty doing this everywhere. In order to determine what the use would be, a
. · .study would have to be made. Conmi ssioner Cox said_ that maybe this area is not even
·. ·· supposed to be used as an alley; it may be only a grant for the telephone company to
have the right to go in on the property to work on their 1i nes. ·In other words,
. what the Board of Commissioners must do is to determine what use was .. meant for the
area.
' ·:\
..

I

,:,

'•

~ '

·,

'

···.'i -.'~·~~-·-'~·

.President Berries expressed appreciation to Mr. Fleeger and those accompanying him
for bringing this matter to the attention of the Board. He indicated the Board will
certainly look into the matter and if they can do something, they will.
RE:

.......
. Y!.

COUNTY ATTORNEY

St. Joseph Avenue Settlement: The following letter was read by President Borries:
..

•'

Board of Commissioners of Vanderburgh County
Room 305, City-County B-uilding
Evansville, IN 47708

~

·;-

(

•-.:"'

-:;

-.·,,.

Re: .Settlement of Project TQM-E 560(1), .Contract R-12200 St. Joseph Avenue

..

''

.

Dear·commissioners:

·,

...

Enclosed is· ·a copy of the correspondence received from the Indiana .Department
of Highways with respect to settlement of the above-captioned project audit.
·.·I have reviewed the proposed audit resolution and find that it is generally
in accordance with the proposed settlement approved by the Board of Commissioners
and
. forwarded to the Indiana Department of Highways in December 1983.
.
.
')!--_.;,·

If the Board of Commissioners approves.the Indiana Department of Highways•
proposal, please advise.the undersigned as soon as possible and I will advise
.·
.. ·
the Indiana Department of Highways of your acceptance.
.Sincerely yeurs,
·soWERS, HARRISON, KENT &MILLER
By: David L. Jones, County Attorney
.(continued)
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. Attorney Jones said that the proposal from the Indiana Department of Highways is
basically along the lines of the settlement approved by the Commissioners. ·The
overhead percentage is the same as that agreed to by all the parties previously.
It also increases the allowable federal participation in the project by 5%. He
cannot at this time tell the Board what the bottom line comes out to be, except that
it was within something of which they agreed at the time they could live with. They
have· apparently picked up some additional funding for the amount of work generated by
the engineer prior to the written notice to proceed .. He is not certain whether this .
is being picked up by federal funds or not. The original settlement did not have that
being paid for by federal monies. So, if we picked that up -- we're that much more
to the good. If his memory serves him correctly, this was something like $9,000 to
$10,000. With the acceptance of this --he believes we've already gotten the check
on the Lynch Road project, and if that it is any measure of time -- then he believes
we would see a final resolution of the St. Joe Avenue matter within three (3) weeks
of notifying the Department of Highways~ Attorney Jones said that we are not going
to have to repay anything to the Federal agency. When the money does come in, he
believes we can offer it back to the Commissioners. We tied up somereal estate ~s
collatera1 against any deficiencies. They have requested for some tim~ that we release
it, but Attorney Jones has refused to.bring it before the Commissioners until this
matter was finally resolved. We will have some mortgages to release on real,.,estate
once we get our money from the Indiana Department of Highways.· Again, that was for
the protection of the county.
·
~

I

j.:~~ •

Commissioner Cox said her question is that we did receive the Lynch Road ch~G~ and it
went back into the Lynch Road fund. It was also her concern that we pay tngineer
Associates any money that we owe them. Does Attorney Jones have the blue claims?
How much money do we owe them out ·of that, and should they not be paid now that we ••••.
Attorney Jones said he thinks we have to get the money from St. Joe in first, because ·
there is a variation· in what the settlement was. In one, they owed u_·s and in· the
other we owed them. ·And there may be a $1,000- $2,000 difference ooe way or the
other. But now the Federal government has changed it and have added:::more money.
All he knows is that we are not going to have to repay anything to the Feds. At one
time we were looking at $150,000 that we'd have to repay. Now they, . i:lave paid us more
money and he thinks there will be some inoney going out to Engineer AssDciates. But
he will have to get with County Engineer Andy Easley to go over the figures and see
where those accounts are.

I

Attorney Jones said the Commis.sioners need to accept the proposal. He will then
notify Mr. Hallock and Mr. Owens that it has been accepted -- and then-we will wait
for the check.
......
.

il

Motion to accept the proposal of the Indiana Department of Highways on Project TQM-E
560(1), was made by Commi.ssioner Willner, with a second from Commis$ioner Cox. r\
So ordered. Comment was made that this check should be put in th(General Funr.~i*lhen
. it is received.
· .
·f?+5
·'

RE:

BURDETIE PARK - FINANCIAL REPORT

The Chair recognized Mark Tuley, Manager/Burdette Park, who gave the following
·
financial report for period ending October 31, 1984:
1984 STARTING BUDGET
1984
1983
1983
1984

Budgeted
Encumbered
Encumbered by Contract
Additional Appropriation .
Total 1984 Budget
EXPENDITURES &BALANCE 1/1/84 to 10/31/84

Total Expenditures
Total Balance
(

.$ 396,037.00
6,301.54
. . 70,547.44
''"10,000.00
$ 482,885.98
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INCOME 1/1/84 to 10/31/84
Pool
Rink
Rentals
Misc.

I

$ 70,209.00
31,278.26
59,205.42
8,832.77

Total

$ 169,525.45

10/31/84

Total Expenditures
Total Income

$ 413,978.56

Total Deficit

$ 244,453.11

169,525.45

Mr. Tuley said Burdette will probably wind up with a deficit of some $280,000.
He said that whi.le
we
•
• . have a long way to go with Burdette, at least
. we're hea'ded
i n t he r i ght d1rect10n.
·
· . · ,·· ·'
,.....
~,

<,

. Commissioner Willner asked if Mr. Tuley has looked at his budget to see if there are
any monies he is· not going to use during the remainder of this year? -Mr. Tuley said
he does have some money ·he will be. turning back this year. Commissioner Willner
asked that Mr. Tuley show that money in December on his final statement? Mr. Tuley
said that he would be glad to do this.

I

RE:

COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT - BILL BETHEL

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the Weekly Absentee Report for employees
at the County Garage for period November 12 thru·November 16, l984 •••••• report received
·and filed.
·
· Weekly Work Report: Also submitted was the Weekly Work Report for employees at the
County Garage for the same period ••••••••• report received and filed. Attached to the
Work Report was the following Work Schedule:
Grada 11 : Speaker, Boonville-New Harmony, Heeke 1 Rd. , and Hogue Rd.,.. ·
Ridgeview .Dr., West Lake Dr., Boonville-New Harmony.., and Volkman Rd.

Grader:

Emge Rd., Seminary Rd., Lyle Rd., West Lake Dr., Volkman Rd., Folz Rd.,
Baseline Rd~, Petersburg Rd., River Rd., and Old Green River
Roati.
. .
.

r.
'
~.

'·

f.

Wedged:

·'Trash:
· ''Patch:

' ' ,, ' . '~::::"; -,..- ''

'•

Darmstadt, Old State, Green River, Pollack, Lynn, and S. Weinbach
Heckel, Green River Rd., Millersburg, New Harmony, Garrison and.Vogel

·Tree Crew: Peck Rd.
Haul Fill: Old Henderson Rd.

I

Schmuck &Schissler Rd.: Commissioner Cox queried Mr. Bethel about a problem under
the guardrail on Schmuck &Schissler Rd. He said he knows where she is talking
about and they have plans to take care of that this week.
·
Westlake Drive Wedging: Mrs. Cox said she notes that the wedging was completed on
Westlake Drive; she said that is good because this was badly needed.
,.·r.

,1·-';

Pollack Ave. (east-of Kathleen) Patching: President Borries asked if Mr. Bethel could
check egllack Avenue just past Kathleen? A hole or two has developed and he'd like
to see some patching there. Guardrail has been installed along there, and there is not
.,.,,, _,_much room to move one way or the other to avoid these holes. Mr. Bethel said he will
'tfe!i"·~·_--,,~.check this out and take care of it.
·.
·
, >;
· •
'(continued)
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'

Mt. Pleasant Rd.: Convnissioner Cox asked if Mr. Bethel still plans some wedging on
Mt. Pleasant Rd., and he replied in the affirmative.
Caranza Drive: Commissioner Willner said that he, Mr. Bethel and the surveyor are
supposed to get together re problems on Caranza Drive. Before anything is don~ there,l
some drainage problems have to be resolved.
Indian Mounds: Mr. Bethel said he also needs to get out to Indian Mounds to do some
work. There are also drainage problems out there.
RE:

ALEXANDER AMBULANCE SERVICE

· President Borries submitted report from Alexander Ambulance Service, lite., for
·
period ending October 31, 1984.·~--~·~ •• report received and filed.
RE:

COUNTY SURVEYOR

·''

President Bo.rries stated that the County Surveyor's office would not be represented
at tonight's meeting. However, Mr. Jeffers had requested that he distribute'copies
of ~he Bridge &Guardrail Repair Report for period November 12 thru November~' 1984.
Report received and fi 1ed.
·
···
·:;;._.,. ..

RE:

COUNTY ENGINEER

The Cha·ir advised that County Engineer Andy Easley is not present toni:ght.
the death of a relative, he is out of the city.
RE:

Due to

APPOINTMENTS TO PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL

I

The following letter was read by President Borries:
Richard Borries, President
· Vanderburgh County Convnission
City-County Building
Evansville, Indiana 47708

~

.

'.l '

Dear Mr. Borries:
The Metropolitan Evansville. Chamber of Commerce would like to nominate
the following people for the Board of Directors· of the Private Industry
Council:
·
'

'

'

Mi chae 1 Geon, Director/Human Resources
· .!: ..
Ronald Rehrman, Vice President/Southern Indiana Gas &Electric Co •
. ,!

• ~ >•

Thank you very much for your consideration.
Sincerely,
James T. Dittoe CCE,
Pres.i dent

'i ;

.~.

•

I

··
.i ; ·

Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the Board accept the nominations made
by the Chamber of Commerce. The motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox •.; So ordered.
~ .'

• : : : <. ( ;

'

I,-

,;r:.
•

~~

'·'

"'

•f

.., '

'

·(continued)
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CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE

Marble Construction, Inc. DBA Elberfield : General insurance coverage during period
of installation.
Evansvi11e Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta: Ebony Fair Fashion Show to oe held
at the Auditorium.
RE:

OLD BUSINESS

Culvert on St. Joe Avenue: · Commis~ioner Cox said· that .since the Surveyor's office is
not represented tonight, did they mention any report on the St. Joe Avenue culvert?
President Berries. said he did talk with the surveyor about this and he is still working
on a report. It will be forthcoming next week. Commissioner Willner said he believes
they are going to try to see if they can salvage that culvert -- but we should know
next week.
I

•

,,

•

~

-~

Maryland Street Bridge Opened: President Berries said the new Maryland Street Bridge
was opened last Friday, and seemed to be well received by those in attendance. Again,
this does open up an artery where some 6,000 plus .automobiles travel every d!.;y, which
improves our transportation s,Ystem. ·
.,
•.\lp ·

I

I

·------------

~.....

RE:

fil

~

SCHEDULED MEETINGS ·

Vanderburgh County Council: A special meeting of the Vanderburgh County Council will
be held on Wednesday, .November 20th, to consider the revisions of the proposed CityCounty Paramedic Ordinance. As Commissioner Berries understands it, there will be
some representation from the City -- persons who have been working with the. ordinance
to answer any questions that the County Council might have. County Attorney David
·Jones will also be in attendance, as well, to answer any questions on the part of any
Council members.
Commissioners-Election Board: On Tuesday, November 27th, a special meeting has been
scheduled with the Commissioners and the Vanderburgh County Election Board. in
attendance. The respective County Clhairmen have been notified. Mr. Quentin Davis,
who served in the Election Office on election night will also be present. The purpose
of this meeting is to discuss any proposed changes and improvements that could be
made to the election counting process in Vanderburgh County. The meeting will be
held in ·the Commissioners' Hearing Room at 2:00 p.m. Commissioner~Cox asked if a
. representative of Computer Election Services will be present? PreSident Borries said
a representative of this firm will.not attend the initial meeting.
RE:

HOLIDAY CLOSING FOR COUNTY OFFICES
.

.

President Borries.said there will be public notice that all -County offices will be
. closed on Thursday and Friday, November 22 ·and 23, respectively for the Thanksgiving
holidays.
·
·
RE:

ELECTRONIC GATE AT VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM
'

Commissioner Cox said she had received notice of the County Council meeting to be
held on Wednesday, December 5th, and the agenda for same. She noted an item that
she does not recall ·ever being discussed at a Commissioners' meeting-- namely,
a request for an appropriation of $8,000 for an electronic gate for the Vanderburgh
Auditorium-· parking lot. Did that come before the Commissioners for their recommendation? President Borries said that it did._not. ·Commissioner Cox said she feels
that $8,000 is a tremendous.amount of money to spend on an electronic arm for that
parking lot. We've had difficulty with the other system we had ••••• and it hasn't
even been used. It's been up for the past two (2) months. We've expended money on
trying to do something about that. She is of the opinion that an electronic gate
will n~~ work any better. Commissioner Borries said that the Auditorium Advisory Board
has been studying that particular problem, because of increased useage in the evening.
While he will ask for some clarification on that, he does not think the request has
.anything to do with the replacement of the present electronic arm. ,He thinks this
· ~ould be looking at an entirely different structure ••••• different altogether. He does
··•
think the one that exists now can be repaired. Commissioner Cox said. that we need
·3\f.!J;1~r~:·~r:;11 r,the Auditorium parking lot resealed or resurfaced more thari we need to spend $8,000
,
,,.
·.(continued.)

},,
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on some kind of electronic gate. President Borries said that the Advisory Board
dealt with this several months ago -- as one of the things they felt shouldbe
studied, because there is obviously revenue there to.be gained. Losing parking
lot receipts during the daytime and evening events has been of major concern. A
considerable amount of money is involved over a period of years -- which would more
than return the $8,000 expense . . The aspect of putting an individual out there·was
another alternative considered. Again, we're talking about a very expensive operation
when you talk about a ·fulltime basis throughout the day and evening hours. President
Borries said he would also check with the County Council secretary and ask for some
clarification. Commissioner Cox said that one of the problems experienced with the
existing electronic system was the time element involved in clearing the parking lot
following events. People had to wait in that parking lot for over an hour for that
arm to go up and down and let the next one out, etc. And we certainly do not want
to have to deal with something like that again. President Borries said that it was
his understanding that theY were considering newer type of gates or some type of
coin-operated facility so that there may not be the type of thing that goes up and
down, etc. Commissioner Cox said she feels we really need to take a look at this.
Further, she feels that before anyone goes before Council.with a reque~t of this.· ·
. magnitude that, certainly, .it should come before the Board of Commissioners for their
recommendation and permission to go on the agenda. To her knowledge, no permission
was ever requested or granted. Commissioner Berries said that the concern about the
parking lot revenues is valid and the Advisory Board has been looking into va~ious
alternatives. Again, he will seek some clarification from Kim Bitz and the C~nty
Council secretary.
RE:

I

CLAIMS

Schultheis Insurance Agency: Claim in the amount of $75.00 for renewal of Official
Bond for Sheriff Cl~rence C. Shepard for period 1-1-85 to 12-31-85• ·Motion to
approve claim for payment was made by Commissioner Willner, with a s~'Cnnd from
Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
:

I
.

. Mike Volkman Insurance Agency: A. claim in the amount of $30.00 for·renewal of Bond
for County Surveyor Robert Brenner for period 1/l/84 to l/1/86. Motion to approve
claim for payment was made by Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner
Cox. So ordered.
RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES - RELEASES

Center Township Assessor
Brian Edward Gates
Jeffrey A. Toon

...

f

3706 Van Meter Ct.
11051 Kahre Ct.

. Eff:

11/19/84
Efr: 11/19/84

P.T.

$30.00

Intern
P.T.

$3.35/Hr. Eff: 11/8/84
$3.35/Hr. Eff: 11/8/84

·p .T.

$3o.oo

Circuit Court
,.,

.·

Elizabeth Hammers
Margar.et·Bitz

213 Washington Ave.
514 Lewis

Prosecutor
Sheryl Weiss
Nancy A. Schmitt
• J __ (,.

$5.00/Hr. Eff: 11/9/84
$10,500 Eff: 12/3/84

3120 Edgewood
5122 Snyder (New)

ISt"'VV17{)7'1.../

Voters Regulation

Gloria Evans
Lucille Musgrave
Pamela Bailey
Jeffrey D. Evans
Marie Lurker
Beatrice Phillips
Naomi Broerman
Bob Whitehouse

1369 E. Chandler
4304 Pennington Ave.
1159 S. Linwood
1369 E. Chandler .
2100 Schutte Rd.
1132 Lohoff Ave.
3207 Mt. Vernon Ave.
912 S•. Villa Dr.

Deputy
Deputy.
Deputy
Deputy
Deputy
Deputy
Deputy
Deputy

'

$90.00 .; Eff: 11/7/84
$90.00
Eff: 11/7/84
$90.00 · .J;:Eff: 11/7/84
$90.00
Eff: 11/7/84
$90.00
Eff: 11/7/84
$90.00
Eff :. 11/7/84
::$90.00 LEff: 11/7/84
$30.00 ··'Eff: 11/7/84
'"c;·~i~~~\t~~~~~~f'Ff. ''5~:/;

I

•
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Election Office

I

Beulah Evans
Clara L. Berry
Carol Jean Primm
Jo Ann Duggins
Sylvia Loviscek
Dorothy Carey
William McKinley
Gerald Wohlhueter
John Lee Jones
Fred C. Roeder
RE:

1100 Erie
1308 Bellemeade
805 S. Villa
1024 Jefferson
632 S. Harlan
2051 Conlin
1116 S. Linwood
1806 Conlin
820 S. Governor
8744 Big Cynthiana

Dep. Cl k.
Dep. ·elk.
Depl: Clk.
Dep. Cl k.
Dep. Clk.
Dep. C1 k•.
Bal. Ass.
Bal. Ass.
Bal. Ass.
Bal. Ass.

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4.05/Hr.
4.05/Hr.
4.05/Hr.
4.05/Hr.
4.05/Hr.
4.05/Hr.
4.05/Hr.
4.05/Hr.
4.05/Hr.
4.05/Hr.

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
'Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

'll/9/84
11/9/84
11/9/84
ll/9/84
11/9/84
11/9/84
11/9/84
11/9/84
11/9/84
11/9/84

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES - APPOINTMENTS

Center Township Assessor
B.rian Edward Gates

.

3706 Van Meter Ct.

..

-~--

'·

Eff: 11/19/84
''Ill

Real Est. Dep. $500/Pay

,c."

Voters Registration

--.-...

Marie Lurker
Beatrice Phillips
Naomi Broerman
Bob Whitehouse

I

2100 Schutte Rd.
Deputy
1132 Lohoff Ave.
Deputy
3207 Mt. Vernon Ave.Deputy
912 S. Villa
Deputy

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

$90.00
$90.00
'$90.00
$30.00

11/6/84
. 'J..1f6/84
11/6/84
11/6/84

Knight Township Assessor
Susan Behme

837 Taylor Ave.

. $30.00

Clerk

· Eff: 11/16/84

Prosecutor
Susan G. Mattingly
Nancy A. Schmitt

$13,500/Yr. Eff: 11/12/84
· $11 ,500/Yr. Eff: 12/3/84

940 Wessel
Para. Sec.
5122 Snyder (New.) Para. Sec.

Voters Registration
Gloria Evans
Lucille Musgrave
Pamela Bailey
Jeffery Evans
RE:

1369
4304
1159
1369

Chandler
Pennington
S. Linwood
E. Chandler
E.

Deputy
Deputy
Deputy
Deputy

.$90. 00 .
90.00
90.00
90.00

.,

....

Eff: 11/6/84
11/6/84
ll/6/84
11/6/84

TRAVEL REQUEST

Commissioner Berries read the following Travel Request from Alice McBride; Auditor:
· ·TO: _Board of County Commissioners
.

I

The Welfare Department is appealing their 1985 Tax Levy Limitation, and the
hearing is scheduled at 11:00 a.m. on November 30th in the State Office
Building in Indianapolis. It will be necessary for me to attend, and the
attached memo is self-explanatory •...
In view of the above, this is to request permission to travel to Indianapolis
for the subject hearing.
Very truly yours,
Alice McBride, Auditor
Vanderburgh County
Motion-to approve the foregoing request for travel was made. by Commissioner Willner,
· .
~
,.. . ·c. .
with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.

(continued)
. .;
~

...·

:·.
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There being no further business to be brought before the Board at this time,
President Borries declared the meeting adjourned at 9:15 p.m.
PRESENT:

COMMISSIONERS

AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard J. Borries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Pat Tuley, Chief
Deputy

David L. Jones

·oTHERS
Dan,fonner
Melvin Tenbarge
John Bassemier
Charles Llleke
Jesse Fleeger
News Media,.
SECRETARY:

Joanne A. Matthews

.~

..

·--

,·~

I

6 ?/.

MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' MEETING
NOVEMBER 26, 1984

.

Subject Index

I

Page No.

AGREEMENTS -------------------------------------------------------------------Inter-Local Governmental re Evlle.-Vanderburgh Co. Ambulance/Paramedic
Service ---------Approved by Commissioners

10

APPOINTMENT TO BOARD OF VOTER'S REGISTRATION ---------------------------------Susan T. Kirk

19

APPROVAL OF MINUTES -----------------------------------------------------------

1

BURKHARDT ROAD IMPROVEMENT PROJECT ----------------------~--------------------2nd Letting Rejected 11/26/84/J. H. Rudolph's Low Bid was still 5% above
Engine~r's Estimate

8

CLAIMS
Engineer Associates, Inc. ~-2 Approved &1 ~eld ---------------~----------James L. Angermeier ------------------------------------------------------Carl Wallace --------------------------------------------------------~----Helfrich Insurance Agency ----5 Claims referred to Auditor's office for
approval prior to resubmitting for Commissioners' Approval --------------~

,

20
20
20
20
..

. COUNTY ATTORNEY- David V. Miller
~
Condemnation Proceedings on Strip of Land in Burkhardt Road
·"·Improvement Area---Matter deferred pending Atty. Miller's advice ---------.. ,
.....

8

-'~

I

COUNTY HIGHWAY ~-~--------~---------------------------------------------------- 12 &13
Weekly Absentee Report, Work Report &Work Schedule ~---------------------- 12 &13
Green River Road Patching Needs.--------------------------------~---------13
Stop Sign on Millersburg Road @ Green River Rd. --------------------------13
COUNTY SURVEYOR - Bill Jeffers, Chief Deputy
13
Bridge & Guardrail Repair Report ------------------------------------------ ·.
Reply to Indiana Department of Highways re Retent Inspection by F.H.A. Area
Engineer - w/regard to Three (3) Structures ---------------------------- 13 - 18
. --:·; EMPLOYMENT CHANGES -------------.:.---------------------------------":"----':'------- 19 & 20
INVESTMENTS ------------------------------~---~~------------------------------R. Borries to contact State Board of Accounts to Schedule Meeting

18

---------~--------

11

LOCAL OPTION INCOME TAX LAW ---------Legality Still Pending

PETITION TO VACATE PORTION OF ENSLE PLACE &GREEN RIVER ESTATES EASEMENTS -----7, 8 & 10
Referred to Area Plan Commission prior to resubmitting to Commissioners
on December 2nd for approval.

I

POOR RELIEF ACTION/PIGEON TOWNSHIP -----------------":"----------------·-----":"---.- De1ai no Underhi 11 -------Appea1 Denied ------------------------------.,.----'"'Janet E. Sci sney --------Case Pending; Referred back to Trustee's -Office
· ·
for Verification of Applicant's Statements ------Charles M.' Watson -------Board deemed Trustee's Actions to Date Proper &
if Mr. Watson intends to pursue, he needs to make
application since .he meets eligibility requirements
this date -----------------------------------------.
SCHEDULED MEETINGS ---------:-----------------------------~·---------~-----------Meeting on Election/Voting Procedures----2:00p.m., November 27th in Room 307
Reception for J. Thuerbach at Auditorium on November 30th , .
.
<
·

1- 7
1&2
2 &3

3- 7
19

VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM
Parking Lot Equipment Replacement being studied; Bitz to check with B. Jarboe·
on feasibility of parking meters, etc .. ~------------~---~--------------------11 &12

..

'

.,,

~

,

.

MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' MEETING
..
NOVEMBER 26, 198.4
The meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on November 26, 1984,
at 7:30p.m., in the Commissioners' Hearing Room, with President Borries presiding.

I

The Chair entertained a motion concerning approval of the minutes of the previous
meeting. Commissioner Cox said she had a question concerning the second paragraph
from the bottom of the page on Page 5, wherein it states that comment was made that.
check received from the Indiana Department of Highways on St. Joe Avenue·project
should be put into the General Fund when it is received. She believes this check
should be put back into the R&S account. Another minor correction should be made on
Page 9, under Employment Changes - Releases, wherein it raads ••voters Regulation".
This should be changed to read, "Voters Registration" •. ·With these two changes, she
moves that the minutes of November 19th be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor.
A second to the motion was provided by Commissioner Willner. So ordered.
RE:

POOR RELIEF/PIGEON. TOWNSHIP

.,.

Delaino Underhill - 113 E. Eichel Avenue: The Chair requested that Mr. Underhill
: approach the podium, state his name, address and the nature of his request. He
complied with the request and said he had requested assistance with school bd'oks. He
· met all the quali-fications ·for eligibility with the exception of the 11atter o!.Cable
T.V. When the Trustee discovered he had Cable Television, his request was deined.
. .

:

-,..

., _·

~··

.).~"'~

.

President Borries asked Jim Lindenschmidt.to retrieve a copy of the 'Ptgeon .:rO'Wnship
Eligibility Guidelines. In the interim, he asked Mr. Underhill"~f he ·is aware that
each township trustee has a set of guidelines adopted by a Townsli'i·p Advisory Board?
Mr. Underhill said he was not aware of this until now •. · President Borries said each
· trustee must have guidelines validly adopted, and these would·be ,subject to public
. imput and publication. The Commissioners have copies of these guidelines, so they
can make the correct decision on appeals, etc.

I

Mr. Lindenschmidt returned to the meeting with a copy of the Pigeon'/f;mmship Trustee's
··Guidelines. President Borries said Item #24 on the last page covers ,table Television,
· 'and he asked Mr. Underhill if he would like 'to ·read this information, and he ·replied in
the affirmative. Having read subject information, Mr. Underhill said he thought it
would be a good idea if the form sent to the homes by the school included this information, as it is not included at the present time. He said he had checked around and
talked with the individual at the School Board who handles book rentals and he was
advised that Pigeon Township is the only township who does this ••• and all the rest of
the townships pay· it. He also told Mr. Underhill that it is illega). The Chair
entertained questions from members. of the Board.
~
.

.

.

..

··commissioner Cox asked. Mr. Underhill how many children he has who need .books, and he
····.· said, "one". She then asked the total amount of the books? He said he thought it
·was around $28.00 or $29.00. Becky Hittner of the Pigeon Trustee's office said it was
$29.40. Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Underhill if he would be wilHng to forego his
.. .
Cable Television to be.come eligible under the Pigeon Township Trustee's Guidelines?
. Mr. Underhill said he would not. Had he been aware of this rule, he could have planned
i-5:·· 0~ahead. President Borries said ·he cannot comnient on the legality of the matter, not
being an attorney. He would have to refer that matter to one of the County Attorneys.
· .
However, he can also show Mr. Underhill the Guidelines of Knight Township. If
Mr. Underhill would like to read same, the same provision is included on Page 4••.•••
and Mr. Underhill read the provision. President Borries said he would assume that if
. ·,the Trustee's Advisory Board adopts those rules that they would be valid. Their
· ,
problem '(and Mr. Underhill is absolutely right in going to the Trustee's office if he
.
. . . is unable to make his textbook rental payments) is that if an individual has a service
· which they consider an "extra" service, they feel that they would not be able to offer
·
·
.
, · · · · ·. ·
assistance.

I

'

.,

: ... -:~.

~

'

Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Underhill what the notice from the School Corporation said?
He said he did not receive a notice, he just talked with ap individual at the School
Co~p~ration and completed the form sent to him by the School. And they said he was ·
.. el1g1ble under the income guidelines. He sai.d he then received a letter from the
···.li:r::,;,~:'·~-' · Pigeon Township Trustee asking him to come ·in and talk with that office. Everything
went fine until they asked if he hadCable Television. When he said that he did, .then
his request was denied. He said this is just something which has come up in the last
.· ·
• Commissioner Cox suggested to President Borries that copies of the guidelines
each of the Township·Trustees be forwarded to the School Corporation _to avoi_d
·
,...·

.

•1

•.•

~t~·)>

.•
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misunderstandings in the future. She said that she knows that for at least two or
three years there has been provision in the Trustee's Guidelines for Pigeon Township
concerning Cable Television and Extension telephones, etc. Mr. Underhill said that
they took his application for assistance ·last year and never even asked him about
the Cable Television ••• and they paid for the book rental. President Borries said that,
again, he cannot comment on the legality and he does apologize for any misunderstanding.
But the Commissioners' role is to listen to what the applicants say and to consider
·
if their rights have been violated. Further,·the Board will contact the School
.
Corporation to see if they do·have copies of the Guidelines from all the Township
Trustees; if not, copies will be forwarded to them by Mr. Lindenschmidt.

I

Mr. Underhill concluded his comments with the remark that he was now aware of the
guidelines and he hopes his appearance here today helps others who are not aware
of this -- so they won't have to come before the Board. President Borries said that
he understood.
·
·
Janet Elaine Scisney -· 539. ·S~ Denby: The Chair requested that Ms. Scisney approcrch
the podium, state her name, address and nature of her request. She complied with
·the request and said she ha~ requested assistance with school book rental. She had
· been approved by the Trustee's office for school book rental assistance -- and they
. did have on the paper that she should be in the office within tw~nty-one (2l)t,~days. -·
···"''."'···········~\She has been back and forth between Evansville and Kentucky, tak1 ng care of he.r
·'father who is ilL·, The mail had arrived at her house and the sitter with her~ildren
did not tell her.· When she did find it and read it, it was right at the time of the
expiration of the 21-day period. She called the Trustee's office and an indi-vidual
there told her to come in. But they then advised her that it was over the 21-day
period, so her request was denied~ The Chair then entertained questions from the
members of the Board.

I

'

:·commissioner Cox asked how many children Ms. Scisney needs textbook rentals for?
:.Ms. Scisney said there were two children. Mrs. Cox asked when the 21-day period was
supposedly up? Ms. Scisney said it was up the. 19th of November. Commissioner Cox
asked Ms. Scisney if she knows the total amount of the textbook rentals? Ms. Scisney
··::; .. said it was $58.80. Commissioner Cox asked Ms. Scisney ·if she has Cable T.V.? She
·.replied that she did not •

I

.~~-~P..<;·~;~,ij•~:'1-~~.<;>, •

•

r, •

.::'.~··-~;'.:President

Borries recognized Becky Hittner, investigator from the Trustee's office,
· · and asked that she approach the podium. Ms. Hittner explained that part of the problem
is that after the dead]ine, the Trustee's office returns the forms to the School
Corporation and she assumes they are in the process of doing ·that at this time. The
reason they have a deadline in the first place is because if they did not, they would
have people coming in all year long wanting school books. They do pay for school books
for the second semester for high school students; but after a.certain point they have
to cut off school book applications just out of necessity. They feel that 21 days is
. "long enough for someone to apply. Ms. Scisney is eligible in every other way -- with
· · ·::·~'<'·~Jhe exception that she did not meet the required deadline.

·

·:::~.w;!tCommissioner

Willner asked Ms. Hittner if she can verify whether or not Ms. Scisney

,4J'--~i~:\ii~~was in Kentucky during this period of time? Ms. 'Hittner said they have not tried to
~';;~'f'~.r·'lverify this; but she supposes they could get something in writing from whomever she
'>·~.was supposed to have been caring for in Kentucky. Commissioner Willner said he would

I

../think that if Ms. Scisney has a legitimate excuse· that the Trustee's office should
.:'·:;:;.,allow the request •••• but he would certainly think verification should be obtained as
····" ;.:;~j.'to her being out of the city. Therefore, the Board would ask the Trustee's office
,,to verify whether what Ms. Scisney says is correct.· If so, make an exception. If not
· '··· ·: ·correct, then the request should be denied.
J

.

.

Commissioner Cox asked President Borries if he needs a motion that the Board send a
··copy of the Trustees' Guidelines to the School Corporation? He indicated he would
.entertain a motion to this effect •. Motion was made by Commissioner Cox that copies
of the Guidelines for all the Township Trustees be sent to the School Corporation by
. . Mr. Lindenschmidt. A second to the motion was provided by. Commissioner Willner. So
,,; ,;,•·--''·;.•;· ordered.
__ -·

-~, ~~/;~"~<t--., ,:~,;,.

(continued)
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The meeting continued with President Berries stating there is another individual in
the audience who wishes to request a poor relief action. The Commissioners· had
received some communication indicating the Trustee's office was unable to give the
individual a denial at the time, due to the fact that there were affidavit discrepancil.
The Chair recognized Mr. Charles Watson and asked that he approach the podium, state
his name, address and the nature of hisrequest.
Charles M. Watson - Evansville 2 Indiana: Mr. Watson indicated that his previous address
was 916 Washington Avenue, where he resided for approximately one.(l) year. President
Berries queried Mr. Watson concerning his current address. He said he really does not
have one; he slept on a couch. at a friend's house last night. Commissioner Willner
asked Mr. Watson if he was renting when he resided at·the Washington Avenue address?
Mr. Watson said he was not directly renting·himself; he was paying rent to his brother,
who was paying rent to the landlord.
Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Watson what assistance-he is seeking? Mr. Watson replied
that he was asking the Trustee for rent assistance. Commissioner Willner asked if he .
has a place he is now trying to rent? Mr. Watson said he does not. He is presently
·
,unemployed-- and not· being able to obtain either approval or a denial at the Trustee's.
~5>ffice, he has -- more or less -- been evicted for lack of funds.
. ._

, ..

'

~

:'Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Watson where he last worked? Mr. Watson said." works
for A&E Roofing -- but it has been 8-10 weeks since he worked. Commissioner Willner
· asked when he will receive a first check? Mr. Watson said he would get a ch~ck when
they complete another job. Commissioner Willner said this is not permanent employment
then?. Mr. Watson said that it is; he has been with A&E Roofing since 1982.
Commissioner Cox said that Mr. Watson's pay does not come in on a weekly basis -- he
· is paid by the job? Mr. Watson said that is correct ... Commissio:n~~ Cox asked Mr. Watl '·
";.··· .."if th:re is a ~pecific :ea~on he had to move from the.916.Waspi_._11_. 9_.. on Avenue ad~ress?
·
He sa1d there 1s. Comm1ss1oner Cox said she would th1nk that would be the log1cal
place for him to stay. Mr. Watson said he was paying rent to his!~·brother; he was
· • paying .a large portion -- almost half ... - of his monthly rent. Since he has not worked
.for a few weeks, he was behind on his share of the rent. It got to~ point where
.he either wanted to take on another renter -- or he wanted Mr. Watson to come up with
'tfsome immediate cash for rent monies. At present, he has taken on annther renter.
:.In other words, he and his brother have had a "falli.ng out" over this.
t····.

Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Watson if he has ever requested help from the Township
Trustee before? He said he had never requested help with the exception of food
stamps. He then corrected himself and said that in 1974 or 1975 he;made application
for assistance and was denied. He had forgotten about this, but the Trustee's office
pointed it out to him~
4

~ ',

.

·~ '

''

President Berries called upon Mr. Bill Goff of the Trustee's office for his comments.
Mr. Goff said that Mr. Watson came into the Trustee's office and indicated that he
· ···lived at 916 Washington Avenue •. He told the caseworker that his brother lived in the
·house and he was paying rent to his brother. Since he was not the head of the house·~lhold, ·he could not legally sigh an affidavit. He was to.ld that his brother would have
,, ,. .~,to come in and sign the affidavit -- and the income in the household would have to be
' .. . ;figured on the head of the household. At that time, he indicated that he did not think
.his brother would come in. In fact, his brother did have. a job. He was advised that
all income in the household would have to be figured to determine if he were eligible.
At that point in time, he left. ·On Tuesday afternoon, he told Mr. Watson that if
he would stay in the Rescue Mission until Monday morning, he said he assured him he
would rent him a room at the Civic Place Hotel. He indicated to Mr. Goff that he did
·
not want to sleep in that particular hotel. He advised him that that was the' best he
could do for him. Mr. Watson was not given an official denial. He then asked Mr. Goff
for a written denial and Mr. Goff gave it to him.~ The Chair then entertained questions
from the Board.
·
·

I

· .. ·.Commissioner Cox asked if her understanding is correct -- in that Mr. Watson did not
want to stay at the Civic Plaza Hotel? Mr. Watson said that is correct~
·. 'President Berries addressed Mr. Watson and said he does not know if Mr. WatSon was
Q:~;:!p~~~'r%t;"1}istening ;to ~very~hing Mr. Goff said. ·Is he aware now of his guidelines? Mr. Watson
:,:0\tJ\,. ·. said he was l1stemng -- and he does understand that Mr. Goff's hands are tied.
'1.:'7-"''·'~..t.: . '

-------------

---·-

----·-
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However, in order for him to be able to proceed with this on a legal basis, he does
need that official denial.

0

President Borries said that he does think that Mr. Watson's rights have been considered.
Mr. Goff brought out the fact that he cannot determine at this time what Mr. Watson's
address is; therefore, he would not be able to tell Mr. Watson if he is eligible for
aid. On an emergency basis, however, he did offer Mr. Watson housing. At this time,
he would be following _his guidelines. Did Mr. Watson refuse the housing offered by
Mr. Goff? Mr. Watson said that Mr. Goff did not specify any length of time, but he
did offer housing assistance at a place-- he is not saying he is better than the next
person --but he feels he has showed society that·he is somewhat better than the people
they run thru hotels· like that. At the time he made application, he did not show proof
but he did tell Mr. Goff (and hehas no hard feelings against him) that he was living
at the 916 Washington Avenue address when the application was made. Further, he
did come upstairs at the Civic Center on that same afternoon to the Commissioners'
office and spoke to Mr. Jim Lindenschmidt. Mr. Lindenschmidt told him that he should
be allowed the denial form in order to appear before this Board. And,'4whatever the
reasons were for denying the assistance --·he was due that denial form.
.
Continuing, Mr. Watson said that a booklet on the bulletin board in the Trustee's
office states that the Trustee does not find places to live nor do they pay r~t
deposits to people in need of aid.
"<·
President Borrtes said he·thinks the other point mentioned by Mr. Goff wasnthe fact
that denials-- if this·is correct-- are issued to heads of households. And these
are the only individuals to whom denials are issued.

0

Mr. Watson asked 11Who is the head of a household 11 ? President Berries said the head
of the household is basically a rent payer? Mr. Watson said that in other words, an
apartment·building with 84 apartment complexes·~~ then none of those people are
considered heads of households, because all the rent goes to one? Mr. Goff said that
· theoretically, Mr. Watson's brother is the head of the househo 1d; he is the one who
pays the rent to the landlord. Mr. Watson has been paying rent to his brother•. The
Trustee does·notpay rent to relatives. He is not the head of that particular household •
.The income within·the household ·has to be considered to determine whether or not they
are within the guidelines stipulated.
Commissioner Cox asked if his brother's home is a house or an apartment building?
Mr. Watson said it is a 2-bedroom house.· Commissioner Cox said that is the problem.
Had it been an apartment building and Mr. Watson had rented a portitm of that, then
he would have been the head of the household. in that apartment. She can see the
problem. Does he have a place to stay now? Mr. Watson said he does not. He has
been sleeping on a friend's couch for almost a week now. Commissioner Cox said that
anyplace that Mr. Watson would be able to rent on his own would have to be with the
understanding that the Trustee could give them a voucher but they could not get paid
>for thirty (30) days. Mr. Watson said he did not understand that until he read the
guidelines this morning.

0

":Mr. Watson said that in all fairness, ~he would probably have stood a much better chance
of obtaining assistance had he been dishonest· concerning his application. He said
. 'that honesty does not go as far as it should in our societyi. He could have come to
the Trustee's office and told things th~t were not true: He could have claimed to
· have ten (10) children by two (2) wives. ·But his being honest about the whole situation
has left him out in the cold. There are so many people going thru ·these aid programs
who are possibly not being honest. He has an abscessed tooth whtch he has been carrying
around in his mouth for weeks now and he has been denied aid by the Public Health
.
... .: ~ office, the Welfare office and just recently, Mr. Goff told him last Wednesday ~hat he
could do something for me on that. But when he first went in there they told h1m they
·· ..,,: could do nothing because he is not the head of hi's household. As far as he is concerned,
he is the head of his household; he is just paying rent to someone who pays the rent to
the owner of the property. He shaves himself, bathes himself, dresses himself, and he
takes care of his own food allowances any way he can. So if that doesn't make him the
head of_his own household, then the people who live in these apartment buildings are in
violation. Commissioner Cox said the problem is that Mr~ Watson does not have a house
:t~ be the head of, because the 1e~se agreement ~ s in his broth~~' s name:
.
.
.,
·,
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President Borries said he wants to commendMr. Watson on his honesty. Again, however,
he wants to say that the Trustee•s office has shown .a way-- first of all, that they
would provide housing. If Mr. Borries understanding is correct, if Mr. Watson had
housing at the Civic Plaza Hotel, that does make him a resident of the township.
if his understanding is correct, then probably Mr. Watson's case would be reviewed and
perhaps at that time he would be considered the head of a household. He asked Mr. Gof
if this is correct? President Borries said there is a way to proceed from that·angle.
Commissioner Willner said that Mr. Watson would also be· eligible for food stamps.
Mr. Watson says he receives food stamps -- but they have run out.. He said he would
like to say that he thinks the only way he could possibly proceed with this matter -he thinks he is being discriminated against because he does not have .enough money to
acquire a roof over his head. It is more or less a case of his being under-qualified
rather than being over-qualified. He said he thinks that is discrimination because he
needs the assistance.

And,l ·

Corrmissioner Cox asked Mr·., Goff that if Mr. Watson would go out and find an apartment
to rent as of now, and then make application to the Trustee.'s office, ~ould they help
him with the rent? ·Mr. Goff said that he could not help him with the deposit,or the
first month's rent·. 1·But .if·: he found an apartment in Pigeon Township, he could file an
application for assistance and would be eligible since he has no employment.~ He would
also be eligible for food stamps ~- which he has been getting. 'The problem now is ·.
that he is not basically the head of the household at the 916 Washington Aven~ address
and he cannot take an application from him. Since he cannot take his application he
cannot give him an official denial.
· ·
•...;,
Mr. Watson said that information on the bulletin board in the Trustee's office does
not say anything about filling out an application. lt does say that if an individual
is dissatisfied with the outcome of your case --to what he is entitled to right now-.but legally he has not been able to file any kind of applicationtfor assistance becausl
'he is not.what the Trustee's guidelines consider the head of a-household. He thinks
that needs to be reworded.
.
.
Commissioner Cox read the following from Page 3 of the Pigeon Township Trustee's
guidelines under "Shelter Assistance":
· . Part 5, Item B, #1: The Trustee does not find shelter for applicants. Shelter
must be located by the applicants and the landlord must
agree to accept payment by vouchers, which means he will
receive his check a minimum of 30 days after· rent is due.
.

~

Mrs. Cox said this does not say anything about a balance or a downpayment, or being
30 days behind. It does state that the Trustee does not pay deposits or rent in
advance. So, anyplace that Mr. Watson finds will have to be with the agreement of the
landlord from whom he is going to rent.
Mr. Watson said·that Corrmissioner Cox is more or less saying that he is going to be
. , left out on the streets this winter. .Commissioner Willner said, "Either that or take
. ·. · .· ':the shelter which Mr. Goff has offered to provide." Mr. Watson said .he does not wish
. ;?,;tfl":>'tl',~~1lt.!to be rude, but would Commissioner Willner stay there? He said he has spoken to people
in the past couple of days who are taxpayers in Vanderburgh County -~ and they would
,.~just as soon give him the money that they pay in property taxes to let him do as he
_sees fit to better himself than.to giveit to someone they· don't even know. To him,
· that makes good sense. He knows it is a vicious circle. Commissioner Cox said that
the law does not provide for that to happen. Mr. Watson said that is like the Federal
Welfare Program; it is not covering him at all. He said he has talked to these peopl
about assistance. Commissioner Willner pointed out that he is receiving food stamps.
·
Mr. Watson said that $76.00 in food stamps will last a single person about two weeks
and four days -- and that is if you eat very mod~rately.
'·

President Borries expressed the ~oard's thanks to Mr. Watson for coming before them
to give his opinion. However, he said the Commissioners act as a hearing group for
those people who are denied. In this case, Mr. Watson had his right to a hearing
even though, again, the Trustee is following the guidelines from the standpoint of
·Mr. Watson's rights as well as what the Trustee may do under the guidelines.• Mr. Watson
would certainly have the right to seek legal assistance in this sit~ation. ·.There _are
:1.

...,

,,

..

·
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groups (Legal Aid, etc.) who would help Mr. Watson, should he have other questions
concerning.the action of the Trustees to this point in time. Mr. Borries said that
Mr. Watson's comments have been considered atthis time and the Trustees have offered
a place which he could use as a residence; therefore, Mr. Borries said he could not
camnent on Mr. Watson•s opinion from that standpoint -- he has a dght to his opinion.
Mr. Watson asked if he is not going to be able to receive an official denial form
from the Trustee's office? If he takes any type of legal action without that, he might
as well jump into water without arms. President Borries said there would be a legal
record of the Board's action. The only thing they can do is listen to Mr. Watson's side,
listen to the Trustee's side, and study the Trustee's ~uidelines and make a decision
at this time based on those three things. Copies of the.minutes from the Commissioners'
Meeting are usually available at the end of the week; and Mr. Watson would certainly
be entitled to receive a copy of these minutes. Mr. Watson indicated that he understood
this and said he appreciated the Board of Commissioners' listening to his comments •.
He saidhis well-being, however, is important to him.
~
.

'

Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that this case be referred back~to the Trustee
for a denial, on the grounds that Mr. Watson will not accept the housing offered.
Mr. Goff said he could not issue a denial because Mr. Watson did not sign an~pplication.
tommissioner Willner said that Mr. Goff offered Mr~ Watson housing and he refused it,
did he not? Mr. Goff said that is correct. Mr. Goff said how can he accept \Jp if he
cannot sign the application or receive a denial? Commissioner Willner said that as
far as he is concerned, today he is the head of a household and can make an application.
The address at 916 Washington was yesterday or previously -~ it is not today.· President
Berries said that if the Board does not know the place of Mr. Watson's residence or
where he slept last night he does not see how they cah make a determination. Commissioner
Willner said that is up to the Trustee's office to determine. Here is a man who is out
on the street now, has no permanent address; when he lands in Mr·: Goff'.s<:township,
the Pigeon Trustee is then responsible for him. That's. the law •. Wherever that indi. ·Vidual is today _..;. that is lhis residence. ·It does become Pigeon Township's responsibility. They offered him housing; he refused it...:- and Mr. Goff may issue .denial.

Q

County Attorney Miller said he be11eves the Commissioners have two alternatives: One
is to do what Commissioner Willner suggested; send it back to the Trustee for denial.
.':
;:,;The other is to make a record confirming the action of the Trustee and saying. the
· Commissioners think the action taken by the Trustee is proper. Commissioner Willner said
he is not upholding the Trustee because he did not take the application. Attorney
Miller asked if Mr. Watson went into the Trustee's office today and asked to sign an
application then the Trustee would have to take it? Commissioner Willner said, "Absolutely." Attorney Miller said that Mr. Watson did not go into the Trustee's office today,
however. Commissioner Cox asked just what is Mr. Watson's address today? Commissioner
.
Willner.said it was·in Pigeon Township. Commissioner Cox said', "Where in Pigeon
Township?" Commissioner Willner said it does not matter. Commissioner Cox said, "It
· ··:does matter. If he is sleeping on a couch in someone else's home, he still isn't
. ·..'going to qualify as head of a·household according to their guidelines. Mr. Goff said
·where would he mail the. denial? Commissioner Cox said that is the problem M.r. Goff
,.~ i , ,has. Attorney Miller said that Mr. Watson can become a resident of Pigeon Township by
~ti;f;&~~?:~~J>eing in Pigeon Township and saying, "I live here". That's all it takes to be a
.>··· •. ··-:. resident. Commissioner Cox said, "But you have to provide proof of residence." Attorney
.Miller .said that anybody's proof of residence in Indiana is where they say they live •
. Commissioner Cox said it's just as Mr. Goff·said _;.. and the same way with the food
:,c.stamps; they have to mai 1 that thru the mai 1 to them -- that •s one of their ways of
, · -;: ·rchecking to verify that address for that individual. So, where are they going to mail
~-·' ·"·it? Attorney Miller said he understands what Commissioner Willner is saying. His
concern is that. if Mr. Watson went to the Trustee's office today and said·he lived in
~:Pige?n Township.and that last. night he slept on a bench at Sunset Park-- tha~'s where
·~he l1ved last mght -- they'd have to take the a-pplication. But Mr •. Watson d1d not do
... .that. And he did not do that wben he attempted to make application. '• At the time he
'; · attempted to make application he was not the head of a household in Pigeon Township.
· · So, he understands what the Trustee is saying about not issuing a denial when there
,~ ~sn't even an application that the denial relates to. From a legal standpoint, we'd
'' .; :be better off to concur in the action of the Trustee. And if he comes back to the
. . Trustee-and files an application and the Trustee then offers him housing in the Civic
· ·o:; . Plaza Hotel and he then refuses it; the Trustee can then issue him a denial.
Com: ••..x:..,_,.missioner Cox asked how they're going to issue. him a denial? Attorney Miller said
l'll~;;fiJ:;%t·;:!,l!because he wouldn't accept the offered aid." Commissioner Cox said that is not what
/<~~-::_'}
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the denial affidavit says. "The denial affidavit is a denial of assistance; is that
not correct, Mr. Goff?" Mr. Goff said that if he offered assistance and Mr~ Watson
didn't want it, then theoretically he would not be denying him anything. President
Berries said the other thing is that when Mr. Watson came to the podium, as requested,~
to state his name and address - he did not give an address. Commissioner Willner said
he does not need an address. The State of Indiana says that when you enter a Township
Trustee's office, you are his problem -- or he is your problem. No matter whether ·
the individual lived in Kentucky, California, or Oregon last year or last night. If
he is in your township he is your problem -- that's what the law says. So Mr. Watson
is eligible to make application now because he does not have an address. Attorney .
Miller said he has not made application on this· basis, so that is why he suggests
the Commissioners confirm and uphold the Trustee's actions up to this point in time.
Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the action of the Pigeon Township Trustee
be deemed proper to this point and that if.Mr. Watson intends to pursue the matter
further that he make application. The motion was seconded by Commissioner Cox ...
So ordered.
RE:

PETITION TO. VACATE PORTION OF ENSLE PLACE &GREEN RIVER ESTATES

'

"

Mr. Don'Fuchs of the law firm of Merrill, Johnson &Kimpel was present to repUesent
Attorney Jack Schroeder. Mr. Schroeder had been asked by Judge Lensi~g to be a Special
Judge in a matter for a couple of days {today and tomorrow) and that is why; b.e is not
·
present.
As per Petition previously filed with the Vanderburgh County Commissioners office, .
they are requesting to vacate a portion of the street known as Eastwood Drive. Attached
to the petition is a drawing of the portion to be vacated.~.-· ...Th·e· ·_ etition has been mad)
... on behalf of Mr. & Mrs. Richard Johnson and on behalf of James McCarty, Sr. and
·James McCarty, Jr. The two McCartys own what is known as Lot:24, and the Johnsons
own what is known as Lots 25, 26, 28 and 29. The Johnsons wish,>to;.consolidate all the .
property they own into one tract. They have discussed this with.t~e~two McCartys and
they have no problems with this. There are no access problems. The-Hl:Cartys will have
access to their property by way of Colonia.l Drive. The only other adjacent landowner
-~·· ·is a Mr .•••••• Commissioner Willner interrupted by saying he was having difficulty
keeping up with Mr. Fuchs. Was this petition filed with the Commission previously?
Mr. Fuchs said that it was. Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Fuchs if he has a copy
of the maps or the filing? He indicated he did and approached Commissioner Willner to
hand a copy to him. Commissioner Willner asked what date the petition was filed?
Mr. Fuchs said it has a file mark date of November 1st (Commissioners' Office). ·
Commissioner Cox asked if this has been heard by "our" Commission? Mr. Fuchs said that
it has not. Commissioner Willner asked if Mr. Fuchs had additional copies of the map
which he could give to the Commissioners for perusal. Mr. Fuchs said he did not. They
were asked to prepare 25 copies and the~one he has is the last one. Attorney Miller
asked where it was filed? The Auditor's office? Messrs. Willner, Berries and
Lindenschmidt noted that the file mark indicated it was stamped "Commissioners' Office".
Mr. Fuchs said he could not answer.further questions, because he just recently became
involved in this. Attorney Miller said.this should have been filed and sent to Area
Plan, then come back to the Commissioners. President Berries asked if this is also
the case on the Petition on Green River Estates? Commissioner Cox said she thinks
these should go to Area Plan. ·Anytime you change an area· plan it should go to
Subdivision Review {which met November 13th); she missed that meeting and doesn't know
if they reviewed this or not. Commissioner Willner requested that Mr. Fuchs bear witl
the Board for a few minutes and they will endeavor to straighten out the matter.
·
President Berries said these two matters would be deferred a few minutes until someon
from the Commissioners' office can check with Area Plan Commission.
I

,p.·

With regard to Green River States petition, Mr. Fuchs said this is off Green River
and an entirely different matter; but it is the same procedure whereby they are
requesting the vacation of a certain easement and utility easement vacation for a
portion of two roads ••• on Millersburg Road between Green River Road and Oak Hill Road.
Christian Fellowship Church faces Millersburg Road and there are three entrances into
the church and parking lot. They are building an addition. Mr. Heston (who was
speaking and showing a map to the Board) said he was in the process of giving the
church so~ land so they can have additional parking, since the church has been
growing so'rapidly. He continued by pointing to various areas on the map and said
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this is a recorded subdivision. Ms. Behme of Area Plan entered the meeting and
Commissioner Berries asked Messrs. Fuchs and Heston to accompany her to another
area where they could discuss the matter prior to returning to the Commissioners'
meeting for further action.
RE:

COUNTY ATTORNEY - DAVID MILLER

Strip of Land in.Burkhardt Road Improvement Area: Attorney Miller said that he should
have received a letter from Citizen's National Bank {as Trustee for the Hirsch Trust)
regarding a 5-ft. strip of ground out in the Burkhardt Road improvement area. He
does not yet have an answer from either Mr. Morley or Citizen's. Therefore, this
matter will have to be deffered. In essence, however, Citizen's National Bank is
alerting us that there is a 5-ft. strip of ground that runs along the eastern length
of Burkhardt Road between Division and Boonville Highway that has never been acquired
by the county and will be involved in the improvement. They are right about that, ·
Attorney Miller thinks •. However, Citizen's says it is 15-ft. and the county says jt
is 5-ft. Thus, we have· a problem with their dimensions -- but they rna~ be right.
In any event, there.is a strip of ground and we attempted to deal with this in the
Hirsch settlement when we settled the lawsuit regarding the ditch -- which i·s farther
to the east -- and, succintly, they didn't bite. So now we have to work on t'hat.
.Attorney Miller said he just wanted to be sure the Commissioners are aware th~ this
matter has raised its head and needs to be resolved before the. improvement work begins.
We will need to canmence condemnation proceedings shortly. But he has no wor;_p from
Jim Morley yet and he will try to get with him on this.
'
••·
Commissioner Willner interrupted by stating that while Burkhardt Road is bring
discussed, the second letting of the improvement of Burkhardt Road was turned down
today for the second time -- because it was over the engineer's estimate and they
will try for another letting in December. The lowest bid was put in by Rudolph
Construction and it was over 5% of the engineer's estimate for the second time.
Revised Draft of the Inter-Local Governmental Agreement re Evansville:..vanderburgh Co.
Ambulance &Paramedic Department: Attorney Miller said that Attorney David Jones
has sent an original and two copies of a revised draft of the Inter-Local Governmental
Agreement re Evansville-Vanderburgh County Ambulance & Paramedic Department. Mr. Jones'
cover letter indicates that .if the Commissioners approve the agreement that it should
be distributed for signatures to the Auditor, City Council, County Clerk, Jerry Linzy
and Sue Hartig. Attorney Miller said he takes it that the Commissioners have not yet
had an opportunity to review this version. Commissioner Willner said this is the
Board of Commissioners' version. Attorney Miller said it indicates,;it has been approved
by the County Council. So if this is the same version as approved by the Commissioners,
then that is it. ·
·
Commissioner Cox said she thought that, according to newspaper reports, the County
Council made two (2) changes in this. Commissioner Borries was present at that meeting,
did they? President Borries said the changes brought about by the·Council were·:to:set
in some amounts of payment for the Trustees and those were set in at zero. They wou1'd
· . not receive any compensation~ There was a formula for funding that reviewed the
county's portion of the budget and set it in at 22% and that the City of Evansville's
··"' portion would be 78%. He believes those would be the only changes. Commissioner
Cox asked if they didn't want this based on population?· President Berries said there
. ... are some differences between the City's version and the version passed by the County
Counci 1 on November 21st. Those differences wi 11 have. to be resolved during negotiations
with the City officials. As he understands it, there are some differences regarding
the way in which the agreement could be terminated. The Board of Trustees shall
consist of seven (7) members who will serve without compensation. · According to this
, -. version of the agreement, that would be one {l)~membe·r from the County Council and
·~,
one (1) member from the Common Council of the City. 'The termination procedure is
different in the ordinances and President Berries said he wants to see if he can find
that particular point. The City of Darmstadt was mentioned and he believes it said
that would be for a fee -- and he believes that has to be ·approved jointly. On Page 2
concerning the duration of the agreement, it says that written notice of termination
shall ~-given and received by the.other party no later than one (1) calendar year
prior to the expiration or termination of this agreement. There is a difference
_betwe~n the City and the County versions on that. President Berries noted that
Counc1lman Lutz is present at today's meeting. Are there other questions?
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Continuing, President Borries said he would suspect that if the Commissioners approve
this agreement that it would have to be sent onto the City and there would, of course,
be a conference committee and negotiations set up in order to resolve the parts where
the two agreements differ. At that time, the appointments could move forward. At
this time, this agreement approved by the County Council would be different ~- again,
it is basically the same that the Commissioners had approved and forwarded to them -- .
but it would be different from the City's version forwarded to us.
·

I

Commissioner Cox asked if the copies of the revised version had been signed by the
County Counci·l? President Borries said the ones sent over by Attorney Jones today
have not been signed. However, there is a signed copy. Commissioner Willner said he
sees nothing to prevent the ·Commissioners' signing this revised Agreement today. He
does feel that we will probably have to work out some minor things with City Council
and thinks we should do that. With that thought in mind, he recommends approval of
the agreement at this time.
Commissioner Cox said she could not second Commissioner Willner's motioo, as there·is
nothing in the agreement to.indicate.how much this is going to cost the-citizens of
Vande.rburgh County to participate in this. It says our share i$ 22%. It's guaranteed
for three (3} years not to go above a five (5} ·percent increase. After that lime we
do not know what it will be. The other thing that concerns her is that parameqic
services is one of the appeab1e services above the tax freeze; you can go abov"'' a
tax freeze to provide these services for the citizens of Vanderburgh County. -.. She
said she thinks we have to look long and hard and she cannot .support any piece of
legislation or ordinance or whatever· that she signs her name to unless we have dollars
and cents figures on what this is going to cost the taxpayers.
Commissioner Willner said, "Mrs. Cox, if you will tell me how many runs there are
going to be in Vanderburgh County next year-- we'll give you a price. 11
.
Commissioner Cox said, 11 Well, Mr. Willner, there are some peoplec:who feel that they
don't ev.en need a subsidy to operate this kind of a service. So~.when you deal with
budgets you've got to deal with facts and figures. ·How can you propose a budget for
22% when we don't know what 22% of it is going to be?"

I

Commissioner Willner asked Mrs. Cox if she knows what the Change of Venue is going
to be next year? She said she did not. But there's no comparison ••• can you appeal
Change of Venue cost above the tax freeze? No, you have to find money somewhere else
to pay that change of venue cost. We went thru.that. But you can appeal paramedic
cost above the tax freeze and she thinks that is where we're opening~the door.~.

,

Commissioner Willner interrupted by stating there are stopgap measures in the
agreement. Before anything is agreed to insofar as a contract is concerned -- it
must come back to this body.
President Berries asked County Auditor Alice McBride whether she is aware of· any
changes in the laws as to whether or not this can continue to be appealed? Or, was·
that a .one-time appeal?
·Mrs. McBride said she thinks the new law that was attached to the local option took
away that right. She isn't certain and would have to check that. But she does know
that they took away some rights to appeal.
Commissioner
Willner cited Item #10 on Page 4, as follows:
.
"10. To obtain prior approval from the Mayor, the County Cormnissioners, the
City Council, and the County Council before any contract or plan goes
into ·effect or any expenditures are made. 11
•
.
•
He said what we are trying to obtain here is an Agreement between the City and the
County for a paramedic-ambulance service. We have not gotten to the price yet. We
haven't even gotten a contract. What we are trying to do is obtain one to see what it
is going to cost. But it must come back to this Board and they can discuss it at that
time. He sees no reason not to approve this agreement for that reason.

I

( 4'/.
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Commissioner Cox said she does see a reason -- which is as stated.

c

President Berries said the current provider has provided that service under a one (1)
year contract and has done so. :h.e believes this is the third year that that has been
in effect. .He believes the message the residents of the county gave us -- unless he
had earmuffs on during that hearing -- it was very loud and clear that they did want
paramedic service. There are ways and, again, as pointed out by Commissioner Willner -financial control by an elected body, such as this Commission and the County Council,
is assured under this agreement. He said he did neglect to mention one other specific
item and that is that there would be a bid process and bid procedure set up under
·this particular agreement·. ·The City of Evansville's version had that perhaps some
negotiations could have taken place. .But the County's version specifically talks about
a bid process that would be included. Our goal has been to save dollars. The figures
that were at best guesstimates under Councilman Linzy's earlier figures indicated·
that the County's portion of a joint department would go down. He said he believes
that Mr. Lindenschmidt has looked at statistics -- and it provided some statistics on
ambulance runs that would indicate that at the highest point over recent years the
county's percentage has been somewhere around 18% at its highest point~ The 22% ·
would be an accurate reflection of population and the 22% would be a reasonable figure
to go with as we are going to be dealing with specific dollars. The agreemeqt does
contain ways in which we can look at a three (3} year figure in order to budget. Again,
· because of changes in the adoption of the local option law, he does not know 4f
paramedic ALS services are an appealable item continually year after year. So he
does think the Board would have to refer that to Auditor Alice McBride for research in
that area. Our goal has been to provide the service and save dollars and helbelieves
that the Cormnissioners' document would insure that not only to save dollars but to
have the wisest use of the budgeted amounts available -- having a 3..;year agreement
insures that whoever would provide this service, as well as the City and the County,
would have at least an extended length of time where they could look at the proper
budget.
·
Commissioner Willner said he agrees. What this agreement is, is what the County
Council and the Board of Commissioners expect from a contract. This is not saying
we are going to give a contract; this just explores the possibility of having a CityCounty Paramedic Service -- and it is just a starting point -- not the final thing.
Commissioner Berries said we also have the aspect of communication here. We're going
to have to talk about this thing. We could just take a giant step backwards and
say that Vanderburgh County will have no ALS service. But, again, he doesn't believe
the residents want that and he doesn't think at this time that without a. lot of
study -- also, a tremendous amount of public opinion has been gene~Jted that says
that they would want this service. How we can provide it in the most efficient manner
is what this particular agreement is all about. It does not bind us in terms of
dollars. It is a way in which we can talk with the City to see if this is the best
way to go. Commissioner Willner said that this is exactly how he s.ees it.
President Berries said he would second Commissioner Willner's motion to approve the
subject agreement. : He subsequently requested a roll call vote:
.

.

Commissioner Cox
- No
Commissioner Willner - Yes
Commissioner Berries.:-_ Yes

H

The motion carried with two (2) affirmative votes and one (1) negative vote.
So ordered.
RE:

PETITION TO VACATE PORTION OF ENSLE PLACE &GREEN RIVER ESTATES

Messrs. Fuchs anl Henson re-entered the meeting, together with Ms. Behme of the Area
Plan Commission. Mr. Fuchs said they had reached an agreement with the APC to submit
a copy of the Petition to APC so they can conduct their necessary study and it is
his ~nderstanding that he could again be put on the agenda for the Commissioners'
meet1ng on Monday, December 3rd. At that time he would have an opportunity to present
the petitions to the Board of Commissioners so they can peruse same. Commissioner
·Willner asked Ms. Behme if she would have a recommendation at that time? She said
.;,that she would. Commissioner Cox asked if this will have to go to theSubdivision
:Review Committee? She said that he would not •••• Ensle Place is a real old subdivision.
However, Mr. Fuchs will have to file the petition with the Auditor•s office. They,
·.···'.in turn, will give copies to the Area Plan Commission ..
(continued)
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LOCAL OPTION INCOME TAX LAW

President Borries said that he wishes to return to the matter of the local option
income tax. The legality of this tax has, not yet been determined. He understands
that there is a suit that will be a friendly suit or test case that has not yet been
decided in Lafayette (Tippecanoe County). Under Part V of a communication that
Mrs. McBride had concerning appeals, it does say that Emergency Medical Service ·is
no longer an appealable item. This was dated 3/8/84.
RE:

I

VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM - Kim Bitz

Mr. Bitz said the Auditorium Advisory Board met to discuss several different topics
on Tuesday of last week, none of which they are ready ·to report on at this time.
Parking Lot Equipment: The Board is, however, .ready to make a recommendation to
replace the electronic parking lot equipment. The existing equipment has been out of
order for about eight (8) months and consequently there have been no pa,_rking revenues
from that system hence. Mr. Bitz distributed the following information concerning
potential Parking Lot Revenues:
FEE X SPACES
$

.so

.75
1.00

=

150

PER DAY X 5 DAYS
$ 75.00
112.50
150.00

= PER

WEEK . X 50 WEEKS

=

PER YEAR
$ 18,750.00
2.13,~125. 00
37,500.00

$375.00
562.50
750.00

The. above figures represent potentia 1 revenue with ·1 ot at capacity.
Below is the -Potential Revenue for NIGHTIME event use with lot at capactty:
NIGHTIME FEE - $1.00
$150.00 X 170 Days

=

I

$25,500

Average yearly income from parking lot before malfunctions, with the fee set· at
50¢ per car was $21,000.
At the time the existing equipment was functioning, Mr. Bitz estimates the lot
averaged 100 cars per day.
·
.,...

The Advisory Board recommends that we do purchase new electronic eq6ipment for the
parking lot and that the fee be set at ·$1.00 for both the daytime hours and evening
events.
Commissioner Cox asked if this recommendation is contained in the. minutes from the
Advisory Board meeting? Mr. Bitz said that it is -- the minutes of the meeting held
this past Tuesday. Commissioner Cox said that Mr. Bitz informed her this morning that
. it was. not discussed. Mr. Bitz said he told her that it was discussed at the meeting
held prior to this past Tuesday. Mrs. Cox said, .. No, you sat in my office and told me
how it appeared on the agenda for the Council -- which is certainly not what you're
telling me here in front of the microphone." Mr. Bitz said he told Mrs. Cox that it
was not discussed at a Commissioners' meeting; but it was discussed at last Tuesday's
Auditorium Advisory Board meeting. · ·
·

Bor~ies

Ellio~t,.who

said he talked with Councilmen Owen and
had also talkell
President
with him concerning whether there would be any funds. He thinks it is primarily thru 1111·
the Council Secretary that that·had been advertised. No decision had been made re the
actual cost or any kind of implementation. The Advisory Board has been studying that
particular problem and it has been on theiragenda. He did not attend the last Board
meeting, but he does understand that it was discussed at that time. If nothing is done -and it may not be by the December Council Meeting -- then any monies that we could
repeal to put into new machine or parking lot m~chanism would have to come from the
General Fund in January.
.
Commissioner Cox asked how old the existing equipment is? Presid~nt Borries'said
that it is;so old that it simply cannot be repaired. It came off the old City parking
lot. Commissioner Cox said we installed it three (3) years ago. We bought it from
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the Building Authority. It was supposed to be workable and usable. The City simply
changed their way of getting people into and out of the parking lot and did away
wi.th the arm and no 1onger had a use for the equipment.

0

President Berries said there are still other options to be considered by the Advisory
Board. He understands there can even be some discussion. of parking meters which can
be used during the daytime hours. If there are nightime events at the Auditorium o.r
any nearby facility-- since this would be a.county-owned lot~- the county could gain
some revenue from a machine. If wetre talking of the kind of set-up that they've had
at Roberts Stadium in the evening, you'd have.to have a portable shed, electricity and
everything else that would be. out there -- and that could be expensive, not to mention
employees who would have to be out there. So, some of the discussion had centered on
what kind of a form or device ·could be used at nightime so as not to have to have an
employee there. This is why Mr. Bitz had run some figures to see if that kind of thing
is feasible. Again, we're not saying that the lot, ·itself~ is going to be at capacity
every night or every day. But there certainly would be some revenue that could.J:>e
realized from that.
·
Commissioner Cox said we have several problems to be addressed. Sometimes the Gold Room
is rented out and so is the Auditorium. When the people who rent pay for th~ rental
of the parking lot, then that leaves the other one holding the bag. Mr. Bitz··-.said they
never rent the parking lot to anyone if there is another event. CommissionerJiox said
then that that answers that. We're not getting any revenue in on it anyway insofar
as the rental is concerned.
·
,..,~·~

D

President Berries said he feels they would have to look at a mechanism -- whether it
is an arm or whatever -- that could be raised at the end of events so people could
leave more easily or leave via the Walnut Street exit; maybe that particular side .
could be used there if we did not want them to exit where the arm is. The revenueis
certainly something the Advisory Board is looking into. ·And this is of concern to
Mr. Bitz since the existing arm cannot be repaired.
Commissioner Cox said -we do not have any assurance that this will not happen to th.e
new arm. The existing equipment has gotten some pretty rough treatment. The Stadium
still uses the little box sheds to collect their parking fees, so the system must have
some merit. President Borries said that if the average yearly income before the
malfunction was $21,000, a machine would pay for itself in less than half a year.
- Thus, he would think that an employee .being out there -- he doesn't think we can work
with employees out there full time all day and then have other persons there at night.
We could conceivably be talking about hav1ng someone there from about 8:00 a.m. until
after the .events are pretty well started in the evening -- and that;~ould 8:00 p.m.
to 9:00 p.m. This would constitute some 12-13 hours. That would be pretty laborintensive; that is why a machine was considered. Hopefully, there have been some
. state-of-the-art improvements over what we had out there; we would have to get bids
.and see what types of equipment are available. The Council's concern was to get that
.,,. set in on the Auditorium's budget so there could be some monies looked at if a
decision is made before year's end. They have been very concerned -- as they always
-.c. are-- about revenue and what we could do to correct that situation.
If they do not
r:::;.l;;;,c.,s-.·.reach a decision after they have looked at various bids, then we'll just have to seek
an appropriation in 1985 after a decision is reached •. ,.
Mr. Bitz asked the Board if they would like for Betty Lou Jarboe to look at some type
of parking meter system? The Board replied in the affirmative. Mr. Bitz said he
will talk with her. He said he feels the only alternatives are parking meters or
new electronic equipment. If we put employees out there, we·wouldn't make back enough
. to make it worthwhile.
~
President Berries said we have·to look at the cost of the employees plus part-time
help. Then there would be the matter of electricity. He would hesitate putting
someone out there all day in zero degree weather or 98° weather, whichever season it
happens to be. So he thinks a machine would be more feasible.
RE:

.COUNTY HIGHWAY- Bill Bethel

Absentee Report for Employees at the County Garage: Mr. Bethel submitted the Weekly
Absentee Report for employees at the County Garage for period November 19, 1984 thru
~ovember 23, 1984 ••••••• report received and filed.
,,,.,.- ·
;.
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Work Report: Mr. Bethel also submitted the Weekly Report for employees at the
County Garage for the same period .••••••••• report received and filed. Attached to
the Work Report was the following Work Schedule:
Gradall:

Middle Mt. Vernon Rd., Adler, St. Joe, Owensville Rd., and Syls Drive

Paved:

Martin Station, Volkman in sections

Patch:

Voight, Green River (over levee), Red Bank, Bayou Creek, Pollack Ave.

Grader:

Martin Station, Volkman, Lyle Rd., Hillside .Rd., Green River and
Old Green River Rd., Bromm Rd., Baseline, Edgewater and Lynn Rd.

Rock:

Lyle Rd., Hillside Rd., Green River and Old Green River Rd., Bromm Rd._,
Baseline Rd., Edgewater and Schmuck

Tree Crew:

Bromm Rd., Schmuck, and Smith Diamond

I

President Borries said that he noticed while traveling the area yesterday that a
stop sign is nearly down at Green River and Millersburg Roads (the stopsign -~n
Millersburg, just as you·turn onto Green River Rd.). It is leaning at a prettY low
. angle and he would appreciate it if Mr. Bethel could. take care of this.
~
Patching on Green River Road: On the west lane of Green River Road, right,where the
city-county limits are at Theater Drive, a chuck hole has developed and he would
appreciate Mr. Bethel's handling this •. They might also check the-westbound lane
between there and Hirsch Road, as there are other holes in that particular area.
Mr. Bethel-assured Commissioner Borries that he'd .take care of these.
RE:

COUNTY SURVEYOR - Bill Jeffers, Chief Deputy

Ill

Bridge & Guardrai 1 Repair Report: Mr. Jeffers said that as indi_cated on subject report,
the entire crew spent the entire week under First Avenue Bridge placing rip-rap under
the bridge. He believes they finished today and tomorrow morning they will begin to
set up to repair guardrail along Green River Road between Hirsch and 'Millersburg-to replace damaged guardrail in that 2-mile portion of the road.
Reply to Indiana Department of Highways re Problems on Three Structures: Mr. Jeffers
submitted a reply to the Indiana Department of Highways in response to· the inspection
made by Mr. Lee Gallivan, F.H.A. Area Engineer, concerning certain deficiencies which
currently exist on various structures. The following letter is betng submitted to
the Commissioners for their information and it wi 11 accompany,_Mr. Andy Easley's
response to Mr. Stephen Dilk on the other road projects mentioned in the same letter
by Mr. Dilk. The letter was as follows:
·
Division of Local.Assistance
Indiana Department of Highways
100 North Senate Avenue
· ',·Jndianapol is, Indiana
Attn: Stephen M. Dilk
Dear Sir:

~bfout

1~,

On or
October
1984, the Varrderburgh County surveyvord•s obffihcecrecetived 111.
a copy o your 1. etter of October 2, 1984, to Andy Eas 1ey, an er urg oun y
Highway Engineer. Paragraph 3 of your letter requested that our county respond
by listing steps we are planning to take to correct certain deficiencies which
currently exist on various structures recently inspected by V. L. Gallivan, F.H.A.
Area Engineer.
. ' : · . .·
At this time we are prepared to address the problems that exist on three of the
structures inspected by Mr. Gallivan, and propose corrective measure for those
structures. Speci fica lly, we wi 11 dea 1 here with S-398-1 , two bridges on Green
River Road, one across Pigeon Creek, and one over Firlick Creek, one-half mile
north of Heckel Road; and a twin corrugated metal pipe structure on North St. Joe
Avenue one mi 1e north of Boon vi 11 e-New Harmony Rd. ·
. _ .

"·
,,

'
f"

' .
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On S-398-1, Green River Road over Pigeon Creek, Str. #91 in the Vanderburgh County
Bridge Inventory, Mr. Gallivan's inspection noted four areas of needed improvement:.
1)
2)
3)
4)
RE:

Substandard approach railing
Severely rusted structural steel
Deteriorated driving surface
Silted-in waterway opening
(1) Substandard approach railing:

Our department, using the bridge maintenance crew, will install new guardrail
sections to replace any damaged rails on both approaches to the bridge. We will
reset any posts necessary to effect proper i-nstallation of the new rails. In
addition we will install curved sections· of rail on the southeast corner of the
structure to accommodate ·the existing private lane entrance at that location.
Also, all rails terminating at the bridge will be.connected to the concrete-rails
by acceptabl~ end piece assemblies.
..
RE:

D

(2) Severly rusted structural steel:

. Our most recent inspection of the Pigeon Creek structure conducted during~November
1984, indicates that of the thirty (30) steel beams which support the con~ete
deck, twenty-six (26) are in excellent condition with only very minor pocking
of the grey paint coat. Of the remaining .four beams, three have sustained light
rust on their flanges and webs only on the portions of those beams that rest
directly under the expansion joints on piers #2 and #7. The rust is caused by
· roadway drainage leaving the structure via the expansion joint. One beam in the
southeast corner of span "B 11 has sustained rust becoming moderate. Again the
damage is caused by.roadway drainage from the expansion joint, in this case over
·pier #2, augmented in this instaJJce by soil lodged behind a 4-inch diameter telephone
" -.~:insta11ation. on the east walk retaining moisture and causing a more constant water
source.
Our recommendation is to clean by sandblasting the rusted portions of the four
· beams mentioned, and .to repaint them.
Of the sixty (60) rocker bearing assemblies, forty-eight (48) are in excellent
condition with no repairs necessary. Of the remaining twelve (12) rocker bearing
assemblies, six (6) are directly under the expansion joint on pier #7, and six (6)
are under ·the stee1-toothed expansion joint on #2. Both of the_.noted joints are
deteriorated to the point that they allow roadway drainage direttly onto the
bearing surfaces of the named piers. The presence of water on the bearing surface
:of piers #2 and #7 has caused rust on the rocker bearing assemblies on pier #7
which may be described as light becoming moderate; and on the rocker assemblies
on pier #2, which may be described as moderate becoming severe on the rocker shoe
at the outside corner of the southeast end of p.ier #2.·
,

D

Our office will begin immediately to• initiate the bidding process to correct the
• ;~,\~{~-"';condition on pier #2 by completely cleaning the entire rocker bent and repair or
replace all of the damaged parts. On pier #7, we recommend the same action within
·.the next six (6) months, or as part of the same contract. Along with or subsequent
to the repair of the rocker bearing assemblies,we intend to repair the two (2)
expansion joints at the two named piers to prevent a reoccurance of the noted
··~
condition, and to reapply the epoxy coat.on the concrete bearing platform.
RE:

(3) Deteriorated driving surfaee:

The driving surface of S-398-1 over Pigeon Creek is a twenty-eight (28) foot clear
roadway four hundred eight (408) feet 1ong. The concrete surface especially
within spans 11 A", "B", "C" on the south end, and 11 F", "G" on the north end contain
a moderate number of transverse cracks apparantly over. the re-rods in the top mat.
There is no evidence that the crack$ penetrate the coping or the deck as no efflorescence or incrustation exists on the outside copings or under the deck.
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In addition to the transverse cracking, there are several circular and elongated
spalls which have exposed one·or more re-rods each. The roads have not yet been
damaged and we intend to repair by sawing and patching each defected area in a
manner in accordance with state standards. Such methods have been employed.by
the State on Pennsylvania Street Bridge, and by the County on Fifth Avenue Bridge
within the last two years.
·
If the repairs to the driving surface cannot be effected prior. to winter, we may
take temporary steps to protect the deck from further erosion by temporarily
patching the cracks and spalls.

1

Alsoexisting in isolated areas mostly on the southeast end of the bri~ge on the
top surface of the handrail is some light scale exposing the aggreagate. Our
bridge maintenance crew will clean the affected areas and apply an epoxy/mortar
patch to all areas of scale.
RE:

(4) Silted-in waterway opening:

The original set of plans for S-398-1 indicates that certain req:uiP.ements were .
made to construct a waterway of a greater size than that which existed prior to
1957 or to that which exists now. Our November inspection reveals that-the
existing waterway· in 1984 matches closely the existing waterway prior to~957
·
as shown by the survey line provided with the 1957 state highway plans f~S-398-1.
Our inspection notes also that the waterway under Str. #91 now matches,almost
exactly the creek channel upstream and downstream of the structuf'e. The removal
of about one hundred (100) cubic yards of silt from behindpiers:ttml #6 would
cause an exact matching of the channel.
While we realize that a general opening Qf the waterway under Str. #91 would
reduce the ve 1oci ty of the water passing under the bridge, ··an.d•':thereby reduce
the chances of scour on piers #5 and #6; we are assigning ajt:~lower priority to
such a project than the priority we are assigning to the .oth'E!:p~repairs.

I

On S-398-1 over Firlick Creek one-half mile north of Heckel Road, :Str. #82 in
our country bridge inventory, Mr. Gallivan's inspection reports thBt there are
two deficiencies:
·
1) Unsatisfactory bridge railing
2) Unsatisfactory driving surface

'01'

it

As with the Pigeon Creek Bridge, the railing that exists at this time is the.
· same rail that existed at the time of construction with tne exception of components which have been replaced over the years due to damage by vehicles. Evidently, the existing railing is no longer standard.. and will be replaced by this
department using the labor of the bridge maintenance crew and new railing of a·
type meeting current highway standards. In addition we are recommending to the
T~affic Engineer's sign department that they repair or replace all reflectors
· approaching the structure from both sides; and we will upgrade all approach
railings.
.
·
·
.
·
· The driving surface of Str. #82 is unsatisfactory in that the original concrete
deck was paved over with.asphalt during the early 1970's. Under the existing
condition the driving surface is unsatisfactory because salt, moisture and other
·corrosives become trapped under the asphalt and against the concrete deck, and
work against the mortar in the deck concrete. Our county bridge engineer has
repeatedly warned against paving over concrete decks with asphalt for just this
reason, and the practice has been generally discontinued.
·

I

If I.D.O.H. requires a remedy for the condition of the driving surface of Str. #82
within the near future, we are pr.epared to seek bids to remove the asphalt from
the bridge deck, scarify the concrete deck to a sufficient depth~ remove any other
damaged concrete, and pour a new course of concrete not to exceed in weight the
designed load of that structure. If we effect this repair we would like to repair
the approaching asphalt roadway so that there is a uniform vertical curve ap. proach;ing and crossing the bridge as part of the .same contract.
·
'

....:,., ~~'

....

·
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Re: The twin corrugated steel pipe culvert (incorrectly) identified S-41-5:
The twin pipe culvert referred to in Mr. Gallivan's report has been identified
by our department as a structure lying in Maidlow Ditch on North St. Joe Avenue
one (1) mile north of Boonville-New Harmony Road. Maidlow Ditch is a legal drain
in Vanderburgh County serving approximately 2084 acres above the named structure.
The longest lateral of the said ditch above the structure is about 12,000 ft. long;
and the highest point in the watershed is· 500 feet above sea level, with the
flowline of the named structure being about 435 ft. elevation. We calculate that
.the Maidlow watershed above the structure could generate as much as 1660 cu. ft.
of the water per second during a "100 year rain".· The existing pipes are 12ft.
by 8 ft. eliptical each, which by our calculations can carry as much as 1340 cu. ft.
per sec., on a flat grade that now exists, or as much as 1620 cfs., if the grade
were increased.

D

·As we do not experience an "100 year rain" more than about every ten {10) years
at. this location, the existing structure should carry all the water
most of the
.
t1me.
.~

Mr. Gallivan's report, however, notes strong evidence that over-the-roacrflow has
occurred, and that there is a danger of complete failure of the pipe inst~llation
and the roadway.
.
'!!
Our inspection of the.structure this year and in past years confirms Mr•• '~;Gallivan's
finding, and we offer the following observations and remedies:
1) The Mai dlow D.itch upstream of the structure has been widened and otherwise
improved. by private land owners significantly in 1981. The ditch also was
partially straightened and otherwise improved by the county in 1983. While the
·ditch downstream of the structure has been improved piecemeal by private owners
· and by the county, the portion of the ditch immediately downstream for a distance.
· of 800 feet is in need of improvement.
·
The highway side ditch on the southwest corner of the structure has created a
penin-sula which acts as a restriction; and as the ditch bends to the northwest
just west of the structure an eddy is created which silts the north pipe partially
·shut most of the time. The silting action is a common characteristic of every
twin pipe in this county, and is the reason we are opposed to such a design.

·,

Additionally, the over-the-road flow has undermined the concret~ aprons which
act as headwalls to the structure, and the roadway and guardrat~ post are being
slowly undermined.
a
Our most recent insp.ecti on reveals ·that the stee 1 floor of both pipes is very
sound and that neither pipe is otherwise rusted other than superficially.
·' Our ·recommendation at this time is to use the a-pproximately one thousa~d ($1 ,000)
dollars remaining in the Maidlow Ditch account to improve the 800 feet of ditch·
immediately northwest of the structure; and to remove the two concrete apron
headwalls, using the resulting concrete rubble as rip-rap along the south bank
~>of the improved ditch. The roadway embankments should then be laid back at a
one and a one-half to one slope for thirty feet either side of the centerline
of the Maidlow Ditch on both sides of the structure, and rip-rap should be applied
to a depth of at least 18 in. to effect a two to one (2-1) slope.

·-

N

We should. then .replace the existing··wooden guardrai 1 post with metal post, and
reset both fifty (50) ft. assemblies of rail with new metal sections. ;
;

.

"

Theroadway shoulders should be filled with rock, and the driving surface. should
be repaved to wedge up the existing dip.
,
_
All of these improvements can be completed inhouse with the cooperation of the
Vanderburgh County Drainage Board, the county highway department, and the bridge
maintenance crew without a road closing.
.·
-~'
::·Our al~ernatives are to replace the structure with a thirty (30) ft. concrete span
for wh1ch we have a design used on Hedden Road in 1982, and for which we received
. a low bid of $45,770 at that time; or to replace the structure with an aluminum
. '

.

<,
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unit at-the approximated cost of $38,000 to $40,000. While either of these
alternatives would provide a structure which would carry in excess of 1900 cfs.,
the concrete bridge would require a road closing of at least sixty (60) days,
.and the aluminum unit a closing of at least thirty (30) daysIf we find that the improvements to the existing structure are not sufficient,
we will re-examine the noted alternatives.

I

It is our hope that this response will serve to address those concerns you
may have as a result of Mr. Gallivan's inspection report in regard to the
structures which require immediate attention. ·We look forward to working with
you and your department in correcting· any further deficiencies inherent ·to the
structures under our care.
·
Sincerely yours,
William R. Jeffers
Deputy Surveyor, Vanderburgh County
·'

'

..

cc: V. L. Gallivan
Andy Easley
etal
Mr. Jeffers said a copy of the foregoing letter should accompany Mr. :Easley.'s reply
and be in Mr. Dilk's hands no later than December 2nd. Commissioner Cox asked
Mr. Jeffers if he has already sent the above letter? He said it is his intention to
forward the .letter tomorrow morning (November 27th). It was composed today.

· · President Borries asked Mr. Jeffers if the structure where we're. talking about
. significant expense then is the twin corrugated steel pipe culvert on Maidlow Ditch
and North St. Joe Avenue one mile north of Boonville-New Harmony? Mr. Jeffers said
that is correct; or rather he should say that is where they anticipate significant
expense -- until the Commissieners direct the surveyor to examine apossible in-house
correction of the problem, which they do in this letter -- using the·~o~isting twin
culverts and simply improving the ditch westward of the twin culverts. Commissioner
Borries stated that Mr. ·Jeffers is saying that to replace the structure would cost
less money than to repair the existing one? Mr. Jeffers said, "No sir. To replace
the structure with a concrete bridge would be at least $45,000 and no greater than
$50,000. If they replace it with an aluminum unit, the cost estimate· is $38,000 -mostly in-house and $40,000 if they have a contractor install it. He did not give
. a cost estimate on repairing the existing structure, because it cou-id be done with the
$1,000 remaining in the Maidlow accountfor ditch cleaning. Tb_ey anticipate $1,000
remaining after the portion on Thiel's ground was approved this fall. That would
take care· of 800 ft •. of the ditch west of the culvert, which represents a restriction
to waterflow. Then the remainder could be done by the highway department and the
bridge department at a minimum cost of manhours and rip-rap, rock and some guardrail.
·President Borries said he feels·the 5-page report submitted by Mr. Jeffers is a
comple~e report and he is merely looking at the alternatives here and the Board does
not need to make any decision in regards to what expense and which direction to go
at this time? Mr. Jeffers said he would say that we probably should wait until we
.. hear from Mr. Dilk on whether or not the suggestions would be appropriate for those
structures. Commissioner Willner asked if we have to have their approval before we
prepare these budgets? Mr. Jeffers said that Mr. Gallivan indicated that he would
like to see us cooperate with the Indiana Department of Highways on methods of
repairing these structures. His main concern seemed to be protecting the Federal
government's interest in these three {3)- structures which were built around 1957 or
1958 •. He does not have a firm ruling at this time as to whether, we have to have their
approval on what we do -- other than to say anything we will do will be according to
Indi.ana specs, the way we build or repair any other bridge. But he would like to
give them the opportunity to look over our proposal and make their. comments and then
we could proceed with writing of specs and seeking of bidders.

I

11

·

I

{continued)
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Commissioner Cox said that in the report covering the three (3) problem bridges,
they also recommended that we develop a maintenance schedule plan.and also have
a plan of orderly proceeding for work -- that was in that same report -- and this
is what Mr. Jeffers has done that in his response. Mr. Jeffers said the subject
report only covered the three (3} specific structures. On any other structures
Within the county that evidently received Federal money during that period of time,
there were no specific ••••••• Commissioner Cox interjected that they did point out
in the body of that report that·one of the things we should do here in Vanderburgh
County is to set up a written. plan for orderly maintenance-- we've been doing it
along -- but a written planinstructions on how we're going to do this. Commissioner
Cox said her other question is, "Has Mr. Brenner approved this?" Mr. Jeffers said
that Mr. Brenner approve~ the letter in question. The reason his signature does
not appear at the bottom is because Mr. Jeffers finished it during the lunch hour
and signed it himself. Mr. Brenner did read it after·lunch, however, and approved
the content.

0

In response to Commissioner Cox's first question, t.he way he read Mr. Dilk's ....
suggestion was ---he suggested we maintain a log on structures which hpd federal
participation in them. Mr. Jeffers interpreted this to mean an independent log from
the rest of our bridge inventory -- specifically directed toward those projects listed
.in the report. And we have begun a field book which will contain every inspection ,.
'they make on those main structures in his letter to us. Commissioner Cox sata we
···
will also include any maintenance to those structures? Mr. Jeffers said the~ould
probably initiate a log which would be kept in the surveyor's office of anything
they planned to do and carried out. ''The field log would be a supplement to that ••••
the field log would be the inspection report and the office log would contain what
. they plan to do and the action carried out. .
.
.
·

0
~

·

Commissioner Willner asked if Mr. Dilk is aware that we have a semi-annual bridge
_ ,report and we are doing one and in the process of doing another. Mr. Jeffers said
. 'he is not certain Mr. Dilk is aware of that, but he would say that the surveyor's
office is anticipating that the Commissioners will this year -- or in 1985 -- contract
out a completely new bridge inspection, the same as we did in 1979 -- and that the
priorities of all the bridges in Vanderburgh County, whether they contain state,
·:federal or all local dollars -- the priorities will be set ·up on how those bridges
• ~ •••• Commissioner Willner interrupted by saying that we have ••••• we carry on with
that bridge report. Mr. Jeffers said he is certain that if Mr. Dilk receives a copy
of the minutes of this meeting that he will be aware.of that and, of course, the 1972
and 1979 bridge inventories, along with the priority list, is a public document. If
he'd like a copy we can forward one to him.
,..
Commissioner Cox said she knows we have advertised for invitations~from people who
want to bid on the bridge inspection to furnish their credent;ials. Is that the
stage we're in now -- hav.e we received them? President Borries sai~ we have received
them. He does not know whether the surveyor's office.has looked at them, but he
... knows that David Gerard and Andy Easley have. President Borries said that, based
... ;on the recommendations of Messrs. Gerard and Easley, we will be inviting some of
·
· , ;:~hose i ndi vi dua 1s to come in and present their proposa 1s to us. . ,,

;;;i~c,~~MContinuing, Mr. Jeffers said he is certain the Commissioners are aware that we
t· . • ~<;,repaired and replaced many, manybridges over the last 8-12 years. ;All of the

have

.. ·surveyors back thru the history of Vanderburgh County have participated in that. It
·· so happens that these three (3) bridges happen to be in better shape than some of the
·, ones we felt needed changing out quicker. President Borries said that these bridge
inspections have come about every ·5-7 years,· is. that correct? Commissioner Willner
said he believes· we have an update ever.y two (2) yea.rs; where we send someone out
to look at them, but the official inspection is done every five (5) years. ,.
- ••

;~~' ~· ,_,.

3

•

:·

~~-:'-}t·'~i~;-~;_:,·,~·~\''f.:,.-:·:_ ., ·,

Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that Mr. Jeffers' letter to Mr. Dilk continue
on its course and that the Commissioners await his reply. A second to the motion
was made by Commissioner Cox. So ordered. Mr. Jeffers asked if that includes
permission from the Board of Commissioners to provide Mr. -Dilk with a copy of the
minutes from thts meeting, and the Board replied in the.affirmative.·
RE:

·--INVESTMENTS

While he does not yet have a set date, President Borries said he will. be contacting
Mr. Wilgis regarding a meeting with the State Board of Accounts, County Auditor
Alice McBride, Pat Tuley (the new Treasurer) -- concerning the investments, so they
,,~,~:fr£;~~}"~~* .·[,:~:',1 (continued)
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can all start 1985 with a clear understanding of what needs to be done. He will
do this and his office will make an announcement concerning the exact time that
meeting is to be set up.
·
RE:

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

Tuesday, November 27th/2:00p.m.·- Election Board: A meeting is scheduled between .
the Commissioners, the Election Board, Party Chairnen and other interested officials
regarding the election and voting procedures in Vanderburgh County.

I

Friday, November. 30th/3:00 - 5:00 p.m.: President Berries said he had received a
communication concerning a reception to be held for Mrs. Jan Thierbach, who is .
leaving the Convention &Visitor's Bureau. This is scheduled at the Vanderburgh
Auditorium.
RE:

APPOINTMENT TO BOARD OF VOTERS REGISTRATION

The following letter was read by Commissioner Berries:

'

November 20, 1984
Vanderburgh County Commissioners
Civic Center Complex
Seventh Street
Evansville, IN 47708
Attention: Richard Berries
·near Rick,
.

.

.

This letter is to infonn you that I would like to appoint Susan Tilford Kirk
to the Registration Office.· I know with Susan's experience in the Election
Office that she will 1end a great dea 1 of credi bi 1i ty to the office.

I

I would like the appointment to begin November 26, 1984.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
Tom Shetler, Jr., Chairman
Republican Central Committee
RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES -· RELEASES

Sheriff's Department
Pro. Patrol

$16,243/Yr. Eff: 11/21/84

1808 S. New York

Clerk

$11,500/Yr.

8302 Spry Rd.

Supv.

$ 5.05/Hr.

1916 N. Fifth Ave.

ABM

$636.43/Pay Eff:I 11/26/84

Rodney Buchanan
Pigeon Township Trustee
Imogene Evans

11/17/81

Eff:

Election Office
Susan T. Kirk

· Eff: 11/23/84

Voter's Registration
Travis Rayburn

Convention &Visitor's Bureau
Janis L. T;huerbach

8212 Hogue Rd.

· Exec. Dir.

Eff:,~4' :;·-J:?.,?·~
.Jl/30/84

$28,100
.: ~ ' >"- •

.. '<

•

•

-.'

••

:·.,/J:~;;~·~;;·r~~··@L(<.,'

;· ..
contin~ed) .
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EMPLOYMENT CHANGES - APPOINTMENTS

County Surveyor•s Office
Earl A. Brown

Party Chief. $18,341/Yr.

Eff: 11/19/84

Patrolman

$17,243/Yr.

Eff:. 11/21/84

1419 Adams

Clerk

$11,500

Eff: 11/17/84

1916 N. Fifth Ave.
8302 Spry Rd.

Deputy
Bd. Membr.

$412.26/Pay'4 Eff: 11/26/84
$636.43/Pay Eff: 11/26/84

1313 Roosevelt

Sheriff•·s Department
Rodney Buchanan
Pigeon Township Trustee
Lula Cova Morris
Voter•s Registration
Travis Rayburn
Susan T. Kirk

RE: ACCEPTANCE OF CHECK FROM WELLS CABLE T.V.
President Borries submitted a check from Wells Cable T.V. in the amount of $194.46
as franchise fee/Town &Country Estates Cable. The. check has already been.signed
by the Treasurer, since he was shown as the Payee. Motion to accept check was made
by Commissioner Willner, with instructions that it be placed in the General Fund.
A second to the motion was provided by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

CLAIMS

Engineer Associates, Inc.: Claim for track and bed 1ayout on Creasey Company. Claim
has been reviewed by Gloria Evans of the Auditor•s office. There were questions
on this claim and it was the decision of the Board that this claim should be held
and submitted to County Engineer Andy Easley for hisperus.al and recommendation
· concerning approval prior to any action be taken by the Board.
Engineer Associates, Inc.: Claim in the amount of $10,910.57, final audit claim
on the Lynch Road Project M-El85 (2) Contract R-12628. Motion to approve claim
for payment was made by Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox.
So ordered.
~
;t
Engineer Associates, Inc.: A claim in the amount of $2,039.98..~ (credit) on St. Joe
Avenue Project TOM-E 560 (1) Contract R-12200 was submitted. Motion to approve
said claim was made by Commissioner Willner? with a second from Commissioner Cox.
·So ordered.

u

James L. Angermeier: Claim in the amount of $186.82 for attendance at 2-day County
Assessors• Association Meeting on November 18.and 19, covering room accommodations
'·and mileage roundtrip Evansville/Indianapolis. Motion to approve claim was made
by Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered. ln
response to queries from Commissi.oner Cox,·it was noted that no per diem charges
were included on the claim.
·
Carl Wallace/Veteran•s Administration:. Claim in the amount of $156.58 for attending
a Veteran•s Administration Seminar in Marion, Indiana on October 26th. Claim
covered mileage and one-half hotel expenses (Posey County: Se.rvice Officer paid the
other half of hotel expenses). Motion to approve claim was made by Commissioner
Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
Insurance Claims/Helfrich: Five .(5) claims to Helfrich Insurance Agency for coverage
on Sheriff•s vehicles, Police vehicles and Dog Pound Truck were s~bmitted in the
following amounts: $4,489.00, $346.00, $152.00, $651.00, and $239.00. However,
it.was determined that said claims should be returned to Gloria Evans in the Auditor•s
.office-for thorough checking and approval, prior to being resubmitted to the
Commissioners for approval. Motion to this effect was made by Commissioner Willner,
with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
(continued)
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There being no further business to come before the Board of Commissione.rs at
this time, President Borries declared the meeting adjourned at 4:45 p.m.

PRESENT:

SECRETARY:

COUNTY AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard J. Borries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Alice McBride

David V. Miller

SURVEYOR'S OFFICE

COUNTY HIGHWAY

Bi 11 ·Jeffers

Bill Bethel

.·COMMISSIONERS

I

Joanne A. Matthews

I

...
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MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' MEETING
DECEMBER 3, 1984
The meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on December 3, 1984,
in the Commissioners' Hearing Room at 2:30p.m., with President Borries presiding.

I

Since this was the first meeting of the month, the meeting was called to order
by Sheriff Shepard and declared in session, pursuant to adjournment.
It was noted by President Borries that there are a couple of minor changes in
today's meeting agenda. First of all, since Sheriff Shepard was already close to
the podium; the Chair requested that he approach the microphone to present an item
concerning the SZABO Food ·service Contract for 1985.
RE:

AMENDMENT NO. 4 TO MANAGEMENT OPERATING AGREEMENT/SZABO FOOD SERVICE CO.

Sheriff Shepard said the Vanderburgh County Jail caters their food via SZABO Food
Service Co. They have utilized this service for a number of years, with no problems
being encountered. It is now time for renewal of the contract. Last year the food.
. cost $1.18 per meal; they serve over 600 meals per day. Consequently, the food bill
·'"<'runs around $800.00 per day. Sheriff Shepard met with SZABO representatives and
the menu has been changed a bit, with several different ethnic foods being added.
, . · 'SZABO has indicated they will be ab 1e to pro vi de the same amount of nutriments,
vitamins, etc., constituting 2800 calories per day-- at 2¢ per meal cheaper this
.. year. This wi 11 s·ave the county approximately $5,000 on the 1985 food bill. He does,
· however, need to have the contract executed today so they can order the food, since
·the contract becomes effective January 1, 1985. The.menu provides a different meal
every meal for four (4) weeks and then it recycles. Sheriff Shepard distributed copies
of the menu, indicating that the Board can tell what will be served far breakfast,
lunch or dinner on any given day. The contract to be signed lists the cost of meals
at the reduced price of $1.16 per meal, as opposed to the $1.18 per meal previously
paid. A copy of the contract was passed to County Attorney David Miller for his
.:·';perusal. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the contractbe approved if
·
· . i't meets with the attorney's approval. ·A second to the motion was provided by Com·.. missioner Cox. So ordered. The contract was as fo 11 ows:

I

AMENDMENT NO. 4
TO
MANAGEMENT OPERATING AGREEMENT
THIS AMENDMENT, made and entered into this lst day of January, 1985 by and
between SZABO FOODS SERVICE COMPANY,· a Division of Oakbrook Consolidated, Incorporated,
.
having its principal place of business at 2000 Spring Road, Suite 300, Oak Brook,
· ... Illinois 60521 (hereinafter "SZABO"), and Vanderburgh County Board of Commissioners,
:. 1>:chaving its principal place of business at City/County Building, Evansville, Indiana
"i.!~,c~~~i~{~!708 (hereinafter "VANDERBURGH COUNTY JAIL");
.
1

·~0~»-,~~fi:·~,~ WHEREAS,

.·

the parties did on January 1, 1977, enter into a Management Operating
fo·r the management by SZABO of the food service faci 1i ties of VANDERBURGH
:;;:1~'·"~ COUNTY JAIL; and

<·_:;,..;.;;12:;-;;·Agreement
: ::f::t ·~;)~'~1~:~$:~~--

~~~{i:'}~~:.;::·.'
:/;{;'~;~;:·'.:·
,--

;
·~-

~

W~EREAS, the parties desire to amend said agreement as hereinafter set forth,
.; effect1Ve from January 1 , 1985;
·. .
· ·. .
.
. . . ·.. . ·. · ·
.

'"'

"

jj

·.;.j·.;~;. ,

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration o.f the foregoing and of the mutual promises
F\~l~w:;~~~:in said Management OperatingAgreement contained, it is mutually covenanted and
.:.;·.:'\·agreed as follows:

:·~;i?j,(~5-~~:~\,.·:·'··

·· ·L\" .

·,·~ -,

·. ;_: ~-

I

'

The Amendment to the contract of January 1, 1977, and the supplemental of
,:.~:~:)::~¥!'July 1, 1979, which is by reference made a part hereof, and all the term$,conditions,
~t?\~·/~~i.;and provisions thereof, un 1ess speci fica lly modified herein, are to apply to this
.J;b;\;:.;rAmendmen_~ and are made a part of this Amendment as though they were expressly rewritten, .

ji~,~~;:r~};6 :,

1.
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incorporated, and included herein.
2. Sub-paragraph three A (3A) of the January 1, 1977, contract and supplemental
agreement dated July 1, 1979, are amended to read as follows:
A. VANDERBURGH COUNTY JAIL shall pay SZABO a sum of ONE DOLLAR AND 16/100
($1.16) per meal for each meal served to inmates, visitors, and staff.
SZABO shall submit to the VANDERBURGH COUNTY JAIL, within a reasonable time,
following the fifteenth (15th) day of each month and the close of each month, an
invoice for the meals served inmates requested by and prepared for by the VANDERBURGH
COUNTY JAIL
The invoice shall be determined by totaling all meals served inmates per each
bi-monthly period, times ONE DOLLAR AND 16/100 ($1.16) per meal. Payment to SZABO
will be within thirty (30) days of the date of invoice.
· 3. Except as hereinabove provided, said Management Operating Agreement, dated
January 1, 1977, is hereby in ~11 other respects ratified and confirmed.
·IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Amendment No. 4 to be
executed, each by its respective officer thereunto duly authorized, this 1st day
of January, 1985.
·
·
SZABO FOOD SERVICE COMPANY,
a D·ivision of Oakbrook
··Consolidated, Incorporated
By: Howard E. Breeden
Vi~e President &General Manager,·
Corrections Division
·

VANDERBURGH COUNTY BOARD
OF COMMISSIONERS
·BY:

Richard J. Borries, President
Robert L. Willner, Member
Shirley Jean Cox, Member

Attest:
Attest:
RE:

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

President Borries entertained a motion concerning approval of the minutes of the
previous.meeting. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the minutes of
,. , ,the meeting he1d on November 26, 1984, be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor
+""~-··and the reading of same be waived.. A second to the motion was provided by Commissioner
· · Cox. ·So ordered.
·
RE:

0

ADDITIONS OF ITEMS TO THE AGENDA

Mr. Borries said· two items to be added to the agenda concern Tax Certificates which
have been submitted and are to be held by the Auditor for one (1) year and a letter
from Mark Tuley, Manager/Burdette Park.
·
~.

RE:

'

.'

•• • <

,._,~

VACATION FOR PORTION OF ENSLE PLACE SUBDIVISION &GREEN RIVER ESTATES
·, .•.

i.. ,..,,

. Attorney Jack Schroeder was present and apologized for his absence last week when
there was confusion over the vacation for portion of Ensle Place and Green River
· Estates Subdivisions. Judge Lensing had appointed him to a special hearing and he
·... :.\ had no a1ternat i ve.
·
.,.·;;~~~,.~-;;~;:i;, ..
. .·· ..
·.
..
..· ..........., ;
' ",·:'Green River Estates: This property is located next to the ChristianFellowship Church
' · on Mi 11 ersb\Jrg Road. The church is 1ocated on a 1arge tract given to the church by
&Mrs. Heston. They have expanded substantially in recent years and they are now
.
.. .·~;t~~·~~~:; '
;~;.'l·r•··

. [

...
..

"
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adding an additional facility and need additional parking. Mr. &Mrs. Heston have
agreed to give them an additional 190 ft. When that is done, then some of the streets
that serve that 190-ft. should be vacated and Mr •. &Mrs. Heston would simply like to
replat, which they will then submit to the Area Plan Commission -- several lots remainil
after the 190-ft. is donated to the church. Mr. Schroeder continued by showing the
Board a map detailing the area remaining.· In conjunction with the vacation of the
streets (in blue) the yellow area shows the existing-right-of-way easement that they
would like to vacate. Mr. Schroeder has given notice to SIGECO and they have no
objections. Notice has also been given to the Evansville Water & Sewer Department and
.
they have no objections.
Continuing, Mr. Schroeder said the only individuals who had to receive notice were
those adjoining this property. Notice has been given to those individuals,who have
even ca 11 ed Mr. ·Heston and they have no objections. Therefore, no one has any questions
about the matter. Actually, this represents a formality in order to complete the
transaction with the church. Mr. Schroeder said the statute concerning the filing of
this procedure was a little confusing to him •••• and the Area Plan Commission did not
. initially receive a copy. A copy was subsequently given to them, however, and Mrs.
-Cunningham very expeditiously looked same over so the hearing could be held today.
He offered his apologies for not providing them a copy.in advance.
Commissioner Cox said she had a question. Lots 17, 22, 23 and 28 that face on
Norwich; are those all undeveloped? Mr. Schroeder said they are all adeveloped.
·Commissioner Cox said she notes he is requesting to move 15-ft. draine11:ge easement?
Mr. Schroeder said they would vacate that easement and after Mr. Heston replats, he
will dedicate another easement-in conjunction with thereplat, so there 'Would be utility
and drainage easements across the lots as they are now reshaped to inclurle that portion
of the street outlined in bluff on the map he had shown the Board.

.I

Attorney Jones interruped by querying Mr. Schroeder concerning the letter to Helen
.. Kuebler/ County Clerk from SIGECO? Can Mr. Schroeder verify that the east 5-ft.
is not included in the area to be vacated? Mr. Schroeder said that he::hus changed
his ordinance on that. This is.confusing because he had two vacations~ich are really
. labeled as one separate proceeding, although they are separate proceedimgs. The
.· .. matter under discussion now is Green River Estates. He did, however, simulataneously
·<''file a petition for vacation for portion of Ensle Place -- and it gives the appearance
· · ·:.·~of one (1) proceeding while in actuality it is really two (2) ·proceedings.
.

. Commissioner Willner asked Attorney Jones what the statute says that we now have to
do with regard to vacation of an easement? Attorney Jones said that the petition
_has been filed and he has given notice, which has been published as required and
notice was given via certified mail. There was a period of 30 days to act on it.
Mr. Schroeder has complied with everything. Commissioner Willner asked how much notice
· the mailing has given, just one (1) week? Mr. Schroeder said he mailed this out the
first of November, so they have had thirty {30) days' .notice. Attorney Jones said
.;<;there is a thirty (30) day· period after the adoption for any objection. Mr. Schroeder
..__:,+\_{t~:~,said that if someone wants to cane in after this, they can. Attorney Jones said he
, :.;;:;f:1,~lso gave a copy of the statute to Joanne Matthews for reference purposes. The only
···'f(~:}'}}Jr~~'t:onfusion w~s that the County has· kind of drafted their own procedure on top of the
~?.;;:(0~::statute by.requiring that it.be filed with the Auditor~ Mr·. Schroeder ~id.what the
· · ··/·-statute sa1d, however, and f1 led it with the legislative body (the Comm1ss1oners) whereas
:;,·:the Auditor is geared to using their own file mark. But when it was filed with the
. Board of Commissioners, that was enough. Statutorily, that is alright. Mr. Schroeder .
said i~ was confusing to him; and he can see how the statut.e co~ld. b.e· read the other
· ·... -.. way, s1nce the Auditor serves as secretary to the Board of Comm1ssioners.
·
·

·I

:.r.~~;:-~~;c";\There

wa~· ~ade

being no further discussion concerning the matter, motion
by Commissioner .
... ":''·).Willner.that the vacation for portion of Green River Estates be approved as per
,. :'}$,:~Ordinance submitted. A second to the motion was provided by Commissioner Cox. So
·
. :.·<:C•. ordered.
~~-;~~:;p/f~~~~~:;.:_z ~~>'. :-.·~· ·-~

·

. .

_

.

~3(~. :;k~;En~le Place Subdivisio~: Concerning the s~cond petition f?r vacation, Mr. Sch~oeder

,;.:~·:.-·;~-::.;sald tha_t_ Ensle Place 1s a plat off Oak H1ll Road and it was platted about th1rty {30)
_;;,,.. h~'~:years ago. When they platted it, they must have intended to continue on -- but they
:.~--:~t{~:.,:never purchased that land. SIGECO did not want him to vacate the east 5-ft., and this
··~~:~);_;is no problem. He has amended the Ordinance to indicate that they do not vacate the
,~1·~~t1'1rtfJeast 5-ft. But the street in question will no longer serve anyone and it is going to
·
be
one large parcel. Again, the same procedure has been folJowed; they have given

"

·. .· ... ·. . ; . . · ~i~~·~}'':~!1~~nti~ued) •. ·.· .

.,.
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notice, he has certified return receipts. Again, this is really a technicality and
there is no controversey. He has letters from SIGECO and the Sewer Department which
he will file and they have no objections. Again, this is an old subdivision. It was
platted in the 50's and there were only four (4) houses. The subdivision was purchased
by the McCartys and Phil Garrison and they are now selling housing developments and
have probably sold fifteen (15) houses out there, but this particular eastern edge
was bought by one person •••. and he has a paved street on the west. Commissioner Cox
asked who is petitioning? Mr. Schroeder said the petition is being filed by the
McCartys (who own that lot) and the Johnsons (who own lots pointed out on map by
Mr. Schroeder). He said that, again, this is a technical procedure -- there is no
controversey involved.

I

President Borries stated that Attorney Jones has some additional information to share
with the Board. Attorney Jones said that one of the amendments to the statute that
he noted for Vacation of a Public Way, says there are now only four (4) statutory bases
for an objection. For the value that it serves the Commissioners in determining these
things, he would think that it is the same standard that any objections or remonstrances
are valid. These are as follows:
1) If the vacation hinders growth or orderly development in the unit or
neighborhood in··which it ·is . located or to which it is contiguous.
2) If it would make access to the lands of an aggrieved· person by means of public
way difficult or inconvenient.
3) The vacation would hinder the public's access to a church,. school, or other
bu~lding or place~
4) The vacation would hinder the use of a public way by the neighborhood in which
it is located or to which it is contiguous.
If an objection doesn't meet one of those things then, by statute, it is not valid.
So thts was always the preblem ••••• no one could object just because they didn't like
the looks of the thing or because a kid had been playing baseball out there for ten
(10) years, etc~, etc.
,
'•

..

Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the petition to vacate a porti'Cn1 of
Ensle Place Subdivision be approved as per Ordinance submitted. A seco~d to the motion
was provided by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

COUNTY ATTORNEY - DAVID JONES

Settlement on Lynch Road &St. Joe Avenue: Attorney Jones said that with regard to the
settlement on ~nch Road & St. Joe Avenue he has an Agreement that reduces all of this
to writing. First of all, the Board will recall that Engineer Associates gave a
. promissory note for any amount which may be due and owing as a result of the audits done
by the State. We now have the audit resolutions confirmed; we have the claims filed
·and approved and there is a net of about $8,000 between the two. We own them $10,000
on one and they owe us $2,000 on another. With that in mind, we have some property
of the company tied up unnecessarily by virtue of a note mortgage, an escrow and a
security agreement. We need to release all of those things. The first document he has
prepared is an Agreement of Release to be executed by the Board of Commissioners which,
in effect, cites all that has happened in this matter and then releases the note and
the security agreement, the escrow agreement and then there was an addendum to that.
That is the first document (in tripli~ate) which he has for the Board's consideration.
--.._

-

o;f'

>•''• •- :,;-"';11','~"';1'

Secondly, he has a Release of the Real Estate Mortage, which was prepared by the
·attorney for Engineer Associates. This is. for the real estate mortgage the County
· took to secure its position which, again, is not necessary.
· · · ·The third document is a UCC Termination Statement, which acts to release the security
agreement which is to be. filed in the Secretary of State's office. ;.,This is a U-form
·.•· · commercial code fi 1ing. The real estate mortgage ties up real. estate. A financing
· ',statement is filed to show that you have security i~terest in personal prgperty as
opposed to teal estate. We had tied up some of the1r accounts and that w1ll release
·

.e·

-,;~t~~~~~t;Q;' :;

)

.
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Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the Agreement of Release, Release of
Real Estate Mortgage and UCC Termination Statement be executed. A second to the
motion was provided by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
Court Decision:
Attor~e~ Miller said the.other thing he has to say to the Commissioners is that.there i l
a dec1s1on that he has d1scovered that was handed down this past year by the Un1ted
States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit in New York. Basically, it affects
situations where there is multiple representation of both the unit of government and
its employees. This particular decision affects a number of cases wherein he is
personally defending theCounty and its employees. Not only this county but in other
counties it is going to affect anybody who represents units of govenment. The essence·of the decision was this:
In that case, the County Attorney for Suffolk County, N.Y. was required.(as is
he) by ordinance and state law, to provide defense to the unit of government and the
employees and officers of the unit of government. In those cases where thei!r interest
may be adversely required to put on notice the party and if there is any excess cla_im, :;<
that may have to be borne by the employee or his or herself. That ·case went on thru
trial and the Court of Appeals said that it was a conflict of interest for the attorney
to have proceeded, notwithstanding the fact he was following his own ordinance and
state law and by virtue of the reason that the unit of government can raise a defense -this was United States Code 1983 Civil Rights Acti.on, which are many times filed -particularly in law enforcement situations. The unit of government can raise a defense
that the employee acted outside the scope of his authority. If that is true -·- if an
employee's actions over which the lawsuit was filed was not authorized, it was outside
the scope of his duties or his authority, then the unit of government --may not be liable.
The employee-may have to pay for it out of his or her own pocket~ On the other hand,
the employee can raise a defense, in effect, against his own unit of government that
says, 11 I was acting in good faith within the scope of my authority and my duties and
therefore I am not liable 11 and the un-it of government may be liable even though the
- - • _.. employee is not. In every one: of these cases you've got that potential :situation that
could arise.· On the face of it; it· could require double the defense•"CDSt in every _
single one of these -cases. In some cases where it is insured,- it may.~ triple the
--·· _ defense cost because the unit 9f government may be entitled to an attorney, the employees
:·~¢hat are acting within the scope of authority may be entitled to an att-orney, atid if
any employee is found to have been acting outside the scope of his or her duties or
authority, they would have go get separate and distinct councel. The case is known
as Dutton vs. Suffo1k County, N. y·. , and it is not clear as to whether or not that is
,_ an automatic conflict in all cases. They cite the professional ethics for attorneys,
one of which says (and he has advised the Board in prior cases when this has happened)
in a multiple representation case,_ an attorney can continue to represent multiple parties
when a full disclosure of the ·facts has been made to all persons and all parties or
persons have consented to that multiple representation ~- after full disclosure. Because
. _, 'he does not believe the court has intended to double or triple all the defense costs of
-- ~ > units of governments -- but that is what the case, in effect, says -- he thinks the
_ - ·only procedure now that can be followed is that in each and every case where an officer
:-~?t}~ ·;•: of the government or an employee has been sued, as well as a unit 'of government, that
it::;·;::;( a full disclosure of the facts has to be made-, a determination made ·by the Board of
:i?~'j}!y~~r-~~commissioners (which is the body that provides defense counsel) whether or not the
.,te~\r ··-•- employee acted within or without the scope of his/her authority. If you cannot make
:that finding, then the individual employee is going to have to hire his/her own attorney •
••••• separate and distinct from whatever legal counsel represents the county. Again,
, unless there is a waiver arid consent by the unit of government. Attorney Jones said
·.we wi 11 a1so have to contact the various carriers for the County and determine whether~
or not that procedure meets with how they want to handle those particular cases. He
___ presently has three (3) cases in which he is ·defending in a multiple defendent situa_ti
·
involving Vanderburgh County and/or its employees. One of those three is ·not insured.
Two of those three has an insurance carrier for whom he is also actually handling that
case. In those cases, what he proposes to do is ask for an Executive ~ession ·with the
______ Board of Commissioners and bring all three -files of those cases to however many sessions
--" 3:,_.. _.- the Commissioners deem necessary and present the file to the Board and let them review
.:f0:~'_:::_same. A final decision should then be made at an open meeting, whether or not there is
::r--•:a consel'!_~ to.the continued multiple~epresentation in each of th.ose cases •.fn any case
,,,/},,.~._where tnere 1s not, then a separate attorney should be brought 1n by the umt of
/;:1:~~··government or by the employees.
Attorney Jones said it took him a whi.le to keep all
this together, because that case was not an easy one to digest. He read it three or
'#,,-.;-;;;.,~,:ii>ifour times; he composed some letters to that effect and he has re-written and revised
them because it is difficult. He just about fell out of the chair he was sitting in

I

,

..o
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when he read the case because of the impact that it would have.

I

Commissioner Willner asked if Attorney Jones is saying that the county would be liable
for the individuals defense if the Board decided there was a conflict of interest?
Attorney Jones said he did not even get to that question. There are a number of
questions which arise. To make any sense out of this; he thinks you have to determine
some of these questions in a certain sequence. You can't make certain determinations
ahead of time. The first thing that has to be determined, as in in any case -.:. · · ·
is it insured/uninsured? If it's insured, the insurance company picks it up from there.
The next thing that happens, are the employees acting within or without the scope of . _
their authority? In some cases, you· may not be able to tell right away. There may
be an allegation in a law enforcement situation that there is police brutality ••• that
the officer beat me up. The instinct'of units of government is that you take the word
of your emp 1oyees. It's just like any other business or company; there is some good,
bad and indifferent in all; you may get some good ones and you may get some bad ones-and until the unit of government makes that determination, you don't know. So there
is a potential conflict lying ·there. This problem came up when they went ahead and·
went to trial, because the att'orney defending both the unit of government and the
employees got to raise defenses, one of which would defeat the other. It has the
effect of shifting the liability for the case from the employee to the unit of
government. · If the unit of government is satisfied that its employees were acting
within their authority in the case there is no problem.· Again, you can have full
disclosure, review the facts of the case and make a determination and agree to go
forward with the same attorney representing both the employee and the unit of government,
whether or not it is insured or uninsured. In both situations you still have the same·
conflict for an attorney who is trying to represent both the unit of government and its
employees. If it's a questionable call,he doesn't think the Board has any other choice ••••
you have to have two sets of attorneys. Even in the close call ·situations it may come
out at the end that there.wasn't any conflict-- that the employee was acting within
the scope of authority. He thinks thiS is one of the things that has to be decided Of'!
a case-by-case basis. Unfortunately,·there isn't any easy answer; he doesn't think the
Board can make a hard and fast rule· to say, "we'll always do it this way or we'll
always do it that way~ 11 The facts of the case wi 11 have to be taken ·up front -- and
some determination made on that basis. That is not one of the things the Board can ask
' the attorney to do. The attorney is the one who has the potential conflict and it can
· only be relieved by the clients after full disclosure.
Commissioner Cox asked if the Suffolk County case been to the highest court? Or, is
this just a county court ruling?· Attorney Jones said this came out of the U.S. District
Federal Court in New York; and then it went up to the Second Circuit Court of Appeals.
Commissioner Cox asked if it has been thru the appeal process yet? Attorney Jones
said that-it has; it was sent back down and they went thru trial and there was a.
$10 million judgment awarded·against the county and an officer and it was.sent back for
a new trial because they said one of the findings was against the officer, individually,
and he did not get a fair trial. The facts of the case were that both the husband and
wife were police officers. The female police officer·was caught in the clutches of
another officer in a parking garage, where upon her husband and another police officer
.. came in· and shot the other fellow. The other fellow said she was receiving his advances
of her own free will. She said, 11 No, he imposed himself upon me. 11 The jury had to _
decide which one was telling the truth. Commissioner Cox asked if this occurred while
they were on duty? Attorney Jones said, ·~Yes, while they were on duty." •••• said
inside or outside scope of authority; but, again, any facts that we have on any given
day involving an officer of government is a question of whether or not the employee was
doing what they were supposed to be doing during working hours. If. they are doing
something on their own account or something improper and it is outside the scope of
authority, then the county has no obligation to reimburse it. Neither do most of
their liability insurance policies. ·The insurance companies would not. But that is
where the problem lies. When these complaints are filed~ the Board gets a tort claim
notice and somebody walks in and drops a lawsuit in front of them, they don't know up
front whether or not there is a conflict there. The Board doesn't know up front
whether the employees acted within or without. But by the time that case gets to trial
it can have a tremendous difference on the county treasury; particularly if it is an
uninsured case. It's got to come out of county tax monies. And that goes for any other
·.·. ·unit of government -- whether it's the city or whatever it is. ,·Th~y remanded that back
down for a r)ew trial; it did not go up to the u.·s. Supreme Court. ·Attorney Jones has
attempted to research other cases since that case and anything else on this question
to try to decide what to ~o. He immediately said to himself, .~'Do ~,have to. get out of >
.all of these cases? Do we have to go bring
new sets of Jaw.Yers ·:ror:an the parties?
.· . · •
· .., ·.'*trr~tr'\(continued)
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In what circumstances can you stay in there? The only thing he is guided by is the
canons of professional ethics which that court cited and the one procedure used in
the past. Again, if a full disclosure is made to all of the parties and they consent,
representation can continue. If they don't. consent, then you have to get new counsel
for each of the parties in the case. So, if the Board is ameanable to it, Attorney
Jones is proposing that an Executive Session be scheduled so he can review the litigatil
He does not want to sit here and review the facts of the cases that are in litigation
for everybody's benefit. There is a lot of trial strategy and things that need to be
disclosed to the Board -- that he would not want to say to the general public or give
the other side in the case an opportunity of which they might take advantage -- no
more than he would want to discuss certain parts of other litigation. As to any official
decision staying within the open door law that the Board would then come back into a ·
public meeting at·some point and either consent or not consent and then that action
would take care of whether or not new counsel was needed or whether they would stay with
what they have. Attorney Jones is advising the insurance company of that; he is
advising several other counties for whom he is doing some H1tigation work about this
same procedure. He knows of no other procedure at this point in time. He has researched
it for now as far as he can take it.
· ..
. .,. . ..•.
11

~

Willner said that, basically, he agrees. Did the Board not sign a
document saying that they would give legal counsel to employees of Vanderburgh County
regardless? He thinks they did. · Attorney Jones said they have a definite ordinance
. but, again, they are not required to indemnify any wrongdoing of any employee. Commissioner Willner said he believes that is true and he thinks they should review that
document. Attorney Jones said he will pull a copy of the Ordinance and get with
John Hodge so the insurance policies of the county can be reviewed -- ~ see which ones
will touch upon this. Then, he thinks we will have to advise the ins~nce carriers
of·the same situation. Commissioner Willner asked if Attorney Jones is requesting that
·an Executive Session be scheduled· at"this time? Attorney Jones said it should be set
whenever it is convenient. He said he will get copies from the three cases and be
as concise as he can -- and then the Commissioners can take whatever time is necessary
, to make their decision. But, again,-the decision couldn't·be~madeat ·the Executive .
Session anyway. But, at the Executive Session the case would be··discussed and he ·woulo
present the Board with full disclosure. Commissioner .Willner asked if·"tbe Board needs
to do this before the end of the year? Attorney Jones said he would ll•ke to do it as
··soon as possible, though he knows of no arbitraty deadline. There are~ trial dates
-set in any of the three subject cases.' Discussion of said cases will probably require
about forty-five (45) minutes; cases to be discussed include Michael Lee vs. County/Sheriff!
Henry Lewis vs. County/Sheriff -- and the third one escapes him.
After brief discussion, the Board.scheduled an Executive Session for 1:30 p.m. on
December lOth for purposes of discussing pending litigation matters. President Borries
asked Mrs. Meeks to notify the media concerning the Executive Session.
~commissioner

1·

RE:

COUNTY HIGHWAY ·- BILL BETHEL

" ·· Weekly Absentee Report: ·Mr. Bethel submitted copies of the Weekly Absentee Report for
. • .employees· at the County Garage for period of November 26, 1984 thru .November .28, 1984 ••••.
..;. ~:--;,,_report received and fi 1ed.
.
·
. · .
,'''

'

.

•'

.·j--l-'/~;i·,:f;':p·:"-·

<····weekly Work.Report & Schedule: ,The Weekly·Work Report.for Employees.at the County
. · Garage for the same period was submitted •.••.•••• report received andfiled. Attached
. , · ~to the Work Report was the following Work Schedule:
·
•¢~.

<

'''Gradall:

Orchard Rd., Lynn Rd. and Angel Mounds

Snow Plow: Four (4) Snow Plows are ready to go and three (3) Graders
. Paved:
Patch:
. • Grader:

Section of Caranza and Kembell
Orchard, Schilinger, Old Princeton, Green River at Millersburg, Green River
at Theater Drive, Scott Rd., Frontage Rd., and Bromm Rd •
. Caranza and Kembell, Kissel Rd., Folz Rd., Mimosa, Bexley, Wallenmeyer,
Armstrong, Maasberg, Outer Darmstadt and Mann Rds.
Broadway Ave., Baseline, Volkman, Allen Lane and Old 460
nued)
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COUNTY SURVEYOR - BILL JEFFERS/CHIEF DEPUTY

Bridge & Guardrail Repa.ir Report: Mr. Jeffers .submitted copies of the Bridge &
Guardrail Repair Report for period November 26 - November 30, 1984. He said they
finished rip-rapping under the First Avenue Bridge on Monday. On Tuesday thru Friday
they worked on Structure #91, which is North Green River Road over Pigeon Creek,
specifically setting new guardrails on each side of the road north of the structure
for approximately 200ft., resetting existing guardrails on the east side of the road
south of the structure south for approximately 500ft., and they attached all guardrail
ends to the structure in accordance with the request from the State Highway Department.
The Survey.Crew finished a survey on the east side from Oak Grove Road near Complete
Lumber Co. up along the east line of Bell Telephone and the East Side Industrial Park
relative to a County-Railroad right-of-way project on which they're working and they
continued to survey along a portion of Oak Mill Road north of new 460 or whatever the
designation is at this time -- pursue it to a proposed vacation of a bridge and
approximately 1,000 ft. of Old Mill Road no longer uses the public thoroughfare. The
survey crew also worked with the highway department on a ditch and two roadway pipes
at Pollack Avenue and Indian Mounds, which h~ assumes they finished today.
The Chief Draftsman in the Surveyor's office is continuing the preliminary design
analysis·on the proposed North Kentucky Avenue over Pigeon Creek and the Bridge Engineer
is making final revisions on the proposed Fifth Avenue structure over Pigeon Creek.
He is working with the city's engineering department on that. The Bridge Inspector
and Deputy Surveyor, among their other duties, continued inspection of structure #91
(North Green River Road over Pigeon Creek) and inspected several ditch claims which
were submitted by individual contractors, which will be submitted for approval at the
Drainage.Board·meeting, which immediately follows the Commissioners' meeting.

0

Commissioner Cox commended Mr. Jeffers on his report.
Burdette Park: Commissioner Willner advised that he met with Messrs. Mark Tuley and
Dave Austill this morning at Burdette Park. They especially looked over the two (2)
new baseball diamonds constructed by the county at the south entrance off Nurrenbern Rd.
,The County Council has given Mr. Tuley the money in 1985 to fence those two diamonds ·
and make them official Class A Softball diamonds. The problem that arises is that :
a farmer (Mr. Dave Austill) has approximately two (2) acres that we have to go thru
our ballfield to have access to -- so we are in the process of trading some land of his
for some land of ours and each of the three Commissioners have agreed in principle,
but we do need it surveyed. He asked if Mr. Jeffers' office would take that job on?
That needs to be done. before ball-playing time in 1985. Mr. Willner said he has a small
map {they di.dn't know the number·of acres in each plot, etc.). Mr. Jeffers said he
· would take the map and give it to the new party chief and see what he can come up with.
The surveyor's office·will be happy to survey this for the county. ·Mr. Willner said
that Mr. Tuley will explain it to the party chief
. Widening of SR-62 (Morgan Avenue)
Mr. Jeffers brought to the attention of the Board a letter dated September 28, 1982,
from Mr. John E.. Jordan, Engineer of Conculting Services/IDOH for Mr. Gene K Hallock,
. Director of Highways/IDOH concerning the widening of State Road 62 over Harper Ditch,
which is Morgan Avenue over Wabash-Erire Canal. Attached to the letter, along with
other information, was the Agreement signed by the Board of ·commissioners on October 11,
1982. The following was cited by Mr. Jeffers:
., ... ··.
Page 2 of 4

Item 4/Para. "d": "The COUNTY shall bear
replace the structure
Ditch. · All remaining
be borne by the STATE
the COUNTY."

the cost to widen or
on S.R. 62 over Harper
costs of construction shall
at no additional cost to
·

_Subsequent to signing this Agreement, on January 23, 1984, ·':tn Commissioners' minutes
., 'of that date (pp. 59 and 60) Mr. David Guillaum (who was the Chief Deputy at that time)
. reported on the Morgan Avenue structure and two of the Commissioners expressed some
concern -- or·had some questions -- on how much this particular structure would cost.
Mr. Jeffers .said he believes that Mr. Guillaum said that he was talking about $1/4 million
if it were a 73-ft. span. Following expression of said concern, the Commissioners
ndicated they wanted to h.old the cost to $40,000 to $50,000 ..rather'than
$1/4 million,
.·~

~

' ,

'

-
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the surveyor's people went back out and measured, etc., and recommended ~hat the
existing concrete box culvert just be extended so many feet in each direction and
then the State would fill over that with their elevated roadway, which would accommodate a four-lane highway. However, at the bottom of the minutes on Page 59, one of
the Commissioners recommended that the County Engineer should get involved at this
point. The plans sent by the Highway indicated a 3-span structure at that point, whic
the surveyor's office feels is not necessary -- because anytime that roadway has gone
under water it is because Pigeon Creek was in backwater. It was not.due to the headwater coming down from Harper Ditch (which passes under Eastland Mall). ·Most of it
is piped in at this point; and the surveyors feel that the concrete structure which
is there at this time will handle all headwater and if the creek ever went to backwater,
the elevated-roadway should act to keep the road out of the water.
·-

I

Mr. Jeffers also cited correspondence from~the City Engineer's office (to whom the
surveyor had turned over the information from the field) dated November 30, 1984,
containing their recommendation, as follows:
November 30, 1984

.,.·

.... #

•'

'·"''·,~·fi

To: Robert Brenner
From:

Fred Bleumenauer

Re: Morgan Ave. &Hirsch Ditch
Dear Brenner,
Per your request our office has calculated the square feet openiif:lg
of the existing structure; and also the amount of flow· into said structure.
The existing structure at Morgan Ave. is a .20'-0
. with an end opening of 200 sq. ft~ .

11

x 10'-0

11

box culvert

·

I

. Computing the sq. ft~ of the various pipes that will be flowing into
· the creek on the south side of the culvert. at Morgan Avenue, tbe following
.are the square feet of opening of the various pipes:
·24" concrete
48 concrete
14'-' x 9'8
11

11

11

Total Sq. Ft.

3.1 sq. ft.
12.6 sq. ft.
105.1 sq. ft.
120.8 sq. ft.

As you can see, there is excess capacity. of 79.2 sq. ·ft. in the existing
structure. Dan's idea of adding onto the existing structure seems to be
·the best solution.
·
.... Mr. Jeffers said the reason this is being presented to the Board at this time is that
. . 'the surveyors feel that a 3-span bridge costing $1~ million is not necessary and
~""r',·the county has other projects which are more important to spend money on. Commiss.ioner
Cox asked if the Board agreed to a new bridge? President Berries said they agreed
to a new structure -- but not a 3-span bridge~
1

1·

.Mr. Jim Morley, who was present, said he had something to add. The Commissioners
·. engaged his firm to do a study of Harper Ditch back at a time before Eastland Mall
was done and copies were presented to the Board of Commissioners and the City Engineer·
.office. This study shows that the flow area· of that bridge was more than adequate;
··• ..·.in fact it was oversized for a 100 year flow. Dr. Spooner did· all the computations
for that. Therefore, heconfinns that what Mr. Jeffers has said is correct. This
/structure is not at all undersized. Pigeon Creek backwater comes thru it, but there
is no reason to expand that structure because of any headwater flow. Therefore, he
doesn't know where they get off with this 3-span bridge stuff. Dr. Spooner's report
· had a complete analysis and it did not call for any increase in size of the flow area
. of that _s_tructure.
,.,

.
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Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Morley for what reason did they look at this structu~e
on Morgan Avenue? Mr. Morley said it was for a Harper Ditch Study (before Eastland
Mall) -- and they did that analysis which included Hirsch, sized all the pipes, etc.
It was the Harper Ditch Drainage Study.

I

I
,
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'

Commissioner Willner said he believed the State and the news media have said that
is going to go in 1985, is that correct? President Borries said he believes that is
the last·communication they've heard. Mr. Jeffers has done some homework here and he
believes it is self-explanatory. Back in 1982, Mr. Borries did meet with State Highway
officials in Indianapolis to encourage them -- at. that time -- to see if there was ...
. was in which S.R. 62 (Morgan Avenue) could be completed quicker than 1985 (their
·schedule)? We indicated that at that time if we had available funds, that one of the
few funds that we would see as anywhere we could assist would be the cumulative bridge
fund. There have been some changes s:f,nce we made that particular statement. At any
rate, there were some original plans and hearing held, and rumors that this structure
might move along in 1983; apparently that did not come about. It has apparently
been pushed back and we're now back to 1985, where the original time .line was. At . , ":·
the time that we said we would help to move this thing along, he does not recall ever
discussing a 3-span bridge. So, he thinks that is something the surveyor's office
should move along for clarification. He requested that Mr. Morley submit some documentation, along with that sent by Mr. Jeffers (or that he will send to the State
Highway Department) we can'ask for some clarification from them as to exactly what
they are planning-- whether or not they still have the.3-span bridge? ·And, to express
ourconcem in thi-s matter, since that is not really what we intended to do. We did
not really think i.t was goingto be that massive an undertaking. We want to help-and we'd do anything, because that is a major.area of concern out there; the traffic
is just getting impossible during the Holiday Season on that road. So it does need
to be widened. Again, we'd do anything to help. President Borries asked about·First
Avenue Bridge? Mr ..Jeffers said it is a 3~span bridge. Mr. Borries said he did not
think we ever envisioned anything of that size on Morgan. Mr. Jeffers said that
Maryland Street is a 3-span bridge. However, as the Board knows, they built it on the
existing piers, which is why it was only $441,000. First Avenue Bridge was closer to
$1~ million -- it was an all new bridge. When the Commissioners indicate $40,000 to
$50,000, they are talking about a concrete bridge the size of the bridge on Heddon
' , Road (which has been mentioned the· last' couple of weeks). ·And when you're talking about
spending $1/2 million, then you're.certainly not approaching a 3-span bridge of the
size we anticipate, .although we have not completely analyzed their plans.
Commissioner Cox said that it is the State's bridge, however. ~1r. Jeffers said that
it is state-designed, as part of the Morgan Avenue plan. Commissioner Cox said it is
their bridge right now --·and Mr. Jeffers said he believes it is, just as is the
'" · Pennsylvania Street ·bridge. Commissioner Willner said he really believes that this
is too important a project to handle via correspondence. He feels the Board should
ask the Surveyor and the County Engineer to make a trip to the State Highway Department
in Indianapolis and talk this thing through. Commissioner Cox said she thinks surely
they probably would not approve just expanding out those areas on that bridge. What
are the elevations? ·Mr. Jeffers said he does not recall without referring to his
. surveyor notes, but it seems to· him that that dip might be 9 ft. - lO~ft. lower than
it is up around· Huck's or the gas station to the west. ,Commissioner Willner said
what Mr. Jeffers is saying is that we could build the structure the same size and then
cover it with dirt. That would be much cheaper than a· 3-span bridge. Commissioner Cox
said she understood him to say, first of all, that we could expand out what we have
there now. Mr. Jeffers said he did not mean to mislead her by that explanation. What
he meant was to extend it out on either side of the shoulders to accommodate --Commissioner Cox interrupted by saying that "we've done that to some of our bridges."
He said he did not mean to enlarge it in anyway-- just elongate it. Commissioner
Willner said there's nothing wrong with that. Mr. Jeffers said he thinks that if
Commissioner Cox will look in her particular distri.ct at S~R. 66 (out by I.S.U.E.)
she would find a lot of concrete boxes that have been covered by 20-ft. of fill, which
if it is good enough there -- it should be good enough on Morgan Avenue. Commissioner
·Willner said he thinks we need to know what the State's intentions are; and we need
to relate to them what our intentions are. He thinks the only way this can be done
is via eyeball-to-eyeball. Mr. Jeffers said this is what it came down to on the
First Avenue Bridge and he believes this is what it is going to come down to in this
instance. ·Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the Surveyor and Engineer
· . .· .should travel to Indianapolis and get this matter taken care of forthwith. A second
· to the motion was .Provided by Commissioner Cox. So ordered. :
.·
"·"

.

_.,-·

···,
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Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Jeffers if the bridge on Morgan Avenue has been inspected
recently? Does he have an up-to-date.report on it? If not, it probably .would be
well to have all the updated information insofar as maintenance on the bridge, ·etc.
Mr. Jeffers responded that he was under the bridge last Friday, along with the
City survey crew. It looks as though it is a substantial structure in good shape.
At the.Board's req~est, however, he will make another complete inspection. Commissione
Cox sa1d she certa1nly thinks that this makes good sense because •.••• Mr. Jeffers
interjected that he will make the inspection this week and get back to the Commissioners
next Monday.

I

RE:

COUNTY ENGINEER - ANDY EASLEY

Acceptance of Streets: Eastland Estates Subdivision - Section C. Mr. Easley said
that Greenfield Road has been completed. Both he and Mr. Bethel have looked at it
and recommend that the County accept it. He submitted:the following letter:
December 3, 1984
Mr. ·Richard J. Berries, President
Vanderburgh County Board of Commissioners
305 Administration· Building
Civic Center Complex
Evansville, IN 41708
Re: Street Acceptance in Eastland Estates Subdivision-Section C .
Dear Mr. Berries:
Mr. Bill Bethel and the undersigned have made an inspection of the following
streets in subject subdivision:
· Name of Street
Greenfield Road

Length

.I

1010 ft •

.·

All streets are paved with six (6) inches of concrete and have· been constructed
··in accordance with the approved plans. All joints in the pavemenet have been
sealed and the curbs have been properly backfilled. All storm drainage inlets
and storm sewers have been constructed in accordance with the approved plans.
The inspection team was in agreement that the street and storm drainage
improvements were ·in excellent condition and we could find no repairs to be
made or discrepancies to be corrected.
It is recommended that the street and storm drainage improvements in this
subdivision be accepted for maintenance. ·
·
. .If you .have any questions, please· contact the undersigned.
·'.'

'

· Sincerely,
R. Andrew Easley
County Highway Engineer

',

~,'

cc: Bill Bethel
-Sam Biggerstaff, Engineer
.Bud Bussing Developer

I

Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Easley that when he refers to backfill and filling in
. and eliminating ditches-- were these washout areas, or areas that have never ••• ?
· , Mr. Easley said they had never been backfilled properly •. It was subsequently deter. ~. ~ mined that Commissioner Cox was addressing streets in Old State Subdivision, Section 1
.. ,,, (since ~r:.~ Easley had distributed two separate memos to the Board members). Mr. Easley
~,,:;·. resp~mded that they simply excavated it and left it.
(He was speaking of Old Lantern
:.:Way. ·Actually, aU-shaped court is involved here-- so there would be three (3) streets
. <
.··involved -- Heather Lane, Lantern Way and a third street. The letter concerning
<.:;/;n:c,.,acceptance of these streets reads as follows:
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December 3, 1984
Mr. Sam Biggerstaff
Associated Land Surveyors
and Civil Engineers, Inc.
1270 Maxwell Avenue
Evansville, IN 47711
Re:· Acceptance of Streets in Old State Subdivision- Section I
Dear Sam,
Mr. Bill Bethel and the undersigned have made an inspection of subject street
and storm drainage improvements.
The street pavement is acceptable, but the-following items of work must be
performed before we can· recommend that the streets and storm drainage improvements
be accepted for·maintenance:
·
1. Clean Storm Drainage Inlets and seal the area between the casting
and the concrete barrel on the inlets with concrete and bituminous mastic.
2.

Backfill the curb behind the storm inlets.

3.

Backfill behind the concrete curb on the south side of Heather Lane.

4.

Backfill and compact earth.behind the concrete curb on the west side
.. 'of Old Lantern Way, to eliminate the ditch behind the curb.

Please advise this office when the above has been performed.
·Very

sincerely~

R. Andrew Easley, Jr.
County Highway Engineer
cc: Bill Bethel
Vanderburgh County Board of Commissioners
Eastland Estates Subdivision - Section C: Motion was made by Commissioner Willner
that the Board accept 1010 ft. of Greenfield Road extension be approved as per
Engineer's recommendation. A second to the motion was provided by Commissioner Cox.
So ordered. ·
Old State Subdivision- Section I: Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that
Mr •. Easley advise Mr. Biggerstaff that acceptanc~ of streets in Old State Subdivision,
Section I will be approved if the four (4) specified items of work are performed,
as outlined in.Mr. Easley's letter to Mr. Biggerstaff. A. second to the motion was
provided by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
- ·
Claims: The following claims were submitted by Mr. Easley:
Indiana Department of Highways: Claim in the amount of $3,363.00 covering 90% of
the County's portion of the estimated cost of the railroad crossing on Burkhardt Road
across the Southern Railroad tracks.· Mr. Easley said he believes this is eligible to
·be reimbursed by the Public Service Commission, even though it is part of this special
project. Motion to approve -claim was made by-commissioner Willner, with a second
from Commissioner Cox. So ordered. (President Borries asked if this is 100% fundable?
On the railroad crossings that Mr. Easley has done since he has been here, we've
gotten reimbursed by the Public Service. Commission ••• but we do have to file for that.
Total estimated cost is $40,700.00 less Federal Participation $36,630.00. The
County•sportion of estimated cost is $4,070.00. 90% of that total cost is #3,663.00.
We will have another 10% to pa~ when they are finished, but even that 10% is refundable •
. Burkhardt Road Project: Commissioner Willner stated that as long as Burkhardt is
being discussed, does Mr. Easley know what the schedule is on rebidding Burkhardt?
._,_., ;-·"-'"' "'· Mr. Eas 1ey,' in turn, asked Mr. Morley? Mr. Morley said he assumed this is automatic?
Commissioner Willner asked him how 'long they can keep bidding bids over? Mr. ,~orley
d he doesn't know. They were appraising the situation down her(t'~n~fhe e~p;cted the.
.. •' .. ' . :;~: .}.~));•;:?'},\:~;-~.:} ;.:r··:;:i~;.:;( ~drtt'i' nued) ...
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second bidding to g·o. He doesn't know what we can do other than to be patient.
Mr. Easley said he supposes he could call Mr. Stephen Dilk and ask him. Commissioner
Willner said there must be somethhing badly wrong here, because you don't mis.figure
that many times. Commissioner Cox said the third bidding is in the process?
Mr. Morley said it was bid once and there was only one bidder.. It was immediately
scheduled for the next month and it was bid the next month -- and the bids received
were too high. The low bid was lower than the first time bid, but only by some $50,00
to $60,000 (not a huge amount). One local contractor bid it both times, and the
second time a company from Indianapolis bid it. There is some turmoil among the local
contractors, with Midwest going out of business -- and this puts a lot of work on the
remaining local contractors. He thinks the bids received reflect that increased workload. The guys doing the estimating need to think about that. When some contractor ·
gets his schedule filled, it's pretty hard to bid the same thing you would b~d if
there was no work. · So, that •s the bottom 1i ne.
·

I

Mr~

Easley said he would call Mr. Dilk to determine the !DOH official position on
this matter. Commissioner Willner said he would hate to see 1985 slip away on
Burkhardt, too, and that might happen if we don't pursue this.

·i~,i~'L::~i:;,.;Sebree,

Craig & McKneight, Inc.: ··~:tlaim in the amount of $1,243.31 for work done
· : · this past fall on the Lynch Road Planning Study. · Actually, there are three (3)
· • project numbers. Mr. Easley recommends approval of this claim. Motion to approve
claim was made by Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
Engineer Associates, Inc.: .Claim in ·the amount of $1 ,560.00 covering Track and
Bed Layout for Creasey Co. in connection with the Lynch Road project. By way of
explanation, Mr. Easley cited the following memorandum:
December 3, 1984

.I

Mr. A. Easley, County Engineer
Vanderburgh County
Civic Center Complex
Evansville, Indiana 47708
Re: Track Bed &Curve Layout Study for Creasey Co./lynch Road
~

...

Dear Mr. Easley:
Since closing out the Lynch &St. Joseph Avenue Road projects, we have billed
in the amount· of $1,560.00 for the referenced study.
I believe Mr. Robert Willner (who was then a member of the County Commissioners)
will remember that a conversation ensued between himself and Mr. Leo Weiss
at which time he requested-a study be made to ascertain i'f a curve could be run
from the railroad switch on Lynch Road to the entrance to the Creasey Company
warehouse.

.;;-;,w::}·'J":,._.,;>;·•;.b;·.-~

.

This study was made and was .outside the contract provisions-between Engineer
Associates, Inc •. and Vanderburgh County. The cost of the study made by Mr. Weiss
was not a part of ·the final audit resolutions which have recently been resolved
between the Federal Highway Department of Transportation, Indiana Department of
Transportation, Engineer Associates, Inc. and Vanderburgh County pertaining to

.. .;h:=~~t::::i::e: ::u:ew~n:d::dH:~. w:~::P:d:::::em:~:e:::. time that
0

:::

·J .

. Mr. Willner wanted the problem resolved and that our study would be the foundatio
··"· or basis of hopefully getting some .positive action· taken by and between the
Railroad Company and other affected agencies.
· . ..
,
·
·
Very truly yours,
Darrell A. Veach, President
EN~~NEER ASSOCIATES, INC.

Mr. Easley said he has discussed the matter with Commis.sioner Willner ·and he does
recall the work being authorized. And, as a result of Mr. Easley's investigation,
he would have to recommend approval.(although he was not here when the work was
authorized). Commissioner Willner said he would reiterate that in no way is this

·

7(} /.
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a part of the Lynch Road contract.
Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Easley if he has a copy of the track layout on file?
Mr. Easley said he has· not looked that up. We are currently using --we had a choice
of t~ree .(3) different ways to do it -- and we're using one worked out with Seaboard
and 1t has been sent to Mr. DiJk and he told Mr. Easley on Fri'day that he had sent
that to Mr. Lee Gallivan. We should have the work authorization agreements any week
on the work necessary to get that switch moved. Mr. Easley has advised Seaboard to
please schedule it, so we won't have to wa.it for them to schedule it •• that we have
been advised that the authorization is forthcoming.
1

0

(Note: On Page 14, in the letter from Engineer Associates, Mr. Willner had
- requested that first sentence in second paragraph be corrected to show
him as a member of·the Board, rather than president •.•• and he had asked
that the minutes reflect this change.) Mr·. Willner said that Mr. Leo Weiss
was the prodect engineer on the Lynch Road project and when the project
was ·nearing completion, he contacted Mr. Willner and advised that he would
" . . .like to see Mr. Wi 11 ner out at the project site. Mr. Willner went out
·''''~"and he and Mr. Weiss met with the railroad officials and State officials -all prior to other commissioners joining the Board of Commissioners. He
..said he cannot speak for the other two commissioners, but he can say that
it was not acceptable to him for the switch to be in the driving surface.
Mr. Weiss said he believed he could engineer the switch to fit and
Mr. Willner said he told him to go ahead and see.what he could do. He
did engineer a solution but th·e Feds turned it down, because it conflicted
with thei'r overall curvature radii and they said that if they made an
exception in this one case-- that they would have to. make an exception
·all over the United States insofar as their radii curvature. So they
would not approve it. The railroad approved it, this Commission approved
·it-- but since the Feds did not approve it, it could not be built. Really,
the. wOrk that was done was somewhat to naught; but in the process of trying
to get this whole Lynch Road thing agreeable -- sometime later these
two Commissioners came· on the Board and the matter was again discussed
and it was turned down again.. However; the gentleman did the work and
Commissioner Willner is saying that he should be paid for same.
Commissioner Cox asked if he did this study before the current switch was installed?
Mr. Easley said that the study was after it was discovered that the switch was in the
·travel way. Commissioner Willner said the roadway wasn't yet done. Commissioner Cox
said she did not think it was, because she didn't come on the Commission until 1981.
Commissioner Cox said they always·knew the switch was going to be in the roadway; what
they didn't know was that there· was going to be this 811 , 10 11 or whatever is actually
·there. · There being no further di~cussion, Commissioner Cox said she would second
Commissioner Willner's·motion to approve subject claim for·payment. So ordered.
Extension of Vogel Road (East of Green River·Road/Harp Property): Mr. Easley said
he has one more matter for the Board to consider and that is the approval of the
plans for the extension of Vogel Road east of Green River Road on the Harp property.
· When Mr. Harp had his property rezoned two· (2)' years ago, he had agreed to do certain
.·things. Mrs. Cunningham and Mr. Easley had requested that Mr. Harp provide the Board
with a ·Jetter. The letter; as··fo~lows·,- was rea_d by President Borri~s:
December 3, 1984
Vanderburgh County Commissioners
Room 307 - City/County Bldg.
Evansville, IN 47708 ..
Re: Extension of Vogel Road
Dear Board Members:
The enclosed plan sheets for the extension ·of Vogel Road and drainage of my
.
property on Green River Road are hereby submitted for your approval. I will also
forward a signed copy of the right-of-way easement dedication as soon as. it is
completed.
'·,.

.,, .

~-.

· ··r:~.?l~~~s :~-~~,~~·

>.(~ontinu~d)
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Please review and approve these pl~ns so that building permits can be issued
for the development of this property.
I understand that the storm sewer will remain my responsibility. I have size~
this storm sewer to accommodate drainage from adjoining property to the east
and will work out mY own recoupment arrangement before allowing anyone else to
·
tap into the line.

1
·

Yours truly,
William E. Harp, Jr.
Mr. Easley queried if this is correct -- that the county probably would not accept
and maintain the storm sewer? Commissioner Willner said that is correct. Mrs.
Cunningham said that she and Mr. Easley talked with Mr. Morley today and it was their .
understanding that Vogel-Road was to be privately maintained, as planned, but the
right-of-way should be county right-of~way and it should be .built to.county specifications as a major street. So, .they·requested that in the letter. They also requested
a time frame. They are waiting now for permits to be issued on some of that property
and she cannot issue permits until the Commissioenrs accept the road (and she doesn't
think there is any problem with simultaneous construction or with them saying the
road will be ·completed to the eastern boundary of their property to the Board's
specs before a commercial activity begins •••. and there is no problem vtith having them
start that as long as it is specifically set down that this road will;,J;i:Je built and it
will be built to County standards .and the_right-of-way will be the cotmty's).
.
Commissioner Cox asked if Mr. Harp wants to· keep this as a private road? Mrs. Cunningham said he had talked about that at one time.
Mr. Dwight Rounder (with the firm Masters in Craft) was present in the:x~.udience
and asked to be recognized. He stated his firm is doing the developing for Mr. Harp.
They have one major problem ri.9ht now -:- and talked with Mrs. Cunningham, as well
as with Messrs. Easley and Morley. Bob Evans' Farm Restaurant has committed up to
the point of signing the lease (with a substantial amount of income involved) -and Mr. Harp and the developers need the Commissioners' blessing/approval to grant
them a building permit immediately. Mr. Rounder's firm is building at least one
office building on the back of the property and they will be more than happy to hold
off until the road is thru; but they need permission for Bob Evans to go ahead and
obtain building permit, which is very crucial insofar as the whole development is
concerned.

.I

Mrs. Cunningham interjected that the commitment made to the. Commissioners 6/2)/82
was that the extension of Vogel Rd. ::to the eastern boundaries within a two (2) year
period. She contacted Mr. Harp in June advising that the two (2) ye.ars are up -- ·
· · so she sees no problem in issuing the zone use permit with the condition that the
· ~
. , ~.·commercial activity can •t start unti 1 that road is completed.

·. ·.-1-;..'.::/f'(~~~~~t~~y'

.

.

.

. :commissioner Willner said he has a question. Mr. Rounder has indicated that Mr. Harp
. -,would like to keep it as a private road. Mr. Morley said that is what Mr. Harp
originally wanted to do •.•• actually he didn't want to dedicate the right-of-way. So
Mr. Morley would assume that when ·he thinks about this situation he will naturally
· want to turn it over to the County. 'Commissioner Willner said there is just one thingl.
·.he does.want to advise Mr. Harp. of •. .If that road deteriorates, he is going to have
·
to replace it before the County will accept it in the future. Mr. Rounder said that
·
·. ··... he is aware of that. He said he thinks the bottom line on ·this is that he is going to
· ·spend in excess of $300,000 (in fact, they started delivering storm sewer pipe this
·
·. ·. morning) and he fe.els that he would just as soon ·own and maintain the road himself.
Commissioner Willner said that is fine,·as long as Mr. Harp understands that if in the
future the road deteriorates that he will· have to bring it-up to standards before the
county would accept it at any future date.
·

(continued)
[_'

..
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Mr. Rounder asked that if Bob Evans gets a building permit and does build and we
experience inclement weather and they cannot complete the road, but say just·
partially construct it -- does tnis mean they would not be allowed to open until that
road is completed? He feels he needs clarification on that. Mrs. Cunningham said
that if this happens, she thinks they could come back for a judgment on this. If
they demonstrate good faith •••••• Commissioner Willner interjected that he is just a
little confused. He does not know why Mr. Harp would want to keep that road private ••••
he doesn't want anyone back there? Mr. Easley said he feels it would be in the best
interest of the County to accept and maintain the road; Commissioners Cox and Willner
concurred. Mr. Rounder said he thinks he understands Mr. Harp's feelings to put out
this much money and then turn around and say "you can have it". He thinks this is
what bothers him. Again, however, Mr. Harp would be happy to do it, if necessary -but, he would like to own and maintain the road himself.
·
Commissioner Cox said she thinks the request for rezoning was granted -- she served
on the Area Plan Commission at that time -- and there were other developers also back
behind there that would also have to put in a: section of Vogel Road, that the understanding that she had was that Mr. Harp would build the road. The County or the City·
would·not build it; but he would build it and then it would be the county's to maintain
and to have a clear cut thru there. If we gave him private, then some developer onto
the east of him would build and then Virginia would·not go thru; and that was not the
overall plan. Mr. Rounder responded tha·t he is just advising as to Mr. Harp's
"druthers" -· but he is more than willing for the county to maintain the road. Commissioner Cox commented that Mr. Harp is a good citizen; he is a good businessman;
and he is good for the community. When does Bob Evans plan to be open? Mr. Rounder
said th~plan to begin construction in two weeks.and he would assume that if permission for the building permit is granted today, they will probably apply for the
building permit tomorrow.· But no least has been signed pending the permit. Mrs.
Cunningham said they already have the application ·for the permit on file.
Mr. Morley said that· he did not include in the letter that the road was concrete,
etc.,. in the letter, because all of this information (width, etc.) i~ included in
the plans, a copy of which has been submitted. ·
President Borries said he personally would be committed to the development and sees
some clear-cut advantages here. As long as Mr. Harp is fully aware that-at some
point in time ..... in other words., the county arid all of the east side is going to
appreciate it when Vogel Road goes thru .... and Mr. Harp's commitment to do this is
sincerely appreciated. ·rf he wishes at that point to maintain that -- then certainly
the Board would honor that wish. But the problem is going to be that if at some point
in time the road would deteriorate, it would also have to be at Mr. Harp's expense
that all the necessary·work would have to be done by Mr. Harp. Does Mr. Rounder feel
that this is what he wants to do? Mr. Rounder said all he knows is that Mr. Harp
wants to maintain the roa~. However, again, he wants to get this thing underway and
behind him. If the Board of Commissioners approves his owning and maintaining that
road, he'll do it. If theY expect dedication, he'll· do that, too. Commissioner Borries
said the County will need the right-of-way. Mr. Rounder said ·their main concern right
now is getting approval for Bob Evans. Commissioner Cox asked if they will be located
on the Vogel Road extension? Mr. Rounder said they will be located right on the corner
of Green River and Vogel Roads. Masters in Craft plan on building an office facility .
right on the back (they already have 80% of that leased and he has to have tenants in
by April .or May-- so they're.in a hurry to get the road in, as well) •
.Commissioner Cox pointed out that the Board has two things here: First, they have an
agreement with Area Plan where they could not develop anymore commercial along there
until this improvement was put in. Does the Board need to relax that agreement so
that Bob Evans can go? Mrs. Cunningham said that if he dedicates the right-of-way --and if the Board wants to set a time for the. commercial permit to be issued ••••
Commissioner Cox interjected, "What does it actually say, Barbara?" Mrs. Cunningham
said the motion approved "Extension of Vogel Road to the eastern boundaries within
a 2-year period or prior to the opening of a retail store" •••• so they missed the
2-year period. President Borries said, "But it is prior to the opening of a retail
store." Mrs. Cunningham said what we need to qo is get the right-of-way. Commissioner
Willner said he would move that the street plans be accepted as presented and built
to county standards, and that this may be kept a private road until the next development.
At that time it must be county-accepted. (Mr. Rounder interrupted by saying the only
.·
thing he can emphasize that the road is going thru -- they started delivering this
'morning the sewer line to ·run back across SIGECO's easement all the way down to the
,
···v· :,Ri:~~?:5,;!1~,·~~ri~~·~~~Jr'·;
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front -- and that is assurance that they are going to build the road. ~ecause they
a:e not·going to purchase at $50 to $60 per lineal foot this much pipe unless they
d1d intend to go thru with that road.)
Returning to his motion, Commissioner Willner said he would move that the extension·
of Vogel Road .be approved, subject to the street being built according to County
speci fica ti ons. Upon· ·camp 1eti on, said street to be inspected prior to acceptance by
the County. Commissioner Cox provided a second to the motion. So ordered. Mr. Easley
asked that the record show that Mr. Morley said he would have a dedication deed within
two weeks.

I

Mr. Easley requested that the Commissioners sign two copies of the plans, as well as ·the ori gina 1 ••• :. which was· done.
·
Commissioner Cox asked if there was anything to preclude their building the road in
sections and having the various sections inspected upon completion? However,
Commissioner Willner and Mr. Easley indicated that entire road would have to be built
to the east line.
RE:

LETTER RE HOLIDAY SEASON IN THE CIVIC CENTER/C.G. RUSTON, GENERAL MGR.

The following letter was read by President Berries:
November 27, 1984
MEMO TO: ALL ELECTED AND APPOINTED OFFICIALS
SUBJECT: HOLIDAY SEASON IN THE CIVIC CENTER
As we approach the Holiday.Season, your attention is called to the 'follOWing:

..

I

·: . Decorations:
The Evansville Fire Department has again emphasized that all Christmas trees
and decorations must be artificial or flame proofed, if live.
T~e

use of candles, straw, hay, and other· flammable materials is prohibited.

Turn off all electrical displays at closing time.
Use masking tape in lieu of scotch or pressure sensitive tape for hanging
various decorations, signs, etc.
Do not hang decorations, etc.,

from~ceiHt'Jg:panels.

·

.·Do not place decorations, etc., on the outside of hallway glass doors.
Do not use snow spray on inside/outside hallway doors or windows.
· Liquor:·

.. .·
~

We request that no alcoholic beverages be s.erved in the Civic Center during
the Holiday Season.
We solicit your cooperation.
·-

.

C.G. Ruston
General Manager
.,, .

RE:

.·1··.

~

ACCEPTANCE OF CHECK

President Berries submitted a check from American Family Insurance Group in the
amount_Qf $404.10 for damage to County truck, which occurred on 11/7/84. Motion to
..-.approve acceptance of check was made by Commissioner Willner, with a second from
Commissioner Cox. So ordered. ·
. · ··
.

'

.
•
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AREA PLAN COMMISSION/SURPLUS OFFICE SUPPLIES

President Berries said he had a memo from Mrs. Barbara Cunningham of the Area Plan
Commission indicating they had surplus supplies to donate to any office that could
use same, as follows:
1 IBM Selectric Typewriter (needs repair)
8 Pendaflex hanging folder holders (legal size)
Mr. Jeffers asked if the typewritEr had the correct-tape feature? However, Mr. Berries
responded that the typewriter had already been taken by another office.
RE:

COUNTY TREASURER/MONTHLY REPORT

The following monthly report from Lew Volpe, County Treasurer, had been submitted .•••••
report received and filed:
TO:

COUNTY COUNCIL
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

Collections to date are:

COUNTY REVENUE
FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING
POOR RELIEF

$486,509.91
6,669.44
6,254.17
$499,433.52

Outstanding investments are:

I

1) Investments $3,000;000, dated December 28, 1983, due December 27, 1984.
Estimated income $273,700.00 of which $22,812.00 will go to the
Reassessment Fund. Rate 9.125%.
2)

Investments $500,000, dated December 29, 1983~ due December 27, .1984.
Estimated income $46,200~00. Rate 9.25%.

3)

Investments $2,000,000, dated January 4, 1984, due December 27, 1984.
Estimated income $188,000.00. Rate 9.50%.
·

4)

Investments $2,000,000, dated July 5, 1984, due December 26, 1984.
Estimated income $111,000.00. Rate 11.50%.

5)

Investments $2,000,000, dated September 21, 1984, due.December 27,
1984. Estimated .income $57,000.00, of which $42,800.00 will go to
the Roads and Streets Fund.
·

6} Investments $3,000,000, dated October 14, 1984, due December 27, 1984.
Estimated income $73,570.00, of hwich $49,000.00 will go to the Roads
and Streets Fund.
7). Investments $2,000,000, dated October 26, 1984, due December 27, 1984.

Estimated income $31,800.00, of which $7,900.00 will go to the Roads
and Streets Fund. · Rate 9.25%.

I

8)

Repo, $500,000, dated November 7, 1984, due December 20, 1984.
Estimated income $4,942.44. Various rates.

9)

Investments $6,000,000, dated November 13, l984, due December 27,
1984. Estimated income $63,250.00. Rate 8.625%.

10) Investments $4,000,000, dated November 15, 1984, due December 27, 1984.
Estimated income $40,250.00. Rate 8.625%.
11)

Repo $900,000, dated November 16; 1984, due December.10, 1984.
Estimated income $4,025.00. Rate 8.375%.

12)! Investments $4,000,000, dated November 21, 1984, due December27, 1984.
Estimated income $34,400.00. Rate 8.50%.
_,_,

......

-.
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When all outstanding investments are collected, income will appear
COUNTY REVENUE
FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING
POOR RELIEF
REASSESSMENT
ROADS &STREETS

~s

follows:

$1,293,135.35
6,669.44
6,254.17
22,812.00
99,700.00

I

$1,428,570.96
Yours truly,
Lewis F. Volpe
Treasurer, Vanderburgh County
RE:

BURDETTE PARK/NEW YEAR'S EVE ALL-NIGHT SKATE PARTY

Commissioner Borries read the following letter:
11

Dear Commissioners,

We recently purchased
at our New Year's Eve
Board of Accounts and
advertising account;
minutes for inventory

a pair of skates to be given away as a promotion
All-Night Skate Party~ We checked with the State
they approved the money to be taken out of uur
They requested that you· have this recorded 111 your·
purposes.
·

Respectfully,

.I

Mark Tuley, Manager
. Burdette Park 11
RE:

TAX CERTIFICATES

The following Tax Certificates were submitted by President Borries, wbo indicated·
these will be held by the Vanderburgh County Auditor for a period of one (1) year:
Benjamin &Beatrice Martin
John W. &Minnie Clay
John &Ella Taylor
Richard &Dorothy Shores
Lawrence Jarvis
Ruth Cox
I '

· .RE:

t

1319 E. Sycamore 9-29-13-42-12
11-7-21-57-17
703 S. Governor
-775-777 s~· Elliott 11-8-21-60-14
11-9-21-73-20
809 Line Street
913 Elliott St. · n -9-21-76-8
1219 S. Grand
(11-21-23-52-7

~. ~'} J

CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE

Jesus People, U.S.A.: Certificate for event held at Vanderburgh Auditorium on 11/28/84.
1.·

',.

··:.

f

Board of Trustees of Welborn Clinic: Certificate for Christmas Party to be held at
Vanderburgh Auditorium on December 8, .1984.
RE:

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

County Council: Meeting to be held on December 5th at 2:30p.m •
. RE:

CLAIMS

The following claims from Helfrich'Irisurance Agency were submitted for approval:
$651.00 Police Vehicles
$239.00 Police Units
$152.00 Dog Pound Truck
:.": · 4,489.00 Police Vehicles
$~46.00 Police Vehicles
..
It was noted that all of the foregoing had been checked by the Auditor's office. Motion
was made by Commissioner Willner that the claims be approved for payment and the
· •: ,.~secretary be instructed to stamp said claims with Commissioners • signature stamps.
· second to the motion was provided by Commissioner Cox •. So ordered. : · ...·
.(

·,·J.,

•
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~-RELEASES

Cooperative Extension Service
Robert C. Kimbrough, Jr.
Betty J. Kompst

429 Adams Ave.
1116 S. Vi 11 a

P.T.
Sec 'y • _

$20.00/Day Eff: ll-30-84
$10,760/Yr. Eff: 12-7-84

D. Clk.
Clerk
Clerk
Clerk

$6.00/Hr.
$432.87/Pay
$412.26
$412.26

Clerk of Circuit &Superior Courts
Linda Webster
Tina Cardin
Suzanne Demsey
Angela De1gman
RE:

1814 S. Warner
1907 W. Michigan
648 Crestwood
3000 W. Franklin

Eff:
Eff:
Eff:
Eff:

12/5/84
12/3/84 .
12/3/84
12/3/84

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES - APPOINTMENTS

Knight Township Assessor
Sheryl A. Weiss

$30.00/Day Eff: 12/6/84

3120 Edgewood Dr.

Clerk of Circuit & Superior Courts
Suzanne Demsey
Linda Webster
Darlene Maveety

RE:

648 Crestwood
1814 S. Warner
904 Olmstead

Clerk
Clerk
Clerk

$432.87/Pay Eff: 12/3/84.
$432.26/Pay Eff: 12/3/84
$412.26/Pay Eff: 12/3/84

OLD BUSINESS

._Greengate Court Subdivision/Sidewalks: Mrs~ Barbara Cunningham of Area Plan Commission
said subject subdivision is behind the Colonial Garden Center out Lincoln Evenue. It
is in the county, about a mile from the city .. The Subdivision Review Committee sug;c,~ . ·::gested that perhaps instead of sidewalks on both sides (since it is a small development
.. ···,.on a large cul-de-sac) they thought perhaps sidewalks on one side of the street might
· .·' be sufficient. Mrs. Cunningham said this comes up at Area Plan Commission on this
coming Wednesday night. Mrs. Cunningham presented a map for perusal by the Commissioners.
She said they are going to put in a retention basin, which will be discussed at the
Drainage Board meeting. Mr. Easley said this subdivision is in the county and some
people are raising their eyebrows about sidewalks out in the county anyway. Rather
than having sidewalks on both sides -.:. Commissioner Borries said the only thing is that
. for future changes in this area, which is rapidly develo.ping, ·that is the only reason
they decided to keep their decision in regards to waive it within the one (1) mile -he thinks that anywhere else in the county they did not feel it would be necessary to
.,,f";'make these kinds -of decisions, because they would not be needed. He asked if Colonial
·;''::i;'.,G~rden Center is going to keep the front part? Mrs. Cunningham said they are at this
C:'tlme --.they have the business/nursery there.- Commissioner Borries asked how the
h"~~~*~-isidewa1 ks would be constructed -- would each person be assessed? Or, would the developer
, {_: "put them in? Mrs. Cunningham said the developer would put them in. The Board spent
. considerable time perusing the map. Mr. Easley said Commissioner Borries is suggesting
sidewalks on both side of Greengate Court up to the North line of Lots 1 and 31 and
· · then Mr. Eas 1ey said he wou 1d then suggest across the northerly 1i ne of Lot 31 and the
Westerly side of •.•• Commissioner Cox interrupted with questions concerning map directions.
Continuing, Mr. Easley said he would put the sidewalk on the side away from the retention
basin. He would put the sidewalk on both side of Greengate Court (the frontage of each
,;, lot would have a sidewalk) and then along the North side of Lot 31 and the West side
of Greengate Court to Lincoln Avenue. ·Commissioner Cox said this sounds right .••••
··and she repeated the determination for the record as follows:

'"·\

-!{·

Sidewalks to be on both sides of Greengate Court up to Lot 1 and 31, and
then the sidewalk would continue on the North side of Lot 31 and on the
West side of the remainder of Greengate Court_to lincoln Avenue.
.- ~; .

. ".. Motion ~o ~his effect was made by Commissioner Willner, with ~ second being provided
. <·by Comm1ss1c;>ner Cox. So ordered.
..
·
-··
·
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COUNTY SURVEYOR - BILL JEFFERS

Mr. Bill Jeffers, Chief Deputy Surveyor, asked to be recognized by the Chair. He
apologized for prolonging the meeting, but indicated that subsequent to making earlier
. comments he had spoken with Surveyor Robert Brenner. Therefore, he wishes to make
a couple of amendments to his earlier comments ••••. concerning Morgan Avenue. He ~aid
the bridge presently proposed, which they understand to be a 73-ft. structure, four-lan
wide, 3-span -- which they still maintain would cost approximately $1/4 million. He
said he believes he indicated they might be talking about something like on First
Avenue, but that was incorrect.
Secondly, he asked that the memo from the City Engineer be made a part of the minutes
since the copy submitted was their only copy. (This was included on Page 9 of these
·
minutes.)

I

~

Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Jeffers if he has plans for this 73-ft. bridge? He
said he did not. Commissioner Willner asked how he knows it is 73-ft~? Mr. Jeffers
said the State informed the surveyor's·office that that was what was in the current
plans. He said. he believed he earlier indicated something that might cost $1~ million;
'·that is not the case. The surveyor's office still maintains they could probably make
· the needed improvement for $50,000, if they use the existing structure.
President Borries advised that a Drainage Board will be held immediately subsequent
to the adjournment of the Commissioners' meeting. There being no further business
to be brought before the Board at this time, he declared the meeting adjourned at
4:40 p.m.
'PRESENT:

COMMISSIONERS
· Richard J. Borries
· Robert L. Willner
····.··Shirley ·Jean Cox
SURVEYOR

'

COUNTY ·AUDITOR

COUNTY ATIORNEY

Patrick Tuley,
Chief Deputy

David ·n Jones

COUNTY HIGHWAY

COUNTY ENGINEER

Bi 11 Bethel

Andy Easley

-1

.·

· Bill Jeffers, Chief
· Deputy ..

. SECRETARY:

AREA PLAN

·OTHER

Barbara Cunningham

Sheriff Shepard
Jim Morley
Jack Schroeder, Atty.
News Media

Joanne A. Matthews
..

""·

Robert l. Willner, Vice President
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MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' MEETING
DECEMBER 10, 1984
r

The meeting of the Board of County Commissioners was held on December 10: 1984,.
in the Commissioners' Hearing Room at 2:50p.m., with President Borries presiding.

I

The meeting was called to order by President Borries, who announced that the
Commissioners had met in an Executive Session at 1:30 p.m., as announced at last
week's Board meeting. Subsequently, the news media was notified that the Executive
Session would be held on December lOth to discuss pending litigation in several
different cases. Said cases were discussed, but no decision was made. However,
this does explain the reason for the delay in beginning today's Board meeting.
RE:

INTRODUCTION OF JANET LINDHOLM/EVANSVILLE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Commissioner Borries introduced Miss Janet Lindholm, the newly appointed Manager of
Governmental Affairs for the Evansville Chamber of Commerce. She will be working
with the units of local government. Mr. Borries said he also believes she will be
spending time with the Indiana Legislature when it goes in session in January. On
behalf of the Board, Commissioner Borries extended a warm welcome to Ms. Lindholm
and said her help is appreciated.
RE:

APPROVAL OF MINUTES (December 3, 1984)

The Chair entertained a motion concerning approval of minutes of December 3rd meeting.
Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the minutes of the meeting held on
·December 3, 1984, be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor and the reading of
same be waived. A second to the motion was·provided.by Commissioner Cmc. So ordered.
President Borries said he also wanted to extend best wishes to Commissi"~mer Willner,
-who ·has spent a little time in Deaconess Hospital this past week ••• and~e Board
, ' is glad to have him back.
·
·
A warm welcome was also extended to Jim Lindenschmidt, who has just r:eturned to
Evansville from a Florida vacation.
RE:

.I

. SPECIFICATIONS FOR XEROGRAPHIC PAPER, CALCIUM. CHLORIDE & LIQUID ASPHALT

... Commissioner Willner said specifications for Xerographic paper, calcium chloride
and liquid asphalt had been submitted for the Board's appr-oval.prior to advertising
for bids which are scheduled for opening.on January 7, 1985. Commissioner Cox askedMr. Bethel of the County Highway Department if·he had any imput on these specs?
He said he had none, whatsoever. - Commissioner Willner said he also wondered why the
chemical for the Burdette Pool is not· included. It was noted that this goes thru
the City -- so the County gets the chemical for the same price that is in effect
for the City pools. Estimated quantity for calcium chloride is shown as 40,000 gallons.
Commissioner Willner asked Mr~ Bethel how much calcium chloride the County has on hand?
Mr. Bethel said he would. like to check and see where he stands and would like for
the Board to defer this matter for one week. President ·Borries stated that the Board
will defer action on subject specs for one week.
,_<-;t_,

-;;

.·-t>.-·

COUNTY ATTORNEY.- DAVID V. MILLER
Hirsch Settlement/Burkhardt Road Property: Attorney Miller sa·id the only matter he had
to present to the Board today concerns the Hirsch· Settlement re property along east side
Burkhardt Road between Division and Boonville Highway (which was discussed at the lastl
meeting). Thru the Citizen's National Bank Trust Department, they have submitted to
Attorney Miller a proposal that the 15-ft~ strip of ground that they believe they reta
ownership to (on the east side of Burkhardt Road that will be covered by the improvement
of Burkhardt Road if, and when, it occurs -~which is almost exactly one (1) mile in
length-- or one·(l) mile and 15-ft., according to the Hirsches --to be sold to the
County for $18,200.00. Their proposal is the same per acre price that the County was
offering to the folks who lived across the road when that work was being done. Mr.
Miller said he would suggest to ·the Board that this property we're talking about may
not be as valuable to the Hirsches as- the property across the road was to those particul;
folks for a couple of reasons. First of all, based upon some preliminary work, Attorney
Miller is not certain that the Hirsches own the total 15-ft., and this is something . ·
(conti~ued)
:{:.:}~ :~ ,:_
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that can be cleared up just by a search of the title (which he recommends we do).
Secondly, this land we're:talking about lies between the eastern edge of Burkhardt
Road and the ditch that runs along Burkhardt Road that the county already has easement
rights to. Attorney Miller said he is not certain that an appraiser would tell us
.
that this land is as valuable as the farmland on the otherside of that ditch-- because
it is simply not as usable for the same purposes in a practical manner. Therefore, he
suggested that it is time for the Board to authorize the buyers involved with the other
side of Burkhardt Road to begfn negotiations with the Hirsches and to take a look at
that property and determine what the county ought to offer. If negotiations fail, then
Attorney Miller thinks we should institute condemnation reasonably soon in order that
it not stand in the way of Burkhardt improvement when -- and if --. the bid is let by .
the State.
Commissioner Willner asked if we have to have an appraiser before we appoint a right-ofway buyer? He understands they cannot be the same person.
Attorney Miller said he believes that we do.
Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that a title search be instigated to see how
much property they actually own, and that an appraiser be appointed for that portion.
A second to the motion was provided by Comm'issioner Cox. So ordered.
Attorney Miller asked if the Board wan1:s to name a specific appraiser? Commissioner
said he thinks the Board. should retain the same appraiser previously used -- Mr. Victor
Funky. Motion to this effect was made by Commissioner Willner, with a second being
provided by Commissioner Cox.. So ordered. Attorney Miller stated he would contact
Mr. Funky.
·

I

RE:

EXECUTIVE SESSION RE PENDING. LITIGATION

The meeting continued with President Berries again noting that the Board met in an
Executive Session just prior to today's regular Board meeting to discuss pending
litigation matters. County Attorney David Jones is present to idenfity those cases.
Subsequently, a motion will be entertained as to whether to proceed or not proceed •
.Henry Mark Lewis-vs~-DeGroote (and other Deputies named in official and individual
capacities):
· · · ·
Motion was made by Commissioner Willne1r .that. the Board continue counsel
presently furnished by the Board of County Commissioner. A second to the motion
was provided by Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
Attorney Jones pointed out that this is actually an insured case; but the Board
can have single counsel represent all defendants in that case.
Michael Edward Lee-vs.-James DeGroote, Melanie Hughes, James Moers, Lee West, Jackie
Trail, Thomas Wedding, James Truitt and Brian Klaser. This not an insured case and it
is also before the U.S. District Court of Southern Indiana.
·Motion was made by Commissioner Willner ·that the Board retain present· counsel
as is provided by the County. A second to the motion was provided by Commissioner
Cox. So ordered.
.

I

Elizabeth F. May-vs.-Vanderburgh County-Kenneth Colling& Paul Bickel: This case is
also pending before the'u.s. District Court of Southern Indiana. This is insured case.
Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the Board retain. present counsel
as is provided by the County. ·A second to the motion was provided by Commissioner
Cox. So ordered.
Joann Reed &Mary Evans-vs.-Vanderburgh County Sheriff's Department: Attorney Jones
said this matter had to do with one that had already been undertaken as an administrative
action before the Equal Employment Commission, filed by Joann Reed &Mary Evans. The
county has since received a Notice of Intent to File Suit (otherwise known as a tort
claim} from Joann Reed.· At this point in time, it is anticipated that if action was
filed what the Commissioners • pleasure would be. Attorn·ey Jones said he is also uncertain whether or not this is insured. It will have to be submitted to the applicable
insurance carriers in order for them to make a determination. Then the county would
have to come back to make·a determination; first of all, whether or not they agree with
.
I
. ; .o;•i;ih••. :,-,:
.:
1
{continued)
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the insurance company. Secondly, whether to defend anybody who wasn't

i~sured.

Commissioner Willner asked if motion would be in order if the Board said
that at this time there is insufficient information to make a call of
judgment on this case and the Board should wait for a response from the
insurance carriers and the suit in order to obtain the names of person/persons
known/unknown at this time. Until that time, the Board would keep Attorney Jones
on the case to enter an appearance, if necessary.

1

Attorney Jones said he would enter an appearance for the county and withhold on
·anbody else until the Board of Commissioners has made a determination.
Commissioner Cox provided a second to Mr. Willner's motion. So ordered.
RE:

COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT - BILL BETHEL

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the Weekly Absentee Report. for employees
at the County. Garage for period December 3rd thru December 7th ••••••••• ~ report rece.ived
and filed.
Weekly Work Report: Also submitted was the Weekly Work Report for employees at the
County Garage for·the same period ••••••••• report received and filed. Attached to the
Work Report was the following Work Schedule:
Grada11:

An.ge 1 Moumis Blvd.

Grader:

Oak Grove Rd., Nuebling Rd., Hill Top Rd., Outer Darmstadt Rd., and
Old 460

Patched:

La Donna Ct., Marx Rd., St. Joseph Ave., Koressel Rd., West Haven Dr.,
Meadow View Rd., Old Henderson Rd;, Caranza Dr., Tree Top Lane,
Petersburg Rd., Green River Rd., Red Bank Rd., Upper Mt. Vernon Rd.,
.
Old State Rd., Greenbriar Rd., Boonville-New Harmony Rd., County Line
Rd., and Baseline Rd •

.. Snow
.··Removal:

I

Wednesday and Thursday (12/5 and 12/6) there were six (6) snow plows,.
four (4) trucks with hand shovel .and three (3) graders clearing the
county roads.

Commissioner Willner said he heard some mighty fine comments on the excellent·job of
snow removal accomplished by the County Garage.
RE:

COUNTY SURVEYOR - BILL JEFFERS, CHIEF DEPUTY

Bridge &Guardrail Repair Report: On Monday, guardrail was installed on the south
.approach of stnucture #91 on Green River·Road over Pigeon Creek •••• and Tuesday, likewise •.
On Wednesdqy, they repaired a collapsed culvert (under the road) and some washed-out
J:'>·'"·;,,~,pavement on Allen's Lane near the Skyline Airport entrance. This work was accomplished
as a result ·of a Sheriff's report re danger to drivers. On Thursday, the crew stayed '
in the garage and serviced vehicles. On Friday, both vehicles and equipment were
serviced and supplies re-ordered. The Chief Draftsman worked on the preliminary design
of a proposed bridge over Pigeon Creek on North Kentucky Avenue. The Bridge Engineer .
spent the week working with the City Engineer's office on the North 5th Avenue Bridge
over Pigeon Creek. The Survey Crews finisHed. the .Old Mill Road survey; they are
preparing a legal description of the roadway and bridge no longer used· for public
thoroughfare and anticipate a vacation of same. ·The rest of their time was spent on
working on preliminary for North Kentucky Avenue Bridge over Pigeon Creek, working with
the Chief Draftsman.

I

State &Three Bridge Projects: Commissioner Willner asked if Mr. Jeffers has heard
· from the State in response to his· letter concerning the three (3) Bridge Projects.
Mr. Jeffers said he had received no response to his letter to date.
. .
'

~

·(continued)
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Morgan Avenue Bridge: In response to Commissioner Willner's query on this structure,
Mr. Jeffers said he believes that Andy Easley has spoken with the engineers in
Indianapolis today concerning their opinion of the structure versus our opinion of same ••••
and he may have more information than does Mr. Jeffers. Mr. Jeffers said his impression
of it is that their opinion of the quality of the existing structure and the need for
a new one is different from our opinion.

I

Baseball Diamond Project/Burdette Park: With regard to the survey of land in connection
with the baseball diamonds at Burdette Park, Mr. Jeffers said he plans to send the
survey crew out on this as soon as they finish the North Kentucky Avenue traverse •••••
probably around the end of this week or early next week.
Mr. Jeffers said they did have a request from the public to relocate one of the section
corners that happens to be within that area, so they can just get all of that done
sometime next week.
Maryland Street Bridge/Change Order: M-r. Jeffers said he has a Change Order on the
Maryland Street Bridge. Basically, it is the same bill presented to the surveyor last
week by Rig-Mar Contracting, Inc., concerning charges to date on the bridge. The
Change Order is from the inspector, which shows a slight overage resulting from our
addition of the sidewalks and various other things discussed over the past several
weeks. Rig-Mar put in for 274 cu. yds. of Class "C" concrete and this is in the deck
(we don't pay overages in the deck). This is rather detailed and technical -- but
the bid item on the deck was altered and the contractor is aware of ·this. Commissioner
Cox asked if Mr. Jeffers would again explain the change order. He said the Change
Order (per engineer, to increase depth of concrete over and above the plans on the two
approaches ;.. the ·approach to the bridge itself from the rai.l road tracks and the bridge
east to the wall; they increased the concrete necessary to affect a smooth approach.
Extra sidewalk was added; deleted guardrail because sidewalks were put in place on each
side of the bridge; and some .dirtfill not needed was deleted. The amount of the change
order was $13,481.75. Mr. Jeffers said he should point out that that is over ~he bid- ••••
but under the engineer's estimate. A si.mple explanation is that they could not really
design those approaches until such time as the bridge was built and they could get out
in the field and measure those approaches. For pedestrian reasons, sidewalk was added
from the levee wall up to the bridge.
·
·

I

Subsequent to reviewing the change order, President Borries said that it has been
approved and -the claim to be entered into the record as amended by the Surveyor's office.
after examining the claim ••. .-.claim for estimate of work completed on the Maryland Street
Bridge thru December 6, 1984, has been amended down to $43,888.90. Again, the estimates
have been examined and approved by the surveyor's office. Motion to approve claim was
made by Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
RE:

COUNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER - ANDY EASLEY

Morgan Avenue Bridge: Mr. Easley said he talked today to Fred Mohide, .State Engineer
who is .working on the plans, and he set up a conference call with Greg Henneckies,
·Hydraulic Engineer., and they" concu~red that there was adequate bridge op-ening on the
existing structure .to take the water under the road •. They are going to go back and
verify some estimates and suggested that Mr. Easley wait until week after next before
traveling to Indianapolis. President Borries asked if Messrs. Eas·ley and Jeffers can
make some arrangements on that? Mr. Easley said that Mr. Jeffers has suggested that
Mr. Easley only go to Indianapolis~ Mr. Mohide said that the Department of Natural
Resources has gotten involved and given the opinion that it should have a lot more
opening than· is there. Therefore, there are some technical things to be resolved.
However, Mr. Easley said that if he has the State Hydraulic Engineer concurring that
there is adequate opening there, he is hopeful that they can widen the existing structure.
But in order to get a permit, they are trying to satisfy the State Department of
Natural Resources. Mr. Easley would guess that if they can get everything checked and
think they are prepared for a meeting, perhaps he would go to Indianapolis on Wednesday,
December 19th. He said he guesses he can handle it himself; that it necessarily takes
two (2) people to sit. the~ and tell state personnel that you only want to spend the
amount of money that would be equal to extending the structure ~hat i_s presently there.

I

,'.

.,
~-

,.

',

·President Bprries said he believes that Mr. Easley can provide the documentation
necessary via the surveyor or Mr. Jim Morley, who was present at last week's meeting.
::.:~>~gain, Mr_. Easley said the fact that the hydraulic engineer agrees with him is quite a
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a bit of the battle right there. Of course, the. State Department of Natural Resources
is becoming involved·in it; and he understands that their approach is that what if
the upstream· structures were removed and all of this water came down there? They like
to see anything downstream constructed have an adequate bridge opening that could
handle all the water that could theoretically reach the structure. But we all know th ·
there are smaller pipes upstream ~- so how do you argue? We'll simply have to try to
find a way to get it done our way. ·
·

I

IDOH Claim/R.R. Crossing/Boonville~New Harmony Rd: A claim in the amount of $5,118.76
for the county's share for a railroad crossing on the Boonville-New Harmony Road out •
in Armstrong Township. This goes back to an agreement signed in 1980; he believes
that Commissioner Willner is the only one present who would have signed said agreement.
This is 10% of the cost; we do have $7,500.00 in the R&S account and Mr. Easley will
file to get this money back from the Public Service Commission. Motion to approve
claim was made by Commissioner Willner, with asecond from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
Lynch Road: Commissioner Willner asked if there is any further word re progress on
Lynch Rd.? Mr. Easley said he has not seen the agreements which are supposed to be
·forthcoming from the State. We should receive them this week, however. It was noted
that this _concerns the railroad spur on Lynch Road.
RE:

VANDERBURGH AUDITORIUM - KIM BITZ

President Borries announced that Mr. Bitz, Manager/Vanderburgh Auditorium, will
·
not be presenting a report today.
RE:

PETITION TO VACATE A PORTION OF BOEHNE CAMP ROAD

The Chair recognized Attorney Ed Johnson and asked if he was ready to~l)roceed with
~comments concerning the Petition to Vacate a Portion of Boehne Camp Ro.ad? Mr. Johnson
expressed his appreciation to the Board for the additional time granted him for
·
-discussion with potential purchaser of some property adjacent to that.nich they were .
going to vacate-- during the early part of .the Commissioners• meeting. He said they ·
took this additional time to discuss the matter, in order that he might make as full
;,; .. a disclosure as possible concerning said vacation. He does not know whether·the
prob1em has been so 1ved '. rhowever.

. ,•

Continuing,- Mr. Johnson said he first wanted to point out that he represents one .( 1) of
the two (2) owners -- Mr. Albert Umbach, who is also present at today•s meeting.
Mr. Gene Hahn is the other owner, and Mr. Umbach is authorized to speak on his beha1f •.
The property in question is being listed by Helfrich Realty Co., and Mr. George Helfrich
is present at today•s meeting. Mr. Johnson also represents Mr. Helfrico. ·

The purchaser is Mr. Marion Marx. Mr. Johnson said he wanted to· tell the Board "up front"
that the purchase is contingent upon whether or not the road ·can be vacated. Mr. Marx
is also present. Mr. Johnson does not represent Mr. Marx; but since he is the party
. , who would be purchasing the property, Mr. ·Johnson did ask him to attend the meeting to
feild.. , any
questions he might have.
.·
., ·..

• 1\f,1:ic*"':J;;:;c·~~·.

'Mr. Johnson ·said they are going. to withdraw a portion of the requested vacation-- and
.he will indicate why in a few minutes. Boehne Camp Road "t's" at Middle Mt. Vernon
~-Road and does not go thru to Felstead. He proceeded to visualize his remarks by sharing
a map with members of the Board. He said Messrs •. Umbach and Hahn own the property
shown in blue. There is a 40-ft. county easement; 20-ft. of it is on the property
marked in blue. That is what they seek to have vacated. Their position is that Boehn .
Camp. Road will never be put thru to Felstead Road •••• at least reasonably speaking.
·
There is no way with the topography of.the property that·you could ever extend a 40-ft.
roadway between Felstead and Middle Mt. Vernon Road. There wouldn.•t be any need for it;
because of the topography, there's never going to be a high incident area here.
·
Mr. Marx wants to purchase the property for purposes of constructing a single-family
. residence and he needs this, because he needs the additional 20-ft. over to the property
· · line in order to have enough decent sites to choose a location. That is why he is
aking tn~t it be vacated.
·

I

The portion that is being withdrawn and which no vacation will be requested is the
, .. ";·portion off Fe 1stead Road -- the first two hundred (200) feet back. Ori gina lly, they
~r..~~·':~:requested that the portion (as indicated on the map) be withdrawn. They are going to
·:··~:~:,1()rithdraw the first 200 ft., the reason being that whoever develops this property that
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is owned by Mr. Robert Reid (he and Mr. Reid met on Saturday, along with Messrs. Marx
and Helfrich· and they agreed that they would withdraw that 200ft. so that if there·would
be a county access up 200 feet ---and he pointed to the map -- because if they didn't
do this, they might be excluded from Felstead Rd. If the Board will grant the road
vacation today (which they hope the Board will do) they would ask that it be granted
beginning at a point 200-ft. north of the interesection with Felstead Rd., so that that
will remain the county easement.
Again, he said that if the Commissioners had been out to look at this area -- he believes
they would agree'with him, that Boehne Camp is never going to extended to connect and
there would be no .reasqn to extend it. By vacating it, they feel they can put the lot
to use. If it is not vacated, Messrs. Hahn and Umbach do not have a binding contract :~
f>ut'they could use property that is never going to be used for the intended purpose for
a building site. They believe that by withdrawing the first 200-ft. off Felstead Road
and not asking that that portion be vacated, that the Reids and whoever they sell it to
would have ample access to Felstead Road. If the Board has any questions, Mr. Marx is
here and would be glad to answer any questions.
.
The Chair entertained questions from the Board or persons who might be present with
regard to this particular vacation.
·
Commissioner Cox asked if this will have to be readvertised? Mr. Johnson said ·it would
not. Attorney Miller verified this and said that if they were going to increase the
amount in some way, it would be different. However, they are now requesting less.
He asked Mr. Umbach if there any public utilities of any kind within this area to
be vacated? Mr. Umbach said. there was not. President Borries interjected that he had
a statement from SIGECO to that effect and it will be entered for the record:

I

· November 21 , 1984
Ms. Alice McBride
Auditor/Vanderburgh County
City-County Building
Evansville, IN 47737
Re: Ordinance to Vacate A Portion of Boehne Camp Road
Dear Ms. McBride:
Southern Indiana Gas &Electric Company has investigated the area· proposed for
vacation by the subject ordinance.
We find we have no gas or electric facilities within the area to be vacated,
nor do we need the area for access to other of our facilities. Therefore,
pursuant to IC-36-7-3~16, Southern ·Indiana Gas & Electric Company hereby files
its written consent in the vacation proceedings and waives its rights to use all
or part of the public right-of-way vacated by the proposed ordinance now before
the Board of Commissioners -of Vanderburgh County., State of Indiana.
Sincerely,

I

Jean Ashby, Buyer
Right-of-Way Department
The Chair recognized Mr. Robert Reid, who was in the audience and indicated he wished
to speak. Mr. Reid said he owns property east of the proposed right-of-way vacation.
His potential buyer, Mr. Ray Funky, is also present andwould like to speak. In the
interim, Mr. Reid said in looking at the property-- it is a 25-acre~arcel. He proceeded
to show a map to the Commissioners and point out specific areas. He said their property
.is divided into two (2) halves; a lower half and ridge line and an upper half. The
, contention of Mr. Johnson was that said property only had potential development for a
few sites. Mr. Reid and Mr. Funky contend that at no time in the foreseeable future
that a road would extend thru there. However, to develop this property -- they contend
that they need an extension to specific area-----and again. Mr. Reid pointed to the map.
They are opposed to the proposed vacation; at least they are opposed to the southerly
800ft., but not to the northerly 200ft.
·
~p

. ·,;,;·4 ··~(continued)
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Commissioner Cox requested that Mr. Reid again approach the Commissioner~· table and
point out on the map exactly where his property lies. He readily complied. Commissioner
. Cox said that if her understanding is correct, Mr. Re4d has a problem with access to
Felstead Road. He said he does not have a buyer per se; however, Mr. Funky has expressed
interest. ·He said they are looking at not handicapping his property by taking away
access to it. Mr. Reid said that if he loses that 60-ft~ -- he has to take a 60-ft.
out of.his property. Commissione·r Cox corrected him and said, "40ft.". He said that
if he loses that and has to take 40ft. out of his property, he would lose his potentia
to develop.
·
Mr. George Helfrich of Helfrich Realty indicated he wished to speak, and was subsequently
recognized by the Chair. Mr. Helfrich said the purchaser and seller have both agreed·to grant the Reids or their purchaser an easement on that 200 ft. to get into and·out
of their property. Thus, insofar as access off Felstead Road -- there is no problem.
Mr. Helfrich said he would like to again point out that there is 1,400 ft. on Middle Mt.
Vernon Road as far as ingress and egress off the property; and with the ability to come
in on the 200 ft. with an easement, it is not a problem insofar as assessibility to their
. ground.
..
' c;.•
_;···The Commissioners again viewed the map and conducted considerable conversation among
themselves. ~he Chair then recognized Mr. Andy Easley, County Engineer.
Mr. Easley said he wants to be impartial here. But the Reids had come to him and asked
if it was feasible to design a road from Middle Mt.· Vernon going south from a 385' contour
line to a 485' contour line. As he scales it, this would be 600ft., ~nd they would be
rising. 100 ft. This is a 17% grade. Only the Volkswagen -- so they ~11 him -- will
go up a 17% grade in the old days. An American car will not do .it very well. If you
.come from the south and go from a 450ft. to the 485ft., in 200-ft. you go up 35ft.;
that is a 17% grade ... That is not a good place to want to build a -road. You would have
.. · to cut it down greatly -- such as they cut down hillS· and mountains: 'in l~entucky and
· West Virginia to get a road thru. The offer to eliminate 200 ft·.:from·the vacation is
. _.. a valid concession; and then really the road should then start paralleJjng contour lim
· ·and not try to cross contour lines at right ·angles.·. He said he doesntttlelieve the
Reids will find an engineer in Evansville who will tell them that that ts a good place
to build a road •••• and, thus, it is not a ·valuable right-of-way to them.. And, that is
. an honest statement. They are not giving up very much. Mr. Easley said they have
.· .· concurred in eliminating 200 ft. from the vacation. It seems to him that if the Reids
want to build a road, they would want to build it in a place where they could utilize
both sides of the road. Wouldn't they·want to get the road away from the property line
on the west?
There was considerable conversation between Messrs. Reid, Funky and
Easley.

I

Commissioner Cox remarked that the county would never find it economically feasible to
extend Boehne Camp Road ••••• and Mr. Easley verified this. He said that Mr. Gerard of·
EUTS has concurred that they would never put that thru. Therefore, it would fall on
the. back of the developer to put that in.
Mr. ·Easley said such a road would be a
major earth-moving project and it would take a tremendous right-of-way for a cut to
>•!\· get the grade. down to a 10% slope~
Mr.· Easley said he is not totally familiar with
. · traffic movements on the west side; however,· if Mr. Gerard says he doesn't think the
··~~.•~,~:-g;~'"Origin/destination would ever demand it.-- then he would respect Mr. Gerard's opinion.
· ..::~· Mr. Easley s·aid he was merely suggesting a· compromise and trying to point out that he
" doesn't think·Mr. ·Reid could ever build a road parallel to his west property line and
go very far without a rna~ or earth moving job to get up over the came1-back'.. ·.
Attorney Johnson indicated .that he had one comment to add; ·further, Mr. Marx (the
potential purchaser) wants to address the Board briefly to advise them of what he has
.in mind. Mr. Johnson said his only point is that it seems from a public standpoint
this easement will never be used, but it could facilitate development. Once they
get in on that 200 ft., they could put the roadway anwyere. .They could put it up to
the property line or anywhere else. They will have to do it at their expense anyway.
They can put the roadway wherever. He has already advised that they would try to
go in with them over the first 200 ft. privately, -just because it makes more sense
· dollar and cents wise to get together on that.· Therefore, for that expense, he does
not feel that the objection of Messrs. Reid and Funky is a valid objection to. the
vacation1tself. Secondly, he would appreciate the Commissioners letting Mr. Marx
te 11 them .why he wants to use it.
·
.·
·. ·
Mr. Marx approached the podium and said the land is only 198 ft. wide and the hill
slopes down from the east to the west and probably drops some 50-60 feet. So the only
(conti.nued)
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real good usable piece of space is to the east and 20-ft. is that much extra good
property that would be usable. With that in there, he couldn't build a house or
anything else. The way it is now, he'd have to stay 20-ft. off the property line
because of this easement and then another 25-ft. before he could build. He said no one
is using it now; but if he wanted to use it he couldn't build anything within that
restricted footage. As far as the Reids or Funkys getting to their property, they can
get to it right now the way it is without the 200 ft. Because their property comes
right on the corner of the road just like the property he is wanting to purchase.
Mr. Marx said that's all he has to say; he just wanted the 20 ft. extra, knowing that
he could build that much closer to the better part of the ground -- if he decides to .
build a house. He isn't building it right now; he is just buying the property as an
investment -- just like anybody else would. His son intends to build on the front of
the property down on Upper Mt. Vernon Road. But this would have no bearing on the back
part, which is currently under discussion.
President Berries asked if Mr .. Marx would clearly state his name and address for
record purposes. ·He complied by stating his name is Marion Marx and he lives at
602 S. Werner Avenue.
Commissioner Cox asked Mr. Reid that without this easement, does his property abut
Felstead Road? She said she was under the impression that if the Board granted the
requested vacation that he would be landlocked-- that he· would have no way into his
property. Mr. Reid said they would have a·20-ft. driveway and then by maintaining
200ft., they could put a 2-car drive into the.property. Mr. Reid said they are
relying on the dedicated right-of-way to have access onto Felstead Rd.
Mr. Easley said that since the petitioner has amended to withdraw the .southerly most
200 ft., Mr. Reid will have access off Felstead Road to his property. He just doesn't.
like it that if he wants to extend that road further to the north he is going to have
to use a little more of his property to do it. ·But he will have access because of
the amendment to the petition. They will, however, lose access to that 20-ft. strip
beyond the 200 ft. to the north.
Commissioner Willner indicated that he has considerable difficulty with this one.
Again, the Commissioners had considerable discussion among themselves. He said he
had always said he would never do away with an easement if even one (1) person
complained •. However, we come to a point where we see some activity here -~ which he
would like to see. Therefore, he sees no' reason that we should continue to keep this
easement. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that we vacate the easement -- all
but 200 ft. on the south end of the property along Felstead Road. Commissioner Cox
said she wishes there was full agreement by the parties involved, as it is always easier
to vote on something where you have full agreement by all parties concerned. Nonetheless, she provides a second to Commissioner Willner's motion. So ordered. President
Berries said the motion has been made and seconded to vacate the portion of Boehne Camp
Road -- except for 200 ft. ·south near the entrance of Felstead Road, therefore, he
requests a roll call vote:
Commissioner Cox
Yes
.Commissioner Willner - Yes
Commissioner Berries - Yes
Again, Commissioner Willner said one of the reasons he voted for the vacation was to
see some activity out in that area, and he hopes this action by the Board will do it.
RE:

REQUEST FOR PERMIT TO MOVE HOUSE

The Chair recognized Mr. Jesse Crooksof the Building Commission. He read the
following letter, which had initially--been sent to the Indiana Dept. ·of Highways:
November 20, 1984
Indiana Dept. of Highways
2117 E. Division Street
Evansville, IN 47714
Dear 1Sir:

.
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Elmer Buchta, Inc. requests a permit to move a house 39' x 78',
at the corner of 2 St. James and Division to 520 -Kimber Lane.
We .will be traveling from the corner of 2 St. James and Division,
going east on Division to Kimber Lane, then north on Kimber Lane to
520 .Kimber Lane.

I

Comaier Escort Service will control the traffic on this move.
We would like to move this house as soon as possible.
'The house is owned by Elmer Buchta.
Sincerely,
Jim Brace

Gentlemen:
I, Robert T. Dorsey, Pigeon Township Assessor, request permission and
approval for myself and two (2) deputies to attend the Annual Assessors'
Conference on January 23, ·24 and 25, 1985, and to be reimbursed for
.. expenses for same as set out by the State Board of Tax Commissioners.
(See enclosed copy.)
· ·
·
.
Sincerely yours,
Robert T. Dorsey
Pigeon Township Assessor
Motion to approve Mr. Dorsey's request .was made by Commiss·l'oner Willner, with a second
from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
·
·,
;~, ·~
··~
if.}

RE:
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CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE

Atlas Van Lines, Inc. Employment Club:· , Christmas Party in Gold Room at Vanderburgh
Auditorium on December 14th.
General Foods Corporation &Subsidiary, et al: Christmas Party in Good Room at
Vanderburgh Auditorium on December 22nd.
.
. .
Southwestern Indiana Regional Council on Aging,
..·• Vanderbur-gh Auditorium on December 12th.

Inc~:·

.

Activity in Gold Room at
. (continued}
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Vanderburgh County Medical Society~ et al: Limited Products Endorsement- Limited to
Advertising Material distributed by the insured.
RE:

Ll

CLAIMS

The following claims were submitted for approval:
Evansville-Vanderburgh County Building Authority: Claim in the amount of $557,782.50
for County of Vanderburgh Additional Rental (due December 31, 1984) for first six {6)
months of 1985. Claim in the amount of $337,306.50 for County of Vanderburgh Fixed
Rental {due December 31, 1984) for first six {6) months of 1985. (check for this claim
to be made payable to The National City Bank of Evansville, Trustee). County Auditor ·~
Alice McBride-advised that these claims cannot be paid in 1984; but these are the first
claims they pay in any given New Year. The claims can be approved, but not paid until
1985. Commissioner Willner asked Mrs. McBride if the figures are correct as shown?
Mrs. McBride said that the figures will be checked by Gloria Evans in the Claims
Department.prior to paying said claim.
David L. Jones/County Attorney: Claim in the amount of $2,220.00 for legal services
rendered re various matters during the month of November; 1984. Commissioner Borries
said the various litigation matters are itemized ••••• he does not know whether there
are available funds to pay said claim. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that
claim be paid, subject to available funds. A second to the motion was provided by
Commissioner Cox.
General Sheet Metal: Claim in the amount of $20.50 for refund on Build-ing Permit
#9126V (cost was incorrectly figured). ·Said claim has been approved by Jesse Crooks.
of the Building Commission. Motion to approve claim was made by Commissioner Willner,
with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered.
.
RE:

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

2:30 p.m. Tuesday, December 11th - Chamber of Commerce meeting re highway presentation
(Indiana Highway Association) - Press Conference
•

'

• ·_)/1

'. r:. •

,.

Wednesday, December 12th - Hillcrest Hame Advisory Board Meeting
Thursday, December 13th - Metropolitan Evansville Progress Committee

RE:

TAX TITLE DEEDS
.

-

President Borri es presented the following Tax Title Deeds, which had been submitted to
the Board of Commissioners. He requested that the record reflect receipt of same,
with notification that said deeds had been referred to the County Assessor for appraisals:
11-25-24-8-16
11-9::21-77-:-9
.11-9-21-74-30
1.1-9-21-72-23
. 11-9-21-70-13
11-6-21-43-5
11-6-21-42-8
11..;5-21-28-17
10-5-18-56-11
9-72-17-124-14
-5-2-7-75-27
* 12--3-34;_96-11

.660 E. Illinois
907 S. Garvin ·
806 S. Governor
201 Judson·
26 Powell
1123 Chestnut
1015 Cherry
502 Olive
3105 Claremont
Covert Avenue ·
Melody Lane
Improvement Only in Sec. 4-6-10

*A payment of $2,787.91 was made on 9-7-84, which was the amount of
Spring Taxes 1984.
·
Motion was made to ask the County Assessor to appraise County properties now ready for
tax sale by Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner Cox. So ordered. _
RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES - RELEASES

County Recorper
Sharon Oates

· 517 Monroe

Misc. Dep.

· $10,760/Yr. Eff:
: ·(continued)
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Clerk of Circuit &Sueerior Courts
Marilyn Hess

Dep. Clk.

7500 E. Chandler

RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES - APPOINTMENTS

Count~

Recorder

Suzanne Wagner

$412.26/Pay

Eff: 12/10/84

I
Mis. Dep.

$10,760/Pay

Eff: 12/3/84

4406 Bernice Dr.

Dep. Clk.

$412.26/Pay

Eff: 12/10/84

7500 E. Chandler

Clk. Asst. $10,972/Yr.

.Eff: 12/10/84

3208 Folz Lane

Clerk of Circuit &Sueerior Courts
Marie Pickens
SuEerior Court
Marilyn Hess

There being no further business to come before the Board of Commissioners at this
time, President· Borries declared the meeting adjourned at 4:20 p.m.
PRESENT:

COMMISSIONERS·

COUNTY.AUDITOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY

Richard J. Borries
Robert L. Willner
Shirley Jean Cox

Alice McBride

David V. Miller
David L. Jones

.I

OTHER
Janet Lindholm, Chamber of C.ommerce
Bill Jeffers, Chief Deputy Surveyor
Andy Easley, County Engineer .
Bill Bethel, County Highway Supt.
Ed Johnson, Attorney
Albert Umbach
George Helfrich
Marion Marx
Robert Reid
Mr. Funky
Jesse Crooks
News Media
SECRETARY:

Joanne A. Matthews

Borries,~~

~~I

Ro6ertLWiilfler, Vice President
-. .;:,.·
<
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!·

Shirley Jean

C~x,

Member
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MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' MEETING
DECEMBER 17, 1984
The Board of County Commissioners met in session on December 17, 1984 at
7:30p.m. in the Commissioners' Hearing Room, with President Berries presiding.

I

The Chair entertained a motion concerning approval of the minutes of the meeting
held on Monday, December lOth. Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the
minutes of subject meeting be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor and
the reading of same be waived. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Berries. So
ordered.

It was noted by President Berries that Commissioner Shirley Jean Cox is on vacation .
until after Christmas.
RE:

REZONING$

VC-16-84; Petitioner, Arthur E. Happe: Property is lotated at 4619 New Harmony Rd.
and is presently zoned R-1 (non-conforming). Requested change is to R-3. Owner
currently has 10-unit apartment building on the property and wishes to convert this
to a 12-unit apartment. Under the current zoning, apartment complex cannot be
expanded. It was noted the convers·ion to 12-units would involve interior renovation
only. There being no further discussion, motion was made by Commissioner Willner
that VC-16-84 be approved on First Re~ding and forwarded to the Area Plan Commission.
A second to the motion was provided.by Commissioner Berries. So ordered.
VC-15-84; Petitioner, C.. A·. Frank: This rezoning petition had been sdheduled for
Third Reading at tonight's meeting. However, President Berries sai'd 'ithis matter has
been postponed and will possibly be heard in January, 1985.
..
.
·
R.E:

.

·, AREA PLAN COMMISSION/RECOMMENDATION RE SIDEWALKS' CURBS & GUTTERS IN. KEMPF ROHI
AND SCHAPKER'S SUBDIVISIONS
.
.

'

<

•,

President Borries said that the County Commissioners have voted to as!k the Area. Plan
Commission to consider on a case-by-case basis whether or not sidewa1\ks would be
used in certain areas where now a change in the Subdivision Ordinance might require
··sidewalks. However, the Commission can vote to waive that requirement.
·· . Kempf Row: Motion was .made by Commissioner Willner that the requirement for sidewalks,
· curbs and gutters be waived on Kempf Row Subdivision. A second to the motion was
provided by Commissioner Berries. So ordered.
Schapker's Subdivision: ·Motion was made by Commissioner Willner that the requirement
for sidewalks, curbs and gutters be waived for Schapker's Subdivision. A second to
the motion was provided by Commissioner Berries. So ordered.
· RE:

SEWER PROJECT IN BROWNING ROAD ESTATES

President Berries said he understands that Mr. Bill Wittekindt will not be present
.at toni.ght's meeting and asked if Commissioner Willner has a report on this matter?
Commissioner Willner said that three to four years ago Mr. Sill Wittekindt came before
.· the Commissioners, asking to put a sewer down Browning Road from Oak Meadow Subdivision to Browning Road Subdivision. The Commissioners granted him permission at that
time and he wanted to know if that still held? Commissioner Willner advised him
it did. Therefore, he will not be present for tonight's meeting.

thal

RE:

. COUNTY AITORNEY - DAVID JONES.
.

'·,:

·
.

..

.
.

.

~

Attorney Jones said he had received some information regarding potential claims against
Johns-Manville Co. and its various subsidiaries. Johns-Manville is a primary producer
of asbestos and asbestos products. Because of the number of suits brought against
them -- these so-called asbestos claims -- they have taken a form of bankruptcy to
discharge or bring together all potential claims that are out there. Wehave received
information (as have other units of government around the state) where any city or
county buildings that have friable asbestos in them (which is an adjudicated health
hazard), the claims can be filed in this proceeding in order to recoup a part of the
cost of removing the asbestos or what they call incapsulation of the asbestos. The
: '

.

...

· .· ,~:~·)tc~ntinued)

_.
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problem is that we have to determine whether or not you have that type of asbestos,
have it tested, and have a rather detailed claim filed on or before January 31st of
this coming year. Attorney Jones said he doesn't know anybody that can say off the
top of their head whether or not we have that sort of asbestos. He doesn't know
whether we can even find that out between now and then. But he is sharing this
information with the Board for whatever it is worth.
President Berries said that 11 friable asbestos 11 sounds pretty serious to him. Commissioner Willner suggested turning the matter over to the Building Superintendent,
Jim Lindenschmidt, and ask that he check the Washington Children's Home, the
Vanderburgh Auditorium, the Old Coliseum, the Old Courthouse insofar as this
(Civic Center} building is concerned, a copy could be provided to Mr. Gil Ruston
so he could investigate this facility. Attorney Jones said there is a test which can
be done -- how long it takes to get all of that information together is the problem.
He would think that among the people to be contacted would be Jesse Crooks, Gil Ruston,
any former County Building Superintendent, etc.
Motion made byCommissioner Willner that Mr. Jim Lindenschmidt be responsible for .
checking the aforementioned buildings to determine whether there is any of that particular type of asbestos in said buildings and report back to the Cormnissioners.
A second to the motion was provided by Commissioner Berries. ,So ordered~
Transient Merchants' County License: Attorney Jones said he also wanted to call the
Commissioners' attention to a very excellent, outstanding job done by the Auditor's
office (Joanne Matthews and Alice McBride, in particular) in designi_ng a new Transi.ent
Merchants' License Form and Application to meet the changes in the law. For non-lawyers,
they did a pretty fairjob of it-- he thinks it's excellent. It's outstanding and
he doesn't think you'd find a better setup anywhere; he doesn't see how you could.
It's very thorough.· He has reviewed.and approved the form. A~torney Jones said he
thinks we will see a bunch running in :toobtain a license. ·The Prosecutor's indicated
that he intends to enforce that law. President Berries said this law might apply to
the fellow he saw out on Green ..River Road this past Sunday who looked like he was
selling, Cabbage Patch dolls from his ·van! Attorney Jones said it would apply, unless
the fellow 11 grew" the dolls.
RE:

BURDETTE PARK

The following Financial Report was presented by Mark Tuley, Manager/Burdette Park:
1984 STARTING BUDGET
1984
1983
1983
1984

Budgeted
Encumbered
Encumbered by Contract
Additional Appropriation
Total 1984 Budget

$ 396,037.00
6,301.54
70,547.44
12,000.00

$ 484,885.98

EXPENDITURES &BALANCE 1/l/84 to 11/30/84
$ 436,593.06
$ 48,292.92

Total Expenditures
Total Balance
INCOME 1/l/84 to 11/30/84

$

Pool
Rink
Rentals
Misc.

$ 175,327.55

Total
'11/30/84
Total Expenditures
Total Income
· Total Deficit

70,209.00
34,122.06
61,281.02
9,715.47

..

$ 436,593.06
. ,,: •'- '175 ,327. 55
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All-Night Skate/New Year's Eve: On New Year's Eve, an All-Night Skat~ is planned
beginning.at 7:00p.m. and ending at 7:00a.m. on New Year's Day. Cost is $3.00 per
skater; this will be great for parents and children. Mr. Tuley said it looks as
though they will have a full house -- and they're looking forward to this event.

I

Fencing for Ball Diamonds & New Dump Truck: : Mr. Tuley said he will be back before
the Board in a couple of weeks with some specs for approval for fencing for the
Ball Diamonds and· a new Dump Truck.
RE:

COUNTY HIGHWAY - BILL BETHEL

Weekly Absentee Report: Mr. Bethel submitted the Weekly Absentee Report for Employees
at the County Garage for period December lOth thru December 14th .••••••• report received
and filed.
·
Weekly Work Report &Work Schedule: Also submitted was the Weekly Work Report for
employees at the County Garage for the same period •••••••. report received and filed.
Attached to the Work Report was the following Work Schedule:
· •· · .
Gradall:

St. Joe Ave., Henze, Graff Rd., Golden

Paved:

Kembell Rd.

Patch:

Gre.en River Rd., Kuebler, Booker, St. Joe., St. Wendel Rd., Hillview;
Newburgh Rd., W. Chapel Hill, Schutte Rd., McDowell Rd.~ Campbell and
Walnut.

Grader:

Motz Rd., Hilltop Rd., Victoria lane, Ridgewood, Old tte'Rderson Rd.,
Mann Rd., Bixler, Wallenmeyer, Golden Rule, Wright and Kneer.

Tree Crew:

Upper Mt. Vernon, Nuebling, Huebner, Booker Rd.
Wash Trucks, Paver, Roller and.Pug Mill ••• and put thero"up for the wintf

~ule

I

In response to Commissioner's query, Mr. Bethel said that all the snow~lows are on
and the trucks are waxed and ready to go. Commissioner Willner said-be doesn't know
.how Mr. Bethel and his crew do what they do.
Speed Limit Signs on Kuebler Rd.: Commissioner Willner said that Mr. Lindenschmidt
had advised him that Commissioner Cox asked him to bring up the speed limit signs on
Kuebler Rd., and asked him to report that they were in place as of last week. Mr. Bethel
said they were put in place last Wednesday and torn down over the weekend and put back
up again today. It was noted that we will need an Ordinance regarding these 35 MPH
speed limit signs (as do we for other traffic signs posted) so it can be included in
the upcoming· Supplement to the Code of.Ordinances. Mr. Lindenschmidt·said the Code
·of Ordinances notes the speed limit on Kuebler Road currently as 45 MPH. At·a·
previous Commissioners' meeting, it was recommended that it be changed to 35 MPH and
•;rthe new speed limit signs posted. Attorney Jones noted that t~e new speed cannot be
enforced until there is an ordinance and same is posted. Commissioner Willner asked
•:-;rf;t''%'i:'·•;•.c..;.; that Mr. Lindenschmidt make a note to give to Andy Easley re Ordinance on speed limit
on Kuebler Rd., so that can be done.
'
RE:

--COUNTY ENGINEER

I

President Berries said that County Engineer Andy Easley had another meeting tonight,
so he doesn't know whether he will be back in time for tonight's Commissioners'
·
. meeting. He did, however, leave two items: One for ·the Commissioners' information
and one which required the Commissioners' signatures. The first item was the
following . letter:
· . .·. · . ~ .
·
"
December 10, 1984
Richard J. Berries, President
Vanderburgh County Board of Commissioners
305 Civic Center Complex
Evansville, Indiana 47708

M~.

·<" ·

Re: Selection of Consulting Engineer for Reinspection of County
Bridges in Vanderburgh County
(continued)

·
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Dear Mr. Berries:
This is to advise the County Commissioners that Mr. David Gerard and
the undersigned have carefully reviewed the brochures and/or letters received
from the consulting engineers who responded to the County's request for brochures
from engineers who were interested in being considered to be retained to make a
reinspection of bridges in Vanderburgh County.
It is recommended that the County Commissioners request the following
engineering firms to submit a proposal to perform the bridge reinspection work:
Howard, Needles, Tammen and Bergendoff
Floyd E. Burroughs and Associates
United Consulting Engineers
Fink, Roberts and Petrie, Incorporated
The above firms were. se-lected after a careful review of the qualifications
and experience reflected in the material submitted to the County Commissioners. ·
If you have any questions, please contact the undersigned.
Very sincerely,
R. Andrew Easley, Jr.
Vanderburgh County Highway Engineer
cc:

EUTS, Attn: Mr. David Gerard

President Berries said what we would be seekingin these proposals-- as has been our
standard practice for several years now -- would be in terms of price for this
inspection work. In accordance with the Ordinance passed, all minority firms were
notified that were on State Lists (as we are required to do). Motion was made by
Commissioner Willner that the four (4) companies recommended by Messrs. Easley and
Gerard be asked to submit proposals for the bridge reinspection work. A second to
the motion was provided by Commissioner Berries. So ordered.
The second item was a letter from Stephen M. Dilk, Area.Engineer for the Indiana
Department of Highways regarding the Lynch Road project (Creasey Company Warehouse
Rail Car Door Modifications). ·Mr. Easley has reviewed this and is going to act as
the Project Engineer for that modification. The letter included three (3) copies
of the Lump Sum Agreement between the State and Vanderburgh County. All three copies
are to be executed by .the Commissioners, attested to by the County Auditor and
notarized, before returning to the·IDOH for execution. ·A copy of the-completely
executed agreement is to be returned to·the County at a later date. It was also noted
by President Berries that i.n order to finalize this project, R/W or an easement must
be provided to allow .the regulatory signs .to remain in their present location ••••• and
documentation to this.effect should be provided at our earliest convenience. The
letter also states that the Marathon Service Station sign will have to be relocated.
Th,e County· will have to bear the cost of moving the sign.
President Berries said that as he understands it, the lump sum fee would be $12,500;
with the County being responsible for 10% of that. President Berries passed the
Agreement to Attorney Jones for his perusal and approval prior to the Commissioners•
signing said Agreement. Having obtained Attorney Jones approval, Commissioner Willner
moved that the Commissioners execute the Agreement. A second to.the motion was
provided by Commissioner Berries. So ordered.
RE:

COUNTY SURVEYOR

There was no one present to represent-the Surveyor's office. However, President
Berries submitted copies of the Weekly Bridge &Guardrail Repair Report for period
December lOth thru December 14th.
.
(continued)
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR ADVERTISING ON XEROGRAPHIC PAPER, CALCIUM CHLORIDE,
LIQUID ASPHALT AE-150 AND GUARD RAIL, ETC.

Motion was made that specifications be approved, as submitted, for advertising for
bids on the subject matter. A second to the motion was provided by Commissioner
Berries. So ordered.

I

It was noted by Commissioner Berries that these specs will be published and the
·
bid opening will take place on January 7, 1985.
RE:

SURPLUS COUNTY -OWNED LAW BOOKS

President Berries read the following correspondence concerning surplus county-owned
law books:
.
December 3, 1984
Vanderburgh County Commissioners
Administration Bldg.
Civic Center Complex
Evansville, Indiana
Gentlemen:
I have as surplus property in my office a complete up-to-date set of Burns
Indiana Statutes together with bound vo·lumes of Indiana Attorney General's
Opinions from 1969 thru 1978.
I would appreciate your directing me as to the disposition of the above law
books. In my opinion the books have little, if any,. market value.
Very truly yours,

.I

William D. Stephens, Judge
Vanderburgh Superior Court
.
December 13, 1984

******

William D. Stephens, Judge
Vanderburgh Superior Court
,·Room #116 - Courts Bldg •
. Civic Center Complex
Evansville, IN 47708
Re: Surplus Property
Dear Juege Stephens:

··,,'

-. This acknowledges, with sincere thanks, your 1etter of December 3rd wherein
···you advised that you have (as surplus property) in your office a complete
up-to-date set of Burns Indiana Statutes, together with bound volumes of the
·
Indiana Attorney General's Opinions from 1969 thru 1978.
Please be advised that we would very much like to have these surplus materials
for use by the Vanderburgh County Jail. If you will advise this office
(426-5241} when you are ready, we will make arrangements to have said m~terials
picked up and taken to the.Vanderburgh County Jail.
·
Very truly yours,
Richard J. Berries, President
Vanderburgh County Board of Commissioners

•. (continued)

I

•
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President Borries said these law books would be placed in the Library &Recreation
area that has recently been completed and will be used by the inmates at the Jail.
(Mr. Lindenschmidt noted that the books have already been picked up and delivered.)
RE:

COMPUTER VOTING SYSTEMS

President Borries said that several weeks ago a meeting.was set up by the County
Commissioners to discuss with the Election Board the problems incurred with the
voting system in Vanderburgh County during the recent election. At that time, the
Department of Metropolitan Development offered its assistance to contact various
·
people and to coordinate with. the County Commissioners (who would have the final say)
regarding selection or review of any equipment regarding the election. At this time,
President Borries wants .to enter into the record the first letter received from the
DMD, as follows:
-December 13, 1984
Mr. Rick Borries, President
Vanderburgh County Board of Commissioners
305 Civic Center Complex
Evansville, Indiana 47708
Dear Rick:
This is to appraise you of the status of·the technical assistance requested of
Metropolitan Development regarding computer voting systems.
To date, I have spoken with, or-written to, the following ·individuals and organizations seeking information on computer-voting, in general, and specific computer
··voting systems:
Helen Kuebler
Mr. Robert Whitehouse
The Secretaries of State for Indiana, Illinois,
Kentucky, Ohio, California and New York
The National Association of Counties
The League of Cities
The_ U.S. Conference of Mayors
Indiana Association of County Commissioners
·Indiana Association of Counties
Mr~ James Ries, President, MicroVote Corp •
. (certified by State of Indiana)

.

In addition, I have requested a national data base research scan of periodicals,
utilizing the facilities of Indiana State University, Terre Haute. This
information arrived yesterday at ISUE. The specific contents are unknown to
me, at this time. ·However, I am hopeful that the scan will provide a plethora
>•' of useful information.
I intend to contact representatives of IBM to pick their minds as to what systems
are currently operative in other communities. Also, I will contact the Indiana
Election Board and the heads of the U of E and !SUE computer centers for their
expertise in this·area •
.:At the moment; I air.riwaiting· for responses from my· several requests. 'As the requested data-:is ·received, 'I will provide the Commissioners up.:.dated status. reports.
Of course, the Commissioners will receive a final report, with accompanying data,
··
.
of my research.
With warm regards, I remain
Sincerely,_
Larry M. Lazart
Administrative Assistant

President Borries said that as we receive communications from the DMD, we will enter · ··
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those into the record. Personally speaking, President Berries said we.definitely
want to pursue this. The concerns voiced by the public on this particular issue
and whether or not their votes count and will be counted in races -- is enough concern
to us that we have to carefully review what is out there in regards to selection of a
new system. Therefore, we will proceed with this.
RE:

I

ACCEPTANCE OF STREETS IN OLD STATE SUB. SECTION I AND VALLEY DOWNS II

President Berries read corresponden.ce from Mr. Sam Biggerstaff of Associated Land
Surveyors and Civil Engineers, Inc., concerning acceptance of streets for maintenanc~
· in Valley Downs Sec. II and Old State Subdivision, Section L It was determined
that Messrs. Andy Easley and Bill Bethel should inspect said streets during the coming
week and report back to the Commissioners, advising·whether they recommend acceptance
of said streets.
RE:

HOLIDAY CLOSINGS - COUNTY OFFICES

The following schedule of county office closings for the Holiday Season ·was announced
by President Borries:
Monday &.Tuesday, December 24 and 25 (Christmas Eve & Christmas Day)
Monday & Tuesday;, December 31 and January l (New Year's Eve & New Year's Day)
The next Commissioners• Meeting will be held on Wednesday, December.5th.

."\

·· The first Comri1issioners • Meeting for 1985 wi 1l be held on Wednesday, .January 2nd
at 2:30 p.m. ·
RE:

..{;-'

'

.CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE

. •.

.I

Coronado Stone of Indiana, Inc.: ·christmas Party to be held on December 21st in the
Gold Room at the Vanderburgh Auditorium.
·
·
'··-·

RE:

OLD BUSINESS

President Berries said that he attended a meeting of the Hillcrest Advisory Board
last week. He wants to personally respond to several different groups who have
extended themselves to help the children at Hillcrest enjoy the Christmas Season
and certainly·commends their efforts. The children at Hillcrest will have a
Christmas Party this coming·Friday (December 21st).
Mr. Easley has contacted the IDOH regarding the S.R. 62 (Morgan Avenue) PROJECT and
.· •·. he will be ·in Indianapolis this coming Wednesday (December 19th) to meet with State
·.. Highway Officials re any kind of county participation concerning a bridge structure
pver Harper
.,.,, •. ,.,,,,,,._••,•.••+. meeting.
. .Ditch on that particular
·· road. We can expect a report from him
·" ·on that
<'

.-

'

RE:

.. SCHEDULED MEETINGS

President Berries said the dates of the Commissioners! meetings for the last week
of December and the first week in January, 1985 were announced along with the
Holiday Closings for the county offices.

·1.

RE: .. CLAIMS
.,;·'

Kahn,.Dees, Donovan.& Kahn: Claim in the amountof $560.00 for litigation work done
by Mr. Patrick Shoulders for the county. Motion to approve claim for payment was made
by Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner·Bel"ries •.SQ· ordered.
.
.
....

Kahn,~ees, Donovan & Kahn: Claim in the amount of $64.00 for litigation work done
.
. ·by Mr. Patrick Shoulders for the County. Motion to approve claim for payment was made
by Commi.ssioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner Berries. So ordered •

··
',~

-=------------¥"''.'7'...,...,..-"-\ .
~

·-;~~-, ~.

J
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Evansville-Vanderburgh County Building Authority: Claim in the amount of $102,428.93.
President Berries said this particular claim will provide the final portion of the
county's share of the revised phone contract for the installation of our phones.
Executive Assistant Jim Lindenschmidt has done an excellent job in coordinating the
conversion. As in any large group when you're talking about phone bills that oftimes
from the county's portion alone run $144,000 per year-- it has been a considerable
task. These phones are indeed a state-of-the-art. Some of the main problems
encountered at this point have been because employees simply have to educate themselves as to all that these phones can do -- and they can do a lot. Our portion of
the phones is approximately 51% of the total phone useage of the entire complex -and this $102,428.93 will finish. our obligations. The Building Authority (who has .
coordinated this) is still going to withhold 10% of any payment so that if there are
any problems that do occur -- this retainage will be held until everything is satis- ·
factory. Again, everything considered, the changeover has gone very smoothly.
President Berries said that we are hopeful that the new system will reduce the county's
portion of the bill by some $4,000 per month •. We are still going to have in-line
charges from the Bell System or whoever handles the lines into the buildings. But
insofar as the actual. cost of the phones themselves, this will finish off the county's
payment. Motion to approve claim was made by Commissioner Willner, with a second
being provided by Commissioner Berries •. ·So ordered. (It was noted that the county's
·
total cost for phones. was $212,037.00.)
Helfrich Insurance Agency: Claim in .the amount of $500.00 (Work Release Program)
for premium.on accident policy. Motion to approve claim was made by Commissioner
.. Willner, with a second from Commissioner Berries. So ordered.
Alice McBride/County Auditor: A Claim tn the amount of $76.82 for mileage to/from
Indianapolis on November 30, 1984 in connection with Welfare Appeal. Motion to
approve claim was made by Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner Berries.
So ordered.
RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES - RELEASES

Convention & v.isitor' s Bureau
Thomas S. Heaton
RE:

$20,000/Yr.

Eff: 12/17/84·

900 N. Fairlawn

Exec. Dir. $27,000/Yr.

Eff: 12/17/84

6640 Stucki Dr.

P.T.

4513 Buddy

Rink Guard $4.00/Hr.

900 N.'Fairlawn

S&M Mgr.

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES - APPOINTMENTS

Convention & Visitor's Bureau
Thomas E. Heaton
Center Township
Janet R. Stucki ·

Eff:

$ 30.00/Day

12/11/84

Burdette Park
Gary Weiler

. Eff: 12/8/84

There being no further·business to come before the Board of Commissioners at this
time, President Berries declared the meeting adjourned at 8:15 p.m.
PRESENT:

COMMISSIONERS

AUDITOR

COUNTY ATIORNEY

Richard J. Borries
Robert L. Willner

Pat Tuley, Chief
Deputy

David L. Jones

AREA PLAN COMMISSION

COUNTY HIGHWAY

BURDETIE PARK

Beverly Behme

Bill Bethel

. . Mark Tuley
'
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Joanne A. Matthews
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Shirley Jean Cox, Member
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MINUTES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' MEETING
DECEMBER 26, 1984
The Board of County Commissioners met in session on December 26, 1984 at 2:30 p.m.
in the Commissioners' Hearing Room, with President Borries presiding.

I

The Chair entertained a motion concerning approval of the minutes of the meeting
held on Monday, December 17th. Motion was made by Commissioner Wi'llner that the
minutes of the previous meeting be approved as engrossed by the County Auditor and
the reading of same be waived. Motion was seconded by Commissioner Borries. So orde

•

President Borries announced that there were a couple of changes in today's agenda.
W-ith regard to Item #4 (I SUE Student Government - Proposal on separation of !SUE from
Terre Haute Campus) a rep_resentative from !SUE will not be present today. For the ·record, the Commission voted last year to support that particular resolution and he
is certain they will do so again should the matter arise. Secondly, the Drainage Board
meeting which was scheduled immediately following adjournment of the Commissioners·'·
Meeting has been cancelled.
RE:

POOR RELIEF/PIGEON TOWNSHIP

Annette Mabrey/915 Baker - Evansville, IN: The Chair requested the poor relief
applicant to approach the podium, state her name, address and nature of her request.
Applicant identified herself as Annette Mabrey of 915 Baker, Evansville, Indiana, and
said she is seeking school book rental assistance. The Commissioners reviewed the
appeal, which indicated that Mrs. Mabrey had been denied assistance because she had
failed to go to the Trustee's office prior to the 21-day time limit. She said she
received no notification to come in, based on a 21-day limit., so she felt she had
been treated unfairly. She said she received an approval sheet, ·which she thought
came from the Trustee's office but subsequently found out that it came from the school.
A couple of weeks later, she received a denial from the Trustee's office because she
did not come in within the specified 21-day period. Howev_er, she reiterated again -~
that she had received no notification to come in within a 21-day period. She called
the Trustee's office and was advised by Mr. Goff that there was nothing she could do.
She subsequently found out via a friend and neighbor that she could,appeal her
decision. The Trustee's office had not told her she had the right to .appeal. She
said the Trustee's office has no copies of sending her anything, noteven the denial.
The Commissioners reviewed the Pigeon Township Trustee's Guidelines, and noted a
discrepancy in that the· Guidelines show a 15-day limit, while the form uti.lized for
school book rental assistance specifies a 21-day limit. Commissioner Borries asked
Mrs. Mabrey if she made application for assistance via the principal's office where
he.r children attend school? She said she did and was given approval by the school.
She did not keep that letter, because she saw no reason to keep it since she had
been approved. Mrs. Mabrey said the approval she received said nothing about appearing.
in person at the Trustee's office and never at any time was she told to go to the
Trustee's office within a specified period of time. President Borries noted that
_the information in the Guidelines needs to be changed; because it states 15-day limit,
whereas the form states a 21-day time specification. Mrs. Mabrey said her children
.attend Delaware School. When she applied for. school book rental assistance, no one
was present at the time. They merely had a table set up, with the papers available
· to be filled out and left at said table. She subsequently received the approval letter.
Mr. Bill Goff was present to represent the-Pigeon Trustee's office. He said that
Mrs. Mabrey carne into the Trustee's office on December 17th and was disallowed
school book rental assistance because notice had been sent to her on the 16th.that
assistance had been disallowed. Mrs. Mabrey told the investigator that she -had not
received the notice to come into the office within the 21-days, although she did
receive the denial letter. Since she did not receive the earlier communication, he
·
does not know how she received the denial letter. He denied the assistance because
of the 21-day limitation. Commissioner Willner reviewed documents provided by
Mr. Goff and asked Mrs. Mabrey to approach the table to see if she could recall
receiving a similar document. She said she had not. Commissioner Willner noted the
address was 207 E. Iowa Street. Mrs; Mabrey said she had not lived. on Iowa Street
since last year. Commissioner Willner said that herein lies the problem. It was
his recommendation that the case be referred back to the Trustee's office for further.
clariffcation. Mrs. Mabrey said that when completed the papers at the school, she
showed the 915 Baker Street address. Mr. Goff said the Iowa Street address was what
they were given by the School. Corporation. Mrs. Mabrey said she lived at the Iowa
Street address last year when she applied for school book rental assistance. Mr. Goff
asked that Mrs. Mabrey come to the Trustee's office again on January 3rd, and he
will _talk with the school ·on January 2nd
{ ~"~ d)
·
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Commissioner Willner to.ld Mrs. Mabrey to let the Board know if she had further
difficulties.
·
RE:

COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT - BILL BETHEL

Weekly Absentee Report: The Absentee Report for the employees at the County Garage
for period December 17th thru December 21st was submitted ••••••• report received and
filed.
Weekly Work Report &Schedule: The Weekly Work Report for employees at the County
Garage for the same period was submitted •••••• report received and filed. Attached
to the Work Report was the following Work Schedule: ·
Gradall:

Golden Rule Rd. All week.

Patched:

Campbell Rd., McDowell Rd., Schutte Rd., Oak Hill Rd., St. Joseph Ave.,
St. Wendel Rd., Dusseldorf Rd., Twickingham Rd., Nurrenbern Rd., Still
Meadow Est.,River Rd.

Tree
Crew:
Grader:

Wendel Rd., and Nuebling Rd.

St~

Baehl Rd., Schmott Rd., Sensmeier Rd., Eisterhold Rd., Seminary Rd., Shore
Rd., Bixler Rd.s Happe Rd., Long Rd., King Rd., Lynn Rd., and Green River
Rd.
I

Haul Fill: Golden Rule Rd., Two (2) trucks all week •
. Trash
Crew:·

Mill Rd. s St. Joseph Ave., Mesker Park Dr., Lynn Rd., Darmstadt Rd., Old
State Rd., and Hirsch-Peters Rd.

Rocked:

Kneer Rd., Baehl Rd., Bixler Rd., ·and Sensmeier Rd.

Oil
Roads:

Lynn Rd., River Rd., and Old Green River Rd •.

Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Bethel if he has any barricades out at this point?
-He responded that he did, as the river i.s coming up unbelievably fast. It is
supposed to crest today, be believes. Ri_ver Road and South Weinbach are covered,
as are.the bottoms.
RE:

COUNTY SURVEYOR - ROBERT BRENNER

Bridge &Guardrail Repair Report: The Bridge &Guardrail Repair Report for period
December 17th thru December 21st·was submitted ••••• report received and filed.
Mr. Brenner said the main reason he attended the meeting today was to respond to
the report given by Mr. Andy Easley, .County .Highway Engineer, concerning the bridge
over Harper Ditch on S.R. 62 (Morgan Avenue). Mr. Brenner said that what Mr. Easley
is going to be telling the Commissioners is that the State is insisting that there
be the 3-span bridge over Harper Ditch, saying that it is a requirement of the Dept.
of Natural Resources. ·Mr. Brenner violently disagrees and says this will be a major
expenditure of monies, that shouldn't have to be. He would recommend the Board of
Commissioners take it to the Governor (for whom the Dept. of Natural Resources works)-.
he'd just as soon st~rt at the top and work down -- because the bridge fund is not
that solvent. He said they estimate $150,000. But by the time it is in, Mr. Brenner
estimates it will be $2 million to $2~ million ••••• as opposed to the $50,000 estimated
.
to expand the culvert that is already there.
Capella.Ave. &Polaris Avenue/Culverts: Commissioner Borries had asked him to check
out these two areas. They do have a culvert problem. They drain into a swamp in
Warrick County. The culverts are the same height as the-swamp-- it is backed in there.
He said the first the surveyor's office does when they get a request for culverts is
to check to see if it is a county-accepted road. These were subdivided in 1957, but
no~here do they find that they have been accepted. Commissioner Borries said we're
. go1ng to have to do some research here on finding if there are any records. From
what Mr. Brenner has been able to determine, there are none. The gentleman .who
called Mr. Borries said·there had been some drainage complaints in that area and
Warrick County has done some work on .Williams Ditch and added a culvert a·tvOuter
·.(continued)
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Pollack Avenue and Staser Rd., in Warrick County. Mr. Brenner said the swamp is
still standing ••••••• the trees are all standing in about two (2) feet of water and
this is what is surrounding the gentleman's house. The ditch is full of water and
it will be full of water because it is exactly the same height as the swamp - whether~
or not he cleans the culverts, it will remain. Mr. Borries asked if the ditch is a
legal drain? Mr. Brenner said it is riot. Mr. Brenner said he believes the gentleman
is goi·ng to do something about that ditch at his expense. Commissioner Borries said
he appreciated Mr. Brenner's going out to check out the problem and we're going to
have to do some research to determine whether or not these are county-accepted roads.
Commissioner Willner said that about 5-6 years ago, the County did some research
from all the minutes and brought them up to date -- it was when Judge Swain was
County Attorney. The copy that the Commissioners have, the copy in Mr. Brenner's
possession and the copy the County Highway has should be the same --·and it is as
up to date as you can get it. Commissioner Willner asked Mr. Bethel if he knows
about Capella? Mr. Bethel said it is a road; and it does not say when it was accepted
or anything like that. Commissioner Willner stated that it is a public easement that
has never been accepted. Mr. Brenner said there are a unbelievable number of those
roads that you would normally assume to be county roads which are not •••••• and it would
be to the Commissioners' benefit to redo the study. Commissioner·Willner said we
don't even know of them. If someone subdivides a piece of ground it can go thru the
process and never reach the Board -- if- they are going to take the roads under their
private maintenance, etc. Mr. Brenner said they can go thru ·and tell the Board what
each one is •• ~ •• whether it has been state-accepted, county-accepted or whatever. They
really should bring this thru the minutes of a Commissioners' meeting. They made a
list for the Sheriff's 'Department· --so they do have a name for each-T~ad.
RE:

COUNTY HIGHWAY ENGINEER - ANDY EASLEY

Mr. Easley said that ·he made a ~eport .to each of the Commi.ssioners about his trip lasl
week to Indianapolis. He brought back a set of the plans giveri:/:to him ·on the road
-improvement. The State is going to do some verification of their design, but it wou·,
appear that according to their calculations that this 3-span bridge.:ii..s 'J"equired to
· satisfy the criteria that they have to live with --:meaning the Depa~nt of Natural
Resources. They questioned the condition of the bridge because of tbe salt damage it
.,. has suffered ••• or rather, the bridge culvert. They think that if you take away the
riprapping and .the demolition, that our obligation could be $150,000. But they are
supposed to contact Mr. Easley and let him know whether or not it could be done with
a multiple-span b.ox culvert. But they had several reasons they thought it would be
more concrete -and more expensive. Commissioner Willner asked if this were Mr. Easley's
suggestion? He said he sugg.ested they try to see if this would be less· expensive.
His past experience has been that for such a small flow {and he believes there is a
multiple-box culvert under Burkhardt at Morgan, built several years ago) that when you
_.get into two or three 10' x 10' openings there are some problems with maintaining the
.flow in that creek. You have to dam up a creek to build a-box culvert-- it does have
problems. In some streams you can construct a box culvert cheaper than you can con· · .struct a bridge. But the flow into the subject creek is· limited by pipe,s. They said
, _. .that their permit from the Dept .. of Natural Resources was granted on a 1300 cfs _ that
,. ,,.•.. was computed •••• and they have to get along with the Dept. of Natural Resources. And
~:_,,.,~:·:·'·they insis:t ·that the existing structure has been damaged by the salt. Commissioner
Willner asked Mr •. Easley if they gave indication of when that study would be .made and
when they would let Mr. Easley know? Mr. Easley said he would hope to hear from them
' ' within the next ten (10) days. He doesn't think it will take them very long. And
they hope to have this project on letting in February. Commissioner Willner asked
Mr. Brenner if it is his opinion that he would like for the Department of Natural
Resources to come down and inspect that bridge with him? Mr. Brenner-said they won't -.
come down. The current culvert has never flooded. It floods from backwater from th
creek, but it has never backed up. ··History tells you that it is not going to flood; the
water can't even get to it. Commissioner Willner queried Mr. Brenner about his
recommendation? Mr. Brenner said he doesn't think we should just roll over that
easily. He believes discussions should continue. With regard to the salt damage
the structure may have incurred, Mr. Brenner said they have inspected the structure
and cannot see any salt damage. Commissioner Willner asked if Mr. Brenner would .·
recommend that it be replaced with another structure like that? Mr. Brenner said that
· ····if it were damaged, he'd put another layer of concrete on top of it and extend the
box. Commissioner Willner asked if· Mr. Brenner understands why the ·state isn't using
·
Federal_money on Morgan Avenue? Because they do not want to adhere to Federal specs?
' ·.:
,.Mr. Brenner said this is correct •••• probably on driveways, -etc. They are using all .
:State money; yet they want to build a Cadillac bridge. Commissioner Willner said he

I
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thinks it's time we need to tell them how much money we will give and let them put
the bridge they want there. Therefore, he recommends that the Commissioners, the
County Engineer and the County Surveyor meet on site on Wednesday, January 2nd at
12:30 p.m. to inspect the bridge •••••. just prior to the Commissioners' meeting
scheduled at 2:30 p.m. Commissioner Willner asked who is a good salt expert in the
county -- one of the concrete companies? He suggested that Mr. Brenner invite one.
Mr. Brenner agreed to invite the salt expert from M&W Concrete Pipe & Supply, Inc.
to· meet on site with the aforementioned.
RE:

COUNTY PROPERTY & LIABILITY INSURANCE COVERAGE FOR 1985

President Borries said that the Board of Commissioners has met with Mr. John Hodge,
our agent of record concerning the county's property and liability insurance coverages
for 1985. They have examined same and Mr. Hodge's comments indicate that we are going
to -- we had a decision regarding our umbrella liability coverage -- and the purpose
of that particular coverage is to protect the county from exposures not contemplated
by underlying policies. Based on what Mr. Hodge has recommended and what the Board
has discussed, it has been agreed that that coverage would be $1 million for 1985 · "';:.·
rather than $5 million. President Borries. said there are bond claims, insurance
binders for the various policies, business auto policies, institutional policies,
bonds in ·various areas, etc. Commissioner· Willner suggested that Commissioner Borries
explain on the .bond issue that the reason the bond is so much higher this year is
because the State has updated the bonding capacities of the Treasurer, the Auditor,
etc. President Borries read the following· letter from.Mr. Hodge:
December 26, 1984 .
The Board of Commissioners
of the County of Vanderburgh
305 Civic Center Complex
Evansville, Indiana 47708
Gentlemen:
Enclosed are invoices for Public Official Bonds for the Treasurer, and Chief
;., ';•;'.Deputy Treasurer for. 1985.
You will note that the bond amount, $300,000,. is. higher than inthe past. Thi-s
new bond amount is required according to the requirements ofHouse Bill 2005
which passed the State Legislature effective September 1, 1981. This law
becomes effective with the term of office beginning January 1, 1985, and
specifies the high bond. limits for Treasurers, Trustees, and various other office
holders.
I am available to dis.cuss any bond or insurance matter with any appropriate
county office holders. Call any time.
Very truly yours,
..··.HELFRICH INSURANCE AGENCY
John D. Hodge
Claim in the amount of $1,678.00 covering public official bonds, as follows, was
submitted:
.
Roy Patrick Tuley - Treasurer - $300,000 ·
$938.00
620.00
Wayne Pasco- Chief Dep. Treas •. 300,000
Bob Steele -·County Recor~er · 8,500
30.00
Charles R. Althaus, County Coroner 8,500
30.00
30.00
Richard R. Woods, Deputy Coroner 8,500
Widdie J. Hall, Deputy Coroner · 8,500
30.00
Motion to approve claim for payment was made by Commissioner Willner, with a second
from Commissioner Borries. So ordered •.
~

:

Other claims approved upon motion from Commissioner Willner, with a second from
Commissioner Borries --with instructions that secretary stamp said claims approved -covered the following:
.
. · . :· . .
. · .·· .· · . ·. . · ,'> '.
\.
.·.
''· · ·"'· .· · <~·;>·t~'i~E.i.~t; ..• ,. ."'"""·'
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Property Boiler
Watercraft
Workers' Compensation
.
General Liability (which covers crime, inland marine activities, business
auto policies, non-owned aircraft, public officials liability --which
has been discussed -- law enforcement professional liability and the
umbrella liability)

1

Commissioner Willner noted that there is discussion on the auto and aircraft liability
insurance and they would be subject to change •.•••• but the Board does want them in
place for January 1, 1985. Commissioner Berries said he wants to commend John Hodge
for his research. He does an excellent job of examining all the alternatives and ·looking at ways in which all our coverage is up to date. (All of the foregoing were handed to Mr. Jim Lindenschmidt for handling and resubmission next week.)
RE:

CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE

J. H. Rudolph &Co., Inc.:
RE:

Insurance Binder •••••••••• received and filed.

CLAIMS

Ashby-Rauscher Agency, Inc.: Claim in. the amount of $88.00 for bond for.Helen
Kuebler.
Motion to approve. claim was made by Commissioner Willner with a second
from Commissioner Berries. So qrdered.
Ashby-Rauscher Agency, Inc.: Claim in the amount of $30.00 for bond for Alvin.
·E. Stucki, Center Township Assessor. Motion to approve claim was marle by Commissioner
Willner, with a second from Commissioner Berries. So ordered. ·
-·
Evansville.:.vanderburgh County Bldg. Authority: Claim in the amount of $672.00 for
labor to install six (6) computer cables to Court Bldg. (1 ea.ch to Judge Swain,
Judge Brune, Judge Dietsch, Judge Stephens, and Judge O'Connor and Judge Shepard).
·Motion to approve claim was made by Commissioner.Willner, with a second from
Commissioner Berries. So ordered.

.I
"' ..

•'

Pitney Bowes: Claim in the amount of $417.00 for meter rental on County Postage
Machine for period 1/16/85 thru 1/16/86. Motion to approve claim was made by
Commissioner Willner, with a second from Commissioner Berries. So ordered.
Claims given to Jim Lindenschmidt for "hold" until .Commissioners' meeting on
January 2, 1985 included multiplexers for the Prosecutor's office (which insure
confidentiality on computer system, etc.) and other public official bonds.
RE:

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES - RELEASES

Center Township Assessor
. ·Anna Mae Wolf
Janet R. Stucki

3124 W. Maryland St.
6640 Stucki Drive

Off. Dep.
$412.26/Pay Eff: 12/31/84
Off. Dep.P/T $30.00/Day Eff:" 12/31/84

Burdette Park
Dorothy Lindsey

1625 Delmar.

Rink Cashier

$4.50/Hr.

Eff: 12/5/1

Circuit Court
Julie Wittman
Kevin Gibson
Christopher Carl
Clerk o'f Circuit
Grace Wohlhueter

7377 Acorn Drive ·
809 E. Hunter/Blmgton.
10140 S.E. Browning
&. Superior

Intern
.Intern
P/T ·Bailiff

$3.35/Hr. . Eff: 12/5/84
$3.35/Hr. . .Eff: 12/28/84
$3.35/Hr. Eff: 12/28/84

Courts· .. ~:_!'.:_·~·.·

1806 Conlin

Dep. Clk.

$452. 30/Pay Eff: . 1/1/85

··;

--··
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EMPLOYMENT CHANGES - APPOINTMENTS

Clerk of Circuit & Superior Courts
Tina Preske

$452.30/Pay

Eff: · 1/l/85

Off. Dep.
$452.31/Pay
Off. Dep. P/T $ 30.00/Day

Eff: l/1/85
Eff: 1/1/85

Dep. Clk.

2202 Evanston Dr.

Center Township Assessor
Janet R. Stucki
Anna Mae Wolf

6640 Stucki Dr.

Burdette Park
Dorothy Lindsey

1625 Delmar

Rink Cashier.

$5.00/Hr.

. Eff: 12/5/84

Circuit Court
Michael Lee Seger
'!,

,"

1530 Brentwood

Intern

$ 3.35/Hr. · · Eff: 12/3/84

Intern
Intern
P/T·Bailiff

$ 3.35/Hr.
$3 .. 35/Hr.
$3.35/Hr.

Circuit Court
Debra Kaye Hayden
Kevin Gibson
Christopher Karl
RE:

505 Court Street
809 E. Hunter/Blmgtn.
10140 S.E. Browning

Eff: 12/17/84
Eff: 12/17/84
Eff: 12/20/84

HOLIDAY CLOSINGS - COUNTY OFFICES

President·Borries announced that all County offices will be closed on Monday and
Tuesday, December 31st and January 1st, respectively for the New Year Holiday.
RE:
'"

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

12:30 p.m. - Wednesday, January 2nd - Commissioners, County Highway Engineer, County
Surveyor and representative from M&W Concrete
Pipe & Supplies to meet at Morgan Avenue Bridge
. · site.
2:30 p.m. - Wednesday, January 2nd - Board of Commissioners will hold its weekly
meeting - the first of the New Year.
There being no further business to come before the Board at this time, President
Borries declared the meeting adjourned at 3:35 p.m.

PRESENT:

COMMISSIONERS
Richard J. Borries
Robert L. Willner

8

COUNTY HIGHWAY
Bill Bethel
SECRETARY:

Joanne A. Matthews

· AUDITOR
Pat Tuley
.Chief Deputy

COUNTY
ENGINEER

COUNTY
SURVEYOR

Andy Easley

Andy Easley

